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Don’t always walk on the smooth roads, walk ways that no one has travelled
before, so as to leave behind traces and not only dust”

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry



ABOUT US  
We are the #1 Group Procurement Organisation (GPO) focused on retail and professional 
products with clear life science background (spinoffs) that consists of independent 
retailers and distributors with own staff / offices / warehouses / training premises / points 
of sale in 75 countries and purchasing volume 368 mln/year. We buy only brands with 
100% clear USP. We pay only cash up front. GPO members are passionate longevitists 
that united to leverage novel unique product scouting, purchasing power, obtain better 
discounts from vendors, secure exclusive distribution rights on the brands, speed up all 
the processes and make them time, resources and costs effective. The focus of GPO is 
on brands utilizing the latest life science cutting-edge technologies and discoveries that 
radically enhance human healthspan. 

The Life Science Brands Report contains all-in-one Dossiers (systemized by time period, 
category, industry or hand-customized by filter) of selected by GPO ready-to-market 
and already existing independent life science brands, as well as GPO’s private label 
brands that are being developed on exclusive terms, co-owned by GPO members. All 
information is also available in open / closed access at the Spinoff.com Procurement 
Platform. The professional Dossiers are structured similarly and grouped according to 
the content. You can easily get to each of the Dossier by clicking on the name in the 
content. All professional Dossiers are filled only with the most relevant information and 
exclusively tailored by our in-house team for the needs of GPO Members (direct/indirect 
retailers and distributors) and also supplemented with a visual and additional materials 
that are constantly updated and always agreed with brand owner prior publication. Actual 
customised reports are synchronized with the update on the platform. 

Such special selection of brands could be used by GPO members for offline work in 
customized PDF file format, digital or hard copy, that is easy to print out with one click. 
The digital version of Life Science Brands Report could be viewed at any device, with 
any operating system, in the highest resolution without the risk of viruses and shared 
by any modern means of communication. The platform has a highly reliable level of 
protection since all information is located on secure German servers. Tailored smart 
software allows tracking who and when has viewed / downloaded each report based 
on IP address to secure sensitive data content. All Dossiers contain one click live 
links in the body that redirect to the official linking source. Also, at the bottom of each 
Dossier there is a relevant general information about the brand, related files (products 
catalogues, leaflets, certificates, company presentations, prices etc.) that can also be 
downloaded in one click, a direct link to the brand’s official website, along with contact 
person information, allowing procurement process participants to directly contact a 
representative of interested spinoffs. 

The Life Science Brands Report efficiently establishes and simplifies communication, 
processing and document flow between the GPO members and brand owners / 
manufacturers, and serve to them as a professional market tool for own assessment and 
to observe the assessment of others, as well as work with life science brands directly in 
the “all in one place” format, or work as a group on solving some problems or within the 
framework of best practices discussion.

Sincerely Yours, GPO Members
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BEVERAGE



Boring might have been yesterday - now your lifestyle will be colorful!

They bang. They’re loud. These celebrate you and your easy drinking

fun. That's why they're here, so you can drink easier and experience

more magic with Nu Magic Water. More than H20 - no bullsh*t, no sugar,

but 100% drink flow for the recommended daily amount of water. Nu

Magic  Water comes without unnecessary fillers, other blah blah, or

plastic bottles. It loves simple tap water and becomes a fancy functional

drink via multiple shakes in the glass bottle. It takes water to the next

level. Thanks to the micronutrient market leader BIOGENA, it heralds a

new era with bright colors, refreshing varieties, scientifically proven

function, and seamless quality. With the dream team partner of NEOH's

secret sugar replacement formula, the sugar drama in the beverage

market is solved in the most innovative way. Feel it, taste it, love it.

NU MAGIC WATER SCIENCE-BACKED
FUNCTIONAL DRINK WITH

NUTRITIONAL ADDED VALUE

® 

®
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THE STORY THE STORY 

No doubt you know them too, those busy bees who never have time to drink. Those who

find water just too boring, or who simply adore their coffee and fizzy drinks. Perhaps you

recognize yourself in this description? Well, that’s why Nu Magic  Water wants to be your

partner in crime. Because who really loves drinking water – and in sufficient quantities?

Seriously, no-one! Nu Magic  provides your body with power and energy, keeps you up

and running and helps you achieve your flow.

That’s why they came up with “More than H2O”, with less plastic, less sugar, more

hydration, and more nutrification. Simply more than H2O. 

Let’s meet the six magical F’s. Don’t you know them? Then listen up.Let’s meet the six magical F’s. Don’t you know them? Then listen up. 

More ColorColorFFul, ul, FFlavorsome & lavorsome & FFancy. ancy. Speaking of fancy stuff, have you admired the colors?

 Have you tasted the Nu Magic  Spirit? Say hi to Color, Flavor, Function, your partners in

crime on the scene. Confidently fancy thanks to 100% natural aromas & backed by science.

More FFunction, unction, FFulfillment & ulfillment & FFun.un. Every member of the Nu Magic  Water Gang meets a

current mood. Looking for Beauty & Glow? Or Mental Balance & Relax? Hype up the

Immune System? Full performance with Brain & Focus? Something for your mood with joie

de vivre and zest for life? Or everything all at once with the all-stars from Nu Magic Water

in the Gimme-Five starter pack?

But let’s start at the beginning:But let’s start at the beginning:

In the creation phase, after two years of head-scratching and bright ideas (not to mention

the no-brainers), they came up with the easy way to drink more and to love it – for you,

your hydration and our Blue Planet.

Speaking of the Blue Planet – 1 million plastic bottles per minute – scary statistics, but we

all can do better than that. With a measurable promise - to consume less plastic. 

®

®

®

®

® 
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

Empower yourself with the PeoplePlanetPower-SolutionEmpower yourself with the PeoplePlanetPower-Solution

#fightclimatechange       500 x better CO2 footprint than a plastic water bottle#fightclimatechange       500 x better CO2 footprint than a plastic water bottle

#fightplastic                      99% plastic reduction compared to a plastic water bottle#fightplastic                      99% plastic reduction compared to a plastic water bottle

#fightsugar                        99% sugar reduction compared to Ø 500 ml soft drink#fightsugar                        99% sugar reduction compared to Ø 500 ml soft drink

#betterhydration             100% drinking flow for the recommended daily amount of water#betterhydration             100% drinking flow for the recommended daily amount of water

#smartnutrification         100% nutrient flow for targeted, nutritive supply of micronutrients,#smartnutrification         100% nutrient flow for targeted, nutritive supply of micronutrients,

in some cases above the 100% daily requirementin some cases above the 100% daily requirement

Do you think greenwashing is lame? Nu Magic Water does too!

A personal concernA personal concern

"I'm sure you know this - most people drink far too less water or unsweetened drinks every

day, and if they do, they don't like it because it's simply boring and tasteless. Together with

® 
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a strong team of co-founders, I solved my personal drinking problem: Either a glass of

water until two in the afternoon or coffee or cola for the supposed energy boost, that was

my drinking behavior before this innovation - the main thing was that it tasted good and

pushed me. By the evening at the latest, I was completely dehydrated, over-sugared

and/or my poor supply made itself known with headaches, loss of energy and a bad mood.

With Nu Magic  Water, I want to give normal water uniqueness. The science team behind

Nu Magic  Water has succeeded so well with the extra kick of targeted vitamins, minerals

and plant extracts based on 100% natural flavors that many people suddenly love (learn to)

drink with joy." "This is the problem we are now tackling worldwide: "better hydration",

"smart nutrification", "fight sugar", "fight plastic", "fight climate change" and thus

measurable promises to future generations and our planet. We are happy about every

customer who drinks more with Nu Magic® Water, even has fun with the new drinking

experience and with a strong sustainability impact."

The personal founder story of CEO & Female-Founder Julia Ganglbauer, MSc

Are you in?Are you in?

Because the idea of chic isn't just superficial – content is queen for Nu Magic  Water. That

is something to be proud of. Not only because they don’t want anything to do with that

nonsense. They also say, “No, thank you, ma‘am” to refined sugar (which these are already

refined enough) , noticeably reducing the amount of sugar in your food. What they offer in

its place is unique nutritional added value, with their fancy function (more nutrification). In

other words, it's scientifically proven that Nu Magic  Water is good for you, by lifting your

water tables to the next level, but they want more – do you?

All that remains is to say:All that remains is to say:

They deliver real added value - scientifically proven and perfectly dosed for you, thanks to

their Science Team! They want to care about you, your health and your lifestyle. They want

to support you in what you do and who you want to be - as long as you drink more, more

than H2O.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

®

®

®

®
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

I. SHINE LIKE OSCARI. SHINE LIKE OSCAR

This drink is your perfect partner in crime. Oscar gives you the necessary glow during your

working day. Oscar makes you feel fabulous on your night out. And best of all: Oscar is

always available. Let‘s face it: together you’re simply too glam to give a damn.

Mood: Mood: Beauty – Glow

Taste: Taste: pineapple x elderflower x saffron

Ingredients: Ingredients: niacin ∙ zinc ∙ vitamin c ∙ copper ∙ green tea extract ∙ pomegranate extract

Size: 42 g (12 Sticks x 3,5 g)                                        Suggested Retail Price: €9,90Size: 42 g (12 Sticks x 3,5 g)                                        Suggested Retail Price: €9,90

II. VERY HAPPY BUDDHAII. VERY HAPPY BUDDHA

This drink is your om on a busy day. Missed your train – om. A stain on your new jeans –

om. All tables in your favorite restaurant taken – om. It still sucks but hey, don‘t be too hard

on yourself. Put on some sweatpants, order takeout & be your own hero.

Mood:Mood: Mental Balance – Relax – Chill

Taste:Taste: açaí berry

Ingredients: Ingredients: vitamin B6 ∙ magnesium ∙ lemon balm extract ∙ lavender extract ∙

ashwagandha extract

Size: 48 g (12 x 4 g)                                                     Suggested Retail Price: €9,90Size: 48 g (12 x 4 g)                                                     Suggested Retail Price: €9,90

2023.05.23 | Best-Aging Report
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

III. IN TUNE WITH IMMUNEIII. IN TUNE WITH IMMUNE

This drink is your healthy Tinder date. The aroma of a bouquet of fruits. The romantic

feeling of a never-ending flirt with vitamins. And after a long day on the go – with only the

two of you – it‘s obvious: you’ve got a new friend with benefits.

Mood:Mood: Immune system

Taste:Taste: tangerine x ginger

Ingredients:Ingredients: vitamin C ∙ zinc ∙ quercetin ∙ reishi

Size: 48 g (12 x 4 g)                                                   Suggested Retail Price: €9,90Size: 48 g (12 x 4 g)                                                   Suggested Retail Price: €9,90

IV. NO PINKY BUT BRAINIV. NO PINKY BUT BRAIN

This drink is your personal cheerleader for every one of your focused performances – no

matter whether at work or at play. It doesn‘t give you wings but enough magic to make you

Best-Aging Report | 2023.05.23
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think:

Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

maybe it‘s really time to take over the world. Be bold. Be you.

Mood:Mood: Performance – Brain – Focus

Taste: Taste: sour cherry x blueberry x cardamom

Ingredients:Ingredients: thiamin ∙ pantothenic acid ∙ all 8 B vitamins ∙ zinc ginkgo extract ∙ ginseng

root extract

Size: 54 g (12 x 4,5 g)                                                Suggested Retail Price: €9,90Size: 54 g (12 x 4,5 g)                                                Suggested Retail Price: €9,90

V. GOOD VIBES ONLYV. GOOD VIBES ONLY

2023.05.23 | Best-Aging Report
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® WaterPhoto Credit by Nu Magic® Water

This drink is so 2019. It‘s like partying all night long, dancing till dawn and singing along

with your friends at a concert. Simply put: Perfection. What is considered world class

today? Rose, Vanilla & Good Vibes. All day. Every day.

Mood: Mood: Mood – Vibes – Passion

Taste:Taste: rose x vanilla

Ingredients: Ingredients: vitamin C ∙ vitamin B6 ∙ magnesium ∙ baobab fruit ∙ maca extract

Size: 54 g (12 x 4,5 g)                                                 Suggested Retail Price: €9,90Size: 54 g (12 x 4,5 g)                                                 Suggested Retail Price: €9,90

VI. GIMME FIVE - YOUR ALL-IN-ONE-STARTER PACKVI. GIMME FIVE - YOUR ALL-IN-ONE-STARTER PACK

Start your #betterhydration adventures now with your fancy, functional drinks in

sustainable stick packs with added nutritional value, supported by science with fancy

flavors & colors. Feel the good vibes & explore the magic with #smart nutrification & 100%

natural flavors.

Best-Aging Report | 2023.05.23
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

Consisting of 12 x Nu MagicConsisting of 12 x Nu Magic  Water STICKS of ALL kinds: Water STICKS of ALL kinds:

GOOD VIBES ONLY (2 Sticks) Mood: Mood – Vibes – PassionMood: Mood – Vibes – Passion

VERY HAPPY BUDDHA (2 Sticks) Mood: Mental Balance – Relax – ChillMood: Mental Balance – Relax – Chill

SHINE LIKE OSCAR (2 Sticks) Mood: Beauty – Glow Mood: Beauty – Glow

NO PINKY BUT BRAIN (3 Sticks) Mood: Performance – Brain – FocusMood: Performance – Brain – Focus

IN TUNE WITH IMMUNE (3 Sticks) Mood: Immune systemMood: Immune system

Size: 49,5 g (5 x 4,5 g, 5 x 4g, 2 x 3,5g)                                   Suggested Retail Price: €9,90Size: 49,5 g (5 x 4,5 g, 5 x 4g, 2 x 3,5g)                                   Suggested Retail Price: €9,90

VII. #FIGHTPLASTIC BOTTLESVII. #FIGHTPLASTIC BOTTLES

®®
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

It‘s me, your new travel buddy, your ultra-chic water bottle brought to you by NuMagic

Water. I‘ll stick with you through thick and thin and make you feel good about being

environmentally conscious whilst keeping you optimally hydrated, healthy and fit.

Above all else, I am the ideal container for your NuMagic  Water. I can hold half a litre, and

there are five different flavors for you to choose from to keep your body performing at its

best.

Material:Material: borosilicate glass

Lid:Lid: bamboo, stainless steel,  polypropylene (BPA-free). The bottle is resistant to heat

and cold

Size: 500 ml                                                                                   Suggested Retail Price:Size: 500 ml                                                                                   Suggested Retail Price:

€14,90€14,90

®

®
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

VIII. START THE MAGIC PACKVIII. START THE MAGIC PACK

GIMME FIVE + WATER BOTTLE 0,42 l. - 12 x drink powder Nu MagicGIMME FIVE + WATER BOTTLE 0,42 l. - 12 x drink powder Nu Magic  Water + Nu Magic Water + Nu Magic

Water Bottle incl. neoprene sleeve.Water Bottle incl. neoprene sleeve.

Nu MagicNu Magic  Water Bottle incl. neoprene sleeve Water Bottle incl. neoprene sleeve

Material: Material: borosilicate glass

Lid: Lid: stainless steel and polypropylene, with nylon carrying strap + Protective & insulating

Neoprene cover

Give Me Five - YOUR ALL-IN-ONE-STARTER PACKGive Me Five - YOUR ALL-IN-ONE-STARTER PACK

Consisting of 12 x Nu MagicConsisting of 12 x Nu Magic Water STICKS of ALL kinds:Water STICKS of ALL kinds:

®® ®®

®®

® ® 
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

GOOD VIBES ONLY (2 Sticks) Mood: Mood – Vibes – PassionMood: Mood – Vibes – Passion

VERY HAPPY BUDDHA (2 Sticks) Mood: Mental Balance – Relax – Chill Mood: Mental Balance – Relax – Chill

SHINE LIKE OSCAR (2 Sticks) Mood: Beauty – GlowMood: Beauty – Glow

NO PINKY BUT BRAIN (3 Sticks) Mood: Performance – Brain – FocusMood: Performance – Brain – Focus

IN TUNE WITH IMMUNE (3 Sticks) Mood: Immune systemMood: Immune system

                                                                                                         Suggested Retail Price:Suggested Retail Price:

€24,80€24,80

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Nu Magic Water - the new, fancy, functional drink in sustainable stick packs with nutritional

added value, backed by science, with edgy flavors & colors. Yesterday it may have been

boring - but today your lifestyle is bursting with color! Sustainable and always one step

® 
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ahead, it's not just the contents that score with their values - the outside is also impressive.

The packaging and branding are ecological and sustainable, so it makes an active

contribution in climate change.

Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

#fightclimatechange Nu Magic Water  lets the corks pop. These get loud. These celebrate

you and your easy drink fun. That's why they're here, so you can drink lighter and

experience more magic - Nu Magic  Water, to be exact. Nu Magic  Water doesn’t take a

back seat to snooty grape juice or sassy bubbling water. There’s no chance of that with our

colors! Nu Magic  Water is your fancy, functional drink with edgy colors & flavors inside

sustainable stick packs. With these fancy colors, it doesn't stand a chance!

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

They are young, colorful and loud! Launched in April 2022, Nu Magic  Water is growing,

has been welcomed by the community and has a high interaction with new partners and

created its own fanbase.  They are taking off in the first year and still have much to do. In

addition to the digital media, which is the focus due to the target group, it relies on a mix of

different stationary measures to make the brand tangible.

®

® ®

®

®
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12 sticks per pack

Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

An excerpt of our advertising measures:

Interacting posts on Instagram/Tik Tok and other social media;

Influencer participation /partnership and announcements;

Cooperations with partner companies and pop-ups;

Promotion & sampling campaigns in urban areas;

Cooperation with BIOGENA, the company with the largest science team in the branch;

Spot advertising measures in the form of posters, flyers to increase visibility on the

street;

Incoming TV-Campaign.

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

Nu Magic  Water has been featured in:

Nominated for the German Food Innovation Newcomer Award 2022

®
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

brutkasten.com

medianet.at

startupvalles.news
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Nu Magic Water GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Patric Dengg, Produkt- und Projektmanager

E-mail:E-mail: info@numagicwater.com

Website:Website: numagicwater.com

Phone:Phone: +43 664 88641386

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2021

Regions:Regions: Austria

Industries:Industries: Beverage, Supplements

NuMagic® Water website

NuMagic® Water Facebook

NuMagic® Water Instagram

click here
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VODA UA is Ukrainian water that has a unique chemical composition,

containing silver ions, which makes the water clean, tasty and highly

useful. The water is produced by Mineralni Vody Karpat TOV. Extracted

from one of the purest sources in Ukraine, VODA UA identifies as a

100% natural water. It is bottled without any physical and chemical

corrections. Naturally, clean water sources are located in the heart of

Ukraine, Cherkassy region, called "Little Carpathians". The unique

ecological conditions and the exceptionally valuable water sources are

highly recognized in Ukraine and around the world. The company

provides the still water and sparkling water in the glass bottles, and in

PET bottles. Furthermore, such water does not contain any chemical and

artificial adding.

VODA UA IS THE SILVER-IONIZED
WATER THAT CARES ABOUT YOU
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Life started with water and it is not possible without it. Clean, clear and cool liquid is all

that's needed to be healthy. In addition, clean drinking water is an essential part of healthy

nutrition. VODA UA has an ideal ph – 7.4. Furthermore, it contains a unique mineral

composition and does not require any chemical correction, because it is already perfect.

The company makes everything that customers to be sure, that they drink only high-quality

water, therefore VODA UA was certified by the national certification body, UkrSEPRO

CERTATOM. Mineralni Vody Karpat provides the still water and sparkling water with the

silver ions in different packages.

VODA UA from the heart of the Carpathian Mountains

source - vodaua.ua

The glass is considered as one of the safest materials for water storage. The liquid in those

bottles keeps fresh longer, does not lose useful minerals and microelements and its taste.

Other benefits of glass bottle are high environmental friendliness and aesthetics of the

product. Besides that, glass does not need additional quality checks and recycling. Still

water in the glass is the choice of people, who care about the environment. Importantly,

still water should be used during 180 days after producing.
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VODA UA still water, 0,4l (glass)

source - vodaua.ua

It is proved that sparkling water more quenches thirst in hot summer weather. CO2 does

not change the usefulness of water. This is the kind of beverage effectively restores the

water level in a short period of time. VODA UA bottled without any physical and chemical

corrections. Polyethylene terephthalate (or PET) are amenable to recycling and reusing.

The substance of those paragraphs was adopted by the internationally acknowledged

implementation of the environmental management system under the series of

ISO. Importantly, sparkling water should be used during 360 days after producing.

Polyethylene terephthalate (or PET) bottles also have a lot of advantages. First of all, such

kind of bottles are easy and convenient, and scientific researches make them healthy.

Water in PET bottles does not lose taste and advantages. During the last years, there are

more opportunities for product processing from PET and it helps to keep the planet clean.

The information about the concentration of the produced substance per 1 litre:

Anions: CL (5-40), SO4 (5-50), hco3 (300-500).

Cations: Na+K (10-70), Ca (60-120), Mg (10-60); Ag (0.003-0.025).

Ph: 7.1-7.5.
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For art plein air it was better to take easy and convenient PET package, and for the Workshop, glassware water

look more representative

source - vodaua.ua

VODA UA sparkling water, 0,4l (glass)

source - vodaua.ua
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Mineralni Vody Karpat

Contact person:Contact person: Leonid Kostyuchenko

E-mail:E-mail: info@vodaua.ua; k.sadovaia@vodaua.ua; d.…

Website:Website: vodaua.ua/home

Phone:Phone: +380661009944

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Ukraine

Industries:Industries: Beverage

VODA UA

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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Boring might have been yesterday - now your lifestyle will be colorful!

They bang. They’re loud. These celebrate you and your easy drinking

fun. That's why they're here, so you can drink easier and experience

more magic with Nu Magic Water. More than H20 - no bullsh*t, no sugar,

but 100% drink flow for the recommended daily amount of water. Nu

Magic  Water comes without unnecessary fillers, other blah blah, or

plastic bottles. It loves simple tap water and becomes a fancy functional

drink via multiple shakes in the glass bottle. It takes water to the next

level. Thanks to the micronutrient market leader BIOGENA, it heralds a

new era with bright colors, refreshing varieties, scientifically proven

function, and seamless quality. With the dream team partner of NEOH's

secret sugar replacement formula, the sugar drama in the beverage

market is solved in the most innovative way. Feel it, taste it, love it.

SECRET DOSSIER ON NU MAGIC
WATER SCIENCE-BACKED

FUNCTIONAL DRINK

® 

®
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THE STORY THE STORY 

No doubt you know them too, those busy bees who never have time to drink. Those who

find water just too boring, or who simply adore their coffee and fizzy drinks. Perhaps you

recognize yourself in this description? Well, that’s why Nu Magic  Water wants to be your

partner in crime. Because who really loves drinking water – and in sufficient quantities?

Seriously, no-one! Nu Magic  provides your body with power and energy, keeps you up

and running and helps you achieve your flow.

That’s why they came up with “More than H2O”, with less plastic, less sugar, more

hydration, and more nutrification. Simply more than H2O. 

Let’s meet the six magical F’s. Don’t you know them? Then listen up.Let’s meet the six magical F’s. Don’t you know them? Then listen up. 

More ColorColorFFul, ul, FFlavorsome & lavorsome & FFancy. ancy. Speaking of fancy stuff, have you admired the colors?

 Have you tasted the Nu Magic  Spirit? Say hi to Color, Flavor, Function, your partners in

crime on the scene. Confidently fancy thanks to 100% natural aromas & backed by science.

More FFunction, unction, FFulfillment & ulfillment & FFun.un. Every member of the Nu Magic  Water Gang meets a

current mood. Looking for Beauty & Glow? Or Mental Balance & Relax? Hype up the

Immune System? Full performance with Brain & Focus? Something for your mood with joie

de vivre and zest for life? Or everything all at once with the all-stars from Nu Magic Water

in the Gimme-Five starter pack?

But let’s start at the beginning:But let’s start at the beginning:

In the creation phase, after two years of head-scratching and bright ideas (not to mention

the no-brainers), they came up with the easy way to drink more and to love it – for you,

your hydration and our Blue Planet.

Speaking of the Blue Planet – 1 million plastic bottles per minute – scary statistics, but we

all can do better than that. With a measurable promise - to consume less plastic. 

®

®

®

®

® 
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

Empower yourself with the PeoplePlanetPower-SolutionEmpower yourself with the PeoplePlanetPower-Solution

#fightclimatechange       500 x better CO2 footprint than a plastic water bottle#fightclimatechange       500 x better CO2 footprint than a plastic water bottle

#fightplastic                      99% plastic reduction compared to a plastic water bottle#fightplastic                      99% plastic reduction compared to a plastic water bottle

#fightsugar                        99% sugar reduction compared to Ø 500 ml soft drink#fightsugar                        99% sugar reduction compared to Ø 500 ml soft drink

#betterhydration             100% drinking flow for the recommended daily amount of water#betterhydration             100% drinking flow for the recommended daily amount of water

#smartnutrification         100% nutrient flow for targeted, nutritive supply of micronutrients,#smartnutrification         100% nutrient flow for targeted, nutritive supply of micronutrients,

in some cases above the 100% daily requirementin some cases above the 100% daily requirement

Do you think greenwashing is lame? Nu Magic Water does too!

A personal concernA personal concern

"I'm sure you know this - most people drink far too less water or unsweetened drinks every

day, and if they do, they don't like it because it's simply boring and tasteless. Together with

® 
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a strong team of co-founders, I solved my personal drinking problem: Either a glass of

water until two in the afternoon or coffee or cola for the supposed energy boost, that was

my drinking behavior before this innovation - the main thing was that it tasted good and

pushed me. By the evening at the latest, I was completely dehydrated, over-sugared

and/or my poor supply made itself known with headaches, loss of energy and a bad mood.

With Nu Magic  Water, I want to give normal water uniqueness. The science team behind

Nu Magic  Water has succeeded so well with the extra kick of targeted vitamins, minerals

and plant extracts based on 100% natural flavors that many people suddenly love (learn to)

drink with joy." "This is the problem we are now tackling worldwide: "better hydration",

"smart nutrification", "fight sugar", "fight plastic", "fight climate change" and thus

measurable promises to future generations and our planet. We are happy about every

customer who drinks more with Nu Magic® Water, even has fun with the new drinking

experience and with a strong sustainability impact."

The personal founder story of CEO & Female-Founder Julia Ganglbauer, MSc

Are you in?Are you in?

Because the idea of chic isn't just superficial – content is queen for Nu Magic  Water. That

is something to be proud of. Not only because they don’t want anything to do with that

nonsense. They also say, “No, thank you, ma‘am” to refined sugar (which these are already

refined enough) , noticeably reducing the amount of sugar in your food. What they offer in

its place is unique nutritional added value, with their fancy function (more nutrification). In

other words, it's scientifically proven that Nu Magic  Water is good for you, by lifting your

water tables to the next level, but they want more – do you?

All that remains is to say:All that remains is to say:

They deliver real added value - scientifically proven and perfectly dosed for you, thanks to

their Science Team! They want to care about you, your health and your lifestyle. They want

to support you in what you do and who you want to be - as long as you drink more, more

than H2O.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

®

®

®

®
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

I. SHINE LIKE OSCARI. SHINE LIKE OSCAR

This drink is your perfect partner in crime. Oscar gives you the necessary glow during your

working day. Oscar makes you feel fabulous on your night out. And best of all: Oscar is

always available. Let‘s face it: together you’re simply too glam to give a damn.

Mood: Mood: Beauty – Glow

Taste: Taste: pineapple x elderflower x saffron

Ingredients: Ingredients: niacin ∙ zinc ∙ vitamin c ∙ copper ∙ green tea extract ∙ pomegranate extract

Size: 42 g (12 Sticks x 3,5 g)                                        Suggested Retail Price: €9,90Size: 42 g (12 Sticks x 3,5 g)                                        Suggested Retail Price: €9,90

II. VERY HAPPY BUDDHAII. VERY HAPPY BUDDHA

This drink is your om on a busy day. Missed your train – om. A stain on your new jeans –

om. All tables in your favorite restaurant taken – om. It still sucks but hey, don‘t be too hard

on yourself. Put on some sweatpants, order takeout & be your own hero.

Mood:Mood: Mental Balance – Relax – Chill

Taste:Taste: açaí berry

Ingredients: Ingredients: vitamin B6 ∙ magnesium ∙ lemon balm extract ∙ lavender extract ∙

ashwagandha extract

Size: 48 g (12 x 4 g)                                                     Suggested Retail Price: €9,90Size: 48 g (12 x 4 g)                                                     Suggested Retail Price: €9,90
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

III. IN TUNE WITH IMMUNEIII. IN TUNE WITH IMMUNE

This drink is your healthy Tinder date. The aroma of a bouquet of fruits. The romantic

feeling of a never-ending flirt with vitamins. And after a long day on the go – with only the

two of you – it‘s obvious: you’ve got a new friend with benefits.

Mood:Mood: Immune system

Taste:Taste: tangerine x ginger

Ingredients:Ingredients: vitamin C ∙ zinc ∙ quercetin ∙ reishi

Size: 48 g (12 x 4 g)                                                   Suggested Retail Price: €9,90Size: 48 g (12 x 4 g)                                                   Suggested Retail Price: €9,90

IV. NO PINKY BUT BRAINIV. NO PINKY BUT BRAIN

This drink is your personal cheerleader for every one of your focused performances – no

matter whether at work or at play. It doesn‘t give you wings but enough magic to make you
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think:

Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

maybe it‘s really time to take over the world. Be bold. Be you.

Mood:Mood: Performance – Brain – Focus

Taste: Taste: sour cherry x blueberry x cardamom

Ingredients:Ingredients: thiamin ∙ pantothenic acid ∙ all 8 B vitamins ∙ zinc ginkgo extract ∙ ginseng

root extract

Size: 54 g (12 x 4,5 g)                                                Suggested Retail Price: €9,90Size: 54 g (12 x 4,5 g)                                                Suggested Retail Price: €9,90

V. GOOD VIBES ONLYV. GOOD VIBES ONLY
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® WaterPhoto Credit by Nu Magic® Water

This drink is so 2019. It‘s like partying all night long, dancing till dawn and singing along

with your friends at a concert. Simply put: Perfection. What is considered world class

today? Rose, Vanilla & Good Vibes. All day. Every day.

Mood: Mood: Mood – Vibes – Passion

Taste:Taste: rose x vanilla

Ingredients: Ingredients: vitamin C ∙ vitamin B6 ∙ magnesium ∙ baobab fruit ∙ maca extract

Size: 54 g (12 x 4,5 g)                                                 Suggested Retail Price: €9,90Size: 54 g (12 x 4,5 g)                                                 Suggested Retail Price: €9,90

VI. GIMME FIVE - YOUR ALL-IN-ONE-STARTER PACKVI. GIMME FIVE - YOUR ALL-IN-ONE-STARTER PACK

Start your #betterhydration adventures now with your fancy, functional drinks in

sustainable stick packs with added nutritional value, supported by science with fancy

flavors & colors. Feel the good vibes & explore the magic with #smart nutrification & 100%

natural flavors.
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

Consisting of 12 x Nu MagicConsisting of 12 x Nu Magic  Water STICKS of ALL kinds: Water STICKS of ALL kinds:

GOOD VIBES ONLY (2 Sticks) Mood: Mood – Vibes – PassionMood: Mood – Vibes – Passion

VERY HAPPY BUDDHA (2 Sticks) Mood: Mental Balance – Relax – ChillMood: Mental Balance – Relax – Chill

SHINE LIKE OSCAR (2 Sticks) Mood: Beauty – Glow Mood: Beauty – Glow

NO PINKY BUT BRAIN (3 Sticks) Mood: Performance – Brain – FocusMood: Performance – Brain – Focus

IN TUNE WITH IMMUNE (3 Sticks) Mood: Immune systemMood: Immune system

Size: 49,5 g (5 x 4,5 g, 5 x 4g, 2 x 3,5g)                                   Suggested Retail Price: €9,90Size: 49,5 g (5 x 4,5 g, 5 x 4g, 2 x 3,5g)                                   Suggested Retail Price: €9,90

VII. #FIGHTPLASTIC BOTTLESVII. #FIGHTPLASTIC BOTTLES

®®
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

It‘s me, your new travel buddy, your ultra-chic water bottle brought to you by NuMagic

Water. I‘ll stick with you through thick and thin and make you feel good about being

environmentally conscious whilst keeping you optimally hydrated, healthy and fit.

Above all else, I am the ideal container for your NuMagic  Water. I can hold half a litre, and

there are five different flavors for you to choose from to keep your body performing at its

best.

Material:Material: borosilicate glass

Lid:Lid: bamboo, stainless steel,  polypropylene (BPA-free). The bottle is resistant to heat

and cold

Size: 500 ml                                                                                   Suggested Retail Price:Size: 500 ml                                                                                   Suggested Retail Price:

€14,90€14,90

®

®
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

VIII. START THE MAGIC PACKVIII. START THE MAGIC PACK

GIMME FIVE + WATER BOTTLE 0,42 l. - 12 x drink powder Nu MagicGIMME FIVE + WATER BOTTLE 0,42 l. - 12 x drink powder Nu Magic  Water + Nu Magic Water + Nu Magic

Water Bottle incl. neoprene sleeve.Water Bottle incl. neoprene sleeve.

Nu MagicNu Magic  Water Bottle incl. neoprene sleeve Water Bottle incl. neoprene sleeve

Material: Material: borosilicate glass

Lid: Lid: stainless steel and polypropylene, with nylon carrying strap + Protective & insulating

Neoprene cover

Give Me Five - YOUR ALL-IN-ONE-STARTER PACKGive Me Five - YOUR ALL-IN-ONE-STARTER PACK

Consisting of 12 x Nu MagicConsisting of 12 x Nu Magic Water STICKS of ALL kinds:Water STICKS of ALL kinds:

®® ®®

®®

® ® 
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

GOOD VIBES ONLY (2 Sticks) Mood: Mood – Vibes – PassionMood: Mood – Vibes – Passion

VERY HAPPY BUDDHA (2 Sticks) Mood: Mental Balance – Relax – Chill Mood: Mental Balance – Relax – Chill

SHINE LIKE OSCAR (2 Sticks) Mood: Beauty – GlowMood: Beauty – Glow

NO PINKY BUT BRAIN (3 Sticks) Mood: Performance – Brain – FocusMood: Performance – Brain – Focus

IN TUNE WITH IMMUNE (3 Sticks) Mood: Immune systemMood: Immune system

                                                                                                         Suggested Retail Price:Suggested Retail Price:

€24,80€24,80

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Nu Magic Water - the new, fancy, functional drink in sustainable stick packs with nutritional

added value, backed by science, with edgy flavors & colors. Yesterday it may have been

boring - but today your lifestyle is bursting with color! Sustainable and always one step

® 
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ahead, it's not just the contents that score with their values - the outside is also impressive.

The packaging and branding are ecological and sustainable, so it makes an active

contribution in climate change.

#fightclimatechange Nu Magic Water  lets the corks pop. These get loud. These celebrate

you and your easy drink fun. That's why they're here, so you can drink lighter and

experience more magic - Nu Magic  Water, to be exact. Nu Magic  Water doesn’t take a

back seat to snooty grape juice or sassy bubbling water. There’s no chance of that with our

colors! Nu Magic  Water is your fancy, functional drink with edgy colors & flavors inside

sustainable stick packs. With these fancy colors, it doesn't stand a chance!

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

They are young, colorful and loud! Launched in April 2022, Nu Magic  Water is growing,

has been welcomed by the community and has a high interaction with new partners and

created its own fanbase.  They are taking off in the first year and still have much to do. In

addition to the digital media, which is the focus due to the target group, it relies on a mix of

different stationary measures to make the brand tangible.

An excerpt of our advertising measures:

®

® ®

®

®
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12 sticks per pack

Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

Interacting posts on Instagram/Tik Tok and other social media;

Influencer participation /partnership and announcements;

Cooperations with partner companies and pop-ups;

Promotion & sampling campaigns in urban areas;

Cooperation with BIOGENA, the company with the largest science team in the branch;

Spot advertising measures in the form of posters, flyers to increase visibility on the

street;

Incoming TV-Campaign.

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

Nu Magic  Water has been featured in:

Nominated for the German Food Innovation Newcomer Award 2022

®

brutkasten.com

medianet.at
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Photo Credit by Nu Magic® Water

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download logistics and prices by the

You can download key facts by the

You can download the folder by the

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.
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 link 
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Nu Magic Water GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Patric Dengg, Produkt- und Projektmanager

E-mail:E-mail: info@numagicwater.com

Website:Website: numagicwater.com

Phone:Phone: +43 664 88641386

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2021

Regions:Regions: Austria

Industries:Industries: Beverage, Supplements

NuMagic® Water website

NuMagic® Water Facebook

NuMagic® Water Instagram

NuMagicWater_Preisliste-Konditionsblatt_EN.pdf

NMW_KeyFactsSheet_EN_NSI

NMW_ENG_Folder_586x210_Stern_ANSICHT.pdf

click here
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Acetaia Giusti is the oldest producer of Balsamic Vinegar of Modena,

founded in 1605. The Giusti family, which has reached the 17th

generation, produces its collection of balsamic vinegar, extracting every

year a small amount of its best balsamic vinegar from a collection of old

casks. A history of more than 400 years full of awards received during

the World Exhibitions of the late ‘800s. Among them: the 14 gold medals

and the Coat of Arms of the Royal House of Savoia that now

characterize the labels of Giusti bottles. Today the brand is sold in over

60 countries and recognised as a traditional, high quality and 100%

handcrafted. Giusti Balsamic Vinegar collections are available in the

most exclusive restaurants in Italy and worldwide, playing a supporting

role in all kinds of dishes: from fresh pasta to meat and fish main

courses, from cooked and raw vegetables to fresh fruit and dessert.

BALSAMIC VINEGAR OF MODENA
SINCE 1605
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Since 1605, Acetaia Giusti has been producing its Balsamic Vinegar in an artisan way,

according to the methods and tools of the tradition. Obtaining a great balsamic vinegar

depends on the competence, experience and taste of its maker. Not only a careful

selection of the grapes but also the cooking system and above all the great complexity

of the ageing process, with casks of various woods and sizes. 

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Ageing in casks is definitely the most crucial part of the creation of balsamic vinegar. The

older the cask, the better the balsamic vinegar will be, as casks release an increasing

intensity of wood essences and complexity of aromas from the kinds of vinegar left to age

throughout the years. That’s why the heart of the production is an “acetaia” (house of

Traditional Balsamic Vinegar of Modena, where the barrel sets are stored) of 600 casks

dating back to the 18th and 19th centuries.
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Handcrafted since 1605

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

GIUSTI MUSEUMGIUSTI MUSEUM

Thanks to the success of Balsamic Vinegar, in 2018 was opened the Giusti Museum. It

shows the history of Balsamic Vinegar, the city of Modena and the Giusti family through a

heritage of historical objects and documents preserved for generations. Among the most

precious mementos there are the barrels dating back 1700 and 1800. Every year more than

20 thousand visitors come to discover the history of this product through a guided tour in

the rooms of the Museum and among the historical barrels of ancient Ageing Rooms.

A WORLDWIDE APPRECIATED PRODUCTA WORLDWIDE APPRECIATED PRODUCT

Always produced exclusively in the province of Modena, by hands of master vinegar

makers, Balsamic Vinegar has become the symbol of the territory and an ambassador of

Italian food excellence in the world. Today, almost 60% of Giusti's Balsamic Vinegars are

exported to more than 60 countries around the world: from Australia to Japan, from Russia

to the UK, from Germany to the United States.
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Giusti Museum in Modena welcomes more than 20 thousand visitors annually

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Giusti Balsamic Vinegars are known and appreciated by families and chefs. Nowadays,

Modena has become part of the Italian Food Valley. Close to town are the birthplaces of

Balsamic Vinegar and other excellences such as Parmesan Cheese, Parma Prosciutto,

Zibello’s culatello and Lambrusco wine. Furthermore, the best restaurant in the world is

 by Massimo Bottura, right in the heart of Modena.

GIUSTI AMBASSADORSGIUSTI AMBASSADORS

Osteria Francescana
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Giusti Balsamic Vinegar has become the symbol of Modena and Italian food excellence in the world's best

restaurants

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Giusti Ambassadors

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Over the years, thanks to their quality and versatility, Giusti Balsamic Vinegars have

entered the kitchens of important restaurants in Italy and around, becoming one of the
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symbols of Italian food worldwide. Today, there are over 120 brand ambassadors

of Balsamic Vinegars, including chefs and restauranteurs from all over the world: from New

Zealand to Canada, from South Korea to Germany, from Russia to France, every chef uses

Giusti Balsamic Vinegar to enhance their delicious dishes.

BALSAMIC VINEGAR IN CUISINEBALSAMIC VINEGAR IN CUISINE

Giusti Balsamic Vinegar assured itself a place in the kitchens of the most innovative national and international

chefs, playing a supporting role in all kinds of dishes

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Balsamic Vinegar has always been an undisputed protagonist of Modena and the

surrounding Emilia cuisine, considered a companion to the local principal products and

dishes. Its versatility and uniqueness have also assured itself a place in the kitchens of the

most innovative national and international chefs, playing a supporting role in all kinds of

dishes: from fresh pasta to meat and fish main courses, from cooked and raw vegetables to

fresh fruit and dessert. Nowadays, the Giusti Balsamic Vinegar collections are available in

the most exclusive restaurants in Italy and worldwide.

GIUSTI PRODUCTSGIUSTI PRODUCTS
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HISTORICAL COLLECTIONHISTORICAL COLLECTION

Giusti Historical Collection

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

The Historical Collection is the most representative collection from the Acetaia Giusti. It

includes five Balsamic Vinegars of Modena of different recipes and ageing developed

throughout the generations and classified with a progressive number of medals.

Recommended retail prices Italy e.g:

1 Silver Medal € 12;

3 Gold Medals € 24;

5 Gold Medals € 55.

GIUSTI RESERVEGIUSTI RESERVE

The Reserve is the most exclusive of the Giusti collection and is produced each year in

extremely limited quantities, extracted from some precious series of barrels in production

since 1700. Characterized by a large aromatic bouquet and an unmistakable sweet and

sour taste, it has an intense woody and ripe fruit notes.
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Recommended retail prices Italy e.g: from €340 to € 580.

Giusti Reserve

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

GLAZESGLAZES

The Giusti glazes, extend the olfactory panorama of balsamic vinegar, by heating the liquid

and adding corn starch and more cooked grape must, thereby becoming a reduction. The

result is a range of versatile condiments characterized by moderate acidity and the

unmistakable sweetness of the cooked must.

Recommended retail prices Italy e.g: from € 6.

TRADIZIONALITRADIZIONALI

The Traditional Balsamic Vinegar of Modena is the maximum expression of balsamic

vinegars. Obtained from the single ingredient of cooked grape must, it is slowly aged

according to the ancient system of “Decanters and Refills,” in antique series of barrels of

various woods at least 12 or 25 years.

Recommended retail prices Italy e.g: from € 80 to € 120.
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Traditional. White Condiment

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

WHITE CONDIMENTWHITE CONDIMENT

The Agrodolde Bianco Giusti comes from the particularly sweet Trebbiano grape variety.

Its grapes juice is combined with high-quality white kinds of vinegar and aged in French

oak and ash wooden barrels.

Recommended retail prices Italy e.g: € 14.

ORGANIC BALSAMIC VINEGARSORGANIC BALSAMIC VINEGARS

Azienda Agricola Giusti is the new collection of organic products including three Balsamic

Vinegar of different recipes and ageing, four Sweet & Sour Condiment with balsamic

vinegar and fresh juice of raspberry, pomegranate, cranberry and white grapes, and three

Apple Cider Vinegar.

Recommended retail prices Italy e.g:
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Organic Balsamic Vinegars

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Balsamic vinegars from € 12;

Sweet and Sour Condiments from € 9;

Apple Cider Vinegars from € 6.

GIUSTI VERMOUTHGIUSTI VERMOUTH

Recently Giusti presented the first Vermouth that is aged in barrels of Balsamic Vinegar of

Modena. Handcrafted from a selection of white and red wines, including Lambrusco, and

flavored with 19 botanicals including spices, bitterroot and medical herbs. Its maturation

takes place in ancient casks where aromatic Giusti Balsamic Vinegars have rested for

years, leaving the Vermouth deep woody notes and a decisive kick of aged Balsamic

Vinegar, enhancing the flavors of marjoram, thyme and nutmeg. It is an ideal

accompaniment to different cocktails.

GIUSTI RETAIL POSITIONING: OFFLINEGIUSTI RETAIL POSITIONING: OFFLINE
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Discover the first Vermouth aged in Balsamic Vinegar casks

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Nowadays, Giusti Balsamic Vinegar is present in over 60 countries around the world.

Acetaia Giusti can be found with tasting areas and flagship corners in the most exclusive

and renowned department stores in Italy and in the world, such as in Milan

and Rome,  in New York, Selfridges London,  in Paris,

 in Tokyo,  in Berlin and many other. It also can be found in the most

important delicatessens and wine bars of the main Italian cities, in  stores in Europe

and overseas.

GIUSTI RETAIL POSITIONING: ONLINEGIUSTI RETAIL POSITIONING: ONLINE

Giusti Balsamic Vinegars also establish themselves on the best online e-commerce

platforms in Italy and worldwide, such as  and , where 2 and 3

Gold Medals Balsamic Vinegars were awarded the Amazon Choice; , one of the

German leader in this sector, ,  in Canada,  and many

other.

la Rinascente 

Dean&DeLuca La Grande Epicerie

Mitsukoshi KaDeWe

Eataly

Amazon.de Amazon.com

Gustini

Eataly.net Bertozzi Importing Olico
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Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Gran Deposito Aceto Balsamico Giuseppe G…

Contact person:Contact person: Lorenzo Corelli, Export Manager

E-mail:E-mail: info@giusti.it

Website:Website: giusti.it

Phone:Phone: +39 059 840 135

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 1605

Regions:Regions: Italy

Industries:Industries: Beverage

Acetaia Giusti Official

Webpage

Acetaia Giusti Official You

Tube

Acetaia Giusti Official Instagram

Page

click here
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The Miracle Body luxury series of teas by Mariya Boycheva developed

with the help of experts in healthy eating, helps to live happy, calm and

healthy. Being the personal trainer in active callanetics and aerobics

coach, Mariya Boycheva has rich experience in healthy living and knows

what works and what does not. The teas are made on the basis of 100%

natural herbs and aromas. The production of Miracle Body products is

made by a licensed Bulgarian company with 25 years of experience.

The teas are definitely working without creating an addiction and their

taste is more than great. The founder knows the desires of her clients,

beautiful women, that aim to achieve the perfect balance between top

physical shape and inner harmony. Miracle Body products are beautiful,

delicious and fragrant, and create a sense of luxury and style.

MIRACLE BODY A LUXURY SERIES OF
NATURAL TEAS FOR HEALTH AND

BEAUTY
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

"Never betray yourself!" and "Life may be a battle, but I know how to win!""Never betray yourself!" and "Life may be a battle, but I know how to win!"

Mariya Boycheva, The Founder of Miracle Body

The two key mantras in Mariya's life that have accompanied her over the years in making

many difficult decisions. The many years of experience in the fashion and sports

environment, as well as her daily life as a mother and housewife, met Mariya with different

people, with different goals and desires.

As a gym owner and active callanetics and aerobics coach, she constantly communicates

with people who want to be healthy and look good. Mariya has been training herself since

she was 16 and takes take care of having a healthy and beautiful body. From the age of 20,

she doesn't stop with her training and nutritional advice, to help a number of men and

women to look good.

Mariya Boycheva the Founder of Miracle Body

Photo Credit by Miracle Body

Mariya knows how difficult it is nowadays to find a product that meets such expected
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results and at the same time is harmless to human health. That is why at Miracle Body she

chose to create products that contain all-natural herbs and spices, with the help of which

we contribute to our body to be healthy, beautiful and strong.

Of course, in order to realize her idea, she trusted one of the leading companies in the

production of natural herbal raw materials. A company with over 25 years of history, both

on the Bulgarian and European markets.

As a woman who is a connoisseur of beauty, Mariya wanted Miracle Body products to be

beautiful, delicious and fragrant, to create a sense of luxury and style. Each tea in the series

is full of colors, natural aromas and pleasant taste. One can see this after the first sip of tea.

The teas are made on the basis of 100% natural herbs and aromas

Photo Credit by Miracle Body

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

Miracle Body is here to prove that the miracle of nature exists. With the help of all-natural

herbs and expert technologists, Miracle Body creates quality health and beauty

products. All herbs and flavors are 100% natural and produced in Bulgaria by a licensed

company that has been on the European market for more than 25 years. The Miracle Body
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tea series has unique flavors and aromas, tested and developed for a long time to make

sure that customers will get the desired result and enjoyment. The daily meeting with

people who want to improve their appearance and health, ambitions the company not to

stop being creatively useful. That is why Miracle Body chose to work with some of the best

specialists in nutrition and training programs, who prepare bonus programs and tips for

even better results.

Miracle Body healthy tea series

Photo Credit by Miracle Body

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

At the moment there are three series of Miracle Body luxurious teas.

THE SLIM LIFE - FOR A SLIM AND BEAUTIFUL BODYTHE SLIM LIFE - FOR A SLIM AND BEAUTIFUL BODY

Slim Life series uses ingredients such as green tea, buckthorn, clove and guarana to

reduce appetite, deflate bloated belly, ease digestion and improve metabolism. 

Slim Life tea benefits are:Slim Life tea benefits are:
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Suppresses appetite;

Removes bloated abdomen;

It has a beneficial effect on digestion;

Gives energy;

Improves metabolic activity.

Reception of Slim Life:Reception of Slim Life:

Put 3-4 grams (1 tablespoon) in 200-300 ml. Hot water.

Allow to simmer for 4-6 minutes;

Take 2 times daily before meals.

Ingredients of Slim Life: Ingredients of Slim Life: Cinnamon, Rooibos, Sencha Green Tea, Senna, Cocoa Beans,

Buckthorn, Cloves, Orange Peel, Star Anise, Guarana, Natural Flavor Chocolate, Natural

Flavor Orange, Pink Pepper, Wheat - Blue, Stevia;

Green tea contains vitamins C, B1, B2, B3, E, F. It is known to purify the body. Naturally

helps burn fat and calories. Used for weight loss. Boosts metabolism. It also has a

rejuvenating and brightening effect on the skin. The drink is consumed to prolong life.

Gives energy, improves memory and heart function. Protects against diabetes. Buckwheat

helps regulate weight, speed up intestinal metabolism and helps break down fat. 

Cloves stimulate the secretion of digestive enzymes and thus regulate proper digestion.

The herb is a powerful antioxidant and therefore has a beneficial effect on the liver

and improves metabolism. Clove extract has the ability to regulate blood sugar levels and

helps with diabetes. 

Guarana helps to overcome exhaustion and fatigue, supports the concentration,

endurance and vitality of the human body. Helps control body weight - stimulates fat

burning and reduces the feeling of hunger.

Recommended Retail Price: Recommended Retail Price: 10,9 euro. One package of 120 g contains ≈ 40 doses of tea.

MORNING DETOX - NATURAL DETOXIFICATION OFMORNING DETOX - NATURAL DETOXIFICATION OF

THE BODYTHE BODY
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With the Morning Detox series, one achieves natural detoxification, a stronger immune

system and toned skin with the help of ingredients such as nettle, field horsetail, rose,

calendula.

SLIM LIFE tea was specially created for those who lose weight and cares of proper nutrition

Photo Credit by Miracle Body

Morning Detox benefits are:Morning Detox benefits are:

Removes toxins from the body;

Removes bloated abdomen;

Improves metabolic activity;

Helps cleanse the intestinal tract;

Strengthens the immune system;

Tones and protects the skin from aging.

Reception of Morning Detox:Reception of Morning Detox:

Put 3-4 grams (1 tablespoon) in 200-300 ml. Hot water.

Allow to simmer for 4-6 minutes. Take in the morning 30 minutes before breakfast. 

Ingredients of Morning Detox: Ingredients of Morning Detox: Pu-Erh, Nettle, Oolong, Sencha Green Tea, Horsetail,
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Rosehip, Rose, Dandelion, Mango, Coconut, Natural Flavor Mango, Stevia, Marigold;

Nettle strengthens the immune system, has anti-inflammatory effects, regulates hormone

levels in the female body and has a powerful diuretic effect.

Rose speeds up digestion, has anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial effects. Tea made from

the seeds of the oil-bearing rose is a strong diuretic and is taken for inflammation of the

urinary tract, and has a mild laxative effect. Rose oil is used in compresses and as an

analgesic. In addition, it has anti-inflammatory, choleretic, antispasmodic and anti-allergic

effects. It is used as a vasodilator and sedative.

Marigold supports the natural course of metabolic processes, cleanses the liver of toxins

and normalizes blood pressure. Some of the most impressive health benefits of calendula

include its ability to accelerate healing, protect the oral cavity, improve the appearance of

the skin, improve vision, reduce inflammation, reduce the risk of cancer, eliminate spasms.

Horsetail is used as a diuretic - it rids the body of excess fluids. The use of horsetail has a

beneficial effect on kidney function. Toning and tightening properties have a positive

effect on joints and brittle nails. Horsetail cleanses the body of accumulated lead.

Recommended Retail Price: Recommended Retail Price: 11,9 euro. One package of 120 g. contains ≈40 doses of tea.

STRESS RELIEF - FOR BETTER AND QUALITY SLEEPSTRESS RELIEF - FOR BETTER AND QUALITY SLEEP

Stress Relief series reduces stress and anxiety, improve sleep and relaxes the nerve

system with ingredients such as lavender, lemongrass, mint, valerian and clove.

Stress Relief Benefits: Stress Relief Benefits: 

Relaxes the central nervous system;

Reduces stress and anxiety;

Improves sleep;

It has a relaxing and calming effect.

Reception of Stress Relief:Reception of Stress Relief:
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Put 3-4 grams (1 tablespoon) in 200-300 ml. Hot water.

Allow simmering for 4-6 minutes.

Take 2 times a day. Suitable for bedtime.

MORNING DETOX tea brings natural detoxification, a stronger immune system and toned skin

Photo Credit by Miracle Body

Ingredients of Stress Relief: Ingredients of Stress Relief: Chamomile, Green Rooibos, Lavender, Lemongrass,

Spearmint, Licorice, Rosehip, Basil, Cloves, Anise, Siberian Ginseng, Valerian;

Lavender has a calming effect that promotes healthy sleep. Lavender aroma is due to the

linalool molecules that stimulate the olfactory nerve in the brain and have a balancing

effect on the central nervous system. This makes lavender a very good solution for treating

panic, stress, fatigue, hysteria, anxiety and depression.

Lemongrass tea helps calm the nerves. The drink improves concentration and brain

function. Used for fatigue and headaches. The ticket is used for insomnia and for the

treatment of depressive conditions. Recommended for stress and anxiety. The plant acts

on cancer cells and prevents their appearance. It also helps with thyroid problems.

Due to the high content of menthol, the herb Mint is also involved in many medications that
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help treat cardiovascular disease. Menthol has a relaxing effect on the stomach muscles

and thus prevents spasms. The cooling effect of the compound helps with pain and

bloating.

Cloves reduce headaches. It also stimulates the secretion of digestive enzymes and thus

regulates proper digestion. Licorice tea soothes stomach irritations and is used to prevent

nausea. The herb is a powerful antioxidant and therefore has a beneficial effect on the

liver and improves metabolism. Clove extract has the ability to regulate blood sugar levels

and helps with diabetes.

Valerian is used as an aid in menopausal nervous disorders, migraines, hysteria. It is used

in the initial stages of hypertension, in spasms of the gastrointestinal tract, bile ducts.

Soothes agitation caused by mental trauma. Helps with chronic coronary heart disease,

first-degree hypertension, calms the pulse.

Recommended Retail Price: Recommended Retail Price: 10,9 euro. One package of 90 g. contains ≈ 30 doses of tea.

MEDIAMEDIA

The brand is very active in social networks, constantly interacts with its customers and

maintains  and , where it promotes a healthy lifestyle and

shares tips on keeping the body in good shape.

Instagram page Facebook page
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STRESS RELIEF tea with chamomile, lavender, lemongrass, mint, valerian and clove improves sleep and relaxes

the nerve system

Photo Credit by Miracle Body

Miracle Body young but enthusiastic brand attracted attention through social media and online sales and already

earned loyal customers

Photo Credit by Miracle Body
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Miracle Body

Contact person:Contact person: Mariya Boycheva

E-mail:E-mail: mbody.office@gmail.com

Website:Website: miraclebody.eu

Phone:Phone: +359 890 163 777

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Bulgaria

Industries:Industries: Beverage

Miracle Body Webpage

Miracle Body Instagram page

Miracle Body Facebook page

click here
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The Miracle Body luxury series of teas by Mariya Boycheva developed

with the help of experts in healthy eating, helps to live happy, calm and

healthy. Being the personal trainer in active callanetics and aerobics

coach, Mariya Boycheva has rich experience in healthy living and knows

what works and what does not. The teas are made on the basis of 100%

natural herbs and aromas. The production of Miracle Body products is

made by a licensed Bulgarian company with 25 years of experience.

The teas are definitely working without creating an addiction and their

taste is more than great. The founder knows the desires of her clients,

beautiful women, that aim to achieve the perfect balance between top

physical shape and inner harmony. Miracle Body products are beautiful,

delicious and fragrant, and create a sense of luxury and style.

SECRET DOSSIER ON MIRACLE BODY
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

"Never betray yourself!" and "Life may be a battle, but I know how to win!""Never betray yourself!" and "Life may be a battle, but I know how to win!"

Mariya Boycheva, The Founder of Miracle Body

The two key mantras in Mariya's life that have accompanied her over the years in making

many difficult decisions. The many years of experience in the fashion and sports

environment, as well as her daily life as a mother and housewife, met Mariya with different

people, with different goals and desires.

As a gym owner and active callanetics and aerobics coach, she constantly communicates

with people who want to be healthy and look good. Mariya has been training herself since

she was 16 and takes take care of having a healthy and beautiful body. From the age of 20,

she doesn't stop with her training and nutritional advice, to help a number of men and

women to look good.

Mariya Boycheva the Founder of Miracle Body

Photo Credit by Miracle Body

Mariya knows how difficult it is nowadays to find a product that meets such expected
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results and at the same time is harmless to human health. That is why at Miracle Body she

chose to create products that contain all-natural herbs and spices, with the help of which

we contribute to our body to be healthy, beautiful and strong.

Of course, in order to realize her idea, she trusted one of the leading companies in the

production of natural herbal raw materials. A company with over 25 years of history, both

on the Bulgarian and European markets.

As a woman who is a connoisseur of beauty, Mariya wanted Miracle Body products to be

beautiful, delicious and fragrant, to create a sense of luxury and style. Each tea in the series

is full of colors, natural aromas and pleasant taste. One can see this after the first sip of tea.

The teas are made on the basis of 100% natural herbs and aromas

Photo Credit by Miracle Body

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

Miracle Body is here to prove that the miracle of nature exists. With the help of all-natural

herbs and expert technologists, Miracle Body creates quality health and beauty

products. All herbs and flavors are 100% natural and produced in Bulgaria by a licensed

company that has been on the European market for more than 25 years. The Miracle Body
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tea series has unique flavors and aromas, tested and developed for a long time to make

sure that customers will get the desired result and enjoyment. The daily meeting with

people who want to improve their appearance and health, ambitions the company not to

stop being creatively useful. That is why Miracle Body chose to work with some of the best

specialists in nutrition and training programs, who prepare bonus programs and tips for

even better results.

Miracle Body healthy tea series

Photo Credit by Miracle Body

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

At the moment there are three series of Miracle Body luxurious teas.

THE SLIM LIFE - FOR A SLIM AND BEAUTIFUL BODYTHE SLIM LIFE - FOR A SLIM AND BEAUTIFUL BODY

Slim Life series uses ingredients such as green tea, buckthorn, clove and guarana to

reduce appetite, deflate bloated belly, ease digestion and improve metabolism. 

Slim Life tea benefits are:Slim Life tea benefits are:
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Suppresses appetite;

Removes bloated abdomen;

It has a beneficial effect on digestion;

Gives energy;

Improves metabolic activity.

Reception of Slim Life:Reception of Slim Life:

Put 3-4 grams (1 tablespoon) in 200-300 ml. Hot water.

Allow to simmer for 4-6 minutes;

Take 2 times daily before meals.

Ingredients of Slim Life: Ingredients of Slim Life: Cinnamon, Rooibos, Sencha Green Tea, Senna, Cocoa Beans,

Buckthorn, Cloves, Orange Peel, Star Anise, Guarana, Natural Flavor Chocolate, Natural

Flavor Orange, Pink Pepper, Wheat - Blue, Stevia;

Green tea contains vitamins C, B1, B2, B3, E, F. It is known to purify the body. Naturally

helps burn fat and calories. Used for weight loss. Boosts metabolism. It also has a

rejuvenating and brightening effect on the skin. The drink is consumed to prolong life.

Gives energy, improves memory and heart function. Protects against diabetes. Buckwheat

helps regulate weight, speed up intestinal metabolism and helps break down fat. 

Cloves stimulate the secretion of digestive enzymes and thus regulate proper digestion.

The herb is a powerful antioxidant and therefore has a beneficial effect on the liver

and improves metabolism. Clove extract has the ability to regulate blood sugar levels and

helps with diabetes. 

Guarana helps to overcome exhaustion and fatigue, supports the concentration,

endurance and vitality of the human body. Helps control body weight - stimulates fat

burning and reduces the feeling of hunger.

Recommended Retail Price (RRP): 10,9 euro. One package of 120 g contains ≈ 40 doses ofRecommended Retail Price (RRP): 10,9 euro. One package of 120 g contains ≈ 40 doses of

tea.tea.

MORNING DETOX - NATURAL DETOXIFICATION OFMORNING DETOX - NATURAL DETOXIFICATION OF
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THE BODYTHE BODY

With the Morning Detox series, one achieves natural detoxification, a stronger immune

system and toned skin with the help of ingredients such as nettle, field horsetail, rose,

calendula.

SLIM LIFE tea was specially created for those who lose weight and cares of proper nutrition

Photo Credit by Miracle Body

Morning Detox benefits are:Morning Detox benefits are:

Removes toxins from the body;

Removes bloated abdomen;

Improves metabolic activity;

Helps cleanse the intestinal tract;

Strengthens the immune system;

Tones and protects the skin from aging.

Reception of Morning Detox:Reception of Morning Detox:

Put 3-4 grams (1 tablespoon) in 200-300 ml. Hot water.

Allow to simmer for 4-6 minutes. Take in the morning 30 minutes before breakfast. 
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Ingredients of Morning Detox: Ingredients of Morning Detox: Pu-Erh, Nettle, Oolong, Sencha Green Tea, Horsetail,

Rosehip, Rose, Dandelion, Mango, Coconut, Natural Flavor Mango, Stevia, Marigold;

Nettle strengthens the immune system, has anti-inflammatory effects, regulates hormone

levels in the female body and has a powerful diuretic effect.

Rose speeds up digestion, has anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial effects. Tea made from

the seeds of the oil-bearing rose is a strong diuretic and is taken for inflammation of the

urinary tract, and has a mild laxative effect. Rose oil is used in compresses and as an

analgesic. In addition, it has anti-inflammatory, choleretic, antispasmodic and anti-allergic

effects. It is used as a vasodilator and sedative.

Marigold supports the natural course of metabolic processes, cleanses the liver of toxins

and normalizes blood pressure. Some of the most impressive health benefits of calendula

include its ability to accelerate healing, protect the oral cavity, improve the appearance of

the skin, improve vision, reduce inflammation, reduce the risk of cancer, eliminate spasms.

Horsetail is used as a diuretic - it rids the body of excess fluids. The use of horsetail has a

beneficial effect on kidney function. Toning and tightening properties have a positive

effect on joints and brittle nails. Horsetail cleanses the body of accumulated lead.

RRP: 11,9 euro. One package of 120 g. contains ≈40 doses of tea.RRP: 11,9 euro. One package of 120 g. contains ≈40 doses of tea.

STRESS RELIEF - FOR BETTER AND QUALITY SLEEPSTRESS RELIEF - FOR BETTER AND QUALITY SLEEP

Stress Relief series reduces stress and anxiety, improve sleep and relaxes the nerve

system with ingredients such as lavender, lemongrass, mint, valerian and clove.

Stress Relief Benefits: Stress Relief Benefits: 

Relaxes the central nervous system;

Reduces stress and anxiety;

Improves sleep;

It has a relaxing and calming effect.
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Reception of Stress Relief:Reception of Stress Relief:

Put 3-4 grams (1 tablespoon) in 200-300 ml. Hot water.

Allow simmering for 4-6 minutes.

Take 2 times a day. Suitable for bedtime.

MORNING DETOX tea brings natural detoxification, a stronger immune system and toned skin

Photo Credit by Miracle Body

Ingredients of Stress Relief: Ingredients of Stress Relief: Chamomile, Green Rooibos, Lavender, Lemongrass,

Spearmint, Licorice, Rosehip, Basil, Cloves, Anise, Siberian Ginseng, Valerian;

Lavender has a calming effect that promotes healthy sleep. Lavender aroma is due to the

linalool molecules that stimulate the olfactory nerve in the brain and have a balancing

effect on the central nervous system. This makes lavender a very good solution for treating

panic, stress, fatigue, hysteria, anxiety and depression.

Lemongrass tea helps calm the nerves. The drink improves concentration and brain

function. Used for fatigue and headaches. The ticket is used for insomnia and for the

treatment of depressive conditions. Recommended for stress and anxiety. The plant acts

on cancer cells and prevents their appearance. It also helps with thyroid problems.
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Due to the high content of menthol, the herb Mint is also involved in many medications that

help treat cardiovascular disease. Menthol has a relaxing effect on the stomach muscles

and thus prevents spasms. The cooling effect of the compound helps with pain and

bloating.

Cloves reduce headaches. It also stimulates the secretion of digestive enzymes and thus

regulates proper digestion. Licorice tea soothes stomach irritations and is used to prevent

nausea. The herb is a powerful antioxidant and therefore has a beneficial effect on the

liver and improves metabolism. Clove extract has the ability to regulate blood sugar levels

and helps with diabetes.

Valerian is used as an aid in menopausal nervous disorders, migraines, hysteria. It is used

in the initial stages of hypertension, in spasms of the gastrointestinal tract, bile ducts.

Soothes agitation caused by mental trauma. Helps with chronic coronary heart disease,

first-degree hypertension, calms the pulse.

RRP: 10,9 euro. One package of 90 g. contains ≈ 30 doses of tea.RRP: 10,9 euro. One package of 90 g. contains ≈ 30 doses of tea.

The ex-work (EXW) prices related to the volumes of purchases in euro are as follows:The ex-work (EXW) prices related to the volumes of purchases in euro are as follows:

50 - 100 pieces - 8 euros per piece;50 - 100 pieces - 8 euros per piece;

100-250 pieces - 6.5 euros per piece;100-250 pieces - 6.5 euros per piece;

more than 250 pieces - 5 euros per piece.more than 250 pieces - 5 euros per piece.

MEDIAMEDIA

The brand is very active in social networks, constantly interacts with its customers and

maintains  and , where it promotes a healthy lifestyle and

shares tips on keeping the body in good shape.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

Instagram page Facebook page
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You can download images by the 

STRESS RELIEF tea with chamomile, lavender, lemongrass, mint, valerian and clove improves sleep and relaxes

the nerve system

Photo Credit by Miracle Body

You can download the presentation by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS   QUESTIONS   

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link 

link

link

link
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Miracle Body young but enthusiastic brand attracted attention through social media and online sales and already

earned loyal customers

Photo Credit by Miracle Body
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Miracle Body

Contact person:Contact person: Mariya Boycheva

E-mail:E-mail: mbody.office@gmail.com

Website:Website: miraclebody.eu

Phone:Phone: +359 890 163 777

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Bulgaria

Industries:Industries: Beverage

Miracle Body Webpage

Miracle Body Instagram page

Miracle Body Facebook page

Miracle Body English presentation pdf

click here
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WITAL is a boutique German tea house with a unique product concept

called WITAL TEA – a tea brand created in the luxury niche market for

clientele with refined and exquisite tastes. The uniqueness of the

product lies within its origins. All the exclusive WITAL TEA varieties are

collected from the most distinguished, rarest and thoroughly cared for

plantations worldwide. WITAL creates luxury tea blends from the finest

leaves from around the world, using the experience of the prominent

German tea taster Stephan Schonewald combined with the cutting-edge

innovation. The highest quality and standards are applied during each

step of the process: from tea leaf selection to harvesting and packaging

into royal tea bags.

SECRET DOSSIER OF WITAL TEA
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WITAL mission is to deliver the finest teas & exclusive tea blends from around the world

enhanced by the latest innovations defining global modern luxury. Through diligent

craftsmanship, the brand aspires to change consumer preferences towards high-quality tea

by offering overall excellence. Inspired from masters of centuries-old ceremonial tea

traditions, the house of WITAL has combined the world’s finest teas and blends to deliver a

truly unique and luxury tea drinking experience for the discerning customer.

WITAL organic line incorporates the latest German innovation grass paper outer box and compostable tea foil

envelopes which ensure ecological responsibility

Photo credit: WITAL

First Line First Line is a flagship luxury tea selection. The line incorporates heritage, quality and

attention to detail at the highest standards. The raw ingredients are sourced from

distinguished and some of the rarest and most sought-after tea plantations in the world,

making this tea very special indeed. Each pure cotton tea pouch contains the finest

selected whole leaf teas and is hand-stitched and packed in individual airtight sleeves to

maintain freshness and the delicate flavours and aromas. You can download the catalogue

of the line by the .

Organic LineOrganic Line is fully biodegradable certified organic tea selection. The company believes

that unique packaging and pure premium hand-selected organic leaf tea makes this the

market leader in quality, taste and environmental credentials. WITAL organic line

link
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incorporates the latest German innovation grass paper outer box and 100% compostable

tea foil envelopes which ensure ecological responsibility without any compromise to the

tastes and flavours of the teas foil envelopes offer the best barrier functionality.

The organic line teas contain no synthetic properties, thus such a commitment to the

environment and attention to detail further enhance the company's values of social and

environmental responsibility whilst ensuring sustainable growth for future generations. You

can download the catalogue of the line by the .

100% hand-sewn cotton teabags

Photo credit: WITAL

Wellness Line Wellness Line has been created for the consensus consumer whose health and wellbeing

is held in high regard. WITAL Wellness line teas is nature’s answer to help promote health

and conditioning with botanicals known to support a healthy mind, body, soul and

vitality. Wellness lines organic tea is pure indulgence without the compromise of taste and

quality. As with all WITAL teas only the best raw whole leaf teas, natural botanicals and

fruits are infused to create a healthy alternative to manufactured drinks. The wellness lines

teas are packed in sustainable, fully biodegradable boxes including “NatureFlexTM”

cellulose foil pouches that perfectly protects the tea quality whilst minimizing a negative

effect on the environment.

link
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WITAL premium hand-selected organic leaf tea sourced from distinguished and some of the rarest and most

sought-after tea plantations in the world

Photo credit: WITAL

WITAL portfolio has been specially created to fit both commercial and retail customer

requirements. The exceptional quality of WITAL tea is broadly recognized by such

prominent companies as , , 

in Stuttgart and Moscow. The WITAL is presented in popular luxury stores such as Harrods,

Caviar House & Punier London, KaDeWe Berlin, Julius Meinl Vienna amongst others.

In the first year, the company offers an additional discount to distributors from the base

price. Now the company is engaged in the design uplift of the existing portfolio and a new

line up that will include 20 sachets inside the package, the tea bag material will be silk. The

company took into account all the requests and based on the results of the collected

reviews and wishes they decided to make the products more feasible for the market and

meet the expectations of shoppers and partners.

You can download all the pictures by the 

You can download WITAL Organic Catalogue 2019 by the 

Commerzbank Frankfurt Kaefer & BMW Munich Mercedes-Benz

link

link
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WITAL TEA is a brand full of both modernity and originality

Photo credit: WITAL

You can download WITAL HoReCa Catalogue 2019 by the 

You can download WITAL First line Catalogue 2019 by the 

You can check the Prices by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

link

link

link
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The WITAL is present in popular luxury stores globally

Photo credit: WITAL

OPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSOPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of an interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the

text of the dossier. You can find the series of questions/comments form Syndicate

members and answers from the brand's owner by the . Feel free

to leave your comments and ask questions WITAL by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Wital GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Denis Onishenko

E-mail:E-mail: info@witaltea.com

Website:Website: witaltea.com

Phone:Phone: +49 (0) 6105/7035810

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2000

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Beverage

Wital GmbH

ORIGINAL VIDEO

WITAL Official Facebook Page

WITAL Organic Catalogue 2019

WITAL HoReCa Catalogue 2019

WITAL First line Catalogue 2019

Pictures All

Wital Video White

Wital Video Black

WITAL Price List October 2019

Mood Images

Wital

click here
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WITAL is a boutique German tea house with a unique product concept

called WITAL TEA – a tea brand created in the luxury niche market for

clientele with refined and exquisite tastes. The uniqueness of the

product lies within its origins. All the exclusive WITAL TEA varieties are

collected from the most distinguished, rarest and thoroughly cared for

plantations worldwide. WITAL creates luxury tea blends from the finest

leaves from around the world, using the experience of the prominent

German tea taster Stephan Schonewald combined with the cutting-edge

innovation. The highest quality and standards are applied during each

step of the process: from tea leaf selection to harvesting and packaging

into royal tea bags.

WITAL NATURAL TEA WITH REFINED
AND EXQUISITE TASTE
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WITAL mission is to deliver the finest teas & exclusive tea blends from around the world

enhanced by the latest innovations defining global modern luxury. Through diligent

craftsmanship, the brand aspires to change consumer preferences towards high-quality tea

by offering overall excellence. Inspired from masters of centuries-old ceremonial tea

traditions, the house of WITAL has combined the world’s finest teas and blends to deliver a

truly unique and luxury tea drinking experience for the discerning customer.

WITAL organic line incorporates the latest German innovation grass paper outer box and compostable tea foil

envelopes which ensure ecological responsibility

Photo credit: WITAL

First Line First Line is a flagship luxury tea selection. The line incorporates heritage, quality and

attention to detail at the highest standards. The raw ingredients are sourced from

distinguished and some of the rarest and most sought-after tea plantations in the world,

making this tea very special indeed. Each pure cotton tea pouch contains the finest

selected whole leaf teas and is hand-stitched and packed in individual airtight sleeves to

maintain freshness and the delicate flavours and aromas.

Organic LineOrganic Line is fully biodegradable certified organic tea selection. The company believes

that unique packaging and pure premium hand-selected organic leaf tea makes this the

market leader in quality, taste and environmental credentials. WITAL organic line

incorporates the latest German innovation grass paper outer box and compostable tea foil
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envelopes which ensure ecological responsibility without any compromise to the tastes

and flavours of the teas foil envelopes offer the best barrier functionality. The organic line

teas contain no synthetic properties, thus such a commitment to the environment and

attention to detail further enhance the company's values of social and environmental

responsibility whilst ensuring sustainable growth for future generations.

100% hand-sewn cotton teabags

Photo credit: WITAL

Wellness Line Wellness Line has been created for the consensus consumer whose health and wellbeing

is held in high regard. WITAL Wellness line teas is nature’s answer to help promote health

and conditioning with botanicals known to support a healthy mind, body, soul and

vitality. Wellness lines organic tea is pure indulgence without the compromise of taste and

quality. As with all WITAL teas only the best raw whole leaf teas, natural botanicals and

fruits are infused to create a healthy alternative to manufactured drinks. The wellness lines

teas are packed in sustainable, fully biodegradable boxes including “NatureFlexTM”

cellulose foil pouches that perfectly protects the tea quality whilst minimizing a negative

effect on the environment.

WITAL portfolio has been specially created to fit both commercial and retail customer

requirements. The exceptional quality of WITAL tea is broadly recognized by such

prominent companies as , , Commerzbank Frankfurt Kaefer & BMW Munich Mercedes-Benz
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in Stuttgart and Moscow. The WITAL is presented in popular luxury stores such as Harrods,

Caviar House & Punier London, KaDeWe Berlin, Julius Meinl Vienna amongst others.

WITAL premium hand-selected organic leaf tea sourced from distinguished and some of the rarest and most

sought-after tea plantations in the world

Photo credit: WITAL
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WITAL TEA is a brand full of both modernity and originality

Photo credit: WITAL

The WITAL is present in popular luxury stores globally

Photo credit: WITAL
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Wital GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Denis Onishenko

E-mail:E-mail: info@witaltea.com

Website:Website: witaltea.com

Phone:Phone: +49 (0) 6105/7035810

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2000

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Beverage

Wital GmbH

ORIGINAL VIDEO

WITAL Official Facebook Page

click here
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Acetaia Giusti is the oldest producer of Balsamic Vinegar of Modena,

founded in 1605. The Giusti family, which has reached the 17th

generation, produces its collection of balsamic vinegar, extracting every

year a small amount of its best balsamic vinegar from a collection of old

casks. A history of more than 400 years full of awards received during

the World Exhibitions of the late ‘800s. Among them: the 14 gold medals

and the Coat of Arms of the Royal House of Savoia that now

characterize the labels of Giusti bottles. Today the brand is sold in over

60 countries and recognised as a traditional, high quality and 100%

handcrafted. Giusti Balsamic Vinegar collections are available in the

most exclusive restaurants in Italy and worldwide, playing a supporting

role in all kinds of dishes: from fresh pasta to meat and fish main

courses, from cooked and raw vegetables to fresh fruit and dessert.

SECRET DOSSIER ON GIUSTI
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Since 1605, Acetaia Giusti has been producing its Balsamic Vinegar in an artisan way,

according to the methods and tools of the tradition. Obtaining a great balsamic vinegar

depends on the competence, experience and taste of its maker. Not only a careful

selection of the grapes but also the cooking system and above all the great complexity

of the ageing process, with casks of various woods and sizes. 

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Ageing in casks is definitely the most crucial part of the creation of balsamic vinegar. The

older the cask, the better the balsamic vinegar will be, as casks release an increasing

intensity of wood essences and complexity of aromas from the kinds of vinegar left to age

throughout the years. That’s why the heart of the production is an “acetaia” (house of

Traditional Balsamic Vinegar of Modena, where the barrel sets are stored) of 600 casks

dating back to the 18th and 19th centuries.
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Handcrafted since 1605

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

GIUSTI MUSEUMGIUSTI MUSEUM

Thanks to the success of Balsamic Vinegar, in 2018 was opened the Giusti Museum. It

shows the history of Balsamic Vinegar, the city of Modena and the Giusti family through a

heritage of historical objects and documents preserved for generations. Among the most

precious mementos there are the barrels dating back 1700 and 1800. Every year more than

20 thousand visitors come to discover the history of this product through a guided tour in

the rooms of the Museum and among the historical barrels of ancient Ageing Rooms.

A WORLDWIDE APPRECIATED PRODUCTA WORLDWIDE APPRECIATED PRODUCT

Always produced exclusively in the province of Modena, by hands of master vinegar

makers, Balsamic Vinegar has become the symbol of the territory and an ambassador of

Italian food excellence in the world. Today, almost 60% of Giusti's Balsamic Vinegars are

exported to more than 60 countries around the world: from Australia to Japan, from Russia

to the UK, from Germany to the United States.
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Giusti Museum in Modena welcomes more than 20 thousand visitors annually

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Giusti Balsamic Vinegars are known and appreciated by families and chefs. Nowadays,

Modena has become part of the Italian Food Valley. Close to town are the birthplaces of

Balsamic Vinegar and other excellences such as Parmesan Cheese, Parma Prosciutto,

Zibello’s culatello and Lambrusco wine. Furthermore, the best restaurant in the world is

 by Massimo Bottura, right in the heart of Modena.

GIUSTI AMBASSADORSGIUSTI AMBASSADORS

Osteria Francescana
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Giusti Balsamic Vinegar has become the symbol of Modena and Italian food excellence in the world's best

restaurants

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Giusti Ambassadors

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Over the years, thanks to their quality and versatility, Giusti Balsamic Vinegars have

entered the kitchens of important restaurants in Italy and around, becoming one of the
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symbols of Italian food worldwide. Today, there are over 120 brand ambassadors

of Balsamic Vinegars, including chefs and restauranteurs from all over the world: from New

Zealand to Canada, from South Korea to Germany, from Russia to France, every chef uses

Giusti Balsamic Vinegar to enhance their delicious dishes.

BALSAMIC VINEGAR IN CUISINEBALSAMIC VINEGAR IN CUISINE

Giusti Balsamic Vinegar assured itself a place in the kitchens of the most innovative national and international

chefs, playing a supporting role in all kinds of dishes

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Balsamic Vinegar has always been an undisputed protagonist of Modena and the

surrounding Emilia cuisine, considered a companion to the local principal products and

dishes. Its versatility and uniqueness have also assured itself a place in the kitchens of the

most innovative national and international chefs, playing a supporting role in all kinds of

dishes: from fresh pasta to meat and fish main courses, from cooked and raw vegetables to

fresh fruit and dessert. Nowadays, the Giusti Balsamic Vinegar collections are available in

the most exclusive restaurants in Italy and worldwide.

GIUSTI PRODUCTSGIUSTI PRODUCTS
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HISTORICAL COLLECTIONHISTORICAL COLLECTION

Giusti Historical Collection

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

The Historical Collection is the most representative collection from the Acetaia Giusti. It

includes five Balsamic Vinegars of Modena of different recipes and ageing developed

throughout the generations and classified with a progressive number of medals.

Recommended retail prices Italy e.g:

1 Silver Medal € 12;

3 Gold Medals € 24;

5 Gold Medals € 55.

GIUSTI RESERVEGIUSTI RESERVE

The Reserve is the most exclusive of the Giusti collection and is produced each year in

extremely limited quantities, extracted from some precious series of barrels in production

since 1700. Characterized by a large aromatic bouquet and an unmistakable sweet and

sour taste, it has an intense woody and ripe fruit notes.
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Recommended retail prices Italy e.g: from €340 to € 580.

Giusti Reserve

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

GLAZESGLAZES

The Giusti glazes, extend the olfactory panorama of balsamic vinegar, by heating the liquid

and adding corn starch and more cooked grape must, thereby becoming a reduction. The

result is a range of versatile condiments characterized by moderate acidity and the

unmistakable sweetness of the cooked must.

Recommended retail prices Italy e.g: from € 6.

TRADIZIONALITRADIZIONALI

The Traditional Balsamic Vinegar of Modena is the maximum expression of balsamic

vinegars. Obtained from the single ingredient of cooked grape must, it is slowly aged

according to the ancient system of “Decanters and Refills,” in antique series of barrels of

various woods at least 12 or 25 years.

Recommended retail prices Italy e.g: from € 80 to € 120.
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Traditional. White Condiment

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

WHITE CONDIMENTWHITE CONDIMENT

The Agrodolde Bianco Giusti comes from the particularly sweet Trebbiano grape variety.

Its grapes juice is combined with high-quality white kinds of vinegar and aged in French

oak and ash wooden barrels.

Recommended retail prices Italy e.g: € 14.

ORGANIC BALSAMIC VINEGARSORGANIC BALSAMIC VINEGARS

Azienda Agricola Giusti is the new collection of organic products including three Balsamic

Vinegar of different recipes and ageing, four Sweet & Sour Condiment with balsamic

vinegar and fresh juice of raspberry, pomegranate, cranberry and white grapes, and three

Apple Cider Vinegar.

Recommended retail prices Italy e.g:
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Organic Balsamic Vinegars

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Balsamic vinegars from € 12;

Sweet and Sour Condiments from € 9;

Apple Cider Vinegars from € 6.

GIUSTI VERMOUTHGIUSTI VERMOUTH

Recently Giusti presented the first Vermouth that is aged in barrels of Balsamic Vinegar of

Modena. Handcrafted from a selection of white and red wines, including Lambrusco, and

flavored with 19 botanicals including spices, bitterroot and medical herbs. Its maturation

takes place in ancient casks where aromatic Giusti Balsamic Vinegars have rested for

years, leaving the Vermouth deep woody notes and a decisive kick of aged Balsamic

Vinegar, enhancing the flavors of marjoram, thyme and nutmeg. It is an ideal

accompaniment to different cocktails.

GIUSTI RETAIL POSITIONING: OFFLINEGIUSTI RETAIL POSITIONING: OFFLINE
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Discover the first Vermouth aged in Balsamic Vinegar casks

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Nowadays, Giusti Balsamic Vinegar is present in over 60 countries around the world.

Acetaia Giusti can be found with tasting areas and flagship corners in the most exclusive

and renowned department stores in Italy and in the world, such as in Milan

and Rome,  in New York, Selfridges London,  in Paris,

 in Tokyo,  in Berlin and many other. It also can be found in the most

important delicatessens and wine bars of the main Italian cities, in  stores in Europe

and overseas.

GIUSTI RETAIL POSITIONING: ONLINEGIUSTI RETAIL POSITIONING: ONLINE

Giusti Balsamic Vinegars also establish themselves on the best online e-commerce

platforms in Italy and worldwide, such as  and , where 2 and 3

Gold Medals Balsamic Vinegars were awarded the Amazon Choice; , one of the

German leader in this sector, ,  in Canada,  and many

other.

la Rinascente 

Dean&DeLuca La Grande Epicerie

Mitsukoshi KaDeWe

Eataly

Amazon.de Amazon.com

Gustini

Eataly.net Bertozzi Importing Olico
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Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

Photo credit by Giuseppe Giusti

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images by the  

You can download the price list by the 

You can download all presentations in the Files section below

link

link
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Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS   QUESTIONS   

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Gran Deposito Aceto Balsamico Giuseppe G…

Contact person:Contact person: Lorenzo Corelli, Export Manager

E-mail:E-mail: info@giusti.it

Website:Website: giusti.it

Phone:Phone: +39 059 840 135

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 1605

Regions:Regions: Italy

Industries:Industries: Beverage

Acetaia Giusti Official

Webpage

Acetaia Giusti Official You

Tube

Acetaia Giusti Official Instagram
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Acetaia Giusti - Pricelist 2020

Spinoff

Giusti - Aceto Balsamico di Modena dal 1605

LD

Giusti - Azienda
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EDNA LLC produces pure herbal teas and various mixtures of herbal tea

blends. The company owns the DARMAN brand. The main goal of the

company is to ensure that each package of herbal teas offered brings

an exquisite aroma with the natural benefits of top-quality herbs in

beautiful packaging. Sustainably grown in the mountain of Armenia

DARMAN famous herbal infusions are gathered in season, composed

and mixed from top quality herbs. All these for an exquisite sipping

experience and ultimate health benefits without the throwback of

caffeine, present in regular tees. The one of a kind natural environment,

Armenian soil, sun and water ensure are unique taste profile and healing

qualities of our herbs that are grown at an altitude of 1300-2300 meters

above the sea level. DARMAN herbal teas are delicious, pleasant to

drink and have long been known for their healing properties, the health

benefits of which are scientifically proven at present.

SECRET DOSSIER ON EDNA LLC
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

The brand name DARMAN is translated from the old Armenia meaning natural remedy,

medicine, cure and represents the company believes in the healing power of nature its

ability to purify our bodies, grand health, and longevity. The brand’s mission is to try to

bring nature closer to people and people to their roots with the help of delicious organic

herbal teas. DARMAN stands for aroma, health, and quality. This is the brand go-to policy.

“Nature doesn't slack when it comes to the quality and detail of its creation and neither do

DARMAN. DARMAN is offering herbal infusions prepared with whole leaves and flowers -

no stems, never crushed. The reasons are preservation of all essential oils, the optimal

value in weight, price and health benefits, deep flavor and taste with low sediment content.

Hand gathering and processing of herbs for DAMAN teas by a local workforce comprised mainly of women

Photo Credit by DARMAN

THE STORYTHE STORY

The family that founded EDNA LLC had the first-hand experience in Nature's healing

abilities, recovering from serious medical issues with the help of herbal

infusions. Impressed and inspired with the results they decided to share their knowledge

and experience and founded the company that specializes in artisan teas, infusions and
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other nature of the product.

As a family business, the company cares a lot about the community and the environment. It

creates jobs, supporting the regional economy and cooperates with environmental NGO’s,

such as NABU Armenia, protecting unique Armenian nature and raising awareness about

ecological issues our planet faces right now.

'Flower mixture' and 'Morning mood' best sellers

Photo Credit by DARMAN

THE PRODUCTS & PRICESTHE PRODUCTS & PRICES

The company source best available ingredients and put in a lot of work to preserve their

flavor and healing properties. All ingredients for herbal infusions such as herbs, flowers,

and berries are sourced in Tavush region, the most ecologically clean region of Armenia.

The company gathers, processes, mixes and packs products in accordance with the

highest organic European standards. Currently, there are four herbal tea tastes, two best

selling blends, collection boxes, and assortment gift boxes as well as tea herbal branches

(under development).

The collection box The collection box is a popular gift and souvenir option. It contains 4 bags of different
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herbs (mint, thyme, oregano, ziziphora). With such gift you can create your own blends!

Small separate bags of four types Small separate bags of four types Thyme, Ziziphora, Oregano, Mint. 

Mixture “Morning mood”Mixture “Morning mood”  is a refreshing and aromatic blend. Such herbal infusion clarifies

and sharpens senses and general well-being. It contains lemon balm, mint bush,

hypercium, oregano, mint, cephalaria. 

Mixture “Flowers Mixture” Mixture “Flowers Mixture” is a harmonious and consoling blend. It has a calming effect and

helps to prevent stress. DARMAN’s new loose-leaf Flower Mixture is a 5th-anniversary

collection that contains pomegranate seeds and flowers, blueberry leaves, rose petals,

melissa, lemon balm, oregano, and mint.

Tea Set box Tea Set box is a truly spiritual and joyful experience. An assortment of 3*9 unique exquisite

and healthy herbal blend. Each enclosed in individual nylon steeping bag for ultimate test

and convenience.

'Collection box' by DARMAN is a popular gift and souvenir option

Photo Credit by DARMAN

Herbal infusions provide a number of essential health benefits such as: 
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stimulation and boost of the immune system,  

anti-inflammatory and analgesic properties,

natural antioxidants and vitamin content,

improvement of cardio-vascular activity and digestive functions,

relieve stress and anxiety and help gain concentration without the negative effects of

caffeine,

reduce sleep issues.

Each blend has own individual nylon steeping bag for ultimate taste and convenience

Photo Credit by DARMAN

Recommended Retail Prices in Euro:

Herbal tea Ziziphora 40g - 6,84; 

Herbal tea Thyme 30g - 5,40;

Herbal tea Oreganum 30g - 5,04;

Herbal tea Mint 20g - 4,32;

Blend "Morning mood" 40g - 9,72; 

Blend "Flowers mixture" 40g - 9,72; 

Collecting box contains 4 small bags 80g - 34,41; 

Assortment contains 27 bags (9 different blends*3) - 31,50;

Herbal branches - 2,10.
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BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The design of DARMAN tea reflects the theme of naturalness beneficence and restorative

features of tea. The design of the packaging box displays the shapes of the rocks and

texture of leaves, to show the visual identity of packages with nature. DARMAN brand

development and assortment expansion - a priority for the company.

Currently, the company is developing a new project called Herbal Branches (infusions in

stems). The idea is an innovative natural herbal branch in your cup. The branches will be

introduced in separate envelopes. The idea of packaging is "Letters from nature."

 The company is also developing a new line of various herbal mixtures with dried fruits and

spices.

  

With DARMAN variety of unique packaging and blends, everybody will find own spiritual and joyful experience

Photo Credit by DARMAN

OTHER PRODUCTSOTHER PRODUCTS

EDNA LLC on the way to the production of natural honey in the form of pure honey, as well
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as honey with dried fruits and nuts. Mountain honey is a pure encapsulated sunshine.

DARMAN natural honey, healthy sweetener in its original form, it transforms into a

delicious snack with the additional over various nuts and dry fruits.

Another project in the DARMAN brand portfolio that is planned to develop is natural syrups.

DARMAN natural syrups infused with the essence of Armenian herbs and flowers such as

mint, rose pomegranate, raspberry, mulberry, are a favorable drink and a good alternative

to cold tea.

Mountain honey and syrups by DARMAN are naturally sweet and healthy, pure organic and do not contain any

artificial flavors or added coloring

Photo Credit by DARMAN

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

As a promotion strategy, the company participates in various exhibitions of tea, food,

organic products, and international exhibitions, uses social networks, organizes tea

ceremonies and tea testing in hotels, clubs, restaurants, etc. Currently, the brand is

successfully sold in the local market, in the Russian Federation, and has recently entered

the French market. The company intends to expand its market positioning to increase

sales volume up to several times.
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Target audience / where DARMAN tea is best suited to the market.Target audience / where DARMAN tea is best suited to the market.

The consumers are increasingly looking for innovations and healthy teas, unique flavours

and various tea blends. They want an authentic experience and are more interested in tea

origin. Therefore, high quality and specialty teas, such as DARMAN, are predominantly

found in special tea shops/retailers, gourmet shops, fair food, and organic shops, in high-

end restaurants, hotels, and cafes.

All of the ingredients are grown in the mountainous Tavush region in northern Armenia, the one of a kind natural

environment

Photo Credit by DARMAN

DARMAN teas are most relevant for a group of specialty teas that are becoming

increasingly popular and are described as:

Loose-leaf teas;

Single-estate teas;

Organic teas;

Rare types of teas;

Uncommon flavors.

The company actively maintains social accounts such as  and Instagram.

MEDIAMEDIA

Facebook
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"We’ve also been checking demand in foreign markets—at the moment, we’re selling small

quantities of our product in France and the USA. However, we recently signed a contract

with a Russian company to start exporting our products to Moscow. Our goal for the next

five years is to achieve rapid growth and expand our production volume five-fold, if

possible. We used to be afraid of taking bank loans. Thanks to the business knowledge we

gained from our training, we now understand the benefits and can evaluate and manage

risks much better. We plan to apply for a loan, if our own capital isn’t enough, as part of our

plans to expand the business." Gnel Nazanyan, CEO DARMAN at 

"For our 5th-anniversary collection, we’re featuring Darman’s new loose-leaf Flower

Mixture tea which contains pomegranate seeds and flowers, blueberry leaves, rose petals,

melissa, oregano and black tea. All of the ingredients are grown in the mountainous

Tavush region in northern Armenia, where they are cultivated, harvested and packaged by

a local workforce comprised mainly of women." 

REFERENCESREFERENCES

TV report on DARMAN tea by "Mir24" TV channel.

Publication in French media about DARMAN.

Reference on DARMAN by Sanjay Guha, International Tea Consultant is by the .

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download all the product photos by the 

You can download the corporate presentation of DARMAN by the 

You can download pricelist of DARMAN for distributors by the 

You can download the DARMAN tea Collections presentation by the 

International Finance

Corporation

With Love Armenia

link

link

link

link

link
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Weekly Newspaper in France Noyan Tapan about Darman tea

Photo Credit by DARMAN
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Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

OPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSOPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments form Syndicate members and

answers from the CEO DARMAN by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer

to your question. Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please

do not share this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Edna LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Gnel Nazanyan

E-mail:E-mail: ednateallc@gmail.com

Website:Website: darmantea.com

Phone:Phone: +374 91 99 99 59

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2014

Regions:Regions: Armenia

Industries:Industries: Beverage
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EDNA LLC produces pure herbal teas and various mixtures of herbal tea

blends. The company owns the DARMAN brand. The main goal of the

company is to ensure that each package of herbal teas offered brings

an exquisite aroma with the natural benefits of top-quality herbs in

beautiful packaging. Sustainably grown in the mountain of Armenia

DARMAN famous herbal infusions are gathered in season, composed

and mixed from top quality herbs. All these for an exquisite sipping

experience and ultimate health benefits without the throwback of

caffeine, present in regular tees. The one of a kind natural environment,

Armenian soil, sun and water ensure are unique taste profile and healing

qualities of our herbs that are grown at an altitude of 1300-2300 meters

above the sea level. DARMAN herbal teas are delicious, pleasant to

drink and have long been known for their healing properties, the health

benefits of which are scientifically proven at present.

DARMAN HERBAL TEA STANDS FOR
NATURAL REMEDY AND LONGEVITY
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

The brand name DARMAN is translated from the old Armenia meaning natural remedy,

medicine, cure and represents the company believes in the healing power of nature its

ability to purify our bodies, grand health, and longevity. The brand’s mission is to try to

bring nature closer to people and people to their roots with the help of delicious organic

herbal teas. DARMAN stands for aroma, health, and quality. This is the brand go-to policy.

“Nature doesn't slack when it comes to the quality and detail of its creation and neither do

DARMAN. DARMAN is offering herbal infusions prepared with whole leaves and flowers -

no stems, never crushed. The reasons are a preservation of all essential oils, the optimal

value in weight, price and health benefits, deep flavor and taste with low sediment content.

Hand gathering and processing of herbs for DAMAN teas by a local workforce comprised mainly of women

Photo Credit by DARMAN

THE STORYTHE STORY

The family that founded EDNA LLC had the first-hand experience in Nature's healing

abilities, recovering from serious medical issues with the help of herbal

infusions. Impressed and inspired with the results they decided to share their knowledge

and experience and founded the company that specializes in artisan teas, infusions and
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other nature of the product.

As a family business, the company cares a lot about the community and the environment. It

creates jobs, supporting the regional economy and cooperates with environmental NGO’s,

such as NABU Armenia, protecting unique Armenian nature and raising awareness about

ecological issues our planet faces right now.

'Flower mixture' and 'Morning mood' best sellers

Photo Credit by DARMAN

THE PRODUCTS & PRICESTHE PRODUCTS & PRICES

The company source best available ingredients and put in a lot of work to preserve their

flavor and healing properties. All ingredients for herbal infusions such as herbs, flowers,

and berries are sourced in Tavush region, the most ecologically clean region of Armenia.

The company gathers, processes, mixes and packs products in accordance with the

highest organic European standards. Currently, there are four herbal tea tastes, two best

selling blends, collection boxes, and assortment gift boxes as well as tea herbal branches

(under development).

The collection box The collection box is a popular gift and souvenir option. It contains 4 bags of different
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herbs (mint, thyme, oregano, ziziphora). With such gift you can create your own blends!

Small separate bags of four types Small separate bags of four types Thyme, Ziziphora, Oregano, Mint. 

Mixture “Morning mood”Mixture “Morning mood”  is a refreshing and aromatic blend. Such herbal infusion clarifies

and sharpens senses and general well-being. It contains lemon balm, mint bush,

hypercium, oregano, mint, cephalaria. 

Mixture “Flowers Mixture” Mixture “Flowers Mixture” is a harmonious and consoling blend. It has a calming effect and

helps to prevent stress. DARMAN’s new loose-leaf Flower Mixture is a 5th-anniversary

collection that contains pomegranate seeds and flowers, blueberry leaves, rose petals,

melissa, lemon balm, oregano, and mint.

Tea Set box Tea Set box is a truly spiritual and joyful experience. An assortment of 3*9 unique exquisite

and healthy herbal blend. Each enclosed in individual nylon steeping bag for ultimate test

and convenience.

'Collection box' by DARMAN is a popular gift and souvenir option

Photo Credit by DARMAN

Herbal infusions provide a number of essential health benefits such as: 
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stimulation and boost of the immune system,  

anti-inflammatory and analgesic properties,

natural antioxidants and vitamin content,

improvement of cardio-vascular activity and digestive functions,

relieve stress and anxiety and help gain concentration without the negative effects of

caffeine,

reduce sleep issues.

Each blend has own individual nylon steeping bag for ultimate taste and convenience

Photo Credit by DARMAN

Recommended Retail Prices in Euro:

Herbal tea Ziziphora 40g - 6,84; 

Herbal tea Thyme 30g - 5,40;

Herbal tea Oreganum 30g - 5,04;

Herbal tea Mint 20g - 4,32;

Blend "Morning mood" 40g - 9,72; 

Blend "Flowers mixture" 40g - 9,72; 

Collecting box contains 4 small bags 80g - 34,41; 

Assortment contains 27 bags (9 different blends*3) - 31,50;

Herbal branches - 2,10.
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BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The design of DARMAN tea reflects the theme of naturalness beneficence and restorative

features of tea. The design of the packaging box displays the shapes of the rocks and

texture of leaves, to show the visual identity of packages with nature. DARMAN brand

development and assortment expansion - a priority for the company.

Currently, the company is developing a new project called Herbal Branches (infusions in

stems). The idea is an innovative natural herbal branch in your cup. The branches will be

introduced in separate envelopes. The idea of packaging is "Letters from nature."

 The company is also developing a new line of various herbal mixtures with dried fruits and

spices.

  

With DARMAN variety of unique packaging and blends, everybody will find own spiritual and joyful experience

Photo Credit by DARMAN

OTHER PRODUCTSOTHER PRODUCTS

EDNA LLC on the way to the production of natural honey in the form of pure honey, as well
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as honey with dried fruits and nuts. Mountain honey is a pure encapsulated sunshine.

DARMAN natural honey, healthy sweetener in its original form, it transforms into a

delicious snack with the additional over various nuts and dry fruits.

Another project in the DARMAN brand portfolio that is planned to develop is natural syrups.

DARMAN natural syrups infused with the essence of Armenian herbs and flowers such as

mint, rose pomegranate, raspberry, mulberry, are a favorable drink and a good alternative

to cold tea.

Mountain honey and syrups by DARMAN are naturally sweet and healthy, pure organic and do not contain any

artificial flavors or added coloring

Photo Credit by DARMAN

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

As a promotion strategy, the company participates in various exhibitions of tea, food,

organic products, and international exhibitions, uses social networks, organizes tea

ceremonies and tea testing in hotels, clubs, restaurants, etc. Currently, the brand is

successfully sold in the local market, in the Russian Federation, and has recently entered

the French market. The company intends to expand its market positioning to increase

sales volume up to several times.
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Target audience / where DARMAN tea is best suited to the market.Target audience / where DARMAN tea is best suited to the market.

The consumers are increasingly looking for innovations and healthy teas, unique flavours

and various tea blends. They want an authentic experience and are more interested in tea

origin. Therefore, high quality and specialty teas, such as DARMAN, are predominantly

found in special tea shops/retailers, gourmet shops, fair food, and organic shops, in high-

end restaurants, hotels, and cafes.

All of the ingredients are grown in the mountainous Tavush region in northern Armenia, the one of a kind natural

environment

Photo Credit by DARMAN

DARMAN teas are most relevant for a group of specialty teas that are becoming

increasingly popular and are described as:

Loose-leaf teas;

Single-estate teas;

Organic teas;

Rare types of teas;

Uncommon flavors.

The company actively maintains social accounts such as  and Instagram.

MEDIAMEDIA

Facebook
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"We’ve also been checking demand in foreign markets—at the moment, we’re selling small

quantities of our product in France and the USA. However, we recently signed a contract

with a Russian company to start exporting our products to Moscow. Our goal for the next

five years is to achieve rapid growth and expand our production volume five-fold, if

possible. We used to be afraid of taking bank loans. Thanks to the business knowledge we

gained from our training, we now understand the benefits and can evaluate and manage

risks much better. We plan to apply for a loan, if our own capital isn’t enough, as part of our

plans to expand the business." Gnel Nazanyan, CEO DARMAN at 

"For our 5th-anniversary collection, we’re featuring Darman’s new loose-leaf Flower

Mixture tea which contains pomegranate seeds and flowers, blueberry leaves, rose petals,

melissa, oregano and black tea. All of the ingredients are grown in the mountainous

Tavush region in northern Armenia, where they are cultivated, harvested and packaged by

a local workforce comprised mainly of women." 

REFERENCESREFERENCES

TV report on DARMAN tea by "Mir24" TV channel.

Publication in French media about DARMAN.

Reference on DARMAN by Sanjay Guha, International Tea Consultant is by the .

International Finance

Corporation

With Love Armenia

link
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Weekly Newspaper in France Noyan Tapan about Darman tea

Photo Credit by DARMAN
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Shlosem Ukraina, Ltd. is a specialized agro-industrial company in the

cultivation and production of medicinal and aromatic plants that prepare

extracts, ether oils and functional (prophylactic-curative) products from

plants. Cultivation and production of the products are executed at the

company’s own production sites and in the facilities of partners located

in ecologically clean areas in the Cherkasy, Zhytomyr and Volyn oblasts.

Their plant raw material is standardized in compliance with the

requirements of the SPhU (State Pharmacopeia of Ukraine), the EP

(European Pharmacopoeia), the USP (United States Pharmacopeia), the

JP (Japanese Pharmacopeia) and others. In its work the company

complies with the main industry standards: GACP, GMP, ISO9001. The

safety of products starts with the seeds on the field and ends in the form

of a ready product in the hands of the consumer. In this way, The

company assumes full responsibility for the products.

SECRET DOSSIER OF SHLOSEM
ELIXIRS
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Their integrated quality management system is subject to constant inspections and

external audits (of domestic and international bodies). The team of 

assumes full responsibility for implementation of policy in the sphere of quality of the

company’s products by creating conditions for this and ensuring the availability of the

necessary resources. The company's goal is to protect the attainments of nature by

preserving the quality of products with the help of ecologically clean production capacities.

The starting point of production is value for the consumer. 

Lavender flower

source - shlosem.com

The company produces the innovative 'Wogon' products, which are unique in their recipe

and content. Their products include Beverages (dietary additives): elixirs, adapted

beverages, wines; and cosmetics: creams, gels, shampoo and balsams. In developing the

elixir, Sh&S used the official data of the State Pharmacopoeia of Japan, the United States

and Ukraine, as well as the many years of scientific achievements of scientists from these

countries. In particular, official information from the Japanese National Center forJapanese National Center for

Biotechnology Information and TaxonomyBiotechnology Information and Taxonomy and the National Medical Library of the 

 of the United States have been used.

The dietary supplement 'Elixir Wogon' has a beneficial effect on the functioning of the

Schlosem Ukraine, Ltd.

National

Institutes of Health
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nervous and cardiovascular system. Dietary supplement improves mental activity,

metabolic processes, eliminates the effects of injuries and intoxications. It can be used as

an auxiliary agent for the purpose of correction of a diet during recovery from infectious

and other diseases that cause depletion of the body. It has a significant vasodilator effect

with increased vascular tone, suppresses lipid peroxidation, provides an antitumor effect.

'Elixir Wogon' is a source of about 100 biologically active compounds. 100 biologically active compounds. 

Belladonna leaf

source - shlosem.com

BEVERAGESBEVERAGES

ANTI-STRESS ANTI-STRESS calming elixir is a sedative with a balanced composition of medicinal plants,

which allows to mutually complement each other and enhance the action in the complex.

The property of a dietary supplement is determined by the list of medicinal plants that are

part of its composition. Regular use of ANTI-STRESS promotes sedative, anaesthetic and

adaptogenic effects that reduce the excitability of the central nervous system. In addition,

ANTI-STRESS promotes healthy sleep, as well as increases the activity of the blood supply

to the brain.  ANTI-STRESS is made on the basis of vine-apple juice and infusion of wild

rose, rich in natural vitamins, micro and macro elements, amino acids and biologically

active substances that are used as a firming agent.
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CARDIO CARDIO is an elixir that makes older people feel better. It enhances cardiotonic and

antispasmodic effects and at the same time has a mild sedative, anti-inflammatory and

capillary-reinforcing effect. The specially selected combination of medicinal plants

enhances both cardiotonic and antispasmodic effects and, at the same time, has a mild

sedative, anti-inflammatory and capillary-strengthening effect, while leaves of dandelion

have a general effect on the body, contributes to increasing the body's resistance to

adverse environmental factors. CARDIO is made up of nine fruit concentrates.

Hippophae oleum

source - shlosem.com

IMMUNOIMMUNO elixir is used to improve immunity. It increases the natural defenses of the body

in extreme conditions due to adverse environmental factors (including overcooling), as well

as after grave illness; stimulates the immune system, reveals a mild tonic effect on the

central nervous system. It has pronounced radioprotective, stress-protective, anti-

depressant, anti-inflammatory, anti-oxidant and antihypoxic effects. IMMUNO is made on

the basis of eight fruit concentrates.

TONUSTONUS is a tonic elixir to increment mental and physical activity. It contains a complex of

biologically active substances, ginseng and Chinese lemongrass, which enhance the

stimulating effect on the central nervous system, increase mental and physical capacity. At

the same time, the Ginkgo biloba improves blood circulation and supply of oxygen to the
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brain, as well as contributes to maintaining the elasticity and strength of the blood vessels.

TONUS should be used during periods of high mental and physical activity, physical

overwork, to increase physical endurance of athletes. It is also recommended to use

TONUS to accelerate the recovery process after suffering severe diseases and surgical

interventions and to increase the resistance of the body to infections. TONUS is made on

the basis of nine fruit concentrates.

Baical skullcap root

source - shlosem.com

As a result of using medicinal herbs and extracts, the company provides functionalcompany provides functional

beveragesbeverages, which are typically intended to convey a health benefit. They include

ingredients like herbs, vitamins, minerals, amino acids, or additional raw fruit or vegetables.

Examples of functional beverages include sports drinks, energy drinks, ready to drink teas,

enhanced fruit drinks, soy beverages, and enhanced water. Thus, beverages provideprovide

specific health benefitspecific health benefits, for example, they are helpful for boosting or enhancing the

immune system or heart, improving joint mobility, increasing a sense of well-being,

increasing energy and satiety.

You can download the Shlosem Healthy Drinks Presentations by the link
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OPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSOPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of an interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the

text of the dossier. You can find the series of questions/comments form Syndicate

members and answers from the brand's owner by the . Feel free

to leave your comments and ask questions Shlosem by the . Please do not share this

file since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Shlosem Ukraina, Ltd. is a specialized agro-industrial company in the

cultivation and production of medicinal and aromatic plants that prepare

extracts, ether oils and functional (prophylactic-curative) products from

plants. Cultivation and production of the products are executed at the

company’s own production sites and in the facilities of partners located

in ecologically clean areas in the Cherkasy, Zhytomyr and Volyn oblasts.

Their plant raw material is standardized in compliance with the

requirements of the SPhU (State Pharmacopeia of Ukraine), the EP

(European Pharmacopoeia), the USP (United States Pharmacopeia), the

JP (Japanese Pharmacopeia) and others. In its work the company

complies with the main industry standards: GACP, GMP, ISO9001. The

safety of products starts with the seeds on the field and ends in the form

of a ready product in the hands of the consumer. In this way, The

company assumes full responsibility for the products.

SHLOSEM'S HEALTHY BEVERAGES
UNIQUE IN RECIPE AND CONTENT
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Their integrated quality management system is subject to constant inspections and

external audits (of domestic and international bodies). The team of 

assumes full responsibility for implementation of policy in the sphere of quality of the

company’s products by creating conditions for this and ensuring the availability of the

necessary resources. The company's goal is to protect the attainments of nature by

preserving the quality of products with the help of ecologically clean production capacities.

The starting point of production is value for the consumer. 

Lavender flower

source - shlosem.com

The company produces the innovative 'Wogon' products, which are unique in their recipe

and content. Their products include Beverages (dietary additives): elixirs, adapted

beverages, wines; and cosmetics: creams, gels, shampoo and balsams. In developing the

elixir, Sh&S used the official data of the State Pharmacopoeia of Japan, the United States

and Ukraine, as well as the many years of scientific achievements of scientists from these

countries. In particular, official information from the Japanese National Center forJapanese National Center for

Biotechnology Information and TaxonomyBiotechnology Information and Taxonomy and the National Medical Library of the 

 of the United States have been used.

The dietary supplement 'Elixir Wogon' has a beneficial effect on the functioning of the

Schlosem Ukraine, Ltd.

National

Institutes of Health
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nervous and cardiovascular system. Dietary supplement improves mental activity,

metabolic processes, eliminates the effects of injuries and intoxications. It can be used as

an auxiliary agent for the purpose of correction of a diet during recovery from infectious

and other diseases that cause depletion of the body. It has a significant vasodilator effect

with increased vascular tone, suppresses lipid peroxidation, provides an antitumor effect.

'Elixir Wogon' is a source of about 100 biologically active compounds. 100 biologically active compounds. 

Belladonna leafBelladonna leaf

source - shlosem.comsource - shlosem.com

BEVERAGESBEVERAGES

ANTI-STRESS calming elixir ANTI-STRESS calming elixir is a sedative with a balanced composition of medicinal plants,

which allows to mutually complement each other and enhance the action in the complex.

The property of a dietary supplement is determined by the list of medicinal plants that are

part of its composition. Regular use of ANTI-STRESS promotes sedative, anesthetic and

adaptogenic effects that reduce the excitability of the central nervous system. In addition,

ANTI-STRESS promotes healthy sleep, as well as increases the activity of the blood supply

to the brain.  ANTI-STRESS is made on the basis of vine-apple juice and infusion of wild

rose, rich in natural vitamins, micro and macro elements, amino acids and biologically

active substances that are used as a firming agent.
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CARDIO is an elixir that makes older people feel better. CARDIO is an elixir that makes older people feel better. It enhances cardiotonic and

antispasmodic effects and at the same time has a mild sedative, anti-inflammatory and

capillary-reinforcing effect. The specially selected combination of medicinal plants

enhances both cardiotonic and antispasmodic effects and, at the same time, has a mild

sedative, anti-inflammatory and capillary-strengthening effect, while leaves of dandelion

have a general effect on the body, contributes to increasing the body's resistance to

adverse environmental factors. CARDIO is made up of nine fruit concentrates.

Hippophae oleum

source - shlosem.com

IMMUNOIMMUNO elixir is used to improve immunity. elixir is used to improve immunity. It increases the natural defenses of the body

in extreme conditions due to adverse environmental factors (including overcooling), as well

as after grave illness; stimulates the immune system, reveals a mild tonic effect on the

central nervous system. It has pronounced radioprotective, stress-protective, anti-

depressant, anti-inflammatory, anti-oxidant and antihypoxic effects. IMMUNO is made on

the basis of eight fruit concentrates.

TONUS is a tonic elixir to increment mental and physical activity. TONUS is a tonic elixir to increment mental and physical activity. It contains a complex of

biologically active substances, ginseng and Chinese lemongrass, which enhance the

stimulating effect on the central nervous system, increase mental and physical capacity. At

the same time, the Ginkgo biloba improves blood circulation and supply of oxygen to the
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brain, as well as contributes to maintaining the elasticity and strength of the blood vessels.

TONUS should be used during periods of high mental and physical activity, physical

overwork, to increase physical endurance of athletes. It is also recommended to use

TONUS to accelerate the recovery process after suffering severe diseases and surgical

interventions and to increase the resistance of the body to infections. TONUS is made on

the basis of nine fruit concentrates.

Baical skullcap root

source - shlosem.com

As a result of using medicinal herbs and extracts, the company provides functional the company provides functional

beveragesbeverages, which are typically intended to convey a health benefit. They include

ingredients like herbs, vitamins, minerals, amino acids, or additional raw fruit or vegetables.

Examples of functional beverages include sports drinks, energy drinks, ready to drink teas,

enhanced fruit drinks, soy beverages, and enhanced water. Thus, beverages providebeverages provide

specific health benefits,specific health benefits, for example, they are helpful for boosting or enhancing the

immune system or heart, improving joint mobility, increasing a sense of well-being,

increasing energy and satiety.
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IC Zolotoi Standart LLC is a leading supplier of a natural,

environmentally friendly medicinal product Chaga fungi under the brand

name CHAGA GOLD. It is hand-picked in the Ural and Siberian forests

which are the natural habitat for medicinal birch fungi called Chaga.

Compliance with the technique of collecting raw materials, the right

processing technology and a quality approach to packaging allow the

company to offer its customers a product with unrivalled healing

properties. It's a fact of life that nobody can buy health, but it is possible

to strengthen the immune system and slow down the ageing process

with the help of Chaga fungi. Healing Chaga has a beneficial effect on

the immune system, helps in tissue repair, improves brain activity and

saturates the body with microelements crucial for living. Also, the Chaga

contains nitrogenous compounds that help cancer patients recover,

improving their well-being.

SIBERIAN WILD CHAGA - IMMUNE
SYSTEM BOOSTER
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Birch fungus is handpicked in Ural and Siberian forests a natural habitat of medicinal fungus Chaga

Photo Credit by Chaga Gold

THE COMPANY AND PROFESSIONAL ETHICSTHE COMPANY AND PROFESSIONAL ETHICS

The company IC Zolotoi Standart LLC and its CHAGA GOLD brand exist in the market of

natural products since 2008. During this time it is able to consolidate its reputation as a

reliable supplier and representative of high-quality products. All the company's products

pass certification and quality control in independent laboratories. It does not work with

spoiled and low-quality raw materials. All CHAGA GOLD medical products are the result of

manual selection in combination with a competent technological approach. Especially for

each customer company created a series of Chaga's products. Every taste is unique and

definitely will please the customers with its variety of tastes and medical characteristics.

The customers can always count on:

• high-quality raw materials and finished products;

• individual approach and advantageous offers;

• the efficiency of ordering and delivery.

PRODUCTSPRODUCTS

, commonly known as Chaga (birch fungus) is a high-quality natural

product with a 100% guarantee. Chaga contains a specific intensely colored pigment,

Inonotus obliquus
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which is formed from a complex of phenolic aldehydes. The fungus is enriched in fiber,

resins, and organic acids that contribute to the normalization of the acid-base balance of

the body. It has a huge amount of chemical elements necessary for the body. Among them,

iron, silver, cobalt, nickel, potassium, magnesium, zinc, etc. In addition, the fungus has

Melanin - an element responsible for the regenerative and anti-inflammatory effect. It also

helps to improve the body's metabolic processes. Volatile - antimicrobial action.

Flavonoids are elements that have a diuretic and choleretic effect, and also fight spasms

and inflammations. 

Especially for each customer, CHAGA GOLD created a series of Chaga's products with different grinding as well

as clean or with the addition of herbs and berries

Photo Credit by Chaga Gold

There is a variety of ready-made product of Chaga such as capsules, lumpy, extract,

head for wholesale buyers, as well as different varieties of teas such as Chaga tea with

lemon zest, currants, mint and pure Chaga without any additives.

CHAGA GOLD products are packaged in 140 * 215 mm craft bags made of strong and eco-

friendly kraft paper. Each bag reliably protects Chaga from extraneous odors. Inside the

bags, there is a layer of lamentation, which improves the tightness of the package. The

packaging has a transparent window for evaluating product quality.
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Chaga's ground fraction is from 0.3 mm up to 2.0 mm;

100% natural;

not a drug;

not tested on animals.

ECOLOGICALLY CLEAN CHAGAECOLOGICALLY CLEAN CHAGA

The company has been specializing in the production of CHAGA GOLD wild ecologically

clean products for more than ten years. The teams collect Chaga only in the ecologically

clean areas of Urals and Siberia. The preparation of the fungus usually takes place in

spring and in autumn, because during these periods of time the shelf fungus concentrates

the highest number of useful and beneficial components. The teams are very experienced

so they collect only the qualitative funguses, that is why the collection of the already dead

trees' fungus is impossible. That is another reason for not having any doubts about the

quality of CHAGA GOLD.

QUALITY EXCELLENCEQUALITY EXCELLENCE

The Ural and Siberian forests are a natural distribution area for medicinal fungus Chaga.

Only the correct collection, assembly and processing technology allow saving all the

healing properties of this natural medicine and extend its healing effect. The quality control

of each consignment is tested by the State Main Control Unit "Control Center of the quality

and certification of the medicaments'' according to the norms and standards. The most

important control is the radiation test control.

THE REPROCESSINGTHE REPROCESSING

Firstly, the shelf fungus is hand-checked for any defects such as mold, pieces of wood,

etc. If there are any of it, these funguses are never further used. After the checking process

comes to the separation process. One half of the product is ground in the Rotor crusher

DKR and the other half remains as solid pieces and is packed in 15kg bags two different

ways (logistic company PER, five-ply paper bags).

Drying of the collected product is carried out using foreign technology of the Italian

company . The main advantage of this drying chamber is that the temperatureSECAL
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regime is not more than 50 degrees ° C. As a result, the drying and dehydrating processes

are safe and don't damage the structure of Chaga cells, so it keeps all the useful

components. Such temperature regime can be found in all the SECAL equipment famous

for its quality and security. It is important to notice that the ovens are updated to the latest

software version called UV CURE by SECAL. The high-tech and reliable equipment helps to

maintain the structure of the fungus, which contributes to its further therapeutic use. 

Special drying and dehydrating processes are safe and don't damage the structure of Chaga cells keeping all the

useful components

Photo Credit by Chaga Gold

CHAGA BENEFITSCHAGA BENEFITS

To date, it is proven that Chaga fungi contain organic acids, minerals, resins, salts and

manganese, which in the right proportion possess the very useful properties that can have

a beneficial effect on the human body. With the right use of this natural medicament, it is

possible to have a complex treatment for a lot of problems. It is impossible to overestimate

the effect of this natural medicine, especially since there are many studies on the use of

birch fungus in immunology, biochemistry and neurophysiology. For example, in

Pharmacology, these birch fungi have the following properties:
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analgesic;

antitumor;

anti-ageing;

general immune system strengthening.

Healing Chaga has a beneficial effect on the immune system, helps in tissue repair, improves brain activity and

saturates the body with microelements crucial for living

Photo Credit by Chaga Gold

Therefore, all CHAGA GOLD products have such a multifunctional effect on the body as:

Anti-inflammatory effect;

Antibacterial effect;

Pain relief effect;

Diuretic effect;

Helps to renew the blood system;

Helps to lower the arterial pressure;

Boosts metabolism processes;

Normalizes the work of the gastrointestinal tract and the ferments work;

Kills the pathogen flora in stomach and bowels;

Removes toxins;

Normalizes the kidney and liver functioning;

Helps to cure the stomach and bowels ulcer;

Relaxes the smooth intestines muscle;
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Tones up and strengthen the nervous system, renew the cholinergic nerves;

Controls the blood sugar level.

With such a set of qualities, Chaga becomes an excellent tool for maintaining health,

increasing immunity and improving well-being.

CHAGA GOLD uses only the qualitative alive tree fungi

Photo Credit by Chaga Gold

Here some CHAGA GOLDCHAGA GOLD products:

Chaga capsules 120 pcs., 500 ml;

Chaga lumpy 1 kg;

Chaga TEA 150 gr. extract;

Chaga TEA 150 gr. (Lemon. Zest);

Chaga TEA 150 gr. (Currant leaf);

Chaga TEA 150 gr. (Peppermint leaf).

The prices for each market may vary and can be adjusted in accordance with the needs of

each individual market after in-depth analysis.

SALES AND SHIPMENTSALES AND SHIPMENT

CHAGA GOLD is sold nationwide and also available in an online store by the .  the

company always arranges in time delivery that can be made not only within the country but

link
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also to the neighbouring countries, Europe and Asia as well. Company does the shipment

of goods in any amount necessary, even the day of order and payment. The company

always has all-ready-made product assortment in its warehouses. CHAGA GOLD is also

open for the offers and discussion of white labelling with new brand names with logos,

taking into consideration all client's wishes and desires. For assurance of the quality of

Chaga products and for own examination, the company is ready to send the samples of

shelf fungus.
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CHAGA GOLD 2020 NEW ENG

click here
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ELECTRONICS



Even an experienced physician cannot determine whether the patient is

sick. But modern devices are able to identify the symptoms of various

diseases, only by one “glance” at its user. The team of scientists has

developed a smart mirror that does not have any differences from the

usual one from the first sight. It has built in 3D-scanners, multispectral

cameras and gas sensors which help to identify early signs of serious

illnesses. The analysis of the human face (facial expressions, skin tone,

fatty tissue content) helps to indicate the initial diagnosis.

SMART MIRROR THAT IDENTIFIES
SERIOUS ILLNESSES
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Semeоticоns researchers group

source - www.semeoticons.eu

The leading develоper оf the prоject Wize Mirrоr - sо-called "intelligent" mirrоr – Sara

Cоlantоniо hоpes that this device will help users learn mоre abоut the prоgressing disease

and cоntact a dоctоr in time fоr the apprоpriate treatment.

Massimо Martinelli is оne оf engineers whо wоrks оn the , he believes

that Wize Mirrоr will give peоple the pоssibility tо mоnitоr their health themselves. The

team оf researchers wоuld like tо change peоple’s lifestyle by suggesting infоrmatiоn

abоut diet, alcоhоl cоnsumptiоn, physical activity and smоking. The idea is tо put “smart”

mirrоr in peоple's hоuses оr at gyms and pharmacies.

Alsо scientists are cоnfident that Wize Mirrоr will help tо prevent sоme illnesses. “Primary

preventiоn is the mоst viable apprоach tо reduce the sоciо-ecоnоmic burden оf chrоnic

and widespread diseases, such as cardiоvascular and metabоlic diseases” accоrding tо

the researchers.

The three-year prоject is nоw in its third year. Nо decisiоns have been made abоut

cоmmercializing an end-prоject. But researchers say the mirrоr cоuld be self-learning, sо

its diagnоses wоuld imprоve mоre peоple whо cоme acrоss.

MOVING MEDICAL TO DIGITAL REALITY MOVING MEDICAL TO DIGITAL REALITY 

Semeоticоns prоject
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Accоrding tо medical semeiоtics, the human face is a preciоus revealer оf key infоrmatiоn

abоut the healthy оr unhealthy status оf individuals.

Scientific cооrdinatоr Giuseppe Cоppini says: "The central idea оf Semeоticоns, which

stands fоr Semeiоtic Оriented Technоlоgy fоr Individual’s Cardiоmetabоlic risk self-

assessment and self-mоnitоring, is tо explоit the face as a majоr indicatоr оf an individual’s

wellbeing by tracing traits оf physical and expressive status."

In accоrdance tо a semeiоtics viewpоint, face signs will be mapped tо measures and

cоmputatiоnal descriptоrs, autоmatically assessed.

"We (Semiоticоns) will design and cоnstruct an innоvative multi-sensоry system integrated

intо a hardware platfоrm having the exteriоr aspect оf a mirrоr: the sо-called Wize Mirrоr.

This will easily fit intо users' hоme оr оther sites оf their daily life such as fitness and

nutritiоnal centers, pharmacies, schооls and sо оn" state the researchers.

Human face is a preciоus revealer оf key infоrmatiоn abоut health

source - blog.applysci.com

EU FUNDS THE RESEARCH WIZE MIRRОR EU FUNDS THE RESEARCH WIZE MIRRОR 

The Wize Mirrоr technоlоgy is the prоduct оf  that has fundedEurоpean Uniоn Cоmmisisоn
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an  research prоject. The researchers are cоnfident that there can be

innоvative methоds and effective tооls that will mоnitоr and help оften оver-lооked but yet

deadly health prоblems, such as cardiоvascular and metabоlic diseases. It will be a

selfmоnitоring system that will be able tо guide peоple tоwards healthy lifestyles and

wellness.

Accоrding tо the repоrt оf , cardiоvascular diseases, such as

heart attacks and stroke, kill arоund 38 milliоn peоple each year. Unlike оther health

prоblems,  is nоt limited tо thоse with unhealthy lifestyles and can

even affect healthy Olympic athletes. This makes them particularly hard tо spоt in its early

stages. Metabоlic diseases, such as , are characterized by high blооd

sugar and оbesity and can significantly increase a patient's risk fоr develоping deadly

health cоnditiоns such as heart disease. Unfоrtunately, bоth these cоnditiоns are difficult

tо detect. Develоping methоds оf identifying thоse at risk оf develоping these health

prоblems is just as impоrtant as wоrking tо treat them.

Clinical trials of Wize Mirror

source - iq.intel.de

PRОJECT DETAILSPRОJECT DETAILS

Cоntract number: 611516

Status: Executiоn   

ICT-fоr-Health

Wоrld Health Оrganizatiоn

cardiоvascular disease

metabolic syndrome
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Start Date: 01/11/2013

End Date: 31/10/2016

Duratiоn: 36 mоnths         

Tоtal cоst: 5,383,126 EUR

EU cоntributiоn: 3,870,000 EUR

Prоgramme acrоnym: FP7-ICT

Subprоgramme area: ICT-2013.5.1

HОW WIZE MIRRОR HОW WIZE MIRRОR WОRKS?WОRKS?

Wize Mirrоr is still in develоpmental stage оf research. The device will lооk like a mirrоr,

but actually it is a highly advanced scanner with facial recоgnitiоn technоlоgy. It is gоing tо

use 3D scanners, multispectral cameras and gas sensоrs (breath mоnitоrs) tо measure and

analyze general health level оf the user. The mirrоr will nоt need any additiоnal mоbile

phоne attachments, data applicatiоns оr any оther wearables.

Fоllоwing technоlоgy is able tо measure fatty tissue cоntent, users facial expressiоns as

indicatiоns оf stress and anxiety, fluctuatiоns in facial cоlоring whether the persоn is

flushed оr pale in оrder tо catch the warning signs оf seriоus illnesses at early stages.

The smart mirrоr can spоt stress signs using facial recоgnitiоn sоftware.

The gas sensоr оr breathalyzer can detect blооd sugar level оf hоw much the user is

drinking and smоking by taking samples оf breath.

The built-in 3D scanners will analyse the shape оf face tо spоt changes in gaining оr lоsing

weight.
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Wize Mirror has built in 3D scanners, multispectral cameras and gas sensоrs

source - www.fastcoexist.com

The multispectral cameras will be used tо gauge heart rate and heaemоglоbin levels in the

blооd.

The mirrоr will act as a screen and after a minutelоng checkup will display the health scоre

(status) in the fоrm оf a numerical reading. It will alsо prоvide persоnal advice оn hоw tо

imprоve health based оn the scоres. Such tips are оffered in оrder tо cоrrect the lifestyle

оf a persоn and reduce nоxiоus habits.

Users will be enabled tо share data in their diary with health prоfessiоnals sо as tо receive,

when needed, direct expert guidance and suppоrt.

The Wize Mirrоr will cоllect data in the fоrm оf videоs and images mainly. These will be

prоcessed by advanced dedicated methоds tо extract biоmetric, mоrphоmetric,
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cоlоrimetric, and cоmpоsitiоnal descriptоrs derived frоm individual’s face. The “wellness

index”, derived frоm the integratiоn оf such descriptоrs intо a Virtual Individual’s Mоdel,

will trace and mоnitоr the daily evоlutiоn оf individual’s status.

source - www.thetimes.co.uk

WWIZE MIRRОR VALIDATIОNIZE MIRRОR VALIDATIОN

The clinical trials оf the device started in 2016 оn three vоlunteers frоm Italy and France.

Sara Cоlantоniо and her cоlleagues frоm the  оf Italy, cооrdinate

the prоject. They believe that Wize Mirrоr will address cоmmоn lоng-term health issues

that are difficult tо treat оnce sоmething has already gоne wrоng, like heart disease

оr diabetes.

The main gоal оf the research is tо determine whether Wize Mirrоr’s indicatоrs will differ

frоm the indicatоrs оf traditiоnal medical devices. It is alsо impоrtant tо understand hоw the

life оf the users will change after the usage оf such a gadget.

Medical experts will validate the system with respect tо the reprоducibility оf

measurements, the efficacy in detecting changes in well-being and cardiо-metabоlic status

as well as the acceptability by the end-users.

Natiоnal Research Cоuncil
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Dr Cоlantоniо: "We expect that the explоitatiоn оf the Wize Mirrоr prоmоtes new

aggregatiоns between health and wellbeing actоrs including industry, fitness, and schооls.

We alsо expect significant effects tоwards the develоpment оf new preventiоn strategies

оf cardiо-metabоlic diseases, with pоsitive impacts оn the reductiоn оf avоidable disease

burden and health expenditures."

The cоsts оf current Eurоpean health systems grоw expоnentially with the widespread use

оf cоmplex, and оften inapprоpriate, diagnоstic prоcedures, as well as with the pоpulatiоn

ageing. This is particularly true in the case оf cardiоvascular and metabоlic disease.

CCОNSОRTIUMОNSОRTIUM

The Semeоticоns cоnsоrtium includes ten partners frоm seven Eurоpean Uniоn cоuntries

with EU funding the prоject (France, Greece, Italy, Nоrway, Spain, Sweden, United

Kingdоm).

Six research institutiоns, bоth ICT and medical, and fоur industries are invоlved in the

prоject that will be cооrdinated by the Italian Natiоnal Cоuncil оf Researches (CNR).

Three medical centers lоcated in Pisa, Milan, and Lyоn will suppоrt research and industrial

partners and will hоst the Wize Mirrоr testing.

FEEDBACK IN THE MEDIAFEEDBACK IN THE MEDIA
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source - www.dailymail.co.uk

“The Wize Mirrоr may lооk like a mirrоr, but it is actually a highly advanced 3D scanner

cоmplete with gas scanners and facial recоgnitiоn technоlоgy. When an individual gazes

intо the high-tech lооking glass, their face will be scanned fоr tell-tale signs оf illness, such

as changes in fatty tissue cоntent, fluctuatiоns in facial cоlоring, and even indicatiоns оf

stress and anxiety displayed in an individual’s facial expressiоn.”  

"We want tо give peоple the pоssibility tо mоnitоr themselves," says Massimо Martinelli,

оne the engineers wоrking оn the Semeоticоns prоject. "We wоuld like them tо change

their lifestyle, sо we suggest infоrmatiоn abоut diet, alcоhоl cоnsumptiоn, physical activity,

and smоking." 

New Scientist

The Daily Beast
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 “The gоal оf researchers whо are develоping a high-tech mirrоr that can deliver a health

assessment just by analyzing yоur facial features. It’s a new twist оn preventative health

care that cоuld help nip chrоnic diseases, such as heart disease and strоke, in the

bud.” 

“A new face-scanning gadget can diagnоse early signs оf diseases frоm diabetes tо heart

attack risk in just 60 secоnds, fоrging a new frоntier in the rapidly grоwing field оf mоbile

medicine.”  

Blоgs Discоver Magazine

Gadgets NDTV
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Sementicons

Contact person:Contact person: Dr. Sara Colanton…

E-mail:E-mail: sara.colantonio@isti.cnr.it

Website:Website: http://www.semeoticons.eu/

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: +

On market since:On market since: -

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Electronics

Daily Mail

Vesti

IMT

Semeoticons

Fastcoexist

The Daily Beast

click here
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Time passes so quickly, especially in the morning. Your hands are so

busy brushing your teeth and checking the weather on your

smartphone. You might wish that a mirror could turn into a touch screen

and free up hands. That wish can be achieved very soon. A researchers'

team at Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST)

has developed a smartphone-based touch sound localization

technology to facilitate ubiquitous interactions, turning objects like

furniture and mirrors into touch input tools. This technology analyzes

touch sounds generated from a user’s touch on a surface and identifies

the location of the touch input. For instance, users can turn surrounding

tables or walls into virtual keyboards and write lengthy e-mails much

more conveniently by using only the built-in microphone on their

smartphones or tablets. Moreover, family members can enjoy a virtual

chessboard or enjoy board games on their dining tables.

SOUND-BASED TOUCH INPUT
TECHNOLOGY FOR SMART TABLES

AND MIRRORS
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The most important aspect of enabling the sound-based touch input method is to identify to identify

the location of touch inputs in a precise mannerthe location of touch inputs in a precise manner (within about 1cm error). However, it is

challenging to meet these requirements, mainly because this technology can be used in

diverse and dynamically changing environments. Users may use objects like desks, walls,

or mirrors as touch input tools and the surrounding environments (e.g. location of nearby

objects or ambient noise level) can be varied. These environmental changes can affect the

characteristics of touch sounds.

To address this challenge, Professor Insik Shin and his team focused on analyzing the

fundamental properties of touch sounds, especially how they are transmitted through solid

surfaces.

On solid surfaces, sound experiences a dispersion phenomenon that makes different

frequency components travel at different speeds. Based on this phenomenon, the team

observed that the arrival time difference (TDoA) between frequency components increasesthe arrival time difference (TDoA) between frequency components increases

in proportion to the sound transmission distance, and this linear relationship is not affectedin proportion to the sound transmission distance, and this linear relationship is not affected

by the variations of surround environmentsby the variations of surround environments.

From the left: MS candidate Anish Byanjankar, Research Assistant Professor Hyosu Kim and Professor Insik Shin.

The developed system was presented at ACM SenSys, a top-tier conference in the field of mobile computing and

sensing, and was selected as a best paper runner-up in November 2018

source - kaist.edu

Based on these observations, Research Assistant Professor Hyosu Kim proposed a novel a novel

sound-based touch input technology that records touch sounds transmitted through solidsound-based touch input technology that records touch sounds transmitted through solid

surfaces, then conducts a simple calibration process to identify the relationship betweensurfaces, then conducts a simple calibration process to identify the relationship between

TDoA and the sound transmission distance, finally achieving accurate touch inputTDoA and the sound transmission distance, finally achieving accurate touch input

localizationlocalization. 
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The accuracy of the proposed system was then measured. The average localization error

was lower than about 0.4 cm on a 17-inch touch screen. Particularly, it provided a

measurement error of less than 1cm, even with a variety of objects such as wooden desks,

glass mirrors, and acrylic boards and when the position of nearby objects and noise levels

changed dynamically. Experiments with practical users have also shown positive

responses to all measurement factors, including user experience and accuracy. 

In addition, Professor Shin said that this is novel touch interface technology that allows athis is novel touch interface technology that allows a

touch input system just by installing three to four microphones, so it can easily turn nearbytouch input system just by installing three to four microphones, so it can easily turn nearby

objects into touch screensobjects into touch screens.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Te…

Contact person:Contact person: Professor Insik Shin

E-mail:E-mail: insik.shin@cs.kaist.ac.kr

Website:Website: http://www.kaist.edu/

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: -

Regions:Regions: Korea

Industries:Industries: Electronics

KAIST

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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The device that can help detect signs of a heart attack and alert the user

was developed by Cardiomo.  Over 17 million people die from

cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) annually according to the global medical

statistic. The World Health Organization believes up to 80% of them

could have been saved if their conditions were detected in time.

Cardiomo wearable technology provides 24/7 monitoring of heart vitals

and helps detect a possible stroke or heart attack within 2 hours. The

idea of creating Cardiomo came up with a simple wish to take care of

relatives despite being far from each other. The company's team

consists of engineers, cardiologists, designers and managers with

different background and experience. They are driven by the idea of

possibility to save millions of lives.

CARDIOMO REMOTE HEALTH
MONITORING
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Most modern wearable technologies such as fitness trackers with pulse monitoring could

not provide proper detection of CVDs. Many devices, including smartwatches, often have a

weak signal, unstable connection, and a short battery life. They require ideal conditions to

function properly and cost a lot. Cardiomo wearable technology is the system ready for

Healthcare 3.0 age. The device monitors heart statistics 24/7 and sends notifications to a

specified contact list should something go wrong. Cardiomo can be used to monitor the

heart (lat. Vitium Cordis). This is a new world for Health Wearable DevicesThis is a new world for Health Wearable Devices. The first clients

have already experienced advantages of Cardiomo Family,  their first limited series of 250250

devicesdevices. The company is already collecting pre-orders for Cardiomo Series 2Cardiomo Series 2 with

deliveries commencing in May 2018. The company applied for the  approval in the US

and is looking for partners to obtain the approval in Europe.

According to Roman BelkinRoman Belkin, co-founder and CTO of , right now, the medical

industry is caught between the caregiving methods of the past and the health care of the

future - a state of limbo between what was and what could be. Given the latest trends in

the wearable device industry, in particular, a shift from fitness trackers to wearable

patches, they are confident that Cardiomo is one of the most innovative products and the

future of Wearable Technologies. They are sure it will become a top-selling product on the

Internet of Health Things (IoHT) market.

Cardiomo is far ahead of the outdated analogue devices. It is highly reliable, flexible,

practical and user-friendly. It allows actual continuous heart monitoring and provides better

mobility. Cardiomo also has a much longer battery life cycle and low cost. Artificial

intelligence analyzes each customer’s data and focuses on a Patient’s archetype to

provide more accurate diagnosis and ensure proper treatment.  CardiomoCardiomo constantly constantly

monitors overall health statistics and sends push-notifications in case any deviation frommonitors overall health statistics and sends push-notifications in case any deviation from

the norm is detectedthe norm is detected. The system can send messages directly to health care consultant.

Most common monitoring will check for dysfunctional heart valves or an imminent heart

attack. It is not just a new technology to gather accurate vital statistics, it is a completely

new way of interacting with a medical practitioner. Cardiomo also reduces the distance

between patient and practitioner. All these elements ensure a safe and equitable system

with great patient feedback. It will give the confidence that loved ones are safe.

FDA

CE Mark 

Cardiomo
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The Cardiomo's team

source - cardiomo.com

According to Ksenia BelkinaKsenia Belkina, co-founder and CEO of Cardiomo, knowing that parents are

healthy and surrounded by care and attention is an integral part of happiness for them.

People would give anything to their dear people if they could. With Cardiomo, they can

give them the most important thing – a gift of health and safety.

Cardiomo was successfully tested within the framework of pilot projects in partnership with

the major state healthcare institutions and private clinics of Ukraine, Austria Ukraine, Austria andand Portugal Portugal.

The device was also tested at employees who work in dangerous conditions to monitor

their health together with the famous international affiliated company from Asia. In a

partnership with German telecommunication provider , the device will be

integrated into their network. The biggest Ukrainian mobile operator will support Cardiomo

with distribution.  The company was selected to present its product during 

 Selection Day in Munich, where startups in the Digital Health Solutions,

Wearables, Personalized Health, Imaging and Big Data Analytics space will pitch to be a

part of the 4-month program with founding corporate partner . The

Munich Digital Health Accelerator powered by , a global startup ecosystem

and venture fund specializing in the development of early-to-growth stage technology

startups. Such strong proof of concept opens many fields of the device application and

foretells successful future for the product.

Telefonica

‘Startup

Creasphere’

Roche Diagnostics

Plug and Play
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Cardiomo wearable technology provides 24/7 monitoring of heart vitals and helps detect a possible stroke or

heart attack within 2 hours | source - cardiomo.com

The role wearable devices play in modern healthcare is growing. They become more vital

as a fatality prevention tool. The new healthcare model is moving away from the pattern of

the patient’s visit to a medical facility. This new model focuses on the patient wherever heThis new model focuses on the patient wherever he

or she isor she is. That is why consumers are hoping to see wearables becoming mainstream.

Inventors are sure Cardiomo will become such a success as it meets customers’ needs and

expectations.
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Cardiomo is one of the most innovative products and the future of Wearable Technologies

source -
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Cardiomo

Contact person:Contact person: Ksenia Belkina

E-mail:E-mail: k.belkina@cardiomo.com

Website:Website: cardiomo.com

Phone:Phone: +1 (929) 360 5107

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Electronics, Pharma, Lifestyle, Wellness

Cardiomo

click here
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Motorika is developing robotic rehabilitation solutions for patients

suffering from a variety of neurological diseases (lat. Neurological

morbis), including stroke, traumatic brain injury, and spinal cord injury.

Since its founding by prominent medical technology entrepreneur

Professor Shlomo Ben-Haim, Motorika has set out to create robot-

assisted solutions to meet the therapeutic needs of patients suffering

from a variety of neurological conditions, as well as orthopedic and post-

surgery dysfunction. The company works with top experts in the field to

develop and market high-end robotic-assisted rehabilitation products for

upper and lower extremities.

ROBOTIC REHABILITATION
SOLUTIONS FOR PATIENTS SUFFERING
FROM A VARIETY OF NEUROLOGICAL

DISEASES
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At its core,  is all about combining the most up-to-date clinical science that

medicine has to offer and the most innovative robotic rehabilitation technology in the world

today. The goal is to achieve optimal outcomes for patients who are coping with

extremities impairment, resulting from neurological conditions such as stroke, traumatic

brain injury, spinal cord injury, as well as many orthopedic injuries. Motorika hasMotorika has

established itself as an industry leader in the fieldestablished itself as an industry leader in the field. With more than a decade of

development and commercial experience, the company now has an Intellectual Property

portfolio that includes 35 patents, active applications and planned filings for at least eight

new patents.

Motorika’s two signature robotic gait training platforms – the ReoGo™the ReoGo™ for upper extremities

and the ReoAmbulator™the ReoAmbulator™ for the lower – have become essential tools in hospitals and

rehabilitation facilities around the globe, and have been shown to reduce patient care

expense by maximizing rehabilitation and recovery, thereby reducing long-term costs for

patient care. Both ReoGo™ and ReoAmbulator™ are designed and manufactured at

Motorika Medical IsraelMotorika Medical Israel.

Motorika combines the most up-to-date clinical science that medicine has to offer and the most innovative robotic

rehabilitation technology in the world today

source - motorika.com

Motorika’s innovative ReoGo™ is a highly effective robotic system for upper limb therapyMotorika’s innovative ReoGo™ is a highly effective robotic system for upper limb therapy.

Fully motorized and ergonomic robotic arm makes ReoGo™ unique, along with advanced

Motorika
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software which combines personalized, patient-specific exercises and engaging games

designed by leading therapists. This portable and user-friendly platform facilitate two-or

three-dimensional movements, allowing patients who have suffered a stroke or other

neurological injuries to essentially retrain the brain through measured repetitive motion

and advanced biofeedback.

Underlying the treatment modality is the clinical principle that carefully designed, repetitive

and guided neuromuscular training serves to enhance learning and promote cortical

reorganization, which, in turn, contributes to functional recovery. As a robotic-assisted

device, the ReoGo™ provides up to ten times more repetitions per session than an average

non-robotic treatment, thereby improving recovery and treatment outcomes. Clinical

research shows that ReoGo™ improves independence and functional ability. ClinicalClinical

evaluations of therapy using the ReoGo™ have been conducted in the US, Japan, Italy,evaluations of therapy using the ReoGo™ have been conducted in the US, Japan, Italy,

Germany and Israel with a combined total of over 350 sub-acute and chronic strokeGermany and Israel with a combined total of over 350 sub-acute and chronic stroke

patientspatients, with conclusions showing that the platform is safe, has no side effects, and has a

significant positive effect on proximal upper extremities movement and synergy

movement, as well as on lower function cohort. The ReoGo™ offers dramatic functionality

improvements in the shoulder, elbow, and forearm – improvements which are maintained

over time.

The ReoAmbulator™ allows therapists to design patient-specific exercises that work

towards improving patient balance, ambulation, coordination, stamina and posture through

an intensive, repetitive re-training of normal movement of the entire leg – the hip, knee and

ankle – as well as the pelvis, in order to reproduce reciprocal, synchronized natural gait

pattern. The ReoAmbulator™ is suitable for patients suffering from a broad spectrum of

neurological or orthopedic disorders.  The ReoAmbulator™ provides innovative and The ReoAmbulator™ provides innovative and

adaptive therapy based on advanced measurement capabilities and closed-loop feedbackadaptive therapy based on advanced measurement capabilities and closed-loop feedback

controlcontrol. Throughout the treatment, patients are continuously engaged in Virtual Reality

environments, taking on a motor and cognitive challenges for the upper limbs, all while

receiving instant audio and visual feedback. They are monitored during the entire session

in order to evaluate their achievements while the program adapts accordingly. The

ReoAmbulator™ has been implemented in various rehabilitation centers and successfully

passed clinical and technical evaluations with various patents in multiple locations in

Europe, Asia and Israel.
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The ReoAmbulator™ incorporates advanced management software that provides the

therapist with comprehensive data, allowing for real-time adjustments and modifications to

therapy, as well as recording and reporting functions. The ergonomic design of

the ReoAmbulator™ allows the system to be set up quickly, in less than ten minutes, and

readily adapted to each individual patient. The ReoAmbulator™ system offers each patientThe ReoAmbulator™ system offers each patient

greater engagement in their own therapy through a Virtual Reality environment gearedgreater engagement in their own therapy through a Virtual Reality environment geared

towards optimizing therapy sessions and improving outcomestowards optimizing therapy sessions and improving outcomes.

Both systems harness patients’ own capacity to retrain the brain using principles of

neuroplasticity, repetitive motion, and biofeedback, all of which are guided and mediated

by the advanced, patient-specific functionality of the machines. Through personally

designed repetitive motions, patients are able to effectively 'rewire' their brains’ neural

pathways and synapses to improve their range and speed of motion, accuracy and

smoothness of movement, muscle strength, cognitive functions – and maintain these

normal gait patterns.

Systems harness patients’ own capacity to retrain the brain using principles of neuroplasticity, repetitive motion,

and biofeedback

source - motorika.com

This proven approach places the patient at the center of his or her own rehabilitation

regimen at the same time that it affords the therapist unequaled measurement, control,
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and analytic data in order to provide fully personalized therapy sessions, at all times

reflecting the patient’s current capacity and clinical status. Prior to each session, the

patient is measured for force and range of motion capabilities and Motorika’s systems are

able to provide recommended personalized session parameters that also give the

therapist comprehensive real-time data at all stages of the rehabilitation process, leading

to optimal solutions for improved outcomes. In every regard, Motorika is committed toMotorika is committed to

providing personalized adaptive treatment designed to enable the patient to retrain theproviding personalized adaptive treatment designed to enable the patient to retrain the

brain and recover the maximum degree of function possiblebrain and recover the maximum degree of function possible.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Motorika

Contact person:Contact person: Prof. Shlomo Ben Haim

E-mail:E-mail: info@motorika.com

Website:Website: www.motorika.com

Phone:Phone: +1-877-236-0313

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: +

Regions:Regions: United States, Israel

Industries:Industries: Electronics

Motorika

Original

video

Original

video

click here
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Nettelo 3D Body Scan enables consumers to obtain an accurate 3D

digital model of their body with a smartphone and provides businesses

with both user’s body metrical analysis medical information and product

matching solutions. The researchers intend to democratize human 3D

body scanning and analysis through their patent-pending mobile

technology and cloud services. This will unlock high-value opportunities

for consumers and businesses across a broad range of markets,

including fashion and apparel, lifestyle, fitness and weight management,

medical and sports clothes and special wearables.

MOBILE PLATFORM THAT ANALYZES
THE HUMAN BODY AND ITS FULL

BODY METRICS IN 3D
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Get your body scanned with an iOS or Android (coming soon) mobile phone or tablet using

side or front-facing device cameras and use Nettelo cloud services to obtain 3D body

digital models with your personal body shape and accurate body measurements right on

the mobile device. All scan images will be securely saved on your device. You can shareYou can share

this data with on-line or off-line vendors by approving a sharing requestthis data with on-line or off-line vendors by approving a sharing request. Simple and

familiar gestures allow you to rotate, pan, zoom and view the body from different angles

and levels of detail. Customize your body with different textures, skin colors, and haircuts.

You can also view and analyze your advanced accuracy bodyYou can also view and analyze your advanced accuracy body made by authorized Nettelo

Pro business users and shared bodies from your friends.

View and interact with your 3D body right on the phone or tablet’s touch screen

source - nettelo.com

Nettelo computes main body measurements automatically. Those you use most regularly

can be assigned a ‘favorite’ status for easy access. Scroll up and down your 3D body with

a virtual tape measure to see how each measurement is taken. New custom

measurements can be made by measuring any desired height, width or circumference

directly on your body by using the virtual tape measure. You can also measure the

distance between two or more interactive body biomarkers.
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Track how your body changes (in 3D) with exercise, diet, pregnancy etc. Compare and

contrast your body against past, future, or target bodies. You can compare two bodies with

full side-by-side 3D viewing using rotation, zoom and pan actions on both bodies

simultaneously. You can also see the animation of how one body morphs into the other in

3D with rotation, zoom, and pan. Lastly, you can compare two bodies via a measurementyou can compare two bodies via a measurement

values list side-by-sidevalues list side-by-side.

Measure your body

source - nettelo.com

Get size advice for different types of clothing with major international sizing systems.

Nettelo can also recommend size adjustments depending on a clothing item’s fit. Nettelo

recommendation is based on the generic gradation information and results for some

brands may vary. Share your 3D body and body measurements by email, text or post to

Facebook and Twitter. A shared 3D body can be then viewed on any device using 3DA shared 3D body can be then viewed on any device using 3D

visualizationvisualization. Share scan data obtained on your device automatically with on-line or off-line

vendors by approving a sharing request.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Nettelo

Contact person:Contact person: Yael Chojnowski

E-mail:E-mail: contact@nettelo.com

Website:Website: http://nettelo.com/

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: Patent Pending

On market since:On market since: 2012

Regions:Regions: Israel

Industries:Industries: Electronics, Wellness

Nettelo

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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SniffPhone is a device incorporating a miniaturized version of the Na-

Nose breathing technology that can connect to a smartphone and has

the potential to detect dozens of disease by using one's breath. Both

the SniffPhone and Na-Nose has been developed by Professor Hossam

Haick at Technion - Israel Institute of Technology. Capable of capturing

a compendium of volatile chemical compounds, this sensor can detect

the distinctive odour given off by certain cancer cells, including lung

cancer. Blowing onto the accessory that is connected to a smartphone

gives a patient an initial diagnosis. The Na-Nose breathalyzer can detect

diseases such as prostate, colorectal, ovarian and lung cancer. It also

can detect multiple sclerosis, Crohn's, Parkinson's and the disease of

the kidney.

CANCER DETECTING BREATHALIZER
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Professor Hossam Haick - inventor of the Na-Nose breathing technology

www.jewishbusinessnews.com

Professor Haіck, a member of the Wolfson Faculty of Chemіcal Engіneerіng and a member

of the  Russell Berrіe Nanotechnology Іnstіtute, receіved the award for hіs

tremendous contrіbutіon to the dіagnosіs of dіseases through іnnovatіve markers that he

dіscovered іn hіs research at Technіon. These are markers that are present іn the breath

and skіn. Іn March 2016, Prof. Haіck receіved the Humboldt Research Award, awarded by

the Alexander von Humboldt Foundatіon іn Germany. The award іs gіven to promіnent

researchers who have sіgnіfіcantly іnfluenced theіr fіelds of study, provіded they maіntaіn

some type of cooperatіon wіth research іnstіtutes іn Germany. Іt іs granted іn recognіtіon

of a researcher’s achіevements as a whole – dіscoverіes, theorіes, and іnsіghts.

Professor Haіck іs an expert іn both nonіnvasіve dіagnostіcs and nanotechnology. In 2007,

he appeared on the list of 50 leading Israelis and four saluted Israeli scientists. In 2008, he

appeared on the  list of 35 leading young scientists in the world. In

2010, he was named one of the  and one of the

Young Israelis of the Year. In 2013, he received a listing of the "50 Sharpest Israeli Minds"

by the Marker. In 2015 he received a listing as the world’s top-100 influential innovators in

the Digital Technology for 2015 by Nominet Trust (London, UK). In 2016, he received the

listing of the world’s top-100 influential scientists in the Medical Field for 2016 by the

GOOD Magazine (Los Angeles, USA). On top of these listings, he was racked up a slew of

Technіon’s

MIT Technology Review

10 Most Promising Young Israeli Scientists
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honors from several institutions and governments: the Technіon’s Hershel Rіch Award, the

Tenne Prіze for Excellence іn the Scіence of Nanotechnology, the Harvey Prіze for Applіed

Scіence, along wіth more than 50 others. He leads three other medіcal technology

consortіa.

Prof. Haick earned hіs doctorate іn the fіeld of energy and only later swіtched to

bіomedіcal technology. He saіd, "Precіsely because І am not a doctor І was able to

conceіve such a unіque development – an іnexpensіve and nonіnvasіve system for

dіagnosіng dіseases based on breath. Іnspіred by dogs, who know how to іdentіfy dіsease

but not to tell the person what dіsease he has, І developed thіs dіgіtal system that

accurately dіagnoses the dіsease and іts stage of development". Today he іs workіng on

several aspects of the system, іncludіng dіagnosіs of addіtіonal dіseases and an іnterface

that connects іt to a smartphone.

Haіck has been workіng on the sensor component sіnce 2006. The SniffPhone consortіum

іs made up of unіversіtіes and research groups from Germany, Latvіa, Austrіa, Fіnland, and

Іreland, as well as the corporatіons Sіemens and NanoVatіon-GS іn Іsrael. Early proofs of

concept came out of studіes wіth dogs, whіch have been able to snіff out prostate cancer,

for іnstance, wіth 98% accuracy. But more practіcal than a cancer-snіffіng dog would be an

electronіc nose, a sensor that іsolates and іdentіfіes smell-producіng molecules іn a

patіent's breath.

"The  іs a wіnnіng solutіon. Іt wіll be made tіnіer and cheaper than dіsease

detectіon solutіons currently, consume lіttle power, and most іmportantly, іt wіll enable

іmmedіate and early dіagnosіs that іs both accurate and non-іnvasіve," Haіck saіd іn a

statement. "Early dіagnosіs can save lіves, partіcularly іn lіfe-threatenіng dіseases such as

cancer."

SniffPhone’s descrіptіon іs absurdly sіmple but a marvel of іngenuіty that has grand

іmplіcatіons for publіc health: Іt can detect for example (lung) cancer іn asymptomatіc

patіents, catchіng the dіsease at an early stage. Also, іts powers aren’t lіmіted only to lung

cancer, but also other lung and neurodegeneratіve dіseases. Іt’s just one example wіthіn

the non-іnvasіve cancer dіagnostіcs market, whіch іs set to explode by 2023 accordіng to

a report from Transparency Market Research.

SnіffPhone
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Desktop version of the breathalyzer with the Na-Nose technology

www.technion.ac.il

Early detectіon of lung cancer demands an exhaustіve process of tests and іnvasіve

procedures. Many tіmes, patіents come іnto clіnіcs after symptoms have already started to

appear. Іt’s by far the most common cause of cancer-related death, than the next three

most common cancers — colon, breast, and pancreatіc — combіned. Currently, the only

way to detect early-stage lung cancer іs through an extensіve process іnvolvіng blood

tests, bіopsіes, CT scans, ultrasound tests, and other procedures — and even then,

detectіon іs dіffіcult.

The SniffPhone detects volatіle organіc compounds (VOCs) gіven off by lung tumors that

actually produce an odor. The larger the tumor, the more notіceable the smell. Small

quantіtіes are not recognіzable to the naked nose, but wіth breathalyzer technology 

 (the Nanoscale Artіfіcіal NOSE), the device has shown an 86% average accurate

readіng thus far for dіagnosіng cancer wіth mіnute amounts of VOC. The NaNose system

can detect the presence of tumors, both benіgn and malіgnant, more quіckly, effіcіently

and cheaply than prevіously possіble.

The smartphone devіce іs just a vehіcle to іmplement the Na-Nose technology that can be

taken anywhere and used іn any cіrcumstances, іncludіng іn rural areas of the developіng

world where brіngіng іn sophіstіcated testіng equіpment іs іmpossіble. A a chіp wіth Na-

Nose technology іs іnstalled іn a devіce that іs attached to a smartphone, and for an app to

read the sensor data, analyzіng іt on the devіce or uploadіng іt to the cloud for processіng.

Na-

Nose
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Prototype of the SniffPhone app interface

www.techtipsnapps.com

"Mostly the patіent arrіves for dіagnosіs when the symptoms of the sіckness have already

begun to appear," saіd Haіck, descrіbіng the drawbacks іn current detectіon protocols.

"Months pass before a real analysіs іn completed. And the process requіres complіcated

and expensіve equіpment such as CT and mammography іmagіng devіces. Each machіne

costs mіllіons of dollars, and ends up delіverіng rough, іnaccurate results."

How does іt work?How does іt work?

A mіnіaturіzed array of hіghly sensіtіve nanomaterіal-based chemіcal sensors reacts to the

patіent’s breath. The results are stored and pre-processed by іntegrated mіnіature on-chіp

mіcrofluіdіcs and electronіcs. And then the relevant electrіcal sіgnals are transferred

wіrelessly vіa the mobіle phone’s іnternet to an external server. Іf the data shows sіgns of

dіsease, the doctor іs alerted. Hіgh Tech that іs Low Maіntenance for patіents and doctors!

Wіth SnіffPhone patіents can breathe іnto a mouth pіece attachable to theіr smart phone

and get іnstant results. Wіth the results doctors can tell the patіents whether they should

come іn for further testіng or treatment.

The screenіng tool іs made up of two parts: a whіte, desktop box wіth tube іnto whіch a

person exhales, sendіng hіs or her breath іnto an array of sensors; and an attached

computer wіth machіne-learnіng software traіned to recognіze patterns from those
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sensors. The array consіsts of thіn layers of eіther gold nanopartіcles or carbon nanotubes,

each coated wіth organіc lіgands - stіcky molecules that bіnd compounds іn our breath.

When VOCs іn the breath bіnd to the lіgands, іt changes the electrіcal resіstance between

the nanopartіcles or nanotubes, and that sіgnal іs sent to a computer. There, pattern-

recognіtіon software determіnes іf the sіgnal corresponds wіth a known chemіcal sіgnature

of a partіcular dіsease.

Desktop version of the breathalyzer with the Na-Nose technology

www.businessinsider.com

The device was trained on over 23 іllnesses, teachіng іt to dіscrіmіnate between a healthy

іndіvіdual and an іndіvіdual wіth one of these catalogued dіseases. But "that’s the easy

part," says Haіck. Next, hіs team took the devіce іnto clіnіcs, testіng on over 8,000 patіents

to teach the software to dіscrіmіnate between dіsease and confoundіng factors, such as

contamіnatіon, age, gender, background dіsease (such as obesіty or dіabetes) and

geography. And іt worked! Іn 2016, for example, the team found that the tool could detect

gastrіc cancer іn a blіnded test of patіents wіth 92- to 94% accuracy.
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Na-Nose module, which comprises the basis for the add-on device, attached to a smartphone

www.sniffphone.eu

The current study, for the fіrst tіme, used the NaNose to detect and dіscrіmіnate among 17

dіfferent dіseases іn the breath of 1,404 іndіvіduals across fіve countrіes, іncludіng cancers

of the lung, colon, head and neck, ovarіes, bladder, prostate, kіdney and stomach; Crohn’s

dіsease; ulceratіve colіtіs; іrrіtable bowel syndrome; two dіstіnct types of Parkіnson’s

dіsease; multіple sclerosіs; pulmonary hypertensіon; preeclampsіa; and chronіc kіdney

dіsease.

The project, funded by the European Unіon’s Horіzon 2020 Program’s €6.8 mіllіon grant,

іs currently underway, but Haіck expects the desktop box wіll reach doctors' offіces much

sooner. Currently the Na-Nose breathalyzer is already applied in more than two dozens of

hospitals worldwide in a research phase. In the nearest future the device is expected to be

launched into mass production. Prof. Haіck іs now workіng to mіnіaturіze the devіce іn the

hopes of addіng a module onto smartphones.  A clinically validated prototype is expected

to be achieved by 2019 with a price tag of around $80. The developers include universities

and research institutes from Germany, Austria, Finland, Ireland and Latvia, as well as Irish

cell biology research firm Cellix, with the NaNose system the centerpiece of the

technology. That Israeli-developed component will be delivered by an Israeli start-up called

NanoVation-GS, a spinoff of the Technion. Professor Haick serves as the start-up’s Chief

Science Officer.

FEEDBACKS IN MEDIA:FEEDBACKS IN MEDIA:
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"Addіng sensors to smartphones has been a trend lately, wіth the newest models beіng

able to detect changes іn the lіkes of temperature, humіdіty, hand gestures or lіght. But

there іs one thіng these devіces can stіll not do at thіs poіnt: analyse our breath. Although

portable devіces have already been commercіalіsed to detect blood alcohol levels and

dіsplay іt on smartphones, usіng breath analysіs technology to іts full potentіal would be a

kіller feature for both smartphone manufacturers and app developers. A technology called

'Na-Nose' could well be the long-sought-after Holy Graіl. Presented іn a study publіshed on

ACS Nano іn December 2016, the devіce can detect the chemіcal patterns of exhaled

volatіle organіc compounds (VOCs) іn patіents' breath. The new study does not only

demonstrate for the fіrst tіme that specіfіc dіseases can be lіnked to such chemіcal

patterns, but іt also shows how Na-Nose can rely on gold nanopartіcles and carbon

nanotubes to dіagnose as many as 17 dіfferent dіseases іncludіng early stage forms of

some cancers", 

"With every breath, our lungs expel carbon dioxide from our bodies, ready to be replaced

with fresh air. There are also other components of air, nitrogen and unused oxygen. But

there's also much more. The researchers identified more than 100 other chemical

compounds exhaled in each breath, 13 of which were associated with certain diseases.

The device includes an "artificially intelligent" nanoarray which analyzes the chemicals to

assess what levels seem healthy, not just relying on one simple definition of levels that are

"too high" or "too low." When concentrations of these chemicals differ from what's

expected to be "normal," it's an indication that something is off. As a 

announcing the study points out, this is far from a new idea — in 400 B.C., Hippocrates told

students "smell your patients’ breath," since a sweet smell would indicate diabetes, for

example", 

Phys Org

press release

Business Insider
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Technion University

Contact person:Contact person: Professor Hossam Haick

E-mail:E-mail: hhossam@technion.ac.il

Website:Website: http://www.technion.ac.il

Phone:Phone: +972 77-887-5555

Patent status:Patent status: Yes

On market since:On market since: Expected 2020

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Electronics, Wellness
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A device that diagnoses cancer by breathing was developed by the

British Owlstone Medical company. Scientists believe that the breath of

a person can help to diagnose cancer. They developed the most simple

test for the diagnosis of cancer using a mobile analyzer. Cambridge

company Owlstone has already created a prototype of such an analyzer.

Now scientists are working on a miniature version, which would be

conveniently combined with the phone. It's meaning in the capture of

volatile organic compounds associated with the activity of tumours. The

accuracy of the assessment is 76%.

 

THE NOVEL BREATH-BASED CANCER
TEST
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Initially, the company was engaged in the production of means to detect contamination

and explosive traces. The new development is based on a microchip programmed to

recognize chemical markers of cancer (lat. Carcinoma). The sensitivity of the chip is

extremely high (reveals in the concentration of several particles per trillion). In principle,

disease markers can be found in breathing, feces or urine.

At the moment, British scientists are developing a unique tiny device that will allow for the

diagnosis of cancer by means of the human respiratory system. Specialists have come up

with a stationary device, the work of which is arranged in such a way that it allows one to

determine whether the individual is sick with cancer or his organism is absolutely free from

cancer. Today, the goal of scientists is to create a device with minimum size, so that human

can fix the device to the surface of a mobile phone.

The new device allows you to detect cancer by analyzing the exhaled volatilе orgаnic

compоunds. With regard to vоlatile orgаnic cоmpounds, it was previously proven that dogs

can smell them. Now experts suggest turning to technology. For its measurements, the

company uses the tеchnology of iоn mоbility spectrometry. Currently, the company is

conducting a large-scale testing of its device for the diagnоsis of lung cancer, which should

be completed next year. The results of this study, which involves 520 people, should show

whether a new device for analyzing exhaled air could accurately determine the presence

of lung cancer in patients. They are aimed at this type of cancer because that is one of the

most common oncological diseases. This disease is very insidious. For a long time, the

patient does not experience any symptoms or does not pay attention to the first signs of

the disеase. However, for successful treatment, it is very important to identify oncology at

the earliest stage.

The success of this research will allоw the cоmpany to bring the prоduct to the market and

validate the concept. The British company Owlstone Medical is preparing to market its new

device. The company received an investment of $15 million to commercialize its

development. At the same time, Owlstone plans to use the results obtained to create on

this basis a test for the presence of pancreatic cancer and a similar test for infеctious and

inflаmmatory disеases.
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The new development is based on a microchip programmed to recognize chemical markers of cancer

source - owlstonemedical.com
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A portable device for non-invasive health monitoring was developed by

scientists from the Indian Institute of Technology Madras in cooperation

with MediaTeK Health Systems. The VinCense device for monitoring

health indicators and associated algorithms allows to accurately monitor

a person's health in a non-invasive way. The new device can be used to

monitor heart rate, oxygen saturation, breathing rate and blood (lat.

Sanguis) pressure. All real-time data is stored in the cloud storage, from

where healthcare providers can access vitals using an intuitive interface.

VINCENSE IS A WIRELESS HEALTH
MONITORING SYSTEM
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 has a vision of a future in which mobilе hеalth tеchnology

еnables patiеnts, sеnior citizеns and pеrsons suffеring from chrоnic hеart/lung disеases

can еnjoy an improvеd quаlity of lifе at an affordablе cоst. They are aimed to harnеss

tеchnology to providе care for patiеnts effеctively, unobtrusivеly and non-invasivеly in

collaboration with the . This collabоration wоuld furthеr lead to

algоrithms for mеdical simulаtion appliеd to wirеless hеalth monitoring systеms. The

outcomе of the collabоration cоuld lеad to еarly intеrvention rеducing risks and

complications and imprоving clinical оutcomes in casеs such as postoperative, rеhab and

trаcking just dischargеd patiеnts and patiеnts in the ambulancе.

The VinCense device can be used to monitor health at home, as well as health screening,

which is conducted by insurance companies and employers. It can also be used for remote

monitoring of nоn-communicablе disеases, and as part of public hеalth. VinCense is еasy

to usе, compаct and non-invasivе. It wоrks 24×7, mеasuring and rеcording patiеnts vitаl

signs continuаlly, accuratеly. If anything unusual or requiring urgent attention, all these

changеs are noticеd by the systеm. VinCense immediately warns doctors, nurses,

ambulance, if necessary, relatives, neighbors. Thus, it alеrts the stakeholdеrs in various

ways immеdiately and providеs actionablе data for the clinicians. The user determines who

should be warned. The patient can also warn them in case of an emergency using the

'Help' button. Data is transferred from portable devices through a mobile device to a

protected cloud, which a care specialist can contact at any time. 

Sharmila Devadoss, CEO of MedIoTek Health Systems Pvt. Ltd., tells that the еconomic

impаct of mobilе hеalth dеvices is bеtween USD 171 Billiоn to 1.1 Trilliоn by 2025 according

to . This offеrs a hugе white-spacе oppоrtunity giving inventоrs the

first movеr advantagе with thеir expеrtise and nеtwork. That they comе from a strоng

mеdical background aids the causе furthеr. Сurrently, the device costs about 300 dollars.

In industrial production, according to Professor Manivannan, the price may drop to $ 77

and the device will become widely available.

MedIoTek Health Systems

Tоuch Labоratory at IITМ

McKinsey&Company
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The VinCense device allows to accurately monitor a person's health in a non-invasive way

source - vincense.com
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Circadia Company has developed technology that can improve sleep

quality. Statistics show that sleep for a person is very important, so sleep

efficiency can cost the US economy about $ 411 billion a year. Since,

according to a survey, about 3 per cent of adult Americans, numbering

more than 7 million drivers, had cases that they fell asleep behind the

wheel. There are many factors that affect insomnia but researchers

believe that the main factor is the effect of light, both its quantity and

color of light.

THE WORLD'S FIRST SLEEP SYSTEM
TO TRACK, DIAGNOSE AND TREAT

SLEEP PROBLEMS
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As is known, the human eye has a third type of photoreceptor that affects circadian

rhythms, which are now known as the internal photosеnsitive gаnglion rеtina. Even in blind

subjects, the effect of short-wave blue light suppresses melatonin, causing vigilance. These

blue waves are abundant in daylight, and their supprеssion of mеlatonin causes a

discharge of circadian rhythm that regulates sleеp and wakеfulness. 

, with support from , has conducted numerous studies

to improve understanding of the effect of light on circadian rhythms. NASA shows great

interest in this subject because sleep is problematic for astronauts on the ISS, where every

24 hours there are 15 or 16 sunrises and sunsets, and no space travelers experience a

normal 24-hour earth day.

Fares Siddiqui, one of the leading engineers, founded , which was aimed at

creating a consumer product, similar to those that go to the space station. He invented a

new concept, which is based on individual models of sleep and the reaction of each user to

light exposure. The inventor has established contactless radar tеchnology to dеtermine

the charactеristics of sleep that are mounted on a wall or ceiling in the immediate vicinity

of the user's bed and can analyze the breathing of the sleeper as well as the intensity of

movement during sleep. Circadia, a sleep tracker, can use this data to determine with 92

percent accuracy, at what stage of sleep the user is.

The Circadia system combines diagnostics and treatment

source - circadia.health

Data on the sleeping stage, in turn, is fed into the application for smartphones. The

application provides a link between the sleep tracker and the portable light therapy device.

This is primarily light in the short blue waves, which suppresses the prоduction of

melatоnin. The idea is to cause wakefulness during the day to promote sleepiness at night.

Then, in the hours before going to bed, a long-wave reddish light simulates late evening

The Nationаl Institutе

for Spacе Biomеdical Rеsearch NASA

Circadia
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light and stops the prevention of hormone production. The Circadia system combines

diagnostics and treatment in one complete closed system. The app connects sleep

tracking and light therapy devices, calculates and adjusts wavelengths, intensity, and

duration of light exposure during the day, based on nighttimе sleеp pattеrns. The sleep

tracker also takes into account environmеntal factоrs that can affеct the quality of sleеp,

such as tеmperature, humidity, and light. The Circadia systеm can also re-train circadian

rhythms to help users maintain a stable healthy sleep cycle. The main goal of the company

is to help improve people's quality of life. Circadia collected $ 203,099 through 

.

the

Kickstarter platform
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Kickstarter
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A device that is able to warn about a heart attack (lat. Infarctus cordis) in

advance was developed by Smartcardia spinoff company. Usually,

patients are connected to different sensors, which allow you to monitor

vital signs. However, this is inconvenient for moving. The solution to this

problem was found by the Swiss company, which was separated from

the research institute EPFL. They suggested that all these sensors be

replaced with one small electronic patch that sticks to their chest. A

miniature, wireless portable device in the form of a plaster on the breast

has the ability to determine with a high degree of probability whether a

person will experience a heart attack before it happens.

SMARTCARDIA ALLOWS FOR REAL-
TIME DETECTION OF ABNORMAL

HEALTH CONDITIONS
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The technology team of  has leading minds in data science,

embedded machine learning, wearable technology and signal processing. The team also

has leaders in clinical and regulatory space, and people with strong business experience.

SmartCardia SA closed its 'Series A' round of funding and backed by leading investors in

the field. The company has raised $100,994.

This device passed the first tests in hospital conditions involving 1000 patients and,

according to the report, provides the same exact and reliable results as traditional but

more cumbersome methods. Fixed to the patient's chest, this 'plaster' is able to monitor the

parameters of human health, including temperature, pulse, blood pressure, oxygen

saturation, heart rate and cardiac electrical activity. Processing this information happens by

using algorithms based on artificial intelligence, the system is able to recognize the

abnormality and predict deterioration in human health. The device is distinguished by two

innovations. The first is miniaturization, which allowed to take everything that can be found

in the traditional technique, and shrink to the size of a small patch, and also to provide

mobility to a patient who is not tied to a cumbersome and immobile device. The second

advantage is the engine based on artificial intelligence, which allows you to monitor the

patient's health in real time and predict risks in time. For example, if the "patch" fixes a

slight increase in pressure while decreasing the oxygen saturation level or breathing rate,

it sends a warning to the patient or doctor that a potential heart problem has occurred.

Smartcardia is able to monitor the parameters of human health, including temperature, pulse, blood pressure,

oxygen saturation, heart rate and cardiac electrical activity

source - smartcardia.com

The new wireless device does not exceed 8 cm2 in area and can be worn all day, without

the Smartcardia Company
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disturbing its normal activity. This device is intended for use in hospitals and emergency

departments, but can also be used at home by patients. Currently, the company is

conducting a large-scale study of the applicability of its product with the participation of

more than 2000 patients. The company plans to begin introducing a home 'patch' after the

successful completion of this testing. According to Francisco Rincón, Founder and CTO of

the company, a system of this type can be useful for patients with chronic heart or lung

diseases, for people with sleep disorders. It can prevent complications and protect people

from a heart attack.
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Small changes in the nasal cavity that can impact airflow and quality of

life were discovered by researchers at The Ohio State University

Wexner Medical Center. If you have chronic nasal congestion, it could

be due to an obstruction caused by the shape of the internal nasal

valve. A new device is designed to permanently address the problem,

without the need for surgery.

DEVICE THAT PERMANENTLY
IMPROVES BREATHING
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Dоctоrs use а nоvel, nоn-invаsive methоd tо reshаpe nаsаl tissue аs pаrt оf а clinicаl triаl.

The Vivаer Nаsаl Аirwаy Remоdeling device delivers rаdiоfrequency energy tо the nаsаl

vаlve аreа tо treаt nаsаl оbstructiоn. Whilst medicаtiоn аnd breаthing strips оr stents cоuld

help tо tempоrаrily оpen up prоblemаtic nаsаl vаlves, surgery is typicаlly the оnly lоng-

term sоlutiоn. Аerin Medicаl's nоn-invаsive device is currently аlsо clаimed tо dо the jоb

permаnently. It is dоne viа а quick оutpаtient prоcedure perfоrmed in а dоctоr's оffice, in

which rаdiоfrequency energy is аpplied tо cаrtilаge using а wаnd thаt is inserted up the

nоse.

 Dr. Brаd Оttо, leаder оf аn оngоing clinicаl triаl, stаted thаt this

technоlоgy reshаpes the internаl nаsаl vаlve regiоn, which is а regiоn where cаrtilаge оn

the side оf the nоse meets the septum. Bаsicаlly, it cаuses the cаrtilаge tо bаrely denаture

аnd chаnge its shаpe just а little bit in оrder tо оpen up thаt vаlve аnd imprоve аirflоw tо

thаt regiоn.

Dr. Brad Otto uses the Vivaer Nasal Airway Remodeling device on a volunteer

source - wexnermedical.osu.edu

In оrder tо see hоw the аir flоw thrоugh the pаtient's nаsаl cаvity is аffected аnd tо

оbjectively meаsure chаnges, CT scаns аre tаken befоre аnd аfter the prоcedure. Pаrt оf

the gоаl оf this reseаrch is tо understаnd better hоw this technоlоgy chаnges the аirflоw

thrоugh the nоse tо mаke peоple feel hаppy with their nаsаl breаthing.

The Оhiо Stаte University's
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Nаsаl оbstructiоn cоuld leаd tо chrоnic nаsаl cоngestiоn, difficulty breаthing thrоugh the

nоse, difficulty sleeping аnd fаtigue. Trаditiоnаl treаtments include medicаtiоn, breаthing

strips аnd surgery tо remоve tissue аnd bоne. Vivаer Nаsаl Аirwаy Remоdeling is

perfоrmed under lоcаl аnesthesiа sо pаtients cоuld return tо nоrmаl аctivities right аwаy.

The Vivaer Nasal Airway Remodeling device applies radiofrequency energy to cartilage in the nose

source - wexnermedical.osu.edu

Оrgаnizers аre still recruiting pаtients аges 18 tо 75 with chrоnic nаsаl оbstructiоn due tо

the shаpe оf the nаsаl vаlue whо hаve experienced pоsitive respоnse tо tempоrаry

meаsures tо оpen the nаsаl cаvity such аs with nаsаl strips аnd stents аnd where sterоid

medicаtiоn fаiled tо help. Pаtients with chrоnic sinusitis, priоr nаsаl vаlue surgery оr severe

septаl deviаtiоn оr pоlyps аre аmоng thоse excluded. If sоmebоdy is interested in tаking

pаrt in the clinicаl triаl cаn cоntаct оnline.

The reseаrch is being spоnsоred by , the medicаl device cоmpаny thаt

develоped the Vivаer Nаsаl Аirwаy Remоdeling Device.

Аerin Medicаl
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Аerin Medicаl
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The new way of diagnosing Parkinson's disease was developed by

scientists from the Technion Israel Institute of Technology and the

University of Cambridge. The Parkinson's disease, which affects about

10 million people around the world, is complex and different in different

people. However, it has some common symptoms, the main one of

which is the death of cells that produce dopamine in the brain region,

which is called 'black matter', a region of the brain that is in the middle

brain and is black due to the presence of neuromelanin pigment.

Already at the onset of the disease, before the appearance of obvious

symptoms, many such cells die. This phenomenon was used by Israel

scientists for developing a test based on the analysis of human

breathing, which can detect people who have an early stage in the

development of Parkinson's disease.

BREATH TEST FOR EARLY DIAGNOSIS
PARKINSON'S DISEASE
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The breath analyser was developed by Professor Hossam HaickProfessor Hossam Haick and his team at 

. It looks for traces of volatile organic compounds or

VОCs in the air, which people exhale. The new test allows diagnosing this disease almost

as well as an ultrаsound scаn of the brаin.

In a smаll triаl in Isrаel with 57 pеople57 pеople, somе with Parkinsоn's and sоme withоut, the tеst

cоuld idеntify the individuаls with Pаrkinson's by looking for distinctive patterns of VOCs.

Although the results obtained in the first experiments require confirmation in studies with

large grоups of pаrticipants, this test, according to the developers, after a while can be

usеd as a portablе diagnоstic toоl that does not rеquire еxpert assistаnce.

Exhaled air contains about 100 volatile components100 volatile components, the number of which reflects the state

of our health. And Israeli scientists have found a way to make a profilе of disеases basеd

on the chеmical compоsition of such аir. To devеlop a diagnоstic toоl, thеy usеd

nanotеchnology and softwаre basеd on artificiаl intеlligence.

The devicе for brеath anаlysis includеs a mаtrix of 40 sеnsors that are madе of thеir40 sеnsors that are madе of thеir

cаrbon nаnotubes and gold nаnoparticlescаrbon nаnotubes and gold nаnoparticles. In the first expеriments, sciеntists used this

dеvice to tеst the brеathing of 35 patiеnts who had rеcently been diagnosеd with

Pаrkinson's disеase, but trеatment had not bеgun yеt. In parallеl, the еxhaled air of 22

hеalthy pеople of the samе agе was tеsted.

The rеsults showеd that the systеm is capablе of detеcting Parkinson's disеase with a

sеnsitivity of 79%, a spеcificity of 84% and an accurаcy of 81%sеnsitivity of 79%, a spеcificity of 84% and an accurаcy of 81%. This comparеd with

sеnsitivities of 93 and 62 percеnt, spеcificities of 90 and 89 pеrcent, and accuraciеs of 92

and 73 percеnt, rеspectively, for mеthods basеd on midbrаin ultrаsound and smеll.

Accuracy mеans the ability to corrеctly distinguish a sick pеrson from a hеalthy one.

Spеcificity is the ability to corrеctly idеntify hеalthy pеople, and sеnsitivity is the ability to

corrеctly idеntify sick pеople.

Sciеntists believe that the brеath tеst would be rеally appеaling bеcause it's non-invasivе,

non-pаinful and can be done in sеconds. Currently, the researchers continue to work on

developing the breath test.

the

Tеchnion Israеl Institutе of Tеchnology
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The breath analyser was developed by Professor Hossam Haick

source - technion.ac.il
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The eNose Company, which was founded in 2013, focus on disease

screening using exhaled-breath analysis. For this purpose, a dedicated

point-of-care electronic nose was developed (Aeonose). After finishing a

number of pilot studies in oncology, infectious-, and neurological

diseases, The eNose Company currently focuses on colon cancer (lat.

Carcinoma), lung cancer, tuberculosis (lat. Phthisis), and fasting. It

develops diagnostic tools for screening of diseases through exhaled

breath in order to ease patients’ lives, provide physicians with additional

diagnostic tools, and lower the burden of the healthcare community. In

2014, the Aeonose received a CE-mark, and in 2015 the company was

ISO 13485 certified.

THE ENOSE COMPANY PROVIDES
ENOSE FOR EXHALED-BREATH

ANALYSIS
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The use of electronic components enables the manufacturing of the diagnostic device economically. Therefore, it

is suitable for high-volume, low-cost production. At the same time, the eNose is robust and suitable for being

used in harsh environments

source - enose.nl

The eNose Company has been developed proprietary technology for disease screeningproprietary technology for disease screening

using exhaled-breath analysisusing exhaled-breath analysis. Combining fairly standard electronic components and

advanced IT tools, small and robust electronic noses can be produced at low costs. Once

developed, a calibration model for a specific disease can be easily transferred to an

unlimited number of electronic noses. This enables high-volume applications.This enables high-volume applications.

Furthermore, replacing current invasive tools, the electronic nose opens-up new, non-non-

invasive diagnostic opportunitiesinvasive diagnostic opportunities, easing patients’ lives, and supporting physicians in

faster, diagnostic decisions.

The developed Aeonose™Aeonose™ is a non-invasive cost- and time-efficient tool. The unit can be

used for screening tuberculosis and throat cancer, and probably several other diseases.

The company is looking into clinical studies right now. The patient has to breathe into the

diagnostic unit, and within minutes a proper indication is given whether the additional

patient examination is required.

From a healthcare point of view, the faster and more efficient indication of diseases is

desirable, in order to optimize the patients' treatment or to enable non-invasive diagnostics
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without the need for highly-trained staff.

eNose enables non-invasive diagnostics

source - demcon.nl

The Aeonose™ is the first electronic nose with the ability to avoid chemical calibration afterto avoid chemical calibration after

manufacturing and employ a one-time, pre-production calibration insteadmanufacturing and employ a one-time, pre-production calibration instead. In that way, it is

feasible to transfer an analysis model to a large number of eNoses without any difficulty.

Furthermore, the absence of post-manufacturing calibration is a pre-requisite for high-

volume production of eNoses and only The eNose Company is able to accomplish this.

The procedure has proven to be feasible in practice. 

In addition, the same hardware can be used for several disease diagnosticsthe same hardware can be used for several disease diagnostics, the concept is

scalable enabling a major market potential. However, it will require adapted software.
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Ibex Medical Analytics was conceived when its two founders were

looking for ways to apply their skills to contribute to human well-being.

They were captivated with the opportunity presented by applying

artificial intelligence (AI) to medicine and, in particular, the potential it

holds for advancing cancer care. They decided to combine their

accumulated knowledge of AI, data science, image analysis and

machine learning, and apply it to cancer diagnostics in pathology.

Today, Ibex is a multidisciplinary team comprising entrepreneurs, data

scientists, software engineers and medical experts, working together to

realize vision: Applying AI to cancer diagnostics, striving to improve

patient outcomes and quality of life.

PIONEERING AI-BASED CANCER
DIAGNOSTICS IN PATHOLOGY
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 applies artificial intelligence (AI) to cancer diagnostics. Scientists

combine data from digitized glass slides and electronic medical records to reveal

underlying patterns and extract valuable clinical insights that can transform how pathology

and oncology are practiced and propel them into the information age.

Ibex Decision Support enables pathologists to deliver rapid, objective, and accurate

diagnoses using state-of-the-art AI technology while supercharging pathology lab

operations. The Ibex Second Read (SR) system was deployed in March 2018 at MaccabiMarch 2018 at Maccabi

Healthcare Services in Israel Healthcare Services in Israel to detect misdiagnosed prostate biopsies. Shortly following

the deployment, the system identified a suspicious prostate core needle biopsy (PCNB)

that had been reported as benign by a pathologist just hours earlier. It was subsequently

re-examined and confirmed as low-grade prostate cancer (lat. Prostate Carcinoma), which

has clinical significance for patient management.

Ibex Medical Analytics was conceived when its two founders were looking for ways to apply their skills to

contribute to human well-being

source - ibex-ai.com

The Ibex Second ReadTM system analyzes cases in parallel with human pathologist review

and identifies discrepancies between pathologist diagnoses and its own analysis. ItIt

subsequently alerts the users to discrepancies with a high clinical value and a highsubsequently alerts the users to discrepancies with a high clinical value and a high

probability to enable a second human review, outlining suspicious areas and regions ofprobability to enable a second human review, outlining suspicious areas and regions of

Ibex Medical Analytics
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interestinterest. This enhances the quality control process in the lab and provides a safety net,

resulting in decreased diagnostic error rates and more efficient workflow.

Ibex Medical Analytics applies artificial intelligence (AI) to prostate cancer diagnostics

source - ibex-ai.com

Ibex has deployed the first ever AI-based pathology cancer diagnosis system in a live

clinical setting. The Ibex Second Read™ (SR) system was deployed in a large pathology

institute to detect misdiagnosed prostate biopsies. All prostate cases are analyzed by theAll prostate cases are analyzed by the

system and when a discrepancy with the diagnosis is detected, the case is sent back for ansystem and when a discrepancy with the diagnosis is detected, the case is sent back for an

additional pathologist reviewadditional pathologist review. Ibex is also developing Ibex Precision Medicine

computational prognostic and predictive tests, designed to enable enhanced patient

population stratification and quicker personalized treatment selection.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Ibex Medical Analytics

Contact person:Contact person: Joseph Mossel

E-mail:E-mail: info@ibex-ai.com

Website:Website: www.ibex-ai.com

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: +

Regions:Regions: Israel

Industries:Industries: Electronics, Wellness

Ibex Medical Analytics

click here
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The world’s most expensive customized 2 ct. diamond pavé in-ear

monitors (IEMs) where recently tailored by the German audio jewellery

manufacturer AURUM.AUDIO GmbH & Co. The diamonds sparkle on a

smooth surface of handcrafted IEMs coated with white, yellow, rose

champagne gold and platinum of 14-24 ct. The deep tech precious IEMs

are hand-crafted precisely for each client in own jewellery factory in

Nuremberg, combing high German standards, high-quality materials and

latest nano-technological solutions. The company has got an official

license and for a long time professionally engaged in manufacturing of

hearing protection devices, that allows applying this knowledge in the

development of customized IEMs. This makes AURUM.AUDIO unique in

the global market of earphones. AURUM.AUDIO is a pioneer in

customized IEMs from precious metals and the first one who launched

IEMs jewellery line dedicated to true connoisseurs of music, the best

global DJs and those who want to combine deep tech solution with the

THE WORLD'S MOST EXPENSIVE
CUSTOM IEMS
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high-quality jewel. In addition to the precious line, the company also

creates more affordable versions in a large colour palette and from

different kinds of materials for music lovers and audiophiles who want to

get their own IEMs in unrepeatable design.
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THE COMPANYTHE COMPANY

The company AURUM.AUDIO GmbH & Co. is a producer of 100% made in Germany

customized IEMs from precious metals and the most expensive golden IEMs with diamond

pavé. AURUM.AUDIO was established in 2018 with the aim of introducing the innovations

that were extremely necessary for the earphone industry. It was decided to create a

company with a completely new format that is aimed embody the ideas into new

technologies. Combining many years of experience with the latest technologies and

designs, the company develops and manufactures durable customised in-ear monitors

specifically for professional musicians and audiophiles. Thanks to the advanced

technologies that the company uses, such as Tubeless Driver Base Holder, Individual

Fitted Acoustic Mass and Aurum Custom Designed Cable the company has created a new

era of in-ear monitors while maintaining low sound pressure level distortion due to the

dynamic sound quality and size that is required by the market. The culture of ethics and

honesty defines AURUM.AUDIO as a company.

From the very beginning, the company was focused purely on R&D of many hearing

protection products, taking it as a core and has made a number of new products which

previously did not exist. The company recruits only virtuous and talented people that are

successfully involved in R&D of new projects. Thanks to constant extensive collaboration

with high-level well-known companies in audio technology and jewellery craftsmanship in

Germany, Switzerland, Canada, and Russia, AURUM.AUDIO manages to create unique

tailored products that are one of a kind in the entire world. This allows supplying the best

custom-made IEMs audio and jewellery products to more than 20 countries.

EARPHONES COMPARISONEARPHONES COMPARISON

HEADPHONESHEADPHONES

Headphones are speakers attached to the headband. They are often equipped with

serious noise-cancelling properties that improve listening quality while eliminating ambient

sound. Headphones can be placed either above or around the user's ears. Due to their

size, more powerful drivers can be placed in the headphones, which, as a rule, go beyond

the headphones, primarily in the low-frequency region. But thanks to new technologies,
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driver sizes are significantly reduced every year. The bulkiness of this category reduces

mobility to the wearer and can interfere with high physical activity.

EARBUDSEARBUDS

This is an open type of earphones that is similar in size to IEMs, but is not located inside

the ear canal. Instead, they are held in place by the external structures of the ear, primarily

the conch. Some models have additional wings and support structures that help hold them.

Apple AirPods is a bright example of such of kind earbuds. Because they do not seal the

ear, the earbuds provide much greater surround sound. This is far from ideal for

professionals and audiophiles. This type of headphone is more suitable for those who

listen to music while physical activity, to have additional awareness of their surroundings,

which can be an important safety feature. This is usually the least expensive option, but

also the lowest quality.

IN-EAR MONITORS (IEMS) OR EARPHONESIN-EAR MONITORS (IEMS) OR EARPHONES

While the technical innovations in earphones continue to improve their quality and

versatility, in-ear monitors or IEMs, are quickly gaining popularity in the music industry.

Similar to headphones, they also seal the ear to eliminate ambient noise preserving bass.

Instead of sealing off the entire ear, IEMs have a component that extends into the ear

canal. In universal IEMs this extension is often fitted with foam or silicone cushions for

retention and comfort.

CUSTOMISED IN-EAR MONITORS (IEMS)CUSTOMISED IN-EAR MONITORS (IEMS)

Contrary to universal IEMs, customized ones have an individual fit and are molded to the

user's ear canal and inside of the ear, sealing it. In this case, customised IEMs are tailored

according to wearer ear impressions using recent innovations such as 3D-printing and

precisely repeat the shape of the auricle and canal of the wearer. Depending on the

technology used inside the monitor, the sound quality can be very high. The carrier will

hear music as well as himself. This option is ideal for professionals and audiophiles, those

who constantly use monitors for their professional activity. In addition, such monitors, along

with the fact that they are individually designed, can be completely unique in an exclusive
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style made of various materials, materials on request, arrival one-of-a-kind, unique cannot

be individuality and style musician style convey individual musician style I already like it, I

already work here.

HEADPHONES, EARBUDS VS IEMSHEADPHONES, EARBUDS VS IEMS

Since technology does not stand still, in any case, new models of high-quality in-ear

monitors or IEMs are far ahead and already surpassed even high-quality headphones or

earbuds. But even when choosing earphones from a large number of different types of

personal hearing aids and in-ear headphones, sound quality and ear health are always

crucial. Even if the monitors themselves are excellent, the sound will suffer if the tab is

weak. Therefore, it is very important to be able to get earphones made under wearer's ear

and filled with the latest technologies that preserve the health of the ear despite the high

sound quality.

DEEP-TECHSDEEP-TECHS

AURUM.AUDIO has created unique high-end IEMs tailored to each individual experience

that maximize the sound insulation and enhance the low-frequency response when

comfortably wearing. AURUM.AUDIO monitors are carefully adjusted by several top sound

engineers and musicians in the music section. They feature wide frequency response,

small stain, crisp, clear quality and abundant sound detail. Moreover, they have accurate

sound field positioning without losing the sense of encirclement with minor modification.

The monitors have an innate excellent transient response for balanced armature, attaching

equal importance to both quantum sense and descending. They thoroughly explain the

rich emotion of music. Novel technologies combined with tailore design make then number

one in the world market.

TDBH - Tubeless Driver Base HolderTDBH - Tubeless Driver Base Holder

All AURUM.AUDIO monitors include such technologies as 3D printed chambers that

provide acoustic tuning without compression. Ditching a traditional tube and filter design,

TDBH tech claims to allow an expansive treble and superior clarity.
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IFAM - Individual Fitted Acoustic MassIFAM - Individual Fitted Acoustic Mass

This tubeless technology that creates perfect sounds without bias, allowing wearer always

perfectly hear other musicians on stage. This technology helps to provide an incredible

pleasure for audiophiles from the presence, allowing the music always be around.

ACDC - Aurum Custom Designed CableACDC - Aurum Custom Designed Cable

The cable is built from own Silver Plated Copper Litz wire conductors and AURUM.AUDIO’s

popular tangle-resistant twisted cable weave. A new light-weight moulded ear-hook design

replaces the memory wire. The result is a lightweight cable that is a pleasure to use every

day and a new rotating connector extends cable service for years.

PRO LINE

Photo credit by AURUM.AUDIO

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

AURUM.AUDIO has a wide range of completely new high-end products incorporated with

the recent IFAM-, TDBH- and ACDC-Technology. Each pair of In-Ear Monitors are unique

hand-built creation based on custom ear molds. There are currently one universal model

and two lines of tailored IEMs such as Jewellery Line and Pro Line.
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PRO LINEPRO LINE

The company offers optional customized design and material for in-ear monitors, that allow

the customer to choose the most suitable product made of biocompatible, hypoallergenic

3D-acrylic and speciality handcrafted designer faceplates. The unique colors of PRO LINE

IEMs and different materials will make it possible to feel the unique individual approach. At

the moment, there are such variations of colors as Rainbow-Green Honeycombs,

Strawberry Touch, Color Mood, Orange Honeycombs, Green Marble, Snake Skin, Blue

Butterfly, Caramel Marble, Red Honeycomb, Raspberry Wood.

X2PROX2PRO

Bespoke in-ear monitors for musicians, sound professionals, and music lovers, however,

which can be used on stage, in the studio, or on the go, blocking out ambient noise to

allow for lower listening levels. The X2PRO dual drivers bring the AURUM.AUDIO custom

sound down to a far more affordable plateau. Accurate response with solid representation

from sub-bass to the highest frequencies. Strong passive sound isolation. Multiple designs,

cable, and case options.

Connection: Stereo 3.5mm

Input sensitivity:  119 dB @ 1 kHz, 100 mW

Frequency Range: 5Hz-21kHz

Impedance: 26 ohms @ 1kHz

Noise isolation: –26dB

Technologies: IFA, TDBH

X3PROX3PRO

The X3PRO loads in three balanced armature drivers – low, mid and high – all handled by

a three-way crossover. Sound fires into the ear via TDBH-Acoustic Chamber this spills

frequencies to the best-matched sound. With IFA-Technology there’s no need to crank the

volume quite so hard. The X3PRO 132db sensitivity helps too. With our X3Pro providing no

tunes, satisfactory listening levels you will have at 25-30%, depending on the recording.

Connection: Stereo 3.5mm
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Input sensitivity:  124 dB @ 1 kHz, 100 mW

Frequency Range: 5 Hz – 24 kHz

Impedance: 31 Ohm @ 1 kHz

Noise isolation: –26dB

Technologies: IFA, TDBH

Unique designs and color palette

Photo credit by AURUM.AUDIO

X4PROX4PRO

The X4PRO in-ear monitors are among the best money can buy, especially for bass

players. The advantages of an in-ear monitoring system are enormous. The impact on the

clarity is phenomenal. 4 perfectly matched BA-Drivers fitting all frequencies to the best

worm sound with deep bass. A 4-way crossover ensures that each driver is receiving its

optimal region of the frequency spectrum. X4PRO in-ears allow each band member to

tailor their mix as they see fit and deliver it to their ears at a comfortable volume.

Connection: Stereo 3.5mm

Input sensitivity:  125 dB @ 1 kHz, 100 mW

Frequency Range: 5 Hz – 22 kHz

Impedance: 21 Ohm @ 1 kHz

Noise isolation: –26dB
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Technologies: IFA, TDBH

X5PROX5PRO

The X5PRO with 5 BA-drivers and 5-Way crossover, much like other AURUM.AUDIO

custom models are offered in a wide variety of looks. On tracks with intense sub-bass

content, the earphones deliver powerful deep lows, but despite their subwoofer-like

capabilities, they don't exaggerate the low-frequency thump and push the bass too far

forward in the mix, as they easily could. The thumping lows here sound powerful because

the track is mixed that way, and the X5PRO also dutifully deliver clear, pristine highs that

provide clarity and balance in the mix. The X3 PRO will not disappoint, it will provide you

with an exceptionally accurate audio experience, due to a frequency response for

professionals, whether in the studio or on the stage.

Connection: Stereo 3.5mm

Input sensitivity:  127 dB @ 1 kHz, 100 mW

Frequency Range: 5 Hz – 26 kHz

Impedance: 35 Ohm @ 1 kHz

Noise isolation: –26dB

Technologies: IFA, TDBH

X6 PROX6 PRO

The harmonious combination of 6 BA- drivers and 4-way crossover sounding in a

simultaneously way powerful and precise. Having the sound of X6Pro almost anytime and

anywhere makes them one of the most gratifying experiences you’ve had. Clean, smooth

delivery that takes advantage of practically every ounce of that soundstage to deliver a

wonderfully dynamic and engaging presentation, very coherent and believable.

Combination of massive staging, detailed vocal presence, and a relatively linear audiophile

presentation is the icing on the cake. 

Connection: Stereo 3.5mm

Input sensitivity:  122 dB @ 1 kHz, 100 mW

Frequency Range: 5 Hz – 24 kHz

Impedance: 25 Ohm @ 1 kHz

Noise isolation: –26dB
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Technologies: IFA, TDBH

X7PROX7PRO

Warm, lush and intimate. An incredible level of detail, perfect overtones of warmth and an

overall wonderfully natural presentation.  The X7Pro with 5BA-driver and 5way crossover is

the type of in-ear monitors that will play well with every single genre but be aware they will

rip poor bitrates and badly mastered tracks to shreds. Fantastically fun to listen to and the

details are all there in a very spacious setting. The X7PRO punches way above its numbers

in terms of delivery and tonal excellence.

Connection: Stereo 3.5mm

Input sensitivity:  118 dB @ 1 kHz, 100 mW

Frequency Range: 5 Hz – 28 kHz

Impedance: 18 Ohm @ 1 kHz

Noise isolation: –26dB

Technologies: IFA, TDBH
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The X9UA UNIVERSAL punches way above its numbers in terms of delivery and tonal excellence

Photo credit by AURUM.AUDIO

X9UAX9UA

Warm, lush and powerful. An incredible level of detail, perfect overtones of warmth and an

overall wonderfully natural presentation. The X9UA with 5BA-driver and 5way crossover or

7BA-driver and 6way crossover with activated woofer is the type of in-ear monitors that will

play well with every single genre but be aware they will rip poor bitrates and badly

mastered tracks to shreds. Fantastically fun to listen to and the details are all there, in a

very spacious setting. The X9UA punches way above its numbers in terms of delivery and

tonal excellence.
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Technical specifications:

X9UA (NON ACTIVATED)

Connection: Stereo 3.5mm

Input sensitivity:  118 dB @ 1 kHz, 100 mW

Frequency Range: 5 Hz – 28 kHz

Impedance: 18 Ohm @ 1 kHz

Noise isolation:–26dB

Technologies: IFA, TDBH

Drivers: 2x Low; 1x Sub-Low; 1x Mid; 1xHigh

X9UA (ACTIVATED)

Connection: Stereo 3.5mm

Input sensitivity: 124 dB @ 1 kHz, 100 mW

Frequency Range: 5 Hz – 28 kHz

Impedance: 25 Ohm @ 1 kHz

Noise isolation: –26dB

Technologies: IFA, TDBH

Drivers: 4x Low; 1x Mid/Low; 1x Mid; 1xHigh

JEWELLERY LINEJEWELLERY LINE

Solid Jewellery In-ear could be made in different variations of precious metals as well as

crowned with diamond pavé. It feels a tiny bit heavier than Acrylic since of precious metals

coating. It would not be a surprise that all of the BA-drivers are ideally matched with

Crossover to create a real perfection. The JEWELLERY LINE has been adjusted by several

top sound engineers using our IFA- and TDBH-Technologies with the features of wide

frequency response. No tubes or plastic, just solid Acoustic chambers made of Platinum.

It’s a first IEM worldwide that let audiophile’s dreams come true. This line has a possibility

of customization, inlay of diamonds, the choice of colour and metal of the body. All IEMs in

the line handcrafted and sound in German quality.
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JEWELLERY LINE is available in yellow, green, rose gold, silver and platinum

Photo credit by AURUM.AUDIO

X7JX7J

Solid Jewellery In-ear that you feel in the hand, it also feels a tiny bit heavier than Acrylic.

Given that it was made of precious metal and your wishes. It would not be a surprise that

all of 5BA-drivers are ideally matched with 5Way-Crossover to create a real perfection.  No

tubes or plastic, just solid Acoustic chambers made of Gold, Rose Champagne Gold, Silver

or Platinum.

Connection: Stereo 3.5mm

Input sensitivity: 119 dB @ 1 kHz, 100 mW

Frequency Range: 5 Hz – 28 kHz

Impedance: 22 Ohm @ 1 kHz

Noise isolation: –26dB

Technologies: IFA, TDBH

Drivers: 2x Low; 1x Sub-Low; 1x Mid; 1xHigh

X9JX9J
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The coating for JEWELLERY LINE can be made in both smooth and frosted versions of max 24 carats gold, as well

as silver and platinum

Photo credit by AURUM.AUDIO

A hotter version of X7J with 7BA-Driver and 5Way-Crossover. It delivers you the best bass

in the World with 4 LOW. In-ear made of precious metal. You can choose between 18K

Gold, 24K gold, 24K Silver, Platinum and always have the best sound to hear your favourite

beats. The X9J was created for all fans of electronic music and loud, surrounding bass. No

unwanted resonant interference or distortion, just music. Sound placed in noble metal and

the possibility of any customization will not disappoint even the most sophisticated

audiophile. The favourite is X9J - diamond sound in solid 24K gold housing.

Connection: Stereo 3.5mm

Input sensitivity: 124 dB @ 1 kHz, 100 mW

Frequency Range: 5 Hz – 28 kHz

Impedance: 25 Ohm @ 1 kHz

Noise isolation: –26dB

Technologies: IFA, TDBH

Drivers: 4x Low; 1x Mid/Low; 1x Mid; 1xHigh
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: AURUM.AUDIO GmbH & Co. KG

Contact person:Contact person: Alexander Miller

E-mail:E-mail: team@aurum.audio

Website:Website: aurum.audio

Phone:Phone: +49(0)911-91944377

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Electronics

AURUM.AUDIO Official Webpage

AURUM.AUDIO Official Web

Store

AURUM.AUDIO Official Instagram Page

click here
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FOOD



EVAH® is a healthy mind in a healthy body. An ode to women that have

learnt to manage insecurities and emotions, channeling them towards

their biggest desires. Women who are proud of their uniqueness and

lives life to the fullest, being conscious that every experience or mistake

will bring them to find a new level of awareness. EVAH® maintains

herself beautiful, healthy and focused with a proper diet, full of nutrients

and vitamins because she knows the journey towards solid well-being

starting from the inside. Mother Nature’s most effective anti-aging

Superfoods like Açai, Turmeric, Acerola, Matcha, and a few others have

been carefully combined in unique, tasty and easy-to-use 100% organic

powdered-formulas that can be consumed anytime and

anywhere. Elixirs and Essentials have been created on specific

purposes, to let people enjoy a new way to slow down the ageing

process and improve the natural functioning of the body. Powerful

formulas enclosed in luxurious packaging that reminds the world of

cosmetics, to make everyone remember that nutrition comes first when

EVAH FOODS NATURAL ANTI-AGING
SUPERFOOD ORGANIC POWDERS
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talking about health and beauty.
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

EVAH® foods is a brand-new ambitious project who have been launched in June 2021 by

, a young Italian entrepreneur with a passion for healthy food and a

sustainable lifestyle. After 10 years of working for the Fashion industry in the fast-paced

environment of Milan and several travels around the world she found herself realizing that,

despite the growing number of information about healthy nutrition that media have spread

in the last few years, most people is still not aware of what really “healthy” means.

She always believed in the power of Nature so she started this project as a mission, being

aware that the market nowadays is saturated with lots of industrial, catchy products, sold

as healthy even if they’re not, in order to make people feel happy to follow a trend not to

really live a healthy life. This is the reason behind the creation of EVAH® foods, born as an

all-around transparent and trustworthy brand, promoting the culture of both physical and

psychological well-being.

EVAH® believes in kindness and respect, as the brand only works with sustainable farmers

and organic certified suppliers. The brand encourages women’s empowerment and natural

beauty, trying to emphasize the normality of each human diversity and supporting

#selflove as an indispensable life hack.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

EVAH® foods | Maiko’s Kiss ElixirEVAH® foods | Maiko’s Kiss Elixir

Plenty of beneficial elements that act as a boost for the immunity system and helps

preserve the natural skin collagen, thanks to the mix of anti-oxidants and anti-free-radicals

given by the high amount of Vitamin C and fibers naturally present in the berries. This

formula also has the function of a great anti-inflammatory, which reinforces the antibodies

and prevent skin diseases.

• ANTI-OXIDANT  • VEGAN COLLAGEN  • IMMUNITY SYSTEM  • VITAMIN BOOST

Angela Aldrighettoni
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Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

Taste:Taste: Citrus and berries

Freeze-dried Organic powders:Freeze-dried Organic powders: Blueberry, Maqui berry, Rosehip, Goji berry, Orange peel,

Lemon peel

Size: Size: 150 g                                      

Recommended Retail Price (RRP): €29,90Recommended Retail Price (RRP): €29,90

EVAH® foods | Essentials Beetroot & AcerolaEVAH® foods | Essentials Beetroot & Acerola

A playful, pleasant formula that tastes like summer. Cherry-flavored and versatile, it could

be used to enrich almost any meal. Rich in antioxidants, vitamins and folate, this blend

helps support the brain health and improves exercise performance aside from making the

skin will look firmer and younger thanks to the Acerola, one of the most complete sources

of Vitamin C, that helps increase the natural production of collagen.

• ANTI-AGING  • VEGAN COLLAGEN  • ENERGY & FOCUS  • VITAMIN C 
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EVAH® foods Maiko's Kiss Elixir

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

Taste:Taste: Cherry

Freeze-dried Organic powders: Freeze-dried Organic powders: Premium Beetroot, Acerola cherry

Size: Size: 50 g                                        

RRP: €19,90RRP: €19,90

EVAH® foods | Essentials Matcha & KaleEVAH® foods | Essentials Matcha & Kale

Since centuries, the Japanese culture didn’t miss a chance to proclaim the miraculous anti-

ageing properties of Matcha tea. In fact, this effective ingredient is not only known for its
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anti-oxidant and detox power but, thanks to the gradual-released caffeine present in it, it

also acts better than coffee in supporting brain focus and concentration. The Kale

completes the formula with a double dose of Vitamin K, which helps enhance the memory

and maintaining the bones in good health.

EVAH® foods Maiko's Kiss Collection

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

• FOCUS  • ANTI-AGEING  • DETOX  • VITAMIN K 

Taste: Taste: Weedy

Organic powders: Organic powders: Matcha tea, Kale

SizeSize: 50 g                                        

RRP: €19,90RRP: €19,90
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EVAH® foods Essentials Matcha & Kale

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

EVAH® foods | Bahama Mama ElixirEVAH® foods | Bahama Mama Elixir

A splash into the tropical landscapes of the Caribbean Islands. The Vitamins (A, C, B6) and

the Omega-3 contained in the ingredients of the formula act as a powerful and natural anti-

ageing, specifically studied for giving to the skin all the nutrients it needs to maintain the

glow, hydration and firmness. The blend also helps to strengthen nails and hair as well as

improving bone and teeth health.

Taste: Taste: Tropical

Freeze-dried Organic powders:Freeze-dried Organic powders: Coconut milk, Baobab, Turmeric, Pumpkin, Carrot, Brown

flaxseeds

• SKIN GLOW  • NAIL & HAIR  • HYDRATING  • ANTI-AGING
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Size:Size: 150 g               

RRP: €29,90RRP: €29,90

EVAH® foods Bahama Mama Elixir

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

EVAH® foods | Essentials Açai & BlueberryEVAH® foods | Essentials Açai & Blueberry

The Açai berry has always been considered by the ancient tribes of Amazonia as a

miraculous Superfood. Together with the precious benefits of Blueberry the blend, rich in

antioxidants, Vitamins (A, C, B, E) and flavonoids, turns into a great support for the skin

beauty (acting as a powerful anti-ageing) and its function as a strong help in boosting

the immunity system, too.  

• ANTI-AGING  • DETOX  • ANTI FREE-RADICALS  • IMMUNITY BOOST 

Taste: Taste: Wild berries
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Freeze-dried Organic powders: Freeze-dried Organic powders: Açai, Blueberry

Size:Size: 50 g

RRP: €19,90RRP: €19,90

EVAH® foods Essentials Açai & Blueberry

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

EVAH® foods | Essentials EVAH® foods | Essentials Turmeric & CinnamonTurmeric & Cinnamon

Spiced and warm, the taste of the Turmeric is unmistakable but it is also one of the few

Superfoods with the strongest beneficial properties. Thanks to curcumin, a powerful anti-

inflammatory and antioxidant, this blend acts as an effective anti-ageing, detoxifying the

body and delaying age-related chronic diseases. It’s particularly useful in improving bowel

functions and as a tonic to ease stress-related issues (especially tiredness and depression).

Moreover, if consumed daily, it helps visibly reducing skin dryness and inflammations like

acne, eczema, rashes.

• ANTI-INFLAMMATORY  • IMPROVE DIGESTION  • ANTI-AGEING  • SKIN HEALTH
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Taste:Taste: Golden milk

Freeze-dried Organic powders: Freeze-dried Organic powders: Germ-reduced Turmeric, Cinnamon

Size: Size: 50 g                                        

RRP: €19,90RRP: €19,90

EVAH® foods Essentials Turmeric & Cinnamon Amazing Golden Milk

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

EVAH® foods | Elixir Sands of Nairobi | Body & Mind EnergyEVAH® foods | Elixir Sands of Nairobi | Body & Mind Energy

A trip down memory lane, a reminder of the blissful smell of chocolate permeating through

the whole house while grandmother was baking favourite cookies. Close ones eyes and

allow oneself a moment to experience that sensation. The exotic notes of Cinnamon add a

spicy touch to the blend, in contrast with the enveloping warmth of Cocoa,

while Banana and Lucuma enrich the mix with an exotic sweetness. With the addition

of Maca and Guarana, the Sands of Nairobi Elixir guarantees one a slowly-assimilated

natural energy intake during the day, reducing hunger pangs and stimulating the
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metabolism.

Highly nutritive;

Improves brain function and memory;

Slowly assimilated energy intake;

Stimulates metabolism;

Reduces fatigue and depression;

Blood sugars control;

Helps decrease insulin resistance.

Taste: Taste: Spiced Cocoa

Size:Size: 150 gr

RRP: €29,90RRP: €29,90

EVAH® foods | Essentials Pea & Hemp Protein | Body & Mind EnergyEVAH® foods | Essentials Pea & Hemp Protein | Body & Mind Energy

A journey that starts in the pea plantations of Europe and ends in the busy hemp

cultivations of South America, with the light of a sunset reflecting on the valley. Since a

long time ago, Hemp is one of the most exploited products in the world thanks to its quite

endless purposes as well as it's considered a complete protein as it contains all the nine

essential aminoacids the body needs to function properly, like Pea. Both of them, in fact,

help the muscles building mass and recovery quickly while, when consumed during meals,

keeps one full for longer. The Pea, compared to other vegan protein, is the most easily

assimilable and is rich in minerals and antioxidants.

Size: Size: 50 gr

Freeze-dried Organic powders: Freeze-dried Organic powders: Pea protein powder, EU Hemp protein powder

RRP: €19,90RRP: €19,90

EVAH® foods Essentials Maca & Lucuma | Body & Mind EnergyEVAH® foods Essentials Maca & Lucuma | Body & Mind Energy
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EVAH® foods Sands of Nairobi Collection has been specially designed to provide all body and mind with the

necessary nutrition&energy

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

An aroma that takes down to earth, to the origins of life. The strong and earthy flavor

of Maca root is softened by the sweetness of the delicate Lucuma. The Maca is a well

known powerful tonic with many properties which helps reducing anxiety, gives memory

support and increase libido. When mixed together they represent a vital charge of pure

energy and a natural mood booster for the days when one needs it most.

Size:Size: 50 gr

Freeze-dried Organic powders:Freeze-dried Organic powders: Yellow Maca powder, Lucuma powder

RRP: €19,90RRP: €19,90

How to use Essentials/Elixirs:How to use Essentials/Elixirs: 1- 2 tsp a day dissolved in a smoothie, juices, yoghurt, or any

other recipe cooked or raw depending on customer's taste. EVAH® foods encourage them

to try mixing different Essentials and Elixirs together, to find the best combination. All

EVAH's recipes with every product and tips on healthy and delicious everyday dishes
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could be found at . 

EVAH®'s Essentials can be used by anyone in any variation of wonderful healthy breakfasts and unique recipes

that delight the eye and stomach

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The name is in honor of the very first woman, Eve (Eva, in the Italian language), and to the

mythical origins of mankind. Naturalness, strength, perseverance are only a few

characteristics commonly associated with her figure but they are the ones the owner

wanted the brand to be recognized for.

The call to naturalness is clearly associated with the product origins, which is the brand's

obsession. Every ingredient, in fact, is Certified Organic and comes from sustainable

cultivations. The brand selects only the best raw materials, dehydrated using the most

delicate and effective processes, to be sure the blend maintains a higher concentration of

nutritional properties.

The strength comes with the image of the brand. Clean lines, unusual and elegant colors

and classy details make EVAH® foods standing out from the crowd of the common Vegan-

EVAH's Kitchen
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associated products. With the choice of different packaging, the brand wanted to associate

the image of cosmetic products to food supplements, playing on the concept of  “make-up

for one's health”.

Last but not least, perseverance. As brand's mission is to be recognized as a unique,

socially active brand with a strong personality, which is aimed to teach and guide

customers on the way to a healthier and self-caring life.

The product offer is divided into collections with specific purposes, design and concepts:

Maiko’s kiss (Immunity system boosting), inspired by the ancient self-care culture of

Japan;

Bahama Mama (Skin and hair beauty), inspired by the natural beauty of Tropical Island’s

inhabitants;

Sands of Nairobi (Energy for body and mind), inspired by the boundless landscapes of

Africa as the origins of life.

All the above collections might be purchased both as a single product or in trial boxes

which includes the 3 related products (1 Elixir + 2 Essentials).

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

As an online business, the brand is first focusing on marketing strategy on brand-

awareness, in order to enhance visibility and make the brand recognizable. The

brand has started conducing promotional activities on social media and, in the short term,

 will start an influencer campaign cooperating with some feminine professionals in the

vegan/healthy lifestyle different branches (dietitians, coaches, cooks, fitness models).

Every once in a while, EVAH® has planned to work on creating and promoting partnership

with other brands or professionals (ex. In October 2021 EVAH® will launch the brand's own

customized box of vegan chocolate bonbons with Mariana Luchanok, owner of Fondente

Chocolate (Instagram @fondente.chocolate).
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EVAH® foods Bahama Mama Collection

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

EVAH® also runs  on the brand's website which is currently divided into the following

macro-topics:

Kitchen (healthy recipes, cooking tricks, information about Superfoods);

Mind (psychology and tips for a healthy mind);

Lifestyle (modern woman’s healthy lifestyle).

To be precise, EVAH® can resume the marketing strategy in:

a blog
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All anti-aging EVAH®'s superfood is based on 100% natural & organic freeze-dried powders

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

Interactive posts on Instagram and other social media;

Digital wellness and lifestyle blog articles;

Influencer marketing and social media marketing;

LIMITED EDITION collaborations with other brands/professionals (for cross-selling).

AmbassadorsAmbassadors

Despite the efforts to be physically present globally, EVAH® is currently focused on online

activities in order to push customers to buy the brand's products through their own

, but the long-term goal of the brand is oriented to being physically present in

selected high-end online and retail stores.

website
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Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

Born with a strong concept and thanks to its classy image, EVAH® foods is perfectly

suitable for department store’s corners and could be considered as a smart idea to be

promoted in gift-related store areas, especially in certain times of the year (Christmas,

Mother’s Day, Woman’s Day…).

With regard to the positioning, during these first steps, EVAH® prefers to concentrate

EVAH® foods efforts on the European market (east and west) but EVAH® doesn’t exclude

to consider any niche market on the basis of real interest and on real data confirming the

market availability.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: EVAH FOODS

Contact person:Contact person: Angela Aldrighettoni, the Founder

E-mail:E-mail: hello@evahfoods.com

Website:Website: evahfoods.com

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2020

Regions:Regions: Italy, Netherlands, United Kingdom

Industries:Industries: Food, Skincare

Website Evah Foods

Instagram Evah Foods

Facebook Evah Foods

Pinterest Evah Foods

click here
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Vito Cortese is a Raw Pastry Chef and the Founder of Cortese Brand.

Being a chef passionate about wellbeing and innovation, for many years

Vito has been researching nutrition with regards to health. He

established himself as Raw Food Chef Artist that always finds perfect

recipes with a balance of beauty, health and flavour. Vito has created

and has been developing his brand since 2009. He creates the best in

the world raw vegan pastry, ice-cream and chocolate desserts that

obtained many important awards in the sector of F&B business. All

products are made in Casa Cortese pastry lab close to Florence. Italian

raw master chef became the one-of-a-kind manufacturer of richly

textured raw healthy chocolate desserts and raw vegan gelato. Taste is

important as much as health. The Vito mission is to provide customers

with the finest raw chocolate, gelato and pastry, using only the highest

quality ingredients. Each Vito’s recipe is designed to enhance health

and joy.

HEALTHY & GOURMET CORTESE RAW
DESSERTS
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Vito Cortese is a Raw Pastry Chef and the Founder of Cortese Brand

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

Vito Cortese, the inventor of raw chocolate desserts is one of the most famous pastry

chefs of Italy. His passion for cooking and good food helped him to open his first restaurant

business at the age of 21. Since 2007 he became interested in nutrition from a health point

of view, that brought him to the natural cuisine. This is when Vito realized that what we eat

affects our well-being. From there, he began to discover and study various natural

products, from macrobiotic to ayurveda and finally raw food.

In 2009 he has discovered the raw food, remaining so fascinated that it became his
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greatest passion. He began to study and to do research, encoding an original method to

make the raw food in a more professional way. He fell in love with the raw food cuisine and

since then he has been studying and experimenting on new recipes that combine taste

with health, a sine qua non.

Raw Pastry Chef creates the best in the world raw vegan pastry, ice-cream and chocolate desserts that obtain

many important awards

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

Vito began attending the best raw food schools in the world until he realized that raw

pastry is a universe that remains to be invented. In 2010 he organised the first cooking

class, where he taught the tricks of this mysterious art and created the brand Naked & Raw,

raw food cooking school. Success was immediate. He held over 15 courses around Italy in

the next six months. At this point he decided to go to the USA, to perfect himself at the

renowned Culinary , the number one school in the world of

gourmet raw food. He studied at the Academy for two months and deepened the best of

this cuisine techniques.

When Vito came back to Italy he continued to research and develop, increasingly applying

what has been his intuition. He applied the raw food approach to the extraordinary Italian

gastronomic culture that still remains the most fascinating. In April 2014, along with his

Academy of Matthew Kenney
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business partner, he opened Grezzo Raw Chocolate, a completely organic raw pastry,

gelato and chocolate shop, the first in the world offering such a wide and complete range

of products. The name "grezzo" {adj. m} in Italian means "raw".

Process of preparing Corese healthy desserts in Casa Cortese pastry lab

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

Next, the raw gelato required 2 years of testing in order to create the “perfect” recipe,

which then became one of the top 20 in Italy at the Gelato World Tour in Carpigiani.

Already in 2017, Vito has established his own brand that produces raw vegan

gelato, raw chocolate desserts, and gourmet spoon creams (chocolate spreads).

The company never uses refined sugar, gluten, soy, dairy, GMOs, or chemical ingredients.

Only the highest quality organic ingredients such as cocoa, coconut sugar, avocado oil,

nuts and berries. Vito doesn’t stop and transfers his experience and passion for creating

exquisite desserts, which Vito can't wait to let the whole world to taste.

AN INNOVATIVE PROJECT IN AN ANCIENT PLACEAN INNOVATIVE PROJECT IN AN ANCIENT PLACE

In the enchanting setting of the hills of Fiesole, a few minutes from Florence, in a structure

born in 1200, a new project by Vito Cortese comes to life. A space dedicated to teaching

CORTESE 
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and exchanging culinary notions, a pastry laboratory of creativity and sharing. Casa

Cortese is the new starting point for healthy and gourmet cooking and pastry. Here the

Chef produces his new unique healthy recipes of unique raw food.

Casa Cortese pastry laboratory is dedicated to teaching and exchanging culinary notions of raw cuisine

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

CORTESE RAW GELATOCORTESE RAW GELATO

Gelato Cortese is the first authentic absolutely unique raw vegan Gelato in the world

scene. It is the result of the total revolution of the classic ice cream sector, aiming to create

an unforgettable experience of taste and comfort in the total respect of health.

Experiments started in 2014 and it took two full years of tests and research to come up

with the recipe of the perfect Raw Gelato. In 2017, during the “Gelato World Tour”, Gelato

Cortese, the only raw vegan ice cream to compete, lands in the top twenty in Italy.

WHY IS IT SPECIAL?

Gelato Cortese is the first ice cream free from milk, sugar, cream, soy, rice, starches,
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emulsifiers, so-called “natural” thickeners, eggs and chemicals of sorts. Its uniqueness lies

in the fact that it starts with only 3 plant-based ingredients used in their most natural form,

that is to say raw (not cooked, not pasteurized).

Gelato Cortese is the only raw vegan ice cream that entered the Top 20 desserts in Italy

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

HANDMADE PLANT MILK

The base, the completely handmade starting formula for each flavour, is prepared using

homemade plant-based milk. The almond milk, for instance, is prepared in the laboratory

using just almonds and water. The process consists of very simple steps: soaking, blending

and filtering of the almonds. The milk so obtained is not pasteurized, but instead, is used
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within 24 hours to create the ice cream. Cashews and coconut are then added for

creaminess, while coconut sugar is added for sweetness.

CASHEWS AND COCONUT SUGAR

Cashews are tropical nuts containing healthy fats, 35% protein, and no cholesterol.

Coconut sugar is the only sweetener used. Having a very low glycemic index (just 35) this

whole coconut sugar is an excellent healthy alternative to the common white sugar.

Coconut sugar is very high in vitamins, among which B2, B3, B6, and is a great natural

source of minerals like magnesium, potassium, iron and zinc. It gives us energy without

increasing the glycemic level in our blood.

Soon a line of 5 pure flavors of Cortese Gelato will be available for distribution.

Crema al Cucchiaio in Italian means "Spoon Creams", a chocolate spreads that are eaten with a spoon

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

CORTESE GOURMET CHOCOLATE SPOON CREAMSCORTESE GOURMET CHOCOLATE SPOON CREAMS

In 2018, Vito started to experiment focusing on a real line that doesn't stop at the classics
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chocolate spreads like hazelnut and cacao, but also on new combinations such as white

chocolate and raspberries, almonds and orange chocolate and many others. Crema al

Cucchiaio unique chocolate paste reminds classic Nutella but absolutely healthy with no

sugar or harmful substances.

Currently, there are 3 unique tastes:

“Sublime” is the “classic”, the best mix of the Italian hazelnuts with raw cacao, an

unforgettable taste experience that starts from the smell, goes to the palate and ends

with a feeling of happiness.

“Joy” created for Christmas, this chocolate is a mix of raw Sicilian almond, raw cacao,

fresh orange zest and cinnamon. This unique flavor is seducing more and more palates

around Italy.  

“Perfect” the first chocolate spread made with avocado oil and almost 60% of Italian

hazelnuts and raw cocoa, without any sweetener added.

The only sweetener used in the first 2 is pure coconut sugar, with a glycemic index of 35

and the percentage doesn’t go over 15%.

There are currently 3 unforgettable unique tastes of healthy chocolate creams Crema al Cucchiaio

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese
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 All creams are characterized by:

Ingredients of Exclusively Plant Origin;

Low Glycemic Index;

Rich in Nutrients;

Raw cacao;

Vegan;

Best organic ingredients; 

Gluten contamination free;

Lactose contamination free.

It is planned to expand the tastes to 10. Creams can be stored at room temperature and

have a shelf life of 18 months. The RRP for raw creams in Europe varies €12,50 - €13,50.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Vito Cortese continues to surprise the foodies and chocoholics with the best tastes from

the best ingredients that are vegan-friendly. The company continuously makes different

sales, master classes and holiday events. Every Easter Vito creates the best new recipes

for Easter Raw Chocolate Eggs. There are five main variations of them. In addition to the

classic dark raw chocolate, there are new white chocolate eggs with pistachio, raspberry

and hazelnut grain. The eggs are available in limited edition.

All flavors of Easter Raw Eggs:

WHITE AND HAZELNUT: white chocolate, hazelnut and hazelnut grain: basically a white

Gianduia, the delicious combination of chocolate and hazelnut, without the bitter notes

of cocoa. RRP for 500g is €49;

WHITE AND PISTACCHIO: shell with incredible meltness, entirely of raw white

chocolate. The crunch of pistachios, with a slightly salty note, gives an intense taste

adventure without comparison. RRP for 500g is €54;

WHITE AND RASPBERRY: The sour notes of dehydrated raspberry that contrast the

sweetness of white chocolate... you'll fall in love with it. RRP for 500 g is €53;

FUNDENT DARK: for true lovers of the unmistakable aroma of raw cocoa, here in all its

irresistible intensity. RRP for 500g is €46;

GIANDUIOVO: the delicious taste of Gianduiotto with the crunch of the Easter egg, a

truly unique experience. RRP for 500g is €48.
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Each egg weighs 500 grams and is prepared personally by Vito at Casa Cortese. Easter

Raw Egg is gluten-free, lactose-free, animal derivatives, with no refined sugars. Ideal

therefore for those who want to stay fit, for intolerant or for those who follow particular

diets. Everything is made, wrapped and packaged by hand with respect for the

environment. It is the intention of Vito to create products which reflect all that is righteous

and to provide a service to the world that speaks a message.

CORTESE RAW CHOCOLATE&NUT BARSCORTESE RAW CHOCOLATE&NUT BARS

Raw Pastry Chef prepares hand-made healthy Cortese Easter Eggs

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

Since the incredible feedback received for the Chocolate Easter eggs, Vito decided to use

the same new chocolate recipes to make a line of chocolate bars. From September 2020

the chef will launch a line of the 5 different raw chocolate flavor: Ginaduia, Dark, White and

pistachio, White and hazelnut, with and raspberries. Every bar will be 50 grams with RRP

from €4,90 to €5,90.

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

By creating healthy desserts, Vito Cortese is dreaming of a healthy world, where the
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realization that food can contribute to human well-being is becoming more common, and

where industrially poorly processed food is soon becoming just an old memory. Vito focus

is the distribution of products, from the chocolate spreads to the bars, from gelato to

chocolate creams and more. He wishes to create a real and great range of healthy and

gourmet products. His recipes for healthy raw food are already in place and ready to

conquer the global culinary industry.

Cortese Gourmet Spoon Cream is a one-of-a-kind creation by the King of Raw Chocolate

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Vito Cortese

Contact person:Contact person: Vito Cortese

E-mail:E-mail: info@vitocortese.com

Website:Website: vitocortese.com

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: Italy

Industries:Industries: Food

Vito Cortese Official Webpage

Vito Cortese Official Instagram Page

Vito Cortese Official Facebook Page

click here
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Velnfood Company is widely represented in the Russian Federation and

Ukraine. It creates dietary products, as well as nutrition for diabetics and

athletes in a very wide range. Currently, there are more than 120

products in the company's portfolio. The customers are people who

decide to monitor their health and nutrition, actively engage in sports, as

well as those who control blood sugar. It is important for Velnfood

Company that a person who has chosen a new lifestyle for himself does

not feel discomfort when changing a diet. Regardless of the reasons, the

company wants to maintain the familiar taste of products and variety in

the diet. All products that it produces are high-quality, healthy, have a

low glycemic index, and a natural composition.

WHOLESOME DELICIOUS DIETRY
FOOD
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FIT&SWEET for those who decided to monitor their health and nutrition without compromising on taste

Photo Credit by Velnfood Company

BRAND STORYBRAND STORY

This is an interesting story. The company Velnfood is the first company in Russia to start

creating dietary confectionery products. The company was founded by two brothers, in

August 2014 in Moscow, two months before the start of the great economic crisis in the

Russian Federation. They not only managed to survive but even make a profit in the first

calendar year. That is why the founders are inclined to believe that difficult times have

tempered them, added determination and once again determination, and now they are

moving forward no matter what.

The first six months they worked without a brand, did not even have a logo. The

founders owe the original name to their mother, it was she who came up with the brand

“FITANDSWEET”. Under it, the company now produces confectionery in Russia. And in

August 2019, it was decided to open its own production in Ukraine, Kiev. Nowadays,

products under the Veln brand are successfully manufactured there. The history of the

company continues, so this is an unfinished chapter.
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A rich assortment of marshmallows, jams and marmalade is suitable for all low-carb diets

Photo Credit by Velnfood Company

THE IDEA THE IDEA 

Everything is simple here. One of the founders of the company, co-owner and CEO, is a

personal trainer with 15 years of experience. For many years he worked in clinics of

aesthetic medicine and weight loss. For several years he worked as a masseur. He didn’t

even have to come up with the first product, but he knew what it was supposed to be. It

was necessary to figure out how to make it.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

At the moment, the company owns a fairly large range of products such as briefly

perishable and perishable products. The long-perishable products include the following

assortment of meringues, waffles, jams, marmalade, candy, muesli, cookies, gingerbread

cookies, crackers, marshmallows. Each of them has three or more varieties of flavors with a

shelf life of 60, 90, 180, 360 days. The perishable product category includes the following

assortment of cheese, curds, sauces, puddings, rolls, cake, pies, muffins bread with a shelf

life of 3 to 7 days.
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Dietary artworks amaze with their natural flavores of banana & strawberries, vanilla & raspberry and lime

Photo Credit by Velnfood Company

There 4 best sellers in the confectionery category with long shelf life:

Banana&strawberry-flavored Marshmallow;

Vanilla&raspberry-flavored Marshmallows;

Lime-flavored Marshmallows;

Fruit Chewing Marmalade.

These products do not contain sugar and are made on the basis of oligofructose (from

chicory), therefore they have only poorly digestible carbohydrates and fiber, and also do

not contain fats. They have a preriotic effect. Suitable for all low-carb diets and have a

great taste.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

"Fitandsweet" is the brand name that reflects the concept for confectionery products but

that have benefits regarding health and fitness. Under the brand name “VELN” the

company produces unsweetened products. The packaging design is created to maximize

the content. Thus the product packaging looks great on the shelves, relative to
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competitors.

Minimalism in packaging is created to maximize the content

Photo Credit by Velnfood Company

MARKETING& SALESMARKETING& SALES

Now about the business. The company's customers are primarily partner stores. It

cooperates with a large number of stores in many cities in the Russian Federation and

Ukraine. The partners are chain stores, sports nutrition stores, fitness bars in sports clubs,

diabetic stores, as well as specialized stores selling diet food. The company ensures that

deliveries are made on time, clearly and without errors every day.

MEDIA&AWARDSMEDIA&AWARDS

In 2017, Fitandsweet in Russia became the winner of the Healthy Nutrition Award in the

category “The Best Company - a Producer of Healthy Nutrition Products”. However, the

biggest reward for the company remains good customer reviews.
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Velnfood became a Producer of Healthy Nutrition Products of the Year

Photo Credit by Velnfood Company
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Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Velnfood Company

Contact person:Contact person: Andrey Tretiakov

E-mail:E-mail: fitsweet@inbox.ru

Website:Website: fitandsweet.ru

Phone:Phone: +8-926-868-86-80

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2014

Regions:Regions: Russia, Ukraine

Industries:Industries: Food

click here
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GO FOODS is a company dedicated to the production of healthy high-

quality wholesome food. The company has been on the market since

2017. At the moment, the company is a manufacturer of 2

trademarks. Granolife, a cereal baked with honey with the addition of

nuts, dried fruits and freeze-dried berries, presented in 4 flavors. OCTA

is a nutritious drink based on New Zealand protein and milk, one serving

of which replaces a full meal. Formulated using only high-quality

ingredients from New Zealand, Germany and France. Our own

production facility, located in the Kaluga Region, ensures maximum

efficiency, the necessary flexibility and continuity of all work processes.

During its work, the company managed to acquire a number of large and

reliable local partners, including X5 Retail Group, Magnit, Dixy Group,

Lenta, Okey, Billa, Azbuka Vkusa, Miratorg and others. The company is

highly competitive in terms of price and quality of products and is ready

to conquer the global retail of healthy food.

GO FOODS HEALTHY NUTRITION FOR
A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Until 2017, OCTA nutritional drink and Granolife healthy granola companies and products

existed as 2 separate businesses. Acquaintance and partnership between future co-

founders of GO FOODS arose after the participation of both teams in the corporate

accelerator  that selects the most promising food projects in Russia and the CIS

countries. Both projects successfully completed the acceleration after which they decided

to continue the partnership, but in a new format by combining 2 teams into one and

organize a joint production and company.

Sergey Eliseev, the founder of Granolife, has built a dizzying career in the banking sector,

but hiring sooner or later ends and has a limit in profit, so he decided to start his own

business. The former boss suggested Mr.Eliseev starting the production of granola in

2016. By then the product was already very popular in Europe, but in Russia, the customers

didn’t know anything about granola yet and it had just been emerging on the horizon along

with the trend of healthy eating.

Inspired by that fact, Mr. Eliseev has planned to develop a product from scratch in two

months and start selling it through Instagram. But real life turned out to be more difficult.

About 60 recipes were tested, which made it possible to make a decision and to leave 4

flavors that met all the requirements and needs of even the most discerning consumers.

The following top flavors became the winners in such a careful selection: strawberry-

raspberry, mango-pineapple, coconut-chia seeds and almond-hazelnuts.

Having invested all his savings, taking out a loan, selling a car, firing employees,

following the advice of market participants (for example, that even a healthy product

should be tasty) and having operated for two years at a loss, the entrepreneur finally

managed to achieve profit from the business.

Mikhail Maksimov, the founder of OCTA, a chemist from the research and development

department of , was mixing the first version of the future OCTA drink for

himself back in 2016 in order to have a snack “on the run” without breaking the diet.  Due

to health problems caused by the stress from studying at Moscow State University and at

work, a sedentary lifestyle and unhealthy diet, his friend Andrei Reduto went heavy on

PEPSICO

Wimm-Bill-Dann
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homemade nutritional mixes based on yoghurt. This is when Mr. Maximov got an idea and

proposed him a nutritious drink that will serve as a full meal. Mr. Reduto realized that it was

possible to earn money from this.

Granolife and OCTA by GO FOODS

Photo Credit by GO FOODS

There was nothing similar on the market, only the usual snacks - yoghurts, bars, fruits.

They invested their savings in the project during the student years. At that time Mr. Reduto

was a sales assistant at Sportmaster and worked in public catering. Mr. Maksimov worked

in the defence industry where he developed special-purpose aerostatic complexes. The
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first batch of 2.5 thousand bottles that came in November 2016 was sold out in a month. At

the beginning of 2017, OCTA was sold in 58 outlets, at the retail price from approx. 2,5 to

3,5 euro per bottle. Over the year, sales grew to 8 thousand bottles a month. Within a

year/year and a half, the entrepreneurs are planning to sell 100 thousand bottles of the

drink a month.

Photo Credit by GO FOODS

In 2017, a new partner, Roman Pavlenko, joined the founding team as a Commercial

Director. Mr. Pavlenko is responsible for export, distribution and negotiations with key

clients.

PRODUCTS AND PRICESPRODUCTS AND PRICES

GRANOLA - A MULTI-GRAIN MIXTURE WITHGRANOLA - A MULTI-GRAIN MIXTURE WITH

HONEY, NUTS, DRIED FRUITS AND FREEZE-DRIEDHONEY, NUTS, DRIED FRUITS AND FREEZE-DRIED

BERRIES.BERRIES.
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Photo Credit by GO FOODS

Granola is presented in 4 best flavors, among which every consumer will find the one that

suits him or her:

"Strawberry-Raspberry" and "Mango-Pineapple" are bright fruit and berry flavors for

lovers of luxury and sophistication combined with chocolate.

"Coconut-Chia Seeds" and "Almond-Hazelnut" - these flavors are created for those who

love not only unusual combinations but also respect the traditional nutty taste, they are

suitable for vegetarians and vegans.

The products are presented in three formats, from an individual portion in a 60g cup to the

bigger size of 200g and 400g in a bright and practical box for home or office use.

Granola is the perfect breakfast for those who are in a hurry all the time, who have an

entire day planned out and don't have a second of free time. Ready-to-eat Granolife

breakfasts save that precious morning time for more important things and planning. It's

great to have everything under control and plan your day by making a to-do list.
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First on the to-do list is granola from Granolife, because morning is important!

Photo Credit by GO FOODS

MUESLI - CEREAL MIXTURE FOR THE BESTMUESLI - CEREAL MIXTURE FOR THE BEST

BREAKFAST EVER.BREAKFAST EVER.
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Photo Credit by GO FOODS

Muesli "Granolife" is a cereal mixture with the addition of nuts, dried fruits and freeze-dried

berries. The products are presented in 400g packaging and four bright flavors:

Pineapple-Sea Buckthorn,

Blueberry-Apple,

Strawberry-Chia Seeds,

Mango-Peanuts.

GRAIN BAR - A BAR MADE FROM A CEREAL MIXTUREGRAIN BAR - A BAR MADE FROM A CEREAL MIXTURE

BAKED WITH HONEY WITH THE ADDITION OF NUTS,BAKED WITH HONEY WITH THE ADDITION OF NUTS,

DRIED FRUITS AND FREEZE-DRIED BERRIES.DRIED FRUITS AND FREEZE-DRIED BERRIES.

Granolife grain bar is a common snack "on the go" for everyone, but unlike standard sweet

bars, it contains only natural ingredients and is suitable for children. The assortment line

consists of the most popular combinations, after all, eating should bring not only benefits

but also a pleasure. Packing of 30g bar in a flow-pack. The gustatory line consists of six

flavors:
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Muesli is the healthiest breakfast especially when combined with properly dried fruit

Photo Credit by GO FOODS

Coconut-chia seeds,

Cherry-pumpkin seeds,

Cranberry-hibiscus,

Strawberry-flax seeds,

Peanut-sesame,

Lemon- ginger.

THE BEST INGREDIENTSTHE BEST INGREDIENTS
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Grain bar Granolife with a unique combination of flavors will be a great natural and healthy snack at work, at the

gym, at school or wherever you are

Photo Credit by GO FOODS

Oatmeal.  Oatmeal.  It is the richest source of protein and fiber, contains vitamins A, K, E, PP and B

vitamins, as well as aluminum, boron, copper, calcium, magnesium, iodine, potassium,

sulfur, phosphorus, nickel and iron ... It helps reduce cholesterol levels, improve kidney and

liver function, as an enveloping agent, restore the mucous membrane of the

gastrointestinal tract, relieve inflammation, and gently cleanse the intestines.

Honey. Honey. The company uses polyfloral flower honey, i.e. product collected by bees on herbs.

Due to its high glucose content, it is of great benefit to the heart, blood vessels and blood.

It also has a positive effect on immunity. This gives the body the resources to resist

disease and successfully combat pre-existing ailments. And thanks to the presence of

pollen, honey contains natural antibiotics that allow to cope with diseases provoked by

microbes.

Berries.Berries. Freeze-dried berries, dried using a unique technology in a vacuum, retain 95% of

the beneficial properties, taste and aroma of fresh berries.
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Granolife will help to stay fit, provide with a wholesome, natural, healthy diet and energize all day

Photo Credit by GO FOODS

OCTA - FUNCTIONAL MILK DRINK. A COMPLETE MEALOCTA - FUNCTIONAL MILK DRINK. A COMPLETE MEAL

IN ONE BOTTLE. THE FIRST LIQUID SMART FOOD.IN ONE BOTTLE. THE FIRST LIQUID SMART FOOD.

Mikhail Maksimov took data for calculating the nutritional value and selection of

ingredients in scientific publications at the university library of Moscow State University

which gave him free access. At first, the product was water-based, after which it was

decided to produce OCTA with milk. OCTA is absorbed like regular food. The drink

contains nutrients (essential amino acids come from casein and whey protein found in

milk), fast carbohydrates and vitamins. It contains no trans fats, cholesterol, sugar (sucrose)

and preservatives. The uniqueness is in the high quality of calories: the intake of nutrients

into the body is optimally distributed over the time of assimilation of the product. Long shelf

life is achieved by heat treatment.
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Functional milk drink OCTA exists in 3 flavors Strawberry, Chocolate and Vanilla

Photo Credit by GO FOODS

Formulated using only high-quality ingredients from New Zealand, Germany and

France, OСTA milk-based drink can quickly and efficiently satisfy hunger anytime,

anywhere. One 330ml bottle contains all the nutrients the body needs and can replace a

full meal. It is presented in 3 flavors: Chocolate, Strawberry and Vanila. Like everyone's

favorite milkshakes since childhood, it contains only natural composition, and much

healthier and more nutritious. OСTA is based on New Zealand protein and milk, which

contains all the nutrients given to it by nature. Flaxseed, olive, sesame oils in this smart

food contain Omega 3, Omega 6 and alpha-linoleic acid, which cleanses the body and

promotes weight loss. It is ideal for professional athletes, sportsmen, for those who keep fit

during and after training, and who are just trying to maintain a healthy diet. Low glycemic

fructose and isomalt act like dietary fiber on the digestive system. Each bottle of

OCTA contains 11 vitamins, potassium and magnesium. These substances are irreplaceable

components of a healthy lifestyle.

FOODTOBEGOODFOODTOBEGOOD
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Smart design for Smart Food

Photo Credit by GO FOODS

Based on the new realities that the market dictates, the team decided to launch an

additional, affordable brand - FOODTOBEGOOD. Granola FOODTOBEGOOD is a cereal

mixture baked with honey with the addition of nuts, dried fruits and freeze-dried berries.

Muesli "FOODTOBEGOOD" is a cereal mixture with the addition of nuts, dried fruits and

freeze-dried berries FOODTOBEGOOD products are available in 300g flow-packs and are

presented in the following flavors: Granola "Raspberry - Flax", "Sea buckthorn - Chia" and

muesli "Cranberry - Chia", "Pineapple - Sesame", combinations of understandable and

exotic fruits, berries and superfoods is exactly what this brand is focused on. Also, the

team is working on expanding the range of brands, which will soon include alternative milk,

natural energy drink based on matcha tea and other trend products that are gaining

popularity in Russia and abroad.
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Granolife contains only the best natural ingredients such as nuts, seeds, fruits and berries, cereals, natural spices,

honey with NO synthetic additives

Photo Credit by GO FOODS

MARKETING AND SALESMARKETING AND SALES

GO FOODS actively uses influencers on Instagram and other social networks to draw

attention to brands. Sales in FMCG are actively stimulated by promotional price reductions,

which are beneficial for the end consumer (the most effective tool according to the GO

FOODS team). In the summer of 2020, the company agreed on a large-scale collaboration

with the artists of the  label, together with the leader of the Russian FMCG

market  the artists will advertise the products through social networks

and concerts by integrating brands into their daily life.

MEDIA AND AWARDSMEDIA AND AWARDS

GO FOODS publication in PEPSICO could be found by the  

OCTA drink has entered the FORBES rating as a top product of 2019. More details by the

 

BLACK STAR

X5 RETAIL GROUP,

link

link
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FORBES noted the project as one of the most promising in the Russian FMCG market.

More details by the .

GO FOODS on largest Russian media holding RBK by 

OСTA on VC by 

Granolife on Inc.russia by 

OCTA on Inc.russia by 

link

link

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: GO FOODS

Contact person:Contact person: Roman Pavlenko, Co-Founder, Commercial…

E-mail:E-mail: r@go-foods.ru

Website:Website: grano.life

Phone:Phone: +7 (905) 333-11-14

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: Russia

Industries:Industries: Food, Sports, Lifestyle

GranoLife Official

OCTA Official

click here
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Reizl is a chocolate that “REIZ the bar” in the chocolate world. In a long-

held dream, the Reizl family has set out on a journey to create a range

of, organic and vegan chocolates, that are ethically produced, elevate

the enjoyment of eating and are just Naturally More Delicious. Reizl

chocolates are a revolution in the world of healthy food. In a relatively

short time in its home market, Croatia, the brand has already gained

significant attention, received excellent reviews from its loyal customers

and has become available in a variety of major healthy food retailers

including DM, Bio&Bio, Tvornitca Zdrave Hrane, Bio Planet, BIPA and

more. Thanks to the great taste, experienced management, and top

marketing, the brand has huge potential and is actively developing

plans to widen its customer base in markets across the world.

REIZL ETHICAL, ORGANIC AND VEGAN
SERIES OF CHOCOLATES
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THE STORYTHE STORY

The Reizl chocolate story began in 2018 in Zagreb, Croatia when the family began

producing chocolates, primarily targeted to a domestic market. It was during this time that

a better appreciation of the industry was developed. An understanding of what was good

and what needed to be improved upon. Most importantly the Reizl family had embraced a

set of values that they wanted their products to reflect and their customer’s to accept. 

The goal was to produce a chocolate that not only created a memorable experience from

the first taste but right through to its aftertaste. To ensure that they meet this goal, careful

consideration has been made to source cocoa free from slavery and free from non-organic

ingredients that affect the taste. Reizl chocolates stand out for being able to fuse the

flavours of chocolate and the flavours of fruit into a combination that is just Naturally More

Delicious.  This goal is not limited to the chocolate but extends into the packaging where a

substantial impact to the environment is made. Reizl have implemented the most

compostable packaging available to the industry to date. The Reizl philosophy is that

everyone has a responsibility to do what they can to invest in our future by protecting our

nature.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

Currently, the Reizl lineup consists of 6 delicious Organic & Vegan chocolate bars, both

dark and white. Each bar weighs 70g. The bars have a unique combination of chocolate

with the natural tastes of red mandarin, sweet orange, lemongrass, coconut, mint and

ginger.

Organic & Vegan Dark Chocolate with Red Mandarin

Organic & Vegan Dark Chocolate with Sweet Orange

Organic & Vegan Dark Chocolate with Lemongrass

Organic & Vegan Dark Chocolate with Mint and Orange

Organic Dark Chocolate with Coconut

Organic White Chocolate with Ginger and Mandarin

The brand does not stop there and is constantly in the research phase with the goal of

creating a product line that will satisfy even the most demanding chocolate lovers. It is
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important for Reizl that their products are dominated by dark chocolate to bring out the

cocoa flavour, as well as the rich taste of carefully selected ingredients.

Photo Credit by Reizl

All the products are:

100% organic & natural;

40% less sugar than the industry;

Compostable packaging;

Made in the heart of Europe.

NEW - 100% ORGANIC, VEGAN AND HOME-NEW - 100% ORGANIC, VEGAN AND HOME-

COMPOSTABLE 30G CHOCOLATE BARSCOMPOSTABLE 30G CHOCOLATE BARS

Recently the Reizl has launched the 100% organic, vegan 30g chocolate bars with

astonishing tastes and home-compostable wrapper that can be composted in your own

garden without any harm to nature. The wrapper is dissolving in nature within several

weeks into water and carbon dioxide, thanks to the outer conditions. With this new launch,

the brand continues to follow its principles and keep the planet clean. Moreover, the bars

are:
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Photo Credit by Reizl

EU Organic (Organic chocolate certification);

Cocoa Horizons (Responsible cocoa farming);

V-Label (Vegan certification);

HACCP (Food safety certification).
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Photo Credit by Reizl

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN
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100% in-house production, no animal ingredients, raw materials are sourced from trusted, ethical suppliers

Photo Credit by Jutarnji.hr

Behind the name of the brand is the Reizl family name. The founders felt that they wanted

their product to reflect the values they stood behind and so it was important to show that

to the market by presenting their name as the face of the brand. This adds to the

motivation to excel in whatever it is they do.

The brand’s visual communication is based on the standards shown through the logo,

photographs and style.  There is nothing superfluous in the style of the brand. The

geometric shapes of the chocolate bar in a package depicting natural ingredients make

the design of the product stylish and modern. Each distributor shall be given a branding

pack for use.

SIDE BRANDS & ACCESSORIES SIDE BRANDS & ACCESSORIES 
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Photo Credit by Reizl

In the long term, the brand plans to introduce new products and accessories. The

distributors shall be informed about them in time.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The Reizl company will continue to focus on overall marketing and brand protection,

creating the necessary collateral but individual markets, it would be best for each

distributor to make their own marketing activities in concert with the overall direction of the

company. We understand that you know your market best. It could be a part of the

purchasing discount, which should be discussed prior to an order. Reizl actively conducts

its marketing activities, increases brand awareness, participates in exhibitions and

communicates with customers in social networks. The brand participated in Natural &

Organic Products Europe – ExCeL, London 3-4 April 2022.
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Photo Credit by Reizl

AWARDSAWARDS

MEDIA MEDIA 

Recent publications are   and  

UK GREAT TASTE AWARD (1 GOLD STAR *)UK GREAT TASTE AWARD (1 GOLD STAR *)

20212021

24 Sata Jutarnji
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Vrsna d.o.o.

Contact person:Contact person: Fran Reizl, Co-Founder & Chief Marketing O…

E-mail:E-mail: info@reizl.com

Website:Website: reizl.com

Phone:Phone: +385 1 2056 433

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Croatia

Industries:Industries: Food, Wellness

Reizl Webpage

@reizl.chocolates

click here
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Reizl is a chocolate that “REIZ the bar” in the chocolate world. In a long-

held dream, the Reizl family has set out on a journey to create a range

of, organic and vegan chocolates, that are ethically produced, elevate

the enjoyment of eating and are just Naturally More Delicious. Reizl

chocolates are a revolution in the world of healthy food. In a relatively

short time in its home market, Croatia, the brand has already gained

significant attention, received excellent reviews from its loyal customers

and has become available in a variety of major healthy food retailers

including DM, Bio&Bio, Tvornitca Zdrave Hrane, Bio Planet, BIPA and

more. Thanks to the great taste, experienced management, and top

marketing, the brand has huge potential and is actively developing

plans to widen its customer base in markets across the world.

SECRET DOSSIER ON REIZL ETHICAL,
ORGANIC AND VEGAN SERIES OF

CHOCOLATES
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THE STORYTHE STORY

The Reizl chocolate story began in 2018 in Zagreb, Croatia when the family began

producing chocolates, primarily targeted to a domestic market. It was during this time that

a better appreciation of the industry was developed. An understanding of what was good

and what needed to be improved upon. Most importantly the Reizl family had embraced a

set of values that they wanted their products to reflect and their customer’s to accept. 

The goal was to produce a chocolate that not only created a memorable experience from

the first taste but right through to its aftertaste. To ensure that they meet this goal, careful

consideration has been made to source cocoa free from slavery and free from non-organic

ingredients that affect the taste. Reizl chocolates stand out for being able to fuse the

flavours of chocolate and the flavours of fruit into a combination that is just Naturally More

Delicious.  This goal is not limited to the chocolate but extends into the packaging where a

substantial impact to the environment is made. Reizl have implemented the most

compostable packaging available to the industry to date. The Reizl philosophy is that

everyone has a responsibility to do what they can to invest in our future by protecting our

nature.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

Currently, the Reizl lineup consists of 6 delicious Organic & Vegan chocolate bars, both

dark and white. Each bar weighs 70g. The bars have a unique combination of chocolate

with the natural tastes of red mandarin, sweet orange, lemongrass, coconut, mint and

ginger.

Organic & Vegan Dark Chocolate with Red Mandarin. Ex-works price EXW - €1,60;  Ex-works price EXW - €1,60; 

Recommended Retail Price RRP - €3,50Recommended Retail Price RRP - €3,50

Organic & Vegan Dark Chocolate with Sweet Orange. EXW - €1,60;  RRP €3,50 EXW - €1,60;  RRP €3,50

Organic & Vegan Dark Chocolate with Lemongrass. EXW - €1,60;  RRP €3,50EXW - €1,60;  RRP €3,50

Organic & Vegan Dark Chocolate with Mint and Orange. EXW - €1,60;  RRP €3,50EXW - €1,60;  RRP €3,50

Organic Dark Chocolate with Coconut. EXW - €1,60;  RRP €3,50EXW - €1,60;  RRP €3,50

Organic White Chocolate with Ginger and Mandarin. EXW - €1,60;  RRP €3,50EXW - €1,60;  RRP €3,50

The brand does not stop there and is constantly in the research phase with the goal of
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creating a product line that will satisfy even the most demanding chocolate lovers. It is

important for Reizl that their products are dominated by dark chocolate to bring out the

cocoa flavour, as well as the rich taste of carefully selected ingredients.

Photo Credit by Reizl

All the products are:

100% organic & natural;

40% less sugar than the industry;

Compostable packaging;

Made in the heart of Europe.

NEW - 100% ORGANIC, VEGAN AND HOME-NEW - 100% ORGANIC, VEGAN AND HOME-

COMPOSTABLE 30G CHOCOLATE BARSCOMPOSTABLE 30G CHOCOLATE BARS

Recently the Reizl has launched the 100% organic, vegan 30g chocolate bars with

astonishing tastes and home-compostable wrapper that can be composted in your own

garden without any harm to nature. The wrapper is dissolving in nature within several

weeks into water and carbon dioxide, thanks to the outer conditions. With this new launch,

the brand continues to follow its principles and keep the planet clean. Moreover, the bars
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are:

Photo Credit by Reizl

EU Organic (Organic chocolate certification);

Cocoa Horizons (Responsible cocoa farming);

V-Label (Vegan certification);

HACCP (Food safety certification).
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Photo Credit by Reizl

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN
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100% in-house production, no animal ingredients, raw materials are sourced from trusted, ethical suppliers

Photo Credit by Jutarnji.hr

Behind the name of the brand is the Reizl family name. The founders felt that they wanted

their product to reflect the values they stood behind and so it was important to show that

to the market by presenting their name as the face of the brand. This adds to the

motivation to excel in whatever it is they do.

The brand’s visual communication is based on the standards shown through the logo,

photographs and style.  There is nothing superfluous in the style of the brand. The

geometric shapes of the chocolate bar in a package depicting natural ingredients make

the design of the product stylish and modern. Each distributor shall be given a branding

pack for use.

SIDE BRANDS & ACCESSORIES SIDE BRANDS & ACCESSORIES 
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Photo Credit by Reizl

In the long term, the brand plans to introduce new products and accessories. The

distributors shall be informed about them in time.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The Reizl company will continue to focus on overall marketing and brand protection,

creating the necessary collateral but individual markets, it would be best for each

distributor to make their own marketing activities in concert with the overall direction of the

company. We understand that you know your market best. It could be a part of the

purchasing discount, which should be discussed prior to an order. Reizl actively conducts

its marketing activities, increases brand awareness, participates in exhibitions and

communicates with customers in social networks. The brand participated in Natural &

Organic Products Europe – ExCeL, London 3-4 April 2022.
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Photo Credit by Reizl

AWARDSAWARDS

MEDIA MEDIA 

Recent publications are   and  

ADDITIONAL MATERIALSADDITIONAL MATERIALS  

You can download logistics and prices by the 

You can download the NEW bar presentation by the 

You can download Reizl Chocolates Catalogue by the  

UK GREAT TASTE AWARD (1 GOLD STAR *)UK GREAT TASTE AWARD (1 GOLD STAR *)

20212021

24 Sata Jutarnji

link

link

link
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https://app.box.com/shared/static/6zh4dgj6xt2vpwcl8wq27fpy2cb9mvcw.xlsx
https://app.box.com/shared/static/vouuxlz8g7mvqvqyvvqm0vzpfhtxpqlj.pdf
https://app.box.com/shared/static/77c55x5zklmpn7aot88hml7fpayxmhfb.pdf


You can download Reizl Organic Certificate by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONSQUESTIONS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the link. Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the link. Please, do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Vrsna d.o.o.

Contact person:Contact person: Fran Reizl, Co-Founder & Chief Marketing O…

E-mail:E-mail: info@reizl.com

Website:Website: reizl.com

Phone:Phone: +385 1 2056 433

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Croatia

Industries:Industries: Food, Wellness

Reizl Webpage

@reizl.chocolates

REIZL_Prices & Logistic information

Reizl Chocolates Catalogue 2021.pdf

REIZL ORGANIC CERTIFICATE_EZ br. 8342007 Certificat Proizvod 4-01919-

2021.pdf

Presentation NEW 30g chocolate bars 100% organic, vegan and home-compostable

click here
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The company BIOLOGY OF TASTE LLC is a manufacturer of healthy fruit

and fruit-nut ROLIPOLI snacks. At the moment, the company produces 6

basic unique tastes of bars and does not stop there, constantly

experimenting. ROLIPOLI are suitable for everyone, allowing to keep

fit and manage weight, helping to comply with beauty and slimness.

Low-calorie bars are also rich in fiber, necessary for intestinal motility, so

sportsmen can safely consume bars during a weight loss

program to monitor their weight. Moreover, the snacks

positively impact on health, improving well-being. Filled with vitamins

and minerals, ROLIPOLI bars increase the level of haemoglobin in the

blood and saturate it with oxygen. All the ingredients have a low

glycemic index and could be consumed by people sick on diabetics. In

addition, the bars are nutritious and can be used as a healthy snack for

those who need energy for a day. 

FRUITFUL COOPERATION WITH
ROLIPOLI NATURAL BARS
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THE HISTORYTHE HISTORY

ROLIPOLI is a healthy snack brand founded by Artem Kotenko. It became widely known for

its natural bars with amazing taste and vivid design. The name “ROLIPOLI” has Russian

roots, it is the name of a toy for children that never falls when children push it, ROLIPOLI

always continues.

Artem loves sport and competitions. The idea of a healthy product came to him when the

entrepreneur was preparing for a triathlon. He was learning long-distance swimming.

Artem Kotenko Founder of ROLIPOLI healthy snack bars

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

IDEAIDEA

“All the time after the training my body needed to eat something yet I wanted something

healthy that I can eat immediately. Of course, I am not going to do a world record in

triathlon. But my family and I just aim to eat well, stay healthy and sporty as long as

possible! That is the reason why we were trying to find natural products for our nutrition

after an intense sports session. I tried a lot of different kinds of snacks. But it was difficult to

find something really tasty and healthy. That is why I decided to create my own products.
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My grandparents were living in Povolzhie, Central Russia. Thanks to the rich soil of this

territory the fruits and the vegetables have special quality and taste there. I didn’t have any

lack of nutrients as my grandparents have had a garden full of fruits and berries. Basically, I

chose almost all the ingredients which I saw in my grandfather’s garden: apples, cherries,

pears, raspberries, black currants and strawberries.

All ROLIPOLI snacks consist of a base of pears or apples and are 100% natural: without

added sugars, dairy or flavoring. My family, parents and friends were the first to try all

tastes. Their feedbacks were really positive. Especially the children were delightful. So I

decided to launch the production of bars. Any person will find the best taste for him or her

among six flavors.

As for me, I’m enjoying ROLIPOLI bars after training sessions now. Hmmm very juicy!”

The Founder Artem Kotenko

OUR MISSIONOUR MISSION

Creation a new generation of healthy delicious snacks & food is the main company's

mission.

Each year the number of people who takes care of their health and the health of their

families is significantly growing. They have an active way of life: working and learning,

doing sports activities, travelling and discovering the world. Their time is a big value for

them. They just want fully to enjoy the taste of life. And we created for the new generation

of healthy delicious snacks & food. Which easy to take and use wherever you are.

ROLI POLI bars are already sold at 800 retail outlets in Russia and Kazakhstan. The brand

is also ready to conquer the global market and is looking for reliable global distributors.

The manufacturer takes care of the content, thus, products are gluten, peanuts and flavors

free and not cause any allergic reactions. Each ROLIPOLI bar is developed according to a

special freeze-dried technology, therefore it is absolutely 100% natural and only fruits,

berries and nuts are contained. It has neither coloring, sugar nor lactose, as well as free

from GMO, soy or eggs.
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ROLIPOLI healthy snacks contain only natural ingredients such as fruits, nuts and berries, thus filled with vitamins

and minerals

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

Already 100 000 customers tried ROPL POLI bars in 2019!Already 100 000 customers tried ROPL POLI bars in 2019!

All ROLIPOLI bars products are:

100% natural - no flavoring, no coloring;

0% sugar added;

Gluten-free & lactose-free;

Free from GMO, soy or eggs;

Freeze-dried technology.

OUR VALUES. QUALITY. CARE. NATURALITY.OUR VALUES. QUALITY. CARE. NATURALITY.
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ROLIPOLI cares of the customers and values the safety and quality of snacksROLIPOLI cares of the customers and values the safety and quality of snacks

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLIPhoto Credit by ROLIPOLI

The philosophy of brand ROLIPOLI is to create balanced snacks. Safety and plant-based

ingredients full of the nutrients and vitamins, really appetizing and no extra additions

(sugar- free, gluten-free, lactose-free, preservatives free, flavoring free). Such taste gives a

combination of freeze-dried fruits and berries. Thanks to freeze-drying technology fruits

and berries are dehydrated in a vacuum without any high-temperature treatments. As the

result their tastes, aromas, shapes and textures remain almost original.

PREMIUM QUALITYPREMIUM QUALITY

All stages of production are under control.

LOTS OF CARELOTS OF CARE

Bars are full of the nutrients and vitamins, really appetizing and have no extra additions.

100% NATURALITY100% NATURALITY
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Pear, orange&chia as well as apple, almond, strawberry&chia bars are for sweet tastes lovers

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

Only plant-based ingredients;

Low humidity character of product & lightproof vacuum package allows to keep in store

for 9 months;

Food flavoring-free: freeze-dried technology saves delicious tastes, aromas, shapes,

textures of fruits and berries.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

ROLIPOLI bars have six flavors with two bases: apple almond & pear. These bases make

ROLIPOLI bars healthier: Compared to classical bars, most of which are based on dates,

the glycemic index of ROLIPOLI is much lower. This means that products could be

consumed by people sick in diabetes. Although the diagnoses are different, and the

company is still conducting research in this direction, so it is necessary to take into account

the type of the disease. But after the first tests, after consuming ROLIPOLI by people with

high blood sugar level, it came up that there was no additional increase in sugar level.
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Different combinations of freeze-dried fruits provide bars with amazing tastes and flavor

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

The bases of ROLIPOLI bars have these health properties:    

Apple improves digestion, restores metabolism, helps renewal the youth.                          

Almond improves performance & mental activity. 

Pear increases the defences of the body, reduces stress levels, and is a natural anti-

depressant.

Different combinations of freeze-dried fruits create bars with amazing tastes and flavor.

The texture of the bars is soft and juicy. So you can’t stop only with one bar. Bars are

packed in individual packages. The weight of a bar is 35 g.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The success of ROLIPOLI comes not only from healthy ingredients but also from the

attractive package. ROLIPOLI is characterized by eye-catching, colorful designs which

make the bars visible on the shelf among other products. The composition looks original

and fresh. Black & white retro style doesn’t take all attention. As the main role belongs to

fruits demonstrating the tastes of ROLIPOLI bars: orange, strawberry, raspberry, cranberry,
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black currant, cherry.

Сolorful designs of ROLIPOLI make the bars visible on the shelf among other products

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

MEDIAMEDIA

As most of ROLIPOLI consumers and main target group loves sport and an active way of

life, the company supports sports events in Russia such as triathlon, swimming, yoga and

dances. ROLIPOLI partners with Titan Thriatlon, SwimRocket, Bounce Dance, Veter, World

Running Federation and many others. The brand raises the customer's awareness using

their resources of partners to get widely known.

The brand actively cooperates with influencers who are experts in nutrition and sport,

vegans, mothers and often supplies them with gifts and free presents.

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

ROLIPOLI creates an alternative for people who love healthy snacks and aim to keep their

health, weight and mood in perfect condition with healthy food. People, who say no to

refined sugars, preservatives, additives, flavorings. ROLIPOLI believes that the popular
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trend of healthy food and snacks will continue to gin importance. After trying ROLIPOLI

bars they become not only a spontaneous choice but a conscious choice in daily life.

ROLIPOLI entered the TOP 10 of the best brands of Russia with a revenue estimate of 5.9 million rubles in 2019

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI
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ROLIPOLI supports different local sports events such as triathlon, swimming, yoga and dances

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

ROLIPOLI collaborates with influencers and always treats with healthy snacks

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: BIOLOGY OF TASTE LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Artem Kotenko

E-mail:E-mail: hi@rolipoli.ru

Website:Website: rolipoli.ru

Phone:Phone: + 8 963 685-14-17

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Russia

Industries:Industries: Food, Sports

ROLI POLI Official page

PARTNERSHIP PRESENTATION ROLIPOLI

ENG

Declaration of Conformity for ROLIPOLI Bars

RU

click here
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Casa Kakau is a family-owned, craft bean-to-bar chocolate maker that

can offer a larger portfolio of Vegan, Gluten-Free, Sugar-Free, LecithinVegan, Gluten-Free, Sugar-Free, Lecithin

Free, Palm Oil Free, Single Origin and Organic Free, Palm Oil Free, Single Origin and Organic products. Casa

Kakau uses only natural ingredients, such as raw cocoa beans, nuts and

dried fruits to live up to its slogan – Natural & Pure. This strict dedication

to quality and superb taste allowed the company to become the first and

only Bulgarian bean-to-bar manufacturer that is internationally

recognized, with numerous awards from food and chocolate contests in

The UK, Denmark, The Netherlands, Hungary and Bulgaria. All Casa

Kakau products are made from cocoa beans, which are directly

imported from selected farms in South America. Thus, Casa Kakau can

offer fresh and excellent tasting chocolates, while at the same time

improves the quality of life of the farmers who raise the cocoa.

CASA KAKAU CRAFT BEAN-TO-BAR
CHOCOLATE LIKE NO OTHER!
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THE STORY THE STORY 

The story of Casa Kakau began in 2016 when a young family was facing a great dilemma.

They had a small boy who was highly allergic to milk and dairy products. His allergy was so

severe that even traces of casein could have caused him to suffocate. At this time there

were very few brands that could offer 100% guaranteed vegan chocolate. The young

couple decided not to give up, but to mobilize instead and put together all their knowledge

and experience to create a true 100% pure, Vegan chocolate with the minimum number of

ingredients.

After months of research, selection and procurement they created their “Original 70%”

chocolate, which with only two ingredients, was of exceptional taste and quality. The

original family recipe was milk and animal products free, without lecithin, gluten, additives,

preserves, stabilizers or other substances that might compromise people with similar

allergies.

The Founders of Casa Kakau

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

Casa Kakau was born out of the need to help a child feel normal and able to enjoy one of

the great desserts and superfood nature has provided us. Today it is much more than this.

The brand incorporates the core values of the founding couple. “Casa” stands for being a

true family-owned business and justifies that all products are made with care and
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dedication as if they are made at home for your children. “Kakau” is simplified “Ka’kau”,

which is the ancient name that Mayans gave to the cocoa fruit. This is to underline the

origin of the cocoa the company uses and more important the old, traditional way it

produces the chocolate today.

Kasa Kakau uses the old traditional granite stones throughout the entire bean-to-bar process which results in the

refinement taste

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

Casa Kakau is one of the few chocolate makers in Europe that still used granite stones

throughout the entire proses of grinding and couching the chocolate. The advantages of

this technology is the refinement of the taste and the lack of residual metal deposits that

contemporary steel ball mills leave in the cocoa mass after long exposure. Thus, “Natural &

Pure” is the philosophy the company follows even with its machinery and technology.    

PRODUCTSPRODUCTS

All products of Casa Kakau are made with a high percentage of cocoa that the company

directly imports from small carefully selected farms in Ecuador. Casa Kakau develops all its

recipes with a minimum number of ingredients – all of which natural, and thus justifies the

healthy nature of its portfolio. The products are divided into the following main categories:

1. Craft, Bean-to-bar Chocolate:
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All Casa Kakau products from the large portfolio are Vegan, Gluten-Free, Sugar-Free, Lecithin Free, Palm Oil Free

and Single Origin. The company is Bio Certified and offers Organic products

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

With Freeze-Dried Strawberries;

With Freeze-Dried Raspberries;

With Gourment Espresso;

With Cinnamon;

Hazelnut Gianduja;

Extra Dark 100% – Sugar-Free;

With Bulgarian Rose Water and Cardamom;

With Orange Peels;

With Cranberry;

Original Dark 70%;

Original Coconut;

With Stevia – Sugar-Free;

With Pineapple and Pink Pepper;

With Coffee Beans;

With Almonds and Sea Salt.

2. Chocolate Spreads

Craft Hazelnuts & Cocoa Beans Spread;

Sugar-Free, Craft, Cocoa Spread.
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3. Drinking Chocolate

Craft, Bean-to-bar Drinking Chocolate;

Craft, Bean-to-bar Drinking Chocolate with Orange;

Craft, Bean-to-bar Drinking Chocolate with Ginger.

Drinking chocolate has a centuries-old tradition dating back to the mystical rituals of the Mayans and Aztecs

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

4. Cocoa Tea

Cocoa Tea with Bulgarian Rose;

Cocoa Tea – Energy Boost;

Green Tea with Cocoa Beans;

Masala Chai with Cocoa Beans.

5. Cocoa

Raw Cocoa Beans;

Natural, Non-alkalized Cocoa powder.

A full description of the product portfolio can be found on the .

PRICES PRICES 

official website
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The Recommended Retail Prices (without VAT) and the brand’s portfolio are:

Chocolate bars with inclusions: 3.99€;

Plain Chocolate bars:  3.86€;

Specialty Chocolates/Gift Chocolates: 4.26€;

Hazelnut Spreads: 6.38€;

Sugar-Free Hazelnut Spread: 6.38€;

Cocoa Tea 100 gr.: 3.06€;

Drinking Chocolate:  6.92€;

Organic Chocolate bars: 3.99€.

Delivery terms: ex works Plovdiv, Bulgaria.

All new drawings for packaging are sketched by hand with a pencil on a sheet of a paper

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Our chocolates are unique with their design. First, all new drawings are sketched by hand

with a pencil on a sheet of a paper. The person responsible for this delicate work is a

famous Bulgarian artist, a close friend of the family. All drawings are inspired by nature and

are created individually for every new flavor.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES
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The chocolate and cocoa products of Casa Kakau are targeting women age 25-55; with an

active lifestyle; high education; working; living in cities. The brand reaches its prospects

with communication in social media, online and direct marketing, point of sale promotion,

sampling, and viral marketing. Casa Kakau can support international partners with

communication design, package adaptation, consulting, sampling, BTL activities, as well as

social media support.

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

MEDIA/AWARDSMEDIA/AWARDS

Casa Kakau is the most awarded Bulgarian chocolate brand with international

acknowledge from blind tasting and specialized food competitions in the UK, The

Netherlands, Denmark, Hungary and Bulgaria:

30 July 2019 Casa Kakau - Silver Medal "

;

12 June 2019 , Casa Kakau - Bronze Medal  2019;

12 June 2019 , Casa Kakau - second Bronze Medal “ ” 2019;

10 November 2018, Casa Kakau - three Gold Medals ;

European, Middle Eastern and African Bean-to-

bar Competition" 2019

“Academy of Chocolate London”

Academy of Chocolate London

“Interfood & Drink 2018”
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Casa Kakau is the most awarded Bulgarian chocolate brand

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

August 2018 Casa Kakau - Bronze Medal ;

March 2018, Casa Kakau was cited by the British newspaper - "The Independent" as one of

the world's most unique places to make chocolate. The full article you can .;

August 2017 Casa Kakau - Silver Medal “Eastern European Competition” 2017;

November 2017 - “Vegan Innovation Award” in Cologne, Germany;

November 2017 - Casa Kakau - Gold Medal .

"European Bean-to-Bar Competition 2018"

read here

“Interfood & Drink 2017”
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Photo Credit by Casa Kakau
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Soleo Bulgaria Ltd.

Contact person:Contact person: Ivan Ilchev, General Manager

E-mail:E-mail: casa.kakau@gmail.com

Website:Website: casakakau.com

Phone:Phone: +359 87 867 5780

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Bulgaria

Industries:Industries: Food

Casa Kakau

Website

Casa Kakau Facebook

Page

Casa Kakau

Instagram

click here
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EVAH® is a healthy mind in a healthy body. An ode to women that have

learnt to manage insecurities and emotions, channeling them towards

their biggest desires. Women who are proud of their uniqueness and

lives life to the fullest, being conscious that every experience or mistake

will bring them to find a new level of awareness. EVAH® maintains

herself beautiful, healthy and focused with a proper diet, full of nutrients

and vitamins because she knows the journey towards solid well-being

starting from the inside. Mother Nature’s most effective anti-aging

Superfoods like Açai, Turmeric, Acerola, Matcha, and a few others have

been carefully combined in unique, tasty and easy-to-use 100% organic

powdered-formulas that can be consumed anytime and

anywhere. Elixirs and Essentials have been created on specific

purposes, to let people enjoy a new way to slow down the ageing

process and improve the natural functioning of the body. Powerful

formulas enclosed in luxurious packaging that reminds the world of

cosmetics, to make everyone remember that nutrition comes first when

SECRET DOSSIER ON EVAH FOODS
NATURAL ANTI-AGING SUPERFOODS
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talking about health and beauty.
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

EVAH® foods is a brand-new ambitious project who have been launched in June 2021 by

, a young Italian entrepreneur with a passion for healthy food and a

sustainable lifestyle. After 10 years of working for the Fashion industry in the fast-paced

environment of Milan and several travels around the world she found herself realizing that,

despite the growing number of information about healthy nutrition that media have spread

in the last few years, most people is still not aware of what really “healthy” means.

She always believed in the power of Nature so she started this project as a mission, being

aware that the market nowadays is saturated with lots of industrial, catchy products, sold

as healthy even if they’re not, in order to make people feel happy to follow a trend not to

really live a healthy life. This is the reason behind the creation of EVAH® foods, born as an

all-around transparent and trustworthy brand, promoting the culture of both physical and

psychological well-being.

EVAH® believes in kindness and respect, as the brand only works with sustainable farmers

and organic certified suppliers. The brand encourages women’s empowerment and natural

beauty, trying to emphasize the normality of each human diversity and supporting

#selflove as an indispensable life hack.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

EVAH® foods | Maiko’s Kiss ElixirEVAH® foods | Maiko’s Kiss Elixir

Plenty of beneficial elements that act as a boost for the immunity system and helps

preserve the natural skin collagen, thanks to the mix of anti-oxidants and anti-free-radicals

given by the high amount of Vitamin C and fibers naturally present in the berries. This

formula also has the function of a great anti-inflammatory, which reinforces the antibodies

and prevent skin diseases.

• ANTI-OXIDANT  • VEGAN COLLAGEN  • IMMUNITY SYSTEM  • VITAMIN BOOST

Angela Aldrighettoni
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Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

Taste:Taste: Citrus and berries

Freeze-dried Organic powders:Freeze-dried Organic powders: Blueberry, Maqui berry, Rosehip, Goji berry, Orange peel,

Lemon peel

Size: Size: 150 g                                      

Recommended Retail Price (RRP): €29,90Recommended Retail Price (RRP): €29,90

EVAH® foods | Essentials Beetroot & AcerolaEVAH® foods | Essentials Beetroot & Acerola

A playful, pleasant formula that tastes like summer. Cherry-flavored and versatile, it could

be used to enrich almost any meal. Rich in antioxidants, vitamins and folate, this blend

helps support the brain health and improves exercise performance aside from making the

skin will look firmer and younger thanks to the Acerola, one of the most complete sources

of Vitamin C, that helps increase the natural production of collagen.

• ANTI-AGING  • VEGAN COLLAGEN  • ENERGY & FOCUS  • VITAMIN C 
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EVAH® foods Maiko's Kiss Elixir

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

Taste:Taste: Cherry

Freeze-dried Organic powders: Freeze-dried Organic powders: Premium Beetroot, Acerola cherry

Size: Size: 50 g                                        

RRP: €19,90RRP: €19,90

EVAH® foods | Essentials Matcha & KaleEVAH® foods | Essentials Matcha & Kale

Since centuries, the Japanese culture didn’t miss a chance to proclaim the miraculous anti-

ageing properties of Matcha tea. In fact, this effective ingredient is not only known for its
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anti-oxidant and detox power but, thanks to the gradual-released caffeine present in it, it

also acts better than coffee in supporting brain focus and concentration. The Kale

completes the formula with a double dose of Vitamin K, which helps enhance the memory

and maintaining the bones in good health.

EVAH® foods Maiko's Kiss Collection

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

• FOCUS  • ANTI-AGEING  • DETOX  • VITAMIN K 

Taste: Taste: Weedy

Organic powders: Organic powders: Matcha tea, Kale

SizeSize: 50 g                                        

RRP: €19,90RRP: €19,90
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EVAH® foods Essentials Matcha & Kale

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

EVAH® foods | Bahama Mama ElixirEVAH® foods | Bahama Mama Elixir

A splash into the tropical landscapes of the Caribbean Islands. The Vitamins (A, C, B6) and

the Omega-3 contained in the ingredients of the formula act as a powerful and natural anti-

ageing, specifically studied for giving to the skin all the nutrients it needs to maintain the

glow, hydration and firmness. The blend also helps to strengthen nails and hair as well as

improving bone and teeth health.

Taste: Taste: Tropical

Freeze-dried Organic powders:Freeze-dried Organic powders: Coconut milk, Baobab, Turmeric, Pumpkin, Carrot, Brown

flaxseeds

• SKIN GLOW  • NAIL & HAIR  • HYDRATING  • ANTI-AGING
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Size:Size: 150 g               

RRP: €29,90RRP: €29,90

EVAH® foods Bahama Mama Elixir

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

EVAH® foods | Essentials Açai & BlueberryEVAH® foods | Essentials Açai & Blueberry

The Açai berry has always been considered by the ancient tribes of Amazonia as a

miraculous Superfood. Together with the precious benefits of Blueberry the blend, rich in

antioxidants, Vitamins (A, C, B, E) and flavonoids, turns into a great support for the skin

beauty (acting as a powerful anti-ageing) and its function as a strong help in boosting

the immunity system, too.  

• ANTI-AGING  • DETOX  • ANTI FREE-RADICALS  • IMMUNITY BOOST 

Taste: Taste: Wild berries
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Freeze-dried Organic powders: Freeze-dried Organic powders: Açai, Blueberry

Size:Size: 50 g

RRP: €19,90RRP: €19,90

EVAH® foods Essentials Açai & Blueberry

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

EVAH® foods | Essentials EVAH® foods | Essentials Turmeric & CinnamonTurmeric & Cinnamon

Spiced and warm, the taste of the Turmeric is unmistakable but it is also one of the few

Superfoods with the strongest beneficial properties. Thanks to curcumin, a powerful anti-

inflammatory and antioxidant, this blend acts as an effective anti-ageing, detoxifying the

body and delaying age-related chronic diseases. It’s particularly useful in improving bowel

functions and as a tonic to ease stress-related issues (especially tiredness and depression).

Moreover, if consumed daily, it helps visibly reducing skin dryness and inflammations like

acne, eczema, rashes.

• ANTI-INFLAMMATORY  • IMPROVE DIGESTION  • ANTI-AGEING  • SKIN HEALTH
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Taste:Taste: Golden milk

Freeze-dried Organic powders: Freeze-dried Organic powders: Germ-reduced Turmeric, Cinnamon

Size: Size: 50 g                                        

RRP: €19,90RRP: €19,90

EVAH® foods Essentials Turmeric & Cinnamon Amazing Golden Milk

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

EVAH® foods | Elixir Sands of Nairobi | Body & Mind EnergyEVAH® foods | Elixir Sands of Nairobi | Body & Mind Energy

A trip down memory lane, a reminder of the blissful smell of chocolate permeating through

the whole house while grandmother was baking favourite cookies. Close ones eyes and

allow oneself a moment to experience that sensation. The exotic notes of Cinnamon add a

spicy touch to the blend, in contrast with the enveloping warmth of Cocoa,

while Banana and Lucuma enrich the mix with an exotic sweetness. With the addition

of Maca and Guarana, the Sands of Nairobi Elixir guarantees one a slowly-assimilated

natural energy intake during the day, reducing hunger pangs and stimulating the
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metabolism.

Highly nutritive;

Improves brain function and memory;

Slowly assimilated energy intake;

Stimulates metabolism;

Reduces fatigue and depression;

Blood sugars control;

Helps decrease insulin resistance.

Taste: Taste: Spiced Cocoa

Size:Size: 150 gr

RRP: €29,90RRP: €29,90

EVAH® foods | Essentials Pea & Hemp Protein | Body & Mind EnergyEVAH® foods | Essentials Pea & Hemp Protein | Body & Mind Energy

A journey that starts in the pea plantations of Europe and ends in the busy hemp

cultivations of South America, with the light of a sunset reflecting on the valley. Since a

long time ago, Hemp is one of the most exploited products in the world thanks to its quite

endless purposes as well as it's considered a complete protein as it contains all the nine

essential aminoacids the body needs to function properly, like Pea. Both of them, in fact,

help the muscles building mass and recovery quickly while, when consumed during meals,

keeps one full for longer. The Pea, compared to other vegan protein, is the most easily

assimilable and is rich in minerals and antioxidants.

Size: Size: 50 gr

Freeze-dried Organic powders: Freeze-dried Organic powders: Pea protein powder, EU Hemp protein powder

RRP: €19,90RRP: €19,90

EVAH® foods Essentials Maca & Lucuma | Body & Mind EnergyEVAH® foods Essentials Maca & Lucuma | Body & Mind Energy
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EVAH® foods Sands of Nairobi Collection has been specially designed to provide all body and mind with the

necessary nutrition&energy

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

An aroma that takes down to earth, to the origins of life. The strong and earthy flavor

of Maca root is softened by the sweetness of the delicate Lucuma. The Maca is a well

known powerful tonic with many properties which helps reducing anxiety, gives memory

support and increase libido. When mixed together they represent a vital charge of pure

energy and a natural mood booster for the days when one needs it most.

Size:Size: 50 gr

Freeze-dried Organic powders:Freeze-dried Organic powders: Yellow Maca powder, Lucuma powder

RRP: €19,90RRP: €19,90

How to use Essentials/Elixirs:How to use Essentials/Elixirs: 1- 2 tsp a day dissolved in a smoothie, juices, yoghurt, or any

other recipe cooked or raw depending on customer's taste. EVAH® foods encourage them

to try mixing different Essentials and Elixirs together, to find the best combination. All

EVAH's recipes with every product and tips on healthy and delicious everyday dishes
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could be found at . 

EVAH®'s Essentials can be used by anyone in any variation of wonderful healthy breakfasts and unique recipes

that delight the eye and stomach

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The name is in honor of the very first woman, Eve (Eva, in the Italian language), and to the

mythical origins of mankind. Naturalness, strength, perseverance are only a few

characteristics commonly associated with her figure but they are the ones the owner

wanted the brand to be recognized for.

The call to naturalness is clearly associated with the product origins, which is the brand's

obsession. Every ingredient, in fact, is Certified Organic and comes from sustainable

cultivations. The brand selects only the best raw materials, dehydrated using the most

delicate and effective processes, to be sure the blend maintains a higher concentration of

nutritional properties.

The strength comes with the image of the brand. Clean lines, unusual and elegant colors

and classy details make EVAH® foods standing out from the crowd of the common Vegan-

EVAH's Kitchen
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associated products. With the choice of different packaging, the brand wanted to associate

the image of cosmetic products to food supplements, playing on the concept of  “make-up

for one's health”.

Last but not least, perseverance. As brand's mission is to be recognized as a unique,

socially active brand with a strong personality, which is aimed to teach and guide

customers on the way to a healthier and self-caring life.

The product offer is divided into collections with specific purposes, design and concepts:

Maiko’s kiss (Immunity system boosting), inspired by the ancient self-care culture of

Japan;

Bahama Mama (Skin and hair beauty), inspired by the natural beauty of Tropical Island’s

inhabitants;

Sands of Nairobi (Energy for body and mind), inspired by the boundless landscapes of

Africa as the origins of life.

All the above collections might be purchased both as a single product or in trial boxes

which includes the 3 related products (1 Elixir + 2 Essentials).

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

As an online business, the brand is first focusing on marketing strategy on brand

awareness, in order to enhance visibility and make the brand recognizable. The

brand has started conducting promotional activities on social media and, in the short term,

 will start an influencer campaign cooperating with some feminine professionals in the

vegan/healthy lifestyle different branches (dietitians, coaches, cooks, fitness models).

Every once in a while, EVAH® has planned to work on creating and promoting partnerships

with other brands or professionals (ex. In October 2021 EVAH® will launch the brand's own

customized box of vegan chocolate bonbons with Mariana Luchanok, owner of Fondente

Chocolate (Instagram @fondente.chocolate).
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EVAH® foods Bahama Mama Collection

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

EVAH® also runs  on the brand's website which is currently divided into the following

macro-topics:

Kitchen (healthy recipes, cooking tricks, information about Superfoods);

Mind (psychology and tips for a healthy mind);

Lifestyle (modern woman’s healthy lifestyle).

To be precise, EVAH® can resume the marketing strategy in:

a blog
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All anti-aging EVAH®'s superfood is based on 100% natural & organic freeze-dried powders

Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

Interactive posts on Instagram and other social media;

Digital wellness and lifestyle blog articles;

Influencer marketing and social media marketing;

LIMITED EDITION collaborations with other brands/professionals (for cross-selling).

AmbassadorsAmbassadors

Despite the efforts to be physically present globally, EVAH® is currently focused on online

activities in order to push customers to buy the brand's products through their own

, but the long-term goal of the brand is oriented to being physically present in

selected high-end online and retail stores.

website
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Photo Credit by EVAH® foods

Born with a strong concept and thanks to its classy image, EVAH® foods is perfectly

suitable for department store’s corners and could be considered as a smart idea to be

promoted in gift-related store areas, especially in certain times of the year (Christmas,

Mother’s Day, Woman’s Day…).

With regard to the positioning, during these first steps, EVAH® prefers to concentrate

EVAH® foods efforts on the European market (east and west) but EVAH® doesn’t exclude

to consider any niche market on the basis of real interest and on real data confirming the

market availability.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images by the  

You can download campaign pictures by the 

You can download the collections presentaion by the 

You can download logistics and prices by the 

link

link

link

link
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Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS   QUESTIONS   

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: EVAH FOODS

Contact person:Contact person: Angela Aldrighettoni, the Founder

E-mail:E-mail: hello@evahfoods.com

Website:Website: evahfoods.com

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2020

Regions:Regions: Italy, Netherlands, United Kingdom

Industries:Industries: Food, Skincare

Website Evah Foods

Instagram Evah Foods

Facebook Evah Foods

Pinterest Evah Foods

2021 09 Prices & Logistic information for

Spinoff

EVAH FOODS _ Collections info

click here
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The company BIOLOGY OF TASTE LLC is a manufacturer of healthy fruit

and fruit-nut ROLIPOLI snacks. At the moment, the company produces 6

basic unique tastes of bars and does not stop there, constantly

experimenting. ROLIPOLI are suitable for everyone, allowing to keep

fit and manage weight, helping to comply with beauty and slimness.

Low-calorie bars are also rich in fiber, necessary for intestinal motility, so

sportsmen can safely consume bars during a weight loss

program to monitor their weight. Moreover, the snacks

positively impact on health, improving well-being. Filled with vitamins

and minerals, ROLIPOLI bars increase the level of haemoglobin in the

blood and saturate it with oxygen. All the ingredients have a low

glycemic index and could be consumed by people sick on diabetics. In

addition, the bars are nutritious and can be used as a healthy snack for

those who need energy for a day. 

SECRET DOSSIER ON ROLIPOLI
NATURAL BARS
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THE HISTORYTHE HISTORY

ROLIPOLI is a healthy snack brand founded by Artem Kotenko. It became widely known for

its natural bars with amazing taste and vivid design. The name “ROLIPOLI” has Russian

roots, it is the name of a toy for children that never falls when children push it, ROLIPOLI

always continues.

Artem loves sport and competitions. The idea of a healthy product came to him when the

entrepreneur was preparing for a triathlon. He was learning long-distance swimming.

Artem Kotenko Founder of ROLIPOLI healthy snack bars

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

IDEAIDEA

“All the time after the training my body needed to eat something yet I wanted something

healthy that I can eat immediately. Of course, I am not going to do a world record in

triathlon. But my family and I just aim to eat well, stay healthy and sporty as long as

possible! That is the reason why we were trying to find natural products for our nutrition

after an intense sports session. I tried a lot of different kinds of snacks. But it was difficult to

find something really tasty and healthy. That is why I decided to create my own products.
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My grandparents were living in Povolzhie, Central Russia. Thanks to the rich soil of this

territory the fruits and the vegetables have special quality and taste there. I didn’t have any

lack of nutrients as my grandparents have had a garden full of fruits and berries. Basically, I

chose almost all the ingredients which I saw in my grandfather’s garden: apples, cherries,

pears, raspberries, black currants and strawberries.

All ROLIPOLI snacks consist of a base of pears or apples and are 100% natural: without

added sugars, dairy or flavoring. My family, parents and friends were the first to try all

tastes. Their feedbacks were really positive. Especially the children were delightful. So I

decided to launch the production of bars. Any person will find the best taste for him or her

among six flavors.

As for me, I’m enjoying ROLIPOLI bars after training sessions now. Hmmm very juicy!”

The Founder Artem Kotenko

OUR MISSIONOUR MISSION

Creation a new generation of healthy delicious snacks & food is the main company's

mission.

Each year the number of people who takes care of their health and the health of their

families is significantly growing. They have an active way of life: working and learning,

doing sports activities, travelling and discovering the world. Their time is a big value for

them. They just want fully to enjoy the taste of life. And we created for the new generation

of healthy delicious snacks & food. Which easy to take and use wherever you are.

ROLI POLI bars are already sold at 800 retail outlets in Russia and Kazakhstan. The brand

is also ready to conquer the global market and is looking for reliable global distributors.

The manufacturer takes care of the content, thus, products are gluten, peanuts and flavors

free and not cause any allergic reactions. Each ROLIPOLI bar is developed according to a

special freeze-dried technology, therefore it is absolutely 100% natural and only fruits,

berries and nuts are contained. It has neither coloring, sugar nor lactose, as well as free

from GMO, soy or eggs.
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ROLIPOLI healthy snacks contain only natural ingredients such as fruits, nuts and berries, thus filled with vitamins

and minerals

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

Already 100 000 customers tried ROPL POLI bars in 2019!Already 100 000 customers tried ROPL POLI bars in 2019!

All ROLIPOLI bars products are:

100% natural - no flavoring, no coloring;

0% sugar added;

Gluten-free & lactose-free;

Free from GMO, soy or eggs;

Freeze-dried technology.

OUR VALUES. QUALITY. CARE. NATURALITY.OUR VALUES. QUALITY. CARE. NATURALITY.
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ROLIPOLI cares of the customers and values the safety and quality of snacksROLIPOLI cares of the customers and values the safety and quality of snacks

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLIPhoto Credit by ROLIPOLI

The philosophy of brand ROLIPOLI is to create balanced snacks. Safety and plant-based

ingredients full of the nutrients and vitamins, really appetizing and no extra additions

(sugar- free, gluten-free, lactose-free, preservatives free, flavoring free). Such taste gives a

combination of freeze-dried fruits and berries. Thanks to freeze-drying technology fruits

and berries are dehydrated in a vacuum without any high-temperature treatments. As the

result their tastes, aromas, shapes and textures remain almost original.

PREMIUM QUALITYPREMIUM QUALITY

All stages of production are under control.

LOTS OF CARELOTS OF CARE

Bars are full of the nutrients and vitamins, really appetizing and have no extra additions.

100% NATURALITY100% NATURALITY
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Pear, orange&chia as well as apple, almond, strawberry&chia bars are for sweet tastes lovers

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

Only plant-based ingredients;

Low humidity character of product & lightproof vacuum package allows to keep in store

for 9 months;

Food flavoring-free: freeze-dried technology saves delicious tastes, aromas, shapes,

textures of fruits and berries.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

ROLIPOLI bars have six flavors with two bases: apple almond & pear. These bases make

ROLIPOLI bars healthier: Compared to classical bars, most of which are based on dates,

the glycemic index of ROLIPOLI is much lower. This means that products could be

consumed by people sick in diabetes. Although the diagnoses are different, and the

company is still conducting research in this direction, so it is necessary to take into account

the type of the disease. But after the first tests, after consuming ROLIPOLI by people with

high blood sugar level, it came up that there was no additional increase in sugar level.
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Different combinations of freeze-dried fruits provide bars with amazing tastes and flavor

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

The bases of ROLIPOLI bars have these health properties:    

Apple improves digestion, restores metabolism, helps renewal the youth.                          

Almond improves performance & mental activity. 

Pear increases the defences of the body, reduces stress levels, and is a natural anti-

depressant.

Different combinations of freeze-dried fruits create bars with amazing tastes and flavor.

The texture of the bars is soft and juicy. So you can’t stop only with one bar. Bars are

packed in individual packages. The weight of a bar is 35 g.

ROLIPOLIROLIPOLI bars distributor prices (ex-works)/recommended retail prices (without VAT) for

Europe from left to right:

ROLIPOLI “Apple - almond - black currant - chia” €0,72/€1,44;

ROLIPOLI “Apple - almond - strawberry - chia” €0,72/€1,44;

ROLIPOLI “Appel - almond - cherry - chia” €0,72/€1,44;

ROLIPOLI “Pear - raspberry - chia”  €0,72/€1,44;
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ROLIPOLI “Pear - orange - chia” €0,72/€1,44;

ROLIPOLI “Pear - cranberry - chia” €0,72/€1,44.

Сolorful designs of ROLIPOLI make the bars visible on the shelf among other products

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The success of ROLIPOLI comes not only from healthy ingredients but also from the

attractive package. ROLIPOLI is characterized by eye-catching, colorful designs which

make the bars visible on the shelf among other products. The composition looks original

and fresh. Black & white retro style doesn’t take all attention. As the main role belongs to

fruits demonstrating the tastes of ROLIPOLI bars: orange, strawberry, raspberry, cranberry,

black currant, cherry.

MEDIAMEDIA

As most of ROLIPOLI consumers and main target group loves sport and an active way of

life, the company supports sports events in Russia such as triathlon, swimming, yoga and

dances. ROLIPOLI partners with Titan Thriatlon, SwimRocket, Bounce Dance, Veter, World

Running Federation and many others. The brand raises the customer's awareness using
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their resources of partners to get widely known.

ROLIPOLI entered the TOP 10 of the best brands of Russia with a revenue estimate of 5.9 million rubles in 2019

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

The brand actively cooperates with influencers who are experts in nutrition and sport,

vegans, mothers and often supplies them with gifts and free presents.

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

ROLIPOLI creates an alternative for people who love healthy snacks and aim to keep their

health, weight and mood in perfect condition with healthy food. People, who say no to

refined sugars, preservatives, additives, flavorings. ROLIPOLI believes that the popular

trend of healthy food and snacks will continue to gin importance. After trying ROLIPOLI

bars they become not only a spontaneous choice but a conscious choice in daily life.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download all product images by the link
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ROLIPOLI supports different local sports events such as triathlon, swimming, yoga and dances

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

You can download the presentation by the 

You can download the price list for distributors by the 

link

link
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ROLIPOLI collaborates with influencers and always treats with healthy snacks

Photo Credit by ROLIPOLI

You can download the Declaration of Conformity for ROLIPOLI Bars by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and answers from

ROLIPOLI by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: BIOLOGY OF TASTE LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Artem Kotenko

E-mail:E-mail: hi@rolipoli.ru

Website:Website: rolipoli.ru

Phone:Phone: + 8 963 685-14-17

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Russia

Industries:Industries: Food

ROLI POLI Official page

PARTNERSHIP PRESENTATION ROLIPOLI

ENG

Declaration of Conformity for ROLIPOLI Bars

RU

ROLIPOLI price list for distributors

click here
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Velnfood Company is widely represented in the Russian Federation and

Ukraine. It creates dietary products, as well as nutrition for diabetics and

athletes in a very wide range. Currently, there are more than 120

products in the company's portfolio. The customers are people who

decide to monitor their health and nutrition, actively engage in sports, as

well as those who control blood sugar. It is important for Velnfood

Company that a person who has chosen a new lifestyle for himself does

not feel discomfort when changing a diet. Regardless of the reasons, the

company wants to maintain the familiar taste of products and variety in

the diet. All products that it produces are high-quality, healthy, have a

low glycemic index, and a natural composition.

SECRET DOSSIER ON VELNFOOD
COMPANY WHOLESOME DELICIOUS

DIETRY FOOD
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FIT&SWEET for those who decided to monitor their health and nutrition without compromising on taste

Photo Credit by Velnfood Company

BRAND STORYBRAND STORY

This is an interesting story. The company Velnfood is the first company in Russia to start

creating dietary confectionery products. The company was founded by two brothers, in

August 2014 in Moscow, two months before the start of the great economic crisis in the

Russian Federation. They not only managed to survive but even make a profit in the first

calendar year. That is why the founders are inclined to believe that difficult times have

tempered them, added determination and once again determination, and now they are

moving forward no matter what.

The first six months they worked without a brand, did not even have a logo. The

founders owe the original name to their mother, it was she who came up with the brand

“FITANDSWEET”. Under it, the company now produces confectionery in Russia. And in

August 2019, it was decided to open its own production in Ukraine, Kiev. Nowadays,

products under the Veln brand are successfully manufactured there. The history of the

company continues, so this is an unfinished chapter.
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A rich assortment of marshmallows, jams and marmalade is suitable for all low-carb diets

Photo Credit by Velnfood Company

THE IDEA THE IDEA 

Everything is simple here. One of the founders of the company, co-owner and CEO, is a

personal trainer with 15 years of experience. For many years he worked in clinics of

aesthetic medicine and weight loss. For several years he worked as a masseur. He didn’t

even have to come up with the first product, but he knew what it was supposed to be. It

was necessary to figure out how to make it.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

At the moment, the company owns a fairly large range of products such as briefly

perishable and perishable products. The long-perishable products include the following

assortment of meringues, waffles, jams, marmalade, candy, muesli, cookies, gingerbread

cookies, crackers, marshmallows. Each of them has three or more varieties of flavors with a

shelf life of 60, 90, 180, 360 days. The perishable product category includes the following

assortment of cheese, curds, sauces, puddings, rolls, cake, pies, muffins bread with a shelf

life of 3 to 7 days.
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Dietary artworks amaze with their natural flavores of banana & strawberries, vanilla & raspberry and lime

Photo Credit by Velnfood Company

There 4 best sellers in the confectionery category with long shelf life:

Banana&strawberry-flavored Marshmallow;

Vanilla&raspberry-flavored Marshmallows;

Lime-flavored Marshmallows;

Fruit Chewing Marmalade.

These products do not contain sugar and are made on the basis of oligofructose (from

chicory), therefore they have only poorly digestible carbohydrates and fiber, and also do

not contain fats. They have a preriotic effect. Suitable for all low-carb diets and have a

great taste.

Some Fitandsweet products Recommended Retail Price without VAT (EUR): 

sweethearts fruit chewing marmalade - 2,72;

marshmallows banana&strawberry - 2,08;

marshmallows vanilla&raspberries - 2,08;

marshmallows lime - 2,08.
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These prices can be adjusted in accordance with the needs of each individual market after

in-depth analysis. 

Minimalism in packaging is created to maximize the content

Photo Credit by Velnfood Company

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

"Fitandsweet" is the brand name that reflects the concept for confectionery products but

that have benefits regarding health and fitness. Under the brand name “VELN” the

company produces unsweetened products. The packaging design is created to maximize

the content. Thus the product packaging looks great on the shelves, relative to

competitors.

MARKETING& SALESMARKETING& SALES

Now about the business. The company's customers are primarily partner stores. It

cooperates with a large number of stores in many cities in the Russian Federation and

Ukraine. The partners are chain stores, sports nutrition stores, fitness bars in sports clubs,
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diabetic stores, as well as specialized stores selling diet food. The company ensures that

deliveries are made on time, clearly and without errors every day.

Velnfood became a Producer of Healthy Nutrition Products of the Year

Photo Credit by Velnfood Company

MEDIA&AWARDSMEDIA&AWARDS

In 2017, Fitandsweet in Russia became the winner of the Healthy Nutrition Award in the

category “The Best Company - a Producer of Healthy Nutrition Products”. However, the

biggest reward for the company remains good customer reviews.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download the images of all assortment by the 

You can download the price list by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

link

link
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QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution

in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and VELN answers by

the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel free

to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file since it

is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Velnfood Company

Contact person:Contact person: Andrey Tretiakov

E-mail:E-mail: fitsweet@inbox.ru

Website:Website: fitandsweet.ru

Phone:Phone: +8-926-868-86-80

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2014

Regions:Regions: Russia, Ukraine

Industries:Industries: Food

FitandSweet webpage

Price List FitandSweet 2020

click here
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The line has started with an Italian recipe for home-made ice cream. The

company Corte Diletto leads this extravaganza of taste. Together with

two brands of premium ice cream Arcobaleno and Coppa della Maga,

the company is also a producer of non-frozen healthy truffles with

unique flavours under the brand name Nouri that comes from 'nourish’

and alludes to the concept of filling your body with the best nutritional

food. Health and indulgence are the two core values of the brand. There

is a large portfolio of ice cream flavours like the classic Vanilla,

Chocolate and Pistachio, Cherry, Coconut etc. but also some really

unique flavours like Grapefruit & Bergamot, Yogurt & Rose petals or the

Sesame & Honey. Corte Diletto makes sure to use only high-quality and

healthiest products, that's why all Coppa della Maga line is 100% natural,

do not contain artificial ingredients, colourings, hydrogenated fats,

sugar, gluten, GMO, soy or eggs.

A PREMIUM HOME-STYLE ICE CREAM
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Arcobaleno Premium GelatoArcobaleno Premium Gelato

The brand was inspired by the top gelato made in Italy, prepared from the highest quality

ingredients, created to deliver maximum indulgence.  Because of its large portfolio of over

30 flavours, its was named Arcobaleno meaning in Italian ‘rainbow’. The multitude of

colours and flavours reminds indeed of the endless colour palette of this natural

phenomenon and the joy it brings to kids and adults alike.

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

After its tremendous success in the professional channels (i.e. hotels, restaurants and

cafeterias), in 2019 Arcobaleno has launched its top sellers in retail packs of 500 ml, as

well as 3 flavours of ice cream cakes.

THE STORYTHE STORY

The company has been specializing in manufacturing high-quality ice cream with top

ingredients from around the world like pistachio from Sicily, cocoa from Peru, Alphonso

mango and milk from local Bulgarian farms.

Conceived to deliver maximum pleasure, the brand has partnered with top restaurants,

hotels and gelaterias and is now also available in the retail channel. It is actually crucial to
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taste this ice cream, as words cannot do justice to its superb taste!

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

Arcobaleno's premium ice creams, sorbets and ice cream cakes are:

With milk and butter;

No gydroganated fats;

No preservatives;

No artificial colourings;

Suitable for vegetarians and vegans (sorbets).

Recommended Retail Prices (without VAT) and the brand’s portfolio are:Recommended Retail Prices (without VAT) and the brand’s portfolio are:

Stracciatella (Cream & Chocolate) 500 ml - 3.13 EUR;

Double Chocolate 500 ml - 3.13 EUR;

Toffee Cookies 500 ml - 3.13 EUR;

Raspberry Sorbet (lactose-free) 500 ml - 3.55 EUR;
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French Vanilla  Ice Cream Cake with Figs Ice Cream Cakes 4 x 125gr - 5.90 EUR;

Belgian Chocolate Ice Cream Cake with Roasted Hazelnuts 4 x 125gr - 5.90 EUR;

Limoncella  Ice Cream Cake 4 x 125gr - 5.90 EUR.

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

The shelf life of sorbet and cakes is 12 months. The shelf life of ice cream is 18

months. Delivery terms: ex works Sofia, Bulgaria. 

Furthermore, all of the below flavours, as well as bespoke ones, are available as per the

client’s request in any tub size:

Cream - Fior di latte;

Chocolate;

Strawberry;

Bourbon vanilla;

Tiramisu;

Double chocolate;

Mango & Passion Fruit;

Amarena Cherry;

Yoghurt;

Mint stracciatella;

Crispy caramel;

Stracciatella;

Hazelnut;

Raspberry Sorbet;

Monster Cookies (Bubble gum);

Chocolate fondant;

Winter cookies;

Ricotta;

Coffee;

Black Sesame;
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Miso;

Sicilian Pistachio;

Mango Sorbet;

Matcha Green Tea;

Gianduja;

Peru Dark Chocolate (72%).

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The beautiful bright tubs of Arcobaleno stand out on the shelf with its artistic and

distinctive design.

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES
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The brand is committed to supporting any new market with promotions and marketing

activities, mutually agreed between the parties. It may include in-store promotions,

advertising or BTL activities, as well as social media support. Please visit 

Coppa della Maga Premium and Healthy Ice creamCoppa della Maga Premium and Healthy Ice cream

Coppa della Maga is a healthy and award-winning ice cream, offered in 2 ranges: milk-

based and vegan (with coconut milk). The concept behind Coppa della Maga is to unify

health & pleasure. The ice cream has a soft, light and buttery texture while having no

sugar, gluten or artificial ingredients.

Coppa della Maga product range

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

All Coppa della Maga products are:

100% natural - no artificial ingredients, colouring or hydrogenated fats;

No sugar added;

Gluten-free;

Free from GMO, soy or eggs.

Arcobaleno

Instagram Page.
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THE STORYTHE STORY

When thinking about good ice cream, our minds immediately went to Italy and the

memories of enjoying authentic gelato. With this in mind, when creating Coppa della Maga

the founder started with an Italian recipe for homemade ice cream. A traditional recipe

used long before the invention of ice cream machines. For the production of the

homemade alike ice cream, the manufacturer set about whisking the fresh milk, cream and

butter (the longer, the better) and added in fruit, nuts, cocoa and sometimes citrus oils or

other fragrant ingredients.

Cinderella doesn't care about midnight while enjoying a cup of Coppa della Maga

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

Still, something in the classic recipe startled the creator and that was SUGAR. Every month,

more and more research shows that sugar is the cause of a series of health problems. The

company found it outrageous that products claiming to be healthy or high quality have

such a high content of sugar. That is why, the company decided no matter what, Coppa

della Maga ice cream will be sugar-free! Instead, it will be sweetened with natural
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sweeteners. Whilst the experts told it isn’t possible as traditionally sugar is used to help

give ice cream its smooth texture, with the memory of Italy in minds, thу company set out

to prove them wrong.

That is how this long journey began. After countless trials using traditional recipes, tasting

of huge amounts of ice cream, talking to world experts in nutrition and food

technologists, today, Corte Diletto proudly presents Coppa della Maga, a very

delicious 100% natural, gluten-free and sugar-free ice cream. The experience was so

inspiring, even though they were told it was impossible, they did it none-the-less and

ended up with magic. That is why the brand got its name as Coppa della Maga which in

Italian means “The Bowl Of the Magician”.

Coppa della Maga fairy tales are magical, fascinating stories where everything is possible

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

Coppa della Maga has a large portfolio of flavours like the popular Classic Vanilla, Double

Chocolate and Pistachio but also some really unique flavours like Grapefruit & Bergamot,

Yogurt & Rose petals or the Sesame & Honey. Furthermore, the brand has also launched

its vegan range (lactose-free, with coconut milk instead of cow milk) and their first product

Matcha Green Tea flavour that became the brand’s third Innovation distinction together

with Coconut & Strawberry Sorbet and Chocolate and Goji Berries. The products are
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available in tubs in 500ml (family pack) and 125ml (individual portions). Coppa Della Maga

main flavours are:

Classic Vanilla;

Double Chocolate;

Cherry & Cream;

Pistachio;

Crunchy Nougat;

Coconut Flakes;

Grapefruit & Bergamot;

Yogurt & Rose petals;

Crispy Caramel;

Strawberry;

Sesame & Honey;

Amaretto.

Recommended Retail Prices (without VAT) and the brand’s portfolio are:Recommended Retail Prices (without VAT) and the brand’s portfolio are:

COPPA DELLA MAGA (500ml) All flavours - 4.99 EUR;

COPPA DELLA MAGA (500ml) VEGAN All flavours - 5.94 EUR;

COPPA DELLA MAGA (125ml) All flavours - 2.08 EUR;

COPPA DELLA MAGA (125ml) VEGAN - 2.49 EUR.

The shelf life of all products is 24 months. Delivery terms: ex works Sofia, Bulgaria.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Coppa della Maga has a distinctive, beautiful design, that is been recognized by people,

who appreciate art, design and fine food. The brand has been selected by Rolls Royce

Enthusiasts Club as a partner brand in 2016, as well as involved

in multiple collaborations, top events like London Fashion Week, Saatchi Gallery and other

health events and art exhibitions. Having a strong relationship with the world of art and

luxury, to further develop and reinforce the top positioning of the brand, Coppa della Maga

has a series of collaborations with artists, that have developed Coppa della Maga porcelain

and sliver fine art pieces, that are in the same time functional object for enjoying the ice

cream.
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MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The brand is committed to supporting any new market with promotions and marketing

activities, mutually agreed between the parties. It may include in-store promotions,

advertising or BTL activities, as well as social media support. 

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

The products from Coppa della Maga line have been selected by SIAL Innovation Selection in Paris

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

Recently, the company has launched the vegan line which is lactose free, with coconut milk

instead of cow milk and the first product has been selected by SIAL Innovation Selection SIAL Innovation Selection in

Paris, while the Matcha Green Tea flavour has been distinguished as one of the most

innovative products at ANUGA in Germany, which would be the brand’s third Innovation

distinction.

Nouri truffles ‘Nourish your body, indulge your soul!’Nouri truffles ‘Nourish your body, indulge your soul!’
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The porcelain and sliver fine art functional pieces created in a collaboration with top artists allow enjoying Coppa

della Maga

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

Nouri is a new brand of healthy, all-natural truffles. They are vegan, sugar- and gluten-free

while tasting really indulgent (no dates or fruits taste!). The brand’s slogan 'nourish your

body, indulge your soul' pretty much sums up the company’s ethos which surrounds the

belief that we should all be able to eat delicious and indulgent foods whilst simultaneously

giving the body all the nourishment it needs. Nouri brings both health and indulgence. 

THE STORYTHE STORY

The brand was inspired by the idea that healthy snacks should be equally as delicious as

every other snack and treat out there. The creators found that many healthy sweets taste

very similar (concentrated with dates and other dry fruits) and leave

connoisseurs searching for something more satisfying with a proper sense of indulgence.

That's why Nouri creators decided that the number one focus will be taste!
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Corte Diletto ice cream manufacturing

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

The creation of Nouri started when the team realized, that there is a gap in the market for a

truly indulgent treat made without the inclusion of any added sugars or sugar alternatives.

The Chocolate & Hazelnuts flavour is frequently compared to healthy Ferrero Rocher

which really puts a smile on creators' faces. Turmeric & Cardamom is a new addition to the

amazing Nouri world.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

There are 4 distinctive flavours, made of 4 completely different bases: a chocolate one

(Chocolate & Hazelnuts), a coconut one (Coconut & Chia), Matcha green tea (matcha and

cashew nuts) and the newest launch Turmeric & Cardamom (chickpeas base with

superfoods). Furthermore, after the successful launch of the brand, there has been

introduced a luxury gift box of 16 truffles, that is still quite unique at many markets, being a

rare option for a luxurious and healthy gift.
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Nouri healthy truffles are created to 'nourish your body, indulge your soul'

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

Recommended Retail Prices (without VAT) and the brand’s portfolio are:Recommended Retail Prices (without VAT) and the brand’s portfolio are:

Chocolate and Hazelnuts (pack of 3 in foil) - 1.22 EUR;

Matcha Green Tea (pack of 3 in a box) - EUR;

Coconut and Chia (pack of 10) - 2.42 EUR;

Turmeric and Cardamom (pack of 10) NEW - 4.78 EUR;

Matcha Green Tea (pack of 10) - 6.97 EUR;

Luxury box of 16 - 16,42 EUR;

Chocolate & Hazelnuts (box of 100) - 41.75.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN
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Nouti is a truly indulgent treat made without the inclusion of any added sugars or sugar alternatives

Photo credit: Corte Diletto
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Nouri gift box of 16 truffles is a rare option for a luxurious and healthy gift

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

Nouri brings together 2 worlds: the one of healthy eating and the other of luxurious treats.

The word ‘nouri’ coming from ‘nourish’ alludes to the concept of filling your body with the
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best nutritional food, while the luxurious package is a sign of the high positioning of the

brand. 

Nouri Coconut and Chia

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The brand is committed to supporting any new market with promotions and marketing

activities, mutually agreed between the parties. It may include in-store promotions,

advertising or BTL activities, as well as social media support.

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

Only a few months after its launch, the market response for Nouri was overwhelming. The

brand has quickly expanded internationally, has been awarded the prestigious SIALSIAL

Innovation Selection 2018 Innovation Selection 2018 in Paris and can be found in the minibars of some of the top

hotels in the world, alongside other popular treats.
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In Press

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

Any tea ceremony becomes a celebration with Nouri healthy truffles

Photo credit: Corte Diletto
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Corte Diletto Ltd.

Contact person:Contact person: Kalina Halatcheva

E-mail:E-mail: info@cortediletto.co.uk

Website:Website: cortediletto.com

Phone:Phone: +44 75 02 616 998

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2013

Regions:Regions: Bulgaria, Italy, United Kingdom

Industries:Industries: Food

Coppa Della Maga Official

Coppa Della Maga Official Instagram

Coppa Della Maga Official Facebook

Affect Media - Created Media Campaign Coppa della

Maga

Nouri Official

Nouri Instagram

Arcobaleno Official

Arcobaleno Instagram

Matcha Green Tea the most innovative product at ANUGA

pic

click here
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Casa Kakau is a family-owned, craft bean-to-bar chocolate maker that

can offer a larger portfolio of Vegan, Gluten-Free, Sugar-Free, LecithinVegan, Gluten-Free, Sugar-Free, Lecithin

Free, Palm Oil Free, Single Origin and Organic Free, Palm Oil Free, Single Origin and Organic products. Casa

Kakau uses only natural ingredients, such as raw cocoa beans, nuts and

dried fruits to live up to its slogan – Natural & Pure. This strict dedication

to quality and superb taste allowed the company to become the first and

only Bulgarian bean-to-bar manufacturer that is internationally

recognized, with numerous awards from food and chocolate contests in

The UK, Denmark, The Netherlands, Hungary and Bulgaria. All Casa

Kakau products are made from cocoa beans, which are directly

imported from selected farms in South America. Thus, Casa Kakau can

offer fresh and excellent tasting chocolates, while at the same time

improves the quality of life of the farmers who raise the cocoa.

SECRET DOSSIER ON CASA KAKAU
CRAFT BEAN-TO-BAR CHOCOLATE
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THE STORY THE STORY 

The story of Casa Kakau began in 2016 when a young family was facing a great dilemma.

They had a small boy who was highly allergic to milk and dairy products. His allergy was so

severe that even traces of casein could have caused him to suffocate. At this time there

were very few brands that could offer 100% guaranteed vegan chocolate. The young

couple decided not to give up, but to mobilize instead and put together all their knowledge

and experience to create a true 100% pure, Vegan chocolate with the minimum number of

ingredients.

After months of research, selection and procurement they created their “Original 70%”

chocolate, which with only two ingredients, was of exceptional taste and quality. The

original family recipe was milk and animal products free, without lecithin, gluten, additives,

preserves, stabilizers or other substances that might compromise people with similar

allergies.

The Founders of Casa Kakau

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

Casa Kakau was born out of the need to help a child feel normal and able to enjoy one of

the great desserts and superfood nature has provided us. Today it is much more than this.

The brand incorporates the core values of the founding couple. “Casa” stands for being a

true family-owned business and justifies that all products are made with care and
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dedication as if they are made at home for your children. “Kakau” is simplified “Ka’kau”,

which is the ancient name that Mayans gave to the cocoa fruit. This is to underline the

origin of the cocoa the company uses and more important the old, traditional way it

produces the chocolate today.

Kasa Kakau uses the old traditional granite stones throughout the entire bean-to-bar process which results in the

refinement taste

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

Casa Kakau is one of the few chocolate makers in Europe that still used granite stones

throughout the entire proses of grinding and couching the chocolate. The advantages of

this technology is the refinement of the taste and the lack of residual metal deposits that

contemporary steel ball mills leave in the cocoa mass after long exposure. Thus, “Natural &

Pure” is the philosophy the company follows even with its machinery and technology.    

PRODUCTSPRODUCTS

All products of Casa Kakau are made with a high percentage of cocoa that the company

directly imports from small carefully selected farms in Ecuador. Casa Kakau develops all its

recipes with a minimum number of ingredients – all of which natural, and thus justifies the

healthy nature of its portfolio. The products are divided into the following main categories:

1. Craft, Bean-to-bar Chocolate:
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All Casa Kakau products from the large portfolio are Vegan, Gluten-Free, Sugar-Free, Lecithin Free, Palm Oil Free

and Single Origin. The company is Bio Certified and offers Organic products

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

With Freeze-Dried Strawberries;

With Freeze-Dried Raspberries;

With Gourment Espresso;

With Cinnamon;

Hazelnut Gianduja;

Extra Dark 100% – Sugar-Free;

With Bulgarian Rose Water and Cardamom;

With Orange Peels;

With Cranberry;

Original Dark 70%;

Original Coconut;

With Stevia – Sugar-Free;

With Pineapple and Pink Pepper;

With Coffee Beans;

With Almonds and Sea Salt.

2. Chocolate Spreads

Craft Hazelnuts & Cocoa Beans Spread;

Sugar-Free, Craft, Cocoa Spread.
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3. Drinking Chocolate

Craft, Bean-to-bar Drinking Chocolate;

Craft, Bean-to-bar Drinking Chocolate with Orange;

Craft, Bean-to-bar Drinking Chocolate with Ginger.

Drinking chocolate has a centuries-old tradition dating back to the mystical rituals of the Mayans and Aztecs

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

4. Cocoa Tea

Cocoa Tea with Bulgarian Rose;

Cocoa Tea – Energy Boost;

Green Tea with Cocoa Beans;

Masala Chai with Cocoa Beans.

5. Cocoa

Raw Cocoa Beans;

Natural, Non-alkalized Cocoa powder.

A full description of the product portfolio can be found on the .

Recently the brand has also expanded its product portfolio with natural bars that are

official website
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vegan, gluten-free and raw without added sugar. At the moment, there are three flavours

such as Craft Chocolate, Coffee and Cocoa Beans, Orange and Cocoa Beans 27 g each.

PRICES PRICES 

The Casa KakauCasa Kakau Net EXW /RRP (without VAT) in Europe:

Chocolate bars with inclusions:  1.50€ / 3.99€

Plain Chocolate bars: 1.45€ / 3.86€

Specialty Chocolates/Gift Chocolates: 1.60€ / 4.26€

Hazelnut Spreads: 2.40€ / 6.38€

Sugar Free Hazelnut Spread: 2.40€ / 6.38€

Cocoa Tea 100 gr.: 1.15€ / 3.06€

Drinking Chocolate: 2.60€ / 6.92€

Organic Chocolate bars: 1.50€ / 3.99€

Delivery terms: ex works Plovdiv, Bulgaria. You can download a detailed price list with all

chocolate varieties, shelf life and box set prices by the  and in Files section below.

All new drawings for packaging are sketched by hand with a pencil on a sheet of a paper

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

link
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Our chocolates are unique with their design. First, all new drawings are sketched by hand

with a pencil on a sheet of a paper. The person responsible for this delicate work is a

famous Bulgarian artist, a close friend of the family. All drawings are inspired by nature and

are created individually for every new flavor.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

The chocolate and cocoa products of Casa Kakau are targeting women age 25-55; with an

active lifestyle; high education; working; living in cities. The brand reaches its prospects

with communication in social media, online and direct marketing, point of sale promotion,

sampling, and viral marketing. Casa Kakau can support international partners with

communication design, package adaptation, consulting, sampling, BTL activities, as well as

social media support.

MEDIA/AWARDSMEDIA/AWARDS

Casa Kakau is the most awarded Bulgarian chocolate brand with international

acknowledge from blind tasting and specialized food competitions in the UK, The

Netherlands, Denmark, Hungary and Bulgaria:

30 July 2019 Casa Kakau - Silver Medal "European, Middle Eastern and African Bean-to-
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;

12 June 2019 , Casa Kakau - Bronze Medal  2019;

Casa Kakau is the most awarded Bulgarian chocolate brand

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

12 June 2019 , Casa Kakau - second Bronze Medal “ ” 2019;

10 November 2018, Casa Kakau - three Gold Medals ;

August 2018 Casa Kakau - Bronze Medal ;

March 2018, Casa Kakau was cited by the British newspaper - "The Independent" as one of

the world's most unique places to make chocolate. The full article you can .;

August 2017 Casa Kakau - Silver Medal “Eastern European Competition” 2017;

November 2017 - “Vegan Innovation Award” in Cologne, Germany;

November 2017 - Casa Kakau - Gold Medal .

You can download awards/certificates by the 

bar Competition" 2019

“Academy of Chocolate London”

Academy of Chocolate London

“Interfood & Drink 2018”

"European Bean-to-Bar Competition 2018"

read here

“Interfood & Drink 2017”

link
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ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

Photo Credit by Casa Kakau

You can download all product images by the 

You can download the presentation by the 

You can download the logistical information of Soleo Ltd by the 

You can download the product range and price list by the 

You can download packages of the raw bars by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments form Syndicate members and

answers from Casa Kakau by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your

link

link

link

link

link

link
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question. Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not

share this file since it is for internal use only.

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Soleo Bulgaria Ltd.

Contact person:Contact person: Ivan Ilchev, General Manager

E-mail:E-mail: casa.kakau@gmail.com

Website:Website: casakakau.com

Phone:Phone: +359 87 867 5780

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Bulgaria

Industries:Industries: Food

Casa Kakau

Website

Casa Kakau Facebook

Page

Casa Kakau

Instagram

Casa Kakau

presentation_EN

Logistic Table Soleo

Ltd.

Price List Casa Kakau -

DISTRIBUTORS

Casa Kakau

Awards/Cerificates

USP Casa

Kakau

Casa Kakau Presentation

PPT_EN

click here
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Vito Cortese is a Raw Pastry Chef and the Founder of Cortese Brand.

Being a chef passionate about wellbeing and innovation, for many years

Vito has been researching nutrition with regards to health. He

established himself as Raw Food Chef Artist that always finds perfect

recipes with a balance of beauty, health and flavour. Vito has created

and has been developing his brand since 2009. He creates the best in

the world raw vegan pastry, ice-cream and chocolate desserts that

obtained many important awards in the sector of F&B business. All

products are made in Casa Cortese pastry lab close to Florence. Italian

raw master chef became the one-of-a-kind manufacturer of richly

textured raw healthy chocolate desserts and raw vegan gelato. Taste is

important as much as health. The Vito mission is to provide customers

with the finest raw chocolate, gelato and pastry, using only the highest

quality ingredients. Each Vito’s recipe is designed to enhance health

and joy.

SECRET DOSSIER ON HEALTHY &
GOURMET CORTESE RAW DESSERTS
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Vito Cortese is a Raw Pastry Chef and the Founder of Cortese Brand

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

Vito Cortese, the inventor of raw chocolate desserts is one of the most famous pastry

chefs of Italy. His passion for cooking and good food helped him to open his first restaurant

business at the age of 21. Since 2007 he became interested in nutrition from a health point

of view, that brought him to the natural cuisine. This is when Vito realized that what we eat

affects our well-being. From there, he began to discover and study various natural

products, from macrobiotic to ayurveda and finally raw food.

In 2009 he has discovered the raw food, remaining so fascinated that it became his
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greatest passion. He began to study and to do research, encoding an original method to

make the raw food in a more professional way. He fell in love with the raw food cuisine and

since then he has been studying and experimenting on new recipes that combine taste

with health, a sine qua non.

Raw Pastry Chef creates the best in the world raw vegan pastry, ice-cream and chocolate desserts that obtain

many important awards

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

Vito began attending the best raw food schools in the world until he realized that raw

pastry is a universe that remains to be invented. In 2010 he organised the first cooking

class, where he taught the tricks of this mysterious art and created the brand Naked & Raw,

raw food cooking school. Success was immediate. He held over 15 courses around Italy in

the next six months. At this point he decided to go to the USA, to perfect himself at the

renowned Culinary , the number one school in the world of

gourmet raw food. He studied at the Academy for two months and deepened the best of

this cuisine techniques.

When Vito came back to Italy he continued to research and develop, increasingly applying

what has been his intuition. He applied the raw food approach to the extraordinary Italian

gastronomic culture that still remains the most fascinating. In April 2014, along with his

Academy of Matthew Kenney
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business partner, he opened Grezzo Raw Chocolate, a completely organic raw pastry,

gelato and chocolate shop, the first in the world offering such a wide and complete range

of products. The name "grezzo" {adj. m} in Italian means "raw".

Process of preparing Corese healthy desserts in Casa Cortese pastry lab

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

Next, the raw gelato required 2 years of testing in order to create the “perfect” recipe,

which then became one of the top 20 in Italy at the Gelato World Tour in Carpigiani.

Already in 2017, Vito has established his own brand that produces raw vegan

gelato, raw chocolate desserts, and gourmet spoon creams (chocolate spreads).

The company never uses refined sugar, gluten, soy, dairy, GMOs, or chemical ingredients.

Only the highest quality organic ingredients such as cocoa, coconut sugar, avocado oil,

nuts and berries. Vito doesn’t stop and transfers his experience and passion for creating

exquisite desserts, which Vito can't wait to let the whole world to taste.

AN INNOVATIVE PROJECT IN AN ANCIENT PLACEAN INNOVATIVE PROJECT IN AN ANCIENT PLACE

In the enchanting setting of the hills of Fiesole, a few minutes from Florence, in a structure

born in 1200, a new project by Vito Cortese comes to life. A space dedicated to teaching

CORTESE 
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and exchanging culinary notions, a pastry laboratory of creativity and sharing. Casa

Cortese is the new starting point for healthy and gourmet cooking and pastry. Here the

Chef produces his new unique healthy recipes of unique raw food.

Casa Cortese pastry laboratory is dedicated to teaching and exchanging culinary notions of raw cuisine

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

CORTESE RAW GELATOCORTESE RAW GELATO

Gelato Cortese is the first authentic absolutely unique raw vegan Gelato in the world

scene. It is the result of the total revolution of the classic ice cream sector, aiming to create

an unforgettable experience of taste and comfort in the total respect of health.

Experiments started in 2014 and it took two full years of tests and research to come up

with the recipe of the perfect Raw Gelato. In 2017, during the “Gelato World Tour”, Gelato

Cortese, the only raw vegan ice cream to compete, lands in the top twenty in Italy.

WHY IS IT SPECIAL?

Gelato Cortese is the first ice cream free from milk, sugar, cream, soy, rice, starches,
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emulsifiers, so-called “natural” thickeners, eggs and chemicals of sorts. Its uniqueness lies

in the fact that it starts with only 3 plant-based ingredients used in their most natural form,

that is to say raw (not cooked, not pasteurized).

Gelato Cortese is the only raw vegan ice cream that entered the Top 20 desserts in Italy

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

HANDMADE PLANT MILK

The base, the completely handmade starting formula for each flavour, is prepared using

homemade plant-based milk. The almond milk, for instance, is prepared in the laboratory

using just almonds and water. The process consists of very simple steps: soaking, blending

and filtering of the almonds. The milk so obtained is not pasteurized, but instead, is used
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within 24 hours to create the ice cream. Cashews and coconut are then added for

creaminess, while coconut sugar is added for sweetness.

CASHEWS AND COCONUT SUGAR

Cashews are tropical nuts containing healthy fats, 35% protein, and no cholesterol.

Coconut sugar is the only sweetener used. Having a very low glycemic index (just 35) this

whole coconut sugar is an excellent healthy alternative to the common white sugar.

Coconut sugar is very high in vitamins, among which B2, B3, B6, and is a great natural

source of minerals like magnesium, potassium, iron and zinc. It gives us energy without

increasing the glycemic level in our blood.

Soon a line of 5 pure flavors of Cortese Gelato will be available for distribution.

Crema al Cucchiaio in Italian means "Spoon Creams", a chocolate spreads that are eaten with a spoon

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

CORTESE GOURMET CHOCOLATE SPOON CREAMSCORTESE GOURMET CHOCOLATE SPOON CREAMS

In 2018, Vito started to experiment focusing on a real line that doesn't stop at the classics
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chocolate spreads like hazelnut and cacao, but also on new combinations such as white

chocolate and raspberries, almonds and orange chocolate and many others. Crema al

Cucchiaio unique chocolate paste reminds classic Nutella but absolutely healthy with no

sugar or harmful substances.

Currently, there are 3 unique tastes:

“Sublime” is the “classic”, the best mix of the Italian hazelnuts with raw cacao, an

unforgettable taste experience that starts from the smell, goes to the palate and ends

with a feeling of happiness.

“Joy” created for Christmas, this chocolate is a mix of raw Sicilian almond, raw cacao,

fresh orange zest and cinnamon. This unique flavor is seducing more and more palates

around Italy.  

“Perfect” the first chocolate spread made with avocado oil and almost 60% of Italian

hazelnuts and raw cocoa, without any sweetener added.

The only sweetener used in the first 2 is pure coconut sugar, with a glycemic index of 35

and the percentage doesn’t go over 15%.

There are currently 3 unforgettable unique tastes of healthy chocolate creams Crema al Cucchiaio

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese
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 All creams are characterized by:

Ingredients of Exclusively Plant Origin;

Low Glycemic Index;

Rich in Nutrients;

Raw cacao;

Vegan;

Best organic ingredients; 

Gluten contamination free;

Lactose contamination free.

It is planned to expand the tastes to 10. Creams can be stored at room temperature and

have a shelf life of 18 months. The RRP for raw creams in Europe varies €12,50 - €13,50.

Crema al CucchiaioCrema al Cucchiaio distributor prices (Italy ex-works)/recommended retail prices (without

VAT)  for Europe from left to right:

SUBLIME 180g - 6,10 €/12,00 €;

GIOIOSA 180g - 6,35 €/12,40 €;

PERFETTA 180g - 6,65 €/13,00 €.

Creams are sold by pallets. There are 300 boxes per pallet. In one box there are 6 jars,

total per pallet 1800 jars. The discount is given when buying 2-3 pallets of the same

product 21%, when buying from 4-6 pallets another 10% extra that is 31% total when buying

from 7 pallets and more the discount equals 39%. The delivery  term is from 2 to 4 weeks,

shelflife 18 months.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Vito Cortese continues to surprise the foodies and chocoholics with the best tastes from

the best ingredients that are vegan-friendly. The company continuously makes different

sales, master classes and holiday events. Every Easter Vito creates the best new recipes

for Easter Raw Chocolate Eggs. There are five main variations of them. In addition to the

classic dark raw chocolate, there are new white chocolate eggs with pistachio, raspberry

and hazelnut grain. The eggs are available in limited edition.
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All flavors of Easter Raw Eggs:

WHITE AND HAZELNUT: white chocolate, hazelnut and hazelnut grain: basically a white

Gianduia, the delicious combination of chocolate and hazelnut, without the bitter notes

of cocoa. RRP for 500g is €49;

WHITE AND PISTACCHIO: shell with incredible meltness, entirely of raw white

chocolate. The crunch of pistachios, with a slightly salty note, gives an intense taste

adventure without comparison. RRP for 500g is €54;

WHITE AND RASPBERRY: The sour notes of dehydrated raspberry that contrast the

sweetness of white chocolate... you'll fall in love with it. RRP for 500 g is €53;

FUNDENT DARK: for true lovers of the unmistakable aroma of raw cocoa, here in all its

irresistible intensity. RRP for 500g is €46;

GIANDUIOVO: the delicious taste of Gianduiotto with the crunch of the Easter egg, a

truly unique experience. RRP for 500g is €48.

Raw Pastry Chef prepares hand-made healthy Cortese Easter Eggs

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

Each egg weighs 500 grams and is prepared personally by Vito at Casa Cortese. Easter

Raw Egg is gluten-free, lactose-free, animal derivatives, with no refined sugars. Ideal

therefore for those who want to stay fit, for intolerant or for those who follow particular

diets. Everything is made, wrapped and packaged by hand with respect for the
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environment. It is the intention of Vito to create products which reflect all that is righteous

and to provide a service to the world that speaks a message.

CORTESE RAW CHOCOLATE&NUT BARSCORTESE RAW CHOCOLATE&NUT BARS

Since the incredible feedback received for the Chocolate Easter eggs, Vito decided to use

the same new chocolate recipes to make a line of chocolate bars. From September 2020

the chef will launch a line of the 5 different raw chocolate flavor: Ginaduia, Dark, White and

pistachio, White and hazelnut, with and raspberries. Every bar will be 50 grams with RRP

from €4,90 to €5,90.

Cortese Gourmet Spoon Cream is a one-of-a-kind creation by the King of Raw Chocolate

Photo Credit by Vito Cortese

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

By creating healthy desserts, Vito Cortese is dreaming of a healthy world, where the

realization that food can contribute to human well-being is becoming more common, and

where industrially poorly processed food is soon becoming just an old memory. Vito focus

is the distribution of products, from the chocolate spreads to the bars, from gelato to
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chocolate creams and more. He wishes to create a real and great range of healthy and

gourmet products. His recipes for healthy raw food are already in place and ready to

conquer the global culinary industry.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download Crema al Cucchiaio price list by the 

You can download the brand presentation by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from Syndicate members and

Vito Cortese answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your

question. Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the  Please do not

share this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link

link.
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Vito Cortese

Contact person:Contact person: Vito Cortese

E-mail:E-mail: info@vitocortese.com

Website:Website: vitocortese.com

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: Italy

Industries:Industries: Food

Vito Cortese Official Webpage

Vito Cortese Official Instagram Page
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The line has started with an Italian recipe for home-made ice cream. The

company Corte Diletto leads this extravaganza of taste. Together with

two brands of premium ice cream Arcobaleno and Coppa della Maga,

the company is also a producer of non-frozen healthy truffles with

unique flavours under the brand name Nouri that comes from 'nourish’

and alludes to the concept of filling your body with the best nutritional

food. Health and indulgence are the two core values of the brand. There

is a large portfolio of ice cream flavours like the classic Vanilla,

Chocolate and Pistachio, Cherry, Coconut etc. but also some really

unique flavours like Grapefruit & Bergamot, Yogurt & Rose petals or the

Sesame & Honey. Corte Diletto makes sure to use only high-quality and

healthiest products, that's why all Coppa della Maga line is 100% natural,

do not contain artificial ingredients, colourings, hydrogenated fats,

sugar, gluten, GMO, soy or eggs.

SECRET DOSSIER OF CORTE DILETTO
COMPANY
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Arcobaleno Premium GelatoArcobaleno Premium Gelato

The brand was inspired by the top gelato made in Italy, prepared from the highest quality

ingredients, created to deliver maximum indulgence.  Because of its large portfolio of over

30 flavours, its was named Arcobaleno meaning in Italian ‘rainbow’. The multitude of

colours and flavours reminds indeed of the endless colour palette of this natural

phenomenon and the joy it brings to kids and adults alike.

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

After its tremendous success in the professional channels (i.e. hotels, restaurants and

cafeterias), in 2019 Arcobaleno has launched its top sellers in retail packs of 500 ml, as

well as 3 flavours of ice cream cakes.

THE STORYTHE STORY

The company has been specializing in manufacturing high-quality ice cream with top

ingredients from around the world like pistachio from Sicily, cocoa from Peru, Alphonso

mango and milk from local Bulgarian farms.

Conceived to deliver maximum pleasure, the brand has partnered with top restaurants,

hotels and gelaterias and is now also available in the retail channel. It is actually crucial to
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taste this ice cream, as words cannot do justice to its superb taste!

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

Arcobaleno's premium ice creams, sorbets and ice cream cakes are:

With milk and butter;

No gydroganated fats;

No preservatives;

No artificial colourings;

Suitable for vegetarians and vegans (sorbets).

Arcobaleno prices ex-works Sofia (Bulgaria)/ recommended retail prices (without VAT) inArcobaleno prices ex-works Sofia (Bulgaria)/ recommended retail prices (without VAT) in

Europe 2019 from left to right:Europe 2019 from left to right:

Stracciatella (Cream & Chocolate) 500 ml - €1.13/ €3.13;

Double Chocolate 500 ml - €1.13 EUR/ €3.13;
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Toffee Cookies 500 ml - €1.13 EUR/ €3.13;

Raspberry Sorbet (lactose-free) 500 ml - €1.28/ €3.55;

French Vanilla Ice Cream Cake with Figs (4 x 125gr) - €2.50/ €5.90;

Belgian Chocolate Ice Cream Cake with Roasted Hazelnuts (4 x 125gr) - €2.50/ €5.90;

Limoncella Ice Cream Cake (4 x 125gr) - €2.50/ €5.90.

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

The shelf life of sorbet and cakes is 12 months. The shelf life of ice cream is 18

months. Delivery terms: ex works Sofia, Bulgaria. You can download the Arcobaleno price

list of ice cream for HoReCa 2019 by the  and for Arcobaleno pricelist of ice cream

cakes by the 

Furthermore, all of the below flavours, as well as bespoke ones, are available as per the

client’s request in any tub size:

Cream - Fior di latte;

Chocolate;

Strawberry;

Bourbon vanilla;

Tiramisu;

Double chocolate;

Mango & Passion Fruit;

Amarena Cherry;

Yoghurt;

Mint stracciatella;

Crispy caramel;

Stracciatella;

Hazelnut;

Raspberry Sorbet;

Monster Cookies (Bubble gum);

Chocolate fondant;

link 

link
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Winter cookies;

Ricotta;

Coffee;

Black Sesame;

Miso;

Sicilian Pistachio;

Mango Sorbet;

Matcha Green Tea;

Gianduja;

Peru Dark Chocolate (72%).

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The beautiful bright tubs of Arcobaleno stand out on the shelf with its artistic and

distinctive design.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The brand is committed to supporting any new market with promotions and marketing

activities, mutually agreed between the parties. It may include in-store promotions,

advertising or BTL activities, as well as social media support. Please visit 

.

Coppa della Maga Premium and Healthy Ice creamCoppa della Maga Premium and Healthy Ice cream

Coppa della Maga is a healthy and award-winning ice cream, offered in 2 ranges: milk-

based and vegan (with coconut milk). The concept behind Coppa della Maga is to unify

health & pleasure. The ice cream has a soft, light and buttery texture while having no

sugar, gluten or artificial ingredients.

All Coppa della Maga products are:

100% natural - no artificial ingredients, colouring or hydrogenated fats;

No sugar added;

Gluten-free;

Free from GMO, soy or eggs.

Arcobaleno

Instagram Page
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Arcobaleno

Photo credit: Corte Diletto
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Coppa della Maga product range

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

THE STORYTHE STORY

When thinking about good ice cream, our minds immediately went to Italy and the

memories of enjoying authentic gelato. With this in mind, when creating Coppa della Maga

the founder started with an Italian recipe for homemade ice cream. A traditional recipe

used long before the invention of ice cream machines. For the production of the

homemade alike ice cream, the manufacturer set about whisking the fresh milk, cream and

butter (the longer, the better) and added in fruit, nuts, cocoa and sometimes citrus oils or

other fragrant ingredients.

Still, something in the classic recipe startled the creator and that was SUGAR. Every month,

more and more research shows that sugar is the cause of a series of health problems. The

company found it outrageous that products claiming to be healthy or high quality have

such a high content of sugar. That is why, the company decided no matter what, Coppa
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della Maga ice cream will be sugar-free! Instead, it will be sweetened with natural

sweeteners. Whilst the experts told it isn’t possible as traditionally sugar is used to help

give ice cream its smooth texture, with the memory of Italy in minds, thу company set out

to prove them wrong.

Cinderella doesn't care about midnight while enjoying a cup of Coppa della Maga

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

That is how this long journey began. After countless trials using traditional recipes, tasting

of huge amounts of ice cream, talking to world experts in nutrition and food

technologists, today, Corte Diletto proudly presents Coppa della Maga, a very

delicious 100% natural, gluten-free and sugar-free ice cream. The experience was so

inspiring, even though they were told it was impossible, they did it none-the-less and

ended up with magic. That is why the brand got its name as Coppa della Maga which in

Italian means “The Bowl Of the Magician”.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

Coppa della Maga has a large portfolio of flavours like the popular Classic Vanilla, Double

Chocolate and Pistachio but also some really unique flavours like Grapefruit & Bergamot,

Yogurt & Rose petals or the Sesame & Honey. Furthermore, the brand has also launched

its vegan range (lactose-free, with coconut milk instead of cow milk) and their first product

Matcha Green Tea flavour that became the brand’s third Innovation distinction together
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with Coconut & Strawberry Sorbet and Chocolate and Goji Berries. The products are

available in tubs in 500ml (family pack) and 125ml (individual portions). Coppa Della Maga

main flavours are:

Coppa della Maga fairy tales are magical, fascinating stories where everything is possible

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

Classic Vanilla;

Double Chocolate;

Cherry & Cream;

Pistachio;

Crunchy Nougat;

Coconut Flakes;

Grapefruit & Bergamot;

Yogurt & Rose petals;

Crispy Caramel;

Strawberry;

Sesame & Honey;

Amaretto.

Coppa della Maga distributor prices/ recommended retail prices (without VAT) in EuropeCoppa della Maga distributor prices/ recommended retail prices (without VAT) in Europe

2019 from left to right:2019 from left to right:

COPPA DELLA MAGA (500ml) All flavours - €2.10/ €4.99;
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COPPA DELLA MAGA (500ml) VEGAN All flavours - €2.50/ €5.94;

COPPA DELLA MAGA (125ml) All flavours - €0.87/ €2.08;

COPPA DELLA MAGA (125ml) VEGAN - €1.05/ €2.49.

The shelf life of all products is 24 months. Delivery terms: ex works Sofia, Bulgaria. You can

download Coppa della Maga price list for Europe 2019 by the  and Coppa della Maga

price list for bulk 5-litre containers 2019 by the .

The products from Coppa della Maga line have been selected by SIAL Innovation Selection in Paris

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Coppa della Maga has a distinctive, beautiful design, that is been recognized by people,

who appreciate art, design and fine food. The brand has been selected by Rolls Royce

Enthusiasts Club as a partner brand in 2016, as well as involved

in multiple collaborations, top events like London Fashion Week, Saatchi Gallery and other

health events and art exhibitions. Having a strong relationship with the world of art and

luxury, to further develop and reinforce the top positioning of the brand, Coppa della Maga

has a series of collaborations with artists, that have developed Coppa della Maga porcelain

and sliver fine art pieces, that are in the same time functional object for enjoying the ice

link

link
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cream.

The porcelain and sliver fine art functional pieces created in a collaboration with top artists allow enjoying Coppa

della Maga

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The brand is committed to supporting any new market with promotions and marketing

activities, mutually agreed between the parties. It may include in-store promotions,

advertising or BTL activities, as well as social media support. 

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

Recently, the company has launched the vegan line which is lactose free, with coconut milk

instead of cow milk and the first product has been selected by SIAL Innovation Selection in

Paris, while the Matcha Green Tea flavour has been distinguished as one of the most

innovative products at ANUGA in Germany, which would be the brand’s third Innovation

distinction.
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Corte Diletto ice cream manufacturing

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

More photos of the manufacturing process of ice cream you can download by the .

Nouri truffles ‘Nourish your body, indulge your soul!’Nouri truffles ‘Nourish your body, indulge your soul!’

Nouri is a new brand of healthy, all-natural truffles. They are vegan, sugar- and gluten-free

while tasting really indulgent (no dates or fruits taste!). The brand’s slogan 'nourish your

body, indulge your soul' pretty much sums up the company’s ethos which surrounds the

belief that we should all be able to eat delicious and indulgent foods whilst simultaneously

giving the body all the nourishment it needs. Nouri brings both health and indulgence. 

THE STORYTHE STORY

The brand was inspired by the idea that healthy snacks should be equally as delicious as

every other snack and treat out there. The creators found that many healthy sweets taste

very similar (concentrated with dates and other dry fruits) and leave

connoisseurs searching for something more satisfying with a proper sense of indulgence.

That's why Nouri creators decided that the number one focus will be taste!

link
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Nouri healthy truffles are created to 'nourish your body, indulge your soul'

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

The creation of Nouri started when the team realized, that there is a gap in the market for a

truly indulgent treat made without the inclusion of any added sugars or sugar alternatives.

The Chocolate & Hazelnuts flavour is frequently compared to healthy Ferrero Rocher

which really puts a smile on creators' faces. Turmeric & Cardamom is a new addition to the

amazing Nouri world.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

There are 4 distinctive flavours, made of 4 completely different bases: a chocolate one

(Chocolate & Hazelnuts), a coconut one (Coconut & Chia), Matcha green tea (matcha and

cashew nuts) and the newest launch Turmeric & Cardamom (chickpeas base with

superfoods). Furthermore, after the successful launch of the brand, there has been

introduced a luxury gift box of 16 truffles, that is still quite unique at many markets, being a

rare option for a luxurious and healthy gift.

Nouri distributor prices/ recommended retail prices (without VAT) in Europe 2019 from leftNouri distributor prices/ recommended retail prices (without VAT) in Europe 2019 from left

to right:to right:
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Nouti is a truly indulgent treat made without the inclusion of any added sugars or sugar alternatives

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

Chocolate and Hazelnuts (pack of 3 in foil) -  €0.44/ €1.22;

Chocolate and Hazelnuts (pack of 3 in box) - €0.73/ €2.03;

Matcha Green Tea (pack of 3 in a foil) - €0.65/ €1.81;

Matcha Green Tea (pack of 3 in a box) - €0.87/ €2.42;

Coconut and Chia (pack of 10) - €1.72/ €4.78;

Turmeric and Cardamom (pack of 10) NEW - €1.72/ €4.78;

Matcha Green Tea (pack of 10) - €2.51/ €6.97;

Luxury box of 16 - €5.91/ €16,42;

Chocolate & Hazelnuts (box of 100) - €15.03/ €41.75.

Please download the Nouri Wholesale prices and logistic information for all products by

the link
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Nouri gift box of 16 truffles is a rare option for a luxurious and healthy gift

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN
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Nouri Coconut and Chia

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

Nouri brings together 2 worlds: the one of healthy eating and the other of luxurious treats.

The word ‘nouri’ coming from ‘nourish’ alludes to the concept of filling your body with the

best nutritional food, while the luxurious package is a sign of the high positioning of the

brand. 

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The brand is committed to supporting any new market with promotions and marketing

activities, mutually agreed between the parties. It may include in-store promotions,

advertising or BTL activities, as well as social media support.

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

Only a few months after its launch, the market response for Nouri was overwhelming. The

brand has quickly expanded internationally, has been awarded the prestigious SIAL

Innovation Selection 2018 in Paris and can be found in the minibars of some of the top

hotels in the world, alongside other popular treats.
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In Press

Photo credit: Corte Diletto

You can download all the pictures by the 

You can download all the photos of manufacturing by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

OPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSOPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of an interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the

text of the dossier. You can find the series of questions/comments form Syndicate

members and answers from the brand's owner by the . Feel free

to leave your comments and ask questions Corte Diletto by the . Please do not share

this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link

link
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Any tea ceremony becomes a celebration with Nouri healthy truffles

Photo credit: Corte Diletto
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Source links:Source links:

Company name:Company name: Corte Diletto Ltd.

Contact person:Contact person: Kalina Halatcheva

E-mail:E-mail: info@cortediletto.co.uk,

Website:Website: cortediletto.com

Phone:Phone: +44 75 02 616 998

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2013

Regions:Regions: Bulgaria

Industries:Industries: Food

Arcobaleno Official

Arcobaleno Instagram

Matcha Green Tea the most innovative product at ANUGA

pic

Coppa Della Maga Official

Coppa Della Maga Official Instagram

Coppa Della Maga Official Facebook

Nouri Official

Nouri Instagram

Affect Media - Created Media Campaign Coppa della

Maga
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Files:Files: Corte Diletto Brochure

2019

Arcobaleno Brochure

2019

Coppa della Maga Brochure

2019

Nouri Brochure

2019

Arcobaleno cakes prices 2019

Arcobaleno Price List Foodservice_2019

Coppa Della Maga price list Europe 2019

Coppa Della Maga price list_5 litres

All Photos

Photos of manufactuing

Nouri Wholesale prices and logistic

information

Nouri Wholesale prices and logistic information all

products

Coppa della Maga Healthy Ice Cream Strawberry Coconut Video

Arcobaleno Summer 2018

Video

Coppa Della Maga Spoon Video

HS codes

Nouri

TD Vegan truffles with Turmeric and Cardamom

ENG

TD Vegan truffles with Matcha Green Tea

ENG

TD Vegan truffles with Coconut and Chia

ENG

TD Vegan truffles with Chocolate and Hazelnuts

ENG

TD Gift box of 16 vegan truffles ENG
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SOVA candies is a new niche brand founded by Olga Shiyan in 2016

and aimed at producing sweet treats from only natural fruits with

exclusive and exotic flavors. SOVA Flapjack is a new kind of sumptuous

dessert without sugar and harmful additives. All sweets are produced in

compliance with a unique technology that allows saving all the vitamins

and minerals of fresh fruits. The modern world has divided almost all

existing food products into tasty and healthy. Olga is not the first to set

the task to bring these two seemingly incompatible categories together.

Moreover, Olga managed to do it so elegantly and concisely. SOVA

candies are just fruits without extra water and no additives, processed

by know-how technology. The company has found a new unique way to

create delicious and airy sweets, the consumption of which does not

harm human health and even benefits.

SECRET DOSSIER ON SOVA CANDIES
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THE STORYTHE STORY

The first fruits in the world of sweets SOVA candies are made according to ancient

Egyptian technology. This technology of careful gifts of nature preservation came to us

from the time of the wise pharaohs and magnificent pyramids. Thus, to master and

especially adapt the secret knowledge of the past to modern realities did not work right

away. At first, there were years of trials, errors and a great desire to make the better lives

of the loved ones, most of which, the son and husband, are an incorrigible sweet tooth.

Olga was leading by a great fear that the most expensive people in the world will face

obesity, and God forbid, diabetes. This feeling encouraged Olga to do everything in her

power to prevent such an outcome.

Olga Shiyan, the founder of SOVA candies a novel niche brand that created the world's first fruit candies

 Photo credit by SOVA candies

It is not an easy task to convince a person to eat healthy food and to force to eat a healthy

diet is almost impossible, even if it is about your husband and son. There must be

own strong desire, otherwise, that's not going to happen. In the beginning, Olga turned to

the classic options for healthy products, i.e. dried fruits, candied fruits, other snacks.

She tried almost every alternative with the same result  - it was not tasty for her boys. And

as it turned out in a more detailed analysis, it is not very useful. It seemed that the desired

product simply does not exist in nature, it can not be bought, so can only be created.
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Olga found a solution in Flapjack, loved not only by her boys but by everyone around

her. She went deeper into those recipes, tested a lot, refined and upgraded this method.

She has studied many sources while searching for a solution. Finally, having updated the

way of making sweets, withdrawn from history, she got the desired result. The solution

combines the past and the present, the taste of sweets and the usefulness of natural fruits.

Now it is winning the hearts of new and new fans around the world.

The design of SOVA candies reminds an ancient scroll that aims to bring the spirit of antiquity pyramids and great

pharaohs to modern customer

Photo credit by SOVA candies

PRODUCT RANGEPRODUCT RANGE

Ukrainian lovers of SOVA candies can buy sweets made of more than 10 different fruits

including exotic such as kiwi, pineapple and even papaya.

On the international market, the candies are presented in a few the most popular flavours

but this is temporary. The company is constantly increasing its production capacity to

enable fans from across the world to enjoy all kinds of Flapjack.
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There are only organic and natural ingredients in SOVA candies

Photo credit by SOVA candies

Tastes that are currently available in the international market:Tastes that are currently available in the international market:

Apple Flapjack. Apple Flapjack. Dehydrated apples are very rich in potassium, which has a positive effect

on the nervous system and regulates the pressure. In addition, it contains a large amount

of Calcium, Magnesium, Iron and vitamins of group C and E. Flapjacks made of apples

have a positive effect on the gastrointestinal tract improving digestion. FYI: Three candies

contain two apples.

Banana Flapjack. Banana Flapjack. A dehydrated banana is even more useful than a freshly picked fruit from

a tree. It contains vitamins in abundance: B1, B2, B6, PP, Potassium, Magnesium,

Manganese and Copper. The combination of these microelements contributes to the

maintenance of the heart muscle, and the presence of serotonin improves mood in

general. FYI: One candy contains half a banana.

Apple and Cinnamon Flapjack.Apple and Cinnamon Flapjack. The composition of these sweets is 98% apple and 2%

cinnamon. Due to the apple, these sweets contain such trace elements as Potassium,

Calcium, Magnesium, Iron and vitamins of groups B, C and E, and cinnamon helps reduce

the load on the pancreas. This is the perfect option for those who want to lose weight.

Banana Flapjack with Strawberry Chips. Banana Flapjack with Strawberry Chips. It contains the minimum amount of proteins, fats

and carbohydrates. Sweets have slightly strawberry sour and strawberry flavor. The sweets

contain Magnesium, Potassium, Copper, Fluorine and vitamins of groups C, E, B (Package

weight 30g).

Olga and other SOVA candies specialists are constantly working on creating new tastes.

Non-classical product combinations are of particular interest. It is possible that in the near

future customers will be able to try sweets with chocolate, nuts and even Borodino bread.

Although, this is all at the level of hypotheses. No official statements were received from
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company representatives.

SOVA's flavors that are available for sale in the international market

Photo credit by SOVA candies

There is a chance to see Flapjack for people with diabetes on the shelves in the

foreseeable future. This is a special area of SOVA strategy, designed to facilitate and

improve the lives of people suffering from such a terrible disease.

PRODUCT USPPRODUCT USP

One of the many possible options of SOVA candies presentation on store shelves

Photo credit by SOVA candies

The first and main advantage of SOVA candies, in comparison with its competitors, is the

attitude to the product and the whole production process.
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First of all, the company uses only ripe and perfect fruits, which, perhaps, is not done by

any other producer in the world. This approach allows getting sooo sweet products without

adding sugar and other sweeteners while maintaining 100% natural product.

The most gentle manufacturing conditions of SOVA allow saving all healthy microelements

and vitamins contained in fruits, increasing the time required to process one

batch sometimes up to several days. Therefore, many competitors violate them, resulting

in a product that looks like Flapjack, but does not contain part of the benefits that are

stored and transmitted in full to natural SOVA candies.

One more key factor of SOVA uniqueness is a сareful control of the intensity at which the

fruit is ground. For each individual position it is different. This control allows saving in

sweets as much fiber as possible, because it is a fiber that helps assimilation, without

putting into fat all that is in candy, including fructose.

Moreover, most SOVA sweets have a one-piece composition. Eating candy means the

same as eating a fresh apple or banana, only without excess water. This allows each type

of candy to have its own unique taste and to be the carrier of own unique set of

microelements.

The main advantages of SOVA candies are the followingThe main advantages of SOVA candies are the following:

monocomponent composition;

unique and careful fruits selection;

careful grounding and processing under the temperature of 40-45 С degrees;

fiber and fructose content;

less calorie compared to other sweets.
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SOVA candies products are always appropriate and timely 

Photo credit by SOVA candies

There is not even a hint of harmful additives in SOVA candies, thus there is only organics

Photo credit by SOVA candies

TARGET AUDIENCETARGET AUDIENCE

First and foremost, fans of SOVA candies are those people who lead a dynamic lifestyle

and who are active in sports. Their nutrition is usually limited to rigid diets and there are so

few fun foods. SOVA banana-based candies may become the solution since they taste

good and satisfy hunger. They are very high in calories, yet have no sugar and with such

low weight and size irreplaceable for hiking and other sports activities.

Breastfeeding moms who can't eat almost anything can consume banana candy from the

very first days of breastfeeding. SOVA is hardly the only joy in food that they can afford.

Mothers of young children often become SOVA customers, since they try to give all to their

children. SOVA Flapjack is an excellent alternative to delicacies that is not inferior to the
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classic candies in taste and appearance and significantly superior in quality and

usefulness.

People who are overweight and are being in a constant battle with their access

pounds also choose SOVA for themselves. Pineapple and kiwi candies are just created for

them.

All other representatives of Homo sapiens, who at least, somehow treat themselves as

modern and thinking people, prefer SOVA sweets. Just imagine that you only carry a few

sweets in your pocket that easily replace a pound of banana or apples. If there is no time

for a full lunch or breakfast, no trouble, just stop for a minute, drink coffee with

SOVA candy (by the way the sugar will be also perfectly replaced) and move forward full of

strength at the same pace.

The company is constantly developing products for new categories of customers, such as

the candy line for diabetics mentioned above.

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN

The complete absence of preservatives and other additives brings love not only to clients

but also to various microorganisms that don't mind eating natural fruits without excess

water. The quality of packaging is very acute for the company.

In addition to the measures that have already been taken, namely high strength packages

and triple sealing, the company is constantly in the process of development and

improvement. Vacuum packaging, which hopefully will completely replace the existing one

in 2020, is currently under testing. With the help of a vacuum, candies will be stored even

more reliably and the shelf life will be increased.

Negotiations with the printing company are currently underway in order to increase the

environmental component. The main goal is to switch to packaging made of exclusively

organic materials.

The company devotes a lot of time to the aesthetic characteristics of packaging and

marketing materials. The company constantly works with printing and industrial designers,

that allows framing the products with the best solutions that meet all the world standards.
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SOVA Flapjack is not just a product, but a trend of the modern world

Photo credit by SOVA candies

PRODUCTIONPRODUCTION

The main production capacity of SOVA candies is concentrated in Ukraine. In addition to

the production, there is a constant process of optimization and improvement of the

production cycle under the guidance and control of the founder Olga Shiyan.

Such an approach allows saying that the company will be able to scale up and cope with

any volume of orders, without giving up its basic principles, namely, providing healthy and

tasty product to consumers.

As the international expansion plan, the company is aiming to open mini production

facilities in countries where exotic fruits are grown. So soon SOVA Flapjack with durian,

cherimoya and other overseas oddities will appear on store shelves.

SALES AND POTENTIAL MARKETSSALES AND POTENTIAL MARKETS

As a rule, the peak of sales in Ukraine falls on the cold season. This is the period of

vitamins deficiency that is so carefully stored in SOVA's products. This tendency allows

forecasting good sales in countries with a predominantly cold type of climates such as the

UK, Germany, Norway and even Canada.

Top sellers are cafes located in gyms where the most targeted audience is assembled.

Athletes are people who keep to a strict diet and dream to please themselves for a well-

trained workout without breaking the number of allowable calories.
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Continuous work on packaging and marketing materials is carried out in order to meet the two main aspirations of

the company such as environmental friendliness and modern design

Photo credit by SOVA candies

Many regular customers in Ukraine order SOVA Flapjack based on an online

monthly subscription. The customers systematically pay the same amount of money at the

beginning of each month and receive a supply of sweets for the whole family. This

allows to abandon the traditional (harmful) sweets and to please themselves only with

healthy treats. This method of sales is gaining in popularity in the world, and SOVA

company believes that it is very important for niche brands, and makes a big bet on it in

the future.

The main purpose of the company is to bring healthy sweets to every house and of course,

this house does not have to be only in Ukraine. Olga is sure that the sweets, so much

loved by her countrymen, simply allow nobody to stay indifferent, regardless of territory,

mentality and cultural characteristics. After all, everyone should have the right to eat

delicious and healthy food. SOVA candies are ready to provide with this right the entire

population of the mother earth :)
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SOVA Flapjack at various stages of the manufacturing process

Photo credit by SOVA candies

TERMS OF WORK WITH SPINOFFTERMS OF WORK WITH SPINOFF

Spinoff Syndicate has signed "Sales for Equity" Agreement with East-European natural

sweets manufacture SOVA Ltd according to which for €1 Mln annual purchasing volume

members will overtake 20% of Equity accordingly. Retailers and Distributors contributing to

Success of Independent Retail Brands should get a fair piece of Exits Cakes. So for this

Brand, you (who will work with this brand) will become co-owners of the company (for sure

on paper) and for sure will participate in dividends and exits payout.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 
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SOVA candies - combine the incongruous is our daily habit

Photo credit by SOVA candies

You can download all the pictures by the 

You can download the price list by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

OPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSOPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of an interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the

text of the dossier. You can find the series of questions/comments form Syndicate

members and answers from the SOVA owner by the . Feel free to leave your comments

and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: SOVA candies

Contact person:Contact person: Olga Shiyan

E-mail:E-mail: sale@sovunia.com.ua

Website:Website: sovunia.com.ua

Phone:Phone: +38 093 411 26 13

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Ukraine

Industries:Industries: Food

SOVA candies

Sova price list 2019-2020

Pictures All

click here
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SOVA candies is a new niche brand founded by Olga Shiyan in 2016

and aimed at producing sweet treats from only natural fruits with

exclusive and exotic flavors. SOVA Flapjack is a new kind of sumptuous

dessert without sugar and harmful additives. All sweets are produced in

compliance with a unique technology that allows saving all the vitamins

and minerals of fresh fruits. The modern world has divided almost all

existing food products into tasty and healthy. Olga is not the first to set

the task to bring these two seemingly incompatible categories together.

Moreover, Olga managed to do it so elegantly and concisely. SOVA

candies are just fruits without extra water and no additives, processed

by know-how technology. The company has found a new unique way to

create delicious and airy sweets, the consumption of which does not

harm human health and even benefits.

SOVA NATURAL SWEETS FROM FRUIT
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THE STORYTHE STORY

The first fruits in the world of sweets SOVA candies are made according to ancient

Egyptian technology. This technology of careful gifts of nature preservation came to us

from the time of the wise pharaohs and magnificent pyramids. Thus, to master and

especially adapt the secret knowledge of the past to modern realities did not work right

away. At first, there were years of trials, errors and a great desire to make the better lives

of the loved ones, most of which, the son and husband, are an incorrigible sweet tooth.

Olga was leading by a great fear that the most expensive people in the world will face

obesity, and God forbid, diabetes. This feeling encouraged Olga to do everything in her

power to prevent such an outcome.

Olga Shiyan, the founder of SOVA candies a novel niche brand that created the world's first fruit candies

 Photo credit by SOVA candies

It is not an easy task to convince a person to eat healthy food and to force to eat a healthy

diet is almost impossible, even if it is about your husband and son. There must be

own strong desire, otherwise, that's not going to happen. In the beginning, Olga turned to

the classic options for healthy products, i.e. dried fruits, candied fruits, other snacks.

She tried almost every alternative with the same result  - it was not tasty for her boys. And

as it turned out in a more detailed analysis, it is not very useful. It seemed that the desired

product simply does not exist in nature, it can not be bought, so can only be created.
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Olga found a solution in Flapjack, loved not only by her boys but by everyone around

her. She went deeper into those recipes, tested a lot, refined and upgraded this method.

She has studied many sources while searching for a solution. Finally, having updated the

way of making sweets, withdrawn from history, she got the desired result. The solution

combines the past and the present, the taste of sweets and the usefulness of natural fruits.

Now it is winning the hearts of new and new fans around the world.

The design of SOVA candies reminds an ancient scroll that aims to bring the spirit of antiquity pyramids and great

pharaohs to modern customer

Photo credit by SOVA candies

PRODUCT RANGEPRODUCT RANGE

Ukrainian lovers of SOVA candies can buy sweets made of more than 10 different fruits

including exotic such as kiwi, pineapple and even papaya.

On the international market, the candies are presented in a few the most popular flavours

but this is temporary. The company is constantly increasing its production capacity to

enable fans from across the world to enjoy all kinds of Flapjack.
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There are only organic and natural ingredients in SOVA candies

Photo credit by SOVA candies

Tastes that are currently available in the international market:Tastes that are currently available in the international market:

Apple Flapjack. Apple Flapjack. Dehydrated apples are very rich in potassium, which has a positive effect

on the nervous system and regulates the pressure. In addition, it contains a large amount

of Calcium, Magnesium, Iron and vitamins of group C and E. Flapjacks made of apples

have a positive effect on the gastrointestinal tract improving digestion. FYI: Three candies

contain two apples.

Banana Flapjack. Banana Flapjack. A dehydrated banana is even more useful than a freshly picked fruit from

a tree. It contains vitamins in abundance: B1, B2, B6, PP, Potassium, Magnesium,

Manganese and Copper. The combination of these microelements contributes to the

maintenance of the heart muscle, and the presence of serotonin improves mood in

general. FYI: One candy contains half a banana.

Apple and Cinnamon Flapjack.Apple and Cinnamon Flapjack. The composition of these sweets is 98% apple and 2%

cinnamon. Due to the apple, these sweets contain such trace elements as Potassium,

Calcium, Magnesium, Iron and vitamins of groups B, C and E, and cinnamon helps reduce

the load on the pancreas. This is the perfect option for those who want to lose weight.

Banana Flapjack with Strawberry Chips. Banana Flapjack with Strawberry Chips. It contains the minimum amount of proteins, fats

and carbohydrates. Sweets have slightly strawberry sour and strawberry flavor. The sweets

contain Magnesium, Potassium, Copper, Fluorine and vitamins of groups C, E, B (Package

weight 30g).

Olga and other SOVA candies specialists are constantly working on creating new tastes.

Non-classical product combinations are of particular interest. It is possible that in the near

future customers will be able to try sweets with chocolate, nuts and even Borodino bread.

Although, this is all at the level of hypotheses. No official statements were received from
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company representatives.

SOVA's flavors that are available for sale in the international market

Photo credit by SOVA candies

There is a chance to see Flapjack for people with diabetes on the shelves in the

foreseeable future. This is a special area of SOVA strategy, designed to facilitate and

improve the lives of people suffering from such a terrible disease.

PRODUCT USPPRODUCT USP

One of the many possible options of SOVA candies presentation on store shelves

Photo credit by SOVA candies

The first and main advantage of SOVA candies, in comparison with its competitors, is the

attitude to the product and the whole production process.
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First of all, the company uses only ripe and perfect fruits, which, perhaps, is not done by

any other producer in the world. This approach allows getting sooo sweet products without

adding sugar and other sweeteners while maintaining 100% natural product.

The most gentle manufacturing conditions of SOVA allow saving all healthy microelements

and vitamins contained in fruits, increasing the time required to process one

batch sometimes up to several days. Therefore, many competitors violate them, resulting

in a product that looks like Flapjack, but does not contain part of the benefits that are

stored and transmitted in full to natural SOVA candies.

One more key factor of SOVA uniqueness is a сareful control of the intensity at which the

fruit is ground. For each individual position it is different. This control allows saving in

sweets as much fiber as possible, because it is a fiber that helps assimilation, without

putting into fat all that is in candy, including fructose.

Moreover, most SOVA sweets have a one-piece composition. Eating candy means the

same as eating a fresh apple or banana, only without excess water. This allows each type

of candy to have its own unique taste and to be the carrier of own unique set of

microelements.

The main advantages of SOVA candies are the followingThe main advantages of SOVA candies are the following:

monocomponent composition;

unique and careful fruits selection;

careful grounding and processing under the temperature of 40-45 С degrees;

fiber and fructose content;

less calorie compared to other sweets.
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SOVA candies products are always appropriate and timely 

Photo credit by SOVA candies

There is not even a hint of harmful additives in SOVA candies, thus there is only organics

Photo credit by SOVA candies

TARGET AUDIENCETARGET AUDIENCE

First and foremost, fans of SOVA candies are those people who lead a dynamic lifestyle

and who are active in sports. Their nutrition is usually limited to rigid diets and there are so

few fun foods. SOVA banana-based candies may become the solution since they taste

good and satisfy hunger. They are very high in calories, yet have no sugar and with such

low weight and size irreplaceable for hiking and other sports activities.

Breastfeeding moms who can't eat almost anything can consume banana candy from the

very first days of breastfeeding. SOVA is hardly the only joy in food that they can afford.

Mothers of young children often become SOVA customers, since they try to give all to their

children. SOVA Flapjack is an excellent alternative to delicacies that is not inferior to the
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classic candies in taste and appearance and significantly superior in quality and

usefulness.

People who are overweight and are being in a constant battle with their access

pounds also choose SOVA for themselves. Pineapple and kiwi candies are just created for

them.

All other representatives of Homo sapiens, who at least, somehow treat themselves as

modern and thinking people, prefer SOVA sweets. Just imagine that you only carry a few

sweets in your pocket that easily replace a pound of banana or apples. If there is no time

for a full lunch or breakfast, no trouble, just stop for a minute, drink coffee with

SOVA candy (by the way the sugar will be also perfectly replaced) and move forward full of

strength at the same pace.

The company is constantly developing products for new categories of customers, such as

the candy line for diabetics mentioned above.

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN

The complete absence of preservatives and other additives brings love not only to clients

but also to various microorganisms that don't mind eating natural fruits without excess

water. The quality of packaging is very acute for the company.

In addition to the measures that have already been taken, namely high strength packages

and triple sealing, the company is constantly in the process of development and

improvement. Vacuum packaging, which hopefully will completely replace the existing one

in 2020, is currently under testing. With the help of a vacuum, candies will be stored even

more reliably and the shelf life will be increased.

Negotiations with the printing company are currently underway in order to increase the

environmental component. The main goal is to switch to packaging made of exclusively

organic materials.

The company devotes a lot of time to the aesthetic characteristics of packaging and

marketing materials. The company constantly works with printing and industrial designers,

that allows framing the products with the best solutions that meet all the world standards.
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SOVA Flapjack is not just a product, but a trend of the modern world

Photo credit by SOVA candies

PRODUCTIONPRODUCTION

The main production capacity of SOVA candies is concentrated in Ukraine. In addition to

the production, there is a constant process of optimization and improvement of the

production cycle under the guidance and control of the founder Olga Shiyan.

Such an approach allows saying that the company will be able to scale up and cope with

any volume of orders, without giving up its basic principles, namely, providing healthy and

tasty product to consumers.

As the international expansion plan, the company is aiming to open mini production

facilities in countries where exotic fruits are grown. So soon SOVA Flapjack with durian,

cherimoya and other overseas oddities will appear on store shelves.

SALES AND POTENTIAL MARKETSSALES AND POTENTIAL MARKETS

As a rule, the peak of sales in Ukraine falls on the cold season. This is the period of

vitamins deficiency that is so carefully stored in SOVA's products. This tendency allows

forecasting good sales in countries with a predominantly cold type of climates such as the

UK, Germany, Norway and even Canada.

Top sellers are cafes located in gyms where the most targeted audience is assembled.

Athletes are people who keep to a strict diet and dream to please themselves for a well-

trained workout without breaking the number of allowable calories.
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Continuous work on packaging and marketing materials is carried out in order to meet the two main aspirations of

the company such as environmental friendliness and modern design

Photo credit by SOVA candies

Many regular customers in Ukraine order SOVA Flapjack based on an online

monthly subscription. The customers systematically pay the same amount of money at the

beginning of each month and receive a supply of sweets for the whole family. This

allows to abandon the traditional (harmful) sweets and to please themselves only with

healthy treats. This method of sales is gaining in popularity in the world, and SOVA

company believes that it is very important for niche brands, and makes a big bet on it in

the future.

The main purpose of the company is to bring healthy sweets to every house and of course,

this house does not have to be only in Ukraine. Olga is sure that the sweets, so much

loved by her countrymen, simply allow nobody to stay indifferent, regardless of territory,

mentality and cultural characteristics. After all, everyone should have the right to eat

delicious and healthy food. SOVA candies are ready to provide with this right the entire

population of the mother earth :)
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SOVA Flapjack at various stages of the manufacturing process

Photo credit by SOVA candies

SOVA candies - combine the incongruous is our daily habit

Photo credit by SOVA candies
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: SOVA candies

Contact person:Contact person: Olga Shiyan

E-mail:E-mail: sale@sovunia.com.ua

Website:Website: sovunia.com.ua

Phone:Phone: +38 093 411 26 13

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Ukraine

Industries:Industries: Food

SOVA candies

click here
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Grezzo Raw Chocolate is a brand that made possible to change sweet

treats into healthy 100% vegan food. The idea of creation came to Vito

Cortese, pastry chef of natural cuisine and raw food from Italy. The

healthy deserts exclude the use of animal products, the refined flour and

sugar, gluten and yeast, which makes biscuits and chocolate available to

those who suffer from intolerance to gluten or lactose. The unique

technology of cocoa beans drying is behind the healthy nutrition of the

Grezzo’s raw chocolate so that it is 5 times healthier than the chocolate

made of fried beans. The pastry professional chefs use ingredients that

mother nature offers such as valuable cocoa beans raw or precious, not

fried Sicilian almonds, which are widely used in the sweet. The brand’s

philosophy voices the following: food is one of the main elements that

can be treated to improve the lifestyle and the health. Born in the heart

of Italy, Grezzo made a significant breakthrough in the world of gourmet

raw food.

ORGANIC RAW CHOCOLATE
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THE IDEATHE IDEA

Vito Cortese, pastry chef along with Nicola Salvi, the business coach gave birth to the

Grezzo Raw Chocolate, aiming to change the eating habits of the planet because an often

food is being abused and is only used to fill the stomach, rather than to feed. They wanted

humanity to take care of what they eat. Respecting the health food, the inventors attempt

to offer the highest quality products and the best experience possible taste. The never

stop searching for the best combinations to get unique products.

In the heart of Italy, in the friendly neighbourhood of vegetarian and vegan food, you can

find Grezzo Raw Chocolate, pastry store that is 100% vegan. The varicolored display case

of cakes from the front invites visitors to come in.

THE INVENTORTHE INVENTOR

Vito Cortese, the inventor of Grezzo raw chocolate is one of the most famous pastry chefs

and raw foodists of Italy. His passion for cooking and good food helped him to open his

first restaurant business at the age of 21. Since 2007 he became interested in nutrition

from a health point of view, that brought him to the natural cuisine.

Soon, in 2009 he has discovered the raw food, remaining so fascinated that it became his

greatest passion. He began to study and to do research, encoding an original method to

cook the raw food in the more professional way.

In 2010 he organised the first cooking class, where he taught the tricks of this mysterious

art and created the brand Naked & Raw, raw food cooking school. Success was immediate.

He held over 15 courses around Italy in next six months. At this point he decided to go to

the USA, to perfect himself at the renowned Culinary Academy of Matthew Kenney, the

number one school in the world of gourmet raw food. He studied at the Academy for two

months and deepened the best of this cuisine techniques.

When Vito came back to Italy he continued to research and develop increasingly applying

what has been his intuition. He applied the raw food approach to the extraordinary Italian

gastronomic culture that still remains the most fascinating.
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Vito Cortese, Pastry Chef of Raw never stops searching for the best combinations to get the unique healthy

products for the best raw deserts

source - myblog.boscolo.it

In April 2014, along with Nicola Salvi, he opened Grezzo Raw Chocolate, a completely

organic raw pastry, ice-cream and food, that offers such a wide and complete range of

products. The name " " {adj. m} in Italian means "raw". The brand as a virtue of an

exclusive partnership between a business coach and the best Italian raw master chef

became the one-of-a-kind manufacturer of richly textured raw healthy chocolate.

Taste is important as much as health. The mission and path for Grezzo are to provide

customers with the finest raw chocolate and pastry, using only the highest quality

ingredients. Each Grezzo recipe is designed to enhance health and joy. The company

never uses refined sugar, gluten, soy, dairy, GMOs, or chemical ingredients. Only the

grezzo
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highest quality organic ingredients.

THE TEAMTHE TEAM

Under the strict guidance of inventors, the Master Chef Vito Cortese and the General

Manager Nicola Salvi the culinary team, represented by Roberta Salvi, operations manager,

Samantha Chriss Jeffs, administration, Patrizia Romeo and Romina Montoni, assistant

cooks, is never satisfied with the results achieved and constantly improves the professional

qualities. Grezzo's personnel always shares their positive energy with the customers.

RAWRAW AND TOTALLY ORGANIC INGREDIENTS AND TOTALLY ORGANIC INGREDIENTS

Grezzo combines the distinct raw, crafted and organic ingredients to create delicious, creamy-textured chocolate

and ice-cream and delicacy

source - www.yelp.com

Grezzo combines the distinct raw, crafted and organic ingredients to create delicious,

creamy-textured chocolate and delicacy. The novel best-selling creations are formulated

with blends of the finest ingredients such as:

cocoa beans from Ecuador;

pure cocoa butter;
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coconut sugar;

Sicilian almonds;

hazelnuts from Piedmont;

Californian dates;

coconut pulp.

Many years of research and study by Vito Cortese, the landmark of Italian gourmets of raw

kitchen food, led to the creation of desserts that will satisfy all tastes. In Grezzo's own

pastry laboratory in Rome, quality control is one of the highest priority. The production

cycle of raw chocolate creation excludes GMOs and chemical ingredients. Almond milk,

the main ingredient for a lot of sweets is prepared daily is the lab while all the others come

from selected Bio certified farmers. Grezzo pastries, biscuits, ice cream and chocolate

doesn't contain any milk, eggs, flour, refined sugar, soy and gluten.

Rome can finally boast raw vegan cakes that, in addition to eliminating the use of animal

products, also exclude the use of refined flour and yeast, which make biscuits and

chocolate available to those who suffer from intolerance to gluten or lactose. Gluten

intolerance is spreading more and more. Doctors are recommending to follow the low

gluten diet. All raw materials in Grezzo are gluten-free and natural. Grezzo gluten-free

desserts are perfectly suitable for celiac. Used for sweetening coconut sugar is unrefined

and without preservatives, it is extracted from coconut palms, rich in vitamins and minerals,

and inulin, fibre slows the absorption of sucrose and that gives this sugar a low glycemic

index (only 35). Coconut sugar has a simple and fast process, which makes it one of the

most natural sweeteners in the world.

Raw materials have some completely innovative suggestions that combine taste, health

and pleasure. All cakes, ice cream, snacks, chocolate, mousses, creams, pies, truffles,

frozen desserts are carefully handmade in the laboratory with ingredients of plant origin,

biological and that one does not need to cook. In order to avoid an unhealthy influence of

standard deserts the brand derivatives perfect balance of ingredients, with minimal use of

sweeteners. To make a cream Grezzo confectioners don't use milk. Sweet Crude is

completely devoid of lactose and any animal origin. They are made only with herbal

ingredients that provide profound nourishment.
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Vito Cortese, the inventor of Grezzo Raw Chocolate, went to the USA to perfect himself and learn new techniques

of raw cuisine at the number one school in the world of gourmet raw food - the Culinary Academy of Matthew

Kenney

source - www.facebook.com

The main ingredient is raw chocolate, which is made from cocoa beans that are not fried,

but dried in the sun. Cocoa drying process requires a temperature below 42 degrees. It is

an alternative to the roasting process, which is currently used on a large scale in the

market, with its high temperature (over 170 degrees) destroys much of the authentic taste

and useful properties of cocoa. The Grezzo cocoa beans are dried naturally in order to

preserve all the beneficial substances that make healthy cocoa. The level of anti-oxidants

up to 5 times higher than normal chocolate in addition to the unique taste. Raw Chocolate

is used only in its purest form unheated, unprocessed and unadulterated.
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To make a cream Grezzo confectioners don't use milk. Sweet Crude is completely devoid of lactose and any

animal origin

source - www.facebook.com

MARKETINGMARKETING
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The first anniversary of the young company from the foundation of totally organic raw chocolate brand in April

2014

source - www.facebook.com

The Brand continues to surprise the foodies and chocoholics with the best tastes from the

best ingredients that are vegan-friendly. The company continuously makes different sales,

master classes and holiday events. This year, for Easter, Grezzo team did all the best to

create two new recipes for Easter Egg Chocolate Raw.  There will be two variants of the

egg. In addition to the classic dark raw chocolate, there will be the white chocolate egg.

The eggs are available by pre-order beginning from March and are sized starting from 200

grammes till 1 kilogramme.

Easter eggs contain no sweeteners though will be softly sweet. Thanks to the choice of

ingredients and processing methods, with more than 800 micronutrients, the value of

antioxidants 5 times roasted cocoa, authentic and flavouring natural does not change

when processed.
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Grezzo team did all the best to create two new recipes for Easter Egg Chocolate Raw, which will be available in

white and black this Easter

source - www.facebook.com

Grezzo’s packaging is as much as possible recyclable and earth-friendly. Every productive

move is done with ultimate attention. Cakes, ice cream, snacks, chocolates, mousses,

custards, pies, and truffles: everything is made, wrapped and packaged by hand with

respect for the environment. It is the intention of Grezzo to create products which reflect all

that is righteous and to provide a service to the world that speaks a message.

In 2015 Grezzo Raw Chocolate has won the  Award. In 2015

the brand has won the prize of the Best Italian Confectioner . Grezzo got the

recognition of the  at  in Milan, where the Brand proudly

Bottega del Gambero Rosso

Golosario

"Taste shops of 2017" Golosario
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represented the healthy raw food among other famous names in the Italian confectionery

excellence.

The co-founders Vito Cortese, pastry chef and Nicola Salvi, general manager receive the prize of the Best Italian

Confectioner at Golosario 2015

source - www.facebook.com

DISTRIBUTIONDISTRIBUTION

To try the delicious raw desserts is possible in  pastry shop in

Rome, Italy. The Grezzo showcases and windows open view on colourful cheesecakes,

brownies cookies, gelati, raw cacao ice-cream, raw vegan chocolates and smoothies. All

brand's desserts look like little art pieces and taste incredible. The Grezzo raw chocolate

and desserts can also be ordered via the Internet at the official website and other

partnered . The average price for desserts varies from €6.00 to €28.00.

These are some prices for Grezzo desserts:

Grezzo Raw Chocolate

websites
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The Grezzo showcases and windows open a beautiful view on colorful cheese cakes, brownies cookies, gelati,

raw cacao ice-cream, raw vegan chocolates and smoothies that are 100% natural

source - romeinsider.it

Cheesecake Al Mango - €6.00;

Cheesecake Raw Ai Mirtilli - €6.00;

Cuore Cheesecake Al Mango Crudista Vegano - €15.00;

Cuore Brownie Al Pistacchio Crudista Vegano - €16.50;

Cuore Sacher Crudista Vegano - €18.00;

Cuore Brownie Con Nocciole Crudista Vegano - €15.50;

Cuore Cheesecake Al Mirtillo Crudista Vegano- €15.00;

Cuore Tiramisu' Al Lampone Crudista Vegano - €17.50;

Tavoletta Di Cioccolato Crudo 60% Crudista Vegano - €11.00;

Tiramisu Raw Al Lampone - €6.50;

Torta Brownie Crudista Vegano - €22.00;

Torta Sacher Crudista Vegano - €28.

Grezzo is the only place in Europe that produces raw foods using the gourmet technology

of raw food kitchens, with ingredients of plant origin, in their natural state, clean and

organic. In a world of poorly processed food, Grezzo certified chocolate offers its
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customers only the best quality possible.

MASS MEDIAMASS MEDIA

Raw charges a great deal of attention from both the public and the media ( ,  *, ,

) and several awards such as "Shop of the Year" by Gambero Rosso

and also articles devoted to foreign newspapers.

"March 18 (Askanews) - Crude RawChocolate, a complete pastry, chocolate and ice cream

raw food founded in Rome in 2014, opened in the spring with the first Easter egg, vegan

and organic, lactose and gluten-free, made with raw chocolate based on ' Ecuador. As a

result, a call conducted by Raw to offer baked goods and good nutrients that are capable

of sacrificing healthy pure pleasure."  Translation from Italian  

"After a year and a half, I have the great opportunity to visit a unique place: The first raw

pastry shop in the world is in Rome. I met Vito Cortese, founder and executive chef

together with Nicola Salvi, in order to learn something more about this wonderful world.

Health and Taste are the key words of GREZZO’s philosophy, a real paradise for lactose

intolerants, celiacs, vegans, health fanatics, gourmand people." 

"This absolutely high-quality pastry shop is located in Rione Monti, which is a typical old-

fashioned neighbourhood in the centre of the city. Their philosophy of food is based on a

raw vegan view of the cuisine, which always contains genuine and biological ingredients.

The shop is dedicated to sweets and cakes, most of them containing chocolate as the main

ingredient. You can also taste an absolutely amazing ice cream, made with no milk nor

eggs, perfect for vegans." 

TG1 TG5 Rai2

Teleambiente channel

Italia Finance.

Ethical Code

Low Cost Rome
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Grezzo Raw Chocolate

Contact person:Contact person: Samantha Chriss Jeffs, Administration

E-mail:E-mail: vitocortesechef@grezzoitalia.it

Website:Website: http://www.grezzoitalia.it

Phone:Phone: +39 06 483443

Patent status:Patent status: +

On market since:On market since: 2014

Regions:Regions: Italy

Industries:Industries: Food

Grezzo

Linked In

Ethical Code

Low Cost Rome

Happy Cow

Italian Finance Yahoo

Moovenda

More Grezzo

videos

click here
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Amedei is an Italian chocolatier and confectionery company, located in

Tuscany, Italy. The chocolate is produced from the rarest sorts of cocoa

and contains only natural ingredients. Numerous times Amedei was

awarded by London Academy of Chocolate for the highest quality and

ecologically sustainable production. Assortment of the brand includes

good 120 varieties – from delicious pralines and creams to professional

size bars and chocolate drops for the finest desserts in the world. The

majority of people, looking for quality chocolate, will admire Amedei.

NATURAL CHOCOLATE FROM
TUSCANY
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Amedei factory in Pontedera, Italy (source - www.amedei.it)

The story of , which was named after the owner's grandmother's surname, dates

back to 1990, when Cecilia Tessieri opened a small workshop to make pralines with just 1

employee and started to overtake an amazing craft of chocolate making. Later she

decided not to purchase raw material from other companies, but to select it herself. Search

for the best cocoa beans took Cecilia to the most distant plantations of the world from

Ecuador to the Carribean coast and Venezuela. The last region was especially rich with the

cocoa beans of excellent quality. Combination of professional confectionery skills of

Cecilia and scrupulous selection of the best cocoa resulted in the perfect creation of

chocolate art famous and appreciated in all the world. The company's goal is ambitious,

almost on the edge of the unthinkable - to make the most delicious chocolate in the world!

Later Cecilia turned a 2500 square meters cast iron factory into a chocolate wonderland

and in 1998 the first Amedei chocolate bar Toscano Black 70%  was produced. Currently

preparation of the finest handmade chocolate involves around 30 employees, mostly

women, and undergoes a variety of stages to achieve the unique quality. Cecilia Tessieri,

the first female maître chocolatierfemale maître chocolatier in the world, surveys carefully each stage of production

from bean to bar. The beans undergo fermentation and drying in the place of origin.

Fermentation is a critical process in developing the beans' flavour and aromatic qualities.

The beans are placed in the wooden or concrete boxes, which have holes in the bottom

allowing for aeration and drainage of the acid fermentation, and rotated frequently. Then

Amedei
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the beans are dried on the large surfaces with direct sunlight. The natural drying process

lasts from 7 to 15 days. 

source - www.russia-ic.com

Each year many sacks with cocoa arrive to the premises of the factory from all over the

world. Each batch undergoes a strict quality control. A small amount of cocoa is roasted

using indirect heat and transformed into chocolate, to estimate the quality of the final

product and understand whether any changes must be applied on the plantations.

VARIETIES OF COCOA:VARIETIES OF COCOA:

Criollo - its characteristics are excellent – it’s very aromatic and slightly bitter with a

delicate flavor. Criollo is known to be the best quality of cocoa, but unfortunately this

variety represents only 3% of global production. Its origin is mainly from Venezuela,

Mexico, Guatemala, Madagascar, Nicaragua, Sri Lanka, Java and the archipelago of the

Comoros; 

Forastero - it is harvested in the lower Amazon basin and has a strong bitter taste. It is

the most widely grown variety, accounting for about 70-80% of the total cocoa world

production, but its quality is not as highly regarded as Criollo;

Trinitario - it is a natural biological hybrid of Forastero and Criollo and is exported from
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Mexico, Trinidad, Carribean, Colombia, Venezuela and part of Southeast Asia.

source - www.zesterdaily.com

Amedei uses the best sorts of cocoa – Criollo and Trinitario, and collaborates with

consultants specialized in agronomics, which are operating on a chosen territory in order

to select the best cocoa beans directly at the place of origin. The factory uses traditional

old machinery for production and pays much attention to one of the most important phases

of chocolate making – the conching (intensive mixing at high temperatures). This phase

allows for the elimination of excess moisture and residual tannins to obtain a well-rounded

aroma. Consistency of the chocolate becomes more flat, and the taste - more gentle and

"melting". The conching process at Amedei lasts for a staggering 72 hours, well above the

minimum required by the industry, during which the chocolate is mixed constantly. The last

phase - tempering - allows for the crystallization of the cocoa-butter within the liquid

chocolate. This process creates a chocolate that is suitable in every way for moulding: in its

sheen, its crispy texture and its preservation properties.

The company produces two types of chocolate - mono-origin, that consists of one variety

of cocoa and other chocolates and confectionery, made from a mixture of varieties. 

 line offers delicious bars made of Tuscan dark chocolate, milk chocolate, milk

I

CLASSICI
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chocolate with gianduja and white chocolate. Tuscany is a special region in Italy, famous

for its cuisine in general. It can be determined by three adjectives: modest, simple, unique!

It is enough to try a piece of Tuscan bread sprinkled with olive oil to understand

everything. Tuscan wines are famous all over the world. And over the past couple of

decades the new culinary phenomenon is slowly taking roots in this region - and that is

chocolate making. Today so many chocolate makers work in the area between Florence

and Pisa, that this region was called "Tuscan chocolate valley". Chocolatiers from Tuscany

are experimenting with different flavors, additives and recipes.  

source - www.amedei.it

Amedei  70% bars are made of single-origin cocoa coming from one particular area.

Each of the varieties grows on an individual plantation and is soaked with local traditions

and craftmanship. This cocoa makes a long journey from the Carribean seas carrying an

aroma and well-balanced flavor of fresh tropical woods and eucalyptus. I CRU bars allow to

differentiate cocoa flavors from Trinidad, Grenada, Madagascar, Venezuela, Ecuador and

Jamaica. It is a perfect choice for the real gourmets. No other brand offers such a precise

palette of tastes. The flavors are pretty easy to define and describe - it is a sign of well-

selected and processed cocoa.

I CRU
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 line offers bars from dark, milk and white chocolate with additives of almonds

from Avola, pistachios from Bronte, hazelnuts from Piedmont, yellow and red fruits from

sunny Italian regions. Piedmont is located in the northwest Italy and is famous all over the

world for its hazelnuts. Uniqueness of Piedmont hazelnuts allowed them to become the

first of the Italian products that received the highest rating on the international market - the

 status. This brand requires manufacturers of this product to grow it only in a particular

area under strict cultivation rules to keep it very useful for health with the protein in large

quantities, vitamins E, A, B, C, PP, mineral salts and unique cellulose. Piedmont hazelnuts

are used for production of famous chocolate paste - gianduja.

50g bars I Classici (source - www.amedei.it)

I FRUTTI

IGP
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Perhaps the most famous chocolates from Amedei are Porcelana and Chuao. Each of them

contains 70% cocoa and is made of rare and expensive varieties of Criollo

cocoa. Porcelana - is a genetically pure Criollo, grown in Venezuela. The name comes from

the bright white color of the cocoa beans. The chocolate has a very refined taste with

refreshing sourness and noble taste of fresh cream and strawberries. It has a very smooth

texture and attractive appearance. Porcelana is considered to be the most expensive

chocolate in the world. With the content of 70% cocoa - you will never say that this

chocolate tastes bitter. Production of Porcelana per year is very limited due to the rare

cocoa variety. The most expensive dessert in the world - a chocolate cupcake with a

romantic name "Golden Phoenix" is made from Amedei Porcelana in a luxurious cafe

 in Dubai Mall. The dessert is coated with 23 carat edible gold. The price of

the cupcake is around $1000. It is served on the golden tea plate and the total cost of the

dessert will amount to good $28,000.

Bloomsbury's
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50g bars I CRU (source - www.amedei.it)

Chuao chocolate was named after a small Venezuelan village and plantation, where they

grow cocoa beans of Criollo variety and where the earth itself adds a unique flavor to the

cocoa. Chuao cocoa is considered to be the best cocoa in the world. The volume of cocoa

production on these plantations is limited, but the demand for it is huge. Trees in Chuao

protected by mountains, but blown on by Caribbean winds and the soil is watered in a

natural way by three rivers. Besides the climate, Chuao region has a century-old tradition in

the collection and processing of cocoa. Firstly, cocoa fermented in such a way as to create

a mixture with a rich aroma, which is dried in the low sun in the open air. Secondly, farmers

work together as a cooperative. Because there is no protected name, any manufacturer

can give its cocoa beans name Chuao.
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50g bars I FRUITTI (source - www.amedei.it)

Therefore, despite the fact that Amedei defends its ownership over all the crop from the

village of Chuao, other are buying cocoa beans from the surrounding plantations and call

their chocolate Chuao. But only Amedei is made from pure Chuao cocoa, grown on

plantations in the village of the same name. Chuao Chocolate is Amedei’s pride. Despite

the overwhelming content of Criollo cocoa in Chuao (100% Criollo cocoa beans grow only

on the top of Chuao plantation, and the rest of the growing are the hybrids of Criollo and

Amelonado), it tastes with strong and steady notes of blueberries, plums, dried fruits and

molasses. Chocolate is slightly sour, but the aftertaste is long-lasting and strong. Just try it,

and you will understand why this chocolate is so much appreciated.

Chuao, Venezuela (source - www.roughguides.com)
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Tessieri did not stop on the achieved. One taste of chocolate was not enough, there was a

gap for something greater: several flavors, a variety of flavors in a single bar. Of course,

mixing flavors in chocolate was not the invention of Tessieri family – but an old tradition.

For centuries, chocolatiers mixed cocoa beans from all over the world to create chocolate

with a specific aroma and flavor. The principle of mixing chocolate is the same as of mixing

perfumes, wine and paints – there is a basic note, to which different flavors are added. As

a rule, chocolatiers take a particular sort of cocoa beans from Brazil, Africa or Asia for the

basic flavor and add aromas and flavors of cocoa beans from around the world. The best

chocolate makers, including Amedei, use aromatic varieties of Venezuelan Criollo and

Trinitario as the basic flavor. Unfortunately, due to the limited availability of these varieties

and high prices, Venezuelan cocoa is used in small amounts. And for this reason, the price

of elite chocolate is so great. In 2009 Amedei surpassed all with the launch of the

famous Amedei "9" bar, produced from a mixture or cocoa beans from 9 different

plantations! This dark chocolate with a high 75% content of cocoa reveals luxurious aromas

of citrus and roasted almonds, which give it a unique sophistication.

The elegance and unique quality of Amedei is immediately evident from the classic style

chosen for the packaging of this sophisticated chocolate. Even the design of the

wrappings, in colours that best represent Amedei (red, white, black and gold) is a result of

the Tessieri family painstaikingly working together. The packaging, with its logo in gold and

the inscription Amedei Tuscany, is created from quality card to protect the more than 120

varieties of chocolate from any change in their sensory qualities and integrity. 
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source - www.amedei.it

Nowadays to buy a good chocolate is not as easy as it seems. A truly delicious chocolate -

is a handmade chocolate, a piece of art, which is difficult to pass buy. Today, the word

"chocolate" refers, usually, to bars made of a combination of cocoa proteins, fats, sugars

and other ingredients. Amedei is the best chocolate in the world produced from the best

ingredients. Behind this statement stands not a passion for Italy or for chocolate, but a

strong word said by , which awarded this Italian company

with a kind of "chocolate Oscar". And it is keeping this championship for many

years. Despite the fact that the academy was founded only in 2005, it managed to win the

respect in the world of chocolate prodeucers. Amedei won the "Golden Bean" award for its

Toscano Black 63% chocolate bar. Chuao was awarded with two golden medals. The most

expensive chocolate in the world, Porcelana, also received a “Golden award”. Amedei "9"

received a "Golden Bean" award in 2011. If chocolate is a language - Amedei speaks it

freely!

Amedei demonstrates that the same composition of the product (and luxury chocolate is

always simple and does not allow variations in its composition: cocoa paste, cocoa butter,

cane sugar and natural vanilla) and the same percentage of cocoa the final taste of the

chocolate may be different. The chocolate is soy-lecithin and gluten free. Mostly all the

soys are  and some people are allergic to them. Some

reseraches have linked soy with cancer, infertility, thyroid problems and mental decline. It’s

also thought to affect hormones, particularly female hormones, in a negative way. Gluten

London Academy of Chocolate

genetically modified products
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is an allergen and it is also contraindicated for certain diseases, for example

.  Excessive level of gluten provokes brains disorders and even dermatitis. For

example more than 18 million Americans keep the gluten-free diet due to allergy to gluten.

 

Amedei gift box (source - www.amedei.it)

Amedei also offers a wide range of pralines and truffles with additives of alcohol, fruits and

nuts, a line of chocolate spreads, chocolate drops and professional size bars for chefs. The

chocolate bars are also available in mini sizes for hotel amenities. Amedei products are

often chosen by the great chefs and hotel structures of the highest category, which wish to

provide additional benefits along with their creative suggestions. Amedei is highly valued

also as a gift, due to its elegant package.This brand can be found in the most sophisticated

hotels and restaurants in the world, such as Four Seasons Hotel Florence, Four Seasons

Hotel Saint-Petersburg, Intercontinental Almaty, the Fat Duck restaurant and the Ritz in

 celiac

disease
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London. Amedei was introduced in Canada, North America, UK, Hong Kong, Belgium,

Denmark, Kazakhstan, the Netherlands, Russia, Dubai and, of course, in Italy. William

Curley, Heston Blumenthal, Michel Roux , John Williams, and it is not a complete list of the

world's famous chefs, who work with this elite chocolate.

source - www.amedei.it

It is possible, by appointment, to visit Amedei factory in Pontedera and experience some of

the important production processes. This decision to allow for tours has risen from the

continuous and incessant requests, by those that esteem Amedei, to see and touch the

heart of the company.
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source - vwww.amedei.it
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source - www.amedei.it
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Amedei dark chocolate cremoso , Four Seasons Hotel Firenze (source - www.fourseasons.com)

Amedei store idea (source - www.amedei.it)
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Amedei SRL

Contact person:Contact person: Gabriele Bianchi

E-mail:E-mail: g.bianchi@amedei.it

Website:Website: http://www.amedei.it/

Phone:Phone: +39 05 87 48 48 49

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 1998

Regions:Regions: Italy

Industries:Industries: Food
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David Rio is an award-winning, premium chai and tea company based in

San Francisco, California, offering customers only the finest products

domestically and around the world. Established by co-founders David

Scott Lowe and Rio Miura in 1996, it first started as a line of speciality

tea, coffee, and accessories through an all Japanese catalogue, and

transformed into America’s premier chai company. David Rio is available

in cafés, restaurants, and speciality food stores across the U.S. and in

over 50 other countries. Furthermore, the company strives to be the

global premium chai brand, exceeding customers' expectations, offering

exceptional taste and quality, and delivering meaningful customer

service. In addition, as a part of David Rio's corporate philosophy to

support animal welfare, the company has maintained partnerships with

local, regional, and international organizations such as the International

Fund for Animal Welfare, Cat Tales Zoological Park and Peninsula

Humane Society & SPCA.

DAVID RIO PROVIDES A RICH,
INDULGENT CHAI EXPERIENCE
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David Rio was founded by Rio Miura and David Scott Lowe in 1996. They first began selling

specialty teas, coffees, and accessories through an all-Japanese language catalogue for

export to Japan, Rio's native country.  David Rio’s first chai, Elephant Vanilla, was intended

to be sold in Japan only, but immediate domestic demand from both individuals and

wholesalers led David Rio to offer its chai in the US market.

David Rio’s success with Elephant Vanilla inspired Scott and Rio to create a new chai with

stronger spice notes and developed its second blend, Tiger Spice Chai®, which quickly

became the company’s signature chai. Since then, David Rio has continued to create

innovative flavours under its "Endangered Species Line" of premium chai products, to

demonstrate its commitment to animal welfare. Each product is named after endangered,

at-risk, or vulnerable animals.

Rio Miura and David Scott Lowe, co-founders

source - davidrio.com

With this deep commitment to animal welfare, David Rio donates annually to the

International Fund for Animal Welfare ( )’s elephant and tiger programs. These

donations contribute to IFAW's global initiatives, such as protecting endangered tigers and

elephants around the world.

David Rio has also supported the San Francisco Bay Area’s 

 since 2002, as well as partnered with  in Mead,

IFAW

Peninsula Humane Society &

SPCA Cat Tales Zoological Park
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Washington since 1999, where the company adopted a Bengal Tiger, Atlas.

Furthermore, Chai Bar by David Rio's passion for animals is also reflected in its logo of a

strong, beautiful Bengal tiger.

In addition to offering exceptional service and superb products, Chai Bar by David Rio stands behind protecting

endangered, at risk, or vulnerable animals

source - davidrio.com

Today, David Rio's premium chai and tea products are available in cafés, restaurants, and

speciality retail stores in over 50 countries around the globe. With its strong domestic and

global presence, the next step in the Company’s vision was to create a retail café. In

Spring 2015, David Rio opened the doors to Chai Bar by David Rio, a chai-centric café in

San Francisco’s Mid-Market, so that locals and consumers from around the world could

enjoy signature David Rio Chai products, as well as have the opportunity and excitement to

share in David Rio’s newest offerings and products under development.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: David Rio

Contact person:Contact person: David Scott Lowe, Rio Miura

E-mail:E-mail: press@davidrio.com

Website:Website: davidrio.com

Phone:Phone: +1 800-454-9605

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 1996

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Drinks

David Rio

ORIGINAL VIDEO

ORIGINAL VIDEO 1

click here
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Death Wish Coffee is a coffee brand that bills itself as "the strongest

coffee in the world" with 200% more caffeine than a regular cup of

coffee. in a 12-ounce cup of coffee, there is an average of 650.4

milligrams of caffeine per serving. it is made from robusta coffee beans

which are much higher in caffeine than arabica coffee beans, which is

generally used in most commercial coffees and coffee houses. Death

Wish Coffee provides extra energy and possesses a unique aroma and

mild taste.

WORLD'S STRONGEST COFFEE
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Based іn Saratоga Sprіngs, N.Y,  was founded by Michael Brown in 2008. Іt has

10,000 revіews and repоrtedly mоre fіve-star revіews than any оther cоffee bag оn

. The prоduct gaіned publіcіty when іt was chоsen as the wіnner оf Іntuіt's

"Small Busіness, Bіg Game" cоntest, allоwіng іt tо have a  cоmmercіal carrіed

natіоnwіde free оf charge durіng Super Bоwl 50. When the company's simple but bold

skull and crossbones logo was seen by roughly 167 million last year, it opened all sorts of

new opportunities.

At Super Bоwl a splashy 30-secоnd ad featurіng Vіkіngs thіrstіng fоr theіr caffeіne fіx

tоuted the brew as the "wоrld's strоngest cоffee." But Death Wіsh’s extra-strength grоunds

already had a cult fоllоwіng. Wіthіn secоnds оf іt aіrіng, mоre than 150,000 vіsіtоrs hіt

Death Wіsh Cоffee’s websіte. The cоmpany’s sales that Super Bоwl Sunday were

repоrtedly 20 tо 25 tіmes hіgher than what they were оn an average Sunday.

Michael Brown - owner of Death Wish Coffee Company

www.foxbusiness.com

According to commercial analytics firm Spot Trender's national representative poll of Super

Bowl ads, 64 percent of people said that they enjoyed the ad, and 87 percent said they

would remember it. More than half said they were likely to buy the product.The next day,

Death Wish Whole Bean Coffee was the No. 1 best-seller in the Grocery & Gourmet

category on Amazon.com, and it was two of the top 10 spots in its Movers & Shakers

category, meaning the company's sales rank increased 550% in just 24 hours.Annоuncіng

the cоmpany slоgan, the cоmmercіal says, "Death Wіsh Cоffee — fіercely caffeіnated."

Death Wіsh

Amazоn.cоm

Super Bоwl
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Watch the full Super Bоwl ad belоw tо see what all the fuss іs abоut.

Sіx mоnths later, that 30-secоnd ad has changed the entіre trajectоry оf Brоwn’s cоffee

busіness. Death Wіsh’s websіte traffіc has leveled оff and іs nоw repоrtedly averagіng

12,000 vіsіtоrs a day, whіch іs stіll dоuble what іt had per day the prevіоus year.

"Once you put that logo out in front of people, it creates the intrigue you need," he said.

"It's already turned it into a lifestyle brand" that has translated into clothing, stickers and,

for some of the most hardcore fans, tattoos, he said. Sales were alsо up. Іn 2015, the

cоmpany brоught іn abоut $6 mіllіоn іn revenue. In 2016 the cоmpany had already

matched and exceeded last year’s number wіth a whоppіng $10 mіllіоn іn sales.

"At least fоur peоple have Death Wіsh tattооs," saіd Mіke Brоwn. "And thоse are just the

оnes І knоw abоut." Devоtees оf the hyper-caffeіnated brew - оne оunce оf the stuff

delіvers abоut 54 mіllіgrams оf caffeіne, makіng іt three tіmes as pоtent per servіng as a

standard  brew - іnclude Іce Rоad Truckers star Rоdd Dewey and heavy metal

musіcіan Zakk Wylde. Оn the cоmpany’s  page, whіch has sоme 300,000

fоllоwers, fans exchange cоffee memes and cоmpare Death Wіsh merch. "Sоme peоple

have cоllectіоns that blоw me away," Brоwn saіd. "Іts stuff even І dоn’t have any mоre."

No need to drink a whole pot of coffee to get a boost of energy

www.caffeineinformer.com

The genesіs оf Death Wіsh was, apprоprіately, іn a cоffee shоp. Brоwn had quіt hіs jоb as

an accоuntant fоr New Yоrk state, and was tryіng tо fіgure оut a dіfferent career path. "І

Starbucks

Facebооk
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was spendіng a lоt оf tіme іn cоffee shоps," Brоwn saіd. "І fіnally оpened оne іn Saratоga

Sprіngs and put my lіfe savіngs іntо іt. І was really green, busіness-wіse. At 30, І was

bоrrоwіng mоney frоm my mоm tо make payrоll. Іt was lіke, "Оh man, І made a mіstake."

Tо оffset sоme оf the expenses оf the cоffee shоp, Brоwn decіded tо try sellіng thіngs

оnlіne. Оne оf the prоducts he put up was a cоffee blend that he had custоmіzed іn the

shоp, an extra-strоng blend that hіs custоmers kept clamоrіng fоr. "І had a vіsіоn; І wanted

іt tо lооk dangerоus," Brоwn saіd. "That’s what І buіlt the brand arоund." Іt started sellіng at

a steady clіp and, per Brоwn, "a lіght bulb went оff."

Іn 2013,  featured the brew оn theіr shоw and sales went thrоugh

the rооf. "Іt almоst burіed us," Brоwn saіd. "We were оperatіng оut оf the basement оf the

cоffee shоp, and І had tо pull my custоmers tо cоme help me pack up cоffee and send іt

up."

Nothing beats a good boost of caffeine from a good cup of Death Wish Coffee

www.adweek.com

Fоr a cоffee that has a skull and crоssbоnes оn the bag, Death Wіsh makes fоr a

surprіsіngly smооth, pleasant cup оf cоffee, wіth hіnts оf chоcоlate and cherry. But lіke a

sо-delіcіоus-yоu-fоrget-іts-alcоhоlіc, the agreeable taste can be a prоblem — have mоre

than оne cup, and, dependіng оn yоur caffeіne cоntent, yоu'll start tо get anythіng

Gооd Mоrnіng Amerіca
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between a strоng buzz and a full-оn case оf the jіtters.

The caffeіne cоntent cоmes frоm usіng Rubustо beans, whіch have dоuble the strength оf

the mоre wіdely used Arabіca beans but "tend tо have a burned rubber kіnd оf taste,"

Brоwn saіd. "The challenge іs makіng іt taste gооd." The fоrmula оf the actual blend

changes dependіng оn the cоffee crоp, but Brоwn’s fоcus іs makіng Death Wіsh mоre than

a cup оf cоffee оnly a trucker cоuld lоve.

Death Wish Coffee flavored vodka

www.money.cnn.com

Death Wіsh Cоffee іs оrganіcally grоwn, faіr traded and shade grоwn tо save mоre land,

accоrdіng tо the cоmpany. "Іnіtіally everyоne trіes іt fоr the caffeіne cоntent," Brоwn saіd.

"We get a lоt оf energy junkіes and caffeіne fіends. But І wоuld hоpe that the flavоr іs what

gets peоple tо have a secоnd cup." Brоwn drіnks іt black, thrоugh a Chemex, but dоesn't

have a strоng preference fоr hоw tо brew іt. He has, hоwever, had tо cut hіmself оff at

three cups a day. "І used tо drіnk mоre," Brоwn saіd, "But іt made me feel a lіttle crazy."

Deathwіsh Cоffee has the full flavоr оf dark-rоasted Arabіca cоffee beans wіthоut the lоss

оf caffeіne durіng іts. Explaіnіng thіs as a rarіty, Death Wіsh states that dark rоasts typіcally

cоntaіn less caffeіne than lіghter rоasts due tо the amоunt оf tіme the beans are

cооked. Fіne grіnds and lоnger steepіng put mоre caffeіne іn the cup. Mоst іmpоrtantly,
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caffeіne varіes accоrdіng tо plant specіes. Cоffee Rоbusta іs mоre caffeіnated than her

sіster bean, Cоffee Arabіca. Rоbusta alsо leans tоward strоng and bіtter іn flavоr, and іs

typіcally valued іn espressо blends. Arabіca іs the chоіce оf premіum cоffee rоasters, whо

fіnd іt smооther, mоre refіned. Rоbusta іs hardіer tо grоw, less expensіve, and оften mіxed

wіth arabіca tо help cоntrоl cоsts.

Death Wish company uses Robusta beans instead of conventional Arabica

www.money.cnn.com

"At fіrst І was thіnkіng that іt whоuld be sо strоng that І whоuld nоt be able tо drіnk...but іts

very nіce and smооth and gіves a bіg bооst оf energy!!" оne оf Amazоn users wrоte.

The cоmpany іs becоmіng mоre and mоre pоpular, and іt's easy tо see why. Wіth a catchy

cоncept, and a hardwоrkіng team оf peоple, a tоtal dream cоme true, and the brand іs sure

tо becоme a staple іn hоusehоlds acrоss the US.

The best and easіest place tо get іt frоm іs tо оrder dіrect frоm the Death Wіsh Cоffee

websіte. Whether yоu want theіr оrіgіnal recіpe cоffee, оr theіr Valhalla Java blend whіch

has nоtes оf chоcоlate іn іt, the Death Wіsh Cоffee Cо. websіte іs the place tо be —

especіally sіnce the cоffee іs avaіlable іn pоd fоrm fоr all the cоffee machіnes.

Asіde frоm оrderіng dіrect frоm Death Wіsh Cоffee's оwn websіte, sоme оf theіr prоducts
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are alsо avaіlable оn Amazоn at $19. As the Death Wіsh websіte says, "Yоu can buy Death

Wіsh Cоffee prоducts eіther оn thіs websіte оr оn Amazоn.cоm". Whіle thіs іs the case at

present, іt's lіkely tо change fоllоwіng the unveіlіng оf theіr latest cоmmercіal and all оf the

peоple whо wіll watch іt. After all, the Super Bоwl іs renоwned fоr havіng a massіve

audіence (іn 2015, іt had upwards оf 114 mіllіоn vіewers). That's a lоt оf pоtentіal custоmers,

and future fans, оf Death Wіsh Cоffee.

Fоllоwіng the Super Bоwl, Brоwn іs stіll tryіng tо keep up wіth demand. He has dоubled

the sіze оf hіs staff (seven tо 14 emplоyees), and has expanded frоm 10 tо 150 grоcery

stоres іn the Nоrtheast. Brоwn’s next step іncludes makіng mоre hіres and cоnsоlіdatіng

the оperatіоn under оne rооf; the staff currently wоrks оut оf fоur dіfferent warehоuses.

Death Wish Coffee exclusive package design

www.topsy.one

FEEDBACK IN MEDIA:FEEDBACK IN MEDIA:

"Mike Brown, the founder and owner of Death Wish Coffee, a blend with twice the amount

of caffeine of most coffees, won a contest for small business owners who wanted to

advertise during the Super Bowl. In the commercial a Viking ship forges through stormy

seas, which turn into a river of strong brew that flows into the mouth of a satisfied coffee

drinker. The contest sponsor, Intuit QuickBooks, paid for the production plus the cost to air

it during the Super Bowl, a reported $5 million for 30 seconds", Forbes
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'Buy a bag, if you hate it, send it back (within 60 days) and we will refund you your money

plus shipping. No Risk. It’s the best part about selling a product we believe in,' 

"Amazon data shows that Death Wish Whole Bean Coffee is No. 34 on the Best Seller list

in the Grocery & Gourmet category, and No. 18 in the Coffee, Tea & Beverages category. It

has an average rating of 4.7 stars out of 5, with 82 percent of customers ranking it with a 5-

star rating", 

Daily Mail

CNBC
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Death Wish Coffee Company

Contact person:Contact person: Michael Brown

E-mail:E-mail: info@deathwishcoffee.com

Website:Website: https://www.deathwishcoffee.com/

Phone:Phone: + 1 518 400 1050

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2008

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Drinks
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Made by Cow is a manufacturer of world's first safe-to-drink raw milk. It

uses a NSW Food Authority approved, new patented breakthrough cold

pressure technology relying on careful herd management and more

hygienic milking practices to produce a higher quality milk. Due to the

advanced method the brand offers the Jersey milk known for a higher

fat content preserving its properties, as well as essential nutrients and

pure flavor. The customer now can taste milk the way nature intended.

Made by Cow cold-pressed raw milk proved to be a hit selling out as

soon as its product hits the store shelves.

WORLD-FIRST RAW MILK SAFE FOR
DRINKING
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Saxon Joye, the founder of Made by Cow

source - broadsheet.com.au

DAIRY INDUSTRY CHALLENGESDAIRY INDUSTRY CHALLENGES

Raw milk has lots of benefits. It is rich in enzymes and contains all 22 essential amino

acids. Raw milk is a source of calcium and phosphorus (essential for calcium absorption). It

is an excellent source of vitamins containing vitamins A, B, C, and especially B12 which is

difficult to find in non-meat products. Enzymes and antibodies in raw milk make it less

susceptible to bacteria. It also contains a lipase helping in the digestion of fats and CLA,

conjugated linoleic acid, acknowledged for its anti-tumor properties.

For all its usefulness raw unprocessed milk still represents a danger to health. In many

countries the sale of raw milk for human consumption is illegal because it contains bacteria

that can cause serious illness. In Australia raw milk selling has been banned for more than

70 years. It is often sold at farmers markets and branded as “beauty milk”. A number of

people who disapprove of milk processing use this cosmetic product for drinking as having

a better nutritional value. But since 2000 there have been five outbreaks of illness

associated with raw milk. Thus to be authorized for selling it goes through heat
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pasteurization, homogenization processes to become standardized milk. Pasteurization

process implies heating milk to 72 C for 15 seconds to kill any harmful bacteria. While

homogenizing the cream is broke down to make the product more liquefied. But the

processes destroy important nutrients and enzymes in milk.

raw milk is an excellent source of vital nutrients for health and beauty

source - milklife.com

 is an Australian based company that developed a method of cold pressing

allowing people to safely enjoy the same natural taste and nutritional goodness of raw milk.

The brand’s product processed with a new technique received authorities’ conclusion

about its safety and is allowed to be sold in stores.

ᵒ

Made by Cow
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MILK WORLD INNOVATIONMILK WORLD INNOVATION

Made by Cow cold pressed milk was launched by three Aussies. The co-founder of the

company and unique technology of milk processing, Saxon Joye was involved in food

manufacturing industry for about 20 years. Few years ago he made up his mind to develop

a method making raw milk safe without compromising on flavor. Prior milk had to make a

long way from the cow to the customer undergoing multiple changes. Saxon’s idea was to

create milk that was less messed with and less processed. In 2014, the company started

experimenting with a cold-press process to find the right time and pressure recipe. From

the very beginning Made by Cow was closely working with the 

 conducting numerous testing of the product. In two years the efforts resulted in a

patented technology that meets the safety requirements and exceeds the heat

pasteurization performance in terms of flavor and nutrition of the final product. To bring

premium drinking milk to the market the company puts focus on three essential aspects:

careful herd management, hygienic milking practices and cold-press process.

Made by Cow started launching its almost-raw milk with a small batch to check the market

interest and needs. It has drawn enormous attention due to growing demand in natural,

less-messed-with and safe products.

HERDING MANAGEMENTHERDING MANAGEMENT

To start a business Saxon Joye looked for diary practicing careful herd management and

hygienic milking. He chose the farm of Stuart and Hayley Menzies located at Numbaa

south of Berry, the birthplace of dairy in New South Wales. They are both 3rd generation

dairy farmers and are acknowledged for their high grade performance in producing

exceptionally high quality milk. Made by Cow haven't had to change much to meet the

quality demanded. The only structural changes needed were the addition of a second vat

and second wash system.

The existing herd of the Menzies comprises 300 cows of . Originally from the

Channel Island of Jersey the breed was isolated from outside influence by other breeds for

centuries. It is considered one of the oldest in the world. The cattle breed is appreciated

worldwide for its high milk yield, high butterfat content and gentle temperament. The cows

are grass fed on the pasture. Although the herd is not organic at this stage, the company is

New South Wales Food

Authority

Jersey breed
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investigating the possibilities to find a safe and effective organic alternative.

The company pays special attention to hygiene in the manufacturing process, as it is one

of the guarantees of milk to be high quality and safe for drinking. Clean cups, a clean

platform, clean people with gloves and aprons, clean milking equipment and the cows’

udders are the core of hygienic milking practice. A pre and post milking teat spray is used

to keep the cows' udder health in good condition. The cows are regularly checked by a

veterinarian. To track their activity and sleep patterns in real time and check how they are

performing, each of them carries heat-time monitors.

careful management of the single Jersey herd and hygienic milking contribute to exceptionally high quality milk

source - madebycow.com.au

Having developed its own requirements to milk processing and worked out the way of milk

from the cow to the store shelves, the company aims at increasing the herd and working

with other farms to satisfy quickly growing demand.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGYADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

From Numbaa farming area fresh Made by Cow milk makes a short 15-minute travel to a

bottling station excluding opportunities for spoilage or contamination. Then it is

transported to a treatment facility in Homebush, suburbs of Sydney, and is put through a
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cold-press process. It is a finer alternative to conventional heat pasteurization that implies

no heating, homogenizing, diluting or recombining. It provides milk equivalent to

pasteurized in terms of safety, but tasting and looking better, and keeping the milk's

nutrients intact.

The method is known as High Pressure Processing (HPP) and is similar to one used for

‘cold pressed’ juices. The technology implies the use of high hydrostatic pressure instead

of heating milk to 70 degrees to destroy harmful microorganisms, bacteria and pathogens

in food. The process has a lot of scientific rigor behind it, so its precise pressure and time

recipe became a subject to a patent application. The bottle and milk inside are squashed

in about 15% at 7000 times atmospheric pressure for several minutes. It is roughly

equivalent to placing the milk bottle six times deeper than the deepest part of the ocean.

Large pumps are used to generate pressure equally from all sides. Such high force applied

makes dangerous bacteria removed from milk. The usage of cold temperature of water in

the technique ensures little impact on original colour and taste of milk being gentle on its

natural ingredients. Thus it preserves milk’s natural flavor and goodness as if drinking milk

direct from the cow, but comprises complete safety option.

high pressure of cold water makes bottle and milk inside squash in about 15% at 7000 times atmospheric

pressure to remove dangerous pathogens

source - dailymail.co.uk, modernfarmer.com, broadsheet.com.au

High pressure processing is successfully used on a whole range of foods, but the Made by
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Cow brand was the first in the world to use this method while milk processing and to apply

for obtaining a patent. The company also plans to expand the business’ product line

producing cream, yogurt with cold pressed milk.

NUTRITIONAL PROFILENUTRITIONAL PROFILE

Made by Cow cold pressed raw milk contains no preservatives or additives, has naturally

low glycemic index. It is rich on vital nutrients straight from the cow like protein, vitamins

and minerals. Per 100mL:

Energy - 343 Kj

Protein - 3.9g

Fat total - 5.1g, including saturated - 3.4g

Carbohydrate - 4.6g of sugars (lactose)

Sodium - 33mg

Potassium - 150mg

Calcium - 140mg

RICH TASTERICH TASTE

Straight from the cow milk is significantly richer in comparison to its skim version. Besides

its rich ingredient profile it is distinguished by and a layer of cream on top when left to

settle. Made by Cow got Jersey milk work perfectly with innovative technology. The Jersey

milk is the right option for cold-press processing, as while eliminating homogenization it

keeps its properties of being a bit higher in fat. It is a happy medium between totally raw

and pasteurized milk. The final product is delicious, wholesome and creamy. It has a very

pale yellow color and thick consistence. The taste is similar to regular full-cream milk with

subtle natural sweetness. The cold-pressed milk shows absolutely no sign of wateriness.

It's far more filling than pasteurized milk.

Made by Cow milk is created to stand up to most of daily milk needs. It lends a welcome

creaminess to cereal, adds a touch of sweetness to tea, gives more voluptuous note to

coffee, and looks perfect for dipping cookies into.

APPROVALAPPROVAL
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After two years of testing Made by Cow team received approval clearing it for sale a

product from New South Wales Food Authority.  requires milk to

be pasteurized by any method to achieve food safety outcome. It was noted that the

product of the company is not actually raw milk, as it passed "high pressure processing" to

get rid of pathogens. The representatives of the Australian dairy company state that its milk

belongs to a special category. Being something in the middle between raw and

pasteurized milk, it retains after unusual sterilize all the nutrients and vitamins, which are

usually destroyed by heat while conventional manner of milk processing. Currently Made

by Cow is running tests confirming that its almost-raw milk has a vitamin profile closer to

raw milk in comparison to pasteurized milk. All other unpasteurized milk is still illegal for

selling as well as promoting raw milk for human consumption.

Made by Cow milk is more creamy, more delicious and richer in comparison to pasteurized

source - gourmettraveller.com.au, madebycow.com.au, dailymail.co.uk

PRICING AND SALESPRICING AND SALES

 has struggled in recent years with reduced milk price tag in

supermarkets. Two liter bottle of regular home brand milk is sold for as low as 50 cents in

supermarket chains. A national campaign encouraged Australians to help dairy farmers and

pay extra money for branded milk.

The Food Standards Code

The dairy industry in Australia
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The first shipment of Made By Cow raw milk comprising 3000 bottles 

 despite costing $5 for 750mL. When the brand’s milk  with a

price tag of $6, the shoppers were willing to pay for it and it sold out in days. Such

admiration of a product is attributed to a massive demand for raw milk around the world

that is almost entirely unmet. The market is enthusiastic about healthier, less processed

products and money does not appear to be a deterrent. By developing a revolutionary

new method of processing, Made By Cow brand attracts the customers for delicious,

creamy and nutritious milk still being 100% safe from harmful bacteria.

The high price tag is explained by expenses on high quality source material. The company

also makes sure the farmers who produce the milk are paid a good wage. It is proud to be

paying over 50% more per litre than the major processors. With a premium salary in the

industry Made By Cow encourages its farmers to keep on high-quality performance.

straight-from-the-cow milk tasting at the Good Food and Wine Show in Sydney

source - madebycow.com.au

Cold-pressed raw milk is now available at the selected stores in Australia, such as 

, , , . Made by Cow is currently capable

of producing 10.000 liters of milk per week. It has longer shelf life of about 4-5 weeks that

contributes to easier distribution. The next step to expansion is FDA approval to open the

market of the USA. The company received hundreds of inquiries from the country, as raw

was sold out within

24 hours appeared in Perth

Harris

Farm Wholefoods House Maloneys Grocers AboutLife
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milk is allowed to be sold in retail stores only in 12 states and 15 states permit sales at

farmers markets or on the farm.

REVIEW IN MEDIAREVIEW IN MEDIA

"Cow to bottle" is apparently the latest craze in the "farm to fork" phenomenon. In what is

being touted as a world first, an Australian startup has created a new, legal way for milk to

be sold without pasteurisation. To make the milk stand up to regulatory requirements, it

has been "cold-pressed" under intense water pressure. Like juice, but raw milk.” 

“Australia’s first safe-to-drink “raw milk” has proved a hit with Perth shoppers willing to pay

$6 for a 750ml bottle. Despite costing three times as much as a two-litre bottle of regular

milk, WA’s first shipment of “cold pressed” unpasteurised milk sold out in days.” 

“Saxon Joye, who is behind Made by Cow sourced from 300 cows on the NSW south

coast, said his brand was the first in the world to use the process and while a small majority

are hippie or hipster consumers, the majority are those who want an “authentic taste” to

their milk. “After working on it for a few years and having a bit of an idea that it would be

well accepted, we have been pretty-well bowled over by the response,” he said.” 

FEEDBACKFEEDBACK

“I give this milk to my 18month old daughter. It is so much creamier than anything else

available. It's so nice to know that she's getting maximum nutrition from her milk, it's

absolutely worth the extra $$. Thank you Made by Cow, please keep up the good work!”

Brook

“This is a very good quality, creamy milk. I noticed the taste difference and difference in

consistency immediately. I don't drink milk very often, but I do buy it for my children. It

really is an excellent product and great to see some innovation in production techniques.”

Wiggly

“Amazing product! I bought some as a treat for my partner and now he refuses to drink any

other milk” kiddy08

Mashable

PerthNow

The Daily

Telegraph
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“It was like having my own cow in the backyard without all the work. If I could sell it from

my front door I would! Delicious. No more soy milk ruined coffees.” Chrissy

Lulu Joye drinking Made by Cow milk

source - dailytelegraph.com.au

“Finally found milk that is real. Less processing, the better.” Jacqui

“Udderly amazing. Look at the layer of cream under the seal of this bottle of cold pressed

raw milk from Made by Cow. I was so excited when I took off the lid and foil seal and found

this. I'm jumping over the moon right now. If you haven't tried it yet you should run for the

shops and get your hands on some. Seriously good, simply superb” thebrothsisters

“I tried this gear for breakfast this morning, tasted fantastic. Reminded me of how milk use

to taste.” Chefjust

“A mate of mine at work gave me a little to try of your milk and I must say, it tastes like real

milk, the way it's meant to be!” Emil

“Made me fall in love with milk again. Real milk by a real cow.” Lena
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Made by Cow

Contact person:Contact person: contact inquiries

E-mail:E-mail: info@madebycow.com

Website:Website: http://www.madebycow.com.au

Phone:Phone: +61 477 417 059

Patent status:Patent status: +

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Drinks, Food

Made by Cow

The Daily

Telegraph

Daily Mail

The Weekly Times

The Grocery Geek

Gourmet

Traveller

click here
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HAIRCARE



Gumboo Bear Hair Gummies is the best natural hair vitamin

complex that boosts hair general health stimulating new growth. The

focus of Gumboo Bear is to provide a natural vitamin supplement that

has quick and real results. It is created both for women and men to grow

their hair or tackle common issues such as balding or thinning hair. It's

also a great way to combat damage such as hair dye or over-styling with

hot tools. Gumboo Bear was created to be free from all nasty additives

and chemicals, and have no artificial colours or flavours, thus suitable for

Vegans and contain no gelatin or dairy. Gumboo Bear hair vitamins

have been formulated for all types of hair and ethnicities. It also works

for all skin types - normal, dry, oily, combination or acne-prone. Being

cruelty-free Gumboo Bear gummies contain all-natural ingredients such

as a mix of Folic Acid, Vitamin C, A, E, B5, and Zinc. They are soft

chewing and have a natural delicious fruit flavor that makes it easy and

pleasant to take as a daily supplement.

GUMBOO BEAR ALL-NATURAL
HAIR&NAILS VITAMINS
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Gumboo Bear was founded by a group of hair experts passionate about natural products.

There are many companies out there overcharging for expensive hair supplements. This

makes it harder to add the right hair vitamins to the diet and health regime. Gumboo Bear

is a cheaper but effective hair supplement dedicated to cutting down on unnecessary

costs for the customers and bringing more health benefits.

The company puts nature first and all the ingredients are sourced from it! The team worked

hard to create a clean, safe and health-boosting supplement. Gumboo Bear remains one

that says ‘no’ to toxic additives. The tasty bear-shaped vitamins are inspired by all things

natural. That’s why the company picked the cute bear shape for the product!

The main features of Gumboo Bear vitamins are:

Made in Canada & FDA approved;

Made of the highest ingredients that are 100% safe and natural;

Free from chemicals, additives, and preservatives;

Vegan, contain no dairy, soy or meat products;

Sticks to tight standards of quality;

No Artificial Colors or Flavors;

All-natural;

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

At the moment, the company produces jelly vitamins in the form of bears with a

citrus taste. They have a pleasant texture and smell. Gumboo Bear hair vitamins taste like

candy while restoring hair and nails. Such delicious taste has been created using only

natural fruit juices. Gummies are carefully packed in PET jars of 60 pieces each. There is

also a tight lid-protection against children, which only parents really can open, due to the

specifics of the opening (tightly press down and only then a click allows you to scroll the

lid). Gumboo Bear Hair Gummies are perfect for hair, nails and skin. Vitamins can be

consumed by Women & Men. They are 100% Natural, Gluten Free, Non-GMO, No Artificial

Colorings.
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Soft chewable fruit vitamins Gumboo Bear perfect alternative of hard to swallow pills and traditional supplements

Photo Credit by Gumboo

Gumboo Bear’s hair growth gummies are rich in Biotin, a vitamin essential for hair growth.

They contain Vitamin A, C, D, Folic Acid and Zinc which work together to create an

amazing beauty transformation. Soft chewable vitamins perfect alternative of hard to

swallow pills and traditional supplements. Delicious hair gummies naturally cure thinning

hair and boost its strength, thickness, density, moreover, they simultaneously care much

about the nail plate and strengthen it with a unique blend of quality ingredients. 

Healthy hair and nails are not the only benefits of this powerful beauty supplement. The

ingredients in Gumboo Bear target many common skin conditions. They can support the

clearing of skin rashes, acne, and blemishes.

BiotinBiotin
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Gumboo Bear all-natural and a vegan-friendly product suitable for women and men of all ages, skin and hair

types

Photo Credit by Gumboo

Biotin is a water-soluble B vitamin that is one of the most powerful people can take to

support hair growth and health. It could be found in small quantities in foods such as sweet

potato, avocado, salmon, nuts and seeds. Biotin is needed to improve keratin structure and

works with the enzymes in a body. Keratin is the protein that makes up hair, skin, and nails.

If the body has enough of this important vitamin, hair and scalp can grow healthy and long.

In recent studies, Biotin was also found to help reverse shedding hair and promoted hair

growth in areas that were thinning or balding. The highly effective vitamin will make sure

hair grows beautifully long and in the fastest amount of time possible.

Vitamin AVitamin A

Vitamin A is found in fruits and vegetables such as apricot, carrot, cantaloupe, spinach, and

kale. Meat and dairy sources include liver, fish oils, milk, and eggs. Vitamin A helps the

body metabolize amino acids which make up the foundation of healthy hair growth. It is

also essential for good circulation. Healthy circulation to our scalp is vital for a clean,

dandruff-free scalp that allows hair follicles to regenerate and grow strong hair. Vitamin A

also helps in the production of sebum which protects and repairs scalp naturally. It is a
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powerful antioxidant that guards against free-radical damage and boosts the immune

system.

Folic AcidFolic Acid

Folic Acid food sources include legumes, eggs, beets, broccoli, brussels sprouts, and

mixed berries. It is also known as B9 or folacin. It plays a key role when it comes to

keeping our hair healthy and strong. It regulates red blood cells and can help treat

conditions such as anemia which is known to include issues such as hair loss. Folic Acid

has been found to slow down the aging process of the hair, keeping away premature grey

hair and allowing our hair to look youthful and healthy.

ZincZinc

Zinc is naturally found in foods such as oysters, seafood, grains, and nuts, as well as fruits

like apricots, blackberries, raspberries, raisins, and dates. It is an essential mineral for hair

growth. It supports the health of hair follicles. It has even been found to assist with those

suffering from hair loss disorders such as alopecia. Zinc was discovered to promote new

re-growth in balding areas. Without the correct amount of Zinc, a deficiency can lead to

hair loss as hair’s protein structure begins to break down and suffers from a lack of this

essential mineral. Zinc plays a part in the production of DNA and RNA, both needed for

healthy hair follicle cells that produce shiny and gorgeous hair.

Directions for use: Take 2 vitamins daily to see hair, nail and skin transform. The results are

seen in just a few weeks.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Currently, Gumboo Bear is made in Canada and ships Worldwide. The company has

established itself as competitive in the US and Canadian markets and is ready for a global

expansion seeking partners and official distributors for European countries and other world

markets.

Recommended Retail Price of organic vitamins for 60 Gummies jar would be $24.99;
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A healthier head of hair is just 2 a day away!

Photo Credit by Gumboo

Maximum Retail Price of organic vitamins for 60 Gummies jar would be $ 29.99;
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Gumboo Products Inc.

Contact person:Contact person: Garen Markarian

E-mail:E-mail: info@gumboohair.com

Website:Website: gumboohair.com

Phone:Phone: +1 818-805-3699

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Canada

Industries:Industries: Haircare, Nails

Gumboo Bear Official Web

Page

Gumboo Bear Official Facebook Page

Gumboo Bear Leaflet

click here
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Clay is a natural material rich in minerals such as magnesium, calcium,

iron, silica and potassium and is found in volcanic ash, sediment and

soil. Clay has a water-absorbing feature due to its structure. Therefore,

the clay is always moist. Clay constituents are aqueous aluminum

silicates. CLAY has the effects of renewing the skin, re-mineralizing

depending on its natural mineral content, anti-toxic, making the skin look

fresh and clean, and making the skin look natural and healthy again.

DERMOKIL CLAY-BASED COSMETICS
WITH NATURAL BEAUTY FORMULA
RICH WITH MINERALS & VITAMINS
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Since ancient times of history, humanity has used natural resources in the field of health

and cosmetics. Clay, which is a mineral resource, has a special place in terms of its many

uses from the past to the present and its physical and chemical properties. One of the first

to discover the rich clay beds of Anatolia, a businessman from Sivas, Mr. Ünal Karaca,

believed in the power of clay and took his first step into the cosmetics industry in 2006. He

decided to invest in this business when he saw how people from the Dead Sea in Israel,

where he travels frequently for business purposes, seek healing.

The fact that Turkey has rich deposits in terms of clay mines and that the clay culture has

taken a different place since ancient civilizations has pushed him to investigate clay in

detail. He first started by having various types of clay collected from different parts of

Anatolia examined through the university. He decided to establish the "Dermokil" brand as

a result of various research in terms of its mineralogy properties and suitability for use in

the field of cosmetics. It has primarily developed formulations of skin and hair care

products for the brand Dermokil enriched with natural clay minerals. Later on, it developed

its product portfolio and brought it to the consumer with a wide portfolio ranging from

personal care products to toothpaste.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

Dermokil has a huge product range of about 110+ product units from different series. In

addition, the company manufactures White Label products. The product range of natural

cosmetics based on clay includes face skin care, products for whole body care, hands and

legs, and products for hair care. Let's get acquainted with several bestsellers of the

Dermokil line. 

DERMOKIL FACE MASKSDERMOKIL FACE MASKS

The Face Masks of the brand are very popular among buyers. The size is 75 ml. There are

the following masks in the line:
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Photo Credit by EZEL COSMETIC

Honey clay mask;

Clay mask with hemp seed oil;

Mask with pink clay;

Gel face mask with cucumber extract;

Gel face mask with rose extract;

Exfoliating face mask with aloe vera;

Coconut facial peeling mask;

Holographic facial peeling maskHolographic facial peeling mask
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CHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICS

Enriched with vitamin B5, this colorful and fun holographic face mask provides an instant

refreshing effect and hydrates the skin.

MAIN CONTENTMAIN CONTENT
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CLAY: CLAY: Clay has healing properties in the literature, it has the property of stimulating

collagen synthesis. Cleansing, lifting and nourishing all skin types by detoxifying the

deepest layers of the skin, clay is a versatile ingredient in skin care. As a deep cleansing

agent, it removes excess oil and dirt accumulated in the skin and pores from the depths of

the epidermis, thanks to its ability to absorb clay. As a nutrient, clay is important for

maintaining healthy skin. It is effective as a cleanser and astringent, removes dead cells

from the skin due to its exfoliating action, is an antiseptic, the activity of which against

various microorganisms has been scientifically proven. It is known that clay minerals are

used not only for beauty and cleansing, but also for skin diseases, it has been found that

they are useful for cellulite, diaper rash and various wounds on the skin.
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Photo Credit by EZEL COSMETIC

ALLANTOIN:ALLANTOIN: Increases the water content of the skin. Prevents dryness and makes

sensitive skin more elastic.

GLYCERIN: GLYCERIN: thanks to its moisturizing effect, it helps to protect the skin structure and

increase its elasticity, its natural content penetrates the skin and nourishes it. Thanks to its

antiseptic properties, it helps to heal wounds caused by eczema and psoriasis. Glycerin,

which provides moisture to the skin, helps reduce the appearance of fine lines and fight

signs of aging.

VITAMIN B5: VITAMIN B5: The use of vitamin B5 prevents moisture loss in the skin and helps maintain

moisture. This prevents dry skin, flaking and itching and allows your skin to retain its

softness and elasticity. It also helps maintain the skin's barrier function.

DERMOKIL FACE CLEANSERSDERMOKIL FACE CLEANSERS

Tonic for narrowing pores with rose extract 200 mlTonic for narrowing pores with rose extract 200 ml

CHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICS

Enriched with rose water, known to have a relaxing effect, Dermokill Rose Extract Firming
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Toner gently cleanses away dirt and make-up residue and relaxes the skin. By opening

clogged pores, it cleanses the floor in the upper layer of the skin, descending to the lower

layers of the skin, cleansing the resulting oil and dirt and preventing their reappearance.

Thanks to the special ingredients it contains, it helps to tighten the pores on the skin,

helping it look more vibrant and healthy.

MAIN CONTENTMAIN CONTENT

GLYCERIN: GLYCERIN: This is a very good moisturizer. Pharmaceutical glycerin is used. It has the

function of nourishing and softening the skin, eliminating cracks and dryness.

ALLANTOIN: ALLANTOIN: has healing, soothing and protective properties for the skin. Helps heal skin

irritations.

CALENDULA EXTRACT: CALENDULA EXTRACT: has healing and soothing properties for minor skin wounds. Has

anti-inflammatory properties. Soothes the skin and removes toxins. Effective for dry skin,

against cracks and dryness. Moisturizes and gives radiance to the skin.

ROSE WATER: ROSE WATER: combats inflammation that can occur and exist on the skin. By opening

clogged pores, it cleanses the floor on the top layer of the skin. With regular use, it

prevents the formation of acne and pimples. It cleanses the oil and dirt formed as it sinks

into the lower layers of the skin and prevents their reappearance.

VITAMIN B5: VITAMIN B5: has healing properties, and acts as a protective barrier against skin irritations.

It promotes skin regeneration.
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DERMOKIL FACE CREAMS FOR SKIN WHITENING ANDDERMOKIL FACE CREAMS FOR SKIN WHITENING AND

ANTI-AGINGANTI-AGING

CHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICS

What is the definition of SPF? SPF is an international abbreviation for Sun Protection

Factor. Its Turkish counterpart is Sun Protection Factor. The smallest amount of UV energy

that causes erythema (redness) of human skin after 16 to 24 hours of exposure to solar UV

rays is called the minimum erythema dose. SPF, or sun protection factor, is the ratio of the

minimum erythema dose on skin protected by sunscreens to the minimum erythema dose

on the same unprotected skin.
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- How does Dermokil natural whitening cream work?

Dermokil Skin Whitening Cream provides a white effect on the skin from the moment it is

used. It helps to regulate dark spots and uneven skin tone. The whitening effect is made

more effective by using two raw materials that provide the whitening effect. One of these

raw materials is pea extract (a type of pea) and an active combination of sucrose dilaurate.

Has skin whitening properties. Provides melanin inhibition. Staining is prevented. Raw

materials have been studied in vitro and in vivo. Other raw materials; Alpha Arbutin is a

well-known active skin whitener. It brightens the skin tone. It is especially effective on dark

skin and freckles caused by UV exposure. The other raw material used in the product is
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active, which provides 30 SPF protection. It is the active substance with the names of the

three most commonly used sunscreens on the world market; ethylhexylmethoxycinnamate,

It is a stabilized and dispersed form of octocrylene and butylmethoxydibenzoylmethane

with a special encapsulation technology. As a result of this encapsulation method,

sunscreens maintain their high performance for a long time, while providing a reliable and

consistent measurement of the product's SPF value. With 30 SPF UV protection, it

prevents skin darkening that can occur due to the sun. It can also be used on the arms and

underarms.

Thanks to these special actives, Dermokil Whitening Cream is effective on sun spots, age

spots, birthmarks and acne spots. It contains SPF 30 sunscreen. Test results of the raw

materials in the product are 8 weeks and twice a day. Designed for all skin types. It's not

greasy. Does not contain paint. Does not contain parapen. Since it does not contain

hydroquinone, it provides gradual, even and effective whitening without stripping the skin,

does not remove stains, exfoliating the top layer of the skin. It acts as a stain remover and

stain remover by acting on the active effect of melanin, so it can be used at any time of the

year, summer and winter. There is no harm in going out into the sun after using the

product. Since only the sun causes spots, even if it contains a UV factor, colored skin

should be protected from the sun as much as possible. It acts as a stain remover and stain

remover by acting on the active effect of melanin, so it can be used at any time of the year,

summer and winter. There is no harm in going out into the sun after using the product.

Since only the sun causes spots, even if it contains a UV factor, colored skin should be

protected from the sun as much as possible. It acts as a stain remover and stain remover

by acting on the active effect of melanin, so it can be used at any time of the year, summer

and winter. There is no harm in going out into the sun after using the product. Since only

the sun causes spots, even if it contains a UV factor, colored skin should be protected from

the sun as much as possible.
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Anti-spat cream and skin whitening cream perfectly care of the skin problems such as dark spots

Photo Credit by EZEL COSMETIC

DERMOKIL HAIR CAREDERMOKIL HAIR CARE

Vegan hair mask with clay and garlic 300 mlVegan hair mask with clay and garlic 300 ml

CHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICS

Dermokil Hair Care Mask, combining the action of clay and garlic, promotes stronger and

healthier hair growth. This helps prevent hair loss. Suitable for all hair types, gives them

vitality, softens them and facilitates styling. Thanks to the clay and keratin in its

composition, it strengthens the hair, gives it health and volume. Makes hair resistant to

abrasive agents such as chemical treatments, blow-drying, combing, wind and sun.

One must know that just as certain care is taken of the skin, so it is necessary of the hair;

Moisturizing treatments should be installed at regular intervals, especially for hair that has

been treated such as blow-drying, perming and coloring, just like on skin. Hair creams

used in daily care soften the hair, but if the hair is heavily processed and is now worn, a

hair mask should be used. The hair mask provides intensive hair care from root to tip and
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offers a solution to unwanted hair problems.

MAIN CONTENTMAIN CONTENT

CLAY: CLAY: Clay, used alone or mixed with other substances, cleanses, tightens and nourishes

all skin types, detoxifies the deepest layers of the skin, it is versatile and extremely easy to

use. Clay is a versatile ingredient in skin care. As a deep cleansing agent, it removes

excess oil and dirt accumulated in the skin and pores from the depths of the epidermis,

thanks to its ability to absorb clay. As a nutrient, clay is important for maintaining healthy

skin. It is effective as a cleanser and astringent and also removes dead cells from the skin

due to its exfoliating properties. Healing clay also has antiseptic, anti-inflammatory and

analgesic effects.

ARGAN OIL:ARGAN OIL: Known as the "tree of life" in the region where it grows. Rich in vitamins A and

E, argan oil renews, nourishes and strengthens the appearance of hair due to the

antioxidants and fatty acids it contains. Argan oil has a very strong effect on damaged hair:

✔ Nourishes hair roots;

✔ Restores brittleness and helps hair to comb easily;

✔ Eliminates electrification problem hair;

✔ Restores and renews damaged and treated hair;

✔ Moisturizes hair;

✔ Satisfies hair's keratin needs and nourishes it, leaving it vibrant;

✔Gives hair softness and silkiness.

GARLIC EXTRACT: GARLIC EXTRACT: The minerals and vitamins contained in garlic nourish the hair. If

one's hair is weak and falls out easily, no doubt active garlic should be the first choice for

the hair. The calcium in garlic promotes healthy hair growth. Sulfur contained in garlic

extract; It is a building block of keratin, essential for hair. Selenium and its vitamin work
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together to restore and heal hair. The removal power of garlic has been proven. Selenium

and sulfur in their composition activate the proteins necessary for the building material of

the hair.

SHEA BUTTER:SHEA BUTTER: The most important feature of shea butter is that it contains a large amount

of vitamins A, D and E. Thanks to these vitamins, it has a strong reparative and

restructuring effect on the skin and hair. Provides deep hydration to hair. It has a

restorative effect, especially on hair damaged by over-processing. It also strengthens the

hair structure. It prevents problems with falling out by breaking off. Hair becomes softer

and silkier.

KERATIN: KERATIN: Moisturizes, nourishes and strengthens the hair by restoring the amino acids lost

by the hair. Gives volume and shine to hair. It has been proven in efficacy tests to

strengthen damaged hair, increasing its elasticity and resistance to breakage.

PRODUCT USEPRODUCT USE

Apply the mask to clean hair after bathing. Massage thoroughly into the scalp and hair with

massaging movements. Leave on for 10 minutes and rinse with plenty of water.

DERMOLIL SUN PROTECTIONDERMOLIL SUN PROTECTION  

CHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICS

What is the definition of SPF? SPF is an international abbreviation for Sun Protection

Factor. Its Turkish counterpart is Sun Protection Factor.

The smallest amount of UV energy that causes erythema (redness) of human skin after 16

to 24 hours of exposure to solar UV rays is called the minimum erythema dose. SPF, or sun

protection factor, is the ratio of the minimum erythema dose on skin protected by

sunscreens to the minimum erythema dose on the same unprotected skin.

How does Dermokil Natural Sunscreen Lotion work?

According to the cosmetic regulations of the European Union, there are some rules that

must be in sunscreen. For effective and safe protection, the UVA filter in the formula
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should be at least 1/3 of the SPF. The minimum critical wavelength is 370 nm (nanometers).

Our Sun Lotion formula has been designed with these guidelines in mind.

Photo Credit by EZEL COSMETIC

Dermokil Natural Sun Lotion contains several different and special sunscreens. Depending

on their structure, these filters act both by absorbing UV rays and changing their structure,

and by reflecting the rays. It is effective against UVA and UVB rays. Dermokil Natural Sun

Lotion belongs to the 50 SPF class, i.e. creams with a high protection factor. Prevents

damage and irritation caused by the sun's rays. Provides protection for sensitive and sun-

sensitive skin. Does not lubricate the skin and does not leave a sticky feeling. Moisturizes

the skin.

Dermokil Natural Sun Lotion protects the skin from harmful rays with effective UVA and

UVB sun filters that act on the epidermis. It can be protected from UVB rays by providing

light reflection with physical protective components. When the titanium oxide in our

product is applied to the skin, it coats the surface of the skin and reflects UVB rays. UVA
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rays are the most dangerous rays. It can reach the lower layers of the epidermis. It causes

quite serious dangerous consequences, such as carcinogens. Chemical preservatives are

essential to protect against UVA rays.

Innovative raw materials are actively used in our product as a chemical preservative.

Ethylhexylmethoxycinnamate, Octocrylene, it is a stabilized and dispersed form of 

diethylaminohydroxybenzoylhexylbenzoate and bis-ethyloxyphenolmethoxyphenyltriazine

with special encapsulation technology. As a result of this encapsulation method,

sunscreens maintain their high performance for a long time, while providing a reliable and

consistent measurement of the product's SPF value. The active raw material providing

tanning in the product is vegetable raw material. Nourishes the skin thanks to the content

of vitamin E. Does not lubricate the skin and does not leave a sticky feeling. This is a

waterproof product. Designed for all skin types. Not greasy, and does not shine on the skin

after application. Leaves no white residue or sticky feeling on the skin. Does not contain

dyes and parabens.

All products and their description can be found in the official store of the Dermokil brand

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Among natural materials that could be used to embellish the skin, clay is probably the most

effective one. Clay could be used on its own or mixed with other materials to clean, tighten,

and nourish the skin and detox. It is a multipurpose material with very straightforward use.

Clay has many areas of use in skincare. As a thorough cleaner, clay removes dirt from the

depth of the epidermis. As a nourisher clay is important for the durability of healthy skin. It

has cleaning and tightening effects. Therapy clay is also antiseptic, anti-inflammatory, and

analgesic.

Clay is a residue created with allophane and is formed with the slow erosion of granite.

Different elements such as iron oxide, salts, calcium, and oligo elements in varying rates

give clay its therapeutic quality and color. Clay is an antiseptic that is scientifically proven

to be active against various microorganisms.

dermokilshop.com
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Photo Credit by EZEL COSMETIC

Clay minerals are known to be used not only for beauty and cleaning but also for skin

diseases while it was also determined to be effective against cellulitis, rash, and scars on

the skin. It removes toxins from the deepest layers of the skin. Clay helps rearrange liquid

mechanism in the skin to accelerate healing and restructuring. And as an anti-inflammatory

and analgesic, it does not cause allergic reactions. It tightens and reinforces the skin and

gives it a smooth look while also helping the skin and the scalp to remineralize and keep

their balance.

Benefits of the CLAY:
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Photo Credit by EZEL COSMETIC

Natural;

Does not go through chemical processes;

Contains a number of useful elements;

Can be used on all skin types;

Brings significant solutions to skin problems (against acne and all irritations);

Removes dead cells from the skin;

Removes all dirt and toxins from the skin;

Removes excess sebum;

Reduces oil in tissues;

Stimulates cell generation;

Speeds up blood circulation;

Prevents mould, heals rashes and has an antiseptic effect;

Has intense renewing activity.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Starting in 2016 in Sivas, Turkey, it continued to grow rapidly. The brand's high-

performance products are favored on social media platforms and are a fan favorite,

especially when it comes to bright, exciting colors and clean materials. The Dermokil brand
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has become a well-known name by skin care and beauty lovers. Continuous marketing and

promotion activities are carried out both in Turkey and internationally to increase brand

visibility and sales. Beyond digital online ads, some of the brand activations include:

Photo Credit by EZEL COSMETIC

Digital wellness and lifestyle blog articles;

Interactive posts on Instagram and other social media;

Product sampling at trade shows and through social media;

Influencer marketing and social media marketing.

The brand actively participates in all international exhibitions annually, thereby increasing

brand awareness and expanding its customer base.
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Photo Credit by EZEL COSMETIC

EXPOSEXPOS
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: EZEL COSMETIC

Contact person:Contact person: Sabina MURSALOVA

E-mail:E-mail: info@dermokil.com.tr

Website:Website: dermokil.com.tr

Phone:Phone: +90 346 218 13 17

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2006

Regions:Regions: Turkey

Industries:Industries: Haircare, Skincare

Dermokil website

Dermokil Instagram

Dermokil Facebook

click here
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SOVA is an affordable luxury hair and skincare brand that promises to

seed goodness, nourishment and unequivocal beauty into everyday life.

Driven by honesty and backed by equal parts nature and modern

science, SOVA bottles together the mysteries of Indian Ayurveda and

modern research. Part of the same Vedic culture as Yoga, Ayurveda

emphasizes on healing, rejuvenating, and maintaining all aspects of

health and beauty using nature. SOVA presents a user-friendly face of

Ayurveda in sensorial formulations for luxurious performance in daily

rituals. Using only clean ingredients from natural sources, every SOVA

formula is potentiated with the goodness of therapeutic Ayurvedic

botanicals, oils, plant proteins, vitamins, etc. in eco-friendly packaging,

supported by rigorous scientific testing like material compatibility and

real time shelf life validity, to offer you an uncompromised approach to

natural beauty care.

SOVA BALANCED AYURVEDA
HAIR&SKIN CARE
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“Saundarya, the blissful form of inner beauty is every woman’s celebration! Beauty

manifests as splendour, magnificence, exquisiteness and loveliness of the heart, mind,

body, soul, and spirit.” 

 M. Kshirsagar, Ayurvedic Dr.

THE STORYTHE STORY

 and  are the two self-driven, passionate women entrepreneurs

behind SOVA. Vasu graduated from the  (FIT), USA has

over twenty years of experience across women’s fashion, Ayurvedic sciences, and as a

Director of her family’s natural health care company. Sneha is a Singapore trained

hairstylist with over fifteen years of experience at her extraordinarily successful salon

catering to an elite clientele.

However, ironically SOVA was born out of a grandfather’s concern for his granddaughters.

Anxious of the chemically-laden hair and skin products in the market that would mar the

quality of hair of his young grandchildren, he put to use his immense love, determination,

and fifty years of excellence in pharmaceutical, healthcare and Ayurveda experience to

create something unique.

After almost three years of dedicated research, trials, validations, and collaboration as a

family – that included the grandfather, Vasu, and Sneha, SOVA was launched in early 2018.

The best quality raw materials sourced only from qualified and certified manufacturers with

rigorous checks and balances at every stage of manufacturing, ensure that SOVA products

offer consistent quality from the first to the last use. This innovative blend of nature and

science has allowed the brand to be widely recognized as a thought leader in the

Ayurveda hair care space with products that focus on delivering performance without

compromise on quality. The sustained benefits from the judicious and professionally

researched combinations of botanical and scientific nutrients have earned SOVA a large

repeat user base. Team SOVA has been working tirelessly to create the next suite of

Ayurveda inspired beauty products to be launched in Q3 2021.

Vasu Gandhi Sneha Jhaveri 

Fashion Institute of Technology
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SOVA Founders Vasu and Sneha. Respected grandfather of the Founders Mr. Gandhi

Photo Credit by SOVA Care

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

SOVA JATAMANSI ROOT & INDIAN ROSE SHAMPOO FOR TREATED HAIRSOVA JATAMANSI ROOT & INDIAN ROSE SHAMPOO FOR TREATED HAIR

With Jatamansi (Nardostachys jatamansi) root sourced from the upper reaches of the

Himalayas and Indian rose ( to gently caress and cleanse your hair, this shampoo will give

your roots strength and leave your treated hair feeling shiny, healthy and strong.

Key Ingredients: Bhringraj, Beetroot, Hibiscus, Jatamansi, Vitamin E, Vitamin F, Ceramides,

etc.

SULPHATE FREE 

PARABEN FREE 

pH BALANCED 

UV PROTECTANTS 

Size: 100mL, 240mL                         Suggested Retail Price: 22.90 € 
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SOVA PATCHOLI & SWEET ALMOND CONDITIONER FOR TREATED HAIRSOVA PATCHOLI & SWEET ALMOND CONDITIONER FOR TREATED HAIR

Let your hair soak in the goodness of sweet almonds and musky Patchouli oil. Combined

to add strength and shine, this conditioner will soothe your chemically treated hair,

absorbing the goodness and will leave your hair feeling divinely smooth and shiny.

Key Ingredients: jojoba oil, aloe vera extract, almond oil, sunflower oil, olive oil, guar gum,

wheat protein

SULPHATE FREE 

PARABEN FREE 

pH BALANCED 

UV PROTECTANTS 

Size: 60mL, 240mL                            Suggested Retail Price: 24.90 €
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SOVA BHRINGRAJ & KERALA CINNAMON SHAMPOO FOR DAILY USESOVA BHRINGRAJ & KERALA CINNAMON SHAMPOO FOR DAILY USE

Bhringraj (Eclipta alba) or the “Maharaja of Hair” was recommended by age-old ayurvedic

sages for healthy hair. Especially combined with Cinnamon from Kerala, this shampoo gives

your hair nature’s best and significantly reduces hair fall. It is gentle enough to use daily

and will leave your hair with a rich natural sheen.

Key Ingredients: jojoba oil, aloe vera extract, almond oil, sunflower oil, olive oil, guar gum,

wheat protein

SULPHATE FREE 

PARABEN FREE 

pH BALANCED 

UV PROTECTANTS 

Size: 100mL, 240mL                         Suggested Retail Price: 19.90 €

SOVA WILD MOGRA & OLIVE CONDITIONER FOR DAILY USESOVA WILD MOGRA & OLIVE CONDITIONER FOR DAILY USE
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Everyday use, this mild sulphate free conditioner strengthens and instantly delivers

detangled healthy and shiny hair. Now available in a 100 gm size tube, ideal for your

travels, an easy fit your gym bag. It’s mild treatment makes it highly suitable for children.

Infused with the goodness of Olive oil, this conditioner tantalises your tresses with the

incandescent whiff and delicate caress of wild Mogra (Jasmine). It deep-moisturises and

detangles, with Sunflower oil and Baobab that give deep conditioning and almond oil for

divine lustre, this conditioner will leave your hair glossy, graceful and fit for a true Goddess.

Size: 60mL, 240mL                            Suggested Retail Price: 21.90 €

SOVA KASHMIRI WALNUT & VIOLET FLOWER ANTI FRIZZ HAIR SERUMSOVA KASHMIRI WALNUT & VIOLET FLOWER ANTI FRIZZ HAIR SERUM

Revolutionary hair serum that delivers anti-frizz, shiny, smooth and divinely smelling hair

instantly. Ideal for all hair types. A protective shield for your hair against pollution, heat,

preventing further damage.

Reinstate softness, sheen and health to your weak, frizzy, dry & damaged hair with this

anti-frizz hair serum infused with the richness of natural fresh Walnuts grown in the valley

of Kashmir that deeply nourishes your hair shaft and instantly transforms dull and dry hair

into beautifully smooth, glossy and frizz-free hair, While the perfect blends of gentle oil

from mysterious herbs like Argan and Jojoba fortifies your hair with extra moisture and

protect it from dryness and damage. The gentle floral aroma of the Violet flowers makes

the hair smell absolutely divine.

UV PROTECTANTS

COLOUR PROTECTANTS

PARABEN FREE

Size: 100mL                                         Suggested Retail Price: 21.90 €

SOVA YAVA & ROSEMARY INTENSE REPAIR HAIR MASKSOVA YAVA & ROSEMARY INTENSE REPAIR HAIR MASK
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Anti-frizz serum and Yava mask deeply conditions and fuses the hair delivering shine and divinely smelling

Photo Credit by SOVA Care

Packed with proteins, peptides and goodness of Ayurveda’s best! Intense, deeply

nourishing hair repair mask that delivers dramatic effects in a single-use. It truly brings life

back to your dry and damaged hair. A step up in your hair care regimen.

Fall in love with your soft and luscious hair with this intense hair repair mask specially

formulated with selected exotic herbs that deeply nourishes and moisturizes each hair

strand and instantly transform your dry, damaged hair into luxuriously smooth, shiny-

looking healthier hair.

Cultivated nearly 13,000 years ago in Eurasia, Yava deeply conditions and fuses your hair

with the richness of essential amino acids to repair your damaged hair shaft, leaving your

hair soft, shiny and frizz-free. While Rosemary collected from rolling hillsides of France

promotes hair growth by stimulating the hair follicles and enabling nutrient-rich blood to

reach every hair follicle on the head.

UV PROTECTANTS

COLOUR PROTECTANTS

PARABEN FREE
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Size: 180gM                                        Suggested Retail Price: 39.90 €

SOVA BRAHMI & HIBISCUS HAIR MASSAGE OILSOVA BRAHMI & HIBISCUS HAIR MASSAGE OIL

Lightweight, deeply restorative hair massage oil that delivers lustrous, healthy hair.

Reduces greying. Boosts blood circulation and creates a calming effect.

Enriched with the goodness of 16 Ayurvedic herbs, this massage oil nourishes the hair,

strengthens roots and works towards keeping the hair healthy. Ideal combination of

Brahmi and Hibiscus improves circulation in the scalp, relaxes and de-stresses the mind.

MINERAL OIL FREE

PARABEN FREE

SILICONE FREE

Size: 100mL, 240mL                         Suggested Retail Price: 17.90 €

SOVA DRAKSH & BITTER ORANGE FLOWER LUXURY HAIR OILSOVA DRAKSH & BITTER ORANGE FLOWER LUXURY HAIR OIL

This luxurious non-sticky hair oil deeply nourishes and makes the hair grow thicker.

Radiant and uplifting, this is liquid sunshine that promises to come off in one wash. An ideal

hair tonic that works wonders with just a few drops on the scalp.

The unique combination of Draksha cultivated from Grapes capital of India Nashik deeply

nourishes each strand of your hair leaving it instantly soft, smooth, and shine to perfection,

while bitter orange flowers hand-plucked from Himalayan mountain range rejuvenates

your thinning hair infusing it with a tangy refreshing fragrance. This is a light golden elixir

fortified with exotic ayurvedic herbs.

• MINERAL OIL FREE • PARABEN FREE • SILICONE FREE

Size: 100mL                                         Suggested Retail Price: 24.90 €

SOVA SAFFRON AND KALPAVRIKSHA SEED OVERNIGHT HAIR REPAIR MISTSOVA SAFFRON AND KALPAVRIKSHA SEED OVERNIGHT HAIR REPAIR MIST
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This revolutionary overnight saffron-infused hair repair mist tames down frizz, reduces split

ends and repairs damaged hair in 12 hours.

Luxury SOVA haircare oils

Photo Credit by SOVA Care

The golden spice saffron plucked from Kashmir valley intensively repairs the damaged hair

follicle and smoothens rough and dry hair to give you shiny, frizz-free tresses. While

Kalpavriksha, the tree of desire nourishes and restores moisture in your hair and combats

the harmful effects of dust, sunlight, chemicals, and hard water to give you strong and split

end free hair.

MINERAL OIL FREE

PARABEN FREE

SILICONE FREE  

Size: 100mL                                         Suggested Retail Price: 26.90 €

SOVA CHAMOMILE & COORGI NARANGI, BODY WASH FOR NORMAL TO DRY SKINSOVA CHAMOMILE & COORGI NARANGI, BODY WASH FOR NORMAL TO DRY SKIN

An invigorating body washes, that cleanses the skin layer by layer leaving it fresh and
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hydrated.

Reveal your beautiful and healthy-looking skin with this nourishing and moisturizing body

wash, enriched with tiny daisy called Chamomile. It gently cleanses your skin layer by layer

leaving it fresh and hydrated, while Coorgi Narangi from western ghats of India restore

your natural skin glow by exfoliating the dead skin cells.

The perfect blend of different ayurvedic herbs like Aloe Vera, Hops, Jojoba, Olive and

Macadamia deeply nourishes and moisturizes your skin giving it healthy appearance and

soft to touch.

SILICONE FREE

PARABEN FREE

Size: 100mL, 240mL                         Suggested Retail Price: 13,90 €

SOVA SHEA BUTTER & KUMARI, BODY LOTION FOR NORMAL TO DRY SKINSOVA SHEA BUTTER & KUMARI, BODY LOTION FOR NORMAL TO DRY SKIN

A lightweight body lotion with moisturizing shea butter and vitamin E that soothes and

hydrates skin.

Get the desired soft, healthy and youthful-looking skin with this nourishing and moisturizing

body lotion specially formulated with shea butter extracted from the nut of the African

Shea tree. It intensely hydrates your skin, leaving it divinely silky-smooth and supple to

feel, while traditionally used in Ayurveda, aloe vera nourishes and replenishes your skin

cells increasing its radiance and youthfulness.

This body lotion exudes a warm sweet almond fragrance, the natural vibrancy of this scent

makes your skin smell oh-so-gorgeous.
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Photo Credit by SOVA Care

MINERAL OIL FREE

PARABEN FREE

Size: 100mL, 240mL                         Suggested Retail Price: 13.90 €

SOVA WILD MUSK & SANDALWOOD BATHING BARSOVA WILD MUSK & SANDALWOOD BATHING BAR

An ayurvedic bathing bar, infused with sandalwood, wild musk and vitamin E. This bathing

bar moisturizes the skin leaving a heavenly fragrance.

Get the flawless and healthy glowing skin with this gently cleansing and nourishing 

ayurvedic bathing bar enriched with the richness of royal organic sandalwood a traditional

beauty secret of India that soothes your skin and enhance its complexion, while the Wild

Musk obtained from himalayan deer intensely moisturizes your skin and infusing it with a

heavenly fragrance.

PARABEN FREE
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Size: 125gM                                        Suggested Retail Price: 4.90 €

SOVA SAGE & RHUBARB BATHING BARSOVA SAGE & RHUBARB BATHING BAR

An ayurvedic bathing bar, infused with Rhubarb, Sage and vitamin E. This bathing bar

makes the skin soft and supple and tones uneven complexion.

Keep your skin looking healthy and clear with this nourishing and healing natural bathing

bar enriched with medicinal sage and exotic rhubarb that detoxify and ekove daily

regeneration of skin cells making it soft and supple,While the additional blend of mystical

herbs like Aloe Vera, Jojoba and Grapes maintains fresh and youthful looking skin by

nourishes and moisturize it.

PARABEN FREE

Size: 125gM                                        Suggested Retail Price: 4.90 €

SOVA COCONUT & WARM VANILLA BATHING BARSOVA COCONUT & WARM VANILLA BATHING BAR

Sova natural skincare bars with all-natural ingredients

Photo Credit by SOVA Care
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A long-lasting, ayurvedic bathing bar infused with refreshing Coconut, Vanilla and Vitamin

E. Deeply nourishes and hydrates skin.

Pamper your skin to keep it soft and youthful with this cleanser and nourish ayurvedic

bathing bar infused with the richness of vanilla a warm and fragrant spice from the pod of

an orchid gently cleanses and soothe irritated skin, while coconut collected from sea coast

of India deeply nourishes and hydrates your skin leaving if feeling soft and moist.

PARABEN FREE

Size: 125gM                                        Suggested Retail Price: 4.90 €

SOVA BERGAMOT & ORANGE BATHING BARSOVA BERGAMOT & ORANGE BATHING BAR

A long-lasting, ayurvedic bathing bar infused with citrusy Orange, Bergamot and Vitamin E.

This bathing bar removes oil and dirt from the skin, leaving it fresh and rejuvenated.

Get the citrusy wake up in the morning with this invigorating zesty cleanser infused with

organic tangy bergamot and orange collect from the tropical forest of Asia that deeply

cleanse oil and dirt from your skin leaving it fresh and rejuvenated. While the additional

blend of mystical ayurvedic herbs like aloe Vera, jojoba and grapes maintains smooth and

youthful skin by nourishing and moisturizing it.

PARABEN FREE

Size: 125gM                                        Suggested Retail Price: 4.90 €

SOVA NEEM LEAF & OLIVE OIL, MOISTURIZING HAND WASHSOVA NEEM LEAF & OLIVE OIL, MOISTURIZING HAND WASH

Introducing the first sulphate-free hand wash! An ideal hand wash that contains anti-

inflammatory and antibacterial properties that deep cleanses hands leaving it fresh, clean

and supple.

Since centuries, Neem leaf has been used to cleanse and purify the skin due to its anti-

bacterial and anti-inflammatory properties. Sova’s Neem Leaf and Olive Oil Moisturizing
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Hand Wash, also infused with Lime, is rich in antioxidants. Tea tree oil helps in deep

cleaning and Olive Oil makes your skin supple, while Turmeric and Vitamin E work their

magic on your hands, brightening and rejuvenating them with every wash!

PARABEN FREE

SULPHATE FREE 

SILICONE FREE

Size: 240mL                                         Suggested Retail Price: 9.90 €

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

SOVA’s branding and packaging evoke its true brand values – luxury, distinctiveness,

natural goodness, environmental responsibility, and ownership pride. The name SOVA has

its origin from the Sanskrit word “sav” which means “one’s own”. The product names

reveal clear inclination to Ayurveda – names of exotic plants native to India. The Indian

Ayurvedic system consists of the “Panchabhutas” or the 5 elements, which represent Earth,

Water, Air, Fire and Ether, and constitutes the composition of the human body. The

packaging of SOVA represents a color theme inspired from these 5 elements while being

attractive to international customers.

In Indian Vedic traditions, the Shri Yantra is the symbol of the great divine mother principle,

the source of all energy, power, and creativity, one simple representation of the universe

as well as the body of the goddess related to the feminine principle shakti or energy. This

powerful motif has been modified as part of SOVA’s brand language representing another

powerful message “Nature is our only true power and wealth” signifying SOVA’s reliance

on natural ingredients to deliver the best of the balance of performance and nourishment.

The SOVA bottle uses an ideal superior quality 100% recyclable PET-G packaging that

makes it more pliable and shorter degradation than its PET counterpart while giving a

lustrous glass-like finish. The square shape and overall form give a luxurious and

comforting feel when held in the hand. It is familiar to all users, but clearly not

generic. Each SOVA product comes in a 100% recyclable, high GSM paper carton,

displaying elements for identification and user ownership – drawing the user to feel like

the product belongs to them while exuding the very premium quality of the actual product.
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Team SOVA constantly innovating with newer technologies to make SOVA as

environmentally friendly as possible, and this has been an ongoing process, where

significant time and effort is spent on brainstorming innovations that could help lower

carbon footprint of current and prospective products. Fast-moving SOVA products were

recently launched in small 100mL bottles, for ‘pump free’ packaging for travel-friendly

SOVA pouches. The reusable pouches themselves are made up of 100% natural muslin as

part of an effort to create awareness about conscious use and to considerably reduce the

use of plastic. SOVA uses 100% recyclable waterproof stickers and the products are

carefully shrink-wrapped by hand into cartons that provide adequate protection against

potential transport leakage.

MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 

SOVA has primarily been a digitally native brand in India and Singapore, with availability on

retail shelves of exclusive cosmetic and beauty stores. Launched in early 2018 in the pink

city of Jaipur by the Chief Minister of the State, the brand made a grand statement

embodying the most beautiful part of Indian culture and heritage. The event got significant

coverage in domestic TV and print media.

SOVA Care packaging reflects the Five Ayurvedic Elements while remaining attractive to international buyers

Photo Credit by SOVA Care
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To enhance brand visibility and sales, there has been continuous marketing and

promotional activities across key urban markets in India. Beyond the digital spends on

online advertisements, some of the brand activations have included:

Print advertisements in leading lifestyle magazines

Digital wellness and lifestyle blogger associations

Endorsements by Bollywood celebrities

Endorsements by wellness and beauty gurus

Live interactive sessions with Ayurveda, hair care, and beauty experts

Product sampling at retail counters, pop-up shows, live events, etc.

Part of subscription beauty boxes

Part of hampers and gift boxes from large corporates, media houses, wedding

celebrations

SOVA CARE HAS DEVELOPED DIFFERENT OPTIONS OF SETS: TRAVEL SET WITHSOVA CARE HAS DEVELOPED DIFFERENT OPTIONS OF SETS: TRAVEL SET WITH

SMALL-SIZED PRODUCTS, DIY GIFT BOX WITH OWN CONTENT TO BRIDAL GIFTSMALL-SIZED PRODUCTS, DIY GIFT BOX WITH OWN CONTENT TO BRIDAL GIFT

BOX TO MAKE THIS DAY UNFORGETTABLEBOX TO MAKE THIS DAY UNFORGETTABLE

PHOTO CREDIT BY SOVA CAREPHOTO CREDIT BY SOVA CARE

For international markets, the brand plans to introduce several marketing support plans.

These will be linked to the initial purchase value and include:

Multiple training sessions on products USPs

Digital spend support for online promotions

Access to the evolving library of brand creatives

Online support for editing brand creatives

Miniature product samples for both, retail and online channels that list/place SOVA
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Gifting paraphernalia like branded organic muslin bags

Printed promotional literature, like posters, brochures, brand reminders, etc.

MEDIAMEDIA

In this short time, SOVA has won numerous positive reviews from leading beauty editors in

magazines such as Vogue, Cosmopolitan, Harper’s Bazaar, Elle; beauty experts on social

media, salon owners, and women entrepreneur groups. The common theme of recognition

revolves around the integrity of the brand, strength of formulation and delivery of the

product.

SOVA can make each day special

Photo Credit by SOVA Care

SOCIAL MEDIASOCIAL MEDIA
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SOVA hair and body care products constantly appear in the press and famous magazines

Photo Credit by SOVA Care

Leading influencers and beauty experts on social media have already appreciated the SOVA products and

happily recommend them to the followers

Photo Credit by SOVA Care
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: V an S Seeds Goodness LLP

Contact person:Contact person: Vasu Gandhi

E-mail:E-mail: info@sovacare.in

Website:Website: sovacare.in

Phone:Phone: +91 98200 33298

Patent status:Patent status: N/A

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: India

Industries:Industries: Haircare, Skincare

SOVA Care Website

SOVA Care Instagram

SOVA Care Facebook

SOVA Care YouTube

click here
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The Munich cosmetic label biOriens with roots in Morocco used up itself

completely the healthy and sustainable beauty. More and more people

want to treat themselves fairly and sustainably with natural, genuine

active ingredients. biOriens serves this need with a high-quality care

line, in which modern knowledge unites with traditional methods of the

Moroccan Berber, which set since primeval times in the nutrition and

skin care on oils. The basis of the care products are high-quality

vegetable oils, whose effectiveness is protected and continuously

revitalized by a special biophotonic glass bottle. Argan oil, omega oil

and prickly pear seed oil in organic quality ensure a radiant, natural and

vital appearance and prevent skin aging. They also show excellent

improvements for skin problems. Their positive effect on skin health has

been proven in scientific studies.

BIORIENS ORGANIC COSMETICS FOR
BOOSTING YOUR BEAUTY
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

Behind the innovative company are the founder Fatima Chatir and her siblings. The three

sisters come from Agadir in Morocco, the heartland of argan cultivation in southwestern

Marocco. They have known the nurturing properties of vegetable oils since childhood and

with their company continue the centuries-old tradition of Berber culture.

Fatima, Fadua and Asmae Chatir are beauty enthusiasts and successful entrepreneurs. The

trio relies entirely on its own women's cooperative in production and thus provides

Moroccan women with economic development and prospects. Only the best raw materials

are used for the label's premium products. High ethical requirements, quality and hygiene

standards and certified processes are a matter of course for this cosmetic label. Fair wages

and good working conditions are close to the hearts of the cosmetic entrepreneurs.

THE STORYTHE STORY

Fatima managed the wellness and beauty center in the Palais Des Roses Hôtel & Thalasso

for many years before she joined the management of a Munich luxury hotel. She extended

the classical Thalasso therapy by Wellness and care treatments with Argan oil occurring

only in Morocco and had thereby large success. Since then she is convinced of the fact

that 100% vegetable active ingredient combinations are most effective and skin-friendly.

Our skin is the natural barrier for pathogens and harmful environmental influences.

Therefore, ingredients should support the skin in its natural functions and provide sufficient

moisture. Because dry, damaged skin is much easier for microorganisms to overcome.

Omega fatty acids are particularly valuable because they can be incorporated into the skin

barrier as building blocks. Natural antioxidants and antiseptics prevent skin aging,

infections and inflammations and support the treatment of many skin problems. Argan,

prickly pear seed and black cumin oil are rich in these active ingredients when used 100%

pure and fresh.

The idea to bring vegane oils with a high dose of active ingredients freshly to the customer

did not leave Fatima no more peace. She wanted to make the advantages of a purely

vegan care from her homeland accessible to a mass market in Europe and worldwide.
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Together with an investor biOriens was founded.

The founder biOriens Fatima Chatir

Photo credit by biOriens

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

"Boosting Your Beauty" is the brand claim of the vegan care line of biOriens cosmetics. Our

customers get attractiveness and well-being with a boosting effect: stressed and strained

skin is regenerated. The skin appears immediately fuller and younger - quickly and easily

without complex care rituals. Added to this is the good feeling of being fair and

sustainable. We offer Clean-Beauty, hygienic, without harmful additives, fairly produced
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and sustainable for the environment. The words "organic" and "fair" are not just empty

promises, but authentic and certified.

biOriens products are certified according to the COSMOS standard by Ecocert

Greenlife;

biOriens products are certified according to the Fair For Life standard by Ecocert /

IMOSwiss;

We do not use any animal ingredients and animal testing is an absolute taboo;

biOriens products are manufactured in Germany according to EU cosmetic guidelines

and GMP.

PHOTO CREDIT BY BIORIENSPHOTO CREDIT BY BIORIENS

BRAND USPBRAND USP

biOriens differs from other brands since quality and effectiveness are the company's main

priorities. Also sustainability, indulgence and wellbeing are the centre of company

attention. It is also impossible not to mention that compare to other natural cosmetic
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brands biOriens is 100% sustainable, 100% fair, and 100% organic. biOriens has

the following USP.

Attractivity and WellbeingAttractivity and Wellbeing

Effective and natural anti-aging products for a radiant, natural and vital appearance;

Wellness for your skin - the human body's largest organ;

100% fair, pure and vegan;

Effective at treating skin conditions;

Advice from beauty and health experts.

Premium QualityPremium Quality

Traceable origin;

Full of precious ingredients; no additives;

Only natural resources, handpicked harvest, 1st careful cold-pressing;

Quality managements based in Morocco and Germany – regular quality analysis;

Import and manufacturing in small batches;

Ideal preservation of quality and bioenergy through the filling into high-quality miron

violet glass bottles; very good protection against light.

Luxury and exclusivityLuxury and exclusivity

High-quality presentation – a very beautiful flacon with a unique design;

Eye-catcher and status symbol for your bathroom;

Comes with spray-head and pipette.

Sustainability and social responsibilitySustainability and social responsibility
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biOriens beautiful flacon with a unique design ideally preserves products due to high-quality miron violet glass

Photo credit by biOriens

Contains only raw materials from controlled biological cultivation;

Very good labour conditions and outstanding payment for the women of the

cooperative;

No animal testing;

We use recycled and recyclable materials for our packaging;

The good feeling of being fair and sustainable;

Being part of Oriental „Beauty Rituals“.

Authentic and certifiedAuthentic and certified

Direct import of raw materials from a well-known women’s cooperative in Morocco

Responsible manufacturing of products in Germany – according to strict EU cosmetic

guidelines

ECOCERT COSMOS ECOCERT COSMOS certified: Internationally recognized as one of the highest
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standards for organic and natural products

Fair For Life certified:Fair For Life certified: Internationally recognized as one of the highest standards for fair

trade, sustainability and social responsibility

All biOriens products contain only natural and organic raw materials that are handpicked and cold-pressed at a

women’s cooperative in Morocco

Photo credit by biOriens

Professional Private LabellingProfessional Private Labelling

Retailer can offer our products under their own brand name from very small quantities

on (from 100 flacons);

Full-Service – from the development of the brand name, the logo, design and

packaging, up to the final product;

0% risks – 100% quality, specification, right and declaration.
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PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

The products of biOriens are versatile in use. The luxurious care oils are true all-rounders

and simplify the daily care routine: prickly pear seed oil for facial care and argan oil as a

versatile moisturizer for the whole body and mask for the hair. Both oils mixed with black

cumin and almond oil provide the skin with all omega fatty acids in an optimal ratio.

Omega oil is excellently suited for the regenerative care of face and hands, which in times

of corona are flayed by all the washes. The oils have a light consistency and are quickly

absorbed. They are rich in vitamin E and natural antioxidants and counteract day after day

the aging of the skin.

In addition to everyday care, our products are also ideally suited for the intensive care of

particularly stressed skin areas such as neck and décolleté as well as hands/feet, knees

and elbows, which often give away the true age. They are also used to support the therapy

of skin problems.

1. ORGANIC ARGAN OIL – THE ALL-ROUNDER1. ORGANIC ARGAN OIL – THE ALL-ROUNDER

Vegan Anti-Aging care for hair, face, body and nails - 100 ml, RRP 49.90 €Vegan Anti-Aging care for hair, face, body and nails - 100 ml, RRP 49.90 €

biOriens Argan Oil is a genuine all-arounder which is moisturizing, strengthening, and

regenerative for your hair, face, body and nails. Both dry and rough skin becomes silky

smooth once again. Tangled, unmanageable hair gets back its shiny gloss. The

moisturizing effect gives your whole look a new freshness boost and ensures well-being

and attractiveness. Organic Argan Oil by biOriens® is perfect for soft massages, refreshing

body scrubs or regenerative masks. Naturally beautiful from head to toe with the multi-

talent from biOriens cosmetics.

Active Ingredients of Highly concentrated hydration boosterActive Ingredients of Highly concentrated hydration booster

Approximately 80% unsaturated fatty acids (omega fatty acids) such as linoleic acid and

oil acids;

High amount of natural antioxidants Vitamin E (Tocopherol).

Fairtrade certified Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil and all ingredients are from organic farming
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and 100% pure, authentic and transparent.

Moroccan Organic Argan Oil is one of the recent trends and widely used by the world's celebrities such as

Beyoncé, Kate Moss and Stella McCartney.

Photo credit by biOriens

EffectsEffects

Anti-Aging effect for your skin;

Provides a lot of moisture;

Reduces wrinkles and smoothes skin.

ResultsResults

Attractivity and wellbeing with smooth and soft skin as well as strong and shiny hair;

Effective at treating skin problems such as neurodermatitis, psoriasis and cellulite;

Natural care before and after sunbathing - the result is a natural look and a longer-

lasting tan.

ApplicationApplication
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For the perfect dosage, a spray head, as well as a pipette, is enclosed. Use the oil in a

sufficient quantity - as required or on a daily basis. Apply it in circular movements. You can

also apply the oil by adding it to your usual skin cream.

Interesting factsInteresting facts

Argan oil from Morroco has become one of the most popular beauty products worldwide.

Celebrities such as Beyoncé, Kate Moss and Stella McCartney use argan oil from Morroco.

2. ORGANIC PRICKLY PEAR SEED OIL – THE PERFECT2. ORGANIC PRICKLY PEAR SEED OIL – THE PERFECT

BEAUTY HELPERBEAUTY HELPER

Vegan Anti-aging care for face, neck/décolleté and hands - 30 ml, RRP 69.90 €Vegan Anti-aging care for face, neck/décolleté and hands - 30 ml, RRP 69.90 €

Our luxurious beauty elixir from the Moroccan desert helps to bind water to the skin for a

very long time. Being highly antioxidative, our oil soothes itching and has an anti-

inflammatory effect. It is a very effective anti-aging product coming from nature; not only

does it provide intensive care for your skin, but it also protects, heals and regenerates in a

long-lasting way. Therefore, it is very effective at treating skin conditions such as

neurodermatitis, acne, eczemas, psoriasis and cellulite. The precious ingredients with all its

positive characteristics are a blessing for your skin. It is the first choice for sensitive skin

which is stressed, tired, impure or suffers from irritations.

Active IngredientsActive Ingredients

Approximately 88 % unsaturated fatty acids, 70 % linoleic acid;

Vitamin E (Tocopherol);

Vitamin C;

Herbal agents (Phytosterole).

Ingredients from organic farming - 100% pure, authentic and transparent. Opuntia Ficus-

Indica Seed Oil (100%).
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Protective, Strengthening, Moisturizing, Regenerating Organic Prickly Pear Seed Oil is the perfect Beauty Helper

and perfect Vegan Anti-aging care

Photo credit by biOriens

EffectsEffects

Anti-aging effects for your skin;

Protects against dehydration; skin is immediately smoother and fresher;

Reduces wrinkles and soothes skin; improves elasticity and firmness of skin;

Counteracts harmful environmental influences and helps against skin irritation and

itching.

ResultsResults

Attractiveness and well-being – a smooth and young face and soft and young hands;

Effective at treating skin conditions such as neuroder-matitis, acne, eczemas and

psoriasis;

Counteracts chronically light damages and prevents age spots;

Aids in the reduction of impurities, acne and blackheads.

ApplicationApplication 
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For the perfect dosage, a pipette is enclosed. Apply a few drops of Prickly Pear Seed Oil

on your face, neck and decolleté in circular movements. You can also apply the oil by

adding it to your usual skin cream. The oil has also proven to be very good for hands and

is the first choice for sensitive, irritated and impure skin. The oil can be used on a daily

basis or as required.

Interesting factsInteresting facts

The high-end fashion magazine  described prickly pear seed oil as "Beauty elixir from

the Moroccan desert" and came to the conclusion: "Prickly pear seed oil can even replace

wrinkle creams!"

3. ORGANIC OMEGA OIL – THE BEAUTY SECRET3. ORGANIC OMEGA OIL – THE BEAUTY SECRET

Vegan Anti-aging care for healthy skin and strong hair - 50 ml, RRP 59.90 €Vegan Anti-aging care for healthy skin and strong hair - 50 ml, RRP 59.90 €

Our special mixture of oils consisting of argan oil, almond oil, prickly pear seed oil and

black cumin oil is the beauty secret of Morocco. The secret recipe is put together in a very

special way to provide the skin with all omega fatty acids in an optimal balance. This

mixture helps your skin to look radiant and vital, and to stay healthy. Healthy hair and skin

as the main basis of your natural beauty.

Active ingredients Active ingredients 

Full-spectrum of omega fatty acids from omega9 to omega 3 fatty acids:

Rich in natural antioxidants and vitamins F, E (tocopherol), A, B and D.

Ingredients - 100% pure, authentic and transparent. Fairtrade certified Argania Spinosa

Kernel Oil (100%)*, Prunus Amygdalus Dulcis Oil (100%)*, Opuntia Ficus-Indica Seed Oil

(100%)*, Nigella Sativa Seed Oil (100%). (* = Ingredients from organic farming)

ELLE
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Organic Omega Oil by biOriens is the Beauty Secret for radiant, natural, vital skin appearance

Photo credit by biOriens

EffectsEffects

Soothes, stabilises and regenerates hair;

The natural protective shell, as well as the self-healing process of your skin, are

strengthened;

Anti-inflammatory and moisturizing effect;

Reduces wrinkles and has an anti-aging effect;

ResultsResults

Radiant, natural and vital appearance;

Gives your hair more volume;

Cellulite reduction;

Effective at treating skin conditions such as neuroder-matitis, eczemas and psoriasis;

Reduces muscle and joint aches.

ApplicationApplication
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Comfortable with pipette and spray head.

Interesting facts Interesting facts 

biOriens organic omega oil is the new beauty secret of Morocco. It is unique on the market

in its formulation.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The high-quality packaging and design underline the high quality of our luxurious care line.

All products are filled in biophotonic Miron violet glass bottles with effective light

protection and are delivered with a pipette and additional spray head in a recyclable

folding box. The unique glass packaging protects and revitalizes the effectiveness of our

natural cosmetics  –  quality and bioenergy are optimally preserved. The beautiful flacons

with the elaborate design are a touch of luxury and exclusivity in every bathroom and thus

a status symbol.

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

biOriens luxurious elixirs are perfect for gifts for any occasion. It is possible to surprise

the loved ones with them, but also indulge oneself. The Agadir and Marrakesh gift sets are

attractively packaged and decorated with Moorish ornaments. The noble packaging de-

sign in natural tones and with discreet gold accents also makes a great eye-catcher in the

bathroom and brings vacation feelings into own four walls. All Gift sets could be found at

the official biOriens .

ARGAN BEAUTY SECRETARGAN BEAUTY SECRET

Gift set with organic argan oil (100 ml) and Argan Natural soap (100g) comes in a beautiful

gift box.

LOVELY GIFT SET FOR HER AND HIM: the organic argan oil and argan natural soap come

in a fine, handmade box, respectively handmade leather bag - beautiful packaging. The

box and bag are perfect for storing cosmetics and jewellery.

webshop page
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The Agadir and Marrakesh gift sets are attractively packaged and decorated with Moorish ornaments

Photo credit by biOriens

Options (RRP in €):

Agadir (Geschenkbox) Brown, Beige - 64,90;

Marrakesch (Geschenkbeutel) Brown, Beige - 57,90.

KLEOPATRA BEAUTY ELIXIRKLEOPATRA BEAUTY ELIXIR

Gift set with organic prickly pear seed oil (30 ml) and donkey milk natural soap (100 g)

comes in a beautiful gift box.

DELUXE GIFT SET FOR HER AND HIM: organic prickly pear seed oil and donkey milk soap

come in a fine, handmade box, respectively handmade leather bag - beautiful packaging.

The box and bag are perfect for storing cosmetics and jewellery.

Options (RRP in €):

Agadir (Gift box) Brown, Beige - 84,90;
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Marrakesch (Gift Bag) Brown, Beige - 77,90.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The products of biOriens are currently sold in 7 countries (Germany, Austria, Switzerland,

Italy, Spain, France and Great Britain) in beauty salons, organic food stores as well as

online and offline retail chains such as Zentraldrogerie, GRADMANN 1864 Parfümerie, etc.

They are also available through our own webshop and at our location in Munich. The

company supports all sales partners with a product magazine in German and English free

of charge. A translation into other languages can be arranged. Texts, images and video

material for the creation of marketing campaigns will be made available to the partners.

Besides the own , biOriens is present in social media with own  and

 page and is promoted by numerous influencers (e.g. review of the bio-blogger

c6beauty from May 19, 2020 published in social media and on her ).

On top, the company offers to distribution partners professional private labelling (see

Brand's USP).

As part of the marketing campaign of the company biOriens constantly participates in international exhibitions

Photo credit by biOriens

website Instagram

Facebook

blog
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: biOriens GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Alfred Kufer

E-mail:E-mail: info@bioriens.de

Website:Website: bioriens.de

Phone:Phone: +49 89 189 35 36 02

Patent status:Patent status: +

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Haircare, Skincare

biOriens de

click here
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SOVA is an affordable luxury hair and skincare brand that promises to

seed goodness, nourishment and unequivocal beauty into everyday life.

Driven by honesty and backed by equal parts nature and modern

science, SOVA bottles together the mysteries of Indian Ayurveda and

modern research. Part of the same Vedic culture as Yoga, Ayurveda

emphasizes on healing, rejuvenating, and maintaining all aspects of

health and beauty using nature. SOVA presents a user-friendly face of

Ayurveda in sensorial formulations for luxurious performance in daily

rituals. Using only clean ingredients from natural sources, every SOVA

formula is potentiated with the goodness of therapeutic Ayurvedic

botanicals, oils, plant proteins, vitamins, etc. in eco-friendly packaging,

supported by rigorous scientific testing like material compatibility and

real time shelf life validity, to offer you an uncompromised approach to

natural beauty care.

SECRET DOSSIER SOVA BALANCED
AYURVEDA HAIR&SKIN CARE
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“Saundarya, the blissful form of inner beauty is every woman’s celebration! Beauty

manifests as splendour, magnificence, exquisiteness and loveliness of the heart, mind,

body, soul, and spirit.” 

 M. Kshirsagar, Ayurvedic Dr.

THE STORYTHE STORY

 and  are the two self-driven, passionate women entrepreneurs

behind SOVA. Vasu graduated from the  (FIT), USA has

over twenty years of experience across women’s fashion, Ayurvedic sciences, and as a

Director of her family’s natural health care company. Sneha is a Singapore trained

hairstylist with over fifteen years of experience at her extraordinarily successful salon

catering to an elite clientele.

However, ironically SOVA was born out of a grandfather’s concern for his granddaughters.

Anxious of the chemically-laden hair and skin products in the market that would mar the

quality of hair of his young grandchildren, he put to use his immense love, determination,

and fifty years of excellence in pharmaceutical, healthcare and Ayurveda experience to

create something unique.

After almost three years of dedicated research, trials, validations, and collaboration as a

family – that included the grandfather, Vasu, and Sneha, SOVA was launched in early 2018.

The best quality raw materials sourced only from qualified and certified manufacturers with

rigorous checks and balances at every stage of manufacturing, ensure that SOVA products

offer consistent quality from the first to the last use. This innovative blend of nature and

science has allowed the brand to be widely recognized as a thought leader in the

Ayurveda hair care space with products that focus on delivering performance without

compromise on quality. The sustained benefits from the judicious and professionally

researched combinations of botanical and scientific nutrients have earned SOVA a large

repeat user base. Team SOVA has been working tirelessly to create the next suite of

Ayurveda inspired beauty products to be launched in Q3 2021.

Vasu Gandhi Sneha Jhaveri 

Fashion Institute of Technology
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SOVA Founders Vasu and Sneha. Respected grandfather of the Founders Mr. Gandhi

Photo Credit by SOVA Care

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

SOVA JATAMANSI ROOT & INDIAN ROSE SHAMPOO FOR TREATED HAIRSOVA JATAMANSI ROOT & INDIAN ROSE SHAMPOO FOR TREATED HAIR

With Jatamansi (Nardostachys jatamansi) root sourced from the upper reaches of the

Himalayas and Indian rose ( to gently caress and cleanse your hair, this shampoo will give

your roots strength and leave your treated hair feeling shiny, healthy and strong.

Key Ingredients: Bhringraj, Beetroot, Hibiscus, Jatamansi, Vitamin E, Vitamin F, Ceramides,

etc.

SULPHATE FREE 

PARABEN FREE 

pH BALANCED 

UV PROTECTANTS 

Size: 100mL, 240mL                        FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail Price:

6.50€/22.90 €                       
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Photo Credit by SOVA Care

SOVA PATCHOLI & SWEET ALMOND CONDITIONER FOR TREATED HAIRSOVA PATCHOLI & SWEET ALMOND CONDITIONER FOR TREATED HAIR

Let your hair soak in the goodness of sweet almonds and musky Patchouli oil. Combined

to add strength and shine, this conditioner will soothe your chemically treated hair,

absorbing the goodness and will leave your hair feeling divinely smooth and shiny.

Key Ingredients: jojoba oil, aloe vera extract, almond oil, sunflower oil, olive oil, guar gum,

wheat protein

SULPHATE FREE 

PARABEN FREE 

pH BALANCED 

UV PROTECTANTS 

Size: 60mL, 240mL                            FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail

Price: 7.00 €/24.90 €
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SOVA BHRINGRAJ & KERALA CINNAMON SHAMPOO FOR DAILY USESOVA BHRINGRAJ & KERALA CINNAMON SHAMPOO FOR DAILY USE

Bhringraj (Eclipta alba) or the “Maharaja of Hair” was recommended by age-old ayurvedic

sages for healthy hair. Especially combined with Cinnamon from Kerala, this shampoo gives

your hair nature’s best and significantly reduces hair fall. It is gentle enough to use daily

and will leave your hair with a rich natural sheen.

Key Ingredients: jojoba oil, aloe vera extract, almond oil, sunflower oil, olive oil, guar gum,

wheat protein

SULPHATE FREE 

PARABEN FREE 

pH BALANCED 

UV PROTECTANTS 

Size: 100mL, 240mL                         FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail Price:

5.50 € /19.90 €

SOVA WILD MOGRA & OLIVE CONDITIONER FOR DAILY USESOVA WILD MOGRA & OLIVE CONDITIONER FOR DAILY USE
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Everyday use, this mild sulphate free conditioner strengthens and instantly delivers

detangled healthy and shiny hair. Now available in a 100 gm size tube, ideal for your

travels, an easy fit your gym bag. It’s mild treatment makes it highly suitable for children.

Infused with the goodness of Olive oil, this conditioner tantalises your tresses with the

incandescent whiff and delicate caress of wild Mogra (Jasmine). It deep-moisturises and

detangles, with Sunflower oil and Baobab that give deep conditioning and almond oil for

divine lustre, this conditioner will leave your hair glossy, graceful and fit for a true Goddess.

Size: 60mL, 240mL                            FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/Suggested Retail Price:

6.00 €/21.90 €

SOVA KASHMIRI WALNUT & VIOLET FLOWER ANTI FRIZZ HAIR SERUMSOVA KASHMIRI WALNUT & VIOLET FLOWER ANTI FRIZZ HAIR SERUM

Revolutionary hair serum that delivers anti-frizz, shiny, smooth and divinely smelling hair

instantly. Ideal for all hair types. A protective shield for your hair against pollution, heat,

preventing further damage.

Reinstate softness, sheen and health to your weak, frizzy, dry & damaged hair with this

anti-frizz hair serum infused with the richness of natural fresh Walnuts grown in the valley

of Kashmir that deeply nourishes your hair shaft and instantly transforms dull and dry hair

into beautifully smooth, glossy and frizz-free hair, While the perfect blends of gentle oil

from mysterious herbs like Argan and Jojoba fortifies your hair with extra moisture and

protect it from dryness and damage. The gentle floral aroma of the Violet flowers makes

the hair smell absolutely divine.

UV PROTECTANTS

COLOUR PROTECTANTS

PARABEN FREE

Size: 100mL                                         FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail

Price: 6.30 € /21.90 €

SOVA YAVA & ROSEMARY INTENSE REPAIR HAIR MASKSOVA YAVA & ROSEMARY INTENSE REPAIR HAIR MASK
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Anti-frizz serum and Yava mask deeply conditions and fuses the hair delivering shine and divinely smelling

Photo Credit by SOVA Care

Packed with proteins, peptides and goodness of Ayurveda’s best! Intense, deeply

nourishing hair repair mask that delivers dramatic effects in a single-use. It truly brings life

back to your dry and damaged hair. A step up in your hair care regimen.

Fall in love with your soft and luscious hair with this intense hair repair mask specially

formulated with selected exotic herbs that deeply nourishes and moisturizes each hair

strand and instantly transform your dry, damaged hair into luxuriously smooth, shiny-

looking healthier hair.

Cultivated nearly 13,000 years ago in Eurasia, Yava deeply conditions and fuses your hair

with the richness of essential amino acids to repair your damaged hair shaft, leaving your

hair soft, shiny and frizz-free. While Rosemary collected from rolling hillsides of France

promotes hair growth by stimulating the hair follicles and enabling nutrient-rich blood to

reach every hair follicle on the head.

UV PROTECTANTS

COLOUR PROTECTANTS

PARABEN FREE
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Size: 180gM                                        FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail

Price: 11.50 €/39.90 €

SOVA BRAHMI & HIBISCUS HAIR MASSAGE OILSOVA BRAHMI & HIBISCUS HAIR MASSAGE OIL

Lightweight, deeply restorative hair massage oil that delivers lustrous, healthy hair.

Reduces greying. Boosts blood circulation and creates a calming effect.

Enriched with the goodness of 16 Ayurvedic herbs, this massage oil nourishes the hair,

strengthens roots and works towards keeping the hair healthy. Ideal combination of

Brahmi and Hibiscus improves circulation in the scalp, relaxes and de-stresses the mind.

MINERAL OIL FREE

PARABEN FREE

SILICONE FREE

Size: 100mL, 240mL                         FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail Price:

5.00 €/17.90 €

SOVA DRAKSH & BITTER ORANGE FLOWER LUXURY HAIR OILSOVA DRAKSH & BITTER ORANGE FLOWER LUXURY HAIR OIL

This luxurious non-sticky hair oil deeply nourishes and makes the hair grow thicker.

Radiant and uplifting, this is liquid sunshine that promises to come off in one wash. An ideal

hair tonic that works wonders with just a few drops on the scalp.

The unique combination of Draksha cultivated from Grapes capital of India Nashik deeply

nourishes each strand of your hair leaving it instantly soft, smooth, and shine to perfection,

while bitter orange flowers hand-plucked from Himalayan mountain range rejuvenates

your thinning hair infusing it with a tangy refreshing fragrance. This is a light golden elixir

fortified with exotic ayurvedic herbs.

• MINERAL OIL FREE • PARABEN FREE • SILICONE FREE

Size: 100mL                                         FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail

Price: 7.00 €/24.90 €
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SOVA SAFFRON AND KALPAVRIKSHA SEED OVERNIGHT HAIR REPAIR MISTSOVA SAFFRON AND KALPAVRIKSHA SEED OVERNIGHT HAIR REPAIR MIST

This revolutionary overnight saffron-infused hair repair mist tames down frizz, reduces split

ends and repairs damaged hair in 12 hours.

The golden spice saffron plucked from Kashmir valley intensively repairs the damaged hair

follicle and smoothens rough and dry hair to give you shiny, frizz-free tresses. While

Kalpavriksha, the tree of desire nourishes and restores moisture in your hair and combats

the harmful effects of dust, sunlight, chemicals, and hard water to give you strong and split

end free hair.

MINERAL OIL FREE

PARABEN FREE

SILICONE FREE  

Size: 100mL                                         FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail

Price: 7.00 €/26.90 €

SOVA CHAMOMILE & COORGI NARANGI, BODY WASH FOR NORMAL TO DRY SKINSOVA CHAMOMILE & COORGI NARANGI, BODY WASH FOR NORMAL TO DRY SKIN
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Luxury SOVA haircare oils

Photo Credit by SOVA Care

An invigorating body washes, that cleanses the skin layer by layer leaving it fresh and

hydrated.

Reveal your beautiful and healthy-looking skin with this nourishing and moisturizing body

wash, enriched with tiny daisy called Chamomile. It gently cleanses your skin layer by layer

leaving it fresh and hydrated, while Coorgi Narangi from western ghats of India restore

your natural skin glow by exfoliating the dead skin cells.

The perfect blend of different ayurvedic herbs like Aloe Vera, Hops, Jojoba, Olive and

Macadamia deeply nourishes and moisturizes your skin giving it healthy appearance and

soft to touch.

SILICONE FREE

PARABEN FREE

Size: 100mL, 240mL                         FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail Price:

3.90 € /13,90 €
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SOVA SHEA BUTTER & KUMARI, BODY LOTION FOR NORMAL TO DRY SKINSOVA SHEA BUTTER & KUMARI, BODY LOTION FOR NORMAL TO DRY SKIN

A lightweight body lotion with moisturizing shea butter and vitamin E that soothes and

hydrates skin.

Get the desired soft, healthy and youthful-looking skin with this nourishing and moisturizing

body lotion specially formulated with shea butter extracted from the nut of the African

Shea tree. It intensely hydrates your skin, leaving it divinely silky-smooth and supple to

feel, while traditionally used in Ayurveda, aloe vera nourishes and replenishes your skin

cells increasing its radiance and youthfulness.

This body lotion exudes a warm sweet almond fragrance, the natural vibrancy of this scent

makes your skin smell oh-so-gorgeous.

MINERAL OIL FREE

PARABEN FREE

Photo Credit by SOVA Care

Size: 100mL, 240mL                         FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail Price:
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4.50 € /13.90 €

SOVA WILD MUSK & SANDALWOOD BATHING BARSOVA WILD MUSK & SANDALWOOD BATHING BAR

An ayurvedic bathing bar, infused with sandalwood, wild musk and vitamin E. This bathing

bar moisturizes the skin leaving a heavenly fragrance.

Get the flawless and healthy glowing skin with this gently cleansing and nourishing 

ayurvedic bathing bar enriched with the richness of royal organic sandalwood a traditional

beauty secret of India that soothes your skin and enhance its complexion, while the Wild

Musk obtained from himalayan deer intensely moisturizes your skin and infusing it with a

heavenly fragrance.

PARABEN FREE

Size: 125gM                                        FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail Price:

1.60 €/4.90 €

SOVA SAGE & RHUBARB BATHING BARSOVA SAGE & RHUBARB BATHING BAR
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Sova natural skincare bars with all-natural ingredients

Photo Credit by SOVA Care

An ayurvedic bathing bar, infused with Rhubarb, Sage and vitamin E. This bathing bar

makes the skin soft and supple and tones uneven complexion.

Keep your skin looking healthy and clear with this nourishing and healing natural bathing

bar enriched with medicinal sage and exotic rhubarb that detoxify and ekove daily

regeneration of skin cells making it soft and supple,While the additional blend of mystical

herbs like Aloe Vera, Jojoba and Grapes maintains fresh and youthful looking skin by

nourishes and moisturize it.

PARABEN FREE

Size: 125gM                                        FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail Price:

1.60 €/4.90 €

SOVA COCONUT & WARM VANILLA BATHING BARSOVA COCONUT & WARM VANILLA BATHING BAR

A long-lasting, ayurvedic bathing bar infused with refreshing Coconut, Vanilla and Vitamin

E. Deeply nourishes and hydrates skin.
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Pamper your skin to keep it soft and youthful with this cleanser and nourish ayurvedic

bathing bar infused with the richness of vanilla a warm and fragrant spice from the pod of

an orchid gently cleanses and soothe irritated skin, while coconut collected from sea coast

of India deeply nourishes and hydrates your skin leaving if feeling soft and moist.

PARABEN FREE

Size: 125gM                                        FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail Price:

1.60 €/4.90 €

SOVA BERGAMOT & ORANGE BATHING BARSOVA BERGAMOT & ORANGE BATHING BAR

A long-lasting, ayurvedic bathing bar infused with citrusy Orange, Bergamot and Vitamin E.

This bathing bar removes oil and dirt from the skin, leaving it fresh and rejuvenated.

Get the citrusy wake up in the morning with this invigorating zesty cleanser infused with

organic tangy bergamot and orange collect from the tropical forest of Asia that deeply

cleanse oil and dirt from your skin leaving it fresh and rejuvenated. While the additional

blend of mystical ayurvedic herbs like aloe Vera, jojoba and grapes maintains smooth and

youthful skin by nourishing and moisturizing it.

PARABEN FREE

Size: 125gM                                        FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail Price:

1.60 €/4.90 €

SOVA NEEM LEAF & OLIVE OIL, MOISTURIZING HAND WASHSOVA NEEM LEAF & OLIVE OIL, MOISTURIZING HAND WASH

Introducing the first sulphate-free hand wash! An ideal hand wash that contains anti-

inflammatory and antibacterial properties that deep cleanses hands leaving it fresh, clean

and supple.

Since centuries, Neem leaf has been used to cleanse and purify the skin due to its anti-

bacterial and anti-inflammatory properties. Sova’s Neem Leaf and Olive Oil Moisturizing

Hand Wash, also infused with Lime, is rich in antioxidants. Tea tree oil helps in deep
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cleaning and Olive Oil makes your skin supple, while Turmeric and Vitamin E work their

magic on your hands, brightening and rejuvenating them with every wash!

PARABEN FREE

SULPHATE FREE 

SILICONE FREE

Size: 240mL                                         FOB Mumbai Price Distributors/ Suggested Retail

Price: 3.00 €/9.90 €

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

SOVA’s branding and packaging evoke its true brand values – luxury, distinctiveness,

natural goodness, environmental responsibility, and ownership pride. The name SOVA has

its origin from the Sanskrit word “sav” which means “one’s own”. The product names

reveal clear inclination to Ayurveda – names of exotic plants native to India. The Indian

Ayurvedic system consists of the “Panchabhutas” or the 5 elements, which represent Earth,

Water, Air, Fire and Ether, and constitutes the composition of the human body. The

packaging of SOVA represents a color theme inspired from these 5 elements while being

attractive to international customers.

In Indian Vedic traditions, the Shri Yantra is the symbol of the great divine mother principle,

the source of all energy, power, and creativity, one simple representation of the universe

as well as the body of the goddess related to the feminine principle shakti or energy. This

powerful motif has been modified as part of SOVA’s brand language representing another

powerful message “Nature is our only true power and wealth” signifying SOVA’s reliance

on natural ingredients to deliver the best of the balance of performance and nourishment.

The SOVA bottle uses an ideal superior quality 100% recyclable PET-G packaging that

makes it more pliable and shorter degradation than its PET counterpart while giving a

lustrous glass-like finish. The square shape and overall form give a luxurious and

comforting feel when held in the hand. It is familiar to all users, but clearly not

generic. Each SOVA product comes in a 100% recyclable, high GSM paper carton,

displaying elements for identification and user ownership – drawing the user to feel like

the product belongs to them while exuding the very premium quality of the actual product.
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SOVA Care packaging reflects the Five Ayurvedic Elements while remaining attractive to international buyers

Photo Credit by SOVA Care

Team SOVA constantly innovating with newer technologies to make SOVA as

environmentally friendly as possible, and this has been an ongoing process, where

significant time and effort is spent on brainstorming innovations that could help lower

carbon footprint of current and prospective products. Fast-moving SOVA products were

recently launched in small 100mL bottles, for ‘pump free’ packaging for travel-friendly

SOVA pouches. The reusable pouches themselves are made up of 100% natural muslin as

part of an effort to create awareness about conscious use and to considerably reduce the

use of plastic. SOVA uses 100% recyclable waterproof stickers and the products are

carefully shrink-wrapped by hand into cartons that provide adequate protection against

potential transport leakage.

MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 
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SOVA CARE HAS DEVELOPED DIFFERENT OPTIONS OF SETS: TRAVEL SET WITHSOVA CARE HAS DEVELOPED DIFFERENT OPTIONS OF SETS: TRAVEL SET WITH

SMALL-SIZED PRODUCTS, DIY GIFT BOX WITH OWN CONTENT TO BRIDAL GIFTSMALL-SIZED PRODUCTS, DIY GIFT BOX WITH OWN CONTENT TO BRIDAL GIFT

BOX TO MAKE THIS DAY UNFORGETTABLEBOX TO MAKE THIS DAY UNFORGETTABLE

PHOTO CREDIT BY SOVA CAREPHOTO CREDIT BY SOVA CARE

SOVA has primarily been a digitally native brand in India and Singapore, with availability on

retail shelves of exclusive cosmetic and beauty stores. Launched in early 2018 in the pink

city of Jaipur by the Chief Minister of the State, the brand made a grand statement

embodying the most beautiful part of Indian culture and heritage. The event got significant

coverage in domestic TV and print media.

To enhance brand visibility and sales, there has been continuous marketing and

promotional activities across key urban markets in India. Beyond the digital spends on

online advertisements, some of the brand activations have included:

Print advertisements in leading lifestyle magazines

Digital wellness and lifestyle blogger associations

Endorsements by Bollywood celebrities

Endorsements by wellness and beauty gurus

Live interactive sessions with Ayurveda, hair care, and beauty experts

Product sampling at retail counters, pop-up shows, live events, etc.

Part of subscription beauty boxes

Part of hampers and gift boxes from large corporates, media houses, wedding

celebrations

For international markets, the brand plans to introduce several marketing support plans.
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These will be linked to the initial purchase value and include:

Multiple training sessions on products USPs

Digital spend support for online promotions

Access to the evolving library of brand creatives

Online support for editing brand creatives

Miniature product samples for both, retail and online channels that list/place SOVA

Gifting paraphernalia like branded organic muslin bags

Printed promotional literature, like posters, brochures, brand reminders, etc.

MEDIAMEDIA

In this short time, SOVA has won numerous positive reviews from leading beauty editors in

magazines such as Vogue, Cosmopolitan, Harper’s Bazaar, Elle; beauty experts on social

media, salon owners, and women entrepreneur groups. The common theme of recognition

revolves around the integrity of the brand, strength of formulation and delivery of the

product.

SOCIAL MEDIASOCIAL MEDIA

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download lifestyle images by the  and PR images by the 

You can download the price list by the 

link link

link
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SOVA can make each day special

Photo Credit by SOVA Care

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM THE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE MEMBERS
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SOVA hair and body care products constantly appear in the press and famous magazines

Photo Credit by SOVA Care

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Leading influencers and beauty experts on social media have already appreciated the SOVA products and

happily recommend them to the followers

Photo Credit by SOVA Care
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The Munich cosmetic label biOriens with roots in Morocco used up itself

completely the healthy and sustainable beauty. More and more people

want to treat themselves fairly and sustainably with natural, genuine

active ingredients. biOriens serves this need with a high-quality care

line, in which modern knowledge unites with traditional methods of the

Moroccan Berber, which set since primeval times in the nutrition and

skin care on oils. The basis of the care products are high-quality

vegetable oils, whose effectiveness is protected and continuously

revitalized by a special biophotonic glass bottle. Argan oil, omega oil

and prickly pear seed oil in organic quality ensure a radiant, natural and

vital appearance and prevent skin aging. They also show excellent

improvements for skin problems. Their positive effect on skin health has

been proven in scientific studies.

SECRET DOSSIER BIORIENS ORGANIC
COSMETICS
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

Behind the innovative company are the founder Fatima Chatir and her siblings. The three

sisters come from Agadir in Morocco, the heartland of argan cultivation in southwestern

Marocco. They have known the nurturing properties of vegetable oils since childhood and

with their company continue the centuries-old tradition of Berber culture.

Fatima, Fadua and Asmae Chatir are beauty enthusiasts and successful entrepreneurs. The

trio relies entirely on its own women's cooperative in production and thus provides

Moroccan women with economic development and prospects. Only the best raw materials

are used for the label's premium products. High ethical requirements, quality and hygiene

standards and certified processes are a matter of course for this cosmetic label. Fair wages

and good working conditions are close to the hearts of the cosmetic entrepreneurs.

THE STORYTHE STORY

Fatima managed the wellness and beauty center in the Palais Des Roses Hôtel & Thalasso

for many years before she joined the management of a Munich luxury hotel. She extended

the classical Thalasso therapy by Wellness and care treatments with Argan oil occurring

only in Morocco and had thereby large success. Since then she is convinced of the fact

that 100% vegetable active ingredient combinations are most effective and skin-friendly.

Our skin is the natural barrier for pathogens and harmful environmental influences.

Therefore, ingredients should support the skin in its natural functions and provide sufficient

moisture. Because dry, damaged skin is much easier for microorganisms to overcome.

Omega fatty acids are particularly valuable because they can be incorporated into the skin

barrier as building blocks. Natural antioxidants and antiseptics prevent skin aging,

infections and inflammations and support the treatment of many skin problems. Argan,

prickly pear seed and black cumin oil are rich in these active ingredients when used 100%

pure and fresh.

The idea to bring vegane oils with a high dose of active ingredients freshly to the customer

did not leave Fatima no more peace. She wanted to make the advantages of a purely

vegan care from her homeland accessible to a mass market in Europe and worldwide.
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Together with an investor biOriens was founded.

The founder biOriens Fatima Chatir

Photo credit by biOriens

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

"Boosting Your Beauty" is the brand claim of the vegan care line of biOriens cosmetics. Our

customers get attractiveness and well-being with a boosting effect: stressed and strained

skin is regenerated. The skin appears immediately fuller and younger - quickly and easily

without complex care rituals. Added to this is the good feeling of being fair and

sustainable. We offer Clean-Beauty, hygienic, without harmful additives, fairly produced
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and sustainable for the environment. The words "organic" and "fair" are not just empty

promises, but authentic and certified.

biOriens products are certified according to the COSMOS standard by Ecocert

Greenlife;

biOriens products are certified according to the Fair For Life standard by Ecocert /

IMOSwiss;

We do not use any animal ingredients and animal testing is an absolute taboo;

biOriens products are manufactured in Germany according to EU cosmetic guidelines

and GMP.

PHOTO CREDIT BY BIORIENSPHOTO CREDIT BY BIORIENS

BRAND USPBRAND USP

biOriens differs from other brands since quality and effectiveness are the company's main

priorities. Also sustainability, indulgence and wellbeing are the centre of company

attention. It is also impossible not to mention that compare to other natural cosmetic
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brands biOriens is 100% sustainable, 100% fair, and 100% organic. biOriens has

the following USP.

Attractivity and WellbeingAttractivity and Wellbeing

Effective and natural anti-aging products for a radiant, natural and vital appearance;

Wellness for your skin - the human body's largest organ;

100% fair, pure and vegan;

Effective at treating skin conditions;

Advice from beauty and health experts.

Premium QualityPremium Quality

Traceable origin;

Full of precious ingredients; no additives;

Only natural resources, handpicked harvest, 1st careful cold-pressing;

Quality managements based in Morocco and Germany – regular quality analysis;

Import and manufacturing in small batches;

Ideal preservation of quality and bioenergy through the filling into high-quality miron

violet glass bottles; very good protection against light.

Luxury and exclusivityLuxury and exclusivity

High-quality presentation – a very beautiful flacon with a unique design;

Eye-catcher and status symbol for your bathroom;

Comes with spray-head and pipette.

Sustainability and social responsibilitySustainability and social responsibility
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biOriens beautiful flacon with a unique design ideally preserves products due to high-quality miron violet glass

Photo credit by biOriens

Contains only raw materials from controlled biological cultivation;

Very good labour conditions and outstanding payment for the women of the

cooperative;

No animal testing;

We use recycled and recyclable materials for our packaging;

The good feeling of being fair and sustainable;

Being part of Oriental „Beauty Rituals“.

Authentic and certifiedAuthentic and certified

Direct import of raw materials from a well-known women’s cooperative in Morocco

Responsible manufacturing of products in Germany – according to strict EU cosmetic

guidelines

ECOCERT COSMOS ECOCERT COSMOS certified: Internationally recognized as one of the highest
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standards for organic and natural products

Fair For Life certified:Fair For Life certified: Internationally recognized as one of the highest standards for fair

trade, sustainability and social responsibility

All biOriens products contain only natural and organic raw materials that are handpicked and cold-pressed at a

women’s cooperative in Morocco

Photo credit by biOriens

Professional Private LabellingProfessional Private Labelling

Retailer can offer our products under their own brand name from very small quantities

on (from 100 flacons);

Full-Service – from the development of the brand name, the logo, design and

packaging, up to the final product;

0% risks – 100% quality, specification, right and declaration.
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PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

The products of biOriens are versatile in use. The luxurious care oils are true all-rounders

and simplify the daily care routine: prickly pear seed oil for facial care and argan oil as a

versatile moisturizer for the whole body and mask for the hair. Both oils mixed with black

cumin and almond oil provide the skin with all omega fatty acids in an optimal ratio.

Omega oil is excellently suited for the regenerative care of face and hands, which in times

of corona are flayed by all the washes. The oils have a light consistency and are quickly

absorbed. They are rich in vitamin E and natural antioxidants and counteract day after day

the aging of the skin.

In addition to everyday care, our products are also ideally suited for the intensive care of

particularly stressed skin areas such as neck and décolleté as well as hands/feet, knees

and elbows, which often give away the true age. They are also used to support the therapy

of skin problems.

1. ORGANIC ARGAN OIL – THE ALL-ROUNDER1. ORGANIC ARGAN OIL – THE ALL-ROUNDER

Vegan Anti-Aging care for hair, face, body and nails - 100 ml, RRP 49.90 €Vegan Anti-Aging care for hair, face, body and nails - 100 ml, RRP 49.90 €

biOriens Argan Oil is a genuine all-arounder which is moisturizing, strengthening, and

regenerative for your hair, face, body and nails. Both dry and rough skin becomes silky

smooth once again. Tangled, unmanageable hair gets back its shiny gloss. The

moisturizing effect gives your whole look a new freshness boost and ensures well-being

and attractiveness. Organic Argan Oil by biOriens® is perfect for soft massages, refreshing

body scrubs or regenerative masks. Naturally beautiful from head to toe with the multi-

talent from biOriens cosmetics.

Active Ingredients of Highly concentrated hydration boosterActive Ingredients of Highly concentrated hydration booster

Approximately 80% unsaturated fatty acids (omega fatty acids) such as linoleic acid and

oil acids;

High amount of natural antioxidants Vitamin E (Tocopherol).

Fairtrade certified Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil and all ingredients are from organic farming
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and 100% pure, authentic and transparent.

Moroccan Organic Argan Oil is one of the recent trends and widely used by the world's celebrities such as

Beyoncé, Kate Moss and Stella McCartney.

Photo credit by biOriens

EffectsEffects

Anti-Aging effect for your skin;

Provides a lot of moisture;

Reduces wrinkles and smoothes skin.

ResultsResults

Attractivity and wellbeing with smooth and soft skin as well as strong and shiny hair;

Effective at treating skin problems such as neurodermatitis, psoriasis and cellulite;

Natural care before and after sunbathing - the result is a natural look and a longer-

lasting tan.

ApplicationApplication
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For the perfect dosage, a spray head, as well as a pipette, is enclosed. Use the oil in a

sufficient quantity - as required or on a daily basis. Apply it in circular movements. You can

also apply the oil by adding it to your usual skin cream.

Interesting factsInteresting facts

Argan oil from Morroco has become one of the most popular beauty products worldwide.

Celebrities such as Beyoncé, Kate Moss and Stella McCartney use argan oil from Morroco.

2. ORGANIC PRICKLY PEAR SEED OIL – THE PERFECT2. ORGANIC PRICKLY PEAR SEED OIL – THE PERFECT

BEAUTY HELPERBEAUTY HELPER

Vegan Anti-aging care for face, neck/décolleté and hands - 30 ml, RRP 69.90 €Vegan Anti-aging care for face, neck/décolleté and hands - 30 ml, RRP 69.90 €

Our luxurious beauty elixir from the Moroccan desert helps to bind water to the skin for a

very long time. Being highly antioxidative, our oil soothes itching and has an anti-

inflammatory effect. It is a very effective anti-aging product coming from nature; not only

does it provide intensive care for your skin, but it also protects, heals and regenerates in a

long-lasting way. Therefore, it is very effective at treating skin conditions such as

neurodermatitis, acne, eczemas, psoriasis and cellulite. The precious ingredients with all its

positive characteristics are a blessing for your skin. It is the first choice for sensitive skin

which is stressed, tired, impure or suffers from irritations.

Active IngredientsActive Ingredients

Approximately 88 % unsaturated fatty acids, 70 % linoleic acid;

Vitamin E (Tocopherol);

Vitamin C;

Herbal agents (Phytosterole).

Ingredients from organic farming - 100% pure, authentic and transparent. Opuntia Ficus-

Indica Seed Oil (100%).
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Protective, Strengthening, Moisturizing, Regenerating Organic Prickly Pear Seed Oil is the perfect Beauty Helper

and perfect Vegan Anti-aging care

Photo credit by biOriens

EffectsEffects

Anti-aging effects for your skin;

Protects against dehydration; skin is immediately smoother and fresher;

Reduces wrinkles and soothes skin; improves elasticity and firmness of skin;

Counteracts harmful environmental influences and helps against skin irritation and

itching.

ResultsResults

Attractiveness and well-being – a smooth and young face and soft and young hands;

Effective at treating skin conditions such as neuroder-matitis, acne, eczemas and

psoriasis;

Counteracts chronically light damages and prevents age spots;

Aids in the reduction of impurities, acne and blackheads.

ApplicationApplication 
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For the perfect dosage, a pipette is enclosed. Apply a few drops of Prickly Pear Seed Oil

on your face, neck and decolleté in circular movements. You can also apply the oil by

adding it to your usual skin cream. The oil has also proven to be very good for hands and

is the first choice for sensitive, irritated and impure skin. The oil can be used on a daily

basis or as required.

Interesting factsInteresting facts

The high-end fashion magazine  described prickly pear seed oil as "Beauty elixir from

the Moroccan desert" and came to the conclusion: "Prickly pear seed oil can even replace

wrinkle creams!"

3. ORGANIC OMEGA OIL – THE BEAUTY SECRET3. ORGANIC OMEGA OIL – THE BEAUTY SECRET

Vegan Anti-aging care for healthy skin and strong hair - 50 ml, RRP 59.90 €Vegan Anti-aging care for healthy skin and strong hair - 50 ml, RRP 59.90 €

Our special mixture of oils consisting of argan oil, almond oil, prickly pear seed oil and

black cumin oil is the beauty secret of Morocco. The secret recipe is put together in a very

special way to provide the skin with all omega fatty acids in an optimal balance. This

mixture helps your skin to look radiant and vital, and to stay healthy. Healthy hair and skin

as the main basis of your natural beauty.

Active ingredients Active ingredients 

Full-spectrum of omega fatty acids from omega9 to omega 3 fatty acids:

Rich in natural antioxidants and vitamins F, E (tocopherol), A, B and D.

Ingredients - 100% pure, authentic and transparent. Fairtrade certified Argania Spinosa

Kernel Oil (100%)*, Prunus Amygdalus Dulcis Oil (100%)*, Opuntia Ficus-Indica Seed Oil

(100%)*, Nigella Sativa Seed Oil (100%). (* = Ingredients from organic farming)

ELLE
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Organic Omega Oil by biOriens is the Beauty Secret for radiant, natural, vital skin appearance

Photo credit by biOriens

EffectsEffects

Soothes, stabilises and regenerates hair;

The natural protective shell, as well as the self-healing process of your skin, are

strengthened;

Anti-inflammatory and moisturizing effect;

Reduces wrinkles and has an anti-aging effect;

ResultsResults

Radiant, natural and vital appearance;

Gives your hair more volume;

Cellulite reduction;

Effective at treating skin conditions such as neuroder-matitis, eczemas and psoriasis;

Reduces muscle and joint aches.

ApplicationApplication
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Comfortable with pipette and spray head.

Interesting facts Interesting facts 

biOriens organic omega oil is the new beauty secret of Morocco. It is unique on the market

in its formulation.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The high-quality packaging and design underline the high quality of our luxurious care line.

All products are filled in biophotonic Miron violet glass bottles with effective light

protection and are delivered with a pipette and additional spray head in a recyclable

folding box. The unique glass packaging protects and revitalizes the effectiveness of our

natural cosmetics  –  quality and bioenergy are optimally preserved. The beautiful flacons

with the elaborate design are a touch of luxury and exclusivity in every bathroom and thus

a status symbol.

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

biOriens luxurious elixirs are perfect for gifts for any occasion. It is possible to surprise

the loved ones with them, but also indulge oneself. The Agadir and Marrakesh gift sets are

attractively packaged and decorated with Moorish ornaments. The noble packaging de-

sign in natural tones and with discreet gold accents also makes a great eye-catcher in the

bathroom and brings vacation feelings into own four walls. All Gift sets could be found at

the official biOriens .

ARGAN BEAUTY SECRETARGAN BEAUTY SECRET

Gift set with organic argan oil (100 ml) and Argan Natural soap (100g) comes in a beautiful

gift box.

LOVELY GIFT SET FOR HER AND HIM: the organic argan oil and argan natural soap come

in a fine, handmade box, respectively handmade leather bag - beautiful packaging. The

box and bag are perfect for storing cosmetics and jewellery.

webshop page
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The Agadir and Marrakesh gift sets are attractively packaged and decorated with Moorish ornaments

Photo credit by biOriens

Options (RRP in €):

Agadir (Geschenkbox) Brown, Beige - 64,90;

Marrakesch (Geschenkbeutel) Brown, Beige - 57,90.

KLEOPATRA BEAUTY ELIXIRKLEOPATRA BEAUTY ELIXIR

Gift set with organic prickly pear seed oil (30 ml) and donkey milk natural soap (100 g)

comes in a beautiful gift box.

DELUXE GIFT SET FOR HER AND HIM: organic prickly pear seed oil and donkey milk soap

come in a fine, handmade box, respectively handmade leather bag - beautiful packaging.

The box and bag are perfect for storing cosmetics and jewellery.

Options (RRP in €):

Agadir (Gift box) Brown, Beige - 84,90;

Marrakesch (Gift Bag) Brown, Beige - 77,90.
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MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The products of biOriens are currently sold in 7 countries (Germany, Austria, Switzerland,

Italy, Spain, France and Great Britain) in beauty salons, organic food stores as well as

online and offline retail chains such as Zentraldrogerie, GRADMANN 1864 Parfümerie, etc.

They are also available through our own webshop and at our location in Munich. The

company supports all sales partners with a product magazine in German and English free

of charge. A translation into other languages can be arranged. Texts, images and video

material for the creation of marketing campaigns will be made available to the partners.

Besides the own , biOriens is present in social media with own  and

 page and is promoted by numerous influencers (e.g. review of the bio-blogger

c6beauty from May 19, 2020 published in social media and on her ).

On top, the company offers to distribution partners professional private labelling (see

Brand's USP).

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download the images of all products by the 

You can download the price list by the 

website Instagram

Facebook

blog

link

link
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As part of the marketing campaign of the company biOriens constantly participates in international exhibitions

Photo credit by biOriens

You can download the presentation EN by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM THE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE MEMBERS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: biOriens GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Alfred Kufer

E-mail:E-mail: info@bioriens.de

Website:Website: bioriens.de

Phone:Phone: +49 89 189 35 36 02

Patent status:Patent status: +

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Haircare, Skincare

biOriens de

biOriens-cosmetics-magazine_en

Price-list_biOriens-products.pdf

click here
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Gumboo Bear Hair Gummies is the best natural hair vitamin

complex that boosts hair general health stimulating new growth. The

focus of Gumboo Bear is to provide a natural vitamin supplement that

has quick and real results. It is created both for women and men to grow

their hair or tackle common issues such as balding or thinning hair. It's

also a great way to combat damage such as hair dye or over-styling with

hot tools. Gumboo Bear was created to be free from all nasty additives

and chemicals, and have no artificial colours or flavours, thus suitable for

Vegans and contain no gelatin or dairy. Gumboo Bear hair vitamins

have been formulated for all types of hair and ethnicities. It also works

for all skin types - normal, dry, oily, combination or acne-prone. Being

cruelty-free Gumboo Bear gummies contain all-natural ingredients such

as a mix of Folic Acid, Vitamin C, A, E, B5, and Zinc. They are soft

chewing and have a natural delicious fruit flavor that makes it easy and

pleasant to take as a daily supplement.

SECRET DOSSIER ON GUMBOO BEAR
ALL-NATURAL HAIR&NAILS VITAMINS
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Gumboo Bear was founded by a group of hair experts passionate about natural products.

There are many companies out there overcharging for expensive hair supplements. This

makes it harder to add the right hair vitamins to the diet and health regime. Gumboo Bear

is a cheaper but effective hair supplement dedicated to cutting down on unnecessary

costs for the customers and bringing more health benefits.

The company puts nature first and all the ingredients are sourced from it! The team worked

hard to create a clean, safe and health-boosting supplement. Gumboo Bear remains one

that says ‘no’ to toxic additives. The tasty bear-shaped vitamins are inspired by all things

natural. That’s why the company picked the cute bear shape for the product!

The main features of Gumboo Bear vitamins are:

Made in Canada & FDA approved;

Made of the highest ingredients that are 100% safe and natural;

Free from chemicals, additives, and preservatives;

Vegan, contain no dairy, soy or meat products;

Sticks to tight standards of quality;

No Artificial Colors or Flavors;

All-natural.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

At the moment, the company produces jelly vitamins in the form of bears with a

citrus taste. They have a pleasant texture and smell. Gumboo Bear hair vitamins taste like

candy while restoring hair and nails. Such delicious taste has been created using only

natural fruit juices. Gummies are carefully packed in PET jars of 60 pieces each. There is

also a tight lid-protection against children, which only parents really can open, due to the

specifics of the opening (tightly press down and only then a click allows you to scroll the

lid). Gumboo Bear Hair Gummies are perfect for hair, nails and skin. Vitamins can be

consumed by Women & Men. They are 100% Natural, Gluten Free, Non-GMO, No Artificial

Colorings.
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Soft chewable fruit vitamins Gumboo Bear perfect alternative of hard to swallow pills and traditional supplements

Photo Credit by Gumboo

Gumboo Bear’s hair growth gummies are rich in  Biotin, a vitamin essential for hair growth.

They contain Vitamin A, C, D, Folic Acid and Zinc which work together to create an

amazing beauty transformation. Soft chewable vitamins perfect alternative of hard to

swallow pills and traditional supplements. Delicious hair gummies naturally cure thinning

hair and boost its strength, thickness, density, moreover, they simultaneously care much

about the nail plate and strengthen it with a unique blend of quality ingredients. 

Healthy hair and nails are not the only benefits of this powerful beauty supplement. The

ingredients in Gumboo Bear target many common skin conditions. They can support the

clearing of skin rashes, acne, and blemishes.

BiotinBiotin
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Gumboo Bear all-natural and a vegan-friendly product suitable for women and men of all ages, skin and hair

types

Photo Credit by Gumboo

Biotin is a water-soluble B vitamin that is one of the most powerful people can take to

support hair growth and health. It could be found in small quantities in foods such as sweet

potato, avocado, salmon, nuts and seeds. Biotin is needed to improve keratin structure and

works with the enzymes in a body. Keratin is the protein that makes up hair, skin, and nails.

If the body has enough of this important vitamin, hair and scalp can grow healthy and long.

In recent studies, Biotin was also found to help reverse shedding hair and promoted hair

growth in areas that were thinning or balding. The highly effective vitamin will make sure

hair grows beautifully long and in the fastest amount of time possible.

Vitamin AVitamin A

Vitamin A is found in fruits and vegetables such as apricot, carrot, cantaloupe, spinach, and

kale. Meat and dairy sources include liver, fish oils, milk, and eggs. Vitamin A helps the

body metabolize amino acids which make up the foundation of healthy hair growth. It is

also essential for good circulation. Healthy circulation to our scalp is vital for a clean,

dandruff-free scalp that allows hair follicles to regenerate and grow strong hair. Vitamin A

also helps in the production of sebum which protects and repairs scalp naturally. It is a
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powerful antioxidant that guards against free-radical damage and boosts the immune

system.

Folic AcidFolic Acid

Folic Acid food sources include legumes, eggs, beets, broccoli, brussels sprouts, and

mixed berries. It is also known as B9 or folacin. It plays a key role when it comes to

keeping our hair healthy and strong. It regulates red blood cells and can help treat

conditions such as anemia which is known to include issues such as hair loss. Folic Acid

has been found to slow down the aging process of the hair, keeping away premature grey

hair and allowing our hair to look youthful and healthy.

ZincZinc

Zinc is naturally found in foods such as oysters, seafood, grains, and nuts, as well as fruits

like apricots, blackberries, raspberries, raisins, and dates. It is an essential mineral for hair

growth. It supports the health of hair follicles. It has even been found to assist with those

suffering from hair loss disorders such as alopecia. Zinc was discovered to promote new

re-growth in balding areas. Without the correct amount of Zinc, a deficiency can lead to

hair loss as hair’s protein structure begins to break down and suffers from a lack of this

essential mineral. Zinc plays a part in the production of DNA and RNA, both needed for

healthy hair follicle cells that produce shiny and gorgeous hair.

Directions for use: Take 2 vitamins daily to see hair, nail and skin transform. The results are

seen in just a few weeks.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Currently, Gumboo Bear is made in Canada and ships Worldwide. The company has

established itself as competitive in the US and Canadian markets and is ready for a global

expansion seeking partners and official distributors for European countries and other world

markets.

Recommended Retail Price of organic vitamins for 60 Gummies jar would be $24.99;
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A healthier head of hair is just 2 a day away!

Photo Credit by Gumboo

Maximum Retail Price of organic vitamins for 60 Gummies jar would be $ 29.99;

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download product images by the 

You can download product video by the 

You can download the leaflet by the 

You can download the postcard by the 

You can download the price list by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

link

link

link

link

link
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QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments form Syndicate members and

answers from Gumboo Bear by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to

your question. Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do

not share this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Gumboo Products Inc.

Contact person:Contact person: Garen Markarian

E-mail:E-mail: info@gumboohair.com

Website:Website: gumboohair.com

Phone:Phone: +1 818-805-3699

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Canada

Industries:Industries: Haircare, Supplements

Gumboo Bear Official Web

Page

Gumboo Bear Official Facebook Page

Gumboo Bear Leaflet

Gumboo Bear Postcard 4*6

Gumboo Bear Price List

click here
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Sleeper, the luxury sleepwear brand founded by Asya Varesta and Kate

Zubarieva, was not birthed the way most new fashion labels are

born. Sleeper was formed with a brand mission infused with positive

disruption and only $2,000 of co-owner capital. Sleeper was founded as

a way for Varesta and Zubarieva to express a positive voice, one that

would bring joy in the simplest of situations: relaxation and

rejuvenation. For founders, the comfort of their home is sort of a

subculture; it’s a tiny religion they are so vigilantly preaching. It is candid

and personal. While sleepwear as streetwear has become a thing

recently, at the time Sleeper was launched in 2014, it was really

challenging to find elegant and luxury lounging clothes that could be

worn outdoors. The founders met while working at leading fashion

magazines. In true disrupter fashion, neither had ever designed clothes

before starting their business. Their lack of experience showed through

in their first collection.

SLEEPER’S PAJAMAS: FROM BED TO
PARTY
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A black-and-white line that was a 'disaster' and had to be taken apart and completely

resewn in order to fulfill a requisition from a top retailer. As the founders picked

themselves up from a near business-ending situation, they spent the next few months

refining their supply chain and instilling a quality control discipline that has remained one

of the key bedrocks of Sleeper.

They moved their business into a proper workshop and upskilled from a single seamstress

to a team with decades of experience. The hard work and investment paid off. Half a year

later, the garments were available at Moda Operandi - America’s leading online retailer.

This became a major reason the founders started factory production.

Asya Varesta and Kate Zubarieva

source - sleeper.com

True to their brand promise of positivity and social impact, Sleeper clothing is built upon

ethical consciousness and artisan-manufacturing traditions. Each garment is made with

natural, eco-friendly fibers like organic linen and silk. And because every Sleeper purchase

is made-to-order, there is no excessive production. Each garment takes between 8 and 12

hours to sew by hand.

Headquartered in Ukraine, Sleeper is currently planning to open a U.S. office with the hope

of opening a flagship store in the near future. The ultimate goal is to house a learning

center as part of a larger factory building where upcoming designers and fashion startups

can learn and share industry experiences and educate new generations of seamstresses,
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embroiderers, engineers, and technologists to design first-class clothes.

Pajama set with marabou feathers is the perfect outfit for dancing with a glass of champagne

source - sleeper.com

The founders biggest achievement is that they have instilled a culture of wearing pajamas

outside the home. Asya and Kate want to encourage being yourself and doing what you

want, no matter the circumstances, loving yourself just the way you are. This is what drives

them to take new steps personally and with the development of Sleeper.
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Noble classic is inspired by honorable masculinity

source - sleeper.com
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Sleeper

Contact person:Contact person: Asya Varesta

E-mail:E-mail: wholesale@the-sleeper.com

Website:Website: the-sleeper.com

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2014

Regions:Regions: United States, Ukraine

Industries:Industries: Fashion

Sleeper

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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Grishko Ltd. is a privately held manufacturer that provides most elegant

and camera-friendly dance shoes, wear and accessories. The company

was founded in 1989 by Nikolai Grishko in Moscow, Russia. Currently, all

Grishko® products pass the highest level of quality control in

accordance with international standards. Grishko® has been the brand

of choice for top Ballet stars for many years and they often talk about

the products when interviewed. It carefully preserves the traditions of

artisanship in the making of pointe shoes: the master shoemaker always

put their heart into their creation. Following fashion trends, the

company's designers launch clothing collections several times a year all

with the Grishko® style. In addition, this sophisticated brand cares

greatly about customer's health, that is why it uses only eco-friendly

materials in productions.

GRISHKO: AESTHETIC DANCE SHOES,
WEAR AND ACCESSORIES
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For more than a quarter of a century, artists from many different styles of dance, from

classical ballet to hip-hop, have been spared from spending a lot of time searching for

products that will provide them with a full range of professional dancewear and shoes. The

Grishko® Company is such a unique supplier of these products.

Since 1989 the company is headed by its Founder and President Mr.Nikolay GrishkoFounder and President Mr.Nikolay Grishko. A

former diplomat with extensive international experience, he turned a small business into a

prospering industrial complex, currently consisting of four factories in Moscow and one in

Macedonia. The Artists that are performing in so many different dance styles will be

pleasantly surprised by the breadth of the assortment of products produced by these

factories. There are all the dancewear and shoes for classical and modern ballet, folk-

characteristic and jazz dances, for ballroom dances and flamenco, and also for step, hip -

hope, stage, gymnastics and even for the circus.

Each Grishko Pointe Shoe is created with the same passion and performance expressed by dancers every day

source - grishko-world.com

The company provides to the dance audience not only an exhaustive list of stage clothes

and shoes but also everything customers need to prepare for a performance, which,

occupies a large part of the life of artists and sportsmen. Grishko produces rehearsal wear,rehearsal wear,

warm-ups, T-shirts, clothing with a sauna effect, unitards, leotards, and bandages. warm-ups, T-shirts, clothing with a sauna effect, unitards, leotards, and bandages. In

addition, Grishko® offers all necessary accessories for all forms of dance, which will

complete the formation of the actor`s stage image. 

Besides the above, the Grishko® brand is also known for its fashion collections intended

for a wider audience including young people who participate in various sports, yoga and

who lead an active lifestyle. Currently, the Grishko® product range has more than aGrishko® product range has more than a
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thousand items.thousand items.

The company is constantly striving to improve the technologies apply to products and lead the industry in

introducing new developments

source - balletrookie.wordpress.com

The company's trademark is very popular in more than 70 countries and Grishko® shops

are open in many world capitals selling only Grishko products. Furthermore, Grishko is

able to efficiently produce in both batch and individual production.

Manufacturer of Footwear and Apparel for all kinds of dance, fitness, yoga, pilates and active lifestyle

source - grishko-world.com

Why are dancers choosing Grishko®? Because Grishko® is:

the world's most complete collection of dancewear and shoes for all types of dance,

satisfying the needs of female and male audiences both adult and children;

a unique production process the bulk of which is the manual work of first-class master
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shoemakers;

the products, which are made in Russia and differ by their high-quality standards and

safety;

a combination of age-old traditions and new technologies based on cutting edge

science;

aesthetic perfection of the products;

flexible pricing policy and consideration of social factors.

In addition, Grishko is constantly striving to improve the technologies it applies to productsGrishko is constantly striving to improve the technologies it applies to products

and lead the industry in introducing new developments.and lead the industry in introducing new developments.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Grishko Ltd.

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: info@grishko.ru; export@grishko.ru

Website:Website: grishko-world.com

Phone:Phone: +7 (495) 980-91-10/13

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 1989

Regions:Regions: Russia

Industries:Industries: Fashion, Sports

Grishko

ORIGINAL VIDEO

ORIGINAL VIDEO 1

click here
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WELT can track the three main general health indicators: waist size,

activity and food intake. For activity, WELT’s pedometer tracks steps

taken while the belt also tracks sitting time. As the first belt wearable for

everyday use, WELT is the first health tracker that can integrate all four

of these functions. Waist size is a key starting point for gauging overall

health. WELT’s magnetic waist sensor is embedded in the buckle and

tracks your waist size in real time. Monitor your progress over time as

WELT can sense waist sizes from 28 to 44 inches in circumference.

WELT: THE SMART BELT FOR FASHION
& HEALTH
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Given the work-centered nature of modern life, it is difficult to find time to get up and

move. Staying active is essential to a healthy lifestyle. With its embedded pedometer,

WELT can track your Calorie burn by counting the steps you have taken. WELT can also

track your inactivity by calculating your sitting time throughout the day. WELT regards yourWELT regards your

stationary movement as sittingstationary movement as sitting. Even with exercise, prolonged sitting has been proven to

have associated health risks.

WELT will ensure that both activity and inactivity periods are for the healthy duration.

Abdominal fat is a product of excess calorie intake. Based on calorie intake, your waist can

expand and contract over a duration as short as half an hour. WELT keeps track of these

rapid variations in waist size to monitor patterns of overeating. WELT's unbelievableWELT's unbelievable

battery life allows you to stay in style without having to charge constantlybattery life allows you to stay in style without having to charge constantly.

WELT is the wellness Belt that makes wearables fashionable

source - weltcorp.com

Charged through a micro USB port, one full charge lasts for more than 20 days. WELT

curates personalized health guidance that can be seen using WELT’s mobile application.

Intuitively organized into one screen, there is no need to stress your brain over raw data

that isn’t meaningful. WELT does the analysis for you and provides health insights and
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warnings so you can focus on staying active. WELT looks and is worn just like any otherWELT looks and is worn just like any other

belt in your closetbelt in your closet.

Welt is better than any smartwatch

source - weltcorp.com

Made for everyday life and everyday outfits, WELT is both fashionable and functional. As

the stylish alternative to previous belt fitness trackers, WELT can be worn at the office, on a

walk or during your daily activities. WELT will be offered in a variety of styles to match bothWELT will be offered in a variety of styles to match both

casual and formal outfitscasual and formal outfits. With a line of fashionable buckles and belt straps, choose the

one that fits your style.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: WELT Corporation

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: help@weltcorp.com

Website:Website: https://www.weltcorp.com/

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: n.a.

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Electronics, Fashion, Health

WELT

Corporation

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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Yuyue Home Textile Co., Ltd. is located in the efficient ecological

economic zone of Yellow River delta of Binzhou, Shandong, at the

mouth of the Yellow River. It is a modern home textile enterprise

integrated with the complete industry chains of popular textiles,

including R&D and designing- fiber manufacturing- spinning and

weaving- printing and dyeing-cutting and sewing- brand products sales-

self-supported import and export trade. It can provide green,

environmental-friendly home textile products for billions of consumers in

Europe, America, Africa and Asia. YUYUE has got more than one

hundred of awards like National May 1st Labor Certificate, Chinese

Garment& Home Textile Independent Brand Enterprise Focused and

Developed by MIIT and the second prize of National Scientific and

Technological Progress Award since it was founded. Yuyue is the Vice

President Company of China Home Textile Association and China

Dyeing and Printing Association.

YUETEX: HOME TEXTILE WITH AN
EXCELLENT QUALITY
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THE COMPANYTHE COMPANY

YUYUE company is a member of China Cotton Textile Association and CHINA BAST AND

LEAF FIBRES TEXTILE ASSOCIATION, Shandong Low Carbon Model Company. YUYUE

got Oeko-TexStandard100 Certificate, passed SA8000 social responsibility audit as well as

the social responsibility and anti-terrorist audit of more than 20 multinational companies

such as IKEA, Decathlon, Wal-Mart and Macy’s, and built long-term strategic cooperation

with these companies. YUYUE adheres to the vision to create an environmental-friendly,

colorful and comfortable lifestyle through superior technology and devotes to be the

outstanding global supplier of the textile industry and use scientific and technological

capabilities of excellence for global customers with high quality, user-friendly home

products, to enhance the quality of human life. In the times of global economic integration,

YUYUE builds a global industrial chain including R&D and designing- fiber manufacturing-

spinning and weaving- printing and dyeing - cutting and sewing - brand products sales-

self-supported import and export trade to create a domestic leading and international

advanced home textile industry.

Pillowcase

source - yuetex.com

INDUSTRIAL ADVANTAGES:INDUSTRIAL ADVANTAGES:

Design: Design:  is a public

service platform of science and technology integrated with high-tech R&D and

transformation of scientific and technological achievements. It has complete test

equipment, pilot plant, and production base. It conducts R&D design in the five main fields

of an international home textile industry trend, intelligent equipment, environmental textile

Shandong Huanghe Delta Institute of Textile Science and Technology
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dyeing, and finishing auxiliaries, new textile materials, new dyeing and finishing process.

Achieving technological innovation through R&D; the company develops eight series of

textile materials of cotton, linen, lyocell, viscose, modal, bamboo pulp fiber, wool, and silk.

Meanwhile, over 500 new products are developed including seersucker, TPS exquisite

portraying printing, special printing, single-transparent adiabatic product. which won the

approval and promotion of international buyers. It established design centers in France,

USA, the Netherland, Korea, Nigeria based on Shanghai design center, and established

product design development platforms with many domestic universities and scientific

research institutes.

Wool quilt

source - yuetex.com

Cotton: Cotton: The company established a cotton processing base and had Cotton processing

qualification issued by the National Development and Reform Commission. And the

processing base is Better Cotton processing base appointed by BCI. Make sure all

sections including purchasing and processing use Better Cotton and establishes a

complete traceability system.

Spin: Spin: YUYUE Home Textiles Co., Ltd. special fiber branch has the world's advanced level of

spinning equipment: the most advanced blowing-carding machine, Germany Trützschler

HSI 1000 drawing machine, German Schlafhorst open-end spinning machine, Japan

MURATA NO.21C1 winding machine. It is equipped with lab equipment with complete

functions, such as Bremen nep and short fiber tester, evenness tester, strength tester, yarn

imperfection indicator. It has no joint technology and waxing technology integrated with

Europe market, and complete raw material purchasing and finished product marketing
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channels. The company is equipped with new spinning technology and equipment such as

low torque spinning, Siro compact spinning, segment color spinning, intervention spinning

for product development, which plays a special role in improving product style an

character. The main products include fine cotton and long-staple cotton, Tencel, modal,

milk fiber, and viscose fiber, flax fiber, moisture perspiration fiber, bamboo fiber. There are

yarns with only one kind of fiber as well as yarns with blended fibers.

The pillowcase is made of soft and pleasant to the touch material

source - yuetex.com

Weaving: Weaving: YUYUE Home Textile Co., Ltd. Weaving workshop equipped with Toyota JAT710

type wide-width air-jet looms, Tsudakoma ZAX series air-jet looms, Picante wide rapier

looms, narrow rapier looms and other international advanced weaving equipment. The

workshop not only can process natural fibers such as pure cotton but also has the

processing ability of Tencel, viscose, hemp, polyester, nylon and polyester/cotton, cotton

and other mixed fibers. The fabrics weaved include both cotton products and a variety of

interwoven products. Products covered plain, twill, satin, Jacquard, seersucker and multi-

layer cloth.

Dye:Dye: YUYUE dyeing workshop is committed to the production of various types of green

home textile dyeing fabrics and industrial dyeing fabrics with cold, pad dyeing, Jig dyeing,

overflow dyeing, and other advanced production lines. The company mainly produces

cotton, polyester-cotton, Tencel, modal, bamboo fiber, viscose, linen, and other fabrics

series, which widely used in the home, hotels, medical, clothing and other fields. In

particular, the company's high-count and high-density cotton and Tencel products with

skin-friendly, soft, smooth, green and excellent quality are praised by customers. Products
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are popular in Asia, Europe, the United States, Australia and dozens of countries and

regions. The company has mature fabric functional finishing ability, such as iron-free,

antibacterial, waterproof, flame retardant, resistant to chlorine bleaching, anti-fluff balloon,

sanding, anti-down and dozens of functional finishing. The company developed five main

series of fiber dyeing, honeycomb, yarn-dyed, double-layer cloth, and multi-component,

which are favored by consumers.

Blankets

source - yuetex.com

Stamp: Stamp: Printing workshop is an important part of YUYUE’s complete production chain. The

company is mainly equipped with the rotary screen printing machine, (horizontal rotary

screen printing machine, inclined rotary screen printing machine), flat screen printing

machine, high-precision and high-speed digital printing machine, which can realize several

printings of rotary screen printing, flat screen printing, and digital printing.

Batik: Batik: YUYUE’s batik branch mainly engaged in R&D design and production of high-end

batik cloth. It has wax printing, imitation wax printing, and other printing methods. The

products are loved by Africans.

Sewing:Sewing: YUYUE Home Textile Sewing Branch mainly engaged in finished product

processing with advanced sewing line. The main equipment are sewing machine, quilting

machine, quilting embroidery machine, embroidery machine, double-needle machine,

pleating machine, button attaching machine, buttonhole over-locking machine, knitting

machine, five-thread over-locking machine, three-needle, and five-thread over-locking

machine, carding machine, filling machine, washing machine, dryer, transfer printing

machine, offset printing machine and other special sewing equipment. The products
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include home supplies, outdoor supplies, and garment. It can produce Bedding, curtains,

washed bedspreads, pillows, cushions, neck pillow, clothing, sleeping bags, hammocks

and children's toys.

Syu-Face Towel

source - yuetex.com

Yuetex also produces the household items

source - yuetex.com

IMPORT&EXPORT:IMPORT&EXPORT: Self-managerial import & export is not only a part of YUYUE’s complete

industry chain but also serve the entire industry chain. YUYUE has self-managerial import

& export authority. After 10 years of development, it creates a professional and skilled

team. On the one hand, it makes full use of textile raw materials on the international

market. Imported cotton, cotton yarn, and other textile raw materials, service in the

company's new product development and manufacturing of the complete industry chain.

On the other hand, YUYUE exports high-quality, humanized home to the world's major

markets. Since its establishment, the company's import and export business has been

increased every year by double-digits. In order to meet the needs of the Group's
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international market strategy, import and export company has always taken import high-

quality textile raw materials, exported high-quality textile products, strictly controlled the

quality of imported raw materials and ensured the safety of export earnings as the purpose

of business development.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Yuyue Home Textile Co., Ltd

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: yuetex.magasin@gmail.com

Website:Website: yuetex.com

Phone:Phone: + 86 54 3361 8003

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2003

Regions:Regions: China

Industries:Industries: Fashion

Yuyue Home Textile Co.,

Ltd

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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This Invisibobble Hair Styling Tool is an innovative hair ring accessory

developed by hair experts in the year 2013. This hair tie’s tighter spirals

provide a very delicate look, making it the perfect tool for a stylish office

hairdo or for a chic evening look. It can also be worn as a fashionable

bracelet. Modern hairdos for any occasion can now be easily and

quickly done - with no need for hair clips or bobby pins. These

revolutionary hair tools put an end to the challenges you’ve had tying up

your hair. The brand new Invisibobble Original Styling Hair Ring comes

in a range of shades: Blush Hour, Luscious Lashes, Smoky Eye, Marylin

Monroed, True Black, Crystal Clear, Pretzel Brown, Mint To Be, To Be Or

Nude To Be and Something Blue. The spiral hair ring is a perfect

companion for swimming, holidays and sports. The invisibobble®

is composed of polyurethane, better known as artificial resin.

Polyurethane is particularly hygienic, since it neither absorbs dirt nor

bacteria and has a very easily cleaned surface.

INVISIBOBBLE: THE NEW ALL-
ROUNDER HAIR RING, PERFECT FOR

ALL STYLES
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THE STORYTHE STORY

The idea for the invisibobble began to form in Sophie‘s first semester at University.

University is a time in a girl‘s life where she wears her hair up constantly. Whether you put

it up whilst studying to avoid it getting in the way of your books or on a night out when you

want to keep from getting too hot, it is an everyday necessity! Sophie loved the ponytail

look but one thing kept bothering her. She suffered from headaches every morning and

always had that kink in her hair that everybody knows and hates. 

One night, when Sophie got ready for a ‘bad taste’ party organized by the university, she

went all out wearing a tie-dye synthetic blouse, sparkling bell-bottoms, multicolored eye-

shadow and a bunch of crazy accessories. On her way out she realized, as bonkers as she

looked, her hair could still use a little extra pimping. Immediately Sophie set her eye on the

old telephone hanging on her dorm wall. It didn’t really have any use since it had been out

of order for years. So she decided to unplug the phone cord and use it to tie up her hair as

an extra highlight for her already quite a spectacular look.

The minimalistic invisibobble® BASIC

source - invisibobble.com

The morning after the party, Sophie woke up after a fun-filled night and realized that

something was different. Then it dawned on her; she didn‘t have a headache! After a

moment of shock, she realized that she hadn‘t lost the phone cord (which would have

made this a whole different story), but that it was still firmly holding her hair in place. After

untying the cord she noticed that the kink in her hair, even though still visible, was a lot

less pronounced than usual. That’s when she knew she had an idea, that could help her

and countless other girls, on her hands! 
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The effortless bun shaper

source - invisibobble.com

The idea of the invisibobble had been born, but Sophie needed someone to help her

further the concept - her now business partner Felix. It took them 6 months and the help of

several German technicians to design the very first invisibobble with the correct material

and specifications. In 2012, the first trial launch took place in Germany, and the small firm

spent a total of 12 months gathering feedback from customers so that they could

continuously improve the product. Finally, in 2013, it was time to introduce invisibobble to

the international market. 

The lifespan of an invisibobble® is noticeably longer than that of a normal hair tie. If the

invisibobble® starts to wear out after a while, you can make it contract again by placing it in

the sun, on top of a heater (or a towel) or in hot water. Due to the smooth surface of the

invisibobble®, bacteria cannot collect within the hair bobble. Additionally, the invisibobble®

is very easily cleaned. The invisibobble® is, therefore, more hygienic than other hair

ties. The stretching or loss of elasticity of the invisibobble® does not reflect the quality

standard, but is simply a security measure in cases of over-stretching. The stretching of the

invisibobble® is also a characteristic of the material, which is also reversible. If you wish to

shrink your invisibobble® again, you can put it out in the sun, on top of a heater (on a

towel) or in hot water - the heat will cause the material to contract.

ORIGINAL: ORIGINAL: Thanks to its smooth surface, the invisibobble® ORIGINAL hair tie doesn’t

tangle with dry or wet hair. With invisibobble® as a non-soaking, hygienic water lover you’ll

never be annoyed by wet hair ties again! The revolutionary styling tool waves goodbye to

its previous color range and presents the brand new invisibobble® ORIGINAL collection in

six unique colors. Crystal Clear, True Black, and Pretzel Brown fit every outfit and
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occasion; To Be Or Nude To Be, Blush Hour and Mint To Be add the certain colorful

something. 

SPRUNCHIE. Superelastic, soft and wrapped in fabric, this hair tool is the perfect 80s eye-catcher for every day

and every updo

source - invisibobble.com

ORIGINAL - the traceless hair ring

source - invisibobble.com

NANO:NANO: Whether beginner or pro, romantic braid or casual half bun - the little styling tool is

there to offer a helping hand. The invisibobble® NANO allows you to separate smaller hair

sections, fix elegant updos or secure impressive braided styles - no need for clips or bobby

pins. No kink, no hair breakage, no tangles - as a knight in spiral armor the invisibobble®

NANO doesn’t compromise any of the invisibobble® benefits. The invisibobble® NANO

in True Black, Pretzel Brown, To Be Or Nude To Be and Crystal Clear blends in perfectly

with your hair.

POWER:POWER: The new invisibobble® power is the answer for everyone with voluminous hair, or

an active lifestyle, who wants an extra strong hold in their everyday life or during
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sports. The intensified spiral shape of the invisibobble® POWER gives your hair an extra

strong grip during sports or other high-energy activity, without compromising the high

wearing comfort. The POWER is the perfect companion for your intense workout as it

doesn’t absorb fluids and can be easily taken out of wet hair without tangling. The strong

grip hair ring doesn’t only tackle every sporting challenge and tames your flowing mane,

but it also avoids split ends and hair breakage. The invisibobble® POWER are available in

four powerful colors - True Black, Crystal Clear, To Be Or Nude To Be and Pretzel Brown -

and will go with every outfit and every situation during fitness and your everyday life.

NANO - the styling hair ring

source - invisibobble.com

POWER - the strong grip hair ring

source - invisibobble.com

KIDS: KIDS: With the invisibobble® KIDS hair ties it is time to say bye, bye to annoying knots and

hair pain. Once upon the time in a kingdom far away, a fairy called Magic Rainbow met the

lovely Princess Sparkle. They instantly became best friends and to spread their happiness,

they covered the world of invisibobble® with sparkles and fairy dust. This act of joy created

the two members of the invisibobble® family: the invisibobble® KIDS. With the invisibobble®
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KIDS hair ties children’s dreams come true: They can be the most gorgeous princess in

town, creating a secret crown around their updo-bun with Princess Sparkle - or get an

enchanting look with Magic Rainbow and a little bit of fairy dust.

KIDS - the no-ouch hair ring

source - invisibobble.com

SLIM: SLIM: An intricate touch to the famous spiral shape of the ORIGINAL hair tie: this is the

invisibobble® SLIM. There is no need to sacrifice style for comfort with the newest member

of the invisibobble® permanent collection: The invisibobble® SLIM is the perfect tool for

both a stylish office hairdo and for a bouncy evening look. To dress casually but still look

sophisticated while standing out is the ultimate #stylinggoal for most women trying to strike

the balance between 'over-the-top' and 'underdressed'. Obviously, the right hairdo is just

as important as the outfit. And the invisibobble® SLIM hair ties the perfect tool to easily

create a fitting hairstyle. Its four colors Crystal Clear, True Black, Chrome Sweet

Chrome and Bronze Me Pretty look delicate in the hair and like a fashionable bracelet

around the wrist. Without an effort, the invisibobble® SLIM hair ring creates a bouncy

ponytail or a voluminous bun. 

BASIC:BASIC: The sleek BASIC is unique: its small size makes it particularly inconspicuous, whilst

simultaneously providing a strong grip and a weightless feel in your hair. Whether a simple

ponytail, playful braiding, cornrows or a loose updo, the minimalistic invisibobble® BASIC

perfectly completes any hairstyle. invisibobble® BASIC: ideal for you and your individual

style. The hair ring is available in Crystal Clear, True Black, Jelly Twist, and Mocca And

Cream.
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SLIM - the elegant hair ring

source - invisibobble.com

BASIC - the weightless hair ring for every day

source - invisibobble.com

SPRUNCHIE:SPRUNCHIE: Back in the 80s, stars like Madonna, Demi Moore and Janet Jackson started

a new hair trend by converting a simple styling tool into an absolute must-have accessory.

Thanks to invisibobble®, the famous scrunchie hair ring is experiencing its long-awaited

comeback! With a new design and improved wearing comfort, invisibobble® proudly

presents the invisibobble® SPRUNCHIE. Hidden underneath luxurious velvet fabric, the

invisibobble® SPRUNCHIE contains a classic ORIGINAL, therefore providing the benefits

that come with all the classic hair ring. Holding all strands of hair together thanks to its

spiral shape, the SPRUNCHIE is easy to remove without compromising on comfort. On the

outside, the retro hair tie consists of soft, shiny velvet fabric. The leopard-patterned

Purrfection gives every outfit an extra touch, while True Black adds a subtle and elegant

finish to every style. The invisibobble® SPRUNCHIE is the hair accessory for every

occasion. It also looks great around the wrist. The fabric hair tie is available in three colors,

Purrfection, True Black and Prima Ballerina.
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SPRUNCHIE - integrated spiral hair ring

source - invisibobble.com

CLICKY BUN:CLICKY BUN: Achieving a perfect bun in the morning rush can be a real nightmare!

Individual strands of hair end up poking out, and the bun is always either too tight or too

loose. But never fear - invisibobble has the solution to all your problems: presenting the

new invisibobble®. The must-have for women who like to keep things simple: place your

hair between the two bands and roll it up from the bottom. To finish, snap the two sides so

they fold inwards, creating the bun. Wispy hairs poking out is now a thing of the past - with

the invisibobble® CLICKY BUN they stay firmly and securely in place without you needing

any new.

WAVER:WAVER: The unique design and special material make the WAVER truly exceptional. The

WAVER offers a comfortable, gentle, and - just like the other invisibobble® products -

traceless alternative to the usual hair clips and pins. The top of the WAVER is inspired by

the shape and functionality of the invisibobble® ORIGINAL spiral hair rings. As the name

WAVER already suggests, the core is the three-dimensional wave shape, which guarantees

a strong and at the same time hair-preserving hold. The hair is not, as with other products,

simply compressed, but held in the uniform cavities and fixed. Thus, impressions are

avoided and a high level of comfort guaranteed. The innovative closure requires no effort.

Instead, the invisibobble® WAVER is simply opened and closed with two fingers and a

twisting motion - it’s flicking simple!

MULTIBAND: MULTIBAND: Headband with integrated hair ring - With its useful 2-in-1 function, the

MULTIBAND stands out from the rest. The band effectively keeps strands of hair out of the

face. The fine silicon grips on the inside of the hairband allow it to stay in place during

exercise and give it an anti-slip effect. The other option is to use the integrated
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invisibobble® to simultaneously tie the hair up in a ponytail. That way, the use of an extra

hair tie is no longer necessary. Available in two classic colors True Black and Red-y To

Rumble. 

The invisibobble® WAVER. The hair-accessory 2.0

source - invisibobble.com

MULTIBAND - the multi-purpose band

source - invisibobble.com

Invisibobble® has many advantages over a regular hair tie: traceless - hair caring - non-

soaking - strong grip - revolutionary updo tool. Whether used as a revolutionary styling tool

or stylish wrist accessory - invisibobble® is versatile and allows creating professional updos

and individual styles without additional clips or bobby pins.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Invisibobble GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Sophie Trelles-Tvede

E-mail:E-mail: info@new-flag.co.uk

Website:Website: invisibobble.com

Phone:Phone: + 44 (0) 20 80044495

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2013

Regions:Regions: Germany, United Kingdom

Industries:Industries: Beauty, Fashion

Invisibobble

ORIGINAL VIDEO

ORIGINAL VIDEO 2

ORIGINAL VIDEO 3

click here
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LIFESTYLE



Oscar Valladares Tobacco is located in Danli, Honduras. It started

operating in 2012, the Factory was founded by Oscar Valladares, Hector

Valladares and Bayron Duarte, with experience in the tobacco industry.

Oscar worked for more than 9 years with Rocky Patel and Bayron

worked for more than 20 years for General Cigars and Oliva. Oscar

Valladares started in the cigar industry almost like a destiny turn, he

worked for a travel agency taking Rocky Patel´s Groups to make tours to

the Factory. In a short time Rocky asked Oscar to be part of his team

and for nine years he worked for him. During this time, Oscar met

Bayron, who worked for General Cigars by that time and a long

friendship began. On 2011, Oscar starts with his own cigar shop in Danli.

He had a couple of rollers making fresh cigars in the shop. By the end of

2011, Bayron tells Oscar that there's an opportunity to buy a small

OSCAR VALLADARES TOBACCO:
PERFECTLY-ROLLED CIGARS WITH A

LUSCIOUSLY OILY WRAPPE
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Factory, in which they decide to invest, with the help of Oscar's brother

Hector. 
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2012 was the first Brand2012 was the first Brand made by Oscar Valladares Tobacco & Co. The box included a

bonus cigar, to be smoked December 21st, the end of the era. This cigar was wrapped in a

tobacco leaf, simulating an ancient Mayan cigar, rustic and hand-rolled. This unique feature

leads to the idea of the Leaf by Oscar. The first client of the Factory, Jim Robinson, asked

Oscar Valladares Tobacco & Co., to make the house blend for his shop "Leaf and Bean"

located in Pittsburg, but he wanted them wrapped in a tobacco leaf, just like the bonus

Cigar of 2012, and that´s how the Brand Leaf and Bean by Oscar was born. The first order

of 5000 cigars was successfully sold out in a couple of weeks. After this, people around

the United States were asking about this unusual cigar wrapped in a tobacco leaf. This

cigar was distributed only in the United States, later the Brand changes its name to Leaf by

Oscar. 

2012 was the first Brand made by Oscar Valladares Tobacco & Co

source - oscartobacco.com

Afterwards, the Brand Rosalila was born, created by Bayron and Oscar, which was

distributed only in Latin America and Europe. In Early 2014, the Factory moved to a bigger

facility with 20 people in the production team. At that time, Leaf by Oscar and Rosalila

were selling well in Germany, Denmark, Saint Marteen and Venezuela. In January 2016, the

factory moved to former Oliva Factory, a 25000 square feet facility, with more than one

hundred employees between production and administration. Today,  Oscar Valladares

Tobacco cigars can be found in more than 1000 stores in the US, and also in Germany,
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Denmark, Sweden, Holland, Belgium, Slovenia, St. Marteen, Aruba, Venezuela among

others.

RosalilaRosalila

This Toro comes in three Honduran puro blends: Maduro, Connecticut, and Corojo.

Tobaccos grown for these amazing blends come from five tobacco farms specifically

chosen by Oscar Valladares from provinces throughout Honduras and feature some

tobaccos many connoisseurs may not have sampled. 'Rosalila' comes in a box of 20

premium cigars with an added bonus cigar, flavor infused with 'Chicha' the traditional

Mayan corn-based liquor.

'Rosalila' comes in a box of 20 premium cigars with an added bonus cigar

source - oscartobacco.com

Island JimIsland Jim

The Island Jim #2 designation is a pencil reference. It is a complex cigar that delivers in a

full volume of smoke that has a note of chocolate and cedar to start with sweetness, spice,

extremely rich tobacco, massive quantities of chocolates and coffee. The burn is near

perfect and it has tight white ash. The smoke is very rich and creamy.
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Island Jim is a complex cigar that delivers in a full volume of smoke

source - oscartobacco.com

Leaf by OskarLeaf by Oskar

Leaf by Oskar has the special feature of the leaf. While traditional manufacturers rely on

films and packaging materials, gets the leaf a self-sheathing. Tobacco leaves are used for

the protection of the cigar. This method of wrapping each individual cigar in a leaf doesn't

just make it stand out and look interesting, it also serves a purpose, protecting the natural

oils of the cigar. The bands of the cigars are all made of recycled organic tobacco paper. 

Big JohnnyBig Johnny

Big Johnny has a dark chocolate color with an oily complexion. There is some darker

marbling on the wrapper, delivered some notes of mocha and pepper and sweetness. 

The company is Headquartered in Honduras and has a Distribution centre in Huston,

Taxes. There are no prices on the official webpage but in online retail, the price for a

single sigar is up to $10, for a box of 5 cigars is approx. $45-55, a box of 20 costs approx

$150-200.
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Tobacco leaves are used for the protection of the cigar

source - oscartobacco.com
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Oscar Valladares Tobacco & Co

Contact person:Contact person: Oscar Valladares

E-mail:E-mail: oscar@oscartobacco.com

Website:Website: oscartobacco.com

Phone:Phone: +1 832 6236304

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2012

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Lifestyle

Oscar Valladares Tobacco &

Co

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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Since 2004, KIND has been on a mission to make the world a little

kinder one snack and act at a time. KIND was born out of its founder's

desire to create a snack that was healthy and tasty, wholesome and

convenient. What began as a line of premium Fruit & Nut bars sparked

the creation of a new healthier snacking category. Today, KIND has a

family of more than 70 snacks that offer solutions for a variety of

occasions. Its recipes use nutrient-dense, premium ingredients like nuts,

seeds, whole grains and fruit, which are recommended for a healthy

diet. All snacks are gluten-free, do not contain genetically engineered

ingredients and are not sweetened with sugar alcohols or artificial

sweeteners. Kindness has always been at the core of its business. KIND

was founded with a social mission, the KIND Movement, which

celebrates and inspires kindness. Today, the Movement is brought to life

through the brand and The KIND Foundation.

KIND SNACKS ACHIEVE A BALANCE
OF HEALTH AND TASTE
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KIND was founded by  and is headquartered in New York City. It has

always been committed to bringing customers wholesome and delicious snacks. The

company always chooses high-quality ingredients over recipe short-cuts and provide high-quality ingredients over recipe short-cuts and provide

snacks that are both healthy AND tastysnacks that are both healthy AND tasty – not one or the other. In addition, KIND's team

works tirelessly to live up to fans’ expectations. 

The company claims that food shouldn’t be overly processed to attain an arbitrary nutrient

profile or manipulated to the point that it loses its soul. Instead, it obsesses over creating

recipes, using real food, that taste delicious and let the nutrition take care of itself. As KIND

grows and evolves, it’ll continue to stay true to its mission: real food, wholesome

ingredients, and sound nutrition. The company aspires for maximum transparency and

always strive to think long term, holistically and empathically as it evaluates all decisions

on behalf of it KIND consumers and its community.

Daniel Lubetzky, the founder & CEO

source - kindsnacks.com

The company's recipes are based on the use as little sugar as possible without sacrificing

the flavour and quality of products. KIND doesn't use high fructose corn syrup and

customers will never find artificial sweeteners or added sugar alcohols in its snacks since

they go against the company's philosophy of using premium ingredients that are KIND® to

the body.

Daniel Lubetzky
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Furthermore, KIND prioritizes making low glycemic snacks that bring together unique, high-

quality ingredients to energize the customer. The first and predominant ingredient in all of

its snacks will always be a nutrient-dense food like nuts, whole grains or fruit. In an effort to

build on its commitment to transparency surrounding products and their nutritional, KIND is

sharing the added sugar content of the 60+ snacks across its portfolio, two years in

advance of the deadline set by the .

The KIND Foundation believes that connecting people with diverse perspectives is one step towards building a

kinder, more inclusive world

source - kindsnacks.com

In addition, the company has  to foster kinder and more empathetic

communities. Through the Foundation, the KIND community will strive to embrace shared

humanity and improve the way people relate to one another. 

 

U.S. Food & Drug Administration

The KIND Foundation
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: KIND Healthy Snacks

Contact person:Contact person: Jenna Thornton

E-mail:E-mail: jthornton@kindsnacks.com; customerservic…

Website:Website: kindsnacks.com

Phone:Phone: (212) 616-3006

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2004

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Food

KIND Healthy Snacks

ORIGINAL VIDEO

ORIGINAL VIDEO 1

click here
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Caviar House & Prunier, which is known to produce the finest caviar and

smoked salmon in the world, claimed that love begins in the stomach.

The Prunier Caviar is created from recipes that have been closely

guarded secrets for centuries. In addition to the finest caviar and

smoked salmon, the house supplements their assortment sensibly with

high-quality delicatessen products from the best producers in the world.

Caviar House & Prunier combines tradition and modernity for you with

the goal of achieving the highest culinary quality. Today, connoisseurs

and those in the know all over the world rely on their historical

expertise. And for their absolutely top-class products, the employees of

Caviar House & Prunier deliver absolutely top performance every day.

Caviar House & Prunier supply consumers with the finest that nature has

to offer in collaboration with the best producers in the world.

CAVIAR HOUSE & PRUNIER
COMBINES LUXURY WITH

SUSTAINABILITY
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About an hour's drive away from the town of Bordeaux in the South of France lies the

aquaculture and caviar production site, Prunier. The Prunier Farm can be found in the

luscious landscape of the Dordogne, idyllically situated on the River Isle. Here, about

150,000 sturgeon call Montpon-Ménestérol, a town in the county of Gironde, their home.

They live in woodlands outdoors, in a large pool connected to the River Isle through an

open water circuit. As a result, all of this makes the product of the highest quality.

However, there are other factors that make Caviar House & Prunier so prosperous. Behind

every company's success is always a highly motivated and qualified team. They are all

always aware of the responsibility that comes with being ordered by the finest gourmets on

earth. 

Balik Salmon

source - caviarhouse-prunier.de

Besides caviar, the house also famous for delicious smoked salmon. Balik salmon,

considered by most salmon connoisseurs to be the finest smoked salmon in the world, has

its roots in Imperial Russia – in an era when the art of "fine dining" and the quality of the

products which are used, celebrated by the Russian aristocracy, reach an unprecedented

level.
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During the producing of their products like Balik Salmon and Prunier Caviar as well as in

the selection of products by partners, the company make a lot of effort. So that this

application was not in vain or the quality of the products suffers on the way to the

customer, Caviar House & Prunier has installed a sophisticated shipping and packaging

system for delicacies. All its caviar types and Balik salmon are individually packed by hand.

Caviar House & Prunier claimed that their finest products deserve high-quality packaging,

which safely absorbs, protects and thus preserves these valuables. In addition, equipped

with sufficient cooling batteries, the sophisticated packaging system guarantees a

complete cold chain right to the customer's home.

Fish Roe Food design

source - caviarhouse-prunier.de
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Caviar House & Prunier

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: info@caviarhouse-prunier.de

Website:Website: caviarhouse-prunier.de

Phone:Phone: +49 (0)2241 94497-0

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 1950

Regions:Regions: France, Germany, United Kingdom

Industries:Industries: Food

Caviar House & Prunier

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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The spectacular beauty of the Arabian desert has fascinated travellers

and locals alike since millenniums. In the Arabian world, camels are

renowned as the ship of the desert. This getaway allows visitors to

experience the real magic discovering the splendour of these

magnificent creatures. The farm offers visitors robust delightful treats

obtained from the lusciousness of their dairy offerings. Here, the camels

are impeccably cared for and bred, in order to obtain the finest quality of

camel dairy milk, rich in vitamins and minerals, and well known for

tremendous healing powers. This precious resource is further treated to

produce the world’s best camel milk chocolate, fit for royalty. Al Nassma

Chocolate is the United Arab Emirates' first and only camel milk

chocolate brand, founded on October 22, 2008. The development and

launch of the brand took almost four years. The name of the chocolate

'Al nassma' has its roots in the Arabic language.

AL NASSMA: MORE THAN THE FIRST
AND FINEST CAMEL MILK CHOCOLATE
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It depicts a seasonal breeze which brings respite to the people of the desert. The

company's products include 70g camel milk chocolate bars in several flavours: whole milk,

nuts and cocoa 70% (dark), Arabia (with a mix of Arabian spices such as cardamom

and cinnamon), macadamia orange and dates; camel-shaped chocolates, Camel Caravan,

with macadamia nut and honey cream filling; hollow camel figures; and various kinds

of pralines.

Al Nassma believes much of its growth has been supported by a growing demand for authentic, premium and

giftable chocolates

source - al-nasma.com

Arab cuisine traditionally includes camel milk in various forms and was a staple of the diet

of Bedouins until the mid-20th century. The company uses mild cocoa beans roasted in a

manner that doesn’t overpower the slight saltiness of camel milk. Its 70g chocolate bars

are wrapped in double printed gold foil; while pralines are packaged in boxes resembling

camel hide. Wooden boxes sourced from Holzmanufaktur Liebich in Germany are used for

Camel Caravan, and the camel figures are wrapped in golden foil and packed in gift boxes.

THE PROCESSTHE PROCESS

Al Nassma makes use of around 150 ml of fresh and pasteurized camel milk in one bar of

whole milk chocolate. All ingredients - including camel milk, sugar, cocoa beans, cocoa

paste, cocoa butter, bourbon vanilla, honey, Arabian spices, pistachios, dates, macadamia

nuts, and orange zest have no artificial color or additives. The molding of most products, as
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well as most of the packaging, is done at the company’s headquarter in Dubai, United

Arab Emirates.

Last year, camel milk chocolatier Al Nassma celebrated 10 years riding the growing trend for unique flavors in

premium bars

source - al-nasma.com

SALESSALES

Al Nassma has two official stores in Dubai. It is also sold in various kiosks at The Dubai

Mall, including ‘At the Top’, Burj Khalifa, the Burj Al Arab, Souk Madinat Jumeirah, Jumeirah

Hotels & Resorts, Bab Al Shams Hotel, Emirates Towers Hotel, Atlantis, The Palm,

Kempinski, Grand Hyatt, and Anantara Hotels & Resorts. It is sold in duty-free outlets in

the Persian Gulf region, including Dubai Duty-Free, Qatar Duty-Free. It is currently available

in Japan. Al Nassma hopes to become one of the world’s top ten confectionery brands in

global travel retail. 
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You can easily send Al Nassma Camel Milk Chocolates to your loved ones in Dubai

source - al-nasma.com

Al Nassma believed from the start that the use of camel milk as a core ingredient would succeed

source - al-nasma.com
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Al Nassma Chocolate LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Patrick Dorais

E-mail:E-mail: office@al-nassma.com

Website:Website: al-nasma.com

Phone:Phone: +971 4 223 9289

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2008

Regions:Regions: United Arab Emirates

Industries:Industries: Food

Al Nassma Official

click here
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NAILS



KT Tape is an innovative product that helps to reduce pressure to the

tissue and may reduce discomfort or pain. KT Tape and other sports

medicine products respectively were developed by KT Health, which

was formerly known as Lumos, Inc. The company was founded in 2008

and is based in Lindon, Utah. Its correct taping also provides support to

muscles by improving the muscle’s ability to contract, even when it is

weak, and helps the muscle to not over-extend or over-contract. When

an area of the body is injured through impact or over-use, the lymphatic

fluid builds up causing inflammation and swelling. This accumulation of

lymphatic fluids may cause increased pressure on muscles and tissue

which can cause significant discomfort or pain. It is believed that when

applied correctly, KT Tape lifts the skin, decompressing the layers of

fascia, allowing for greater movement of lymphatic fluid which transports

white blood cells throughout the body and removes waste products,

cellular debris, and bacteria.

KT TAPE: AN ELASTIC SPORTS TAPE
DESIGNED TO RELIEVE PAIN WHILE

SUPPORTING MUSCLES
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Whether training for the first marathon, getting ready for first game, reaching a personal

fitness goal, or just trying to get through the day, pain and injury may slow down these

processes. KT Tape is lightweight, comfortable to wear, and can be used for hundreds of

common injuries such as lower back pain, knee pain, shoulder pain, carpal tunnel

syndrome, sprained ankles, and tennis elbow - just to name a few. KT Tape provides pain

relief and support so you don’t have to slow down.

KT Tape Original and Gentle tape are made of 100% cotton fibers with specialized elastic

cores. KT Tape PRO, PRO Extreme and PRO-X are made using a highly engineered, ultra-

durable synthetic fabric with 30% stronger elastic cores. Both the cotton and synthetic

materials create unidirectional elasticity which allows the tape to stretch in length but not in

width. As a result, the elastic fibers provide stable support without restricting the range of

motion like a traditional rigid athletic tape.

KT TAPE PRO-X Patch

source - kttape.com

KT Tape PRO’s fibers allow for moisture release which is critical for comfort and

wearability. As a result, the tape provides greater comfort over a longer period. KT Tape’s

specially formulated adhesive is latex-free, hypo-allergenic, and designed to last through

humidity, sweat and showers, and multiple days of wear.
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Based in American Fork, Utah and founded in 2008, KT Tape ® has revolutionized the

sports medicine industry with the introduction of the most advanced and recognized

kinesiology tape and recovery products. KT Tape ® is recognized as a leader in sports-

related pain and injury treatment. The mission of the company is to develop breakthrough

solutions to help enable athletes to compete at their best. KT Tape has become the

athlete’s choice for drug-free pain relief and injury management.

KT Tape: Full Knee Support

source - kttape.com

The Company currently designs, develops, and distributes a variety of kinesiology tape

lines, including KT Tape ® Original (cotton) and KT Tape ® Pro ™ (synthetic), engineered for

targeted pain relief and enhanced functionality, as well as lines of performance and

recovery products.

KT TAPE GRIP TAPE $12,99: KT TAPE GRIP TAPE $12,99: 

Enhances grip during heavy barbell, kettlebell, CrossFit, and Olympic lifting;

2 inches (5cm) width works for all thumbs.

KT TAPE® COTTON $12,99:KT TAPE® COTTON $12,99:

Comfortable to wear for 1 to 3 days;
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Stays on in water;

All-natural cotton for everyday wear;

KT TAPE® PRO $19,99:KT TAPE® PRO $19,99:

Comfortable to wear for 4 to 7 days;

Stays on in water;

Durable 100% synthetic fibers are highly breathable.

KT TAPE® PRO EXTREME $21,99:KT TAPE® PRO EXTREME $21,99:

Extra strength adhesive;

Highly Water-resistant;

Comfortable to wear up to 7 days.

The Kinesio Taping® Method is a definitive rehabilitative taping technique that is designed

to facilitate the body’s natural healing process while providing support and stability to

muscles and joints without restricting the body’s range of motion as well as providing

extended soft tissue manipulation to prolong the benefits of manual therapy administered

within the clinical setting. Latex-free and wearable for days at a time, Kinesio® Tex Tape is

safe for populations ranging from pediatric to geriatric, and successfully treats a variety of

orthopaedic, neuromuscular, neurological and other medical conditions. 
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KT Tape: General Elbow

source - kttape.com

The Kinesio® Taping Method is a therapeutic taping technique not only offering your

patient the support they are looking for, but also rehabilitating the affected condition as

well. By targeting different receptors within the somatosensory system, Kinesio® Tex Tape

alleviates pain and facilitates lymphatic drainage by microscopically lifting the skin. This

lifting affect forms convolutions in the skin thus increasing interstitial space and allowing

for a decrease in inflammation of the affected areas.

The products are sold online on  and also available nationwide in fitness,

sports and recreation facilities which could be checked with the

KT Tape website

 store locator.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: KT Health LLC

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: Support@kttape.com

Website:Website: kttape.com

Phone:Phone: +1 801-224-2717

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2008

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Nails

KT Health

LLC

ORIGINAL VIDEO

ORIGINAL VIDEO 2

click here
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Dr.Taffi Bionatural Research Laboratories were founded in 1987, thanks

to biologist Dr. Enio Taffi. Love for Tuscany and nature gave first

inspiration and still are the most precious heritage for preparations. The

mission of the family company to realize green cosmetics with natural

ingredients and to obtain vegetable cosmetic excellence for skin, hair

care, perfumes, toiletries. The cosmetic range of Dr.Taffi's products is

striking in its diversity and includes collections of face and body skin

care products. The aromatic compositions of each collection are

charmed with their unique aromas of flowers, chilli peppers and fresh

natural aromas. In addition, the company is a manufacturer of persistent

and unique Tuscan Acqua Di Bolgheri branded perfumes. Along with

cosmetics and perfumes, the company also produces cosmetics for

spas, aromatic oils, fragrances for home and premises enchanting with a

variety of aromas.

GREEN COSMETIC BRAND FROM
TUSCANY
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Together with his wife Maria, Dr. Enio Taffi laid the ground to the family business with the

start of the Dr.Taffi Company in 1987. At that time the philosophy was the same of today: to

work only with all-natural ingredients, collected locally, and to show total respect for nature

by never allowing any of the products, or ingredients used to produce these, to be tested

on animals.

In the heart of green cosmetics are only natural ingredients made in Italy

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

Starting from that moment the family has continued its journey, managed by love for the

wonderful nature of Tuscany. Now joined by their daughters. Maria Silvia, product manager

together with her father and Elisabetta, involved in the business development of the brand.

A passionate family with a very clear vision: to share beauty and scents of their part ofA passionate family with a very clear vision: to share beauty and scents of their part of

Tuscany with the world.Tuscany with the world.

Dr.Taffi and Acqua di Bolgheri branded products are guaranteed by AIAB for ECO

ORGANIC COSMETICS and BIOAGRICERT for natural and natural origin cosmetics. All

products are Lav and Vegan certified.
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The family company created by biologist Dr. Enio Taffi

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

Dr.Taffi product collections are traditionally divided into two main cosmetic areas

Functional ranges and specific treatment and also Perfumed Ranges.

FUNCTIONAL RANGESFUNCTIONAL RANGES are products that treat different skin types and work deep down on

more serious problems concerning skin, body and hair.

Face CareFace Care

It’s innovative face line with a special natural active ingredient, like hyaluronic acid, stem

cells extracted from apple, soya liposomes. It contains complete treatments for every skin

type. There is a special face line called . Deep Youth Formula
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Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

Anti-ageing brightness creator  is a complete glycolic acid treatment with

immediate anti-wrinkle, brightening, anti-blemishes and anti-acne action. It is simple, fast

and sure with personalized solutions to stop, slow or reverse skin ageing process.

Body CareBody Care

Glycolic Acid
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Effective Formula for Face with hyaluronic acid, three molecular weights, steam cells, argan oil and new plantEffective Formula for Face with hyaluronic acid, three molecular weights, steam cells, argan oil and new plant

complexescomplexes

Photo credit by Dr.TaffiPhoto credit by Dr.Taffi

Face Treatment Line with anti-wrinkle, brightening, anti-blemishes and anti-acne action

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

 is a complete treatment for cellulite that contains a compound of euglene,

caffeine, red poppy extracts with specific phytosonic effect. It reduces 70% cellulite signs,

increases of 66% skin tone and reduces of 2 cm leg circumference. It works with a specific

osmotic process that doesn’t damage capillaries.

CELL-OFF
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CELL-OFF body care line against cellulitis

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

 breast cream is a complete treatment that increases of 34% turgidity (in 6

weeks) and of 16% elasticity (in 24 hours). Its formula contains hyaluronic acid at 3

molecular weight and pea seed. Original and natural cream helps breast firming up.

Push-up Breast Formula

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

PLUS&UP SENO
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Capillary Supportive Formula

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

 is a specific formula with ivy, sambucus horse-chestnut ( rich in aescin)

and centella that helps the circulation in the capillaries avoiding their breaking. The

composition gives to leg an immediate sensation of freshness and lightness.

 is a cream (ideal also during pregnancy) which prevents/reduces stretch

marks with specific “Stretch Marks-Control” composed by panthenol vitamin, which helps

the skin layers repairing process; a peptide that improves skin elasticity and the production

of collagen; the biological extract of horehound, active against skin ageing. It’s ideal for

buttocks, breast, abdomen, thighs and arms.

CAPILLAR STOP

SMAGLIA STOP
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Stretch Marks-Control Formula

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

 with new active principle (Phytofirm®), rich in iodine and caffeine,

combined with fucus, carnitine, green tea and cacao seeds in a strong effect cream that

reduces fat on belly and hips. It has a toning effect thanks to centella, hop, ginseng, shea

butter, sesame oil, wheat germ oil and a draining thanks to ivy, horse-chestnut and ruscus.

It works with a double process: first, a thermogenic phase with vascularization, which

improves the receptive ability of tissues, then with the carrying action of soya liposomes,

which can take active ingredients to a cellular level.

Body Treatment
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Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

It’s a body  for traumas, muscular contractures, pains to joins and rheumatism.

Products contain extracts of arnica, clay, camphor, eucalyptus and mint essential oil.

Hair CareHair Care

Hairline  is a complete range for oily, stressed hair and/or with dandruff hair.

Formulas has a strong action to activate hair growth and to restore hair fibres with apple

stem cells in combination with millet. There are shampoos, lotions, colour gels and creams

as well as food supplements to protect hair and prevent its loss.

Baby CareBaby Care

It is  line for kids dermatologically tested, hypoallergenic, nickel tested

line with aloe certified by IASC. It was created for the care and cleansing of the very

delicate baby skin. It’s ideal also for very delicate and allergic reaction-prone skins.

Sun LineSun Line

Healing Line

MIGLIO

Aloe Therapy
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Miglio Hair Line

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

 includes a very complete range of sun products, with all SPF protection

factors, extra tanning products, scrub, hair products and perfumed body water. All with

pleasant Monoi summer fragrance.

Essential OilsEssential Oils

Dr.Taffi SunLine
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Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

Summer Sun Protecting

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

It is a complete range of , 100% pure, VEGAN without the addition of chemical

substances.

PERFUMED RANGESPERFUMED RANGES propose products that care for wellbeing and beauty of body, face

and hair. They contain the best Toscana extracts.

essential oils
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Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

It is a  composed of 17 different fragrances, with their eau de

perfume-body lotion-bath foam-home diffuser. The perception of a fragrance comes from

touch, smell and sight combination. In every fragrance, there is a flower, a cloth and a

special colour. This series of personal care cosmetics is not only for those who like to take

care of their body and face skin but also for those who are very important to enjoy their

sense of smell and for those who appreciate the exquisite scents and notes that, along

with body care, follow its owner moisturizing and nourishing and aromatizing the skin

throughout the day. Gels, foams, soaps, body and hand creams, fragrance diffusers,

perfumes, perfumed oils surprise with their aromas from white musk to red chilli peppers!

 is a mix of elegance, passion and pureness. All is in perfect balance with

great respect for nature and all the precious ingredients that can be found there. The

inspiration to each and every collection is what meets senses, when walking through the

nature of the Bolgheri area or when you take a moment to sit by the sea on the Etruscan

Coast experiencing the sense that brought in by the sea winds... Inspiration made into the

sweet liquid that becomes Acqua Di Bolgheri perfumes.

DISTRIBUTION AND FRANCHISINGDISTRIBUTION AND FRANCHISING

The sales network is made up of 20 representatives who propose the Dr.Taffi products

and collections in herbal shops and chemists with herbalist section. Dr.Taffi has also

developed two chains of direct and franchising (Erboristerie d’Italia and Acqua di Bolgheri)

sales outlets which help promote the brand  and diffuse it on the market.

perfumed cosmetic line

Acqua Di Bolgheri
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Perfumery Care Line

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

The foreign sales network is developed with 15 distributors intra and extra UE with flagship

stores in Japan, Netherlands and Djibouti state. An innovative formula will open sales

outlets of different sizes and features depending on the characteristics and the position of

the shop itself.

FRANCHISING PROJECTS FRANCHISING PROJECTS 

Generally, the company starts by asking the potential Franchisee if he already has a

location for the shop, its dimension and if he has experience in franchising. Then the

company requests the plant of the location, studies and creates a personalized Acqua Di

Bolgheri franchising project. Here are some figures for creating a unique Italian

franchise model of Acqua Di Bolgheri shop:
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Acqua Di Bolgheri rose and peach blossom heart surrounds every emotion with a white femininity

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

Dimensions: about 50/60 square meters;

Location: city centre, historic centre, pedestrian areas, commercial centre;

Investment: about 150.000 euro into furniture and 35.000/40,000 euro into the

products;

Average sales: about 600-700 euro per square meter every month.
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Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

The shop sign of franchising can be "ACQUA DI BOLGHERI-TOSCANA" or "DR.TAFFI-

TOSCANA". Characteristics and layout are totally the same, but the second one is used if

Franchisee does not import and sell Acqua di Bolgheri perfumed range.

BRAND VALUE & PRESS RELEASEBRAND VALUE & PRESS RELEASE
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Dr. Taffi has two chains of direct sales outlets and franchising

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

Communication is an important tool. Every season Dr.Taffi makes large investments in

order to diffuse the use of products and lifestyles inspired by natural wellbeing and to

spread the knowledge, improve the image and boost sales of its product lines.

Dr.Taffi Company especially works with beauty bloggers. It has a team composed of 5

Beauty Ambassador that constantly speak about its products and treatments.
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Photo credit by Dr.Taffi

Dr.Taffi is present in social media with its own , and often highlighted in

media by , , .

Press release 

Every collection has its own personality, which meets the tastes and needs of the public to

whom it is dedicated. The highly attractive packaging also stands out in the sales outlet

thanks to the display materials supplied by the company: display stands, window posters,

furniture, reglette and information leaflets. Furthermore, the packaging includes a great

deal of useful information on the composition and the active principles of each product.

Instagram page

40Nagers Vanity Space Blog Life of a Bee
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Dr Taffi with brand Beauty Ambassadors

Photo credit by Dr.Taffi
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Photo credit by Dr.Taffi
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Dr.Taffi Bionatural Research Laboratories

Contact person:Contact person: Giulia Bianchi, export departnment

E-mail:E-mail: exp@drtaffi.com

Website:Website: drtaffi.com

Phone:Phone: +390586677111

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 1987

Regions:Regions: Italy

Industries:Industries: Fragrance, Nails, Skincare, Sun/Tan

Dr Taffi Official Page

Dr Taffi Facebook

Dr Taffi Instagram

Presentation Acqua Di

Bolgheri

Presentation Dr.Taffi

click here
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ORALCARE



KLATZ is a brand of toothpastes and toothbrushes, made to satisfy all

needs in oral care for all ages. Active components prevent diseases of

the oral cavity, remove plaque and provide fresh breath. With qualitative

ingredients, modern technologies and special recipes KLATZ

guarantees effective hygiene and gentle care every day. Regular use of

KLATZ makes enamel strong and minimizes the risk of bacterial plaque.

The toothpaste provides prevention of caries, gum disease and provides

long-lasting refreshing effect. For complete oral care and health, the

experts recommend alternation between toothpastes with calcium and

fluoride, plus fluoride-free if recommended by a dentist. The innovative

KLATZ formula contains unique dioxide particle ratio silicon, providing at

medium abrasive paste (RDA 75) maximum effective mechanical removal

of bacterial plaque and polishing enamel without damage to the

protective layer.

KLATZ FOR PROFESSIONAL ORAL
CARE
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THE FOUNDERS & BRANDTHE FOUNDERS & BRAND

The KLATZ brand was created in Russia in 2018 by two entrepreneurs - Evgeny Morgunov

and Evgeny Zhilyabin. The main idea of the product was to stand out as a non-standard

brand both in packaging and promotion among more conservative brands in this category.

From the very beginning, the owners came up with the idea of dividing the assortment not

only by purpose but also by gender. So, the Brutal Only line was born - only for self-

confident and brutal men, and in the wake of it toothpastes for socialite Glamor Only. The

whole concept was enclosed in a bright, stylish package, the idea of which came to the

creators from  coffee, which is sold in pencil cases of 10 capsules - a minimum

amount of text, but at the same time logical and understandable, without unnecessary

information.

The Founders of KLATZ

Photo Credit by KLATZ

In the marketing strategy, a stake was also made on a non-standard promotion -

provocative content and vivid images, which immediately hooked a large part of a target

audience. KLATZ target group is 25+ since it is the most loyal and numerous. KLATZ

focuses on people, who make purchases in mass-market retailers. They are brand loyal

Nespresso
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and prefer high quality at an affordable price.

In combination with an effective composition (almost all the ingredients in toothpastes and

brushes were brought from Europe), packaging, assortment and marketing, KLATZ brand

products do not leave anyone indifferent, forcing all to talk about the brand. Products are

presented in big federal food retail chains, drogeries, pharmacies, etc.

Photo Credit by KLATZ

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

The brand consists of 6 lines:The brand consists of 6 lines:

LIFESTYLELIFESTYLE

The line for active people, chasing after their health. 4 toothpastes and toothbrush in 4

colors (under 1 EAN code):

GENTLE WHITENING, 75 ML

Toothpaste for daily use. Gentle whitening complex with Papain cleaves the protein basis

of dental plaque and removes it, provides safe tooth enamel cleaning, restoring natural

teeth whiteness. Fluoride ions increase the resistance of tooth enamel to acids, contribute
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to remineralization. Jonah zinc and Licorice active ingredients control the formation of

bacterial plaque, retaining a feeling of freshness.

COMPLEX CARE, 75 ML

Toothpaste with licorice extract helps to restore enamel, fluoride ions strengthen it, protect

it from acids and enhance the remineralizing property of saliva. Zinc ions and licorice active

ingredients retain a feeling of freshness. Toothpaste safely and effectively cleans tooth

enamel from plaque, restores the natural whiteness of teeth.

FRESH BREATH, 75 ML

The unique toothpaste contains safe cleansing complex and zinc ions which provide

effective tooth enamel cleaning and fresh breath. Tooth enamel becomes perfectly

smooth, so the bacteria are not fixed on the surface of the tooth enamel. Fluoride ions

increase the resistance of tooth enamel to acids, contribute to remineralization. Carbamide

maintains normal acidity of the oral cavity, restoring natural remineralization of tooth

enamel.

LIFESTYLE ACTIVE PROTECTION, 75 ML, fluoride-free

The balanced formula of toothpaste without fluoride contains active calcium. Calcium ions

reduce demineralization healthy tooth enamel and contribute to its strengthening with the

defeat of the initial form of caries. Zinc ions and active ingredients licorice have a soothing

effect on the oral mucosa and retain a feeling of freshness in the mouth. Toothpaste

provides safe enamel cleaning, restoring the natural whiteness of teeth.

HEALTHHEALTH

The line for healthy teeth and gums.

HEALTHY GUMS, 75 ML

Toothpaste with a slight aroma of cinnamon and fruit. Complex active ingredients, zinc

ions, plant extracts prevent the formation of plaque, have a protective action on the oral
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mucosa. Fluoride ions strengthen tooth enamel, protect from acids. Regular usage of this

toothpaste eliminates the development of gingivitis and periodontitis. Toothpaste provides

safe and effective cleaning of tooth enamel, restoring the natural whiteness of teeth.

Toothpaste in the Health line has a flavor of medical herbs and tea tree. It provides safe enamel cleaning

together with a long-lasting refreshing effect.

Photo Credit by KLATZ

HEALTH ENAMEL REMINERALIZATION, 75 ML, fluoride-free

Complex toothpaste without fluoride. Contains an active form of calcium that strengthens

tooth enamel and slows down the process of its demineralization. Zinc ions and active

ingredient Licorice helps prolong the feeling of freshness. The safe whitening complex with

plant enzyme Papain cleaves the protein base of the plaque, removes it and polishes tooth

enamel without damaging it. Toothpaste provides safe cleaning of tooth enamel, restoring

the natural whiteness of your teeth.

HEALTH SENSITIVE, 75 ML

Toothpaste for a daily care of sensitive teeth. The paste contains potassium ions, which

eliminate symptoms of hyperesthesia of hard dental tissues in contact with cold, hot,

sweet, sour and other irritants. The calming effect of potassium ion is enhanced by fluoride

ion, strengthening the enamel of the teeth. Zinc ions and active licorice components
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control the formation of bacterial plaque, prolong fresh breath. Toothpaste provides safe

and effective enamel cleaning, restoring the natural whiteness of teeth.

HEALTH HEALING HERBS, 75 ML, fluoride-free

The complex of active components of healing herbs, zinc ions and calcium ions optimize

metabolic processes and provide prevention of bleeding gums and inflammation oral

cavity. Calcium citrate mineralizes and strengthens enamel. Toothpaste has a flavor of

medical herbs and tea tree. It will provide safe enamel cleaning and long-lasting refreshing

effect. Does not contain fluoride.

BRUTAL ONLYBRUTAL ONLY

The line for real self-confident men.

SUPER MINT, 75 ml

Real male black toothpaste with a bright taste of mint restores the natural whiteness of

enamel, effectively removing stained plaque from smoking, drinking coffee, red wine and

other factors. Safe whitening complex with plant enzyme Papain cleaves the protein basis

of stained plaque, polishes tooth enamel without damaging it. Active salts prevent the

formation of dental tartar, fluoride ions strengthen tooth enamel, zinc ions and active

licorice components retain a fresh feeling in the mouth.

WILD JUNIPER, 75 ml

Active toothpaste for men with a bright taste of juniper and black carbon color restores the

natural enamel whiteness, effectively removing plaque that occurs as a result of smoking,

drinking coffee, red wine and other factors. Safe whitening complex with plant enzyme

Papain destroys protein basis of stained plaque, polishes tooth enamel without damaging

it. Active salts prevent the formation of dental tartar. Juniper essential oil is a source of

volatile and active substances that destroy bacteria.
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The unique Brutal Only series is the world's first toothpastes with flavors of rum, whiskey and cognac, that are

made specifically for men

Photo Credit by KLATZ

REBELLIOUS RUM, 75 ml, fluoride-free

Especially for men in whom the rebellious spirit lives! Created exclusively for the

gentlemen's club KLATZ Brutal Only. Safe whitening complex with the plant enzyme

papain breaks down the protein base of colored plaque, polishes tooth enamel without

damaging it. Active salts of toothpaste restore tooth enamel, cement micro-cracks in

enamel, prevent the formation of tartar. Allantoin and herbal components prevent

inflammation of the oral mucosa, soothe gums.
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KLATZ Rebellious Rum, Tart Cognac and Killing Whiskey from the Brutal Only line is a real masculine lifestyle

reflection

Photo Credit by KLATZ

TART COGNAC,  75 ml, fluoride-free

A unique toothpaste with a tart taste of cognac created for men who know the taste of real

life! Exclusively for the gentlemen's club KLATZ Brutal Only. The paste has a whitening

effect, restores the natural whiteness of enamel, effectively removing plaque resulting from

smoking, drinking coffee, red wine and other factors, polishes tooth enamel without

damaging it. Calcium hydroxyapatite restores tooth enamel. Zinc ions and the active

components of licorice and olive oil exerting a bacteriostatic effect, prevent the formation

of tartar, maintain a long-lasting feeling of freshness in the mouth.

KILLING WHISKEY, 75 ml, fluoride-free

Exclusive elite whiskey toothpaste for men. For the true masters of life! Created especially

for the gentlemen's club Klatz Brutal only. The paste has a whitening effect, restores

natural whiteness and effectively affects teeth, consumes coffee, red wine and other

factors, polishes tooth enamel without damaging it. Active salts and plant components of

toothpaste remineralize tooth enamel, promote the formation of tartar, contribute to a
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beneficial effect on the soft tissues of the oral cavity, and help maintain a feeling of

freshness in the mouth.

KLATZ for Ladies

Photo Credit by KLATZ

GLAMOR ONLYGLAMOR ONLY

This line is for real secular lionesses.

STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE, 75 ml, fluoride-free

Complex fluoride-free toothpaste for real socialites with a strawberry smoothie flavor. As

part of the active form of calcium, through which enamel is strengthened, the process of its

remineralization is accelerated. Zinc ions, menthol and the active components of licorice

contribute to the preservation of freshness in the mouth, and aloe vera inhibits the

development of the bacterial flora. Hyaluronic acid has a beneficial effect on maintaining

healthy gums. Active toothpaste of complex action provides a safe and effective cleaning

of tooth enamel, restores the natural whiteness of the teeth.

MILKSHAKE, 75 ml

Toothpaste for real ladies with the taste of a milk shake, watching over the health of their
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teeth. It contains an effective and safe cleansing complex with the plant enzyme papain,

which breaks down the protein base of colored plaque, polishes tooth enamel without

damaging it. Fluorine ions have a strengthening effect on enamel, enhance the

remineralizing effect of saliva. Zinc ions, menthol and active components of licorice

contribute to the preservation of freshness in mouth, and also prevent formation of tartar

and the development of caries.

KLATZ for Kids

Photo Credit by KLATZ

KIDSKIDS

The line is for kids 5 - 11 years old, for happy children smiles.

MORNING CARAMEL, 48 ml

The combination of xylitol, aminofluoride and sodium fluoride (800 ppm) in the toothpaste

is guaranteed to provide anti-caries effects on tooth enamel. Even with the first movement

of the brush, a thin film will remain on the tooth surface, providing long-term fluoride

protection. Chamomile and licorice extracts will have a mild anti-inflammatory effect on the

oral mucosa. Does not contain SLS and SLES. Children 5-6 years old are recommended to

use half a pea of toothpaste, distributing it over the entire surface of the brush.
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TUTTI-FRUITTY, 48 ml, fluoride-free

Active salts, containing calcium ions contribute to the remineralization of tooth enamel,

cement micro-cracks on its surface. Chamomile and licorice extracts will have a mild anti-

inflammatory effect on the oral mucosa. Does not contain SLS and SLES.

BABYBABY

The line is for babies 0 - 4 years, for gentle care of the first teeth.

BIG PEAR, 48 ml, fluoride-free

A mild-flavored toothpaste gently cleans the enamel of milk teeth. Active calcium

strengthens tooth enamel. High xylitol content provides protection against bacteria that

cause tooth decay and gum disease. Chamomile extract soothes and eliminates

inflammation.

FUNNY ROSEHIP,  48 ml, fluoride-free

A mild-flavored toothpaste gently cleans the enamel of milk teeth. Active calcium

strengthens tooth enamel. The high xylitol content provides protection against bacteria

that cause tooth decay and gum disease. Chamomile extract soothes and eliminates

inflammation.

TOOTHBRUSHESTOOTHBRUSHES

The range of toothbrushes consist of:
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Toothbrushes by KLATZ

Photo Credit by KLATZ

Toothbrush for men Brutal Only, hard (black)

Toothbrush for men Brutal Only, medium with charcoal and shape bristles (grey)

Toothbrush for adults Lifestyle, medium (4 colors)

Toothbrush for girls Glamour Only, medium (2 colors)

Toothbrush adults Health, medium with green tea and shape bristles

Rounded bristles and polished by unique technology, what gives the best cleaning effect.

Comfortable ergonomic handle. Bending the handle allows easy and no extra pressure on

gums to clear even the most inaccessible places.

GIFT KITSGIFT KITS
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KLATZ has several variants of gift kits, that contain toothpastes and a toothbrush for free.

For more information please check the official website 

Together with a bright, stylish package, KLATZ unique formula includes a complex of active ingredients, zinc ions,

plant extracts that prevent the formation of plaque and protect the oral mucosa

Photo Credit by KLATZ

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The company is ready to discuss promotions and marketing activities and support them

when agreed between parties. It may include in-store promotions, advertising or BTL

activities, as well as social media support.

FUTURE PLANSFUTURE PLANS

The brand plans to go global. The company very much believe in the success of the brand

in other markets and finds KLATZ products highly competitive, since all products have a

proof results with its natural formula and useful properties as well as modern packaging.

The product line is big, there is smth for all, the brand follows new trends and constantly

develops new products. It has a real success locally especially with the new men

line , which hit the local market. It brought high profit, was highlighted in

www.klatz.pro

Brutal Only
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 and also received a top 5 stars rating in 99% online media reviews.

MEDIAMEDIA

"Our first lines (tubes of toothpaste with the taste of cognac, rum and whiskey)

were literally snapped up by offline retailers such as “Magnit”, “Lenta”, “Carousel”,

products were taken without talking. For the first-month existence of alcohol series, we

were able to deliver it to numerous online stores (Wildberries, Ozon), pharmacy chains

(Rigla), and we are currently in negotiations with a big offline retailer "Pyaterochka"."

Forbes

Forbes Russia
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: CID Group LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Evgeny Morgunov

E-mail:E-mail: info@cidg.ru

Website:Website: klatz.pro

Phone:Phone: +7 (495) 785-83-44

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Russia

Industries:Industries: Oralcare

KLATZ Official Webpage

KLATZ Official Webpage English

KLATZ Instagram

KLATZ You Tube Channel

KLATZ Facebook

KLATZ Catalogue Online

click here
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biobrush GmbH is the start-up company that has developed affordable

eco toothbrushes with a slick design adhering the holistic and

sustainable concept for a resource-saving. biobrush team has been

working on its realisation since 2015. The bioplastic for the handle and

packaging film are made of leftover wood chips from the timber

processing industry. As a basis for the nylon bristles, the company uses

natural castor oil. biobrush is developing innovative, resource-saving

dental products taking into account only relevant criteria of dental care.

The toothbrushes comply with the state-of-the-art dental and hygienic

standards and 100% made in Germany. Dentistry is united by a

clear design with various future-oriented, resource-saving and pollutant-

free materials. The puristic shape of the biobrush and the colouring

makes it distinguishable in every bathroom. The company is constantly

working on new designs and currently working on widening its

assortment.

THE COLORFUL BIODEGRADABLE ECO
TOOTHBRUSHES FROM BERLIN
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THE STORYTHE STORY

The start-up company biobrush has been working tirelessly on implementing the concept

of biodegradable toothbrush ever since 2015. As a result, the team came up with a

toothbrush that meets the strict German requirements of dental care and hygiene. The

biobrush team consists of Nannett Wiedemann, Herbert Nabbefeld and Christian

Steinbock. It is an integral part of the company’s philosophy to be at the forefront of

innovation of resource-saving materials whilst bearing in mind the relevant dental features

when developing the biobrush products and assortment.

Together with practicality, the puristic shape of the biobrush and the colouring makes it

distinguishable in every bathroom. The bioplastic and packaging film base on leftover

wood chips from the timber processing industry. It is used for the handle and the

packaging. As a basis for the nylon bristles, the company uses natural castor oil.

Eco, what for? Eco, what for? 

Residual waste is incinerated. Thermal energy and electricity are the result of thermal

recycling. If a biobrush-toothbrush is disposed of through residual waste, it will not cause

any harm. As it hardly contains any fossil material and will have negligible carbon dioxide

emission.

Common plastics like PET or PP are sorted and recycled in modern waste separation

facilities. Bioplastic, including biobrush, are still quite exotic and are not recognised as a

resource. They will be handled as residual product and incinerated.

Increasing use of bioplastics in future will ensure their reaching a critical mass, from which

recycling of bioplastics in waste separation facilities will become economically justifiable.

Suitable technical procedures are already being worked on. biobrush toothbrushes, when

correctly sorted and provided the head and bristles have been removed, can be recycled.

Rather than incinerating leftovers from the timber processing industry, transforming them

into thermal energy, biobrush turns them into the toothbrush, with the negligible carbon

footprint. biobrush eco toothbrushes and their packaging contain only a very low
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percentage of fossil material.

Nannett Wiedemann, founder and CEO

Photo credit by biobrush GmbH

THE PRODUCTS AND PRICESTHE PRODUCTS AND PRICES
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biobrush is the winner of the international Red Dot Design Award 2017 as Best of the Best 

Photo credit by biobrush GmbH

The biobrush toothbrushes are available in different colours and created for adults and for

children. All brushes are eco friendly and biodegradable and are made in Germany. The

biobrush toothbrushes are sold in packs containing 12, 6 or 4 pcs, so that the cost for

transportation is not disproportionate. With a set of 12 or 6 toothbrushes, it is possible to

assemble own set for the year. Anyway, good toothbrushes are not necessarily expensive,

not even when made of bioplastic.  The toothbrushes could be purchased online through

its own .

The recommended retail price for biobrush for 4 pcs of child's brushes 9,60 €, adult

toothbrushes cost for 6 pcs 15,00 € and for 12 pcs 28,00 €.

The biobrush toothbrushes have the following crucial features:

Evenly cut bristlesEvenly cut bristles

Rounded bristles allowing them to reach interdental spaces. Very important: Do not forget

the dental floss!

online shop
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Photo credit by biobrush GmbH

Bristles medium to softBristles medium to soft

A good cleaning result by using hard bristles does not justify injuries to the gum, according

to the experts. Therefore, they recommend softer bristles.

Head medium to smallHead medium to small

Thus facilitating the biggest possible cleaning surface-reaching all teeth.

Multi-tufted bristlesMulti-tufted bristles

High-density tufting allowing good cleaning results. The space between the bristles,

however, is important so that bristles can dry quickly, preventing bacteria to settle.

Angled head, abgewinkeltAngled head, abgewinkelt

Making it easier to reach molar teeth.

Minibi for children meet the same ecological and hygienic requirements as the adult

toothbrush and is ergonomically designed for children's hands. Children want what adults

want! This is why biobrush has the same monochrome colouring for the whole family.
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Minibi's by biobrush are made for kids with the same top quality and eco-materials and in same colour palette

since kids always want to copy their parents

Photo credit by biobrush GmbH

The biobrush benefits for the Health:The biobrush benefits for the Health:

use of natural emolients (critic acid);

certified free of BPA;

the smooth plastic surface does not absorb moisture and is pleasant to use;

no own taste (like wood or bamboo);

the bioplastic does not contain any plasticizers;

the colours are based on carefully selected pigments;

the raw material of bristles is castor oil, from which nylon is made, it is not

biodegradable but still ideal and most hygienic material available;

holds all features relevant to an effective dental hygiene.

The biobrush benefits for the Environment:The biobrush benefits for the Environment:

100% use of renewable raw materials;

the wood comes from sustainable forestry;

a small amount of fossil raw materials in the brushes and packaging - a minimum that is

still needed for the manufacturing process;

due to the limited amount of fossil raw materials in brushes, they burn CO2-neutral at
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the end of their life cycle;

if the brush does not end up in the household waste where it belongs, then the handle

is biodegradable in about 5 years, the foil even after 42 days;

the bristles are not yet degradable, but independent dentists confirm that nylon is still

the best and most hygienic material.

Handle and packagingHandle and packaging

The handle, as well as the packaging, are based on cellulose made of the wood waste

from sustainable forestry. Bioplastic complies to DIN EN ISO 14855. The packaging is

compostable and can be safely placed in the home compost heap.

BristlesBristles

The material for the bristles comes from one hundred percent renewable materials where

the main component is castor oil.

ColorsColors 

The manufacturing of all master batches is adopted to the bioplastic and contains carefully

selected pigments in which the concentration of heavy metals is way below the threshold

value. The colors compliant with EN1343.

DESIGNDESIGN

During its relatively short presence on the market, biobrush became the winner of several

well-known design awards. In 2017 biobrush became the winner of the international Red

Dot Design Award as Best of the Best. In 2018, biobrush was a laureate at the German

Design Award for „Excellent Communications Design/Packaging“ and has won the Green

Good Design Award and became one of the Green Brands Germany since 2019.

The secret of the success lies in minimalistic design combined with features relevant to

dentistry and the highest standards of sustainability and resource-saving. The company let

the development of innovative and resource-saving materials flow into the products, taking

dental and hygienic criteria into account. Product and packaging meet the expectations of

a high-quality product and communication design at the same time.

While developing the biobrush toothbrush, the company followed the recommendations of
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independent dentists, manufacturers and research institutes. What is important in the

design:

biobrush black is a unique combination of environmentally friendly materials with an exquisite sophisticated

design

Photo credit by biobrush GmbH

narrow brush head;

soft to medium hardness;

clean brush cut;

well rounded bristles;

angled brush head.

The USP is that biobrush created a design object for the lifestyle sector from an

uninteresting mass product. Due to its monochrome colour and shape, the biobrush

appeals to the consumer in an emotional way and differs from other brushes both in the

bathroom and in the trade. Compared to other bio toothbrushes that are rather expensive

biobrush even more affordable.
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The colours are based on carefully selected pigments

Photo credit by biobrush GmbH

The company have scrutinised every single detail that accounts for a good toothbrush: the

printing ink and the amount of it used on the compostable packaging fil, the selection of

the pigments for the colouring of biobrush toothbrushes and features related to the brush’s

shape. But, of course, the roots of the assortment of colourful toothbrushes lie in a holistic,

sustainable concept for resource-saving dental care products. The wood from sustainable

forestry is used for the big brush toothbrush and its packaging, the nylon bristles are

based on castor oil (not degradable) but is the best possible material in this regard. The foil

that is used for packaging is made of cellulose.

AWARDSAWARDS

In 2016 biobrush won the German Packaging Award for Sustainability for the compostable

packaging film. After that, the little start-up company started piling up prices. A year on, in

2017, toothbrushes were honoured Best of the Best in Product Design at the Red Dot

Award ceremony. In 2018 biobrush was a laureate at the German Design Award for

„Excellent Communications Design/Packaging“ and won a „Green Good Design Award“ in

the category „Green Product“. The latter is awarded by the European Centre for

Architecture, Art Design and Urban Studies and the Chicago Atheneaeum Museum of
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Architecture and Design. More detailed information on all award could be found by the link
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: biobrush GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Nannett Wiedemann, founder and CEO

E-mail:E-mail: info@biobrush-berlin.com

Website:Website: biobrush-berlin.com

Phone:Phone: +49 30 1205 9740

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2015

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Oralcare

biobrush official webpage

Flyer

biobrush Red Dot

Award

All biobrush awards

click here
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KLATZ is a brand of toothpastes and toothbrushes, made to satisfy all

needs in oral care for all ages. Active components prevent diseases of

the oral cavity, remove plaque and provide fresh breath. With qualitative

ingredients, modern technologies and special recipes KLATZ

guarantees effective hygiene and gentle care every day. Regular use of

KLATZ makes enamel strong and minimizes the risk of bacterial plaque.

The toothpaste provides prevention of caries, gum disease and provides

long-lasting refreshing effect. For complete oral care and health, the

experts recommend alternation between toothpastes with calcium and

fluoride, plus fluoride-free if recommended by a dentist. The innovative

KLATZ formula contains unique dioxide particle ratio silicon, providing at

medium abrasive paste (RDA 75) maximum effective mechanical removal

of bacterial plaque and polishing enamel without damage to the

protective layer.

SECRET DOSSIER ON KLATZ FOR
PROFESSIONAL ORAL CARE
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THE FOUNDERS & BRANDTHE FOUNDERS & BRAND

The KLATZ brand was created in Russia in 2018 by two entrepreneurs - Evgeny Morgunov

and Evgeny Zhilyabin. The main idea of the product was to stand out as a non-standard

brand both in packaging and promotion among more conservative brands in this category.

From the very beginning, the owners came up with the idea of dividing the assortment not

only by purpose but also by gender. So, the Brutal Only line was born - only for self-

confident and brutal men, and in the wake of it toothpastes for socialite Glamor Only. The

whole concept was enclosed in a bright, stylish package, the idea of which came to the

creators from  coffee, which is sold in pencil cases of 10 capsules - a minimum

amount of text, but at the same time logical and understandable, without unnecessary

information.

The Founders of KLATZ

Photo Credit by KLATZ

In the marketing strategy, a stake was also made on a non-standard promotion -

provocative content and vivid images, which immediately hooked a large part of a target

audience. KLATZ target group is 25+ since it is the most loyal and numerous. KLATZ

focuses on people, who make purchases in mass-market retailers. They are brand loyal

Nespresso
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and prefer high quality at an affordable price.

In combination with an effective composition (almost all the ingredients in toothpastes and

brushes were brought from Europe), packaging, assortment and marketing, KLATZ brand

products do not leave anyone indifferent, forcing all to talk about the brand. Products are

presented in big federal food retail chains, drogeries, pharmacies, etc.

Photo Credit by KLATZ

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

The brand consists of 6 lines:The brand consists of 6 lines:

LIFESTYLELIFESTYLE

The line for active people, chasing after their health. 4 toothpastes and toothbrush in 4

colors (under 1 EAN code):

GENTLE WHITENING, 75 ML

Toothpaste for daily use. Gentle whitening complex with Papain cleaves the protein basis

of dental plaque and removes it, provides safe tooth enamel cleaning, restoring natural

teeth whiteness. Fluoride ions increase the resistance of tooth enamel to acids, contribute
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to remineralization. Jonah zinc and Licorice active ingredients control the formation of

bacterial plaque, retaining a feeling of freshness.

COMPLEX CARE, 75 ML

Toothpaste with licorice extract helps to restore enamel, fluoride ions strengthen it, protect

it from acids and enhance the remineralizing property of saliva. Zinc ions and licorice active

ingredients retain a feeling of freshness. Toothpaste safely and effectively cleans tooth

enamel from plaque, restores the natural whiteness of teeth.

FRESH BREATH, 75 ML

The unique toothpaste contains safe cleansing complex and zinc ions which provide

effective tooth enamel cleaning and fresh breath. Tooth enamel becomes perfectly

smooth, so the bacteria are not fixed on the surface of the tooth enamel. Fluoride ions

increase the resistance of tooth enamel to acids, contribute to remineralization. Carbamide

maintains normal acidity of the oral cavity, restoring natural remineralization of tooth

enamel.

LIFESTYLE ACTIVE PROTECTION, 75 ML, fluoride-free

The balanced formula of toothpaste without fluoride contains active calcium. Calcium ions

reduce demineralization healthy tooth enamel and contribute to its strengthening with the

defeat of the initial form of caries. Zinc ions and active ingredients licorice have a soothing

effect on the oral mucosa and retain a feeling of freshness in the mouth. Toothpaste

provides safe enamel cleaning, restoring the natural whiteness of teeth.

HEALTHHEALTH

The line for healthy teeth and gums.

HEALTHY GUMS, 75 ML

Toothpaste with a slight aroma of cinnamon and fruit. Complex active ingredients, zinc

ions, plant extracts prevent the formation of plaque, have a protective action on the oral
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mucosa. Fluoride ions strengthen tooth enamel, protect from acids. Regular usage of this

toothpaste eliminates the development of gingivitis and periodontitis. Toothpaste provides

safe and effective cleaning of tooth enamel, restoring the natural whiteness of teeth.

Toothpaste in the Health line has a flavor of medical herbs and tea tree. It provides safe enamel cleaning

together with a long-lasting refreshing effect.

Photo Credit by KLATZ

HEALTH ENAMEL REMINERALIZATION, 75 ML, fluoride-free

Complex toothpaste without fluoride. Contains an active form of calcium that strengthens

tooth enamel and slows down the process of its demineralization. Zinc ions and active

ingredient Licorice helps prolong the feeling of freshness. The safe whitening complex with

plant enzyme Papain cleaves the protein base of the plaque, removes it and polishes tooth

enamel without damaging it. Toothpaste provides safe cleaning of tooth enamel, restoring

the natural whiteness of your teeth.

HEALTH SENSITIVE, 75 ML

Toothpaste for a daily care of sensitive teeth. The paste contains potassium ions, which

eliminate symptoms of hyperesthesia of hard dental tissues in contact with cold, hot,

sweet, sour and other irritants. The calming effect of potassium ion is enhanced by fluoride

ion, strengthening the enamel of the teeth. Zinc ions and active licorice components
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control the formation of bacterial plaque, prolong fresh breath. Toothpaste provides safe

and effective enamel cleaning, restoring the natural whiteness of teeth.

HEALTH HEALING HERBS, 75 ML, fluoride-free

The complex of active components of healing herbs, zinc ions and calcium ions optimize

metabolic processes and provide prevention of bleeding gums and inflammation oral

cavity. Calcium citrate mineralizes and strengthens enamel. Toothpaste has a flavor of

medical herbs and tea tree. It will provide safe enamel cleaning and long-lasting refreshing

effect. Does not contain fluoride.

BRUTAL ONLYBRUTAL ONLY

The line for real self-confident men.

SUPER MINT, 75 ml

Real male black toothpaste with a bright taste of mint restores the natural whiteness of

enamel, effectively removing stained plaque from smoking, drinking coffee, red wine and

other factors. Safe whitening complex with plant enzyme Papain cleaves the protein basis

of stained plaque, polishes tooth enamel without damaging it. Active salts prevent the

formation of dental tartar, fluoride ions strengthen tooth enamel, zinc ions and active

licorice components retain a fresh feeling in the mouth.

WILD JUNIPER, 75 ml

Active toothpaste for men with a bright taste of juniper and black carbon color restores the

natural enamel whiteness, effectively removing plaque that occurs as a result of smoking,

drinking coffee, red wine and other factors. Safe whitening complex with plant enzyme

Papain destroys protein basis of stained plaque, polishes tooth enamel without damaging

it. Active salts prevent the formation of dental tartar. Juniper essential oil is a source of

volatile and active substances that destroy bacteria.
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The unique Brutal Only series is the world's first toothpastes with flavors of rum, whiskey and cognac, that are

made specifically for men

Photo Credit by KLATZ

REBELLIOUS RUM, 75 ml, fluoride-free

Especially for men in whom the rebellious spirit lives! Created exclusively for the

gentlemen's club KLATZ Brutal Only. Safe whitening complex with the plant enzyme

papain breaks down the protein base of colored plaque, polishes tooth enamel without

damaging it. Active salts of toothpaste restore tooth enamel, cement micro-cracks in

enamel, prevent the formation of tartar. Allantoin and herbal components prevent

inflammation of the oral mucosa, soothe gums.
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KLATZ Rebellious Rum, Tart Cognac and Killing Whiskey from the Brutal Only line is a real masculine lifestyle

reflection

Photo Credit by KLATZ

TART COGNAC,  75 ml, fluoride-free

A unique toothpaste with a tart taste of cognac created for men who know the taste of real

life! Exclusively for the gentlemen's club KLATZ Brutal Only. The paste has a whitening

effect, restores the natural whiteness of enamel, effectively removing plaque resulting from

smoking, drinking coffee, red wine and other factors, polishes tooth enamel without

damaging it. Calcium hydroxyapatite restores tooth enamel. Zinc ions and the active

components of licorice and olive oil exerting a bacteriostatic effect, prevent the formation

of tartar, maintain a long-lasting feeling of freshness in the mouth.

KILLING WHISKEY, 75 ml, fluoride-free

Exclusive elite whiskey toothpaste for men. For the true masters of life! Created especially

for the gentlemen's club Klatz Brutal only. The paste has a whitening effect, restores

natural whiteness and effectively affects teeth, consumes coffee, red wine and other

factors, polishes tooth enamel without damaging it. Active salts and plant components of

toothpaste remineralize tooth enamel, promote the formation of tartar, contribute to a
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beneficial effect on the soft tissues of the oral cavity, and help maintain a feeling of

freshness in the mouth.

KLATZ for Ladies

Photo Credit by KLATZ

GLAMOR ONLYGLAMOR ONLY

This line is for real secular lionesses.

STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE, 75 ml, fluoride-free

Complex fluoride-free toothpaste for real socialites with a strawberry smoothie flavor. As

part of the active form of calcium, through which enamel is strengthened, the process of its

remineralization is accelerated. Zinc ions, menthol and the active components of licorice

contribute to the preservation of freshness in the mouth, and aloe vera inhibits the

development of the bacterial flora. Hyaluronic acid has a beneficial effect on maintaining

healthy gums. Active toothpaste of complex action provides a safe and effective cleaning

of tooth enamel, restores the natural whiteness of the teeth.

MILKSHAKE, 75 ml

Toothpaste for real ladies with the taste of a milk shake, watching over the health of their
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teeth. It contains an effective and safe cleansing complex with the plant enzyme papain,

which breaks down the protein base of colored plaque, polishes tooth enamel without

damaging it. Fluorine ions have a strengthening effect on enamel, enhance the

remineralizing effect of saliva. Zinc ions, menthol and active components of licorice

contribute to the preservation of freshness in mouth, and also prevent formation of tartar

and the development of caries.

KLATZ for Kids

Photo Credit by KLATZ

KIDSKIDS

The line is for kids 5 - 11 years old, for happy children smiles.

MORNING CARAMEL, 48 ml

The combination of xylitol, aminofluoride and sodium fluoride (800 ppm) in the toothpaste

is guaranteed to provide anti-caries effects on tooth enamel. Even with the first movement

of the brush, a thin film will remain on the tooth surface, providing long-term fluoride

protection. Chamomile and licorice extracts will have a mild anti-inflammatory effect on the

oral mucosa. Does not contain SLS and SLES. Children 5-6 years old are recommended to

use half a pea of toothpaste, distributing it over the entire surface of the brush.
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TUTTI-FRUITTY, 48 ml, fluoride-free

Active salts, containing calcium ions contribute to the remineralization of tooth enamel,

cement micro-cracks on its surface. Chamomile and licorice extracts will have a mild anti-

inflammatory effect on the oral mucosa. Does not contain SLS and SLES.

BABYBABY

The line is for babies 0 - 4 years, for gentle care of the first teeth.

BIG PEAR, 48 ml, fluoride-free

A mild-flavored toothpaste gently cleans the enamel of milk teeth. Active calcium

strengthens tooth enamel. High xylitol content provides protection against bacteria that

cause tooth decay and gum disease. Chamomile extract soothes and eliminates

inflammation.

FUNNY ROSEHIP,  48 ml, fluoride-free

A mild-flavored toothpaste gently cleans the enamel of milk teeth. Active calcium

strengthens tooth enamel. The high xylitol content provides protection against bacteria

that cause tooth decay and gum disease. Chamomile extract soothes and eliminates

inflammation.

TOOTHBRUSHESTOOTHBRUSHES

The range of toothbrushes consist of:
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Toothbrushes by KLATZ

Photo Credit by KLATZ

Toothbrush for men Brutal Only, hard (black)

Toothbrush for men Brutal Only, medium with charcoal and shape bristles (grey)

Toothbrush for adults Lifestyle, medium (4 colors)

Toothbrush for girls Glamour Only, medium (2 colors)

Toothbrush adults Health, medium with green tea and shape bristles

Rounded bristles and polished by unique technology, what gives the best cleaning effect.

Comfortable ergonomic handle. Bending the handle allows easy and no extra pressure on

gums to clear even the most inaccessible places.

GIFT KITSGIFT KITS
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KLATZ has several variants of gift kits, that contain toothpastes and a toothbrush for free.

For more information please check the official website 

Together with a bright, stylish package, KLATZ unique formula includes a complex of active ingredients, zinc ions,

plant extracts that prevent the formation of plaque and protect the oral mucosa

Photo Credit by KLATZ

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The company is ready to discuss promotions and marketing activities and support them

when agreed between parties. It may include in-store promotions, advertising or BTL

activities, as well as social media support.

FUTURE PLANSFUTURE PLANS

The brand plans to go global. The company very much believe in the success of the brand

in other markets and finds KLATZ products highly competitive, since all products have a

proof results with its natural formula and useful properties as well as modern packaging.

The product line is big, there is smth for all, the brand follows new trends and constantly

develops new products. It has a real success locally especially with the new men

line , which hit the local market. It brought high profit, was highlighted in

www.klatz.pro

Brutal Only
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 and also received a top 5 stars rating in 99% online media reviews.

MEDIAMEDIA

"Our first lines (tubes of toothpaste with the taste of cognac, rum and whiskey)

were literally snapped up by offline retailers such as “Magnit”, “Lenta”, “Carousel”,

products were taken without talking. For the first-month existence of alcohol series, we

were able to deliver it to numerous online stores (Wildberries, Ozon), pharmacy chains

(Rigla), and we are currently in negotiations with a big offline retailer "Pyaterochka"."

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download the images of all assortment by the 

You can download the images of all pastes by the 

You can download the video by the 

You can download the presentation by the 

You can download the product range and price list by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from Syndicate members and

KLATZ answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question.

Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this

file since it is for internal use only.

Forbes

Forbes Russia

link

link

link

link

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: CID Group LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Evgeny Morgunov

E-mail:E-mail: info@cidg.ru

Website:Website: klatz.pro

Phone:Phone: +7 (495) 785-83-44

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Russia

Industries:Industries: Oralcare

KLATZ Official Webpage

KLATZ Official Webpage

KLATZ Instagram

KLATZ You Tube Channel

KLATZ Facebook

Price List

KLATZ

Video

KLATZ

KLATZ_Presentation

KLATZ all assortment images

KLATZ Paste images

Online catalogue

click here
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biobrush GmbH is the start-up company that has developed affordable

eco toothbrushes with a slick design adhering the holistic and

sustainable concept for a resource-saving. biobrush team has been

working on its realisation since 2015. The bioplastic for the handle and

packaging film are made of leftover wood chips from the timber

processing industry. As a basis for the nylon bristles, the company uses

natural castor oil. biobrush is developing innovative, resource-saving

dental products taking into account only relevant criteria of dental care.

The toothbrushes comply with the state-of-the-art dental and hygienic

standards and 100% made in Germany. Dentistry is united by a

clear design with various future-oriented, resource-saving and pollutant-

free materials. The puristic shape of the biobrush and the colouring

makes it distinguishable in every bathroom. The company is constantly

working on new designs and currently working on widening its

assortment.

SECRET DOSSIER ON BIOBRUSH
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THE STORYTHE STORY

The start-up company biobrush has been working tirelessly on implementing the concept

of biodegradable toothbrush ever since 2015. As a result, the team came up with a

toothbrush that meets the strict German requirements of dental care and hygiene. The

biobrush team consists of Nannett Wiedemann, Herbert Nabbefeld and Christian

Steinbock. It is an integral part of the company’s philosophy to be at the forefront of

innovation of resource-saving materials whilst bearing in mind the relevant dental features

when developing the biobrush products and assortment.

Together with practicality, the puristic shape of the biobrush and the colouring makes it

distinguishable in every bathroom. The bioplastic and packaging film base on leftover

wood chips from the timber processing industry. It is used for the handle and the

packaging. As a basis for the nylon bristles, the company uses natural castor oil.

Eco, what for? Eco, what for? 

Residual waste is incinerated. Thermal energy and electricity are the result of thermal

recycling. If a biobrush-toothbrush is disposed of through residual waste, it will not cause

any harm. As it hardly contains any fossil material and will have negligible carbon dioxide

emission.

Common plastics like PET or PP are sorted and recycled in modern waste separation

facilities. Bioplastic, including biobrush, are still quite exotic and are not recognised as a

resource. They will be handled as residual product and incinerated.

Increasing use of bioplastics in future will ensure their reaching a critical mass, from which

recycling of bioplastics in waste separation facilities will become economically justifiable.

Suitable technical procedures are already being worked on. biobrush toothbrushes, when

correctly sorted and provided the head and bristles have been removed, can be recycled.

Rather than incinerating leftovers from the timber processing industry, transforming them

into thermal energy, biobrush turns them into the toothbrush, with the negligible carbon

footprint. biobrush eco toothbrushes and their packaging contain only a very low
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percentage of fossil material.

Nannett Wiedemann, founder and CEO

Photo credit by biobrush GmbH

THE PRODUCTS AND PRICESTHE PRODUCTS AND PRICES
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biobrush is the winner of the international Red Dot Design Award 2017 as Best of the Best 

Photo credit by biobrush GmbH

The biobrush toothbrushes are available in different colours and created for adults and for

children. All brushes are eco friendly and biodegradable and are made in Germany. The

biobrush toothbrushes are sold in packs containing 12, 6 or 4 pcs, so that the cost for

transportation is not disproportionate. With a set of 12 or 6 toothbrushes, it is possible to

assemble own set for the year. Anyway, good toothbrushes are not necessarily expensive,

not even when made of bioplastic.  The toothbrushes could be purchased online through

its own .

The recommended retail price for biobrush for 4 pcs of child's brushes 9,60 €, adult

toothbrushes cost for 6 pcs 15,00 € and for 12 pcs 28,00 €.

The biobrush toothbrushes have the following crucial features:

Evenly cut bristlesEvenly cut bristles

Rounded bristles allowing them to reach interdental spaces. Very important: Do not forget

the dental floss!

online shop
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Photo credit by biobrush GmbH

Bristles medium to softBristles medium to soft

A good cleaning result by using hard bristles does not justify injuries to the gum, according

to the experts. Therefore, they recommend softer bristles.

Head medium to smallHead medium to small

Thus facilitating the biggest possible cleaning surface-reaching all teeth.

Multi-tufted bristlesMulti-tufted bristles

High-density tufting allowing good cleaning results. The space between the bristles,

however, is important so that bristles can dry quickly, preventing bacteria to settle.

Angled head, abgewinkeltAngled head, abgewinkelt

Making it easier to reach molar teeth.

Minibi for children meet the same ecological and hygienic requirements as the adult

toothbrush and is ergonomically designed for children's hands. Children want what adults

want! This is why biobrush has the same monochrome colouring for the whole family.
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Minibi's by biobrush are made for kids with the same top quality and eco-materials and in same colour palette

since kids always want to copy their parents

Photo credit by biobrush GmbH

The biobrush benefits for the Health:The biobrush benefits for the Health:

use of natural emolients (critic acid);

certified free of BPA;

the smooth plastic surface does not absorb moisture and is pleasant to use;

no own taste (like wood or bamboo);

the bioplastic does not contain any plasticizers;

the colours are based on carefully selected pigments;

the raw material of bristles is castor oil, from which nylon is made, it is not

biodegradable but still ideal and most hygienic material available;

holds all features relevant to an effective dental hygiene.

The biobrush benefits for the Environment:The biobrush benefits for the Environment:

100% use of renewable raw materials;

the wood comes from sustainable forestry;

a small amount of fossil raw materials in the brushes and packaging - a minimum that is

still needed for the manufacturing process;

due to the limited amount of fossil raw materials in brushes, they burn CO2-neutral at
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the end of their life cycle;

if the brush does not end up in the household waste where it belongs, then the handle

is biodegradable in about 5 years, the foil even after 42 days;

the bristles are not yet degradable, but independent dentists confirm that nylon is still

the best and most hygienic material.

Handle and packagingHandle and packaging

The handle, as well as the packaging, are based on cellulose made of the wood waste

from sustainable forestry. Bioplastic complies to DIN EN ISO 14855. The packaging is

compostable and can be safely placed in the home compost heap.

BristlesBristles

The material for the bristles comes from one hundred percent renewable materials where

the main component is castor oil.

ColorsColors 

The manufacturing of all master batches is adopted to the bioplastic and contains carefully

selected pigments in which the concentration of heavy metals is way below the threshold

value. The colors compliant with EN1343.

DESIGNDESIGN

During its relatively short presence on the market, biobrush became the winner of several

well-known design awards. In 2017 biobrush became the winner of the international Red

Dot Design Award as Best of the Best. In 2018, biobrush was a laureate at the German

Design Award for „Excellent Communications Design/Packaging“ and has won the Green

Good Design Award and became one of the Green Brands Germany since 2019.

The secret of the success lies in minimalistic design combined with features relevant to

dentistry and the highest standards of sustainability and resource-saving. The company let

the development of innovative and resource-saving materials flow into the products, taking

dental and hygienic criteria into account. Product and packaging meet the expectations of

a high-quality product and communication design at the same time.

While developing the biobrush toothbrush, the company followed the recommendations of
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independent dentists, manufacturers and research institutes. What is important in the

design:

biobrush black is a unique combination of environmentally friendly materials with an exquisite sophisticated

design

Photo credit by biobrush GmbH

narrow brush head;

soft to medium hardness;

clean brush cut;

well rounded bristles;

angled brush head.

The USP is that biobrush created a design object for the lifestyle sector from an

uninteresting mass product. Due to its monochrome colour and shape, the biobrush

appeals to the consumer in an emotional way and differs from other brushes both in the

bathroom and in the trade. Compared to other bio toothbrushes that are rather expensive

biobrush even more affordable.
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The colours are based on carefully selected pigments

Photo credit by biobrush GmbH

The company have scrutinised every single detail that accounts for a good toothbrush: the

printing ink and the amount of it used on the compostable packaging fil, the selection of

the pigments for the colouring of biobrush toothbrushes and features related to the brush’s

shape. But, of course, the roots of the assortment of colourful toothbrushes lie in a holistic,

sustainable concept for resource-saving dental care products. The wood from sustainable

forestry is used for the big brush toothbrush and its packaging, the nylon bristles are

based on castor oil (not degradable) but is the best possible material in this regard. The foil

that is used for packaging is made of cellulose.

AWARDSAWARDS

In 2016 biobrush won the German Packaging Award for Sustainability for the compostable

packaging film. After that, the little start-up company started piling up prices. A year on, in

2017, toothbrushes were honoured Best of the Best in Product Design at the Red Dot

Award ceremony. In 2018 biobrush was a laureate at the German Design Award for

„Excellent Communications Design/Packaging“ and won a „Green Good Design Award“ in

the category „Green Product“. The latter is awarded by the European Centre for

Architecture, Art Design and Urban Studies and the Chicago Atheneaeum Museum of
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Architecture and Design. More detailed information on all award could be found by the 

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images by the 

You can download the offer by the 

You can download the price list by the 

You can download a presentation by the  

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS   QUESTIONS   

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link 

link

link

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: biobrush GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Nannett Wiedemann, founder and CEO

E-mail:E-mail: info@biobrush-berlin.com

Website:Website: biobrush-berlin.com

Phone:Phone: +49 30 1205 9740

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2015

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Oralcare

biobrush official webpage

Flyer

biobrush Red Dot

Award

All biobrush awards

Biobrush_Highres_JPGs.zip

20_07_biobrush_Offer

Biobrush Pricelist 2020.xlsx

Biobrush presentation 2020.pdf

2020_09_biobrush_offer_SPINOFF

click here
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This patent pending device brushes all your teeth at once, fully

automatic, and finishes in just ten seconds. All you have to do is press a

single button, wait ten seconds, and you’ll have perfectly clean teeth.

Toothbrushes should be held like pencils, so that pressure is as light as

possible. The bristles should be soft, in order to not damage your gums.

And you should just wiggle the toothbrush with subtle vibrations, instead

of doing long strokes. Electric toothbrushes are handled differently than

manual ones. With them, you shouldn't stroke at all. These toothbrushes

are designed to be held in place, so that the micro vibrations of the

bristles can do their job.

AMABRUSH: THE ORIGINAL FULLY
AUTOMATIC 10-SECOND

TOOTHBRUSH
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Amabrush covers all of the recommended methods. The bristles are aligned in a 45° angle

against the gum line and are soft enough in order to rub instead of scratch. And the

pressure against your teeth is light. Subtle vibrations move the bristles back-and-forth,

which allows them to remove plaque and keep your gums undamaged. Amabrush was

designed to make toothbrushing less annoyingmake toothbrushing less annoying. 

The flexible mouthpiece has built-in micro-channels that transport the toothpaste to your

teeth. The mouthpiece is made of antibacterial silicone that kills 99.99% of all bacteria andkills 99.99% of all bacteria and

features 3D-arranged bristles on both sides to clean your teethfeatures 3D-arranged bristles on both sides to clean your teeth. It’s soft enough to prevent

gum damage but strong enough to clean your teeth precisely. It can be cleansed by

normal rinsing, as you would do it with regular toothbrushes. The bristles are directed in a

45° angle against your gingival cuff. This simulates the Bass method, which is

recommended by dentists and experts. The bristles are comparable to soft-bristled

toothbrushes. This ensures the most comfortablethe most comfortable, safest toothbrushing and makes gum-safest toothbrushing and makes gum-

damage impossibledamage impossible.

As with regular manual toothbrushes and electric toothbrush heads, the mouthpiece

should be replaced every 3-6 months. Many studies prove that used bristles are not as

effective in terms of plaque removal, as new ones. A single mouthpiece will cost €6A single mouthpiece will cost €6. The

handpiece contains all of the complex technology. It creates strong vibrations with an

amplitude of 9.5G to oscillate the bristles and clean your teeth. A clever algorithm ensures

the generation of different vibrations. This results in a coordinated movement of the

bristles, which are designed to have different resonant frequencies.

Amabrush can brush your teeth in just 10 secondsAmabrush can brush your teeth in just 10 seconds because all your teeth are cleaned

simultaneously. A built-in mechanism foams and delivers the right amount of toothpaste to

your teeth, and the integrated battery lasts for 28 sessions of toothbrushing. So if you go

on vacation without the charging station, you can brush your teeth for at least two weeks

twice a day. The toothpaste is formulated and produced by a major toothpaste

manufacturer with a history of over 100 years. This manufacturer fulfills the quality norm

DIN EN ISO 13485 and the requirements of IFS Household and Personal Care ProductsIFS Household and Personal Care Products and

was one of the first manufacturers in Europe retrieving the .IFS-HPC certificate
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The Original Fully Automatic 10-Second Toothbrush

source - amabrush.com
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Amabrush

Contact person:Contact person: Marvin Musialek

E-mail:E-mail: info@amabrush.com

Website:Website: https://www.amabrush.com/

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: Patent Pending

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Oralcare

Amabrush

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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VAVA Home Cam is a wireless security camera designed to go outdoors

or indoors, sets up in minutes, and has no monthly service fees, giving

you more choice over how you control your footage. Instead of complex

systems requiring expert installation and ongoing monthly monitoring

fees, the customers need simple, reliable home security that just works,

outdoors AND indoors. VAVA Home Cam installs and sets up in minutes,

and is designed to fit easily wherever you need an extra pair of

eyes. Unlike other security cameras that need to constantly be plugged

in, recharged or require expensive battery replacements, VAVA Home

Cam comes with a specially-engineered rechargeable battery designed

to last up to a year on a single charge.

VAVA HOME CAM: WIRE-FREE
SECURITY WITH A ONE-YEAR

BATTERY
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By using more efficient video processing standardsmore efficient video processing standards ( H.265 encoding uses up to 50% less

bandwidth when compared to H.264 compression standards) and a low-energy wireless

communication protocol between the Home Cam and Base Station, the VAVA Home Cam

is designed to save energy without compromising performance. Each weather-resistantEach weather-resistant

VAVA Solar Panel comes with its own mounting kitVAVA Solar Panel comes with its own mounting kit and 2M (6.5 ft) charging cable. 

VAVA Home Cam's Sony EXMOR IMX323 sensor, wide dynamic range, and advanced

H.265 encoding mean clear, sharp pictures in every environment  - even in complete

darkness. Not all 1080p resolution is created equal, and the VAVA Home Cam includesVAVA Home Cam includes

several details to help the user see clearerseveral details to help the user see clearer.  Each Home Cam is equipped with an industry-

leading Sony EXMOR IMX323 sensor, wide dynamic range, and uses H.265 video

encoding for crisper images and footage. 

VAVA Home Cam

source - vava.com

Wide dynamic range is designed to balance lighting in pictures and videos, and is

especially helpful for situations where there is a contrast between lighting in the shade

and elsewhere (front door entryways where it may be much brighter towards the street

compared with directly in front of a door). H.265 video encoding allows for higher

efficiency when transmitting video footage and takes up significantly less storage space.

When compared with H.264 (which most cameras today use), H.265 cameras can generallyH.265 cameras can generally

reduce bandwidth consumption and storagereduce bandwidth consumption and storage by 50%by 50%, meaning a more seamless and
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space-saving monitoring experience for the users.

Each VAVA Home Cam comes with three different mount types (outdoor mount, strong

magnetic mount, and desktop mount) for easy placement on any surface.  The VAVA

Home Cam is as tough and versatile on the inside as it is on the outside - unlike most

home security cameras that rely solely on one storage method, the VAVA Home Cam

offers multiple options for locally encrypted storage. This includes support for storage on a

microSD card (supports up to 128GB*), in addition to RTSP support so you can save

footage on your personal NAS servers. The VAVA Home Cam was designed to keepVAVA Home Cam was designed to keep

things simple in an industry that has traditionally been complicated and expensivethings simple in an industry that has traditionally been complicated and expensive. Easy to

install. Easy to useEasy to use. Easy to maintain. This simplicity is what helps the VAVA Home Cam

stand out because it’s not just about the features - it’s about the people who use them.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: VAVA Home Cam

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: hello@vava.zendesk.com

Website:Website: https://www.vava.com/

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: n.a.

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Electronics, Home

VAVA Home Cam

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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XEPTAGEN SpA is engaged in the discovery and validation of novel

molecular markers in order to produce innovative diagnostic kits for

cancer (lat. Carcinoma) early detection, monitoring, and evaluation of

response to therapy. By exploiting the natural immune response to

early-stage cancer and the proprietary platform technology

Combinatorial Proteomic®, XEPTAGEN has discovered predictive,

prognostic and early response tumour markers that lead to earlier and

much more accurate detection of developing carcinomas. The

company's mission is to include creating innovative tools that improve

the clinical management of patients with liver, colorectal and prostate

cancers (lat. Prostate Carcinoma).

XEPTAGEN PROVIDES DIAGNOSTIC
SOLUTIONS
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The National Cancer Institute (NCI) refers to tumour markers, also called biomarkers, as substances that are

produced by a tumour or by the host, detectable in biological fluids or tissues and extremely useful to

differentiate neoplastic (cancer) from non-neoplastic disease

source - adobe.com

XEPTAGEN is situated at the VEGA Science Park in Venice, Italy. The centre is dedicated

to the development of nano-biotechnology applications in molecular oncology and R&D

processes for drug discovery. Strong investments have equipped the facility with state of

the art technology and the most up-to-date equipment for high-throughput protein

screening and for developing the latest generation diagnostic devices and therapeutics in

oncology. XEPTAGEN shares strong expertise in molecular oncology, Combinatorial

Proteomic®, combinatorial chemistry, biochemistry and molecular immunology. In addition,

extensive experience is available on production, purification and characterization of

monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies.

The company uses Combinatorial Proteomic®, a unique proprietary platform technology,Combinatorial Proteomic®, a unique proprietary platform technology,

for the high-throughput identification of novel biomarkers in human tissues undergoingfor the high-throughput identification of novel biomarkers in human tissues undergoing

neoplastic eventsneoplastic events. XEPTAGEN exploits the natural immune response in order to identify

these cancer markers coupled to immunoglobulins M. These immune complexes

characterize early-stage cancer, and therefore are able to provide the earliest form of

diagnosis and, in the majority of tumors, they represent the main prognostic factor. As a

result, the company provides a numerous diagnostic kit for severe diseases such as liver,liver,

colorectal and prostate cancers (lat. Prostate Carcinoma)colorectal and prostate cancers (lat. Prostate Carcinoma).
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An ELISA assay for Prostate Cancer (PCa) detection in patient sera

source - xeptagen.com

For example, the company's  is a detection kit that defines Prostatedefines Prostate

Antigen (PSA) Immune Complexes (PSA-IgM) in prostate cancerAntigen (PSA) Immune Complexes (PSA-IgM) in prostate cancer. Prostate-IC allows the

detection of immune complexes formed of Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) and IgM (PSA-

IgM) in sera of people who have PCa. Published studies have shown that Prostate-IC has

higher sensitivity rate and specificity, over patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH),

compared to diagnostic indexes obtained with PSA assessment.

To detect prostate cancer, XEPTAGEN also provides , which is a novel diagnostic

procedure to avoid negative prostate biopsy. To detect other types of cancers, the

company developed various diagnostics tools such as  (to detect liver cancer),

 (to detect colorectal cancer) and others.

In addition, XEPTAGEN is currently developing a biochip that presents a combination of

non-overlapping tumour marker indicators on nano-sized platforms for simultaneous

detection.

Prostate IC ELISA

iXip

Hepa-Ab

Colon IC ELISA kit
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: XEPTAGEN SpA

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: info@xeptagen.com

Website:Website: http://www.xeptagen.com/

Phone:Phone: +39 041 509 3910

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: -

Regions:Regions: Italy

Industries:Industries: Pharma, Wellness

XEPTAGEN

click here
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X-ZELL is a global biotechnology company aiming to fundamentally

reshuffle the way of diagnosing and managing one of the most pressing

health issues of the time – cancer (lat. Carcinoma). The company was

founded in 2014 in Singapore. Ranked among Asia’s 20 most innovative

health technology start-ups, X-ZELL has developed a new platform

technology capable of detecting tumour-derived Circulating Endothelial

Cells (tCEC) in a small, 10mL blood sample. Long considered

‘undetectable’ in clinical routine, these ultra-rare cells help physicians

diagnose clinically significant cancer early when it can be cured – in turn

avoiding more than 70% of unnecessary interventions and saving

billions to health systems worldwide.

X-ZELL: FIGHTING CANCER, ONE CELL
AT A TIME
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The mastermind behind X-ZELL’s rare-cell detection technologies and a firm advocate of health equality, Dr

Sebastian Chakrit Punyaratabandhu Bhakdi studied at one of the world’s oldest and most renowned medical

schools, the University of Freiburg

source - x-zell.com

X-ZELL’s research revolves around the detection of tumour-derived Circulating Endothelial tumour-derived Circulating Endothelial

Cells (Cells (tCECtCEC)), a new type of biomarker that can not only pinpoint earliest-stage pinpoint earliest-stage cancers,cancers, but but

also distinguish between aggressive and non-aggressive diseasealso distinguish between aggressive and non-aggressive disease. tCEC are responsible for

the development of X-ZELL’s world-unique rare cell detection technology and could hold

the key to achieving X-ZELL’s bold vision of reducing the death toll caused by undetected

cancer to zero.

Putting this novel technology to the test, X-ZELL has developed a liquid biopsy capable of

confirming the presence or absence of clinically significant prostate cancer (lat. Prostate

Carcinoma) by detecting tumour-derived Circulating Endothelial Cells (tCEC) – a biomarker

that was considered undetectable in clinical routine until X-ZELL’s modular platform

technology changed the game. 

Designed specifically for high-risk patients (see below), X-ZELL Prostate™ the first in aX-ZELL Prostate™ the first in a

series of tCEC-based liquid biopsiesseries of tCEC-based liquid biopsies that will come to market over the coming years and

could enable population-based screening at a level previously considered unthinkable.

Furthermore, it’s the first in a series of blood tests that will be able not only to detect the
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clinically significant disease early but in a pain-free way and with unparalleled accuracy.

X-ZELL Prostate™ the first in a series of tCEC-based liquid biopsies

source - x-zell.com

At the same time, X-ZELL has managed to bring the underlying platform technology from

prototype stage to series production, with a global product launch slated for 26-28 March

2019 at the MEDLAB Asia Pacific show in Singapore. In addition, the company also

designed the world’s first slide-based, 9-colour immunostaining system - the all-new X-X-

ZELL Cryoimmunostaining™ SuiteZELL Cryoimmunostaining™ Suite.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: X-ZELL

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: info@x-zell.com

Website:Website: http://www.x-zell.com/

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2014

Regions:Regions: Singapore

Industries:Industries: Pharma, Wellness

X-ZELL

click here
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Erythra, a biotech company, which was founded in 2018 to make use of

the dynamic antigen store idea and owns the patents for it. Using this

idea an innumerable number of products can be produced. Erythra's

mission is to conduct research and development based on the discovery

of Erythrocytes Dynamic Antigens Store (EDAS) to manufacture highly

reliable medical products for the welfare of human and animal. In the

establishment phase, the team are all volunteers. The shareholders and

the team are mainly believing in the values that Erythra is aiming to

achieve, although the expected profits are beyond calculations.

ERYTHRA: A SIMPLE SOLUTION TO
DIFFICULT PROBLEMS
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The company has three main pillars representing three types of products: diagnostics,diagnostics,

vaccines, and treatmentvaccines, and treatment. The future diagnostic products will be able to diagnose diseases

while they are in the incubation periodin the incubation period. This is crucial in malignant diseases. The early the

diagnosis the more effective is the treatment. Moreover, it will be able to diagnose

disorders that currently has no way to be diagnosed accurately, for example, the Alzheimer

disease (the diagnostic kit of which is under development). 

There are also many vaccines existing that show excellent impact on health management.

In fact, if humanity wants to get rid of a particular disease, people should have a good

vaccine for it. For example, smallpox disappeared from the world because there was an

efficient vaccine. Polio is about to disappear because of the polio vaccine. The company's

vision is to prepare vaccines for malignant diseases and also try to improve the currentlyto prepare vaccines for malignant diseases and also try to improve the currently

available vaccinesavailable vaccines. The new products will be developed with the progress of the team's

understanding of the idea.

The team: Mahmoud Rafea, CEO; Heba Badran, CMO; Mohamed Rafea; Walid Fayad

source - erythra.com

Furthermore, Erythra is also intended to create new products that can treat autoimmune

disorders. Currently, there is no curing drug for those types of disorders. The treatment is

based on palliative drugs. Erythra has already developed a simple to use lateral flow testa simple to use lateral flow test

for tuberculosis (lat. Phthisis)for tuberculosis (lat. Phthisis). The test is not only used for diagnosis but also for managingdiagnosis but also for managing

of the treatment which spans for at least 6 monthsof the treatment which spans for at least 6 months. In effect, the company is introducing a

new concept in diagnosis, they termed the product "Case Evaluation Diagnostics" because

the test does not only diagnose the condition but also prognosis its severity and its

response to treatment. The product's prototype has been developed, verified and

validated. The next step is to start large scale production.
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Based on what was presented to concerning lateral flow chromatographic assay for

tuberculosis (TB-Kit)(TB-Kit), the technology is very acceptable and the price is very competitive.

The company started a scientific project comparing TB RT PCR with the kit presented, till

now all the results are very comparative. In addition, Erythra guarantees full shift to this

technology at  labs with 37 branches all over Egypt when the product is commercially

available.

NSA
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Erythra

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: support@erythra.com

Website:Website: http://erythra.com/#home

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: United States, AFRICA

Industries:Industries: Pharma, Wellness

Erythra

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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Everwell Health Solutions is a Bangalore-based company that innovates,

designs, builds and deploys user-centric technology for healthcare

programs across the world. The company spun out of Microsoft

Research India in 2015 by co-founders Andrew Cross and Bill Thies.

Joined by Nakull Gupta, they began building a team in 2016 to

champion their flagship work in digital adherence monitoring, 99DOTS,

out of research and into large scale uptake in India. The company’s

Everwell Hub is a comprehensive, integrated platform for adherence

and patient management. Health care staff can log into a single portal to

register and follow up with patients, whose adherence reports from any

of its integrated technologies appear side-by-side including 99DOTS,

evriMED devices, and VOT.

EVERWELL: A USER-CENTRIC
TECHNOLOGY FOR HEALTHCARE

PROGRAMS
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During the time at , founders were a part of a team focusing on

technology for emerging markets and social impact. The aim was to understand

technology usage in areas where access to mobile phones and other devices had become

cheaper and more accessible to a broader range of users, especially in domains like

healthcare, education, agriculture, and microfinance. The inception of 99DOTS leveraged

experience for how to design technology interventions for development with a list of

guidelines which would define the approach to work at Everwell.

Through support by the , , and  and in close

collaboration with public and private sector TB care in India, 99DOTS was scaled across

India in various treatment settings. Based on the feasibility and scalability of the

deployment in India, other countries expressed interests in piloting 99DOTS.

99DOTS is a low-cost engagement tool using basic mobile phones and augmented99DOTS is a low-cost engagement tool using basic mobile phones and augmented

packaging for patients taking anti-Tuberculosis medication (lat. Phthisis).packaging for patients taking anti-Tuberculosis medication (lat. Phthisis). Each day, patients

send a free call to a number revealed after dispensing their medication. Based on their

adherence and connection to the Hub, programs can differentially treat patients and

escalate cases of non-adherence.

99DOTS has been deployed alongside the public and private sector TB program in India since 2015 - 99DOTS is

projected to reach 250,000 patients from 6 countries by 2019

source - everwell.org

Everwell developed strong collaborations with other partners working on both adherence

Microsoft Research India

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation USAID DfID
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solutions and patient management, and continued to develop the software platform

beyond 99DOTS to extend to other adherence solutions like  and

. The new  incorporated lab results,incorporated lab results,

patient tracking, staff management, and both summary and detailed reports on treatmentpatient tracking, staff management, and both summary and detailed reports on treatment.

The Hub integrated with the national ICT system called Nikshay and explored applications

in other disease states dependent on adherence like HIV.

In addition, Everwell has a diverse and growing team dedicated to realizing its mission to

innovate and develop appropriate technologies to ensure that every patient is empowered

to make a full recovery.

Wisepill’s evriMED device

SureAdhere's video-observed therapy Everwell Hub
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Everwell Health Solutions

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: contact@everwell.org

Website:Website: http://www.everwell.org/

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: -

Regions:Regions: India

Industries:Industries: Pharma, Wellness

Everwell Health

Solutions

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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Genoscope is a Polish producer of cosmeceuticals and nutraceuticals

based on bioactive and natural substances stimulating the human body

for regeneration. All the raw materials are obtained from eco-friendly

sources and undergo laboratory control as well as verification to make

sure that each batch approved for production has parameters of the

highest quality. The main a natural raw material, which the production of

preparations is based on, is called Colostrum, the first form

of milk produced by mammals. It is scientifically proven that due to its

content and so-called colostral immunity formation properties

it stimulates the human body for regeneration. The wide range of

Colostrum-based products by Genoscope are currently available

nationwide in the largest pharmaceutical wholesalers and over 13,000

pharmacies as well as through the international distributors globally.

GENOSCOPE COSMECEUTICALS &
NUTRACEUTICALS
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THE COMPANYTHE COMPANY

Genoscope is a producer of cosmeceuticals and dietary supplements based on natural

substances. All raw materials are obtained from organic farms. They are verified and tested

in laboratories so that each batch approved for production has parameters comparable

with the base version. 

The main raw material, which Genoscope bases its production on, is Colostrum (first

milk). It is a natural substance that contains all naturally occurring bioactive growth factors,

a full chain of amino acids and more than 250 other natural stimulants to maximize

regeneration. It is produced naturally. Most species generate colostrum just prior to giving

birth. Colostrum contains antibodies to protect the newborn against disease. In general,

protein concentration in colostrum is substantially higher than in milk. Colostrum is taken

from cows bred on certified farms without any harm to the animals.

All range of Genoscope products is dedicated to:

medical sector: diabetology, oncology, geriatrics, podiatry;

elders, kids;

sportsmen;

people in a period of increased physical and mental activity.

All the natural raw materials, which Genocope products include, are obtained in the

territory of the European Union. They have the necessary quality certificates allowing their

use in the food and cosmetics industry. Bioactive raw materials undergo a detailed

laboratory examination so that the quality parameters of each batch are kept as high as

possible. Genoscope products have all the necessary certificates for marketing in the

European Union.

Genoscope products are available in the largest pharmaceutical wholesalers and in over 13

000 pharmacies in Poland. The company also has a distribution network in the following

countries: South Korea, Canada, Australia, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Qatar,

Russia, Lebanon, Kuwait, Palestine, Egypt, Oman, Iran, Iraq, Ukraine, Romania, Mongolia

and Belarus.
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THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

I. DIABETEGEN - I. DIABETEGEN - For non-healing wounds. Aids in tissue regeneration.For non-healing wounds. Aids in tissue regeneration.

Photo Credit by Genoscope

Cream for tissue regeneration – a new generation of dermo-cosmetics supporting tissue

regeneration. Thanks to a high content of lactoferrin, lactoperoxidase and colloidal silver, it

is excellent in the purification of the background, adjusts the bacteriostatic environment

and has a strong germicidal impact. High content of growth factors stimulates the

development of new tissue. Additional components such as allantoin, Panthenol and

vitamin E support the healing process and alleviate inflammatory lesions.

The cream is recommended by the Polish Association of Diabetics and the Polish Podology

Association. The winner of the 1st place at the Diabetica Expo 2011 fair in the category of

“Cosmetics”.

Properties of the cream: helps in the healing of wounds and skin regeneration, restores the

correct pH value of the skin (cream pH 5.78), has the bacteriostatic and germicidal impact,

alleviates irritation, reduces skin itching, fights herpes, checks the epidermal keratosis.

DIABETEGEN OBSERVATION STUDIES:DIABETEGEN OBSERVATION STUDIES:
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Painful, Festering herpes: After 2 days of using diabetegen cream herpes began to recede

and the pain was reduced. After 7 days - very good condition – the scab was visible in the

photo.

Inflammation in the nailfold: Even after one week of applying diabetegen cream the

improvement is already visible. After two weeks - total elimination of inflammation.

Diabetic lesions. Cracked heel: Serious wounds and skin cracks on the heels were

completely healed after 4 weeks of applying cream diabetegen.

Diabetic foot. Non-healing wounds: Despite the advanced state of non-healing wounds

after two weeks of applying diabetegen cream there was a radical improvement in the feet

condition.

Diabetic foot. Critical condition: Critical condition of feet was resolved after two weeks of

applying diabetegen cream. There was a very significant improvement in skin condition

and quicker wound healing.

Acne skin lesions: After 8 days of treatment with diabetegen cream one can see a

significant improvement in skin condition.

Awarded with prizes: The Best Diabetological Product 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016,

Diabetics Super product 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and The Best Cosmetic For Patients In

Palliative Care 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018.

Genoscope supplements are an extremely rich source of growth factors not existing in anyGenoscope supplements are an extremely rich source of growth factors not existing in any

other form in any other natural substance in the entire world of nature. other form in any other natural substance in the entire world of nature. 

The entirely natural dietary supplements of a new generation belonging to the

nutraceuticals - substances whose consumption benefits human health as well as the

rehabilitation process more than does a normal diet. The immunized (strengthened) form

of bovine Colostrum is aimed at strengthening the human immune system. The

product has been processed through lyophilisation (freeze-drying), thanks to which it

retains 100% of growth factor bioactivity, that of immunostimulating protein as well as of

bacteriostatic substances.
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COLOSTRUM has been created in line with the full pharmaceutical regime – its properly

selected ingredients reduce the risk of allergic reactions to a minimum. It has been tested

for purity and for the presence of harmful substances, such as pesticides, heavy metals,

antibiotics, steroids as well as genetically modified substances. Out of regard, for those

allergic to cow protein, it has been especially deprived of fat, casein, whey protein as well

as cores of high molecular weight.

II. COLOSTRUM IMMUNE II. COLOSTRUM IMMUNE - is a dietary supplement with a guaranteed amount- is a dietary supplement with a guaranteed amount

of immunoglobulins (min 60%). of immunoglobulins (min 60%). 

Photo Credit by Genoscope

III. COLOSTRUM BASIC III. COLOSTRUM BASIC dietary supplement is an immunized (strengthened) form of bovinedietary supplement is an immunized (strengthened) form of bovine

Colostrum. Each portion contains no less than 20% of immunoglobulin (antibodies). Colostrum. Each portion contains no less than 20% of immunoglobulin (antibodies). 

In order to ensure the maximum effectiveness of the treatment, the tablets have been

coated with a special layer allowing them to dissolve in the small intestine, as opposed to

the stomach, as is the case with other tablets of this kind. One of the first Colostrum pills

worldwide, with gastro-resistant coating and the content of antibodies (immunoglobulin

igG). Thanks to such an application method of Colostrum, the attained effectiveness of

absorption is a few times higher than in the case of capsules.

IV. COLOSTRUM ALPHA - IV. COLOSTRUM ALPHA - 100% Natural liquid form of Colostrum100% Natural liquid form of Colostrum
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Photo Credit by GenoscopePhoto Credit by Genoscope

COLOSTRUM ALPHA (125 ml) is the pure, liquid form of bovine colostrum the rarest as well

as the strongest natural substance occurring in nature that stimulates the body to self-

regenerate and to better its natural immunity.

Photo Credit by Genoscope

Use: Adults: 1-2 teaspoons daily. Children: 1 teaspoon 1-2 times daily, before meals (in the

morning min. 30 minutes before breakfast) and before bedtime (min. 2 hours after the last

meal). Preferably in the morning and before bedtime. Do not exceed the recommended
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dose per day. Dietary supplements shall not be used as a substitute for a varied diet. In the

maintenance of good health, an important role plays a balanced diet and healthy lifestyle.

In order to obtain the beneficial effects, the supplement should be taken daily as

recommended.

V. COLOSTRUM HYPOV. COLOSTRUM HYPO - Hypoallergic goat Colostrum - Hypoallergic goat Colostrum

COLOSTRUM HYPO is made from 100% goat colostrum, processed using Lyophilization

(freeze-drying) thanks to which it retains 100% bioactivity of the growth factors,

immunostimulatory proteins and bacteriostatic substances, whose consumption benefits

human health. It is recommended for those people who:

Photo Credit by GenoscopePhoto Credit by Genoscope

feel tired;

look for a daily dose of energy;

lead intensive lifestyles;

want to improve their immune system;

want to improve their physical and mental health.

All supplements are designed for kids, elders, sportsmen and people in a period of

increased activity. 

Indications for use: weakness, chronic fatigue, stress, periods of convalescence after
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chemotherapy, radiotherapy, bacterial and viral infections of air passages and the

alimentary tract, problems with the metabolism of fats and sugars, autoimmune ailments,

neural degradation diseases (Alzheimer’s, MS), tissue regeneration and reconstruction,

elimination of skin problems (allergies, eczemas, skin changes, staphylococcus

efflorescences), a period of convalescence after surgeries, accidents, strengthening of the

chondral and osseous systems as well as hair and nails, in problems associated with

transplantology.

VI. COLOSTRUM SPORT VI. COLOSTRUM SPORT - For natural-born winner - For natural-born winner 

Photo Credit by GenoscopePhoto Credit by Genoscope

COLOSTRUM SPORT is improving the regeneration and repair process thus it

is irreplaceable in the case of bruises, injuries or micro-injuries of structural muscle fibres

(DOMS) that accompany each intensive training. COLOSTRUM SPORT covers many

aspects of regeneration due to the following growth factors:

FGF Fibroblast growth factor stimulates proliferation (multiplication) and development of

muscle and bone cells;

PDGF Growth factor stimulates proliferation (multiplication) and the development of

many cell types;

EGF Epidermal growth factor stimulates the healing of tissue;

TGF Transforming growth factor stimulates the healing of tissue and wounds

IGF-1 and IGF-2 Insulin growth factor stimulates proliferation of muscle and bone
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cells, involved in the anti-aging process;

IGF-1 has a protective role in relation to the central and peripheral nervous system. It

works synergistically with the growth hormone and testosterone produced by the body.

It contributes to increased strength, muscle endurance and muscle tissue growth. The

higher level of IGF-1 also influences the active use of adipose tissue as a source of

energy during exercising.

Tablets dissolve in the small intestine and not in the stomach (like other tablets or

powders), which guarantees maximum absorbency. It allows you to plan the moment when

the absorption process is to start (e.g. during training or soon afterwards). Certified as free

from BSE, BHV1 and BVDV.

Thanks to COLOSTRUM SPORT, all other dietary supplements will be better absorbed and

used by the human body providing:

maximum regeneration;

full chain of amino acids;

all-natural growth factors;

250 natural substances strengthening your body.

Here is the list of some world's sports champions who appreciated COLOSTRUM SPORT:

 - World kick-boxing Champion, Intercontinental Professional

Champion, EU Professional, Boxing Champion,  PL Professional.

 - EU Champion, PL Senior Vice Champion, World 2nd Vice Champion &

PL Junior Champion, PZKFITS Award for great sport achievements, Personal coach, Sport

Instructors Academy lecturer.

 - Internationl Snowkite 2011/2013 Champion, Mushow Open 2011

free, race i longboard: main award, World Snowkite Championships Germany 2011: main

award, Triple Crown of the Kite 2010 free&race main award.

- International Muay Thai 2012 Champion, EU Muay Thai WMF 2011

Champion, EU K-1 rules Vice Champion, 3-times PL K-1 rules Champion, 5-times PL Muay

Thai Champion, K-1 & Muay Thai Poland's national player.

PRZEMYSŁAW SALETA 

AKOP SZOSTAK

MAREK “MURPHY” ZACH

WOJCIECH KOSOWSKI 
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ANTIAGE COSMETICSANTIAGE COSMETICS

VII. SERUM2h night creamVII. SERUM2h night cream

Photo Credit by Genoscope

Night cream SERUM2h with growth factors ensures the actual disappearance of wrinkles.

The cream has a whitening effect and eliminates skin discolouration as well as irritation.

The combination of best quality colostrum and pearl and caviar protein naturally stimulates

aged skin cells for long-term regeneration (young skin effect). The rich texture of the cream

makes it stay longer on the skin and therefore is recommended for night use. The effect is

visible after the first use. 

Effects: A very strong regenerative activity involving the restoration of the so-called skin

cell memory. Due to the high concentration of EGF - Epidermal Growth Factor - it causes

regression of skin aging processes, strengthens blood vessels (Vitamins K and C), binds

water in the epidermis (threonine, glutamic acid, serine, NMF), fights free radicals (Vitamins

A, C, E and antioxidant enzymes, oestrogen, zinc, selenium, copper, manganese, cobalt)

and influences the synthesis of collagen (cytokines) 

Application: Night cream SERUM2h is a product of very effective action. It works on the

skin comprehensively. Owing to its proper consistency, it is an ideal night cream and can

be used after cosmetic treatments. As this cosmeceutical works like a serum, it can be
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used together with most other cosmetics. 

ACCORDING TO THE RESEARCH SERUM2h (day/night/eye): 

gives a natural lifting effect;

significantly reduces the visibility of wrinkles;

very good base for make-up;

absorbs very quickly (up to 1 minute);

visibly firms the skin;

visibly evens out the skin tone;

visibly moisturizes, nourishes and smooths the skin;

strengthens the skin's natural hydro-lipid barrier;

reduces seborrhoea and prevents new blackheads;

significantly reduces irritation occurring after surgeries;

relieves symptoms associated with excessive skin dryness;

high efficiency of its use.

Beauticians evaluated this cream BETTER than previously used products.

VIII. SERUM2h day creamVIII. SERUM2h day cream

Day cream SERUM2h with growth factors it naturally stimulates aged skin cells for faster

regeneration (just like in young skin), which causes an actual loss of wrinkles. It has

a whitening effect and eliminates skin discoloration as well as irritation. The main cream

ingredient is the best quality colostrum. It contains all-natural growth factors and a full

chain of amino acids. The cream is an excellent base for make-up. The absorption time is 1

min. The effect is visible after the first use. 

Effects: strengthens blood vessels (Vitamins K and C), antiseptic (lysozyme, lactoferrin,

lactoperoxidase, α - lactalbumin), binds water in the epidermis (threonine, glutamic acid,

serine, NMF), fights free radicals (Vitamins A, C, E and antioxidant enzymes, oestrogen,

zinc, selenium, copper, manganese, cobalt) accelerates skin regeneration (cysteine,

methionine, valine, leucine, isoleucine, zinc, iron, EGF), influences the synthesis of collagen

(cytokines).

Application: owing to its proper consistency, it is an ideal day cream to use before make-up
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and after cosmetic treatments. The cream can be used together with most other cosmetics.

It shall be applied on cleaned and dried face and neck in a thin layer and rubbed gently. At

the age of 25-30 it is recommended to use the cream once a day. At 30+ cream can be

used as many times daily as required.

SERUM2h for daily care provides the following:

regression of skin ageing symptoms;

smoothing of wrinkles and lines;

improvement of skin firmness;

cellulite and stretch mark control;

liquidation of skin hyperpigmentation;

liquidation of burns and frostbites;

regeneration of thin and dry epidermis;

prevention of skin drying;

control of free radicals, antiseptic impact;

regeneration of skin with problems;

reinforcement and improvement of effects after cosmetic treatment.

ITA-TEST Specialized Research Laboratory on the basis of studies involving beauticians,

evaluated Serum2h Day and Serum2h Night. It could be applied for professional care:

for laser therapy procedures;

for esthetic medicine procedures;

for epilation and depilation;

for needle mesotherapy;

for microdermabrasion;

for photorejuvenation;

after peelings;

in the treatment of dermatological diseases;

in the treatment of bacterial systemic diseases;

in the treatment of tineas;

in the treatment of burns and frostbites.

IX. SERUM2h lifting eyeIX. SERUM2h lifting eye

SERUM2h for the under-eye area is a combination of [GENO] Colostrum (top quality
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foremilk) with green tea extract, argan oil, jojoba oil, coconut oil and macadamia nut oil.

This unique composition brightens, improves the elasticity and tension of the skin, deeply

nourishes, moisturizes and strengthens the lipid barrier of the epidermis.

Effects: SERUM2h contains free radicals, a full chain of amino acids, natural growth factors,

palmitic acid, oleic acid, linoleic acid, squalene, elastase, phytosterols, polyphenols,

calcium, potassium and vitamins A, C, B, E, F and K which bring an immediate effect of skin

rejuvenation and disappearance of mimic wrinkles in the place of application.

Application: Owing to the right consistency, it is ideal for daily use, under makeup and after

cosmetic treatments. It can be used along with most other cosmetics. A thin layer of eye

Serum 2h should be applied to previously cleansed and dried face skin and gently

massaged. At the age of 25-30, it is recommended to use the product once a day. At 30+,

it can be used any number of times a day.

Photo Credit by GenoscopePhoto Credit by Genoscope

X. MEZOROLLER - For home MesotherapyX. MEZOROLLER - For home Mesotherapy

MEZOROLLER device increases the penetration of nutrients whereas microscopic holes

created during the therapy facilitate the flow of the product applied. Could be used

together with SERUM2h. The retail price: 21,25 €.
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XI. NANOSILVER SPRAY (aerosol)XI. NANOSILVER SPRAY (aerosol)

Photo Credit by Genoscope

Photo Credit by GenoscopePhoto Credit by Genoscope

Nanosilver has antiviral, antibacterial and antifungal properties. When applied on the skin,

it also has a nurturing effect and serves as a disinfectant. It is an ideal replacement for

biocidal fluids, which, when used frequently, damage epidermis. In case of any skin

irritation, nanosilver accelerates the regeneration and repair of damaged epidermis. When

used orally, it also activates the immune system. It is used:
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antiviral;

skincare respiratory diseases;

non-healing wounds;

dermomycosis;

candidiasis;

oral candidiasis;

improving the immune system;

a strong disinfectant for skin;

a strong disinfectant for clothes and surfaces.

Thanks to its unique properties, it allows you to use disposable protective masks manyuse disposable protective masks many

times without harming your health.times without harming your health. It also disinfects reusable masks, which increases their

safety.

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN

The trade name was created from the combination of two words "GENO", the basis of our

existence and "SCOPE", focusing on the most important thing - our health. The main aim of

GENOSCOPE is to strengthen the immune system. All regenerative processes that take

place in our body depend on the functioning properly immune system.

GENOSCOPE USPGENOSCOPE USP

No doctor or product will heal, regenerate or heal difficult wounds better than our own

immune system. All Genoscope products stimulate the body's natural regeneration

functions to maximum activity in solving individual health problems. This also applies to

issues related to beauty, where special emphasis is placed on accelerating the

regeneration of older cells, which causes natural rejuvenation of the skin without the need

for mechanical interference. In the case of supplements, the Genoscope products stimulate

the immune system to maximum work thanks to which all regenerative processes occur

more efficiently and faster. With serum and ointments, after applying a layer on the skin,

the immune system receives a signal from the outside that it is supposed to focus on

regenerating this particular area covered with cream. In most cases, the effects are visible

almost immediately, which allows to quick proof for the client or business partner.

Genoscope has independent observational studies where the effects of an action are

confirmed by medical authorities. Each of the products has a separate quality certificate
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guaranteeing the highest and repeatable quality of the raw material used. All Genoscope

products are unique because they are based on real effects.

WHITE LABELLINGWHITE LABELLING

Being the strong Polish manufacturer, Genoscope is open to production in every area.

Everything depends on the conditions and quantity that always agree with the particular

client.

PACKAGINGPACKAGING

All packaging has a simple form referring to the medical sector. This applies to

supplements, ointments and anti-aging cosmetics. This is an advantage over other

products of this type because they are perceived as medical and not cosmetic products

and inspire greater trust among customers.

MARKETING AND SALESMARKETING AND SALES

Genoscope is sold worldwide through the various sale points such as pharmacies,

pharmacy chains, pharmaceutical wholesalers, cosmetics networks, health food stores,

online sales. The type of promotions for products is determined individually with individual

sale points. The Brand reaches its prospects thanks to SEO, Google Adwords, FB,

Instagram, sponsored articles, mailing. The company offers a full range of know-how

support and all necessary training for the international partners/ distributors/ retailers.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Genoscope LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Radosław Czaplejewicz

E-mail:E-mail: office@genoscope.eu

Website:Website: genoscope.eu

Phone:Phone: +48 22 213 07 29

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 1999

Regions:Regions: Poland

Industries:Industries: Pharma

Genoscope webpage

click here
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The company NanoTech Pharma has been operating since 2009. The

company is a manufacturer and developer of a number of

pharmaceutical products and products, including the medical patch

Nanoplast Forte. Therapeutic anesthetic anti-inflammatory Nanoplast

forte is a new standard for the treatment of diseases of the

musculoskeletal system. Detailed clinical studies based on evidence-

based medicine have shown that the Nanoplast forte therapeutic patch

has high efficacy and safety for both reliefs of acute conditions and

course therapy for various diseases of the joints, spine, muscles and

ligaments.

NANOPLAST FORTE IS THE POWER OF
SCIENCE AGAINST PAIN
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Osteoarthritis is one of the most common rheumatic diseases and has the greatest medical

and social importance among all joint diseases. Despite the significant progress made in

recent years in the treatment of osteoarthritis, the question of treatment tactics in the light

of the efficacy and safety of the drugs used is still relevant. Of particular interest are

methods of local therapy based on nanotechnology. Clinical studies have confirmed the

high efficiency of the Nanoplast forte with minimal side effects. Nanoplast forte passed

state registration in accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation and is sold

exclusively in pharmacies. The drug Nanoplast forte underwent a multicenter, double-

blind, randomized, placebo-controlled clinical study of the efficacy and tolerability in

patients with osteoarthritis of the knee joints in three specialized medical centers in Russia.

In a general assessment of the effectiveness of treatment, a high effect of therapy was

established - in 82% of patients, there was a significant improvement.

 

Nanoplast forte therapeutic patch has high efficacy and safety for both reliefs of acute conditions

source - nanoplast-forte.ru

Nanoplast forte also underwent a multicenter, double-blind, randomized, placebo-

controlled clinical trial at three specialized medical centers in the PRC. This study

statistically reliably showed high efficacy (up to 95%) and safety of the drug in the
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treatment of osteoarthritis, osteochondrosis of the cervical and thoracic spine,  as well as

closed injuries (bruises, sprains and muscles, reduced dislocations of the joints) of the

musculoskeletal system. In the treatment of spinal osteochondrosis, Nanoplast forte is

applied to the cervical, thoracic or lumbar spine depending on the type of disease and pain

localization. To remove acute symptoms in treating spinal osteochondrosis, a medical

patch is applied from 3 to 5 days. The course duration is 9 days. It is usually recommended

to use a medical patch in the morning for 12 hours, but it is possible to use it overnight.

Clinical studies have confirmed the high efficiency of the Nanoplast forte with minimal side effects

source - nanoplast-forte.ru

Among other indications for the purpose of the Nanoplast Forte plaster, degenerative

intervertebral disc disease can be identified with the development of protrusions,

intervertebral hernia, resulting in sciatica. Despite the fact that in the acute period of

rheumatic diseases, local therapy is not indicated (as a rule, it is prescribed on the 3-5th

day, when the inflammation subsides), Nanoplast Forte is irreplaceable in this period, as it

is irreplaceable at other stages of the subacute or chronic course. Other indications for

using Nanoplast Forte are post-traumatic changes of the musculoskeletal system since

secondary osteoarthrosis develops after an injury, and the pain syndrome is very

pronounced and may be complicated by the development of complex regional pain

syndromes. Another area for applying Nanoplast Forte is the pathology of soft tissues (for

example, fibromyalgia, myofascial syndrome), which occurs not only in rheumatic diseases.
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Nanoplast forte accelerates the natural process of restoring damaged tissue

source - nanoplast-forte.ru

The high-quality adhesive layer provides a reliable fastening of the patch and makes the

use of the drug as comfortable as possible. The plaster is easily applied and removed from

the skin, does not slip during use. Unlike other painkillers, Nanoplast forte not only relieves

pain but also has a therapeutic anti-inflammatory effect, which has been clinically proven.

Nanoplast forte accelerates the natural process of restoring damaged tissue.

The distribution company  LLC is now responsible for wholesaling.AMMA
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: NanoTech Pharma

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: info@nanotechpharma.ru

Website:Website: nanoplast-forte.ru

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2009

Regions:Regions: Russia

Industries:Industries: Pharma

NanoTech Pharma

click here
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Genoscope is a Polish producer of cosmeceuticals and nutraceuticals

based on bioactive and natural substances stimulating the human body

for regeneration. All the raw materials are obtained from eco-friendly

sources and undergo laboratory control as well as verification to make

sure that each batch approved for production has parameters of the

highest quality. The main a natural raw material, which the production of

preparations is based on, is called Colostrum, the first form

of milk produced by mammals. It is scientifically proven that due to its

content and so-called colostral immunity formation properties

it stimulates the human body for regeneration. The wide range of

Colostrum-based products by Genoscope are currently available

nationwide in the largest pharmaceutical wholesalers and over 13,000

pharmacies as well as through the international distributors globally.

SECRET DOSSIER ON GENOSCOPE
COSMECEUTICALS &

NUTRACEUTICALS
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THE COMPANYTHE COMPANY

Genoscope is a producer of cosmeceuticals and dietary supplements based on natural

substances. All raw materials are obtained from organic farms. They are verified and tested

in laboratories so that each batch approved for production has parameters comparable

with the base version. 

The main raw material, which Genoscope bases its production on, is Colostrum (first

milk). It is a natural substance that contains all naturally occurring bioactive growth factors,

a full chain of amino acids and more than 250 other natural stimulants to maximize

regeneration. It is produced naturally. Most species generate colostrum just prior to giving

birth. Colostrum contains antibodies to protect the newborn against disease. In general,

protein concentration in colostrum is substantially higher than in milk. Colostrum is taken

from cows bred on certified farms without any harm to the animals.

All range of Genoscope products is dedicated to:

medical sector: diabetology, oncology, geriatrics, podiatry;

elders, kids;

sportsmen;

people in a period of increased physical and mental activity.

All the natural raw materials, which Genocope products include, are obtained in the

territory of the European Union. They have the necessary quality certificates allowing their

use in the food and cosmetics industry. Bioactive raw materials undergo a detailed

laboratory examination so that the quality parameters of each batch are kept as high as

possible. Genoscope products have all the necessary certificates for marketing in the

European Union.

Genoscope products are available in the largest pharmaceutical wholesalers and in over 13

000 pharmacies in Poland. The company also has a distribution network in the following

countries: South Korea, Canada, Australia, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Qatar,

Russia, Lebanon, Kuwait, Palestine, Egypt, Oman, Iran, Iraq, Ukraine, Romania, Mongolia

and Belarus.
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THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

I. DIABETEGEN - I. DIABETEGEN - For non-healing wounds. Aids in tissue regeneration.For non-healing wounds. Aids in tissue regeneration.

Photo Credit by Genoscope

Cream for tissue regeneration – a new generation of dermo-cosmetics supporting tissue

regeneration. Thanks to a high content of lactoferrin, lactoperoxidase and colloidal silver, it

is excellent in the purification of the background, adjusts the bacteriostatic environment

and has a strong germicidal impact. High content of growth factors stimulates the

development of new tissue. Additional components such as allantoin, Panthenol and

vitamin E support the healing process and alleviate inflammatory lesions.

The cream is recommended by the Polish Association of Diabetics and the Polish Podology

Association. The winner of the 1st place at the Diabetica Expo 2011 fair in the category of

“Cosmetics”.

Properties of the cream: helps in the healing of wounds and skin regeneration, restores the

correct pH value of the skin (cream pH 5.78), has the bacteriostatic and germicidal impact,

alleviates irritation, reduces skin itching, fights herpes, checks the epidermal keratosis.

DIABETEGEN OBSERVATION STUDIES:DIABETEGEN OBSERVATION STUDIES:
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Painful, Festering herpes: After 2 days of using diabetegen cream herpes began to recede

and the pain was reduced. After 7 days - very good condition – the scab was visible in the

photo.

Inflammation in the nailfold: Even after one week of applying diabetegen cream the

improvement is already visible. After two weeks - total elimination of inflammation.

Diabetic lesions. Cracked heel: Serious wounds and skin cracks on the heels were

completely healed after 4 weeks of applying cream diabetegen.

Diabetic foot. Non-healing wounds: Despite the advanced state of non-healing wounds

after two weeks of applying diabetegen cream there was a radical improvement in the feet

condition.

Diabetic foot. Critical condition: Critical condition of feet was resolved after two weeks of

applying diabetegen cream. There was a very significant improvement in skin condition

and quicker wound healing.

Acne skin lesions: After 8 days of treatment with diabetegen cream one can see a

significant improvement in skin condition.

Awarded with prizes: The Best Diabetological Product 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016,

Diabetics Super product 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and The Best Cosmetic For Patients In

Palliative Care 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018.

Genoscope supplements are an extremely rich source of growth factors not existing in anyGenoscope supplements are an extremely rich source of growth factors not existing in any

other form in any other natural substance in the entire world of nature. other form in any other natural substance in the entire world of nature. 

The entirely natural dietary supplements of a new generation belonging to the

nutraceuticals - substances whose consumption benefits human health as well as the

rehabilitation process more than does a normal diet. The immunized (strengthened) form

of bovine Colostrum is aimed at strengthening the human immune system. The

product has been processed through lyophilisation (freeze-drying), thanks to which it

retains 100% of growth factor bioactivity, that of immunostimulating protein as well as of

bacteriostatic substances.
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COLOSTRUM has been created in line with the full pharmaceutical regime – its properly

selected ingredients reduce the risk of allergic reactions to a minimum. It has been tested

for purity and for the presence of harmful substances, such as pesticides, heavy metals,

antibiotics, steroids as well as genetically modified substances. Out of regard, for those

allergic to cow protein, it has been especially deprived of fat, casein, whey protein as well

as cores of high molecular weight.

II. COLOSTRUM IMMUNE II. COLOSTRUM IMMUNE - is a dietary supplement with a guaranteed amount- is a dietary supplement with a guaranteed amount

of immunoglobulins (min 60%). of immunoglobulins (min 60%). 

Photo Credit by Genoscope

III. COLOSTRUM BASIC III. COLOSTRUM BASIC dietary supplement is an immunized (strengthened) form of bovinedietary supplement is an immunized (strengthened) form of bovine

Colostrum. Each portion contains no less than 20% of immunoglobulin (antibodies). Colostrum. Each portion contains no less than 20% of immunoglobulin (antibodies). 

In order to ensure the maximum effectiveness of the treatment, the tablets have been

coated with a special layer allowing them to dissolve in the small intestine, as opposed to

the stomach, as is the case with other tablets of this kind. One of the first Colostrum pills

worldwide, with gastro-resistant coating and the content of antibodies (immunoglobulin

igG). Thanks to such an application method of Colostrum, the attained effectiveness of

absorption is a few times higher than in the case of capsules.

IV. COLOSTRUM ALPHA - IV. COLOSTRUM ALPHA - 100% Natural liquid form of Colostrum100% Natural liquid form of Colostrum
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Photo Credit by GenoscopePhoto Credit by Genoscope

COLOSTRUM ALPHA (125 ml) is the pure, liquid form of bovine colostrum the rarest as well

as the strongest natural substance occurring in nature that stimulates the body to self-

regenerate and to better its natural immunity.

Photo Credit by Genoscope

Use: Adults: 1-2 teaspoons daily. Children: 1 teaspoon 1-2 times daily, before meals (in the

morning min. 30 minutes before breakfast) and before bedtime (min. 2 hours after the last

meal). Preferably in the morning and before bedtime. Do not exceed the recommended
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dose per day. Dietary supplements shall not be used as a substitute for a varied diet. In the

maintenance of good health, an important role plays a balanced diet and healthy lifestyle.

In order to obtain the beneficial effects, the supplement should be taken daily as

recommended.

V. COLOSTRUM HYPOV. COLOSTRUM HYPO - Hypoallergic goat Colostrum - Hypoallergic goat Colostrum

COLOSTRUM HYPO is made from 100% goat colostrum, processed using Lyophilization

(freeze-drying) thanks to which it retains 100% bioactivity of the growth factors,

immunostimulatory proteins and bacteriostatic substances, whose consumption benefits

human health. It is recommended for those people who:

Photo Credit by GenoscopePhoto Credit by Genoscope

feel tired;

look for a daily dose of energy;

lead intensive lifestyles;

want to improve their immune system;

want to improve their physical and mental health.

All supplements are designed for kids, elders, sportsmen and people in a period of

increased activity. 

Indications for use: weakness, chronic fatigue, stress, periods of convalescence after
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chemotherapy, radiotherapy, bacterial and viral infections of air passages and the

alimentary tract, problems with the metabolism of fats and sugars, autoimmune ailments,

neural degradation diseases (Alzheimer’s, MS), tissue regeneration and reconstruction,

elimination of skin problems (allergies, eczemas, skin changes, staphylococcus

efflorescences), a period of convalescence after surgeries, accidents, strengthening of the

chondral and osseous systems as well as hair and nails, in problems associated with

transplantology.

VI. COLOSTRUM SPORT VI. COLOSTRUM SPORT - For natural-born winner - For natural-born winner 

Photo Credit by GenoscopePhoto Credit by Genoscope

COLOSTRUM SPORT is improving the regeneration and repair process thus it

is irreplaceable in the case of bruises, injuries or micro-injuries of structural muscle fibres

(DOMS) that accompany each intensive training. COLOSTRUM SPORT covers many

aspects of regeneration due to the following growth factors:

FGF Fibroblast growth factor stimulates proliferation (multiplication) and development of

muscle and bone cells;

PDGF Growth factor stimulates proliferation (multiplication) and the development of

many cell types;

EGF Epidermal growth factor stimulates the healing of tissue;

TGF Transforming growth factor stimulates the healing of tissue and wounds

IGF-1 and IGF-2 Insulin growth factor stimulates proliferation of muscle and bone
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cells, involved in the anti-aging process;

IGF-1 has a protective role in relation to the central and peripheral nervous system. It

works synergistically with the growth hormone and testosterone produced by the body.

It contributes to increased strength, muscle endurance and muscle tissue growth. The

higher level of IGF-1 also influences the active use of adipose tissue as a source of

energy during exercising.

Tablets dissolve in the small intestine and not in the stomach (like other tablets or

powders), which guarantees maximum absorbency. It allows you to plan the moment when

the absorption process is to start (e.g. during training or soon afterwards). Certified as free

from BSE, BHV1 and BVDV.

Thanks to COLOSTRUM SPORT, all other dietary supplements will be better absorbed and

used by the human body providing:

maximum regeneration;

full chain of amino acids;

all-natural growth factors;

250 natural substances strengthening your body.

Here is the list of some world's sports champions who appreciated COLOSTRUM SPORT:

 - World kick-boxing Champion, Intercontinental Professional

Champion, EU Professional, Boxing Champion,  PL Professional.

 - EU Champion, PL Senior Vice Champion, World 2nd Vice Champion &

PL Junior Champion, PZKFITS Award for great sport achievements, Personal coach, Sport

Instructors Academy lecturer.

 - Internationl Snowkite 2011/2013 Champion, Mushow Open 2011

free, race i longboard: main award, World Snowkite Championships Germany 2011: main

award, Triple Crown of the Kite 2010 free&race main award.

- International Muay Thai 2012 Champion, EU Muay Thai WMF 2011

Champion, EU K-1 rules Vice Champion, 3-times PL K-1 rules Champion, 5-times PL Muay

Thai Champion, K-1 & Muay Thai Poland's national player.

PRZEMYSŁAW SALETA 

AKOP SZOSTAK

MAREK “MURPHY” ZACH

WOJCIECH KOSOWSKI 
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ANTIAGE COSMETICSANTIAGE COSMETICS

VII. SERUM2h night creamVII. SERUM2h night cream

Photo Credit by Genoscope

Night cream SERUM2h with growth factors ensures the actual disappearance of wrinkles.

The cream has a whitening effect and eliminates skin discolouration as well as irritation.

The combination of best quality colostrum and pearl and caviar protein naturally stimulates

aged skin cells for long-term regeneration (young skin effect). The rich texture of the cream

makes it stay longer on the skin and therefore is recommended for night use. The effect is

visible after the first use. 

Effects: A very strong regenerative activity involving the restoration of the so-called skin

cell memory. Due to the high concentration of EGF - Epidermal Growth Factor - it causes

regression of skin aging processes, strengthens blood vessels (Vitamins K and C), binds

water in the epidermis (threonine, glutamic acid, serine, NMF), fights free radicals (Vitamins

A, C, E and antioxidant enzymes, oestrogen, zinc, selenium, copper, manganese, cobalt)

and influences the synthesis of collagen (cytokines) 

Application: Night cream SERUM2h is a product of very effective action. It works on the

skin comprehensively. Owing to its proper consistency, it is an ideal night cream and can

be used after cosmetic treatments. As this cosmeceutical works like a serum, it can be
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used together with most other cosmetics. 

ACCORDING TO THE RESEARCH SERUM2h (day/night/eye): 

gives a natural lifting effect;

significantly reduces the visibility of wrinkles;

very good base for make-up;

absorbs very quickly (up to 1 minute);

visibly firms the skin;

visibly evens out the skin tone;

visibly moisturizes, nourishes and smooths the skin;

strengthens the skin's natural hydro-lipid barrier;

reduces seborrhoea and prevents new blackheads;

significantly reduces irritation occurring after surgeries;

relieves symptoms associated with excessive skin dryness;

high efficiency of its use.

Beauticians evaluated this cream BETTER than previously used products.

VIII. SERUM2h day creamVIII. SERUM2h day cream

Day cream SERUM2h with growth factors it naturally stimulates aged skin cells for faster

regeneration (just like in young skin), which causes an actual loss of wrinkles. It has

a whitening effect and eliminates skin discoloration as well as irritation. The main cream

ingredient is the best quality colostrum. It contains all-natural growth factors and a full

chain of amino acids. The cream is an excellent base for make-up. The absorption time is 1

min. The effect is visible after the first use. 

Effects: strengthens blood vessels (Vitamins K and C), antiseptic (lysozyme, lactoferrin,

lactoperoxidase, α - lactalbumin), binds water in the epidermis (threonine, glutamic acid,

serine, NMF), fights free radicals (Vitamins A, C, E and antioxidant enzymes, oestrogen,

zinc, selenium, copper, manganese, cobalt) accelerates skin regeneration (cysteine,

methionine, valine, leucine, isoleucine, zinc, iron, EGF), influences the synthesis of collagen

(cytokines).

Application: owing to its proper consistency, it is an ideal day cream to use before make-up
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and after cosmetic treatments. The cream can be used together with most other cosmetics.

It shall be applied on cleaned and dried face and neck in a thin layer and rubbed gently. At

the age of 25-30 it is recommended to use the cream once a day. At 30+ cream can be

used as many times daily as required.

SERUM2h for daily care provides the following:

regression of skin ageing symptoms;

smoothing of wrinkles and lines;

improvement of skin firmness;

cellulite and stretch mark control;

liquidation of skin hyperpigmentation;

liquidation of burns and frostbites;

regeneration of thin and dry epidermis;

prevention of skin drying;

control of free radicals, antiseptic impact;

regeneration of skin with problems;

reinforcement and improvement of effects after cosmetic treatment.

ITA-TEST Specialized Research Laboratory on the basis of studies involving beauticians,

evaluated Serum2h Day and Serum2h Night. It could be applied for professional care:

for laser therapy procedures;

for esthetic medicine procedures;

for epilation and depilation;

for needle mesotherapy;

for microdermabrasion;

for photorejuvenation;

after peelings;

in the treatment of dermatological diseases;

in the treatment of bacterial systemic diseases;

in the treatment of tineas;

in the treatment of burns and frostbites.

IX. SERUM2h lifting eyeIX. SERUM2h lifting eye

SERUM2h for the under-eye area is a combination of [GENO] Colostrum (top quality
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foremilk) with green tea extract, argan oil, jojoba oil, coconut oil and macadamia nut oil.

This unique composition brightens, improves the elasticity and tension of the skin, deeply

nourishes, moisturizes and strengthens the lipid barrier of the epidermis.

Effects: SERUM2h contains free radicals, a full chain of amino acids, natural growth factors,

palmitic acid, oleic acid, linoleic acid, squalene, elastase, phytosterols, polyphenols,

calcium, potassium and vitamins A, C, B, E, F and K which bring an immediate effect of skin

rejuvenation and disappearance of mimic wrinkles in the place of application.

Application: Owing to the right consistency, it is ideal for daily use, under makeup and after

cosmetic treatments. It can be used along with most other cosmetics. A thin layer of eye

Serum 2h should be applied to previously cleansed and dried face skin and gently

massaged. At the age of 25-30, it is recommended to use the product once a day. At 30+,

it can be used any number of times a day.

Photo Credit by GenoscopePhoto Credit by Genoscope

X. MEZOROLLER - For home MesotherapyX. MEZOROLLER - For home Mesotherapy

MEZOROLLER device increases the penetration of nutrients whereas microscopic holes

created during the therapy facilitate the flow of the product applied. Could be used

together with SERUM2h. The retail price: 21,25 €.
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XI. NANOSILVER SPRAY (aerosol)XI. NANOSILVER SPRAY (aerosol)

Photo Credit by Genoscope

Photo Credit by GenoscopePhoto Credit by Genoscope

Nanosilver has antiviral, antibacterial and antifungal properties. When applied on the skin,

it also has a nurturing effect and serves as a disinfectant. It is an ideal replacement for

biocidal fluids, which, when used frequently, damage epidermis. In case of any skin

irritation, nanosilver accelerates the regeneration and repair of damaged epidermis. When

used orally, it also activates the immune system. It is used:
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antiviral;

skincare respiratory diseases;

non-healing wounds;

dermomycosis;

candidiasis;

oral candidiasis;

improving the immune system;

a strong disinfectant for skin;

a strong disinfectant for clothes and surfaces.

Thanks to its unique properties, it allows you to use disposable protective masks manyuse disposable protective masks many

times without harming your health.times without harming your health. It also disinfects reusable masks, which increases their

safety.

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN

The trade name was created from the combination of two words "GENO", the basis of our

existence and "SCOPE", focusing on the most important thing - our health. The main aim of

GENOSCOPE is to strengthen the immune system. All regenerative processes that take

place in our body depend on the functioning properly immune system.

GENOSCOPE USPGENOSCOPE USP

No doctor or product will heal, regenerate or heal difficult wounds better than our own

immune system. All Genoscope products stimulate the body's natural regeneration

functions to maximum activity in solving individual health problems. This also applies to

issues related to beauty, where special emphasis is placed on accelerating the

regeneration of older cells, which causes natural rejuvenation of the skin without the need

for mechanical interference. In the case of supplements, the Genoscope products stimulate

the immune system to maximum work thanks to which all regenerative processes occur

more efficiently and faster. With serum and ointments, after applying a layer on the skin,

the immune system receives a signal from the outside that it is supposed to focus on

regenerating this particular area covered with cream. In most cases, the effects are visible

almost immediately, which allows to quick proof for the client or business partner.

Genoscope has independent observational studies where the effects of an action are

confirmed by medical authorities. Each of the products has a separate quality certificate
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guaranteeing the highest and repeatable quality of the raw material used. All Genoscope

products are unique because they are based on real effects.

WHITE LABELLINGWHITE LABELLING

Being a strong Polish manufacturer, Genoscope is open to production in every area.

Everything depends on the conditions and quantity that always agree with the particular

client.

PACKAGINGPACKAGING

All packaging has a simple form referring to the medical sector. This applies to

supplements, ointments and anti-aging cosmetics. This is an advantage over other

products of this type because they are perceived as medical and not cosmetic products

and inspire greater trust among customers.

MARKETING AND SALESMARKETING AND SALES

Genoscope is sold worldwide through the various sale points such as pharmacies,

pharmacy chains, pharmaceutical wholesalers, cosmetics networks, health food stores,

online sales. The type of promotions for products is determined individually with individual

sale points. The Brand reaches its prospects thanks to SEO, Google Adwords, FB,

Instagram, sponsored articles, mailing. The company offers a full range of know-how

support and all necessary training for the international partners/ distributors/ retailers.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download the company mini-presentation in PDF by the 

You can download the price list for retail in PDF by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM THE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE MEMBERS

link

link
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Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from Syndicate members and brand

answers by the link. Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the link. Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Genoscope LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Radosław Czaplejewicz

E-mail:E-mail: office@genoscope.eu

Website:Website: genoscope.eu

Phone:Phone: +48 22 213 07 29

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 1999

Regions:Regions: Poland

Industries:Industries: Pharma

Genoscope webpage

Genoscope price

list.pdf

GS - mini Presentation.pdf

GS - Immune

presentation.pdf

Genoscope - Nanosilver presentation.pdf

GS - Diabetegen Presentation.pdf

GS - Colostrum Sport Presentation.pdf’

GS - Colostrum Basic Presentation.pdf’

GS - Colostrum Alpha Presentation.pdf

GS - Colostrum Hypo Presentation.pdf

DIABETEGEN OINTMENT RECOMMENDATION.PDF

Diabetegen-Oncology Department_observational

study.pdf

Diabetes Association Recommendation.jpg

click here
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SKINCARE



eyeSlices are therapeutic eye treatment pads created for the beauty and

wellness industry. Dermal delivery eye pads reduce the appearance

of red eyes, dark circles under eyes, tired eyes, wrinkles and puffy

eyes within 5 minutes of use. An innovative product is based on a global

first cryogel polymer technology. eyeSlices, first in the world, are using

natural essences with a bio-innovation to bring about an all-in-one

solution to all common eye concerns.

THERAPEUTIC EYE TREATMENT PADS
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Kerryne Krause-Neufeldt

www.financialmail.co.za

The story of  began in 2009 in the Republic of South Africa, when Kerryne

Krause-Neufeldt, the CEO of the company, first had an idea to create pads for therapeutic

treatments of eye area. That time Kerryne couldn’t predict that except for the CEO, she

would become a technologist and a scientist. The 32-year old, Krause-Neufeldt became a

founder of eyeSlices – an innovative product made of hydrogel polymer, which uses cryo

technology for absorption of various active ingredients into a gel pad. Applied on the eye

area, a disposable pad slowly releases active ingredients on the skin, targeting a set of

cosmetic concerns. In the beginning, eyeSlices line was represented only in beauty salons.

Nowadays eyeSlices are unique and conquer international market like a hurricane.

The idea of eyeSlices creation first sparkled when Kerryne once came across an Italian

fabric eye mask, saturated with different ingredients.

“I wanted to be an importer of those masks and develop them on the South African market,

but the products seemed to me quite gimmicky, dried out too fast and didn’t provide the

expected effect”, recalls Kerryne.

After 3 years’ work as a distributor of oxygen creams, Neufeldt realized that it was time to

create her own product and find distributors in South Africa and other regions for its

marketing.

eyeSlices
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“I knew exactly, that I had to create something effective – I wanted technology behind that

product”, she says.

Kerryne knew exactly what she was going to create, when she met a manufacturer of

products with aloe vera.

“After 2 weeks he got back to me and said that he had a technology for me, and it was

already on the shelf in CSIR (Council for Scientific and Industrial Research)”, recalls

Kerryne.

The mentioned technology was a water-soluble polymer gel, as Kerryne explains: “It was

actually “a carrier” or what they called a dermal delivery system.”

www.pressdispensary.co.uk

The eyeSlices technology is based on Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) - a hydrophilic polymer

which is of special interest for the application in medicine owing to its excellent

biocompatibility. Poly (vinyl alcohol) is one of the most ancient polymers and at the same

time the most popular one used in this field. It is manufactured through freeze/thaw cycling

of PVA polymer in solution resulting in the formation of physical cross-linking (i.e. weak

bonding through a nonpermanent "association" of the polymer chains). PVA hydrogels

formed in this manner are thermoreversible and are termed " ". In general, cryogels

are solid elastomers containing over 80% water which are produced when solutions of

higher molecular weight Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) of high degree of hydrolysis are

cryogels
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subjected to one or more freeze/thaw cycles. Such cryogels are tough, slippery,

elastomeric, resilient, insoluble in water below 50 degrees Celsius and nontoxic.

Thus eyeSlices technologically advanced dermal delivery pad is unique in its properties:

instant cooling without a fridge;

creation of a thermo-gymnastics effect on the skin stimulating circulation;

re-usable up to 10 times;

manufactured through a natural&non-toxic process;

effectively and slowly releases active ingredients into the skin.

www.eyeslices.com

But the technology had a long way before it became a marketable product.

“I thought I would just find a producer and sell the product all over the world, but it was not

to happen at once”, recalls Kerryne.

The technology was so unique, that it was not possible to find the necessary equipment for

its production, and the scientists, which created this technology, left the country long ago.

Unperturbed, Kerryne decided to become a scientist herself.

“We returned to the lab, cooked up polymer in a slow-cooker, bought several pre-used
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freezers and conducted experiment after experiment with hundreds of freeze/thaw cycles.

If you didn’t do it perfectly at the right temperature for the right amount of time and

repetitions, the eye pad was either too gooey or too rubbery,” she remembers.

Once she got the right formula, Kerryne immediately faced the problem of its packaging.

“The initial recipe from CSIR was to lay out the gel on the trays and cookie-cut it, but it

made the process too labor-intensive and didn’t give an opportunity of mass production”,

says Kerryne.

Together with her team, Kerryne created a special technology of freezing, thawing and

filling in special customized trays, and subsequently purchased a packaging machine,

which turned out to be the right solution.

eyeSlices Biotanix range

www.eyeslices.com

It took 6 years in total before the product reached perfection. Meanwhile, Kerryne was

trying to get investments wherever she could. The technology was so impressive, that she

managed to collect $3,3 million from 13 different organizations.
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“My husband worked as a video-operator and we tried to earn everywhere we could in

free time, just to support ourselves and invest in the project. Finally eyeSlices were

introduced on the professional exhibition in Galagher Estate. We sold out everything within

just first 2 hours – it was a great break-through”, says Kerryne.

Having launched the products to beauty salons to secure the professional reputation,

Kerryne took to creation of the retail line. The interest was global and the demand arrived

from retail boutiques, cosmetics stores, airlines and large retail chains. No doubt, that

Kerryne began to reap the crop of the long painstaking work.

www.eyeslices.com

Imagine a product that fills a billion dollar gap in the market, a product in demand, an

innovative product based on a global first cryogel polymer technology. eyeSlices is fast

becoming both a global business player and a truly South African success story. The

company is aware of the responsibility that they have to their country and together

eyeSlices will strive to ensure that they represent South Africa proudly on the global

business stage. eyeSlices is both proud of the reputation of their brand and their

relationships with customers, business partners, government agencies and community in

South Africa. This reputation has to hold eyeSlices into the future as they walk onto the

global stage. eyeSlices continually strive for standards of excellence with regard to their

products, service, systems and attitudes. The company is aware that its team is only as

strong as the weakest link and thus depends upon each and every individual to adopt the

same culture of excellence and integrity within themselves and their work. 

Incorporating the use of eyeSlices into the SPA, pharmacies, hotels and retail stores will
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add versatilty and profit to your business.

www.eyeslices.com

Adding value to your treatments with eyeSlices:

incorporate eyeSlices into facials or massages as an extra add-on eye treatment. Apply

eyeSlices during the mask time for 25 minutes and remove any residue from eyeSlices

with cotton pads;

eyeSlices help to soothe and calm inflamed or irritated skin whilst reducing puffiness

and irritations around the eye area after permanent make-up applications;

add eyeSlices into a bridal package for an extra-special treat or for those pre-wedding

emotional moments! A few minutes of relaxing with eyeSlices before a bride applies her

make-up will leave her looking and feeling bright-eyed and beautiful;

retail eyeSlices for everybody to enjoy. eyeSlices make great gift ideas and add to your

bottom line with fantastic profit margins;

eyeSlices look great in your salon;

eyeSlices Professional have specifically been designed for beauty salon and SPA use.

I-Slices Manufacturing has won the prestigious 2011 Technology Top 100 (TT100) Award for

sustainability. The Technology Top 100 programme is focused on identifying the true South
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African role models, who through innovation, tenacity and a passionate belief in people,

have been able to take their organisations to new levels of competitiveness. The

programme seeks to identify role models who are either users or developers of

technology.

eyeSlices Professional range

www.eyeslices.com

The assortment of EyeSlices consists of:

 - created specially for SPAs, beauty salons, medi-SPAs and professional

beauticians. The range targets tiredness, dark circles, puffiness, redness and wrinkles. All

in 1 product! Professional line is available in a retail version with re-usable pads and in a

salon version with disposable pads. Results are visible within one application due to the

efficacy of the dermal delivery system PLUS the 20% active ingredients contained within

the product. 

Professional line
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eyeSlices Biotanix range

www.eyeslices.com

 - for pharmacies, optometries and department stores. Re-usable up to 10

times! The brand new eyeSlices Biotanix retail range is a wonderfully innovative

creation. Four unique variants targeting specific symptoms, using active ingredients

sourced from natural and organic plant extracts.

Bright Eyes – fights with dark circles and puffy eyes;

Beautiful Eyes – reduces tiredness and redness;

Clear Eyes – fights with seasonal irritants and inflammation;

Gorgeous Eyes – reduce fine lines and wrinkles.

FEEDBACKS IN MEDIAFEEDBACKS IN MEDIA

"If the eyes are the window to the soul, the delicate skin around the eye certainly provides

insight to the hectic lifestyle we lead and possibly how many birthdays are behind

us! Giving yourself 10 minutes in the day to close your eyes and take a breath will not only

do wonders for your body but your soul too. So instead of letting the rolling blackouts

cause more stress, embrace the break from your schedule with a short meditation and a

chance to take a little time for yourself  with eyeSlices", 

"eyeSlices come in a handy retail pack that can be displayed at till points, making them a

great impulse-buy offering or gift idea for customers. The retail pads can be re-used up to

ten times and once opened, customers can conveniently store them in the fridge at home.

They come packaged in a handy refillable clam, encouraging regular users to make special

Biotanix line

Les Nouvelles Blog
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salon visits in order to purchase refills", 

"Developed in South Africa specifically for professional use, and already highly successful

in the US, Middle East and parts of Europe, eyeSlices Professional offers health and beauty

experts an entirely new and therapeutic way of treating the eyes", 

SPA&Beauty

Massage Mag
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Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: eyeSlices Inc.
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EyeSlices

Pansyfa

Reviews Essays

Entrepreneur Mag

eyeSlices company&product

profile

click here
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Higher Education Skincare is an American dermatologist approved,

award-winning skincare collection for younger skin. It was founded by

beauty industry veteran and esthetician Deb Nash and was born out of

necessity. When her two daughters entered college, she noticed that

the market lacked quality skincare products targeted to their age group

and unique skin concerns. Working alongside a leading dermatologist

and cosmetic chemists, she formulated products specifically for younger

generations of women, making sure they were made of the highest

quality and were clean, safe & healthy. Her goal was to develop a higher

standard of quality skincare that revolved around simple yet effective

skincare regimens and product education. All products are packed with

effective and safe ingredients like hyaluronic acid, bentonite clay and

fractionated melanin to help create healthy skin, preserve its youth, and

keep it glowing. The company eagerly supports sustainability initiatives.

All packaging is made from previously recycled materials.

HIGHER EDUCATION SKINCARE WITH
THE NEXT GENERATION IN MIND
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

While raising two teenage daughters Deb Nash, a longtime esthetician was frustrated by

the lack of skin care products that were clean, effective and specially formulated to care for

younger skin. This sparked her passion for the dedication to developing a quality skincare

collection that was not only clean, safe and healthy, but revolved around ingredient and

product education. She had the vision to develop a higher standard of skincare one that

was effective for all skin types as well as clean sustainable and ethically conscious.

Finally, in 2018 the Higher Education Skincare or HES collection became available on

college campuses nationwide. HES was created with Next Generation in mind. All skincare

products and information the company provides is made to teach youngsters about

skincare in order to give the possibility to feel good in own skin confidence. The

cornerstones of the brand are education and conversation with the youngsters. HES

empowers young adults with confidence for a clear bright future.

The Founder Deb Nash with her daughters that inspired her to create HES

Photo Credit by HES

THE BRAND STORYTHE BRAND STORY
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The dermatologist-approved skincare collection is clean beauty at its best: products

packed with powerful active ingredients like Hyaluronic Acid, Bentonite Clay and

Fractionated Melanin to protect the health of your skin, preserve its youth, and

keep glowing through every memory-making moment. Before the launch in 2018, it was

nearly impossible to find clean, safe, and healthy skincare products that were

specifically formulated to nurture young skin. The founder, Deb Nash, knew that she

wanted to develop a higher standard of quality skincare for her two college-bound

daughters that revolved around product education and a simple “yet effective”

skincare regimen. This standard became the driving force behind the Higher Education

mission and the inspiration for the brand name.

There is a special online Skin Analysis tool that determines which products are best for

your unique skincare needs (accessible on ). Teach one skin

to be on its best behaviour with Higher Education Skincare and look confidently toward a

clear, bright future.

Photo Credit by HES

Because education and learning are so important, HES has partnered with SEO, Sponsors

for Educational Opportunities, to help give life-changing educational opportunities to

highereducationskincare.com
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deserving students who are determined to make a positive difference in their lives and the

lives of others. The company also believes that beauty goes beyond skin deep, which

is why it’s important to preserve the beauty of nature. The packaging is made from

previously recycled materials and the brand is aiming to be a fully eco-conscious beauty in

the future. As such, HES has pledged support to Ocean Conservancy to help reduce plastic

waste as part of the sustainability initiatives, with more conservation milestones in the

works. 

POINTS OF DIFFERENCEPOINTS OF DIFFERENCE

Every single product from Higher Education Skincare combines the best of science and

nature to provide high-quality products that are:

dermatologist-approved;

clean and safe;

paraben-free;

vegan;

cruelty-free;

nut-free;

gluten-free;

sulfate-free.

As a brand that is committed to sustainability, reducing our footprint and protecting the

planet for future generations, HES single product is:

made with PCR (post-consumer resin);

packaged in 100% recyclable paper;

made in the USA.

BRAND USPBRAND USP

Has integrity.Has integrity. Higher Education Skincare is an open book! It is honest about the

ingredients, where they come from, and how they work.

Is inclusive.Is inclusive. Higher Education Skincare is for everyone of every gender, every race and
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every sexual orientation.

Photo Credit by HES

Practices sustainability. Practices sustainability. Clean products are PCR packaged and company is committed to

reducing plastic waste.

Drives education. Drives education. The skincare was developed by an esthetician and a dermatologist is

rooted in science and provides product education through our Skin Analysis tool.

Enables empowerment.Enables empowerment. Young adults know they’re making a difference in their skin and
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their planet when they use Higher Education products, so they look good and feel good,

too. 

Is accessible.Is accessible. The retailers and brand loyalists on social media make it easy for young

adults to discover Higher Education Skincare.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

All HES products are paraben-free, gluten-free, sulfate-free, nut-free, cruelty-free, vegan,

and made in the USA. 

CLEANSECLEANSE

CHEAT SHEET® Makeup Removing Wipes. Manufacturer Suggest Retail PriceCHEAT SHEET® Makeup Removing Wipes. Manufacturer Suggest Retail Price

(MSRP) $12.00(MSRP) $12.00

All Skin Types.

Biodegradable wipes that gently and effectively remove all traces of makeup even

waterproof! Leaves skin feeling refreshed, hydrated and clean.
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Photo Credit by HES

Star Ingredients: Aloe Leaf Extract, Chamomile Flower Extract, Cucumber Fruit Extract and

Oat Kernel Extract

Bonus: Easily fits in a gym bag, handbag or backpack for on the go freshness!
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Benefits:

• Thoroughly removes makeup, even waterproof

• Wipes are 100% biodegradable and compostable

• Dissolves dirt, oil and environmental pollutants

• Attracts moisture to the skin for long-term hydration

• Leaves skin soft and supple without any residue

• Contains skin-loving ingredients that reduce redness, soothes, and calms

Directions: Use AM or PM to remove makeup. Wipe all over face, eyes, and neck. Repeat

as necessary with a new wipe until all traces of makeup are removed. Reseal package

after each use to keep wipes fresh. Contains 25 wipes. Recycle package when empty.

PRE REQ® Purifying Facial Cleanser. MSRP $29.00PRE REQ® Purifying Facial Cleanser. MSRP $29.00

Oily to Combination Skin.

Removes excess oils, impurities and exfoliates without stripping skin of essential moisture.

Star Ingredients: Glycolic Acid, Tea Tree Oil, Cabbage Leaf Extract and Carrot Root Extract

Pro Tip: Use with favorite cleansing device for an invigorating, extra foamy experience and

a deep clean.

Benefits:

• Removes excess oils, impurities and environmental pollutants 

• Rebalances skin and controls shine

• Dissolves dead skin cells and encourages cellular turnover w/5% Glycolic Acid

• Purifies skin and helps remove bacteria that can cause breakouts

• Thoroughly cleanses without stripping the skin of essential moisture
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Photo Credit by HES

Directions: Use AM and PM after removing makeup. Apply a small amount to wet hands

and massage all over the face and neck until foamy. Rinse with lukewarm water and pat

dry. Recycle container when empty.

NO BRAINER® Gentle Facial Cleanser. MSRP $29.00NO BRAINER® Gentle Facial Cleanser. MSRP $29.00

Dry Sensitive Skin.

Soothes, protects and restores skin’s natural moisture barrier. 
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Star Ingredients: Hydrolyzed Rice Protein, Rice Amino Acids and Fermented Bamboo

Pro Tip: A perfect shaving gel alternative for dry and sensitive skin. No more razor burn! 

Benefits:

• Calms and soothes dry and sensitive skin

• Attracts and locks in moisture

• Reduces redness and inflammation

• Leaves skin soft and supple to the touch

• Supports overall skin health

• Protects skin’s microbiome
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Photo Credit by HES

Directions: Use AM and PM after removing makeup. Apply a small amount to wet hands

and massage all over the face and neck until foamy. Rinse with lukewarm water and pat

dry. Recycle container when empty.

EXFOLIATEEXFOLIATE

EASY A® Glycolic Acid Exfoliating Pads. MSRP $27.00EASY A® Glycolic Acid Exfoliating Pads. MSRP $27.00

All Skin Types
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Exfoliates, minimizes the appearance of pores, replenishes moisture and boosts skin’s

radiance.

Star Ingredients: Glycolic Acid (5%), Allantoin and Sodium Hyaluronate

Pro Tip: Use on the arms daily after showering to reduce the appearance of keratosis

pilaris.

Photo Credit by HES

Benefits: 

• Gently exfoliates to remove dead skin cells
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• Minimizes the look of pores

• Helps skin retain moisture

• Softens and soothes skin

• Increases radiance and improves texture

• Pads are biodegradable and compostable

RUSH  ® Salicylic Acid Complexion Pads. MSRP $27.00RUSH  ® Salicylic Acid Complexion Pads. MSRP $27.00

Oily to Combination Skin.

Controls oil, removes blackheads, clears breakouts and minimizes the appearance of

pores.

Star Ingredients: Salicylic Acid (2%), Lactic Acid, Allantoin and Rosa Canina Fruit Extract 

Pro Tip: Use before and immediately after a workout to control breakouts!

Benefits:

• Controls excess oil production 

• Dislodges blackheads and clears breakouts

• Minimizes the appearance of pores

• Immediately mattifies the skin

• Leaves skin feeling clean, cool, and refreshed

• Pads are biodegradable and compostable
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Photo Credit by HES

Directions: Use twice daily. After cleansing, sweep one pad over the entire face and other

areas of concern. Do not rinse. Always close the cap tightly after each use. Contains 60

pads. Recycle container when empty.

GRINDING AWAY® Skin Polishing Scrub. MSRP $34.00GRINDING AWAY® Skin Polishing Scrub. MSRP $34.00

All Skin Types.

Exfoliates, clears congestion and improves texture. Complexion appears smoother,

brighter and more even in tone.
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Star Ingredients: Lactic Acid (AHA), Glycolic Acid (AHA) and Vitamin E

Pro Tip: Use as a body exfoliator prior to applying a safe self-tanner for a streak-free

application! 

Benefits:

• Natural exfoliants provide physical exfoliation

• AHAs provide chemical exfoliation

• Helps to clear congestion and prevent breakouts

• Skin appears more radiant immediately after using

• Minimizes the look of visible pores

• Evens out skin tone and texture
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Photo Credit by HES

Directions: Use 2-4 times a week in the AM or PM as tolerated. Apply a generous amount

to moistened face, neck, and chest. Massage for 30 seconds. Rinse with warm water.

Recycle container when empty.

MOISTURIZEMOISTURIZE

DOUBLE MAJOR® Hyaluronic Acid Gel Moisturizer. MSRP $38.00DOUBLE MAJOR® Hyaluronic Acid Gel Moisturizer. MSRP $38.00

All Skin Types.
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Hydrates, soothes and improves appearance of uneven texture and dullness in an oil-

free and lightweight formula.

Star Ingredients: Hyaluronix ™Multi Molecular Hyaluronic Acid, Niacinamide (Vitamin B3),

Squalane, Ginger Root Extract and Sea Kelp Extract 

Pro Tip: Can be used A.M. & P.M. underneath a daily moisturizer for an extra boost of

hydration! 

Photo Credit by HES

Benefits:
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• Locks in moisture for all-day hydration

• Supports the skin’s natural Hyaluronic Acid production

• Provides lightweight hydration in an oil-free formula

• Visibly improves the tone and texture of skin

• Skin feels soft, smooth and comfortable after application

• Protects skin’s microbiome

Directions: Use twice daily on the face, neck, and chest or as needed throughout the day

for an extra moisture boost. Apply sunscreen after AM application. Recycle container when

empty.

CRAM SESSION® Blue Light Blocking Moisturizer. MSRP $42.00CRAM SESSION® Blue Light Blocking Moisturizer. MSRP $42.00

All Skin Types 

Hydrates, nourishes and protects skin from damaging blue light emitted from digital

devices.

Star Ingredients: Fractionated Melanin, Sodium Hyaluronate, Jojoba Seed Oil, Vitamin

E, Vitamin A and Vitamin C

Pro Tip: Use daily on face, neck and chest in conjunction with blue light glasses to

guard against High Energy Visible (HEV) light, which causes premature aging.

Benefits:

• Protects skin from damaging blue-light emitted by digital devices

• Hydrates and promotes healthy skin

• Provides antioxidant protection and neutralizes free radicals

• Fortifies the skin’s natural moisture barrier

Directions: Use AM. Apply generously to the face, neck and chest. Apply sunscreen after

AM application. Recycle container when empty.

GOAL DIGGER® Soothing Gel Crème. MSRP $42.00GOAL DIGGER® Soothing Gel Crème. MSRP $42.00
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Dry Sensitive Skin.

Intensely hydrates and visibly improves the appearance of redness, uneven skin tone, fine

lines and dullness.

Photo Credit by HES

Star Ingredients: Hyaluronix ™Multi Molecular Hyaluronic Acid, Cucumber Extract, Turmeric

Root, Kale Extract, Niacinamide (Vitamin B3) and Ginger Root Extract 

Pro Tip: Mix a small amount with your liquid foundation for added moisture, radiance, and

seamless blendability.
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Photo Credit by HES

TREATTREAT

STUDY  BUDDY® Detoxifying Bentonite Clay Mask. MSRP $34.00STUDY  BUDDY® Detoxifying Bentonite Clay Mask. MSRP $34.00

All Skin Types.

Exfoliates, brightens, and decongests pores. Can your mask do that? STUDY BUDDY® uses

Bentonite Clay to draw out impurities and improve skin’s texture and tone. Winner of the

2019 Teen Vogue Acne Award for Best Mask.
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Star Ingredients: Bentonite Clay, Lactic Acid (AHA), Glycolic Acid, Tumeric and Vitamin C 

Benefits:

• Natural clay absorbs impurities and detoxifies the skin

• Decongests and tightens pores to improve overall skin texture

• Brightens and evens-out skin tone

• Warms upon application to melt away impurities

• AHAs gently exfoliate skin to reveal smoother, more radiant skin

Directions: Use 1 to 2 times a week, AM or PM. Apply a generous layer to clean, dry skin

avoiding the eye area. Leave on 15-20 minutes or until completely dry. Rinse with warm

water. Recycle container when empty.

Pro Tips:

• Use STUDY BUDDY® as an overnight spot treatment on pesky pimples to reduce redness

and inflammation.

• Steam your face prior to using STUDY BUDDY® for deeper product penetration (a really

great technique if one has blackheads on the nose and chin that are hard to extract.)

• Use on shoulders, back, arms, and chest to control body acne.

MBA® Renewing 0.5% Retinol Serum. MSRP $52.00MBA® Renewing 0.5% Retinol Serum. MSRP $52.00

All Skin Types

MBA,® a retinol serum to  gently activate, hydrate, and brighten skin’s appearance. As if

that

wasn’t enough, this super ingredient diminishes the appearance of breakouts,

hyperpigmentation, and prevents early signs of aging. Follow up with your favorite

moisturizer to lock in hydration. Increases cellular turnover, improves radiance, reduces

breakouts and diminishes the appearance of post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation.

Star Ingredients: Retinol, Sodium Hyaluronate, Allantoin and Oat Kernel Extract
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2019 TEEN VOGUE Award “Best Mask” 

Photo Credit by HES

Benefits:

• Drastically increases cellular turnover

• Boosts radiance and evens skin tone

• Visibly improves texture of the skin
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• Reduces post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation

• Prevents future breakouts and heals existing breakouts

Directions: For PM use only. Apply on clean, dry skin. Massage 1-2 pumps evenly on face,

neck, and chest. Follow with a moisturizer. Begin treatment by using twice a week and

gradually increase to nightly usage as tolerated. Use a sunscreen of SPF 30 or higher

every day when using this product. Recycle container when empty.

Pro Tips:

• Use MBA® as an overnight spot treatment on pesky pimples to speed up healing time

and prevent scarring.

• Introduce MBA® gradually to avoid flaking, peeling and/or redness when incorporating

retinol into your skincare routine.

• Protect that fresh skin! Use a sunscreen of SPF 30 or higher every day when using MBA.®

Warning:

• This product contains Retinol and will increase your skin’s sensitivity to the sun.

• Use a sunscreen of SPF 30 or higher and limit sun exposure while using this product.

• For external use only.

• Do not use if pregnant or lactating.

• One might experience flaking, peeling, and/or redness until skin is acclimated to Retinol.

• Keep out of eyes. If contact occurs, rinse thoroughly with cool water.

NIGHT OWL® Caffeinated Eye Crème. MSRP $32.00NIGHT OWL® Caffeinated Eye Crème. MSRP $32.00

All Skin Types 

Massaging rollerball applicator reduces puffiness, brightens, tightens and hydrates delicate

skin

around the eye area. 

Star  Ingredients: Caffeine, Kojic Acid Ester, Ubiquinone (CoQ10) and Soft Focus Powders
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Meet MBA,® a retinol serum to gently activate, hydrate, and brighten skin’s appearance  

Photo Credit by HES

Pro Tip: Keep in your skincare fridge for an invigorating experience upon application

that instantly diminishes puffiness around the eyes.

PROTECTPROTECT

SPRING BREAK®Oil Free Sunscreen SPF 30. MSRP $34.00SPRING BREAK®Oil Free Sunscreen SPF 30. MSRP $34.00
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NIGHT OWL® under eye cream with soft focus and special caffeinated formula 

Photo Credit by HES

All Skin Types

Non comedogenic formula provides broad spectrum UVA and UVB protection.

Star Ingredients: Vitamin E, Chamomile Flower Extract, Cucumber Fruit Extract, Camellia

Flower Extract and Grape Seed Extract

Pro Tip: This sunscreen is safe for sensitive skin, and doubles as a lightweight mattifying

foundation primer.
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Photo Credit by HES

MAKE OUT READY® Vegan Lip Balm w/ SPF 15. MSRP $9.00MAKE OUT READY® Vegan Lip Balm w/ SPF 15. MSRP $9.00

All Skin Types 

Keeps lips soft, smooth and protected. 

Star Ingredients: Organic Sunflower Seed Oil, Organic Cacao Butter and Coconut Oil,

Vitamin E and Organic Rosemary leaf extract WHAT’S SO UNIQUE: 100%  vegan formula 

with UVA UVB protection.
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KITSKITS

Power of 3® Discovery KitsPower of 3® Discovery Kits

Oily & acne prone skin

Dry & sensitive skin

Combination skin

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The brand startegy is based on education and skincare. There is a smart combination of

Higher Education + Skincare as a play on words, hence the name proclaims what the

company focuses on namely young adults who mostly enter or study at higher education

institutions and educate the younger generation to take care of their skin. The brand is not

afraid to use bright colorful marketing activities. The marketing activity shines with various

bright colours and is aimed at attracting the younger generation of teenagers and those

who study in higher educational institutions to the brand. Although in the design of

packaging and sets the soft, stylish, seasoned pastel colors prevail. 

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The company actively conducts various marketing campaigns, provides support to

purchasing partners and supports sales with different initiatives and free giveaways of its
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own merchandising products. It has various Beach House Public Relations (PR, Social,

Marketing), makes Beauty Editorial Support (Media Outlets, Influencers), drives

Social Media Strategies (drive traffic to Channel Partner), arranges Gift with Purchase.

Display Unit Concept

Photo Credit by HES

HES TARGET CONSUMER IS:HES TARGET CONSUMER IS:

THOUGHTFUL & INVOLVED IN THE COMMUNITY;

BUSY & GOAL-ORIENTED;

LIVE AN ACTIVE & HEALTHY LIFESTYLE;

SOCIAL & VALUE HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS;

VALUE EXPERIENCES OVER MATERIAL GOODS;

CONCERNED ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT;

EMBRACE INDIVIDUALITY & DIVERSITY.

PARTNER EXCLUSIVESPARTNER EXCLUSIVES

Exclusive Initial Launch Offering;

Exclusive Initial Launch Sets;

Exclusive New Product Launches;
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Exclusive GWP’s Promotional Materials;

Exclusive Sampling on Channel Partner .com;

Travel Sizes in Select Units.

Photo Credit by HES

ONGOING SUPPORTONGOING SUPPORT

Activations & Programs to Support Channel Partner;

Ongoing In-Store Sales Education Support.

RETAIL&SALES SUPPORTRETAIL&SALES SUPPORT

Ongoing in-store sales & education support;

Generous gratis program for retail partners sales associate.
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INSTORE CONSUMER SUPPORTINSTORE CONSUMER SUPPORT

QR Codes on every product to drive promotions;

Educational videos and product storytelling.

ONLINE CONSUMER SUPPORTONLINE CONSUMER SUPPORT

Evolved E-Learning Platform;

Innovative, dermatologist-approved Skin Analysis Tool to provide a touch-free in-store

consultation;

‘THE GLOW’ monthly blog to engage and empower customers, and drive traffic to retail

partners and .com.

INITIATIVESINITIATIVES

Clean beauty is a no-brainer. Clean beauty is a no-brainer. 

So is a clean ocean. Every continent is connected by oceans and how people

treat impacts, everyone, everywhere. Higher Education Skincare is a proud partner of The

Ocean Conservancy and its Champions for Sea Change program, where the company help

to protect the ocean and its invaluable marine life by doing our part to reduce plastic

waste.  | 

Education is everything. Education is everything. 

Learning results in growth, which is why Higher Education Skincare pushes boundaries to

create the most intelligent beauty formulas for ever-changing skin. It’s also why we’ve

partnered with  SEO, Sponsors for Educational Opportunities, a nonprofit that provides

education, mentorship,  and career development to talented youth in underserved and

underrepresented communities nationwide. | 

HES strives to create a legacy of learning and believe in lifelong education, so also created

 National Skincare Education Day, which designates that June 1 of each calendar year is

National Skincare Education Day, certified and proclaimed by the National Day Archives.

www.oceanconservancy.org

www.seo-usa.org
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Photo Credit by HES

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Higher Education Skincare, LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Chris Kraneiss Vice President, International…

E-mail:E-mail: ckraneiss@highereducationskincare.com

Website:Website: highereducationskincare.com

Phone:Phone: +17143569431

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Skincare

HES webpage

HES Instagram

HES Facebook

click here
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Curativa Bay is an amazing skincare line that uses mineral-rich

ingredients to create affordable, top-quality products. These

formulations are designed not only to treat skin conditions but also

improve skin health. Curativa Bay skincare line was founded in 2017 on a

simple principle of making spa-quality products using only hand-

selected organic and wild natural ingredients, sourced in the forest,

ocean of the US Pacific Northwest. These ingredients are formulated by

Jennifer Bell, Esthetician Skin Care Professional / Spa Owner, and

Dr.Alfred Granite, Ph.D. Microbiology. Proprietary Hypochlorous Skin

Spray, the highlight of the brand, was clinically tested to improve skin

health. The unique formula is based on 100+ year old Breakthrough

Technology Hypochlorous Acid (HOCL) that in recent years been made

stable maintaining its safe and organic status. Curativa's HOCL Mist not

only makes the skin feel very soft but speeds up the body's healing

process, helping heal cuts, abrasions, burns very quickly.

CURATIVA BAY PROPRIETARY
ORGANIC SKINCARE - THE CURE FOR

WHAT AGES YOU
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

For those who are familiar with the Tampa Bay area, the brand grew up in Passé-une-Grille,

the southernmost tip of St. Pete Beach Florida. The creators of the brand were a rugged

bunch, fishing and diving in the Gulf of Mexico. They loved the Gulf of Mexico, spending

long days in their treasured environment. Most of them had the first boat before they could

drive. They had their share of torched, peeling and damaged skin that followed us later in

life. And soon learned the consequences of not caring for the skin.

Curativa Bay had humble beginnings starting out in a little old place on a quiet bay

developing formulations from nature and the sea that produced results and improved skin

health. The team is a creative group educated in homeopathic skincare, Esthetics and a

Ph.D. Microbiologist, Dr. Alfred Granite. He spent 20 years conducting experiments and

testing diverse formulations for skin and pharmaceutical applications. The amazing

cosmetic solution works in conjunction with the skin's natural defences to protect against

environmental damage. There is just nothing comparable amongst the whole spectrum of

natural products that can bring so many benefits to the skin.

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

THE  BRAND'S USP - THE  BRAND'S USP - A World-Changing DiscoveryA World-Changing Discovery
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One day, Dr. Granite, now the CTO of the brand, completed months of testing and research

on a very promising technology, Stabilized Organic Hypochlorous Acid. He concluded this

substance not only improved skin health but was very effective on acne, blemishes,

rosacea, sunburn and more. It was very effective on eye afflictions such as blepharitis, dry

eye, styes and found recent scientific studies showing that it kills the HPV virus on contact. 

This substance had been studied and used since its discovery about 120 years ago for

medical applications. During World War I, it was used to accelerate healing and to prevent

infection on injured soldiers and was credited with saving thousands of lives and awarded

the Nobel Prize. After the process of stabilization, providing up to a 2-year shelf

life,  soon became the Flagship product used by

thousands, providing a 5-star rating everywhere sold, even at . Customers loved it

and supported us. It was a truly humbling experience.

Curativa skincare line, made from all Natural and Organic ingredients, has a loyal following

in the US and increasingly used in exclusive Spas and by Dermatologists and Cosmetic

Surgeons. Curativa products have earned a 100% 5-star rating. Using the HOCL as a base

to produce healthy skin and a results-driven skincare line to follow is a winning

combination. With the help of some of the most caring and intelligent people, one will ever

meet, the team has created, the best skincare line in existence using only natural and

organic ingredients and when used with Curativa Organic Hypochlorous Skin Spray as a

base, no one brand can't even come close to Curativa Bay.

THE PRODUCTS THE PRODUCTS 

Innovative Natural Science drives Curativa's manufacturing process. Curativa

has developed products that enhance and improve most skincare concerns such as aging,

health, acne/blemishes, dryness, peeling, redness, wrinkles and more.  The company

is also developing a Vegan skincare line that contains no animal products or byproducts,

such as beeswax, creating beauty in abundance. 

No Animal Testing;

FDA Registered;

In-House Quality Control Systems;

Kosher Certified Materials;

Curativa Bay (HOCL) Skin Spray

Amazon
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Vegan Formulas; 

Sustainable Raw Materials;

Sustainable Practices;

Recycled packaging, shipping, and marketing materials;

Biodegradable Products.

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

Advanced Hypochlorous Skin SprayAdvanced Hypochlorous Skin Spray

Hypochlorous acid (HOCl) is the most important substance naturally made by the human

body that can be produced at a commercial scale– pure and stable— and made available

for routine use in cosmetic care. There is just nothing comparable amongst the whole

spectrum of natural products that can bring so many benefits to skincare.

The scientific evidence supporting these effects is plentiful and is published in the most

rigorous and prestigious biomedical and chemistry journals. Newly discovered features of

HOCl have come about from the value of making it pure, homogeneous and more

comparable to the way it’s naturally made and delivered to the sites of need in the body.
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Made by human white blood cells and others that reside in skin and brain tissues, HOCl

serves as the body’s ‘first responder’ to irritation and injury—correcting blemishes Acne,

hurrying the healing of all kinds of wounds, and maintaining health and wellness of skin at

all stages of life. Short-lived when applied topically, it quickly triggers cascades of local

events that all contribute to restoring skin to its optimal condition, and overcoming the

commonplace damage experienced by the body’s largest organ—skin—as it deals with

daily insults from the environment, physical, chemical and infectious.

Regular use of Curativa Bay HOCL offers an array of benefits that extend from enhancing

skin tone and inhibiting the toll of skin ageing changes, to relief from skin anomalies and

discomfort wherever there has been irritation or injury, with proven cleansing, soothing and

calming effects at points of need. Redness and damaging changes from routine exposure

to influences that can harm skin appearance and feel are intercepted and reversed. These

outcomes are especially helpful after dermatological procedures, as an adjunct to

recovery. Advanced skincare options are opened up with the adoption of daily topical pure

HOCl for routine application, no matter what age or sex—good things will come about, and

will be noticed and enjoyed. It's 100% Natural and Organic.

Curativa Bay's Hypochlorous Skin Spray has been used as a preventive measure by

cleansing hands, face, and all surfaces. Thus the brand has recently increased in sales up

to 5000 pieces per week because of spray’s effect based only on its pure quality and

research on Hypochlorous by customers (according to ).

Retinol Moisturizer - 97% Naturally Derived and 71% OrganicRetinol Moisturizer - 97% Naturally Derived and 71% Organic

A powerful cocktail of antioxidants combined with Vitamin A to diminish the appearance of

fine lines, wrinkles, and premature aging due to sun exposure. This results-oriented

formulation replenishes and protects the skin’s moisture barrier while protecting skin

against the abuse of the elements. A perfect solution for those individuals that are new to

retinol regimes.

Directions for use. Directions for use. Take a small amount on the fingers and apply over the face and

massage until fully absorbed.

Seaborne MoisturizerSeaborne Moisturizer

Instagram Page
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A key component of Curativa Marine Complex face care protocol is this super hydrating

creme. Phyto-chemicals and 90+ ocean minerals, structured water and polysacharides

combine with the finest of proven hydrating ingredients of shea butter and jojoba oil to

provide super hydration and moisturization for the skin. Light and fresh for all skin types,

this deeply penetrating and absorbing lotion is the perfect accompaniment for

Curativa Seaborn Facial Cleanser and Hypochlorous Skin Spray. Seaborn Marine

Moisturizer will rapidly restore firmness and elasticity to tired and overworked skin.

Suitable for all skin types.

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

The key ingredients are:

Organic Aloe Vera, Kosher Vegetable Glycerin, Organic Safflower Oil;

Plant-Based Hyaluronic Acid, Ocean Mineral Complex, Organic Blue Green Algae;

Irish Moss, Organic Yarrow, Shea Butter, Organic Jojoba Oil.

Age Defied CleanserAge Defied Cleanser

All skin types will love this product! A foaming exfoliating cleanser with Glycolic Acid,

Salicylic Acid, Hibiscus Petals, and Jojoba Beads gently slough off dead skin cells and

reduce the look of pores. This formulation has been shown to help speed cellular turnover,
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smooth complexions and refine skin tone, color, and texture. Tightens and brightens

without stripping essential oils from the skin. Gentle enough for daily use.

Retinol Moisturizer is a result-oriented powerful cocktail of antioxidants combined with Vitamin A to diminish the

appearance of fine lines, wrinkles, and premature aging due to sun exposure

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

Directions for use.Directions for use. Apply a small amount to fingers, lather with warm water, gently wash

face/neck/decollete to cleanse of all oils, dirt, and makeup. For best results use morning

and night. It is recommended that prior to exposure to the sun, users cover areas where

AHAs have been applied with sunscreen. Contact of the product with the skin must be of

limited frequency and duration.

Seaborne CleanserSeaborne Cleanser

Pamper own skin with ocean derived ingredients – long known for their benefits to achieve

and maintain healthy and youthful skin. Saturated with a proprietary seaweed and mineral

complex, this cleanser is packed with vitamin, minerals, trace elements and

polysaccharides for a balanced and dewy complexion. When used with the Hypochlorous

protocol, age spots disappear, wrinkles minimize and skin glows. Combined with other

nourishing and skin enriching botanicals including, tea tree oil, burdock root, and red
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clover, this is one of Curativa's favorite daily regiments!

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

Directions for use. Directions for use. To be used daily, morning and night. Dispense a small amount into

hands, later with warm water, wash in small rotating circles over the entire face, neck and

decollete. Rinse with warm water. Use after application of Marine Complex Masque and

follow with a spritzing of Marine Complex Toner.

Simply Clear CleanserSimply Clear Cleanser

Give the overworked skin some love with this effective, but gentle, cleanser. This powerful

cleanser blends the anti-flammatory benefits of cayenne with the antiseptic benefits of

clove and the astringent benefits of willow bark. Perfect for all oily and blemish prone skin

types, this face wash is designed to eliminate oils and dirt on skin, cornerstone to promote

a cleaner, clearer complexion.
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Curativa's Cleansers. Skincare that focuses on results and healthy skin

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

Directions for use. Directions for use. Apply a small amount to fingers, lather with warm water, gently wash

face/neck/decollete to cleanse of all oils, dirt, and makeup. For best results use morning

and night. It can be used in a foaming bottle or with a pump.

Essential C Hyaluronic Acid - 98% Naturally Derived and 72% OrganicEssential C Hyaluronic Acid - 98% Naturally Derived and 72% Organic

The perfect elixir for aging, sun-damaged skin. This Vitamin C serum is a concentrated

delivery system for the highest form of active, bio-available Vitamin C. The vitamin C in

the formulation is Stay C 50, a stabilized (phosphorylated) sodium salt of L-ascorbic acid.

The esterification of ascorbic acid protects vitamin C from destruction by oxidation. The

result is a stable, highly effective Vitamin C – combined with the superior moisturizing

power of botanically derived hyaluronic acid and natural jojoba oil, the tightening and

moisture retention power of Witch Hazel, along with the collagen production boosting

properties of the amino acid Arginine. This serum works wonders to repair the effects of

sun damage, lighten sun and age spots, smooth and brighten for more beautiful skin. You

will love this serum!
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Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

Directions for use. Directions for use. Serums are delivery systems for ingredients. Wash and pat skin dry. If

you are going to use a toner, apply the toner before the serum. Apply a small amount to

entire face, neck and decollete. Allow drying. It can be used daily; can be used under

makeup. Follow with any of Curativa moisturizers.

Natural Rose SerumNatural Rose Serum

It’s a comprehensive anti-aging serum that gets rid of redness ASAP. Panthenol and

niacinamide work together to banish redness and dark spots. They lend a helping hand to

those with acne, and they help the skin retain valuable moisture. CoQ10 and rose balance

and protect against free radicals, while MSM rebuilds and maintains the skin from the

inside out.

Hyaluronic acid hydrates and plumps for long-lasting cellular hydration. While soothing and

cooling aloe and cucumber help keep things irritation-free. Organic aloe also contributes to

advanced collagen production and skin repair. The results are clear, blemish and dark-

spot-free skin. Formulated with Curativa's 100% natural and carbomer-free base, the aroma

is a nice cucumber-rose, and the color a slightly opaque, mild orange-pink.

Directions for use.Directions for use. Apply to clean skin morning and/or night. It can be worn under makeup.
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Natural Firming Eye CremeNatural Firming Eye Creme

The eyes have it all with this revolutionary product – a highly advanced formulation

combines the cutting-edge peptides of Matrixyl 3000 and Tripeptide-5 plus ocean-based

retinol and fruit-based Glycolic Acid to a firm, rejuvenate, repair and soothe fragile skin

around the eye. This, combined with dozens of botanicals, pure plant oils, and organic

vitamins and minerals will leave the eye area soft and hydrated with the look of fine lines

and wrinkles minimized.

Directions for use.Directions for use. After cleansing, lightly pat small amount around the eye area, allow

absorbing.

Natural Cranberry Blueberry ScrubNatural Cranberry Blueberry Scrub

Blueberries and cranberries load the skin with anti-oxidant power and Vitamin C for free-

radical scavenging. Pomegranate, rhubarb, and dandelion lend their youthening

bioflavonoids to this blend. Jojoba beads, olive, and hibiscus decongest the pores and

exfoliate the skin to receive the oxygen enhancing vitamins and minerals found in the

detoxifying berries and herbs that make up this gentle scrub.

Directions for use.Directions for use. Use a small dollop in a circular fashion on the face and/or body for

gentle exfoliation. It can use with fingertips or with a cloth. Rinse off with warm water.
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Whether stay at home or away on vacation the skin routine is always important. Curativa Bay highly recommends

Curativa Bay Natural Essential-C Hyaluronic Acid Serum into everyday routine

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

Natural Cranberry Blueberry MasqueNatural Cranberry Blueberry Masque

The first thing noticed is the amazing natural scent of wild berries. This berry-filled

formulation will hyper-oxygenate the skin cells with its antioxidant load of berries.

Blueberries bring to the skin an arsenal of anti-aging benefits. Cranberries add to the blend

with active bioflavonoids as well as much needed vitamins. A gentle exfoliation utilizing

fresh fruit pulp, and deeper cell renewal and collagen production with Glycolic acid. This

decadent and restorative treatment is a must-have for every face.

Directions for use. Apply generously to face and neck area creating a thick coating. Mask

does have glycolic so it may tingle on some clients but that is normal. Leave on for 15-30

minutes; can be applied under steam. Use a damp cloth or warm water to remove. Follow

with one of Curativa foaming face washes, toner, serum and moisturizer for full treatment.

Mask does have natural fibers so it great to leave on then use circular motions to slough

off dead skin and exfoliate.
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Curativa Cranberry Blueberry Masque is a real smoothie for a face with the amazing natural scent of wild berries.

This berry-filled formulation will hyper-oxygenate skin cells with antioxidants, exfoliate, and ensure a deeper cell

renewal

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Curativa Bay is offered for sale in over 100 stores in the US and Canada through Palko

Distributing and 11 Independent Distributors. The brand is also sold online through

own , and also at , , , , , and

. The Esthetician line is a membership and produces custom made products for

Spas and Independent brands throughout the US and Canada. Curativa Bay Inc. is a

relatively young company with great ambitions and technologically strong products that

actively develop locally and have already earned the love of many customers in the United

States. Now the company is ready to enter new markets to earn the hearts of customers

around the world.

website Amazon Ebay Beautybridge.com Etsy.com Facebook

Instagram
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Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

PRICESPRICES

Some Curativa Bay Curativa Bay products recommended retail prices for the US are:

Age Defied Cleanser - $39,99;

Seaborne Cleanser -$37,99;

Simply Clear Cleanser -$39,99;

Seaborne Moist -$38,95;

Natural Retinol Moist -$39,95;

Firming Eye Crème - $38,95;

Essential C Serum - $38,95;

Rose Serum - $43,99;

Blueberry Masque -$45,00;

Blueberry Scrub -$39,99;

Hypochlorous Spray - $32,99.

MEDIAMEDIA

"Curativa Bay (www.curativabay.com) is a boutique Veteran Owned skin care manufacturer

located in Clearwater Florida providing innovative natural and organic skin care solutions

with an emphasis on Organic Hypochlorous Acid Skin Mist." PRNewswire
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"Newly discovered features of HOCl have come about from the value of making it pure,

homogeneous and more comparable to the way it’s naturally made and delivered to the

sites of need in the body. Benefits to the body: Regular use of Curativa Bay Hypochlorous

Spray offers an array of benefits that extend from enhancing skin tone, and inhibiting the

toll of skin ageing changes, to relief from discomfort wherever there has been irritation or

injury, with proven cleansing, soothing and calming effects at points of need."

REFERENCES REFERENCES 

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

EINPresswire.com
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Curativa Bay Inc.

Contact person:Contact person: William Maher, CEO

E-mail:E-mail: info@curativabay.com

Website:Website: curativabay.com

Phone:Phone: +1 727-742-6636

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Curativa Bay Webpage

Curativ Bay Facebook Page

Curativa Bay Presentation

ppt

click here
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BIOPEPTIX – is a unique series of innovative cosmetic products

developed by Israeli company Aviv Cosmetics and produced in the USA.

The line contains active ingredients, based on the latest research

findings in dermatology - biopeptides, growth factors and anti-glycation

agents. At the same time Biopeptix includes plant extracts, fruit acids in

therapeutic concentration and natural fruit puree. Combination of

scientific research and natural ingredients made this line a real

breakthrough in cosmetology, offering patients best of the two worlds. 

BIOPEPTIX EVIDENCE-BASED
SKINCARE LINE
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 was founded in 2007 by Dr. Dov Luxman in Tel-Aviv, Israel. The
name Biopeptix symbolizes the ingredients in these skincare products –
biopeptides – short-chain proteins, which bind to skin cell receptors and
stimulate regeneration and protection of the skin, weakened and lost by the
skin in the result of damage, caused by ecological factors and premature
ageing. Today, Israel is considered to be the medical capital of the world, as
medicine and aesthetics in this country stepped so far that no one can
compete with it. Israeli cosmetics can be discussed for hours - it is a natural
and high-tech, and contains unique ingredients of the Dead Sea. If you still
have not paid attention to beauty products from Israel, then it is time to
correct this mistake and discover BIOPEPTIX.

source - www.missbagira.ru

This unique skincare line was created with the combination of the most effective formulas

under careful supervision of Dr. Luxman, a practicing physician for 30 years.

“To me it seems patently clear that the field of professional cosmetics comes close to and

even overlaps areas of aesthetic medicine, i.e. dermatology and plastic surgery. Products

and treatments alike should be based on scientific evidence. Fresh findings should be

made public for the benefit of all those engaged in the field and subject to systematic

BIOPEPTIX
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review. This way, the field of professional cosmetics will earn the acclaim it truly deserves!

When I conceived the Biopeptix product line, what I had in mind was to combine the best

in cosmetic tradition with cutting-edge cosmetic technology suited to the third millennium”,

says Dr. Luxman. 

Evidence-based skincare - is the motto of BIOPEPTIX. All the formulations were created on

the basis of active agents with proved efficacy in the sphere of regeneration of the skin

balance and treatment of the skin disorders. The production of Biopeptix is completely

eco-friendly and the products are not tested on animals. 

source - www.estet-portal.com

Why do we age?Why do we age?

The human body is aging for several internal and external reasons. Among them are

genetic predisposition, hormonal changes, photo-aging due to exposure to sunlight,

nutrient deficiency, the effect of toxins (tobacco, alcohol, etc.). However, in the center of

the mechanism of aging, there are two chemical reactions - oxidation and glycation.

Glycation - is a chemical reaction that occurs as a result of fixing the free sugars to protein

molecules. It affects the whole body. At the last stage of this chemical reaction, appear end

products of glycosylation - Advanced Glycation Endproducts (A.G.E). They are a major
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cause of skin aging, because the effects of glycation are most susceptible to elastin and

collagen - fibrillar proteins of the dermis. Over time, they become tougher and tougher

because of all the greater fixation of sugar molecules to proteins. And the result: laxity,

wrinkles, pigmentation and redness worsening, violation of skin scarring. All these signs of

aging are directly or indirectly caused by the process of glycosylation, which occurs in our

body continuously, and with age only increases.

Unfortunately, our body has no defense system against glycation. It can only be slowed

down by choosing a healthy lifestyle, avoiding excessive exposure to sun, doing physical

exercises, quitting smoking and alcohol, balanced nutrition, avoiding too fried and sugary

foods. But for the fight with glycation and its consequences (A.G.E.), you can use external

tools.

source - www.meg21.com

All BIOPEPTIX products contain anti-glycation agents, considered to be the latest findings

in the anti-ageing sphere. One of these agents is aminoguanidine - a powerful activator of

cell division. It stimulates the division of cells of the basal layer of the skin, accelerates

regeneration and stimulates collagen synthesis. The division of the basal cells is the first

phase of renewal of the epidermis. Newly formed cells displace cells of the upper layer of
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the skin and subsequently renew the epidermis completely.  

Oxidation of cells is also one of the basic processes of skin aging. On the one hand, life is

impossible without oxygen, and each cell needs it in order to produce energy and saturate

proteins. On the other hand, it causes depletion of oxygen, destruction and disintegration,

and as a result, aging and death of cells.  Environment, pollution, solar radiation and

cigarette smoke generate free radicals, which can have various degrees of damaging

effects. The proteins (collagen, elastine), cell membrane lipids and DNA can be damaged

by free radicals, which cause premature aging and ceven ancer. In recent years, numerous

anti-aging medical research focused on the study of oxidation and free radicals, trying to

slow down these processes.

source - www.antiwrinklecreme.org

BIOPEPTIX line is enriched with powerful anti-oxidants (lycopene, bioflavon, resveratrol,

vitamins), anti-bacterial compounds (proanthocyanins), healing and toning agents (allantoin,

squalane and Centella Asiatica), as well as excellent moisturizers (hyaluronic acid,

glycosaminoglycans).

The ingredients’ great efficacy is further boosted through the use of the latest innovation in
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conduction means – the . Fullerenes - are molecular compounds made, as

diamonds, only of carbon atoms, which are arranged at the vertices of regular hexagons

and pentagons, which constitute the surface of a sphere. A spatial structure enveloping the

active compounds that helps them penetrate the skin deeply with an efficiency that is tens

of times greater than that of liposome-mediated penetration. For this breakthrough, the

fullerene discoverers received a Nobel Prize in 1997. 

Fullerene (source - www.lookfordiagnosis.com)

Fullerenes are the most powerful antioxidants among known to date, and their mechanism

of action is fundamentally different from that of all other antioxidants. They act even in

microdoses, maintaining efficiency for a long time. Fullerenes reduce concentration of free

radicals, normalize cellular metabolism, increase the ability of cells to regenerate, thus

preserving youth. By efficacy, fullerenes exceed the most famous of antioxidants, vitamin

C, for 125 times! If other antioxidants are consumed during the reaction, the fullerene

facilitates mutual destruction of free radicals and at the same time it is not consumed at

all. Instead of attacking neighboring molecules, free radicals can react with each other and

form harmless compounds. But the meeting of two free radicals are not so likely at their

low concentrations. Fullerenes have an ability to collect them on their surfaces, thus

providing their meeting. Combined, they destroy each other, and wherein the fullerene

does not change. That is why the fullerene acts as effectively as the majority of other

antioxidants, and that is why it has a long-lasting effect.

fullerenes
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Currently another phenomenon is receiving increasing attention in the creation of

pharmaceutical and cosmetic preparations - . Most natural substances are

produced in more than one form. These forms differ from each other not only in structure

and shape, but in activity and effectiveness as well. Most compounds have two

asymmetrical forms designated as left (L for Levo) or right (D for Dextro). Incorporation of

organic compounds in cosmetic products requires careful selection of these ingredients.

Ingredients that are either (L) or (D) may not absorb into skin at the same rate and may

have lower effectiveness. BIOPEPTIX cosmeceuticals utilize the ingredients in their correct

left (L) or right (D) form in all cosmetic formulations to assure optimal absorption and

effectiveness.

Two enantiomers of a generic amino acid that is chiral (source - www.en.wikipedia.org)

The advantage of Biopeptix treatments is a two-stage peeling of the skin with natural fruit

acids, allowing to reach the maximum anti-ageing effect by a so called "controlled

trauma", based on the concept "peel and heal". Biopeptix injures the skin to stimulate

natural renewal processes.

Patients with mature skin will discover the advantage of  and .

chirality

Pome-Peel Pump-Skin Peel
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Pome Peel contains natural pomegranate puree. Glycolic and Lactic acids gently exfoliate

the skin, increase moisture level and reduce irritation and dryness. Pomegranate puree is

rich in antioxidant polyphenols and contains a high concentration of anti-inflammatory, anti-

bacterial and anti-viral compounds. Pome-peel provides visible regeneration and

rejuvenation of the skin. Pump-Skin Peel is a fruit-acid/enzyme formula based on organic

pumpkin fruit specially developed as an exfoliation accelerator with outstanding keratolytic

properties. Pumpkin Puree, Wine and Enzymes are used as an exfoliation accelerator, a

powerful antioxidant and a mild retinoic acid substitute. Pump-Skin Peel activates

receptors responsible for activating cell-turnover. It is a perfect exfoliator for mature skin

and environmentally-stressed skin.

source - www.biopeptix.com

 with L-Lactic acid and plant-derived enzymes will provide exfoliation and

toning to the dry skin.  and  were created specifically for

patients with oily and acnetic skin, prone to infections and inflammations. The 4-Berry Peel

is a 100% natural red cherry puree blended with chiral AHA’s of L-Lactic Acid, L-Tartaric

Blue Enzyme Peel

Sali Zyme Peel 4-Berry Peel
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Acid, L-Malic Acid, BHA Salicylic Acid and enzymes. Highly active ingredients exert their

anti-bacterial, anti-inflammatory, soothing and regenerative effects to calm the skin and

improve it's appearance and structure. Sali-Zyme Peel is a professional strength chemical

peeling based on Salicylic acid and plant-derived exfoliating enzymes. Salicylic acid is a

highly effective keratolytic compound and Bromelain/Papain is an enzymatic complex that

enhances exfoliation and moisturizes the skin. Sali-Zyme Peel protects the skin from

harmful environmental influence and has anti-inflammatory effect.

 is a superb formula for smoothing, firming, toning and mildly exfoliating the

sensitive skin. It contains D-Cranberry Complex – highly beneficial for its antioxidant and

its gentle anti-bacterial properties. Cranberry Peel boosts the healing process within the

skin. Subtropical Peel from Effect Plus line provides expecially strong rejuvenating effect.

Refreshing All Around Mint Peel will suit all types of skin. Deep peeling is enhanced by a

Pre-Peel toner, which reduces PH level of the skin and allows for maximum effect. 

Apart for effective peelings, patients are offered a wide range of creams, masks, cleansers,

scrubs and serums.  serum will provide instant firming effect. Its powerful formula,

based on botox-like ingredient Syn-Ake, acts like a snake venom and reduces wrinkles.

 mask is a unique formula created for protection of the skin from free radicals and

solar radiation. It contains a wide range of powerfil anti-oxidants and nutralizes toxins.

 eye serum reduces puffines and dark circles in the eye-area. And 

 eye cream with a powerful peptide formula with reduce wrinkles and restore

collagen. 

Currently BIOPEPTIX offers its customers 52 products for each skin type and 8 effective

treatments:

acne&scars treatment – for oily skin;

anti-aging treatment - for mature skin;

instant lifting treatment – for mature skin;

rosacea treatment;

sensitive skin treatment;

bio-rejuvenation treatment – for mature and photo-aged skin;

uplift protocol – for sagging skin;

extra moisture treatment – for dry skin.

Cranberry Peel

Pro-Lift

Spin Trap

Clear&Fresh Multi-

Peptide
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Biopeptix products are not sold in retail chains or online stores. These products can be

purchased only from official trained representatives or beauty institutions. Interested

beauticians are invited to visit BIOPEPTIX training center in Tel-Aviv to derive the most of

this unique brand and treatments. 

source - www.biopeptix.com
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Aviv-Cosmetics LTD.

Contact person:Contact person: Orli Borger

E-mail:E-mail: sales@avivcosmetics.com

Website:Website: biopeptix.com/

Phone:Phone: +972 3 624 33 16

Patent status:Patent status: Yes

On market since:On market since: 2007

Regions:Regions: United States, Israel

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Biopeptix

Wikipedia Chirality

Wikipedia

Fullerene

Estet Portal

Biopeptix Catalogue (eng)

click here
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LUNA MICROCARE® is a London-based innovative skincare brand born

in 2019, which utilizes the patented Micro Channel Patch technology

and revolutionary formulations with clinically proven results. Its

pioneering formulations aim to provide a surgery-free solution for

various skin concerns. The focus at Luna Microcare is understanding

changes in the skin’s appearance and creating solutions that overcome

the limitation of conventional skincare products. All brand products are

based on natural hyaluronic acid in the form of self-dissolving micro-

cones. The microstructure concentrates and precisely delivers the active

ingredients to target areas of concern for improving the targeted skin

condition. Luna's products address various skin conditions, including

ageing, wrinkles, expression lines, dark spots, hyperpigmentation, acne,

LUNA MICROCARE® LONDON-BASED
INNOVATIVE SURGERY-FREE

SKINCARE
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hormonal breakout, and whiteheads. The fact that they address a wide

variety of skin concerns makes it possible for everyone to use the

products, making Luna Microcare an inclusive brand.
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

All science-backed products are a result of  , a research

and development company specializing in Aesthetic Medicine Solutions. Imperial

Bioscience Limited was founded in 2016 by and is a biopharmaceutical

company committed to developing and commercializing innovative therapeutics to provide

life-enhancing treatments. Imperial Bioscience has grown rapidly over the last five years,

with a dedicated research and development team of professionals in biotechnology and

transdermal delivery systems. The development of new products is science-led, driven by

research and results. The core values of the company are innovation and invention; its

products reflect these ideologies through the continued creation and use of new, patent-

protected technology to produce best-in-class therapeutics that make real, palpable

differences in the lives of many. Imperial Bioscience is unique in its market, producing

clinically proven products with results published in highly regarded journals.

The founding principle of Imperial Bioscience is closely connected with the biotechnology

researchers; aspirations to transform ideas confined to academic papers or remaining in

the laboratory into practical products. Traditional methods of delivering drug substances

(active ingredients) into the human body include orally administered medicines, injections,

ointments, and patches.

The “dissolving microstructure” developed, produced, and commercialised by Imperial

Bioscience has enhanced the existing drug delivery system, making it not only safer and

more convenient but also more efficient in the delivery of active ingredients. This new

delivery system developed by Imperial Bioscience will lead to significant change and

maximize convenience in peoples' daily lives. This will allow many people to maintain their

youth and beauty by delivering active ingredients more effectively than conventional

methods as well as more safely and conveniently than medical procedures and treatments.

Imperial Bioscience sells under the Luna Microcare® brand. The brand prides itself on

helping people to maintain their youth and beauty more effectively than through traditional

cosmetic applications, more safely and conveniently than clinical interventions. The

company always strives to bring together science, technology, and beauty.

Imperial Bioscience Laboratories

Dr Muhammet Avcil 
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Imperial Bioscience Laboratories is a biopharmaceutical company specializing in Aesthetic Medicine Solutions

committed to developing and commercializing innovative therapeutics has developed LUNA MICROCARE®

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

PRODUCTS AND PRICESPRODUCTS AND PRICES

SELF-DISSOLVING MICRO-CONESSELF-DISSOLVING MICRO-CONES

Ingredients-filled microstructures are gently dissolved within two hours of application.

REVOLUTIONARY FORMULATIONSREVOLUTIONARY FORMULATIONS

Luna's vegan formula is made of a specialized synergistic blend, which includes

ingredients such as salicylic acid, hyaluronic acid, tranexamic acid, marine extract mix, and

etc.

HOW AND WHY THESE PRODUCTS WERE DEVELOPED?HOW AND WHY THESE PRODUCTS WERE DEVELOPED?
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The name Luna was inspired by the goddess of the moon, Selene

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

In all topical applications, the main complication appears to be the absence of effective

delivery of the active ingredients to where they are needed most. Nutraceuticals can

provide vitamins, carotenoids, and fatty acids to help with many skin issues. However, with

the wrong application, they can result in a lack of stability and poor diffusion of most

compounds through human skin. Specifically, bioactive proteins and peptides, which do

not normally permeate through the skin due to hydrophilic nature and molecular weights

and thus, have not reached their full potentials in cosmetic industry.

With hyaluronic acid-based microneedle patches, the possibility of effective delivery of

active proteins and peptides has presented great opportunities for achieving desired

results for skin care. The patches provide subtle and sentinel means to delivery bioactive

ingredients deep into the skin with retaining intact and active forms. The formula of the

micro needle was also unique and required extensive research by the team at Imperial

Bioscience to ensure the ingredients and bio-actives chosen were effective at reducing

various skin concerns. Furthermore, the ingredients had to be compatible with each other

when formulated and the correct ratios were determined to optimize the tangible skin

benefits.
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGYINNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

In recent years, an innovative transdermal delivery technique has attracted great interest

for its ability to distribute cosmeceuticals for several applications, including biomolecules

for skin-related problems. The new developments in both biomolecules and micro needle

delivery system have presented an opportunity for tackling skin concerns varying from

acne to premature skin ageing. In addition, the innovative microstructure technology

overcomes the skin diffusion limitations for optimum results that raise the bar for

performance and safety. The brand is proud to call itself cruelty-free and vegan!

PRODUCTSPRODUCTS

1. ETERNAL (8 patches) Recommended Retail Price (RRP) £1201. ETERNAL (8 patches) Recommended Retail Price (RRP) £120

Properties:Properties:

Eye-zone care

Anti-aging

Anti-wrinkle

Action:Action:

Reduces the appearance of fine lines

Visibly smooths wrinkles

Improves hydration

Restores skin density

Improves skin thickness

Collagen boosting actives

Nourishes and strengthens
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The fact that all products address a wide variety of skin concerns makes Luna Microcare an inclusive brand

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

Created as a non-invasive treatment, it releases the unique and synergistic blend of active

ingredients into the skin via microchannels to ensure an immediate and long-lasting

youthful look and beauty.

2. LUMINOUS (8 patches) RRP £1152. LUMINOUS (8 patches) RRP £115

Micro Targeting Pigment Corrector

Action:Action:
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ETERNAL Patch Kit for Eye-zone care

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

Visibly reduces the appearance of hyperpigmentation

Improves the look of uneven skin tone

Actives prevent reappearance of discoloration

Improves hydration

Protects against free radicals

Nourishes and strengthens

An innovative solution for hyperpigmentation and uneven skin tone. Delivers the exclusive

complex of brightening ingredients directly into the skin via micro-channels. Improves skin

brightness, texture, and evenness.

3. FLAWLESS 3. FLAWLESS (8 patches & 16 cleaning swabs) RRP £40(8 patches & 16 cleaning swabs) RRP £40

Spot Clarifying Micro Channel Patch Kit

Action:Action:
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LUMINOUS Micro Targeting Pigment Corrector

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

Visibly reduces blemishes

Balances sebum level

Adjuvant in reducing skin redness

Improves hydration

Nourishes and strengthens

An innovative solution for acne-prone skin. An active complex of scientifically proven

ingredient is delivered via self-dissolving micro-cones. It works from the inside-out to fight

spots leaving the skin clear, smooth, and hydrated.

4. LUMIERE (8 patches & 16 cleaning swabs) RRP £454. LUMIERE (8 patches & 16 cleaning swabs) RRP £45

Blemish Clarifying Micro Channel Patch Kit

Action:Action:

Diminishes the appearance of acne-related scarring

Blurs away blemish marking

Improves the look of uneven skin tone

Improves hydration
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Nourishes and strengthens

FLAWLESS Spot Clarifying Micro Channel Patch Kit

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

An innovative solution for post-acne scars and marks. The blemish clarifying formula

targets imperfections via self-dissolving micro-cones, assisting in reducing the visibility of

acne marks and spots in a few applications.

5. ENLIGHTEN (8 patches) RRP £1105. ENLIGHTEN (8 patches) RRP £110

Micro Targeting Dark Spot Corrector

Action:Action:

Reduces signs of dark spots

Blurs away blemish marking

Free radical neutralising actives

Improves hydration

Nourishes and strengthens
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LUMIERE Blemish Clarifying Micro Channel Patch Kit

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

An innovative solution for dark spots and uneven skin tone. These self-dissolving micro-

cones of anti-pigmentation actives target dark spots at their sources, enhancing the skin’s

radiance and illuminating from within.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

LUNA MICROCARE® design is clean, simple, yet elegant. The face of Selene, goddess of

moon, infused with our brand name, we have obtained timeless and chic logo. The name

Luna was inspired by the goddess of the moon, Selene. Selene falls in love with a mortal

called Endymion, which infuriates Zeus, exiling Endymion to the depths of the

Mediterranean Sea. However, this doesn’t help, and Endymion requests immortality from

Zeus so that he can be with Selene forever. Later on, Zeus accepts Endymion’s wish and

grants him immortality. Selene and Endymion’s love lasts forever. Taking inspiration from

this story, we created the brand name, hoping that the beauty and solutions that Luna

Microcare provides will be as forever as Selene and Endymion’s love.
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ENLIGHTEN Micro Targeting Dark Spot Corrector

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

The brand likes to put emphasis on the products’ effectiveness and results, so LUNA

MICROCARE® ensures to point out the clinically proven results that each product has to

offer.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Today the products are available in the UK, Germany, France, Switzerland, Italy, Denmark,

Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Romania, Iran, Turkey, Iraq, Hong Kong, Russia, and

Cyprus.

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

Women’s Health Skincare Award Winner 2022Women’s Health Skincare Award Winner 2022

Women’s Health Innovation Award Winner 2022Women’s Health Innovation Award Winner 2022
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The unique microstructure concentrates and precisely delivers the active ingredients to target areas of concern

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

Aesthetics Awards Finalist 2022Aesthetics Awards Finalist 2022

COSMOPROF Awards Finalist 2022COSMOPROF Awards Finalist 2022

Vogue Editor’s Pick 2021Vogue Editor’s Pick 2021

Luxury Lifestyle Awards Winner 2021Luxury Lifestyle Awards Winner 2021

Also featured in:

Forbes

Vogue

BeStyle

Capital

CNN

Tatler

Aesthetics

Women’s Health
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The new developments in both biomolecules and micro needle delivery system have presented an opportunity

for tackling skin concerns varying from acne to premature skin ageing

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Luna Microcare London

Contact person:Contact person: Dr. Muhammet Avcil

E-mail:E-mail: info@imperialbioscience.co.uk

Website:Website: lunamicrocare.com

Phone:Phone: +4401273443846

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Turkey, United Kingdom

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Luna Microcare website

Luna Microcare Facebook

Luna Microcare Instagram UK

Luna Microcare Instagram Turkey

click here
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The dream was to develop a skincare product that would only consist of

ingredients respecting the skin’s needs, protecting and caring for

it. After years of applied testing, the dream became a reality and Dr.

E.Voss Professional Care was born. Dr. Eckart Voss and the team

are fortifying this by striving to offer very good customer care and

consultation a logical complement to high-end professional products.

Today, after years of success since 2011, Dr. E. Voss offers reliable

skincare products which customers can trust because they see that they

really work right in their mirror!

DR. E.VOSS THE ART OF SKIN CARE
MADE IN GERMANY
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THE FOUNDERSTHE FOUNDERS

Dr. Voss has been involved with cosmetics already for 40 years as the head of

development at international companies and the most recently as a management

consultant. In 2011 he founded the brand "Dr. E. Voss Professional Care" together with his

wife Britta Schüler-Voss.

Dr. Eckart Voss the Founder

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

The Milestones of Dr. Eckart Voss that has led to the establishment of the brand:The Milestones of Dr. Eckart Voss that has led to the establishment of the brand:

20 years at Bayer as Head of Consumer Products Research (Satina, Delial, Quenty,

Baygon, Autan, Natreen);

Focus: Light and skin;

6 years as head of development at a US group in the Netherlands;

5 years as development manager Maxim (discount brands, Aldi, Lidl, DM, Rossmann,

Plus, etc.);

2007: Foundation of the Bel Etage cosmetic studio - in Leverkusen, together with Britta

Schüler-Voss;

Goal: Developing ideal cosmetics yourself;
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2009: Foundation EVBC GmbH;

2011: Foundation Dr. E. Voss Line;

2012: Sale of first Dr. E. Voss cosmetic products.

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

The brand applies a unique Dual Lift® SystemDual Lift® System that is a result of 40 years of research and

development. The Dual Lift® Dual Lift® System is a skincare technique that assumes optimal results

by separating the function of the products in order to specifically address the different skin

layers (dermis & epidermis). This separation ensures efficient delivery of deeply

penetrating active repair substances to the dermis on the one hand, and of protective

repair creams remaining in upper epidermal skin layers, on the other hand. Both

approaches are incredibly straightforward and also extremely effective because each skin

layer gets exactly what it needs according to their specific function.

Repair of deeper skin layers with HYA 4HYA 4 gelsgels with hyaluron and protection and care of the

upper skin layer with LIA (light-induced ageing) LIA (light-induced ageing) creams. The concept is ideal for our skin’s
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biology. The products are without preservatives, emulsifiers, paraffin, silicones and

ethoxylates and thus often correspond to the desire for skin-harmonic treatment. However,

the company does not work with homoeopathic doses, but on the contrary with high active

ingredient concentrations and a multi-path strategy, in which a single product uses several

ways to target the problem, in order to increase the overall success. Naturally not tested

on animals and free of microplastics. In all products, Dr. E.Voss uses both effective

ingredients of natural origin, not animal-based, thus the range can be called „Vegan“

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

ALL UNISEXALL UNISEX

HYA 4 GELS (SERUM)HYA 4 GELS (SERUM)

The gels are active products which are aimed at the following targets:  wrinkles, capillary

damage (spider veins, rosacea, dark circles around the eyes), acne, desensitization, and

eyelash extension. All gels are emulsifier-free active ingredient carriers and are based on 4

types of hyaluron, which cover the entire range from short- to long-chain hyaluron.

Through the 4 hyaluron fractions, the contained active agents are transported deep into

the skin, as especially the short-chained hya‘s have a distinctive vehicle (transport)
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function.

Hya 4 Deep Lift Q10 - against wrinklesHya 4 Deep Lift Q10 - against wrinkles

HYA 4 & 2 collagen boosters of the signal peptide type, 2 of the carbohydrate type, as well

as an additional signal peptide especially for the stimulation of elastin synthesis aim at the

build-up of the supporting fibres. Because without their support and structuring, even the

best hyaluronan skeleton has no chance. 2 signal peptides of the „Botox“ type are used

for rapid wrinkle-smoothing via muscle relaxation. A very special success has now been

achieved by adding a special edelweiss extract produced using sustainable stem cell

technology. Especially hanging wrinkles in the neck area respond excellently to this. As

before with Q10 in high concentration in a deeply penetrating liposome preparation to

stimulate the skin metabolism in the mitochondria.

Hya 4 Revicell - call activating / against wrinklesHya 4 Revicell - call activating / against wrinkles

Revicell targets the cell ballast accumulated over time and helps to eliminate it. Freshness

and vitality are regained. The active ingredient TTP-2 is 20 times more effective than the

„red wine substance“ resveratrol and ensures that elasticity and firmness increase. Thus

the Matrixyl collagen booster, which is also present, can work even more efficiently. In Dr.

E.Voss proven 4x hyaluron gel and together with the collagen activator madecassoside

and a highly efficient deep-acting radical scavenger, this formula is our top product

alongside Hya 4 Deep Lift Q10. Target group: Mature skin >50 years. Below that (35-50

years) rather take Hya 4 Deep Lift Q10, or both alternately, as the mechanisms complement

each other.

Hya 4 Pure - pure moistureHya 4 Pure - pure moisture

Intensive moisturizing treatment for skin over 20 years old, through all skin layers.

Furthermore, short-chain hyaluronic acids in particular are known to activate numerous

metabolic processes in the skin, to have radical scavengers as well as procollagen-forming

and thus skin tightening properties.

Hya 4 Quattrox - mimic wrinkle relaxationHya 4 Quattrox - mimic wrinkle relaxation
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This is a quadruple combination of the latest Botox analog signal peptides. You already

know two of them from Dr. E.Voss Deep Lift Q10Deep Lift Q10. The two new active ingredients

strengthen and supplement the effect via an additional mechanism. This formula therefore

contains four hyalurones and four Botox analogue signal peptides, i.e. 4+4, hence the

name Quattrox.

Hya 4 Aknex - against blemishes / pimplesHya 4 Aknex - against blemishes / pimples

More is not possible: this preservative-free hyaluron gel tackles the problem from all sides

simultaneously: The alpha-dehydrogenase inhibitor oleanolic acid improves the hormonal

skin balance together with three bioflavonoids, NDGA reduces excessive keratinocyte

production.

Sebustatically, high-dose vitamin B3 (niacinamide) has an additional anti-inflammatory

effect.  Similarly, provitamin B5 (panthenol), the madecassoside (pure, from tiger grass), as

well as a very effective calming agent from oats have a similar effect. Dead keratinocytes,

which block the follicle exit and are thus responsible for inflammatory pimples, are

„digested“ by a modern high-tech protease enzyme. In this way, Dr. E.Voss targets all

causes of acne simultaneously and add up the potentials of each individual principle.

Hya 4 Capimed - capillary strengtheningHya 4 Capimed - capillary strengthening

The aim is to improve the sealing and regeneration of brittle capillaries that have „sacked

out“ and are therefore visible, resulting in undesirable red coloration. An extract from a

laurel bush (Tambourissa T.) contains 2 rutin derivatives whose effect on rosacea and

couperose has been tested. Madecassoside also helps by its anti-inflammatory effect.

Hya 4 Bright Eyes 360 - against wrinkles, rings and bags under the eyesHya 4 Bright Eyes 360 - against wrinkles, rings and bags under the eyes

An intensive all-round care for the eye. A mixture of signal peptides and plant extracts,

which show sensational results in the alleviation of drooping eyelids. Against bags under

the eyes and dark circles, 3 more active ingredients are contained, a combination that is

hard to beat.

Hya 4 Botolip 3D - boost your lipsHya 4 Botolip 3D - boost your lips
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Everything the lips need! Today‘s Botolip feels, tastes and works better! It contains Dr.

E.Voss two „Botox“- analogue active ingredients in high concentration, but in addition,

there are two lipo-boosters, substances that stimulate natural fat production. A full cream-

gel, with 4 times hyaluron plus high LMS concentration. So goodbye to pleated wrinkles!

And of course suitable for customers with preservative intolerance.

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

Hya 4 Long Lashes - lash-eyebrow growth enhancerHya 4 Long Lashes - lash-eyebrow growth enhancer

Dr. E.Voss has combined 3 modern high tech signal peptides, all leaders in eyelash growth

+ eyebrow growth, with biotin, niacinamide (Vit. B3), liposomal Q10 and a strong dose of
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caffeine to an incomparable formula.         

Hya 4 White Plus - skin lighteningHya 4 White Plus - skin lightening

The natural skin pigmentation takes place in several steps. In accordance with Dr. E. Voss‘s

„multi-way strategy“, HYA 4 White Plus has six brightening ingredients that not only

interrupt this reaction chain at several points but also eliminate existing pigments and

pigment precursors. Hya 4 White Plus is optimally adjusted for combination with LIA C 6®

Sensi Care LPF 30 and you should get visible skin whitening results in just a few weeks.

Hya 4 Lipofill - lipofilling cream gel for the faceHya 4 Lipofill - lipofilling cream gel for the face 

In addition to collagen, it also stimulates lipid synthesis of the subcutaneous tissue and

thus replenishes wrinkles of customers with lean / skinny facial contours. New with 2 lipid

boosters for double success.

Supreme Glow Elixir

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

ELIXIRSELIXIRS
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Pure Glow Elixir (NEW in 2020) - a luxurious moisturizing elixir for radiant skinPure Glow Elixir (NEW in 2020) - a luxurious moisturizing elixir for radiant skin

Bring your skin to radiance with this luxurious elixir, both internally and externally! With low-

molecular hyaluronic acid and 24K Gold. Hyaluron is mainly responsible for the elasticity of

our skin. Together with collagen and elastin, it creates the plump cushion structure of

youthful skin. Gold is the best known infrared reflector, providing additional protection

against IR induced radicals and giving your skin a radiant glow!

Supreme Glow Elixir (NEW in 2020) - a luxurious high-performance elixir against wrinklesSupreme Glow Elixir (NEW in 2020) - a luxurious high-performance elixir against wrinkles

To bring the aging process to a more youthful and radiant level, Dr. E.Voss has developed

this luxurious hyaluronic serum. It combines the synergies of 13 potent active ingredients to

quickly and visibly reduce wrinkles.

Hyaluronic acid: is mainly responsible for the elasticity of our skin. Together with collagen

and elastin, it creates the firm cushion structure of youthful skin. 4 x signal peptides with

Botox effect: Relaxes the wrinkle muscles and makes expression lines less prominent. The

effect increasingly takes effect after one to two weeks. 3 x collagen booster: Of the type

signal peptide, beta-glutane and a plant extract. All three stimulate the synthesis of

collagen in different ways. Elastinbooster Idealift: This signal peptide stimulates the skin‘s

own elastin synthesis. Stem cell-produced extract from the edelweiss plant. Demonstrably

strengthens the connective tissue. Signal peptide Progeline™: clears away age-related cell

deposits and thereby improves the visible signs of sagging associated with skin elasticity

loss. Troxerutin: A plant-based radical scavenger, more potent than vitamin C. Gold: Gold is

the best known infrared reflector, providing additional protection against IR-induced

radicals and giving your skin a radiant glow!

LIALIA CC 6 CREAMS 6 CREAMS

All creams are activation and protection products, which are aimed at the following main

areas:

Prevent wrinkles through LIA protection (LIA=light-induced ageing)

Transform the horny layer into a strong protective shield through LMS and light filters

Reduce wrinkles with collagen booster 
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All creams are emulsifier-free and based on LMS (Lamellar Matrix System). LMS is the ideal

basis for the basic prophylaxis & improvement of dry skin and wrinkles, because LMS is

dermotropic, i.e. similar to the skin‘s structure, and is immediately recognised and

incorporated by the lipid layers of the skin. With emulsifiers this is different: the skin‘s own

lipids can be washed out by emulsifiers.

Dual Lift® System allows both functions such as repair and protection to be maximized separately without

compromises. Dr.E Voss peelings deeply penetrate the skin and the LIA (light-induced ageing) creams take care

of upper skin layers

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

All day care products (day cream, fluid cream, eye cream, body lotion, etc.) are equipped

with the patented LIA system with high UVA protection and low UVB protection, which

ensures that skin aging is reduced by more than 50% from now on.

LIA C 6 24 K Gold Daycream - for dry and sensible skin  NEW in 2020LIA C 6 24 K Gold Daycream - for dry and sensible skin  NEW in 2020

This Dr. E. Voss LIA C6 Daycream contains all the elements of a strong anti-wrinkle cream

to reduce existing deficits and largely prevent future aging processes. LIA (Light InducedLIA (Light Induced

AgingAging): Light has by far the greatest influence on skin aging (60-70%). Thanks to a highly

developed system of UV filters and radical scavengers, the LIA C6 series can almost
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completely block this light-induced aging. Thanks to a special technique, these filters

always remain in the horny layer and do not penetrate. LMS (Lamellar Matrix

System): emulsifier-free lamellar cream matrix (LMS), due to its similarity to the natural skin

lipids, ensures a causal elimination of skin dryness and at the same time causes an even

release of the contained modern signal peptides for wrinkle smoothing. Suitable for

persons with sensitivity to preservatives and perfume components. Gold: In addition to the

LIA triple filter, this cream contains 24 K Gold, the best-infrared reflector. At the same time,

it gives your skin a radiant shine.

LIA C 6 Fluidcream - for normal and combination skin     LIA C 6 Fluidcream - for normal and combination skin     

LIA protection;

LMS cream base;

Anti Age active ingredients;

More fluid consistency also ideal for neck and décolleté.

LIA C 6 Daycream Elegance - for normal and dry skinLIA C 6 Daycream Elegance - for normal and dry skin

LIA protection;

LMS cream base;

Anti Age active ingredients.

LIA C 6 Daycream - for dry skinLIA C 6 Daycream - for dry skin

LIA protection;

LMS cream base; 

Anti Age active ingredients.

LIA C 6 Daycream Sensitive - for dry and sensible skinLIA C 6 Daycream Sensitive - for dry and sensible skin

LIA protection;

LMS cream base;  

Anti Age active ingredients; 

Fragrance-free.

LIA C 6 Daycream Rich - for very dry skinLIA C 6 Daycream Rich - for very dry skin
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LIA protection;

LMS cream base;

Anti Age active ingredients.

LIA C 6 Nightcream Elegance - Nightcare for normal skinLIA C 6 Nightcream Elegance - Nightcare for normal skin

Radical scavenger

LMS cream base

Anti-age active ingredients + modern vitamin A analogue, an extract from sea fennel

(aroleat samphira), for stimulating nocturnal skin repair processes.

LIA C 6  Nightcream - Nightcare for dry skinLIA C 6  Nightcream - Nightcare for dry skin

radical scavenger 

LMS cream base 

anti-age active ingredients + modern vitamin A analogue, an extract from sea fennel

(aroleat samphira), for stimulating nocturnal skin repair processes.

LIA C 6 Nachtcreme Sensitive - Nightcare for sensible and dry skinLIA C 6 Nachtcreme Sensitive - Nightcare for sensible and dry skin

radical scavenger

LMS cream base

anti-age active ingredients + modern vitamin A analogue, an extract from sea fennel

(aroleat samphira), for stimulating nocturnal skin repair processes.

Fragrance free.

LIA C 6 Eyecream   LIA C 6 Eyecream    

LIA protection

LMS cream base - active ingredients for the eye area.

Fragrance-free.

With „Eyeseryl®“ against dark circles and puffiness as well as an active ingredient that

shows sensational results in the reduction of drooping eyelids/slipping eyelids.

Apply in the morning, preferably after Hya 4 Deep Lift Q10, gently massage in around the

eye area. Cares for you all day long.
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LIA C 6 Daycream Young -  for young and normal       LIA C 6 Daycream Young -  for young and normal           

LIA protection

LMS cream base

very light cream.

LIA C 6 24 Hour Cream - for normal skin   LIA C 6 24 Hour Cream - for normal skin   

LIA protection

LMS cream base 

Very light cream.

The evening application already builds up a protective depot, which is intensified in the

morning.

LIA C 6 24 Hour Cream Sensitive - for young and sensible skinLIA C 6 24 Hour Cream Sensitive - for young and sensible skin

LIA protection 

LMS cream base 

Very light cream.

Fragrance free.

The evening application already builds up a protective depot, which is intensified in the

morning.

LIA C 6 Sensi Care SPF 30LIA C 6 Sensi Care SPF 30

Emulsifier and perfume-free LMS - sun protection cream with the highest protection class!

For consciously strong sun exposure even in southern latitudes and for sensitive skin

against sunburn and light-induced skin aging. Also ideal for babies and children. Absorbs

quickly, does not grease. Application: Spread SENSI-CARE LIGHT PROTECTION CREAM

SPF 30 evenly on the skin before sun exposure. The SPF 30 indicates that your self-

protection time is now extended by a factor of 30 if applied abundantly and evenly and

reapplied repeatedly after washing and drying. Nevertheless, avoid the intensive midday

sun and never expose infants and babies to direct sunlight. Apply in good time before

exposure to the sun. SPF 30, UVA-PF 14.4 (93%).
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LIA C 6 Bodylotion - for normal skinLIA C 6 Bodylotion - for normal skin

LIA protection

LMS cream base 

A light formula against the less dry parts of the skin, for the whole body.

LIA C 6 HandcreamLIA C 6 Handcream

LIA protection

LMS cream base

Strong protection against age spots.

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

Apply generously and repeatedly on the outside of the hand. Repeat after washing and

especially if expose to light is expected.

Vitamin Bodycream – NEW in 2020Vitamin Bodycream – NEW in 2020

In contrast to the face, the body is less exposed to daily light-induced skin aging (LIA). That

is why Dr.E.Voss has dispensed the UV filters in this product and focused on moisturizing
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and care effects. The emulsifier-free Vitamin Bodycream by Dr.E.Voss impresses with its

quadruple active ingredient complex and wonderfully creamy texture.  Bio-Hyaluron

tightens the skin and substitutes the natural age-related loss of hyaluronic acid. LMS

optimizes the skin's protective barrier and thus creates a lasting moisture reservoir. This is

the basic prerequisite for all other elements of the horny layer to function optimally. Super

radical scavenger HDBM quenches aggressive "external attacks" before they could

become dangerous, for example, to the sensitive ceramide structures of the epidermis. A

high concentration of the "skin vitamin" niacinamide (vitamin B3) stimulates collagen

synthesis, has an anti-inflammatory effect, strengthens the natural skin barrier, and

optimizes sebum production. It has a positive effect on impure skin and even on capillary

damage!

Skin Soothing - For very dry skin with Hyaderm N and LIA C 6 Soothing CreamSkin Soothing - For very dry skin with Hyaderm N and LIA C 6 Soothing Cream

When a young epidermal cell migrates up from the germinal layer to the horny layer during

28 days, the skin cell is gutted and drained: the bulging round living cell turns into a dry flat

and dead horny cell, which is then rejected. This process is called differentiation. The

exterior of the cell also changes in the process: while the young cells in the lower part of

the epidermis are bulging and close together like honeycombs, the horny cells are

surrounded by a thick lipid mantle, which makes the horny layer an almost impenetrable

protective shield against the outside world.

In chronically dry skin, the differentiation process is disturbed and the protective layer is

poorly formed. For example with atopics, neurodermatitis and psoriatics. There are cracks

and leaks, the skin dries out and bacteria and harmful substances can penetrate from the

outside. Dry skin stretches, itches, hurts, burns, and can lead to open wounds.

MeasuresMeasures

Most Dr.E.Voss products have a long term perspective of efficacy. For issues that have to

be addressed immediately, Dr. E.Voss has designed a special Hyaderm-Gel precisely for

this purpose: 8 different active ingredients in high concentrations in a hyaluron gel matrix

do the following...

SymptomsSymptoms
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Itch: Important to avoid re-scratching wounds. Dr. E.Voss uses several substances, mostly

based on plant extracts, which reduce itching.

Support repair processes of the skin:Support repair processes of the skin: these are almost always associated with the

rebuilding of collagen. Here, too, several paths are taken in parallel.

ConclusionConclusion

By applying the Hyaderm gel, the healing process is promoted and can proceed

undisturbed. Both products are suitable for consumers with preservative intolerances.

Hya 4 Hyaderm N - Skinsoothing cream gelHya 4 Hyaderm N - Skinsoothing cream gel

HYADERM N not only reduces the irritation of most unpleasant skin reactions such as

redness, burning, itching, but also accelerates the restoration of soothed and flawless skin.

Apply the gel liberally, possibly again after a few minutes. The symptoms of the above

reactions will now subside quickly. Attention: Symptomatic applications do not treat the

causes! Ideally, the treated area is then shielded with LIA C6 cream. The formula is free of

dyes and emulsifiers. Suitable in case of intolerance to preservatives. 

LIA C 6 Soothing Cream - for very dry skinLIA C 6 Soothing Cream - for very dry skin

Dr. E.Voss top care for very demanding dry skin. We have combined LIA protection with a

very extensive LMS base. Perfume-free. Highest level of protection and repair! Combine

with Hyaderm N. This is also the optimal combination for people with neurodermatitis and

atopic dermatitis.

CLEANSING PRODUCTSCLEANSING PRODUCTS    

The best mild and highly efficient care can lose part of its effect through incorrect cleaning.

That is why Dr. E.Voss only has selected articles in all assortment that are matched to the

HYA / LIA products.

Soft Peel (Fruitacid basis) - against a thickened horny layerSoft Peel (Fruitacid basis) - against a thickened horny layer
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Highly effective, yet mild fruit acid peeling for regular home use with skin-soothing plant

extracts, witch hazel and allantoin.

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

Micro Foam Cleanser - gentle cleansing foamMicro Foam Cleanser - gentle cleansing foam

The special foam pump turns the mild cleaning fluid into an extremely delicate cleaning

foam. With aloe vera and panthenol.

Gentle Cleansing Milk -  powerful cleaning, also removes waterproof make-upGentle Cleansing Milk -  powerful cleaning, also removes waterproof make-up

This cleansing milk is powerful and also thoroughly removes grease and oily residues such

as lipstick and waterproof mascara. Nevertheless, due to witch hazel, allantoin, provitamin
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B5 and almond oil, it is mild, gentle and fully compatible with Dr. E.Voss emulsifier-free care

products.

Gentle Cleansing Milk Sensitive - powerful cleaning, also removes waterproof make-up  Gentle Cleansing Milk Sensitive - powerful cleaning, also removes waterproof make-up      

Have a look at the „Gentle Cleansing Milk“ description. Same formula, except for this

version being fragrance-free.

Facial Tonic - refreshing facial waterFacial Tonic - refreshing facial water

The skin is refreshed and prepared by aloe, and vitamin B5 for the absorption of the active

ingredients, thus improving the success of the treatment.

Facial Tonic Sensitive - refreshing facial water 

Have a look at the „Facial Tonic“ description. Same formula, except for this version being

fragrance-free.

MASKSMASKS

Dr. E.Voss carries a wide assortment of different facial masks for the professional studio

and at home. A variety of algae powder masks, LMS cream masks, and different carrier

masks (silk, hydrogel, collagen, bio cellulose)

Natural Silk Mask - against wrinkles and skin soothing (Silk Tissue Mask)Natural Silk Mask - against wrinkles and skin soothing (Silk Tissue Mask)

The silk mask is soaked with a mixture of wrinkle-reducing and skin-soothing active

ingredients. A signal peptide and hyaluronic acid for wrinkle reduction. An extract of oats

and centella asiatica to soothe the skin. Treat yourself to an extra kick of radical protection

and lifting power with this special cloth mask!  Dr. E.Voss recommends regular use in

combination with your matching HYA 4 gel and LIA C 6 cream.

Lifting Eye Mask -skin tightening eye mask with hyaluron and natural algae-mineralLifting Eye Mask -skin tightening eye mask with hyaluron and natural algae-mineral

complexcomplex
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This eye mask with hyaluronic acid and algae-mineral complex provides an immediate

lifting effect in the eye area. Small wrinkles and lines are smoothed and the skin is

intensively moisturized.  - Revitalizes the eye area - Smoothes wrinkles and lines (plumping

effect) - Supplies the skin with valuable natural nutrients. Dermatologically and

ophthalmologically tested.

Dermotropic Repair Mask - moisturizing and structure enhancing  cream mask (LMS CreamDermotropic Repair Mask - moisturizing and structure enhancing  cream mask (LMS Cream

Mask)Mask)

This is the first mask on an emulsifier-free basis, which combats the cause of dry skin and

improves the lipid structure of the skin. Due to the perfume and preservative-free

formulation, this mask is also suitable for very sensitive skins. Can also be used very well

for the neck and décolleté.

Cool Clay Mineral Mask - pore refining & cooling cream mask (LMS Cream Mask)Cool Clay Mineral Mask - pore refining & cooling cream mask (LMS Cream Mask)

This cream mask is especially good for stressed mixed skins. It supplies the skin with

minerals and improves the lipid structure thanks to an emulsifier-free base. A menthol
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derivative noticeably refreshes and refines the pores. Perfume- and preservative-free,

therefore also suitable for very sensitive skins.

Moisture Glow Mask - innovative formula for glowing skin (Hydrogel Mask)Moisture Glow Mask - innovative formula for glowing skin (Hydrogel Mask)

Moisture Glow Mask helps to protect the skin from the bad environmental influences and

to strengthen its barrier function! With a cocktail of highly efficient active ingredients.

Hyaluronic acid: is a biological component of our dermis and, together with collagen and

elastin, ensures plump smooth skin. Sea buckthorn oil: the combination of vitamin E and

provitamin A contained in it binds free radicals and protects dry skin against bad

environmental influences. The oil supports the regeneration of the skin and also provides

more moisture. Citystem™: An award-winning active ingredient! This natural ingredient

offers a new approach to the effects of pollution on the skin with visible proven results: The

complexion appears refreshed and cleansed. Maritime Collagen: along with hyaluronic

acid and elastin, is the main component of the dermis and keeps the skin firm and elastic.

Ginseng: is rich in vitamin B1, B2, B12 and oligo-elements. These support the resistance of

the skin. Vitamin C: is a classic radical scavenger and protects the skin from negative

environmental influences.

Moisture Glow Eye Masks (Hydrogel Mask) NEW in 2020Moisture Glow Eye Masks (Hydrogel Mask) NEW in 2020

Fatigue, skin aging, nutrition and stress are often reflected in your eye area. In order to

regain radiance, Dr. E.Voss has developed a hydrogel eye mask that provides intensive

moisture and counteracts skin aging with a peptide complex. Hyaluronic acid lifts and as a

special kick natural gold-coloured pigments make your eye area sparkle.

Collagen Lip Masks (Collagen Masks) NEW in 2020 Collagen Lip Masks (Collagen Masks) NEW in 2020 

Indulge your delicate lips regularly with this Dr. E. Voss Professional Care Mask to get well-

nourished and smooth lips. In addition to the moisturizing effect, this mask stimulates the

blood circulation of the lips, which provides a seductive pink-red color. Hyaluronic Acid:

Hyaluronic acid is a biological component of our dermis and together with collagen and

elastin, ensures that your skin is perfectly smooth. It is known for its moisturizing and lifting

effect. Maritime collagen: In addition to hyaluronic acid and elastin, collagen is the main

constituent of the dermis and keeps the skin firm and elastic. NMF 24 (Natural Moisturizing
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Factor): This moisturizing complex combines several synergistic components to best

replicate the skin's natural moisture factor over a period of 24 hours. Honey Extract: Honey

has been known since antiquity for its moisturizing and nourishing properties. It improves

the suppleness, firmness and velvety of the skin. Peppermint oil: Peppermint oil has a

calming and gently cooling effect. Provitamin B5: Provitamin B5 stabilizes the skin barrier,

reduces the loss of water and thus helps to improve skin softness and elasticity.

NEW Hydrogel eye mask with arginine, serine and hyaluronic acid

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

Vitamin Water Mask – Bio Cellulose Mask NEW in 2020Vitamin Water Mask – Bio Cellulose Mask NEW in 2020

Well cared for and moisturized skin looks fresher and friendlier. This 5-fold formula refills

your skin's water reserves and provides additional lifting. The 3D membrane of the Bio -

Cellulose Mask adapts to your skin pores and supports water absorption, for the icing on
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the cake of your skin care routine! Niacinamide / Vitamin B3: Vitamin B3 is a multifunctional

skin vitamin. It has collagen stimulating and anti-inflammatory properties. It strengthens the

natural skin barrier and makes the skin more resistant. It also balances the skin's own

sebum production. Panthenol / Vitamin B5: Vitamin B5, also known as panthenol, is a

classic in skin care cosmetics. It soothes the skin and provides long-lasting moisture.

Hyaluronic acid: Hyaluronic acid is a biological component of our dermis and, together with

collagen and elastin, provides for plump and smooth skin. It is known for its moisturizing

and lifting effect.  Maritime Collagen: Collagen is, next to hyaluronic acid and elastin, the

main component of the dermis and keeps the skin firm and elastic. Allantoin: This

moisturizing factor soothes and protects the skin. Allantoin also moisturizes and keeps the

skin supple.

PEELING AND FUNCTIONAL SPECIALSPEELING AND FUNCTIONAL SPECIALS

Dr. E.Voss offers a range of higher % Fruit Acids for professional Use – 10 and 20%. Thicker

Collagen Masks with three different formulas as well (Anti Age, Soothing, and against

Blemishes “Clear Up”.) As well as 5 different Algae Masks for professional Use (Anti Age,

Cooling, against Couperose “Sensitive”, against Blemishes “Tea Tree”, and a Wellness and

Anti Age Version “Lavender”. The following are also available for sale to the end client.

Hya 4 Bio Clear -  leave on EnzympeelingHya 4 Bio Clear -  leave on Enzympeeling

This enzyme peeling leaves the skin soft, refined and radiant, because it gently dissolves

the old horny cells. The active ingredient is a peptide bound to a long polymer that

remains on the skin. There it dissolves old skin cells overnight. It can, but does not have to

be washed off.
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The Dr. E. Voss Soft peel is a skin-refining peeling based on fruit acid. It is a mild home peeling that does its job

powerfully. The peeling provides a softer feel to the skin and removes dead skin cells

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

Coconut Peeling - skinfriendly abrasive creampeelingCoconut Peeling - skinfriendly abrasive creampeeling

The first peeling on an emulsifier-free basis, which has an abrasive effect due to coconut

shell particles and gently removes dry skin flakes. The perfume- and preservative-free

formula makes this peeling also suitable for very sensitive skins. Works great on the whole

body and also cares for it!

Clear Face - roll on serum for blemish-free skinClear Face - roll on serum for blemish-free skin

11 active ingredients against all aspects of skin impurity at the same time: oleanolic acid

and 3 bioflavonoids for a favourable hormonal balance in the area around the hair follicle,

vitamin B3 together with NDGH for sebum reduction, a special enzyme against

hyperkeratosis and madecassosides (pure from tiger grass) against inflammation. A radical

scavenger protects against environmental influences and a menthol derivative cools and

clarifies the skin. All in all a very strong formulation, embedded in biohyaluron.
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Fresh Eyes - roll on serum for sparkling  eyesFresh Eyes - roll on serum for sparkling  eyes

A total of 8 active ingredients against all problems around the eye: 2 signal peptides as

well as a modern Centella Asiatica extract to reduce the appearance of puffiness and dark

circles under the eyes. An extract from the silk tree for sensational lifting results and a high

concentration of vitamin B3 to improve the skin barrier. All embedded in Biohyaluron. The

radical scavenger troxerutin has a capillary-strengthening effect and a menthol derivative

provides immediate and long-lasting cooling and freshness.

TOPPEEL SYSTEM PEELING -  a totally natural alternative way of peeling: unique andTOPPEEL SYSTEM PEELING -  a totally natural alternative way of peeling: unique and

exclusive to Dr. E.Voss brand exclusive to Dr. E.Voss brand 

A wide range of problem-solving: from Acne treatment support to removal of unsightly

warts and age spots. The before- and after-effects are incredible!

Treatment objectives:   Treatment objectives:     

pigmentation disorders (age spots, age warts, sun damage)       

large pored, seborrhoic, impure skin          

wrinkles

Mechanism: Mechanism: Toppeel‘s active ingredient is CSS, which differs fundamentally from

conventional peelings in that it is not water-soluble and therefore cannot be washed off the

skin. This results in significantly improved properties. Targeted and very clean separation

of the upper horny layer. Like mowing the lawn instead of scarifying, layer by layer removal

of the horny cells. As a result, there are no clusters that are not removed in some cases, as

with other acid peelings, but the skin is completely smooth after the treatment. The reason

for this is that the active ingredient specifically dissolves the natural connection between

the corneocytes and does not attack the epidermis unselectively as in acid peeling.

CSS is, therefore, a very clean, natural and above all safety measure that achieves the

following goals:

renewal of the upper corneal layer
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stimulation of the natural skin renewal rhythm to younger renewal rates

stratum corneum is strengthened, is more flexible and less prone to wrinkles

antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, antifungal

Due to its lipophilicity, CSS penetrates especially well into hair follicles (acne!) and into

deeper skin layers, therefore strongly comedolytic, pore-refining, pH is skin neutral,

therefore does not require neutralization. Dr. E.Voss has observed that CSS removes age

spots, age warts and many other skin irregularities in an unproblematic way in addition to

the above-mentioned goals.

Depending on the skin problem, a cabin treatment/or cure is recommended. Further home

care will be explained to you and noted on a care plan. Available in three intensities –

Toppeel Home Use 2%, Toppeel Cream 5% and Toppeel Serum 10%. Extra Information

required.

Skin Refining Beauty Products – with pigmentationSkin Refining Beauty Products – with pigmentation

LIA C 6 Daycream ColorCorrection - in three shades      

A skin refining LIA day cream. In three different shades for the natural correction of small

skin blemishes. In addition to the proven advantages of the day cream (LIA protection, LMS

base and anti-age active ingredients), this CC cream conjures up an absolutely perfect

skin.

Pure Mineral PowderPure Mineral Powder

For those who like it matt, there is a colourless transparent powder to match the LIA CC

Cream and the concealer. Especially fine it creates a silky skin surface. Incl. powder

sponge. On the basis of the finest silica.

Natural Concealer Cream - in three shadesNatural Concealer Cream - in three shades
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A concentrated concealer cream to conceal dark circles under the eyes, redness,

impurities and other skin blemishes. Available in three different shades for precise

correction. Based on shea butter, mango butter and pure coconut oil.

Beauty OilBeauty Oil

For silky smooth skin and that extra luxury on the face. This non-occlusive facial oil

combines the properties of three precious oils (meadowfoam seed, argan and black cumin

oil). Has a moisture-retaining and cell-stimulating effect.

Natural Lip BalmNatural Lip Balm

A powerfully nourishing balm based on shea and mango butter with an extra charge of

LMS. For long-lasting soft and well cared for lips.
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Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

INNOVATIONSINNOVATIONS

Dr. E.Voss is always actively improving existing formulas to fit the state-of-the-art while

preserving Dr. E.Voss' philosophy of clean inci and skin biological compositions. Every year

Dr. E.Voss adds new products to the range. Coming up is a big innovation concerning the

Microbiome of the skin!

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN

It is minimalistic and with a medical feel. Only two main shades of black and red, in

combination with white. For the more playful attention seekers, Dr. E.Voss also dared to

use more colors, always matching its spectrum.  However, it is planned a larger re-

branding of the main packaging system in early 2021! It will be a beautifully orchestrated

re-branding campaign – visually true to the original concept of minimalistic and medical –

with luxurious textures, originality while minimalizing the ecological footprint.

In general: Dr. E. Voss can provide a complete product handbook, sales brochures about
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products and the Dual Lift System. Posters, Flyers, etc. The company produces short

product application Tipps and share a Google Drive with Social Media Images. Every

Innovation is previously announced to B2B Partners and samples are distributed free of

charge. Dr. E.Voss also offers seminars on every topic involving the products – theoretical,

as well as practical.
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Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: EVBC GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Francesca Schülern & Marketing

E-mail:E-mail: info@dr-evoss.com

Website:Website: drvoss.de

Phone:Phone: +49 (0) 2234 9282660

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2011

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Skincare

click here
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Derma Lotana is a new, unique skin care retail brand from world-

recognized beauty therapy professionals, Anna Lotan. The Derma

Lotana product range emerged as a result of extensive experience in

addressing skin care problems, with a focus on meeting the needs of

sensitive skin. To ensure excellent skin tolerance, all Derma Lotana

formulations have been dermatologically tested for sensitive skin and

have also been found to be hypoallergenic. The Derma Lotana modular

approach allows us to select the optimized minimum building blocks for

individual skin needs with a focus on maintaining healthy skin.

SKINCARE LINE TAILORED TO
INDIVIDUAL SKIN TOLERANCE
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Photo Credit by Derma Lotana

THE STORYTHE STORY

Ms. Anna Lotan (1922-2019) was a recognized pioneer of the Israeli professional skin care

industry, extensively researching the fields of cosmetology, cosmetic chemistry and

biology. She is the owner of patents for unique cosmetic concepts and the developer of

world-famous methods of treating problematic skin conditions such as acne, seborrhoea,

and rosacea. She was also a highly respected teacher who trained generations of leading

aestheticians. In the sixties, Anna Lotan invented the concept of Cold Hydration, leaving

behind the steam machine as the accepted method of skin hydration, minimizing the

spread of inflammation on impure skin and adopting a just on time approach to preparing

the skin for effective deep pore cleansing.

The company was founded with the objective of developing functional formulations that

would equip licensed aestheticians with the tools required to achieve tangible results.

Anna Lotan products are designed not only to improve the appearance of the skin but also

relieve specific skin discomforts. Its formulas are created to work in harmony with the skin’s

metabolism, with a sensitivity to the needs of individual skin types and respect for the

skin’s principal function as the body’s protective barrier. The company’s expertise lies in

understanding the chemistry of combining natural active ingredients with the right

functional carrier. In addition, a modular approach has been adopted to vary treatment

intensity according to individual skin tolerance.

PRODUCTS AND PRICESPRODUCTS AND PRICES
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Derma Lotana’s product range includes a selection of formulations that address the needs

of sensitive skin. They are based on sustainable ingredients and are environmentally

friendly and cruelty-free. The focus of all products is on maintaining skin health and

nurturing its appearance.  Out of respect for individual skin sensitivities, customers are

provided with a trial size product together with their retail purchase, giving them

confidence in their selection. The products can be easily assembled into treatment sets

compatible for a specific skin condition. Product brochures outline the functional benefits

of the components of each set, recommending relevant individual care protocols. The

range includes facial cleansers, serums, masks, scrubs, tonics, night creams, day time

protection with SPF, balms and eye care gels. This unique product line serves the individual

skin care needs of sensitive combination, oily/problem and normal to dry skin.

The Derma Lotana line is produced at the  in Israel. Ensuring consistently

high product quality, the plant is equipped with state of the art manufacturing capabilities

and comprehensive filling capabilities of thousands of units per hour. Product development

and manufacturing focus on advanced emulsion-based formulas (creams) for a wide variety

of skin types. Product quality and safety are the company's first priorities.

GENTLE CLEANSING MOUSSE FOR SENSITIVE SKINGENTLE CLEANSING MOUSSE FOR SENSITIVE SKIN

In spite of being soft as a feather it effectively improves the hygiene of the skin.

This velvety face and body cleansing foam has been especially formulated for sensitive

"reactive" skin types - for those who tend to "flush" in response to various environmental

Or Akiva plant
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triggers. The foam is excellent for the very young (3 months old and up) as well as for

fragile adult skin suffering from Rosacea.

Photo Credit by Derma Lotana

The sulfate-free, vegetable-based cleansing components produced from corn, olive and

coconut prevent a sensation of dryness after rinse off. Papyrus root extract, rich in

moisturizing minerals and softening starch promotes the calming effect of the mousse.

A targeted molecule, combining the amino acid glycine with undecylenic acid, supports the

skin’s hygienic condition while serving as part of the delicate preservative system of the

foam.

The mechanical foam pump is environmentally friendly, free from any gas propellants!

When using this airy foam the skin is exposed to a much lower detergent concentration

than any liquid soap and is easily washed off the skin leaving it calm and clean.

DEAD SEA MINERAL SCRUB FOR OILY/PROBLEM SKINDEAD SEA MINERAL SCRUB FOR OILY/PROBLEM SKIN

The intensity of this modular scrub may be adapted to any individual skin sensitivity

A concentrated cleansing paste, rich in mineral crystals.  This paste is ideal for deep

cleansing sebaceous residue in oily skin pores (blackheads), using a slow, gentle massage.

Unlike other natural scrubs based on ground nut shells or fruit kernels, the abrasive

particles in this scrub dissolve easily in water, allowing the user to terminate the abrasive

action at will. To obtain maximum benefit from a minimal amount of the scrub, gradually
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add water until completely rinsed off.  The concentrated mineral lotion that forms during

rinsing activates the metabolism to also rid the skin of waste from within.

Best used in the evening, before retiring.  Apply a little on both cheeks. Spread with gentle

massage motions to other facial areas.

For Sensitive Skin: Massage with gradual addition of water until completely rinsed off.

Non-sensitive skin can be massaged without the addition of water for about a minute, then

washed off.

Photo Credit by Derma Lotana

PURIFYING MUD MASK FOR OILY/PROBLEM SKINPURIFYING MUD MASK FOR OILY/PROBLEM SKIN

A fast-drying treatment mask designed to purify the skin and improve its appearance upon

removal!

The mask formulation is based on clay powders (including the mineral rich black mud from

the Dead Sea). Due to their excellent adhesion clays are known for their effective oil

absorbency, which assists in cleansing waste from the pores of oily/problem skin.

Targeted components of the mask are focused on improving surface hygienic conditions.

These include Propolis and traditional tree resin extracts (Myrrh, Frankincense, and

Lenticus gum), known for generations for their purifying properties.
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The astringent effect of the silica rich Polygonum extract exerts a smoothing effect on the

skin’s surface which is felt once the mask is rinsed off. A balanced addition of Jojoba seed

wax prevents an over-drying sensation, leaving clean, smooth skin with an elegant matte

appearance after removal of the mask.

MILD FACIAL FOAMING GEL FOR SENSITIVE SKINMILD FACIAL FOAMING GEL FOR SENSITIVE SKIN

'Comfortably relaxing' best describes the feeling while using this liquid soap ... as well as

after rinsing it off!

A gentle, sulfate-free formula effectively removes makeup, dirt and oily residue while

leaving the skin clean, soft and feeling fresh. Lathers into a mild foam, specially designed

for daily cleansing of sensitive skin. The sustainable formula is based on vegetable

cleansing ingredients derived from corn and coconut oil. The carefully chosen ingredients,

including red Seaweed, Chamomile, and Eyebright flower extracts, contribute to a

sensation of comfort during use, especially around the eyes. Directions: Lather a small

amount of the gel with the gradual addition of water to clean a face and neck. Rinse off.

EXFOLIATING PEEL FOR ALL SKIN TYPESEXFOLIATING PEEL FOR ALL SKIN TYPES

Dead cell removal from the skin’s surface refreshes the skin’s appearance and enhances

its renewal. 

A mild, biomimetic oil gel designed to remove dead cells and encourage the renewal of

the skin’s surface. Gentle yet thorough exfoliation is obtained without any acids (AHA) or

abrasive particles, instead, relying on intense hydration of the upper epidermal layers, and

lightly massaging the skin. Once the cells absorb the moisture and become plump and soft

they spontaneously fall off with a soothing fingertip massage. Leaves the skin feeling

perfectly smooth and revitalized! Directions: Apply generously on both cheeks and spread

to remaining facial areas with gentle massage movements. Within two minutes the gel will

take on an oily texture. Massage for as long as necessary to smooth the skin and remove

scales and dead cells. When finished rinse with water and wipe with a soft cloth.

INTENSIVE HYDRATION CREAM FOR SENSITIVE NORMAL TO DRY SKININTENSIVE HYDRATION CREAM FOR SENSITIVE NORMAL TO DRY SKIN
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Dry dehydrated skin texture can be improved by quenching it with moisture to obtain a

smoother appearance while enhancing the skin’s sensation of comfort.

Photo Credit by Derma Lotana

A rich hydrating cream that quenches the skin with moisture upon application. Premium

polysaccharides such as Sodium Hyaluronate and 3 Xylitol derivatives have been

integrated into the formula to boost the moisture retention capacity of the skin. Quality

phytosterols, Jojoba seed oil, Shea butter and Squalene slow down moisture loss by

strengthening the epidermal lipid barrier, increasing skin elasticity and softness. A Peptide

sequence (Matrixyl 3000) improves skin appearance by minimizing the visibility of fine

lines and gradually improving skin firmness. Directions: Spread morning and evening

overall facial areas and neck (especially those areas prone to redness). Recommended for

use after cleansing.

INTENSIVE HYDRATING SERUM FOR ALL SKIN TYPESINTENSIVE HYDRATING SERUM FOR ALL SKIN TYPES

What a pleasure it is to use this silky soft hydrating serum and enjoy its vital replenishing

components!

A skin-pampering hydration serum is excellent for use under any makeup foundation or

any day or night cream. The formula is enriched with premium moisturizing components

(freeze-dried Aloe Vera extract and hyaluronic acid) that enhance the moisture retention

capacity of the skin. Film-forming components such as Panthenol and silk amino acid,

protect the skin and reduce trans-epidermal water loss, leaving a pleasant, smooth

sensation on the skin. Premium seed oils, such as Jojoba and Olive supported by an oily
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fruit extract of Siberian Sea buckthorn known for their rich vitamin content, replenish the

lipid barrier of the skin. Vitamins E and A act as antioxidants to protect the skin from free

radical damage. Directions: Apply by itself, or under your day or night cream. Excellent

when used under makeup, providing a smooth and glossy appearance to your skin.

Photo Credit by Derma Lotana

BB CREAM SPF 30BB CREAM SPF 30

You will learn very fast that you can trust this triple benefit formula for coverage,

protection, and wrinkle-relaxing effect.

This concentrated formula gives optimal daycare with broad-spectrum protection for

normal to dry skin, minimizing solar radiation damage which can lead to premature ageing

and hyperpigmentation. When fully absorbed, the semi-translucent texture of this BB

cream will adapt to your skin tone, giving it a more natural appearance. The cumulative

effect of using the cream daily increases skin firmness and contributes to a gradual

brightening of hyperpigmented areas. Applied in the morning, it still looks great at the end

of a busy day, concealing discoloration and uneven skin tone. It is available in two tones:

Natural (3041) and Beige (3042). Directions: Using sparingly, carefully spread the cream

with fingertip massage to form an even layer on face, under eye area or wherever required

until a smooth, even coverage is obtained.

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN

Originally created for the purpose of sales in pharmacy chains, the brand packaging has a
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discreet and classic format. The brand is constantly in development. Planning to enter the

global market, management takes into account the development of new marketing

strategies and changes in design and branding.

Photo Credit by Derma LotanaPhoto Credit by Derma Lotana

Ltd., a manufacturer of Derma Lotana, is a pioneer in professional skin care

with a presence in more than 48 countries worldwide. With more than three decades of

experience in educating aestheticians, they offer specific treatment protocols for various

skin conditions on the basis of original and innovative products developed in house. A vast

range of formulations includes active treatment products for use in the salon, as well as

supplementary retail products carefully selected for home care of each customer on the

basis of a “face to face” diagnosis. All formulations are developed in house at the

company’s laboratories, which also provide R&D services to other companies both in Israel

and abroad. Many of the products are designed and clinically tested for sensitive or

allergic skin before being marketed to the public. The products and services offered by

Anna Lotan are drawn from these primary sources: skin physiology resulting in biomimetic

formulations and natural active ingredients derived from herbs and minerals.

Company strategy is to emphasize the functionality of the carrier of each formulation.

Because the active ingredients available for cosmetic products need to be safe and

without side effects, they are often of limited activity. Anna Lotan makes the most of the

composition of the carrier in order to obtain results suitable for safe use on a daily basis,

relying on the customer’s senses to accept or reject their choice of product. For this

reason, most Derma Lotana products are mild formulations and provide a sensation of

comfort for the user. Anna Lotan follows socially responsible business practices, uses

Anna Lotan 
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natural, renewable resources and supports both environmental and social programs which

empower people to improve their lives. While the Anna Lotan brand is distributed

exclusively to professional aestheticians worldwide, other brands are distributed via

pharmacies, health food stores, and other marketing channels. 

Photo Credit by Derma Lotana

PRICESPRICES

Some Derma Lotana  Derma Lotana products recommended retail prices in EUR are:

Facial Purifying Foam Wash 150,00ml - 22,4;

TopiCalm Serum 50,00ml - 23,1;

Moisturizing skin balancer 75,00 ml - 22,75;

Soothing Aloe Vera Gel Mask 125,00 ml- 14,7;

Mineral Scrub 100,00 ml - 19,25;

Moisturizing Toner 200,00 ml - 22,05;

Intensive Hydrating Rich Cream 75,00 ml - 24,85;

Eye Contour Gel 30,00 ml - 17,15;

Gentle Exfoliating Massage Balm 30,00 ml - 24,15;

BB Cream SPF30 Beige 30,00 ml - 34,3;

Mineral Hand Cream 100,00 ml - 11,55.

These prices can be adjusted in accordance with the needs of each individual market after

in-depth analysis.

MARKETING AND SALESMARKETING AND SALES
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Derma Lotana is ready for international expansion. In general, the retail brand is open

worldwide except for the following countries: Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Russia, Belgium,

France and the Netherlands. The brand could be distributed via pharmacies, beauty stores,

natural product outlets, online sales platforms, and other marketing channels. Derma

Lotana welcomes any collaboration with capable distributors who will fully understand all

the principles of the brand and proudly carry the reputation of the best of the best skin care

products developed over the years, especially in those countries where the company’s

products are not yet available.

MEDIAMEDIA

Please find the publication in Bulgarian magazine Healthy Woman by the link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: ANNA LOTAN LTD

Contact person:Contact person: Liora Chitron, Product Development

E-mail:E-mail: info@derma-lotana.com

Website:Website: dermalotana.com

Phone:Phone: + 972 4 629 5000

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Israel

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Derma Lotana

Anna Lotan

Derma Lotana Catalogue

Publication in Bulgarian magazine Healthy Woman

click here
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Le BAP® is an Innovative Skin Care made in "Petite France" in

Strasbourg, France with a 500-year tradition of natural healing and body

care. Its unique cosmetic products are based on traditional

phytotherapeutic "savoir-faire" and Hi-tech innovations, achieving

revolutionary results on most skin care concerns like wrinkles, radiance,

impurities, acne, large pores, skin tightening and pigmentation.

Synergizing technologies, like the French Microdermabrasion instrument

“Le FANTASTICK® - Diamondstick®” with cosmeceuticals that are

inspired by aesthetic medicine for B2B and B2C clients, is one of the

outstanding expertise of Le BAP® - Bain Aux Plantes laboratory. It was

created to help women take care of their face, hands, décolleté and

neck, despite the daily routine, having a professional salon at home.

Moreover, it increases up to 15 times the penetration of active

substances such as creams and serums.

INNOVATIVE SKIN CARE MADE IN
"PETITE FRANCE" IN STRASBOURG
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THE BRAND THE BRAND 

In the 15th century,  in Strasbourg (France) emerged as the center for an

outstanding therapeutic tradition that relied on natural healing, herbs, and spa treatments

known for harnessing the rich flora and fauna of the Rhine valley, nestled between the

Black Forest and the Vosges. These centuries-old natural healing plant-based therapies

have been practised and perfected in the area known as “Le Bain Aux Plantes” that is

translated into English as 'bath in plants'. Today, Le BAP® - Bain Aux Plantes institute and

brand, founded in 1976 and located in this very location, draws on this tradition. 

Le BAP® - Bain Aux Plantes specialized in testing, developing, and applying this synergy of

ancient knowledge and cutting-edge innovation to bring you the best skin care products

for health and beauty. Since 1976 the products have been created and tested in

cooperation with leading dermatological laboratories and universities, combining natural,

soothing treatments with remarkable results.

Le BAP® - PerfectSkin High-Tech Pro is a multi-tech device with 6 associated technologies

Photo credit by Le BAP®

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

Its unique cosmetic products are based on scientific processes on how to extract,

preserve, and utilize highly active substances in the body and skin care therapies.

La Petite France
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Cosmetic products can be used both for retail and for professional use while delivering

treatments, many of them were developed to be associated with the latest technologies

used in aesthetical treatments, both for face and body. Le BAP® - Bain Aux Plantes has

developed dermatological system PerfectSkin High-Tech Pro, composed of a multi-tech

machine with 6 associated technologies for face and body), product line for cabin use,

products for retail and the diamond microdermabrasion system Le Fantastick® -

Diamondstick®.

FANTASTICK® increases up to 15 times the penetration of active substances such as creams and serums

Photo credit by Le BAP®

Diamondstick® is a medical сrystal stick with an abrasive part made with natural white

diamonds for soft microdermabrasion after which the skin becomes smooth like babies'. It

helps to take away dead and dry skin, stimulate the production of collagen and elastin that

affects the depth of wrinkles, balance pigmentation and improve the appearance of

problematic skin with acne.
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Usually, in addition to the face, small areas of the body also need special care. Having

examined the tedious daily life of women, Le BAP® found that it is very difficult for them to

visit beauty salons quite often. Lack of time, commitment to family, etc., makes it almost

impossible to go out and take care of themselves. Therefore, having a tremendous desire

to help modern women and men carry out personal care, LeBAP® has created the series

for home use and Diamondstick® for microdermabrasion. This is a small device that allows

women to take care of their skin while staying at home. Alone it performs a large number

of functions: cleaning, peeling and exfoliating. It can be used both on the face and other

small areas of the body, such as hands, décolleté and neck. The visible result appears right

after the first treatment and last in time after several procedures of using the stick. As a

result, there is a deeply cleansed skin. However, for optimum performance, be sure to

follow the instructions in the user manual. It should be noted that this device does not

contain adhesives or additives. Therefore, you can count on completely natural, but

professional treatment, and healthy skin.

“Le Fantastick® - Diamondstick® Kit for home use includes the Diamondstick® itself

and Cleansing Gel Fruit Fresh Clean 150 ml. The FF Clean 3 in 1 Gel is designed for make-

up removing, gentle cleaning and soft peeling. 

HOW TO USE: First, apply the generous amount of FF Clean Gel at the clean moisturised

skin before the stick itself. Then the stick is applied very gently by the parallel rising

movements started from the neckline and help yourself with the second hand to avoid

wrinkles, it is possible to repeat the movements second time in the area of nose, chin

and forehead. Then just rinse with water and apply moisturizer or nutrition. It can be Aloe

Vera Gel 99% for young and acne skin or Phytolift Visage Creamask for any other type of

skin. The sérums could be applied under the Phytolift creamask. 

Le BAP Aloe Vera Gel 99 % is a unique multifunctional gel that could be used separately as

well as after The-Diamondstick procedure to nourish the skin. It not only takes care of

young skin but also perfectly improves the outer look of acne. This gel with Vera

extract hydrates, heals and revitalizes the skin. Aloe Vera Gel 99 % is made only by cold

extraction to keep all-natural active ingredients. It can be used in day cream or in a mask

without rinse.
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Le BAP® product range

Photo credit by Le BAP®

Results of Le FANTASTICK® - Diamondstick®:

Increased penetration of serums and creams up to 15 times compared to the normal

topic application;

Reduces wrinkles and fine lines, smoothens the skin;

Balances pigmentation, reducing spots, brightens skin and unifies coloration;

Against acne, impurities, pig pores, blackheads;

Stimulates production of new collagen and elastin, skin regeneration;

Reduces ingrown hair after shaving/epilation for men and women;

When used before micropigmentation, permanent makeup decreases the number of

corrections, if needed at all;

Also brightens small body parts, e.g. intimate zones, elbow, etc ;

Perfect for hand/feet (soft part) rejuvenation (Nail Salons);

Suits for all types of skin and colors.

The abrasive part of the Le Fantastick® has a lifetime guarantee*, one B2B Diamondstick®

can be used for all clients after disinfection. The prime cost of treatments is extremely low
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(between 0,20€ and 2€max) for treatments invoiced to the final client up to 99€.

Photo credit by Le BAP®

Principle active substances used in cosmetics:Principle active substances used in cosmetics:

Hyaluronic acid – non-animal origin, matrix cross-polymer, 4 different sizes of molecules

for immediate up to long-term effects. The concentration and efficiency in our products

is very high compared to other professional brands;

Marin collagen eco-cert;

Vitamin C encapsulated in vitamin E to make it penetrable (lipid form) (Laa

biologiquement pure);

Phyto-proteins eco-cert;

Alkaline Phyto complex “lipolyse” which cuts the links between fat cells (similar to

injected soap derivates eg “Aqualyx®”, and associated with a drainage Phyto complex

to evacuate the metabolites.

Recommended prices for EU retail best-sellers excluding VAT:Recommended prices for EU retail best-sellers excluding VAT:

Kit “Le Fantastick® - Diamondstick®” – 71,20€;

Phytolift visage creamask – 27,92€;

Cream Nouvelle Skin cream riche – 55,2€;

Cream Méso4 Filler – 47,2€;

Serum Hyauron Pure 15% - 47,2€;

Serum Perfect Eye Pro-lift - 55,2€;
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Serum Vita-Vital C – 39,2€;

Serum Nouvelle Skin – 47,2€;

Phytolift body creamask – 39,2€;

Liporeducteur Fat Burn Actif serum– 35,84€.

All Le BAP® products are ideally intended for those interested in enhancing and prolonging the results of their

aesthetic treatments

Photo credit by Le BAP®

OTHER PRODUCTSOTHER PRODUCTS

LASERSTICK PRO – an association of light therapy and microdermabrasion. Special

protocols have been created to get the best of both technologies.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Le BAP® - Bain Aux Plantes products reflect medical purity and a touch of nature’s green

phyto therapy. Latest design development will add silver-based luxury and trapezoidal

„vase-form” to showcase the natural origin of this exceptional brand.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Participation in national and international professional tradeshows, thematic exhibitions,

communication through professional networks. 
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The brand is already has a global presence in more than 20 countries all over the world.

All products could be purchased through the official web store by the .

Cosmetic products developed to be associated with the latest technologies can be used both for retail and

professionally for spas, beauty and nail salons

Photo credit by Le BAP®

AWARDS/ MEDIAAWARDS/ MEDIA

Le BAP® was awarded the Prize for Innovation H. Pierantoni in 2018 for 

 in Paris during International Beauty Congress.

REFERENCESREFERENCES

There is a big amount of references and feedbacks on Le BAP® products in social media.

For example, by the next  there is a Publication at VisageParfait, french media source

about the health of the skin. Here are some feedbacks on Instagram.

link

Perfect Skin High-

Tech Pro system

link
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Le BAP® design reflects medical purity and a touch of nature’s green phytotherapy

Photo credit by Le BAP®

1. Le Fantastick Mobile Miami. 2. Le Fantastick Mobile Paris. 3. Display Le Fantastick at one of the expos

Photo credit by Le BAP®
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Le BAP® in social media

Photo credit by Le BAP®
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Le BAP® - Bain Aux Plantes Aesthetic Labor…

Contact person:Contact person: Katia Kirilenko, Responsable Développeme…

E-mail:E-mail: pro@le-bap.com

Website:Website: le-bap.com

Phone:Phone: +33 6 59 53 39 44

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 1976

Regions:Regions: France

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Le BAP®

webpage

Le BAP® Facebook

page

2018 Paris Innovation Award Le BAP®-PerfectSkin High-Tech

Pro

Le BAP® Prize for Innovation H. Pierantoni in 2018 for Perfect Skin High-Tech Pro system in

Paris

click here
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Dollymore is a  brand created for a sensual strong woman living in a big

flow of the city. Delicate textures of products and natural ingredients, as

well as verified formulas, guarantee impressive visible

results. Dollymore's mission is to combine centuries-old knowledge

with the latest generation of technologies, bringing true pleasure

by creating beauty rituals. For the production of cosmetics, the company

uses oils and extracts of plants that grow in their natural

environment, skillfully combining nature and technology, aiming to

produce effective means to maintain health and youth. From a small

kitchen to large production. Dollymore was launched in 2019 by Valeria

Dolinskaya at her apartment which turned into a laboratory for

creating something incredible. Today Dollymore has already won the

hearts of thousands of customers and got into the shelves of the largest

retailers on the domestic market. The brand continues to successfully

conquer the international markets.

DOLLYMORE NATURAL SKINCARE
PRODUCTS FOR HOME, SPA &

FITNESS
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

Beauty. Sensuality. Health.Beauty. Sensuality. Health.

Dollymore is a brand created for a sensual strong woman living in a big flow of the city.

She knows what she wants from life, it is impossible to fool her, she always chooses the

best. Delicate textures of products and natural ingredients, as well as verified formulas,

guarantee impressive visible results. Dollymore's mission is to combine centuries-old

knowledge with the latest generation of technologies, bringing true pleasure by creating

beauty rituals.

THE FOUNDER. THE STORYTHE FOUNDER. THE STORY

From a small kitchen to large production.From a small kitchen to large production.

When it all started, Valeria Dolinskaya's apartment turned into a laboratory for creating

something incredible. Everything was filled with raw materials and jars. The girl cooked

scrubs for herself, friends and relatives. Subsequently, they were the ones who

suggested Valeria to open her own production and launch a cosmetics brand. The history

of the name is very simple. Valeria Dolinskaya's friends liked to call her affectionately

"Dolly". Therefore, it was decided to take this as the basis of the brand name. That's how

the interesting name "DOLLYMORE" was born. So the incredible love of beauty and her

hobby has turned into a business that now pleases a huge amount of ladies around the

world. As they say: "Make your beloved thing a business, and you will never have to work".

For the production of our cosmetics, Dollymore uses oils and extracts of plants that grow in

their natural environment, skillfully combining nature and technology, aiming to

produce effective means to maintain health and youth. Dollymore company is successfully

conquering the markets, more and more conquers women from the youngest to

already experienced users of cosmetics. In almost all products company uses rejuvenation

complexes, a large number of active substances, and is constantly working on creating

new formulas. The dynamics of the development of the cosmetics business encourages

the company to produce new products that meet the highest standards of the world

market. The company is sure that it works effectively because: 
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Valeria Dolinskaya, the Founder of Dollymore

Photo Credit by Dollymore

It constantly receives positive feedback from the customers;

It was appreciated by distributors, experts of the sales market;

It was appreciated by the medical community that constantly gives positive

feedback; many cosmetologists use Dollymore products in their work;

The sports community recommends Dollymore to improve the result during the training

process;

It was accepted by the animal lovers community because the company do not test

its product on animals, many people from this community have become its regular

customers.
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

Natural. Vegan. Halal. Natural. Vegan. Halal. For the production of our cosmetics, the company uses oils and

extracts of plants that grow in their natural environment, on clean, chemical-free lands. The

oils provide balanced nutrition of new cells, stimulate the synthesis of collagen and elastin,

and are responsible for the complex rejuvenation and improvement of the skin structure.

Vitamins charge the skin with energy, provide it with protection from external irritating

factors and prevents new destructive effects, consolidating the result of care.
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Not tested on animals.Not tested on animals. Animals should not suffer because of someone's love for cosmetics!

That's why 100% of the products do not contain abuse! Neither for Dollymore products nor

for its raw materials. The company believes that beauty is not a reason for the suffering of

animals. Very good ingredients are available even without animal testing.

Exquisite aroma. Exquisite aroma. A separate feature of Dollymore products is the author's selective

fragrances that create poetic alchemy, intensifying the effect of cosmetics due to

aromatherapy. Also, all the flavors are reflected by a long aftertaste.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

ACTIVE FITNESS LINE ACTIVE FITNESS LINE 

Cosmetic products for a healthy body and stimulation of fitness progress. The line of

Fitness products provides comprehensive body care to get excellent results from training.

This line is designed to improve the structure of the skin, restore collagen and improve

results in sports. The Fitness Line complex contains a large number of active components

that stimulate the internal resources of the body. The complex also helps to improve

results in sports.

This is exactly how the products work:
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

stimulate the production of collagen;

prepare muscles for active exercises;

intensively moisturize the skin;

have an anti-cellulite effect;

relieve puffiness, stimulate the removal of excess fluid from the body;

remove dead cells;

effectively cleanse the skin after the training process;

accelerate fat metabolism;

improve blood microcirculation;

restore skin tone and elasticity;

help reduce body volume and weight.
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Fat-burning lipolytic creamFat-burning lipolytic cream

Fat burning cream with lipolytic is a unique product for additional stimulation of fitness

progress. The process of splitting the fat layer occurs due to the action of active lipolytics,

which penetrate the lipid layer through the skin, stimulating blood flow and

accelerating metabolism.

remove swelling, stimulate the output of extra liquid from the body;

has an anti-cellulite effect;

accelerates local blood flow:

participates in recovery processes;

gives the skin elasticity.

Gel sculptorGel sculptor

Sculptor gel is an effective product for additional stimulation of fitness progress, which is

used:

to warm up muscles, increase their elasticity, relieve stiffness (does not exclude warm-

up before training);

as a means of prevention - to prevent injuries sprains;

to improve blood circulation.

Stimulator of collagen production body fluidStimulator of collagen production body fluid

Body Fluid is an active fitness product with a light texture for use after training, which

creates the effect of deep hydration of the skin due to its high concentration of collagen. 

has a pronounced rejuvenating effect, restores natural collagen;

stimulates collagen biosynthesis, slows down the rate of destruction of natural collagen

fibers in the skin;

intensely moisturizes, helps natural defence mechanisms to fight dehydration.

Cooling gel for stimulating collagen productionCooling gel for stimulating collagen production

A cooling gel for stimulation of the production of your own collagen is an effective product
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for additional stimulation of fitness progress after training, which tones the skin and blood

vessels, relieves muscle tension and is used:

Photo Credit by Dollymore

• to remove swelling;

• to improve blood circulation;

• for deep moisturizing and smoothing of the skin.

Gel-Scrub Pepper-VanillaGel-Scrub Pepper-Vanilla

Pepper-Vanilla Body Scrub Gel is an effective product for additional stimulation of fitness

progress:

• has an anti-cellulite effect;

• remove swelling, stimulates the output of extra liquid from the body;

• removes dead cells;

• moisturizes the skin;

• gently and deeply cleanses the skin;

• has the effect of aromatherapy.

Gel-scrub "Vanilla-Tobacco"Gel-scrub "Vanilla-Tobacco"
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Body scrub Vanilla- Tobacco is an effective remedy for additional stimulation of fitness

progress:

• has an anti-cellulite effect;

• remove swelling, stimulates the output of extra liquid from the body;

• removes dead cells;

• moisturizes the skin;

• gently and deeply cleanses the skin;

• has the effect of aromatherapy.

HOME LINE AND SPAHOME LINE AND SPA

Spa vacations have always been considered prestigious and expensive. The best spa

resorts are located in Europe. However, today's realities have transferred the traditions of

care and relaxation to home bathrooms.

Comprehensive spa care consists of several stages: cleansing and preparation of the skin,

scrubbing, washing with water, massage, wrapping. Turn on the most favourite playlist, get

scented candles. Allow to step away from everyday life and be alone. Aroma scrubs, body

butters, anti-cellulite wraps are the most faithful helpers in this. Also thought about daily

care - fragrant shower gel scrubs, dry scrubs, body creams, hand and foot creams are the

best companions for every day.

HOME LINE CARE COSMETICSHOME LINE CARE COSMETICS

Nutritious hand creamNutritious hand cream

Nutritious hand cream slows down age changes of skin, giving it elasticity and freshness.

The cream deeply nourishes the cells, protecting them from external factors and providing

the skin with long-term care. Lemon extract is a reliable source of vitamins for your skin. It

stimulates cell renewal with its exfoliating properties. 
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

Moisturizing hand cream Moisturizing hand cream 

Moisturizing hand cream with mango extract helps to intensively moisturize the skin,

actively nourishing the cells with useful vitamins and minerals. Hands obediently reach for

the cream, desiring to plunge into the smell of the most delicate pulp of ripe mango. The

cream recovers skin elasticity and protects against the effects of adverse environmental

factors. The product is perfect for daily use in the morning and evening.

Restoring foot cream Restoring foot cream 

The recovering foot cream with lemon extract covers the skin with citrus freshness,

encouraging the cells to actively regenerate. Due to the complex of nutritious elements,

the cream has a calming effect, it enhances the protective properties of the skin, keeping it

soft and tender. The product is perfect for daily care. 
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

Shower gel-scrub “Strawberry fresh”Shower gel-scrub “Strawberry fresh”

“Strawberry fresh” melts on one's skin, spreading out its intoxicating kisses berry pleasure.

The product gently cleanses and moisturizes the skin, preserving the aftertaste of the

sweet strawberry smell for a long time. The scrub stimulates local blood circulation, evens

out skin tone and relief. Ideal for daily use. 

Shower gel-scrub “Mojito” Shower gel-scrub “Mojito” 

The beginning of the day with "Mojito" is a powerful charge of cheerfulness from the

very morning. The body cells are actively awakened by the refreshing touch of the scrub

gel. The product effectively tones the skin, deeply nourishing it with useful microelements.

The scrub effectively cleanses the epidermis, keeping the skin's protective barrier from the

external environment. Ideal for daily use. 

Shower gel-scrub “Black currant”Shower gel-scrub “Black currant”

“Black currant” will captivate you from the first touch. The cells tremble under the gentle

embrace of the scrub gel. The product gently cleans and exfoliates the skin, while at the
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same time actively nourishes the cells with useful microelements. When seduced, the skin

becomes soft and silky. 

Dry scrub “Secret feeling” Dry scrub “Secret feeling” 

Contrary to the voice of the mind, the body succumbs to the temptation of the “Secret

Sense”. No - prohibitions and restrictions. Only pleasure and temptation. Roughness and

softness are two facets of the same scrub that you cannot resist. Due to the polishing

effect, the product effectively evens out the skin's relief. The oils that make up the scrub

retain moisture and enhance the protective properties of the epidermis. Ideal for daily use. 

Dry scrub “Tender feeling”Dry scrub “Tender feeling”

The captivating smell of dry scrub "Gentle Feeling" immerses you in the bliss of pleasure

from touching your body. Deep cleaning of the skin with a scrub leaves the skin soft and

shining. The oils contained in the scrub retain moisture and enhance the protective

properties of the epidermis.

Body cream-soufflé “Coconut pudding”Body cream-soufflé “Coconut pudding”

Coconut Pudding Cream Souffle melts on your skin for a natural glow. The notes of the

most delicate coconut gradually unfold one by one, mixing with your own fluids, creating a

unique body scent. The product is ideal for daily use. 
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Series of scrubs for gentle care

Photo Credit by Dollymore

Body cream “The touch of an angel”Body cream “The touch of an angel”

Dance with your favorite “The touch of an angel” body milk. The product is kind to your

skin, moisturizes and nourishes it. The Cream has an aromatherapy effect and immerses

you in a state of carefree bliss. The product will be the perfect addition to your daily ritual

of beauty. 
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

Aroma body scrub:Aroma body scrub:

“Strawberry mood”“Strawberry mood”

“Sensual Citrus”“Sensual Citrus”

“Tropical pleasure”“Tropical pleasure”

“Coconut passion”“Coconut passion”

has an anti-cellulite effect;

removes swelling, stimulates the output of extra liquid from the body;

removes dead cells;

moisturizes the skin;

effectively and carefully cleans the skin;

has the effect of aromatherapy.

Anti-cellulite wrap "Soft chocolate"Anti-cellulite wrap "Soft chocolate"

Thermo wrap "South Passion"Thermo wrap "South Passion"

Cryo wrap "Cool inspiration"Cryo wrap "Cool inspiration"

has an anti-cellulite effect;
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accelerates fat metabolism;

improves blood microcirculation;

restores skin tone and elasticity;

helps to reduce body volume and weight.

Shea butter body cream-butterShea butter body cream-butter

Tropical Tenderness Body Cream ButterTropical Tenderness Body Cream Butter

Improves blood circulation;

Moisturizes and nourishes the skin;

Has antioxidant properties;

Increases skin turgor;

Remove swelling;

Has a pronounced anti-cellulite effect;

Gives the body a delicate aroma.

BODY SETSBODY SETS

SET 1SET 1

Shower gel “Sensual kiss” 200 ml & Shower gel-scrub

“Revealing mandarin” 200 ml

SET 2SET 2

Shower gel “Sensual kiss” 200 ml & Body cream-souffle

“Coconut Pudding” 200 ml

SET 3SET 3
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

Shower gel “Sensual kiss” 200 ml & Body cream-milk

“The touch of an angel” 200 ml

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The main development strategy is based on the formation of territorial distribution through

the local partners. The company builds cooperation with the partners on mutual respect

and trust in the win-win format, in this direction it tried to provide high-margin pricing, and

which, at the same time, corresponds to the high quality of products, market trends,

aesthetics in design. These qualities are aimed at satisfying the desires of Dollymore

customers. The company is actively developing in domestic market. It is represented in all

sales channels: E-commerce, federal and regional retail chains.
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

ONLINE & OFFLINE SHOPSONLINE & OFFLINE SHOPS

The brand is already sold nationwide in the biggest retail chains. The plan is to further

increase its presence in the local market, and also expects to start deliveries to foreign

markets. The company believes that marketing support is a necessary part for the

successful development of sales. In this direction, Dollymore tries to be as flexible as

possible, therefore, individually for each client, together with the partners, it coordinates

and implements effective marketing activities. In terms of brand awareness, it is

continuously working on Instagram, Tik-Tok, and social networks. To promote the brand,

it cooperates with bloggers, experts in the beauty industry, organizes collaborations with

fashion magazines, beauty boxes and platforms. Next, the company plans to participate in

beauty exhibitions. The target audience is girls with an active lifestyle who like to pamper

themselves with high-quality cosmetic products. Age from 19 to 45 years. Potential sales

channels are:

cosmetics and perfumery chains;

retail;

marketplaces;

fitness centers;

beauty salons;
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SPA centers;

non-chain retail.

With the complex use of our products, the result is noticeably improved, thereby making it

possible to increase the average check.

MEDIAMEDIA

INSTAGRAM PROFILES

TIK TOK PROFILES

FACEBOOK PROFILES

@dollymorecosmetics

@dollymorecosmetics
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

@Dollymorecosmetics
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: TM DollyMore, Inkosmetiks LLC

Contact person:Contact person: VALENTIN IGOSHEV, Commercial director

E-mail:E-mail: sales@dollymore.com

Website:Website: dollymore.com

Phone:Phone: +7 800 300 82 69

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Bulgaria

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Dollymore website

click here
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aaa/unbranded  is a brand of perfumes and skincare based in London

with production sites in Italy, Spain and France. aaa/unbranded stands

for an unorthodox approach to life, beauty and body care. The three

aaa/ stand for Assembled Around Aesthetics, meaning the development

of a creative process that takes inspiration from different worlds to give

a unique feature to the products. The skincare line is composed of

products that, starting from the feet and legs, give well-being to the

whole body. These products have professional origin formulas and

natural ingredients, and this means a great effect on the skin. The

perfumes are now represented by the "N series", an olfactory journey in

9 stages, with scents made with a particular aging

technique. aaa/unbranded  stands for an  unorthodox approach to life,

beauty and body care, with unconventional skincare and perfumes.

ALL YOU NEED IS BEING
UNCONVENTIONAL… AND SKINCARE

AND PERFUMES BY
AAA/UNBRANDED®
®

® 

®
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THE COMPANYTHE COMPANY

Each product in the skincare range comes from professional experience. The company

has developed highly effective formulas making them for daily use, with immediate effect

on the skin. The"N series" perfumes represent an olfactory journey in 9 stages, inspired by

the phases of human life. And as in life, these perfumes are released to the public during

the time. They are made in France in Grasse, and subsequently, undergo an aging process

in steel barrels for 3 to 8 months.

The company pays close attention to reducing waste as much as possible. For this reason,

the packaging is very minimal. For the skincare line, it uses 45% less cardboard on the

secondary pack, preferring to use easily recyclable plastic for the primary. For perfumes,

always uses cardboard for the secondary wrapping, designed to guarantee maximum

safety during transport, and glass for the primary packaging.

What makes the products different is the amount of base ingredients that are used

compared to generic formulas or scents. Balanced ingredients, high absorption, reduced

loss of product during application (eg scrub) and greater hold of the active ingredients on

the skin, as well as for perfumes, mean that very little product is needed to achieve great

results.

That’s why all skincare and perfumes by aaa/unbranded  are:

more effective;

more lasting;

help reduce waste;

easy recyclable;

THE FOUNDERSTHE FOUNDERS

The founder is Mario Innocente, with a long experience in the world of design,

communication and marketing. The idea was to propose an unconventional approach to

the beauty world, taking inspiration from the worlds of design and fashion. Hence the idea

of Assembled Around Aethetics (aaa/unbranded ). So, the product is part of a larger

®

®
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project concerns the environment and the person, where creativity meets research to

create simple, but highly effective products.

Photo Credit by AAA/UNBRANDED Ltd.

The board of the brand also includes Vittorio Cosma, financial and retail expert, Daniela

Neiderer with experience in the world of luxury hospitality and Tommaso Signori digital

and social expert.

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

We are not here to please everyone

We are not here to be different at any cost

We are not here thinking only of external beauty

We are not here just to find fans and followers

We are here ’cause we’re simply UNCONVENTIONAL... 

What does UNCONVENTIONAL mean?What does UNCONVENTIONAL mean?

This guiding concept has nothing to do with being eccentric at all costs or everytime

different. Unconventional means having a personal thought, not following the fashions or
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trends of the moment, but proposing your own vision, a personal perspective. 

The brand isn’t trying to please everyone, that would be boring. But it knows that curious

people—those who go beyond appearances, the people who like to stand out from the

crowd without being ‘too much’—are the people who will love what the brand does. 

And don’t be fooled by appearances. There are no fantastically designed bottles here, no

moon-shaped or elf-like caps. Thee aim is to remove all that is superfluous so that people

can focus on the content rather than the container. 

There’s always time to think like the masses, so the brand has chosen instead to appeal to

people with an open mind, those who can see things from many different points of view.

People who don’t just see a form, but also substance. 

That’s why the brand has crafted a simple image, emptied of everything so that people can

focus on what is really valuable. The value of everyone who puts love into what they do to

convey a scent, a story, a message. It tends to everything down to the smallest detail and

still carry out many steps by hand, because it’s better that way. Even the packaging is

hand-marked, one by one.

The brand can do more, for nature and people too. The brand can do more, for nature and people too. 

The natural ingredients and the care that it puts into making the products is an

indispensable pillar for the brand, precisely because they are used on people’s skin. And

health is a serious matter. And beauty too obviously.

In the age of consumerism, most companies focus entirely on quantity, at the risk of having

to lower their guard when it comes to quality.

Yet the brand aims to meet the needs of people of all genders who understand the

importance of quality products and the care that goes into the selection of ingredients.

REPRESENTATIVE PRODUCTS & PRICESREPRESENTATIVE PRODUCTS & PRICES

a. Feet and Legs Products, medium RRP €32.00a. Feet and Legs Products, medium RRP €32.00
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Photo Credit by AAA/UNBRANDED Ltd.

This product family includes:

BEFORE WALKING / feet and legs regenerating lotionBEFORE WALKING / feet and legs regenerating lotion

This BEFORE WALKING lotion is designed to tone foot and leg tissues at the beginning of

the day, working synergistically to strengthen cell walls and stimulate microcirculation.

Thanks to the extract of Guarana, Blueberry and Centella, this lotion has a stimulating,

vasotonic, draining activity and acts as a stimulant of tissue trophism.

Unique format 100 ml – 3.51 FL.OZ.;

For dry skin, stiff skin, callused areas;

Fondant texture;

Semi-transparent white colour.

AFTER WALKING / feet and legs anti-fatigue creamAFTER WALKING / feet and legs anti-fatigue cream

This AFTER WALKING cream is a specific formulation to refresh and rehydrate the skin of

the feet and legs. As effective as a real beauty treatment, it refreshes, protects and

soothes legs and feet in a single gesture. It has also a protective, anti-fatigue and draining
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action thanks to a special complex of essential oils of peppermint, white thyme, rosemary,

lavender, calendula and hawthorn extract. Constant use prevents dryness and keeps the

skin hydrated for a long time.

Unique format 100 ml – 3.51 FL.OZ.;

For dry skin, stiff skin, callused areas;

Creamy, fresh texture;

White colour.

FOOT-MASK / disposable relaxing socksFOOT-MASK / disposable relaxing socks

FOOT-MASK are disposable socks consisting of a non-woven fabric soaked in a

moisturizing emulsion. The emulsion has a pleasant texture with keratoplastic ingredients

such as urea, glycolic acid, ideal for softening the stratum corneum, and salicylic acid with

keratolytic and purifying action.

Unique format: disposable – one pair socks;

For dry skin, stiff skin, callused areas;

Liquid texture;

Colorless.

LEG MASK / relaxing bandage for legs and abdomenLEG MASK / relaxing bandage for legs and abdomen

LEGS-MASK is a soaked bandage against the imperfections of cellulite and water retention.

It stimulates lipolysis and frees excess fluids by smoothing the treated skin surface. It

exerts a detoxifying and draining effect giving relief to tired and weighted legs thanks to

the caffeine in cyclodextrins, phosphatidylcholine, and extracts of blueberry, horse

chestnut, ivy and Centella.

Unique format: disposable – one bandage;

For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin;

Liquid texture;

Colorless.

THE SCRUB / exfoliant with dry riceTHE SCRUB / exfoliant with dry rice
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THE SCRUB is a mechanical exfoliant with dry rice extract that favors the elimination of

superficial dead cells leaving the skin soft and smooth and apricot kernel for elimination of

superficial dead cells. The vegetable granules gently remove the keratinized cells,

promote superficial microcirculation and the elimination of toxins.

Beauty routine starts right from the bottom, taking care of feet and legs first

Photo Credit by AAA/UNBRANDED Ltd.

Unique format 250 ml – 8.79 FL.OZ.;

For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin;

Fondant texture;

From beige to brownish.

b. Body and Arms products, medium RRP €39.00b. Body and Arms products, medium RRP €39.00

This product family includes:

BELLY SERUM / stimulates microcirculation, lipolysis and drainage.BELLY SERUM / stimulates microcirculation, lipolysis and drainage.

BELLY SERUM is an ideal body serum for toning and counteracting cellulite blemishes. It

stimulates microcirculation, lipolysis and drainage. It shapes the silhouette while keeping

the skin hydrated and soft.
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Unique format 50 ml – 1.75 FL.OZ.;

For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin;

Liquid and light texture;

Opalescent.

CLEARIN BODY CREAM / fair, pale and delicate skin cream.CLEARIN BODY CREAM / fair, pale and delicate skin cream.

CLEARIN BODY CREAM is a nourishing and emollient cream ideal for fair, pale, oriental

and delicate skin. Contains the postbiotic “Lactobacillus ferment” which, thanks to its

protective action on the integrity of the skin barrier, gives comfort to sensitive skin. Almond

oil and shea butter give elasticity and tone.

Unique format 100 ml – 3.51 FL.OZ.;

Type of skin:

Type I: Extremely fair skin, always burns, never tans;

Type II: Fair skin, always burns, sometimes tans;

Type III: Medium skin, sometimes burns, always tans;

Rich, full-bodied but delicate texture;

Beige to light yellow colour.

DARKIN BODY CREAM /  black or mulatto skins cream.DARKIN BODY CREAM /  black or mulatto skins cream.
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DARKIN BODY CREAM is a smoothing and regenerating body milk specifically designed

for the treatment of black or mulatto skins. Its special formula stimulates cell turnover

thanks to the exfoliating effect of fruit acids which help reduce the stratum corneum and, at

the same time, stimulate new skin cell production. This peculiarity counteracts

imperfections and dehydration making the skin soft and well hydrated.

Unique format 100 ml – 3.51 FL.OZ.;

Type of skin:

Type III: Medium skin, sometimes burns, always tans;

Type IV: Olive skin, rarely burns, always tans;

Type V: Moderately pigmented brown skin, never burns, always tans;

Rich, full-bodied but delicate texture;

Light yellow colour.

THE MUD / against cellulite blemishes mud.THE MUD / against cellulite blemishes mud.

THE MUD is ideal against cellulite blemishes and loss of skin tone and elasticity. Contrasts

adipose accumulations and tissue atony giving a silky effect to the skin. It contains Garcinia

Cambogia which, thanks to hydroxycitric acid, inhibits the accumulation of subcutaneous

fats, milk proteins that stimulate tissue metabolism and ginseng, which stimulates

superficial blood circulation and the transfer of liquids.

Unique format 350 ml – 12.31 FL.OZ.;

For all skin type, stiff skin, callused areas;

Creamy, viscous texture;

White ivory colour.

SUGSCRUB/ deep-acting sugar-based scrub.SUGSCRUB/ deep-acting sugar-based scrub.
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Very important to take care of the body and arms with a help of moisturizing ingredients like shea butter, and

plant oils like argan and olive

Photo Credit by AAA/UNBRANDED Ltd.

SUGSCRUB is rich in sugar crystals with a delicious chocolate – vanilla scent. It melts on

the skin to smooth the stratum corneum and gives it its nutrients. The combination of

Moroccan argan oil and sugar provides vitamins and fatty acids that restructure the base of

the skin.

Unique format 250 ml – 8.79 FL.OZ.;

For dry skin, stiff skin, callused areas;

Pasty texture;

Beige-white colour.

TONED X ARMS / against loss of tone and skin relaxation.TONED X ARMS / against loss of tone and skin relaxation.

TONED X ARMS counteracts the loss of tone and skin relaxation in the inner area of the

arms, and also for the thighs and buttocks skin. Its formula contains precious cow’s milk

proteins to stimulate tissue metabolism and is rich in biocompatible marine derivatives.

With each application the skin is more and more toned and compact.

Unique format 100 ml – 3.51 FL.OZ.;

For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin;
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Rich, full-bodied but delicate texture;

White to beige colour.

HAND MASK / disposable gloves.HAND MASK / disposable gloves.

HAND MASK is a disposable non-woven glove with a nutrient and moisturizing emulsion. It

keep hands soft and supple by deeply nourishing the skin thanks to organic olive leaf

extract, shea butter and vegetable complex rich in hygroscopic, moisturizing and dermal

stimulant substances. A true concentrate of natural active ingredients that restores intense

well-being and softer skin to the epidermis in just 15 minutes of application.

Unique format: disposable one pair;

For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin, callused areas;

Liquid texture;

Colorless.

c. Neck and Face products, medium RRP €28.00c. Neck and Face products, medium RRP €28.00

This product family includes:

YO-MASK / two-component mask based on red fruits.YO-MASK / two-component mask based on red fruits.

YO-MASK is an innovative two-component compound mask to be used to prevent face and

neck skin aging. This product is obtained by combining a mixture of red fruits with a

powder activator which gives an extraordinary recompacting and antioxidant effect. It is a
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face and neck mask perfect for a firming and soothing action, visible just after the first

application.

Unique format: two-component 30ml – Activator 10g;

For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin, blotchy skin;

Texture: creamy. During use with activator, it solidifies;

Strawberry pink colour.

NOURISHING BUTTER / after bath, shower or sun,  toning moisturizing butter for face andNOURISHING BUTTER / after bath, shower or sun,  toning moisturizing butter for face and

body.body.

NOURISHING BUTTER is a rich and melting full-body product, with a sweet fragrance that

makes its application a real pleasure for the senses. Ideal for nourishing and moisturizing

dehydrated skin after a bath or shower, but also useful as an after sun. The combination of

shea butter and jojoba oil provides a supply of super nourishing and softening substances

for the skin.

Unique format 250 ml – 8.79 FL.OZ.;

For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin;

Fondant texture;

White-beige colour.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

aaa/unbranded  products have a very particular packaging, which uses 40% less

cardboard, making the product visually appealing and immediately recognizable. Inside the

external cardboard pack, are printed a lot of information to the best use of the product. The

primary packaging is made of non-toxic easily-recyclable plastic, resistant to shocks and

sudden changes in temperature. They were made to really stand out in the Skincare

category.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

aaa/unbranded  is a very young brand. Since its launch in February 2022, and the opening

of the new office in London, the brand had a good following of the public, as well as in the

®

®
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United Kingdom also in northern Europe, Italy and Spain, focusing in the premium target.

Photo Credit by AAA/UNBRANDED Ltd.

The brand has its own online  which sells skincare and eau de parfum. The

company is starting work within Luxury hotels and resorts with some welcome kits in the

room.

The brand is constantly working on product research and development and to increase

brand awareness. The brand has been contributing to the brand image since its launch.

It is keen to find partners to work with closely in Europe.

The main marketing channels are:The main marketing channels are:

Email to 2k database and growing loyal customer base;

Creation of Instagram, Facebook and Pinterest content;

Paid advertising on social channels;

Contract with Public Relations Agency in UK, Spain and Italy;

Share product samples and testers via retailers, events and journalists;

Instagram project involving influencers to test and promote products and brand.

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

e-store
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Featured in HOW TO SPEND IT, STAR BENE, TUSTYLE, POSTALMARKET.COM

Latest AwardsLatest Awards

ACCADEMIA DEL PROFUMO

Presented to 2022 niche perfume competition.

TestimionialsTestimionials

“The goal of aaa/unbranded  is to bring the consumer's attention to the product and the

story contained in it, not on the packaging”- Tainara Dos Santos, Postal Market Magazine

“What does unconventional mean? Nothing to do with being eccentric, but rather, focused

on the essence” - How to Spend it – ilSole24Ore Editor.

 AdP Archive

®
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: AAA/UNBRANDED Ltd.

Contact person:Contact person: Mario Innocente, Chief Operating Officer

E-mail:E-mail: sales@aaaunbranded.com

Website:Website: aaaunbranded.com

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2022

Regions:Regions: France, United Kingdom

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Website

aaa/unbranded

Instagram

aaaunbranded

Facebook unbranded

Pinterest

aaaunbranded

SKINCARE INTRO

INFO TECH-COSMETICS

click here
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In 2013, Holger Hampel founded Kosho Cosmetics and started

developing the first exclusive range of products – Kosho Matcha

Effective which he led to a successful market entry in 2015. Kosho

Matcha Effective is an innovative Swiss skincare line for healthy and

rejuvenated skin of all age groups and skin types. It translates

the natural and traditional effectiveness of organic Japanese matcha

green tea. Naturalness, tradition and the latest Swiss skin research and

biotechnology. These are the factors that makeup Kosho’s facial care

line. The brand is a pioneer in skin care with matcha extract. The active

substances of matcha tea have an invigorating as well as soothing

effect. Organic matcha extract has the same effect on the skin,

stimulating yet relaxing, creating a harmonious balance. Organic matcha

extract is characterized by its high content of epigallocatechin gallate

(EGCG) and is considered an antioxidant 100 times more potent than

vitamin C. Due to further catechins and tea flavonoids in exclusive

KOSHO COSMETICS INNOVATIVE
SWISS SKINCARE BASED ON

JAPANESE MATCHA
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organic matcha extract, Kosho Matcha Effective provides natural

protection against cell transformation caused by free radicals, against

UV radiation and other harmful environmental influences. 
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

Kosho Cosmetics was founded in 2013 by Holger Hampel and Roman von Arx. Both

partners have a long field experience with natural skincare. As a founder, Holger Hampel

always had a passion for natural and sustainable products. The founder of Kosho pursued

this passion during many years of research in the food industry. He wanted to use

his knowledge of natural raw materials for other purposes. That’s why he began

developing natural cosmetic care products and researching new active ingredients. One

day, practically by chance, he discovered matcha green tea. It quickly became clear to

Holger that this unique natural product has enormous potential! Not only as food but also

for the health and protection of the skin. Enthusiastic about matcha, Holger Hampel

explored how it could be used for external applications and undertook further training to

deepen his knowledge of cosmetics.

Holger Hampel the Founder Kosho Cosmetics

Photo Credit by KOSHO

THE BRANDTHE BRAND
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The promise of Kosho:

facial care line of the highest natural quality;

exciting and honest brand story;

performs with the highest requirements of contemporary customers;

the first global skincare brand with matcha green tea as an active agent;

exclusive organic matcha extract.

The first global skincare brand with matcha green tea as an active agent

Photo Credit by KOSHO

USPUSP

Kosho’s uniqueness Kosho Matcha Effective translates the natural and traditional

effectiveness of organic Japanese matcha green tea into an innovative Swiss skincare

line for healthy and rejuvenated skin of all age groups and skin types.

MATCHA IS A GREEN GOLD DUST FROM JAPANMATCHA IS A GREEN GOLD DUST FROM JAPAN

The production of matcha is by far the most elaborate in the world of tea: only around 300
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tea farmers in Japan master the cultivation. And only about 20 percent of their harvest is

exported, making matcha a rarity. Four weeks before the fine youngest leaves are

harvested by hand in May, the tea plantations are covered with opaque nets. This slows

down the ripening time of the tea, which contributes to the special quality of matcha: With

only ten percent of the actual sunlight available to the tea plants, a particularly high amount

of chlorophyll is formed in order to carry out the vital photosynthesis even with little solar

energy. The result is a bright green leaf that contains in addition to chlorophyll many

valuable amino acids.

THE EXCLUSIVE TOP OF THE CROPTHE EXCLUSIVE TOP OF THE CROP

Matcha consists of only the fine tissue of the best leaves. Stems and veins are carefully

removed. After selecting, steaming and drying, only the best material reaches the mills

made of granite and the leaf tissue is gently ground to the finest powder – in an ancient

process yielding only 30 to 40 grams per hour. This premium product is called matcha

(“ground tea”). As organic matcha extract, it is the precious, exclusive essence of the

innovative Swiss cosmetics line Kosho Matcha Effective.

Matcha is green-gold dust from Japan with anti-aging properties

Photo Credit by KOSHO

MATCHA EFFECTIVENESSMATCHA EFFECTIVENESS
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Kosho Matcha Effective was developed for a healthy firmer face skin with a radiant and

even complexion. Its properties:

intensive protection of the skin cells by organic matcha extract against light-induced

skin ageing and harmful environmental influences;

rebuilding of the natural barrier function of the skin against transepidermal water loss;

crocus extract stimulates the skin-cells in the dermis to rebuild collagen;

and elastin for a firmer and fuller skin structure;

intensive and long-lasting moisturizing for healthy and hydrated skin with a bright and

even skin appearance.

A TIMELESS RITUALA TIMELESS RITUAL

Since the twelfth century matcha belonged as much to the tradition of the samurai as their

legendary swords and was at the center of their tea ceremony. This ceremony follows to

this day the timeless principles of the way of tea. It leads from harmony,

respect and purity to tranquillity. These principles prescribe the procedure and rhythm of

the ritual. And they inspire the Kosho Matcha Effective cosmetics line with its specific

values. Kosho follows the Japanese way of tea ceremony and incorporates this timeless

ritual.

noticeable and lasting harmony one can feel;

developed and produced with deep respect for people and nature;

the feeling of purify before the actual care is beginning;

pause in wonderful tranquillity for a unique lasting experience for all senses.

KOSHO ADOPTS THE RITUAL OF THE WAY OF TEAKOSHO ADOPTS THE RITUAL OF THE WAY OF TEA

All ingredients of Kosho Matcha Effective care products are precisely matched and

carefully aligned. They are gentle and at the same time highly effective. Applied onto the

skin, Kosho Matcha Effective creates a special, noticeable and lasting harmony you can

feel. All Kosho Matcha Effective products are developed and produced with

deep respect for people and nature. The careful selection of the purest raw materials

ensures the quality. And the gentle, environmentally friendly production process meets

highest demands of sustainability. The mild cleansing before the actual care gives you a

feeling of purity. Kosho Matcha Effective helps you find a deep sense of well-being
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allowing you to relax and forget about everyday life – like a ritual. It is a ritual that makes

us pause in wonderful tranquility. Together with harmony, respect and purity, this

tranquility allows Kosho Matcha Effective to provide a unique, lasting experience for the

senses. Every time you touch your skin. And in your thoughts for a long time thereafter.

The philosophy of Kosho sustainability: 

Since Kosho’s early days “sustainability” has been of great importance, with Kosho’s

“effective eco initiative“;

Using raw-materials from fair trade sources;

Recyclable packaging wherever possible & available;

The principles of Green Chemistry are applied when researching and designing Kosho’s

formulation / R&D processes and manufacturing;

Kosho offers fresh and clinically tested cosmetic products that contain only natural

ingredients;

Kosho also enforces a strict policy against animal testing;

All products are vegan.

Photo Credit by KOSHO
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PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

All Kosho's products are:

products of the highest quality “Made in Switzerland“;

premium natural skin care formulation;

100% organic matcha extract as a key ingredient;

developed inhouse by Kosho Cosmetics;

careful selection of all raw materials and active ingredients;

perfectly suitable for all skin types and age groups;

consistent renunciation of questionable additives (without parabens, PEG, silicones,

paraffins, mineral oils);

100% vegan;

100% natural (certifiable Cosmos /Ecocert);

100% developed and manufactured with love and passion in Switzerland.

Multi-Effect Peeling

Photo Credit by KOSHO

All current retail prices are available on the official website of the company at

kosho.com/en/shop
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ASSORTMENTASSORTMENT

KOSHO'S SPECIFIC SELECTED AND ALIGNEDKOSHO'S SPECIFIC SELECTED AND ALIGNED

PRODUCTS FOR EFFICIENT CAREPRODUCTS FOR EFFICIENT CARE

Face CareFace Care

Creamy Cleansing – gentle creamy cleansing foam

Multi-Effect Peeling – nurturing peeling gel

Smart Matcha Face Spray – vitalising and toning face spray

Full Hydration Serum – intensive moisturizing serum

Smart Protection Cream – elegant day cream with natural UV protection

Deep Regeneration Cream – intensive night cream to rebuild the skin

Eye Lifting Serum – instant lifting effect for a younger appearance

Hand CareHand Care

Cell Protect Hand Cream - cell protecting and nourishing hand cream

Hand Care Sanitizer – antibacterial and nourishing hand hygiene spray

Photo Credit by KOSHO
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HIGHLY EFFECTIVE SWISS SPA TREATMENTSHIGHLY EFFECTIVE SWISS SPA TREATMENTS

Except for the retail lineup, there is a Kosho Spa treatment programme that offers clients

an incomparable beauty ritual with immediately visible results. The effect of an organic

matcha extract: 

contains important and valuable ingredients and trace elements;

promotes oxygen transport in the cells;

the highest value of the catechin EGCG (antioxidant);

intensive cell-protective effect.

NATURAL AND HIGHLY EFFECTIVE SPA TREATMENTSNATURAL AND HIGHLY EFFECTIVE SPA TREATMENTS

Swiss science, Japanese beauty knowledge and the power of nature through the

purest and highly efficient active plant ingredients are combined in Kosho Matcha Effective

to create a medically effective care series of the premium class. State-of-the-art

formulations guarantee the best possible efficiency in effect and performance – for visible

and noticeable results. All products are clinically tested.

Photo Credit by KOSHO

SPA TREATMENT ASSORTMENTSPA TREATMENT ASSORTMENT

Face CareFace Care

Creamy Cleansing (gentle creamy cleansing foam)

Multi-Effect Peeling (nurturing peeling gel)
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Refreshing Tonic (vitalising and refreshing tonic without alcohol)

Firming Mask (firming and moisturizing face mask)

Indulging Oil (nourishing facial massage oil)

Full Hydration Serum (intensive moisturizing serum)

Smart Protection Cream (day cream with natural UV- and blue-light-protection)

Deep Regeneration Cream (intensive night cream to rebuild the skin)

Eye Lifting Serum (instant lifting effect for younger appearance)

Hand CareHand Care

Hand Care Sanitizer (antibacterial and nourishing hand hygiene spray);

Creamy Cleansing (gentle creamy cleansing foam);

Multi-Effect Peeling (nurturing peeling gel);

Hand Mask (firming and moisturizing hand mask);

Full Hydration Serum (intensive moisturizing serum);

Cell Protect Hand Cream (vitalising, renewing and nourishing hand cream).

Photo Credit by KOSHO
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Matcha Tea Spa Ceremony Matcha Tea Spa Ceremony 

Byuti Matcha Green Tea (organic premium matcha green tea);

Matcha tea bowl (original handmade ceremonial tea bowl);

Matcha tea whisk (handmade matcha bamboo whisk).

Body CareBody Care

Shinrin Yoku japanese forest therapy (coming 2022);

Body wash (Gentle and re-moisturising body cleansing);

Massage oil (Nourishing and revitalising massage oil for maximum relaxation);

Bodylotion (Ceramide lotion for firmer and more youthful skin).

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

Wash bag (organic cotton wash bag);

Creamy Cleansing

Photo Credit by KOSHO
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Necessaire (organic cotton zipper bag).

BRANDING & DESIGN BRANDING & DESIGN 

WHAT DOES KOSHO MEAN?WHAT DOES KOSHO MEAN?

The name Kosho derives from the Japanese and can be translated as a lake, the body of

water or also with an old book. These terms symbolize the values that Kosho Cosmetics

stands for: Kosho is tranquillity and equilibrium, reflection and balance. Kosho is like a

meditation at a quiet lake. And Kosho is also timeless knowledge preserved in old books.

MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 

TARGET AUDIENCETARGET AUDIENCE

women & men in the 30–50 age range;

health-conscious with sustainability orientation (LOHAS);

distinctive quality & efficiency awareness;

selective taste for natural skincare;

with demanding, mature & sensitive skin;

many with a vegan lifestyle.
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Photo Credit by KOSHO

Kosho combines Japanese tradition with the latest Swiss research. It is the premium brand

for the selective retail sector. Kosho is a pioneer in matcha green tea cosmetics (the

world’s first facial skin care line with an active ingredient from matcha green tea). The skin

care range is developed for all age groups and skin types.

COMPETITIONCOMPETITION

As an exclusive user of matcha green tea as a key ingredient, Kosho doesn’t

have competitors. However, the brand shares the values of:
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Photo Credit by KOSHO

honest, fresh, modern brand (approx. 5 years /market);

very good price-performance ratio;

effective and concise assortment;

products that appeal to both female and male customers through aesthetics and

product content.

MEDIAMEDIA

AWARDSAWARDS

Kosho has been awarded the international SPA Diamond Award 2016 for best “Beauty

Newcomer“;

Kosho Matcha Effective was also nominated in the categories “Best Green Anti-Aging”;

2017 Kosho Matcha Effective was nominated in the categories  “Best Green Innovation”;

2019, the Smart Matcha Face Spray was nominated for the “Tina Anti-Aging Beauty

Award”.
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Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Kosho Cosmetics AG

Contact person:Contact person: Holger Hampel

E-mail:E-mail: holger.hampel@kosho.com

Website:Website: kosho.com

Phone:Phone: +41 44 680 33 00

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2013

Regions:Regions: Switzerland

Industries:Industries: Skincare

click here
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Vegan Fox is a 100% hand-made truly vegan and ethical skincare brand

from Latvia. Is was developed by Maija Rieksta-Riekstiņa for vegans,

animal- and nature lovers. Vegan Fox supports activities that improve

the lives of animals by participating in activities to ban fur farming and

donating to animal shelters. There is a series of products for all skin

types for all needs, Face Care, Body Care, Hair Care, Shower&Bath.

Vegan Fox is already successfully sold in many European markets and

in Baltics and is open for further international sales activity. The

brand 92% -100% contains only natural ingredients such as oils, herbal

extracts and powders, natural butters, and vitamins C and E. It has had

Vegan Society certification since 2017.

VEGAN FOX IS A TRULY VEGAN AND
ETHICAL SKINCARE
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

The company Vegan Fox is a family business created by large mother and founder Maija

Rieksta-Riekstiņa. The family-owned company produces ethical and vegan cosmetics, in

which the natural ingredients are 92%-100%. All Vegan Fox products do not contain

ingredients of animal origin and nothing is tested on animals. The company produces

products in Latvia by hand, because it is more personal.

Every new day is a new opportunity. Several years ago Maija wasn't scared and took a big

step to get out of her comfort zone, leaving a great position in a big company. She wanted

to do something lasting that was in line with her life values and where part of her heart was

added. Now, with Vegan Fox's products, can tell without hesitation that all efforts, energy,

joy, and love she invested into the brand were not in vain.

VEGAN FOX IDEAVEGAN FOX IDEA

It all started with a simple question – which cosmetics are truly vegan? Friends asked for

advice on what to buy and what better not to buy. When the tiredness crept in when sailing

on the ingredients of cosmetic products, the simple answer came – to create your own,

clearly vegan cosmetics. The owner just had to get together and start building a

business. Thoughts really have great power, because everything just started to happen –

met the right people, listened to tips, came up with ideas from the first products,

a fox came and demanded her place in the title because it is smart, beautiful, feminine and

with great intuition.

WHAT IS VEGAN FOX?WHAT IS VEGAN FOX?

Skin care brand made in Europe (Latvia);

100% hand-made;

Developed for vegans, animal and nature lovers.

Vegan Fox supports activities that improve the lives of animals. Starting from participation

in activities to ban fur farming to practical help to animal shelters in need.
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The founder of Vegan Fox Maija Rieksta-Riekstiņa with her Family

Photo Credit by Vegan Fox

«Everybody has the chance to help grow human and animal-friendly society. The choice of«Everybody has the chance to help grow human and animal-friendly society. The choice of

skin care can be the first step.»skin care can be the first step.»
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Shower Kit Vegan Fox

Photo Credit by Vegan Fox

Owner of Vegan Fox: Maija Rieksta-Riekstina

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLEENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE

Vegan Fox is a young brand at the beginning of its journey. Vegan Fox inspires

founders and others. Going their own way, everyone has the opportunity to change this

world, where both humans and animals live worthily. Choosing cosmetics is just one step

that shows our attitude and the things we care about.

The story of the brands is about dedicating our leisure time and resources to loving

animals and restoring and cleansing nature, so that people, their children and all animals

have the opportunity to live happier lives. By purchasing Vegan Fox products, people

inspire each other to keep going and financial help to do more work to support animals

and improve the environment.
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THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

VEGAN FOX INGREDIENTSVEGAN FOX INGREDIENTS

Absolutely nothing of animal origin- no gelatine, no lanolin, no beeswax;

Products and their raw materials are not tested on animals;

92%-100% natural  ingredients- natural oils, herbal extracts and powders, 

natural butters, vitamins C and E;

Vegan Society certification since 2017.

There is a series of products for all purposes of self-care that could be bought separately

as well as in kits.

FOR FACEFOR FACE

Face creams: Moisturising, Nourishing, Softening face cream. 50ml, min RRP min RRP

(Recommended Retail Price) is €13,50(Recommended Retail Price) is €13,50;

Rose Micellar Water. 200 ml, min RRP is €14,90;

Face cleansing foams (for normal, dry, oily skin). 200 ml, min RRP is €11,90min RRP is €11,90;

Face serum Hyaluronic Acid. 30 ml, min RRP is €19,90min RRP is €19,90;

Eye cream. 15 ml, min RRP is €16,90.min RRP is €16,90.

FOR BODYFOR BODY

Body creams: Lavender, Linden-tree blossom, Red grape, Grapefruit body cream. 200

gr, min RRP is €9,90; min RRP is €9,90;

Hand creams. 120 ml, min RRP is €8,30; min RRP is €8,30;

Foot cream. 120 ml, min RRP is €8,30;min RRP is €8,30;

Body oils: Aloe Vera, Red Grape. 200 ml, min RRP is €11,20;min RRP is €11,20;

Body scrubs: Anti-Cellulite, Coffee, Peppermint. 300 gr, min RRP is €11,40.min RRP is €11,40.

 

FOR HAIRFOR HAIR
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Photo Credit by Vegan Fox

Shampoo Bar. 58 gr, min RRP is €9,30;min RRP is €9,30;

Conditioner Bar. 55 gr, min RRP is €11,30.min RRP is €11,30.

BATH / SHOWER
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Face Vegan Series

Photo Credit by Vegan Fox

Shower gels: lavender, linden-tree blossom, grapefruit, red grape. 200 ml, min RRP min RRP

is €4,50;is €4,50;

Hand wash. 200 ml, min RRP is €4,50;min RRP is €4,50;

Bubble bath. 200 ml, min RRP is €4,50.min RRP is €4,50.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Vegan Fox is already successfully sold in many European markets and in Baltics. It is

possible to find Vegan Fox products in the UK, Germany, Netherlands, Poland, Estonia,

Latvia, Ukraine, and the Czech Republic. In 2018 hand & foot creams set was on board for

sale in Virgin Atlantic planes. Seen in Douglas, Etos (NL). Products are consistently

produced and controlled according to Good manufacturing process standards (ISO

22716:2007 certification).
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Photo Credit by Vegan Fox
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SHOWER GEL LAVENDER VEGAN FOXSHOWER GEL LAVENDER VEGAN FOX

PHOTO CREDIT BY VEGAN FOXPHOTO CREDIT BY VEGAN FOX
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Vegan Fox

Contact person:Contact person: Valdis

E-mail:E-mail: info@vegan-fox.com

Website:Website: vegan-fox.com

Phone:Phone: +37129784477

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: Latvia

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Vegan Fox Webpage

Presentation Vegan

Fox_ENG_2022

Price_list_Vegan Fox_wholesale_ENG

2022

click here
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Dolocan® is specialized in the application of cannabinoids and stands

for a new kind of natural wellness and beauty products that focus on

holistic wellbeing. Through innovative and high-quality ingredients,

Dolocan® supports healthy and balanced skin. All of the products are

exclusively made in Switzerland and are subject to the highest quality

standards. With continuous scientific research and innovation, the brand

ensures relevance and benefit to today’s and tomorrow’s consumers.

All Dolocan® products are vegan, dermatologically tested and contain

only the finest natural CBD. With its skin-soothing and skin-caring active

ingredients, the CBD skincare line is ideal for sensitive skin, but provides

effective benefits for all skin types. Dolocan® – Good Skin, Good Mood,

Good Day.

DOLOCAN®, A SWISS NATURAL CBD
BASED SKINCARE LINE
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

CANWAY Schweiz GmbH is an internationally aligned cannabis company headquartered in

Zu ̈rich, Switzerland. It specializes in the holistic application of cannabinoids and is at the

forefront of the Swiss CBD Industry since 2016. The purpose of the company is to improve

people’s quality of life with a broad range of cannabis-based products. As a vertically

integrated company, CANWAY Schweiz GmbH breeds, cultivates, develops, processes,

produces and distributes cannabis and derivative products. It controls the entire value

chain from seed to sale and strives to launch qualitative products with innovative

ingredients that reflect Swiss quality without exception.

 

The new Dolocan® skincare line is vegan, dermatologically tested and only contains the finest natural CBD

Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

The skincare and wellness line Dolocan® has been reformulated and rebranded in 2021

and is produced and manufactured exclusively in Switzerland. It supports a healthy and

balanced skin with Cannabidiol as a key ingredient. CBD, short for Cannabidiol, is a non-

psychoactive and natural compound derived from the Cannabis sativa plant with

antioxidant, anti-sebum, skin protecting and conditioning benefits.
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Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

CBD HAND CREAM – PROMOTES A HYDRATED ANDCBD HAND CREAM – PROMOTES A HYDRATED AND

SOFT SKINSOFT SKIN

The CBD Hand Cream is enriched with sunflower seed oil that has high concentrations of

vitamin C and valuable oleic acid and linoleic acid oils, that improve overall skin hydration

and also provide antioxidant protection. The linoleic acid present in sunflower oil

reinforces the skin barrier which helps reduce moisture loss and therefore improves overall

hydration. Vitamin C on the other side helps neutralize free-radicals that are present in the

environment with its antioxidant benefits. To fight dryness and improve skin texture

Allantoin sloughs away dead skin cells with its exfoliating properties. This not only results

in smooth skin but also supports a faster cell-turnover.

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Cannabidiol, Helianthus Annuus (Sunflower) Seed Oil, Allantoin

Properties: Properties: 

Non-sticky and fast absorbing formulation
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Hydrating, smoothing, antioxidant

Size: 75ml Size: 75ml                                        Suggested Retail Price: € 19Suggested Retail Price: € 19

Dolocan® Hand Cream

Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

CBD FACE SERUM – HYDRATING AND CALMINGCBD FACE SERUM – HYDRATING AND CALMING

SKINCARESKINCARE

The CBD Face Serum has been specially formulated for sensitive and easily irritated skin.

In addition to the calming properties of CBD, Aloe Vera optimally moisturizes and soothes

irritated skin. With its emollient, anti-inflammatory and antibacterial benefits, Aloe Vera also

supports overall skin regeneration and provides hydrating and balancing advantages for all

skin types, including dry, sensitive and oily skin.

Application:Application: Apply to the face and neck in the morning and evening after cleansing and

toning

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Cannabidiol, Aloe Vera

Properties:Properties: Hydrating, Calming, Balancing/Anti-sebum
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Size: 30ml Size: 30ml                                        Suggested Retail Price: € 59Suggested Retail Price: € 59

Dolocan® Face SerumDolocan® Face Serum

Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbHPhoto Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

CBD FACE CREAM – POWERFUL ANTI-AGING ANDCBD FACE CREAM – POWERFUL ANTI-AGING AND

BLUE-LIGHT PROTECTIONBLUE-LIGHT PROTECTION

Soliberine counteracts the negative impacts of light radiation on our skin. It delays the

ageing onset and slows down the structural and visual appearance of skin photoaging with

time through the neutralization of this ROS overproduction induced by light radiations. By

protecting from UV, IR, and HEV radiations and their detrimental effects on the skin,

Soliberine works as a global photo-protector while shea butter acts as an emollient and

moisturizer to repair skin and combat wrinkles and fine lines.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Cannabidol, Butyrospermum Parkii (Shea) Butter, Soliberine
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Properties:Properties: Hydrating, Anti-aging, Blue-light protection, Soothing

Size: 50ml                                        Suggested Retail Price: € 49Size: 50ml                                        Suggested Retail Price: € 49

Dolocan® Face Cream

Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The name Dolocan® aims to highlight the positive correlation between cannabinoids and

any occurring inflammation. The green colour symbolizes the natural ingredients and the

calming and balancing qualities of the natural compound Cannabidiol.

The modern and contemporary design targets the premium skincare market and intents to

destigmatize products made from the Cannabis sativa plant or contain any compounds

derived from it. The mixture between clear, bold black fonts and delicate materials like

glass and silver-coloured elements embrace contrasts. At the same time, the contrasting

design elements strive to attract and showcase the different kind of consumers and

generations Dolocan® skincare targets.
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The packaging used for this skincare line is convenient, functional and easy to use,

carefully chosen to preserve the quality of our formulas. The formulas are contained in

durable, recyclable glass dispensers and recyclable synthetic materials sold in fitted

uncoated high-quality paper boxes. The grasp and coating of the foldable cardboard boxes

underline Dolocan®’s approach to source effective, raw and natural active ingredients.

Dolocan® combines a clean and modern design with recyclable packaging and efficient high quality active

ingredients

Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Relaunched in 2021, the Swiss made skincare & wellness brand Dolocan® is now available

in all EU member states and continues to grow its distribution channels rapidly. As of

spring 2022, all Dolocan® skincare products are also available at the Swiss online beauty

retailer .

Dolocan® has its own social media platforms where it continues to reach and extend CBD

skincare fans worldwide. In Switzerland, the brand is at the forefront of the CBD skincare

industry and its products are synonymous with the next generation of its kind.

haar-shop.ch
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To increase brand visibility and sales, there have been continuous marketing and

promotional activities. Beyond the digital online advertisements, some of the brand

activations include:

Print advertisements in leading lifestyle magazines;

Online retargeting campaigns;

Interactive posts on Instagram and other social media;

Influencer marketing and social media marketing;

Product sampling and participation in trade shows.

Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

MEDIAMEDIA

Ratgeber Aannabelle
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Daniel Arnold, Head of Sales

E-mail:E-mail: daniel@canway.com

Website:Website: greenpassion.ch

Phone:Phone: +41 43 543 33 80

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Switzerland

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Dolocan® webpage

Dolocan® Instagram

click here
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Ayumi is a holistic natural skincare brand based on Ayurveda practices.

Lovingly made in the UK, Ayumi is certified as both vegan-friendly and

cruelty-free, approved by Cruelty International & PETA. Ayumi's product

ranges have been Dermatologically tested for skin safety. Dating back

approximately 5,000 years, Ayurveda is an Indian system of health and

well-being with the aim of reaching a state of tranquillity. Now, however,

it is more difficult to maintain balance in the new, urban environment.

This is what Ayumi stands for maintaining balance in the new

surroundings. Ayumi is committed to making natural and mindful living

available to everyone, bringing back the natural environment even to

the busiest of individuals. The brand-new facial care & body care

product ranges are packed with antioxidants to pollution-proof the skin

and protect it from the damaging effects of free radicals. Bursting with

aromatic essential oils and natural extracts, Ayumi is designed to

AYUMI NATURAL SKINCARE BRAND
INSPIRED BY THE ANCIENT
PRINCIPLES OF AYURVEDA
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balance the skin and the mind.
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

Ayumi launched 10 years ago, originally starting out with three skincare ranges: Turmeric,

Sandalwood and Neem. Since then extended its lineup with a huge variety of different

products, from massage oils to haircare to henna powders. They are all formulated with

Ayurveda at the core of the brand with the traditional Indian ingredients at the forefront.

Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

This is Sheilesh Shah, Ayumi’s founder. Also known as Shi, from the moment he wakes to

the moment he sleeps, he is passionate about natural skincare and the benefits of plant-

based ingredients for internal health as well as skin health. He grew up surrounded by the

powers of nature. His father was an Ayurvedic practitioner and would heal and treat his

clients with herbal and plant-based remedies. From such an early age, he gained in-depth

knowledge about the healing properties of these traditional Indian ingredients and which

herbs and spices are best for particular ailments from simply being surrounded by them on

a daily basis. When his father moved to the UK in the 70s this knowledge was brought with

him and so Shi's career developed into this sphere a well.
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PHILOSOPHYPHILOSOPHY

Lovingly manufactured in the UK, inspired by the Indian principles of Ayurveda;

Certified vegan by The Vegetarian Society & PETA;

Certified by Cruelty Free International;

Certified Cruelty Free & vegan by PETA;

Free from parabens, artificial colours, SLS, mineral oils, GM ingredients and microbeads;

Committed to using Forest Sustainably;

Certified packaging and PCR recycled plastic bottles.

WHAT IS AYUMI’S MISSION?WHAT IS AYUMI’S MISSION?

Ayumi's mission is simple: spread the power of the plant. The aim is for its skincare

products to become worldwide day-to-day, AM-PM skincare and haircare products which

cleanse, detox, brighten, balance, protect, hydrate and condition the skin, care and whole

body of its loyal customers. Ayumi believes that natural, clean skincare and haircare

products should be affordable whilst giving effective and visible results. The mission is to

simply spread the word about Ayumi so more people can have access to affordable

products that bring visible results.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

SkincareSkincare

Ayumi's 3 skincare ranges; Turmeric, Sandalwood and Neem have been naturally

formulated to the Ayurvedic principles to help combat all types of skin concerns. The

Turmeric range includes Papaya and Bergamont to combat combination and pigmented

skin. The woody Sandalwood range is perfect for dry and sensitive skin and the Neem

range is highly effective for those with oily and acne-prone skin.

Neem SkincareNeem Skincare

Neem, rosemary, eucalyptus and tea tree oils are best known for their antibacterial and

balancing qualities to help protect oily skin from potential external damage. A blend of
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peppermint, orange, and lemon oils uplift, invigorate and energise the skin and senses

with a burst of zesty freshness.

Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

Sandalwood SkincareSandalwood Skincare

Sultry Sandalwood, Cedarwood and Patchouli swamp the skin and senses in seductive

softness. Exotic Amazonian Babassu palm and Jojoba oils help preserve precious

hydration and moisture for dry skin. Ginger, Cinnamon and Black pepper lead the skin to a

glowing, radiant harmony.

It is possible to purchase products separately and as a set of the whole range to make the

best-combined treatments.

The Sandalwood Complete Skincare Set contains the good-for-skin ingredients one needs

for optimum skin health. A sultry blend of Sandalwood, Jasmine, exotic Amazonian

Babassu palm, and Jojoba oils work to cleanse, pamper and soothe the skin and senses

into heavenly bliss. This set also comes with a free Sandalwood Face Cream to preserve

precious hydration, leaving skin in paradise.
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Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

This set includes:

Sandalwood & Ylang Ylang Face Wash 150ml

Sandalwood & Ylang Ylang Face Scrub 125ml

Sandalwood & Pink Clay Face Mask 100ml

Sandalwood & Cocoa Butter Face Cream 100ml

Turmeric SkincareTurmeric Skincare

Hydrate and tone, dry and pigmented skin with refreshing Turmeric & Bergamot Skincare,

specially formulated with Papaya Extract to enhance the skin’s natural glow. Infused with

Amla extract, Mandarin Oil and Organic Argan Oil, this range helps to uplift the senses with

a burst of invigorating, skin-loving ingredients.
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Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

BodycareBodycare

Neem BodycareNeem Bodycare

A sumptuous formulation that gently cleanses the skin to softness. Ayurvedic neem, nimba

and tea tree oil envelop the skin with a healthy protective veil, while a tinge of cooling

menthol leaves the skin feeling fresh, healthy and bursting with freshness.

Sandalwood BodycareSandalwood Bodycare
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Award winning Turmeric & Bergamot Face Wash formulation will help to regulate sebum production

Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

Sacred Sandalwood gently cleanses the skin without stripping away precious hydration.

Exotic oils of Amazonian Babassu and caressing Jojoba feed a soft silkiness to the most

sensitive of skin. Ayumi Sandalwood & Ylang Ylang Body Wash is the perfect choice for

those who want to gently cleanse their skin without removing the hydration. Exotic oils of

Amazonian Babassu and caressing Jojoba nourish a soft silkiness to the most sensitive

skin. At the same time, the luxurious Sandalwood, Lavender, Patchouli, and Ylang Ylang

scents flood your senses in sumptuous softness.

Sandalwood is a natural wonder that has numerous benefits for the skin. It penetrates

deep into the skin to rid it of impurities and dead cells, leaving it feeling smoother and
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softer. Additionally, sandalwood oil stimulates circulation, making it ideal for use on areas

with dry skin or wrinkles. Finally, the soothing scent of ylang-ylang is also effective in

calming irritated skin. Soap made with these ingredients is a perfect way to pamper the

body naturally.

Turmeric BodycareTurmeric Bodycare

This body care series luminates the skin with powerful Turmeric, a luxurious antioxidant

and anti-inflammatory with an enchanting fragrance. With this unique formulation, the skin

will be deeply cleansed, refreshed and revitalised.

HaircareHaircare

Ayumi's new Hair care range has been formulated with efficacy as the top most priority.

Each range (Turmeric, Sandalwood and Neem) has been designed to suit different hair

types. The Turmeric Hair care helps to soften and thicken dry hair. The Sandalwood Hair

care supports those with brittle and thinning hair whilst the Neem hair care has cleansing

properties for those with oily hair.

Hair OilsHair Oils

Beneficial for dry, damaged and brittle hair, our Restorative Hair Oil provides ultra

nourishment to tame and condition unruly, frizzy, coarse and dry hair. Whether the desired

results are strengthening or smoothing, stands are guaranteed to be shining.
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Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

THE BRAND NAMETHE BRAND NAME

The name Ayumi was born from the ‘Miracle of Ayurveda’. Ayurveda is the 5,000-year-old

ancient health and wellbeing system that originates from India and its ancient philosophy

teaches the respect and power of our natural surroundings. Ayurveda teaches that if

people live in a balanced way, then they will enjoy good health. It is this natural philosophy

that inspired Ayumi with a particular focus on using traditional Indian herbs and spices to

cleanse, balance and protect the skin.
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Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

MEDIAMEDIA
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Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals
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Ayumi Growth Hair Care Oil

Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals
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Ayumi Social Media

Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

Ayumi Featured in Media

Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Ayumi Naturals

Contact person:Contact person: Sheilesh Shah, Reshma Shah-Oulton

E-mail:E-mail: info@ayumi.co.uk

Website:Website: ayumi.co.uk

Phone:Phone: +44 (0)20 8459 0909

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: United Kingdom

Industries:Industries: Skincare

ayumi.co.uk

click here
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The human body has a wonderful ability to heal itself and this is one of

the most important functions of the body. But sometimes it loses its

balance. The healing power of nature is much more than just folk

wisdom. Berrichi uses pure nature and skin's own ability to fight against

the signs of aging. Berrichi is an organic and natural cosmetics created

in Estonia. Company Furcella Plc was founded in 2015 and the first three

products were launched in October 2017. Ancient traditions and science

meet at Berrichi. In collaboration with university researchers, the

company has combined a variety of algae and natural super-oils to form

the perfect combination of cream. One of the biggest dreams of the

creator of the Berrichi brand is gradually coming true. Today the

customers can perform their own beauty rituals from beginning to end

BERRICHI ORGANIC AND NATURAL
COSMETIC THAT TRIGGERS SKIN

REGENERATION
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with Berrichi products. The product line includes both skin care series

and skin cleansers. Creams are dermatologically tested by Complife

Italia and wear Ecocert Cosmos certification. Berrichi skincare products

are suitable for Vegans and allergy sufferers and no animal tests have

been conducted.
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THE STORYTHE STORY

The idea for Berrichi natural cosmetics came from Berit Joosep's own skin problems. Dry

and allergic skin as well as inflammation forced her to look for alternatives to over-the-

counter cosmetic products. She began to seek help from pure nature and to mix creams in

her home kitchen. Inspiration came from herbal medicine books and her grandmother's

wisdom. After a trip to Bali, Berit discovered the world of algae. Berit's passion for natural

skin care and algae brought her together with scientists - after two years of research, the

power of algae and super oils became a cream. The ingredients have been examined and

tested and scientifically proven.

The main ingredients of the creams, algae and super oils, form a perfect combination of

vitamins, minerals and fatty acids. Berrichi's products are unique and really effective. They

awaken the body's natural ability to regenerate and heal - they nourish and moisturize the

skin in its deepest layers. The result is a radiant complexion and a vibrant complexion,

natural skin elasticity and protection. Berrichi's name is composed of Berit's nickname

"berri" and the word "chi". Chi stands for life energy and soul - Berrichi awakens the skin's

natural ability to regenerate and activates the skin's own chi.

The owners have great respect for sustainable management in the company. Step by

step, the packaging of the Berrichi products became more environmentally friendly and in

2020 the company started the "Let's do it" campaign. During this campaign, the

company collects empty containers of Berrichi products from customers and sorts them. It

transfers the plastic packaging waste to a local plastic recycling plant which further

produces new terrace floorboards from recycled plastic from Berrich's plastic waste.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

HIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS

* KEY-INGREDIENTS
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The Founder Berit Joosep

Photo Credit by Berrichi

 Furcellaran comes from the red seaweed of the Baltic sea. For a long time, it was a

well-known ingredient in the food industry as an agent for making marmalade. Now the

company has conducted research to discover that Furcellaran has high antioxidant

properties and it helps to capture free radicals on the top layer of the skin. It also has

unique properties to help blend fats and water, giving Berrichi creams a particularly silky

feel.

Astaxanthin, microalgae, comes from organic farming in Iceland. Astaxanthin is well

known as the most powerful natural antioxidant in the world. It is natural doping for the

skin. Coming from the higher class of carotenoids it holds a strong red pigment inside

which makes Berrichi creams slightly orange.

Cacaya oil, a very rich source of vitamin A from Peru has been well known for centuries
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for local native people and they have to use Cacaya nut oil for healing wounds and to

avoid scar tissue.

Photo Credit by Berrichi

This trio of key components is present in all Berrichi creams and makes Berrichi products

unique. Furcellaran has a rather high molecule mass and it nourishes and moisturizes the

top layers of the skin, while astaxanthin has the ability to penetrate into the deeper layers

of the skin and nourish and moisturize the skin deeply. The ability of cacaya oil to

accelerate the formation of new skin cells helps to keep the skin healthy and young. By

using Berrichi skin care, the skin is protected and healthy for a long time.

*NO ADDED FRAGRANCE Just pure natural scent from organic ingredients.

*SUITABLE FOR VEGANS All skincare and cleansing products are suitable for vegans.
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

*SUITABLE FOR ALLERGY SUFFERERS Products have been validated by the Estonian

Allergy federation and confirmed safe for using allergy sufferers.

*DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED by Complife Italia – skincare products are all

dermatologically tested.

*ECOCERT COSMOS certified.

SKINCARESKINCARE

DAY cream - AGE DEFENCEDAY cream - AGE DEFENCE

50ml airless bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price € 39.6050ml airless bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price € 39.60

The best-selling velvety and fast-absorbing Day cream moisturizes and nourishes the skin

deeply. The cream effectively soothes irritated, allergic and inflamed skin. The result is a

fresh and radiant complexion, a more even skin tone and texture.

Day cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging antioxidants
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astaxanthin and furcellaran. Cacay oil from the Amazon rainforests adds power to the

cream by boosting skins cell renewal.

Photo Credit by Berrichi

NIGHT cream – POWER AGE DEFENCENIGHT cream – POWER AGE DEFENCE

50ml airless bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price € 42.9050ml airless bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price € 42.90

The rich Night cream restores, nourishes and moisturizes the skin deeply while one sleep.

The cream slows down and prevents the signs of aging, improves collagen production and

restores the skin’s natural protective barriers. It also relieves inflammation, dryness and

allergies.

The night cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging antioxidants

astaxanthin and furcellaran. Plant-based retinol improves the structure of the skin.

FOR MEN cream – SMOOTHING AGE DEFENCEFOR MEN cream – SMOOTHING AGE DEFENCE

50ml airless bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price € 39.6050ml airless bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price € 39.60
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

Face cream For Men is an easily absorbed and deeply moisturizing cream for daily use.

Antioxidants from algae restore the skin’s balance and protect the skin from external

stressors. The cream reduces inflammation, dryness and scar tissue.

For Men face cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging

antioxidants astaxanthin and furcellaran. Cacay oil from the Amazon rainforest and aloe

soothes and relieves irritations. The cream suits well as an aftershave.
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

LIGHT cream – NATURAL GLOWLIGHT cream – NATURAL GLOW

50ml airless bottle made of plastic (glass bottle available Dec 2022) – Suggested retail50ml airless bottle made of plastic (glass bottle available Dec 2022) – Suggested retail

price € 39.60price € 39.60

The silky light and moisturizing day cream Light supports the basic functions of the skin

and provides natural protective barriers. It makes the skin radiant and clear thanks to the

powerful natural antioxidants and nourishing oils. Suits well for younger skin.

Light day cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging agents

astaxanthin and furcellaran. Unsea Barbata helps relieve inflammation and acne by

balancing the skin's microbiome.

EYE cream – BRIGHTENING AGE DEFENCEEYE cream – BRIGHTENING AGE DEFENCE

15ml tube made of PCR recycled plastic – Suggested retail price €26.4015ml tube made of PCR recycled plastic – Suggested retail price €26.40

The lightweight silky eye cream Eye with powerful antioxidants and herbal oils, nourish the
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gentle under-eye skin. The cream prevents and relieves the signs of premature aging,

reduces dark circles under the eyes and restores the skin’s natural functions and

protective barriers.

Photo Credit by Berrichi

The eye cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging agents

astaxanthin and furcellaran. Dark circles and pigmentation problems are alleviated by koji

acid and alpha arbutin.

HAND cream – SILKY TOUCHHAND cream – SILKY TOUCH

75ml tube made of Innogreen tube that is made up from three layers – PP plastic, recycled75ml tube made of Innogreen tube that is made up from three layers – PP plastic, recycled

PCR plastic and bioplastic made from sugar cane – Suggested retail price €19.80PCR plastic and bioplastic made from sugar cane – Suggested retail price €19.80

Hand cream moisturizes, nourishes and supports skin’s protective barriers. It relieves dry

and flaky skin, reduces age spots and makes hands feel silky and smooth. As a result, the

skin has a healthy and lustrous appearance.
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

Hand Cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging agents

astaxanthin and furcellaran. Super oils moisturize and nourish the skin, and squalane

speeds up blood circulation and improves collagen production.

DAY cream - AGE DEFENCE – small travel versionDAY cream - AGE DEFENCE – small travel version

15ml tube made of PCR recycled plastic – Suggested retail price €19.8015ml tube made of PCR recycled plastic – Suggested retail price €19.80

The best-selling velvety and fast-absorbing Day cream moisturizes and nourishes the skin

deeply. The cream effectively soothes irritated, allergic and inflamed skin. The result is a

fresh and radiant complexion, a more even skin tone and texture.

Day cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging antioxidants

astaxanthin and furcellaran. Cacay oil from the Amazon rainforests adds power to the

cream by boosting skins cell renewal.

FACE CLEANSINGFACE CLEANSING
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Face cleaning FOAM – FACE WASHFace cleaning FOAM – FACE WASH

150ml foam sprayer bottle made of PP plastic – Suggested retail price €25.20150ml foam sprayer bottle made of PP plastic – Suggested retail price €25.20

Berrichi natural face wash Foam is designed to gently but effectively cleanse the face. It

keeps the natural balance of the skin and gives one a clean and velvety feel. Foam

contains effective moisturizing and anti-aging antioxidants from algae – astaxanthin and

furcellaran.

Foam is enriched with a unique finger lime extract Lime Pearl ™, which contains natural

AHA acids and antioxidants. It has a gentle exfoliating effect. The foam is suitable for

sensitive skin and also for removing eye makeup.

Face TONER – NATURAL RENEWALFace TONER – NATURAL RENEWAL

100ml spray bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price €24.20100ml spray bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price €24.20
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

An innovative cleansing facial toner with natural AHA acids and algae extracts effectively

removes all impurities and grease. AHA acids help to remove dead skin cells and

accelerate the renewal of skin cells, resulting in an even skin tone and radiant complexion.

Regular use of the toner reduces pigment spots and smoothes the skin.

Makeup remover MAKEUP OIL – DEEP CLEANSINGMakeup remover MAKEUP OIL – DEEP CLEANSING

100ml spray bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price €26.30100ml spray bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price €26.30
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Makeup removing oil cleanser is a two-in-one product that removes all makeup while

moisturizing the skin. When adding water, the oil becomes a gentle emulsion that melts

even the strongest makeup from the pores resulting in clean and silky soft skin.

The natural ingredients have a moisturizing, anti-inflammatory and skin revitalizing effect.

Designed for all skin types and also for allergy-prone skin. Can be used for

removing waterproof and eye makeup.

EXTRAEXTRA

Food supplement SKINFood supplement SKIN

Al. tin can contains 60 capsules – Suggested retail price €46.20Al. tin can contains 60 capsules – Suggested retail price €46.20

Skin supplement supports key functions and health of one's skin from inside out. This all-in-

one supplement is developed based on skin needs, it strengthens the body’s protective

barriers and reduces the feeling of fatigue.

Skin supplement contains the strongest natural antioxidant, astaxanthin from Icelandic

algae. It also contains Myoceram ceramides made from rice bran, which help to maintain

the skins natural moisture balance and sustainable marine collagen from fish.

This supplement can be used as a daily multivitamin as it also contains vitamins A, B, C and

D.
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GUA-SHA massage stoneGUA-SHA massage stone

Pink quartz massage stone in cotton bag with massage guide in special box made ofPink quartz massage stone in cotton bag with massage guide in special box made of

paper – Suggested retail price €26.40paper – Suggested retail price €26.40
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The traditional Chinese Gua Sha facial massage is an ancient healing therapy. It stimulates

the microcirculation of soft tissues and helps to improve blood circulation.

Berrichi has combined the Gua Sha tradition with the power of rose quartz. Rose quartz is

considered to be the crystal of love, harmony, care and calmness, which brings out

happiness, inner peace and feelings of romance. It will keep one youthful and fresh,

creating the feeling of being cared for and protected, and awakes a positive mind. Rose

quartz promotes the renewal of skin cells and smooths fine wrinkles.

You can use Gua Sha of rose quartz for massaging the face, neck and neckline areas as

often as on a daily basis, but at least once a week. Create one's own routine, by combining

the usual application of a day or night cream with a few minutes of Gua Sha treatment.
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BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Since launching in October 2017 Berrichi has had significant success in Estonia becoming a

top local natural cosmetics brand. Berrichi unique algae-based creams arouse interest in

natural cosmetics users. As the effects of the products are scientifically proven, formulas

science-based and the products certified, it builds trust. Berrichi overall branding, well-

designed packages, innovative formulas and pricing position place Berrichi on the edge of

premium products. The brand has gained a great reputation in the local Estonian market,

but the brand is just the beginning of the journey in the international market. The main part

of export sales is coming via own e-commerce channels. In Germany and the US markets,

the company has started Berrichi sales on the Amazon platform.

Berrichi's name is composed of brand creators Berit's nickname "berri" and the word "chi".

Chi stands for life energy and soul - Berrichi awakens the skin's natural ability to

regenerate and activates the skin's own chi. Basically one may say that there’s always a
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small piece of cream creators “Berri’s” soul in every Berrichi cream.

One of the key ingredients super algae astaxanthin gives slight orange color to most of

Berrichi products and so the main colour has used in Berrichi branding is also orange.  The

designer has been shaping the face of the Berrichi brand in the sure knowledge that “less

is more” . Design is modern and clean, simple with enough space.  A comprehensive

collection of promotional materials, photographs, ready-made visuals, promotional videos

and, of course, a correct summary of the Berrichi brand CVI are available. Each product

has its nickname or slogan which differs it from others. For example, Hand cream has Silky

touch and Eye cream Brightening Age defence. It gives more personality and explains its

characteristics for the Berrichi products.

The company is constantly working to increase brand awareness and have been

contributing to the brand image since its launch. The main channels of marketing are:

Newsletters and growing loyal client base, periodical subscriptions;

Instagram and Facebook content creation;

Paid advertising in social media channels and google ads;

Public relations and communication with lifestyle and fashion magazines;

Print visuals in magazines;

Sharing product samples and testers via retail sellers and trade shows;

Influencer marketing.

MEDIAMEDIA
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Less is more...

Photo Credit by Berrichi

As seen in VOGUE
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The brand actively uses all kinds of marketing activities to raise brand awareness

Photo Credit by Berrichi

As seen in magazine

Article about start-up and development of Berrichi together with GEOMAR and scientists

by 

Article from a German newspaper:

 and 

AWARDSAWARDS

Apotheka Beauty 2021 | Best face cleaning product - FOAM

ELLE 

link

shz.de

thebeautyshortlist.com 2018 2020

amazingpr.co.uk

beautyjagd.de
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Anne ja Stiil 2021 | Best cleansing – TONER

Boudoir Beauty Favorite 2021 | Editors Choice - FOAM

Boudoir Beauty Favorite 2020 | Best Cosmetic Product – LIGHT

 Apotheka Beauty 2020 | Must-Have FOR MEN

 Beauty Shortlist AWARDS 2020 | Editors Choice – HAND

 Beauty Shortlist AWARDS 2020 | Editor´s Choice – EYE

 ECOCERT COSMOS NATURAL certificate 2020 | DAY, FOR MEN, LIGHT

 ECOCERT COSMOS NATURAL certificate 2020 | EYE, HAND, SKIN

 Indie Beauty Expo 2019 | Best in Show - EYE

 Beauty Shortlist AWARDS 2019 | Editor´s Choice – EYE

 Boudoir Beauty Favorite 2019 | Editors Choice - EYE

 The Beauty Awards 2019 with ASOS | Shortlisted - FOR MEN

 Estonian Allergy Association 2019 | Recognition for DAY, NIGHT, FOR MEN, EYE

 Beauty Shortlist Awards 2018 | Editor`s Choice - NIGHT and DAY

 Anne ja Stiil 2019 | Beauty Favorite - SKIN and EYE

 Beauty Guru 2019 | Editors Choice EYE

 Beauty Shortlist Awards 2018 | Men´s Grooming Finalist - FOR MEN

 Anne ja Stiil 2018 | Innovation Choice - NIGHT

 Anne ja Stiil 2018 | Eco Product Choice - DAY

 Beauty Guru Beauty Diamond 2018 | Natural Cosmetics - DAY

 Beauty Shortlist Awards 2017 | Best Skincare Product Launch DAY

 Beauty Shortlist Awards 2017 | Best Moisturizer - NIGHT

Photo Credit by Berrichi
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Furcella OÜ

Contact person:Contact person: Janno Joosep

E-mail:E-mail: janno@berrichi.ee

Website:Website: berrichi.eu

Phone:Phone: +3725186655

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: Estonia

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Berrichi webpage

Berrichi Instagram

Berrichi Facebook

click here
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Hypatia Natural Products have been developed with great care and

inspired by nature. The aim of the brand is to make its products

integrated with nature a part of one's skin. Hypatia products have taken

their final form by going through various tests and stages in the brand's

own boutique laboratory. Since the brand always aims for the best, it

brings the best to its loyal customers. The brand tries to keep the

researcher's identity at the forefront by developing new products. Each

product has passed all necessary tests, is GMP certified and is

dermatologically tested. The products are not tested on animals,

moreover vegan. Thus the brand brought natural skin care products

enriched with the best natural ingredients. Hypatia Natural Products

advances with the understanding of beauty in nature.

HYPATIA NATURAL PRODUCTS
FORMULATED FOR SKIN HEALTH
FROM THE PUREST INGREDIENTS
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ESTABLISHMENT OF HYPATİA NATURALESTABLISHMENT OF HYPATİA NATURAL

PRODUCTSPRODUCTS

Hypatia brand founder Pınar Taş has studied Chemistry at Istanbul Technical University

and conducted drug research at Istanbul University Faculty of Pharmacy,

. After working in the product development and licensing

departments in the sector for a while, she decided to get out of the industrial product

formulation that harmed both herself, nature and humanity.

After more than 1 year of own R&D studies, she founded Hypatia with the formulas she

developed by combining the natural with science. Under Hypatia Natural Products label

she currently produces skin-friendly care products with natural ingredients, free of

additives and prepared with effective actives. All products are tailored in their own

boutique mini workshop/laboratory in Moda, Kadıköy, under the supervision of the Ministry

of Health.

PRODUCTS AND PRICESPRODUCTS AND PRICES

HYALURONIC ACID SERUMHYALURONIC ACID SERUM

Hyaluronic acid is a substance naturally found in the structure of the skin, which increases

skin moisture by holding 1000 times its weight in water, smoothes the skin structure by

joining the structure of collagen molecules, and increases the firmness of the skin.  It is

recommended to be taken externally, as the amount in the body decreases with age.  Our

Hyaluronic Acid Serum consists of low molecular weight hyaluronic acid that can go down

to the lower layers of the skin and medium molecular weight hyaluronic acid that protects

the skin barrier by moisturizing the skin surface.

Ingredients: Aqua, Glycerin, Hyaluronic acid, Sodium benzoate, Potassium sorbate

Usage: You can use 3 drops on clean skin morning and evening.  It can also be used

around the eyes and neck area.  On dry skin, you can use your moisturizer or one of our

oil-based serums.

 Department of

Pharmaceutical Chemistry
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Size: 20 ml                                                                         Recommended Retail Price: 30 €Size: 20 ml                                                                         Recommended Retail Price: 30 €

HYALURONIC ACID VITAMIN COMPLEXHYALURONIC ACID VITAMIN COMPLEX

Hyaluronic Acid Vitamin Complex Serum Moisturizes and tightens the skin deeply with low

molecular weight hyaluronic acid that can go down to the lower layers of the skin and

medium molecular weight hyaluronic acid that protects the skin barrier by moisturizing the

skin surface. It is fortified with niacinamide (vit B3) responsible for skin lightening and

repair, minimizing pores, removing roughness, repairing, moisturizing vitamin B5 and anti-

spot, antioxidant licorice root extract. It is a serum formulated with only active and natural

active ingredients.

Ingredients: Aqua, Sodium hyaluronte, Niacinamide, Panthenol, Glycyrrhiza glabra root

extract, Glycerin, Glyceryl Caprylate, Glyceryl undecylenate, Herbal preservative

Usage: You can use 2-3 drops on clean and slightly damp/wet skin morning and evening. It

can also be used around the eyes and neck area. It is recommended to use your

moisturizer or one of our oil-based serums on dry skin.

Size: 20 ml                                                                            Recommended Retail Price: 35 €Size: 20 ml                                                                            Recommended Retail Price: 35 €

COLLAGEN SERUMCOLLAGEN SERUM

Collagen serum moisturizes the skin deeply, increases skin plumpness, and gives a cottony

and smooth feeling. Blue chamomile, with its antioxidant and anti-wrinkle properties, helps

soften wrinkles with its evergreen flower and daily essential oils that support cellular repair.

Ingredients: Jojoba oil, Borage seed, Evening primrose oil, Hydrolyzed collagen, Immortelle

essential oil, Blue chamomile essential oil, Daily essential oil, Ylang ylang essential oil,

Vitamin E

Usage: Apply 3 drops to your skin at night. You can use it with one of our hyaluronic acid

serums for a combined effect.
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Photo Credit by Hypatia Natural ProductsPhoto Credit by Hypatia Natural Products

Size: 20 ml                                                                                Recommended RetailSize: 20 ml                                                                                Recommended Retail

Price: 34 €Price: 34 €

MOISTURIZING & BRIGHTENING SERUMMOISTURIZING & BRIGHTENING SERUM

Moisturizing & Brightening Serum Prevents sunspots with its natural anti-blemish actives

and helps to lighten existing spots. With its high-dose hyaluronic acid ratio, it provides

tighter and more moist skin. It is formulated with all-natural ingredients. Does not contain

additives.
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Photo Credit by Hypatia Natural Products

Ingredients: Aqua, Aloe vera extract, Alpha arbutin, Hyaluronic acid, Niacinamide (vitamin

B3), Natural preservative

Usage: Gently apply 3 drops of serum to your face in the morning or evening. You can

apply your moisturizer on it.

Size: 20 ml                                                                             Recommended Retail Price: 28 €Size: 20 ml                                                                             Recommended Retail Price: 28 €
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RETINOL SERUMRETINOL SERUM

It helps to reduce the appearance of skin color irregularities, skin spots, rough, dull, rough

skin. It offers a more lively, bright and smooth skin appearance. It helps to regenerate and

repair the skin.

Ingredients: Pure retinol, Jojoba oil, Borage oil, Argan oil, Evening primrose oil, Vitamin E,

Rosehip seed oil, Caprylic triglyceride, Ylang ylang essential oil, Immortelle essential oil,

Wild buckthorn

Usage: Apply 3-4 drops on clean and dry skin with a light massage. You can also use it on

the neck and décolleté area.

Size: 20ml                                                                                Recommended Retail Price: 36 €Size: 20ml                                                                                Recommended Retail Price: 36 €

EYE HERBAL ELIXIREYE HERBAL ELIXIR

For dehydrated, wrinkle-prone skin. With its high content of hyaluronic acid and vitamin B5,

it moisturizes and tightens the under-eye area and its surroundings. Caffeine helps to

reduce swelling and bruises under the eyes. It provides anti-aging care with immortelle

(immortal flower) and aloe vera extract. Moisture and tightening are felt from the first use.

With regular use, it helps to increase the moisture retention of the skin, and reduce

swelling and dark circles and fine lines.

Ingredients: Pure water, caffeine, hyaluronic acid, aloe vera extract, herbal glycerin,

immortelle extract, vitamin B5, niacinamide (vitamin B3), herbal preservative

Usage: Apply 1-2 drops on slightly damp skin morning and evening. Moisturizer on it

Size: 20 ml                                                                               Recommended Retail Price: 18 €Size: 20 ml                                                                               Recommended Retail Price: 18 €

REJUVENATING SERUMREJUVENATING SERUM
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Withh hyaluronic acid that natural hydrating agent, skin nourishing, repairing fixed oils and

anti-wrinkle essential oils, it moisturizes, repairs and increases the brightness of the skin.

Reduces the appearance of fine lines with regular use.

Ingredients: Jojoba oil, borage oil, calendula oil, aloe vera extract, hyaluronic acid,

frankincense essential oil, immortelle oil, marjoram oil.

Usage: Apply 3 drops of serum to your cleansed and toned face at night. There is no need

to use extra moisturizer. It is formulated with all natural herbal actives. Does not contain

additives

Size: 20 ml                                                                            Recommended Retail Price: 35 €Size: 20 ml                                                                            Recommended Retail Price: 35 €

VITAMIN C SERUMVITAMIN C SERUM

Pure vitamin C serum powered with hyaluronic acid, ferulic acid and vitamin E.

Recommended for those who are new to using vitamin C serum.It can be used by all skin

types except very sensitive skin.With regular use, it evens out the skin tone and  helps

tightening by triggering collagen production in the skin.It makes the skin look brighter and

livelier.It delays aging due to free radical damage on the skin by acting as an antioxidant.

Ingredients: Aqua, L-ascorbic acid, Sodium hyaluronate, Vegetable glycerine, Vitamin E,

Capryl glycol, Ferulic acid, Sodium Benzoate

Usage: Those who use vitamin C for the first time can start using it once in 2 days in the

evening. You can use it every day as the skin gets used to it.

Size: 10 ml                                                                            Recommended Retail Price: 16 €Size: 10 ml                                                                            Recommended Retail Price: 16 €

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN

It is named after Hypatia of Alexandria, a Greek philosopher, mathematician, and

astronomer. Being a female entrepreneur, this company took its name from a woman and

emphasized that women are in every field. On this road inspired by nature, Hypatia has
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inspired its colors from nature. It emphasizes that it is nature friendly with its green color

and becomes a symbol of purity with its white undertone. With the understanding of green

niche cosmetics, all packaging and designs consist of glass bottles. Because Hypatia has

aimed to reduce the carbon footprints on the world on this path and all the ingredients it

uses are geared towards this.

Photo Credit by Hypatia Natural ProductsPhoto Credit by Hypatia Natural Products

MARKETING AND SALESMARKETING AND SALES
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Hypatia Natural Products was founded on 28.02.2019. The company kept in touch with the

buyers by making production in its own laboratory. In this way, it has marketed the right

product to its customers and thus created its own sales network. Hypatia Natural Products

has its own social media accounts. It makes its sales from Instagram and its own internet

store. It has also established a marketplace for itself in many shopping applications.

• In order to increase brand visibility, Hypatia Natural Products frequently shares in social

media areas and determines its archetypes to increase its visibility.

• It carries out the policy of increasing awareness by reaching many audiences through

advertising.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Hypatia Natural Products

Contact person:Contact person: Pinar Tas

E-mail:E-mail: info@hypatia.store

Website:Website: www.hypatia.store

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Turkey

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Hypatia Natural Products website

Hypatia Natural Products instagram

click here
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Ayumi is a holistic natural skincare brand based on Ayurveda practices.

Lovingly made in the UK, Ayumi is certified as both vegan-friendly and

cruelty-free, approved by Cruelty International & PETA. Ayumi's product

ranges have been Dermatologically tested for skin safety. Dating back

approximately 5,000 years, Ayurveda is an Indian system of health and

well-being with the aim of reaching a state of tranquillity. Now, however,

it is more difficult to maintain balance in the new, urban environment.

This is what Ayumi stands for maintaining balance in the new

surroundings. Ayumi is committed to making natural and mindful living

available to everyone, bringing back the natural environment even to

the busiest of individuals. The brand-new facial care & body care

product ranges are packed with antioxidants to pollution-proof the skin

and protect it from the damaging effects of free radicals. Bursting with

aromatic essential oils and natural extracts, Ayumi is designed to

SECRET DOSSIER ON AYUMI NATURAL
SKINCARE BRAND INSPIRED BY THE
ANCIENT PRINCIPLES OF AYURVEDA
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balance the skin and the mind.
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

Ayumi launched 10 years ago, originally starting out with three skincare ranges: Turmeric,

Sandalwood and Neem. Since then extended its lineup with a huge variety of different

products, from massage oils to haircare to henna powders. They are all formulated with

Ayurveda at the core of the brand with the traditional Indian ingredients at the forefront.

Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

This is Sheilesh Shah, Ayumi’s founder. Also known as Shi, from the moment he wakes to

the moment he sleeps, he is passionate about natural skincare and the benefits of plant-

based ingredients for internal health as well as skin health. He grew up surrounded by the

powers of nature. His father was an Ayurvedic practitioner and would heal and treat his

clients with herbal and plant-based remedies. From such an early age, he gained in-depth

knowledge about the healing properties of these traditional Indian ingredients and which

herbs and spices are best for particular ailments from simply being surrounded by them on

a daily basis. When his father moved to the UK in the 70s this knowledge was brought with

him and so Shi's career developed into this sphere a well.
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PHILOSOPHYPHILOSOPHY

Lovingly manufactured in the UK, inspired by the Indian principles of Ayurveda;

Certified vegan by The Vegetarian Society & PETA;

Certified by Cruelty Free International;

Certified Cruelty Free & vegan by PETA;

Free from parabens, artificial colours, SLS, mineral oils, GM ingredients and microbeads;

Committed to using Forest Sustainably;

Certified packaging and PCR recycled plastic bottles.

WHAT IS AYUMI’S MISSION?WHAT IS AYUMI’S MISSION?

Ayumi's mission is simple: spread the power of the plant. The aim is for its skincare

products to become worldwide day-to-day, AM-PM skincare and haircare products which

cleanse, detox, brighten, balance, protect, hydrate and condition the skin, care and whole

body of its loyal customers. Ayumi believes that natural, clean skincare and haircare

products should be affordable whilst giving effective and visible results. The mission is to

simply spread the word about Ayumi so more people can have access to affordable

products that bring visible results.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

SkincareSkincare

Ayumi's 3 skincare ranges; Turmeric, Sandalwood and Neem have been naturally

formulated to the Ayurvedic principles to help combat all types of skin concerns. The

Turmeric range includes Papaya and Bergamont to combat combination and pigmented

skin. The woody Sandalwood range is perfect for dry and sensitive skin and the Neem

range is highly effective for those with oily and acne-prone skin.

Neem SkincareNeem Skincare

Neem, rosemary, eucalyptus and tea tree oils are best known for their antibacterial and

balancing qualities to help protect oily skin from potential external damage. A blend of
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peppermint, orange, and lemon oils uplift, invigorate and energise the skin and senses

with a burst of zesty freshness.

Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

Sandalwood SkincareSandalwood Skincare

Sultry Sandalwood, Cedarwood and Patchouli swamp the skin and senses in seductive

softness. Exotic Amazonian Babassu palm and Jojoba oils help preserve precious

hydration and moisture for dry skin. Ginger, Cinnamon and Black pepper lead the skin to a

glowing, radiant harmony.

It is possible to purchase products separately and as a set of the whole range to make the

best-combined treatments.

The Sandalwood Complete Skincare Set contains the good-for-skin ingredients one needs

for optimum skin health. A sultry blend of Sandalwood, Jasmine, exotic Amazonian

Babassu palm, and Jojoba oils work to cleanse, pamper and soothe the skin and senses

into heavenly bliss. This set also comes with a free Sandalwood Face Cream to preserve

precious hydration, leaving skin in paradise.
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Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

This set includes:

Sandalwood & Ylang Ylang Face Wash 150ml

Sandalwood & Ylang Ylang Face Scrub 125ml

Sandalwood & Pink Clay Face Mask 100ml

Sandalwood & Cocoa Butter Face Cream 100ml

Turmeric SkincareTurmeric Skincare

Hydrate and tone, dry and pigmented skin with refreshing Turmeric & Bergamot Skincare,

specially formulated with Papaya Extract to enhance the skin’s natural glow. Infused with

Amla extract, Mandarin Oil and Organic Argan Oil, this range helps to uplift the senses with

a burst of invigorating, skin-loving ingredients.
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Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

BodycareBodycare

Neem BodycareNeem Bodycare

A sumptuous formulation that gently cleanses the skin to softness. Ayurvedic neem, nimba

and tea tree oil envelop the skin with a healthy protective veil, while a tinge of cooling

menthol leaves the skin feeling fresh, healthy and bursting with freshness.

Sandalwood BodycareSandalwood Bodycare
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Award winning Turmeric & Bergamot Face Wash formulation will help to regulate sebum production

Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

Sacred Sandalwood gently cleanses the skin without stripping away precious hydration.

Exotic oils of Amazonian Babassu and caressing Jojoba feed a soft silkiness to the most

sensitive of skin. Ayumi Sandalwood & Ylang Ylang Body Wash is the perfect choice for

those who want to gently cleanse their skin without removing the hydration. Exotic oils of

Amazonian Babassu and caressing Jojoba nourish a soft silkiness to the most sensitive

skin. At the same time, the luxurious Sandalwood, Lavender, Patchouli, and Ylang Ylang

scents flood your senses in sumptuous softness.

Sandalwood is a natural wonder that has numerous benefits for the skin. It penetrates

deep into the skin to rid it of impurities and dead cells, leaving it feeling smoother and
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softer. Additionally, sandalwood oil stimulates circulation, making it ideal for use on areas

with dry skin or wrinkles. Finally, the soothing scent of ylang-ylang is also effective in

calming irritated skin. Soap made with these ingredients is a perfect way to pamper the

body naturally.

Turmeric BodycareTurmeric Bodycare

This body care series luminates the skin with powerful Turmeric, a luxurious antioxidant

and anti-inflammatory with an enchanting fragrance. With this unique formulation, the skin

will be deeply cleansed, refreshed and revitalised.

HaircareHaircare

Ayumi's new Hair care range has been formulated with efficacy as the top most priority.

Each range (Turmeric, Sandalwood and Neem) has been designed to suit different hair

types. The Turmeric Hair care helps to soften and thicken dry hair. The Sandalwood Hair

care supports those with brittle and thinning hair whilst the Neem hair care has cleansing

properties for those with oily hair.

Hair OilsHair Oils

Beneficial for dry, damaged and brittle hair, our Restorative Hair Oil provides ultra

nourishment to tame and condition unruly, frizzy, coarse and dry hair. Whether the desired

results are strengthening or smoothing, stands are guaranteed to be shining.
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Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

THE BRAND NAMETHE BRAND NAME

The name Ayumi was born from the ‘Miracle of Ayurveda’. Ayurveda is the 5,000-year-old

ancient health and wellbeing system that originates from India and its ancient philosophy

teaches the respect and power of our natural surroundings. Ayurveda teaches that if

people live in a balanced way, then they will enjoy good health. It is this natural philosophy

that inspired Ayumi with a particular focus on using traditional Indian herbs and spices to

cleanse, balance and protect the skin.
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Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

MEDIAMEDIA
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Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download the prices by the link

You can download the presentation by the link 
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Ayumi Growth Hair Care Oil

Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

You can download the catalogue by the link 
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Ayumi Social Media

Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.
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Ayumi Featured in Media

Photo Credit by Ayumi Naturals
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Ayumi Naturals

Contact person:Contact person: Sheilesh Shah, Reshma Shah-Oulton

E-mail:E-mail: info@ayumi.co.uk

Website:Website: ayumi.co.uk

Phone:Phone: +44 (0)20 8459 0909

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: United Kingdom

Industries:Industries: Skincare

ayumi.co.uk

click here
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aaa/unbranded  is a brand of perfumes and skincare based in London

with production sites in Italy, Spain and France. aaa/unbranded stands

for an unorthodox approach to life, beauty and body care. The three

aaa/ stand for Assembled Around Aesthetics, meaning the development

of a creative process that takes inspiration from different worlds to give

a unique feature to the products. The skincare line is composed of

products that, starting from the feet and legs, give well-being to the

whole body. These products have professional origin formulas and

natural ingredients, and this means a great effect on the skin. The

perfumes are now represented by the "N series", an olfactory journey in

9 stages, with scents made with a particular aging

technique. aaa/unbranded  stands for an  unorthodox approach to life,

beauty and body care, with unconventional skincare and perfumes.

SECRET DOSSIER ON SKINCARE AND
PERFUMES BY AAA/UNBRANDED®

®

® 

®
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THE COMPANYTHE COMPANY

Each product in the skincare range comes from professional experience. The company

has developed highly effective formulas making them for daily use, with immediate effect

on the skin. The"N series" perfumes represent an olfactory journey in 9 stages, inspired by

the phases of human life. And as in life, these perfumes are released to the public during

the time. They are made in France in Grasse, and subsequently, undergo an aging process

in steel barrels for 3 to 8 months.

The company pays close attention to reducing waste as much as possible. For this reason,

the packaging is very minimal. For the skincare line, it uses 45% less cardboard on the

secondary pack, preferring to use easily recyclable plastic for the primary. For perfumes,

always uses cardboard for the secondary wrapping, designed to guarantee maximum

safety during transport, and glass for the primary packaging.

What makes the products different is the amount of base ingredients that are used

compared to generic formulas or scents. Balanced ingredients, high absorption, reduced

loss of product during application (eg scrub) and greater hold of the active ingredients on

the skin, as well as for perfumes, mean that very little product is needed to achieve great

results.

That’s why all skincare and perfumes by aaa/unbranded  are:

more effective;

more lasting;

help reduce waste;

easy recyclable;

THE FOUNDERSTHE FOUNDERS

The founder is Mario Innocente, with a long experience in the world of design,

communication and marketing. The idea was to propose an unconventional approach to

the beauty world, taking inspiration from the worlds of design and fashion. Hence the idea

of Assembled Around Aethetics (aaa/unbranded ). So, the product is part of a larger

®

®
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project concerns the environment and the person, where creativity meets research to

create simple, but highly effective products.

Photo Credit by AAA/UNBRANDED Ltd.

The board of the brand also includes Vittorio Cosma, financial and retail expert, Daniela

Neiderer with experience in the world of luxury hospitality and Tommaso Signori digital

and social expert.

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

We are not here to please everyone

We are not here to be different at any cost

We are not here thinking only of external beauty

We are not here just to find fans and followers

We are here ’cause we’re simply UNCONVENTIONAL... 

What does UNCONVENTIONAL mean?What does UNCONVENTIONAL mean?

This guiding concept has nothing to do with being eccentric at all costs or everytime

different. Unconventional means having a personal thought, not following the fashions or
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trends of the moment, but proposing your own vision, a personal perspective. 

The brand isn’t trying to please everyone, that would be boring. But it knows that curious

people—those who go beyond appearances, the people who like to stand out from the

crowd without being ‘too much’—are the people who will love what the brand does. 

And don’t be fooled by appearances. There are no fantastically designed bottles here, no

moon-shaped or elf-like caps. Thee aim is to remove all that is superfluous so that people

can focus on the content rather than the container. 

There’s always time to think like the masses, so the brand has chosen instead to appeal to

people with an open mind, those who can see things from many different points of view.

People who don’t just see a form, but also substance. 

That’s why the brand has crafted a simple image, emptied of everything so that people can

focus on what is really valuable. The value of everyone who puts love into what they do to

convey a scent, a story, a message. It tends to everything down to the smallest detail and

still carry out many steps by hand, because it’s better that way. Even the packaging is

hand-marked, one by one.

The brand can do more, for nature and people too. The brand can do more, for nature and people too. 

The natural ingredients and the care that it puts into making the products is an

indispensable pillar for the brand, precisely because they are used on people’s skin. And

health is a serious matter. And beauty too obviously.

In the age of consumerism, most companies focus entirely on quantity, at the risk of having

to lower their guard when it comes to quality.

Yet the brand aims to meet the needs of people of all genders who understand the

importance of quality products and the care that goes into the selection of ingredients.

REPRESENTATIVE PRODUCTS & PRICESREPRESENTATIVE PRODUCTS & PRICES

a. Feet and Legs Productsa. Feet and Legs Products
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Photo Credit by AAA/UNBRANDED Ltd.

This product family includes:

BEFORE WALKING / feet and legs regenerating lotion, RRP €37.00 / EXW €22BEFORE WALKING / feet and legs regenerating lotion, RRP €37.00 / EXW €22

This BEFORE WALKING lotion is designed to tone foot and leg tissues at the beginning of

the day, working synergistically to strengthen cell walls and stimulate microcirculation.

Thanks to the extract of Guarana, Blueberry and Centella, this lotion has a stimulating,

vasotonic, draining activity and acts as a stimulant of tissue trophism.

Unique format 100 ml – 3.51 FL.OZ.;

For dry skin, stiff skin, callused areas;

Fondant texture;

Semi-transparent white colour.

AFTER WALKING / feet and legs anti-fatigue cream, RRP €35.00 / EXW €21-20 (dependingAFTER WALKING / feet and legs anti-fatigue cream, RRP €35.00 / EXW €21-20 (depending

on pack size)on pack size)

This AFTER WALKING cream is a specific formulation to refresh and rehydrate the skin of

the feet and legs. As effective as a real beauty treatment, it refreshes, protects and
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soothes legs and feet in a single gesture. It has also a protective, anti-fatigue and draining

action thanks to a special complex of essential oils of peppermint, white thyme, rosemary,

lavender, calendula and hawthorn extract. Constant use prevents dryness and keeps the

skin hydrated for a long time.

Unique format 100 ml – 3.51 FL.OZ.;

For dry skin, stiff skin, callused areas;

Creamy, fresh texture;

White colour.

FOOT-MASK / disposable relaxing socks, RRP €18.00 / EXW €9-10 (depending on packFOOT-MASK / disposable relaxing socks, RRP €18.00 / EXW €9-10 (depending on pack

size)size)

FOOT-MASK are disposable socks consisting of a non-woven fabric soaked in a

moisturizing emulsion. The emulsion has a pleasant texture with keratoplastic ingredients

such as urea, glycolic acid, ideal for softening the stratum corneum, and salicylic acid with

keratolytic and purifying action.

Unique format: disposable – one pair socks;

For dry skin, stiff skin, callused areas;

Liquid texture;

Colorless.

LEG MASK / relaxing bandage for legs and abdomen, RRP €28.00 / EXW €16.50-LEG MASK / relaxing bandage for legs and abdomen, RRP €28.00 / EXW €16.50-

15.50 (depending on pack size)15.50 (depending on pack size)

LEGS-MASK is a soaked bandage against the imperfections of cellulite and water retention.

It stimulates lipolysis and frees excess fluids by smoothing the treated skin surface. It

exerts a detoxifying and draining effect giving relief to tired and weighted legs thanks to

the caffeine in cyclodextrins, phosphatidylcholine, and extracts of blueberry, horse

chestnut, ivy and Centella.

Unique format: disposable – one bandage;

For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin;

Liquid texture;

Colorless.
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THE SCRUB / exfoliant with dry rice, RRP €43.00 / EXW €25.70-24.70 (depending on packTHE SCRUB / exfoliant with dry rice, RRP €43.00 / EXW €25.70-24.70 (depending on pack

size)size)

Beauty routine starts right from the bottom, taking care of feet and legs first

Photo Credit by AAA/UNBRANDED Ltd.

THE SCRUB is a mechanical exfoliant with dry rice extract that favors the elimination of

superficial dead cells leaving the skin soft and smooth and apricot kernel for elimination of

superficial dead cells. The vegetable granules gently remove the keratinized cells,

promote superficial microcirculation and the elimination of toxins.

Unique format 250 ml – 8.79 FL.OZ.;

For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin;

Fondant texture;

From beige to brownish.

b. Body and Arms productsb. Body and Arms products

This product family includes:

BELLY SERUM / stimulates microcirculation, lipolysis and drainage, RRP €54.00 /BELLY SERUM / stimulates microcirculation, lipolysis and drainage, RRP €54.00 /

EXW €32-31 (depending on pack size)EXW €32-31 (depending on pack size)
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BELLY SERUM is an ideal body serum for toning and counteracting cellulite blemishes. It

stimulates microcirculation, lipolysis and drainage. It shapes the silhouette while keeping

the skin hydrated and soft.

Unique format 50 ml – 1.75 FL.OZ.;

For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin;

Liquid and light texture;

Opalescent.

CLEARIN BODY CREAM / fair, pale and delicate skin cream, RRP €33.00 / EXW €19-CLEARIN BODY CREAM / fair, pale and delicate skin cream, RRP €33.00 / EXW €19-

18 (depending on pack size)18 (depending on pack size)

CLEARIN BODY CREAM is a nourishing and emollient cream ideal for fair, pale, oriental

and delicate skin. Contains the postbiotic “Lactobacillus ferment” which, thanks to its

protective action on the integrity of the skin barrier, gives comfort to sensitive skin. Almond

oil and shea butter give elasticity and tone.

Unique format 100 ml – 3.51 FL.OZ.;

Type of skin:

Type I: Extremely fair skin, always burns, never tans;

Type II: Fair skin, always burns, sometimes tans;

Type III: Medium skin, sometimes burns, always tans;
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Rich, full-bodied but delicate texture;

Beige to light yellow colour.

DARKIN BODY CREAM / black or mulatto skins cream, RRP €33.00 / EXW €19-DARKIN BODY CREAM / black or mulatto skins cream, RRP €33.00 / EXW €19-

18 (depending on pack size)18 (depending on pack size)

DARKIN BODY CREAM is a smoothing and regenerating body milk specifically designed

for the treatment of black or mulatto skins. Its special formula stimulates cell turnover

thanks to the exfoliating effect of fruit acids which help reduce the stratum corneum and, at

the same time, stimulate new skin cell production. This peculiarity counteracts

imperfections and dehydration making the skin soft and well hydrated.

Unique format 100 ml – 3.51 FL.OZ.;

Type of skin:

Type III: Medium skin, sometimes burns, always tans;

Type IV: Olive skin, rarely burns, always tans;

Type V: Moderately pigmented brown skin, never burns, always tans;

Rich, full-bodied but delicate texture;

Light yellow colour.

THE MUD / against cellulite blemishes mudTHE MUD / against cellulite blemishes mud, RRP €36.00 / EXW €21.50-20.50 (depending RRP €36.00 / EXW €21.50-20.50 (depending

on pack size)on pack size)

THE MUD is ideal against cellulite blemishes and loss of skin tone and elasticity. Contrasts

adipose accumulations and tissue atony giving a silky effect to the skin. It contains Garcinia

Cambogia which, thanks to hydroxycitric acid, inhibits the accumulation of subcutaneous

fats, milk proteins that stimulate tissue metabolism and ginseng, which stimulates

superficial blood circulation and the transfer of liquids.

Unique format 350 ml – 12.31 FL.OZ.;

For all skin type, stiff skin, callused areas;

Creamy, viscous texture;
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White ivory colour.

Very important to take care of the body and arms with a help of moisturizing ingredients like shea butter, and

plant oils like argan and olive

Photo Credit by AAA/UNBRANDED Ltd.

SUGSCRUB/ deep-acting sugar-based scrub, RRP €40.00 / EXW €23.50-SUGSCRUB/ deep-acting sugar-based scrub, RRP €40.00 / EXW €23.50-

22.50 (depending on pack size)22.50 (depending on pack size)

SUGSCRUB is rich in sugar crystals with a delicious chocolate – vanilla scent. It melts on

the skin to smooth the stratum corneum and gives it its nutrients. The combination of

Moroccan argan oil and sugar provides vitamins and fatty acids that restructure the base of

the skin.

Unique format 250 ml – 8.79 FL.OZ.;

For dry skin, stiff skin, callused areas;

Pasty texture;

Beige-white colour.

TONED X ARMS / against loss of tone and skin relaxation, RRP €32.00 / EXW €18-TONED X ARMS / against loss of tone and skin relaxation, RRP €32.00 / EXW €18-

17 (depending on pack size)17 (depending on pack size)

TONED X ARMS counteracts the loss of tone and skin relaxation in the inner area of the
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arms, and also for the thighs and buttocks skin. Its formula contains precious cow’s milk

proteins to stimulate tissue metabolism and is rich in biocompatible marine derivatives.

With each application the skin is more and more toned and compact.

Unique format 100 ml – 3.51 FL.OZ.;

For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin;

Rich, full-bodied but delicate texture;

White to beige colour.

HAND MASK / disposable gloves, RRP €18.00 / EXW €9-10 (depending on pack size)HAND MASK / disposable gloves, RRP €18.00 / EXW €9-10 (depending on pack size)

HAND MASK is a disposable non-woven glove with a nutrient and moisturizing emulsion. It

keep hands soft and supple by deeply nourishing the skin thanks to organic olive leaf

extract, shea butter and vegetable complex rich in hygroscopic, moisturizing and dermal

stimulant substances. A true concentrate of natural active ingredients that restores intense

well-being and softer skin to the epidermis in just 15 minutes of application.

Unique format: disposable one pair;

For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin, callused areas;

Liquid texture;

Colorless.

c. Neck and Face productsc. Neck and Face products

This product family includes:

YO-MASK / two-component mask based on red fruits, RRP €28.00, EXW €16.50-YO-MASK / two-component mask based on red fruits, RRP €28.00, EXW €16.50-

15.50 (depending on pack size)15.50 (depending on pack size)

YO-MASK is an innovative two-component compound mask to be used to prevent face and

neck skin aging. This product is obtained by combining a mixture of red fruits with a

powder activator which gives an extraordinary recompacting and antioxidant effect. It is a

face and neck mask perfect for a firming and soothing action, visible just after the first

application.

Unique format: two-component 30ml – Activator 10g;
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For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin, blotchy skin;

Texture: creamy. During use with activator, it solidifies;

Strawberry pink colour.

NOURISHING BUTTER / after bath, shower or sun,  toning moisturizing butter for face andNOURISHING BUTTER / after bath, shower or sun,  toning moisturizing butter for face and

body, RRP €41.00, EXW €24-23 (depending on pack size)body, RRP €41.00, EXW €24-23 (depending on pack size)

NOURISHING BUTTER is a rich and melting full-body product, with a sweet fragrance that

makes its application a real pleasure for the senses. Ideal for nourishing and moisturizing

dehydrated skin after a bath or shower, but also useful as an after sun. The combination of

shea butter and jojoba oil provides a supply of super nourishing and softening substances

for the skin.

Unique format 250 ml – 8.79 FL.OZ.;

For all skin type, dry skin, stiff skin;

Fondant texture;

White-beige colour.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

aaa/unbranded  products have a very particular packaging, which uses 40% less

cardboard, making the product visually appealing and immediately recognizable. Inside the

external cardboard pack, are printed a lot of information to the best use of the product. The

primary packaging is made of non-toxic easily-recyclable plastic, resistant to shocks and

®
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sudden changes in temperature. They were made to really stand out in the Skincare

category.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Photo Credit by AAA/UNBRANDED Ltd.

aaa/unbranded  is a very young brand. Since its launch in February 2022, and the opening

of the new office in London, the brand had a good following of the public, as well as in the

United Kingdom also in northern Europe, Italy and Spain, focusing in the premium target.

The brand has its own online  which sells skincare and eau de parfum. The

company is starting work within Luxury hotels and resorts with some welcome kits in the

room.

The brand is constantly working on product research and development and to increase

brand awareness. The brand has been contributing to the brand image since its launch.

It is keen to find partners to work with closely in Europe.

The main marketing channels are:The main marketing channels are:

Email to 2k database and growing loyal customer base;

®

e-store
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Creation of Instagram, Facebook and Pinterest content;

Paid advertising on social channels;

Contract with Public Relations Agency in UK, Spain and Italy;

Share product samples and testers via retailers, events and journalists;

Instagram project involving influencers to test and promote products and brand.

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

Featured in HOW TO SPEND IT, STAR BENE, TUSTYLE, POSTALMARKET.COM

Latest AwardsLatest Awards

ACCADEMIA DEL PROFUMO

Presented to 2022 niche perfume competition.

TestimionialsTestimionials

“The goal of aaa/unbranded  is to bring the consumer's attention to the product and the

story contained in it, not on the packaging”- Tainara Dos Santos, Postal Market Magazine

“What does unconventional mean? Nothing to do with being eccentric, but rather, focused

on the essence” - How to Spend it – ilSole24Ore Editor.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download the prices by the 

You can download the presentation by the 

You can download the catalogue by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

 AdP Archive

®

link

link 

link 
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: AAA/UNBRANDED Ltd.

Contact person:Contact person: Mario Innocente, Chief Operating Officer

E-mail:E-mail: sales@aaaunbranded.com

Website:Website: aaaunbranded.com

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2022

Regions:Regions: France, United Kingdom

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Website

aaa/unbranded

Instagram

aaaunbranded

Facebook unbranded

Pinterest

aaaunbranded

SKINCARE INTRO

INFO TECH-COSMETICS

EU-SKINCARE-PRICELIST-10-2022.pdf

click here
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The name of the brand DiVina Bellezza is a wordplay and combination

of "Divine beauty" and "Beauty from the wine". The unique cosmetic

formula of DiVina Bellezza products are based on Piemaggio red wine,

grape stem cells and red organic grape extract, due to which the

cosmetics contain a large number of polyphenols, including resveratrol.

These components have a positive effect on the skin, promote its

regeneration, stimulate collagen production, and have a high antioxidant

and anti-age effect. Polyphenols have been shown to be 20 times more

effective as antioxidants than vitamin C and 50 times more effective

than vitamin E. Tannins, which are found in large quantities in red wine,

are natural preservatives, which makes it possible to obtain up to 99% of

natural ingredients in cosmetics. Additionally, the cosmetic formulas of

the products are enriched with valuable anti-age peptides, hyaluronic

acid, oils, vitamins and organic fruit acids. 

DIVINA BELLEZZA IS AN ITALIAN
BRAND OF NATURAL WINE-BASED

COSMETICS
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

Larisa Karaban, the Funder of  is the founder of the most famous perfumes

and cosmetics store chain in the local market, the mother of two children, and a successful

businesswoman and philanthropist. Today the stores she created as a centre of beauty

granting and high spirits to millions of women.

THE STORYTHE STORY

THE FIRST MEETING WITH PIEMAGGIOTHE FIRST MEETING WITH PIEMAGGIO

During one of her trips, Larisa found herself in a place that looked so similar to the

Caucasus foothills, the place where she had been born and spent her childhood.

Everything in that Tuscan place reminded her of her childhood – fragrances, landscapes,

food, the smell of the sizzling hot ground under the sun. It was Piemaggio, a medieval

estate in a hamlet called . Founded in the 12th century, it is located in the middle

of the path from Florence to Siena. In 2013, the  and winery were bought

by the Karaban family.

PIEMAGGIO, THE PLACE KISSED BY GODPIEMAGGIO, THE PLACE KISSED BY GOD

In the very heart of Tuscany, between Florence and Siena, the Chianti Road runs, for which

a famous Italian wine region was named. It’s where a small old town named Castellina-in-

Chianti is located with the ancient Piemaggio estate built in an incredibly picturesque area.

THE LEGEND OF THE PIEMAGGIO ESTATETHE LEGEND OF THE PIEMAGGIO ESTATE

DiVina Bellezza

Le Fioraie

Piemaggio estate
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The Founder Ms. Larisa Karaban

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

The estate was built in the 12th century, and its appearance gave birth to the beautiful

legend about a mendicant friar making his pilgrimage to the Eternal City. Exhausted after

the hardships of a long journey, the friar decided to stop for prayer and rest. At that very

moment, he saw three friendly girls selling flowers who seemed to appear out of thin air.

They offered a glass of delicious wine to the tired wanderer. The accidental encounter

helped him to recover his strength and inspired him to come back to that marvellous land

and to build a church (Piemaggio) there. He started tilling the ground and growing grapes,

turning it into exquisite wine to serve God and fill all human hearts with hope and belief in
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miracles. Since those old times, wonderful  “flower girls”  the wine is produced in

Piemaggio estate as a tribute to those three girls selling flowers.

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

ABOUT PIEMAGGIO WINESABOUT PIEMAGGIO WINES

Piemaggio is a place with a unique climate; its fertile ground has been tilled by

hardworking peasants since the times of the Etruscans. The Italians describe this place as

“Kissed by God”. The altitude above sea level, changes in temperature, microclimate and a

unique ecosystem allow growing of perfect Sangiovese grapes in Piemaggio vineyards

located in Le Fioraie, Chianti region. Under such conditions, the wine is stable – it doesn’t

need additional of sulfur or any other stabilizers incompatible with cosmetic formulas. 

Chianti is one of Italian symbols that needs no introductions. Today, wines with the famous

black rooster, the Chianti Classico certification label, are represented in the best wine

collections and the most famous gastronomic establishments of the planet.

Le Fioraie
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Piemaggio estate and winery at Le Fioraie, Italy

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Piemaggio wine from which the formula for cosmetic production is derived is a modern

interpretation of Sangiovese laced with Cabernet Sauvignon for greater muscularity and

Merlot for its characteristic silkiness and softness. This blend of Tuscan and French

varieties is commonly referred to as “Supertuscany”. Piemaggio has a great cellaring

potential of 20–30 years.

FROM ENOTHERAPY TO STEM CELLSFROM ENOTHERAPY TO STEM CELLS
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Ancient knowledge of Red Wine's benefits for the skin was perfectly applied in product's formulas

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

As early as in the Middle Ages, the health properties of wines to be used in enotherapy

were well-known. Wine is a mine of valuable vitamins, minerals and polyphenols with

strong antioxidant properties. In case of contact with skin or when inhaled, valuable wine

components help to relieve stress, produce a noticeable rejuvenating effect, increase skin

plasticity and color.

Along with the growing interest in enotherapy, grape stem cells and their regeneration

were researched. Discoveries made by the Austrian scientist Gottlieb Haberlandt in the

early 20th century were a breakthrough. In the 1960s–1980s, stem cell research showed

effective results for beauty therapy, but their utilization was restricted because of slow

plant growth, seasonal harvesting, changes in active concentration from plant to plant and

metabolism processes.

THE USP OF THE BRANDTHE USP OF THE BRAND
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DiVina Bellezza products are based on Piemaggio red wine, grape stem cells and red organic grape extract that

work on a skin restoration

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

GRAPE STEM CELLSGRAPE STEM CELLS

For today the accumulated experience and knowledge allow us to consider them as

advanced ingredients with huge potential for cosmetic use. The highest plant stem cells

concentration is in the kidneys, roots and young seedlings. Due to this, plants are able to

regenerate themselves from the smallest parts. Special biotechnology allows to extract of

stem cells from plants and to add them to cosmetic formulas mainly for anti-age category. 

These components have proven properties: they accelerate skin cells regeneration,

stimulate elastin and collagen production, have anti-inflammatory effect, neutralize free

radicals and block UV radiation that damages the skin. Particularly grape stem cells are

skin regenerative functions catalyst. Getting in the top epidermal skin layer, they act to

mature human stem cells, forcing them to reproduce, promote skin regeneration and

protect against photoaging. The grape stem cells are obtained from selected grape

varieties. 

The combination of cosmetic expertise and natural wine ingredients testing has led as idea

to create a new brand for hair, face and body care. The formula of DiVina Bellezza
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cosmetics is based in wine Piemaggio, stem cells and red organic grape extract due to

which the cosmetic contains a large amount of resveratrol and polyphenols. These

components have a positive effect on the skin, promote its regeneration, stabilize collagen

and have a high antioxidant effect. Additionally, the cosmetic formula is enriched with

valuable anti-age peptides, hyaluronic acids, oils, vitamins and organic fruit acids.

ACTIVE COMPLEX DIVINA BELLEZZAACTIVE COMPLEX DIVINA BELLEZZA

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

EXTRACT OF ORGANIC RED GRAPESEXTRACT OF ORGANIC RED GRAPES

Antioxidant defense;
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Moisturizing and softening;

Retardation of aging;

Strengthening of vascular walls;

Improving skin elasticity;

Increasing skin tone;

Improving skin color.

PIEMAGGIO WINE EXTRACTPIEMAGGIO WINE EXTRACT

Rejuvenating effect;

Skin emolliency and tightening;

Anti-inflammatory and germ-kill effect;

Saturating the skin with minerals and vitamins;

Improved metabolism and blood circulation;

Stress relief and relaxation;

Detox effect.

GRAPE STEM CELLSGRAPE STEM CELLS

Antioxidant defense;

Retardation of aging;

Increasing skin moisture level;

Tightening and improving skin elasticity;

Increasing skin tone;

Improving skin appearance;

Red grape extract and grape seed oil.

Red grape extract and grape seed oil are rich of polyphenols, including resveratrol. 

Polyphenols act as anti-inflammatory and antioxidant agent, stabilize collagen, support

elastin and reduce puffiness. Collagen and elastin form fiber matrix in the skin that

supports the skin structure. Polyphenols are 20 times more effective antioxidants than

vitamin C and 50 times more effective than vitamin E. Large amount of Resveratrol is found

in red grapes. Resveratrol positive effect on the cardiovascular system is scientifically

proven. It also has anti-inflammatory, antioxidant and antimicrobial properties. Its cosmetic

and dermatologic popularity is associated with the ability to penetrate the skin barrier and

to provide anti-aging effect. It’s known that cosmetic solutions with resveratrol can
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stimulate connective tissue regeneration and increase collagen concentration. Resveratrol

binds to estrogen protein receptors, whereby it stimulates collagen production. In addition,

resveratrol has antioxidant properties - it protects cells from oxidative damage, associated

with free radicals and UV radiation, and slows down photoaging. Large quantities of

tannins found in red wine are natural preservatives, it makes possible to obtain up to 99%

natural ingredients in cosmetic formulas.

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

DIVINA BELLEZZA CONCEPTDIVINA BELLEZZA CONCEPT
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Thanks to the stability of Piemaggio wines, leading cosmetic laboratories have developed

a unique formula for wine-based cosmetics. The name of the brand - DiVina Bellezza – is a

wordplay: “divine beauty” and “beauty from wine”. It’s the new trademark of skin care,

body care and hair care cosmetics based on wine extracts and stem cells. DiVina Bellezza

surpasses all its predecessors in the history of cosmetic production when beauty

preparations were simply accentuated with grape perfume agents or extracts.

The story about a mother and a daughter who became founders of their own cosmetic

company underlies the creation of the brand. Both of them were born in Italy, representing

a respected family with a great history, inextricably linked to the chronicles of this

locality. Their particular features are typical for the customers as well. They have an aura of

nobility and dignity. They are gorgeous and natural and have everything they need to be

happy. They enjoy their lives together in harmony and balance with each other like fruit

from the same bunch of grapes. They have the “Secret” turned into “Knowledge”, so they

are calm and confident in their decisions, their paths, their choices. They are guides to the

DiVina Bellezza world – the world of divine beauty. Their business is their gift to the world

that they treat like everything else in their life – honestly and carefully, with love and

delight. That’s the story the brand tries to express while filming DiVina Bellezza campaign.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

WINE FACE CAREWINE FACE CARE

Face Cream Cocktail Anti-age, 50 ml. Face Cream Cocktail Anti-age, 50 ml. 99% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect as follows:Cosmetic effect as follows:

Anti-aging cream with a silky texture intensely reduces the depth of wrinkles, revitalizes,

tonifies and improves skin elasticity;

Thanks to the synergy of anti-aging peptide and hyaluronic acid the skin is become

firmer and more elasticity;

Piemaggio wine has a powerful antioxidant effect, enriching the skin with vitamins and

minerals, while natural extracts and oils nourish and protect the skin from ageing;

Improves the skin's resistance to aggressive environmental factors.
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Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Application: Application: Apply to the face skin morning and evening with a light massage.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:

Piemaggio wine

Activated stem cells from grapes

Glycoproteins

Acetyl hexapeptide-8- Antiage peptide

Hyaluronic acid

Fagus sylvatica bud extract

Hamamelis organic water*

Althaea officinalis organic water*

Passiflora organic water*

Bitter orange organic water*

* organic extract

Better with Divina Bellezza Moisturising Lotion Starter.
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Moisturising lotion starter, 100 ml. Moisturising lotion starter, 100 ml. 100% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Prepares dry or dehydrated facial skin for the cream application;

Instantly moisturizes and revitalizes the skin, protecting it against premature aging and

making it fresh and bright;

Promotes long-term moisture retention in skin cells.

Application: Application: Spray on the face before cream applying or at any time of day to hydrate and

to refresh skin. Do not remove. Avoid contact with eyes.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:

Wine Piemaggio

Activated stem cells from grapes

Hyaluronic acid

Fagus sylvatica bud extract

Witch Hazel organic water*

Althaea

Officinalis organic water*

Passiflora organic water*

Bitter Orange organic water*
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Face Cream Cocktail Anti-age

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Better with Divina Bellezza Cream Cocktail Anti-age.
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Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Perfect Eye Contour Cream, 15ml. Perfect Eye Contour Cream, 15ml. 98% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Has a powerful effect, strengthens and smooths the delicate skin of eyelids;

Reduces dark under-eye circles and puffiness;

Relieves signs of fatigue and gives the eyes a  young and rested look.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, hyaluronic acid, peptides, olive, jojoba

and avocado oils.

Application: Application: Apply a small amount of cream on the pre-cleaned skin of the eye area in the

morning and in the evening.

Perfect lip balm, 15ml. Perfect lip balm, 15ml. 99% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:
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Gentle wine eye care

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Provides intensive nutrition and restoration of the delicate lip skin, makes the lips soft

and glossy;

The exquisite balm formula is due to the stevia extract, which leaves a sweet Limoncello

taste on the lips.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, vitamin Е, stevia extract, castor oil and

shea butter.

Application:Application: Apply a thin layer of balm to the lips whenever necessary.
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Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Revitalizing Grape Water, 200ml. Revitalizing Grape Water, 200ml. 99% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Instantly relieves traces of fatigue and gives the face a fresher, rested look;

Moisturizes, tones and soothes the skin;

Relieves skin redness.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza.

Application: Application: Spray on face and neck skin avoiding contact with eyes. Use throughout the

day as needed.
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Aqua Divina Bellezza, 100ml. Aqua Divina Bellezza, 100ml. 97% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Enhances cellular recovery processes, tones and protects against free radicals,

preserving the youth and beauty of the skin;

Peppermint and rosemary essential oils add a feeling of freshness, stimulate pore

constriction and produce an effect of matte, but well-moisturized skin;

Soothes irritated skin after shaving.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients: Active complex, mint essential oil, myrrh extract, rosemary essential oil

Application: Application: Spray on face and neck skin avoiding contact with eyes. Use throughout the

day as needed. 

For maximum results, it is recommended to use a two-stage moistening Aqua Divina

Bellezza + moisturising Gel Cream

Moisturizing Gel Cream, 50ml. Moisturizing Gel Cream, 50ml. 99% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: 

Has a strong rejuvenating effect, improves skin tone and elasticity, makes the skin feel

smooth and silky;

Prevents new wrinkles and lines and stimulates smoothing out the ones already there;

Protecting the skin against free radicals and maintaining moisture balance throughout

the day;

Adds radiance to the skin and restores a healthy complexion.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, peptides, chamomile, wild rose,

calendula, mallow, extracts, sodium hyaluronate, shea butter.

Application: Application: Apply on pre-cleaned skin of the face and neck area in the morning and in the

evening.

Micellar Cleansing Water, 200ml Micellar Cleansing Water, 200ml 99% natural ingredients
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Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Removes makeup easily and promptly and clears any soiling or impurities from the facial

skin surface;

Softens, soothes the skin making one's feel fresh and clean;

The gentle formula of the Micellar Cleansing Water is perfect for cleansing the delicate

skin of the eye and lip area.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients: Chamomile extract, rosehip extract, hamamelis extract.

Application: Application: Dab some of it on a cotton pad and wipe one's face gently with light moving

along the massage lines.

Instant Foaming Cleanser, 150ml. Instant Foaming Cleanser, 150ml. 96% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: Cleanses facial skin gently making one instantly feel fresh and clean.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex, hamamelis extract, chamomile extract.

Application: Application: Lather a small amount of cleanser in wet hands, apply it on the face and neck

area, then rinse with warm water. Apply in the morning and in the evening.

WINE ORAL CAREWINE ORAL CARE

Concentrated Mouthwash Limoncello, 100 ml. Concentrated Mouthwash Limoncello, 100 ml. 98% natural ingredients

1x3 Formula: A unique Concentrated Mouthwash flavored by delicious Italian Limoncello

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: Grape extract and Piemaggio wine protect against free radicals and

support oral immunity, while cardamom and aloe provide long-lasting antibacterial

protection. Ginger essential oil and menthol remove plaque, turmeric and vanilla extracts

help retain the natural whiteness of teeth.

The mouthwash with the natural flavor of traditional Italian Limoncello keeps the breath

super fresh and turns one's daily routine into a sophisticated ritual with an Italian accent.
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Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:

Perfest cleaners

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Piemaggio wine

Grape Extract*

Aloe Juice

Turmeric extract

Cardamom extract*

Ginger essential oil

Natural Limoncello flavoring

Menthol

Sorbitol

Vanillin

*organic extract

Application: Application: For daily oral hygiene: rinse one's mouth with 10 ml of product diluted before

use in ratio 1:3, for about 15-20 seconds.
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Limoncello  Toothpaste, 300 ml. Limoncello  Toothpaste, 300 ml. 99% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: Efficient and safe gel toothpaste in a convenient dispenser packaging: no

more squeezing, just press the pump! The unique combination of Piemaggio wine extracts

and grape stem cells sanitizes the oral cavity and has an anti-inflammatory and antioxidant

effect thanks to the high polyphenol content.

Xylitol strengthens teeth enamel and prevents dental caries, stevia and cardamom extracts

reduce gum sensitivity, ginger essential oil removes plaque. Curcuma extract restores the

natural whiteness of teeth. The toothpaste is excellent for daily teeth cleaning of sensitive

enamel. The traditional flavor of Italian Limoncello turns the daily routine into an exquisite

pleasure. Contains no fluoride and no artificial colors or flavors.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:

Piemaggio wine

Xylitol

Stevia Extract

Grape Stem Cells

Curcuma extract

Red grape extract*

Cardamom Extract

Ginger essential oil

Natural Limoncello flavoring

Avocado Oil

*organic extract

Application: Application: Wash the teeth after every meal, brushing them for at least one minute and

rinsing them well after every single application.

WINE BODY CAREWINE BODY CARE

Gentle Face & Body Scrub, 200ml. Gentle Face & Body Scrub, 200ml. 95% natural ingredients
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DiVina Bellezza Oral Care Series

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Provides delicate peeling of keratinized cells and instantly makes one's skin feel

incredibly soft and silky.

A gentle massage with applying the scrub will keep one's skin smooth, even, and taut.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients: Active DiVina Bellezza complex, panthenol, grape seed oil, wood pulp

granules.

Application: Application: Apply the scrub on the wet body skin and massage the skin for several
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minutes, then rinse with warm water.

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Softening Shower Gel, 300mlSoftening Shower Gel, 300ml

98% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Forms soft, lush foam that cleanses and moisturizes the skin of  the body gently;

Softens the skin and leaves one's body with a tender fruit and wine fragrance.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active DiVina Bellezza complex, apple and peach extract, orange

extract.

Application: Application: Apply a small amount of gel on the wet body skin, massage the skin with a

light motion, then rinse with warm water.

Moisturizing Shower Gel, 300ml. Moisturizing Shower Gel, 300ml. 97% natural ingredients
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Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Forms soft, lush foam that cleanses the skin of one's body gently and provides a boost

in energy and beauty;

Moisturizes and softens the skin and leaves one's body with a tender fruit aroma with

hints of Chianti Classico wine.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active DiVina Bellezza complex, hop extract, pomegranate extract.

Application: Application: Apply a small amount of gel on the wet body skin, massage the skin with a

light motion, then rinse with warm water.

Energizing Shower Gel, 300ml. Energizing Shower Gel, 300ml. 98% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Foams gently, delicately cleanses the skin and gives a boost in energy and beauty;

Saturates the skin with minerals and vitamins;

Improves one's mood and leaves one's skin with a tender spicy aroma with light hints of

wine.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active DiVina Bellezza complex, lemon and orange extract, carnation

essential oil.

Application: Application: Apply a small amount of gel on the wet body skin, massage the skin with a

light motion, then rinse with warm water.

Body Yogurt, 100ml. Body Yogurt, 100ml. 96% natural ingredients
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Perfect body care series by DiVina Bellezza

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: 

Makes the skin feel soft and comfy;

Provides intensive nourishing and moisturizing for the body skin.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active DiVina Bellezza complex, chamomile extract, oats extract, argan

and sunflower oil, shea butter.

Application: Application: Apply a small amount of cream on one's body skin with a light circular motion

until it is fully absorbed. Use after taking a shower/bath or whenever necessary.
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Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Perfect hand care Repairing hand cream. Ultra moisturising Hand. Gentle Softening HandPerfect hand care Repairing hand cream. Ultra moisturising Hand. Gentle Softening Hand

Cream - all 75ml. Cream - all 75ml. 98% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Provides intensive nourishing and moisturizing for one's hands skin and protects it

against environmental aggressive impact;

Relieves irritation and stimulates rapid healing of minor injuries, making the skin feel soft

and silky;

Prevents age-related changes, improves skin elasticity and preserves the nice and

young look of the hands for a long time.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, hyaluronic acid, chamomile and lemon

extract, shea butter, avocado and grape seed oil.

Application: Application: Apply a small amount of cream on clean hand skin. Use it every time after

washing the hands.

Repairing hand cream, 300 ml. Repairing hand cream, 300 ml. 98% natural ingredients
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Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: Hand cream has become an absolutely indispensable product in one's

daily routine. And the brand has decided to increase Repairing Hand Cream Volume

fourfold! It is an ideal treatment made with Piemaggio wine to keep the hands young. Due

to anti-age ingredients with vegetable oils and shea butter cream nourishes skin deeply.

Organic plant extracts, panthenol and wheat germ relieve irritations while hyaluronic acid

provides permanent hydration.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:

Piemaggio Wine

Stem cells from grapes

Organic extracts* of red grapevine, calendula officinalis flower, lavender, lemon,

chamomile

Avocado, grape seed, corn oils

Shea butter

Wheat germ extract

Panthenol

Sodium Hyaluronate

*organic extract
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Moisturizing and nourishing Body Lotion, 300ml. Moisturizing and nourishing Body Lotion, 300ml. 97% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Provides intensive moisturizing and nourishing of the body skin;

Makes the skin smooth and elastic, tones and protects it against premature aging.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active DiVina Bellezza complex, horse chestnut and horsetail extracts,

sweet almond oil, grape seed oil.

Application:Application: Apply a small amount of lotion on the body skin with a light circular motion

until it is fully absorbed. Use after taking a shower/bath or as needed.

Men care 5 in 1 Botte di Vino, 300 ml. Men care 5 in 1 Botte di Vino, 300 ml. 98% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Protects the skin against toxins and free radicals;

Soothes and refreshes the skin;

Strengthens hair, giving a healthy shine;

Has an antiseptic and moisturising effect, improves the skin tone.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:

Wine Piemaggio

Activated stem cells from grapes

Red grapevine organic extract

Juniper organic extract

Application: Application: Apply on wet body or face skin or hair, gently massage and rinse off with warm

water.
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Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Nourishing shower oil, 300 ml. Nourishing shower oil, 300 ml. 87% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: 

The gentle fragrant texture of the oil in contact with water instantly turns into light

nourishing milk, then transforms into luxurious silky foam;

Moisturises the skin and improves its elasticity;

Soothes and softens the skin, recovered hydrolipidic barrier and protected against

dryness.

Application: Application: Apply the shampoo on wet hair and foam it thoroughly, then rinse it

thoroughly with warm water. Repeat the procedure if necessary.
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Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:

Grape seed oil

Castor oil • Soybean oil

Bisabolol

Crema di Sapone, 100g. Crema di Sapone, 100g. 98% natural ingredients

The gentle soap is produced in accordance with historical Tuscan traditions is based on a

unique Piemaggio wine with adding natural nourishing coconut oil and calendula flowers

extract.  The soap cleans skin softly and carefully, leaving it gently perfumed with a

precious aromatic note. The Crema di SaponeCrema di Sapone collection is inspired by the charming beauty

of Tuscany, each of the 6 types of soap reminds of the sunny and bright Italian summer!

Active functional principles:Active functional principles:

Piemaggio Wine

Calendula Extract

Coconut oil

The collection includes the following variations:

Botte di vino - Botte di vino - Sophisticated fragrance of spices and noble wood;

Frutti di bosco - Frutti di bosco - Rich fragrance of ripe forest berries;

Bouquet del rosmarino - Bouquet del rosmarino - Fresh fragrance with green notes of rosemary, sage, laurel and

lavender;

Limoncello - Limoncello - Citrus and floral notes that remind of the citrus fruits of Sorrento, used to

prepare Limoncello;

Giardino del fico -  Giardino del fico -  Joyful fragrance of sun-scented flowers and figs, seasoned with the

freshness of green leaves;

Estratto d'uva -  Estratto d'uva -  Warm fragrance of juiced grapes with notes of white peach and almond
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flowers.

A collection of soaps made according to old Italian traditions based on Piemaggio wine gently cleanses the skin

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

WINE HAIR CAREWINE HAIR CARE

Volume & shine hair shampoo, 300 ml. Volume & shine hair shampoo, 300 ml. 99% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Provides volume, easy combing and makes the hair shine;

The mild cleansing base of the shampoo forms a delicate, rich foam that leaves ones

hair radiant, light and elastic.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, orange, lemon, kiwi, and grapefruit, and

blueberry extracts.

Application: Application: Apply the shampoo on wet hair and foam it thoroughly, then rinse it thoroughly

with warm water. Repeat the procedure if necessary.
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Hair repair shampoo, 300 ml. Hair repair shampoo, 300 ml. 99% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Provides care for damaged dry hair;

Ensures delicate cleansing, nourishing and restoration for the weakened hair structure;

Boosts hair volume and radiance and makes combing easy.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, silk proteins, panthenol, keratin, lemon

and orange blossom extracts.

Application: Application: Apply the shampoo on wet hair and foam it thoroughly, then rinse it thoroughly

with warm water. Repeat the procedure if necessary.

Frequent use hair shampoo, 300 ml. Frequent use hair shampoo, 300 ml. 99% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Gently cleanses the scalp and hair, which makes it possible to use the product daily;

Provides moisturizing for the scalp and restores the natural beauty of one's hair, filling it

with strength and radiance.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, ginseng, lemon, orange blossom,

cardamom, thyme and juniper extracts.

Application: Application: Apply the shampoo on wet hair and foam it thoroughly, then rinse it thoroughly

with warm water. Repeat the procedure if necessary.

Coloured hair shampoo, 300 ml. Coloured hair shampoo, 300 ml. 99% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Gently cleanses the scalp and hair;

Preserves the color of dyed hair;

Makes the hair shiny and strong.
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Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, aloe juice, panthenol, silk proteins.

Application: Application: Apply the shampoo on wet hair and foam it thoroughly, then rinse it thoroughly

with warm water. Repeat the procedure if necessary.

Hair Conditioner, 300 ml. Hair Conditioner, 300 ml. 94% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Keeps dyed and/or damaged hair healthy and radiant;

Provides intensive hair nutrition and saturates it with vitamins and minerals;

Makes weakened hair look radiant and silky.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, blueberry and pomegranate extracts,

almond, shea and grape seed oils.

Application: Application: Apply the conditioner to one's hair, pre-washed and thoroughly wrung out,

distribute it evenly over the entire hair length, leave for 2–3 minutes, then rinse with warm

water.

Complex Repair Hair Mask, 200 mlComplex Repair Hair Mask, 200 ml

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Provides intensive recovery and protection for damaged and dry hair;

Strengthens the hair structure, making it healthier and smoother;

Makes the hair radiant.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, panthenol, sweet almond oil, lemon

and orange blossom extracts.

Application: Application: Apply the mask to one's hair pre-washed with shampoo and thoroughly wrung

out, distribute it evenly over the entire hair length, leave for 5–8 minutes and then rinse it

thoroughly with water. 

Intensive Hair Treatment Complex, 30 mlIntensive Hair Treatment Complex, 30 ml
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Gentle wine hair care series

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Deeply nourishes and moisturizes, makes the hair softer and more radiant;

Protects hair from damage and overheating  when dried with a hairdryer, as well as

against environmental pollution;

Restores the hair structure and prevents split ends, nourishes the hair, boosts its

radiance and elasticity.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients: Grape seed, avocado and rosehip oils, panthenol and keratin, silk
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proteins.

Application: Application: Take a small amount of oil in one's hands and warm it, apply it to dry or wet

hair, and then distribute it evenly over the entire hair length. Do not rinse.

Hair Elixir, 100 mlHair Elixir, 100 ml

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Softens and nourishes hair perfectly;

Protects hair and makes it radiant;

Smooths the hair along the entire length and prevents split ends.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients: Grape seed, sunflower, argan, Brazil nut and sweet almond oils.

Application: Application: Take a small amount of oil in one's hands and warm it, apply it to dry or wet

hair, and then distribute it evenly over the entire hair length. Do not rinse.
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Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The company believes that Divina Bellezza is the first and only brand that contains red

wine itself. The goal as a cosmetic brand is to present products for the care of the skin of

the face and body, which carry all the unique properties of wine, known for a long time.

That is why Divina Bellezza:

actively talks about the beneficial properties and beneficial effects of its cosmetic

formulas on the skin and hair. In addition, shares useful information on how to make

self-care as effective as possible;

builds a trusting relationship with customers, making them brand ambassadors.
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Communication is carried out through the media space and professional consultants at

the points of sale;

supports partners and distributors with training materials so that they can successfully

build communication with customers. 

It was important for the company to create a product that everybody want to use over and

over again. That is why the percentage of return and repeat purchases is very high. In

addition to the excellent quality and visible effect of the products, the company also

encourages people to come back to the products through promotional materials and

loyalty programs. The company's marketing path began with the presentation of the

product line at TFWA World Exhibition 2019, where an innovative product in the field of

skin care products caused a real hype. At the moment, the brand is successfully sold in the

network both in the boutiques of , and in one of the largest

perfumery and cosmetic networks in Russia,  (more than 160 points). In

addition, the brand is represented in  (Moscow).

As for the European market, the company's development plans were strongly influenced

by the situation with Covid-19. Before the start of the pandemic, the company has signed a

contract with Laiks Mode, Latvia (  stores), the distributor in the Baltic countries.

The brand is represented throughout Italy in:

DITANODITANO

Piazza Ciaia, 18

Fasano (BR)

MENTA E ROSMARINOMENTA E ROSMARINO

Via Carlo Cattaneo, 11

Pesaro (PU)

PROFUMERIA ESTASIPROFUMERIA ESTASI

Via Alberto D'Andrea, 1

Centro commerciale Warner Village

Montesilvano

PROFUMERIA ESTASI LUXEPROFUMERIA ESTASI LUXE

Piemaggio Wine & Cosmetics

Rive Gauche

TSUM

Neroli Riga
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Via Trento 90

Pescara (PE)

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

CASAMARIA ROMACASAMARIA ROMA

Largo G. Toniolo, 7

Roma (RO)

Despite the closure of offline sales and the difficulty of adapting to the new reality, this was

an excellent start for the brand's online promotion. The company is actively raising brand

awareness through the following tools:

Search engine optimization;

Paid search;

Social media marketing;

Influencer marketing.

The brand's main attributes that it broadcasts to the audience are:

Reimagining Dolce Vita (Modern Dolce Vita), when a really sweet life begins with love
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and self-care;

Italian traditions in a new reading;

Love for the beautiful and magnificent.

Locations where the products could be found:

Unique wine & cosmetics concept stores;

Personal care stores;

Well-known beauty stores;

Beauty boutique.

E-commerce platforms are , , ,

, .

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

When developing the packaging, the company made a choice towards a more laconic and

calm design. It was important to reflect the main qualities and advantages of the product,

while not overloading information. The company also wanted Divina Bellezza cosmetics to

fit well into any bathroom design, so the emphasis was on neutral colors that do not create

visual noise. The brand has already made a complete rebranding and products already in

the updated design will be presented on the European market end of 2021.

divina-bellezza.com divina-bellezza.ru rivegauche.ru

nerolicultbeauty.lv ditano.com
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Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: DiVina Terra LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Anna Khodokainen General Directo…

E-mail:E-mail: project@piemaggio.com

Website:Website: piemaggio.com

Phone:Phone: +7 (812) 660 56 45

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Italy

Industries:Industries: Skincare

DiVina Bellezza

webpage

DiVina Bellezza

Instagram

Piemaggio wines

click here
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Welcome to the world of MYSIA naturals. The company is dedicated to

giving its customers the best natural bath and body products. The main

focus is to use organic and natural ingredients, with no additives and

chemicals that can be harmful to humans, animals and all the

planet. MYSIA naturals founded by Sinan Ergin, whose aspiration is to

design and create the best possible products without causing any harm

to human lives and the planet. By adopting this mission, MYSIA naturals

became the brand whose priority is giving the best natural products to

its customers in the health and wellness industry. The company's vision

is to build a future in which people live in harmony with nature.

The exquisitely hand-crafted products are designed for a much higher

purpose than simply keeping the skin clean and hydrated. MYSIA

naturals aim to remind every customer to take a moment away from the

busy daily life and to relax and enjoy it because MOOD IS EVERYTHING!

ALL-NATURAL LUXURY BATH, BODY
AND SKINCARE PRODUCTS BY MYSIA
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

The brand was founded by Sinan Ergin in 2019. His aspiration for natural products led him

to create the brand MYSIA naturals. The brand products are hand-made with natural

ingredients and never tested on animals. MYSIA naturals brand is 100% eco-friendly and

sustainable with the ingredients and materials that are used in production.

Sinan was born in Ankara, Turkey. After he completed his high school education, Sinan

moved to Canada and for university education. After his graduation, he gained few years of

work experience in different fields until he found the opportunity in the natural health and

skincare industry.

Sinan took the importance of olive oil, in the skincare industry. Thus, the brand's

foundation started with the idea. Still today olive oil is the crucial ingredient in MYSIA

naturals soaps. The company works with the best soap makers and chemical engineers to

create different soaps for different purposes such as acne, cellulite, eczema etc.

Sinan Ergin’s mission with MYSIA naturals brand is to create all-natural products that can

be used by anyone with their unique needs. Also, he aims to educate society to use non-

chemical products for a bright future of humanity and nature.

THE STORYTHE STORY

Natural skincare industry is booming every other day. By the time when people understand

the importance of natural ingredients in skincare products the demand rises.

Although supply is not always well and satisfying. Many brands frequently come up with

new products however the effect and quality mostly upsetting. This led people to have a

suspicious look at the “natural product” industry.

MYSIA naturals passion is nature! The brand's mission is to protect the nature that all love

for the next generations. MYSIA naturals aims to create and provide healthy and effective

skincare products that are designed to treat, rejuvenate, and improve the skin and

enhance our customer’s looks, as well as improve the overall lifestyles of our customers by
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helping them look beautiful and regaining their confidence.

The brand's story started with passion and continue with creating and enlarging the

product lines to be part of the peoples life’s all around the world. MYSIA naturals is not just

a brand, it is a mission for the future of the skincare industry. MYSIA naturals story is

enlarging with each customer need and experience.

MYSIA naturals started this journey as a brand but every other day it is becoming a bigger

family. The company hopes each customer will enjoy and be part of MYSIA naturals family.

MYSIA Authentic Turkish Collection of Soaps

Photo Credit by MYSIA

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

MYSIA is an ancient civilization, who lived in today’s Aegean-Mediterranean region. It is

where the best olives have been cultivated since ancient times. MYSIA civilization lived at

the same age as Trojans and Lydians. This led MYSIA to be one of the pioneer civilizations

that used money in history.

To honour the history of MYSIA, the brand adopted the Aphrodite figure on the MYSIA coin

to be MYSIA logo. Three different colors represent three crucial aspects of MYSIA. Dark
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green represents the color of olive trees and olives. Azure color represents the heavenly

looking water sources and seas that have been part of many legends since the Greek

mythology began. Last but not least, terra color represents the fertile soils which led to

cultivate the best olives since ages.

WHAT MAKES MYSIA PRODUCTS SPECIAL?WHAT MAKES MYSIA PRODUCTS SPECIAL?

Just like in ancient times, MYSIA naturals extra-virgin olive oil-based soaps are handmade

by artisans. The same in-house method has been using by MYSIA artisans for decades and

it passes from elder masters to young apprentices for generations.

MYSIA's soaps are produced completely by traditional methods. Using cold press extra-

virgin olive oil which comes from the world’s leading top-quality olive farms from Aegean

and Mediterranean coasts. Mixing with essential oils and other natural ingredients and

combining the mastered knowledge and experiences of decades brings out top-notch

quality products. Each soap is cured in special rooms without humidity to dry for at least 45

days, then they get packed and ready to ship out from MYSIA naturals production site.

The pH ratio of MYSIA's soaps is between 8-9 which is great to clean dead cells on

the skin and to keep the skin hydrated.

MYSIA naturals soaps do not contain SLS, parabens, additives, chemical colorants and

palm oil. The main ingredient is olive oil. The company uses only 100% natural root colors.

The scents in MYSIA products come from essential oils that it brings from all around the

world for the best results. The packaging is 100% recyclable, and MYSIA naturals is plastic

FREE.

OLIVE OIL SOAP IS NATURALLY RICH IN VITAMINSOLIVE OIL SOAP IS NATURALLY RICH IN VITAMINS

Olive oil is known to be natural source of essential nutrients and vitamins that are

important to help one look and feel healthy at all times. Also rich in vitamins E and A, olive

oil can help improve the skin’s appearance and boost immunity at the same time. Its beta

carotene content can also help stimulate the growth of new cells, promoting a more

glowing and youthful appearance.
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MYSIA GRAPE SEED

Photo Credit by MYSIA

A NATURAL ANTI-AGING BEAUTY REGIMENA NATURAL ANTI-AGING BEAUTY REGIMEN

Olive oil is considered an effective anti-aging solution because it contains oleic acid and

polyphenols. These important components work together in order to improve the texture

and skin tone. Because olive oil soap is so nourishing, it can help replenish the oils that

skin loses as it gets older. In return, it gives us a much smoother complexion, including

minimized wrinkles, and a healthy glowing appearance.

OLIVE OIL SOAP IS BEST FOR ALL SKIN TYPESOLIVE OIL SOAP IS BEST FOR ALL SKIN TYPES

Since olive oil is a natural and healthy component, it can be used for any skin type.

Everyone in the family from babies to adults can be able to take advantage of the natural

olive oil soap benefits. That’s because it’s not harsh on even the most sensitive skin. Olive

oil is also guaranteed to be hypoallergenic, which simply means there’s no need to worry

about nasty skin reactions.
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MYSIA NATURAL EXTRA-VIRGIN OLIVE OIL-BASED SOAPS ARE HANDMADE BYMYSIA NATURAL EXTRA-VIRGIN OLIVE OIL-BASED SOAPS ARE HANDMADE BY

ARTISANSARTISANS

PHOTO CREDIT BY MYSIAPHOTO CREDIT BY MYSIA

PROMOTES HEALTHIER AND MORE RADIANT SKINPROMOTES HEALTHIER AND MORE RADIANT SKIN

Since olive oil is rich in antioxidants, it can contribute to healthier and more radiant skin

through reversing oxidation as well as repelling unnatural and damage-causing free

radicals. These elements are responsible for health problems, breakouts and skin

diseases.

BAR SOAPSBAR SOAPS

The olive oil-based bar soaps from MYSIA naturals are obtained from 100% cold-pressed

virgin olive oil and enriched with notes of Mediterranean fragrances which comes from

essential oils.

The bar soap is compact but, at the same time, is very soluble in water. It is versatile for

frequent washing for the face, hands and body, while also suitable for cleansing the most

sensitive skin. It produces a white and thick foam, very delicate with remarkable detergent

and emollient properties.

MYSIA's soaps are the result of a completely innovative technology that combines the

millennial tradition of ALEPPO soaps with the most modern manufacturing needs.
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MYSIA Roman Collection of Soaps

Photo Credit by MYSIA

BRAND USPBRAND USP

MYSIA naturals soaps do not contain SLS, parabens, additives, chemical colorants and

palm oil. The main ingredient is olive oil. MYSIA use only 100% natural root colors. The

scents in the products come from essential oils that MYSIA bring from all around the world

for the best results. The packaging is 100% recyclable, and the brand is plastic FREE.

The brand's mission is not only to produce eco-friendly and sustainable products but also

to educate younger generations and making them understand the importance of eco-

friendly life for a better and bright future.

MYSIA naturals supports Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which are a global

agenda, adopted by countries in 2015, with a vision of ending poverty, protecting the

planet and ensuring that all people enjoy peace and prosperity.

All the soaps are produced completely by traditional methods. Using cold press extra-virgin

olive oil which comes from the world’s leading top-quality olive farms from Aegean and

Mediterranean coasts. Mixing with essential oils and other natural ingredients and
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combining the mastered knowledge and experiences of decades brings out top-notch

quality products. Each soap is cured in special rooms without humidity to dry for at least 45

days, then they get packed and ready to ship out from the production site.

Bath Bombs MYSIA

Photo Credit by MYSIA

The company carefully selects every single ingredient (natural resources, handpicked). All

products are:

Organic;

Vegan (Only few soaps include milk, honey and propolis);

Cruelty-free (No Animal Test);

Powerful effectiveness from plant sources;

Without parabens;

Without SLS;

Without sulphates;

Without glycerine;

Without refined oils;

Without pesticides.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

MYSIA naturals uses only very special and expensive oils and ingredients in their products.

It carefully selects each individual ingredient. Typical natural cosmetic products use

essential oils, which lead to allergic reactions in the face and body. MYSIA naturals only

uses oils and ingredients with less allergic reactions. It is crucial to avoid, that customer
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reacts on natural cosmetic products. MYSIA naturals performed for all the products a

dermatological test with outstanding results even for customers with very sensitive skin or

skin problems.

MYSIA RED WINE

Photo Credit by MYSIA

MYSIA's products can be used daily, and they can be used for both face and body.

The main focus of the company is to create the best possible product for its customers

need and can be afford and used by them without harm to the environment.

The company plans to expand the lineup of natural products for personal care. The

additional products that will be launched are:

Face & Body Lotions;

Liquid wash (Hand & Body);

Perfumed was series (99% natural);

CBD infused bath and skincare products.

SOAPS COLLECTIONSSOAPS COLLECTIONS
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MYSIA naturals presents 5 unique collections of handcraft soaps that not only care for the

skin but also solve the main serious problems thanks to their composition of correctly

selected natural ingredients. There are Moroccan, Victorian, Roman, Mayan and Turkish

Collection. The recommended price for all soaps from the manufacturer MSRP is 12 USD

for 110 grams bar. There are also minis of 5 grams each. The RRP for minis is 5 USD. The

bars go in a case of 8 pieces. It is possible to familiarize yourself with the full lineup and all

types of soaps in the catalogue at the bottom of the page or on . Also, it is

possible to order GIFT Sets.

TUMERIC SOAP (Moroccan Collection)TUMERIC SOAP (Moroccan Collection)

This soap lightens the skin for a visibly brighter, even skin tone by reducing uneven

pigmentation. Turmeric gently exfoliates dead skin cells and is considered a luxurious form

of acne treatment. This soap is known for its anti-inflammatory and anti-aging properties. 

Ingredients:Ingredients: Saponified coconut oil, cold-pressed extra virgin olive oil, American

hazelnut, seed oil, dried ground leaves of turmeric, and water.

GOAT MILK SOAP (Victorian Collection) GOAT MILK SOAP (Victorian Collection) 

Goat milk soap soothes and hydrates even the most sensitive skin thanks to its pH

balance that is similar to human skin. It protects against external factors such as bacteria

and chemicals and prevents skin rashes and itchiness. This soap can be used with all skin

types.

Ingredients:Ingredients: Saponified coconut oil, cold-pressed extra virgin olive oil, goat milk, jojoba

seed oil, and water.

MYSIA's website
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MYSIA GIFT SET brings the double benefits of being a wonderful gift, as well as overcome all skin problems and

provide nutrition and skin care for a long time

Photo Credit by MYSIA

FIG SEED SOAP (Roman Collection)FIG SEED SOAP (Roman Collection)

This soap increases blood circulation when used continuously and helps reduce cellulite. It

also opens clogged pores and prevents the formation of oil and blackheads. Fig

Seed soap is rich in minerals and with the orange, oregano, and rosemary oils in its

formula, the skin will look healthy and energized. Can be used for sensitive skin. 

Ingredients: Ingredients: Saponified coconut oil, saponified sesame oil, cold-pressed extra virgin

olive oil, rosemary oil, oregano leaf oil, bitter orange flower oil, fig seed oil, and water.
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TUMERIC SOAP (Moroccan Collection) & GOAT MILK SOAP (Victorian Collection) are the best care to fulfil main

skin needs

Photo Credit by MYSIA

GRAPE SEED SOAP  (Turkish Collection)GRAPE SEED SOAP  (Turkish Collection)

Grape seeds are loaded with antioxidants which allow this soap to rid the skin

off toxins and heal imperfections quickly. Use this soap to keep the skin healthy and

reduce the signs of aging. 

Ingredients: Ingredients: Saponified coconut oil, cold-pressed extra virgin olive oil, grapevine

seed powder/oil, and water.

CARBON SOAP (Mayan Collection)CARBON SOAP (Mayan Collection)

Carbon soap is the perfect addition to the skincare routine and well-known treatment

for blackheads. It clears the pores in the skin, nourishes it with the vitamin E in its formula,

and leaves the skin feeling detoxed, hydrated and refreshed. 

Ingredients: Ingredients: Saponified sweet almond and coconut oil, cold-pressed extra virgin olive

oil, carbon, and water.
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FIG SEED, GRAPE SEED and CARBON extraordinary and effective natural skin protection

Photo Credit by MYSIA

BATH BOMBS & SALTSBATH BOMBS & SALTS

MYSIA's all-natural and handcrafted bath bombs are SLS, parabens and

chemical colourants FREE. They are exquisitely handcrafted using a mixture of salts

and essential oils and dried flower petals. Floral notes in the scent and calendula

flowers add an exotic sensation to the pampering sessions and help to relax and enjoy a

bath. Essential oils moisturize the skin and will let the skin freshen and hydrated more than

ever.

CBD INFUSED PRODUCTSCBD INFUSED PRODUCTS

WHAT IS CBD? WHAT IS CBD? 

CBD is the abbreviation for cannabidiol, one of the many cannabinoids, or chemical

compounds, found in marijuana and hemp. CBD is a chemical compound present in the

Cannabis Sativa plant. Manufacturers can combine CBD with an oil, such as hemp or

coconut oil, to create CBD oil. People can purchase CBD oil or a range of beauty products
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that incorporate CBD oil to use on their skin. Due to its potential anti-inflammatory

properties, CBD may be useful for treating many skin conditions, including acne, eczema,

and psoriasis.

CRYSTAL-INFUSED WATER BOTTLESCRYSTAL-INFUSED WATER BOTTLES

A water bottle is an amazing healing tool. It integrates healing energy crystals into the

human bodies. The crystal water bottle operates at the molecular and vibration level, by

moving the properties of crystals into the water, helps its charging for energy. It has the

power to promote and soothe the minds and feelings. Unlike ordinary water bottles, the

use of the healing crystal-infused water bottles combines the natural healing properties of

the liquid crystals. This is not only beneficial to the mind and body but to the environment

as it reduces the use of crystal-clear water bottles by Gems and Vibes. Using a precious

stone water bottle has the ability to improve mind and body functions throughout the day.

You can take it to the gym, work, school, etc.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

MYSIA naturals has established itself very well in the Turkish market as a manufacturer of

the best quality natural skin care products, as well as a creator of the unique collections of

natural soaps that overcome various skin problems and also help the skin stay healthy and

improve its look preventing the aging process. The brand is ready to develop globally,

enter the international market with new lines and products and is looking for reliable

distributors in the markets with which it is ready to build long-term mutually beneficial

partnerships.
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Photo Credit by MYSIA
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: MYSIA naturals

Contact person:Contact person: Sinan Ergin

E-mail:E-mail: info@mysianaturals.com

Website:Website: mysianaturals.com

Phone:Phone: +1647535399

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Canada, Turkey

Industries:Industries: Skincare

MYSIA Webpage

MYSIA Instagramm page

click here
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SELF is a 100% vegan skincare line developed especially for the modern

skin in mind. It all started when Isabelle discovered that her daughter

was suffering from eczema and she could not find 100% natural products

that were nourishing, calming and protecting for her skin. Her search

culminated in her own skin care line, which is developed together

with professional lab technicians and produced in Belgium. All SELF

products contain 100% vegan and natural ingredients for long-term

protection and hydration. Each product is dermatologically tested on

sensitive skin, making SELF products safe and suitable for all skin types.

SELF uses certified recyclable packaging in order to add the 'natural

touch'. The brand has already established its name in Europe and is

developing globally.

SELF IS A 100% VEGAN & HALAL
CERTIFIED SKINCARE BRAND
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

SELF is being yourselfSELF is being yourself

Today all have modern skin that is extra sensitive due to stress, pollution, UV radiation and

blue light. Cleaning and soothing the skin with mild products is, therefore, a must. SELF is a

100% vegan skincare line developed especially for the modern skin in mind.  SELF is a

pioneer in natural luxury skincare, Isabelle couldn't find 100% natural products for her

daughters skin issues that were up to her standards of efficacy, quality, and purity. The

brand picked all the ingredients at the highest levels of concentration to deliver maximum

results and without a single drop of artificial chemicals. SELF is for women who refuse to

risk their health for beauty. If our team and our customers don’t feel that a product is

perfect, we won’t launch it.

How does one get the most out of life? By trying to enjoy and appreciate every moment of

life as much as possible. Every day provides a new experience that Isabelle, the founder of

SELF brand, grab with both hands and recommends the same to all. Sometimes these

things are very simple - like socializing with the family, the first rays of sunshine on

one's skin or enjoying a nice glass of wine. At the same time, there is a drive in her to seek

out the unpredictable power of adventures in life: to discover unknown places, to meet

new people, and to confront new challenges in order to realize her dreams.

But life can be very demanding. Women has to be a good wife and mother, a good friend,

a successful woman, etc. Obviously, can't be perfect in all of the things she does. But the

most important thing of all is to be yourself. Isabelle feels it's essential to take good care of

herself and her own body by being aware of what she eats and what products use.

Everybody needs to feel well in each own skin, literally. And by her brand philosophy, she

tries to convey this to all women.

BRAND USPBRAND USP

1 0 0 % C L E A N1 0 0 % C L E A N
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Isabelle Ulenaers, the Founder of SELF brand

Photo Credit by SELF

SELF products contain no chemicals, perfumes and other “nasties”. All the products are

100% natural. In addition, SELF is also one of the first European brands with the Zero

Plastic Inside label.
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Photo Credit by SELF

1 0 0 % D U R A B L E1 0 0 % D U R A B L E

The entire production takes place in Belgium. In every step of the process, there is always

attention to sustainability. Only certified recyclable packaging is used with respect to the

environment.

1 0 0 % V E G A N & HALAL1 0 0 % V E G A N & HALAL

SELF is officially recognized worldwide as a vegan brand by the Vegan Society.

Throughout the entire production process, no animal products are used, and never test its

products on animals.

1 0 0 % C R E D I B L E1 0 0 % C R E D I B L E

SELF has been around since 2016 and is extremely grateful for the numerous awards that it

has already received. SELF is dermatological tested and approved for sensitive skin.
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SUSTAINABILITYSUSTAINABILITY

SELF is a sustainable brand that means that it is manufactured, marketed and used in the

most sustainable manner possible, taking into account both environmental and socio-

economic aspects:

Transparent INCI-List  - we have all ingredients on SELF webshop;

R-PET and Refill packaging (refill is coming 2022);

Wooden caps are made of waste wood;

All EU –  sustainable suppliers;

Zero Plastic inside – no microplastics;

Fairtrade ingredients;

Sheltered employment;

Production 100% in Belgium.

THE KEY INGREDIENTS THE KEY INGREDIENTS 

Meet five main ingredients that are known for their healing and protective properties for

the modern skin. They form a strong team because they reinforce each other’s activities. 

ARGAN OIL ARGAN OIL 

One of the richest sources of antioxidants including vitamin E, polyphenols and ferulic acid.

Its high concentration of fatty acids protects the skin against extreme conditions. It also

helps prevent skin aging by slowing down the process that causes wrinkles.

SHEA BUTTERSHEA BUTTER
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Photo Credit by SELF

Contains large amounts of laurine and palmitic acid that help restore the damaged skin

layer.

MACADAMIAMACADAMIA

Contains a high concentration of vitamins A, E, B that helps maintain skin moisture balance

and helps reduce redness.

ALOE VERAALOE VERA

Packed with Vitamin E that improves the skin barrier and promotes the synthesis of

collagen. Also has a calming and hydrating effect.

COCONUT OILCOCONUT OIL

Contains vitamins A, D, E, F and other complex fatty acids. Helps in restoring dry and

chapped skin. 
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These are the main ingredients of all SELF products

Photo Credit by SELF

What do SELF active substances in the products do for the skin:What do SELF active substances in the products do for the skin:

Vitamin F is rich in essential fatty acids, which provide good hydration and restore dry,

rough skin;

The high concentration of fatty acids protects the skin against dryness and other

extreme conditions and has a restorative effect;

Vitamin E. helps to keep the skin healthy and beautiful and strengthen the skin's barrier

function. It slows the process of wrinkles;

The sterols present retain the moisture in the skin;

Polyphenols (antioxidants) fight free radicals;

Ferulic acid increases the effectiveness of other vitamins, reduces coarse pores and

stimulates collagen production;

Allantoin promotes the healing process of the skin and helps to improve skin irritation;

Anthraquin has an analgesic effect and kills bacteria and fungi;

Sterols & polysaccharides have an anti-inflammatory effect, thereby soothing the skin

and reducing irritations;

Squalene is compatible with natural skin oil and ensures that the food is easily

absorbed;

Vitamin B reduces redness and tackles skin problems; 

Lauric acid has an antibacterial and anti-inflammatory effect;
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Vitamins A and E stimulate cell renewal and improve skin texture and pigmentation.

They act on wrinkles and also stimulate the production of collagen;

Vitamin E helps fight free radicals and inhibit premature skin aging;

Agave Tequilana Extract has a proven wrinkle-fighting effect and a long-lasting soothing

effect on the skin;

Solanum Lycopersicum Seed Oil protects the skin against free radicals and improves

skin elasticity. For a youthful appearance;

Sodium Hyaluronate keeps the skin elastic, tight and hydrated;

Rich in antioxidants, protects agains premature aging;

Palmitoleic acid provides good protection, and helps skin-repairing.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

FACIAL CARE FACIAL CARE 

SELF facial care products are packed with vitamins and oxidants for long-term protection

and long-lasting hydration. Thanks to 100% natural ingredients, every SELF product is

suitable even for the most sensitive skin.

A L L - D A Y  D R E A M E R  D A Y  C R E A MA L L - D A Y  D R E A M E R  D A Y  C R E A M

This luxuriously replenishing and soothing day cream is made with 100% natural active

ingredients and aromas that provide intensive nourishment and long-lasting protection for

the skin. It’s the most trusted companion against visible signs of aging. 

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Massage into the face using circular strokes for all-day hydration.

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Intensive moisturizing;

Helps against the first signs of aging.
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Photo Credit by SELF

GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

TIPTIP

Combine with the All-Night Starlight Night Cream for a perfectly-hydrated skin, 24/7.

A L L - N I G H T  S T A R  L I G H T  N I G H T  C R E A MA L L - N I G H T  S T A R  L I G H T  N I G H T  C R E A M

This moisture-regulating night & eye cream penetrates to the deepest layers of the skin for

long-lasting hydration and nourishment. It does not only restore dry and problematic skin; it

also helps reduce visible signs of aging. Best applied before going to sleep, so one can

wake up to softer, smoother and younger-looking skin.
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SELF Day Cream

Photo Credit by SELF

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Massage into the face using circular strokes until it gets fully absorbed on the skin. 

BENEFITS BENEFITS 

Intensive moisturizing;

Helps against the first signs of aging.

GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

TIP TIP 

Combine with the All-Day Dreamer Day Cream for a perfectly-hydrated skin, 24/7.
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SELF Night Cream

Photo Credit by SELF

B O O S T  O F  F R E S H N E S S  F A C I A L  L O T I O NB O O S T  O F  F R E S H N E S S  F A C I A L  L O T I O N

This mild&multi-action facial cleansing milk gently removes tallow, dirt and makeup without

damaging and drying out the skin. It also shrinks the pores for naturally radiant results,

while still preserving the skin’s natural moisture balance and barrier function. Plus, it’s so

gentle that one can even use it on the delicate skin around the eyes.

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Apply 2 to 3 drops of the Boost of Freshness Facial Lotion on a cleaning pad and gently

apply on one's skin using small circular strokes. Use after the morning shower or before a

good night’s rest for deep cleansing and naturally radiant results.

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Naturally Restoring;

Intensive Moisturizing;
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Deep Cleansing.

GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

B O O S T  O F  O X Y G E N  F A C I A L  S C R U BB O O S T  O F  O X Y G E N  F A C I A L  S C R U B

Packed with rice kennels and natural essential oils, this delightfully soft but effective facial

scrub removes dead skin cells while nourishing &repairing the skin at the same time. For

best results, use once or twice a week.

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Apply a thick layer to freshly cleaned moist skin. Massage the face using small circular

strokes to let it sit in the skin deeply. Leave it on the skin for about a minute and then rinse

with lukewarm water thoroughly. Follow with All-Night Starlight for a deeply hydrating

treatment for the skin.

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Naturally Restoring;

Intensive Moisturizing;

Deep Cleansing.
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SELF Facial Lotion

Photo Credit by SELF

GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

TIPTIP

Having a dull complexion? SELF facial scrub brings the skin back to life. Use once or twice

a week or whenever the skin needs a boost. On the other days of the week, one can use
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the Boost of Softness konjac sponge for gentle exfoliation.

B O O S T  O F  I N D U L G E N C E  F A C I A L  M A S KB O O S T  O F  I N D U L G E N C E  F A C I A L  M A S K

This soft facial mask is made with 100% natural ingredients and offers intense nutrition for

the skin. It is extremely hydrating, and it counters wrinkles at the same time, too. When the

skin is feeling extra dry or whenever you need an extra dose of comforting hydration, put

on the mask and enjoy the SELF-care moment. The skin will thank for it.

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Apply a thin layer onto freshly cleaned skin and let it sit on the skin for about 15 minutes.

Rinse thoroughly with lukewarm water and dry gently. For best results, use Boost of

Freshness all-in one cleansing milk before putting on the mask. Good for all skin types, it’s

suitable for everyday use.

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Intensive Moisturizing

Anti-aging

SELF Facial Scrub

Photo Credit by SELF
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GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

Aside from five main ingredients this product also contains:Aside from five main ingredients this product also contains:

AGAVA TEQUILANIAAGAVA TEQUILANIA

This extract derived from the Mexican Tequila plant is a natural elastomer with excellent

skin enhancing properties. Has proven effectiveness in reducing wrinkles and has a long-

lasting soothing effect on the skin.

BETAINEBETAINE

SELF Facial Mask

Photo Credit by SELF

Supports skin regeneration and has a calming and moisturizing effect on the skin.

SOLANUM LYCOPERSICUM SEED OIL (TOMATO EXTRACT)SOLANUM LYCOPERSICUM SEED OIL (TOMATO EXTRACT)
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Protects the skin against free radicals and helps improve skin elasticity. Contains a high

concentration of Lycopene, a very powerful antioxidant that protects the skin against sun

damage. Lycopene also ensures that the skin is well-protected against daily sun and

pollution exposure, therefore preventing clogged pores, pimples and fine lines as well  as

reducing wrinkle formation.

S O F T  L U X U R I O U S  L I P  B A L MS O F T  L U X U R I O U S  L I P  B A L M

This luxurious lip balm melts oh-so-smoothly on the lips to replenish, moisture and protect

the lips from dryness and humidity. Made only with 100% natural ingredients, it deeply

hydrates chapped lips, instantly providing intense nourishment and leaving with silky

smooth, supple lips. 

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Dab onto the lips as often as like for long-lasting hydration and smoothness. 

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Naturally Soothing;

Intensive Moisturizing.

GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

Aside from five main ingredients this product also contains:Aside from five main ingredients this product also contains:

CANDELILLA WAXCANDELILLA WAX

A vegan alternative for beeswax. Very rich in nutrients and easily absorbed into the

skin. Acts as a barrier and helps seal in moisture for the skin.
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HELIANTHUS ANNUUS  SEED OILHELIANTHUS ANNUUS  SEED OIL

Used effectively against inflammation and skin irritation. Also acts as an emollient

that traps moisture and keeps skin well-hydrated.

RUBUSIDAEUS SEED OILRUBUSIDAEUS SEED OIL

SELF Lip Balm

Photo Credit by SELF

Rich in phytosterols that help keep skin moisturized and protected against sun damage.

ORYZA SATIVA STARCHORYZA SATIVA STARCH

Acts as an emollient to maintain soft, smooth and supple skin.

JOJOBA OILJOJOBA OIL

Packed with nourishing antioxidants that draw water deep into the skin and seal it in for

long-lasting hydration.

B O O S T  O F  S O F T N E S S  K O N J A C  S P O N G EB O O S T  O F  S O F T N E S S  K O N J A C  S P O N G E
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This cleansing sponge is made from 100% konjac powder, specially developed for gentle

facial cleansing. It helps moisturize the skin while maintaining a healthy pH balance and all

without damaging the skin’s own natural oils. 

HOW TO USE HOW TO USE 

Soak the sponge until fully softened and lightly rub over one's face using circular strokes.

For best results, use in combination with the Boost of Freshness cleansing milk to gently

remove dirt, tallow and makeup. After every use, rinse the sponge in water and gently

squeeze excess water out. Air-dry the sponge to keep it in its best condition. Make sure to

replace every 2-3 months.

S E L F  P I N K  C R Y S T A L  F A C I A L  R O L L E RS E L F  P I N K  C R Y S T A L  F A C I A L  R O L L E R

This ancient Asian skincare tool is the perfect addition to the skincare routine. Using the

SELF Rose Quartz daily helps in eliminating toxins, reducing puffiness, and improving

blood circulation to even out the skin. Most of all, it invites relaxation and SELF care, which

are equally important to maintaining clear, smooth skin.

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Start first at the chin, and roll horizontally out to the hairline. Next, move up to the nose,

and roll from the corner of the nose out towards the ears. Afterwards, use the small end of

the jade roller, and place it in the inner corner of the eye. Roll out toward the temples.

Next, roll from the eyebrows upwards to the hairline, moving across the forehead. Finish by

rolling the middle of the forehead horizontally out towards the temples. Use daily

before you go to sleep, or as much as feel like.

BODY CAREBODY CARE
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SELF Sponge

Photo Credit by SELF

SELF body care products contain 100%natural and vegan ingredients that respond exactly

to what the skin needs. Each body care product is formulated to gently cleanse and

hydrate even the most sensitive skin while nourishing, protecting and improving

elasticity. SELF invites to treat one's body like a face and enjoy the invigorating me-

time moments.
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SELF Face Roller

Photo Credit by SELF

F I N E  D E L I G H T  H A N D & B O D Y  WA S HF I N E  D E L I G H T  H A N D & B O D Y  WA S H

This hand&body wash deeply cleanses the skin without drying it out. Containing no foam,

it is formulated with a unique combination of rich essential oils to naturally cleanse the skin

and give it long-lasting hydration. Perfectly suitable for all skin types and also for kids too. 

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Gently squeeze a small amount of the body wash on the palm of the hands or on the

loofah, then rub it all over the body. After a thorough cleanse, rinse it off with water. For

long-lasting results, apply Fine Delicate Body Butter right after step out of the shower while

the skin is still damp to help seal in the moisture.

BENEFITSBENEFITS
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Intensive moisturizing;

Naturally soothing.

GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

TIPTIP

It is also possible to use the body wash as a hydrating bath foam. Simply add a few drops

of the body wash to the bath and let the power of the running water do the rest.

F I N E  D E L I C A T E  B O D Y  B U T T E RF I N E  D E L I C A T E  B O D Y  B U T T E R

Rich and light at the same time, this body butter melts smoothly on the skin for consistently

glowing results. Made only with 100% natural ingredients, it provides intense nourishment

for the skin while repairing and restoring its natural moisture balance with every use. 

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Rub evenly over the body using upward strokes and until fully absorbed on the skin. Use

whenever the skin needs a generous helping of comforting hydration.

BENEFITSBENEFITS

• Naturally Soothing

• Intensive Moisturizing.
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SELF Hand&Body Wash

Photo Credit by SELF

GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitiveskin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.
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SELF Body Butter

Photo Credit by SELF

F I N E  D E L U X E  B O D Y  S C R U BF I N E  D E L U X E  B O D Y  S C R U B

Made with Dead Sea salts and natural essential oils, this delicate body scrub effectively

removes dead skin cells while providing intense

nourishment for the skin at the same time. Use as a body scrub to stimulate circulation and

give the skin a silky-soft glow or as a bath salt to treat yourself to a revitalizing and

detoxifying bathing experience. 

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Apply a thick layer to freshly cleaned moist skin and massage all over the body using small

circular strokes to let it sit deeply on the skin. Rinse with luke warm water and follow with

Fine Delicate body butter for a lavishly relaxing self-care moment one won’t regret. Enjoy

this delicate yet highly effective body scrub once or twice per week.

BENEFITS BENEFITS 
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Naturally Soothing;

Intensive Moisturizing.

SELF Body Scrub

Photo Credit by SELF

GOOD TO KNOW GOOD TO KNOW 

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

TIP TIP 

For a relaxing oil bath, simply add a few tablespoons of the Fine Deluxe Body Scrub to

warm bath water. The natural oils will make the skin feel silky smooth afterwards.

The brand has developed special skin&body care routines and it is possible to buy

products in such .

HAIR CAREHAIR CARE

kits
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SELF thinks that the scalp and hair deserve as much love as the rest of the body, and

decided to introduce two new products into the skincare line. The SELF shampoo and

conditioner ARE free from silicones, parabens and chemical components such as SLS and

SLES. They will give the hair more hydration, shine, gloss, strength and will preserve

the hair color. Plus it’s suitable for all hair types, especially for ones with a sensitive and

problematic scalp!

SELF Face Routine Kit

Photo Credit by SELF

How can SELF shampoo and conditioner have all these benefits? The company uses the

best ingredients straight from Mother Nature: Cocos Oil, Aloe Vera Oil, Glycerine,

Lypofructyl Argan, Shea butter, Macadamia Oil, Jojoba Oil, Apricot Kernel Oil, and more.
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Each of these ingredients was selected because of its proven effectiveness. When

combined, they work in perfect tandem to nourish and repair the scalp and hair. 

F I N E  R E S T O R I N G  H A I R  S H A M P O OF I N E  R E S T O R I N G  H A I R  S H A M P O O

This gentle shampoo thoroughly cleanses the scalp without damaging the hair roots. The

formula contains a unique combination of essential oils, providing an intensive moisturize

to the scalp. The shampoo has been specially developed for dry, sensitive, itchy skin and is

therefore suitable for everyone, even for the little ones.

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Deep scalp and hair cleansing;

Rich in essential oils for nourished hair;

Without parabens, silicones or chemical foaming agents such as SLS/SLES;

Ingredients with a calming, protective and moisturizing effect.

F I N E  N O U R I S H I N G  H A I R  C O N D I T I O N E RF I N E  N O U R I S H I N G  H A I R  C O N D I T I O N E R

Fine Nourishing Hair Conditioner treats the hair with intensive and soothing care. The

vegan and natural ingredients penetrate deeply into the hair roots, nourishing your hair

from within. For shiny, healthy locks.

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Gives hair a shiny look;

Intensive and deep nourishing treatment;

Makes your hair soft and easy to comb, without silicones;

Soothes, moisturize and reduces frizz.

SELF does not stop there and plans to release several more new products, in the near

future i.e. Q1 2022 will have also a deo.

SETSSETS
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SELF Natural Shampoo

Photo Credit by SELF

AAlso for specific skin problems, the brand has kits such as an anti-acne kit and other sets

that can be found on the . Each SELF kit contains everything necessary for radiant,

healthy skin. As an added extra, one may enjoy a nice discount.

A N T I  A С N E  K I TA N T I  A С N E  K I T

This set contains four full-sized facial care products that fight dirt and give acne skin a well-

deserved glow. The kit has been specially developed for people with oily skin who suffer

from acne and blackheads. Treat the skin with vitamins and antioxidants maintaining a

healthy pH balance and all without damaging the skin's own natural oils. For optimal effect,

it's important to use the products for at least 6 weeks. In this period the skin barrier will

adapt to natural ingredients, which can possibly lead to a temporary flare-up of acne. But it

is recommended to continue the course of treatment for the best results.

website
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SELF Nourishing Conditioner

Photo Credit by SELF

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The brand has already established its name in Europe i.e. in Belgium, the Netherlands,

Czech Republic, Denmark. SELF has started in Kuwait, Oman, in few stores in the UK and

the USA and wants to expand its global business. The company is looking for a partner

with whom it can work together to increase sales through mutually beneficial cooperation.

BRAND OFFERSBRAND OFFERS
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SELF makes every holiday special by designing packaging in accordance with the holiday theme

Photo Credit by SELF

Marketing material (photo’s, video, digital or printed material, etc.);

Training;

Sample sets;

Margin is discussable;

Deliver ex-works, payment 50% before production & 50% before shipment.

BRAND EXPECTSBRAND EXPECTS

A committed partner who loves the brand;

A team of dedicated professionals;

Provision of online and offline marketing & press – brand awareness.
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Anti Acne Kit

Photo Credit by SELF

If there are any questions about SELF, or just curious to learn more about the brand don’t

hesitate to reach out and send an email to isabelle@naturalself.eu
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Photo Credit by SELF
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Natural Self

Contact person:Contact person: Isabelle Ulenaers

E-mail:E-mail: isabelle@naturalself.eu

Website:Website: naturalself.eu

Phone:Phone: +32 495 77 04 13

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Belgium

Industries:Industries: Skincare

SELF website

SELF Instagram

click here
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Suga Buba is a unique body glow cosmetic from Bulgaria. All products

of the brand have a shimmering effect when applied to the skin.

The brand philosophy is to produce and distribute 100% vegan-friendly,

innovative and luxury cosmetic products on the borderline between

body makeup and skincare with 0% parabens, silicones and

sulphates. Shimmering products formula totally differ from simple

bronzer. It contains white truffle, 24K gold, diamond dust, shea and

much more high class nourishing natural ingredients. The products also

have an intense scent of cookies and sweet chewing gum that gives the

body an appetizing aroma. Suga Buba is forever against animal

testing. The outer design is in pure harmony with this philosophy and

brings the same joyful, girly feeling as the products themself.

SUGA BUBA VEGAN BODY CARE LINE
WITH 24-KARAT GOLD SHIMMER
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Suga Buba has set itself the goal of creating products that accentuate the beauty of

feminine curves with a radiant sheen. For this, it is focused on finding a special formula. A

formula that's not a regular bronzer and isn't just for beach use. Suga Buba wants more

and strives for something that will make women feel like real goddesses. As a result of

numerous studies, exhibitions, collaboration with the best professionals in the industry, the

use of special formulas and designer fragrances, Suga Buba has achieved its goal and has

created unique Suga Buba products. When applied to the skin, they can transform the look

of every woman into a special experience. Because the brand cares for the skin, each

formula contains nourishing and moisturizing ingredients. Some of them contain shiny

micro-particles of 24-karat gold and silver. Result? Thousands of women amaze every day

with their perfect and radiant skin.

The Founders

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

Striving for perfect skin, Suga Buba set a goal to create products that care for the health of
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the skin while emphasizing the beauty of the feminine curve with a radiant sheen. Personal

care products with a different formula than conventional bronzer make feel sexy and

confident. Special formulas using 24-karat gold and fresh designer fragrances, combined

with active skin care, can transform every woman's appearance into a special event,

leaving her with a truly unforgettable experience.

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

The brand philosophy sounds like this:

"Sexy and confident in their allure, with body positive mindset shimmer girls enjoy to"Sexy and confident in their allure, with body positive mindset shimmer girls enjoy to

provoke with the touch of glam, spicy flirt and staying gorgeous no matter the place orprovoke with the touch of glam, spicy flirt and staying gorgeous no matter the place or

occasion."occasion."

All Suga Buba products:

Labelled vegan, organic, free of animal ingredients;

Free of parabens, sulfates and silicones;
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Have not been tested on animals at any stage of production.

All Suga Buba Products

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

Suga Buba has three main series:

Shimmering Body Glow -Shimmering Body Glow - for the body;

#Bioglam#Bioglam -  face care & deodorants;

#Bioglam Sunscreen#Bioglam Sunscreen - beach products.

BEST SELLING SHIMMERING DUOBEST SELLING SHIMMERING DUO

SHIMMERING BODY BUTTERSHIMMERING BODY BUTTER

Volume: Volume: 250 ml

Suga Buba has created Body Butter with a special precious reach formula, combining the

benefits of shea butter and one of the best-kept secrets of the beauty industry - the white

truffle. Shea butter melts when it touches the skin, nourishing, softening, and hydrating it,

as well as improving its elasticity. White truffle brightens the skin look and promotes

regeneration by increasing deep cellular repair resulting in a firmer and more toned look.

Suga Buba has topped this intense care by adding silver shimmering micro flakes in 20

different sizes and shades that cover the skin was a sparkling veil. The body butter gives

the skin a perfect healthy look and amazing silver mermaid sheen both day and night.
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This is a perfect boutique skin care all year round. The body butter revitalizes the skin and

gives it an irresistible glow thanks to the dazzling effect of thousands of

shimmering particles. The special formula of natural butter that melts on the skin, gives it a

silky softness, shine and a seductive cookie scent. Shea butter nourishes the skin, leaving

it soft, well-hydrated. It is a natural moisturizer that protects against sun damage and

dehydration. A rare and expensive white truffle extract rejuvenates the skin, deeply

regenerating the cellular structure.

Suga Buba Body Butter with shea butter and white truffle

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

BENEFITS:BENEFITS:
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Intensively nourishes and regenerate;

Smoothes the complexion, leaving the skin velvety and soft to the touch;

Provides an ethereal glow and instantly brightens skin with silver particles;

Proven anti-aging effect;

Rich in vitamins, minerals and organic oils (shea and white truffle);

Prevents the formation of wrinkles and stretch marks;

Makes the skin look healthier and more toned;

100% natural and vegan - never tested on animals.

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:

Using gentle, even movements, apply to dry or damp skin to shine;

Apply liberally for a more dramatic effect;

Can be used in combination with sun oil or sunscreen lotion.

* The product has no sun protection factor.

* May stain light clothing slightly. Stains are easy to wash off.

SPECIAL INGREDIENTS:SPECIAL INGREDIENTS:

SHEA BUTTER

The shea butter is intensely nourishing, rich in texture and high in healthy fats. Naturally

rich in vitamins A, E and F, making it a natural moisturizer.

Shea butter has been used by women in Ghana for thousands of years to protect against

dry Saharan winds, sun damage and dehydration. It moisturizes the skin, has anti-

inflammatory properties, fights premature aging and works against stretch marks.

WHITE TRUFFLES

Truffles are a sophisticated product that is already used in the cosmetics industry. Only

elite black and white truffles are included in the masks, oils and serums created on the

basis of these mushrooms. They are rich in amino acids, mineral salts, magnesium and

protein. It slows down the aging of the skin by stimulating its thickening, maintains a higher

level of hydration, increases elasticity, and reduces the depth and number of fine wrinkles.
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This is due to the fact that the white truffle contains a huge amino acid potential, as well as

a full spectrum of B vitamins (B1, B2, B3, B6, B9, B10, B12) in a form suitable for rapid

absorption by the human body.

Body butter contains white truffle, 24K gold, diamond dust, shea and much more high class nourishing natural

ingredients

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

SHIMMERING BODY GLOW WITH 24-KARAT GOLDSHIMMERING BODY GLOW WITH 24-KARAT GOLD

Volume: Volume: 100 ml

A luminous body shine with natural ingredients that brightens the skin with a subtle

radiance of 24K gold particles. Emphasizes the chocolate tan of the skin, while the

specially developed formula of natural ingredients deeply moisturizes and nourishes it.

Gives a light, radiant complexion even to white skin and enhances naturalness.

BENEFITS:BENEFITS:

Leaves skin radiant and airy;

Hides flaws;

Darkens complexion, does not contain self-tanning products;
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Moisturizes, deeply nourishes and leaves the skin velvety and soft;

Silky and lightweight texture;

100% natural ingredients;

Vegan-friendly - never tested on animals;

A seductive scent of sweet chewing gum lingers on the skin;

Designed for daytime and evening use. Its golden glow makes one irresistible on the

beach and irresistible under the spotlights at night.

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:

Shake the gloss well before use;

Apply to dry or damp skin of hands, feet and body where want the skin to glow;

Apply liberally for a more dramatic effect;

Can be used in combination with sun oil or sunscreen lotion.

* The product has no sun protection factor.

* May stain light clothing slightly. Shine stains are easy to wash off.

#BIOGLAM#BIOGLAM

DEO STICK LEMON GRASSDEO STICK LEMON GRASS

Volume:Volume: 60 ml

100% natural deodorant with lemon grass scent and a long-lasting formula that is gentle on

the skin. Eliminates moisture and protects against unpleasant odors. From early morning

until late evening experience the natural fresh scent of citrus fruits. Taking care of nature: a

natural product in 100% biodegradable packaging.

BENEFITS:BENEFITS:

Delicate and long-lasting protection, soft on the skin;

An economic formula that will be using for over 3 months;

A long-lasting sensation of freshness and comfort with a lemongrass scent;

Non-allergenic bio-certified ingredients;

Does not leave yellow stains on clothes;
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Rich in essential oils with antibacterial properties;

Easy to apply in biodegradable packaging;

Suitable for men and women.

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

SPECIAL INGREDIENTS:SPECIAL INGREDIENTS:

Beeswax;

Shea Butter;

Coconut oil.
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APPLICATION:APPLICATION:

Apply lightly to clean, dry underarm skin;

Can repeat it at any time of the day;

Suitable for everyday use.

DEO STICK BERGAMOTDEO STICK BERGAMOT

This is a 100% natural deodorant that becomes the skins best friend. It absorbs moisture

uncompromisingly and discourages bacteria to give royal confidence. The natural scent of

Bergamot is delicate but intoxicating and makes up charming and confident throughout the

day. The bio-certified ingredients of deo stick are specially selected to be both gentle on

the sensitive skin of the armpits and effective in securing the perfect comfort. Quick and

easy to apply. It gives the confidence to meet all eyes and guarantees ideal hydration. Deo

comes in a biodegradable package as part of Suga Buba's philosophy for a more

ecologically future.

BENEFITS:BENEFITS:

Delicate and long-lasting protection, soft on the skin;

An economic formula that will be using for over 3 months;

A long-lasting sensation of freshness and comfort with a lemongrass scent;

Non-allergenic bio-certified ingredients;

Does not leave yellow stains on clothes;

Rich in essential oils with antibacterial properties;

Easy to apply in biodegradable packaging;

Suitable for men and women.

SPECIAL INGREDIENTS:SPECIAL INGREDIENTS:

Beeswax;

Shea Butter;

Coconut oil.
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Bio Deo Stick Lemon Grass

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:

Apply lightly to clean, dry underarm skin;

Can repeat it at any time of the day;

Suitable for everyday use.

BIO DETOX MASK WITH RICE STARCHBIO DETOX MASK WITH RICE STARCH

Volume:Volume: 60 ml
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100% Natural Rice Starch Purifying Facial Mask smoothes imperfections, tones and

refreshes the color of even the most sensitive skin. A few minutes after application,

the skin is gently soothed, and as soon as one wash it off, all irritations have

disappeared. Suitable for normal to sensitive skin. The light mattifying effect makes the

complexion even more irresistible and seductive.

BENEFITS:BENEFITS:

The mask absorbs skin imperfections, removes dead cells, tones and refreshes;

Has a light matte effect, soothes irritated skin;

Thanks to its special formula, which works in three stages, it smoothes the skin,

cleanses and provides long-lasting hydration a few hours after washing.

Suitable for use before applying daytime makeup or after removing it in the evening.

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:
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Bio Deo Stick Bergamot

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

Apply in light, smooth movements all over the face;

Wait 10-15 minutes;

Rinse thoroughly with warm water.

* If applying in the morning before makeup, dampen the remaining layer with a paper

towel.

* When applying in the evening to activate the third phase, do not wipe off the rest of the

layer after washing with water.
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Compact biodegradable packaging designed with a love for nature. Vegan-friendly and

made from 100% natural ingredients.

INGREDIENTS:INGREDIENTS:

The plum extract is rich in vitamins C and E, folic acid and carotenoids, which reverse the

effects of free radicals and reduce the symptoms of aging. It also helps to reduce dark

circles and puffiness under the eyes. The extract, rich in antioxidants, protects the skin

from the sun's rays and gives the skin its beauty.

Coconut oil billed as the healthiest fat in the world, it has countless health benefits. Oil

fights against stretch marks and gives the skin strength and elasticity, makes it look

younger. Coconut oil speeds up the healing process, relieves burns and retains moisture in

severely dehydrated skin.

Grape seed oil is used as a natural cosmetic product. Many of the benefits of grape seed

oil are linked to its vitamin E and omega-6 fatty acid content. They fight free radicals and

help protect against sunlight, wind and pollution.

Juniper has antibacterial, antiseptic and anti-inflammatory properties. These properties

help fight acne. They also help balance sebum production in the skin by reducing excess

oil production. This reduces clogging and clogging of the pores. They also remove bacteria

that can cause inflammation and infections.

Beeswax is a natural organic product. It was used by the pharaohs in Ancient Egypt for its

healing, regenerating and beautifying properties. It deeply moisturizes the skin, stimulates

the immune system, removes unnecessary toxins from the body and is used as an anti-

aging agent. 
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Comfortable sticks, velvet textures, effective action - that's all Suga Buba

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

The ancient civilizations of Greece, Rome and Egypt used French clay, especially green

French clay, to treat skin problems. Helps remove impurities from pores, exfoliate dead

skin cells, tone and tighten skin. It also stimulates blood circulation, helps heal blemishes,

soothes burns, insect bites, cuts, and more.

Lemon extract is a rich source of vitamin C and has a detoxifying effect. It contains a dose

of antioxidant that fights free radicals, maintains an even skin tone and helps to strengthen

the body's immune system. It also tightens the skin as it helps to close the pores, resulting

in smoother skin.

BIO DETOX MASK WITH ROSE POWDERBIO DETOX MASK WITH ROSE POWDER

Volume:Volume: 60 ml

100% natural #detox and a refreshing face mask with rose powder that enhances natural

beauty. Has a gentle scrubbing effect. Removes dead cells, tones and refreshes the skin.

Designed to enhance the natural beauty of the skin while eliminating imperfections in a

completely natural way. Result? A radiant, hydrated and smooth complexion that is a
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pleasure to touch. The mask cleanses dead cells due to abrasive particles in its

composition and gives a natural shine. Thanks to a special formula that works in three

stages, it smoothes the skin, removes toxins and guarantees long-term hydration a few

hours after washing. Suitable for use before applying daytime makeup or after removing it

in the evening. Suga Buba has created this product for women who do not compromise in

personal care and want to radiate health and genuine femininity with every cell.

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:

Apply in light, smooth movements all over the face;

Wait 10-15 minutes;

Rinse thoroughly with warm water.

* If applying in the morning before makeup, dampen the remaining layer with a paper towel

or paper towel.
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Bio Cleansing Mask with Rice Starch

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

* When applying in the evening to activate the third phase, do not wipe off the rest of the

layer after washing with water.

Compact biodegradable packaging designed with a love for nature. Vegan-friendly and

made from 100% natural ingredients.

INGREDIENTS:INGREDIENTS:

Rose oil and rose powder have always been a symbol of beauty, youth and health. It is
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called “liquid gold” because of its unique properties and countless benefits. It has a tonic

and firming effect on the skin. Help treat redness caused by dilated capillaries and

balances the pH of the skin.

Beeswax is a natural organic product. It was used by the pharaohs in Ancient Egypt for its

healing, regenerating and beautifying properties. It deeply moisturizes the skin, stimulates

the immune system, removes unnecessary toxins from the body and is used as an anti-

aging agent.

Yellow French clay removes skin imperfections even from deep pores, while

supplementing the skin with vital minerals.

Removes dead skin cells, lifting and toning the skin. Thus, the skin becomes smooth,

radiant and refreshed. It is also used to treat acne and other skin conditions.

Pink French Clay is considered the softest of all clays and is suitable for all skin types -

normal, sensitive and mature. It is used to cleanse and detoxify the skin, remove dead cells

and thus create a completely renewed appearance. It is also used to treat acne and other

skin conditions.

Billed as the healthiest fat in the world, coconut oil has countless health benefits. It helps

against stretch marks, gives the skin strength and elasticity, making it youthful. Coconut oil

speeds up the healing process, relieves burns and retains moisture in severely dehydrated

skin.

Apricot kernel oil contains many fatty acids, vitamins E and A, which can be used to

moisturize and nourish dry skin. It also helps fight acne, smoothes wrinkles, speeds up cell

metabolism and promotes collagen formation.

Grapefruit is a vital ingredient in your daily skin care routine. Rich in antioxidants, beta-

carotene, transforms dull, dehydrated complexions and leaves skin beautiful and radiant. It

also contains lycopene, which is known to reduce skin redness and inflammation, helping

to even out complexion.

Cinnamon is considered one of the oldest and most valuable spices in the world.

Nowadays, it is also used in cosmetics because of its countless benefits.
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Soothes dry skin and relieves pain effectively. Thanks to its antibacterial properties,

cinnamon leaves are ideal for treating acne, rashes, and infections. It contains antioxidants

that slow down aging.

#BIOGLAM SUNSCREEN#BIOGLAM SUNSCREEN

100% BIO SHIMMERING TANNING OIL100% BIO SHIMMERING TANNING OIL

Volume: Volume: 100 ml

Suga Buba Shimmering Tanning Oil is a natural, organic lotion for a fast, rich and even tan

on the beach or in the solarium. Contains certified natural ingredients for moisturizing skin

care for a long-lasting golden glow. The bio oil is made with all-natural ingredients. It

speeds up the darkening of the skin while exposed to the sun. Hydrates deeply and gives

an irresistible glow. The skin is nourished and soft and the countless golden particles will

immerse in wonderful luxury. Completely water-resistant. For maximum effect shake before

use in this way the golden particles will tribute eventually on the body. Completely organic

product and the golden ticket to a perfect look with the best sun protection.

BENEFITS:BENEFITS:

Golden shine effect;

Helps to achieve an irresistible chocolate tan quickly;

Intensively nourishes, regenerates and moisturizes the skin;

Organic oils make it silky soft, supple and firm;

100% natural composition, rich in minerals, vitamins and organic oils;

For an even and healthy complexion;

Easy to apply and waterproof;

With a sweet cocoa aroma;

Suitable for both the beach and solarium.
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Bio Detox Mask with Rose Powder

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

INGREDIENTS:INGREDIENTS:

Get a fast, rich and long-lasting complexion and brighten your skin with 24K gold particles.

100% natural composition, rich in minerals, vitamins and organic oils (jojoba, coconut,

sweet almonds, apricot kernels, sunflower oil) and a special triple action formula. Specially

formulated to speed up the process of achieving a natural, rich and even complexion on

the beach or in tanning beds.

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:
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Beach or Poolside Use: Apply to dry or damp skin in front of the beach and after each

exit with gentle, even strokes.

When visiting a solarium: Apply to the skin just before entering the solarium.

Apply liberally for a more dramatic effect.

* Product does not have UV sunscreen. When exposed to sunlight, it is recommended to

use in combination with sunscreen. The product is not self-tanning.

BIO SUNSCREEN SPF 30BIO SUNSCREEN SPF 30

Volume: Volume: 100 ml

BIO sunscreen lotion with certified natural ingredients for long-term protection for the

whole family. Bio sunscreen lotion is UNISEX with a factor 30. Promotes an even, healthy

and rich complexion by protecting the skin from the harmful effects of UV rays. A special

formula of natural oils that deeply nourish and moisturize the skin, making it suitable for

people with delicate and sensitive skin.

INGREDIENTS:INGREDIENTS: Sulfate-free and silicone-free, rich in certified natural oils.

30x protection against UVA / UVB biological rays;

100% natural formula made from organic ingredients, suitable for people with delicate

and sensitive skin;

Retains its complexion for a long time, makes it smooth and rich;

Protects the skin from drying out by forming a film on it;

Suitable for women, men and children;

Waterproof;

Cocoa flavored;

Free of allergens, nanoparticles, chemical filters and preservatives;

Rich in organic oils that nourish, soften and retain moisture. (Raspberry, baobab, shea,

cocoa, coconut, sweet almond);

Does not cause allergies and maintains the balance of the epidermis;

Vegan Friendly - Never Tested On Animals.
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Bio Simmering Tanning Oil

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:

Apply with gentle, even movements to dry or damp skin in front of the beach and after

each exit;

Use every 3-4 hours for maximum protection and a healthy, even complexion.

THE DESIGNTHE DESIGN

Suga Buba loves the thrill of unpacking and so it has prepared the Suga Box for all glitter
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addicts. Suga Buba delivers its body care products loaded with amazing shimmer in super

cute pastel colors packaging to the door. 

BIODEGRADABLE PACKAGINGBIODEGRADABLE PACKAGING

In line with the brand philosophy, all product packaging in the #BIOGlam series is 100%

biodegradable and environmentally friendly.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The brand is very active in the media space. Suga Buba has its own Instagram and

Facebook pages and actively promotes and increases brand awareness through influence

marketing. Now Suga Buba is sold online at Amazon as well as online and offline in its

domestic market and is looking for reliable partners for the development of excellent

products that are in a big trend for the goddesses of beauty around the world.
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Bio Sunscreen SPF 30

Photo Credit by Suga Buba
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Photo Credit by Suga Buba

Photo Credit by Suga Buba
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Shuga Company Ltd.

Contact person:Contact person: Jasminne Magid

E-mail:E-mail: sales@sugabuba.com

Website:Website: sugabuba.com

Phone:Phone: +359 87 899 3333

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Bulgaria

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Suga Buba official webpage

Suga Buba Instagram

Suga Buba Facebook

click here
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Dolocan® is specialized in the application of cannabinoids and stands

for a new kind of natural wellness and beauty products that focus on

holistic wellbeing. Through innovative and high-quality ingredients,

Dolocan® supports healthy and balanced skin. All of the products are

exclusively made in Switzerland and are subject to the highest quality

standards. With continuous scientific research and innovation, the brand

ensures relevance and benefit to today’s and tomorrow’s consumers.

All Dolocan® products are vegan, dermatologically tested and contain

only the finest natural CBD. With its skin-soothing and skin-caring active

ingredients, the CBD skincare line is ideal for sensitive skin, but provides

effective benefits for all skin types. Dolocan® – Good Skin, Good Mood,

Good Day.

SECRET DOSSIER ON DOLOCAN®, A
SWISS NATURAL CBD BASED

SKINCARE LINE COPY
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

CANWAY Schweiz GmbH is an internationally aligned cannabis company headquartered in

Zu ̈rich, Switzerland. It specializes in the holistic application of cannabinoids and is at the

forefront of the Swiss CBD Industry since 2016. The purpose of the company is to improve

people’s quality of life with a broad range of cannabis-based products. As a vertically

integrated company, CANWAY Schweiz GmbH breeds, cultivates, develops, processes,

produces and distributes cannabis and derivative products. It controls the entire value

chain from seed to sale and strives to launch qualitative products with innovative

ingredients that reflect Swiss quality without exception.

 

The new Dolocan® skincare line is vegan, dermatologically tested and only contains the finest natural CBD

Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

The skincare and wellness line Dolocan® has been reformulated and rebranded in 2021

and is produced and manufactured exclusively in Switzerland. It supports a healthy and

balanced skin with Cannabidiol as a key ingredient. CBD, short for Cannabidiol, is a non-

psychoactive and natural compound derived from the Cannabis sativa plant with

antioxidant, anti-sebum, skin protecting and conditioning benefits.
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Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

CBD HAND CREAM – PROMOTES A HYDRATED ANDCBD HAND CREAM – PROMOTES A HYDRATED AND

SOFT SKINSOFT SKIN

The CBD Hand Cream is enriched with sunflower seed oil that has high concentrations of

vitamin C and valuable oleic acid and linoleic acid oils, that improve overall skin hydration

and also provide antioxidant protection. The linoleic acid present in sunflower oil

reinforces the skin barrier which helps reduce moisture loss and therefore improves overall

hydration. Vitamin C on the other side helps neutralize free-radicals that are present in the

environment with its antioxidant benefits. To fight dryness and improve skin texture

Allantoin sloughs away dead skin cells with its exfoliating properties. This not only results

in smooth skin but also supports a faster cell-turnover.

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Cannabidiol, Helianthus Annuus (Sunflower) Seed Oil, Allantoin

Properties: Properties: 

Non-sticky and fast absorbing formulation
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Hydrating, smoothing, antioxidant

Size: 75ml Size: 75ml           Purchase price: € 7.92   Purchase price: € 7.92                           Suggested Retail Price: € 19Suggested Retail Price: € 19

Dolocan® Hand Cream

Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

CBD FACE SERUM – HYDRATING AND CALMINGCBD FACE SERUM – HYDRATING AND CALMING

SKINCARESKINCARE

The CBD Face Serum has been specially formulated for sensitive and easily irritated skin.

In addition to the calming properties of CBD, Aloe Vera optimally moisturizes and soothes

irritated skin. With its emollient, anti-inflammatory and antibacterial benefits, Aloe Vera also

supports overall skin regeneration and provides hydrating and balancing advantages for all

skin types, including dry, sensitive and oily skin.

Application:Application: Apply to the face and neck in the morning and evening after cleansing and

toning

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Cannabidiol, Aloe Vera

Properties:Properties: Hydrating, Calming, Balancing/Anti-sebum
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Size: 30ml Size: 30ml                Purchase price: € 24.58 Purchase price: € 24.58                         Suggested Retail Price: € 59Suggested Retail Price: € 59

Dolocan® Face SerumDolocan® Face Serum

Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbHPhoto Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

CBD FACE CREAM – POWERFUL ANTI-AGING ANDCBD FACE CREAM – POWERFUL ANTI-AGING AND

BLUE-LIGHT PROTECTIONBLUE-LIGHT PROTECTION

Soliberine counteracts the negative impacts of light radiation on our skin. It delays the

ageing onset and slows down the structural and visual appearance of skin photoaging with

time through the neutralization of this ROS overproduction induced by light radiations. By

protecting from UV, IR, and HEV radiations and their detrimental effects on the skin,

Soliberine works as a global photo-protector while shea butter acts as an emollient and

moisturizer to repair skin and combat wrinkles and fine lines.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Cannabidol, Butyrospermum Parkii (Shea) Butter, Soliberine
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Properties:Properties: Hydrating, Anti-aging, Blue-light protection, Soothing

Size: 50ml                    Purchase price: € 20.42Size: 50ml                    Purchase price: € 20.42                     Suggested Retail Price: € 49                    Suggested Retail Price: € 49

Dolocan® Face Cream

Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

CBD Skincare Essential Kit: 

CBD Hand Cream 75 ml

CBD Face Cream 50 ml

CBD Face Serum 30 ml  + Box

Purchase price: € 52.92                     Suggested Retail Price: € 127Purchase price: € 52.92                     Suggested Retail Price: € 127

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The name Dolocan® aims to highlight the positive correlation between cannabinoids and

any occurring inflammation. The green colour symbolizes the natural ingredients and the

calming and balancing qualities of the natural compound Cannabidiol.
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The modern and contemporary design targets the premium skincare market and intents to

destigmatize products made from the Cannabis sativa plant or contain any compounds

derived from it. The mixture between clear, bold black fonts and delicate materials like

glass and silver-coloured elements embrace contrasts. At the same time, the contrasting

design elements strive to attract and showcase the different kind of consumers and

generations Dolocan® skincare targets.

The packaging used for this skincare line is convenient, functional and easy to use,

carefully chosen to preserve the quality of our formulas. The formulas are contained in

durable, recyclable glass dispensers and recyclable synthetic materials sold in fitted

uncoated high-quality paper boxes. The grasp and coating of the foldable cardboard boxes

underline Dolocan®’s approach to source effective, raw and natural active ingredients.

Dolocan® combines a clean and modern design with recyclable packaging and efficient high quality active

ingredients

Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Relaunched in 2021, the Swiss made skincare & wellness brand Dolocan® is now available
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in all EU member states and continues to grow its distribution channels rapidly. As of

spring 2022, all Dolocan® skincare products are also available at the Swiss online beauty

retailer .

Dolocan® has its own social media platforms where it continues to reach and extend CBD

skincare fans worldwide. In Switzerland, the brand is at the forefront of the CBD skincare

industry and its products are synonymous with the next generation of its kind.

To increase brand visibility and sales, there have been continuous marketing and

promotional activities. Beyond the digital online advertisements, some of the brand

activations include:

Print advertisements in leading lifestyle magazines;

Online retargeting campaigns;

Interactive posts on Instagram and other social media;

Influencer marketing and social media marketing;

Product sampling and participation in trade shows.

Photo Credit by CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

haar-shop.ch
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MEDIAMEDIA

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download the brand presentation шт Engish by the 

You can download products and prices by the 

Please download the catalogue of CBD-based cosmetics by the 

Please download the catalogue of all CBD products from the manufacturer by 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONSQUESTIONS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the link. Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the link. Please, do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

Ratgeber Aannabelle

link 

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: CANWAY Schweiz GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Daniel Arnold, Head of Sales

E-mail:E-mail: daniel@canway.com

Website:Website: greenpassion.ch

Phone:Phone: +41 43 543 33 80

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Switzerland

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Dolocan® webpage

Dolocan® Instagram

Dolocan_Skincare_Product & PriceList_Europe

Presentation in English Dolocan_Skincare_E.pdf

Presentation in German Dolocan_Skincare_D.pdf

Presentation in French Dolocan_Skincare_F.pdf

CANWAY_Catalogue_22v1_EU_E

CANWAY_Catalogue_22v1_EU_E_Cosmetics

click here
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LUNA MICROCARE® is a London-based innovative skincare brand born

in 2019, which utilizes the patented Micro Channel Patch technology

and revolutionary formulations with clinically proven results. Its

pioneering formulations aim to provide a surgery-free solution for

various skin concerns. The focus at Luna Microcare is understanding

changes in the skin’s appearance and creating solutions that overcome

the limitation of conventional skincare products. All brand products are

based on natural hyaluronic acid in the form of self-dissolving micro-

cones. The microstructure concentrates and precisely delivers the active

ingredients to target areas of concern for improving the targeted skin

condition. Luna's products address various skin conditions, including

SECRET DOSSIER ON LUNA
MICROCARE® LONDON-BASED

INNOVATIVE SURGERY-FREE
SKINCARE COPY
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ageing, wrinkles, expression lines, dark spots, hyperpigmentation, acne,

hormonal breakout, and whiteheads. The fact that they address a wide

variety of skin concerns makes it possible for everyone to use the

products, making Luna Microcare an inclusive brand.
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

All science-backed products are a result of  , a research

and development company specializing in Aesthetic Medicine Solutions. Imperial

Bioscience Limited was founded in 2016 by and is a biopharmaceutical

company committed to developing and commercializing innovative therapeutics to provide

life-enhancing treatments. Imperial Bioscience has grown rapidly over the last five years,

with a dedicated research and development team of professionals in biotechnology and

transdermal delivery systems. The development of new products is science-led, driven by

research and results. The core values of the company are innovation and invention; its

products reflect these ideologies through the continued creation and use of new, patent-

protected technology to produce best-in-class therapeutics that make real, palpable

differences in the lives of many. Imperial Bioscience is unique in its market, producing

clinically proven products with results published in highly regarded journals.

The founding principle of Imperial Bioscience is closely connected with the biotechnology

researchers; aspirations to transform ideas confined to academic papers or remaining in

the laboratory into practical products. Traditional methods of delivering drug substances

(active ingredients) into the human body include orally administered medicines, injections,

ointments, and patches.

The “dissolving microstructure” developed, produced, and commercialised by Imperial

Bioscience has enhanced the existing drug delivery system, making it not only safer and

more convenient but also more efficient in the delivery of active ingredients. This new

delivery system developed by Imperial Bioscience will lead to significant change and

maximize convenience in peoples' daily lives. This will allow many people to maintain their

youth and beauty by delivering active ingredients more effectively than conventional

methods as well as more safely and conveniently than medical procedures and treatments.

Imperial Bioscience sells under the Luna Microcare® brand. The brand prides itself on

helping people to maintain their youth and beauty more effectively than through traditional

cosmetic applications, more safely and conveniently than clinical interventions. The

company always strives to bring together science, technology, and beauty.

Imperial Bioscience Laboratories

Dr Muhammet Avcil 
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Imperial Bioscience Laboratories is a biopharmaceutical company specializing in Aesthetic Medicine Solutions

committed to developing and commercializing innovative therapeutics has developed LUNA MICROCARE®

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

PRODUCTS AND PRICESPRODUCTS AND PRICES

SELF-DISSOLVING MICRO-CONESSELF-DISSOLVING MICRO-CONES

Ingredients-filled microstructures are gently dissolved within two hours of application.

REVOLUTIONARY FORMULATIONSREVOLUTIONARY FORMULATIONS

Luna's vegan formula is made of a specialized synergistic blend, which includes

ingredients such as salicylic acid, hyaluronic acid, tranexamic acid, marine extract mix, and

etc.

HOW AND WHY THESE PRODUCTS WERE DEVELOPED?HOW AND WHY THESE PRODUCTS WERE DEVELOPED?
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The name Luna was inspired by the goddess of the moon, Selene

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

In all topical applications, the main complication appears to be the absence of effective

delivery of the active ingredients to where they are needed most. Nutraceuticals can

provide vitamins, carotenoids, and fatty acids to help with many skin issues. However, with

the wrong application, they can result in a lack of stability and poor diffusion of most

compounds through human skin. Specifically, bioactive proteins and peptides, which do

not normally permeate through the skin due to hydrophilic nature and molecular weights

and thus, have not reached their full potentials in cosmetic industry.

With hyaluronic acid-based microneedle patches, the possibility of effective delivery of

active proteins and peptides has presented great opportunities for achieving desired

results for skin care. The patches provide subtle and sentinel means to delivery bioactive

ingredients deep into the skin with retaining intact and active forms. The formula of the

micro needle was also unique and required extensive research by the team at Imperial

Bioscience to ensure the ingredients and bio-actives chosen were effective at reducing

various skin concerns. Furthermore, the ingredients had to be compatible with each other

when formulated and the correct ratios were determined to optimize the tangible skin

benefits.
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGYINNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

In recent years, an innovative transdermal delivery technique has attracted great interest

for its ability to distribute cosmeceuticals for several applications, including biomolecules

for skin-related problems. The new developments in both biomolecules and micro needle

delivery system have presented an opportunity for tackling skin concerns varying from

acne to premature skin ageing. In addition, the innovative microstructure technology

overcomes the skin diffusion limitations for optimum results that raise the bar for

performance and safety. The brand is proud to call itself cruelty-free and vegan!

PRODUCTSPRODUCTS

1. ETERNAL (8 patches) Recommended Retail Price (RRP) £1201. ETERNAL (8 patches) Recommended Retail Price (RRP) £120

Properties:Properties:

Eye-zone care

Anti-aging

Anti-wrinkle

Action:Action:

Reduces the appearance of fine lines

Visibly smooths wrinkles

Improves hydration

Restores skin density

Improves skin thickness

Collagen boosting actives

Nourishes and strengthens
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The fact that all products address a wide variety of skin concerns makes Luna Microcare an inclusive brand

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

Created as a non-invasive treatment, it releases the unique and synergistic blend of active

ingredients into the skin via microchannels to ensure an immediate and long-lasting

youthful look and beauty.

2. LUMINOUS (8 patches) RRP £1152. LUMINOUS (8 patches) RRP £115

Micro Targeting Pigment Corrector

Action:Action:
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ETERNAL Patch Kit for Eye-zone care

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

Visibly reduces the appearance of hyperpigmentation

Improves the look of uneven skin tone

Actives prevent reappearance of discoloration

Improves hydration

Protects against free radicals

Nourishes and strengthens

An innovative solution for hyperpigmentation and uneven skin tone. Delivers the exclusive

complex of brightening ingredients directly into the skin via micro-channels. Improves skin

brightness, texture, and evenness.

3. FLAWLESS 3. FLAWLESS (8 patches & 16 cleaning swabs) RRP £40(8 patches & 16 cleaning swabs) RRP £40

Spot Clarifying Micro Channel Patch Kit

Action:Action:
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LUMINOUS Micro Targeting Pigment Corrector

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

Visibly reduces blemishes

Balances sebum level

Adjuvant in reducing skin redness

Improves hydration

Nourishes and strengthens

An innovative solution for acne-prone skin. An active complex of scientifically proven

ingredient is delivered via self-dissolving micro-cones. It works from the inside-out to fight

spots leaving the skin clear, smooth, and hydrated.

4. LUMIERE (8 patches & 16 cleaning swabs) RRP £454. LUMIERE (8 patches & 16 cleaning swabs) RRP £45

Blemish Clarifying Micro Channel Patch Kit

Action:Action:

Diminishes the appearance of acne-related scarring

Blurs away blemish marking

Improves the look of uneven skin tone

Improves hydration
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Nourishes and strengthens

FLAWLESS Spot Clarifying Micro Channel Patch Kit

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

An innovative solution for post-acne scars and marks. The blemish clarifying formula

targets imperfections via self-dissolving micro-cones, assisting in reducing the visibility of

acne marks and spots in a few applications.

5. ENLIGHTEN (8 patches) RRP £1105. ENLIGHTEN (8 patches) RRP £110

Micro Targeting Dark Spot Corrector

Action:Action:

Reduces signs of dark spots

Blurs away blemish marking

Free radical neutralising actives

Improves hydration

Nourishes and strengthens
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LUMIERE Blemish Clarifying Micro Channel Patch Kit

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

An innovative solution for dark spots and uneven skin tone. These self-dissolving micro-

cones of anti-pigmentation actives target dark spots at their sources, enhancing the skin’s

radiance and illuminating from within.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

LUNA MICROCARE® design is clean, simple, yet elegant. The face of Selene, goddess of

moon, infused with our brand name, we have obtained timeless and chic logo. The name

Luna was inspired by the goddess of the moon, Selene. Selene falls in love with a mortal

called Endymion, which infuriates Zeus, exiling Endymion to the depths of the

Mediterranean Sea. However, this doesn’t help, and Endymion requests immortality from

Zeus so that he can be with Selene forever. Later on, Zeus accepts Endymion’s wish and

grants him immortality. Selene and Endymion’s love lasts forever. Taking inspiration from

this story, we created the brand name, hoping that the beauty and solutions that Luna

Microcare provides will be as forever as Selene and Endymion’s love.
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ENLIGHTEN Micro Targeting Dark Spot Corrector

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

The brand likes to put emphasis on the products’ effectiveness and results, so LUNA

MICROCARE® ensures to point out the clinically proven results that each product has to

offer.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Today the products are available in the UK, Germany, France, Switzerland, Italy, Denmark,

Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Romania, Iran, Turkey, Iraq, Hong Kong, Russia, and

Cyprus.

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

Women’s Health Skincare Award Winner 2022Women’s Health Skincare Award Winner 2022

Women’s Health Innovation Award Winner 2022Women’s Health Innovation Award Winner 2022
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The unique microstructure concentrates and precisely delivers the active ingredients to target areas of concern

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

Aesthetics Awards Finalist 2022Aesthetics Awards Finalist 2022

COSMOPROF Awards Finalist 2022COSMOPROF Awards Finalist 2022

Vogue Editor’s Pick 2021Vogue Editor’s Pick 2021

Luxury Lifestyle Awards Winner 2021Luxury Lifestyle Awards Winner 2021

Also featured in:

Forbes

Vogue

BeStyle

Capital

CNN

Tatler

Aesthetics

Women’s Health
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The new developments in both biomolecules and micro needle delivery system have presented an opportunity

for tackling skin concerns varying from acne to premature skin ageing

Photo Credit by Luna Microcare London

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images by the  

You can download logistics and prices by the link

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Luna Microcare London

Contact person:Contact person: Dr. Muhammet Avcil

E-mail:E-mail: info@imperialbioscience.co.uk

Website:Website: lunamicrocare.com

Phone:Phone: +4401273443846

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Turkey, United Kingdom

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Luna Microcare website

Luna Microcare Facebook

Luna Microcare Instagram UK

Luna Microcare Instagram Turkey

Images Luna Microcare

click here
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Higher Education Skincare is an American dermatologist approved,

award-winning skincare collection for younger skin. It was founded by

beauty industry veteran and esthetician Deb Nash and was born out of

necessity. When her two daughters entered college, she noticed that

the market lacked quality skincare products targeted to their age group

and unique skin concerns. Working alongside a leading dermatologist

and cosmetic chemists, she formulated products specifically for younger

generations of women, making sure they were made of the highest

quality and were clean, safe & healthy. Her goal was to develop a higher

standard of quality skincare that revolved around simple yet effective

skincare regimens and product education. All products are packed with

effective and safe ingredients like hyaluronic acid, bentonite clay and

fractionated melanin to help create healthy skin, preserve its youth, and

keep it glowing. The company eagerly supports sustainability initiatives.

All packaging is made from previously recycled materials.

SECRET DOSSIER ON HIGHER
EDUCATION SKINCARE
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

While raising two teenage daughters Deb Nash, a longtime esthetician was frustrated by

the lack of skin care products that were clean, effective and specially formulated to care for

younger skin. This sparked her passion for the dedication to developing a quality skincare

collection that was not only clean, safe and healthy, but revolved around ingredient and

product education. She had the vision to develop a higher standard of skincare one that

was effective for all skin types as well as clean sustainable and ethically conscious.

Finally, in 2018 the Higher Education Skincare or HES collection became available on

college campuses nationwide. HES was created with Next Generation in mind. All skincare

products and information the company provides is made to teach youngsters about

skincare in order to give the possibility to feel good in own skin confidence. The

cornerstones of the brand are education and conversation with the youngsters. HES

empowers young adults with confidence for a clear bright future.

The Founder Deb Nash with her daughters that inspired her to create HES

Photo Credit by HES

THE BRAND STORYTHE BRAND STORY
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The dermatologist-approved skincare collection is clean beauty at its best: products

packed with powerful active ingredients like Hyaluronic Acid, Bentonite Clay and

Fractionated Melanin to protect the health of your skin, preserve its youth, and

keep glowing through every memory-making moment. Before the launch in 2018, it was

nearly impossible to find clean, safe, and healthy skincare products that were

specifically formulated to nurture young skin. The founder, Deb Nash, knew that she

wanted to develop a higher standard of quality skincare for her two college-bound

daughters that revolved around product education and a simple “yet effective”

skincare regimen. This standard became the driving force behind the Higher Education

mission and the inspiration for the brand name.

There is a special online Skin Analysis tool that determines which products are best for

your unique skincare needs (accessible on ). Teach one skin

to be on its best behaviour with Higher Education Skincare and look confidently toward a

clear, bright future.

Photo Credit by HES

Because education and learning are so important, HES has partnered with SEO, Sponsors

for Educational Opportunities, to help give life-changing educational opportunities to

highereducationskincare.com
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deserving students who are determined to make a positive difference in their lives and the

lives of others. The company also believes that beauty goes beyond skin deep, which

is why it’s important to preserve the beauty of nature. The packaging is made from

previously recycled materials and the brand is aiming to be a fully eco-conscious beauty in

the future. As such, HES has pledged support to Ocean Conservancy to help reduce plastic

waste as part of the sustainability initiatives, with more conservation milestones in the

works. 

POINTS OF DIFFERENCEPOINTS OF DIFFERENCE

Every single product from Higher Education Skincare combines the best of science and

nature to provide high-quality products that are:

dermatologist-approved;

clean and safe;

paraben-free;

vegan;

cruelty-free;

nut-free;

gluten-free;

sulfate-free.

As a brand that is committed to sustainability, reducing our footprint and protecting the

planet for future generations, HES single product is:

made with PCR (post-consumer resin);

packaged in 100% recyclable paper;

made in the USA.

BRAND USPBRAND USP

Has integrity.Has integrity. Higher Education Skincare is an open book! It is honest about the

ingredients, where they come from, and how they work.

Is inclusive.Is inclusive. Higher Education Skincare is for everyone of every gender, every race and
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every sexual orientation.

Photo Credit by HES

Practices sustainability. Practices sustainability. Clean products are PCR packaged and company is committed to

reducing plastic waste.

Drives education. Drives education. The skincare was developed by an esthetician and a dermatologist is

rooted in science and provides product education through our Skin Analysis tool.

Enables empowerment.Enables empowerment. Young adults know they’re making a difference in their skin and
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their planet when they use Higher Education products, so they look good and feel good,

too. 

Is accessible.Is accessible. The retailers and brand loyalists on social media make it easy for young

adults to discover Higher Education Skincare.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

All HES products are paraben-free, gluten-free, sulfate-free, nut-free, cruelty-free, vegan,

and made in the USA. 

CLEANSECLEANSE

CHEAT SHEET® Makeup Removing Wipes. Manufacturer Suggest Retail PriceCHEAT SHEET® Makeup Removing Wipes. Manufacturer Suggest Retail Price

(MSRP) $12.00(MSRP) $12.00

All Skin Types.

Biodegradable wipes that gently and effectively remove all traces of makeup even

waterproof! Leaves skin feeling refreshed, hydrated and clean.
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Photo Credit by HES

Star Ingredients: Aloe Leaf Extract, Chamomile Flower Extract, Cucumber Fruit Extract and

Oat Kernel Extract

Bonus: Easily fits in a gym bag, handbag or backpack for on the go freshness!
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Benefits:

• Thoroughly removes makeup, even waterproof

• Wipes are 100% biodegradable and compostable

• Dissolves dirt, oil and environmental pollutants

• Attracts moisture to the skin for long-term hydration

• Leaves skin soft and supple without any residue

• Contains skin-loving ingredients that reduce redness, soothes, and calms

Directions: Use AM or PM to remove makeup. Wipe all over face, eyes, and neck. Repeat

as necessary with a new wipe until all traces of makeup are removed. Reseal package

after each use to keep wipes fresh. Contains 25 wipes. Recycle package when empty.

PRE REQ® Purifying Facial Cleanser. MSRP $29.00PRE REQ® Purifying Facial Cleanser. MSRP $29.00

Oily to Combination Skin.

Removes excess oils, impurities and exfoliates without stripping skin of essential moisture.

Star Ingredients: Glycolic Acid, Tea Tree Oil, Cabbage Leaf Extract and Carrot Root Extract

Pro Tip: Use with favorite cleansing device for an invigorating, extra foamy experience and

a deep clean.

Benefits:

• Removes excess oils, impurities and environmental pollutants 

• Rebalances skin and controls shine

• Dissolves dead skin cells and encourages cellular turnover w/5% Glycolic Acid

• Purifies skin and helps remove bacteria that can cause breakouts

• Thoroughly cleanses without stripping the skin of essential moisture
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Photo Credit by HES

Directions: Use AM and PM after removing makeup. Apply a small amount to wet hands

and massage all over the face and neck until foamy. Rinse with lukewarm water and pat

dry. Recycle container when empty.

NO BRAINER® Gentle Facial Cleanser. MSRP $29.00NO BRAINER® Gentle Facial Cleanser. MSRP $29.00

Dry Sensitive Skin.

Soothes, protects and restores skin’s natural moisture barrier. 
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Star Ingredients: Hydrolyzed Rice Protein, Rice Amino Acids and Fermented Bamboo

Pro Tip: A perfect shaving gel alternative for dry and sensitive skin. No more razor burn! 

Benefits:

• Calms and soothes dry and sensitive skin

• Attracts and locks in moisture

• Reduces redness and inflammation

• Leaves skin soft and supple to the touch

• Supports overall skin health

• Protects skin’s microbiome
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Photo Credit by HES

Directions: Use AM and PM after removing makeup. Apply a small amount to wet hands

and massage all over the face and neck until foamy. Rinse with lukewarm water and pat

dry. Recycle container when empty.

EXFOLIATEEXFOLIATE

EASY A® Glycolic Acid Exfoliating Pads. MSRP $27.00EASY A® Glycolic Acid Exfoliating Pads. MSRP $27.00

All Skin Types
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Exfoliates, minimizes the appearance of pores, replenishes moisture and boosts skin’s

radiance.

Star Ingredients: Glycolic Acid (5%), Allantoin and Sodium Hyaluronate

Pro Tip: Use on the arms daily after showering to reduce the appearance of keratosis

pilaris.

Photo Credit by HES

Benefits: 

• Gently exfoliates to remove dead skin cells
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• Minimizes the look of pores

• Helps skin retain moisture

• Softens and soothes skin

• Increases radiance and improves texture

• Pads are biodegradable and compostable

RUSH  ® Salicylic Acid Complexion Pads. MSRP $27.00RUSH  ® Salicylic Acid Complexion Pads. MSRP $27.00

Oily to Combination Skin.

Controls oil, removes blackheads, clears breakouts and minimizes the appearance of

pores.

Star Ingredients: Salicylic Acid (2%), Lactic Acid, Allantoin and Rosa Canina Fruit Extract 

Pro Tip: Use before and immediately after a workout to control breakouts!

Benefits:

• Controls excess oil production 

• Dislodges blackheads and clears breakouts

• Minimizes the appearance of pores

• Immediately mattifies the skin

• Leaves skin feeling clean, cool, and refreshed

• Pads are biodegradable and compostable
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Photo Credit by HES

Directions: Use twice daily. After cleansing, sweep one pad over the entire face and other

areas of concern. Do not rinse. Always close the cap tightly after each use. Contains 60

pads. Recycle container when empty.

GRINDING AWAY® Skin Polishing Scrub. MSRP $34.00GRINDING AWAY® Skin Polishing Scrub. MSRP $34.00

All Skin Types.

Exfoliates, clears congestion and improves texture. Complexion appears smoother,

brighter and more even in tone.
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Star Ingredients: Lactic Acid (AHA), Glycolic Acid (AHA) and Vitamin E

Pro Tip: Use as a body exfoliator prior to applying a safe self-tanner for a streak-free

application! 

Benefits:

• Natural exfoliants provide physical exfoliation

• AHAs provide chemical exfoliation

• Helps to clear congestion and prevent breakouts

• Skin appears more radiant immediately after using

• Minimizes the look of visible pores

• Evens out skin tone and texture
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Photo Credit by HES

Directions: Use 2-4 times a week in the AM or PM as tolerated. Apply a generous amount

to moistened face, neck, and chest. Massage for 30 seconds. Rinse with warm water.

Recycle container when empty.

MOISTURIZEMOISTURIZE

DOUBLE MAJOR® Hyaluronic Acid Gel Moisturizer. MSRP $38.00DOUBLE MAJOR® Hyaluronic Acid Gel Moisturizer. MSRP $38.00

All Skin Types.
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Hydrates, soothes and improves appearance of uneven texture and dullness in an oil-

free and lightweight formula.

Star Ingredients: Hyaluronix ™Multi Molecular Hyaluronic Acid, Niacinamide (Vitamin B3),

Squalane, Ginger Root Extract and Sea Kelp Extract 

Pro Tip: Can be used A.M. & P.M. underneath a daily moisturizer for an extra boost of

hydration! 

Photo Credit by HES

Benefits:
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• Locks in moisture for all-day hydration

• Supports the skin’s natural Hyaluronic Acid production

• Provides lightweight hydration in an oil-free formula

• Visibly improves the tone and texture of skin

• Skin feels soft, smooth and comfortable after application

• Protects skin’s microbiome

Directions: Use twice daily on the face, neck, and chest or as needed throughout the day

for an extra moisture boost. Apply sunscreen after AM application. Recycle container when

empty.

CRAM SESSION® Blue Light Blocking Moisturizer. MSRP $42.00CRAM SESSION® Blue Light Blocking Moisturizer. MSRP $42.00

All Skin Types 

Hydrates, nourishes and protects skin from damaging blue light emitted from digital

devices.

Star Ingredients: Fractionated Melanin, Sodium Hyaluronate, Jojoba Seed Oil, Vitamin

E, Vitamin A and Vitamin C

Pro Tip: Use daily on face, neck and chest in conjunction with blue light glasses to

guard against High Energy Visible (HEV) light, which causes premature aging.

Benefits:

• Protects skin from damaging blue-light emitted by digital devices

• Hydrates and promotes healthy skin

• Provides antioxidant protection and neutralizes free radicals

• Fortifies the skin’s natural moisture barrier

Directions: Use AM. Apply generously to the face, neck and chest. Apply sunscreen after

AM application. Recycle container when empty.

GOAL DIGGER® Soothing Gel Crème. MSRP $42.00GOAL DIGGER® Soothing Gel Crème. MSRP $42.00
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Dry Sensitive Skin.

Intensely hydrates and visibly improves the appearance of redness, uneven skin tone, fine

lines and dullness.

Photo Credit by HES

Star Ingredients: Hyaluronix ™Multi Molecular Hyaluronic Acid, Cucumber Extract, Turmeric

Root, Kale Extract, Niacinamide (Vitamin B3) and Ginger Root Extract 

Pro Tip: Mix a small amount with your liquid foundation for added moisture, radiance, and

seamless blendability.
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Photo Credit by HES

TREATTREAT

STUDY  BUDDY® Detoxifying Bentonite Clay Mask. MSRP $34.00STUDY  BUDDY® Detoxifying Bentonite Clay Mask. MSRP $34.00

All Skin Types.

Exfoliates, brightens, and decongests pores. Can your mask do that? STUDY BUDDY® uses

Bentonite Clay to draw out impurities and improve skin’s texture and tone. Winner of the

2019 Teen Vogue Acne Award for Best Mask.
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Star Ingredients: Bentonite Clay, Lactic Acid (AHA), Glycolic Acid, Tumeric and Vitamin C 

Benefits:

• Natural clay absorbs impurities and detoxifies the skin

• Decongests and tightens pores to improve overall skin texture

• Brightens and evens-out skin tone

• Warms upon application to melt away impurities

• AHAs gently exfoliate skin to reveal smoother, more radiant skin

Directions: Use 1 to 2 times a week, AM or PM. Apply a generous layer to clean, dry skin

avoiding the eye area. Leave on 15-20 minutes or until completely dry. Rinse with warm

water. Recycle container when empty.

Pro Tips:

• Use STUDY BUDDY® as an overnight spot treatment on pesky pimples to reduce redness

and inflammation.

• Steam your face prior to using STUDY BUDDY® for deeper product penetration (a really

great technique if one has blackheads on the nose and chin that are hard to extract.)

• Use on shoulders, back, arms, and chest to control body acne.

MBA® Renewing 0.5% Retinol Serum. MSRP $52.00MBA® Renewing 0.5% Retinol Serum. MSRP $52.00

All Skin Types

MBA,® a retinol serum to  gently activate, hydrate, and brighten skin’s appearance. As if

that

wasn’t enough, this super ingredient diminishes the appearance of breakouts,

hyperpigmentation, and prevents early signs of aging. Follow up with your favorite

moisturizer to lock in hydration. Increases cellular turnover, improves radiance, reduces

breakouts and diminishes the appearance of post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation.

Star Ingredients: Retinol, Sodium Hyaluronate, Allantoin and Oat Kernel Extract
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2019 TEEN VOGUE Award “Best Mask” 

Photo Credit by HES

Benefits:

• Drastically increases cellular turnover

• Boosts radiance and evens skin tone

• Visibly improves texture of the skin
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• Reduces post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation

• Prevents future breakouts and heals existing breakouts

Directions: For PM use only. Apply on clean, dry skin. Massage 1-2 pumps evenly on face,

neck, and chest. Follow with a moisturizer. Begin treatment by using twice a week and

gradually increase to nightly usage as tolerated. Use a sunscreen of SPF 30 or higher

every day when using this product. Recycle container when empty.

Pro Tips:

• Use MBA® as an overnight spot treatment on pesky pimples to speed up healing time

and prevent scarring.

• Introduce MBA® gradually to avoid flaking, peeling and/or redness when incorporating

retinol into your skincare routine.

• Protect that fresh skin! Use a sunscreen of SPF 30 or higher every day when using MBA.®

Warning:

• This product contains Retinol and will increase your skin’s sensitivity to the sun.

• Use a sunscreen of SPF 30 or higher and limit sun exposure while using this product.

• For external use only.

• Do not use if pregnant or lactating.

• One might experience flaking, peeling, and/or redness until skin is acclimated to Retinol.

• Keep out of eyes. If contact occurs, rinse thoroughly with cool water.

NIGHT OWL® Caffeinated Eye Crème. MSRP $32.00NIGHT OWL® Caffeinated Eye Crème. MSRP $32.00

All Skin Types 

Massaging rollerball applicator reduces puffiness, brightens, tightens and hydrates delicate

skin

around the eye area. 

Star  Ingredients: Caffeine, Kojic Acid Ester, Ubiquinone (CoQ10) and Soft Focus Powders
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Meet MBA,® a retinol serum to gently activate, hydrate, and brighten skin’s appearance  

Photo Credit by HES

Pro Tip: Keep in your skincare fridge for an invigorating experience upon application

that instantly diminishes puffiness around the eyes.

PROTECTPROTECT

SPRING BREAK®Oil Free Sunscreen SPF 30. MSRP $34.00SPRING BREAK®Oil Free Sunscreen SPF 30. MSRP $34.00
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NIGHT OWL® under eye cream with soft focus and special caffeinated formula 

Photo Credit by HES

All Skin Types

Non comedogenic formula provides broad spectrum UVA and UVB protection.

Star Ingredients: Vitamin E, Chamomile Flower Extract, Cucumber Fruit Extract, Camellia

Flower Extract and Grape Seed Extract

Pro Tip: This sunscreen is safe for sensitive skin, and doubles as a lightweight mattifying

foundation primer.
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Photo Credit by HES

MAKE OUT READY® Vegan Lip Balm w/ SPF 15. MSRP $9.00MAKE OUT READY® Vegan Lip Balm w/ SPF 15. MSRP $9.00

All Skin Types 

Keeps lips soft, smooth and protected. 

Star Ingredients: Organic Sunflower Seed Oil, Organic Cacao Butter and Coconut Oil,

Vitamin E and Organic Rosemary leaf extract WHAT’S SO UNIQUE: 100%  vegan formula 

with UVA UVB protection.
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KITSKITS

Power of 3® Discovery KitsPower of 3® Discovery Kits

Oily & acne prone skin

Dry & sensitive skin

Combination skin

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The brand startegy is based on education and skincare. There is a smart combination of

Higher Education + Skincare as a play on words, hence the name proclaims what the

company focuses on namely young adults who mostly enter or study at higher education

institutions and educate the younger generation to take care of their skin. The brand is not

afraid to use bright colorful marketing activities. The marketing activity shines with various

bright colours and is aimed at attracting the younger generation of teenagers and those

who study in higher educational institutions to the brand. Although in the design of

packaging and sets the soft, stylish, seasoned pastel colors prevail. 

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The company actively conducts various marketing campaigns, provides support to

purchasing partners and supports sales with different initiatives and free giveaways of its
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own merchandising products. It has various Beach House Public Relations (PR, Social,

Marketing), makes Beauty Editorial Support (Media Outlets, Influencers), drives

Social Media Strategies (drive traffic to Channel Partner), arranges Gift with Purchase.

Display Unit Concept

Photo Credit by HES

HES TARGET CONSUMER IS:HES TARGET CONSUMER IS:

THOUGHTFUL & INVOLVED IN THE COMMUNITY;

BUSY & GOAL-ORIENTED;

LIVE AN ACTIVE & HEALTHY LIFESTYLE;

SOCIAL & VALUE HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS;

VALUE EXPERIENCES OVER MATERIAL GOODS;

CONCERNED ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT;

EMBRACE INDIVIDUALITY & DIVERSITY.

PARTNER EXCLUSIVESPARTNER EXCLUSIVES

Exclusive Initial Launch Offering;

Exclusive Initial Launch Sets;

Exclusive New Product Launches;
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Exclusive GWP’s Promotional Materials;

Exclusive Sampling on Channel Partner .com;

Travel Sizes in Select Units.

Photo Credit by HES

ONGOING SUPPORTONGOING SUPPORT

Activations & Programs to Support Channel Partner;

Ongoing In-Store Sales Education Support.

RETAIL&SALES SUPPORTRETAIL&SALES SUPPORT

Ongoing in-store sales & education support;

Generous gratis program for retail partners sales associate.
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INSTORE CONSUMER SUPPORTINSTORE CONSUMER SUPPORT

QR Codes on every product to drive promotions;

Educational videos and product storytelling.

ONLINE CONSUMER SUPPORTONLINE CONSUMER SUPPORT

Evolved E-Learning Platform;

Innovative, dermatologist-approved Skin Analysis Tool to provide a touch-free in-store

consultation;

‘THE GLOW’ monthly blog to engage and empower customers, and drive traffic to retail

partners and .com.

INITIATIVESINITIATIVES

Clean beauty is a no-brainer. Clean beauty is a no-brainer. 

So is a clean ocean. Every continent is connected by oceans and how people

treat impacts, everyone, everywhere. Higher Education Skincare is a proud partner of The

Ocean Conservancy and its Champions for Sea Change program, where the company help

to protect the ocean and its invaluable marine life by doing our part to reduce plastic

waste.  | 

Education is everything. Education is everything. 

Learning results in growth, which is why Higher Education Skincare pushes boundaries to

create the most intelligent beauty formulas for ever-changing skin. It’s also why we’ve

partnered with  SEO, Sponsors for Educational Opportunities, a nonprofit that provides

education, mentorship,  and career development to talented youth in underserved and

underrepresented communities nationwide. | 

HES strives to create a legacy of learning and believe in lifelong education, so also created

 National Skincare Education Day, which designates that June 1 of each calendar year is

National Skincare Education Day, certified and proclaimed by the National Day Archives.

www.oceanconservancy.org

www.seo-usa.org
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Photo Credit by HES

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download logistics and prices by the 

You can download the products catalogue by the 

link

link
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Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONSQUESTIONS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the link. Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the link. Please, do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Higher Education Skincare, LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Chris Kraneiss Vice President, International…

E-mail:E-mail: ckraneiss@highereducationskincare.com

Website:Website: highereducationskincare.com

Phone:Phone: +17143569431

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Skincare

HES webpage

HES Instagram

HES Facebook

2022 HES Price list

SPINOFF NEW HES BRAND DECK 102521 NO

VIDEO

Training Deck.pdf

Training Manual - June 2021.pdf

QuickStartGuide - June 2021.pdf

click here
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Vegan Fox is a 100% hand-made truly vegan and ethical skincare brand

from Latvia. Is was developed by Maija Rieksta-Riekstiņa for vegans,

animal- and nature lovers. Vegan Fox supports activities that improve

the lives of animals by participating in activities to ban fur farming and

donating to animal shelters. There is a series of products for all skin

types for all needs, Face Care, Body Care, Hair Care, Shower&Bath.

Vegan Fox is already successfully sold in many European markets and

in Baltics and is open for further international sales activity. The

brand 92% -100% contains only natural ingredients such as oils, herbal

extracts and powders, natural butters, and vitamins C and E. It has had

Vegan Society certification since 2017.

SECRET DOSSIER ON VEGAN FOX
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

The company Vegan Fox is a family business created by large mother and founder Maija

Rieksta-Riekstiņa. The family-owned company produces ethical and vegan cosmetics, in

which the natural ingredients are 92%-100%. All Vegan Fox products do not contain

ingredients of animal origin and nothing is tested on animals. The company produces

products in Latvia by hand, because it is more personal.

Every new day is a new opportunity. Several years ago Maija wasn't scared and took a big

step to get out of her comfort zone, leaving a great position in a big company. She wanted

to do something lasting that was in line with her life values and where part of her heart was

added. Now, with Vegan Fox's products, can tell without hesitation that all efforts, energy,

joy, and love she invested into the brand were not in vain.

VEGAN FOX IDEAVEGAN FOX IDEA

It all started with a simple question – which cosmetics are truly vegan? Friends asked for

advice on what to buy and what better not to buy. When the tiredness crept in when sailing

on the ingredients of cosmetic products, the simple answer came – to create your own,

clearly vegan cosmetics. The owner just had to get together and start building a

business. Thoughts really have great power, because everything just started to happen –

met the right people, listened to tips, came up with ideas from the first products,

a fox came and demanded her place in the title because it is smart, beautiful, feminine and

with great intuition.

WHAT IS VEGAN FOX?WHAT IS VEGAN FOX?

Skin care brand made in Europe (Latvia);

100% hand-made;

Developed for vegans, animal and nature lovers.

Vegan Fox supports activities that improve the lives of animals. Starting from participation

in activities to ban fur farming to practical help to animal shelters in need.
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The founder of Vegan Fox Maija Rieksta-Riekstiņa with her Family

Photo Credit by Vegan Fox

«Everybody has the chance to help grow human and animal-friendly society. The choice of«Everybody has the chance to help grow human and animal-friendly society. The choice of

skin care can be the first step.»skin care can be the first step.»
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Shower Kit Vegan Fox

Photo Credit by Vegan Fox

Owner of Vegan Fox: Maija Rieksta-Riekstina

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLEENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE

Vegan Fox is a young brand at the beginning of its journey. Vegan Fox inspires

founders and others. Going their own way, everyone has the opportunity to change this

world, where both humans and animals live worthily. Choosing cosmetics is just one step

that shows our attitude and the things we care about.

The story of the brands is about dedicating our leisure time and resources to loving

animals and restoring and cleansing nature, so that people, their children and all animals

have the opportunity to live happier lives. By purchasing Vegan Fox products, people

inspire each other to keep going and financial help to do more work to support animals

and improve the environment.
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THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

VEGAN FOX INGREDIENTSVEGAN FOX INGREDIENTS

Absolutely nothing of animal origin- no gelatine, no lanolin, no beeswax;

Products and their raw materials are not tested on animals;

92%-100% natural  ingredients- natural oils, herbal extracts and powders, 

natural butters, vitamins C and E;

Vegan Society certification since 2017.

There is a series of products for all purposes of self-care that could be bought separately

as well as in kits.

FOR FACEFOR FACE

Face creams: Moisturising, Nourishing, Softening face cream. 50ml, min RRP min RRP

(Recommended Retail Price) is €13,50(Recommended Retail Price) is €13,50;

Rose Micellar Water. 200 ml, min RRP is €14,90;

Face cleansing foams (for normal, dry, oily skin). 200 ml, min RRP is €11,90min RRP is €11,90;

Face serum Hyaluronic Acid. 30 ml, min RRP is €19,90min RRP is €19,90;

Eye cream. 15 ml, min RRP is €16,90.min RRP is €16,90.

FOR BODYFOR BODY

Body creams: Lavender, Linden-tree blossom, Red grape, Grapefruit body cream. 200

gr, min RRP is €9,90; min RRP is €9,90;

Hand creams. 120 ml, min RRP is €8,30; min RRP is €8,30;

Foot cream. 120 ml, min RRP is €8,30;min RRP is €8,30;

Body oils: Aloe Vera, Red Grape. 200 ml, min RRP is €11,20;min RRP is €11,20;

Body scrubs: Anti-Cellulite, Coffee, Peppermint. 300 gr, min RRP is €11,40.min RRP is €11,40.

 

FOR HAIRFOR HAIR
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Photo Credit by Vegan Fox

Shampoo Bar. 58 gr, min RRP is €9,30;min RRP is €9,30;

Conditioner Bar. 55 gr, min RRP is €11,30.min RRP is €11,30.

BATH / SHOWER
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Face Vegan Series

Photo Credit by Vegan Fox

Shower gels: lavender, linden-tree blossom, grapefruit, red grape. 200 ml, min RRP min RRP

is €4,50;is €4,50;

Hand wash. 200 ml, min RRP is €4,50;min RRP is €4,50;

Bubble bath. 200 ml, min RRP is €4,50.min RRP is €4,50.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Vegan Fox is already successfully sold in many European markets and in Baltics. It is

possible to find Vegan Fox products in the UK, Germany, Netherlands, Poland, Estonia,

Latvia, Ukraine, and the Czech Republic. In 2018 hand & foot creams set was on board for

sale in Virgin Atlantic planes. Seen in Douglas, Etos (NL). Products are consistently

produced and controlled according to Good manufacturing process standards (ISO

22716:2007 certification).

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 
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Photo Credit by Vegan Fox

You can download logistics and prices by the link
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SHOWER GEL LAVENDER VEGAN FOXSHOWER GEL LAVENDER VEGAN FOX

PHOTO CREDIT BY VEGAN FOXPHOTO CREDIT BY VEGAN FOX

You can download the product's presentation by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONSQUESTIONS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the link. Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

link
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free to leave your comments and ask questions by the link. Please, do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Vegan Fox

Contact person:Contact person: Valdis

E-mail:E-mail: info@vegan-fox.com

Website:Website: vegan-fox.com

Phone:Phone: +37129784477

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: Latvia

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Vegan Fox Webpage

Presentation Vegan

Fox_ENG_2022

Price_list_Vegan Fox_wholesale_ENG

2022

click here
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The human body has a wonderful ability to heal itself and this is one of

the most important functions of the body. But sometimes it loses its

balance. The healing power of nature is much more than just folk

wisdom. Berrichi uses pure nature and skin's own ability to fight against

the signs of aging. Berrichi is an organic and natural cosmetics created

in Estonia. Company Furcella Plc was founded in 2015 and the first three

products were launched in October 2017. Ancient traditions and science

meet at Berrichi. In collaboration with university researchers, the

company has combined a variety of algae and natural super-oils to form

the perfect combination of cream. One of the biggest dreams of the

creator of the Berrichi brand is gradually coming true. Today the

customers can perform their own beauty rituals from beginning to end

SECRET DOSSIER ON BERRICHI
ORGANIC AND NATURAL COSMETIC

THAT TRIGGERS SKIN REGENERATION
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with Berrichi products. The product line includes both skin care series

and skin cleansers. Creams are dermatologically tested by Complife

Italia and wear Ecocert Cosmos certification. Berrichi skincare products

are suitable for Vegans and allergy sufferers and no animal tests have

been conducted.
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THE STORYTHE STORY

The idea for Berrichi natural cosmetics came from Berit Joosep's own skin problems. Dry

and allergic skin as well as inflammation forced her to look for alternatives to over-the-

counter cosmetic products. She began to seek help from pure nature and to mix creams in

her home kitchen. Inspiration came from herbal medicine books and her grandmother's

wisdom. After a trip to Bali, Berit discovered the world of algae. Berit's passion for natural

skin care and algae brought her together with scientists - after two years of research, the

power of algae and super oils became a cream. The ingredients have been examined and

tested and scientifically proven.

The main ingredients of the creams, algae and super oils, form a perfect combination of

vitamins, minerals and fatty acids. Berrichi's products are unique and really effective. They

awaken the body's natural ability to regenerate and heal - they nourish and moisturize the

skin in its deepest layers. The result is a radiant complexion and a vibrant complexion,

natural skin elasticity and protection. Berrichi's name is composed of Berit's nickname

"berri" and the word "chi". Chi stands for life energy and soul - Berrichi awakens the skin's

natural ability to regenerate and activates the skin's own chi.

The owners have great respect for sustainable management in the company. Step by

step, the packaging of the Berrichi products became more environmentally friendly and in

2020 the company started the "Let's do it" campaign. During this campaign, the

company collects empty containers of Berrichi products from customers and sorts them. It

transfers the plastic packaging waste to a local plastic recycling plant which further

produces new terrace floorboards from recycled plastic from Berrich's plastic waste.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

HIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS

* KEY-INGREDIENTS
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The Founder Berit Joosep

Photo Credit by Berrichi

 Furcellaran comes from the red seaweed of the Baltic sea. For a long time, it was a

well-known ingredient in the food industry as an agent for making marmalade. Now the

company has conducted research to discover that Furcellaran has high antioxidant

properties and it helps to capture free radicals on the top layer of the skin. It also has

unique properties to help blend fats and water, giving Berrichi creams a particularly silky

feel.

Astaxanthin, microalgae, comes from organic farming in Iceland. Astaxanthin is well

known as the most powerful natural antioxidant in the world. It is natural doping for the

skin. Coming from the higher class of carotenoids it holds a strong red pigment inside

which makes Berrichi creams slightly orange.

Cacaya oil, a very rich source of vitamin A from Peru has been well known for centuries
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for local native people and they have to use Cacaya nut oil for healing wounds and to

avoid scar tissue.

Photo Credit by Berrichi

This trio of key components is present in all Berrichi creams and makes Berrichi products

unique. Furcellaran has a rather high molecule mass and it nourishes and moisturizes the

top layers of the skin, while astaxanthin has the ability to penetrate into the deeper layers

of the skin and nourish and moisturize the skin deeply. The ability of cacaya oil to

accelerate the formation of new skin cells helps to keep the skin healthy and young. By

using Berrichi skin care, the skin is protected and healthy for a long time.

*NO ADDED FRAGRANCE Just pure natural scent from organic ingredients.

*SUITABLE FOR VEGANS All skincare and cleansing products are suitable for vegans.
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

*SUITABLE FOR ALLERGY SUFFERERS Products have been validated by the Estonian

Allergy federation and confirmed safe for using allergy sufferers.

*DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED by Complife Italia – skincare products are all

dermatologically tested.

*ECOCERT COSMOS certified.

SKINCARESKINCARE

DAY cream - AGE DEFENCEDAY cream - AGE DEFENCE

50ml airless bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price € 39.60 (EXW 50ml airless bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price € 39.60 (EXW € 13,20)13,20)

The best-selling velvety and fast-absorbing Day cream moisturizes and nourishes the skin

deeply. The cream effectively soothes irritated, allergic and inflamed skin. The result is a

fresh and radiant complexion, a more even skin tone and texture.

Day cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging antioxidants
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astaxanthin and furcellaran. Cacay oil from the Amazon rainforests adds power to the

cream by boosting skins cell renewal.

Photo Credit by Berrichi

NIGHT cream – POWER AGE DEFENCENIGHT cream – POWER AGE DEFENCE

50ml airless bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price € 42.90 (EXW € 14,30)50ml airless bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price € 42.90 (EXW € 14,30)

The rich Night cream restores, nourishes and moisturizes the skin deeply while one sleep.

The cream slows down and prevents the signs of aging, improves collagen production and

restores the skin’s natural protective barriers. It also relieves inflammation, dryness and

allergies.

The night cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging antioxidants

astaxanthin and furcellaran. Plant-based retinol improves the structure of the skin.

FOR MEN cream – SMOOTHING AGE DEFENCEFOR MEN cream – SMOOTHING AGE DEFENCE

50ml airless bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price € 39.60 (EXW € 13,20)50ml airless bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price € 39.60 (EXW € 13,20)
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

Face cream For Men is an easily absorbed and deeply moisturizing cream for daily use.

Antioxidants from algae restore the skin’s balance and protect the skin from external

stressors. The cream reduces inflammation, dryness and scar tissue.

For Men face cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging

antioxidants astaxanthin and furcellaran. Cacay oil from the Amazon rainforest and aloe

soothes and relieves irritations. The cream suits well as an aftershave.
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

LIGHT cream – NATURAL GLOWLIGHT cream – NATURAL GLOW

50ml airless bottle made of plastic (glass bottle available Dec 2022) – Suggested retail50ml airless bottle made of plastic (glass bottle available Dec 2022) – Suggested retail

price € 39.60 price € 39.60 (EXW € 13,20)

The silky light and moisturizing day cream Light supports the basic functions of the skin

and provides natural protective barriers. It makes the skin radiant and clear thanks to the

powerful natural antioxidants and nourishing oils. Suits well for younger skin.

Light day cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging agents

astaxanthin and furcellaran. Unsea Barbata helps relieve inflammation and acne by

balancing the skin's microbiome.

EYE cream – BRIGHTENING AGE DEFENCEEYE cream – BRIGHTENING AGE DEFENCE

15ml tube made of PCR recycled plastic – Suggested retail price €26.40 15ml tube made of PCR recycled plastic – Suggested retail price €26.40 (EXW € 8,80)

The lightweight silky eye cream Eye with powerful antioxidants and herbal oils, nourish the
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gentle under-eye skin. The cream prevents and relieves the signs of premature aging,

reduces dark circles under the eyes and restores the skin’s natural functions and

protective barriers.

Photo Credit by Berrichi

The eye cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging agents

astaxanthin and furcellaran. Dark circles and pigmentation problems are alleviated by koji

acid and alpha arbutin.

HAND cream – SILKY TOUCHHAND cream – SILKY TOUCH

75ml tube made of Innogreen tube that is made up from three layers – PP plastic, recycled75ml tube made of Innogreen tube that is made up from three layers – PP plastic, recycled

PCR plastic and bioplastic made from sugar cane – Suggested retail price €19.80 PCR plastic and bioplastic made from sugar cane – Suggested retail price €19.80 (EXW €

6,60)

Hand cream moisturizes, nourishes and supports skin’s protective barriers. It relieves dry

and flaky skin, reduces age spots and makes hands feel silky and smooth. As a result, the

skin has a healthy and lustrous appearance.
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

Hand Cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging agents

astaxanthin and furcellaran. Super oils moisturize and nourish the skin, and squalane

speeds up blood circulation and improves collagen production.

DAY cream - AGE DEFENCE – small travel versionDAY cream - AGE DEFENCE – small travel version

15ml tube made of PCR recycled plastic – Suggested retail price €19.80 15ml tube made of PCR recycled plastic – Suggested retail price €19.80 (EXW € 6,60)

The best-selling velvety and fast-absorbing Day cream moisturizes and nourishes the skin

deeply. The cream effectively soothes irritated, allergic and inflamed skin. The result is a

fresh and radiant complexion, a more even skin tone and texture.

Day cream contains algae-derived effective moisturizing and anti-aging antioxidants

astaxanthin and furcellaran. Cacay oil from the Amazon rainforests adds power to the

cream by boosting skins cell renewal.
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

FACE CLEANSINGFACE CLEANSING

Face cleaning FOAM – FACE WASH150ml foam sprayer bottle made of PP plastic –Face cleaning FOAM – FACE WASH150ml foam sprayer bottle made of PP plastic –

Suggested retail price €25.20 Suggested retail price €25.20 (EXW € 8,40)

Berrichi natural face wash Foam is designed to gently but effectively cleanse the face. It

keeps the natural balance of the skin and gives one a clean and velvety feel. Foam

contains effective moisturizing and anti-aging antioxidants from algae – astaxanthin and

furcellaran.

Foam is enriched with a unique finger lime extract Lime Pearl ™, which contains natural

AHA acids and antioxidants. It has a gentle exfoliating effect. The foam is suitable for

sensitive skin and also for removing eye makeup.

Face TONER – NATURAL RENEWALFace TONER – NATURAL RENEWAL
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

100ml spray bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price €24.20 100ml spray bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price €24.20 (EXW € 8,07)

An innovative cleansing facial toner with natural AHA acids and algae extracts effectively

removes all impurities and grease. AHA acids help to remove dead skin cells and

accelerate the renewal of skin cells, resulting in an even skin tone and radiant complexion.

Regular use of the toner reduces pigment spots and smoothes the skin.

Makeup remover MAKEUP OIL – DEEP CLEANSINGMakeup remover MAKEUP OIL – DEEP CLEANSING
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100ml spray bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price €26.30 (100ml spray bottle made of glass – Suggested retail price €26.30 (EXW € 8,77)

Makeup removing oil cleanser is a two-in-one product that removes all makeup while

moisturizing the skin. When adding water, the oil becomes a gentle emulsion that melts

even the strongest makeup from the pores resulting in clean and silky soft skin.

The natural ingredients have a moisturizing, anti-inflammatory and skin revitalizing effect.

Designed for all skin types and also for allergy-prone skin. Can be used for

removing waterproof and eye makeup.

EXTRAEXTRA

Food supplement SKINFood supplement SKIN

Al. tin can contains 60 capsules – Suggested retail price €46.20 (Al. tin can contains 60 capsules – Suggested retail price €46.20 (EXW € 15,40)

Skin supplement supports key functions and health of one's skin from inside out. This all-in-

one supplement is developed based on skin needs, it strengthens the body’s protective

barriers and reduces the feeling of fatigue.

Skin supplement contains the strongest natural antioxidant, astaxanthin from Icelandic

algae. It also contains Myoceram ceramides made from rice bran, which help to maintain

the skins natural moisture balance and sustainable marine collagen from fish.

This supplement can be used as a daily multivitamin as it also contains vitamins A, B, C and

D.
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

GUA-SHA massage stoneGUA-SHA massage stone

Pink quartz massage stone in cotton bag with massage guide in special box made ofPink quartz massage stone in cotton bag with massage guide in special box made of

paper – Suggested retail price €26.40 (paper – Suggested retail price €26.40 (EXW € 8,80)
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

The traditional Chinese Gua Sha facial massage is an ancient healing therapy. It stimulates

the microcirculation of soft tissues and helps to improve blood circulation.

Berrichi has combined the Gua Sha tradition with the power of rose quartz. Rose quartz is

considered to be the crystal of love, harmony, care and calmness, which brings out

happiness, inner peace and feelings of romance. It will keep one youthful and fresh,

creating the feeling of being cared for and protected, and awakes a positive mind. Rose

quartz promotes the renewal of skin cells and smooths fine wrinkles.

You can use Gua Sha of rose quartz for massaging the face, neck and neckline areas as

often as on a daily basis, but at least once a week. Create one's own routine, by combining

the usual application of a day or night cream with a few minutes of Gua Sha treatment.
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Photo Credit by Berrichi

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Since launching in October 2017 Berrichi has had significant success in Estonia becoming a

top local natural cosmetics brand. Berrichi unique algae-based creams arouse interest in

natural cosmetics users. As the effects of the products are scientifically proven, formulas

science-based and the products certified, it builds trust. Berrichi overall branding, well-

designed packages, innovative formulas and pricing position place Berrichi on the edge of

premium products. The brand has gained a great reputation in the local Estonian market,

but the brand is just the beginning of the journey in the international market. The main part

of export sales is coming via own e-commerce channels. In Germany and the US markets,

the company has started Berrichi sales on the Amazon platform.

Berrichi's name is composed of brand creators Berit's nickname "berri" and the word "chi".

Chi stands for life energy and soul - Berrichi awakens the skin's natural ability to

regenerate and activates the skin's own chi. Basically one may say that there’s always a
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small piece of cream creators “Berri’s” soul in every Berrichi cream.

One of the key ingredients super algae astaxanthin gives slight orange color to most of

Berrichi products and so the main colour has used in Berrichi branding is also orange.  The

designer has been shaping the face of the Berrichi brand in the sure knowledge that “less

is more” . Design is modern and clean, simple with enough space.  A comprehensive

collection of promotional materials, photographs, ready-made visuals, promotional videos

and, of course, a correct summary of the Berrichi brand CVI are available. Each product

has its nickname or slogan which differs it from others. For example, Hand cream has Silky

touch and Eye cream Brightening Age defence. It gives more personality and explains its

characteristics for the Berrichi products.

The company is constantly working to increase brand awareness and have been

contributing to the brand image since its launch. The main channels of marketing are:

Newsletters and growing loyal client base, periodical subscriptions;

Instagram and Facebook content creation;

Paid advertising in social media channels and google ads;

Public relations and communication with lifestyle and fashion magazines;

Print visuals in magazines;

Sharing product samples and testers via retail sellers and trade shows;

Influencer marketing.

MEDIAMEDIA
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Less is more...

Photo Credit by Berrichi

As seen in VOGUE
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The brand actively uses all kinds of marketing activities to raise brand awareness

Photo Credit by Berrichi

As seen in magazine

Article about start-up and development of Berrichi together with GEOMAR and scientists

by 

Article from a German newspaper:

 and 

AWARDSAWARDS

Apotheka Beauty 2021 | Best face cleaning product - FOAM

ELLE 

link

shz.de

thebeautyshortlist.com 2018 2020

amazingpr.co.uk

beautyjagd.de
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Anne ja Stiil 2021 | Best cleansing – TONER

Boudoir Beauty Favorite 2021 | Editors Choice - FOAM

Boudoir Beauty Favorite 2020 | Best Cosmetic Product – LIGHT

 Apotheka Beauty 2020 | Must-Have FOR MEN

 Beauty Shortlist AWARDS 2020 | Editors Choice – HAND

 Beauty Shortlist AWARDS 2020 | Editor´s Choice – EYE

 ECOCERT COSMOS NATURAL certificate 2020 | DAY, FOR MEN, LIGHT

 ECOCERT COSMOS NATURAL certificate 2020 | EYE, HAND, SKIN

 Indie Beauty Expo 2019 | Best in Show - EYE

 Beauty Shortlist AWARDS 2019 | Editor´s Choice – EYE

 Boudoir Beauty Favorite 2019 | Editors Choice - EYE

 The Beauty Awards 2019 with ASOS | Shortlisted - FOR MEN

 Estonian Allergy Association 2019 | Recognition for DAY, NIGHT, FOR MEN, EYE

 Beauty Shortlist Awards 2018 | Editor`s Choice - NIGHT and DAY

 Anne ja Stiil 2019 | Beauty Favorite - SKIN and EYE

 Beauty Guru 2019 | Editors Choice EYE

 Beauty Shortlist Awards 2018 | Men´s Grooming Finalist - FOR MEN

 Anne ja Stiil 2018 | Innovation Choice - NIGHT

 Anne ja Stiil 2018 | Eco Product Choice - DAY

 Beauty Guru Beauty Diamond 2018 | Natural Cosmetics - DAY

 Beauty Shortlist Awards 2017 | Best Skincare Product Launch DAY

 Beauty Shortlist Awards 2017 | Best Moisturizer - NIGHT

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images by the 

You can download logistics and prices by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

link 

link
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answers by the link. Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the link. Please, do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

Photo Credit by Berrichi
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Furcella OÜ

Contact person:Contact person: Janno Joosep

E-mail:E-mail: janno@berrichi.ee

Website:Website: berrichi.eu

Phone:Phone: +3725186655

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: Estonia

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Berrichi webpage

Berrichi Instagram

Berrichi Facebook

Pricelist EN

Marketing Materials

click here
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In 2013, Holger Hampel founded Kosho Cosmetics and started

developing the first exclusive range of products – Kosho Matcha

Effective which he led to a successful market entry in 2015. Kosho

Matcha Effective is an innovative Swiss skincare line for healthy and

rejuvenated skin of all age groups and skin types. It translates

the natural and traditional effectiveness of organic Japanese matcha

green tea. Naturalness, tradition and the latest Swiss skin research and

biotechnology. These are the factors that makeup Kosho’s facial care

line. The brand is a pioneer in skin care with matcha extract. The active

substances of matcha tea have an invigorating as well as soothing

effect. Organic matcha extract has the same effect on the skin,

stimulating yet relaxing, creating a harmonious balance. Organic matcha

extract is characterized by its high content of epigallocatechin gallate

SECRET DOSSIER ON KOSHO
COSMETICS INNOVATIVE SWISS
SKINCARE BASED ON JAPANESE

MATCHA
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(EGCG) and is considered an antioxidant 100 times more potent than

vitamin C. Due to further catechins and tea flavonoids in exclusive

organic matcha extract, Kosho Matcha Effective provides natural

protection against cell transformation caused by free radicals, against

UV radiation and other harmful environmental influences. 
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

Kosho Cosmetics was founded in 2013 by Holger Hampel and Roman von Arx. Both

partners have a long field experience with natural skincare. As a founder, Holger Hampel

always had a passion for natural and sustainable products. The founder of Kosho pursued

this passion during many years of research in the food industry. He wanted to use

his knowledge of natural raw materials for other purposes. That’s why he began

developing natural cosmetic care products and researching new active ingredients. One

day, practically by chance, he discovered matcha green tea. It quickly became clear to

Holger that this unique natural product has enormous potential! Not only as food but also

for the health and protection of the skin. Enthusiastic about matcha, Holger Hampel

explored how it could be used for external applications and undertook further training to

deepen his knowledge of cosmetics.

Holger Hampel the Founder Kosho Cosmetics

Photo Credit by KOSHO

THE BRANDTHE BRAND
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The promise of Kosho:

facial care line of the highest natural quality;

exciting and honest brand story;

performs with the highest requirements of contemporary customers;

the first global skincare brand with matcha green tea as an active agent;

exclusive organic matcha extract.

The first global skincare brand with matcha green tea as an active agent

Photo Credit by KOSHO

USPUSP

Kosho’s uniqueness Kosho Matcha Effective translates the natural and traditional

effectiveness of organic Japanese matcha green tea into an innovative Swiss skincare

line for healthy and rejuvenated skin of all age groups and skin types.

MATCHA IS A GREEN GOLD DUST FROM JAPANMATCHA IS A GREEN GOLD DUST FROM JAPAN

The production of matcha is by far the most elaborate in the world of tea: only around 300
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tea farmers in Japan master the cultivation. And only about 20 percent of their harvest is

exported, making matcha a rarity. Four weeks before the fine youngest leaves are

harvested by hand in May, the tea plantations are covered with opaque nets. This slows

down the ripening time of the tea, which contributes to the special quality of matcha: With

only ten percent of the actual sunlight available to the tea plants, a particularly high amount

of chlorophyll is formed in order to carry out the vital photosynthesis even with little solar

energy. The result is a bright green leaf that contains in addition to chlorophyll many

valuable amino acids.

THE EXCLUSIVE TOP OF THE CROPTHE EXCLUSIVE TOP OF THE CROP

Matcha consists of only the fine tissue of the best leaves. Stems and veins are carefully

removed. After selecting, steaming and drying, only the best material reaches the mills

made of granite and the leaf tissue is gently ground to the finest powder – in an ancient

process yielding only 30 to 40 grams per hour. This premium product is called matcha

(“ground tea”). As organic matcha extract, it is the precious, exclusive essence of the

innovative Swiss cosmetics line Kosho Matcha Effective.

Matcha is green-gold dust from Japan with anti-aging properties

Photo Credit by KOSHO

MATCHA EFFECTIVENESSMATCHA EFFECTIVENESS
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Kosho Matcha Effective was developed for a healthy firmer face skin with a radiant and

even complexion. Its properties:

intensive protection of the skin cells by organic matcha extract against light-induced

skin ageing and harmful environmental influences;

rebuilding of the natural barrier function of the skin against transepidermal water loss;

crocus extract stimulates the skin-cells in the dermis to rebuild collagen;

and elastin for a firmer and fuller skin structure;

intensive and long-lasting moisturizing for healthy and hydrated skin with a bright and

even skin appearance.

A TIMELESS RITUALA TIMELESS RITUAL

Since the twelfth century matcha belonged as much to the tradition of the samurai as their

legendary swords and was at the center of their tea ceremony. This ceremony follows to

this day the timeless principles of the way of tea. It leads from harmony,

respect and purity to tranquillity. These principles prescribe the procedure and rhythm of

the ritual. And they inspire the Kosho Matcha Effective cosmetics line with its specific

values. Kosho follows the Japanese way of tea ceremony and incorporates this timeless

ritual.

noticeable and lasting harmony one can feel;

developed and produced with deep respect for people and nature;

the feeling of purify before the actual care is beginning;

pause in wonderful tranquillity for a unique lasting experience for all senses.

KOSHO ADOPTS THE RITUAL OF THE WAY OF TEAKOSHO ADOPTS THE RITUAL OF THE WAY OF TEA

All ingredients of Kosho Matcha Effective care products are precisely matched and

carefully aligned. They are gentle and at the same time highly effective. Applied onto the

skin, Kosho Matcha Effective creates a special, noticeable and lasting harmony you can

feel. All Kosho Matcha Effective products are developed and produced with

deep respect for people and nature. The careful selection of the purest raw materials

ensures the quality. And the gentle, environmentally friendly production process meets

highest demands of sustainability. The mild cleansing before the actual care gives you a

feeling of purity. Kosho Matcha Effective helps you find a deep sense of well-being
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allowing you to relax and forget about everyday life – like a ritual. It is a ritual that makes

us pause in wonderful tranquility. Together with harmony, respect and purity, this

tranquility allows Kosho Matcha Effective to provide a unique, lasting experience for the

senses. Every time you touch your skin. And in your thoughts for a long time thereafter.

The philosophy of Kosho sustainability: 

Since Kosho’s early days “sustainability” has been of great importance, with Kosho’s

“effective eco initiative“;

Using raw-materials from fair trade sources;

Recyclable packaging wherever possible & available;

The principles of Green Chemistry are applied when researching and designing Kosho’s

formulation / R&D processes and manufacturing;

Kosho offers fresh and clinically tested cosmetic products that contain only natural

ingredients;

Kosho also enforces a strict policy against animal testing;

All products are vegan.

Photo Credit by KOSHO
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PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

All Kosho's products are:

products of the highest quality “Made in Switzerland“;

premium natural skin care formulation;

100% organic matcha extract as a key ingredient;

developed inhouse by Kosho Cosmetics;

careful selection of all raw materials and active ingredients;

perfectly suitable for all skin types and age groups;

consistent renunciation of questionable additives (without parabens, PEG, silicones,

paraffins, mineral oils);

100% vegan;

100% natural (certifiable Cosmos /Ecocert);

100% developed and manufactured with love and passion in Switzerland.

Multi-Effect Peeling

Photo Credit by KOSHO

All current retail prices are available on the official website of the company at

kosho.com/en/shop
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ASSORTMENTASSORTMENT

KOSHO'S SPECIFIC SELECTED AND ALIGNEDKOSHO'S SPECIFIC SELECTED AND ALIGNED

PRODUCTS FOR EFFICIENT CAREPRODUCTS FOR EFFICIENT CARE

Face CareFace Care

Creamy Cleansing – gentle creamy cleansing foam. RRP - Recommended RetailRRP - Recommended Retail

Price €43,00, EXW - Ex-Works Price €10,75;Price €43,00, EXW - Ex-Works Price €10,75;

Multi-Effect Peeling – nurturing peeling gel. RRP-  €52,00, EXW - €12,95;RRP-  €52,00, EXW - €12,95;

Smart Matcha Face Spray – vitalising and toning face spray.  RRP-  €38,00, EXW - €9,50;RRP-  €38,00, EXW - €9,50;

Full Hydration Serum – intensive moisturizing serum. RRP-  €106, EXW - €26,50;RRP-  €106, EXW - €26,50;

Smart Protection Cream – elegant day cream with natural UV protection. RRP-  €98,00,RRP-  €98,00,

EXW - €24,50;EXW - €24,50;

Deep Regeneration Cream – intensive night cream to rebuild the skin. RRP-  €98,00, EXWRRP-  €98,00, EXW

- €24,50;- €24,50;

Eye Lifting Serum – instant lifting effect for a younger appearance. RRP-  €68,00, EXW RRP-  €68,00, EXW

- €17;- €17;

Hand CareHand Care

Cell Protect Hand Cream - cell protecting and nourishing hand cream. RRP-  €24,00,RRP-  €24,00,

EXW - €6,90;EXW - €6,90;

Hand Care Sanitizer – antibacterial and nourishing hand hygiene spray

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE SWISS SPA TREATMENTSHIGHLY EFFECTIVE SWISS SPA TREATMENTS

Except for the retail lineup, there is a Kosho Spa treatment programme that offers clients
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an incomparable beauty ritual with immediately visible results. The effect of an organic

matcha extract: 

contains important and valuable ingredients and trace elements;

promotes oxygen transport in the cells;

the highest value of the catechin EGCG (antioxidant);

intensive cell-protective effect.

NATURAL AND HIGHLY EFFECTIVE SPA TREATMENTSNATURAL AND HIGHLY EFFECTIVE SPA TREATMENTS

Photo Credit by KOSHO

Swiss science, Japanese beauty knowledge and the power of nature through the

purest and highly efficient active plant ingredients are combined in Kosho Matcha Effective

to create a medically effective care series of the premium class. State-of-the-art

formulations guarantee the best possible efficiency in effect and performance – for visible

and noticeable results. All products are clinically tested.

SPA TREATMENT ASSORTMENTSPA TREATMENT ASSORTMENT

Face CareFace Care
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Creamy Cleansing (gentle creamy cleansing foam)

Multi-Effect Peeling (nurturing peeling gel)

Refreshing Tonic (vitalising and refreshing tonic without alcohol)

Firming Mask (firming and moisturizing face mask)

Indulging Oil (nourishing facial massage oil)

Full Hydration Serum (intensive moisturizing serum)

Smart Protection Cream (day cream with natural UV- and blue-light-protection)

Deep Regeneration Cream (intensive night cream to rebuild the skin)

Eye Lifting Serum (instant lifting effect for younger appearance)

Photo Credit by KOSHO

Hand CareHand Care

Hand Care Sanitizer (antibacterial and nourishing hand hygiene spray);

Creamy Cleansing (gentle creamy cleansing foam);

Multi-Effect Peeling (nurturing peeling gel);

Hand Mask (firming and moisturizing hand mask);

Full Hydration Serum (intensive moisturizing serum);

Cell Protect Hand Cream (vitalising, renewing and nourishing hand cream).

Matcha Tea Spa Ceremony Matcha Tea Spa Ceremony 

Byuti Matcha Green Tea (organic premium matcha green tea);

Matcha tea bowl (original handmade ceremonial tea bowl);

Matcha tea whisk (handmade matcha bamboo whisk).

Body CareBody Care
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Shinrin Yoku japanese forest therapy (coming 2022);

Body wash (Gentle and re-moisturising body cleansing);

Massage oil (Nourishing and revitalising massage oil for maximum relaxation);

Bodylotion (Ceramide lotion for firmer and more youthful skin).

Photo Credit by KOSHO

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

Wash bag (organic cotton wash bag);

Necessaire (organic cotton zipper bag).

BRANDING & DESIGN BRANDING & DESIGN 
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Creamy Cleansing

Photo Credit by KOSHO

WHAT DOES KOSHO MEAN?WHAT DOES KOSHO MEAN?

The name Kosho derives from the Japanese and can be translated as a lake, the body of

water or also with an old book. These terms symbolize the values that Kosho Cosmetics

stands for: Kosho is tranquillity and equilibrium, reflection and balance. Kosho is like a

meditation at a quiet lake. And Kosho is also timeless knowledge preserved in old books.

MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 

TARGET AUDIENCETARGET AUDIENCE

women & men in the 30–50 age range;

health-conscious with sustainability orientation (LOHAS);

distinctive quality & efficiency awareness;

selective taste for natural skincare;

with demanding, mature & sensitive skin;

many with a vegan lifestyle.
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Photo Credit by KOSHO

Kosho combines Japanese tradition with the latest Swiss research. It is the premium brand

for the selective retail sector. Kosho is a pioneer in matcha green tea cosmetics (the

world’s first facial skin care line with an active ingredient from matcha green tea). The skin

care range is developed for all age groups and skin types.

COMPETITIONCOMPETITION

As an exclusive user of matcha green tea as a key ingredient, Kosho doesn’t

have competitors. However, the brand shares the values of:
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Photo Credit by KOSHO

honest, fresh, modern brand (approx. 5 years /market);

very good price-performance ratio;

effective and concise assortment;

products that appeal to both female and male customers through aesthetics and

product content.

MEDIAMEDIA

AWARDSAWARDS

Kosho has been awarded the international SPA Diamond Award 2016 for best “Beauty

Newcomer“;

Kosho Matcha Effective was also nominated in the categories “Best Green Anti-Aging”;

2017 Kosho Matcha Effective was nominated in the categories  “Best Green Innovation”;

2019, the Smart Matcha Face Spray was nominated for the “Tina Anti-Aging Beauty

Award”.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download the brand presentation by the link 
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You can download logistics and prices by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONSQUESTIONS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the link. Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the link. Please, do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Kosho Cosmetics AG

Contact person:Contact person: Holger Hampel

E-mail:E-mail: holger.hampel@kosho.com

Website:Website: kosho.com

Phone:Phone: +41 44 680 33 00

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2013

Regions:Regions: Switzerland

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Kosho website

Kosho Instagram

Kosho Prices and Logistic information

Kosho CPNP

Kosho_Presentation_en.pdf

Kosho_Spa_Presentation_en.pdf

Kosho_Brochure_A5_en_Web.pdf

click here
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The name of the brand DiVina Bellezza is a wordplay and combination

of "Divine beauty" and "Beauty from the wine". The unique cosmetic

formula of DiVina Bellezza products are based on Piemaggio red wine,

grape stem cells and red organic grape extract, due to which the

cosmetics contain a large number of polyphenols, including resveratrol.

These components have a positive effect on the skin, promote its

regeneration, stimulate collagen production, and have a high antioxidant

and anti-age effect. Polyphenols have been shown to be 20 times more

effective as antioxidants than vitamin C and 50 times more effective

than vitamin E. Tannins, which are found in large quantities in red wine,

are natural preservatives, which makes it possible to obtain up to 99% of

natural ingredients in cosmetics. Additionally, the cosmetic formulas of

the products are enriched with valuable anti-age peptides, hyaluronic

acid, oils, vitamins and organic fruit acids. 

SECRET DOSSIER ON DIVINA
BELLEZZA
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

Larisa Karaban, the Funder of  is the founder of the most famous perfumes

and cosmetics store chain in the local market, the mother of two children, and a successful

businesswoman and philanthropist. Today the stores she created as a centre of beauty

granting and high spirits to millions of women.

THE STORYTHE STORY

THE FIRST MEETING WITH PIEMAGGIOTHE FIRST MEETING WITH PIEMAGGIO

During one of her trips, Larisa found herself in a place that looked so similar to the

Caucasus foothills, the place where she had been born and spent her childhood.

Everything in that Tuscan place reminded her of her childhood – fragrances, landscapes,

food, the smell of the sizzling hot ground under the sun. It was Piemaggio, a medieval

estate in a hamlet called . Founded in the 12th century, it is located in the middle

of the path from Florence to Siena. In 2013, the  and winery were bought

by the Karaban family.

PIEMAGGIO, THE PLACE KISSED BY GODPIEMAGGIO, THE PLACE KISSED BY GOD

In the very heart of Tuscany, between Florence and Siena, the Chianti Road runs, for which

a famous Italian wine region was named. It’s where a small old town named Castellina-in-

Chianti is located with the ancient Piemaggio estate built in an incredibly picturesque area.

THE LEGEND OF THE PIEMAGGIO ESTATETHE LEGEND OF THE PIEMAGGIO ESTATE

DiVina Bellezza

Le Fioraie

Piemaggio estate
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The Founder Ms. Larisa Karaban

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

The estate was built in the 12th century, and its appearance gave birth to the beautiful

legend about a mendicant friar making his pilgrimage to the Eternal City. Exhausted after

the hardships of a long journey, the friar decided to stop for prayer and rest. At that very

moment, he saw three friendly girls selling flowers who seemed to appear out of thin air.

They offered a glass of delicious wine to the tired wanderer. The accidental encounter

helped him to recover his strength and inspired him to come back to that marvellous land

and to build a church (Piemaggio) there. He started tilling the ground and growing grapes,

turning it into exquisite wine to serve God and fill all human hearts with hope and belief in
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miracles. Since those old times, wonderful  “flower girls”  the wine is produced in

Piemaggio estate as a tribute to those three girls selling flowers.

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

ABOUT PIEMAGGIO WINESABOUT PIEMAGGIO WINES

Piemaggio is a place with a unique climate; its fertile ground has been tilled by

hardworking peasants since the times of the Etruscans. The Italians describe this place as

“Kissed by God”. The altitude above sea level, changes in temperature, microclimate and a

unique ecosystem allow growing of perfect Sangiovese grapes in Piemaggio vineyards

located in Le Fioraie, Chianti region. Under such conditions, the wine is stable – it doesn’t

need additional of sulfur or any other stabilizers incompatible with cosmetic formulas. 

Chianti is one of Italian symbols that needs no introductions. Today, wines with the famous

black rooster, the Chianti Classico certification label, are represented in the best wine

collections and the most famous gastronomic establishments of the planet.

Le Fioraie
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Piemaggio estate and winery at Le Fioraie, Italy

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Piemaggio wine from which the formula for cosmetic production is derived is a modern

interpretation of Sangiovese laced with Cabernet Sauvignon for greater muscularity and

Merlot for its characteristic silkiness and softness. This blend of Tuscan and French

varieties is commonly referred to as “Supertuscany”. Piemaggio has a great cellaring

potential of 20–30 years.

FROM ENOTHERAPY TO STEM CELLSFROM ENOTHERAPY TO STEM CELLS
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Ancient knowledge of Red Wine's benefits for the skin was perfectly applied in product's formulas

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

As early as in the Middle Ages, the health properties of wines to be used in enotherapy

were well-known. Wine is a mine of valuable vitamins, minerals and polyphenols with

strong antioxidant properties. In case of contact with skin or when inhaled, valuable wine

components help to relieve stress, produce a noticeable rejuvenating effect, increase skin

plasticity and color.

Along with the growing interest in enotherapy, grape stem cells and their regeneration

were researched. Discoveries made by the Austrian scientist Gottlieb Haberlandt in the

early 20th century were a breakthrough. In the 1960s–1980s, stem cell research showed

effective results for beauty therapy, but their utilization was restricted because of slow

plant growth, seasonal harvesting, changes in active concentration from plant to plant and

metabolism processes.

THE USP OF THE BRANDTHE USP OF THE BRAND
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DiVina Bellezza products are based on Piemaggio red wine, grape stem cells and red organic grape extract that

work on a skin restoration

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

GRAPE STEM CELLSGRAPE STEM CELLS

For today the accumulated experience and knowledge allow us to consider them as

advanced ingredients with huge potential for cosmetic use. The highest plant stem cells

concentration is in the kidneys, roots and young seedlings. Due to this, plants are able to

regenerate themselves from the smallest parts. Special biotechnology allows to extract of

stem cells from plants and to add them to cosmetic formulas mainly for anti-age category. 

These components have proven properties: they accelerate skin cells regeneration,

stimulate elastin and collagen production, have anti-inflammatory effect, neutralize free

radicals and block UV radiation that damages the skin. Particularly grape stem cells are

skin regenerative functions catalyst. Getting in the top epidermal skin layer, they act to

mature human stem cells, forcing them to reproduce, promote skin regeneration and

protect against photoaging. The grape stem cells are obtained from selected grape

varieties. 

The combination of cosmetic expertise and natural wine ingredients testing has led as idea

to create a new brand for hair, face and body care. The formula of DiVina Bellezza
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cosmetics is based in wine Piemaggio, stem cells and red organic grape extract due to

which the cosmetic contains a large amount of resveratrol and polyphenols. These

components have a positive effect on the skin, promote its regeneration, stabilize collagen

and have a high antioxidant effect. Additionally, the cosmetic formula is enriched with

valuable anti-age peptides, hyaluronic acids, oils, vitamins and organic fruit acids.

ACTIVE COMPLEX DIVINA BELLEZZAACTIVE COMPLEX DIVINA BELLEZZA

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

EXTRACT OF ORGANIC RED GRAPESEXTRACT OF ORGANIC RED GRAPES

Antioxidant defense;
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Moisturizing and softening;

Retardation of aging;

Strengthening of vascular walls;

Improving skin elasticity;

Increasing skin tone;

Improving skin color.

PIEMAGGIO WINE EXTRACTPIEMAGGIO WINE EXTRACT

Rejuvenating effect;

Skin emolliency and tightening;

Anti-inflammatory and germ-kill effect;

Saturating the skin with minerals and vitamins;

Improved metabolism and blood circulation;

Stress relief and relaxation;

Detox effect.

GRAPE STEM CELLSGRAPE STEM CELLS

Antioxidant defense;

Retardation of aging;

Increasing skin moisture level;

Tightening and improving skin elasticity;

Increasing skin tone;

Improving skin appearance;

Red grape extract and grape seed oil.

Red grape extract and grape seed oil are rich of polyphenols, including resveratrol. 

Polyphenols act as anti-inflammatory and antioxidant agent, stabilize collagen, support

elastin and reduce puffiness. Collagen and elastin form fiber matrix in the skin that

supports the skin structure. Polyphenols are 20 times more effective antioxidants than

vitamin C and 50 times more effective than vitamin E. Large amount of Resveratrol is found

in red grapes. Resveratrol positive effect on the cardiovascular system is scientifically

proven. It also has anti-inflammatory, antioxidant and antimicrobial properties. Its cosmetic

and dermatologic popularity is associated with the ability to penetrate the skin barrier and

to provide anti-aging effect. It’s known that cosmetic solutions with resveratrol can
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stimulate connective tissue regeneration and increase collagen concentration. Resveratrol

binds to estrogen protein receptors, whereby it stimulates collagen production. In addition,

resveratrol has antioxidant properties - it protects cells from oxidative damage, associated

with free radicals and UV radiation, and slows down photoaging. Large quantities of

tannins found in red wine are natural preservatives, it makes possible to obtain up to 99%

natural ingredients in cosmetic formulas.

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

DIVINA BELLEZZA CONCEPTDIVINA BELLEZZA CONCEPT
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Thanks to the stability of Piemaggio wines, leading cosmetic laboratories have developed

a unique formula for wine-based cosmetics. The name of the brand - DiVina Bellezza – is a

wordplay: “divine beauty” and “beauty from wine”. It’s the new trademark of skin care,

body care and hair care cosmetics based on wine extracts and stem cells. DiVina Bellezza

surpasses all its predecessors in the history of cosmetic production when beauty

preparations were simply accentuated with grape perfume agents or extracts.

The story about a mother and a daughter who became founders of their own cosmetic

company underlies the creation of the brand. Both of them were born in Italy, representing

a respected family with a great history, inextricably linked to the chronicles of this

locality. Their particular features are typical for the customers as well. They have an aura of

nobility and dignity. They are gorgeous and natural and have everything they need to be

happy. They enjoy their lives together in harmony and balance with each other like fruit

from the same bunch of grapes. They have the “Secret” turned into “Knowledge”, so they

are calm and confident in their decisions, their paths, their choices. They are guides to the

DiVina Bellezza world – the world of divine beauty. Their business is their gift to the world

that they treat like everything else in their life – honestly and carefully, with love and

delight. That’s the story the brand tries to express while filming DiVina campaign.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

WINE FACE CAREWINE FACE CARE

Face Cream Cocktail Anti-age, 50 ml. Face Cream Cocktail Anti-age, 50 ml. 99% natural ingredients

EXW (Ex-works) price excl VAT - € 10,66, RRP (Recommended retail price) excl VAT - €EXW (Ex-works) price excl VAT - € 10,66, RRP (Recommended retail price) excl VAT - €

31,9731,97

Cosmetic effect as follows:Cosmetic effect as follows:
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Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Anti-aging cream with a silky texture intensely reduces the depth of wrinkles, revitalizes,

tonifies and improves skin elasticity;

Thanks to the synergy of anti-aging peptide and hyaluronic acid the skin is become

firmer and more elasticity;

Piemaggio wine has a powerful antioxidant effect, enriching the skin with vitamins and

minerals, while natural extracts and oils nourish and protect the skin from ageing;

Improves the skin's resistance to aggressive environmental factors.

Application: Application: Apply to the face skin morning and evening with a light massage.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:

Piemaggio wine

Activated stem cells from grapes

Glycoproteins

Acetyl hexapeptide-8- Antiage peptide

Hyaluronic acid

Fagus sylvatica bud extract

Hamamelis organic water*
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Althaea officinalis organic water*

Passiflora organic water*

Bitter orange organic water*

* organic extract

Better with Divina Bellezza Moisturising Lotion Starter.

Moisturising lotion starter, 100 ml. Moisturising lotion starter, 100 ml. 100% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 5,46, RRP excl VAT - € 16,39EXW price excl VAT - € 5,46, RRP excl VAT - € 16,39

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Prepares dry or dehydrated facial skin for the cream application;

Instantly moisturizes and revitalizes the skin, protecting it against premature aging and

making it fresh and bright;

Promotes long-term moisture retention in skin cells.

Application: Application: Spray on the face before cream applying or at any time of day to hydrate and

to refresh skin. Do not remove. Avoid contact with eyes.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:
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Face Cream Cocktail Anti-age

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Wine Piemaggio

Activated stem cells from grapes

Hyaluronic acid

Fagus sylvatica bud extract

Witch Hazel organic water*

Althaea

Officinalis organic water*

Passiflora organic water*
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Bitter Orange organic water*

Better with Divina Bellezza Cream Cocktail Anti-age.

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Perfect Eye Contour Cream, 15ml. Perfect Eye Contour Cream, 15ml. 98% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 6,56, RRP excl VAT - € 19,67EXW price excl VAT - € 6,56, RRP excl VAT - € 19,67

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Has a powerful effect, strengthens and smooths the delicate skin of eyelids;

Reduces dark under-eye circles and puffiness;

Relieves signs of fatigue and gives the eyes a  young and rested look.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, hyaluronic acid, peptides, olive, jojoba

and avocado oils.

Application: Application: Apply a small amount of cream on the pre-cleaned skin of the eye area in the

morning and in the evening.
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Perfect lip balm, 15ml. Perfect lip balm, 15ml. 99% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 3,28, RRP excl VAT - € 9,84EXW price excl VAT - € 3,28, RRP excl VAT - € 9,84

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Provides intensive nutrition and restoration of the delicate lip skin, makes the lips soft

and glossy;

The exquisite balm formula is due to the stevia extract, which leaves a sweet Limoncello

taste on the lips.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, vitamin Е, stevia extract, castor oil and

shea butter.

Application:Application: Apply a thin layer of balm to the lips whenever necessary.
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Gentle wine eye care

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Revitalizing Grape Water, 200ml. Revitalizing Grape Water, 200ml. 99% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 4,37, RRP excl VAT - € 13,11EXW price excl VAT - € 4,37, RRP excl VAT - € 13,11

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:
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Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Instantly relieves traces of fatigue and gives the face a fresher, rested look;

Moisturizes, tones and soothes the skin;

Relieves skin redness.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza.

Application: Application: Spray on face and neck skin avoiding contact with eyes. Use throughout the

day as needed.

Aqua Divina Bellezza, 100ml. Aqua Divina Bellezza, 100ml. 97% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93
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Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Enhances cellular recovery processes, tones and protects against free radicals,

preserving the youth and beauty of the skin;

Peppermint and rosemary essential oils add a feeling of freshness, stimulate pore

constriction and produce an effect of matte, but well-moisturized skin;

Soothes irritated skin after shaving.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients: Active complex, mint essential oil, myrrh extract, rosemary essential oil

Application: Application: Spray on face and neck skin avoiding contact with eyes. Use throughout the

day as needed. 

For maximum results, it is recommended to use a two-stage moistening Aqua Divina

Bellezza + moisturising Gel Cream

Moisturizing Gel Cream, 50ml. Moisturizing Gel Cream, 50ml. 99% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 6,56, RRP excl VAT - € 19,67EXW price excl VAT - € 6,56, RRP excl VAT - € 19,67

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: 

Has a strong rejuvenating effect, improves skin tone and elasticity, makes the skin feel

smooth and silky.;

Prevents new wrinkles and lines and stimulates smoothing out the ones already there;

Protecting the skin against free radicals and maintaining moisture balance throughout

the day;

Adds radiance to the skin and restores a healthy complexion.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, peptides, chamomile, wild rose,

calendula, mallow, extracts, sodium hyaluronate, shea butter.

Application: Application: Apply on pre-cleaned skin of the face and neck area in the morning and in the

evening.

Micellar Cleansing Water, 200ml Micellar Cleansing Water, 200ml 99% natural ingredients
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EXW price excl VAT - € 4,92, RRP excl VAT - € 14,75EXW price excl VAT - € 4,92, RRP excl VAT - € 14,75

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Removes makeup easily and promptly and clears any soiling or impurities from the facial

skin surface;

Softens, soothes the skin making one's feel fresh and clean.;

The gentle formula of the Micellar Cleansing Water is perfect for cleansing the delicate

skin of the eye and lip area.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients: Chamomile extract, rosehip extract, hamamelis extract.

Application: Application: Dab some of it on a cotton pad and wipe one's face gently with light moving

along the massage lines.

Instant Foaming Cleanser, 150ml. Instant Foaming Cleanser, 150ml. 96% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 5,19, RRP excl VAT - € 15,57EXW price excl VAT - € 5,19, RRP excl VAT - € 15,57

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: Cleanses facial skin gently making one instantly feel fresh and clean.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex, hamamelis extract, chamomile extract.

Application: Application: Lather a small amount of cleanser in wet hands, apply it on the face and neck

area, then rinse with warm water. Apply in the morning and in the evening.

WINE ORAL CAREWINE ORAL CARE

Concentrated Mouthwash Limoncello, 100 ml. Concentrated Mouthwash Limoncello, 100 ml. 98% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 3,83, RRP excl VAT - € 11,48EXW price excl VAT - € 3,83, RRP excl VAT - € 11,48

1x3 Formula:1x3 Formula: A unique Concentrated Mouthwash flavored by delicious Italian Limoncello

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: Grape extract and Piemaggio wine protect against free radicals and
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support oral immunity, while cardamom and aloe provide long-lasting antibacterial

protection. Ginger essential oil and menthol remove plaque, turmeric and vanilla extracts

help retain the natural whiteness of teeth.

Perfest cleaners

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

The mouthwash with the natural flavor of traditional Italian Limoncello keeps the breath

super fresh and turns one's daily routine into a sophisticated ritual with an Italian accent.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:

Piemaggio wine

Grape Extract*

Aloe Juice

Turmeric extract

Cardamom extract*

Ginger essential oil

Natural Limoncello flavoring

Menthol

Sorbitol
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Vanillin

*organic extract

Application: Application: For daily oral hygiene: rinse one's mouth with 10 ml of product diluted before

use in ratio 1:3, for about 15-20 seconds.

Limoncello  Toothpaste, 300 ml. Limoncello  Toothpaste, 300 ml. 99% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 4,92, RRP excl VAT - € 11,75EXW price excl VAT - € 4,92, RRP excl VAT - € 11,75

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: Efficient and safe gel toothpaste in a convenient dispenser packaging: no

more squeezing, just press the pump! The unique combination of Piemaggio wine extracts

and grape stem cells sanitizes the oral cavity and has an anti-inflammatory and antioxidant

effect thanks to the high polyphenol content.

Xylitol strengthens teeth enamel and prevents dental caries, stevia and cardamom extracts

reduce gum sensitivity, ginger essential oil removes plaque. Curcuma extract restores the

natural whiteness of teeth. The toothpaste is excellent for daily teeth cleaning of sensitive

enamel. The traditional flavor of Italian Limoncello turns the daily routine into an exquisite

pleasure. Contains no fluoride and no artificial colors or flavors.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:

Piemaggio wine

Xylitol

Stevia Extract

Grape Stem Cells

Curcuma extract

Red grape extract*

Cardamom Extract

Ginger essential oil

Natural Limoncello flavoring

Avocado Oil

*organic extract
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Application: Application: Wash the teeth after every meal, brushing them for at least one minute and

rinsing them well after every single application.

DiVina Bellezza Oral Care Series

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

WINE BODY CAREWINE BODY CARE

Gentle Face & Body Scrub, 200ml. Gentle Face & Body Scrub, 200ml. 95% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 7,65, RRP excl VAT - € 22,95EXW price excl VAT - € 7,65, RRP excl VAT - € 22,95

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:
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Provides delicate peeling of keratinized cells and instantly makes one's skin feel

incredibly soft and silky;

A gentle massage with applying the scrub will keep one's skin smooth, even, and taut.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients: Active DiVina Bellezza complex, panthenol, grape seed oil, wood pulp

granules.

Application: Application: Apply the scrub on the wet body skin and massage the skin for several

minutes, then rinse with warm water.

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Softening Shower Gel, 300ml. Softening Shower Gel, 300ml. 98% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Forms soft, lush foam that cleanses and moisturizes the skin of  the body gently;
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Softens the skin and leaves one's body with a tender fruit and wine fragrance.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active DiVina Bellezza complex, apple and peach extract, orange

extract.

Application: Application: Apply a small amount of gel on the wet body skin, massage the skin with a

light motion, then rinse with warm water.

Moisturizing Shower Gel, 300ml. Moisturizing Shower Gel, 300ml. 97% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Forms soft, lush foam that cleanses the skin of one's body gently and provides a boost

in energy and beauty;

Moisturizes and softens the skin and leaves one's body with a tender fruit aroma with

hints of Chianti Classico wine.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active DiVina Bellezza complex, hop extract, pomegranate extract.

Application: Application: Apply a small amount of gel on the wet body skin, massage the skin with a

light motion, then rinse with warm water.

Energizing Shower Gel, 300ml. Energizing Shower Gel, 300ml. 98% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Foams gently, delicately cleanses the skin and gives a boost in energy and beauty;

Saturates the skin with minerals and vitamins;

Improves one's mood and leaves one's skin with a tender spicy aroma with light hints of

wine.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active DiVina Bellezza complex, lemon and orange extract, carnation
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essential oil.

Application: Application: Apply a small amount of gel on the wet body skin, massage the skin with a

light motion, then rinse with warm water.

Perfect body care series by DiVina Bellezza

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Body Yogurt, 100ml. Body Yogurt, 100ml. 96% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: 

Makes the skin feel soft and comfy;

Provides intensive nourishing and moisturizing for the body skin.
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Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active DiVina Bellezza complex, chamomile extract, oats extract, argan

and sunflower oil, shea butter.

Application: Application: Apply a small amount of cream on one's body skin with a light circular motion

until it is fully absorbed. Use after taking a shower/bath or whenever necessary.

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Perfect hand care Repairing hand cream. Ultra moisturising Hand. Gentle Softening HandPerfect hand care Repairing hand cream. Ultra moisturising Hand. Gentle Softening Hand

Cream - all 75ml. Cream - all 75ml. 98% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 3,28, RRP excl VAT - € 9,84EXW price excl VAT - € 3,28, RRP excl VAT - € 9,84

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Provides intensive nourishing and moisturizing for one's hands skin and protects it

against environmental aggressive impact;

Relieves irritation and stimulates rapid healing of minor injuries, making the skin feel soft

and silky;

Prevents age-related changes, improves skin elasticity and preserves the nice and

young look of the hands for a long time.
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Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, hyaluronic acid, chamomile and lemon

extract, shea butter, avocado and grape seed oil.

Application: Application: Apply a small amount of cream on clean hand skin. Use it every time after

washing the hands.

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Repairing hand cream, 300 ml. Repairing hand cream, 300 ml. 98% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 5,46, RRP excl VAT - € 16,39EXW price excl VAT - € 5,46, RRP excl VAT - € 16,39

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: Hand cream has become an absolutely indispensable product in one's

daily routine. And the brand has decided to increase Repairing Hand Cream Volume

fourfold! It is an ideal treatment made with Piemaggio wine to keep the hands young. Due

to anti-age ingredients with vegetable oils and shea butter cream nourishes skin deeply.

Organic plant extracts, panthenol and wheat germ relieve irritations while hyaluronic acid

provides permanent hydration.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:
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Piemaggio Wine

Stem cells from grapes

Organic extracts* of red grapevine, calendula officinalis flower, lavender, lemon,

chamomile

Avocado, grape seed, corn oils

Shea butter

Wheat germ extract

Panthenol

Sodium Hyaluronate

*organic extract

Moisturizing and nourishing Body Lotion, 300ml. Moisturizing and nourishing Body Lotion, 300ml. 97% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 5,46, RRP excl VAT - € 16,39EXW price excl VAT - € 5,46, RRP excl VAT - € 16,39

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Provides intensive moisturizing and nourishing of the body skin;

Makes the skin smooth and elastic, tones and protects it against premature aging.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active DiVina Bellezza complex, horse chestnut and horsetail extracts,

sweet almond oil, grape seed oil.

Application:Application: Apply a small amount of lotion on the body skin with a light circular motion

until it is fully absorbed. Use after taking a shower/bath or as needed.

Men care 5 in 1 Botte di Vino, 300 ml. Men care 5 in 1 Botte di Vino, 300 ml. 98% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 6,28, RRP excl VAT - € 18,85EXW price excl VAT - € 6,28, RRP excl VAT - € 18,85

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Protects the skin against toxins and free radicals.

Soothes and refreshes the skin.

Strengthens hair, giving a healthy shine.
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Has an antiseptic and moisturising effect, improves the skin tone

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:

Wine Piemaggio

Activated stem cells from grapes

Red grapevine organic extract

Juniper organic extract

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Application: Application: Apply on wet body or face skin or hair, gently massage and rinse off with warm

water.
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Nourishing shower oil, 300 ml. Nourishing shower oil, 300 ml. 87% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 6,28, RRP excl VAT - € 18,85EXW price excl VAT - € 6,28, RRP excl VAT - € 18,85

Cosmetic effect: Cosmetic effect: 

The gentle fragrant texture of the oil in contact with water instantly turns into light

nourishing milk, then transforms into luxurious silky foam;

Moisturises the skin and improves its elasticity;

Soothes and softens the skin, recovered hydrolipidic barrier and protected against

dryness.

Application: Application: Apply the shampoo on wet hair and foam it thoroughly, then rinse it

thoroughly with warm water. Repeat the procedure if necessary.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients:

Grape seed oil

Castor oil

Soybean oil

Bisabolol

Crema di Sapone Soap Collection, 100g. Crema di Sapone Soap Collection, 100g. 98% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 2,95, RRP excl VAT - € 7,38 (any from the collection)EXW price excl VAT - € 2,95, RRP excl VAT - € 7,38 (any from the collection)

The gentle soap is produced in accordance with historical Tuscan traditions is based on a

unique Piemaggio wine with adding natural nourishing coconut oil and calendula flowers

extract.  The soap cleans skin softly and carefully, leaving it gently perfumed with a

precious aromatic note. The Crema di SaponeCrema di Sapone collection is inspired by the charming beauty

of Tuscany, each of the 6 types of soap reminds of the sunny and bright Italian summer!

Active functional principles:Active functional principles:

Piemaggio Wine

Calendula Extract
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Coconut oil

The collection includes the following variations:

Botte di vino - Botte di vino - Sophisticated fragrance of spices and noble wood;

Frutti di bosco - Frutti di bosco - Rich fragrance of ripe forest berries;

Bouquet del rosmarino - Bouquet del rosmarino - Fresh fragrance with green notes of rosemary, sage, laurel and

lavender;

Limoncello - Limoncello - Citrus and floral notes that remind of the citrus fruits of Sorrento, used to

prepare Limoncello;

Giardino del fico -  Giardino del fico -  Joyful fragrance of sun-scented flowers and figs, seasoned with the

freshness of green leaves;

Estratto d'uva -  Estratto d'uva -  Warm fragrance of juiced grapes with notes of white peach and almond

flowers.

WINE HAIR CAREWINE HAIR CARE

Volume & shine hair shampoo, 300 ml. Volume & shine hair shampoo, 300 ml. 99% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Provides volume, easy combing and makes the hair shine;

The mild cleansing base of the shampoo forms a delicate, rich foam that leaves ones

hair radiant, light and elastic.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, orange, lemon, kiwi, and grapefruit, and

blueberry extracts.
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A collection of soaps made according to old Italian traditions based on Piemaggio wine gently cleanses the skin

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Application: Application: Apply the shampoo on wet hair and foam it thoroughly, then rinse it thoroughly

with warm water. Repeat the procedure if necessary.

Hair repair shampoo, 300 ml. Hair repair shampoo, 300 ml. 99% natural ingredients

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Provides care for damaged dry hair;

Ensures delicate cleansing, nourishing and restoration for the weakened hair structure;

Boosts hair volume and radiance and makes combing easy.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, silk proteins, panthenol, keratin, lemon

and orange blossom extracts.

Application: Application: Apply the shampoo on wet hair and foam it thoroughly, then rinse it thoroughly

with warm water. Repeat the procedure if necessary.

Frequent use hair shampoo, 300 ml. Frequent use hair shampoo, 300 ml. 99% natural ingredients
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EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Gently cleanses the scalp and hair, which makes it possible to use the product daily;

Provides moisturizing for the scalp and restores the natural beauty of one's hair, filling it

with strength and radiance.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, ginseng, lemon, orange blossom,

cardamom, thyme and juniper extracts.

Application: Application: Apply the shampoo on wet hair and foam it thoroughly, then rinse it thoroughly

with warm water. Repeat the procedure if necessary.

Coloured hair shampoo, 300 ml. Coloured hair shampoo, 300 ml. 99% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93EXW price excl VAT - € 4,64, RRP excl VAT - € 13,93

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Gently cleanses the scalp and hair;

Preserves the color of dyed hair;

Makes the hair shiny and strong.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, aloe juice, panthenol, silk proteins.

Application: Application: Apply the shampoo on wet hair and foam it thoroughly, then rinse it thoroughly

with warm water. Repeat the procedure if necessary.

Hair Conditioner, 300 ml. Hair Conditioner, 300 ml. 94% natural ingredients

EXW price excl VAT - € 4,92, RRP excl VAT - € 14,75EXW price excl VAT - € 4,92, RRP excl VAT - € 14,75

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Keeps dyed and/or damaged hair healthy and radiant;
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Provides intensive hair nutrition and saturates it with vitamins and minerals;

Makes weakened hair look radiant and silky.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, blueberry and pomegranate extracts,

almond, shea and grape seed oils.

Application: Application: Apply the conditioner to one's hair, pre-washed and thoroughly wrung out,

distribute it evenly over the entire hair length, leave for 2–3 minutes, then rinse with warm

water.

Complex Repair Hair Mask, 200 mlComplex Repair Hair Mask, 200 ml

EXW price excl VAT - € 6,83, RRP excl VAT - € 20,49EXW price excl VAT - € 6,83, RRP excl VAT - € 20,49

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Provides intensive recovery and protection for damaged and dry hair;

Strengthens the hair structure, making it healthier and smoother;

Makes the hair radiant.

Basic Ingredients: Basic Ingredients: Active complex DiVina Bellezza, panthenol, sweet almond oil, lemon

and orange blossom extracts.

Application: Application: Apply the mask to one's hair pre-washed with shampoo and thoroughly wrung

out, distribute it evenly over the entire hair length, leave for 5–8 minutes and then rinse it

thoroughly with water. 
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Gentle wine hair care series

Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

Intensive Hair Treatment Complex, 30 mlIntensive Hair Treatment Complex, 30 ml

EXW price excl VAT - € 8,20, RRP excl VAT - € 24,59EXW price excl VAT - € 8,20, RRP excl VAT - € 24,59

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Deeply nourishes and moisturizes, makes the hair softer and more radiant;

Protects hair from damage and overheating  when dried with a hairdryer, as well as

against environmental pollution;

Restores the hair structure and prevents split ends, nourishes the hair, boosts its
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radiance and elasticity.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients: Grapeseed, avocado and rosehip oils, panthenol and keratin, silk

proteins.

Application: Application: Take a small amount of oil in one's hands and warm it, apply it to dry or wet

hair, and then distribute it evenly over the entire hair length. Do not rinse.

Hair Elixir, 100 mlHair Elixir, 100 ml

EXW price excl VAT - € 6,83, RRP excl VAT - € 20,49EXW price excl VAT - € 6,83, RRP excl VAT - € 20,49

Cosmetic effect:Cosmetic effect:

Softens and nourishes hair perfectly;

Protects hair and makes it radiant;

Smooths the hair along the entire length and prevents split ends.

Basic Ingredients:Basic Ingredients: Grape seed, sunflower, argan, Brazil nut and sweet almond oils.

Application: Application: Take a small amount of oil in one's hands and warm it, apply it to dry or wet

hair, and then distribute it evenly over the entire hair length. Do not rinse.
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Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The company believes that Divina Bellezza is the first and only brand that contains red

wine itself. The goal as a cosmetic brand is to present products for the care of the skin of

the face and body, which carry all the unique properties of wine, known for a long time.

That is why Divina Bellezza:

actively talks about the beneficial properties and beneficial effects of its cosmetic

formulas on the skin and hair. In addition, shares useful information on how to make

self-care as effective as possible;

builds a trusting relationship with customers, making them brand ambassadors.
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Communication is carried out through the media space and professional consultants at

the points of sale;

supports partners and distributors with training materials so that they can successfully

build communication with customers. 

It was important for the company to create a product that everybody want to use over and

over again. That is why the percentage of return and repeat purchases is very high. In

addition to the excellent quality and visible effect of the products, the company also

encourages people to come back to the products through promotional materials and

loyalty programs. The company's marketing path began with the presentation of the

product line at TFWA World Exhibition 2019, where an innovative product in the field of

skin care products caused a real hype. At the moment, the brand is represented and is

successfully sold in the boutiques of  and in one of the

largest perfumery and cosmetic networks in Russia,  (more than 160 points). In

addition, the brand is represented in TSUM (Moscow).

As for the European market, the company's development plans were strongly influenced

by the situation with Covid-19. Before the start of the pandemic, the company has signed a

contract with Laiks Mode, Latvia (  stores), the distributor in the Baltic countries.

The brand is represented throughout Italy in:

DITANODITANO

Piazza Ciaia, 18

Fasano (BR)

MENTA E ROSMARINOMENTA E ROSMARINO

Via Carlo Cattaneo, 11

Pesaro (PU)

PROFUMERIA ESTASIPROFUMERIA ESTASI

Via Alberto D'Andrea, 1

Centro commerciale Warner Village

Montesilvano

Piemaggio Wine & Cosmetics

Rive Gauche

Neroli Riga
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Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

PROFUMERIA ESTASI LUXEPROFUMERIA ESTASI LUXE

Via Trento 90

Pescara (PE)

CASAMARIA ROMACASAMARIA ROMA

Largo G. Toniolo, 7

Roma (RO)

Despite the closure of offline sales and the difficulty of adapting to the new reality, this was

an excellent start for the brand's online promotion. The company is actively raising brand

awareness through the following tools:

Search engine optimization;

Paid search;

Social media marketing;

Influencer marketing.

The brand's main attributes that it broadcasts to the audience are:
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Reimagining Dolce Vita (Modern Dolce Vita), when a really sweet life begins with love

and self-care;

Italian traditions in a new reading;

Love for the beautiful and magnificent.

Locations where the products could be found:

Unique wine & cosmetics concept stores;

Personal care stores;

Well-known beauty stores;

Beauty boutique.

E-commerce platforms are , , ,

, .

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

When developing the packaging, the company made a choice toward a more laconic and

calm design. It was important to reflect the main qualities and advantages of the product,

while not overloading information. The company also wanted Divina Bellezza cosmetics to

fit well into any bathroom design, so the emphasis was on neutral colors that do not create

visual noise. The brand has already made a complete rebranding and products already in

the updated design will be presented on the European market end of 2021.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download the presentation by the 

You can download logistics and prices by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

divina-bellezza.com divina-bellezza.ru rivegauche.ru

nerolicultbeauty.lv  ditano.com

link

link
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Photo Credit DiVina Bellezza

QUESTIONS  QUESTIONS    

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: DiVina Terra LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Anna Khodokainen General Directo…

E-mail:E-mail: project@piemaggio.com

Website:Website: piemaggio.com

Phone:Phone: +7 (812) 660 56 45

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Italy

Industries:Industries: Skincare

DiVina Bellezza

webpage

DiVina Bellezza

Instagram

Piemaggio wines

Divina Bellezza Product Presentation

2021

DIVINA BELLEZZA Price 2021 Sp

DiVina Bellezza

video

click here
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ananné is a Swiss premium natural skincare brand founded in 2009 by

Prof. Dr. med. Urs Pohlman and a team of multidisciplinary experts. They

were researching the latest scientific findings with regards to the skin

and its functions and finally found the perfect combination of nature and

science. Today ananné is a highly concentrated plant-based premium

skin and body-care with active ingredients derived from nature. It is

characterized by innovative product development, the latest know-how

in the fields of medicine, herbal medicine and dermatology. The raw

materials are purely plant-based, free of synthetic substances and

artificial preservatives. ananné skincare is the union of purity, nature,

high quality & science with the proven result.

ANANNÉ PREMIUM NATURAL SKIN
CARE
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

Professor, Medical Doctor Urs Pohlman, the founder of ananné is a doctor and

neuroscientist who studied the effects of the senses on the brain and consciousness. As a

researcher and medicine developer, he was particularly interested in phytomedicine

substances and therapies, as well as the physiology of the skin. He brought this

experience into cosmetic research and combined it with the aim of creating a new

generation of cosmetics. A cosmetic with a novel, natural raw materials of special quality,

which specifically meet the needs of the skin.

Prof. Dr. med. Urs Pohlman, the Founder of ananne ́
Photo credit by ananne ́

THE STORYTHE STORY

Prof. Pohlman, the doctor in neuroimmunology, spent many years of dedicated research at

 Switzerland about externally caused skin disorder. He decided to

share his scientific research results in the field of medicine & cosmetology by creating

highly efficient and purely natural formulations for all ages and skin types, in particular for

extremely sensitive skin. ananné derives from Greek and means “regeneration”. The name

Basel University Hospital
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expresses the conviction of what scientifically oriented skincare should deliver: address

and promote the skin’s regenerative capacity with the best active ingredients and

medically validated formulas.

The result of Prof. Pohlman's research is a plant-based skincare brand composed on a

concept in which the products perfectly complement each other. Skin is a fascinating

organ that wants to be listened to and understood. That is why ananné is committed to

natural skincare that not only promises but visibly and tangibly works for everyone. Perfect

care is not a utopian vision but can be part of our everyday reality. Caring for and looking

after our body so that we feel healthy and enjoy a natural sense of well-being. ananné is

resolutely focused on plant-based active ingredients that naturally work in harmony with

the skin’s biology. The certified and vegan products are noticeably absorbed by the skin,

have a subtle scent and deliver excellent results. All product line is reliably developed,

tested and manufactured in Switzerland by a dedicated and experienced team.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

ananné offers clearly thought-out system care. In the development of the recipes, careful

attention was paid to the combination effects and interactions of the individual ingredients.

The products are based on the absorption capacity of the skin. The skin is

comprehensively cared for with just a few products for optimal regeneration. These

harmoniously coordinated products allow for optimal skin care. The products complement

each other ideally and can be used in many different ways.

ananné is a сlean beauty that works because it combines:

Highly concentrated Swiss skin care with plant-based active ingredients;

100% nutrient-preserving processing;

Much better absorption compared to synthetic active ingredients;

Medically researched and scientifically endorsed;

High tolerance - minimal allergies.

All the active ingredients that ananné uses for the production of skin care are medically

researched and scientifically endorsed. More than 70 active ingredients are collected from

five continents exclusively from sustainable sources. The rare, luxurious ingredients are
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carefully processed to effectively promote skin’s regenerative potential. They are very

gently extracted by the patented CO2 cold extraction technology, so that not to be

lost. Exclusively, plant-based raw materials are harvested from the wild, certified organic

farming or fair trade. All-natural products have better absorption compared to those with

synthetic active ingredients.

ananné certiciations

Photo credit by ananne ́

The ananné product range always of high tolerance even for most sensitive skin types. The

company produces a comprehensive line of personal care products such as cleansers,

products for daily routine, specific face treatments, essences and oils, products for body

and hair care.

Cleansers:Cleansers:

1. LAVANTICUM 150ml. Nourishing Cleanser & Mask1. LAVANTICUM 150ml. Nourishing Cleanser & Mask

Cares for the skin even during cleansing;

Deep cleansing;

Boosts the circulation & stimulates cell metabolism;

Removes oil - and water-soluble substances;

Even removes waterproof make-up and mascara;

Free from essential oils;

ideal as a soothing shaving cream for men;

Does not alter or dry out the protective acid mantle.
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2. PURGATIUM 150ml. Purifying Gel-Cleanser2. PURGATIUM 150ml. Purifying Gel-Cleanser

Exclusively plant-based ingredients are harvested from the wild certified organic farming or fair trade worldwide

Photo credit by ananne ́

Deep cleansing;

Boosts the circulation & stimulates cell metabolism;

Removes oil- and water-soluble substances;

beneficial for eliminating surface oil and acne-causing bacteria;

work to clear away impurities.

3. TONICUM 150ml. Pore Toning Mist3. TONICUM 150ml. Pore Toning Mist

Refreshing and revitalising with pure ginger water;

Tightens and improves skin elasticity;

Calms skin & improves the absorption of the following treatment;

Refines pores.

Daily Routine:Daily Routine:

1. EQUILIBRIUM light 50ml. 24h Beautifying Cream1. EQUILIBRIUM light 50ml. 24h Beautifying Cream
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Highly effective & protective day and night care;

Intensively and sustainably supports the skin's moisture balance;

Vitamins A, E and coenzyme Q10 refine pores, reduce wrinkles and revitalize;

Promotes the skin's natural balancing function, thereby relieving irritation and redness.

2. EQUILIBRIUM rich 50ml. 24h Beautifying Cream2. EQUILIBRIUM rich 50ml. 24h Beautifying Cream

Highly effective & protective day and night care;

Soothing and nourishing;

Vitamins A, E and coenzyme Q10 refine pores, reduce wrinkles and revitalize;

Promotes the skin's natural balancing function, thereby relieving irritation and redness;

Optimally supports the skin's regeneration process;

Nourishes skin & harmonizes the moisture balance.

3. OCULISSIMUM 15ml. Firming Eye Balm3. OCULISSIMUM 15ml. Firming Eye Balm

Highly effective eye care;

The eye contour area is strengthened;

Line and wrinkle formation is reduced;

Harmonizes the moisture balance;

Combats puffiness and dark circles;

Suitable for contact lens wearers.                           

4.CURA OCULI 15ml. Nourishing Eye Cream4.CURA OCULI 15ml. Nourishing Eye Cream

Highly effective eye care;

The eye contour area is strengthened;

Nourishes & harmonizes the moisture balance;

Excellent as lip area;

Suitable for contact lens wearers.                             

Face Treatment:Face Treatment:

1. PURGATIO 50ml. Detox Mask1. PURGATIO 50ml. Detox Mask

A rich & powerful cocktail of nutrients and active ingredients;

Encourages skin to cleanse itself;
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Detoxifies;

Sebum production is regulated and balanced;

Pore-refining;

Clarifying.                                       

2. REGENERATIO 50ml. Overnight Repair Mask2. REGENERATIO 50ml. Overnight Repair Mask

A rich & powerful cocktail of nutrients and active ingredients;

Smoothes lines and wrinkles;

Activates cell regeneration & cell protection;

Creates a fine, even complexion;

Ideal for dry skin & skin stressors such as changes in climate, temperature variations

and flights;

Can also be used as an intensive day and night cream.

3. EXFOLIANT 75ml. Detox Exfoliator3. EXFOLIANT 75ml. Detox Exfoliator

Peeling & mask in one with vitalizing ingredients (application time: 5-10 min);

Cleans and purifies with ultra-fine bamboo crystals (100% biodegradable);

Stimulates the skin's circulation & boosts cell metabolism and cell regeneration.

Essences & Oil Serums:Essences & Oil Serums:

1. SOLACIUM 30ml. Fine-molecular Repair Serum1. SOLACIUM 30ml. Fine-molecular Repair Serum

Fine-molecular and silky oil serum rapidly absorbed;

Invigorates & gives a smooth complexion with fine pores;

Supports the skin natural regeneration process;

Delivers the active ingredients to the heart of skin;

Moisturises and leaves behind a soothing, natural skin feeling;

Reduces underlying blemishes and inflammation;

Diminishes pigmentation marks and age spots;

Helps to quickly relieve irritation, minor injuries or wounds;

Ideal after-sun product, also in the case of minor sunburns.

2. NUTRICIUM 30ml. Glow Lifting Serum2. NUTRICIUM 30ml. Glow Lifting Serum
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Fine anti-ageing serum;

Promotes in-depth skin regeneration;

Invigorates and tightens;

Reduces pigmentation and wrinkles;

Creates a smoother, more radiant complexion.

Body Care:Body Care:

1. LAVATIO 200ml. Revitalizing Shower Gel 1. LAVATIO 200ml. Revitalizing Shower Gel 

Invigorating & moisturizing;

Provides skin with valuable nutrients and vitamins;

Improves elasticity.

2. SERICUM 200ml. Firming Body Lotion2. SERICUM 200ml. Firming Body Lotion

Regenerating Body lotion;

Provides skin with important nutrients;

Strengthens and regenerates the connective tissue.

3. OLEUM QUIETIS 150ml. Treatment Oil3. OLEUM QUIETIS 150ml. Treatment Oil
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ananné products for gentle body care

Photo credit by ananne ́

Calming;

With skin-friendly plant-based active ingredients (borage seeds, evening primrose,

jojoba and wild rose seeds);

Diminishes pigmentation marks and age spots.

4. AMABILIS 60ml. / 25ml. Organic Hand Cream4. AMABILIS 60ml. / 25ml. Organic Hand Cream

Promotes skin regeneration;

Helps to slow down the skin ageing process;

Lastingly soothes & moisturizes.

Hair Care:Hair Care:

1. CLARITAS 200ml. Healthy Shine Shampoo1. CLARITAS 200ml. Healthy Shine Shampoo

Revitalizing shampoo;

Strengthens the hair root;

Gives a healthy shine.
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2. AMICIO 200ml. Rejuvenating Conditioner & Mask2. AMICIO 200ml. Rejuvenating Conditioner & Mask

Intensive conditioner;

Repairs hair, reduces split ends;

Gives excellent wet compatibility;

Can be used as an ultra-intensive, repairing hair treatment;

Can be used as a leave-in conditioner;

Can be used as a styling gel.

ananné SPAananné SPA

For spa treatments, ananné offers a set of products, tools and techniques that were

specially developed for Face & Body. Such perfect combination works like ananné ritual.

Face Treatments.Face Treatments. Face treatment starts with deep cleansing using ananné Cleanser. The

next stage is peeling with Exfoliant. After professional cleaning analysis, the treatments are

made according to the condition of the skin and its type. The special activating face brush-

massage treatment is applied together with workout massage for the face, neck and

decollete incorporated with ananné serum. Then the mask is applied to consolidate the

result. The set of spa treatments for face include:

Glow Lifting „Beauty Kick“ (25 min);

Detox & Relax Ritual (50 min);

Natural Healing (50 min);

Five Continent Ritual (80 min).

Body Treatments. Body Treatments.  ananné body ritual starts with luxurious EXFOLIANT. Gentle Scrub

combined with special ananné technique brush massage. Deeply relaxing and soothing

massage with an effective mix of precious oils by applying the “ananné technique” to

body,  head and foot and as a final chord of this procedure, the nourishing Body Lotion

SERICUM is applied. The set of spa treatments for the body include:
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ananné products for hair treatment

Photo credit by ananne ́

Deep Detox Icelandic algae brush massage by ananné (25 min);

Power Slimming Seven Oil Massage by ananné (80 min);

Premium Slimming Full Body Ritual (105 min).

BRAND USPBRAND USP
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A unique ananne ́ spa lines are tailored exclusively for 5Star+ Hotel Resort using special ingredients that

emphasize the uniqueness of a particular hotel concept

Photo credit by ananne ́

ananné is a highly concentrated plant-based premium skin and body-care with active

ingredients. ananné has the main advantage - its sustainable, smart and premium

packaging and the compact assortment. The products are fruitfully and few steps easy

process of application. ananné is also very loved by people with hyper sensible skin as the

products are very clean and very compatible. This is a huge market to introduce ananné as

more and more people have sensitive skin and looking for a result-driven “clean” cosmetic.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The ananné face products are filled in glass airless dispensers. The cleansers, body & hair

products are packed in a PET dispenser (these are recyclable). The packaging in matt

white with rose gold reflects the high quality and purity. The airless dispenser highlights

the safety of the product and the scientific approach. The design stands out with elegance

and purism.
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ananné uses only high-quality POS materials

Photo credit by ananne ́

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

ananné is currently sold at the Swiss, German and Austrian market offline through retailers,

pharmacies, hotels and day spas. Also, it is available through its own . ananné

supports the clients and customers with various product presentations, participates in

beauty expos and different skincare and healthcare events held locally and worldwide to

promote the brand. ananné is present in social media with own  and 

page.

RE-LAUNCHING A NEW LINERE-LAUNCHING A NEW LINE

ananné has celebrated the launch of the brand in a new look at the end of

September 2020 at the beautiful  in Zurich. Thanks to 70

invited guests and a wonderful program with musical accompaniment by the Swiss singer

Lea Lu, the evening was a success. Founder and developer of premium active vegan

cosmetics, Prof. Dr. med. Urs Pohlman, in his charming manner and cheerfulness,

explained his personal motives for the development of the brand. The team introduced the

products to the numerous guests at their booth and were able to inspire everyone. All

guests received unique gift bags with ananné  Swiss natural cosmetics. More detailed

webshop

Facebook Instagram

Hotel Signau House & Garden
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information and a photo gallery of the event dated September 23, 2020 can be found

.

Photo credit by ananne ́

FUTURE PLANSFUTURE PLANS

After successfully launched in its local Swiss market, which tends to be one of the most

difficult to launch a new brand, ananné is ready to go globally having know-how

technological platform, strong management team, customers reference and approval on

board.

PRICESPRICES

Recommended retail prices for some anannéananné products in Europe without VAT in EUR (as

per May 2020):

Cleansers:Cleansers:

LAVANTICUM Nourishing Cleanser & Mask 150 ml - 42;

PURGATIUM Purifying Cleanser  150 ml - 36;

here
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TONICUM Pore Toning Mist 150 ml - 36.

Daily Routine:Daily Routine:

EQUILIBRIUM 24h Beautifying Cream light 50 ml - 139;

EQUILIBRIUM 24h Beautifying Cream rich  50 ml - 139;

OCULISSIUMUM Firming Eye Balm 15 ml - 116;

CURA OCULI Nourishing Eye Cream 15 ml - 123.

Face TreatmentFace Treatment

PURGATIO Detox Mask 75 ml - 86;

REGENERATIO Overnight Repair Mask 50 ml - 150;

EXFOLIANT Detox Exfoliator 50 ml - 40.

Body Care:Body Care:

CLARITAS Healthy Shine Shampoo 200 ml - 25;

AMICIO Rejuvenating Conditioner 200 ml -28;

LAVATIO Revitalizing Shower Gel - 25.

AWARDSAWARDS

SPA Diamant 2016: Nominated for "Best Green Innovation".

2015: Nominated for "Best Green Spa Treatment".

2014: Awarded as the best brand in the category "Green Anti-Aging".

2013: Nominated for "Best Green Spa Treatment".

2012: Nominated for "Best Green Spa Treatment". MEINS Beauty Award

2014: Awarded as the best brand in the category "Anti-Aging". Prix de Beauté

2013: Nominated for the "Best Anti-Aging Serum" (Solacium).

2011: Awarded for the "Best Natural Cosmetic Product" (Oculissimum Eye

Balm) European Health and Spa Award

2012: Awarded for the best product innovation in cosmetics.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: ananne ́ AG

Contact person:Contact person: Juliana Schäfer, KAD

E-mail:E-mail: office@ananne.com

Website:Website: ananne.com

Phone:Phone: +41 (0)44 251 92 88

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Switzerland

Industries:Industries: Skincare

ananné webpage

click here
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BeOnMe is an Italian cosmetic brand born in 2016 in the heart of the

Alps, surrounded by the energizing beauty of the Dolomites Mountains.

Its organic cosmetics, made in Italy and certified by Ecocert®, are

designed for true nature lovers who appreciate the efficacy of pure

ingredients, are sensitive to environmental issues and aware of the

importance of living a sustainable lifestyle. Developed to support a

healthy beauty routine, all products boast vegan and eco-sustainable

ingredients, selected for their effectiveness and free from synthetic

components. Three skincare lines, Beauty, Sport and Tattoo, give life to

a colorful, smart and performance-oriented cosmetic range addressing

the unique nature of all young skin types. The collection, in fact,

responds to the needs of Millennials and Gen Zers, two young

generations that embrace the concept of conscious consumerism,

appreciate targeted formulations and a good quality-price ratio.

BEONME SKINCARE FOR NATURE
LOVERS
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THE STORYTHE STORY

BeOnMe was born from the desire to develop pure, natural, organic cosmetics, and to

satisfy the needs of a super-sensitive and reactive skin that couldn’t tolerate anything but

natural ingredients free of synthetic components and allergens. It all began when, a few

years ago, Yvonne, BeOnMe inspirer and founder, started to self-produce her cosmetics to

cope with severe dermatitis that no specialist nor product seemed to be able to relieve.

It took years of accurate study, application, patience and a stronger and stronger passion:

and what it had begun as a small DIY cosmetic range for private use finally became a

refined organic skincare collection, extremely effective, functional and clean. Together

with Massimo, her life partner and co-founder, supported by his entrepreneurial career and

a solid partnership with an extremely cutting-edge, Italian niche cosmetic laboratory, they

gave life to the registered brand.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

From the beginning, BeOnMe and its three skincare lines heartily match the founders’

passions (beauty, sport, tattoo), values, ethics and green philosophy:

"BeOnMe cosmetics are dedicated to those who love nature, taking care of themselves
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and sharing their best life experiences. By choosing to use and produce only natural,

organic and sustainable cosmetics, we don't expect to save the world, but to do our part

alongside all those who have chosen this path and all those who make their best every day

to live with a healthy, ethical, and responsible lifestyle."

Yvonne and Massimo

Indeed, the brand name BeOnMe (be-on-me!) and its tagline, skincare for nature lovers, are

a promise to those who act responsibly trying to reduce the impact of their daily actions on

natural ecosystems. From such high ideals derive concrete choices, six pillars that drive

both the products’ development and the business approach: 

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

BeOnMe embraces Nature’s vitality and freshness with a smart collection of organic and

performance-oriented cosmetics, developed with clean formulas and translated in versatile

and comfy textures.

        HIGHLIGHTS        HIGHLIGHTS

        Innovative formulasInnovative formulas

Nature’s beauty and creativity are captured in advanced and effective formulations:

packed with organic ingredients, precious botanical extracts and biotechnological

complexes, they offer a cocktail of potent phytoactives to infuse the skin with purity and

balance.

        Unique ingredientsUnique ingredients
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These are the six main pillars that drive BeOnMe.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

Enzymatic hydrolats, prebiotics, natural surfactants, marine unicellular algae, rare and

precious organic oil-mixes and flower blends, like the fragrant aromatic Butterfly Bush

flowers. This is the result of never-ending research for ingredient innovation and of a close

partnership with a cutting-edge, niche cosmetic laboratory.

         Pure mountain waterPure mountain water

The formulations contain mountain spring water coming from the majestic Alps: light,

extremely pure, pH neutral and microbiologically controlled, very well tolerated by the skin.
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          Pro skincare linesPro skincare lines

Tattoo and Sport, two unique lines of high-tech and multi-benefit products engineered to

ensure superior performance. They were developed, respectively with a team of tattoo

artists, and with feedback from pro athlete testers.

          SKINCARE LINES          SKINCARE LINES

          Beauty line (Face – Body – Hair)Beauty line (Face – Body – Hair)

A cosmetic line for young skin to bring out its natural radiance! It supports all skin types,

from the impure, combination and sensitive to the ones showing the first signs of aging. It

also takes care of hair and body with precious botanical extracts and biotechnological

actives. 

          Face care lineFace care line

Micellar cleansing water

Cleansing mousse

Cleansing scrub gel

Purifying face tonic

Hydrating face mask

Nourishing face mask

Purifying face mask

Face serum

Face serum impure skin

Face serum for man

Face cream sensitive skin

Face cream combination skin

Spot treatment

          Body care line includes:Body care line includes:
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BeOnMe cosmetics are rich in organic ingredients, precious botanical extracts and biotechnological complexes.

They offer a cocktail of potent phytoactives to infuse the skin with purity and balance.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

Shower gel

Body cream

Hand cream

          Haircare line includes:Haircare line includes:
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BeOnMe skincare lines, Beauty, Sport and Tattoo, give life to a colorful, smart and performance-oriented

cosmetic collection.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

Pre-shampoo nourishing treatment

Purifying shampoo

Sensitive shampoo

Hair oil

          Sport LineSport Line

High-performance formulations created to make the body feel free to unleash all its energy

and dynamic vitality. The line includes:

Anti-friction cream

Massage gel

Refreshing gel

          Tattoo LineTattoo Line

Organic cosmetics designed to address the unique nature of all skin types and enhance

the vibrant uniqueness of each tattoo. The line includes:
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After piercing saline solution

After tattoo

Tattoo pro

Sun protection

Also, there are Gift Sets available. To discover the entire collection please visit

.

The company has developed special convenient sustainable packaging and Gift Sets for every taste that can

make even the most ordinary holiday unforgettable.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

          BEST SELLERS          BEST SELLERS

          Cleansing Scrub GelCleansing Scrub Gel

It brightens and smoothes the skin. The different sized granules help get a deeper

cleansing. Based on aloe, it contains all-natural hydrated silica granules, apple-cider

vinegar, Malva Sylvestris extract, and also nettle, with its healthy cocktail of proteins,

vitamins, tannins, and flavonoids.

          Purifying Face MaskPurifying Face Mask

beonmelab.com
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Innovative, soft lipogel texture: it doesn’t dry, doesn’t pull, doesn’t irritate. It dissolves like

magic when it comes in contact with water. It evens the complexion and mattifies the skin.

It contains a special mix of seaweeds extracts (Fucus Spiralis, Tetraselmis Chuii) and sage

hydrosol. 

           Face Serum Impure SkinFace Serum Impure Skin

A light serum that absorbs rapidly, lends a matt, hydrated finish to impure and combination

skin as it soothes, restricts dilated pores, reduces imperfections and rebalances oily skin,

without drying it. Based on aloe, it contains a refreshing sorbet of lavender, lime, and bitter-

orange blossom hydrosols.

          Spot TreatmentSpot Treatment

Shock treatment against pimples and imperfections. Gel texture: it doesn’t drip and, thanks

to its practical applicator, it’s easy to apply. It contains aloe, thyme extracts, tea tree oil, and

is enriched with gluconolactone.

          Purifying ShampooPurifying Shampoo

Specific for oily hair and dandruff. A waterfall of chamomile, lavender, mint, lemon and

natural surfactants to deeply cleanse and purify scalp and hair. It lends a pleasant

sensation of freshness.

           Massage GelMassage Gel

Fast-absorbing gel designed for sports massage, before and after physical activity. It offers

a pleasant relief to traumatized skin areas, helps to soothe swellings and to promote tissue

oxygenation. With calendula extract, jojoba, thyme, rosemary and tea-tree oils.

           After TattooAfter Tattoo
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Photo Credit by BeOnMe

With its generous blend of organic oils (sweet almond, castor, sunflower, shea butter, and

tocopherol), it soothes and moisturizes the skin after the execution of a tattoo, helping to

preserve its vibrant colors.

                    Recommended Retail Prices for best-sellers:Recommended Retail Prices for best-sellers:

Cleansing Scrub Gel 75 ml/ 2.54 fl.oz. - € 12.50;

Purifying Face Mask 50 ml/ 1.69 fl.oz. - € 13.50;

Face Serum Impure Skin 30 ml /0.51 fl.oz.  - € 12.00;

Spot Treatment 15 ml/ 1.01 fl.oz. -  € 8.00;

Purifying Shampoo 200 ml/ 6.76 fl.oz. -  € 9.50;

Massage Gel 150 ml/ 5.07 fl.oz. -  € 14.50;

After Tattoo 50 ml /1.69 fl.oz. - € 11.50.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

           NATURETASTIC!           NATURETASTIC!

Beauty is in everything natural! BeOnMe celebrates the most varied types of nature’s
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beauty and the wonderful diversity of every human creature, with a contemporary and

exuberant brand personality that breaks down the sober aesthetic codes of the traditional

eco-skincare, while opening to a more joyful and colorful concept of nature. An indie brand

with a playful and fun approach to skincare, capable of resonating with a young audience

that wants to feel emotionally involved.

          PACKAGING          PACKAGING

The packaging is white, minimal, modern, characterized by a colorful label. The label is

removable and may be playfully reused on other surfaces. The products don't have

secondary packaging.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

          MAKEUP REMOVER CLOTH          MAKEUP REMOVER CLOTH

BeOnMe custom washcloth made of 100% terry cotton made in Italy is completely

recyclable. It is safe and very absorbent, ideal for removing masks and treatments, for

cleansing face and neck, for drying face and hands. Thanks to the texture of its terry cloth it
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is perfect to carry out a gentle cleansing of the face. A functional skincare accessory and

ally for removing makeup, clean and dry the skin, make treatments and cold face packs.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

         COMMUNICATE TO CONNECT         COMMUNICATE TO CONNECT

BeOnMe consistently researches and invests in all the newest communication trends to

keep evolving and taking new challenges to connect people, develop a dialogic

relationship with users and partners, sharing knowledge, values and an energizing vision

of inclusive beauty.

          This is why BeOnMe:          This is why BeOnMe:

Constantly informs people about the correct and conscious use of organic cosmetics,

and inspires to live beauty in a positive way, promoting a direct one-to-one interaction

and a daily social media customer care.

Actively supports distributors & resellers in their social and digital communication

strategies, helping them better interact with the new generations. 

Promotes synergies between people & partners through the development of BeOnMe

online and offline community.

          MARKETING FOR REAL PEOPLE          MARKETING FOR REAL PEOPLE

BeOnMe goal is to answer the audience’s and commercial partner’s concrete needs,

providing useful and selected marketing tools, like product guides, how-to-use cards and

videos, graphic skincare routines and online training courses.

BeOnMe also highly encourages real people to be the best testimonials, as well as

promote user-generated contents that can be shared on social media and with partners. A

word-of-mouth potential maximized by targeted buzz marketing strategies.

           DIGITAL FOCUS           DIGITAL FOCUS

BeOnMe commercial strategy harnesses the power of digital marketing and involves

constant investments and updates to ensure BeOnMe remains competitive in the Internet
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marketplace. BeOnMe digital plan includes:

BeOnMe is constantly investing in digital marketing to remain competitive in the Internet Marketplace.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

           Search Engine Optimization           Search Engine Optimization

BeOnMe invests in growing the presence online as well as maximize organic search traffic

to ensure its cosmetics are well represented on the Internet and naturally rank for desired,

relevant keyword searches.

           Paid Search           Paid Search

BeOnMe invests in paid search advertising, such as Google AdWords and Bing Ads, stay

up to speed on all the latest developments, and work with the best tools to ensure

all campaigns are getting the highest Return On Investment.

           Social Media           Social Media

BeOnMe manages content calendars, craft posts that are both useful and entertaining and

track engagement and follower growth to make sure BeOnMe is offering significant
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contents to its audience.

From BeOnMe Instagram feed: pre make-up skincare routine for Carnival

         Influencers Marketing         Influencers Marketing

The company also partners with a reliable network of influencers through affiliate

programs. BeOnMe partners with such influencers as @damntee | @alicecarbotti |

@metamorphosia_fx @merisiel_irum | @wayofyaw | @basic_gaia @martinapiccu |

@fabianabarra | @tessagelisio | @klea.277. Finally, BeOnMe invests in dynamic and

engaging Instagram and Facebook advertising. Next steps also include investing in TikTok.

          Direct E-mail Marketing          Direct E-mail Marketing

A key tool to increase brand awareness, draw attention, establish and improve

relationships with the audience while tracking feedback and monitoring the product

success.

          BEONME TOUCHPOINTS          BEONME TOUCHPOINTS

Organic perfumeries

Herbalists

Personal care stores

Perfumeries

Drugstores

Beauty chains

E-commerce platforms (proud to be on flaconi.de; eccoverde.com; douglas.de;

lovelula.com; biggreensmile.com)

International exhibitions e.g. Cosmoprof (Italy), Vivaness (Germany), Sana (Italy), Up by

Wabel (France) and more

          INTERNATIONAL VISION          INTERNATIONAL VISION

Today BeOnMe cosmetics are available in Italy, all over Europe, in Canada, Taiwan, soon

in Greater China and the USA. The brand is registered in 27 EU countries and also in the

UK, Australia, Philippines, India, New Zeland, Serbia, and Singapore. After the first years
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full of successes, the company plans a further exponential growth on international markets

supported by a targeted expansion strategy, adequate investment capacity, and

organizational development plans.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

          MEDIA          MEDIA

BeOnMe believes in the added value of collecting independent reviews and of partnering

with beauty experts, journalists, influencers, micro-bloggers, and vloggers. Among many

others, BeOnMe has been featured in the following

          Magazines          Magazines

bio-magazine.it

dilei.it

ilgiornaledellabellezza.it

Bio&Consumi Green Lifestyle

          Blogs          Blogs
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blog.cliomakeup.com

ecocentrinca.it

verdebioblog.it

         BEONME SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILES         BEONME SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILES

          Instagram          Instagram

Italian language  | German language  English language

 Spanish language 

          Facebook          Facebook

Italian language  | German language  English language

 Spanish language 

          Pinterest          Pinterest

          Tit Tok          Tit Tok

@beonme @beonme_de

@beonme_eng @beonme_esp

@beonmebeauty @beonme_de

@beonme_eng @beonme_esp

BeOnMe skincare

beonme_skincare
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: BeOnMe Lab S.r.l. Via Stella 11/a, 38123 Tre…

Contact person:Contact person: Massimo San Giuseppe

E-mail:E-mail: info@beonmelab.com

Website:Website: beonmelab.com

Phone:Phone: +39 333 6828983

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Italy

Industries:Industries: Skincare

BeOnMe Official Webpage

BeOnMe Dossier

Digital

click here
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SCHAU AUF DI is hand-stirred organic skin care founded by Michael

Friedl and Christopher Robl in 2017 in the heart of the Austrian

Waldviertel Region. The idea behind SCHAU AUF DI skin care was to

develop skin care products inspired by nature, full of 100% natural

ingredients, organic and to ensure the highest quality. Currently, the

company produces only small batches by hand in their

own manufactory. All SCHAU AUF DI products reflect values that

surround us in nature. The brand is currently presented in Austrian

cosmetic salons, online and offline retail chains and organic shops such

as Naturkosmetik Josefstadt, Ecco Verde, Sonnentor etc.

SCHAU AUF DI HAND-STIRRED
ORGANIC SKINCARE
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THE STORYTHE STORY

For generations, both founders' families developed and passed on formulations for

creams, balms and lotions. Based on these traditional formulations and methods combined

with professional know-how the founders of SCHAU AUF DI evolved modern 100% organic

high-quality skin care products. Professional know-how is based on longtime experiences

in the own beauty studio and lots of client´s feedback. In the company's manufactory in

Zwettl the main steps of the procedure are manual so all-natural ingredients cautiously

proceed to ensure the highest quality in the end product. Quality is the highest command

for the brand owners. To guarantee this quality, the company currently produces all

products in small batches and only hand-stirred in order to give the client the possibility

to FEEL THE DIFFERENCE!

Further, the founders launched a skincare line for babies and kids called SCHAU AUF MI,

since the extra sensitive skin of babies, toddlers and kids needs special treatment, free

from perfume and essential oils, odorless and naturally gentle. The company is aimed at

constant development and improvement. Also, from the very beginning, both founders had

a goal to reduce plastic in the packaging and now they are happy to say that they did a

very good job. All of the shower baths, soaps and body oils are available in glass bottles

with an option to just order refill bottles.

THE FOUNDERSTHE FOUNDERS

Michael Friedl and Christopher Robl were both born and grew up in the heart of the

Austrian Waldviertel region. SCHAU AUF DI is the result of ideas, dreams and long talks of

life long friends.

Michael is the mind behind creating and developing 100% organic products. For

generations, his family developed balms and creams with herbs from their own garden and

nature they were surrounded by combined with bee wax or lard. It didn´t take long to pique

his curiosity and since then Michael started experimenting with herbs and their impact

on skin and well-being. Now he is spending all time possible in his own manufacturing

rooms mixing products or developing new ones. 
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The Founders Michael Friedl and Christopher Robl

Photo Credit by SCHAU AUF DI

Christopher is in charge of all the marketing and key account. The best hand-stirred

organic skin care needs creative input to be seen between all the other cosmetic brands.

Developing the label of the products, deciding on the packaging and making SCHAU AUF

DI known in local shops offline as well as on the internet and internationally is a part of his

field of activity.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

All of the products are organically certified, sustainable and hand-stirred in Austria

because the founders love what they do. The company's goal is to develop products of

exceptional quality. Of course, all the products are cruelty-free, free of palm oil and

parabens. It also is important to underline that SCHAU AUF DI skin care is free of

microplastics and silicones.  
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Photo Credit by SCHAU AUF DI

SCHAU AUF DI skin care products are personally developed by Micheal. In his

own manufactory in Zwettl, Lower Austria, Michael mixes all the creams, balms, soaps,

shower baths and lotions manually and then bottles them up, labels them and personally

sends them to all the clients. So all of the clients will always know who created and filled up

their skin care. This makes SCHAU AUF DI a very personal, highest quality and 100%

organic skin care product.

All product range varies and can be split up in unisex skin care, products for women called

„SCHAU AUF DI Feel the Goddess“ and products for men called „SCHAU AUF DI For

men“. For kids, the brand created „SCHAU AUF MI“, free of essential oils and free from

perfume. Very pure products for the sensitive skin of the youngest. All shower baths, soaps

and body oils are available in glass bottles, also with the option to just order refill bottles.

Unisex skin careUnisex skin care

Cleansing Milk -  Gentle, deep pore cleansing: This delicate rose hydrolat with sunflower

oil and almond oil is the essential cleansing product for daily face routine. With a lovely
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rose scent to delight during the cleansing process. Ingredients: Rose hydrolat, sunflower

oil, water, almond oil, rapeseed-based emulsifier, vitamin E, various natural acids (e.g.

jasmine, rose, etc.).

Photo Credit by SCHAU AUF DI

Face Cream Balance Organic – You are as young as you feel: is a gentle moisturizing

cream, provides long-lasting care and gives stressed skin a real break. Helps to prevent

and fight redness and irritation. Ingredients: Lavender hydrolat, water, sunflower oil,

safflower oil, almond oil, rape-based emulsifier, glycerin, natural acids, vitamin E, gelling

agents, essential palmarosa oil, essential cedarwood oil, essential lemongrass oil.

Face Cream Hazelnut – nourish your skin with nature´s most precious treasures: Rose

hydrolat, hazelnut oil, sunflower oil and shea butter lend this face cream a light, long-

lasting consistency. Hazelnut oil helps the skin to stay firm and smoothes over fine lines.

Ingredients: Rose hydrolat, water, sunflower oil, hazelnut oil, shea butter, rapeseed-based

emulsifier, glycerin, vitamin E, xanthan gum, various natural acids (e.g. jasmine, rose, etc.),

essential rosewood oil.

Roll-on spot treatment – for clear and flawless skin: Pure manuka hydrolat acts as a potent

disinfectant and helps combat pimples and impurities. Redness and small inflammations
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are gently alleviated without irritating the skin. Ingredients: Manuka hydrolat.

Hazelnut face oil – gentle oil for smooth, soft skin: Hazelnut oil, almond oil, and sunflower

oil come together in this delicate face care oil. Perfect and extra gentle around the eye

area or to smooth over fine laugh lines. Ingredients: Sunflower oil, almond oil, hazelnut oil,

vitamin E, essential orange oil.

Blackcurrant face oil – sensible skin needs some extra love: Brazil nut oil and currant oil

nourish hypersensitive, irritated and dry skin. In combination with hemp oil, these

ingredients lend this nurturing oil a regenerating and cell-renewing effect. Ingredients:

Sunflower oil, hemp oil, Brazil nut oil, currant seed oil, vitamin E, essential mandarin oil.

Facial Toner Rose – refreshing, cleansing, balancing – our multi-talent: The naturally pure

Damascena Rose hydrolat revitalizes, balances, and harmonizes demanding skin.

Especially popular as a refreshing spray on the go. Ingredients: Rose hydrolat.

Facial Toner Lavender – when your skin needs that extra TLC: Pure lavender hydrolat free

of artificial additives and alcohol. Perfect for cleansing oily skin that is prone to impurities

and enlarged pores. Helps to reduce redness and itching. Sprayed on the chest and body,

it calms the mind and eases sleeping troubles and colds. Ingredients: Lavender hydrolat.

Lip Balm – soft lips make for happy days: Beeswax, almond oil, sunflower oil, and rapeseed

oil make lips smooth and protect them from cracking and dryness. Also helps prevent

chafed noses during the cold season. Ingredients: Sunflower oil, rapeseed oil, beeswax,

almond oil, vitamin E, essential lavender oil, essential mandarin oil.

Lip Balm (oil) – soft lips steal the sweetest kisses: The lip care oil can be applied in a flash

thanks to  roll-easy applicator. It gives the lips a gorgeous silky shine. For smooth, kissable

lips with a naturally subtle fragrance. Free from essential oils. Ingredients: Almond oil, aloe

vera oil, jojoba oil, sea buckthorn pulp oil, vitamin E.

Lavender Skin Balm – nourish and protect, come rain or shine: This balm with beeswax,

almond oil, rapeseed oil, sunflower oil, and lavender oil helps regenerate dry, sensitive,

flaky or cracked skin. Ingredients: Sunflower oil, rapeseed oil, beeswax, almond oil, vitamin

E, essential lavender oil, essential mandarin oil.
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Shower Bath summer rain – for that sweet summer rain feeling: Wonderfully refreshing,

luxuriously creamy cleanser. Lather it up and enjoy. Help maintain the skin's moisture

balance with the finest calendula oil. The extra-moisturizing effect is perfect for very dry

skin. Ingredients: Rose hydrolat, water, coconut surfactant, sunflower oil, sugar surfactant,

almond oil, glycerin, essential grapefruit oil, xanthan gum, citric acid, essential orange oil,

essential bergamot oil.

Foot Balm – your feet carry you everywhere: (suitable for diabetics): Hemp oil, safflower oil,

and sunflower oil leave the skin supple without leaving a greasy residue. The scent of

bergamot essential oil gives the feet and legs a pleasant kick after a long day. Ingredients:

Rose hydrolat water, sunflower oil, hazelnut oil, shea butter, rapeseed-based emulsifier,

glycerin, vitamin E, xanthan gum, various natural acids (e.g. jasmine, rose, etc.), essential

rosewood oil.

Hand Balm – lend your hands a nourishing hand: The almond oil is particularly nourishing,

gentle and soft. It makes the skin on the hands supple without leaving a greasy film. The

perfect little helper for dry, cracked and brittle hands and nails. Ingredients: Lavender

hydrolat, water, sunflower oil, safflower oil, almond oil, rape-based emulsifier, glycerin,

vitamin E, xanthan gum, various natural acids (e.g. jasmine, rose, rowan), essential

tangerine oil essential lavender oil, essential palmarosa oil.

Bodylotion, forest & meadow – your body will love you for it: Naturally firming frankincense

oil meets deeply penetrating thistle oil and shea butter. Essential care for the whole body.

You will love its silky texture. Ingredients: Water, rose hydrolat, sunflower oil, safflower oil,

rape-based emulsifier, shea butter, glycerin, vitamin E, xanthan gum, essential incense oil,

essential rosewood oil.

For Women “Feel the Goddess”For Women “Feel the Goddess”

Body oil “Feel the Goddess” – take a break and feel the goddess in you: Body oil for the

perfect skincare routine. With light aloe vera oil, almond oil, and sunflower oil. This

feminine blend of essential oils wraps the body in a unique fragrance of serenity and

freshness. Especially popular in combination with the matching shower bath. Ingredients:

Sunflower oil, almond oil, aloe vera oil, essential palmarosa oil, essential cedarwood oil,
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vitamin E, essential neroli oil, essential lemongrass oil, essential rosewood oil.

Photo Credit by SCHAU AUF DI

Shower Bath “Feel the Goddess” – relax and treat yourself: The feminine shower bath

"Feel the Goddess", with its unique scent of serenity and freshness, noticeably nourishes

the skin and prepares it for the next steps in a skincare routine. Perfect in combination with

the matching body oil. Ingredients: Water, coconut surfactant, sunflower oil, rose hydrolat,

sugar surfactant, calendula oil, glycerin, essential palmarosa oil, essential cedarwood oil,

essential neroli oil, natural acids, essential lemongrass oil, essential rosewood oil, citric

acid.

Shower Soap Coral – we care about our wonderful planet: Coral shower soap is

particularly beneficial to the skin, thanks to its special ingredients - Babussu oil, coconut oil,

olive oil, almond oil and a mixture of fine essential oils gently cleanse the skin for a

pleasant fragrance and wonderfully soft skin. Naturally vegan and in plastic-free packaging.

Ingredients: Babussu oil, olive oil, rapeseed oil, coconut oil, almond oil, essential

cedarwood oil, essential palmarosa oil, essential lemongrass oil, essential lavender oil.

For Babies/Kids/MamasFor Babies/Kids/Mamas
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Body oil “Sweet Baby Bump” – not just for mamas-to-be: Helps to prevent stretch marks

and to tighten the skin tissue. Gently massage the body oil into the skin. The baby will love

the gentle touch and feeling of safety and love even while still tucked away in mama's

belly. Also perfect for after birth to give the skin some extra firming love. Ingredients:

Sunflower oil, almond oil, jojoba oil, wheat germ oil, essential grapefruit oil, vitamin E,

essential neroli oil, essential lavender oil.

Baby Oil – the most wonderful time for you and your baby: Nourishes and pampers baby's

skin. Suitable for baby massages and gentle cleansing. Ideal for daily use on sensitive

baby skin, even on the most delicate nappy area. Due to its pleasant texture, it is quickly

absorbed and gives a baby a feeling of safety. Free from perfume and essential oils, it is

odorless and naturally gentle. Ingredients: Sunflower oil, almond oil, calendula oil, jojoba

oil, vitamin E.

Magic Balm – so our kiddos grow up natural and healthy: Completely free from perfume

and essential oils, this balm cares for the sensitive skin of children. This blend with

calendula oil and beeswax has a healing and anti-inflammatory effect. The balm works its

magic on little aches and pains, protects the nappy area and soothes sun-kissed skin. Also

works well as a chest balm for colds or as a cold protection face and hand cream in winter.

Ingredients: Sunflower oil, calendula oil, almond oil, beeswax, vitamin E.

Shower Bath Kids – mountains of foam and gentle cleansing? YES, please!: Foamy in the

bathtub and nourishing in the shower. Calendula oil and almond oil gently cleanse little

one’s sensitive skin. Free from fragrances and essential oils, the perfect nourishing care for

the kids. Also perfect for the fine hair of up to three-year-olds. Naturally cleanses and

nourishes. Ingredients: Water, coco surfactant, sunflower oil, rose hydrolat, sugar

surfactant, calendula oil, glycerin, natural acids, citric acid.
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For MenFor Men – organic skin care, regional, hand-stirred, fair, laid-back, sustainable, no

microplastic, no silicones, lots of Waldviertel, lots of knowhow – FEEL THE DIFFERENCE

Shower Soap Petrol – that´s why we say #noplastic: The subtle scent and delightful foam

of SCHAU AUF DI Petrol shower soap will have you hooked from the first application.

Naturally vegan and in plastic-free packaging. Ingredients: Babussu oil, olive oil, rapeseed

oil, coconut oil, almond oil, essential cedarwood oil, essential lavender oil, essential pine

needle oil, essential lemongrass oil, essential patchouli oil.

Face Cream – “For Men”: This face cream for men helps ease the stress to which facial

skin is exposed on a daily basis. With organic oils and precious plant water, it provides a

welcome kick for men's skin. Ingredients: Lavender hydrolat, water, sunflower oil safflower

oil, almond oil, rapeseed-based emulsifier, glycerin, various natural acids, essential pine

needle oil, vitamin E, essential cedarwood oil, gelling agent, essential lemongrass oil,

patchouli oil.

Body Oil – “For Men”: Simply massage this delicately scented body oil into the skin after

showering. It is absorbed quickly and leaves the skin soft and smooth. Ingredients:

Sunflower oil, almond oil, vitamin E, essential cedarwood oil, essential lavender oil,

essential pine needle oil, essential lemongrass oil, essential patchouli oil.
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Shower Bath – “For Men”: This wonderfully fragrant, gently caring shower bath for men

makes for a perfect start to the day. Organic calendula oil nourishes the skin in the shower.

Ingredients: Water, coconut surfactant, sunflower oil, rose hydrolat, sugar surfactant,

marigold oil, glycerin, essential cedarwood oil, natural acids, xanthan (gel former), citric

acid, essential lavender oil, pine needle oil, essential lemongrass oil, patchouli oil.

Two very new products are made from  - hand soap and pimple pencil. Manuka is

a local tea tree in New Zealand which is used in Maori tradition medicinal herb. It has a

positive impact on irritated, hypersensitive skin. Manuka hydrolat has a regenerating

impact on sensitive skin and alleviates redness and small inflammations.

Last but not least the newest products are an organic hand sanitizer and „bye-bye

mosquito“ spray - of course as well as all of SCHAU AUF DI other products: organic and

hand-stirred in own manufactory in Austria.

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN

It has been a long way of creative progression. Since the very beginning, lots has changed

and the brand founders are happy to have finally found the perfect branding and design. It

was their aim to have a design that is attractive to everyone. To make it easier to find

the way through the product range the company, first of all, decided to have a colour

scheme. The colours in the labels differ depending on the ingredients in the product.

Green for hemp, orange to brown for hazelnut, purple for lavender, violet for blackcurrant.

As further on decided to differ between products for women, men and kids the brand also

differed again in the colour. Pink for all the „Feel the Goddess“ products, blue for „For the

Men“ products and orange for the kids.

The branding SCHAU AUF DI stands for „care for yourself and do something good for your

body and mind“ while SCHAU AUF MI the kids brand stands for „look after me, care for me

and my skin“.

MARKETING AND SALES MARKETING AND SALES 

manuka
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Photo Credit by SCHAU AUF DI

The brand is currently presented in Austrian cosmetic salons, online and offline retail

chains and organic shops such as , ,  etc.

For more details, visit the partner's . The Founders are ready to speak with potential

distributors to expand products to new markets. 

Recommended retail prices for some SCHAU AUF DI products in Austria:Recommended retail prices for some SCHAU AUF DI products in Austria:

Manuka hand soap 250 ml - € 14,90;

Shower soap Coral 80 g - € 8,99;

Kids shower gel 200 - 14,90;

Face cream for men 50 ml - € 29,90;

Body oil - For men 100 ml - € 24,90;

Shower Gel - Feel the Goddess 200 ml - € 14,90;

Facial Rose Toner 100 ml - € 22,90;

Lip Balm 7 ml - 9,90. 

Naturkosmetik Josefstadt Ecco Verde Sonnentor

page
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Friedl & Robl Manufaktur GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Christopher Robl, Michael Friedl

E-mail:E-mail: office@schauaufdi.net

Website:Website: schauaufdi.net

Phone:Phone: 43 676 6711 822

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: Austria

Industries:Industries: Skincare

SCHAU AUF DI WEBPAGE

click here
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Botanetics was founded in 2015 and is based near Traunstein in South

of Bavaria in Germany. This cosmetic series was born out of longing, in

an age in which “luxury” care series are mass-produced in factories and

sold in the sober aisles of supermarkets and department stores, where

advertising is made with so many promises, which nobody really

believes. Botanetics promises its customers something completely new.

All products are produced fresh and hand made in a small factory in

Odenwald, which is very unique. Feeling comfortable in your own body

and using the best skin care is the company's moto. Once you have

experienced it, you will not want anything else. All exquisite recipes

bring real pleasure for the ultimate, luxurious skin care experience. All

Botanetics products are carefully and painstakingly handcrafted

applying only the finest exotic and nutrient-rich ingredients from

sustainable cultivation. Every single crucible is lovingly made in

Germany and filled by hand in small quantities to ensure maximum

freshness and effectiveness. The company is eager to develop

internationally and stands for fresh botanical cosmetics.

BOTANETICS FRESH PLANT-BASED
NATURAL COSMETICS
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

The cosmetic line was created by Annette Schattenberger over several years of thorough

work. Even in her youth, she had a deep desire for skin care that really cares and does not

contain any unnecessary fillers or even harmful substances. "No matter which cosmetics I

looked at it either contained too many unnecessary substances such as petroleum

products, silicones, PEGs or it did not contain enough caring substances".

In 2016 the first product 24/7 Face Cream was launched. The same year, Annette got very

sick and although she was fighting hard to continue her business which she started with

love, she passed away at the end of 2017. Her last wish was to continue with the cosmetics

business and launch all further developed products. At the end of 2017, Alexander

Schattenberger, her husband, took over the company and initiated the process of getting

further products in the market and continued to drive all related sales and product-related

activities to make Botanetics a successful brand.

THE STORYTHE STORY

"Organic cosmetics were too nourishing and simply too much for the skin and conventional

cosmetics simply had too many fillers that the skin doesn't need." We all have a passion for

something. This is our passion! Annette started at an early age and has gotten better and

better over the years.

That was the point at which Annette took a close look at ingredients and cosmetics

production. She developed her own care products, which were constantly being perfected.

For example, the Face Cream 24/7 Deluxe was created over many years of development

work. Her plan was to develop great natural cosmetics for her own use and she used the

24/7 already by herself for quiet a while.

In 2015 she decided to establish her own company – Botanetics. The first product was the

24/7 Face cream, which she just needed to modifly slightly. E.g. she developed her own

perfume based on strawberry and coconut flavors with only 2 allergenic components. A

typical perfume has 30+ allergenic components. Further products like serums, other face

and body creams, etc. were developed on the paper after the successful launch of the 24/7
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Deluxe Face cream in 2016.

Annette Schattenberger, the Founder of Botanetics, was led by a deep desire to create botanical cosmetics for

skin that really cares and does not contain any unnecessary fillers or harmful substances

Photo Credit by Botanetics

In 2017 Alexander took over the company and ensured that the new products were

carefully fine-tuned and prepared for the market approval including dermatological tests,

packaging, etc. They are ready now and will be launched end of 2020. The company

sees it as the mission to use the best ingredients and never to save on quality. In no single

BOTANETICS product, you will discover an ingredient, that makes no sense. The

founders have been using these care products themselves for many years and are

constantly working on the further development of the care series with passion and

dedication. For them, it is their duty to fellow human beings to simply offer the best for

their skin because what is put on the skin goes unfiltered into the body. Botanetics

philosophy is to develop fresh made and natural products for the skin, which are plant-

based and affordable for all customers.
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Annette and Alexander Schattenberger, the co-Founders of Botanetics

Photo Credit by Botanetics

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

"BOTANETCS“ stands for „Botanical Cosmetics“ - the finest active ingredient cosmetics in

the market!

WHAT MAKES THIS  NATURAL COSMETICS SOMETHING SPECIAL?WHAT MAKES THIS  NATURAL COSMETICS SOMETHING SPECIAL?

It is not a single substance, it is the whole product with various ingredients, that makes the

effect:

COLD PRESSED SPECIAL AND EXOTIC OILSCOLD PRESSED SPECIAL AND EXOTIC OILS
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There are many excellent oils, but they are almost never used in conventional cosmetics.

Why? Often oils such as kukui nut oil or broccoli seed oil and avellana oil are too

expensive for mass products. Some cold-pressed oils have a very high vitamin E content.

These are of no interest in mass production as they usually only have a shelf life of 6

months.

BOTANETICS would like you to benefit from the variety and possibilities of these

ingredients. It doesn't need silicones, that give you the impression of even, smooth skin

and thereby clog the pores and dry out the skin. There are much better substances from

nature.

Cold-pressed natural oils contain an abundance of vitamins, antioxidants, secondary plant

substances -depending on the oil composition, these are used in BOTANETICS products in

such a way that they create a synergy and maximally strengthen the skin in their mode of

action. They work against premature aging of the skin, protect against environmental

influences, protect against transdermal water loss, and often also have a healing,

regenerating and smoothing effect.

Phytosterols in special oils and butters are bioavailable, because they are similar to the

lipid structure of the skin. They help to build up the connective tissue and give the skin
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what it needs.

Botanetics philosophy is to develop fresh made and plant-based natural products for the skin care affordable for

all customers

Photo Credit by Botanetics

NATURAL BASED EMULSIFIERNATURAL BASED EMULSIFIER

The company also values naturalness with the emulsifiers. Inexpensive chemical

emulsifiers dry out the skin and in the long run remove the valuable fats from the skin and

then ultimately accumulate in the skin. Botanetics emulsifiers are made on a natural basis.

They are neither aggressive nor drying out. They do not accumulate on the skin and are

well tolerated.

PRESERVATION MUST BE - BUT NATURALLY!PRESERVATION MUST BE - BUT NATURALLY!

Every product that contains water or aqueous solutions (day cream) must be preserved.

BOTANETICS uses only a very mild preservative on a natural basis. Thus all cosmetics

don't last 36 months, but it doesn't even need to. The founders are convinced that organic

ingredients lose their effectiveness over time. That is why all products of Botanetics are

freshly made and should be used within 3 months, once opened. The company's products
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have a shelf life of 12+ months when unopened.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTSACTIVE INGREDIENTS

All active ingredients are highly potent and are put together intelligently. This means that

with every product the skin will be protected and strengthened. Premature aging is slowed

down and the skin looks healthier in the long term.

The main aim is to use as much nature as possible and to supplement with high-tech active

ingredients where natural cosmetics have their limits. Liposomally encapsulated active

ingredients penetrate deeper into the skin layers where they are needed. Encapsulated

vitamin C remains active longer to strengthen the connective tissue and stimulate collagen

synthesis. The idea is to support skin function and Botanetics does that quite well!

BRAND USPBRAND USP

There are many USPs the founders see in their products. First, the company uses Ultra

Violett Glass (Miron Glass) for all the products. This is a very special and expensive glass,

which is environmentally friendly and protects the ingredients much better than normal

glass because it protects against the light. The product also comes with a much better

bioenergy level.

Secondly, the company uses only high-quality ingredients. The recipes are unique with the

combination of all ingredients. It uses only plant-based emulsifiers for the conservation of

Botanetics products. In some products, the company uses a special perfume, which

founders have developed themselves to reduce allergic reactions. This perfume only has

2-3 allergic substances and normal perfume has more than 30+ allergic substances.

The next is that the company produces all products fresh and hand made in a professional

factory in Bavaria. Every single product is unique and not off the shelf. Therefore,

Botanetics does not store its products for a long time frame before it sells as typical

cosmetic companies do. All the products are nevertheless durable 12+ month from

production and 3+ month after opening the product. Typical cosmetic products are durable

many years, because of the strong chemical conservation of the products.
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Last but not least, typical natural cosmetic products use essential oils, which have many

allergic reactions. Botanetics just uses special oils, which are not essential and have less

allergic reactions. This is key to avoid skin reaction to natural cosmetic products. The

behaviour of the products are proven by a dermatological test with excellent results.

Botanetics carefully selects every single ingredient (natural resources, hand-picked):

Vegan;

Organic;

Sustainable;

Bio-dynamic;

Bio-effective;

Not tested on animals;

Parabens Free;

Silicones Free;

Petroleum Free;

Refined oils Free;

Sulfates Free;

Pesticides Free.

THE PRODUCTS & PRICESTHE PRODUCTS & PRICES
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Fresh Natural Botanical Cosmetics

Photo Credit by Botanetics

Botanetics is using very special and expensive oils and ingredients in their products. It

carefully selects each individual ingredient. Typical natural cosmetic products use essential

oils, which lead to allergic reactions in the face and body. In its recipes, Botanetics uses

only oils and ingredients with minor allergic reactions. It is very important to

avoid negative customer's reaction to natural cosmetic products. So the team performed

for all products a dermatological test with outstanding results even for customers with very

sensitive skin.

Depending on the product, the company tries to make them adapted for various

applications. The 24/7 Deluxe face cream can be used for 24 hours and 7 days a week

both for the face and for the eyes. This soft detox product can be used as a face mask or

just for cleaning the face. Botanetics is focused on face products. Therefore, the

company offers different face creams, detox face masks, face cleaning products and

different serums. Botanetics has also developed a unique product for the whole body that

can be applied after a shower to care about the whole skin of the body.

Currently, Botanetics best seller is 24/7 Deluxe Face Cream which is in the series
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production. It is planned to launch the following products at end of 2020 beginning 2021.

The products are already finalized and ready, but the packaging still needs to be fine-

tuned. The details about the new product portfolio will follow asap.

The products are ready to be launched are:

Light Face Gel-cream "Nanice"';

Special Hyaluron Serum with apple stem cells called "Moxy";

Superfood Serum with the best Superfood ingredients called "Cica";

Soft Detox for face cleaning and face mask called "Soul by Annette";

Body Butter fort he whole Body called "Body skin balance Velvety".

24/7 DELUXE ANTI-AGING FACE CREAM 2424/7 DELUXE ANTI-AGING FACE CREAM 24

HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR FACE, EYES,HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR FACE, EYES,

NECKNECK

Vegan Anti-Aging care for hair, face, body and nails - 100 ml, RRP 49.90€Vegan Anti-Aging care for hair, face, body and nails - 100 ml, RRP 49.90€

Hydrating protective anti-aging cream. 24h day and night cream, 50ml, for 7 days a

week. Suitable for all skin types. The face cream for day and night. Silky smooth texture

that does not lie on the surface or is sticky and leads to velvety skin. It moisturizes, protects

and supplies the skin with all the substances it needs. Each individual ingredient is

coordinated with one another and serves only one purpose - to care for and protect

the skin. Apply to cleansed skin morning and evening. Also an excellent cleavage and neck

cream and suitable for the eye area.

Active Ingredients:Active Ingredients:

Special oils with high quality;

Highly concentrated antioxidants.

Effects:Effects:
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Anti-Aging effect for the skin;

Provides a lot of moisture;

Reduces wrinkles and smoothes the skin;

Restores elasticity and flexibility of the skin;

Slight sun protection;

Anti-inflammatory effect.

Results:Results:

Ensures the perfect glow effect;

High amount of natural antioxidants like e.g Edelweiss extract result in soft and velvety

skin; 

Effective for sensitive skin and customers with skin problems such as neurodermatitis,

psoriasis, etc.

Avoid allergic reactions on the skin.

Application:Application:

The product is served in a 50ml Miron Glass crucible. After opening the product is used for

roughly 3+ months.
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Ingredients – 24/7 Deluxe face cream:Ingredients – 24/7 Deluxe face cream:

Eco-friendly Miron Glass is used for all products which protect ingredients from light and has a much better level

of bioenergy

Photo Credit by Botanetics

Ingredients: Aqua (Water), Cetearyl Acohol, Dimethyl Sulphone, Silica, Sorbitan Stearate,

Glycerin, Vitis Vinifera (Grape), Seed Oil, Simmondsia Chinensis (Jojoba) Seed Oil, Methyl

Glucose Sesquistearate, Aleurites Moluccana Nut Oil, Butyrospermum Parkii (Shea) Butter,

Theobroma Grandiflorum Seed Butter, Gevuina Avellana Seed Oil, Prunus Amygdalus

Dulcis (Sweet Almond) Oil, Parfum, Commiphora Mukul (Guggul) Resin Exctract,

Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride, Sodium Levulinate, GnaphaliumLeontopodium Flower Extract,

Sodium Anisate, Glyceryl Caprylate, Lactic Acid, Leuconostoc/Radish Root Ferment Filtrate,

Benzyl Salicylate, Linalool.

Individual raw materials and their effects:Individual raw materials and their effects:

Methyl Sulfonyl Methane, MSMMethyl Sulfonyl Methane, MSM

Dimethyl sulfone is a solvent that is used to adjust viscosity. Dimethyl sulfone is used as a

dietary supplement for people, usually under the name methyl sulfonyl methane (MSM). It
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is supposed to compensate for a lack of sulfur in the organism and helps very well with

inflammation.

MSM and the skin - that fits. Why? Because MSM is an all-round talent for the skin, as it

stimulates the keratin and collagen synthesis. The proteins are an essential part of

the connective tissue. If the body has more sulfur available, the body can produce more

keratin and collagen. The result is then reflected in the daily moisturizing care of the skin

as well as in the fight against skin impurities and anti-aging.

GRAPE SEED OILGRAPE SEED OIL

Grapeseed oil is very good because of its favorable fatty acid composition (approx. 88%

unsaturated Fatty acids) and is used as food and as a basic component for cosmetics.

Because of its polyphenol content (including the very effective procyanidin, also known as

OPC, oligomeric proanthocyanidins, and resveratrol) and tocopherols (VIT E), grape seed

oil is considered an oil with exceptional antioxidant and cell membrane protective

properties. Due to its lecitihin content, grapeseed oil is very well absorbed and acts as a

"guide rail" for skin-caring ingredients, especially fat-soluble vitamins such as VIT E.

Emulsions based on grapeseed oil lie lightly on the skin and prove themselves in

formulations for oily and combination skin. The high content of linoleic acid preserves the

flexibility of the bilayer in the stratum corneum, works against cornification and preserves

the flow of sebum.

JOJOBA OILJOJOBA OIL

Jojoba oil is one of the most important base oils for body care. It is particularly suitable for

skin care with oily skin, as it is absorbed well and does not feel oily. Excess sebum

production is also regulated by the oil. Flaky and oily skin can also benefit from using

jojoba oil.

KUKUINUS OILKUKUINUS OIL

The kukui nut oil is made by solvent extraction or by hot or cold pressing obtained from the

seeds of the kukui nut tree. The oil consists of <90% unsaturated fatty acids, above all

linoleic (43.6%) and α-linolenic acid (33.2%). In medicine, it is used to treat atopic
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dermatitis, neurodermatitis, psoriasis, acne, eczema and transepidermal water loss. It is

mainly used in cosmetics for its skin-tightening and moisture-regulating properties. The

kukui nut oil is quickly absorbed on the skin and does not leave a greasy film. It also has a

natural sun protection factor of 10.

SHEA BUTTERSHEA BUTTER

Butyrospermum Parkii butter (shea butter) is obtained from the fruits of the shea tree

(Butyrospernum parkii, Sapotaceae). It protects against sunburn and will therefore often

used in sun protection or aftersun products. It supports wound healing and soothes

irritated skin. Shea butter is stable and allows active ingredients to be released quickly and

is used as the basis for suppositories and ointments. Traditionally, shea butter is used in

ointments to treat inflammation, rash in children, dermatitis, sunburn, ulcers and

rheumatism.

Native shea butter (also called shea butter, beurre de karité) has high levels of cosmetically

valuable ingredients, e.g. B. phytosterols, wax esters, tocopherols, antioxidant catechins

and gallic acid and skin-friendly fatty acids. Their high proportion of unsaponifiable

substances should be emphasized, especially the phytosterols mentioned (including

campesterol, and the content of allantoin, an anti-inflammatory, cell-regenerating and

wound-healing substance that helps reduce skin irritation. Stearins made from shea butter

are used as cocoa butter equivalents.

CUPUACU BUTTERCUPUACU BUTTER

Theobroma Grandiflorum Seed Butter is the fat obtained from the seeds of the Cupuacu,

Theobroma grandiflorum, Sterculiaceae. Due to the high phytosterol content when used

externally, the skin's lipid production is regulated. In addition, there is also a UV protection

function, the cupuacu butter serves as a natural emulsifier for creams and lotions, it also

has a high water absorption capacity and has a certain antibacterial effect.
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24/7 Deluxe face cream contain the best natural ingredients that provide best aging properties

Photo Credit by Botanetics

Due to the balanced ratio between saturated and unsaturated fatty acids, which are

responsible for the low melting point and rapid melting on the skin, as well as the high

content of phytosterols (2%) and vitamin E, the cupuacu butter is an ideal moisturizer for

the skin and its components and part of sunscreens.

AVELLANA SEED OILAVELLANA SEED OIL

Oil made from the fruits of the Chilean hazelnut. The oil can be obtained from the seeds by

pressing or enzymatic extraction. Main ingredients: palmitoleic acid (22.7 - 24.2%), oleic

acid (29.3 - 39.4%), rich in tocotrienol, therefore the oil has high oxidative stability and is

suitable as a good source of vitamin E in diets.

Since the oil absorbs short-wave UV light, it is well suited for cosmetic applications. Due to

the high proportion of unsaturated fatty acids, it is easily absorbed by the skin. It serves to

strengthen collagen and elastic fibers in the skin, has a tightening effect on the connective

tissue and is used against wrinkles due to its content of mink oil, which is otherwise only

contained in animal oils. Of all oils, it is the closest to human skin fat.
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ALMOND OILALMOND OIL

Sweet almond oil, in addition to being used in cosmetics, is also used as a drug for eye

drops, as well as salad oil. Almond oil is a vegetable oil made from high-quality long-chain

fatty acids with a high level of lipid replenishment. Almond oil, which has been tried and

tested in cosmetics for centuries, seems to take a backseat in the context of the variety of

exotic oils available today. Its high tolerance, however, offers gentle care for sensitive skin

conditions in particular and helps to bring them back into balance and to reduce skin

roughness and lack of moisture.

Even if it lacks polyunsaturated fatty acids, it has one of the highest values of all oils

available to us in this regard with over 90% mono- and di-unsaturated fatty acids. In

addition, thanks to its subtle fragrance, it offers a good basis for aromatic cosmetics based

on essential oils. Its content of tocopherols is in the middle range, but the tocopherol

fraction consists mainly of the metabolically and cosmetically active α-tocopherol, which

has an antioxidant and skin-protecting effect and optimizes the absorption behavior.

EDELWEISS EXTRACTEDELWEISS EXTRACT

Gnaphalium Lentopodium Flower Extract is the extract of the flowers of the edelweiss

(Leontopodium alpinum L., Asteraceae). A monograph on edelweiss extract lists numerous

cosmetic and pharmaceutical properties, such as UV protection: "high levels of flavonoids

and phenolic acids were found as active ingredients". Leontopodium Alpinum Extracts

have anti-inflammatory, soothing, decongestant and UV-protective properties. The extracts

also contain active ingredients that are considered free radical scavengers and have

strong anti-oxidative properties to protect the skin.

NATURAL Q10 (GUGGUL TREE)NATURAL Q10 (GUGGUL TREE)

Also called the guggul. Guggul is the resin of the Mukul myrrh and is obtained by cutting

the stem. In traditional Chinese medicine, the resin is used against skin diseases, tooth

decay, indigestion, diabetes, runny nose, pain and other complaints. The effect of this

natural Q10 is about 10 times better than that of synthetic Q10. Q10, an endogenous

coenzyme, is a key component in the regeneration of the skin. In the aging process, the

self-production of Q10 decreases and leads to reduced cell activity. Nutrients are absorbed
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less quickly by the cell and pollutants are released into the tissue fluid more slowly. It can

be said that the skin is generally more susceptible to harmful environmental influences,

which means that signs of aging are more easily visible. By adding Q10, the natural

biological process in the skin is reactivated. Q10 protects against oxidative stress, UV

damage and premature skin aging. It can sustainably support cell activity and give the skin

more energy and freshness.

Pricing – 24/7 Deluxe face creamPricing – 24/7 Deluxe face cream

RRP: 58,74€ excluding tax / 69,90€ including 19% tax. Currently, until the end of 2020

there is 16% tax. RRP: 68,14€ including 16% tax.
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One of the ingredients of 24/7 Deluxe anti-aging face cream is Edelweiss extract that is natural antioxidant results

in soft and velvety skin

Photo Credit by Botanetics

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Botanetics products are served in high-quality packaging and design, which is a major

aspect of the luxurious care line. All products are filled in Miron Violet Glass crucibles or

bottles. The Ultra Violett Glass ensures effective light protection and provides bioenergetic

conservation. In this case, cosmetic products are revitalized and have longer durability.

The company uses Ultraviolett Glass also for environmental protection.

Botanetics crucibles for the face creams have a white packaging with a golden colored
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print. The company uses the same packaging fort he Bodybutter and the Cleaning

products and Masks. Botanetics Serums come in black packaging with golden print.

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

Luxury and lean design

Photo Credit by Botanetics

For gifts, Botanetics offers special packaging for its luxury products. So it is possible to

approach the company for this request if needed.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The products of Botanetics are currently sold worldwide. The company also plans to sell its

personal care products in the near future to selected 5* Hotels. Beside that,

Botanetics products are offered via Spinoff Group and another e-commerce Platform. They

are also available through own webshop at botanetics.de
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Photo Credit by Botanetics

AWARDSAWARDS

Botanetics did not participate in fairs or trade shows so far, as the company wanted to

finalize the product portfolio first. It is planned for the nearest future. Please, find all social

media sources of Botanetics below.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Botanetics

Contact person:Contact person: Alexander Schattenberger, CEO

E-mail:E-mail: info@botanetics.de

Website:Website: botanetics.de

Phone:Phone: +49 171 22 45 780

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2015

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Botanetics Webpage

Botanetics Linkedin

Botanetics Instagram

Botanetics Facebook

Botanetics YouTube

click here
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Giardini di Toscana is a line of designer perfumes made in Italy, which is

fully established as "niche perfumery". All the creations stem from

emotions, memories, styles, which arise from pure passion. Giardini di

Toscana is the result of a natural evolution applied to the creativity of a

family-run business, a form of artistic expression that complements other

similar expressions. These fragrances draw attention thanks to their

aesthetic quality and originality, which is why they are suitable for strong

personalities, who are not simply trying to conform to current trends.

The keyword for the Giardini di Toscana line is "eco-luxury": luxury

products based on organic and environmentally sustainable ingredients,

with a great natural value. Today, the topic of sustainability is so

important that it is not only a trend anymore but a real must. Translating

eco-luxury into a perfume is the real mission for Giardini di Toscana’s

fragrances.

GIARDINI DI TOSCANA NICHE
PERFUMERY AND SKINCARE MADE IN

ITALY
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THE STORY THE STORY 

Being inebriated by the garden’s fragrances represents a unique experience for your

senses. In Tuscany, a garden is a place where architecture and nature meet, the

relationship between human-made work and the soil. This is the place where, in 1942, the

story of an olfactory journey among the fragrances of the most authentic perfumery began.

In a picturesque medieval village in the Casentino Valley, in the heart of Tuscany, Italy,

grandparents Giovan Piero and Emma Ducci opened a bottega (small shop), which became

a Perfumery.

Silvia Martinelli, the Founder of eco-luxury parfumery and skincare Giardini di Toscana

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

At the beginning of the 60's, the business continued with his daughter Irma who, thanks to

her style, turned the original business into a prestigious boutique. That is where 

 was born, the creator of Giardini di Toscana’s designer perfumes, a line

conceived as the combination of craftsmanship and innovation, through the use of the

Silvia

Martinelli
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most refined raw materials, which are processed by using ancient and fascinating

techniques.

At Giardini di Toscana all the creations stem from emotions, memories, styles, which arise from pure passion

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

3.1 FRAGRANCES FOR HOME3.1 FRAGRANCES FOR HOME

VIGNA TOSCANA - BOTTLE WITH STICKS VIGNA TOSCANA - BOTTLE WITH STICKS      

The fragrance evokes the Tuscan vineyards. Just like a dream, it takes you back to a long-

gone past, when grapes were crushed and the scent of the must spread in the air.

Olfactory pyramid: Jasmine, White Musk, Vineyard. Size: 200ml.

Recommended Retail Price - RRP: Recommended Retail Price - RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign

countriescountries).).

MANDARINO VANIGLIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKSMANDARINO VANIGLIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKS
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A Mediterranean opening with the citrusy tenderness of tangerine and the sugary and

creamy taste of orange. The evocative scent of citrus fruits flows into the delicacy of vanilla.

The air smells of vanilla and mandarin again. Maybe the Blue Fairy from the famous fairy

tale of Pinocchio was here? It has a calming and relaxing effect and it reduces irritability.

Perfect for children's rooms, bedrooms and bathrooms.

Olfactory pyramid: Mandarin, Orange, Vanilla, Delicate flowers, White Musk. Size: 200ml.    

RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

EREMO VERDE – BOTTLE WITH STICKSEREMO VERDE – BOTTLE WITH STICKS

A walk inside the Foreste Casentinesi National Park. The woody notes of cedar blend with

the revitalising fragrances of aromatic herbs, giving you strength and courage to fight your

fears. From Saint Francis’ Canticle of the Sun, a hymn to life and to the positivity of nature.

An energising fragrance, suitable for living rooms and bathrooms.

Olfactory pyramid: Aromatic plants, Bergamot, Cypress, Cedar wood, Vetiver. Size: 200ml.
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RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

MARLIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKSMARLIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKS

Harmonious and delicate explosion of cherry blossoms, combined with strawberry and the

fruits’ colours to create a delicious and romantic fragrance.

Inspired by the wonderful garden of Villa Marlia, located in Capannori (Lucca), where Elisa

Baciocchi Bonaparte, Napoleon's niece, lived.

Olfactory pyramid: Cherry, Peach, White Flowers.

Properties: Home Relaxing, suitable for rooms where stress is released: living room,

reading room. Size: 200ml.

RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).           RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).                  

ELEGIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKSELEGIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKS
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Drowning in a flowery garden, in the white of bergamot, in the energetic and sparkling

scent of lemon and the vibrantly fresh green tea, all delicately sweetened by the clean

whiteness of jasmine. This is Elegia. The air you breathe in the Boboli Gardens’ orangery,

where the Medici family first used citrus fruits to decorate their gardens and where the

bergamot stands out with its ability to open your heart and radiate happiness. Refreshing,

brightening and stimulating. Ideal for offices, work environments and meeting rooms.

Olfactory pyramid: Bergamot, Green Tea, Jasmine, Sandalwood. Size: 200ml.

RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).

3.2   PERSONAL FRAGRANCES3.2   PERSONAL FRAGRANCES

BIANCO OROBIANCO ORO

The scent of pleasure, sensuality, the seduction of amber accord, fascinating and elegant

molecules. Cetalox: an extremely powerful and elegant amber accord. This ingredient

enriches and elevates the perfume, it makes it intense and persistent. A note of black

pepper brings spiciness. Last but not least, Patchouli. Considered an aphrodisiac by the

hippies, it stirs our deepest emotions. Size: 100ml.

Fragrance Family: Oriental spicy

Olfactory Pyramid

Top notes: Bergamot, Pink Pepper

Heart notes: Rose Abs, Black Pepper

Base notes: Javanol, Patchouli, Cetalox

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).           RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).                                

     

BIANCO LATTEBIANCO LATTE
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Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

The cuddle, the embrace, the pleasure of being shrouded in a cloud of vanilla, milk and

honey. Size: 100ml. 

Fragrance Family: Gourmand amber

Olfactory Pyramid

Top notes: Caramel

Heart notes: Coumarin, Honey

Base Notes: Vanilla, White Musk

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).   RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).          

SHABBY CHICSHABBY CHIC

Reassuring and captivating, woods and floral notes surround you with softness and

elegance. The pleasantness of red cedar wood meets the gentle floral touch of the delicate
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and slightly honeyed queen of flowers, the Damask Rose. Javanol represents the dominant

sandalwood note, a new-generation molecule, with rich, natural, creamy, slightly pink

sandalwood. Size: 100ml.

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

Fragrance Family: Flowery woody

Olfactory pyramid

Top notes: Peony

Heart notes: White Flowers, Damask Rose

Base notes: Musk, Javanol, Cedarwood 

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).  RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).          

BLU INDACOBLU INDACO

A perfume of contrasts. Brilliant and fascinating opening with Calabrian Bergamot.
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Followed by the sweet and bitter Almond, immersed in a sweet vanilla bath. And then the

Frangipane heart, whose scent evokes hesperidian and flowery notes such as lemon,

jasmine, honeysuckle and rose - all together. Habanolide represents the base note, an

extremely elegant musky smell, a very high-performing note with a waxy and slightly

metallic undertone. Strong, clean, captivating smell, with a soft but powerful, almost erotic

background of sensuality and animality. Size: 100ml. 

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

Fragrance Family: Amber Floral

Olfactory pyramid

Top notes: Bergamot, Pink Pepper, Frangipane

Heart notes: Vanilla, Almond

Base notes: Ambroxan, Muscenone, Habanolide

RRP: €120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries). RRP: €120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).          
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CELESTECELESTE

It is the bright and clear dawn after a night storm, the air is fresh, the sky expands with its

celestial and clean perfection, the fragrances spread, powerful and overbearing: citrusy,

aquatic, marine, floral. Size: 100ml. 

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

Fragrance Family: Freshness

Olfactory pyramid

Top Notes: Dihydromyrcenol, Sea Notes

Heart Notes: Raspberry Violet, Exotic Scents

Base notes: Vanillin, Ambroxan

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries). RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).          

ROSSO RADICEROSSO RADICE
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Characterised by a very fresh opening note that enhances its personality: Calabrian

bergamot. Vetiver, oak moss and coumarin follow, with notes of ambrettolide and

ambroxan, which give roundness, warmth and strong fixing power. Muscenone surrounds

it all with its strong, warm and clean smell; a soft but powerful, almost erotic, background of

sensuality and animality. Size: 100ml. 

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

Fragrance Family: Amber Fougère

Olfactory pyramid

Top notes: Bergamot, Pink Pepper, Clary Sage

Heart notes: Cashmeran

Base notes: Ambrettolide, Vetiver, Ambroxan

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).  RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).      

EREMOEREMO
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Much more than a simple fragrance, it is an ancestral and mysterious melody that reveals

the relaxing and dynamic notes of the Tuscan woods. Inspired by horseback riding in the

green Foreste Casentinesi, among century-old cypress trees, it floods the body with sweet

and powerful scents. In the midst of these luxuriant woods, the rays of sunshine illuminate

lush and flowery clearings, where wild animals find solace and the cool water flows down

from the slope. Size: 100ml.

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

Fragrance Family: Fougère boisée

Olfactory pyramid

Top notes: Tuscan cypress, Mandarin, Watermelon

Heart notes: Juniper, Patchouli, Sandalwood, Cedar Wood

Base notes: Amber, White Musk

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries). RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).      
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ROSSO RUBINOROSSO RUBINO

Aroma of harmoniously united, decisive and engaging notes. A perfume that arouses

stormy olfactory harmonies despite the delicacy of the citrus notes of bergamot, the magic

of the rose, rather than the fragrant gifts of a distant and shady wood. Size: 100 ml.

Olfactory family: Woody citrus

Top notes: lemon, bergamot orange

Heart notes: rose, berries, cocoa

Base notes: coumarin, oak moss, pink pepper, patchouli, cachemeran (the softness of

cashmere)

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).

Edemo and Rosso Rubino. The pearls of the collection

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

3.3 KITs3.3 KITs

PERSONAL FRAGRANCES KITPERSONAL FRAGRANCES KIT

The entire ''personal'' collection in one mini-set. The kit includes all our 8 personal
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fragrances. Size: 2ml x 8 samples

RRP: € 20 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries). RRP: € 20 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries). 

Kit of perfumes

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

HOME FRAGRANCES KITHOME FRAGRANCES KIT

The entire ''home'' collection in one mini-set. The kit includes all our 5 fragrances for

“home”. Size: 2ml x 5 samples                    

RRP: € 15 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries). RRP: € 15 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries). 

3.4 COSMETICS3.4 COSMETICS

GEL CREAMGEL CREAM

An extremely delicate cream, suitable for normal to mixed skin, even the most sensitive.

The special gel-cream composition provides an authentic feeling of freshness and well-
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being. It is used during the day as a deep moisturizer, or at night to promote the natural

physiological repair processes. Its special texture makes this cream suitable for any age,

for both women and men, without greasing the skin.

Kit of home fragrances

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

Instructions:  Instructions:  Apply in the morning as a protective moisturizing cream and make-up base. In

the evening, apply after removing make-up to promote the regenerative processes of the

night and to soothe the redness caused by the weather (cold wind, long exposure to the

sun). Size: 50 ml.   

RRP: € 38,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).RRP: € 38,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).

BIANCO LATTE BODY CREAMBIANCO LATTE BODY CREAM

Suitable for all skin types, with its pleasant BIANCO LATTE fragrance, it will leave your skin

perfectly moisturised and velvety. Size: 250 ml.                                     

RRP: € 38,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries). RRP: € 38,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries). 
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EREMO SHOWER GELEREMO SHOWER GEL

Photo Credit by Giardini di ToscanaPhoto Credit by Giardini di Toscana

Perfect for men, but for women too. It will leave your skin clean and fragrant of the fresh

Eremo fragrance. Size: 250 ml.

RRP: € 25,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).RRP: € 25,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).

EREMO AFTER-SHAVEEREMO AFTER-SHAVE

High-quality aftershave, also suitable for sensitive skin and with the wonderful fragrance of

Eremo. Size: 75 ml.  

RRP: € 38,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).RRP: € 38,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries).
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Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN
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The keyword for the Giardini di Toscana line is "eco-luxury with a strong aesthetic quality and originality

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

Giardini di Toscana is a line of designer perfumes made in Italy, which is fully established

as "niche perfumery". Our creations always stem from emotions, memories, styles, which

arise from pure passion, rather than being deliberately conceived for mere marketing

purposes. Giardini di Toscana is the result of a natural evolution applied to the creativity of

a family-run business, the satisfaction of a long brooding desire, the expression of

harmony between people who share the same passions, a form of artistic expression that

complements other similar expressions. The perfumes originate from many different stories

and each creation is absolutely original, peculiar, distinctive and matches unique

personalities.

These fragrances draw attention, not because of their intrusiveness or intensity, but thanks

to their aesthetic quality and originality, which is why they are suitable for strong

personalities, who are not simply trying to conform to current trends. While conventional

perfumery tends to impose the same scent on as many different age groups and styles as
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possible, in order to achieve turnover targets, the niche strives for offering a different and

unique fragrance to each individual personality. Empathy between the perfume and the

consumer is absolutely paramount and the assistance provided in finding the right

combination is the real added value that guarantees customer loyalty over time.

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

Therefore, the niche creates innovation and identifies products and fragrances that meet

the customer demand regardless of current trends, so as to guarantee a return on the long

term. The keyword for the Giardini di Toscana line is "eco-luxury": luxury products based

on organic and environmentally sustainable ingredients, with a great natural value. Today,

the topic of sustainability is so important that it is not only a trend anymore but a real must.

Translating eco-luxury into a perfume is the real mission for Giardini di Toscana’s

fragrances.

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

Many other cosmetics, candles and other home accessories will be launched soon.
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Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 

Giardini di Toscana (GdT) started as a line of designer perfumes, initially intended to be

marketed locally, in the family boutique of our “creative nose”, Silvia Martinelli. To be more

precise, the Irma Perfumery is located in the Casentino valley in Tuscany, between

Florence and Arezzo, surrounded by the Casentino Forests National Park. The resounding

success achieved with our Tuscan customers led GdT to evolve from a luxury designer

craftsmanship to a real brand, which is now ready to position itself in the niche perfumery

sector at a national level.

After the local B2C, the national B2B business took off, thanks to some well-known sales

agents in the perfumery and cosmetics sector, who had discovered GdT precisely at the

Irma Perfumery in Bibbiena and placed their orders. The third fundamental step in the

growth of the brand was initiated by groups of enthusiasts and their forums on social

networks. After we began to sell in some well-known niche perfumeries in Italy, people

started to talk about GdT perfumes on a number of forums, in particular in the Facebook

group "Adjiumi".
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The desire of thousands of perfume lovers and connoisseurs to discover this new brand

led to numerous reviews, all extremely positive. Later, celebrities and influencers also paid

homage to us with advertisements and stories on the main social networks.

Now, GdT decided to focus on two main goals for 2021:Now, GdT decided to focus on two main goals for 2021:

Strengthening and developing our Social Media Marketing;

Internationalising and expanding new sales channels abroad.

MEDIAMEDIA

Giardini di Toscana pays big attention to Social Media Marketing and only plans to

strengthen its position in order to increase brand awareness.

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Giardini di Toscana SRL

Contact person:Contact person: Umberto Doni, co-founder of Giardini di Tos…

E-mail:E-mail: info@giardiniditoscana.com

Website:Website: giardiniditoscana.com

Phone:Phone: +39 0575593467

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 1942

Regions:Regions: Italy

Industries:Industries: Fragrance, Skincare

Website Giardini di

Toscana

Instagram Giardini di

Toscana

Facebook Giardini di

Toscana

click here
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Herbal Dynamics Beauty® harnesses the synergy of nature and science

to deliver tangible results and real benefits. Making natural, creative and

effective personal care products accessible remains the brand's guiding

principle. Its diverse, rapidly growing line pairs exciting botanicals like

prickly pear, green tea, mango and rose alongside advanced nourishing

ingredients like hyaluronic acid, peptides, and vitamins. Colorful

formulas and enjoyable scents emanate from simple, streamlined

packaging to place the focus squarely on the benefits and good things

within. With HDB customer choses natural ingredients, science-based

wellness and gentle but effective products designed to help look and

feel better every day.

HERBAL DYNAMICS BEAUTY IS A
SYNERGY OF NATURE AND SCIENCE
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THE BRAND  THE BRAND  

Herbal Dynamics Beauty® was founded in 2017 in Scottsdale, Arizona with 5 key products

and has been expanding rapidly online and into many retail stores and boutiques ever

since. The CEO, Moe Kittaneh, has always been passionate about wellness and recognizes

the importance of healthy ingredients both inside and out. Moe is the co-founder of Herbal

Dynamics Beauty® as well as the co-founder of Amerisleep and other ventures in the tech

space, like his newest innovation video technology, OCLU. As a lifelong entrepreneur, Moe

seeks the challenge of starting new businesses and the reward of watching brands

flourish.

The collection is a realization of Moe’s desire to make accessible, creative natural skincare

products that are both effective and enjoyable to use. His core vision for the brand focuses

on simplicity, transparency and education while creating products that offer true value to

the people that use them. This philosophy alongside a strong social-focused approach has

made Herbal Dynamics Beauty® one of the fastest-growing independent beauty brands in

the US.

HDB develops a genuine connection with customers, emphasizing and maintaining a

highly engaged, grassroots e-commerce and social media following. The brand's target

audience is women and men between the ages of 18-65 who embrace a healthy lifestyle

and natural living. HDB is a “masstige” brand that wants to reach as many people as

possible to show them that combining the best in skincare science and nature can produce

amazing benefits. The company believes that everyone should have access to healthy

products.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

Vivid Revival® Mango & Green Tea Firming Eye MaskVivid Revival® Mango & Green Tea Firming Eye Mask

Reduce the appearance of dark circles and puffiness with green tea and caffeine, like

apple and mango extracts soothe and soften. Nourishing mango butter and phospholipids

hydrate the delicate eye area for a youthful and fresh appearance.
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Mango Butter, Apple Extract, Phospholipids, Caffeine

• SMOOTHING  • BRIGHTENING  • REFRESHING  • HYDRATING

Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €19,99Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €19,99

Youth Refresh® Prickly Pear Antioxidant Daily MoisturizerYouth Refresh® Prickly Pear Antioxidant Daily Moisturizer

Hydrate and balance skin with rare prickly pear seed oil and hyaluronic acid. Vitamin C and

resurrection plant promote youthful, even skin tone as a wealth of plant extracts enhance

natural radiance and hydrate for supple skin. Extracts of watermelon and seaweed

replenish and soften skin while working to protect from environmental stressors.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Vitamin C, Prickly Pear, Hyaluronic Acid, Resurrection Plant, Watermelon,

Oarweed

• HYDRATING  • ANTI-AGING  • SOOTHING  • BALANCING 

Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Youth Refresh® Hyaluronic Acid & Oat Overnight Recovery MaskYouth Refresh® Hyaluronic Acid & Oat Overnight Recovery Mask

Recover from the weekend or refresh any night of the week with this nourishing mask.

Hyaluronic acid and tremella mushroom help to hydrate skin as oat extract, rose oil,

broccoli and aloe support skin's defences against environmental stressors.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Tremella Mushroom, Oat Extract, Broccoli Extract, Aloe

• SOOTHING  • DETOXIFYING • PROTECTIVE  • MOISTURIZING 

Size: 30ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €29,99Size: 30ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €29,99

LipSoothe™ Acai & Mango Sugar Lip ScrubLipSoothe™ Acai & Mango Sugar Lip Scrub

Nourishing shea, cocoa and mango butters pair with exotic oils to soften as sugar provides

gentle exfoliation, leaving lips plump, smooth and soft. Potent antioxidants from acai oil

give delicate skin a more youthful appearance, as vitamin E and aloe soothe.

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Acai Oil, Mango Butter, Cocoa Butter, Pistachio Oil, Macadamia Oil,

Vitamin E
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

• EXFOLIATING • SOFTENING • SMOOTHING • ANTI-AGING

Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €19,99Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €19,99

LipSoothe™ Volumizing & Smoothing Rapid Lip MaskLipSoothe™ Volumizing & Smoothing Rapid Lip Mask

Get instantly fuller-looking lips with this velvety conditioning mask. Extract of the kiss-me-

quick flower is paired with xylitol, a natural moisture magnet, for a plumping boost.

Antioxidant-rich apple extract and an anti-wrinkle peptide promote softer, younger-looking

lips.

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Apple Extract, Kiss-Me-Quick, Peptides, Xylitol

• SMOOTHING • PLUMPING • HYDRATING • ANTI-AGING
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Hydrate and plump lips with the LipSoothe™ Volumizing & Smoothing Lip Mask

Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €23,99Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €23,99

Clean & Calm® Cooling Cucumber Eye CreamClean & Calm® Cooling Cucumber Eye Cream

Deeply hydrate, soothe and brighten the appearance of dark circles. This concentrated

blend of anti-aging actives targets visible fine lines, wrinkles and puffiness, leaving tired

eyes feeling fresh and revived.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Cucumber Extract, Hyaluronic Acid, Squalane, Peptide Complex

• DE-PUFFING • BRIGHTENING • HYDRATING • SMOOTHING 

Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99

RevitAge® White Truffle & Probiotic Neck Firming TreatmentRevitAge® White Truffle & Probiotic Neck Firming Treatment

Over 30 powerhouse botanicals deliver intense hydration and antioxidant benefits,

promoting the look of youthful firmness in delicate neck and décolletage areas. Probiotics

promote radiance and help protect the skin’s moisture barrier. White truffle provides a

plethora of vitamins and amino acids that nourish skin with hydration, while squalane gives
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skin a smoother appearance.

RevitAge® White Truffle & Probiotic Neck Firming Treatment has over 30 powerhouse botanicals that provide

intense hydration to the skin of the neck and decollete

Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: White Truffle, Probiotic Complex, Squalane, Blackcurrant, Green Tea

• FIRMING • SMOOTHING • HYDRATING • BRIGHTENING

Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €29,99Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €29,99

Clean & Calm® Cucumber & Blue Lotus Micellar WaterClean & Calm® Cucumber & Blue Lotus Micellar Water

Gently and effectively cleanse skin of oils, makeup and other impurities with this one-step,

complexion-brightening micellar solution featuring white water lily and blue lotus extracts.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Blue Lotus Extract, Water Lily, Cucumber Extract, Vitamin B5

• BALANCING • PURIFYING • SOOTHING

Size: 118ml                                          Suggested Retail Price: €14,99Size: 118ml                                          Suggested Retail Price: €14,99
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

RevitAge® Precious Rose Concentrated Face BalmRevitAge® Precious Rose Concentrated Face Balm

A bouquet of extracts from black rose, damask rose, cabbage rose, French rose and alpine

rose stem cells pair with delicate rose oil to deliver potent antioxidant benefits. Indian

gentian extract promotes a smoother appearance, reducing the look of wrinkles over time.

Shea butter and ultra-light safflower oil provide deep hydration.

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Rose Extracts, Rose Oils, Indian Gentian, Shea Butter

• PLUMPING • HYDRATING • SMOOTHING • ANTI-AGING

Size: 30ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99Size: 30ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99

RevitAge® Diamond & Pearl Firming Gel MaskRevitAge® Diamond & Pearl Firming Gel Mask

Enhance radiance and instantly reduce signs of aging with this luxurious, glow-inducing

mask. Unique peptide and diamond complex works to resurface and smooth the

appearance of texture in the skin while skin-loving hydrators nourish and revitalize dull

complexions. Enriched with amino acids, this treatment gives a supple, firm look for the

ultimate youthful boost.
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RevitAge® Diamond & Pearl Firming Gel Mask with diamond powder brightens and evens skin tone, hydrates and

plumps to soften fine lines, fights inflammation and redness

Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Acacia Seyal Extract, Roselle Flower, Hyaluronic Acid, Diamond Powder,

Amino Acids

• ANTI-AGING • SOOTHING • BRIGHTENING • FIRMING

Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €29,99Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €29,99

HydraSoft™ Chamomile & Macadamia Gentle Body WashHydraSoft™ Chamomile & Macadamia Gentle Body Wash

Gently cleanse while softening with luxurious macadamia, sunflower and almond oils.

Chamomile oil and vitamin E soothe, while vitamin C and rice protein promote radiant,

smooth skin.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Macadamia Oil, Chamomile Oil, Rice Protein, Vitamins C & E
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

• SOFTENING • CLEANSING • MOISTURIZING     

Size: 177ml                                          Suggested Retail Price: €14,99Size: 177ml                                          Suggested Retail Price: €14,99

HydraSoft™ Shea & Squalane Rich Body ButterHydraSoft™ Shea & Squalane Rich Body Butter

This decadent blend of soft butters combines with pistachio and macadamia oils for fast-

absorbing, non-greasy moisture that leaves skin silky. Squalane and amino acids reinforce

skin’s natural barrier and reduce signs of aging.

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Mango Butter, Shea Butter, Mowrah Butter, Pistachio Oil, Aloe

• HYDRATING • SMOOTHING • FIRMING • SKIN BARRIER-ENHANCING

Size: 116ml                                          Suggested Retail Price: €24,99Size: 116ml                                          Suggested Retail Price: €24,99

HydraSoft™ Mango & Macadamia Intense Body BalmHydraSoft™ Mango & Macadamia Intense Body Balm
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Nutrient-rich macadamia, olive and avocado oils pair with shea, mango, cocoa, and

mowrah butters for comforting hydration in a luxurious melting balm. Peptides and

antioxidants promote smoother, brighter-looking skin over time. Ideal for all-over firming

and hydration.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Shea Butter, Pistachio Oil, Goji Extract, Peptides, Macadamia Oil

• FIRMING • PROTECTIVE • SOOTHING • ANTI-AGING

Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

The name “Herbal Dynamics Beauty” represents the fusion of botanicals with advanced

actives to reveal beautiful skin. The herbal aspect of the brand recognizes the value of

nature’s inherent benefits through vitamins, antioxidants, fatty acids, proteins and more.

The word “dynamics” refers to change and growth, which is what the brand strives toward

creating products that produce positive results for all.

The design is modern and clean, simple and streamlined. HBD likes to point out key

ingredients that make the products unique and effective, backed by evidence and

supported by education throughout our message to customers. Each product’s name is

meant to clearly convey its purpose so the customers can hone in on their concerns to find

the best solutions for them. Though function is key, the sensory experience is also a

priority, the brand likes to display inviting textures, colors and natural scents.

The packaging used for all products is functional and easy to use, carefully chosen to

preserve the quality of the formulas and deliver convenience along with an indie beauty

aesthetic.  The formulas are contained in durable, recyclable plastic jars and bottles that fit

snugly inside their boxes. The boxes that hold them are made from the high-quality board

with an aqueous coating, making them resistant to dirt and smudges as well as the usual

wear and tear. They feature vibrant splashes of botanical key ingredients along with our

signature HDB logo and branding.
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 

Launched in 2017 in Scottsdale, Arizona, HDB has continued to grow rapidly. Our high-

performance products are favored across social media platforms and notably a fan favorite

when it comes to bright, exciting colors and clean ingredients. Herbal Dynamics Beauty®

has become a name that skincare and beauty lovers have come to know. To enhance

brand visibility and sales, there have been continuous marketing and promotional activities

both in the USA and internationally. Beyond the digital online advertisements, some of the

brand activations have included:

Print advertisements in leading lifestyle magazines;

Digital wellness and lifestyle blog articles;

Interactive posts on Instagram and other social media;

Product sampling at trade shows and through social media;

Inclusion in subscription beauty boxes;

Influencer marketing and social media marketing.

The brand is currently sold in Australia, the Middle East, Germany, the UK and the USA and

is planning to expand into Canada, China, France and worldwide.
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MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

Think Dirty: 2019 Dirty Thinkers’ Choice Awards. 

HDB has been featured in: , , , ,

, , , , , 

, ,  & Many More!

HDB Essentials™ help to reduce signs of aging by boosting elasticity, hydrating and brightening, providing natural

balance

Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Huda Beauty The Spa Insider Beauty News NYC New Beauty

Total Beauty Well + Good Harpers Bazaar Daily Mail OK Magazine Germany Wellness

Magazine InStyle Belleza
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https://hudabeauty.com/us/en_US/blog/8-buzzy-ingredients-that-will-fix-every-skin-issue-64596.html
https://spaandbeautytoday.com/articles/the-best-chocolate-beauty-products
https://www.beautynewsnyc.com/city-pulse/black-friday-specials-from-a-to-z/
https://www.newbeauty.com/best-body-butters/
https://www.totalbeauty.com/content/slideshows/broccoli-skin-care-products-190430/page2?cid=nav_advice_featured_position2
https://www.wellandgood.com/best-fruit-for-skin-care/
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Contact person:Contact person: Ashley Stovall

E-mail:E-mail: sales@herbaldynamicsbeauty.com

Website:Website: herbaldynamicsbeauty.com

Phone:Phone: +1 855-455-6225

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Herbal Dynamics Beauty webpage

@herbaldybamicsbeauty

Herbal Dynamics Beauty Facebook

Herbal Dynamics Beauty YouTube

click here
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Bold&Goodly begins with a discovery that mingles love to the body.

Bold&Goodly founder, started to search for a product that actually works

on her acne-prone/oily skin while her intent is to find a natural or organic

product that is free of synthetics and also helps anti-aging, and thus the

story began. The brand lives by its values, that is candid, reliable,

cruelty-free, eco-friendly, creative and cares about the customers and

their happiness more than anything. All B&G products are curated from

the most natural and organic ingredients. All mysteries and aromas of

these ingredients are gifted to the body with healing effects. As a brand,

B&G vision is to produce real, functional products that really work, and

to make its customers happy in terms of the packaging, design and

formula. The brand follows the latest innovations and trends in the

cosmetics sector, as well as the ecological updates in the world. As a

result, each collection is highly effective in treating the problematic skin,

protecting the skin against external factors and helping the skin ageing

BOLD&GOODLY NATURAL&ORGANIC
SKINCARE
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whilst all the products are free of any harmful ingredients.
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THE STORYTHE STORY

The story of Bold&Goodly was born from the desire to develop natural, organic and pure

cosmetics that satisfy the need of the customer with a product line that is free of synthetic

and harmful ingredients. Three years ago, Müge, Bold&Goodly founder, started to search

for a product that actually works on her acne-prone/oily skin while her intent is to find a

natural or organic product that is free of synthetics and also helps anti-aging, and thus the

story began. As she could not exactly find what she needed, she aspired to create a new,

sustainable and exceptional brand that produces high quality, organic skincare products

that actually works.

While Bold&Goodly aim is to create effective products, the founder always tries to focus on

the details, such as the feeling of the formula and the packaging which always makes any

product remarkable.  Inspired by the passion for the environment and nature as

well, B&G is aimed to use only clean, useful and active ingredients while producing

its products. The company's purpose is to create the most natural, organic, vegan and

cruelty-free products that actually work wonders with the skin with healing effects. The

founder believes that happiness lies in self-care, purifying a body and mind from stress. As

a promise to the brand name, B&G is trying its best to create pure and courageous

products that are outstanding in every way. For this purpose, the core pillars that drive to

do business are:

PRODUCT LINEPRODUCT LINE

In order to meet values and standards, B&G's Radiant skincare line is certified with Cosmos

Organic certification. This lightweight and organic formula leave skin with such a soft

feel. Nevertheless, B&G products actually work on acne-prone/oily skin. Moreover, they

provide anti-aging effect to the skin.

Radiant Lifting Cream – 50ml (Recommended Retail Price (RRP) - €30)Radiant Lifting Cream – 50ml (Recommended Retail Price (RRP) - €30) is developed for the

radiance and moisture reflected from the skin to the soul. Lavender and grapefruit are

fortified with palmarosa and ylang-ylang extracts that blend perfectly. It is striking in its

uniqueness, as it combines the action of sun protection as well as anti-aging effects. The

product deeply nourishes the skin by supporting the collagen structure, anti-wrinkle
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process and sun protection with SPF 15. It pampers ones soul with a perfect texture.

Radiant Lifting Cream, produced with the international certificate of Cosmos Organic,

provides the balance of moisture, which is one of the leading formulations of youthfulness

where the skin becomes bright and vivid.

Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

Radiant Smoothing Eye Cream – 30mlRadiant Smoothing Eye Cream – 30ml (RRP - €22)(RRP - €22) which spreads the youth of the eye

contour to many years, helps to eliminate the daily fatigue and under-eye bags around the

eyes while removing the appearance of the capillaries that have emerged on the surface. It
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provides long-term youth by deeply supporting collagen structure. It is produced with the

international Cosmos Organic certificate and enriched by the combination of black currant,

chamomile, daily, palmarosa and cypress oils which help to balance skin tone and sebum

ratio around the eyes and give freshness and brightness to the eye area.

Radiant Soothing Tonic – 125ml (RRP - €11) Radiant Soothing Tonic – 125ml (RRP - €11) is synthesized from different climates and

geographies with geranium, lavender, palmarosa and may chang oil extracts and an

assertive and organic product with the international Cosmos organic certificate. Developed

in accordance with all skin types and catching perfection with its antiseptic feature, the

product has gained original quality with the freshness it brings to the skin before and after

makeup. It tightens pores, radiates skin, reduces skin fatigue and stress.

Radiant Purifying Cleanser – 250ml (RRP - €14) Radiant Purifying Cleanser – 250ml (RRP - €14) a brand-new product that calms the face,

taking on the colors of the soul. Traditional lavender and tea tree are added to the magic

of ylang-ylang oil and the final touch is completed with juniper essence. Radiant Purifying

Cleanser, produced with the international Cosmos Organic certificate, gently removes

makeup from the skin and moisturizes it during the cleaning phase; it prevents the

formation of acne. It is developed in accordance with all skin types, the product gives a

silky touch to the skin after cleansing, purifying the skin from daily stress.
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Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

Exfoliating Peeling Gel Aloe Vera & Walnut Shell – 100ml (RRP - €15.50) Exfoliating Peeling Gel Aloe Vera & Walnut Shell – 100ml (RRP - €15.50) cleanses the pores

deeply, purifies and revitalizes the skin. It cleans by gently peeling the skin with the walnut

shell powder in it. It moisturizes the skin with the aloe vera, sweet almond and sesame oils

it contains. It gives freshness and vitality with rosemary, lemon and orange oils. It works

against acne and blackhead formation with tea tree and lavender oils.
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Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

Purifying Clay Mask with Green Clay & Peppermint Oil – 100ml (RRP - €16.50)Purifying Clay Mask with Green Clay & Peppermint Oil – 100ml (RRP - €16.50) cleanses,

purifies and refreshes the skin deeply. It helps to absorb excess oil and reduce

discolouration. It balances the sebum ratio in the skin and makes the skin smoother.

Purifying Clay Mask, which provides a refreshing effect with mint oil, helps to maintain the

moisture balance of the skin with aloe vera, sweet almond and sesame oils. It gives

freshness and vitality with rosemary, lemon, eucalyptus oils.
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Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

Botanical Facial Steam – 16gr (RRP - €7.5) Botanical Facial Steam – 16gr (RRP - €7.5) is specifically prepared for the steam bath,

opens the pores, calms and moisturizes the skin allowing it to receive the benefits of the

herbal and botanical blend that B&G product has including calendula, dandelion, rose

petals and buds, jasmine and hibiscus.
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Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

Bold&Goodly Natural Bath Bombs - 85gr (RRP - €6)Bold&Goodly Natural Bath Bombs - 85gr (RRP - €6)

The base of B&G bath bombs is rock salt with olive oil, shea butter and essential oils to

melt into the skin and make it softer. As rock salt cleanses the toxins from the pores, the

magnesium inside increases the blood circulation, relieves the muscles and reduce the

blood pressure also causing to reduce stress.

Completely natural, handmade, does not contain additives, they are free from SLS,

parabens, or any other harmful ingredients.
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Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

Bold&Goodly Natural Soaps - 95gr (RRP - €6.50, special collection/baby - €7).Bold&Goodly Natural Soaps - 95gr (RRP - €6.50, special collection/baby - €7).

All B&G soaps are handmade from high-quality olive oil from Aegean Region in Turkey

with natural content, they are cruelty-free, eco-friendly and vegan. As the base of the

soaps are made from natural ingredients, they do not irritate the skin or dry out. Every soap

is unique with its ingredients, scent and healing effects and they can be used on face, body

and hair.
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Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

The minimum order quantity (MOQ) and the details are discussed upon request.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Bold & Goodly collection is presented to you with its carbon footprint philosophy in local

values and packaging selection. B&G products are in pure amber packaging suitable with

brand core values, being candid and natural. The amber packaging also helps to sustain

the shelf life of the organic products at the most possible. Whether the brand uses glass or

plastic packaging, all of them are recyclable with great respect to the environment and the

world in which it obtains inspiration and material.
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Natural Soaps Special Collection

Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Bold&Goodly is sold online in its own  and throughout Turkey. It

actively gives customers to try products and gets customers reviews and collects the

opinions of real buyers. In addition, the brand actively maintains positions on social

networks including .

To the attention of buyers, the brand also offers various sets in different designs for a

bathroom in eco-friendly packaging.

MEDIAMEDIA

online store

Instagram
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Both B&G glass and plastic packaging is recyclable with great respect to the environment

Photo credit by Bold&Goodly
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The B&G kids' set, presented in a natural wood box, includes baby soap, baby bath salt and a natural sea sponge

Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

Photo credit by Bold&Goodly
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Bold and Goodly

Contact person:Contact person: Müge Aydin

E-mail:E-mail: info@boldandgoodly.com

Website:Website: boldandgoodly.com

Phone:Phone: +90 535 694 06 66

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Turkey

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Bold&Goodly Webpage

Bold&Goodly Instagram Page

click here
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The Cool Derma Company was founded in 2017 by Shidrokh Ghawami

an authorized skin care therapist. It offers the innovative and cutting

edge science-based skincare series that are aimed to balance the skin

and designed for all skin types, ages and genders. Currently, there are

two main series of high-performance skincare products called

Skinfitness and Skinstamina. The skin is a cool organ and that is where

the name Cool Derma comes from. Cool Derma product prices are very

customer friendly despite the fact that these high-quality AHA / BHA

acid products are manufactured in Sweden using the latest technologies

and only natural ingredients. Thanks to smart packaging Cool Derma is

portable and easy to use. The Founder is personally involved in the

step-by-step sustainable process of skincare products creation, from a

selection of ingredient to the final product. The brand is aimed at well-

being and lasting transformative results now and for future generations.

The main goal is to allow all customers to help with their problem skin,

no matter where they live or who they are.

NEW TRANSFORMATIVE SKINCARE
FOR THOSE WHO NEED A “RESET

BUTTON”
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

The founder of Cool Derma Company Shidrokh "Orchid" Ghawami is an authorized

Swedish skin therapist, functional nutrition therapist and makeup artist. For more than 20

years, she has been working in the skincare industry where she has met people of

different ages with countless skin types and skin problems. Her extensive interest in

current cosmetic chemistry, anatomy, biology and nutrition has resulted in the startup Cool

Derma, which was launched in autumn 2017. Today under Cool Derma there is a skincare

salon and self-developed skincare personal brand. The salon offers unique and

personalized beauty treatments for different skin types and all ethnicities. The in-house

skincare, developed with the Swedish skincare elite, consists of unique formulations.

Care much about social skincare problems Ms. Ghawami has a private foundation

dedicated to anti-bullying of children for skin problems where she personally consults

mothers and newborns as well as treat many babies for skin problems for free.

THE STORYTHE STORY

These skincare products were developed by Ms. Ghawami thanks to all conversations

and wishes of her clients over the years of a professional career. During this time she

has realized that there is something missing in the market. Therefore, she has developed

effective skincare for home use, so it could be affordable to everybody in contrast to

professional skincare products. The first skincare series Skinfitness is designed for unclean

skin. The series consists of few but effective and multifunctional products for both face and

body. Skinstamina is the latest skincare series from Cool Derma with results-oriented

skincare for home use. Prices are customer-friendly for high-quality exfoliating AHA / BHA

acid products. All products belong to the NON-Gender skin care generation and should

suit everyone in the household. The company's motto is "Well-being and lasting results,

now and for future generations."

PRODUCTSPRODUCTS

SKINFITNESS - exfoliates and balances the skin
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Shidrokh Ghawami is an authorized skin therapist, functional nutritionist, founder and CEO of Cool Derma

Company

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

The Skinfitness series contains high-quality acid products and is designed for those who

need a reset button to balance, exfoliate and increase the skin luster. Skinfitness is the first

series by Cool Derma with vegan results-oriented skin care for home use. The products are

made for unclean skin, clogged pores and pimples as well as for mature skin. The products

consist of a large proportion of active ingredients that exfoliate the skin without drying out.

Skinfitness includes three multifunctional products and washable, reusable, sustainable

cleansing cotton cloth:

Deep Clean 2 in 1 Exfoliating Gel Cleanser;

Advanced Hydro Clear & Calm Moisturizer;

Intense Skin Renewal Glycolic Essence;

Multitasking Organic Cotton Cleansing Cloth (4 pieces).

Skinfitness with orange logo is for oily skin with acne, large problem pores, discolouration,

pimples, blackheads etc. This line is very active with low pH which means that it will sting

on the skin so that skin gets red and it may be red up to 15 minutes. This is not allergy nor

that means that the product is harmful to the skin. As an important part of the law and for
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customer safety Cool Derma has had all of products Dermatologically tested and the line is

approved by . Still, since AHA/BHA are the active

ingredients in cosmetics, every skin reacts differently to them and the sting or the redness

would be different too. 

Cool Derma effective skincare for home use was developed based on professional skincare platform aiming to be

affordable to everybody

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

It is recommended to read the instructions on the product and on the website before use.

Customer should use the products a few times in the week to start and then slowly step up

to everyday use after 3-4 weeks.

The  from this series has been often compared by the clients to

some famous luxury skincare brands in quality, but the main difference that Cool Derma

products go at a much more affordable price. 

SKINSTAMINA -  strengthens and protects the skin

The Skinstamina products were developed for normal, dry as well as sensitive and mature

skin. Just like the previous series, the content is vegan and with a high proportion of

Swedish Medical Products Agency

Glycolic Essence
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effective ingredients. The ingredients in Skinstamina strengthen the skin against external

stress, reduce the skin's loss of moisture and collagen as well as prevent age signs such as

sagging skin, pigmentation, discolouration, dehydration, dullness and grey skin tone and

large pores.

Skinstamina line is a delight to use and feels very good due to natural ingredients such as green tea, oat and

grape seed extract, jojoba and other natural oils in it

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

This series consists of three multifunctional products with minimal environmental impact.

The Skinstamina line is a delight to use and feels very good without redness or stinging,

even though Cool Derma has used a great number of active C vitamins. There are natural

ingredients such as green tea, oat and grape seed extract, jojoba and other natural oils in

it. These are 2 in 1 product for both face and body. The prices are rather competitive for

this kind of high-quality potent products. The series includes the following products:

Green Tea Refreshing & Balancing Gel Cleanser;

Nutri-Active Skin Barrier Restoring & Repairing Cream;

Brightening Hydroactive Multivitamin Essence.  
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Cool Derma is new transformative skincare for those who choose active life and need a “reset button” for their

skin

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

Both series main features are: 

Competitive prices for this kind of high-quality potent products;

Multifunctional products for both face and body;

Generous volumes in lightweight packaging;

Three user-friendly products that are effective;

Developed based on customer needs and desires;

Non Gender skin care products that fit everyone in the household.

BRAND USP BRAND USP 

Cool Derma Skinfitness line is compared to the bigger and more expensive brands

like , , . The founder did not have a

compromise in relation to the quality of the product, but as for the price, she believes that

the products should be available to everyone. According to Ms.Ghawami "A good high

tech science-based brand should never be exclusive for the Rich people and Everybody

should be able to go to a drugstore and get the coolness of Cool Derma". The brand has

already received approval from numerous customers who use and see amazing skin

improvements and results.

Peter Thomas Roth Bioloqiue Recherche Skinceuticals
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Cool Derma design features lightweight, portable packaging that can be used "on the go" and "must-have" in

each handbag

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

Also, Cool Derma has the main advantage - its smart packaging and few steps easy

process of application. Cool Derma is also very loved by fitness and sport athletes because

of the name and easy to use when sporting. Many sportsmen and not only suffer from

acne, bacne (spots on their backs) and find it so helpful to use Skinfitness line. This is a

huge market to introduce Cool Derma. Together with classic retailers and drugstores, thу

line could be successfully introduced to fitness clubs, sporting stores, spas, swimming halls

and hotel gyms.

BRANDING & DESIGN BRANDING & DESIGN 

The main feature of both lines of skin care products is their lightweight and portable

packaging that can be used "on the go". Moreover, thanks to smart packaging Cool Derma

is very easy to use. The process of using cosmetics is pretty simple and require few steps

instead of being in many heavy glass "jam" jars that nobody likes to put their fingers in. You

should only squeeze a small amount of the product and apply to the skin avoiding touch

with mass, which can negatively affect the product’s life cycle.
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All-natural and affordable for all, Cool Derma cares much about each customer

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

As a part of a global effort to minimizing the carbon footprint, the company doesn't have

paper boxes, plastic wraps, brochures and shares all of the information online. This method

has been proven to be the most effective to reach the younger generation which buys

everything online and does not want the fancy wrapping anymore! 

The retailers which are big pharmacies in Sweden have honoured Cool Derma for being so

straightforward and this is one of the most important differences the company has done in

the cosmetic industry! 

MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 
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The company brings a big differences to the cosmetic industry supporting a global effort to minimize the carbon

footprint. It refused paper boxes, plastic wraps, brochures

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

Cool Derma is currently sold at the Swedish local market offline through own salon,

pharmacies and some major retailers. Also, it is available through its own .

Cool Derma supports the clients and customers with various product presentations,

participates in beauty expos and different skincare and healthcare events held locally and

worldwide to promote the brand.

Cool Derma is present in social media with own ,  and

 which contains skincare tips from the Founder and promotion statement

movie with a call to action, to join the movement against bullying.

FUTURE PLANSFUTURE PLANS

webshop

Facebook page Instagram page

YouTube Channel
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Some Cool Derma retailers

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

 After successfully launched in its local Swedish market, which tends to be one of the most

difficult to launch a new brand, Cool Derma is ready to go globally having know-how

technological platform, strong management team, customers reference and approval on

board. According to the Founder, Cool Derma succeeded because of the best argument

you can have to enter retailers market is to give the people the solution to their problems

at an affordable price.

PRICESPRICES

Some Cool DermaCool Derma products recommended retail prices for Europe in EUR are:

Green Tea Gel Cleanser - 39,90;

Nutri-Active Repairing Cream - 49,90;

Brightening Multivitamin Essence - 59,50;

Cool Derma Intensive Essence - 39,90;

Cool Derma Exfoliating Cleanser - 39,90;

Cool Derma Advanced Moisturizer - 39,90.
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Recent skincare presentation event held in Stockholm fall 2019

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

These prices can be adjusted in accordance with the needs of each individual market after

in-depth analysis. 

MEDIA/AWARDS MEDIA/AWARDS 

The new Gala magazine has Cool Derma in its list of the Best of the Year. Also, in one local

Swedish magazine, Cool Derma skincare was assigned with 5 bees which means the best

rating among other skincare products.

Cool Derma  from Skinfitness series that results in intensive skin

renewal, combines facial water and serum in one product, exfoliates the skin without

drying and damaging the skin's protective barrier, causes cell renewal and contributes to a

smoother skin tone, became the finalist of skincare .

Glycolic Essence

Daisy Beauty Awards 2019
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Cool Derma is often featured in magazines and gets the highest scores thanks to its uncompromising top quality

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

Cool Derma face mask has been nominated for , the highest

acknowledgement in Nordic countries for cosmetics.

Ghawami has been in the beauty industry for more than 20 years.... Read more at

Swedish Beauty Award

Scandinavian MIND
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ARCTIC BERRY HYDRO-RECOVERY NOURISHING MASK

Photo Credit by Cool Derma
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Ms. Ghawami was interviewed by Scandinavian Mind Magazin and described the brand essence

Photo Credit by Cool Derma
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Cool Derma Company

Contact person:Contact person: Shidrokh Ghawami

E-mail:E-mail: 7S6pAOMXmN

Website:Website: coolderma.com

Phone:Phone: +46 087 30 23 29

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: Sweden

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Cool Derma Official Webpage

Cool Derma Facebook Page

ORIGINAL VIDEO 1

ENG SKINFITNESS product presentation 2019

ENG SKINSTAMINA product presentation 2019

click here
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The Cool Derma Company was founded in 2017 by Shidrokh Ghawami

an authorized skin care therapist. It offers the innovative and cutting

edge science-based skincare series that are aimed to balance the skin

and designed for all skin types, ages and genders. Currently, there are

two main series of high-performance skincare products called

Skinfitness and Skinstamina. The skin is a cool organ and that is where

the name Cool Derma comes from. Cool Derma product prices are very

customer friendly despite the fact that these high-quality AHA / BHA

acid products are manufactured in Sweden using the latest technologies

and only natural ingredients. Thanks to smart packaging Cool Derma is

portable and easy to use. The Founder is personally involved in the

step-by-step sustainable process of skincare products creation, from a

selection of ingredient to the final product. The brand is aimed at well-

being and lasting transformative results now and for future generations.

The main goal is to allow all customers to help with their problem skin,

no matter where they live or who they are.

SECRET DOSSIER ON COOL DERMA
COMPANY
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

The founder of Cool Derma Company Shidrokh "Orchid" Ghawami is an authorized

Swedish skin therapist, functional nutrition therapist and makeup artist. For more than 20

years, she has been working in the skincare industry where she has met people of

different ages with countless skin types and skin problems. Her extensive interest in

current cosmetic chemistry, anatomy, biology and nutrition has resulted in the startup Cool

Derma, which was launched in autumn 2017. Today under Cool Derma there is a skincare

salon and self-developed skincare personal brand. The salon offers unique and

personalized beauty treatments for different skin types and all ethnicities. The in-house

skincare, developed with the Swedish skincare elite, consists of unique formulations.

Care much about social skincare problems Ms. Ghawami has a private foundation

dedicated to anti-bullying of children for skin problems where she personally consults

mothers and newborns as well as treat many babies for skin problems for free.

THE STORYTHE STORY

These skincare products were developed by Ms. Ghawami thanks to all conversations

and wishes of her clients over the years of a professional career. During this time she

has realized that there is something missing in the market. Therefore, she has developed

effective skincare for home use, so it could be affordable to everybody in contrast to

professional skincare products. The first skincare series Skinfitness is designed for unclean

skin. The series consists of few but effective and multifunctional products for both face and

body. Skinstamina is the latest skincare series from Cool Derma with results-oriented

skincare for home use. Prices are customer-friendly for high-quality exfoliating AHA / BHA

acid products. All products belong to the NON-Gender skin care generation and should

suit everyone in the household. The company's motto is "Well-being and lasting results,

now and for future generations."

PRODUCTSPRODUCTS

SKINFITNESS - exfoliates and balances the skin
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Shidrokh Ghawami is an authorized skin therapist, functional nutritionist, founder and CEO of Cool Derma

Company

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

The Skinfitness series contains high-quality acid products and is designed for those who

need a reset button to balance, exfoliate and increase the skin luster. Skinfitness is the first

series by Cool Derma with vegan results-oriented skin care for home use. The products are

made for unclean skin, clogged pores and pimples as well as for mature skin. The products

consist of a large proportion of active ingredients that exfoliate the skin without drying out.

Skinfitness includes three multifunctional products and washable, reusable, sustainable

cleansing cotton cloth:

Deep Clean 2 in 1 Exfoliating Gel Cleanser;

Advanced Hydro Clear & Calm Moisturizer;

Intense Skin Renewal Glycolic Essence;

Multitasking Organic Cotton Cleansing Cloth (4 pieces).

Skinfitness with orange logo is for oily skin with acne, large problem pores, discolouration,

pimples, blackheads etc. This line is very active with low pH which means that it will sting

on the skin so that skin gets red and it may be red up to 15 minutes. This is not allergy nor

that means that the product is harmful to the skin. As an important part of the law and for
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customer safety Cool Derma has had all of products Dermatologically tested and the line is

approved by . Still, since AHA/BHA are the active

ingredients in cosmetics, every skin reacts differently to them and the sting or the redness

would be different too. 

Cool Derma effective skincare for home use was developed based on professional skincare platform aiming to be

affordable to everybody

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

It is recommended to read the instructions on the product and on the website before use.

Customer should use the products a few times in the week to start and then slowly step up

to everyday use after 3-4 weeks.

The  from this series has been often compared by the clients to

some famous luxury skincare brands in quality, but the main difference that Cool Derma

products go at a much more affordable price. 

SKINSTAMINA -  strengthens and protects the skin

The Skinstamina products were developed for normal, dry as well as sensitive and mature

skin. Just like the previous series, the content is vegan and with a high proportion of

Swedish Medical Products Agency

Glycolic Essence
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effective ingredients. The ingredients in Skinstamina strengthen the skin against external

stress, reduce the skin's loss of moisture and collagen as well as prevent age signs such as

sagging skin, pigmentation, discolouration, dehydration, dullness and grey skin tone and

large pores.

Skinstamina line is a delight to use and feels very good due to natural ingredients such as green tea, oat and

grape seed extract, jojoba and other natural oils in it

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

This series consists of three multifunctional products with minimal environmental impact.

The Skinstamina line is a delight to use and feels very good without redness or stinging,

even though Cool Derma has used a great number of active C vitamins. There are natural

ingredients such as green tea, oat and grape seed extract, jojoba and other natural oils in

it. These are 2 in 1 product for both face and body. The prices are rather competitive for

this kind of high-quality potent products. The series includes the following products:

Green Tea Refreshing & Balancing Gel Cleanser;

Nutri-Active Skin Barrier Restoring & Repairing Cream;

Brightening Hydroactive Multivitamin Essence.  
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Cool Derma is new transformative skincare for those who choose active life and need a “reset button” for their

skin

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

Both series main features are: 

Competitive prices for this kind of high-quality potent products;

Multifunctional products for both face and body;

Generous volumes in lightweight packaging;

Three user-friendly products that are effective;

Developed based on customer needs and desires;

Non Gender skin care products that fit everyone in the household.

Cool Derma is currently working on the newest organic products. A multifunctional eye

cream with nourishing, repairing and moisturizing characteristics and a multifunctional face

mask providing nourishing and deep hydration as a result, that was specially developed to

strengthen the skin’s resistance, repair and promote its natural protection will be launched

fall 2020. The new presentation could be downloaded by the  as well as at the bottom

of the page in Files.

BRAND USP BRAND USP 

Cool Derma Skinfitness line is compared to the bigger and more expensive brands

link
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like , , . The founder did not have a

compromise in relation to the quality of the product, but as for the price, she believes that

the products should be available to everyone. According to Ms.Ghawami "A good high

tech science-based brand should never be exclusive for the Rich people and Everybody

should be able to go to a drugstore and get the coolness of Cool Derma". The brand has

already received approval from numerous customers who use and see amazing skin

improvements and results.

Cool Derma design features lightweight, portable packaging that can be used "on the go" and "must-have" in

each handbag

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

Also, Cool Derma has the main advantage - its smart packaging and few steps easy

process of application. Cool Derma is also very loved by fitness and sport athletes because

of the name and easy to use when sporting. Many sportsmen and not only suffer from

acne, bacne (spots on their backs) and find it so helpful to use Skinfitness line. This is a

huge market to introduce Cool Derma. Together with classic retailers and drugstores, thу

line could be successfully introduced to fitness clubs, sporting stores, spas, swimming halls

and hotel gyms.

Peter Thomas Roth Bioloqiue Recherche Skinceuticals
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All-natural and affordable for all, Cool Derma cares much about each customer

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

BRANDING & DESIGN BRANDING & DESIGN 

The main feature of both lines of skin care products is their lightweight and portable

packaging that can be used "on the go". Moreover, thanks to smart packaging Cool Derma

is very easy to use. The process of using cosmetics is pretty simple and require few steps

instead of being in many heavy glass "jam" jars that nobody likes to put their fingers in. You

should only squeeze a small amount of the product and apply to the skin avoiding touch

with mass, which can negatively affect the product’s life cycle.

As a part of a global effort to minimizing the carbon footprint, the company doesn't have

paper boxes, plastic wraps, brochures and shares all of the information online. This method

has been proven to be the most effective to reach the younger generation which buys

everything online and does not want the fancy wrapping anymore! 

The retailers which are big pharmacies in Sweden have honoured Cool Derma for being so

straightforward and this is one of the most important differences the company has done in

the cosmetic industry! 

MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 
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The company brings a big differences to the cosmetic industry supporting a global effort to minimize the carbon

footprint. It refused paper boxes, plastic wraps, brochures

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

Cool Derma is currently sold at the Swedish local market offline through own salon,

pharmacies and some major retailers. Also, it is available through its own .

Cool Derma supports the clients and customers with various product presentations,

participates in beauty expos and different skincare and healthcare events held locally and

worldwide to promote the brand.

Cool Derma is present in social media with own ,  and

 which contains skincare tips from the Founder and promotion statement

movie with a call to action, to join the movement against bullying.

FUTURE PLANSFUTURE PLANS

 After successfully launched in its local Swedish market, which tends to be one of the most

difficult to launch a new brand, Cool Derma is ready to go globally having know-how

technological platform, strong management team, customers reference and approval on

board. According to the Founder, Cool Derma succeeded because of the best argument

you can have to enter retailers market is to give the people the solution to their problems

at an affordable price.

webshop

Facebook page Instagram page

YouTube Channel
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Some Cool Derma retailers

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

PRICESPRICES

Cool DermaCool Derma products with EXWEXW Sweden and RRPRRP for Europe in EUR:

Green Tea Gel Cleanser 150 ml: EXW - 10,40, RRP - 39,90;

Nutri-Active Repairing Cream 50 ml: EXW - 13,50, RRP - 49,90;

Brightening Multivitamin Essence 100 ml: EXW - 14,30, RRP - 59,50;

Cool Derma Intensive Essence 200 ml: EXW - 10,40, RRP - 39,90;

Cool Derma Exfoliating Cleanser 200 ml: EXW - 10,40, RRP - 39,90;

Cool Derma Advanced Moisturizer 50 ml: EXW - 10,40, RRP - 39,90;

Advanced Hyaluronic Nourishing Eye Contour cream 30 ml:  EXW - 13,65, RRP - 53,50;

Arctic Berry Hydro-Recovery Nourishing Face mask 75 ml: EXW - 13, RRP - 49,50.

These prices can be adjusted in accordance with the needs of each individual market after

in-depth analysis.
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Recent skincare presentation event held in Stockholm fall 2019

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

MEDIA/AWARDS MEDIA/AWARDS 

The new Gala magazine has Cool Derma in its list of the Best of the Year. Also, in one local

Swedish magazine, Cool Derma skincare was assigned with 5 bees which means the best

rating among other skincare products.

Cool Derma  from Skinfitness series that results in intensive skin

renewal, combines facial water and serum in one product, exfoliates the skin without

drying and damaging the skin's protective barrier, causes cell renewal and contributes to a

smoother skin tone, became the finalist of skincare .

Cool Derma got a popular Award in Sweden called  for the new essence.

Glycolic Essence

Daisy Beauty Awards 2019

Beauty Oscar
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Cool Derma is often featured in magazines and gets the highest scores thanks to its uncompromising top quality

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

Publication in media under the name "Eight Swedes who make a difference in the beauty

industry" text translation into English "Shidrokh "Orchid" Ghawami - is the skin therapist

who created a skincare brand called Cool Derma Stockholm and it is a keen standout

among newly established beauty brands in Sweden - determined to change people's

skincare routines for the better, with active and exciting

ingredients." 

Cool Derma face mask has been nominated for Swedish Beauty Award, the highest

acknowledgement in Nordic countries for cosmetics.

Ghawami has been in the beauty industry for more than 20 years.... Read more at

konhetsredaktorerna.se

Scandinavian MIND
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ARCTIC BERRY HYDRO-RECOVERY NOURISHING MASK

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

ADDITIONAL MATERIALSADDITIONAL MATERIALS

You can download the new line Essentials presentation by the

You can download all the promotional photos by the 

 link

link
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Ms. Ghawami was interviewed by Scandinavian Mind Magazin and described the brand essence

Photo Credit by Cool Derma

You can download all the photos from the presentation fall 2019 by the 

You can download the price list for Distributors 2020 by the 

You can download Cool Derma company presentation by the 

You can download the latest photos by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only. Feel free to download them with one click.

OPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSOPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of an interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the

link

link

link

link
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text of the dossier. You can find the series of questions/comments from Syndicate

members and answers from the brand's owner by the . Feel free

to leave your comments and ask questions Cool Derma Company by the . Please do

not share this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Cool Derma Company

Contact person:Contact person: Shidrokh Ghawami

E-mail:E-mail: kontakt@coolderma.com

Website:Website: coolderma.com

Phone:Phone: +46 087 30 23 29

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: Sweden

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Cool Derma Official Webpage

Cool Derma Facebook Page

ORIGINAL VIDEO 1

ENG SKINFITNESS product presentation 2019

ENG SKINSTAMINA product presentation 2019

Cool Derma Company Presentation

2019

The essentials NEW line product presentation

ENGLISH.pdf’

Cool Derma Pricelist distributors 2020

All Promotional Photos

Presentation Photos Fall 2019

Cool Derma photos 2020 new

Cool Derma Beauty Oscar Sweden

2020

The Essentials ENGLISH

click here
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Teana is an innovative Russian skincare company founded by Dmitry

Stoforandov in 2007. Mr. Stoforandov holds a PhD in pharmaceutical

science and is the man behind all Teana cosmetic formulas. He is a

scientist and a pharmacist, who has enriched the cosmetics industry

with almost 300 unique skincare formulas and who keeps bringing new

trends and energy into this field. Teana has been producing cosmetics

which are as effective as beauty salon treatments for more than 10

years. The company uses manufacturing sites in Russia and France.

Teana's goal is to make skincare simple, affordable and pleasant. Teana

Laboratories' mission is to make the life of its clients happier and more

beautiful.

TEANA LABORATORIES - YOUR
PERSONAL BEAUTY EXPERT
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Why customers appreciate Teana:Why customers appreciate Teana:

High-tech formulas, based on natural ingredients.High-tech formulas, based on natural ingredients. Teana is among the first to introduce

the most breakthrough and effective technologies in the field of cosmetology. Teana

maintains the perfect balance between proximity to nature and high-tech care.

Salon standard treatment at home.Salon standard treatment at home. Simplicity, convenience, high technology. Teana

adapts all the best that is or is just emerging in the salon cosmetology, and this

significantly improves and simplifies the lives of those who care about their beauty and

health.

Trend-setting.Trend-setting. The most effective modern solutions and formats in demand in the

market. The regular release of interesting new products. Teana always has something to

surprise you.

Simple and effective skincare programs.Simple and effective skincare programs.

Premium quality at a reasonable price.Premium quality at a reasonable price. Innovations, expensive assets, ergonomic,

beautiful, reliable packaging and at the same time no "image" overpricing. Everything is

fair.

Care for nature. Care for nature. Teana tries to take care of the planet, so it uses renewable raw

materials only, do not test cosmetics on animals, do not use paper inserts in packages

to reduce the amount of garbage.

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

THE FOUNDER & STORY BEHIND TEANATHE FOUNDER & STORY BEHIND TEANA
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“All the main standards of beauty are created by nature itself. Therefore, our products are

based on natural bioactive ingredients, the effective action of which is ensured by

advanced scientific developments.”

                                                                                                                        Dmitry Stoforandov Dmitry Stoforandov

Dmitry Vladimirovich Stoforandov, the Creator, General Director and mastermind of Teana

laboratories, has a sound experience of successful work at the junction of pharmacy and

cosmetology, is a Candidate of Pharmaceutical Sciences. As a child he had been mixing

his mother’s face creams to create something special. Then after becoming a pharmacist

Dmitry brought about 300 unique skincare formulations, new trends and his creative

power to cosmetic industry. Having really turned on the heat to produce high-tech

cosmetics for the "home salon", he founded the company from scratch and personally

developed formulations of the first line of products - mono-dosed ampouled serums

packed in pharmaceutical glass and containing a high concentration of bioactive

ingredients, which are still an undoubted brand hit. Dmitry Vladimirovich's motto is: "We

need to produce the product for which we vouch and to be guided in business by our

conscience first of all". And for almost 13 years now, Teana has been producing unique

professional cosmetics. Its effectiveness is confirmed by testing, and the number of

satisfied customers around the world is constantly growing.

IN-HOME BEAUTY SALONIN-HOME BEAUTY SALON

Teana implements the most advanced solutions in the field of cosmetology in convenient

packaging format of cosmetics for independent use at home. All lines are perfectly

combined with each other, so the clients can create an individual care program for

themselves, taking into account all the nuances and needs of the skin.

MARKETING & PRMARKETING & PR

The brand is widely represented online and offline. Top mass media in Russia regularly

write about the products, and Teana also conducts monthly creative mailings to popular

bloggers in order to raise brand awareness. In 2018, Teana received 2 prestigious Tagline

Awards for Best Integrated Advertising Campaign. Teana participates in charity events,
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sponsor various beauty events, holds meetings and zoom parties for potential clients.

SALESSALES

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

Teana is now selling well nationwide in Russia and has distributors in Lithuania, Latvia,

Uzbekistan and Belarus. The best points of sales are online and offline beauty stores and

drogeries like Drogas, where it is currently sold and others like Watsons, Douglas etc. 

MEDIAMEDIA
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Teana is actively building brand awareness on social media through the

following channels:

Instagram page

European Instagram page 

Youtube channel 

More media materials could be found by the 

AWARDSAWARDS

Teana's products regularly receive prestigious awards for innovative skincare and

performance. Teana has been awarded prizes for top glossy women's publications, as well

as international prizes won at exhibitions.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

Teana skincare provides the most up-to-date and innovative solutions in modern

cosmetology. Teana tracks the latest achievements of scientific labs all over the world.

Therefore, the company is among the first to obtain samples of new ingredients and to

conclude contracts for the supply of modern cosmetic raw materials while others may not

even know about them yet. Traditionally, Teana purchases ingredients for its products in

France, Switzerland, UK, Germany, Marocco. The ingredients are high-concentrated

substances that are extractable from plants only through a series of complex chemical

processes. Absence of impurities and high concentration – a guarantee that

Teana's products will have a predictable and evident effect.

Keys of success of Teana's products:Keys of success of Teana's products:

Formulating.Formulating. The key to the effectiveness of Teana cosmetics is the skilful combination

of natural ingredients and high technology. Teana is among the first to introduce

advanced scientific developments in formulations and has earned a reputation as a

conscientious and innovative manufacturer. Teana also adds a secret ingredient - love -

to each product.

Geography of production. Geography of production. Teana's two main production sites are in Russia (in the

link
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science city of Yubileyny) and in France on the coast of Brittany. Here Teana produces

laboratory samples, test final products and prepare unique novelties for production.

Testing and certificationTesting and certification. All Teana products are subjected to multi-level testing: from in

vivo and in vitro tests of individual ingredients to testing of finished products on

volunteers. Teana cosmetics are certified in accordance with European legislation, so

costumers get guaranteed quality and proven effectiveness.

Teana is the award-winning brand with innovation at the core

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

Teana has a variety of products and cosmetic lines to solve different skin problems:Teana has a variety of products and cosmetic lines to solve different skin problems:

1. SUPER PEPTIDES - AMPOULE SERUMS WITH SUPER-1. SUPER PEPTIDES - AMPOULE SERUMS WITH SUPER-

EFFECTIVE PEPTIDESEFFECTIVE PEPTIDES
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Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

«SUPER PEPTIDES» ASAP SKIN TONE CORRECTION SERUM;

«SUPER PEPTIDES» NO PROBLEM INTENSIVE CARE SERUM;

«SUPER PEPTIDES» IN-HOME CIRCULAR FACELIFT SERUM;

«SUPER PEPTIDES» ANTI-REDNESS AID KIT SERUM;

«SUPER PEPTIDES» EYE CONTOUR PERFECTOR SERUM;

«SUPER PEPTIDES» CRYSTAL SKIN HIGHLIGHTER-LIKE SERUM.

TEANA VEGENIUSTEANA VEGENIUS - 100% NATURAL INGREDIENTS, - 100% NATURAL INGREDIENTS,

VEGAN-FRIENDLY, INNOVATION & NATUREVEGAN-FRIENDLY, INNOVATION & NATURE

2. 2. VEGENIUS VEGETABLE MILKVEGENIUS VEGETABLE MILK  - 100% VEGETABLE- 100% VEGETABLE

MILK IN PHARMACEUTICAL AMPOULES FORMILK IN PHARMACEUTICAL AMPOULES FOR

INTENSIVE SKIN CAREINTENSIVE SKIN CARE
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PHOTO CREDIT BY TEANA LABORATORIESPHOTO CREDIT BY TEANA LABORATORIES

100% natural vegetable milk for delicate and fresh skin. Weightless, fast-absorbing

texture nourishes the skin with all the richness of natural components";

100% NATURAL VEGETABLE DREAM MILK SWEET ALMOND;

100% NATURAL VEGETABLE DREAM MILK ORANGE BLOSSOM;

100% NATURAL VEGETABLE DREAM MILK COTTON.

3. 3. VEGENIUS POWDER SERUMSVEGENIUS POWDER SERUMS - 100% NATURAL - 100% NATURAL

POWDERS WITH POWERFUL SKINCARE BENEFITS DUEPOWDERS WITH POWERFUL SKINCARE BENEFITS DUE

TO THEIR BOTANICAL COMPOSITIONTO THEIR BOTANICAL COMPOSITION

Natural powder serum LIFTING & SOFT FOCUS 

Natural powder serum SMOOTH & COMFY

Natural powder serum EVEN TONE & TEXTURE

4. 4. VEGENIUS FLOWER WATERSVEGENIUS FLOWER WATERS - PURE FLORAL - PURE FLORAL

WATERS ARE BASED ON THE WATER-SOLUBLEWATERS ARE BASED ON THE WATER-SOLUBLE

FRACTIONS OF VALUABLE ESSENTIAL OILS AND AREFRACTIONS OF VALUABLE ESSENTIAL OILS AND ARE

ENRICHED WITH  DIHYDROQUERCETIN WHICH IS AENRICHED WITH  DIHYDROQUERCETIN WHICH IS A

POWERFUL NATURAL ANTIOXIDANTPOWERFUL NATURAL ANTIOXIDANT
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Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

Natural flower water CAMOMILE ROSEMARY face and hair spray;

Natural flower water ROSE - LAVENDER face and hair spray;

Natural flower water MELISSA - THYME face and hair spray;

Natural flower water LEMON - ORANGE FLOWERS face and hair spray.

5. 5. VEGENIUS SMOOTHIE FACE MASK VEGENIUS SMOOTHIE FACE MASK - EDIBLE- EDIBLE

SMOOTHIE MASKS ARE ALL NATURAL AND CONTAINSMOOTHIE MASKS ARE ALL NATURAL AND CONTAIN

FRUIT POWDERS, DIETARY FIBERS (DETOX EFFECT)FRUIT POWDERS, DIETARY FIBERS (DETOX EFFECT)

AND STEVIA EXTRACTAND STEVIA EXTRACT
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SMOOTHIE FACE MASK COCOA-STRAWBERRY (4 portions, 80g)

SMOOTHIE FACE MASK APPLE-RASPBERRY (4 portions, 80g)

6. 6. VEGENIUS – BIO ESSENCESVEGENIUS – BIO ESSENCES (THE EXACT (THE EXACT

MOLECULAR “TWINS” OF LIVING PLANTS, GIVING THEMOLECULAR “TWINS” OF LIVING PLANTS, GIVING THE

SKIN 100% OF VALUABLE INGREDIENTS)SKIN 100% OF VALUABLE INGREDIENTS)

NATURAL PROTECTION AGAINST POLLUTION bio essence;

DEEP RECOVERY FOR TIRED SKIN bio essence;

AGAINST DEHYDRATION AND CLIMATE STRESS bio essence;

SKIN SUPPORT DURING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY bio essence;

ANTI-AGE FOR MATURE SKIN bio essence;

RELAX & ANTI-STRESS FOR URBAN DWELLERS bio essence;

AGAINST UV-STRESS, REDNESS AND PIGMENTATION bio essence;

PURETY AND FRESHNESS FOR PROBLEM SKIN bio essence.

7. LIFTING TAPES - LIFTING EFFECT  IN JUST 7 DAYS7. LIFTING TAPES - LIFTING EFFECT  IN JUST 7 DAYS

LIFTING TAPES for the face (7sets).

8. MOLECULAR MICROFLUIDS OCCLUX  -   ACT8. MOLECULAR MICROFLUIDS OCCLUX  -   ACT

SIMILARLY TO BEAUTY SALON COSMETIC MASKS,SIMILARLY TO BEAUTY SALON COSMETIC MASKS,

BUT YOU CAN WEAR THEM ALL-DAYBUT YOU CAN WEAR THEM ALL-DAY

Molecular microfluid SENSOCALM with neurocalming complex with sea anemone toxin;

Molecular microfluid  AGE-FREE with sea snail toxin;

Molecular microfluid  HI-LIFTING with modeling peptide complex;

Molecular microfluid  SYN-CHRO realighning the skin's biorythms;

Molecular microfluid  GOLD 24K beauty elixir with gold nanoparticles.

9. CONE SNAIL TOXIN - TOXY FOR EXPRESSION LINES9. CONE SNAIL TOXIN - TOXY FOR EXPRESSION LINES

CORRECTION - A BOTOX EFFECT WITHOUT ACORRECTION - A BOTOX EFFECT WITHOUT A

COSMETOLOGISTCOSMETOLOGIST
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Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

FACE DROPS (SERUM) against expression lines, all skin types;

LIGHT FACE CREAM against expression lines, all skin types;

OVERNIGHT FACE MASK against expression lines, all skin types.

10. 10-DAY BEAUTY REGIMEN FUNGUSTO BASED ON10. 10-DAY BEAUTY REGIMEN FUNGUSTO BASED ON

MUSHROOM EXTRACTSMUSHROOM EXTRACTS

FUNGUSTO serums - 10-day beauty regimen based on mushroom extracts.

11. EXPERT BOOST -  NEUROACTIVE BOOSTERS GIVE A11. EXPERT BOOST -  NEUROACTIVE BOOSTERS GIVE A

DEEP, LONG-TERM AND VISIBLE EFFECT WITHOUTDEEP, LONG-TERM AND VISIBLE EFFECT WITHOUT

“BEAUTY INJECTIONS” BY OPTIMIZING THE CELLS’“BEAUTY INJECTIONS” BY OPTIMIZING THE CELLS’

FUNCTIONSFUNCTIONS

Alternative to beauty salon cosmetologyAlternative to beauty salon cosmetology
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Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

Booster with ionosomes NON-INJECTION FILLING;

Booster for mature skin BLUE RETINOL;

Booster for a non-surgical facelift IDEAL SHAPE.

Correction of skin imperfectionsCorrection of skin imperfections
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Neuroactive boosters give a deep, long-term and visible effect without “beauty injections” by optimizing the cells’

functions

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

Spider veins corrector MIRABILIS;

Pore minimizing booster INVISIBLE PORES;

Booster for problem skin NATURAL SALICYLIC ACID.

Intensive lighteningIntensive lightening

Day brightening booster 3D-LASER;

Night brightening booster ANTI-SPOT;

Hand & decollete anti-spot booster WHITE TURMERIC.

Protection from the main causes of agingProtection from the main causes of aging

Day brightening booster SPF 30 TOTAL PROTECTION;

Mineral energizing booster for tired skin STOP-STRESS;

Booster against glycation GLYCO-STOP;

Protecting booster ANTI-INFLAMMAGING;

Booster with boreal wood extracts EXTREME CARE.

Strengthening the skin’s structure and anti-age careStrengthening the skin’s structure and anti-age care
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Silicon booster THE RESTRUCTURIZER;

Luxurious anti-aging booster WHITE TRUFFLE;

Booster with phyto stem cells ELDERFLOWER & GARDENIA.

Eyebrows and lashes growthEyebrows and lashes growth

Lash & brow booster LARIX AND TEA PLANT.

12. ROYAL FORMULA -  PREMIUM WATER-IN-OIL12. ROYAL FORMULA -  PREMIUM WATER-IN-OIL

EMULSIONS FOR DRY AND MATURE SKINEMULSIONS FOR DRY AND MATURE SKIN

Makeup removing oil DEEP CLEANSING;

Anti-wrinkle, anti-puffiness and anti-dark circles lifting eye cream EXTREME BEAUTY;

Anti-stress face oil serum EUPHORIA;

Rejuvenating face oil serum SO YOUNG;

Nutritional face oil serum SO RICH;

Moisturizing face oil serum AQUA PROTECT;

Makeup promer SUPER FACE;

Rejuvenating serum with retinol in vegetable capsules RETINOL POWER;

Rejuvenating serum with argireline in vegetable capsules BOTOX-LIKE;

Anti-wrinkle and anti-puffiness eye serum in vegetable capsules PRETTY EYES;

Brightening serum with plankton extract in vegetable capsules PERFECT TONE;

Rejuvenating lifting serum in vegetable capsules TURBO LIFT.

13. NEUROACTIVE SERUMS STRESS CONTROL - NEW13. NEUROACTIVE SERUMS STRESS CONTROL - NEW

SAFE SOLUTION FOR CORRECTING STRESS-RELATEDSAFE SOLUTION FOR CORRECTING STRESS-RELATED

SKIN CONDITIONS THROUGH IMPACT ON SKINSKIN CONDITIONS THROUGH IMPACT ON SKIN

NEURORECEPTORS, CONTAIN REVOLUTIONARYNEURORECEPTORS, CONTAIN REVOLUTIONARY

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: NEUROPHROLINE ™,ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: NEUROPHROLINE ™,

MARILIANCE™, MATRIXYL® 3000MARILIANCE™, MATRIXYL® 3000

Spa-comfort. Neuroactive serum – damaged cells renewal;

Double Radiance. Neuroactive serum – reducing pigmentation;

Daily Milk. Neuroactive serum – nourishing for dry and sensitive skin;
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Vegetable Detox. Neuroactove serum – lymphatic detox;

Oleo Serum. Neuroactive serum – hydration for overly dry skin;

Super Food. Neuroactive serum – improving skin texture and complexion;

Thermo Effect. Neuroactive serum – imperfections removal;

Berry Care Peeling. Neuroactive serum – smooth skin with an even tone.

Molecular microfluids OCCLUX  with sea snail toxin acts similarly to beauty salon cosmetic masks but in-home

salon 

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

14. NATURAL HAND MADE SOAP. MADE IN FRANCE14. NATURAL HAND MADE SOAP. MADE IN FRANCE

Shea Passion. Natural soap for dry face and body;

Cleopatra's Secret. Natural soap with donkey's milk for dry and sensitive face and body;

The Ancient Magic of Argan. Natural soap with argan oil for dry face and body;

Grape Sensation. Natural exfoliating scrub  soap for body and face;

Spring Storm. Natural anti-cellulite soap with seaweed;

Apricot Paradise. Natural soap-scrub with apricot kernels for face and body;

Healing Mineral. Natural soap with green clay for oily and problem skin for face and

body;

Pink Dream. Natural soap with rosemary for oily and problem skin.
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15. BLUE RETINOL PEPTIDE COSMETICS - ANTI-AGING15. BLUE RETINOL PEPTIDE COSMETICS - ANTI-AGING

SKINCARE WITH RETINOL-LIKE NATURAL EXTRACTSKINCARE WITH RETINOL-LIKE NATURAL EXTRACT

TURQUOISE SILK Anti-age Serum with Blue Retinol;

SAPPHIRE SECRET Anti-age Cream with Blue Retinol and viola tricolor extract;

AQUAMARINE MIRACLE Rejuvenating Mask with Blue Retinol and viola tricolor extract;

AZURE DREAM Rejuvenating Eye Cream with Blue Retinol;

FIERY TOPAZ Rejuvenating peel with Blue Retinol and fruit acids.

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

16. PERFECTION SENSORY PEPTIDE ANTI-AGE16. PERFECTION SENSORY PEPTIDE ANTI-AGE

COSMETICS - COMBINING INNOVATIVE PEPTIDECOSMETICS - COMBINING INNOVATIVE PEPTIDE

COMPLEXES WITH ANTI-AGE  HERBAL EXTRACTS,COMPLEXES WITH ANTI-AGE  HERBAL EXTRACTS,

LAUNCH A COMPLEX REJUVENATION ANDLAUNCH A COMPLEX REJUVENATION AND

RESTORATION PROGRAM IN THE SKIN, REDUCINGRESTORATION PROGRAM IN THE SKIN, REDUCING

THE VISIBLE SIGNS OF AGINGTHE VISIBLE SIGNS OF AGING

Charming Perfection Revolutionary anti-aging sensorial cream for regular eyelid skin
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care;

Harmony of Perfection Anti-age sensory lifting cream for eyelids;

Energy of Perfection Light and gentle sensory toner / for skin cleansing and make-up

removing;

Shining Perfection Refreshing cleansing milk / for make-up removing;

Elegant Perfection Nourishing sensory night cream;

Absolute Perfection Rejuvenating facelift day cream;

Solar Perfection Invigorating day serum;

Star Perfection Rejuvenating and nourishing night serum.

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

17. ALGOBOTORELAX (ABR) PEEL -OFF ALGINATE17. ALGOBOTORELAX (ABR) PEEL -OFF ALGINATE

MASKS. MADE IN FRANCEMASKS. MADE IN FRANCE

Magic of sea depths. Anti-aging calming alginate cryo mask with Spirulina and Myoxinol;

Sea treasures. Nourishing recuperating alginate mask with Acerola, Myoxinol and

Vitamin C;

Amber wind. Refreshing alginate mask-radiance with Peppermint, Mellissa, Milfoil and
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Myoxinol;

Crystal splashes. Cleansing, peeling and rejuvenating alginate mask with Papaya,

Arginin and Myoxinol;

Sea breeze. Relaxing alginate mask with Blackberry, Vitamin C and Myoxinol;

Island of treasures. Alginate mask for problematic skin with Tea Tree Oil, Ivy Extract and

Myoxinol;

Sea winds Rose. Anti-wrinkle eye zone alginate mask with Collagen, Damascus Rose

and Myoxinol;

Magic Ocean Chest. Relaxing recuperating alginate mask with Cinnamon, Clove and

Myoxinol;

Aquilon's Chest. Alginate mineral mask with Myoxinol;

Song of the Seven seas. Energizing tonic alginate mask with Ginseng, Vitamin C and

Myoxinol;

Athrodite's smile. Alginate modeling mask for lip contour with collagen and Myoxinol;

Music of Sea. Enzymatic peeling with Myoxinol, Papaya and Pineapple;

Sea Queen. Alginate anti-aging facial mask with maris sal (Dead sea salts) and Myoxinol;

Sea Spice. Alginate facial mask with Lavender, rosemary and Myoxinol.

Spa-comfort neuroactive serum renew damaged cells. While Algobotorelax multi peel-off alginate masks fit for

different purposes including main anti-aging properties

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

18. FIFTH SENSE BIOPEPTIDE COSMETICS  - A18. FIFTH SENSE BIOPEPTIDE COSMETICS  - A
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PERFECT EVERYDAY SKINCARE SOLUTION. THEPERFECT EVERYDAY SKINCARE SOLUTION. THE

EFFECT OF ENDORPHINS FOR YOUR SKIN HAPPINESSEFFECT OF ENDORPHINS FOR YOUR SKIN HAPPINESS

Sensorial Gels for regular eye zone careSensorial Gels for regular eye zone care

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

O1 Eye gel against dark circles and eye bags with butcher's broom and cecropia

extracts

O2 Express lifting gel with matrikins and argania peptides

O3 Gel against expression wrinkles "crow's feet" with matrikins and argireline

Sensorial Spray Toners

T1 Vitamin spray toner with extracts of Hawaiian freshwater microalgae and salmon DNA

/ for normal, dry and sensitive skin

T2 Mattifying spray toner with lactoferrin and sea moss extract / for oily and combination

skin

Sensorial Multilamellar Masks

S Enzymatic Gommage Exfoliant with Keratoline and extract of chaparral / for all skin

types

MB  Sebum Control Multilamellar mask with lactoferrin / for oily, combined and problem-

prone skin
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ME Multilamellar Vitamin Energy  Mask with extract of Hawaiian freshwater microalgae /

for all skin types

MC Multilamellar Mask-Radiance with Lumisphere / for all skin types

MA Moisturizing Multilamellar mask with cogon grass extract and salmon DNA / for all

skin types

MD Rejuvenating Multilamellar mask with matrikins and algae extract / for all skin types

Sensorial Multilamellar CreamsSensorial Multilamellar Creams

CB Multilamellar Mattifying cream - Sebum control with lactoferin / for oily, combination

and problem-prone skin;

CE Vitamin Multilamellar Energy cream with extract of Hawaiian freshwater microalgae /

for all skin types;

CC Multilamellar Cream-Radiance with lumisphere / for all skin types;

CA Moisturizing Multilamellar cream with extracts of cogon grass and algae/ for any skin

type;

CD Rejuvenating Multilamellar cream with matrikins and algae extract / for all skin types;

Sensorial Facial Washes;

P1 Micellar foaming facial wash with peach extract and salmon DNA / for normal, dry and

sensitive skin;

P2 Micellar foaming facial wash with lactoferrin and heather extract / for oily,

combination and problem-prone skin.

Sensorial Makeup Remover GelsSensorial Makeup Remover Gels

G1 Micellar makeup remover gel with extracts of peach and microalgae from Hawaiian

lakes / for normal, dry and sensitive skin;

G2 Micellar makeup remover gel with lactoferrin and witch hazel extract / for oily,

combination and problem-prone skin.

19. BIOACTIVE AMPOULED COSMETICS –TARGETED19. BIOACTIVE AMPOULED COSMETICS –TARGETED

TO IMPROVE CONDITIONS OF ANY SKIN TYPES.TO IMPROVE CONDITIONS OF ANY SKIN TYPES.

BESTSELLERSBESTSELLERS

"А" Moisturizing Set ("Natural moisturizing factor" - 2 amp, "Sea Cocktail" - 2 amp,

"Hyaluronic acid gel" - 2 amp, "Sea minerals" - 2 amp, "Supermoisturizing" - 2 amp);

"D" Rejuvenation Set ("Breakfast for skin" - 2 amp, "Instant lifting" - 2 amp, "Sea
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collagen" - 1 pz, "Elastin" - 2 amp, " Cryo-serum Against expression lines" - 1amp, " Cryo-

serum for Immediate rejuvenation" - 1 amp, "Panthenol" - 1 amp);

"Е" Nutrition Set ("Vitamin Coctail" - 3 amp, "Breath of life" - 2 amp, "Immediate revival" -

2 amp, "Oxygen coctail" - 3 amp);

A1 Anticuperosis  / for sensitive skin with couperose;

A2 Natural Moisturizing Factor  / for sensitive, flaking, prone to redness skin;

A3 Sea cocktail  / for dry skin damaged by sun or wind;

A4 Hyaluronic acid gel / for any skin type, even prone to allergies;

A5 Sea Minerals  / for sensitive, irritated skin;

A6 Supermoisturizing / for extremely dehydrated skin;

B2 Normalizing / for oily, problem and inflammation-prone skin;

B3 Soothing / for treating inflammations;

B4 Express-Soothing / for damaged, acne-prone skin;

C1 Skin radiance  / for lightening dark spots;

D1 Breakfast for skin / for aging skin prone to morning puffiness;

D2 Instant lifting  / for aging, sagging skin;

D3 Sea collagen / for aging skin with lost facial contours;

D4 Against expression lines Cryo-serum;

D5 Immediate rejuvenation Cryo-serum / for quickly rebuilding youthful glow;

D6 Panthenol / for skin damaged by burns, scars, harsh peelings;

D7 Elastin / for aging inelastic skin with wrinkles;

E1 Vitamin coctail with A+E+Panthenol / for vitamin deficient skin prone to flaking;

E2 Breath of life / for skin with uneven tone;

E3 Immediate restoration/ revitalization of tired stressed skin;

E4 Oxygen cocktail  /  regeneration of combination skin;

5 MINUTES Line ( highly active for mature skin);

N1 Silk Energy. Lip volumizing and firming serum / against expression lines near lips and

wings of nose;

N2  Soft Shine. Serum with amino acids / for rebuilding skin's natural defenses;

N3 Youth Elixir. Sculptor serum / for face contours modeling and reduction of facial fat;

N4 Snow Queen. Active anti-age serum with ceramides;

IPF Line (with aminoacids and proteins);

24-hour Antistress Effective protection, rejuvenation and restoration of tired dull skin;

Antioxidant Protection and moisturizing;

Vegetable Placenta Smoothness and youthful facial contours;

Energy of Youth Freshness and elasticity.
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Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

20. SHAKER MASK, MADE IN FRANCE - PRODUCED20. SHAKER MASK, MADE IN FRANCE - PRODUCED

WITH THE LATEST FINE GRINDING TECHNOLOGY,WITH THE LATEST FINE GRINDING TECHNOLOGY,

THESE POWDER MASKS ARE EASY TO USE AND ACTTHESE POWDER MASKS ARE EASY TO USE AND ACT

FAST. INNOVATIVE NATURAL INGREDIENTS PROVIDEFAST. INNOVATIVE NATURAL INGREDIENTS PROVIDE

ACTIVE CARE, RESTORING AND REVITALIZING THEACTIVE CARE, RESTORING AND REVITALIZING THE

SKINSKIN
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Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

BEAUTY BAR. Peeling shaker mask with a detox effect, 25gr;

BEAUTY BAR. Revitalizing shaker mask with caviar extract, 15gr;

BEAUTY BAR. Moisturizing shaker mask with golden glitter, 15gr.
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Teana Beauty Bar Shaker Masks - Skin Care and Fun - Simple and Effective Cocktail for a Skin

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Teana Laboratories

Contact person:Contact person: Nataliia Shtyreva Export Manager

E-mail:E-mail: me@teana-labs.ru

Website:Website: teana-labs.ru

Phone:Phone: +79266620932

Patent status:Patent status: +

On market since:On market since: 2007

Regions:Regions: Russia

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Teana Official Webpage

Teana Europe

Teana Laboratories YouTube Channel

Teana Europe Instagram

click here
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Altearah is a French manufacturer of 'emotive cosmetics ' that creates a

number of signature Parfum de Soin, body products and face range

treatments based on organic and 100% natural essential oils and active

ingredients. It applies the unique concept of colours and

emotions spanning the rainbow and beyond. The multi-sensory

experience provides immediate well-being in the spa and at home to

overcome the emotional disconnections or difficulties. Altearah whole-

heartedly believes in the importance of responsible and environmentally

conscious living. All Altearah products are certified natural, organic and

respectful of man and the environment thanks to several quality

certifications: Ecocert, One Voice, Sud de France and Slow Cosmetics. A

full range of Altearah products is perfect for all skin types for

professional use and resale.

SECRET DOSIER ON ALTEARAH BIO
EMOTIVE ORGANIC COSMETICS
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Since 2000, Altearah has been creating and manufacturing a range of organic cosmetics

made from 100% natural and organic essential oils. The company is located in Bellegarde

in the South of France, in the heart of the Camargue. It has its own laboratory and offices in

a Provencal farmhouse, in between vineyards and lavender fields. Altearah whole-

heartedly believes in the importance of responsible and environmentally conscious living.

All Altearah products are certified natural, organic and respectful of man and the

environment thanks to several quality certifications: Ecocert, One Voice, Sud de France

and Slow Cosmetics.

The company is guided by the concept that offers a multi-sensory experience for

immediate well-being in the spa and at home thanks to a full range of retail products.

Over 20 years of know-how and experience in the development of aromatherapy and

chromotherapy products makes the company competitive against new inexperienced indie

brands.

«At Altearah we consider our clients to be our partners and together we place the well-

being of our final clients as the focus of all our work. You must see it every day that the

only way forward is to forge a special bond between your client and you. Within your

institutes and spas, you are the one who provides a home away from home, a place that is

comforting, nurturing and sustaining. Loyalty can only be created if we provide the

products and services that can bring them back through your doors and which better way

than to give an efficacious treatment using products that are ethically produced, unique

and result-oriented. Altearah gives you an opportunity to work on your client’s emotions

and provide them with a different solution adapted to that particular day. By providing

treatments based on their emotional disconnections or difficulties, you will differentiate

yourself from traditional massages and treatments. The extent to which you can work with

your client's emotions will astound you and them - they will become your loyal customers

and bring their families and friends to you as well».

Shahida SiddiqueShahida Siddique

President of AltearahPresident of Altearah
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Shahida Siddique, President of Altearah

Photo Credit by Altearah

THE EMOTIVE CONCEPTTHE EMOTIVE CONCEPT

Altearah offers a wide range of signature products based on "One Colour, One Emotion"

concept. For the Parfums de Soin, body products and a face range the client can

instinctively choose the colour that he or she would like to experience at the moment. This

colour corresponds to the client’s need for the moment and will be echoed by the

composition of essential oils and active ingredients which compose the products. The
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colour can also accompany the client in retail products to prolong the benefits of the

treatment.

There are 5 essential colour schemes for Altearah products:

Emerald OXYGEN. Main component:  Pine. Its action: Breath, to find oxygen.

Royal Purple ENERGY. Main component: Cedar. Its action: Re-discover vital energy.

White PURE. Main component: Tea Tree. Its action: Purify and regenerate body and

mind.

Orange CREATIVITY. Main component: Orange. Its action: Re-connect with the body.

Turquoise SERENITY. Main component: Ylang-Ylang. Its action: Protects from stress,

reassures.

There is also some evolution in the color scheme, which contains nine additional colors

that are also distributed in accordance with the client's special mood, goals and

expectations from the procedure to promote well-being. These two additional blocks

represent Happiness and Play. In the happiness block, there are five colors such as green,

red, indigo, gold, blue and in the Play, there are four colors i.e. yellow, pink, purple and

silver.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

WELL BEING RANGE - THE PARFUMS DE SOINWELL BEING RANGE - THE PARFUMS DE SOIN

Altearah Bio has simplified the use of aromatherapy by formulating 14 ready-to-use

essential oil compositions. 14 colours, 14 promises of well-being to meet all expectations

for individuals and professionals. The human sense of smell informs about the environment

in a reliable and nuanced way: it can tell about surroundings and even signal imminent

danger. The scent is an information channel directly related to emotional memory. When a

person passes by a kitchen or meets someone new an odor can play a significant role, it

can instantaneously transport to old memories such as grandmother’s apple pie or remind

of a loved one.

Altearah Bio Parfum de Soin are designed of natural ingredients such as wheat alcohol and

organic essential oils for well-being to breathe and apply at spas as well as at home. A
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wide range of highly active products is certified organic for body and mind. For intense and

powerful action and to respond to specific issues there. In treatment rooms, the Ritual

begins and ends each treatment, like a beneficial parenthesis. At home, the spays may be

used 3 to 5 times a day or as soon as the need arises for immediate action. Also, the

company offers olfactive rituals as customer welcome at the reception, as a wellness ritual

at conferences or at seminars.

Altearah evolution in the color scheme could be distributed in accordance with the client's special mood, goals

and expectations from the procedure to promote well-being

Photo Credit by Altearah

A RANGE OF ORGANIC COSMETICS PRODUCTSA RANGE OF ORGANIC COSMETICS PRODUCTS
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Altearah's unique olfactory ritual

Photo Credit by Altearah

Altearah Bio Emotive Cosmetics has a wide range of facial skincare products such as

serums,  face creams, eye solutions, makeup removers, cleaning, face sprays, masks and

scrubs. Expert in colour care, Altearah Bio Emotive Cosmetics reinvents the skincare

treatments into an intelligent organic cosmetics, ultra-efficient and sensory, to enhance the

skin every day. Each colour inspires a treatment, a step of beauty and well-being. Deep

sensory, tenfold action, colour gives life to concentrate of high-performance active

ingredients, a unique texture and fragrance. There are 6 colours White, Indigo, Purple,

Turquoise, Silver, Polychrome for 6 key benefits: PURITY, CLARITY, ENERGY, SERENITY,

REPAIR, SUBLIME.

FACEFACE

FACE SERUMS (Bottle 15ml) 

All serums are real boosters. The perfect ally of the Sublime Face Cream.

Royal Purple Serum - Energy.

Turquoise - Serenity.

Silver Serum – Repair. 

SUBLIME NEUROACTIVE FACE CREAM (Airless Bottle 30ml)

Neuroactive ingredients adapt to the skin to meet all of the needs.
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Day and night cream for all skin types.

Its NeuroActive ingredients teach the skin to function by itself.

Turquoise - Serenity booster serum is a perfect ally of the Sublime Face Cream

Photo Credit by Altearah

SUBLIME EYE SOLUTION (Airless Bottle 15ml)

Visibly reduces dark circles, puffiness, wrinkles and redensifies fine areas around the

eye.

Neuroactive ingredients adapt to the skin to meet all of the needs.

MAKEUP REMOVER OIL (Bottle 125ml) 

Removes all types of makeup, brightens the complexion and prevents pigmentation.

Its rinsed formula removes makeup, even waterproof.

PURE CLEANSING FACE WASH (Bottle 150ml)

Feel the purity, radiance and energy of healthy and vitalized skin.

Regulates the sebaceous glands, brightens the complexion and acts on pigmentation.
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CLARITY REFRESHING FACE SPRAY (Bottle 150ml) 

Instant feeling of calmness, depth and freshness.

Plumps the skin and provides hydration throughout the day.

RADIANCE MASK & SCRUB (Tube 40 & 150ml) 

The 2-in-1 product for all skin types: perfect complexion and tightened pores in 10

minutes.

Ideal for fast action during treatments.

SUBLIME MASK (Professional Range - 10 sachets)

Alginate mask with antioxidant, soothing and anti-aging action.

A peel-off mask for immediate results.

BODYBODY

HUILE DE SOIN & NUTRITIVE OILS

Resale format: 100ml, 14 Colours + Nutritive.

Huile de SoinHuile de Soin is a real Oleotherapy treatment. Can be used as a massage oil,

moisturizing oil or to take care of the skin after sun exposure. Ideal for sensitive and dry

skin and for all the family men, women, future mothers and children.

Huile NutriveHuile Nutrive is a blend of 6 oils. Without perfume and without allergens, it is perfect for

children, pregnant women and people with sensitive skin. It is also the perfect ally for

hair, nails, beard and rehydrates skin after sun exposure.

COLOUR MASSAGE OILS & NUTRITIVE MASSAGE OILS

Professional Range: 250ml, 14 Colours + Nutritive.
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The skincare oil composition of sesame, apricot kernel and essential oils re-hydrates and leaves a satin film on

the skin

Photo Credit by Altearah

Composition: Sesame oil, Apricot kernel oil, Sunflower oil, essential oils. Complete

massages or wraps with this size of professional Massage Oil.

BATH

CONCENTRATE (Roll-on Resale format: 5ml - Professional Range: 15ml, 14 Colours)

Composition: Perilla oil, essential oils.

For application on localized areas of the body to accentuate the effects of massage. 

Thanks to the high concentration of essential oils, a solution for deep and recurring

issues.

SCRUB (Jar Resale format: 400g. Professional Range: 1100g, 5 Essential Colours)

Composition: Himalayan salt, Sesame oil, essential oils.

An exfoliating treatment, nutritious and energetic for the skin. Can be used as a

detoxifying wrap and even without a shower.
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Silver is the colour that Readjust, Gather, Restructure. It accompanies you to Repair oneself after a shock, stress,

whether physical or mental

Photo Credit by Altearah

BATH SALT (Tub Resale format: 900g, Professional Range: 3.5kg, 5 Essential Colours,

Gold, Silver)

Composition: Himalayan salt, essential oils

For an olfactive journey and guaranteed relaxation. Hand bath - Foot bath -

Balneotherapy.

All retail products can be purchased through Altearah's own online  .

The RRP for Europe in the online store for some best sellers is the following:The RRP for Europe in the online store for some best sellers is the following:

NeuroActive SUBLIME Face Cream - €49;

Silver Facial Serum for Repair - €39;

 Facial Cleansing Foam - €22;

NeuroActive Eye Contour 15ml - €36;

Radiance Mask & Scrub 150ml -  €49;

Refreshing Face Mist Indigo - €24.

e-Boutique
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Photo Credit by Altearah

ALTEARAH FOR PROFESSIONAL CAREALTEARAH FOR PROFESSIONAL CARE

For aesthetics professionals, Altearah offers a unique wellness approach, tailor-made

treatments thanks to the massage creations and colour methodology. 

A range for Treatment roomsA range for Treatment rooms

In addition to the range of natural and organic products intended for the general public,

Altearah offers treatment room formats specifically adapted to all healthcare professionals,

institutes, spas, wellness centres etc. The range consists of massage oils in a pump bottle,

scrubs 1, 1kg, bath salts 3.5kg, all skin care testers, 100 ml oils and Parfum de Soin

testers, and samples.

A range of accessoriesA range of accessories

Altearah offers a choice of tools and accessories dedicated to caring as well as tools to

raise customer awareness of the concept of colours: brochures, ingredient cards, colour

test (colour chart), counter displays, posters, kakemonos, stickers, wall decorations.
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Photo Credit by Altearah

Tools specific to the practice of careTools specific to the practice of care

Bath sheets, protective sheets for massage tables, towels, hand towels, pareos,

reflexology tools to be integrated into protocols.

ALTEARAH TRAININGALTEARAH TRAINING

Altearah's training is structured in two parts: a theoretical part and a practical part. It gives

the possibility to discover the applications of each colour, the use of products in treatments

and at home, and advice for the customers to extend the benefits of an Altearah treatment.

Participating in Altearah's training courses is also the perfect time to meet other likeminded

professionals and the Altearah team, and come up with ideas of how to integrate the brand

into aesthetician's business and with own customers to take full advantage of its potential.

The trainings are all provided by certified trainers and take place at Altearah's

headquarters in Bellegarde (Gard): the ideal place to enjoy nature in the Camargue, meet
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the whole team, and learn about the story of Altearah, and in Paris. The company also

provides offsite trainings.

BUSINESS WITH ALTEARAHBUSINESS WITH ALTEARAH

Altearah Bio offers a unique and differentiating concept for professionals. The brand puts

its expertise at the service of wellness professionals, spas, beauty institutes, in a spirit of

partnership and support. The USP of the brand comes out of:

An extraordinary sensory and emotional care experience;

A concept of colorful emotions;

A simple and fun approach to essential oils and their benefits;

A holistic approach to body and mind;

Personalised support for each client;

Comprehensive care protocols based on 15 years of expertise;

A treatment room range for care and a general public range for the sales area;

Quality products certified organic by Ecocert and manufactured in the south of France.

PROFESSIONAL AND STRUCTURING SUPPORTPROFESSIONAL AND STRUCTURING SUPPORT

There is simple and structured progressive commercial offer divided into 3 levels:

MODULE 1 / The 5 essential colours. To nourish, balance and strengthen the 5 essential

needs;

MODULE 2 / The 14 colours. To go beyond, to enrich and evolve through harmonization;

MODULE 3 / Deepening of the 14 colours and colour diagnosis. Altearah's expertise to

develop, explore and develop its full potential.
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Altearah offers treatment room formats specifically adapted to all healthcare professionals, institutes, spas,

wellness centres etc. 

Photo Credit by Altearah

Innovative training courses are created and run by professional teams to support the

partners, distributors. Also, the Altearah Bio brand offers several levels of training from

initiation to expertise, the modules are divided into skill areas (colours, care techniques,

customer expectations, personalization of care). Various tools are available to

professionals, from merchandising to sales support tools and more specific care needs.

GLOBAL PRESENCEGLOBAL PRESENCE

Currently, Altearah is represented in many countries in Europe (e.g. Belgium, Switzerland,

Italy and France) and outside of Europe in the United Aram Emirates, Australia, Canada, the

USA. The company applies different ways of working with markets. It is sold through

distributors and resellers, through spa and beauty institutes. Altearah uses its unique

protocols and rituals to improve facial and body skin and emotional well-being in world

spas such as  and , France; 

- Porec, Croatia;  in Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; 

 - Soldeu, Andorra.

Royal Spa Evian Bains de Sulzbad Valamar Isabella Island Resort

Dalouk Wellness Spa Sport Hotel

Hermitage
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The company provides support and training to new partners and distributors

Photo Credit by Altearah

The company is ready for gradual market expansion and is open to cooperation with

distributors from new markets. It is flexible enough for the markets, but it always takes time

to synchronize with a new distributor. The company is ready to provide any help and

assistance, as well as adjust to the specific requirements of a specific market for good

relationships and sales.

TESTIMONIALSTESTIMONIALS

"I have been working with Altearah Bio for over 15 years. I use the products in all of my

treatments, whether it’s facial, massage or therapeutic. Altearah products give incredible

results every time. I travel all over the world as a guest practitioner in high end resorts,

people always find the Colour Test fascinating. It helps me create precise tailor-made

treatments, and gives results adapted to each person. I highly recommend these

exceptional quality organic products, which I use on myself every day!" 

, Beauty Expert and Facialist, Dubai, UAE

KATRINA

VALENTE
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The brand's USP is in it's customised Emotive Concept that is directed at client's well-being

Photo Credit by Altearah

"With the Altearah range, I love the concept of detecting customer needs by choosing

colours. This innovative approach and these excellent organic products bring an

undeniable pleasure to use for our customers. I was drawn to the Altearah products for

their colours, fragrances and organic certification. I have noticed that customers are

intrigued by the history of colours and their impact on the emotional state. They particularly

like Orange scrubs and products for their scent and effect." KRISTIJAN & JELENA MARE

MARE ORGANIC SPA, Croatia

PRESS REVIEWPRESS REVIEW

Media publications could be downloaded by the link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Altearah

Contact person:Contact person: Sara Depagneux

E-mail:E-mail: sara@altearah.com

Website:Website: altearah.com

Phone:Phone: +33 466 04 07 07

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2000

Regions:Regions: France

Industries:Industries: Skincare, Wellness

Altearah Official Webpage

Altearah Facebook

Altearah Instagram

Altearah Company Presentation - 23 06

2020

BD - Altearah Product catalogue - EN - 25 02

20.pdf

REVUE DE PRESSE ALTEARAH

2020.pdf

click here
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DHYVANA means high-end innovative organic cosmetics, carefully

formulated and designed for the most demanding consumers. The

vision of DHYVANA is to bring together the latest innovations and

trends in cosmetics to create the most advanced skincare in the market.

The result is a collection of products that are highly effective in reducing

skin ageing and in protecting the skin. Brand's moto is "Everything your

skin wantswants, and only what it really needsneeds". 

SECRET DOSSIER ON DHYVANA
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THE STORYTHE STORY

CLEAN COSMETICSCLEAN COSMETICS

In its lab, DHYVANA has 20+ years’ experience in producing natural certified cosmetics for

customers around the world. In 2015, the brand DHYVANA was launched, to serve the

most demanding customers with its clean approach to formulation, creating more natural,

more effective and more tolerant products. DHYVANA is aimed at a growing market

segment of New Generation Consumers, who want to take care of themselves and want to

take care of the world.

Photo credit by DHYVANA

They demand an intricate combination of functionality, sustainability and healthiness. At

DHYVANA this perfect balance in a formulation is achieved by combining at least 99% of

active ingredients in each product, using strictly natural ingredients and eliminating any

unwanted additives or allergens. Moreover, to meet even the highest standards or

environmentally and world-conscious consumers around the world, DHYVANA provides a

broader guarantee: DHYVANA has international COSMOS certification of natural quality for

all formulations, under Ecocert and under BDIH international standards.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

UNIQUE RITUALUNIQUE RITUAL

The most effective anti-ageing ritual in the market. COSMOS ORGANIC certified

formulations with less than 1% water and more than 99% of active ingredients with
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nourishing, firming, moisturizing, purifying and balancing properties. The perfect everyday

care for every woman fits all skin types of all ages. Unbeatable.

Photo credit by DHYVANA

PAPAYA GINGER REFRESHING WASH - RRP 26,50 €PAPAYA GINGER REFRESHING WASH - RRP 26,50 €

Delicate facewash that removes toxins and makeup for a deep clean, long-lasting purified

skin. With pampering ingredients and free of SLS, SLEs, or other synthetic detergents,

sulfates or soda. Best for delicate, damaged and/or congested skin.

Eliminates pollution and makeup;

Purifies pores without excess drying;

Prevents toxins accumulation.

HONEY LEMON FACIAL SCRUB - RRP 28,00 €HONEY LEMON FACIAL SCRUB - RRP 28,00 €

Mild, organic scrub which delicately removes impurities and stimulates cell renewal. With

pampering ingredients and free of acid peeling. Best for delicate, damaged, uneven skin.
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Delicate facewash that removes toxins and makeup for a deep clean, long-lasting purified skin

Photo credit by DHYVANA

Removes dead cells, toxins and spots;

Renews skin tissue and restores a natural glow;

Reduces enlarged pores, skin thickening, wrinkles and acne marks.

ORANGE BLOSSOM TONIC WITH VITAMIN C - 32,50 €ORANGE BLOSSOM TONIC WITH VITAMIN C - 32,50 €

Nourishing, energizing and balancing tonic for all skin types, for an antioxidant, blood flow

boost and an overall skin enhancement. Best for damaged, dull skin in need of an energy

boost.

Antioxidant with vitamin C;

Eliminates expression lines and visibly unifies the texture of the skin;

Unifies tone and reduces excess pigmentation;

Stimulates blood flow and skin glow;

Regulates pH and balances the lipid mantle.

AVOCADO AND VINE REGENERATING DRY OIL - 72,00 €AVOCADO AND VINE REGENERATING DRY OIL - 72,00 €
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Nourishing, energyzing and balancing tonic for all skin types

Photo credit by DHYVANA

Antiaging serum. This combination of exclusive oils reduces wrinkles, sagging and bags,

and

strengthens and re-densifies the dermis. Ideal for day and night use, for healthy,

rejuvenated skin. Best for delicate, saggy and aged skin.

Eliminates deep wrinkles, with repairing fatty acids of Avocado and Vine, Nutritive Oils

and Vitamin E

Eliminates bags and decongests dark circles, improving circulation, drainage and good

lymphatic functioning

Reduces sagging and improves collagen and elastin.

MULTIACTIVE MOISTURIZER WITH BOTANICAL EXTRACTS - 64,50 €MULTIACTIVE MOISTURIZER WITH BOTANICAL EXTRACTS - 64,50 €

24-hour moisture and nourishing cream, which reduces wrinkles, improves skin health

and strengthens its natural protection from aging. Ideal for day and night use, for healthy,

protected skin. Best for delicate, damaged and aged skin.
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Antiaging serum with exclusive oils reduces wrinkles, sagging and bags, strengthens and re-densifies the dermisAntiaging serum with exclusive oils reduces wrinkles, sagging and bags, strengthens and re-densifies the dermis

Photo credit by DHYVANAPhoto credit by DHYVANA

24-hour, long-lasting hydration and nutrition;

Vasoprotective, venotonic and anti-inflammatory properties:  reduces redness, veins,

red dots and protects against external aggressions ;

Improves the health of the stratum corneum, its firmness and increases its protection

against aging.

BEAUTY BOOSTERSBEAUTY BOOSTERS
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24-hour moisturizing and nourishing cream with pure botanical extracts is perfect for aged skin

Photo credit by DHYVANA

The latest innovation in natural science.The latest innovation in natural science. Hyaluronic Acid + Prebiotic Ferments + Seaweed

Capsules. VEGAN and COSMOS NATURAL Certified by Ecocert. These Beauty Boosters

provide the perfect accessory with 7-ampoule intense treatment with the most innovative

and effective ingredients. Best for sensitive, damaged skin.

INTENSE OVERNIGHT REPAIR -INTENSE OVERNIGHT REPAIR - 15.95 €  13.95 €13.95 €
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The latest innovation in natural science are DHYVANA's vegan natural boosters with Hyaluronic acid, prebiotic

ferments and seaweed capsules for efficient skincare treatment

Photo credit by DHYVANA

Ultra-concentrated Hyaluronic Acid ampoules with Reishi Mushroom Prebiotic Ferment and

Seaweed Capsules (of Cocoa, Grape, Chlorella and Brown Seaweed)

Reduces wrinkles;

Repairs scared tissue;

Protects and improves the health of the immune system;

Antioxidant & Oxygenating.

ANTI-POLLUTION URBAN SHIELD - ANTI-POLLUTION URBAN SHIELD - 15.95 € 13.95 € 13.95 €

Ultra-concentrated Hyaluronic Acid ampoules with Pichia Prebiotic Ferment, Dragon's

Blood, Centella Asiatica and Medicinal Plants. Best for congested, pollution exposed skin.

Reduces wrinkles;

Antioxidant & Oxygenating;

Protects from heavy metals;

Reduces pollution on skin.
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Photo credit by DHYVANA

EXPRESS MIRACLE LIFTING - EXPRESS MIRACLE LIFTING - 15.95 €  13.95 €13.95 €

Ultra-concentrated Hyaluronic Acid ampoules with Pichia Prebiotic Ferment, Ziziphus,

Maral Root, Centella Asiatica, Goji and Kigelia. Best for saggy, loose

skin

Reduces wrinkles;

Firms skin & redefines facial oval;

Boosts synthesis of collagen and elastin;

Improves intercellular connections.

RADIANT COMPLEXION - RADIANT COMPLEXION - 15.95 €  13.95 €13.95 €

Ultra-concentrated Hyaluronic Acid ampoules with Mango, Liquorish, Rice, Vitamin C and

Lactic Acid. Best for uneven, spotted skin.

Reduces wrinkles;

Antioxidant & Oxygenating;

Whitens and eliminates dark spots;
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Unifies tone & illuminates.

Sun protection moisturizes and prevents skin aging

Photo credit by DHYVANA

MINERAL SUNSCREENMINERAL SUNSCREEN

100% mineral, nano-free sunscreen. 100% mineral, nano-free sunscreen. VEGAN and COSMOS NATURAL certified

formulations with safe ingredients for your skin and for the environment.  These physical,

non-chemical pampering sunblock, provide broad-spectrum protection from UVA and UVB

as well all visible light spectrum.

SOOTHING REPAIR TREATMENT - 15.00 €SOOTHING REPAIR TREATMENT - 15.00 €
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Organic certified formula with Aloe Vera, Musk Rose Oil and Therapeutic Extracts.

Moisturizes, reduces irritation, repairs damaged skin and prevents further degradation of

collagen and other tissues. Best for irritated, sensitive and reactive (atopic, dermatitis,

rosacea) skin. Ideal after prolonged sun exposure.

Tulsi and Milk Thistle reduce inflammation and itching, leaving a feeling of prolonged

comfort;

Green Seaweed repairs damaged skin, prevents aging and provides daily protective

care.

SPF30 AGE-DEFENSE SUNSCREEN - 18.50 €SPF30 AGE-DEFENSE SUNSCREEN - 18.50 €

100% mineral tinted sunscreen, with antioxidant Raspberry Oil, high in Retinol (vitamin A).

FREE OF chemical filters, nanoparticles. And other toxic materials such as PEGs, EDTAs.

 Lightweight, everyday use. Non-greasy texture.

Moisturizes and prevents skin aging (antioxidant);

Provides a translucent touch of color, for a natural, healthy glow look;

Broad-spectrum sunblock: UVA+UVB+IR.

SPF50 AGE-DEFENSE SUNSCREEN - 21.50 €SPF50 AGE-DEFENSE SUNSCREEN - 21.50 €

100% mineral sunscreen, with antioxidants and protective Sage, Rosemary and Thyme

Extracts. FREE OF chemical filters, nanoparticles. And other toxic materials such as PEGs,

EDTAs. For intense Sun

exposure, lightweight. Non-greasy texture.

Moisturizes and prevents skin aging (anti-inflammation);

Broad-spectrum sunblock: UVA+UVB+IR.

SPF50 PLUS ULTRA-HIGH ATOPIC SKIN SUNSCREEN - 24.50 €SPF50 PLUS ULTRA-HIGH ATOPIC SKIN SUNSCREEN - 24.50 €

100% mineral sunscreen, with soothing properties (Aloe, Coconut, Almonds and Calendula)

FREE OF chemical filters, nanoparticles. And other toxic materials such as PEGs, EDTAs.

Highest

protection for babies from 0 months.
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 Moisturizes and prevents skin damage;

Broad-spectrum sun block: UVA+UVB+IR.

Photo credit by DHYVANA

SENSITIVE SKINSENSITIVE SKIN

100% allergen-free products for extra sensitive skin. 100% allergen-free products for extra sensitive skin. VEGAN and COSMOS ORGANIC

certified formulations for all skin types, including infants and atopic skin. Healthy skin starts

with a healthy microbiome. These daily-use formulations help restore and protect this

protective natural barrier against external aggressions.

HAIR & BODY DERMOWASH - 18.50 €HAIR & BODY DERMOWASH - 18.50 €
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Extra soft foamy wash. Cleanses and pampers children and babies from 0 months. With

Oats and Calendula Extracts and Jojoba and Coconut Oils. FREE OF perfume, mineral oils,

paraffin, silicones, dyes, aggressive detergents, and other synthetic ingredients. Best for

infants', delicate and atopic skin.

Double effect: cleans and protects;

SYNDET formula: without synthetic detergents and soaps;

Protects skin pH, biochemical balance and the cutaneous microbiota;

 Contributes to the development of strong and healthy skin, free of irritation.

DERMOHYDRATING LOTION - 19.50 €DERMOHYDRATING LOTION - 19.50 €

Extra soft nourishing lotion, ideal for children and babies from 0 months. With Parkii Shea

Butter, Nourishing Organic Oils and Vitamin E. FREE OF perfume, mineral oils, paraffin,

silicones, dyes, and other synthetic ingredients. Best for infants', delicate and atopic skin.

Triple effect: hydrates, nourishes and protects;

Protects skin pH, biochemical balance and the cutaneous microbiota;

Contributes to the development of strong and healthy skin, free of irritation.

PROTECTIVE COLD CREAM - 17.50 €PROTECTIVE COLD CREAM - 17.50 €

Protective cold cream with Tamanu Oil, Parkii Shea Butter and 15% of Zinc Oxide. FREE OF

perfume, mineral oils, paraffin, silicones, and other synthetic ingredients. Best for infants',

delicate and atopic skin.

Triple effect: soothes, repairs and protects;

Protects skin pH, biochemical balance, and the cutaneous microbiota;

Contributes to the development of strong and healthy skin, free of irritation.

SPF50 PLUS ULTRA-HIGH ATOPIC SKIN SUNSCREEN - 24.50 €SPF50 PLUS ULTRA-HIGH ATOPIC SKIN SUNSCREEN - 24.50 €

100% mineral sunscreen, with soothing properties (Aloe, Coconut, Almonds and

Calendula). FREE OF chemical filters, nanoparticles. And other toxic materials such as

PEGs, EDTAs. Highest protection for babies from 0 months.
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Moisturizes and prevents skin damage;

Broad-spectrum sunblock: UVA+UVB+IR.

COMBINATION OF COLORS REMINDS THE DELICACY OF PORCELAIN AND SATINCOMBINATION OF COLORS REMINDS THE DELICACY OF PORCELAIN AND SATIN

PHOTO CREDIT BY DHYVANAPHOTO CREDIT BY DHYVANA

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

BEAUTIFUL, SLIM, COLORFUL DESIGNSBEAUTIFUL, SLIM, COLORFUL DESIGNS

DHYVANA has an elegant, distinctive look, with high-quality primary and secondary

packaging, with 100% recyclable materials including recycled cardboard packaging and

glass. The brand stands out in the shops and is appreciated by fashion and design lovers

alike, thanks to beautiful, clean designs and a delightful combination of colors that remind

the delicacy of porcelain and satin.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

5-STAR RATING5-STAR RATING

SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE 
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Photos shared by IG users

SOCIAL MEDIA COLLABORATIONSSOCIAL MEDIA COLLABORATIONS

DHYVANA IN THE MEDIADHYVANA IN THE MEDIA

Farma Natur, MooiRoom etc.
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Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Dhyvana

Contact person:Contact person: Aurora Luengo

E-mail:E-mail: export@dhyvana.com

Website:Website: dhyvana.com

Phone:Phone: +34 622 282 213

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2015

Regions:Regions: Spain

Industries:Industries: Skincare

click here
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Dollymore is a Russian based brand created for a sensual strong woman

living in a big flow of the city. Delicate textures of products and natural

ingredients, as well as verified formulas, guarantee impressive visible

results. Dollymore's mission is to combine centuries-old knowledge

with the latest generation of technologies, bringing true pleasure

by creating beauty rituals. For the production of cosmetics, the company

uses oils and extracts of plants that grow in their natural

environment, skillfully combining nature and technology, aiming to

produce effective means to maintain health and youth. From a small

kitchen to large production. Dollymore was launched in 2019 by Valeria

Dolinskaya at her apartment in the center of St. Petersburg which turned

into a laboratory for creating something incredible. Today Dollymore has

already won the hearts of thousands of customers and got into the

shelves of the largest retailers on its domestic market. The

brand continues to successfully conquer the international markets.

SECRET DOSSIER ON DOLLYMORE
NATURAL SKINCARE PRODUCTS
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

Beauty. Sensuality. Health.Beauty. Sensuality. Health.

Dollymore is a brand created for a sensual strong woman living in a big flow of the city.

She knows what she wants from life, it is impossible to fool her, she always chooses the

best. Delicate textures of products and natural ingredients, as well as verified formulas,

guarantee impressive visible results. Dollymore's mission is to combine centuries-old

knowledge with the latest generation of technologies, bringing true pleasure by creating

beauty rituals.

THE FOUNDER. THE STORYTHE FOUNDER. THE STORY

From a small kitchen to large production.From a small kitchen to large production.

When it all started, Valeria Dolinskaya's apartment in the center of St. Petersburg turned

into a laboratory for creating something incredible. Everything was filled with raw

materials and jars. The girl cooked scrubs for herself, friends and relatives. Subsequently,

they were the ones who suggested Valeria to open her own production and launch a

cosmetics brand. The history of the name is very simple. Valeria Dolinskaya's friends liked

to call her affectionately "Dolly". Therefore, it was decided to take this as the basis of the

brand name. That's how the interesting name "DOLLYMORE" was born. So the incredible

love of beauty and her hobby has turned into a business that now pleases a huge amount

of ladies around the world. As they say: "Make your beloved thing a business, and you will

never have to work".

For the production of our cosmetics, Dollymore uses oils and extracts of plants that grow in

their natural environment, skillfully combining nature and technology, aiming to

produce effective means to maintain health and youth. Dollymore company is successfully

conquering the markets, more and more conquers women from the youngest to

already experienced users of cosmetics. In almost all products company uses rejuvenation

complexes, a large number of active substances, and is constantly working on creating

new formulas. The dynamics of the development of the cosmetics business encourages

the company to produce new products that meet the highest standards of the world
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market. The company is sure that it works effectively because: 

Valeria Dolinskaya, the Founder of Dollymore

Photo Credit by Dollymore

It constantly receives positive feedback from the customers;

It was appreciated by distributors, experts of the sales market;

It was appreciated by the medical community that constantly gives positive

feedback; many cosmetologists use Dollymore products in their work;

The sports community recommends Dollymore to improve the result during the training

process;

It was accepted by the animal lovers community because the company do not test

its product on animals, many people from this community have become its regular

customers.
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

Natural. Vegan. Halal. Natural. Vegan. Halal. For the production of our cosmetics, the company uses oils and

extracts of plants that grow in their natural environment, on clean, chemical-free lands. The

oils provide balanced nutrition of new cells, stimulate the synthesis of collagen and elastin,

and are responsible for the complex rejuvenation and improvement of the skin structure.

Vitamins charge the skin with energy, provide it with protection from external irritating

factors and prevents new destructive effects, consolidating the result of care.
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Not tested on animals.Not tested on animals. Animals should not suffer because of someone's love for cosmetics!

That's why 100% of the products do not contain abuse! Neither for Dollymore products nor

for its raw materials. The company believes that beauty is not a reason for the suffering of

animals. Very good ingredients are available even without animal testing.

Exquisite aroma. Exquisite aroma. A separate feature of Dollymore products is the author's selective

fragrances that create poetic alchemy, intensifying the effect of cosmetics due to

aromatherapy. Also, all the flavors are reflected by a long aftertaste.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

ACTIVE FITNESS LINE ACTIVE FITNESS LINE 

Cosmetic products for a healthy body and stimulation of fitness progress. The line of

Fitness products provides comprehensive body care to get excellent results from training.

This line is designed to improve the structure of the skin, restore collagen and improve

results in sports. The Fitness Line complex contains a large number of active components

that stimulate the internal resources of the body. The complex also helps to improve

results in sports.

This is exactly how the products work:
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

stimulate the production of collagen;

prepare muscles for active exercises;

intensively moisturize the skin;

have an anti-cellulite effect;

relieve puffiness, stimulate the removal of excess fluid from the body;

remove dead cells;

effectively cleanse the skin after the training process;

accelerate fat metabolism;

improve blood microcirculation;

restore skin tone and elasticity;

help reduce body volume and weight.
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Fat-burning lipolytic creamFat-burning lipolytic cream

Fat burning cream with lipolytic is a unique product for additional stimulation of fitness

progress. The process of splitting the fat layer occurs due to the action of active lipolytics,

which penetrate the lipid layer through the skin, stimulating blood flow and

accelerating metabolism.

remove swelling, stimulate the output of extra liquid from the body;

has an anti-cellulite effect;

accelerates local blood flow:

participates in recovery processes;

gives the skin elasticity.

Gel sculptorGel sculptor

Sculptor gel is an effective product for additional stimulation of fitness progress, which is

used:

to warm up muscles, increase their elasticity, relieve stiffness (does not exclude warm-

up before training);

as a means of prevention - to prevent injuries sprains;

to improve blood circulation.

Stimulator of collagen production body fluidStimulator of collagen production body fluid

Body Fluid is an active fitness product with a light texture for use after training, which

creates the effect of deep hydration of the skin due to its high concentration of collagen. 

has a pronounced rejuvenating effect, restores natural collagen;

stimulates collagen biosynthesis, slows down the rate of destruction of natural collagen

fibers in the skin;

intensely moisturizes, helps natural defence mechanisms to fight dehydration.

Cooling gel for stimulating collagen productionCooling gel for stimulating collagen production

A cooling gel for stimulation of the production of your own collagen is an effective product
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for additional stimulation of fitness progress after training, which tones the skin and blood

vessels, relieves muscle tension and is used:

Photo Credit by Dollymore

• to remove swelling;

• to improve blood circulation;

• for deep moisturizing and smoothing of the skin.

Gel-Scrub Pepper-VanillaGel-Scrub Pepper-Vanilla

Pepper-Vanilla Body Scrub Gel is an effective product for additional stimulation of fitness

progress:

• has an anti-cellulite effect;

• remove swelling, stimulates the output of extra liquid from the body;

• removes dead cells;

• moisturizes the skin;

• gently and deeply cleanses the skin;

• has the effect of aromatherapy.

Gel-scrub "Vanilla-Tobacco"Gel-scrub "Vanilla-Tobacco"
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Body scrub Vanilla- Tobacco is an effective remedy for additional stimulation of fitness

progress:

• has an anti-cellulite effect;

• remove swelling, stimulates the output of extra liquid from the body;

• removes dead cells;

• moisturizes the skin;

• gently and deeply cleanses the skin;

• has the effect of aromatherapy.

HOME LINE AND SPAHOME LINE AND SPA

Spa vacations have always been considered prestigious and expensive. The best spa

resorts are located in Europe. However, today's realities have transferred the traditions of

care and relaxation to home bathrooms.

Comprehensive spa care consists of several stages: cleansing and preparation of the skin,

scrubbing, washing with water, massage, wrapping. Turn on the most favourite playlist, get

scented candles. Allow to step away from everyday life and be alone. Aroma scrubs, body

butters, anti-cellulite wraps are the most faithful helpers in this. Also thought about daily

care - fragrant shower gel scrubs, dry scrubs, body creams, hand and foot creams are the

best companions for every day.

HOME LINE CARE COSMETICSHOME LINE CARE COSMETICS

Nutritious hand creamNutritious hand cream

Nutritious hand cream slows down age changes of skin, giving it elasticity and freshness.

The cream deeply nourishes the cells, protecting them from external factors and providing

the skin with long-term care. Lemon extract is a reliable source of vitamins for your skin. It

stimulates cell renewal with its exfoliating properties. 
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

Moisturizing hand cream Moisturizing hand cream 

Moisturizing hand cream with mango extract helps to intensively moisturize the skin,

actively nourishing the cells with useful vitamins and minerals. Hands obediently reach for

the cream, desiring to plunge into the smell of the most delicate pulp of ripe mango. The

cream recovers skin elasticity and protects against the effects of adverse environmental

factors. The product is perfect for daily use in the morning and evening.

Restoring foot cream Restoring foot cream 

The recovering foot cream with lemon extract covers the skin with citrus freshness,

encouraging the cells to actively regenerate. Due to the complex of nutritious elements,

the cream has a calming effect, it enhances the protective properties of the skin, keeping it

soft and tender. The product is perfect for daily care. 
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

Shower gel-scrub “Strawberry fresh”Shower gel-scrub “Strawberry fresh”

“Strawberry fresh” melts on one's skin, spreading out its intoxicating kisses berry pleasure.

The product gently cleanses and moisturizes the skin, preserving the aftertaste of the

sweet strawberry smell for a long time. The scrub stimulates local blood circulation, evens

out skin tone and relief. Ideal for daily use. 

Shower gel-scrub “Mojito” Shower gel-scrub “Mojito” 

The beginning of the day with "Mojito" is a powerful charge of cheerfulness from the

very morning. The body cells are actively awakened by the refreshing touch of the scrub

gel. The product effectively tones the skin, deeply nourishing it with useful microelements.

The scrub effectively cleanses the epidermis, keeping the skin's protective barrier from the

external environment. Ideal for daily use. 

Shower gel-scrub “Black currant”Shower gel-scrub “Black currant”

“Black currant” will captivate you from the first touch. The cells tremble under the gentle

embrace of the scrub gel. The product gently cleans and exfoliates the skin, while at the
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same time actively nourishes the cells with useful microelements. When seduced, the skin

becomes soft and silky. 

Dry scrub “Secret feeling” Dry scrub “Secret feeling” 

Contrary to the voice of the mind, the body succumbs to the temptation of the “Secret

Sense”. No - prohibitions and restrictions. Only pleasure and temptation. Roughness and

softness are two facets of the same scrub that you cannot resist. Due to the polishing

effect, the product effectively evens out the skin's relief. The oils that make up the scrub

retain moisture and enhance the protective properties of the epidermis. Ideal for daily use. 

Dry scrub “Tender feeling”Dry scrub “Tender feeling”

The captivating smell of dry scrub "Gentle Feeling" immerses you in the bliss of pleasure

from touching your body. Deep cleaning of the skin with a scrub leaves the skin soft and

shining. The oils contained in the scrub retain moisture and enhance the protective

properties of the epidermis.

Body cream-soufflé “Coconut pudding”Body cream-soufflé “Coconut pudding”

Coconut Pudding Cream Souffle melts on your skin for a natural glow. The notes of the

most delicate coconut gradually unfold one by one, mixing with your own fluids, creating a

unique body scent. The product is ideal for daily use. 
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Series of scrubs for gentle care

Photo Credit by Dollymore

Body cream “The touch of an angel”Body cream “The touch of an angel”

Dance with your favorite “The touch of an angel” body milk. The product is kind to your

skin, moisturizes and nourishes it. The Cream has an aromatherapy effect and immerses

you in a state of carefree bliss. The product will be the perfect addition to your daily ritual

of beauty. 
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

Aroma body scrub:Aroma body scrub:

“Strawberry mood”“Strawberry mood”

“Sensual Citrus”“Sensual Citrus”

“Tropical pleasure”“Tropical pleasure”

“Coconut passion”“Coconut passion”

has an anti-cellulite effect;

removes swelling, stimulates the output of extra liquid from the body;

removes dead cells;

moisturizes the skin;

effectively and carefully cleans the skin;

has the effect of aromatherapy.

Anti-cellulite wrap "Soft chocolate"Anti-cellulite wrap "Soft chocolate"

Thermo wrap "South Passion"Thermo wrap "South Passion"

Cryo wrap "Cool inspiration"Cryo wrap "Cool inspiration"

has an anti-cellulite effect;
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accelerates fat metabolism;

improves blood microcirculation;

restores skin tone and elasticity;

helps to reduce body volume and weight.

Shea butter body cream-butterShea butter body cream-butter

Tropical Tenderness Body Cream ButterTropical Tenderness Body Cream Butter

Improves blood circulation;

Moisturizes and nourishes the skin;

Has antioxidant properties;

Increases skin turgor;

Remove swelling;

Has a pronounced anti-cellulite effect;

Gives the body a delicate aroma.

BODY SETSBODY SETS

SET 1SET 1

Shower gel “Sensual kiss” 200 ml & Shower gel-scrub

“Revealing mandarin” 200 ml

SET 2SET 2

Shower gel “Sensual kiss” 200 ml & Body cream-souffle

“Coconut Pudding” 200 ml

SET 3SET 3
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

Shower gel “Sensual kiss” 200 ml & Body cream-milk

“The touch of an angel” 200 ml

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The main development strategy is based on the formation of territorial distribution through

the local partners. The company builds cooperation with the partners on mutual respect

and trust in the win-win format, in this direction it tried to provide high-margin pricing, and

which, at the same time, corresponds to the high quality of products, market trends,

aesthetics in design. These qualities are aimed at satisfying the desires of Dollymore

customers. The company is actively developing in the Russian market. It is represented in

all sales channels: E-commerce, federal and regional retail chains.
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

ONLINE & OFFLINE SHOPSONLINE & OFFLINE SHOPS

The brand is already sold nationwide in the biggest retail chains such as:

Lenta.com

Goldapple.ru

Watsons.com

Ozon.ru

Wildberries.ru

The plan is to further increase its presence in the Russian market, and also expects to

start deliveries to foreign markets. The company believes that marketing support is a

necessary part for the successful development of sales. In this direction, Dollymore tries to

be as flexible as possible, therefore, individually for each client, together with the partners,

it coordinates and implements effective marketing activities. In terms of brand awareness,

it is continuously working on Instagram, Tik-Tok, and social networks. To promote the

brand, it cooperates with bloggers, experts in the beauty industry, organizes collaborations

with fashion magazines, beauty boxes and platforms. Next, the company plans to

participate in beauty exhibitions. The target audience is girls with an active lifestyle who

like to pamper themselves with high-quality cosmetic products. Age from 19 to 45 years.
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Potential sales channels are:

cosmetics and perfumery chains;

retail;

marketplaces;

fitness centers;

beauty salons;

SPA centers;

non-chain retail.

With the complex use of our products, the result is noticeably improved, thereby making it

possible to increase the average check.

MEDIAMEDIA

INSTAGRAM PROFILES

TIK TOK PROFILES

FACEBOOK PROFILES

@dollymorecosmetics

@dollymorecosmetics
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Photo Credit by Dollymore

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images of ,  and 

You can download  and  presentations

You can download logistics and prices by the 

@Dollymorecosmetics

Home Line Fitness Line Mood Shots

Home Line Fitness Line

link
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Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONSQUESTIONS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please, do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: TM DollyMore, Inkosmetiks LLC

Contact person:Contact person: VALENTIN IGOSHEV, Commercial director

E-mail:E-mail: sales@dollymore.com

Website:Website: dollymore.com

Phone:Phone: +7 800 300 82 69

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Russia

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Dollymore website

Dollymore Prices & Logistic information for

Spinoff

Dollymore Fitness Line

Dollymore Home Line

Dollymore Christmas

set

click here
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Giardini di Toscana is a line of designer perfumes made in Italy, which is

fully established as "niche perfumery". All the creations stem from

emotions, memories, styles, which arise from pure passion. Giardini di

Toscana is the result of a natural evolution applied to the creativity of a

family-run business, a form of artistic expression that complements other

similar expressions. These fragrances draw attention thanks to their

aesthetic quality and originality, which is why they are suitable for strong

personalities, who are not simply trying to conform to current trends.

The keyword for the Giardini di Toscana line is "eco-luxury": luxury

products based on organic and environmentally sustainable ingredients,

with a great natural value. Today, the topic of sustainability is so

important that it is not only a trend anymore but a real must. Translating

eco-luxury into a perfume is the real mission for Giardini di Toscana’s

fragrances.

SECRET DOSSIER ON GIARDINI DI
TOSCANA
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THE STORY THE STORY 

Being inebriated by the garden’s fragrances represents a unique experience for your

senses. In Tuscany, a garden is a place where architecture and nature meet, the

relationship between human-made work and the soil. This is the place where, in 1942, the

story of an olfactory journey among the fragrances of the most authentic perfumery began.

In a picturesque medieval village in the Casentino Valley, in the heart of Tuscany, Italy,

grandparents Giovan Piero and Emma Ducci opened a bottega (small shop), which became

a Perfumery.

Silvia Martinelli, the Founder of eco-luxury parfumery and skincare Giardini di Toscana

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

At the beginning of the 60's, the business continued with his daughter Irma who, thanks to

her style, turned the original business into a prestigious boutique. That is where 

 was born, the creator of Giardini di Toscana’s designer perfumes, a line

conceived as the combination of craftsmanship and innovation, through the use of the

Silvia

Martinelli
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most refined raw materials, which are processed by using ancient and fascinating

techniques.

At Giardini di Toscana all the creations stem from emotions, memories, styles, which arise from pure passion

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

3.1 FRAGRANCES FOR HOME3.1 FRAGRANCES FOR HOME

VIGNA TOSCANA - BOTTLE WITH STICKS VIGNA TOSCANA - BOTTLE WITH STICKS      

The fragrance evokes the Tuscan vineyards. Just like a dream, it takes you back to a long-

gone past, when grapes were crushed and the scent of the must spread in the air.

Olfactory pyramid: Jasmine, White Musk, Vineyard. Size: 200ml.

Recommended Retail Price - RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreignRecommended Retail Price - RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign

countries, Ex-works Price - EXW € 20,25)countries, Ex-works Price - EXW € 20,25).

MANDARINO VANIGLIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKSMANDARINO VANIGLIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKS
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A Mediterranean opening with the citrusy tenderness of tangerine and the sugary and

creamy taste of orange. The evocative scent of citrus fruits flows into the delicacy of vanilla.

The air smells of vanilla and mandarin again. Maybe the Blue Fairy from the famous fairy

tale of Pinocchio was here? It has a calming and relaxing effect and it reduces irritability.

Perfect for children's rooms, bedrooms and bathrooms.

Olfactory pyramid: Mandarin, Orange, Vanilla, Delicate flowers, White Musk. Size: 200ml.    

RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 20,25).  RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 20,25).      

  

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

EREMO VERDE – BOTTLE WITH STICKSEREMO VERDE – BOTTLE WITH STICKS

A walk inside the Foreste Casentinesi National Park. The woody notes of cedar blend with

the revitalising fragrances of aromatic herbs, giving you strength and courage to fight your

fears. From Saint Francis’ Canticle of the Sun, a hymn to life and to the positivity of nature.

An energising fragrance, suitable for living rooms and bathrooms.
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Olfactory pyramid: Aromatic plants, Bergamot, Cypress, Cedar wood, Vetiver. Size: 200ml.

RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 20,25).RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 20,25).

MANDARINO VANIGLIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKSMANDARINO VANIGLIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKS

A Mediterranean opening with the citrusy tenderness of tangerine and the sugary and

creamy taste of orange. The evocative scent of citrus fruits flows into the delicacy of vanilla.

The air smells of vanilla and mandarin again. Maybe the Blue Fairy from the famous fairy

tale of Pinocchio was here? It has a calming and relaxing effect and it reduces irritability.

Perfect for children's rooms, bedrooms and bathrooms.

Olfactory pyramid: Mandarin, Orange, Vanilla, Delicate flowers, White Musk. Size: 200ml.

RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 20,25).   RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 20,25).   

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

MARLIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKSMARLIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKS

Harmonious and delicate explosion of cherry blossoms, combined with strawberry and the
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fruits’ colours to create a delicious and romantic fragrance.

Inspired by the wonderful garden of Villa Marlia, located in Capannori (Lucca), where Elisa

Baciocchi Bonaparte, Napoleon's niece, lived.

Olfactory pyramid: Cherry, Peach, White Flowers.

Properties: Home Relaxing, suitable for rooms where stress is released: living room,

reading room. Size: 200ml.

RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 20,25).  RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 20,25).        

     

ELEGIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKSELEGIA – BOTTLE WITH STICKS

Drowning in a flowery garden, in the white of bergamot, in the energetic and sparkling

scent of lemon and the vibrantly fresh green tea, all delicately sweetened by the clean

whiteness of jasmine. This is Elegia. The air you breathe in the Boboli Gardens’ orangery,

where the Medici family first used citrus fruits to decorate their gardens and where the

bergamot stands out with its ability to open your heart and radiate happiness. Refreshing,

brightening and stimulating. Ideal for offices, work environments and meeting rooms.

Olfactory pyramid: Bergamot, Green Tea, Jasmine, Sandalwood. Size: 200ml.

RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 20,25).RRP: € 45,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 20,25).

3.2   PERSONAL FRAGRANCES3.2   PERSONAL FRAGRANCES

BIANCO OROBIANCO ORO

The scent of pleasure, sensuality, the seduction of amber accord, fascinating and elegant

molecules. Cetalox: an extremely powerful and elegant amber accord. This ingredient

enriches and elevates the perfume, it makes it intense and persistent. A note of black

pepper brings spiciness. Last but not least, Patchouli. Considered an aphrodisiac by the

hippies, it stirs our deepest emotions. Size: 100ml.
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Fragrance Family: Oriental spicy

Olfactory Pyramid

Top notes: Bergamot, Pink Pepper

Heart notes: Rose Abs, Black Pepper

Base notes: Javanol, Patchouli, Cetalox

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).        RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).            

                         

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

BIANCO LATTEBIANCO LATTE

The cuddle, the embrace, the pleasure of being shrouded in a cloud of vanilla, milk and

honey. Size: 100ml. 

Fragrance Family: Gourmand amber
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Olfactory Pyramid

Top notes: Caramel

Heart notes: Coumarin, Honey

Base Notes: Vanilla, White Musk

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

SHABBY CHICSHABBY CHIC

Reassuring and captivating, woods and floral notes surround you with softness and

elegance. The pleasantness of red cedar wood meets the gentle floral touch of the delicate

and slightly honeyed queen of flowers, the Damask Rose. Javanol represents the dominant

sandalwood note, a new-generation molecule, with rich, natural, creamy, slightly pink

sandalwood. Size: 100ml.

Fragrance Family: Flowery woody
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Olfactory pyramid

Top notes: Peony

Heart notes: White Flowers, Damask Rose

Base notes: Musk, Javanol, Cedarwood 

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

BLU INDACOBLU INDACO

A perfume of contrasts. Brilliant and fascinating opening with Calabrian Bergamot.

Followed by the sweet and bitter Almond, immersed in a sweet vanilla bath. And then the

Frangipane heart, whose scent evokes hesperidian and flowery notes such as lemon,

jasmine, honeysuckle and rose - all together. Habanolide represents the base note, an

extremely elegant musky smell, a very high-performing note with a waxy and slightly

metallic undertone. Strong, clean, captivating smell, with a soft but powerful, almost erotic

background of sensuality and animality. Size: 100ml. 
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Fragrance Family: Amber Floral

Olfactory pyramid

Top notes: Bergamot, Pink Pepper, Frangipane

Heart notes: Vanilla, Almond

Base notes: Ambroxan, Muscenone, Habanolide

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).      

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

CELESTECELESTE

It is the bright and clear dawn after a night storm, the air is fresh, the sky expands with its

celestial and clean perfection, the fragrances spread, powerful and overbearing: citrusy,

aquatic, marine, floral. Size: 100ml. 

Fragrance Family: Freshness
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Olfactory pyramid

Top Notes: Dihydromyrcenol, Sea Notes

Heart Notes: Raspberry Violet, Exotic Scents

Base notes: Vanillin, Ambroxan

RRP: € 98,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).    RRP: € 98,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).      

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

ROSSO RADICEROSSO RADICE

Characterised by a very fresh opening note that enhances its personality: Calabrian

bergamot. Vetiver, oak moss and coumarin follow, with notes of ambrettolide and

ambroxan, which give roundness, warmth and strong fixing power. Muscenone surrounds

it all with its strong, warm and clean smell; a soft but powerful, almost erotic, background of

sensuality and animality. Size: 100ml. 

Fragrance Family: Amber Fougère
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Olfactory pyramid

Top notes: Bergamot, Pink Pepper, Clary Sage

Heart notes: Cashmeran

Base notes: Ambrettolide, Vetiver, Ambroxan

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

EREMOEREMO

Much more than a simple fragrance, it is an ancestral and mysterious melody that reveals

the relaxing and dynamic notes of the Tuscan woods. Inspired by horseback riding in the

green Foreste Casentinesi, among century-old cypress trees, it floods the body with sweet

and powerful scents. In the midst of these luxuriant woods, the rays of sunshine illuminate

lush and flowery clearings, where wild animals find solace and the cool water flows down

from the slope. Size: 100ml.
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Fragrance Family: Fougère boisée

Olfactory pyramid

Top notes: Tuscan cypress, Mandarin, Watermelon

Heart notes: Juniper, Patchouli, Sandalwood, Cedar Wood

Base notes: Amber, White Musk

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).

ROSSO RUBINOROSSO RUBINO

Aroma of harmoniously united, decisive and engaging notes. A perfume that arouses

stormy olfactory harmonies despite the delicacy of the citrus notes of bergamot, the magic

of the rose, rather than the fragrant gifts of a distant and shady wood. Size: 100ml.

Olfactory family: Woody citrus

Top notes: lemon, bergamot orange

Heart notes: rose, berries, cocoa

Base notes: coumarin, oak moss, pink pepper, patchouli, cachemeran (the softness of

cashmere)

RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).RRP: € 120,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 54).
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Edemo and Rosso Rubino. The pearls of the collection

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

3.3 KITs3.3 KITs

PERSONAL FRAGRANCES KITPERSONAL FRAGRANCES KIT

The entire ''personal'' collection in one mini-set. The kit includes all our 8 personal

fragrances. Size: 2ml x 8 samples

RRP: € 20 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 10,00). RRP: € 20 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 10,00). 
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Kit of perfumes

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

HOME FRAGRANCES KITHOME FRAGRANCES KIT

The entire ''home'' collection is in one mini-set. The kit includes all our 5 fragrances for

“home”. Size: 2ml x 5 samples                    

RRP: € 15 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 9,00). RRP: € 15 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 9,00). 

3.4 COSMETICS3.4 COSMETICS
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Kit of home fragrances

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

GEL CREAMGEL CREAM

An extremely delicate cream, suitable for normal to mixed skin, even the most sensitive.

The special gel-cream composition provides an authentic feeling of freshness and well-

being. It is used during the day as a deep moisturizer, or at night to promote the natural

physiological repair processes. Its special texture makes this cream suitable for any age,

for both women and men, without greasing the skin.

Instructions:  Instructions:  Apply in the morning as a protective moisturizing cream and make-up base. In

the evening, apply after removing make-up to promote the regenerative processes of the

night and to soothe the redness caused by the weather (cold wind, long exposure to the

sun). Size: 50 ml.   

RRP: € 39,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 19,50).RRP: € 39,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 19,50).

BIANCO LATTE BODY CREAMBIANCO LATTE BODY CREAM
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Photo Credit by Giardini di ToscanaPhoto Credit by Giardini di Toscana

Suitable for all skin types, with its pleasant BIANCO LATTE fragrance, it will leave your skin

perfectly moisturised and velvety. Size: 250 ml.                                     

RRP: € 38,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 17,10). RRP: € 38,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 17,10). 

EREMO SHOWER GELEREMO SHOWER GEL

Perfect for men, but for women too. It will leave your skin clean and fragrant of the fresh

Eremo fragrance. Size: 250 ml.

RRP: € 25,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 12,50).RRP: € 25,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 12,50).

EREMO AFTER-SHAVEEREMO AFTER-SHAVE

High quality aftershave, also suitable for sensitive skin and with the wonderful fragrance of

Eremo. Size: 75 ml.  
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Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

RRP: € 38,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 19,00).RRP: € 38,00 (in Italy, with VAT, RRP not specified for foreign countries, EXW € 19,00).

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN
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The keyword for the Giardini di Toscana line is "eco-luxury with a strong aesthetic quality and originality

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

Giardini di Toscana is a line of designer perfumes made in Italy, which is fully established

as "niche perfumery". Our creations always stem from emotions, memories, styles, which

arise from pure passion, rather than being deliberately conceived for mere marketing

purposes. Giardini di Toscana is the result of a natural evolution applied to the creativity of

a family-run business, the satisfaction of a long brooding desire, the expression of

harmony between people who share the same passions, a form of artistic expression that

complements other similar expressions. The perfumes originate from many different stories

and each creation is absolutely original, peculiar, distinctive and matches unique

personalities.

These fragrances draw attention, not because of their intrusiveness or intensity, but thanks

to their aesthetic quality and originality, which is why they are suitable for strong

personalities, who are not simply trying to conform to current trends. While conventional

perfumery tends to impose the same scent on as many different age groups and styles as
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possible, in order to achieve turnover targets, the niche strives for offering a different and

unique fragrance to each individual personality. Empathy between the perfume and the

consumer is absolutely paramount and the assistance provided in finding the right

combination is the real added value that guarantees customer loyalty over time.

Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

Therefore, the niche creates innovation and identifies products and fragrances that meet

the customer demand regardless of current trends, so as to guarantee a return on the long

term. The keyword for the Giardini di Toscana line is "eco-luxury": luxury products based

on organic and environmentally sustainable ingredients, with a great natural value. Today,

the topic of sustainability is so important that it is not only a trend anymore but a real must.

Translating eco-luxury into a perfume is the real mission for Giardini di Toscana’s

fragrances.

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

Many other cosmetics, candles and other home accessories will be launched soon.
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Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 

Giardini di Toscana (GdT) started as a line of designer perfumes, initially intended to be

marketed locally, in the family boutique of our “creative nose”, Silvia Martinelli. To be more

precise, the Irma Perfumery is located in the Casentino valley in Tuscany, between

Florence and Arezzo, surrounded by the Casentino Forests National Park. The resounding

success achieved with our Tuscan customers led GdT to evolve from a luxury designer

craftsmanship to a real brand, which is now ready to position itself in the niche perfumery

sector at a national level.

After the local B2C, the national B2B business took off, thanks to some well-known sales

agents in the perfumery and cosmetics sector, who had discovered GdT precisely at the

Irma Perfumery in Bibbiena and placed their orders. The third fundamental step in the

growth of the brand was initiated by groups of enthusiasts and their forums on social

networks. After we began to sell in some well-known niche perfumeries in Italy, people

started to talk about GdT perfumes on a number of forums, in particular in the Facebook

group "Adjiumi".
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The desire of thousands of perfume lovers and connoisseurs to discover this new brand

led to numerous reviews, all extremely positive. Later, celebrities and influencers also paid

homage to us with advertisements and stories on the main social networks.

Now, GdT decided to focus on two main goals for 2021:Now, GdT decided to focus on two main goals for 2021:

Strengthening and developing our Social Media Marketing;

Internationalising and expanding new sales channels abroad.

MEDIAMEDIA

Giardini di Toscana pays big attention to Social Media Marketing and only plans to

strengthen its position in order to increase brand awareness.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images by the 

You can download the price list by the 

You can download a presentation by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS   QUESTIONS   

link 

link

link 
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Photo Credit by Giardini di Toscana

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Giardini di Toscana SRL

Contact person:Contact person: Umberto Doni, co-founder of Giardini di Tos…

E-mail:E-mail: info@giardiniditoscana.com

Website:Website: giardiniditoscana.com

Phone:Phone: +39 0575593467

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 1942

Regions:Regions: Italy

Industries:Industries: Fragrance, Skincare

Website Giardini di

Toscana

Instagram Giardini di

Toscana

Facebook Giardini di

Toscana

GdT

Images

GdT_Brochure_eng.pdf

2021 December GdT EXP.pdf

click here
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Suga Buba is a unique body glow cosmetic from Bulgaria. All products

of the brand have a shimmering effect when applied to the skin.

The brand philosophy is to produce and distribute 100% vegan-friendly,

innovative and luxury cosmetic products on the borderline between

body makeup and skincare with 0% parabens, silicones and

sulphates. Shimmering products formula totally differ from simple

bronzer. It contains white truffle, 24K gold, diamond dust, shea and

much more high class nourishing natural ingredients. The products also

have an intense scent of cookies and sweet chewing gum that gives the

body an appetizing aroma. Suga Buba is forever against animal

testing. The outer design is in pure harmony with this philosophy and

brings the same joyful, girly feeling as the products themself.

SECRET DOSSIER ON SUGA BUBA
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Suga Buba has set itself the goal of creating products that accentuate the beauty of

feminine curves with a radiant sheen. For this, it is focused on finding a special formula. A

formula that's not a regular bronzer and isn't just for beach use. Suga Buba wants more

and strives for something that will make women feel like real goddesses. As a result of

numerous studies, exhibitions, collaboration with the best professionals in the industry, the

use of special formulas and designer fragrances, Suga Buba has achieved its goal and has

created unique Suga Buba products. When applied to the skin, they can transform the look

of every woman into a special experience. Because the brand cares for the skin, each

formula contains nourishing and moisturizing ingredients. Some of them contain shiny

micro-particles of 24-karat gold and silver. Result? Thousands of women amaze every day

with their perfect and radiant skin.

The Founders

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

Striving for perfect skin, Suga Buba set a goal to create products that care for the health of
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the skin while emphasizing the beauty of the feminine curve with a radiant sheen. Personal

care products with a different formula than conventional bronzer make feel sexy and

confident. Special formulas using 24-karat gold and fresh designer fragrances, combined

with active skin care, can transform every woman's appearance into a special event,

leaving her with a truly unforgettable experience.

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

The brand philosophy sounds like this:

"Sexy and confident in their allure, with body positive mindset shimmer girls enjoy to"Sexy and confident in their allure, with body positive mindset shimmer girls enjoy to

provoke with the touch of glam, spicy flirt and staying gorgeous no matter the place orprovoke with the touch of glam, spicy flirt and staying gorgeous no matter the place or

occasion."occasion."

All Suga Buba products:

Labelled vegan, organic, free of animal ingredients;

Free of parabens, sulfates and silicones;
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Have not been tested on animals at any stage of production.

All Suga Buba Products

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

Suga Buba has three main series:

Shimmering Body Glow -Shimmering Body Glow - for the body;

#Bioglam#Bioglam -  face care & deodorants;

#Bioglam Sunscreen#Bioglam Sunscreen - beach products.

BEST SELLING SHIMMERING DUOBEST SELLING SHIMMERING DUO

SHIMMERING BODY BUTTERSHIMMERING BODY BUTTER

Volume: Volume: 250 ml

Ex-Works Price (EXW) excl. VAT - € 12,40, Recommended Retail Price (RRP) excl. VAT - €Ex-Works Price (EXW) excl. VAT - € 12,40, Recommended Retail Price (RRP) excl. VAT - €

22,96.22,96.

Suga Buba has created Body Butter with a special precious reach formula, combining the

benefits of shea butter and one of the best-kept secrets of the beauty industry - the white

truffle. Shea butter melts when it touches the skin, nourishing, softening, and hydrating it,

as well as improving its elasticity. White truffle brightens the skin look and promotes

regeneration by increasing deep cellular repair resulting in a firmer and more toned look.

Suga Buba has topped this intense care by adding silver shimmering micro flakes in 20
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different sizes and shades that cover the skin was a sparkling veil. The body butter gives

the skin a perfect healthy look and amazing silver mermaid sheen both day and night.

Suga Buba Body Butter with shea butter and white truffle

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

This is a perfect boutique skin care all year round. The body butter revitalizes the skin and

gives it an irresistible glow thanks to the dazzling effect of thousands of

shimmering particles. The special formula of natural butter that melts on the skin, gives it a

silky softness, shine and a seductive cookie scent. Shea butter nourishes the skin, leaving

it soft, well-hydrated. It is a natural moisturizer that protects against sun damage and

dehydration. A rare and expensive white truffle extract rejuvenates the skin, deeply

regenerating the cellular structure.
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BENEFITS:BENEFITS:

Intensively nourishes and regenerate;

Smoothes the complexion, leaving the skin velvety and soft to the touch;

Provides an ethereal glow and instantly brightens skin with silver particles;

Proven anti-aging effect;

Rich in vitamins, minerals and organic oils (shea and white truffle);

Prevents the formation of wrinkles and stretch marks;

Makes the skin look healthier and more toned;

100% natural and vegan - never tested on animals.

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:

Using gentle, even movements, apply to dry or damp skin to shine;

Apply liberally for a more dramatic effect;

Can be used in combination with sun oil or sunscreen lotion.

* The product has no sun protection factor.

* May stain light clothing slightly. Stains are easy to wash off.

SPECIAL INGREDIENTS:SPECIAL INGREDIENTS:

SHEA BUTTER

The shea butter is intensely nourishing, rich in texture and high in healthy fats. Naturally

rich in vitamins A, E and F, making it a natural moisturizer.

Shea butter has been used by women in Ghana for thousands of years to protect against

dry Saharan winds, sun damage and dehydration. It moisturizes the skin, has anti-

inflammatory properties, fights premature aging and works against stretch marks.

WHITE TRUFFLES

Truffles are a sophisticated product that is already used in the cosmetics industry. Only

elite black and white truffles are included in the masks, oils and serums created on the

basis of these mushrooms. They are rich in amino acids, mineral salts, magnesium and
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protein. It slows down the aging of the skin by stimulating its thickening, maintains a higher

level of hydration, increases elasticity, and reduces the depth and number of fine wrinkles.

This is due to the fact that the white truffle contains a huge amino acid potential, as well as

a full spectrum of B vitamins (B1, B2, B3, B6, B9, B10, B12) in a form suitable for rapid

absorption by the human body.

Body butter contains white truffle, 24K gold, diamond dust, shea and much more high class nourishing natural

ingredients

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

SHIMMERING BODY GLOW WITH 24-KARAT GOLDSHIMMERING BODY GLOW WITH 24-KARAT GOLD

Volume: Volume: 100 ml

EXW excl. VAT - € 12,40, RRP excl. VAT - € 22,96.EXW excl. VAT - € 12,40, RRP excl. VAT - € 22,96.

A luminous body shine with natural ingredients that brightens the skin with a subtle

radiance of 24K gold particles. Emphasizes the chocolate tan of the skin, while the

specially developed formula of natural ingredients deeply moisturizes and nourishes it.

Gives a light, radiant complexion even to white skin and enhances naturalness.
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BENEFITS:BENEFITS:

Leaves skin radiant and airy;

Hides flaws;

Darkens complexion, does not contain self-tanning products;

Moisturizes, deeply nourishes and leaves the skin velvety and soft;

Silky and lightweight texture;

100% natural ingredients;

Vegan-friendly - never tested on animals;

A seductive scent of sweet chewing gum lingers on the skin;

Designed for daytime and evening use. Its golden glow makes one irresistible on the

beach and irresistible under the spotlights at night.

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:

Shake the gloss well before use;

Apply to dry or damp skin of hands, feet and body where want the skin to glow;

Apply liberally for a more dramatic effect;

Can be used in combination with sun oil or sunscreen lotion.

* The product has no sun protection factor.

* May stain light clothing slightly. Shine stains are easy to wash off.

#BIOGLAM#BIOGLAM

DEO STICK LEMON GRASSDEO STICK LEMON GRASS

Volume:Volume: 60 ml

EXW excl. VAT - € 8,90, RRP excl. VAT - € 14,83.EXW excl. VAT - € 8,90, RRP excl. VAT - € 14,83.

100% natural deodorant with lemon grass scent and a long-lasting formula that is gentle on

the skin. Eliminates moisture and protects against unpleasant odors. From early morning

until late evening experience the natural fresh scent of citrus fruits. Taking care of nature: a

natural product in 100% biodegradable packaging.
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BENEFITS:BENEFITS:

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

Delicate and long-lasting protection, soft on the skin;

An economic formula that will be using for over 3 months;

A long-lasting sensation of freshness and comfort with a lemongrass scent;

Non-allergenic bio-certified ingredients;

Does not leave yellow stains on clothes;

Rich in essential oils with antibacterial properties;

Easy to apply in biodegradable packaging;

Suitable for men and women.
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SPECIAL INGREDIENTS:SPECIAL INGREDIENTS:

Beeswax;

Shea Butter;

Coconut oil.

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:

Apply lightly to clean, dry underarm skin;

Can repeat it at any time of the day;

Suitable for everyday use.

DEO STICK BERGAMOTDEO STICK BERGAMOT

Volume: Volume: 60 ml

EXW excl. VAT - € 8,90, RRP excl. VAT - € 14,83.EXW excl. VAT - € 8,90, RRP excl. VAT - € 14,83.

This is a 100% natural deodorant that becomes the skins best friend. It absorbs moisture

uncompromisingly and discourages bacteria to give royal confidence. The natural scent of

Bergamot is delicate but intoxicating and makes up charming and confident throughout the

day. The bio-certified ingredients of deo stick are specially selected to be both gentle on

the sensitive skin of the armpits and effective in securing the perfect comfort. Quick and

easy to apply. It gives the confidence to meet all eyes and guarantees ideal hydration. Deo

comes in a biodegradable package as part of Suga Buba's philosophy for a more

ecologically future.

BENEFITS:BENEFITS:

Delicate and long-lasting protection, soft on the skin;

An economic formula that will be using for over 3 months;

A long-lasting sensation of freshness and comfort with a lemongrass scent;

Non-allergenic bio-certified ingredients;

Does not leave yellow stains on clothes;

Rich in essential oils with antibacterial properties;
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Easy to apply in biodegradable packaging;

Suitable for men and women.

Bio Deo Stick Lemon Grass

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

SPECIAL INGREDIENTS:SPECIAL INGREDIENTS:

Beeswax;

Shea Butter;

Coconut oil.

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:
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Apply lightly to clean, dry underarm skin;

Can repeat it at any time of the day;

Suitable for everyday use.

BIO CLEANSING MASK WITH RICE STARCHBIO CLEANSING MASK WITH RICE STARCH

Volume:Volume: 60 ml

EXW excl. VAT - € 16,84, RRP excl. VAT - € 28,07.EXW excl. VAT - € 16,84, RRP excl. VAT - € 28,07.

100% Natural Rice Starch Purifying Facial Mask smoothes imperfections, tones and

refreshes the color of even the most sensitive skin. A few minutes after application,

the skin is gently soothed, and as soon as one wash it off, all irritations have

disappeared. Suitable for normal to sensitive skin. The light mattifying effect makes the

complexion even more irresistible and seductive.

BENEFITS:BENEFITS:

The mask absorbs skin imperfections, removes dead cells, tones and refreshes;

Has a light matte effect, soothes irritated skin;

Thanks to its special formula, which works in three stages, it smoothes the skin,

cleanses and provides long-lasting hydration a few hours after washing.

Suitable for use before applying daytime makeup or after removing it in the evening.
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Bio Deo Stick Bergamot

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:

Apply in light, smooth movements all over the face;

Wait 10-15 minutes;

Rinse thoroughly with warm water.

* If applying in the morning before makeup, dampen the remaining layer with a paper

towel.

* When applying in the evening to activate the third phase, do not wipe off the rest of the
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layer after washing with water.

Compact biodegradable packaging designed with a love for nature. Vegan-friendly and

made from 100% natural ingredients.

INGREDIENTS:INGREDIENTS:

The plum extract is rich in vitamins C and E, folic acid and carotenoids, which reverse the

effects of free radicals and reduce the symptoms of aging. It also helps to reduce dark

circles and puffiness under the eyes. The extract, rich in antioxidants, protects the skin

from the sun's rays and gives the skin its beauty.

Coconut oil billed as the healthiest fat in the world, it has countless health benefits. Oil

fights against stretch marks and gives the skin strength and elasticity, makes it look

younger. Coconut oil speeds up the healing process, relieves burns and retains moisture in

severely dehydrated skin.

Grape seed oil is used as a natural cosmetic product. Many of the benefits of grape seed

oil are linked to its vitamin E and omega-6 fatty acid content. They fight free radicals and

help protect against sunlight, wind and pollution.

Juniper has antibacterial, antiseptic and anti-inflammatory properties. These properties

help fight acne. They also help balance sebum production in the skin by reducing excess

oil production. This reduces clogging and clogging of the pores. They also remove bacteria

that can cause inflammation and infections.

Beeswax is a natural organic product. It was used by the pharaohs in Ancient Egypt for its

healing, regenerating and beautifying properties. It deeply moisturizes the skin, stimulates

the immune system, removes unnecessary toxins from the body and is used as an anti-

aging agent. 
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Comfortable sticks, velvet textures, effective action - that's all Suga Buba

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

The ancient civilizations of Greece, Rome and Egypt used French clay, especially green

French clay, to treat skin problems. Helps remove impurities from pores, exfoliate dead

skin cells, tone and tighten skin. It also stimulates blood circulation, helps heal blemishes,

soothes burns, insect bites, cuts, and more.

Lemon extract is a rich source of vitamin C and has a detoxifying effect. It contains a dose

of antioxidant that fights free radicals, maintains an even skin tone and helps to strengthen

the body's immune system. It also tightens the skin as it helps to close the pores, resulting

in smoother skin.

BIO DETOX MASK WITH ROSE POWDERBIO DETOX MASK WITH ROSE POWDER

Volume:Volume: 60 ml

EXW excl. VAT - € 15,03, RRP excl. VAT - € 25,05.EXW excl. VAT - € 15,03, RRP excl. VAT - € 25,05.

100% natural #detox and a refreshing face mask with rose powder that enhances natural

beauty. Has a gentle scrubbing effect. Removes dead cells, tones and refreshes the skin.
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Designed to enhance the natural beauty of the skin while eliminating imperfections in a

completely natural way. Result? A radiant, hydrated and smooth complexion that is a

pleasure to touch. The mask cleanses dead cells due to abrasive particles in its

composition and gives a natural shine. Thanks to a special formula that works in three

stages, it smoothes the skin, removes toxins and guarantees long-term hydration a few

hours after washing. Suitable for use before applying daytime makeup or after removing it

in the evening. Suga Buba has created this product for women who do not compromise in

personal care and want to radiate health and genuine femininity with every cell.

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:

Apply in light, smooth movements all over the face;

Wait 10-15 minutes;

Rinse thoroughly with warm water.
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Bio Cleansing Mask with Rice Starch

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

* If applying in the morning before makeup, dampen the remaining layer with a paper towel

or paper towel.

* When applying in the evening to activate the third phase, do not wipe off the rest of the

layer after washing with water.

Compact biodegradable packaging designed with a love for nature. Vegan-friendly and

made from 100% natural ingredients.
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INGREDIENTS:INGREDIENTS:

Rose oil and rose powder have always been a symbol of beauty, youth and health. It is

called “liquid gold” because of its unique properties and countless benefits. It has a tonic

and firming effect on the skin. Help treat redness caused by dilated capillaries and

balances the pH of the skin.

Beeswax is a natural organic product. It was used by the pharaohs in Ancient Egypt for its

healing, regenerating and beautifying properties. It deeply moisturizes the skin, stimulates

the immune system, removes unnecessary toxins from the body and is used as an anti-

aging agent.

Yellow French clay removes skin imperfections even from deep pores, while

supplementing the skin with vital minerals.

Removes dead skin cells, lifting and toning the skin. Thus, the skin becomes smooth,

radiant and refreshed. It is also used to treat acne and other skin conditions.

Pink French Clay is considered the softest of all clays and is suitable for all skin types -

normal, sensitive and mature. It is used to cleanse and detoxify the skin, remove dead cells

and thus create a completely renewed appearance. It is also used to treat acne and other

skin conditions.

Billed as the healthiest fat in the world, coconut oil has countless health benefits. It helps

against stretch marks, gives the skin strength and elasticity, making it youthful. Coconut oil

speeds up the healing process, relieves burns and retains moisture in severely dehydrated

skin.

Apricot kernel oil contains many fatty acids, vitamins E and A, which can be used to

moisturize and nourish dry skin. It also helps fight acne, smoothes wrinkles, speeds up cell

metabolism and promotes collagen formation.

Grapefruit is a vital ingredient in your daily skin care routine. Rich in antioxidants, beta-

carotene, transforms dull, dehydrated complexions and leaves skin beautiful and radiant. It

also contains lycopene, which is known to reduce skin redness and inflammation, helping

to even out complexion.
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Cinnamon is considered one of the oldest and most valuable spices in the world.

Nowadays, it is also used in cosmetics because of its countless benefits.

Soothes dry skin and relieves pain effectively. Thanks to its antibacterial properties,

cinnamon leaves are ideal for treating acne, rashes, and infections. It contains antioxidants

that slow down aging.

#BIOGLAM SUNSCREEN#BIOGLAM SUNSCREEN

100% BIO SHIMMERING TANNING OIL100% BIO SHIMMERING TANNING OIL

Volume: Volume: 100 ml

EXW excl. VAT - € 15,31, RRP excl. VAT - € 25,51.EXW excl. VAT - € 15,31, RRP excl. VAT - € 25,51.

Suga Buba Shimmering Tanning Oil is a natural, organic lotion for a fast, rich and even tan

on the beach or in the solarium. Contains certified natural ingredients for moisturizing skin

care for a long-lasting golden glow. The bio oil is made with all-natural ingredients. It

speeds up the darkening of the skin while exposed to the sun. Hydrates deeply and gives

an irresistible glow. The skin is nourished and soft and the countless golden particles will

immerse in wonderful luxury. Completely water-resistant. For maximum effect shake before

use in this way the golden particles will tribute eventually on the body. Completely organic

product and the golden ticket to a perfect look with the best sun protection.

BENEFITS:BENEFITS:
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Bio Detox Mask with Rose Powder

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

Golden shine effect;

Helps to achieve an irresistible chocolate tan quickly;

Intensively nourishes, regenerates and moisturizes the skin;

Organic oils make it silky soft, supple and firm;

100% natural composition, rich in minerals, vitamins and organic oils;

For an even and healthy complexion;

Easy to apply and waterproof;

With a sweet cocoa aroma;

Suitable for both the beach and solarium.
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INGREDIENTS:INGREDIENTS:

Get a fast, rich and long-lasting complexion and brighten your skin with 24K gold particles.

100% natural composition, rich in minerals, vitamins and organic oils (jojoba, coconut,

sweet almonds, apricot kernels, sunflower oil) and a special triple action formula. Specially

formulated to speed up the process of achieving a natural, rich and even complexion on

the beach or in tanning beds.

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:

Beach or Poolside Use: Apply to dry or damp skin in front of the beach and after each

exit with gentle, even strokes.

When visiting a solarium: Apply to the skin just before entering the solarium.

Apply liberally for a more dramatic effect.

* Product does not have UV sunscreen. When exposed to sunlight, it is recommended to

use in combination with sunscreen. The product is not self-tanning.

BIO SUNSCREEN SPF 30BIO SUNSCREEN SPF 30

Volume: Volume: 100 ml

EXW excl. VAT - € 13,77, RRP excl. VAT - € 22,96.EXW excl. VAT - € 13,77, RRP excl. VAT - € 22,96.

BIO sunscreen lotion with certified natural ingredients for long-term protection for the

whole family. Bio sunscreen lotion is UNISEX with a factor 30. Promotes an even, healthy

and rich complexion by protecting the skin from the harmful effects of UV rays. A special

formula of natural oils that deeply nourish and moisturize the skin, making it suitable for

people with delicate and sensitive skin.

INGREDIENTS:INGREDIENTS: Sulfate-free and silicone-free, rich in certified natural oils.
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Bio Simmering Tanning Oil

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

30x protection against UVA / UVB biological rays;

100% natural formula made from organic ingredients, suitable for people with delicate

and sensitive skin;

Retains its complexion for a long time, makes it smooth and rich;

Protects the skin from drying out by forming a film on it;

Suitable for women, men and children;

Waterproof;

Cocoa flavored;

Free of allergens, nanoparticles, chemical filters and preservatives;

Rich in organic oils that nourish, soften and retain moisture. (Raspberry, baobab, shea,

cocoa, coconut, sweet almond);
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Does not cause allergies and maintains the balance of the epidermis;

Vegan Friendly - Never Tested On Animals.

APPLICATION:APPLICATION:

Apply with gentle, even movements to dry or damp skin in front of the beach and after

each exit;

Use every 3-4 hours for maximum protection and a healthy, even complexion.

THE SETSTHE SETS

SUGABUBA “ALL STARS” Travel Set 

EXW excl. VAT - € 39,92, RRP excl. VAT - € 73,93.EXW excl. VAT - € 39,92, RRP excl. VAT - € 73,93.

SUGABUBA Shimmering Body Set Travel Set

EXW excl. VAT - € 24,57, RRP excl. VAT - € 45,50.EXW excl. VAT - € 24,57, RRP excl. VAT - € 45,50.

EXW excl. VAT - € 1,02, RRP excl. VAT - € 20,40.EXW excl. VAT - € 1,02, RRP excl. VAT - € 20,40.
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Bio Sunscreen SPF 30

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

THE DESIGNTHE DESIGN

Suga Buba loves the thrill of unpacking and so it has prepared the Suga Box for all glitter

addicts. Suga Buba delivers its body care products loaded with amazing shimmer in super

cute pastel colors packaging to the door. 
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL BRUSH "5-MINUTE MAKEUP"

Photo Credit by Suga Buba

BIODEGRADABLE PACKAGINGBIODEGRADABLE PACKAGING

In line with the brand philosophy, all product packaging in the #BIOGlam series is 100%

biodegradable and environmentally friendly.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The brand is very active in the media space. Suga Buba has its own Instagram and

Facebook pages and actively promotes and increases brand awareness through influence

marketing. Now Suga Buba is sold online at Amazon as well as online and offline in its

domestic market and is looking for reliable partners for the development of excellent

products that are in a big trend for the goddesses of beauty around the world.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 
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Photo Credit by Suga Buba

You can download images by the 

You can download the presentation by the 

You can download logistics and prices by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONSQUESTIONS

link 

link

link
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Photo Credit by Suga Buba

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please, do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Shuga Company Ltd.

Contact person:Contact person: Jasminne Magid

E-mail:E-mail: sales@sugabuba.com

Website:Website: sugabuba.com

Phone:Phone: +359 87 899 3333

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Bulgaria

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Suga Buba official webpage

Suga Buba Instagram

Suga Buba Facebook

SUGABUBA_presentation

Suga Buba Catalogue

Suga Buba Price List

click here
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SELF is a 100% vegan skincare line developed especially for the modern

skin in mind. It all started when Isabelle discovered that her daughter

was suffering from eczema and she could not find 100% natural products

that were nourishing, calming and protecting for her skin. Her search

culminated in her own skin care line, which is developed together

with professional lab technicians and produced in Belgium. All SELF

products contain 100% vegan and natural ingredients for long-term

protection and hydration. Each product is dermatologically tested on

sensitive skin, making SELF products safe and suitable for all skin types.

SELF uses certified recyclable packaging in order to add the 'natural

touch'. The brand has already established its name in Europe and is

developing globally.

SECRET DOSSIER ON SELF
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

SELF is being yourselfSELF is being yourself

Today all have modern skin that is extra sensitive due to stress, pollution, UV radiation and

blue light. Cleaning and soothing the skin with mild products is, therefore, a must. SELF is a

100% vegan skincare line developed especially for the modern skin in mind.  SELF is a

pioneer in natural luxury skincare, Isabelle couldn't find 100% natural products for her

daughters skin issues that were up to her standards of efficacy, quality, and purity. The

brand picked all the ingredients at the highest levels of concentration to deliver maximum

results and without a single drop of artificial chemicals. SELF is for women who refuse to

risk their health for beauty. If our team and our customers don’t feel that a product is

perfect, we won’t launch it.

How does one get the most out of life? By trying to enjoy and appreciate every moment of

life as much as possible. Every day provides a new experience that Isabelle, the founder of

SELF brand, grab with both hands and recommends the same to all. Sometimes these

things are very simple - like socializing with the family, the first rays of sunshine on

one's skin or enjoying a nice glass of wine. At the same time, there is a drive in her to seek

out the unpredictable power of adventures in life: to discover unknown places, to meet

new people, and to confront new challenges in order to realize her dreams.

But life can be very demanding. Women has to be a good wife and mother, a good friend,

a successful woman, etc. Obviously, can't be perfect in all of the things she does. But the

most important thing of all is to be yourself. Isabelle feels it's essential to take good care of

herself and her own body by being aware of what she eats and what products use.

Everybody needs to feel well in each own skin, literally. And by her brand philosophy, she

tries to convey this to all women.

BRAND USPBRAND USP

1 0 0 % C L E A N1 0 0 % C L E A N
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Isabelle Ulenaers, the Founder of SELF brand

Photo Credit by SELF

SELF products contain no chemicals, perfumes and other “nasties”. All the products are

100% natural. In addition, SELF is also one of the first European brands with the Zero

Plastic Inside label.
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Photo Credit by SELF

1 0 0 % D U R A B L E1 0 0 % D U R A B L E

The entire production takes place in Belgium. In every step of the process, there is always

attention to sustainability. Only certified recyclable packaging is used with respect to the

environment.

1 0 0 % V E G A N & HALAL1 0 0 % V E G A N & HALAL

SELF is officially recognized worldwide as a vegan brand by the Vegan Society.

Throughout the entire production process, no animal products are used, and never test its

products on animals.

1 0 0 % C R E D I B L E1 0 0 % C R E D I B L E

SELF has been around since 2016 and is extremely grateful for the numerous awards that it

has already received. SELF is dermatological tested and approved for sensitive skin.
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SUSTAINABILITYSUSTAINABILITY

SELF is a sustainable brand that means that it is manufactured, marketed and used in the

most sustainable manner possible, taking into account both environmental and socio-

economic aspects:

Transparent INCI-List  - we have all ingredients on SELF webshop;

R-PET and Refill packaging (refill is coming 2022);

Wooden caps are made of waste wood;

All EU –  sustainable suppliers;

Zero Plastic inside – no microplastics;

Fairtrade ingredients;

Sheltered employment;

Production 100% in Belgium.

THE KEY INGREDIENTS THE KEY INGREDIENTS 

Meet five main ingredients that are known for their healing and protective properties for

the modern skin. They form a strong team because they reinforce each other’s activities. 

ARGAN OIL ARGAN OIL 

One of the richest sources of antioxidants including vitamin E, polyphenols and ferulic acid.

Its high concentration of fatty acids protects the skin against extreme conditions. It also

helps prevent skin aging by slowing down the process that causes wrinkles.

SHEA BUTTERSHEA BUTTER
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Photo Credit by SELF

Contains large amounts of laurine and palmitic acid that help restore the damaged skin

layer.

MACADAMIAMACADAMIA

Contains a high concentration of vitamins A, E, B that helps maintain skin moisture balance

and helps reduce redness.

ALOE VERAALOE VERA

Packed with Vitamin E that improves the skin barrier and promotes the synthesis of

collagen. Also has a calming and hydrating effect.

COCONUT OILCOCONUT OIL

Contains vitamins A, D, E, F and other complex fatty acids. Helps in restoring dry and

chapped skin. 
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These are the main ingredients of all SELF products

Photo Credit by SELF

What do SELF active substances in the products do for the skin:What do SELF active substances in the products do for the skin:

Vitamin F is rich in essential fatty acids, which provide good hydration and restore dry,

rough skin;

The high concentration of fatty acids protects the skin against dryness and other

extreme conditions and has a restorative effect;

Vitamin E. helps to keep the skin healthy and beautiful and strengthen the skin's barrier

function. It slows the process of wrinkles;

The sterols present retain the moisture in the skin;

Polyphenols (antioxidants) fight free radicals;

Ferulic acid increases the effectiveness of other vitamins, reduces coarse pores and

stimulates collagen production;

Allantoin promotes the healing process of the skin and helps to improve skin irritation;

Anthraquin has an analgesic effect and kills bacteria and fungi;

Sterols & polysaccharides have an anti-inflammatory effect, thereby soothing the skin

and reducing irritations;

Squalene is compatible with natural skin oil and ensures that the food is easily

absorbed;

Vitamin B reduces redness and tackles skin problems; 

Lauric acid has an antibacterial and anti-inflammatory effect;
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Vitamins A and E stimulate cell renewal and improve skin texture and pigmentation.

They act on wrinkles and also stimulate the production of collagen;

Vitamin E helps fight free radicals and inhibit premature skin aging;

Agave Tequilana Extract has a proven wrinkle-fighting effect and a long-lasting soothing

effect on the skin;

Solanum Lycopersicum Seed Oil protects the skin against free radicals and improves

skin elasticity. For a youthful appearance;

Sodium Hyaluronate keeps the skin elastic, tight and hydrated;

Rich in antioxidants, protects agains premature aging;

Palmitoleic acid provides good protection, and helps skin-repairing.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

FACIAL CARE FACIAL CARE 

SELF facial care products are packed with vitamins and oxidants for long-term protection

and long-lasting hydration. Thanks to 100% natural ingredients, every SELF product is

suitable even for the most sensitive skin.

A L L - D A Y  D R E A M E R  D A Y  C R E A M - 50 mlA L L - D A Y  D R E A M E R  D A Y  C R E A M - 50 ml

EXW (Ex-works) price excl VAT - € 15,80 , RRP (Recommended retail price) excl VAT - €EXW (Ex-works) price excl VAT - € 15,80 , RRP (Recommended retail price) excl VAT - €

58,50.58,50.

This luxuriously replenishing and soothing day cream is made with 100% natural active

ingredients and aromas that provide intensive nourishment and long-lasting protection for

the skin. It’s the most trusted companion against visible signs of aging. 

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Massage into the face using circular strokes for all-day hydration.

BENEFITSBENEFITS
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Photo Credit by SELF

Intensive moisturizing;

Helps against the first signs of aging.

GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

TIPTIP

Combine with the All-Night Starlight Night Cream for a perfectly-hydrated skin, 24/7.

A L L - N I G H T  S T A R  L I G H T  N I G H T  C R E A M - 50 mlA L L - N I G H T  S T A R  L I G H T  N I G H T  C R E A M - 50 ml

EXW price excl VAT - € 15,47 , RRP excl VAT - € 59,50.EXW price excl VAT - € 15,47 , RRP excl VAT - € 59,50.
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SELF Day Cream

Photo Credit by SELF

This moisture-regulating night & eye cream penetrates to the deepest layers of the skin for

long-lasting hydration and nourishment. It does not only restore dry and problematic skin; it

also helps reduce visible signs of aging. Best applied before going to sleep, so one can

wake up to softer, smoother and younger-looking skin.

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Massage into the face using circular strokes until it gets fully absorbed on the skin. 

BENEFITS BENEFITS 

Intensive moisturizing;

Helps against the first signs of aging.

GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;
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Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

TIP TIP 

Combine with the All-Day Dreamer Day Cream for a perfectly-hydrated skin, 24/7.

B O O S T  O F  F R E S H N E S S  F A C I A L  L O T I O N - 150 mlB O O S T  O F  F R E S H N E S S  F A C I A L  L O T I O N - 150 ml

EXW price excl VAT - € 11,84, RRP excl VAT - € 37,00.EXW price excl VAT - € 11,84, RRP excl VAT - € 37,00.

SELF Night Cream

Photo Credit by SELF

This mild&multi-action facial cleansing milk gently removes tallow, dirt and makeup without

damaging and drying out the skin. It also shrinks the pores for naturally radiant results,

while still preserving the skin’s natural moisture balance and barrier function. Plus, it’s so

gentle that one can even use it on the delicate skin around the eyes.

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE
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Apply 2 to 3 drops of the Boost of Freshness Facial Lotion on a cleaning pad and gently

apply on one's skin using small circular strokes. Use after the morning shower or before a

good night’s rest for deep cleansing and naturally radiant results.

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Naturally Restoring;

Intensive Moisturizing;

Deep Cleansing.

GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

B O O S T  O F  O X Y G E N  F A C I A L  S C R U B - 150 mlB O O S T  O F  O X Y G E N  F A C I A L  S C R U B - 150 ml

EXW price excl VAT - € 12,00, RRP excl VAT - € 40.EXW price excl VAT - € 12,00, RRP excl VAT - € 40.

Packed with rice kennels and natural essential oils, this delightfully soft but effective facial

scrub removes dead skin cells while nourishing &repairing the skin at the same time. For

best results, use once or twice a week.

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE
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SELF Facial Lotion

Photo Credit by SELF

Apply a thick layer to freshly cleaned moist skin. Massage the face using small circular

strokes to let it sit in the skin deeply. Leave it on the skin for about a minute and then rinse

with lukewarm water thoroughly. Follow with All-Night Starlight for a deeply hydrating

treatment for the skin.

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Naturally Restoring;

Intensive Moisturizing;

Deep Cleansing.
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GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

TIPTIP

Having a dull complexion? SELF facial scrub brings the skin back to life. Use once or twice

a week or whenever the skin needs a boost. On the other days of the week, one can use

the Boost of Softness konjac sponge for gentle exfoliation.

B O O S T  O F  I N D U L G E N C E  F A C I A L  M A S K - 50 mlB O O S T  O F  I N D U L G E N C E  F A C I A L  M A S K - 50 ml

EXW price excl VAT - € 14,55, RRP excl VAT - € 48,50.EXW price excl VAT - € 14,55, RRP excl VAT - € 48,50.

This soft facial mask is made with 100% natural ingredients and offers intense nutrition for

the skin. It is extremely hydrating, and it counters wrinkles at the same time, too. When the

skin is feeling extra dry or whenever you need an extra dose of comforting hydration, put

on the mask and enjoy the SELF-care moment. The skin will thank for it.

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Apply a thin layer onto freshly cleaned skin and let it sit on the skin for about 15 minutes.

Rinse thoroughly with lukewarm water and dry gently. For best results, use Boost of

Freshness all-in one cleansing milk before putting on the mask. Good for all skin types, it’s

suitable for everyday use.

BENEFITSBENEFITS
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SELF Facial Scrub

Photo Credit by SELF

Intensive Moisturizing

Anti-aging

GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

Aside from five main ingredients this product also contains:Aside from five main ingredients this product also contains:

AGAVA TEQUILANIAAGAVA TEQUILANIA

This extract derived from the Mexican Tequila plant is a natural elastomer with excellent

skin enhancing properties. Has proven effectiveness in reducing wrinkles and has a long-

lasting soothing effect on the skin.
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SELF Facial Mask

Photo Credit by SELF

BETAINEBETAINE

Supports skin regeneration and has a calming and moisturizing effect on the skin.

SOLANUM LYCOPERSICUM SEED OIL (TOMATO EXTRACT)SOLANUM LYCOPERSICUM SEED OIL (TOMATO EXTRACT)

Protects the skin against free radicals and helps improve skin elasticity. Contains a high

concentration of Lycopene, a very powerful antioxidant that protects the skin against sun

damage. Lycopene also ensures that the skin is well-protected against daily sun and

pollution exposure, therefore preventing clogged pores, pimples and fine lines as well  as

reducing wrinkle formation.

S O F T  L U X U R I O U S  L I P  B A L M - 10 mlS O F T  L U X U R I O U S  L I P  B A L M - 10 ml

EXW price excl VAT - € 7,20, RRP excl VAT - € 18,00.EXW price excl VAT - € 7,20, RRP excl VAT - € 18,00.

This luxurious lip balm melts oh-so-smoothly on the lips to replenish, moisture and protect

the lips from dryness and humidity. Made only with 100% natural ingredients, it deeply

hydrates chapped lips, instantly providing intense nourishment and leaving with silky
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smooth, supple lips. 

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Dab onto the lips as often as like for long-lasting hydration and smoothness. 

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Naturally Soothing;

Intensive Moisturizing.

GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

Aside from five main ingredients this product also contains:Aside from five main ingredients this product also contains:

CANDELILLA WAXCANDELILLA WAX

A vegan alternative for beeswax. Very rich in nutrients and easily absorbed into the

skin. Acts as a barrier and helps seal in moisture for the skin.

HELIANTHUS ANNUUS  SEED OILHELIANTHUS ANNUUS  SEED OIL

Used effectively against inflammation and skin irritation. Also acts as an emollient

that traps moisture and keeps skin well-hydrated.

RUBUSIDAEUS SEED OILRUBUSIDAEUS SEED OIL
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SELF Lip Balm

Photo Credit by SELF

Rich in phytosterols that help keep skin moisturized and protected against sun damage.

ORYZA SATIVA STARCHORYZA SATIVA STARCH

Acts as an emollient to maintain soft, smooth and supple skin.

JOJOBA OILJOJOBA OIL

Packed with nourishing antioxidants that draw water deep into the skin and seal it in for

long-lasting hydration.

B O O S T  O F  S O F T N E S S  K O N J A C  S P O N G E B O O S T  O F  S O F T N E S S  K O N J A C  S P O N G E 

EXW price excl VAT - € 3,00, RRP excl VAT - € 10,00.EXW price excl VAT - € 3,00, RRP excl VAT - € 10,00.

This cleansing sponge is made from 100% konjac powder, specially developed for gentle

facial cleansing. It helps moisturize the skin while maintaining a healthy pH balance and all

without damaging the skin’s own natural oils. 
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HOW TO USE HOW TO USE 

Soak the sponge until fully softened and lightly rub over one's face using circular strokes.

For best results, use in combination with the Boost of Freshness cleansing milk to gently

remove dirt, tallow and makeup. After every use, rinse the sponge in water and gently

squeeze excess water out. Air-dry the sponge to keep it in its best condition. Make sure to

replace every 2-3 months.

S E L F  P I N K  C R Y S T A L  F A C I A L  R O L L E RS E L F  P I N K  C R Y S T A L  F A C I A L  R O L L E R

EXW price excl VAT - € 10,50, RRP excl VAT - € 35.EXW price excl VAT - € 10,50, RRP excl VAT - € 35.

This ancient Asian skincare tool is the perfect addition to the skincare routine. Using the

SELF Rose Quartz daily helps in eliminating toxins, reducing puffiness, and improving

blood circulation to even out the skin. Most of all, it invites relaxation and SELF care, which

are equally important to maintaining clear, smooth skin.

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Start first at the chin, and roll horizontally out to the hairline. Next, move up to the nose,

and roll from the corner of the nose out towards the ears. Afterwards, use the small end of

the jade roller, and place it in the inner corner of the eye. Roll out toward the temples.

Next, roll from the eyebrows upwards to the hairline, moving across the forehead. Finish by

rolling the middle of the forehead horizontally out towards the temples. Use daily

before you go to sleep, or as much as feel like.
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SELF Sponge

Photo Credit by SELF

BODY CAREBODY CARE
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SELF Face Roller

Photo Credit by SELF

SELF body care products contain 100%natural and vegan ingredients that respond exactly

to what the skin needs. Each body care product is formulated to gently cleanse and

hydrate even the most sensitive skin while nourishing, protecting and improving

elasticity. SELF invites to treat one's body like a face and enjoy the invigorating me-

time moments.

F I N E  D E L I G H T  H A N D & B O D Y  WA S H - 200 mlF I N E  D E L I G H T  H A N D & B O D Y  WA S H - 200 ml

EXW price excl VAT - € 9,57, RRP excl VAT - € 29,00.EXW price excl VAT - € 9,57, RRP excl VAT - € 29,00.

This hand&body wash deeply cleanses the skin without drying it out. Containing no foam,

it is formulated with a unique combination of rich essential oils to naturally cleanse the skin

and give it long-lasting hydration. Perfectly suitable for all skin types and also for kids too. 
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HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Gently squeeze a small amount of the body wash on the palm of the hands or on the

loofah, then rub it all over the body. After a thorough cleanse, rinse it off with water. For

long-lasting results, apply Fine Delicate Body Butter right after step out of the shower while

the skin is still damp to help seal in the moisture.

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Intensive moisturizing;

Naturally soothing.

GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

TIPTIP

It is also possible to use the body wash as a hydrating bath foam. Simply add a few drops

of the body wash to the bath and let the power of the running water do the rest.

F I N E  D E L I C A T E  B O D Y  B U T T E R - 200 mlF I N E  D E L I C A T E  B O D Y  B U T T E R - 200 ml

EXW price excl VAT - € 13,65, RRP excl VAT - € 45,50.EXW price excl VAT - € 13,65, RRP excl VAT - € 45,50.

Rich and light at the same time, this body butter melts smoothly on the skin for consistently

glowing results. Made only with 100% natural ingredients, it provides intense nourishment

for the skin while repairing and restoring its natural moisture balance with every use. 

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE
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SELF Hand&Body Wash

Photo Credit by SELF

Rub evenly over the body using upward strokes and until fully absorbed on the skin. Use

whenever the skin needs a generous helping of comforting hydration.

BENEFITSBENEFITS

• Naturally Soothing

• Intensive Moisturizing.
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GOOD TO KNOWGOOD TO KNOW

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitiveskin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

SELF Body Butter

Photo Credit by SELF

F I N E  D E L U X E  B O D Y  S C R U B - 200 mlF I N E  D E L U X E  B O D Y  S C R U B - 200 ml

EXW price excl VAT - € 13,50, RRP excl VAT - € 45,00.EXW price excl VAT - € 13,50, RRP excl VAT - € 45,00.

Made with Dead Sea salts and natural essential oils, this delicate body scrub effectively

removes dead skin cells while providing intense

nourishment for the skin at the same time. Use as a body scrub to stimulate circulation and

give the skin a silky-soft glow or as a bath salt to treat yourself to a revitalizing and

detoxifying bathing experience. 

HOW TO USEHOW TO USE
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Apply a thick layer to freshly cleaned moist skin and massage all over the body using small

circular strokes to let it sit deeply on the skin. Rinse with luke warm water and follow with

Fine Delicate body butter for a lavishly relaxing self-care moment one won’t regret. Enjoy

this delicate yet highly effective body scrub once or twice per week.

BENEFITS BENEFITS 

Naturally Soothing;

Intensive Moisturizing.

SELF Body Scrub

Photo Credit by SELF

GOOD TO KNOW GOOD TO KNOW 

Developed especially for modern sensitive skin and those with skin problems;

Dermatologically tested and approved for sensitive skin;

Perfectly safe for children, pregnant women and patients receiving chemotherapy.

TIP TIP 

For a relaxing oil bath, simply add a few tablespoons of the Fine Deluxe Body Scrub to
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warm bath water. The natural oils will make the skin feel silky smooth afterwards.

The brand has developed special skin&body care routines and it is possible to buy

products in such .

HAIR CAREHAIR CARE

SELF thinks that the scalp and hair deserve as much love as the rest of the body, and

decided to introduce two new products into the skincare line. The SELF shampoo and

conditioner ARE free from silicones, parabens and chemical components such as SLS and

SLES. They will give the hair more hydration, shine, gloss, strength and will preserve

the hair color. Plus it’s suitable for all hair types, especially for ones with a sensitive and

problematic scalp!

How can SELF shampoo and conditioner have all these benefits? The company uses the

best ingredients straight from Mother Nature: Cocos Oil, Aloe Vera Oil, Glycerine,

Lypofructyl Argan, Shea butter, Macadamia Oil, Jojoba Oil, Apricot Kernel Oil, and more.

Each of these ingredients was selected because of its proven effectiveness. When

combined, they work in perfect tandem to nourish and repair the scalp and hair. 

F I N E  R E S T O R I N G  H A I R  S H A M P O O - 200 mlF I N E  R E S T O R I N G  H A I R  S H A M P O O - 200 ml

EXW price excl VAT - € 11,90, RRP excl VAT - € 34,00.EXW price excl VAT - € 11,90, RRP excl VAT - € 34,00.

This gentle shampoo thoroughly cleanses the scalp without damaging the hair roots. The

formula contains a unique combination of essential oils, providing an intensive moisturize

to the scalp. The shampoo has been specially developed for dry, sensitive, itchy skin and is

therefore suitable for everyone, even for the little ones.

kits
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SELF Face Routine Kit

Photo Credit by SELF

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Deep scalp and hair cleansing;

Rich in essential oils for nourished hair;

Without parabens, silicones or chemical foaming agents such as SLS/SLES;

Ingredients with a calming, protective and moisturizing effect.

F I N E  N O U R I S H I N G  H A I R  C O N D I T I O N E R - 200 mlF I N E  N O U R I S H I N G  H A I R  C O N D I T I O N E R - 200 ml

EXW price excl VAT - € 12,25, RRP excl VAT - € 35.EXW price excl VAT - € 12,25, RRP excl VAT - € 35.
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SELF Natural Shampoo

Photo Credit by SELF

Fine Nourishing Hair Conditioner treats the hair with intensive and soothing care. The

vegan and natural ingredients penetrate deeply into the hair roots, nourishing your hair

from within. For shiny, healthy locks.

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Gives hair a shiny look;

Intensive and deep nourishing treatment;

Makes your hair soft and easy to comb, without silicones;

Soothes, moisturize and reduces frizz.

SELF does not stop there and plans to release several more new products, in the near

future i.e. Q1 2022 will have also a deo.

SETSSETS
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SELF Nourishing Conditioner

Photo Credit by SELF

AAlso for specific skin problems, the brand has kits such as an anti-acne kit and other sets

that can be found on the . Each SELF kit contains everything necessary for radiant,

healthy skin. As an added extra, one may enjoy a nice discount.

The big-box contains butter+scrub 200ml.  B2C – €82.

The small one contains all facial: day cream+ night-lotion-scrub + mask. B2C - €62

A N T I  A С N E  K I TA N T I  A С N E  K I T

This set contains four full-sized facial care products that fight dirt and give acne skin a well-

deserved glow. The kit has been specially developed for people with oily skin who suffer

from acne and blackheads. Treat the skin with vitamins and antioxidants maintaining a

healthy pH balance and all without damaging the skin's own natural oils. For optimal effect,

it's important to use the products for at least 6 weeks. In this period the skin barrier will

adapt to natural ingredients, which can possibly lead to a temporary flare-up of acne. But it

is recommended to continue the course of treatment for the best results.

website
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SELF makes every holiday special by designing packaging in accordance with the holiday theme

Photo Credit by SELF

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The brand has already established its name in Europe i.e. in Belgium, the Netherlands,

Czech Republic, Denmark. SELF has started in Kuwait, Oman, in few stores in the UK and

the USA and wants to expand its global business. The company is looking for a partner

with whom it can work together to increase sales through mutually beneficial cooperation.

BRAND OFFERSBRAND OFFERS
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Anti Acne Kit

Photo Credit by SELF

Marketing material (photo’s, video, digital or printed material, etc.);

Training;

Sample sets;

Margin is discussable;

Deliver ex-works, payment 50% before production & 50% before shipment.

BRAND EXPECTSBRAND EXPECTS

A committed partner who loves the brand;

A team of dedicated professionals;

Provision of online and offline marketing & press – brand awareness.

If there are any questions about SELF, or just curious to learn more about the brand don’t

hesitate to reach out and send an email to 

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

isabelle@naturalself.eu
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Photo Credit by SELF

You can download the presentation by the 

You can download prices by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS QUESTIONS 

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

link

link
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the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Natural Self

Contact person:Contact person: Isabelle Ulenaers

E-mail:E-mail: isabelle@naturalself.eu

Website:Website: naturalself.eu

Phone:Phone: +32 495 77 04 13

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Belgium

Industries:Industries: Skincare

SELF website

SELF Instagram

Self EN -ALG.pdf

Pricing

EU

Vegan Trademark_Certificate of Registration.pdf

SELF Body Care Duo.pdf

EN Routine Card.pdf

Face Routine Kit

Folder.pdf

Folder Acne kit.pdf

SELF themed picture to support the campaign and women in the fight against breast

cancer

click here
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Andrea Dablander Natural Organic Care is skin care with purely herbal

ingredients that let the skin shine in its naturalness. Each product

contains the unique, harmonical composition of natural aromas, oils and

extracts that make the application a sensual experience. Andrea

Dablander is a botanist. Since her youth, she loved to be outdoors in

nature, studying plants and their effects on the body - both on the

substantial level of oils and extracts and on the sensual level of the

aromas via the scent. The harmonious interplay of these two

components forms the heart in the development of her skin care

products.

ANDREA DABLANDER - NATURAL
ORGANIC CARE
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

Everything that the skin needs for care, could be found in the plants. Each plant has an

individual composition of ingredients unique to it. Andrea Dablander is a Botanist. She

knows how to select the right plants with skin-beneficial ingredients for skin care. The

plants are processed for the products as gently as possible to bring the full spectrum of

effects contained in the leaf, flower and fruit directly to the skin. Always in focus is visibly

beautiful and well-cared skin. Rich oils, extracts and natural aromas are brought together in

a harmonious composition and are transformed into a safe product of the highest

quality. The brand communicates and works transparently and responsibly: All products are

certified with the strict and independent  Label.

HERBAL SKIN CARE WITH THE PROPERTIES OF AROMATHERAPY - FROM GARDENHERBAL SKIN CARE WITH THE PROPERTIES OF AROMATHERAPY - FROM GARDEN

TO JARTO JAR

PHOTO CREDIT BY ANDREA DABLANDERPHOTO CREDIT BY ANDREA DABLANDER

THE STORYTHE STORY

From Botany Studies to herbal skincare productsFrom Botany Studies to herbal skincare products

The idea of developing her own products came to Andrea at the beginning of 2019, when

she asked herself while gardening with what she actually wanted to spend most of the

time in her life. For her as a botanist, the answer was there immediately: developing plant-

based skincare and sharing her enthusiasm about it.

Natrue
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Since her youth, she has loved being out in nature, working with plants and their effects on

the body, both on the substantial level of oils and extracts and on the sensual level of

aromas through scent.

The harmonious interaction of these two components forms the heart in the development

of her body care products. So, why wait and not make passion your profession?

Andrea Dablander, the Founder

Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

VALUES OF THE BRANDVALUES OF THE BRAND

RESPONSIBILITY. RESPONSIBILITY. In the understanding of the brand, every decision it makes can make a
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contribution that has a positive impact on nature and the community. The brand sees it as

its own responsibility to take advantage of opportunities - no matter how large or small - to

make a difference.

QUALITY.QUALITY. The brand's body care products are authentic natural cosmetics and have been

awarded the  certificate. Ongoing controls confirm the consistently high quality. All

products are vegan and without animal testing. This is a matter of course for the brand.

SUSTAINABILITY. SUSTAINABILITY. Sustainable action is one of the brand's basic principles. Not only does

it take care to treat nature gently when selecting ingredients for the products, AD also

reduces the amount of plastic used in packaging to a necessary minimum and continues to

search for environmentally friendly substitutes.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

The brand proposes 6 personal care products for the Face, Hands and Body. All the

brand's products are 100% vegan and free of animal testing. The plants in all products

come from regional, certified organic cultivation or other sustainable sources. The products

are authentic natural cosmetics, awarded with the  label through strict, independent

certification processes and ongoing controls. The products are all labelled in English and

German language. More products are about to come. All the products:

Without fillers;

Without silicones, mineral oils, parabens;

Without synthetic fragrances;

Without dyes.

1. GENTLE CLEANSER WITH SKIN-SOOTHING PLANT1. GENTLE CLEANSER WITH SKIN-SOOTHING PLANT

EXTRACTS MOISTURIZINGEXTRACTS MOISTURIZING

Volume: Volume: 100ml

Natrue

Natrue
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Natural personal care products

Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

Recommended Retail Price (RRP): Recommended Retail Price (RRP): 24,90 € excl. VAT

So gentle and so effective: the gentle cleanser both cleanses and cares for the skin at the

same time. Extracts of chamomile, aloe vera, wild pansy, St. John's wort and witch hazel

soothe the skin and calm irritations. Nourishing oils from sea buckthorn, sunflower and soy

in combination with squalane remove even waterproof make-up and strengthen the skin

barrier with essential lipids. The skin is effectively cleansed from everyday impurities

without drying it out. Without fragrance.
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Photo credit by Andrea Dablanders

Product features:Product features:

cleanses the skin gently and thoroughly;

removes even waterproof make-up;

moisturizes and nourishes;

soothes the skin.

Application:Application: The gentle cleanser can be used daily in the morning and evening to cleanse

the face. Apply 1-2 pumpfuls of the cleanser to dry face and massage in a circling motion

with fingertips. Then wash off with lukewarm water or remove with a damp cloth. Also

removes waterproof make-up.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice*, Aqua (Water), Squalane, Hypericum Perforatum

Flower / Leaf Extract*, Hamamelis Virginiana (Witch Hazel) Leaf Extract, Chamomilla

Recutita (Matricaria) Flower Extract*, Viola Tricolor Extract, Hippophae Rhamnoides Fruit

Oil*, Chondrus Crispus Powder, Glycine Soja (Soybean) Oil*, Tocopherol, Glycerin*,

Helianthus Annuus Hybrid Oil*, Helianthus Annus (Sunflower) Seed Oil, Xanthan Gum,

Glyceryl Caprylate**, Levulinic Acid, Sodium Levulinate, Citric Acid, Sodium Anisate,

Potassium Sorbate, Sodium Benzoate.
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*ingredients from certified organic agriculture

**source of oil RSPO certified

2. INVIGORATING TONIC WITH PRECIOUS PLANT2. INVIGORATING TONIC WITH PRECIOUS PLANT

EXTRACTS FIRMING & REGENERATIVEEXTRACTS FIRMING & REGENERATIVE

Volume:Volume: 100ml

RRP: RRP: 29,90 € excl. VAT

Hooray for the invigorating tonic. The composition of plant extracts and natural essential

oils refreshes the skin and senses. The composition of plant extracts and aloe vera juice

gives the skin a fresh complexion. It promotes skin regeneration and brings it back into

balance. Mint and rosemary awaken dull skin to radiance and activate the skin's

metabolism. A favourite product.

Product features:Product features:

clears impurities;

activates skin metabolism;

enhances the regeneration of the skin;

refreshes the skin's complexion.
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Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

Fragrance:Fragrance: balsamic-woody, fresh, minty.

Application:Application: The tonic can be sprayed onto the face every morning and evening after

cleansing. It is also very suitable for use in between - as a little time-out for the skin.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua (Water), Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice*, Pentylene Glycol, Betula Alba

Leaf Water*, Mentha Arvensis Oil*, Rosmarinus Officinalis (Rosemary) Leaf Oil*, Abies Alba

Leaf Oil*, Thymus Vulgaris Flower/Leaf Oil, Salix Alba (Willow) Bark Extract, Equisetum

Arvense Extract, Salvia Officinalis (Sage) Leaf Extract, Taraxacum Officinale (Dandelion)

Extract, Glycerin, Coco-Glucoside**, Sodium Benzoate, Potassium Sorbate, Limonene***,
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Linalool***, Citral***, Geraniol***.

*ingredients from certified organic agriculture

**source of oil RSPO certified

***from natural essential oils

3. NOURISHING FACE CREAM FOR ALL SKIN TYPES3. NOURISHING FACE CREAM FOR ALL SKIN TYPES

MOISTURIZING & SOOTHINGMOISTURIZING & SOOTHING

VVolume: olume: 50ml

RRP:RRP: 41 € excl. VAT

A good feeling: The nourishing face cream for all skin types. It protects the skin from

moisture loss and gives it an even complexion. Rich oils supply the skin with important

nutrients without weighing it down: Thus the skin's barrier function is strengthened and

moisture loss is compensated. The plant extracts have calming properties. Redness is

soothed and impure skin is brought back into balance.

Product features:Product features:

intensively moisturizing;

soothes skin irritations;

prevents early skin aging;

enhances the skin's ability to retain moisture.
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Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

Fragrance: Fragrance: pleasantly soft, fresh, flowery.

Application: Application: Apply to face, neck and décolleté in the morning and evening after cleansing.

Suitable as a make-up base.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice*, Aqua (Water), Betula Alba Leaf Water*, Cocos

Nucifera Oil*, Prunus Amygdalus Dulcis (Sweet Almond) Oil*, Glycerin*, Glyceryl Stearate

Citrate, Cetearyl Alcohol**, Polyglyceryl-3-Stearate**, Rosa Canina Seed Extract*, Hyssopus

Officinalis Extract, Eugenia Caryophyllus (Clove) Flower Extract, Calendula Officinalis

Flower Extract*, Sambucus Nigra Flower Extract*, Melissa Officinalis Leaf Extract,

Rosmarinus Officinalis Leaf Extract*, Glycine Soja (Soybean) Oil*, Citrus Grandis Peel Oil,

Papaver Somniferum Seed Oil*, Rubus Idaeus Seed Oil*, Helianthus Annuus (Sunflower)
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Seed Oil, Tocopherol, Sodium Hyaluronate, Xanthan Gum, Maltodextrin, Glyceryl

Caprylate**, Levulinic Acid, p-Anisic Acid, Sodium Levulinate, Potassium Sorbate, Sodium

Benzoate, Parfum (Fragrance)***, Limonene***, Citral***, Linalool***, Eugenol, Geraniol***,

Citronellol***.

*ingredients from certified organic agriculture

**source of oil RSPO certified

***from natural essential oils

4. NOURISHING HAND SOAP WITH PRECIOUS PLANT4. NOURISHING HAND SOAP WITH PRECIOUS PLANT

EXTRACTS REGENERATIVE & SOOTHINGEXTRACTS REGENERATIVE & SOOTHING

Volume: Volume: 250 ml

RRP:RRP: 19,90 € excl. VAT

Olé - long live life! The nourishing hand soap is like an inner flower picking. At the same

time, it cares for the hands. Precious plant extracts gently cleanse and moisturize the skin.

Strained skin is strengthened and soothed.

Product features:Product features:

promotes regeneration;

soothes irritations;

refreshes the skin;

activates the skin's metabolism.
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Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

Fragrance: Fragrance: herbaceous, fresh, stimulating.

Application:Application: Put on wet hands, lather, then rinse carefully with water.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua (Water), Lauryl Glucoside**, Coco-Glucoside**, Betula Alba Leaf Water*,

Glyceryl Oleate**, Parfum (Fragrance)***, Hydrolyzed Wheat Protein, Arnica Montana

Flower Extract, Chamomillla Recutita (Matricaria) Flower Extract, Humulus Lupulus (Hops)

Extract, Linum Usitatissimum Seed Extract*, Lavandula Angustifolia Oil, Abies Sibirica

Needle Oil, Rosmarinus Officinalis (Rosemary) Leaf Oil*, Glycerin, Citric Acid, Glyceryl

Caprylate**, Phenethyl Alcohol, Levulinic Acid, Potassium Sorbate, Sodium Levulinate,

Sodium Benzoate, Limonene***, Linalool***, Citral***.

5. GENTLE SHOWER PEELING WITH GROUND APRICOT5. GENTLE SHOWER PEELING WITH GROUND APRICOT

KERNELS VITALIZING & FIRMINGKERNELS VITALIZING & FIRMING
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Regenerative & soothing hand soap

Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

Volume: Volume: 200 ml

RRP: RRP: 23,90 € excl. VAT

The world outside can wait. The gentle shower peeling with ground apricot kernels is the

right choice to ease down in the shower. Green mint, horsetail and thyme clear the mind

and give new spirits. The fine apricot kernels, embedded in precious plant extracts, gently

cleanse the skin, while the extracts supply it with minerals. The tissue surface is

strengthened and the skin metabolism is activated. Protective olive oil ensures that the skin

is more effective at retaining moisture.
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Product features:Product features:

gently removes dead skin cells;

stimulates blood circulation and invigorates the skin;

smoothes the skin's texture;

protects the skin barrier.

Fragrance:Fragrance: minty, clarifying, spicy.

Application:Application: Spread the shower peeling on damp skin and massage gently. Then rinse with

water. Suitable for daily use.

Ingredients: Aqua (Water), Coco-Glucoside**, Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride, Glycerin*, Betula

Alba Leaf Water*, Cetearyl Alcohol**, Olea Europaea (Olive) Fruit Oil*, Prunus Armeniaca

Seed Powder, Polyglyceryl-3-Stearate**, Glyceryl Stearate**, Glyceryl Oleate**, Maris Sal

(Sea Salt), Sodium Stearoyl Lactylate**, Mentha Spicata Herb Oil*, Rosmarinus Officials

(Rosemary) Leaf Oil*, Potassium Palmitoyl Hydrolyzed Wheat Protein, Thymus Vulgaris

Flower/Leaf Oil, Equisetum Arvense Extract, Urtica Dioica (Nettle) Leaf Extract, Hedera

Helix (Ivy) Leaf Extract, Glyceryl Caprylate**, Xanthan Gum*, Lactic Acid, Levulinic Acid,

Potassium Sorbate, Sodium Benzoate, Sodium Levulinate, Limonene***, Linalool***,

Citral***, Geraniol***.

*ingredients from certified organic agriculture

**source of oil RSPO certified

***from natural essential oils

6. CELL-PROTECTING BODY LOTION WITH RICH6. CELL-PROTECTING BODY LOTION WITH RICH

NOURISHING OILS MOISTURIZING & ANTIOXIDANTNOURISHING OILS MOISTURIZING & ANTIOXIDANT

Volume:Volume: 200 ml
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Andrea Dablander is True Botanical Brand

Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

RRP:RRP: 34,50 € excl. VAT

A fragrance that stands on its own. This body lotion provides the skin with essential

ingredients and nourishes it deeply. This body lotion combines rich oils that have cell-

protecting and antioxidant properties. Selected plant extracts have a soothing effect and

stimulate the skin's microcirculation. The skin is strengthened and harmonised in fulfilling

its barrier function. The lotion leaves the skin feeling silky smooth.

Product features:Product features:

antioxidant and reduces UV stress;

intensively moisturizing;

strengthens the skin barrier;

enhances regeneration.

Fragrance:Fragrance: harmonizing, green, rosy.

Application:Application: Apply to skin after bathing or showering. Absorbs quickly. Reapply as desired.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua (Water), Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice*, Prunus Amygdalus Dulcis (Sweet
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Almond) Oil*, Betula Alba Leaf Water*, Cocos Nucifera Oil*, Glycerin*, Glyceryl Stearate

Citrate, Simmondsia Chinensis (Jojoba) Seed Oil*, Cetearyl Alcohol**, Ribes Nigrum Seed

Oil*, Hippophae Rhamnoides Fruit Oil*, Nigella Sativa Seed Oil*, Pelargonium Graveolens

Oil, Helianthus Annuus (Sunflower) Seed Oil, Helianthus Annuus (Sunflower) Hybrid Oil,

Vaccinium Myrtillus Fruit Extract, Achillea Millefolium Flower/Leaf/Stem Extract*, Bellis

Perennis (Daisy) Flower Extract, Tocopherol, Glyceryl Caprylate**, Xanthan Gum, Sodium

Stearoyl Glutamate**, Levulinic Acid, p-Anisic Acid, Sodium Levulinate, Sodium Benzoate,

Potassium Sorbate, Parfum (Fragrance)***, Limonene***, Linalool***, Citronellol***,

Geraniol***, Citral***.

*ingredients from certified organic agriculture

**source of oil RSPO certified

***from natural essential oils

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

As a special offer to its customers, the brand gives away the products in 100% cotton bags

which can be used as cosmetic bags. The bags say „Time for yourself“ to encourage the

customers to celebrate their self-care moments with Andrea Dablander's products. The

bags are  certified.

BRANDING&DESIGNBRANDING&DESIGN

OEKO-TEX
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Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

All products of Andrea Dablander are produced in Germany. The company sources

the packaging within Europe to avoid long-distance transportation and reduce the CO2

footprint. Whenever possible, the company cuts out plastic in the packaging and always

looks for environmental-friendly options in its daily choices. All the packaging is recyclable.

The orders are shipped climate neutral.
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Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

MARKETING&SALESMARKETING&SALES

Andrea Dablаnder actively conducts marketing activities and sales using  and

 with the help of its own channels, as well as using Influencer Marketing, thus

constantly increasing brand awareness. The founder teaches facial care on both channels,

gives tips for healthier skin, also talks about the benefits of natural plants for personal care.

The brand is highly rated by customers 4.9 out of 5. It is possible to read the customer

opinions at .

MEDIA MEDIA 

The brands is known from VOGUE, Myself, Donna, Tiroler Tageszeitung, Süddeutsche

Zeitung, BARBARA, Garten Design Inspiration, Burda Accessoires, and more.

Instagram

Facebook

Reviews for Andrea Dablander
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The brand is very active in the social media space

Photo credit by Andrea Dablander
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Andrea Dablander - Natural Organic Care

Contact person:Contact person: Andrea Dablander, the Founder

E-mail:E-mail: hi@andreadablander.com

Website:Website: andreadablander.com

Phone:Phone: +49 151 70055217

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Andrea Dablander

webpage

Andrea Dablander

Instagram

Andrea Dablander

Facebook

click here
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Andrea Dablander Natural Organic Care is skin care with purely herbal

ingredients that let the skin shine in its naturalness. Each product

contains the unique, harmonical composition of natural aromas, oils and

extracts that make the application a sensual experience. Andrea

Dablander is a botanist. Since her youth, she loved to be outdoors in

nature, studying plants and their effects on the body - both on the

substantial level of oils and extracts and on the sensual level of the

aromas via the scent. The harmonious interplay of these two

components forms the heart in the development of her skin care

products.

SECRET DOSSIER ON ANDREA
DABLANDER
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

Everything that the skin needs for care, could be found in the plants. Each plant has an

individual composition of ingredients unique to it. Andrea Dablander is a Botanist. She

knows how to select the right plants with skin-beneficial ingredients for skin care. The

plants are processed for the products as gently as possible to bring the full spectrum of

effects contained in the leaf, flower and fruit directly to the skin. Always in focus is visibly

beautiful and well-cared skin. Rich oils, extracts and natural aromas are brought together in

a harmonious composition and are transformed into a safe product of the highest

quality. The brand communicates and works transparently and responsibly: All products are

certified with the strict and independent  Label.

HERBAL SKIN CARE WITH THE PROPERTIES OF AROMATHERAPY - FROM GARDENHERBAL SKIN CARE WITH THE PROPERTIES OF AROMATHERAPY - FROM GARDEN

TO JARTO JAR

PHOTO CREDIT BY ANDREA DABLANDERPHOTO CREDIT BY ANDREA DABLANDER

THE STORYTHE STORY

From Botany Studies to herbal skincare productsFrom Botany Studies to herbal skincare products

The idea of developing her own products came to Andrea at the beginning of 2019, when

she asked herself while gardening with what she actually wanted to spend most of the

time in her life. For her as a botanist, the answer was there immediately: developing plant-

based skincare and sharing her enthusiasm about it.

Natrue
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Since her youth, she has loved being out in nature, working with plants and their effects on

the body, both on the substantial level of oils and extracts and on the sensual level of

aromas through scent.

The harmonious interaction of these two components forms the heart in the development

of her body care products. So, why wait and not make passion your profession?

Andrea Dablander, the Founder

Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

VALUES OF THE BRANDVALUES OF THE BRAND

RESPONSIBILITY. RESPONSIBILITY. In the understanding of the brand, every decision it makes can make a
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contribution that has a positive impact on nature and the community. The brand sees it as

its own responsibility to take advantage of opportunities - no matter how large or small - to

make a difference.

QUALITY.QUALITY. The brand's body care products are authentic natural cosmetics and have been

awarded the  certificate. Ongoing controls confirm the consistently high quality. All

products are vegan and without animal testing. This is a matter of course for the brand.

SUSTAINABILITY. SUSTAINABILITY. Sustainable action is one of the brand's basic principles. Not only does

it take care to treat nature gently when selecting ingredients for the products, AD also

reduces the amount of plastic used in packaging to a necessary minimum and continues to

search for environmentally friendly substitutes.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

The brand proposes 6 personal care products for the Face, Hands and Body. All the

brand's products are 100% vegan and free of animal testing. The plants in all products

come from regional, certified organic cultivation or other sustainable sources. The products

are authentic natural cosmetics, awarded with the  label through strict, independent

certification processes and ongoing controls. The products are all labelled in English and

German language. More products are about to come. All the products:

Without fillers;

Without silicones, mineral oils, parabens;

Without synthetic fragrances;

Without dyes.

1. GENTLE CLEANSER WITH SKIN-SOOTHING PLANT1. GENTLE CLEANSER WITH SKIN-SOOTHING PLANT

EXTRACTS MOISTURIZINGEXTRACTS MOISTURIZING

Volume: Volume: 100ml

Natrue

Natrue
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Natural personal care products

Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

Recommended Retail Price (RRP): 24,90 € excl. VAT; EXW (Ex-works) price excl. VAT -Recommended Retail Price (RRP): 24,90 € excl. VAT; EXW (Ex-works) price excl. VAT -

12,00 €. 12,00 €. 

So gentle and so effective: the gentle cleanser both cleanses and cares for the skin at the

same time. Extracts of chamomile, aloe vera, wild pansy, St. John's wort and witch hazel

soothe the skin and calm irritations. Nourishing oils from sea buckthorn, sunflower and soy

in combination with squalane remove even waterproof make-up and strengthen the skin

barrier with essential lipids. The skin is effectively cleansed from everyday impurities

without drying it out. Without fragrance.
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Photo credit by Andrea Dablanders

Product features:Product features:

cleanses the skin gently and thoroughly;

removes even waterproof make-up;

moisturizes and nourishes;

soothes the skin.

Application:Application: The gentle cleanser can be used daily in the morning and evening to cleanse

the face. Apply 1-2 pumpfuls of the cleanser to dry face and massage in a circling motion

with fingertips. Then wash off with lukewarm water or remove with a damp cloth. Also

removes waterproof make-up.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice*, Aqua (Water), Squalane, Hypericum Perforatum

Flower / Leaf Extract*, Hamamelis Virginiana (Witch Hazel) Leaf Extract, Chamomilla

Recutita (Matricaria) Flower Extract*, Viola Tricolor Extract, Hippophae Rhamnoides Fruit

Oil*, Chondrus Crispus Powder, Glycine Soja (Soybean) Oil*, Tocopherol, Glycerin*,

Helianthus Annuus Hybrid Oil*, Helianthus Annus (Sunflower) Seed Oil, Xanthan Gum,

Glyceryl Caprylate**, Levulinic Acid, Sodium Levulinate, Citric Acid, Sodium Anisate,

Potassium Sorbate, Sodium Benzoate.
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*ingredients from certified organic agriculture

**source of oil RSPO certified

2. INVIGORATING TONIC WITH PRECIOUS PLANT2. INVIGORATING TONIC WITH PRECIOUS PLANT

EXTRACTS FIRMING & REGENERATIVEEXTRACTS FIRMING & REGENERATIVE

Volume:Volume: 100ml

RRP: 29,90 € excl. VAT; EXW: excl. VAT - 14,00 €. RRP: 29,90 € excl. VAT; EXW: excl. VAT - 14,00 €. 

Hooray for the invigorating tonic. The composition of plant extracts and natural essential

oils refreshes the skin and senses. The composition of plant extracts and aloe vera juice

gives the skin a fresh complexion. It promotes skin regeneration and brings it back into

balance. Mint and rosemary awaken dull skin to radiance and activate the skin's

metabolism. A favourite product.

Product features:Product features:

clears impurities;

activates skin metabolism;

enhances the regeneration of the skin;

refreshes the skin's complexion.
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Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

Fragrance:Fragrance: balsamic-woody, fresh, minty.

Application:Application: The tonic can be sprayed onto the face every morning and evening after

cleansing. It is also very suitable for use in between - as a little time-out for the skin.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua (Water), Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice*, Pentylene Glycol, Betula Alba

Leaf Water*, Mentha Arvensis Oil*, Rosmarinus Officinalis (Rosemary) Leaf Oil*, Abies Alba

Leaf Oil*, Thymus Vulgaris Flower/Leaf Oil, Salix Alba (Willow) Bark Extract, Equisetum

Arvense Extract, Salvia Officinalis (Sage) Leaf Extract, Taraxacum Officinale (Dandelion)

Extract, Glycerin, Coco-Glucoside**, Sodium Benzoate, Potassium Sorbate, Limonene***,
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Linalool***, Citral***, Geraniol***.

*ingredients from certified organic agriculture

**source of oil RSPO certified

***from natural essential oils

3. NOURISHING FACE CREAM FOR ALL SKIN TYPES3. NOURISHING FACE CREAM FOR ALL SKIN TYPES

MOISTURIZING & SOOTHINGMOISTURIZING & SOOTHING

VVolume: olume: 50ml

RRP: 41 € excl. VAT; EXW: excl. VAT - 20,00 €. RRP: 41 € excl. VAT; EXW: excl. VAT - 20,00 €. 

A good feeling: The nourishing face cream for all skin types. It protects the skin from

moisture loss and gives it an even complexion. Rich oils supply the skin with important

nutrients without weighing it down: Thus the skin's barrier function is strengthened and

moisture loss is compensated. The plant extracts have calming properties. Redness is

soothed and impure skin is brought back into balance.

Product features:Product features:

intensively moisturizing;

soothes skin irritations;

prevents early skin aging;

enhances the skin's ability to retain moisture.
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Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

Fragrance: Fragrance: pleasantly soft, fresh, flowery.

Application: Application: Apply to face, neck and décolleté in the morning and evening after cleansing.

Suitable as a make-up base.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice*, Aqua (Water), Betula Alba Leaf Water*, Cocos

Nucifera Oil*, Prunus Amygdalus Dulcis (Sweet Almond) Oil*, Glycerin*, Glyceryl Stearate

Citrate, Cetearyl Alcohol**, Polyglyceryl-3-Stearate**, Rosa Canina Seed Extract*, Hyssopus

Officinalis Extract, Eugenia Caryophyllus (Clove) Flower Extract, Calendula Officinalis

Flower Extract*, Sambucus Nigra Flower Extract*, Melissa Officinalis Leaf Extract,

Rosmarinus Officinalis Leaf Extract*, Glycine Soja (Soybean) Oil*, Citrus Grandis Peel Oil,

Papaver Somniferum Seed Oil*, Rubus Idaeus Seed Oil*, Helianthus Annuus (Sunflower)
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Seed Oil, Tocopherol, Sodium Hyaluronate, Xanthan Gum, Maltodextrin, Glyceryl

Caprylate**, Levulinic Acid, p-Anisic Acid, Sodium Levulinate, Potassium Sorbate, Sodium

Benzoate, Parfum (Fragrance)***, Limonene***, Citral***, Linalool***, Eugenol, Geraniol***,

Citronellol***.

*ingredients from certified organic agriculture

**source of oil RSPO certified

***from natural essential oils

4. NOURISHING HAND SOAP WITH PRECIOUS PLANT4. NOURISHING HAND SOAP WITH PRECIOUS PLANT

EXTRACTS REGENERATIVE & SOOTHINGEXTRACTS REGENERATIVE & SOOTHING

Volume: Volume: 250 ml

RRP: 19,90 € excl. VAT; EXW: excl. VAT - 10,00 €.RRP: 19,90 € excl. VAT; EXW: excl. VAT - 10,00 €.

Olé - long live life! The nourishing hand soap is like an inner flower picking. At the same

time, it cares for the hands. Precious plant extracts gently cleanse and moisturize the skin.

Strained skin is strengthened and soothed.

Product features:Product features:

promotes regeneration;

soothes irritations;

refreshes the skin;

activates the skin's metabolism.
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Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

Fragrance: Fragrance: herbaceous, fresh, stimulating.

Application:Application: Put on wet hands, lather, then rinse carefully with water.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua (Water), Lauryl Glucoside**, Coco-Glucoside**, Betula Alba Leaf Water*,

Glyceryl Oleate**, Parfum (Fragrance)***, Hydrolyzed Wheat Protein, Arnica Montana

Flower Extract, Chamomillla Recutita (Matricaria) Flower Extract, Humulus Lupulus (Hops)

Extract, Linum Usitatissimum Seed Extract*, Lavandula Angustifolia Oil, Abies Sibirica

Needle Oil, Rosmarinus Officinalis (Rosemary) Leaf Oil*, Glycerin, Citric Acid, Glyceryl

Caprylate**, Phenethyl Alcohol, Levulinic Acid, Potassium Sorbate, Sodium Levulinate,

Sodium Benzoate, Limonene***, Linalool***, Citral***.

5. GENTLE SHOWER PEELING WITH GROUND APRICOT5. GENTLE SHOWER PEELING WITH GROUND APRICOT

KERNELS VITALIZING & FIRMINGKERNELS VITALIZING & FIRMING
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Regenerative & soothing hand soap

Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

Volume: Volume: 200 ml

RRP: 23,90 € excl. VAT; EXW: excl. VAT - 12,00 €. RRP: 23,90 € excl. VAT; EXW: excl. VAT - 12,00 €. 

The world outside can wait. The gentle shower peeling with ground apricot kernels is the

right choice to ease down in the shower. Green mint, horsetail and thyme clear the mind

and give new spirits. The fine apricot kernels, embedded in precious plant extracts, gently

cleanse the skin, while the extracts supply it with minerals. The tissue surface is

strengthened and the skin metabolism is activated. Protective olive oil ensures that the skin

is more effective at retaining moisture.
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Product features:Product features:

gently removes dead skin cells;

stimulates blood circulation and invigorates the skin;

smoothes the skin's texture;

protects the skin barrier.

Fragrance:Fragrance: minty, clarifying, spicy.

Application:Application: Spread the shower peeling on damp skin and massage gently. Then rinse with

water. Suitable for daily use.

Ingredients: Aqua (Water), Coco-Glucoside**, Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride, Glycerin*, Betula

Alba Leaf Water*, Cetearyl Alcohol**, Olea Europaea (Olive) Fruit Oil*, Prunus Armeniaca

Seed Powder, Polyglyceryl-3-Stearate**, Glyceryl Stearate**, Glyceryl Oleate**, Maris Sal

(Sea Salt), Sodium Stearoyl Lactylate**, Mentha Spicata Herb Oil*, Rosmarinus Officials

(Rosemary) Leaf Oil*, Potassium Palmitoyl Hydrolyzed Wheat Protein, Thymus Vulgaris

Flower/Leaf Oil, Equisetum Arvense Extract, Urtica Dioica (Nettle) Leaf Extract, Hedera

Helix (Ivy) Leaf Extract, Glyceryl Caprylate**, Xanthan Gum*, Lactic Acid, Levulinic Acid,

Potassium Sorbate, Sodium Benzoate, Sodium Levulinate, Limonene***, Linalool***,

Citral***, Geraniol***.

*ingredients from certified organic agriculture

**source of oil RSPO certified

***from natural essential oils

6. CELL-PROTECTING BODY LOTION WITH RICH6. CELL-PROTECTING BODY LOTION WITH RICH

NOURISHING OILS MOISTURIZING & ANTIOXIDANTNOURISHING OILS MOISTURIZING & ANTIOXIDANT

Volume:Volume: 200 ml
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Andrea Dablander is True Botanical Brand

Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

RRP: 34,50 € excl. VAT; EXW: excl. VAT - 17,00 €.RRP: 34,50 € excl. VAT; EXW: excl. VAT - 17,00 €.

A fragrance that stands on its own. This body lotion provides the skin with essential

ingredients and nourishes it deeply. This body lotion combines rich oils that have cell-

protecting and antioxidant properties. Selected plant extracts have a soothing effect and

stimulate the skin's microcirculation. The skin is strengthened and harmonised in fulfilling

its barrier function. The lotion leaves the skin feeling silky smooth.

Product features:Product features:

antioxidant and reduces UV stress;

intensively moisturizing;

strengthens the skin barrier;

enhances regeneration.

Fragrance:Fragrance: harmonizing, green, rosy.

Application:Application: Apply to skin after bathing or showering. Absorbs quickly. Reapply as desired.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua (Water), Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice*, Prunus Amygdalus Dulcis (Sweet
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Almond) Oil*, Betula Alba Leaf Water*, Cocos Nucifera Oil*, Glycerin*, Glyceryl Stearate

Citrate, Simmondsia Chinensis (Jojoba) Seed Oil*, Cetearyl Alcohol**, Ribes Nigrum Seed

Oil*, Hippophae Rhamnoides Fruit Oil*, Nigella Sativa Seed Oil*, Pelargonium Graveolens

Oil, Helianthus Annuus (Sunflower) Seed Oil, Helianthus Annuus (Sunflower) Hybrid Oil,

Vaccinium Myrtillus Fruit Extract, Achillea Millefolium Flower/Leaf/Stem Extract*, Bellis

Perennis (Daisy) Flower Extract, Tocopherol, Glyceryl Caprylate**, Xanthan Gum, Sodium

Stearoyl Glutamate**, Levulinic Acid, p-Anisic Acid, Sodium Levulinate, Sodium Benzoate,

Potassium Sorbate, Parfum (Fragrance)***, Limonene***, Linalool***, Citronellol***,

Geraniol***, Citral***.

*ingredients from certified organic agriculture

**source of oil RSPO certified

***from natural essential oils

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

As a special offer to its customers, the brand gives away the products in 100% cotton bags

which can be used as cosmetic bags. The bags say „Time for yourself“ to encourage the

customers to celebrate their self-care moments with Andrea Dablander's products. The

bags are  certified.

BRANDING&DESIGNBRANDING&DESIGN

OEKO-TEX
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Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

All products of Andrea Dablander are produced in Germany. The company sources

the packaging within Europe to avoid long-distance transportation and reduce the CO2

footprint. Whenever possible, the company cuts out plastic in the packaging and always

looks for environmental-friendly options in its daily choices. All the packaging is recyclable.

The orders are shipped climate neutral.
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Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

MARKETING&SALESMARKETING&SALES

Andrea Dablаnder actively conducts marketing activities and sales using  and

 with the help of its own channels, as well as using Influencer Marketing, thus

constantly increasing brand awareness. The founder teaches facial care on both channels,

gives tips for healthier skin, also talks about the benefits of natural plants for personal care.

The brand is highly rated by customers 4.9 out of 5. It is possible to read the customer

opinions at .

MEDIA MEDIA 

The brands is known from VOGUE, Myself, Donna, Tiroler Tageszeitung, Süddeutsche

Zeitung, BARBARA, Garten Design Inspiration, Burda Accessoires, and more.

Instagram

Facebook

Reviews for Andrea Dablander
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The brand is very active in the social media space

Photo credit by Andrea Dablander

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images by the 

You can download the presentation by the 

You can download logistics and prices by the 

link 

link

link
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Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONSQUESTIONS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please, do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Andrea Dablander - Natural Organic Care

Contact person:Contact person: Andrea Dablander, the Founder

E-mail:E-mail: hi@andreadablander.com

Website:Website: andreadablander.com

Phone:Phone: +49 151 70055217

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Andrea Dablander

webpage

Andrea Dablander

Instagram

Andrea Dablander

Facebook

Prices & Logistic information for Spinoff_AD

Andrea Dablander _ Natural Organic

Care_ENG.pptx

click here
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LA FERVANCE revolutionizes the codes of luxury and clean beauty,

achieving the perfect alchemy of natural formulations, 100%

clean, COSMOS  certified active ingredients infused in the heart of

polysensory galenics to be authentically "TransformActive". LA

FERVANCE is not another clean beauty brand, it establishes a new

dynamic in the world of beauty by merging the best of Made in France

cosmetics savoir-faire with the ancestral traditions of Australian

pharmacopoeia. Presenting "inspirational" fusion between France and

Australia, LA FERVANCE raises the bar of luxury and clean beauty with

its ethical, sustainable approach, without compromising on proven

efficiency and the exquisite sensorial experience. After entering the

market in 2020 LA FERVANCE golden skincare is already sold in various

POS around the globe. This carefully developed and tested product fits

in perfectly with high-end stores that understand the need for unique

brands with a clean beauty image.

LA FERVANCE IS A PERFECT FUSION
OF LUXURY AND CLEAN BEAUTY
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THE STORYTHE STORY

THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

Fueled by a cultural love affair with France and homeland of Australia, the founder Melissa

Obeid created the brand after the years of exploration, research, courage and faith to

achieve what many said was impossible - which simply motivated her even more.

These inspirations were derived from her extensive global travels while leaving in Rome,

 London, Province & Paris and the strong values while growing up in the entrepreneurial

family. She combined all her experiences during the diverse career working with the most

notable names in fashion and on prestigious global brands. All these inspirational "seeds"

had been finally planted. 

"LA FERVANCE will resonate with those seeking authenticity, integrity and real results" "LA FERVANCE will resonate with those seeking authenticity, integrity and real results" 

MelissaMelissa

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

LA FERVANCE perfectly derives its name from the French 'ferveur' or from English 'favor'

which means passion, desire, eagerness and it is all in it. While creating and

commercializing 100% natural skincare in Australia, Melissa saw a clear niche for a brand

like LA FERVANCE. In 2016, she moved from Melbourne to France with Jimmy and the kids

to take a cultural sabbatical and explore the skincare space. The first weeks in France

were a source of inspiration to continue to some extent the merging of the two cultures

and practices of France and Australia. The goal was to create a luxury active skincare

brand in sustainable frames and all from 100% origins.

Over the next two years, living in provincial France, surrounded by vineyards and olive

trees, she built and strengthened relationships with world cosmetic leaders in France, who

were all drawn to the history of the brand's formation. To build the project, she

said goodbye to her home in Melbourne and moved to Paris, fueled with intense research,

development, trials and improvements, obstacles and even greater insistence on mileage.

Finally, in December 2019, the brand LA FERVANCE was founded. With the first product

ECLAT EXTRAODIRNAIRE, the signature collection is abundant with innovative, clinically-

tested active ingredients in effective concentrations and the most popular formulas are
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complemented by 100% natural cosmetic fragrances. There was no compromise in the

creation of the brand, and the founder hopes that it will become an integral part of every

customer.

Melissa Obeid the Founder

Photo Credit by LA FERVANCE

PHILANTHROPYPHILANTHROPY

Philanthropy has been a part of Melissa's heart since she was a child. When she was just 8
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years old, she spent her weekends raising money for the annual Easter appeal from the

Royal Children's Hospital in Australia. During her time in Paris in the 1990s, Melissa was

involved in organising the Fashion for the Peace fashion show that brought the Paris the

fashion world to Belgrade, with funds raised donated to UNICEF for the children who

suffered during the war. Later when she led a successful career in advertising at Saatchi

and Saatchi, Melissa wanted to support a young girl who had lost her father during the

fighting in Lebanon, and who now as a young woman, recently located Melissa to thank

her for changing her life through the opportunities offered by this support. Melissa raises

her own children to give those who are less fortunate and they have also sponsored a

child in Brazil via World Vision since the boy and her own son, who is now 13, were both 2

years old. As a woman and a mother, the plight of poor and disadvantaged children is

crucial to Melissa, particularly after the global pandemic of Covid- 19, which is why LA

FERVANCE has partnered with the Save the Children fund, given their huge respect for the

work they do to eradicate the suffering of children around the world.

BRAND'S MISSIONBRAND'S MISSION

Existing as a skin care brand was not enough for Melissa. As an independent brand, the

founder wanted to create a raison d'etre meaning a "movement". LA FERVANCE evolved

from historic inspiration and futuristic vision. It will stay true to its focus of using powerful,

effective concentrations of the finest, most potent skin care ingredients from hundred

percent natural origins, to ensure maximum visible and emotive outcomes.

Every aspect of LA FERVANCE will align with its heritage and the integrity invested into the

brand's creations. From the provenance packaging, manufacturing procedures and

partners with whom it aligns. The brand expertise is going to influence the perception of

luxury skincare and affirm that active clean beauty in luxury is possible. By 2025 the brand

aims to be regarded as a pioneer in the luxury beauty space.

Nowadays consumers are seeking transparency and synthetic-free products with the flow

of information on social media round high-profile lawsuits driving the demand for

brand transparency. LA FERVANCE is the company that can provide all this to the

customers worldwide by ensuring there is not a single synthetic ingredient in

COSMOS certified, butterfly mark endorsed, Made-in-France formulations, beautifully

presented in luxury eco-possible glass and cardboard packaging.
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Photo Credit by LA FERVANCE

PRODUCTS PRODUCTS 

All formulations are perfectly balanced and entirely original, in contrast to the increasingly

common practice of choosing standard "ready to market" formulations which are quicker

and cheaper to get to market. Product efficiency, safety, regulatory compliances are

absolute priorities for thу company. 

ECLAT EXTRAORDINAIRE - GOLD INFUSED , 3 IN 1 MULTI-MASKECLAT EXTRAORDINAIRE - GOLD INFUSED , 3 IN 1 MULTI-MASK
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Photo Credit by LA FERVANCE

TransformActive gold-infused multi-maskTransformActive gold-infused multi-mask

This certified innovative and sophisticated product is one of a kind. During its

development, intensive research was carried out to create a strong, self-contained and

effective multi-functional product. It is formulated with 67% active ingredients in effective

concentrations to act in perfect synergy for superior results. The Ultimate Gold Clean

Beauty Formula is a high silky sugar-esters basis to visually transform the skin's

appearance. Each eco-friendly glass jar and gift box is meticulously handcrafted in France.

This flawlessly original, sensory multi-mask contains guaranteed conflict-free precious

metal and offers the skin's surface essentials it needs.

Whilst an entire launch collection has been created to work in perfect synergy, this launch

product is the brand's signature. It embodies the epitome of luxury beauty by LA

FERVANCE:
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It has a film-forming effect that provides immediate and long-lasting hydration. Perfectly

balanced with double hyaluronic acid from 100% pure HA sources, a bio-active complex of

Australian mountain plants, mimosa and jojoba extracts, baobab lifting gel, Buriti oil,

Kakadu plum extract, and 23-carat gold, pearl pigments and pure seawater from the coast

of French Breton. The long-lasting Golden Glow perfectly moisturizes the tone,

lifts, plumps and smoothes the skin, soothing it.
Photo Credit by LA FERVANCE

A bio- active complex of Australian mountain plants:

Mimosa and jojoba extracts;

Baobab lifting gel;

Buriti oil;

Kakadu plum extract;

Double hyaluronic acid from 100% pure HA sources.

PRICING POLICY AND LOGISTICSPRICING POLICY AND LOGISTICS

RRP for the best selling product ECLAT EXTRAORDINAIRE - GOLD INFUSED 3 IN 1 MULTI-

MASK is EUR 195. The company wholesales at 50% for orders under 144 units per month (3

boxes), over that can be discussed with the client. MOQ is 10 units for small SME's and 48

units (1 box) for larger clients. 
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EAN - 3701403200000;

Each box (48 units) weighs 18kg;

Do not ship pallets unless it’s a special request;

Ship wholesale via DHL global express and don’t offer EXW (unless specifically

requested).

The company also offers bundle starter kits, 2ml and 5ml samples as well:

Full size samples (not for sale) = 25 Euro;

2ml Sachets samples = 24 centimes;

5ml pots samples = 2.00 euro;

10ml pot samples = 4.00 euro.

INDEPENDENT TESTINGINDEPENDENT TESTING

LA FERVANCE chose to engage an independent cosmetics test laboratory and embark on

thorough dermatological, instrumental, clinical and consumer testing (representing all skin

types) to support its product claims. The results of after 28 days of use by focus

group were outstanding:

improved skin hydration and smoothing;

reduced visibility of wrinkles/smooth fine mimic wrinkles;

lifting effect and improved skin tone;

restored skin elasticity/firmness;

oned/calmed and soothed skin;

improved skin elasticity;

skin becomes visibly are more attractive/ beautiful.

NEXT ROLL OUT PRODUCTSNEXT ROLL OUT PRODUCTS

As the next step, the company aims to launch new products such as black scrub called

Gommage, day cream, gel, serum and night resurfacing oil maintaining the integrity of the

formulations. 

Each product within the signature LA FERVANCE collection is designed to be
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complimentary and adheres to the ethos of proven active, sustainable luxury, 100% natural

origins and a multifunctional framework to simplify the ritual. All products have been

dermatological, clinically and consumer tested, using measuring instruments, photography

and subjects within the target demographic.

At the bottom, there is the latest digital brochure attached with the new product the

Gommage that will be available at the end of May 2021.

Photo Credit by LA FERVANCE

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

While thinking of the brand design, a deliberate decision was made to use European glass

primary packaging and handcrafted coffrets (fr. boxes) created with the fine Italian papers

(FSC responsible forestation and recycled materials). All materials that are used for

packaging are European made, COSMOS certified and hundred percent recyclable.

As for colour palette, the Blue was chosen to represent the oceans connecting all of

us and a nod to the Napoleonic voyage inspiring the brand. Gold embossing exudes

luxury. Together these two colors speak to the Imperial colors of France. With up to 64% of
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purchasing decisions influenced by packaging, these bespoke attributes are appreciated. 

While creating the next series of products Le Gommage Noir (Black Scrub) will be

presented in an aluminium tube for environmental and ease purposes. The day cream, gel,

serum and night resurfacing oil will be presented in European-made glass airless

packaging to maintain the integrity of the formulations. 

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

Photo Credit by LA FERVANCE

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

There is the first line that has been released and the second is planned for 2021. After a

quite recent market launch, the brand is already sold in various POS around the globe in

the USA, Canada, Australia, the UK, China, Hong Kong, South Africa, France, Portugal,

Netherlands and Lithuania (the full stockist list by the ). This is a luxury niche brand

whose natural products are certified as Eco, Cosmos, Bio adhering to all global standards,

and has high-end recyclable packaging. For the company, quality and recipe are very

important, the formulations have been carefully developed and tested. Independent tests

showed excellent results.

link
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The target audience of buyers is selected more in relation to the product attitude rather

than age, of about 80% of women and 20% of men, age 34+.

The products perfectly fit in with high-end stores that understand the need for unique

brands with a clean beauty image. It is also important for the company to train the staff and

those who sell the brand, find a top distributor on each market who will understand and

develop the brand locally. The company is aimed to develop globally within the clinics,

spas and also online/offline retail, but more premium quality, not mass market. The

company is mostly interested to enter Russia/ Italy / Spain/ Finland/ Singapore/ Malaysia/

UAE/ Japan/ Germany.

MEDIA/AWARDSMEDIA/AWARDS

LA FERVANCE has won several awards, which can be viewed in detail on the .

Also, the products met the highest requirements for global certification, which was very

important for the company and certainly is a guarantee of the quality of the products.

Also during its relatively short existence, the brand was widely covered in many publishing

houses and in the press. You can see all publications by the . 

website

link
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Photo Credit by LA FERVANCE
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: The La Fervance Group

Contact person:Contact person: Jamie Arnold, Chief Executive Officer

E-mail:E-mail: info@lafervance.com

Website:Website: www.lafervance.com

Phone:Phone: +33647708198

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2020

Regions:Regions: France

Industries:Industries: Skincare

LA FERVANCE

LA FERVANCE - ECLAT EXTRAORDINAIRE - Retail Summary Sheet

Card of coffret tri-fold (Print

Version)

LA FERVANCE Brand Presentation -

2020

LA FERVANCE (DOSSIER DE PRESSE) - Anglais

(May2020)

200527 - TRAINING DIAPORAMA V4

LA FERVANCE GOMMAGE EXTRAORDINAIRE PRES #1.ppt

click here
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Teana is an innovative Russian skincare company founded by Dmitry

Stoforandov in 2007. Mr. Stoforandov holds a PhD in pharmaceutical

science and is the man behind all Teana cosmetic formulas. He is a

scientist and a pharmacist, who has enriched the cosmetics industry

with almost 300 unique skincare formulas and who keeps bringing new

trends and energy into this field. Teana has been producing cosmetics

which are as effective as beauty salon treatments for more than 10

years. The company uses manufacturing sites in Russia and France.

Teana's goal is to make skincare simple, affordable and pleasant. Teana

Laboratories' mission is to make the life of its clients happier and more

beautiful.

SECRET DOSSIER ON TEANA
LABORATORIES
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Why customers appreciate Teana:Why customers appreciate Teana:

High-tech formulas, based on natural ingredients.High-tech formulas, based on natural ingredients. Teana is among the first to introduce

the most breakthrough and effective technologies in the field of cosmetology. Teana

maintains the perfect balance between proximity to nature and high-tech care.

Salon standard treatment at home.Salon standard treatment at home. Simplicity, convenience, high technology. Teana

adapts all the best that is or is just emerging in the salon cosmetology, and this

significantly improves and simplifies the lives of those who care about their beauty and

health.

Trend-setting.Trend-setting. The most effective modern solutions and formats in demand in the

market. The regular release of interesting new products. Teana always has something to

surprise you.

Simple and effective skincare programs.Simple and effective skincare programs.

Premium quality at a reasonable price.Premium quality at a reasonable price. Innovations, expensive assets, ergonomic,

beautiful, reliable packaging and at the same time no "image" overpricing. Everything is

fair.

Care for nature. Care for nature. Teana tries to take care of the planet, so it uses renewable raw

materials only, do not test cosmetics on animals, do not use paper inserts in packages

to reduce the amount of garbage.

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

THE FOUNDER & STORY BEHIND TEANATHE FOUNDER & STORY BEHIND TEANA
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“All the main standards of beauty are created by nature itself. Therefore, our products are

based on natural bioactive ingredients, the effective action of which is ensured by

advanced scientific developments.”

                                                                                                                        Dmitry Stoforandov Dmitry Stoforandov

Dmitry Vladimirovich Stoforandov, the Creator, General Director and mastermind of Teana

laboratories, has a sound experience of successful work at the junction of pharmacy and

cosmetology, is a Candidate of Pharmaceutical Sciences. As a child he had been mixing

his mother’s face creams to create something special. Then after becoming a pharmacist

Dmitry brought about 300 unique skincare formulations, new trends and his creative

power to cosmetic industry. Having really turned on the heat to produce high-tech

cosmetics for the "home salon", he founded the company from scratch and personally

developed formulations of the first line of products - mono-dosed ampouled serums

packed in pharmaceutical glass and containing a high concentration of bioactive

ingredients, which are still an undoubted brand hit. Dmitry Vladimirovich's motto is: "We

need to produce the product for which we vouch and to be guided in business by our

conscience first of all". And for almost 13 years now, Teana has been producing unique

professional cosmetics. Its effectiveness is confirmed by testing, and the number of

satisfied customers around the world is constantly growing.

IN-HOME BEAUTY SALONIN-HOME BEAUTY SALON

Teana implements the most advanced solutions in the field of cosmetology in convenient

packaging format of cosmetics for independent use at home. All lines are perfectly

combined with each other, so the clients can create an individual care program for

themselves, taking into account all the nuances and needs of the skin.

MARKETING & PRMARKETING & PR

The brand is widely represented online and offline. Top mass media in Russia regularly

write about the products, and Teana also conducts monthly creative mailings to popular

bloggers in order to raise brand awareness. In 2018, Teana received 2 prestigious Tagline

Awards for Best Integrated Advertising Campaign. Teana participates in charity events,
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sponsor various beauty events, holds meetings and zoom parties for potential clients.

SALESSALES

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

Teana is now selling well nationwide in Russia and has distributors in Lithuania, Latvia,

Uzbekistan and Belarus. The best points of sales are online and offline beauty stores and

drogeries like Drogas, where it is currently sold and others like Watsons, Douglas etc. 

The MOQ – 2 000 USD/EUR. Teana usually concludes a standard import contract, send an

invoice. Payment can be made in Euro or USD through the bank (2-3 working days) and
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then Teana or the client arrange a shipment and custom’s declaration. If the client doesn’t

need a standard import and can arrange a shipment from Moscow by himself,

Teana makes a Russian invoice and a link to one of the payment systems like Paypal. Most

of the clients prefer air shipment (the cost of the delivery app. 15% of the cost of goods if

the order amount is 2 000 - 3 000 EUR, delivery time 2-4 days). The clients from Eastern

Europe and CIS countries prefer transport products by car (delivery time depends on the

region). Teana company has a system of discounts, if the amount of the order is more than

5 500 EUR – discount 5%, more than 11 000 EUR – 7%, more than 30 000 EUR – 10%.

The company has really unique experience of interest in Teana products in Vietnam and

China. For example, in frames of recent cooperation with Vietnamese distributor, they

have managed to make the products really well known in the market with the help of Local

Key Opinion Leaders. It is possible to find a lot of videos about the best sellers on

. 

MEDIAMEDIA

Teana is actively building brand awareness on social media through the

following channels:

Instagram page

European Instagram page 

Youtube channel 

More media materials could be found by the 

AWARDSAWARDS

Teana's products regularly receive prestigious awards for innovative skincare and

performance. Teana has been awarded prizes for top glossy women's publications, as well

as international prizes won at exhibitions.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

Vietnamese Youtube

link
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Teana skincare provides the most up-to-date and innovative solutions in modern

cosmetology. Teana tracks the latest achievements of scientific labs all over the world.

Therefore, the company is among the first to obtain samples of new ingredients and to

conclude contracts for the supply of modern cosmetic raw materials while others may not

even know about them yet. Traditionally, Teana purchases ingredients for its products in

France, Switzerland, UK, Germany, Marocco. The ingredients are high-concentrated

substances that are extractable from plants only through a series of complex chemical

processes. Absence of impurities and high concentration – a guarantee that

Teana's products will have a predictable and evident effect.

Teana is the award-winning brand with innovation at the core

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

Keys of success of Teana's products:Keys of success of Teana's products:

Formulating.Formulating. The key to the effectiveness of Teana cosmetics is the skilful combination

of natural ingredients and high technology. Teana is among the first to introduce

advanced scientific developments in formulations and has earned a reputation as a

conscientious and innovative manufacturer. Teana also adds a secret ingredient - love -

to each product.

Geography of production. Geography of production. Teana's two main production sites are in Russia (in the

science city of Yubileyny) and in France on the coast of Brittany. Here Teana produces
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laboratory samples, test final products and prepare unique novelties for production.

Testing and certificationTesting and certification. All Teana products are subjected to multi-level testing: from in

vivo and in vitro tests of individual ingredients to testing of finished products on

volunteers. Teana cosmetics are certified in accordance with European legislation, so

costumers get guaranteed quality and proven effectiveness.

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

Teana has a variety of products and cosmetic lines to solve different skin problems:Teana has a variety of products and cosmetic lines to solve different skin problems:

1. SUPER PEPTIDES - AMPOULE SERUMS WITH SUPER-1. SUPER PEPTIDES - AMPOULE SERUMS WITH SUPER-

EFFECTIVE PEPTIDESEFFECTIVE PEPTIDES

«SUPER PEPTIDES» ASAP SKIN TONE CORRECTION SERUM;

«SUPER PEPTIDES» NO PROBLEM INTENSIVE CARE SERUM;

«SUPER PEPTIDES» IN-HOME CIRCULAR FACELIFT SERUM;

«SUPER PEPTIDES» ANTI-REDNESS AID KIT SERUM;

«SUPER PEPTIDES» EYE CONTOUR PERFECTOR SERUM;

«SUPER PEPTIDES» CRYSTAL SKIN HIGHLIGHTER-LIKE SERUM.
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PHOTO CREDIT BY TEANA LABORATORIESPHOTO CREDIT BY TEANA LABORATORIES

TEANA VEGENIUSTEANA VEGENIUS - 100% NATURAL INGREDIENTS, - 100% NATURAL INGREDIENTS,

VEGAN-FRIENDLY, INNOVATION & NATUREVEGAN-FRIENDLY, INNOVATION & NATURE

2. 2. VEGENIUS VEGETABLE MILKVEGENIUS VEGETABLE MILK  - 100% VEGETABLE- 100% VEGETABLE

MILK IN PHARMACEUTICAL AMPOULES FORMILK IN PHARMACEUTICAL AMPOULES FOR

INTENSIVE SKIN CAREINTENSIVE SKIN CARE

100% natural vegetable milk for delicate and fresh skin. Weightless, fast-absorbing

texture nourishes the skin with all the richness of natural components";

100% NATURAL VEGETABLE DREAM MILK SWEET ALMOND;

100% NATURAL VEGETABLE DREAM MILK ORANGE BLOSSOM;

100% NATURAL VEGETABLE DREAM MILK COTTON.

3. 3. VEGENIUS POWDER SERUMSVEGENIUS POWDER SERUMS - 100% NATURAL - 100% NATURAL

POWDERS WITH POWERFUL SKINCARE BENEFITS DUEPOWDERS WITH POWERFUL SKINCARE BENEFITS DUE

TO THEIR BOTANICAL COMPOSITIONTO THEIR BOTANICAL COMPOSITION

Natural powder serum LIFTING & SOFT FOCUS 

Natural powder serum SMOOTH & COMFY

Natural powder serum EVEN TONE & TEXTURE
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Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

4. 4. VEGENIUS FLOWER WATERSVEGENIUS FLOWER WATERS - PURE FLORAL - PURE FLORAL

WATERS ARE BASED ON THE WATER-SOLUBLEWATERS ARE BASED ON THE WATER-SOLUBLE

FRACTIONS OF VALUABLE ESSENTIAL OILS AND AREFRACTIONS OF VALUABLE ESSENTIAL OILS AND ARE

ENRICHED WITH  DIHYDROQUERCETIN WHICH IS AENRICHED WITH  DIHYDROQUERCETIN WHICH IS A

POWERFUL NATURAL ANTIOXIDANTPOWERFUL NATURAL ANTIOXIDANT

Natural flower water CAMOMILE ROSEMARY face and hair spray;

Natural flower water ROSE - LAVENDER face and hair spray;

Natural flower water MELISSA - THYME face and hair spray;

Natural flower water LEMON - ORANGE FLOWERS face and hair spray.
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5. 5. VEGENIUS SMOOTHIE FACE MASK VEGENIUS SMOOTHIE FACE MASK - EDIBLE- EDIBLE

SMOOTHIE MASKS ARE ALL NATURAL AND CONTAINSMOOTHIE MASKS ARE ALL NATURAL AND CONTAIN

FRUIT POWDERS, DIETARY FIBERS (DETOX EFFECT)FRUIT POWDERS, DIETARY FIBERS (DETOX EFFECT)

AND STEVIA EXTRACTAND STEVIA EXTRACT

SMOOTHIE FACE MASK COCOA-STRAWBERRY (4 portions, 80g)

SMOOTHIE FACE MASK APPLE-RASPBERRY (4 portions, 80g)

6. 6. VEGENIUS – BIO ESSENCESVEGENIUS – BIO ESSENCES (THE EXACT (THE EXACT

MOLECULAR “TWINS” OF LIVING PLANTS, GIVING THEMOLECULAR “TWINS” OF LIVING PLANTS, GIVING THE

SKIN 100% OF VALUABLE INGREDIENTS)SKIN 100% OF VALUABLE INGREDIENTS)

NATURAL PROTECTION AGAINST POLLUTION bio essence;

DEEP RECOVERY FOR TIRED SKIN bio essence;

AGAINST DEHYDRATION AND CLIMATE STRESS bio essence;

SKIN SUPPORT DURING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY bio essence;

ANTI-AGE FOR MATURE SKIN bio essence;

RELAX & ANTI-STRESS FOR URBAN DWELLERS bio essence;

AGAINST UV-STRESS, REDNESS AND PIGMENTATION bio essence;

PURETY AND FRESHNESS FOR PROBLEM SKIN bio essence.

7. LIFTING TAPES - LIFTING EFFECT  IN JUST 7 DAYS7. LIFTING TAPES - LIFTING EFFECT  IN JUST 7 DAYS

LIFTING TAPES for the face (7sets).

8. MOLECULAR MICROFLUIDS OCCLUX  -   ACT8. MOLECULAR MICROFLUIDS OCCLUX  -   ACT

SIMILARLY TO BEAUTY SALON COSMETIC MASKS,SIMILARLY TO BEAUTY SALON COSMETIC MASKS,

BUT YOU CAN WEAR THEM ALL-DAYBUT YOU CAN WEAR THEM ALL-DAY

Molecular microfluid SENSOCALM with neurocalming complex with sea anemone toxin;

Molecular microfluid  AGE-FREE with sea snail toxin;

Molecular microfluid  HI-LIFTING with modeling peptide complex;

Molecular microfluid  SYN-CHRO realighning the skin's biorythms;

Molecular microfluid  GOLD 24K beauty elixir with gold nanoparticles.
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9. CONE SNAIL TOXIN - TOXY FOR EXPRESSION LINES9. CONE SNAIL TOXIN - TOXY FOR EXPRESSION LINES

CORRECTION - A BOTOX EFFECT WITHOUT ACORRECTION - A BOTOX EFFECT WITHOUT A

COSMETOLOGISTCOSMETOLOGIST

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

FACE DROPS (SERUM) against expression lines, all skin types;

LIGHT FACE CREAM against expression lines, all skin types;

OVERNIGHT FACE MASK against expression lines, all skin types.

10. 10-DAY BEAUTY REGIMEN FUNGUSTO BASED ON10. 10-DAY BEAUTY REGIMEN FUNGUSTO BASED ON

MUSHROOM EXTRACTSMUSHROOM EXTRACTS

FUNGUSTO serums - 10-day beauty regimen based on mushroom extracts.

11. EXPERT BOOST -  NEUROACTIVE BOOSTERS GIVE A11. EXPERT BOOST -  NEUROACTIVE BOOSTERS GIVE A

DEEP, LONG-TERM AND VISIBLE EFFECT WITHOUTDEEP, LONG-TERM AND VISIBLE EFFECT WITHOUT

“BEAUTY INJECTIONS” BY OPTIMIZING THE CELLS’“BEAUTY INJECTIONS” BY OPTIMIZING THE CELLS’
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FUNCTIONSFUNCTIONS

Alternative to beauty salon cosmetologyAlternative to beauty salon cosmetology

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

Booster with ionosomes NON-INJECTION FILLING;

Booster for mature skin BLUE RETINOL;

Booster for a non-surgical facelift IDEAL SHAPE.

Correction of skin imperfectionsCorrection of skin imperfections
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Neuroactive boosters give a deep, long-term and visible effect without “beauty injections” by optimizing the cells’

functions

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

Spider veins corrector MIRABILIS;

Pore minimizing booster INVISIBLE PORES;

Booster for problem skin NATURAL SALICYLIC ACID.

Intensive lighteningIntensive lightening

Day brightening booster 3D-LASER;

Night brightening booster ANTI-SPOT;

Hand & decollete anti-spot booster WHITE TURMERIC.

Protection from the main causes of agingProtection from the main causes of aging

Day brightening booster SPF 30 TOTAL PROTECTION;

Mineral energizing booster for tired skin STOP-STRESS;

Booster against glycation GLYCO-STOP;

Protecting booster ANTI-INFLAMMAGING;

Booster with boreal wood extracts EXTREME CARE.

Strengthening the skin’s structure and anti-age careStrengthening the skin’s structure and anti-age care
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Silicon booster THE RESTRUCTURIZER;

Luxurious anti-aging booster WHITE TRUFFLE;

Booster with phyto stem cells ELDERFLOWER & GARDENIA.

Eyebrows and lashes growthEyebrows and lashes growth

Lash & brow booster LARIX AND TEA PLANT.

12. ROYAL FORMULA -  PREMIUM WATER-IN-OIL12. ROYAL FORMULA -  PREMIUM WATER-IN-OIL

EMULSIONS FOR DRY AND MATURE SKINEMULSIONS FOR DRY AND MATURE SKIN

Makeup removing oil DEEP CLEANSING;

Anti-wrinkle, anti-puffiness and anti-dark circles lifting eye cream EXTREME BEAUTY;

Anti-stress face oil serum EUPHORIA;

Rejuvenating face oil serum SO YOUNG;

Nutritional face oil serum SO RICH;

Moisturizing face oil serum AQUA PROTECT;

Makeup promer SUPER FACE;

Rejuvenating serum with retinol in vegetable capsules RETINOL POWER;

Rejuvenating serum with argireline in vegetable capsules BOTOX-LIKE;

Anti-wrinkle and anti-puffiness eye serum in vegetable capsules PRETTY EYES;

Brightening serum with plankton extract in vegetable capsules PERFECT TONE;

Rejuvenating lifting serum in vegetable capsules TURBO LIFT.

13. NEUROACTIVE SERUMS STRESS CONTROL - NEW13. NEUROACTIVE SERUMS STRESS CONTROL - NEW

SAFE SOLUTION FOR CORRECTING STRESS-RELATEDSAFE SOLUTION FOR CORRECTING STRESS-RELATED

SKIN CONDITIONS THROUGH IMPACT ON SKINSKIN CONDITIONS THROUGH IMPACT ON SKIN

NEURORECEPTORS, CONTAIN REVOLUTIONARYNEURORECEPTORS, CONTAIN REVOLUTIONARY

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: NEUROPHROLINE ™,ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: NEUROPHROLINE ™,

MARILIANCE™, MATRIXYL® 3000MARILIANCE™, MATRIXYL® 3000

Spa-comfort. Neuroactive serum – damaged cells renewal;

Double Radiance. Neuroactive serum – reducing pigmentation;

Daily Milk. Neuroactive serum – nourishing for dry and sensitive skin;
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Vegetable Detox. Neuroactove serum – lymphatic detox;

Oleo Serum. Neuroactive serum – hydration for overly dry skin;

Super Food. Neuroactive serum – improving skin texture and complexion;

Thermo Effect. Neuroactive serum – imperfections removal;

Berry Care Peeling. Neuroactive serum – smooth skin with an even tone.

Molecular microfluids OCCLUX  with sea snail toxin acts similarly to beauty salon cosmetic masks but in-home

salon 

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

14. NATURAL HAND MADE SOAP. MADE IN FRANCE14. NATURAL HAND MADE SOAP. MADE IN FRANCE

Shea Passion. Natural soap for dry face and body;

Cleopatra's Secret. Natural soap with donkey's milk for dry and sensitive face and body;

The Ancient Magic of Argan. Natural soap with argan oil for dry face and body;

Grape Sensation. Natural exfoliating scrub  soap for body and face;

Spring Storm. Natural anti-cellulite soap with seaweed;

Apricot Paradise. Natural soap-scrub with apricot kernels for face and body;

Healing Mineral. Natural soap with green clay for oily and problem skin for face and

body;

Pink Dream. Natural soap with rosemary for oily and problem skin.
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15. BLUE RETINOL PEPTIDE COSMETICS - ANTI-AGING15. BLUE RETINOL PEPTIDE COSMETICS - ANTI-AGING

SKINCARE WITH RETINOL-LIKE NATURAL EXTRACTSKINCARE WITH RETINOL-LIKE NATURAL EXTRACT

TURQUOISE SILK Anti-age Serum with Blue Retinol;

SAPPHIRE SECRET Anti-age Cream with Blue Retinol and viola tricolor extract;

AQUAMARINE MIRACLE Rejuvenating Mask with Blue Retinol and viola tricolor extract;

AZURE DREAM Rejuvenating Eye Cream with Blue Retinol;

FIERY TOPAZ Rejuvenating peel with Blue Retinol and fruit acids.

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

16. PERFECTION SENSORY PEPTIDE ANTI-AGE16. PERFECTION SENSORY PEPTIDE ANTI-AGE

COSMETICS - COMBINING INNOVATIVE PEPTIDECOSMETICS - COMBINING INNOVATIVE PEPTIDE

COMPLEXES WITH ANTI-AGE  HERBAL EXTRACTS,COMPLEXES WITH ANTI-AGE  HERBAL EXTRACTS,

LAUNCH A COMPLEX REJUVENATION ANDLAUNCH A COMPLEX REJUVENATION AND

RESTORATION PROGRAM IN THE SKIN, REDUCINGRESTORATION PROGRAM IN THE SKIN, REDUCING

THE VISIBLE SIGNS OF AGINGTHE VISIBLE SIGNS OF AGING

Charming Perfection Revolutionary anti-aging sensorial cream for regular eyelid skin
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care;

Harmony of Perfection Anti-age sensory lifting cream for eyelids;

Energy of Perfection Light and gentle sensory toner / for skin cleansing and make-up

removing;

Shining Perfection Refreshing cleansing milk / for make-up removing;

Elegant Perfection Nourishing sensory night cream;

Absolute Perfection Rejuvenating facelift day cream;

Solar Perfection Invigorating day serum;

Star Perfection Rejuvenating and nourishing night serum.

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

17. ALGOBOTORELAX (ABR) PEEL -OFF ALGINATE17. ALGOBOTORELAX (ABR) PEEL -OFF ALGINATE

MASKS. MADE IN FRANCEMASKS. MADE IN FRANCE

Magic of sea depths. Anti-aging calming alginate cryo mask with Spirulina and Myoxinol;

Sea treasures. Nourishing recuperating alginate mask with Acerola, Myoxinol and

Vitamin C;

Amber wind. Refreshing alginate mask-radiance with Peppermint, Mellissa, Milfoil and
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Myoxinol;

Crystal splashes. Cleansing, peeling and rejuvenating alginate mask with Papaya,

Arginin and Myoxinol;

Sea breeze. Relaxing alginate mask with Blackberry, Vitamin C and Myoxinol;

Island of treasures. Alginate mask for problematic skin with Tea Tree Oil, Ivy Extract and

Myoxinol;

Sea winds Rose. Anti-wrinkle eye zone alginate mask with Collagen, Damascus Rose

and Myoxinol;

Magic Ocean Chest. Relaxing recuperating alginate mask with Cinnamon, Clove and

Myoxinol;

Aquilon's Chest. Alginate mineral mask with Myoxinol;

Song of the Seven seas. Energizing tonic alginate mask with Ginseng, Vitamin C and

Myoxinol;

Athrodite's smile. Alginate modeling mask for lip contour with collagen and Myoxinol;

Music of Sea. Enzymatic peeling with Myoxinol, Papaya and Pineapple;

Sea Queen. Alginate anti-aging facial mask with maris sal (Dead sea salts) and Myoxinol;

Sea Spice. Alginate facial mask with Lavender, rosemary and Myoxinol.

Spa-comfort neuroactive serum renew damaged cells. While Algobotorelax multi peel-off alginate masks fit for

different purposes including main anti-aging properties

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

18. FIFTH SENSE BIOPEPTIDE COSMETICS  - A18. FIFTH SENSE BIOPEPTIDE COSMETICS  - A
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PERFECT EVERYDAY SKINCARE SOLUTION. THEPERFECT EVERYDAY SKINCARE SOLUTION. THE

EFFECT OF ENDORPHINS FOR YOUR SKIN HAPPINESSEFFECT OF ENDORPHINS FOR YOUR SKIN HAPPINESS

Sensorial Gels for regular eye zone careSensorial Gels for regular eye zone care

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

O1 Eye gel against dark circles and eye bags with butcher's broom and cecropia

extracts

O2 Express lifting gel with matrikins and argania peptides

O3 Gel against expression wrinkles "crow's feet" with matrikins and argireline

Sensorial Spray Toners

T1 Vitamin spray toner with extracts of Hawaiian freshwater microalgae and salmon DNA

/ for normal, dry and sensitive skin

T2 Mattifying spray toner with lactoferrin and sea moss extract / for oily and combination

skin

Sensorial Multilamellar Masks

S Enzymatic Gommage Exfoliant with Keratoline and extract of chaparral / for all skin

types

MB  Sebum Control Multilamellar mask with lactoferrin / for oily, combined and problem-

prone skin
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ME Multilamellar Vitamin Energy  Mask with extract of Hawaiian freshwater microalgae /

for all skin types

MC Multilamellar Mask-Radiance with Lumisphere / for all skin types

MA Moisturizing Multilamellar mask with cogon grass extract and salmon DNA / for all

skin types

MD Rejuvenating Multilamellar mask with matrikins and algae extract / for all skin types

Sensorial Multilamellar CreamsSensorial Multilamellar Creams

CB Multilamellar Mattifying cream - Sebum control with lactoferin / for oily, combination

and problem-prone skin;

CE Vitamin Multilamellar Energy cream with extract of Hawaiian freshwater microalgae /

for all skin types;

CC Multilamellar Cream-Radiance with lumisphere / for all skin types;

CA Moisturizing Multilamellar cream with extracts of cogon grass and algae/ for any skin

type;

CD Rejuvenating Multilamellar cream with matrikins and algae extract / for all skin types;

Sensorial Facial Washes;

P1 Micellar foaming facial wash with peach extract and salmon DNA / for normal, dry and

sensitive skin;

P2 Micellar foaming facial wash with lactoferrin and heather extract / for oily,

combination and problem-prone skin.

Sensorial Makeup Remover GelsSensorial Makeup Remover Gels

G1 Micellar makeup remover gel with extracts of peach and microalgae from Hawaiian

lakes / for normal, dry and sensitive skin;

G2 Micellar makeup remover gel with lactoferrin and witch hazel extract / for oily,

combination and problem-prone skin.

19. BIOACTIVE AMPOULED COSMETICS –TARGETED19. BIOACTIVE AMPOULED COSMETICS –TARGETED

TO IMPROVE CONDITIONS OF ANY SKIN TYPES.TO IMPROVE CONDITIONS OF ANY SKIN TYPES.

BESTSELLERSBESTSELLERS

"А" Moisturizing Set ("Natural moisturizing factor" - 2 amp, "Sea Cocktail" - 2 amp,

"Hyaluronic acid gel" - 2 amp, "Sea minerals" - 2 amp, "Supermoisturizing" - 2 amp);

"D" Rejuvenation Set ("Breakfast for skin" - 2 amp, "Instant lifting" - 2 amp, "Sea
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collagen" - 1 pz, "Elastin" - 2 amp, " Cryo-serum Against expression lines" - 1amp, " Cryo-

serum for Immediate rejuvenation" - 1 amp, "Panthenol" - 1 amp);

"Е" Nutrition Set ("Vitamin Coctail" - 3 amp, "Breath of life" - 2 amp, "Immediate revival" -

2 amp, "Oxygen coctail" - 3 amp);

A1 Anticuperosis  / for sensitive skin with couperose;

A2 Natural Moisturizing Factor  / for sensitive, flaking, prone to redness skin;

A3 Sea cocktail  / for dry skin damaged by sun or wind;

A4 Hyaluronic acid gel / for any skin type, even prone to allergies;

A5 Sea Minerals  / for sensitive, irritated skin;

A6 Supermoisturizing / for extremely dehydrated skin;

B2 Normalizing / for oily, problem and inflammation-prone skin;

B3 Soothing / for treating inflammations;

B4 Express-Soothing / for damaged, acne-prone skin;

C1 Skin radiance  / for lightening dark spots;

D1 Breakfast for skin / for aging skin prone to morning puffiness;

D2 Instant lifting  / for aging, sagging skin;

D3 Sea collagen / for aging skin with lost facial contours;

D4 Against expression lines Cryo-serum;

D5 Immediate rejuvenation Cryo-serum / for quickly rebuilding youthful glow;

D6 Panthenol / for skin damaged by burns, scars, harsh peelings;

D7 Elastin / for aging inelastic skin with wrinkles;

E1 Vitamin coctail with A+E+Panthenol / for vitamin deficient skin prone to flaking;

E2 Breath of life / for skin with uneven tone;

E3 Immediate restoration/ revitalization of tired stressed skin;

E4 Oxygen cocktail  /  regeneration of combination skin;

5 MINUTES Line ( highly active for mature skin);

N1 Silk Energy. Lip volumizing and firming serum / against expression lines near lips and

wings of nose;

N2  Soft Shine. Serum with amino acids / for rebuilding skin's natural defenses;

N3 Youth Elixir. Sculptor serum / for face contours modeling and reduction of facial fat;

N4 Snow Queen. Active anti-age serum with ceramides;

IPF Line (with aminoacids and proteins);

24-hour Antistress Effective protection, rejuvenation and restoration of tired dull skin;

Antioxidant Protection and moisturizing;

Vegetable Placenta Smoothness and youthful facial contours;

Energy of Youth Freshness and elasticity.
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Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

20. SHAKER MASK, MADE IN FRANCE - PRODUCED20. SHAKER MASK, MADE IN FRANCE - PRODUCED

WITH THE LATEST FINE GRINDING TECHNOLOGY,WITH THE LATEST FINE GRINDING TECHNOLOGY,

THESE POWDER MASKS ARE EASY TO USE AND ACTTHESE POWDER MASKS ARE EASY TO USE AND ACT

FAST. INNOVATIVE NATURAL INGREDIENTS PROVIDEFAST. INNOVATIVE NATURAL INGREDIENTS PROVIDE

ACTIVE CARE, RESTORING AND REVITALIZING THEACTIVE CARE, RESTORING AND REVITALIZING THE

SKINSKIN
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Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

BEAUTY BAR. Peeling shaker mask with a detox effect, 25gr;

BEAUTY BAR. Revitalizing shaker mask with caviar extract, 15gr;

BEAUTY BAR. Moisturizing shaker mask with golden glitter, 15gr.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download all product images by the 

You can download the presentation by the 

You can download the catalogue by the 

You can download the price list for distributors by the 

link

link

link

link
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Teana Beauty Bar Shaker Masks - Skin Care and Fun - Simple and Effective Cocktail for a Skin

Photo Credit by Teana Laboratories

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution

in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments form members and answers from

TEANA by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel free

to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file since it

link

link
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is for internal use only.
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Teana Laboratories

Contact person:Contact person: Nataliia Shtyreva Export Manager

E-mail:E-mail: me@teana-labs.ru

Website:Website: teana-labs.ru

Phone:Phone: +79266620932

Patent status:Patent status: +

On market since:On market since: 2007

Regions:Regions: Russia

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Teana Official Webpage

Teana Europe

Teana Laboratories YouTube Channel

Teana Europe Instagram

Price-list TEANA - export EUR

Teana_Presentation.pdf

Teana catalog new 2020.pdf

2021_Certficate of Cosmetic Establshment Registration

assortment EUR RRP

click here
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Welcome to the world of MYSIA naturals. The company is dedicated to

giving its customers the best natural bath and body products. The main

focus is to use organic and natural ingredients, with no additives and

chemicals that can be harmful to humans, animals and all the

planet. MYSIA naturals founded by Sinan Ergin, whose aspiration is to

design and create the best possible products without causing any harm

to human lives and the planet. By adopting this mission, MYSIA naturals

became the brand whose priority is giving the best natural products to

its customers in the health and wellness industry. The company's vision

is to build a future in which people live in harmony with nature.

The exquisitely hand-crafted products are designed for a much higher

purpose than simply keeping the skin clean and hydrated. MYSIA

naturals aim to remind every customer to take a moment away from the

busy daily life and to relax and enjoy it because MOOD IS EVERYTHING!

SECRET DOSSIER ON MYSIA
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

The brand was founded by Sinan Ergin in 2019. His aspiration for natural products led him

to create the brand MYSIA naturals. The brand products are hand-made with natural

ingredients and never tested on animals. MYSIA naturals brand is 100% eco-friendly and

sustainable with the ingredients and materials that are used in production.

Sinan was born in Ankara, Turkey. After he completed his high school education, Sinan

moved to Canada and for university education. After his graduation, he gained few years of

work experience in different fields until he found the opportunity in the natural health and

skincare industry.

Sinan took the importance of olive oil, in the skincare industry. Thus, the brand's

foundation started with the idea. Still today olive oil is the crucial ingredient in MYSIA

naturals soaps. The company works with the best soap makers and chemical engineers to

create different soaps for different purposes such as acne, cellulite, eczema etc.

Sinan Ergin’s mission with MYSIA naturals brand is to create all-natural products that can

be used by anyone with their unique needs. Also, he aims to educate society to use non-

chemical products for a bright future of humanity and nature.

THE STORYTHE STORY

Natural skincare industry is booming every other day. By the time when people understand

the importance of natural ingredients in skincare products the demand rises.

Although supply is not always well and satisfying. Many brands frequently come up with

new products however the effect and quality mostly upsetting. This led people to have a

suspicious look at the “natural product” industry.

MYSIA naturals passion is nature! The brand's mission is to protect the nature that all love

for the next generations. MYSIA naturals aims to create and provide healthy and effective

skincare products that are designed to treat, rejuvenate, and improve the skin and

enhance the customer’s looks, as well as improve the overall lifestyles of MYSIA customers
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by helping them look beautiful and regaining their confidence.

The brand's story started with passion and continue with creating and enlarging the

product lines to be part of the peoples life’s all around the world. MYSIA naturals is not just

a brand, it is a mission for the future of the skincare industry. MYSIA naturals story is

enlarging with each customer need and experience.

MYSIA naturals started this journey as a brand but every other day it is becoming a bigger

family. The company hopes each customer will enjoy and be part of MYSIA naturals family.

MYSIA Authentic Turkish Collection of Soaps

Photo Credit by MYSIA

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

MYSIA is an ancient civilization, who lived in today’s Aegean-Mediterranean region. It is

where the best olives have been cultivated since ancient times. MYSIA civilization lived at

the same age as Trojans and Lydians. This led MYSIA to be one of the pioneer civilizations

that used money in history.

To honour the history of MYSIA, the brand adopted the Aphrodite figure on the MYSIA coin

to be MYSIA logo. Three different colors represent three crucial aspects of MYSIA. Dark
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green represents the color of olive trees and olives. Azure color represents the heavenly

looking water sources and seas that have been part of many legends since the Greek

mythology began. Last but not least, terra color represents the fertile soils which led to

cultivate the best olives since ages.

WHAT MAKES MYSIA PRODUCTS SPECIAL?WHAT MAKES MYSIA PRODUCTS SPECIAL?

Just like in ancient times, MYSIA naturals extra-virgin olive oil-based soaps are handmade

by artisans. The same in-house method has been using by MYSIA artisans for decades and

it passes from elder masters to young apprentices for generations.

MYSIA's soaps are produced completely by traditional methods. Using cold press extra-

virgin olive oil which comes from the world’s leading top-quality olive farms from Aegean

and Mediterranean coasts. Mixing with essential oils and other natural ingredients and

combining the mastered knowledge and experiences of decades brings out top-notch

quality products. Each soap is cured in special rooms without humidity to dry for at least 45

days, then they get packed and ready to ship out from MYSIA naturals production site.

The pH ratio of MYSIA's soaps is between 8-9 which is great to clean dead cells on

the skin and to keep the skin hydrated.

MYSIA naturals soaps do not contain SLS, parabens, additives, chemical colorants and

palm oil. The main ingredient is olive oil. The company uses only 100% natural root colors.

The scents in MYSIA products come from essential oils that it brings from all around the

world for the best results. The packaging is 100% recyclable, and MYSIA naturals is plastic

FREE.

OLIVE OIL SOAP IS NATURALLY RICH IN VITAMINSOLIVE OIL SOAP IS NATURALLY RICH IN VITAMINS

Olive oil is known to be natural source of essential nutrients and vitamins that are

important to help one look and feel healthy at all times. Also rich in vitamins E and A, olive

oil can help improve the skin’s appearance and boost immunity at the same time. Its beta

carotene content can also help stimulate the growth of new cells, promoting a more

glowing and youthful appearance.
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MYSIA GRAPE SEED

Photo Credit by MYSIA

A NATURAL ANTI-AGING BEAUTY REGIMENA NATURAL ANTI-AGING BEAUTY REGIMEN

Olive oil is considered an effective anti-aging solution because it contains oleic acid and

polyphenols. These important components work together in order to improve the texture

and skin tone. Because olive oil soap is so nourishing, it can help replenish the oils that

skin loses as it gets older. In return, it gives us a much smoother complexion, including

minimized wrinkles, and a healthy glowing appearance.

OLIVE OIL SOAP IS BEST FOR ALL SKIN TYPESOLIVE OIL SOAP IS BEST FOR ALL SKIN TYPES

Since olive oil is a natural and healthy component, it can be used for any skin type.

Everyone in the family from babies to adults can be able to take advantage of the natural

olive oil soap benefits. That’s because it’s not harsh on even the most sensitive skin. Olive

oil is also guaranteed to be hypoallergenic, which simply means there’s no need to worry

about nasty skin reactions.
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MYSIA NATURAL EXTRA-VIRGIN OLIVE OIL-BASED SOAPS ARE HANDMADE BYMYSIA NATURAL EXTRA-VIRGIN OLIVE OIL-BASED SOAPS ARE HANDMADE BY

ARTISANSARTISANS

PHOTO CREDIT BY MYSIAPHOTO CREDIT BY MYSIA

PROMOTES HEALTHIER AND MORE RADIANT SKINPROMOTES HEALTHIER AND MORE RADIANT SKIN

Since olive oil is rich in antioxidants, it can contribute to healthier and more radiant skin

through reversing oxidation as well as repelling unnatural and damage-causing free

radicals. These elements are responsible for health problems, breakouts and skin

diseases.

BAR SOAPSBAR SOAPS

The olive oil-based bar soaps from MYSIA naturals are obtained from 100% cold-pressed

virgin olive oil and enriched with notes of Mediterranean fragrances which comes from

essential oils.

The bar soap is compact but, at the same time, is very soluble in water. It is versatile for

frequent washing for the face, hands and body, while also suitable for cleansing the most

sensitive skin. It produces a white and thick foam, very delicate with remarkable detergent

and emollient properties.

MYSIA's soaps are the result of a completely innovative technology that combines the

millennial tradition of ALEPPO soaps with the most modern manufacturing needs.
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MYSIA Roman Collection of Soaps

Photo Credit by MYSIA

BRAND USPBRAND USP

MYSIA naturals soaps do not contain SLS, parabens, additives, chemical colorants and

palm oil. The main ingredient is olive oil. MYSIA uses only 100% natural root colors. The

scents in the products come from essential oils that MYSIA brings from all around the

world for the best results. The packaging is 100% recyclable, and the brand is plastic FREE.

The brand's mission is not only to produce eco-friendly and sustainable products but also

to educate younger generations and making them understand the importance of eco-

friendly life for a better and bright future.

MYSIA naturals supports Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which are a global

agenda, adopted by countries in 2015, with a vision of ending poverty, protecting the

planet and ensuring that all people enjoy peace and prosperity.

All the soaps are produced completely by traditional methods. Using cold press extra-virgin

olive oil which comes from the world’s leading top-quality olive farms from Aegean and

Mediterranean coasts. Mixing with essential oils and other natural ingredients and
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combining the mastered knowledge and experiences of decades brings out top-notch

quality products. Each soap is cured in special rooms without humidity to dry for at least 45

days, then they get packed and ready to ship out from the production site.

Bath Bombs MYSIA

Photo Credit by MYSIA

The company carefully selects every single ingredient (natural resources, handpicked). All

products are:

Organic;

Vegan (Only few soaps include milk, honey and propolis);

Cruelty-free (No Animal Test);

Powerful effectiveness from plant sources;

Without parabens;

Without SLS;

Without sulphates;

Without glycerine;

Without refined oils;

Without pesticides.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

MYSIA naturals uses only very special and expensive oils and ingredients in their products.

It carefully selects each individual ingredient. Typical natural cosmetic products use

essential oils, which lead to allergic reactions in the face and body. MYSIA naturals only

uses oils and ingredients with less allergic reactions. It is crucial to avoid, that customer
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reacts on natural cosmetic products. MYSIA naturals performed for all the products a

dermatological test with outstanding results even for customers with very sensitive skin or

skin problems.

MYSIA RED WINE

Photo Credit by MYSIA

MYSIA's products can be used daily, and they can be used for both face and body.

The main focus of the company is to create the best possible product for its customers

need and can be afford and used by them without harm to the environment.

The company plans to expand the lineup of natural products for personal care. The

additional products that will be launched are:

Face & Body Lotions;

Liquid wash (Hand & Body);

Perfumed was series (99% natural);

CBD infused bath and skincare products.

SOAPS COLLECTIONSSOAPS COLLECTIONS
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MYSIA naturals presents 5 unique collections of handcraft soaps that not only care for the

skin but also solve the main serious problems thanks to their composition of correctly

selected natural ingredients. There are Moroccan, Victorian, Roman, Mayan and Turkish

Collection. The recommended price for all soaps from the manufacturer MSRP is 12 USD

for 110 grams bar. There are also minis of 5 grams each. The RRP for minis is 5 USD. The

bars go in a case of 8 pieces. It is possible to familiarize yourself with the full lineup and all

types of soaps in the catalogue at the bottom of the page or on . Also, it is

possible to order GIFT Sets.

TUMERIC SOAP (Moroccan Collection)TUMERIC SOAP (Moroccan Collection)

This soap lightens the skin for a visibly brighter, even skin tone by reducing uneven

pigmentation. Turmeric gently exfoliates dead skin cells and is considered a luxurious form

of acne treatment. This soap is known for its anti-inflammatory and anti-aging properties. 

Ingredients:Ingredients: Saponified coconut oil, cold-pressed extra virgin olive oil, American

hazelnut, seed oil, dried ground leaves of turmeric, and water.

GOAT MILK SOAP (Victorian Collection) GOAT MILK SOAP (Victorian Collection) 

Goat milk soap soothes and hydrates even the most sensitive skin thanks to its pH

balance that is similar to human skin. It protects against external factors such as bacteria

and chemicals and prevents skin rashes and itchiness. This soap can be used with all skin

types.

Ingredients:Ingredients: Saponified coconut oil, cold-pressed extra virgin olive oil, goat milk, jojoba

seed oil, and water.

MYSIA's website
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MYSIA GIFT SET brings the double benefits of being a wonderful gift, as well as overcome all skin problems and

provide nutrition and skin care for a long time

Photo Credit by MYSIA

FIG SEED SOAP (Roman Collection)FIG SEED SOAP (Roman Collection)

This soap increases blood circulation when used continuously and helps reduce cellulite. It

also opens clogged pores and prevents the formation of oil and blackheads. Fig

Seed soap is rich in minerals and with the orange, oregano, and rosemary oils in its

formula, the skin will look healthy and energized. Can be used for sensitive skin. 

Ingredients: Ingredients: Saponified coconut oil, saponified sesame oil, cold-pressed extra virgin

olive oil, rosemary oil, oregano leaf oil, bitter orange flower oil, fig seed oil, and water.
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TUMERIC SOAP (Moroccan Collection) & GOAT MILK SOAP (Victorian Collection) are the best care to fulfil main

skin needs

Photo Credit by MYSIA

GRAPE SEED SOAP  (Turkish Collection)GRAPE SEED SOAP  (Turkish Collection)

Grape seeds are loaded with antioxidants which allow this soap to rid the skin

off toxins and heal imperfections quickly. Use this soap to keep the skin healthy and

reduce the signs of aging. 

Ingredients: Ingredients: Saponified coconut oil, cold-pressed extra virgin olive oil, grapevine

seed powder/oil, and water.

CARBON SOAP (Mayan Collection)CARBON SOAP (Mayan Collection)

Carbon soap is the perfect addition to the skincare routine and well-known treatment

for blackheads. It clears the pores in the skin, nourishes it with the vitamin E in its formula,

and leaves the skin feeling detoxed, hydrated and refreshed. 

Ingredients: Ingredients: Saponified sweet almond and coconut oil, cold-pressed extra virgin olive

oil, carbon, and water.
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FIG SEED, GRAPE SEED and CARBON extraordinary and effective natural skin protection

Photo Credit by MYSIA

BATH BOMBS & SALTSBATH BOMBS & SALTS

MYSIA's all-natural and handcrafted bath bombs are SLS, parabens and

chemical colourants FREE. They are exquisitely handcrafted using a mixture of salts

and essential oils and dried flower petals. Floral notes in the scent and calendula

flowers add an exotic sensation to the pampering sessions and help to relax and enjoy a

bath. Essential oils moisturize the skin and will let the skin freshen and hydrated more than

ever.

CBD INFUSED PRODUCTSCBD INFUSED PRODUCTS

WHAT IS CBD? WHAT IS CBD? 

CBD is the abbreviation for cannabidiol, one of the many cannabinoids, or chemical

compounds, found in marijuana and hemp. CBD is a chemical compound present in the

Cannabis Sativa plant. Manufacturers can combine CBD with an oil, such as hemp or

coconut oil, to create CBD oil. People can purchase CBD oil or a range of beauty products
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that incorporate CBD oil to use on their skin. Due to its potential anti-inflammatory

properties, CBD may be useful for treating many skin conditions, including acne, eczema,

and psoriasis.

CRYSTAL-INFUSED WATER BOTTLESCRYSTAL-INFUSED WATER BOTTLES

A water bottle is an amazing healing tool. It integrates healing energy crystals into the

human bodies. The crystal water bottle operates at the molecular and vibration level, by

moving the properties of crystals into the water, helps its charging for energy. It has the

power to promote and soothe the minds and feelings. Unlike ordinary water bottles, the

use of the healing crystal-infused water bottles combines the natural healing properties of

the liquid crystals. This is not only beneficial to the mind and body but to the environment

as it reduces the use of crystal-clear water bottles by Gems and Vibes. Using a precious

stone water bottle has the ability to improve mind and body functions throughout the day.

It is possible to take it to the gym, work, school, etc.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

MYSIA naturals has established itself very well in the Turkish market as a manufacturer of

the best quality natural skin care products, as well as a creator of the unique collections of

natural soaps that overcome various skin problems and also help the skin stay healthy and

improve its look preventing the aging process. The brand is ready to develop globally,

enter the international market with new lines and products and is looking for reliable

distributors in the markets with which it is ready to build long-term mutually beneficial

partnerships.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 
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Photo Credit by MYSIA

You can download images by the link 

You can download the price list by the 

You can download the catalogue by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS   QUESTIONS   

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link

link
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Ozone Gold is a German-based company that produces unique ozone-

based products such as encapsulated ozone-rich olive oil

supplements that protect against the negative factors of the

virus, bacterias with strong antioxidants action, unique ozonized face

care products as well as other body and hair care ozone-rich products.

All products are based on a unique formula with cold-pressed olive oil

and ozone that activates the immune system and allows absorbing large

amounts of oxygen into the blood. Ozone Gold products can be used in

treating fungal infections, insect bites, acne and other skin problems. It

is proved that ozone therapy has antibacterial, antiviral, antifungal,

antioxidative and immunostimulant effects. The brand has a wide range

of products and despite a relatively short period on the market has

already found its customers. The brand is sold successfully online and

SECRET DOSSIER OZONE GOLD
NATURAL OZONIZED COSMETICS &

SUPPLEMENTS
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offline already in over 7 markets and open for international

distribution. It possesses licenses to sell its products throughout the

European Union.
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

All formulation of German-based company Ozone Gold is based on unique ozonized

technology that is applied for all lines of skincare, body and hair care as well as

supplements. 

The answer to the question of why to chose Ozone Gold is simple: “The human body

needs oxygen to live; ozone-enriched olive oil provides additional oxygen through the

process of transporting and breaking down the ozone molecules in the duodenum.”

What is ozone therapy?What is ozone therapy?

Ozone (O3) is a gas that is formed by a chemical reaction between the oxygen atom (O)

and the molecular oxygen (O2). This gas is used in several different ways. Historically,

ozone water was used to cure arthritis, rheumatism and other joint diseases. On the other

hand, by ozonizing oils, Ozone Gold products can be used not only for improving skin

condition but also in treating fungal infections, insect bites, acne and other skin problems.

It is proved that ozone therapy has antibacterial, antiviral, antifungal, antioxidative and

immunostimulant effects. Many worldwide types of research confirm that ozone

strengthens the immune system and the energetic potential of the organism from two to

four times. The ozone is a natural antibiotic which in short time destroys viruses, microbes

and fungus. In addition, many studies have shown that the correction of chronic oxidative

stress due to the growth of antioxidant enzymes during ozone application increases the

differentiation of the erythroblasts. This results in a significant increase of the erythrocytes

and makes them resistant to oxidative stress.

SALESSALES

Ozone Gold is currently sold in Germany, Macedonia, Bulgaria, Serbia, Great Britain, Italy,

the Netherlands online through its ,  and , and offline and

also plans to enter new international markets. It possesses licenses to sell its products

throughout the European Union.

own store Amazon.de Douglas
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Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

PRODUCTS AND PRICESPRODUCTS AND PRICES

HOW ARE OZONE GOLD PRODUCTS MADE?HOW ARE OZONE GOLD PRODUCTS MADE?

In order to achieve a great product knowledge, uniqueness and innovation are needed.

Ozone Gold products are made through the exposure of extra virgin cold-pressed olive oil

without acidity to a high level of medical ozone, which naturally turns into a cream. In this

way, the amount of ozone in this restorative cream is significantly higher in comparison to

other kinds of ozonized creams and gels.

Creams with medical ozone speed up the blood circulation through disinfection of the skin

surface. They help cells to quickly regenerate, all that as a result of the high quantity of
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oxygen. The production process is fully natural. They don’t contain additives, chemicals or

stabilizers. Products with ozone possess powerful antioxidant properties.

Anti-ageing combination of ozonized olive oil and Aloe Vera works effectively to reduce wrinkles. It gives the skin

a firm and elastic look

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

FACE CARE OZONE GOLDFACE CARE OZONE GOLD

1. OZONE CREAM 160 mg  (EXW excl. VAT - 24,65€;1. OZONE CREAM 160 mg  (EXW excl. VAT - 24,65€; RRP excl. VAT - 42,01€)RRP excl. VAT - 42,01€)

Extra virgin Olive Oil with low acidity

Bio certified Olive Oil

Ozone generated on-site from pure O2

ISO Certified production facility

No animal testing

Ozone Gold enriches cold-pressed extra virgin olive oil with the purest ozone created on-

site and poured in Ozone cream. Ozone cream 160mg uses extra virgin cold-pressed Olive

Oil from a selected region and type of olives. Ozone generation is done from pure O2 by
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means of cold plasma, which makes it the purest ozone possible.

Ozone Gold’s proprietary ozonization process does not use heat, which means that the

olive oil keeps its purity, and the ozone bonds more efficiently assuring high-quality

ozonized olive oil. This process allows us to maintain the ozone in the olive oil for up 8

years without losing its potency.

Hundred percent extra virgin cold-pressed olive oil and the purest ozone that can be

produced are poured into creams. No preservatives, no GMOs, no stabilizers only the

purest ingredients used. Olive oil contains fatty acids and phenolic compounds that make it

a perfect ingredient for cooking, cosmetic and pharmaceutical use. Novel use of extra

virgin olive oil is to enrich it with ozone. This process creates a unique viscus oil that has

the combined benefits of extra virgin olive oil and ozone.

In the past 50 years, ozone has been studied and put under scrutiny. The studies have

shown that ozone is a strong anti-oxidant and disinfectant and has already seen use in

medicine and the medical field.

Ingredients: Ingredients: 100% ozonized cold-pressed olive oil.

How to use: How to use: Apply the cream twice a day. Apply the cream to clean skin to allow better

penetration of the skin. Additionally, apply OZONE GOLD SUN CREAM 50 SPF 30 minutes

after application of the cream to protect against a possible UV exposure.

Sunspots: Using a very small amount of cream as a thin layer would be efficient.

Irritations: Ozone cream is applied in small amounts should be applied to irritated skin.

Acne and acne scars: Small amount of ozone cream should be applied to the acne/acne

scars.

Bedsore and diabetic wounds: The ozone cream should be applied according to the

width of the wound. Apply a small amount of ozone cream.

Post-surgical cicatrix: Apply the cream as a thin layer over the scar.

Cracked heel skin: Apply the cream as a thin layer and massage the area.

Skin Infections: Applying the cream may decrease or stop the spread of the infection.

Recommend to consult a doctor before use.

Sunburns: Small amount of ozone cream should be applied to the sunburned area.
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2. MOISTURIZING CREAM 15SPF OZONE & ALOE VERA ANTI-AGING (EXW excl. VAT -2. MOISTURIZING CREAM 15SPF OZONE & ALOE VERA ANTI-AGING (EXW excl. VAT -

13,90 €; 13,90 €; RRP excl. VAT - 25,50€)RRP excl. VAT - 25,50€)

Ozone Gold's anti-aging cream is specially formulated for fast absorption and clean skin

after application. The combination of Aloe Vera and extra virgin cold-pressed olive oil

helps to penetrate the skin more easily.

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Features:Features:

Quick absorption formula.Quick absorption formula.

Deep moisturizing effect.  Deep moisturizing effect.  The combination of ozonized olive oil and Aloe Vera works

effectively to keep the moisture in skin for longer.

Sun protection 15SPF. Sun protection 15SPF. Offers optimal sun protection during the day. Sun protection is

one of the first steps to prevent skin damage and ageing of the skin.

Sanitary packaging, airless container.Sanitary packaging, airless container. Hygiene is very important and especially when it

comes to skin care, this is why we have chosen to use airless containers bottles. This

special sanitary packaging does not expose the cream to any air particles or

contaminates from the skin.

Bio certified Olive Oil. Bio certified Olive Oil. When designing and making the cream we use high-quality
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ingredients. This includes the key ingredient Ozonized Olive Oil. This ingredient is made

from a select region and type of olives, which are carefully chosen and certified.

No animal testing. No animal testing. All products are not tested on animals. Do not condone animal

cruelty.

Ozone Gold moisturizing cream 15SPF is a perfect choice. Ozone Gold moisturizing cream

keeps skin moisturized and protected from harmful UVA and UVB rays. In day-to-day lives,

the sun exposes us to lots of harmful rays so proper skincare that includes a sun protection

factor (SPF) is necessary.

The cream contains hyaluronic acid, which is the key ingredient against skin wrinkles and

ageing, and stearic acid to maintain moisture levels in the skin. Hyaluronic acid helps to

regenerate the skin cells and the combination of Aloe Vera and Ozonized olive oil form a

thin membrane over the skin to help keep the moisture in the skin. The combination of

hyaluronic acid and stearic acid helps to keep the skin youthful, firm, and radiant.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua, Ozonized Olive Oil, Paraffinum Liquidum, C12-15 Alkyl Benzoate,

Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride, Ethylhexyl Methoxycinnamate, Benzophenone-3, Butyl

Methoxydibenzoylmethane, Octocrylene, Panthenol, Petrolatum, Glyceryl Stearate,

Ceteareth-20, Ceteareth-12, Cetearyl Alcohol, Cetyl Palmitate, Sodium Hyaluronate,

Cetearyl Alcohol, Stearic Acid, Glycerin, Tocopherol, Phenoxyethanol, Ethylhexylglycerin,

Dimethicone, Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice, Maltodextrin, Parfum, Allantoin, Carbomer,

Disodium EDTA

How to use: How to use: Apply the cream twice a day on clean skin.

3. FIX CREAM - PAIN RELIEVING OZONE CREAM – 50ml (EXW excl. VAT - 9,50€;3. FIX CREAM - PAIN RELIEVING OZONE CREAM – 50ml (EXW excl. VAT - 9,50€; RRPRRP

excl. VAT - 21,00€)excl. VAT - 21,00€)

Features:Features:

Deep skin penetration. Deep skin penetration. Ozone Golds Fix cream’s special formula is designed for deep

skin penetration for a more efficient and faster warming effect on joints and muscles.

Pain-relieving effect.Pain-relieving effect. The combination of ozonized olive oil and all the essential oils

contained in OZONE GOLD Fix cream helps to effectively warm, soothes, and relieve

pain in joints and muscle.
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Bio certified Olive Oil. Bio certified Olive Oil. When designing and making the cream we use high-quality

ingredients. This includes the key ingredient Ozonized Olive Oil. This ingredient is made

from a select region and type of olives, which are carefully chosen and certified.

Natural essential oil formula.Natural essential oil formula. The special formula contains natural essential oils that

have a natural warming effect that could aid in pain relief in joints and muscles.

No animal testing.No animal testing. Ozone Gold products are not tested on animals. We do not condone

animal cruelty.

All-natural essential oils combined with ozonized olive oil warm the joints and muscles

and help to relieve joint pain and muscle fatigue. Cream suitable for offices worker to

professional athletes.

Ozone Gold Fix Cream works on contact for targeted temporary pain relief where it

is needed the most. Apply this cream to affected areas to experience the pain-relieving

benefits of the ozonized olive oil in combination with essential oils. If there is a need for

help alleviating achy joints, choose Ozone Gold Fix Cream!

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Ingredients: Ingredients: Ozonized Olive Oil, Petrolatum, Thymus Vulgaris Oil, Rosmarinus Officinalis

Leaf Oil, Brassica, Alba Seed Oil, Mentha Piperita Oil, Turpentine, Mentha Piperita Oil,

Cinnamomum Camphora, Bark Oil, Eucalyptus Globulus Leaf Oil
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How to use: How to use: Apply the cream to the area where pain feels the most intensely. Apply the

cream twice a day by massaging the painful area, or as needed. It is suitable for everyday

use.

4. ANTI-AGING CRÈME OZONE & ALOE VERA (EXW excl. VAT - 19,06 €; RRP excl. VAT -4. ANTI-AGING CRÈME OZONE & ALOE VERA (EXW excl. VAT - 19,06 €; RRP excl. VAT -

33,61€)33,61€)

Features:Features:

Quick absorption formula.Quick absorption formula. Ozone Gold's anti-aging cream is specially formulated for fast

absorption and clean skin after application. The combination of Aloe Vera and extra

virgin cold-pressed olive oil helps to penetrate the skin more easily.

Anti-wrinkle effect. Anti-wrinkle effect. The combination of ozonized olive oil and Aloe Vera works

effectively to reduce wrinkles. It gives the skin a firm and elastic look.

Sanitary packaging, airless container. Sanitary packaging, airless container. Hygiene is very important and especially when it

comes to skin care, this is why we have chosen to use airless containers bottles. This

special sanitary packaging does not expose the cream to any air particles or

contaminants from the skin.

Bio certified Olive Oil. Bio certified Olive Oil. When designing and making the cream we use high-quality

ingredients. This includes the key ingredient Ozonized Olive Oil. This ingredient is made

from a select region and type of olives, which are carefully chosen and certified.
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All Ozone Gold face care treatments enriched with medical ozone that speeds up the blood circulation through

disinfection of the skin surface

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Ozone Gold Anti-age cream is the perfect night cream for women and men. The combined

formula of Aloe Vera and ozonized olive oil may help to tighten the skin giving it a firm,

elastic and youthful look.

With continued use, Ozone Gold natural formula works during the night to support cell

regeneration and renewal by mimicking the cell repair mechanisms that occur during the

night. It provides a lasting lifting effect and leaves the skin firm and radiant.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua, Ozonized Olive Oil, Paraffinum Liquidum, Panthenol, Petrolatum,

Glyceryl Stearate, Ceteareth-20, Ceteareth-12, Cetearyl Alcohol, Cetyl Palmitate,

Heptapeptide-15 Palmitate, Copper Palmitoyl, Heptapeptide-14, Lactic Acid, Glycolic Acid,

Cetearyl Alcohol, Stearic Acid, Glycerin, Tocopherol, Phenoxyethanol, Ethylhexylglycerin,

Dimethicone, Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice, Maltodextrin, Parfum, Allantoin, Carbomer,

Disodium EDTA

How to use: How to use: It is suitable for everyday use. The cream should be applied in the evening on

clean skin.
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5. OZONE GOLD – SUN CREAM 50SPF – 50ml (EXW excl. VAT - 14,50€;5. OZONE GOLD – SUN CREAM 50SPF – 50ml (EXW excl. VAT - 14,50€; RRP excl. VAT -RRP excl. VAT -

26,88€)26,88€)

Features:Features:

Quick absorption formula.Quick absorption formula. Ozone Golds sun cream 50SPF is specially formulated for

fast absorption and clean skin after application. Unlike most sun creams, Ozone Golds

sun cream does not leave plaque after application.

Sun protection 50SPF. Sun protection 50SPF. Offers optimal sun protection during the day. Sun protection is

one of the first steps to prevent skin damage and ageing of the skin. The high SPF of the

sun cream is perfectly suitable and safe for children.

Sanitary packaging, airless container. Sanitary packaging, airless container. Hygiene is very important and especially when it

comes to skin care, this is why we have chosen to use airless containers bottles. This

special sanitary packaging does not expose the cream to any air particles or

contaminates from the skin.

Bio certified Olive Oil. Bio certified Olive Oil. When designing and making the cream we use high-quality

ingredients. This includes the key ingredient Ozonized Olive Oil. This ingredient is made

from a select region and type of olives, which are carefully chosen and certified.

No animal testing. No animal testing. Ozone Gold products are not tested on animals. We do not condone

animal cruelty.

Ozone Gold sun cream 50SPF is the optimal protection for all the family. Ozone Gold sun

protection cream keeps the skin moisturized and protected from harmful UVA and UVB

rays. During the summer and winter months, the sun exposes us to lots of harmful rays so a

proper skin care that includes a sun protection factor (SPF) is necessary.

Ozone Gold sun cream 50SPF contains stearic acid to help reduces skin ageing due to

long exposer to the sun. Stearic acid helps to keep the moisture in the skin maintaining its

elasticity and in turn reduces wrinkles from appearing on the skin.

Ingredients:Ingredients: Aqua, Urea, Glycerin, Ozonized Olive Oil, Glyceryl Stearate, Ceteareth-20,

Ceteareth-12, Cetearyl Alcohol Cetyl Palmitate, Cetearyl Alcohol, Ceteareth-25, Ethylhexyl

Methoxycinnamate, Benzophenone-3, Octocrylene, Butyl Methoxydibenzoylmethane,

Stearic Acid, Phenoxyethanol, Ethylhexylglycerin, Cyclopentasiloxane, Dimethicone,

Tocopherol, Panthenol, Parfum
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How to use: How to use: Apply the sun cream 20 minutes before exposure to the sun. For most

effective protection, reapply after getting out of the water, sweating or wiping with a towel.

BODY CARE OZONE GOLDBODY CARE OZONE GOLD

6. ANTI CELLULITE GEL (EXW excl. VAT - 15,22 €; RRP excl. VAT - 27,30€)6. ANTI CELLULITE GEL (EXW excl. VAT - 15,22 €; RRP excl. VAT - 27,30€)

Features:Features:

Deep skin penetration.Deep skin penetration. Ozone Gold Anti-cellulite gel special formula is designed for

deep skin penetration for more efficient and faster breaking up of the cellulite.

Bio certified Olive Oil.Bio certified Olive Oil. When designing and making the cream we use high-quality

ingredients. This includes the key ingredient Ozonized Olive Oil. This ingredient is made

from select region and type of olives, which are carefully chosen and certified.

Natural essential oil formula. Natural essential oil formula. Ozone Gold special formula contains natural essential oils

that have a natural skin cleansing effect that could aid in breaking up cellulite and

reducing the skin stretch marks left after cellulite.

No animal testing.No animal testing. All products are not tested on animals, do not condone animal

cruelty.

Cellulite occurs because of oxygenation caused by narrowing the blood vessels,

increasing the fat cell content, locally increasing weight, and slowing down the drainage of

lymphomas. Ozone Gold Anti-cellulite gel reacts with the oil chains via beta-oxidation and

removes them from the body. The gel increases the oxygen-carrying capacity of the red

blood cells and microcirculation and may help with creating elastin and collagen in the

lower layer of the skin. The combination of ozonized olive oil and essential oils as the most

important skin regeneration ingredients keeps the skin tightened and toned. In addition, it

works to reduce the fluids trapped inside the skin through microcirculation.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Ozonized Olive Oil, Citrus Aurantium Dulcis Peel Oil, Rosmarinus Officinalis

Leaf Oil, Mentha Piperita Oil, Melissa Officinalis Leaf Oil, Carthamus Tinctorius Seed Oil,

Prunus Amygdalus Amara Kernel Oil, Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice
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Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

How to use:How to use: It is suitable for everyday use. It is most effective if it applied by massaging the

afflicted part of the skin. It is recommended to wrap the afflicted part of the skin with foil

after application. The anti-cellulite gel cannot work properly without a balanced and varied

diet.

7. INTIMATE 7. INTIMATE CARE SPRAYCARE SPRAY (EXW excl. VAT - 13,78€; RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)(EXW excl. VAT - 13,78€; RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)
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All Ozone Gold face care treatments enriched with medical ozone that speeds up the blood circulation through

disinfection of the skin surface

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Just like any other part of the body, the female genitalia also needs and can benefit from

proper daily cleansing and hydrating. Without proper care, it can easily be thrown out of

balance. Most intimate care products these days contain harmful ingredients with high pH

levels (pH over 9) and can cause discomfort, dryness, and even irritations. Ozone Gold

intimate care spray helps to stay hydrated, fresh feeling and clean. Its natural composition

helps to give a clean and subtle fragrance. The gentle spray contains antioxidants found in

aloe leaf to help cleanse the intimate pars. Ozone Gold spray is specifically formulated four

most delicate parts. Applying it will help to feel fresh, clean, and empowered because no

part of the body is taboo.

8. MASSAGE GEL (EXW excl. VAT - 14,50€;8. MASSAGE GEL (EXW excl. VAT - 14,50€; RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)

The massage gel is ideal for deep tissue massage. In addition to ozonized olive oil, the

massage gel contains other high-quality oils made from rosemary, St. John's wort, pepper,

mint, eucalyptus, and ginger, which contribute to the revitalization of the skin and muscles.

Ozone Gold massage gel is great for prolonged and relaxing deep tissue massages. It

leaves the skin clear with a soft after-feel. 
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IngredientsIngredients: Ozonized Olive Oil, Thymus Vulgaris Oil, Rosmarinus Officinalis Leaf Oil,

Hypericum Perforatum Oil, Mentha Piperita Oil, Eugenia Caryophyllus Flower Oil, Nigella

Sativa Seed Oil, Cinnamomum Camphora, Bark Oil, Eucalyptus Globulus Leaf Oil, Prunus

Amygdalus Dulcis Oil, Zingiber Officinale Root Oil.

How to use: How to use: The gel is suitable for deep tissue massages, but it can be used for a quick

massage to reduce daily stress. The massage gel should be applied on the part of the skin

that needs to be massaged. If possible, wrap the massage area in stretch foil for two hours.

9. OZONE OIL 40mg (EXW excl. VAT - 11,88€;9. OZONE OIL 40mg (EXW excl. VAT - 11,88€; RRP excl. VAT - 24,36€)RRP excl. VAT - 24,36€)

Extra virgin Olive Oil with low acidity;Extra virgin Olive Oil with low acidity;

Bio certified Olive Oil;Bio certified Olive Oil;

Ozone generated on-site from pure O2;Ozone generated on-site from pure O2;

ISO Certified production facility;ISO Certified production facility;

No animal testing.No animal testing.

Ozone Gold enriches cold pressed extra virgin olive oil with the purest ozone created on

site and poured in our Ozone oil. Ozone oil 40mg uses extra virgin cold pressed Olive

Oil from a selected region and type of olives. Ozone generation is done from pure O2 by

means of cold plasma, which makes it the purest ozone possible.

Ozone Gold’s proprietary ozonization process does not use heat, which means that the

olive oil keeps its purity, and the ozone bonds more efficiently assuring high quality

ozonized olive oil. This process allows us to maintain the ozone in the olive oil for up 8

years without losing its potency. Hundred percent extra virgin cold-pressed olive oil and

the purest ozone that can be produced are poured into Ozone Gold creams and oils. No

preservatives, no GMOs, no stabilizers only the purest ingredients used. Olive oil contains

fatty acids and phenolic compounds that make it a perfect ingredient for cooking, cosmetic

and pharmaceutical use. Novel use of extra virgin olive oil is to enrich it with ozone. This

process creates a unique viscus oil that has the combined benefits of extra virgin olive oil

and ozone. In the past 50 years, ozone has been studied and put under scrutiny. The

studies have shown that ozone is a strong anti-oxidant and disinfectant and has already

seen use in medicine and the medical field.
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Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Ingredients: Ingredients: 100% ozonized cold-pressed olive oil.

How to use: How to use: It is convenient for everyday use, recommended twice a day. Ozone Gold

ozonized olive oil should be applied directly to the affected skin area.

10. OZONE OIL 80mg (EXW excl. VAT - 13,00€; RRP excl. VAT - 25,50€)10. OZONE OIL 80mg (EXW excl. VAT - 13,00€; RRP excl. VAT - 25,50€)

Extra virgin Olive Oil with low acidity

Bio certified Olive Oil

Ozone generated on-site from pure O2

ISO Certified production facility

No animal testing
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Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Ozone Gold enriches cold pressed extra virgin olive oil with the purest ozone created on

site and poured in our Ozone oil. Ozone oil 80mg uses extra virgin cold pressed Olive

Oil from a selected region and type of olives. Ozone generation is done from pure O2 by

means of cold plasma, which makes it the purest ozone possible.

Ozone Gold’s proprietary ozonization process does not use heat, which means that the

olive oil keeps its purity, and the ozone bonds more efficiently assuring high-quality

ozonized olive oil. This process allows us to maintain the ozone in the olive oil for up 8

years without losing its potency. Hundred percent extra virgin cold-pressed olive oil and

the purest ozone that can be produced are poured into Ozone Gold creams and oils. No

preservatives, no GMOs, no stabilizers only the purest ingredients used. Olive oil contains

fatty acids and phenolic compounds that make it a perfect ingredient for cooking, cosmetic

and pharmaceutical use. Novel use of extra virgin olive oil is to enrich it with ozone. This

process creates a unique viscus oil that has the combined benefits of extra virgin olive oil

and ozone. In the past 50 years, ozone has been studied and put under scrutiny. The

studies have shown that ozone is a strong anti-oxidant and disinfectant and has already

seen use in medicine and the medical field.

Ingredients: Ingredients: 100% ozonized cold-pressed olive oil.
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How to useHow to use: It is convenient for everyday use, recommended twice a day. Ozone Gold

ozonized olive oil should be applied directly to the affected skin area.

11. OZONE FACTOR CAPSULES (EXW excl. VAT - 18,56€; RRP excl. VAT - 32,70€)11. OZONE FACTOR CAPSULES (EXW excl. VAT - 18,56€; RRP excl. VAT - 32,70€)

Extra virgin Olive Oil with low acidity;Extra virgin Olive Oil with low acidity;

Bio certified Olive Oil;Bio certified Olive Oil;

Ozone generated on-site from pure O2;Ozone generated on-site from pure O2;

ISO Certified production facility;ISO Certified production facility;

No animal testing.No animal testing.

Ozone Gold enriches cold-pressed extra virgin olive oil with the purest ozone created on-

site and filled in the brand's golden capsules OZONE FACTOR. Ozone Factor uses extra

virgin cold-pressed Olive Oil from a select region and type of olive. The ozone we use is

generated from pure O2 by means of cold plasma, which makes it the purest ozone

possible. Ozone Gold’s proprietary ozonization process does not use heat, which means

that the olive oil retains its purity, and the ozone bonds more efficiently assuring high-

quality ozonized olive oil. This process allows us to maintain the ozone in the olive oil for

up 8 years without losing its potency. Hundred percent extra virgin cold-pressed olive oil

and the purest ozone that can be produced are poured into the capsules. No

preservatives, no GMOs, no stabilizers only the purest ingredients used. Olive oil contains

fatty acids and phenolic compounds that make it a perfect ingredient for cooking,

cosmetic, and pharmaceutical use. The new and innovative use of extra virgin olive oil is to

enrich it with ozone. This process creates a unique viscus oil that has the combined

benefits of extra virgin olive oil and ozone. One might ask why we chose ozone; the

answer to this question is simple. “The human body needs oxygen to live; ozone-enriched

olive oil provides additional oxygen through the process of transporting and breaking

down the ozone molecules in the duodenum.” In the past 50 years, ozone has been

studied and put under scrutiny. The studies have shown that ozone is a strong anti-oxidant

and disinfectant and has already seen use in medicine and the medical field.
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Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Ingredients: Ingredients: 100% Ozonized cold-pressed olive oil.

Warnings: Warnings: Not recommended for children under 10 years of age. Not suitable for use in

patients with Hyperthyroidism. (Thyroid Glands Overactivity). Not suitable for use by Favism

patients (Lack of GL-6-F Dehydrogenase Enzyme) Which is accompanied by an enzyme

deficiency in the red blood corpuscle. Not appropriate for patients with later stages of

anemia and blood-related disorders. (Haemophilia, coagulopathies). It is not suitable for

chronic and recurrent pancreatitis patients. It is not suitable for patients with active

bleeding or who had bleeding over a period of 15 days (such as stomach bleeding,

cerebral hemorrhage). It is not suitable for people who have an ozone allergy (It is a very

rare condition, and it is more affected with odor sensitivity). Keep out of reach of children.

Keep away from direct sunlight. Keep in a cold and dry place.

How to use: How to use: Take one capsule with plenty of water in the evening or in the morning.

HAIR CARE OZONE GOLDHAIR CARE OZONE GOLD

12. OZONE SHAMPOO (EXW excl. VAT - 11,42€; RRP excl. VAT - 23,52€)12. OZONE SHAMPOO (EXW excl. VAT - 11,42€; RRP excl. VAT - 23,52€)
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Features of all hair care line:Features of all hair care line:

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Bio certified Olive Oil.Bio certified Olive Oil. When designing and making the cream we use high-quality

ingredients. This includes the key ingredient Ozonized Olive Oil. This ingredient is made

from a select region and type of olives, which are carefully chosen and certified.

No SLS – SLES –SALT – PARABEN.No SLS – SLES –SALT – PARABEN. Ozone Gold Shampoo with ozonized olive oil does

not contain SLS, SLES, SALT, PARABENS.

Ozonized olive oil and Argan formulaOzonized olive oil and Argan formula.A new professional formula of Ozonized olive oil

and Argan that nourishes the hair and scalp.

No animal testing. No animal testing. All products are not tested on animals. We do not condone animal

cruelty.

The right shampoo for the hair is key for healthy hair. Ozone Gold shampoo combines

ozonized olive oil and argan to help hair and scalp health. Ozone gold contains

antibacterial and antifungal ingredients that help to clean the scalp and hair and improve

their health. Transform the hair with Ozone Gold's newest formula of ozonized olive oil,

argan and keratin. Featuring a strong blend of nutrients, Ozone Gold Shampoo helps keep

moisture on the hair. Say goodbye to dry locks and split ends. Do not just wash the hair -
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nourish it with a special ozone formula.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua, Cocamidopropyl Betaine, Aqua, Sodium Lauroyl Methyl Isethionate,

Cocamide Dea, Sodium Chloride, Glycerin, Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil, Hydrolyzed Keratin,

Peg-7 Glyceryl Cocoate, Nigella Sativa Seed Oil, Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Extract, Melaleuca

Alternifolia Leaf Oil, Ozonized Olive Oil, Peg-12 Dimethicone, Citric Acid, Benzyl, Alcohol,

Methylchloroisothiazolinone, Methylisothiazolinone

How to use: How to use: It is convenient for everyday use.

13. ANTI HAIR LOSS SERUM (EXW excl. VAT - 14,50€; RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)13. ANTI HAIR LOSS SERUM (EXW excl. VAT - 14,50€; RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)

The Anti-Hair Loss Serum improves the hair and scalp condition, leaving hair strengthened

and nourished, in turn reducing further loss of hair. Ozone Gold is a natural complex

designated to reduce hair loss and stimulate hair growth. This active complex of

ingredients has a dual-action upon hair: prevents the degradation in the hair follicle and

provides the necessary energy for healthy hair growth.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua, Dissodium Edta, Panthenol, Polysorbate-20, Pisum Sativum Sprout

Extract, Aqua, Sodium Benzoate, Phenoxyethanol, Phenoxyethanol And Ethylhexylglycerin,

Codium Carboxymethyl Beta Glucan, Aloe, Barbadensis Leaf Juice, Betula Alba Leaf

Extract, Chamomilla Recutita Flower Extract, Panicum Miliaceum Seed Extract, Equisetum

Arvense Extract, Salvia Officinalis, Leaf Extract, Urtica Dioica Leaf Extract, Camelia Sinensis

Leaf Extract, Arctium Lappa Root Extract, Lawsonia Inermis Extract, Humulus Lupulus

Extract, Calcium, Pantothenate, Niacin, Biotin, Serenoa Serrulata Fruit Extract, Aqua,

Propylene Glycol, Parfume, Citric Acid

How to use: How to use: Shake the product before use. Apply 5 drops to dry hair twice a day, in the

morning and evening. Apply the serum to the length of the hair, especially on the affected

area. A bottle of 50 ml contains 30 applications, a 15-day regimen. Do not wash the hair for

at least 3 to 4 hours after application.

14. OZONE HAIR CARE GEL (EXW excl. VAT - 14,50€14. OZONE HAIR CARE GEL (EXW excl. VAT - 14,50€; RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)

Ozone gold hair care gel has a special formula designed for scalp nourishment which
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helps the hair stay healthy. The essential oils naturally help the scalp fight fungi and

bacteria by nourishing and the ozonized olive oil stimulates microcirculation. The

microcirculation improvements helped by the ozonized olive oil, stimulate hair follicle

growth and in turn slowing the anagen stage of the hair. The formula of Ozone Gold hair

care gel has a natural soothing effect on the scalp that can help reduce scalp problems

and irritations.

Ozone Gold hair care line with Ozonized olive oil and natural essential oil formula rejuvenates and regenerates

the hair and scalp

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Ingredients:Ingredients: Ozonized Olive Oil, Allium Sativum Oil, Turpentine, Ricinus Communis Seed

Oil, Prunus Amygdalus Dulcis Oil, Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice

How to use:How to use: Applied twice a week by massaging the affected areas. Do not wash the hair

for 10-15 minutes after application. Thereafter, it is recommended to wash the hair with the

Ozone Gold Shampoo.

15. HAIR CARE SERUM ARGAN, KERATIN & PIE GRASS (EXW excl. VAT - 11,75€;15. HAIR CARE SERUM ARGAN, KERATIN & PIE GRASS (EXW excl. VAT - 11,75€; RRP excl.RRP excl.

VAT - 23,52€)VAT - 23,52€)
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Ozone Gold Hair Care Serum hydrates and nourishes to transform dry, lifeless hair into soft

and lustrous. Infused with ozonized olive oil argan and keratin, the treatment leaves hair

that is healthy, soft, lightweight, and shiny. For best results, use the serum in combination

with Ozone Gold Shampoo. Ideal for daily use, its aroma lingers to leave hair fragrant and

soft to the touch.

Ingredients:Ingredients: Cyclopentasiloxane, Dimethiconol, Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil, Hydrolyzed

Keratin, Parfum, Ozonized Olive Oil

How to use: How to use: Apply by massaging the length of the hair. Recommended use of the serum 3-

4 times a week, but can be applied as needed.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download product images by the  

You can download the price list by the 

You can download the presentation in English by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS QUESTIONS 

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: OZONE GOLD GERMANY GMBH

Contact person:Contact person: Angela Dimitrova

E-mail:E-mail: angela.dimitrova@ozone-gold.de

Website:Website: ozone-gold.de

Phone:Phone: +49 4046643332 | +49 1522232875…

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Ozone Gold Official Webpage

Ozone Gold Instagram Germany

OZONE GOLD BROCHURE EN

Ozone Gold - Ozone Factor

EN

OZONE GOLD Product Descrption EN

OZONE GOLD Produkte

DE

Ozone Gold - Ozone Factor

DE

Marketing images Part 1

Marketing Images Part

2

Ozone Gold Price List

click here
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Ozone Gold is a German-based company that produces unique ozone-

based products such as encapsulated ozone-rich olive oil

supplements that protect against the negative factors of the

virus, bacterias with strong antioxidants action, unique ozonized face

care products as well as other body and hair care ozone-rich products.

All products are based on a unique formula with cold-pressed olive oil

and ozone that activates the immune system and allows absorbing large

amounts of oxygen into the blood. Ozone Gold products can be used in

treating fungal infections, insect bites, acne and other skin problems. It

is proved that ozone therapy has antibacterial, antiviral, antifungal,

antioxidative and immunostimulant effects. The brand has a wide range

of products and despite a relatively short period on the market has

already found its customers. The brand is sold successfully online and

offline already in over 7 markets and open for international

distribution. It possesses licenses to sell its products throughout the

OZONE GOLD NATURAL OZONIZED
COSMETICS & SUPPLEMENTS
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European Union.
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

All formulation of German-based company Ozone Gold is based on unique ozonized

technology that is applied for all lines of skincare, body and hair care as well as

supplements. 

The answer to the question of why to chose Ozone Gold is simple: “The human body

needs oxygen to live; ozone-enriched olive oil provides additional oxygen through the

process of transporting and breaking down the ozone molecules in the duodenum.”

What is ozone therapy?What is ozone therapy?

Ozone (O3) is a gas that is formed by a chemical reaction between the oxygen atom (O)

and the molecular oxygen (O2). This gas is used in several different ways. Historically,

ozone water was used to cure arthritis, rheumatism and other joint diseases. On the other

hand, by ozonizing oils, Ozone Gold products can be used not only for improving skin

condition but also in treating fungal infections, insect bites, acne and other skin problems.

It is proved that ozone therapy has antibacterial, antiviral, antifungal, antioxidative and

immunostimulant effects. Many worldwide types of research confirm that ozone

strengthens the immune system and the energetic potential of the organism from two to

four times. The ozone is a natural antibiotic which in short time destroys viruses, microbes

and fungus. In addition, many studies have shown that the correction of chronic oxidative

stress due to the growth of antioxidant enzymes during ozone application increases the

differentiation of the erythroblasts. This results in a significant increase of the erythrocytes

and makes them resistant to oxidative stress.

SALESSALES

Ozone Gold is currently sold in Germany, Macedonia, Bulgaria, Serbia, Great Britain, Italy,

the Netherlands online through its ,  and , and offline and

also plans to enter new international markets. It possesses licenses to sell its products

throughout the European Union.

own store Amazon.de Douglas
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Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

PRODUCTS AND PRICESPRODUCTS AND PRICES

HOW ARE OZONE GOLD PRODUCTS MADE?HOW ARE OZONE GOLD PRODUCTS MADE?

In order to achieve a great product knowledge, uniqueness and innovation are needed.

Ozone Gold products are made through the exposure of extra virgin cold-pressed olive oil

without acidity to a high level of medical ozone, which naturally turns into a cream. In this

way, the amount of ozone in this restorative cream is significantly higher in comparison to

other kinds of ozonized creams and gels.

Creams with medical ozone speed up the blood circulation through disinfection of the skin

surface. They help cells to quickly regenerate, all that as a result of the high quantity of
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oxygen. The production process is fully natural. They don’t contain additives, chemicals or

stabilizers. Products with ozone possess powerful antioxidant properties.

Anti-ageing combination of ozonized olive oil and Aloe Vera works effectively to reduce wrinkles. It gives the skin

a firm and elastic look

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

FACE CARE OZONE GOLDFACE CARE OZONE GOLD

1. OZONE CREAM 160 mg  (RRP excl. VAT - 42,01€)1. OZONE CREAM 160 mg  (RRP excl. VAT - 42,01€)

Extra virgin Olive Oil with low acidity

Bio certified Olive Oil

Ozone generated on-site from pure O2

ISO Certified production facility

No animal testing

Ozone Gold enriches cold-pressed extra virgin olive oil with the purest ozone created on-

site and poured in Ozone cream. Ozone cream 160mg uses extra virgin cold-pressed Olive

Oil from a selected region and type of olives. Ozone generation is done from pure O2 by
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means of cold plasma, which makes it the purest ozone possible.

Ozone Gold’s proprietary ozonization process does not use heat, which means that the

olive oil keeps its purity, and the ozone bonds more efficiently assuring high-quality

ozonized olive oil. This process allows us to maintain the ozone in the olive oil for up 8

years without losing its potency.

Hundred percent extra virgin cold-pressed olive oil and the purest ozone that can be

produced are poured into creams. No preservatives, no GMOs, no stabilizers only the

purest ingredients used. Olive oil contains fatty acids and phenolic compounds that make it

a perfect ingredient for cooking, cosmetic and pharmaceutical use. Novel use of extra

virgin olive oil is to enrich it with ozone. This process creates a unique viscus oil that has

the combined benefits of extra virgin olive oil and ozone.

In the past 50 years, ozone has been studied and put under scrutiny. The studies have

shown that ozone is a strong anti-oxidant and disinfectant and has already seen use in

medicine and the medical field.

Ingredients: Ingredients: 100% ozonized cold-pressed olive oil.

How to use: How to use: Apply the cream twice a day. Apply the cream to clean skin to allow better

penetration of the skin. Additionally, apply OZONE GOLD SUN CREAM 50 SPF 30 minutes

after application of the cream to protect against a possible UV exposure.

Sunspots: Using a very small amount of cream as a thin layer would be efficient.

Irritations: Ozone cream is applied in small amounts should be applied to irritated skin.

Acne and acne scars: Small amount of ozone cream should be applied to the acne/acne

scars.

Bedsore and diabetic wounds: The ozone cream should be applied according to the

width of the wound. Apply a small amount of ozone cream.

Post-surgical cicatrix: Apply the cream as a thin layer over the scar.

Cracked heel skin: Apply the cream as a thin layer and massage the area.

Skin Infections: Applying the cream may decrease or stop the spread of the infection.

Recommend to consult a doctor before use.

Sunburns: Small amount of ozone cream should be applied to the sunburned area.
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2. MOISTURIZING CREAM 15SPF OZONE & ALOE VERA ANTI-AGING (RRP excl. VAT2. MOISTURIZING CREAM 15SPF OZONE & ALOE VERA ANTI-AGING (RRP excl. VAT

- 25,50€)- 25,50€)

Ozone Gold's anti-aging cream is specially formulated for fast absorption and clean skin

after application. The combination of Aloe Vera and extra virgin cold-pressed olive oil

helps to penetrate the skin more easily.

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Features:Features:

Quick absorption formula.Quick absorption formula.

Deep moisturizing effect.  Deep moisturizing effect.  The combination of ozonized olive oil and Aloe Vera works

effectively to keep the moisture in skin for longer.

Sun protection 15SPF. Sun protection 15SPF. Offers optimal sun protection during the day. Sun protection is

one of the first steps to prevent skin damage and ageing of the skin.

Sanitary packaging, airless container.Sanitary packaging, airless container. Hygiene is very important and especially when it

comes to skin care, this is why we have chosen to use airless containers bottles. This

special sanitary packaging does not expose the cream to any air particles or

contaminates from the skin.

Bio certified Olive Oil. Bio certified Olive Oil. When designing and making the cream we use high-quality
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ingredients. This includes the key ingredient Ozonized Olive Oil. This ingredient is made

from a select region and type of olives, which are carefully chosen and certified.

No animal testing. No animal testing. All products are not tested on animals. Do not condone animal

cruelty.

Ozone Gold moisturizing cream 15SPF is a perfect choice. Ozone Gold moisturizing cream

keeps skin moisturized and protected from harmful UVA and UVB rays. In day-to-day lives,

the sun exposes us to lots of harmful rays so proper skincare that includes a sun protection

factor (SPF) is necessary.

The cream contains hyaluronic acid, which is the key ingredient against skin wrinkles and

ageing, and stearic acid to maintain moisture levels in the skin. Hyaluronic acid helps to

regenerate the skin cells and the combination of Aloe Vera and Ozonized olive oil form a

thin membrane over the skin to help keep the moisture in the skin. The combination of

hyaluronic acid and stearic acid helps to keep the skin youthful, firm, and radiant.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua, Ozonized Olive Oil, Paraffinum Liquidum, C12-15 Alkyl Benzoate,

Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride, Ethylhexyl Methoxycinnamate, Benzophenone-3, Butyl

Methoxydibenzoylmethane, Octocrylene, Panthenol, Petrolatum, Glyceryl Stearate,

Ceteareth-20, Ceteareth-12, Cetearyl Alcohol, Cetyl Palmitate, Sodium Hyaluronate,

Cetearyl Alcohol, Stearic Acid, Glycerin, Tocopherol, Phenoxyethanol, Ethylhexylglycerin,

Dimethicone, Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice, Maltodextrin, Parfum, Allantoin, Carbomer,

Disodium EDTA

How to use: How to use: Apply the cream twice a day on clean skin.

3. FIX CREAM - PAIN RELIEVING OZONE CREAM – 50ml (RRP excl. VAT - 21,0€)3. FIX CREAM - PAIN RELIEVING OZONE CREAM – 50ml (RRP excl. VAT - 21,0€)

Features:Features:

Deep skin penetration. Deep skin penetration. Ozone Golds Fix cream’s special formula is designed for deep

skin penetration for a more efficient and faster warming effect on joints and muscles.

Pain-relieving effect.Pain-relieving effect. The combination of ozonized olive oil and all the essential oils

contained in OZONE GOLD Fix cream helps to effectively warm, soothes, and relieve

pain in joints and muscle.

Bio certified Olive Oil. Bio certified Olive Oil. When designing and making the cream we use high-quality
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ingredients. This includes the key ingredient Ozonized Olive Oil. This ingredient is made

from a select region and type of olives, which are carefully chosen and certified.

Natural essential oil formula.Natural essential oil formula. The special formula contains natural essential oils that

have a natural warming effect that could aid in pain relief in joints and muscles.

No animal testing.No animal testing. Ozone Gold products are not tested on animals. We do not condone

animal cruelty.

All-natural essential oils combined with ozonized olive oil warm the joints and muscles

and help to relieve joint pain and muscle fatigue. Cream suitable for offices worker to

professional athletes.

Ozone Gold Fix Cream works on contact for targeted temporary pain relief where it

is needed the most. Apply this cream to affected areas to experience the pain-relieving

benefits of the ozonized olive oil in combination with essential oils. If there is a need for

help alleviating achy joints, choose Ozone Gold Fix Cream!

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Ingredients: Ingredients: Ozonized Olive Oil, Petrolatum, Thymus Vulgaris Oil, Rosmarinus Officinalis

Leaf Oil, Brassica, Alba Seed Oil, Mentha Piperita Oil, Turpentine, Mentha Piperita Oil,

Cinnamomum Camphora, Bark Oil, Eucalyptus Globulus Leaf Oil
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How to use: How to use: Apply the cream to the area where pain feels the most intensely. Apply the

cream twice a day by massaging the painful area, or as needed. It is suitable for everyday

use.

4. ANTI-AGING CRÈME OZONE & ALOE VERA (RRP excl. VAT - 33,61€)4. ANTI-AGING CRÈME OZONE & ALOE VERA (RRP excl. VAT - 33,61€)

Features:Features:

Quick absorption formula.Quick absorption formula. Ozone Gold's anti-aging cream is specially formulated for fast

absorption and clean skin after application. The combination of Aloe Vera and extra

virgin cold-pressed olive oil helps to penetrate the skin more easily.

Anti-wrinkle effect. Anti-wrinkle effect. The combination of ozonized olive oil and Aloe Vera works

effectively to reduce wrinkles. It gives the skin a firm and elastic look.

Sanitary packaging, airless container. Sanitary packaging, airless container. Hygiene is very important and especially when it

comes to skin care, this is why we have chosen to use airless containers bottles. This

special sanitary packaging does not expose the cream to any air particles or

contaminants from the skin.

Bio certified Olive Oil. Bio certified Olive Oil. When designing and making the cream we use high-quality

ingredients. This includes the key ingredient Ozonized Olive Oil. This ingredient is made

from a select region and type of olives, which are carefully chosen and certified.
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All Ozone Gold face care treatments enriched with medical ozone that speeds up the blood circulation through

disinfection of the skin surface

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Ozone Gold Anti-age cream is the perfect night cream for women and men. The combined

formula of Aloe Vera and ozonized olive oil may help to tighten the skin giving it a firm,

elastic and youthful look.

With continued use, Ozone Gold natural formula works during the night to support cell

regeneration and renewal by mimicking the cell repair mechanisms that occur during the

night. It provides a lasting lifting effect and leaves the skin firm and radiant.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua, Ozonized Olive Oil, Paraffinum Liquidum, Panthenol, Petrolatum,

Glyceryl Stearate, Ceteareth-20, Ceteareth-12, Cetearyl Alcohol, Cetyl Palmitate,

Heptapeptide-15 Palmitate, Copper Palmitoyl, Heptapeptide-14, Lactic Acid, Glycolic Acid,

Cetearyl Alcohol, Stearic Acid, Glycerin, Tocopherol, Phenoxyethanol, Ethylhexylglycerin,

Dimethicone, Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice, Maltodextrin, Parfum, Allantoin, Carbomer,

Disodium EDTA

How to use: How to use: It is suitable for everyday use. The cream should be applied in the evening on

clean skin.
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5. OZONE GOLD – SUN CREAM 50SPF – 50ml (RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)5. OZONE GOLD – SUN CREAM 50SPF – 50ml (RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)

Features:Features:

Quick absorption formula.Quick absorption formula. Ozone Golds sun cream 50SPF is specially formulated for

fast absorption and clean skin after application. Unlike most sun creams, Ozone Golds

sun cream does not leave plaque after application.

Sun protection 50SPF. Sun protection 50SPF. Offers optimal sun protection during the day. Sun protection is

one of the first steps to prevent skin damage and ageing of the skin. The high SPF of the

sun cream is perfectly suitable and safe for children.

Sanitary packaging, airless container. Sanitary packaging, airless container. Hygiene is very important and especially when it

comes to skin care, this is why we have chosen to use airless containers bottles. This

special sanitary packaging does not expose the cream to any air particles or

contaminates from the skin.

Bio certified Olive Oil. Bio certified Olive Oil. When designing and making the cream we use high-quality

ingredients. This includes the key ingredient Ozonized Olive Oil. This ingredient is made

from a select region and type of olives, which are carefully chosen and certified.

No animal testing. No animal testing. Ozone Gold products are not tested on animals. We do not condone

animal cruelty.

Ozone Gold sun cream 50SPF is the optimal protection for all the family. Ozone Gold sun

protection cream keeps the skin moisturized and protected from harmful UVA and UVB

rays. During the summer and winter months, the sun exposes us to lots of harmful rays so a

proper skin care that includes a sun protection factor (SPF) is necessary.

Ozone Gold sun cream 50SPF contains stearic acid to help reduces skin ageing due to

long exposer to the sun. Stearic acid helps to keep the moisture in the skin maintaining its

elasticity and in turn reduces wrinkles from appearing on the skin.

Ingredients:Ingredients: Aqua, Urea, Glycerin, Ozonized Olive Oil, Glyceryl Stearate, Ceteareth-20,

Ceteareth-12, Cetearyl Alcohol Cetyl Palmitate, Cetearyl Alcohol, Ceteareth-25, Ethylhexyl

Methoxycinnamate, Benzophenone-3, Octocrylene, Butyl Methoxydibenzoylmethane,

Stearic Acid, Phenoxyethanol, Ethylhexylglycerin, Cyclopentasiloxane, Dimethicone,

Tocopherol, Panthenol, Parfum

How to use: How to use: Apply the sun cream 20 minutes before exposure to the sun. For most
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effective protection, reapply after getting out of the water, sweating or wiping with a towel.

BODY CARE OZONE GOLDBODY CARE OZONE GOLD

6. ANTI CELLULITE GEL (RRP excl. VAT - 27,30€)6. ANTI CELLULITE GEL (RRP excl. VAT - 27,30€)

Features:Features:

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Deep skin penetration.Deep skin penetration. Ozone Gold Anti-cellulite gel special formula is designed for

deep skin penetration for more efficient and faster breaking up of the cellulite.

Bio certified Olive Oil.Bio certified Olive Oil. When designing and making the cream we use high-quality

ingredients. This includes the key ingredient Ozonized Olive Oil. This ingredient is made

from select region and type of olives, which are carefully chosen and certified.

Natural essential oil formula. Natural essential oil formula. Ozone Gold special formula contains natural essential oils

that have a natural skin cleansing effect that could aid in breaking up cellulite and

reducing the skin stretch marks left after cellulite.

No animal testing.No animal testing. All products are not tested on animals, do not condone animal

cruelty.

Cellulite occurs because of oxygenation caused by narrowing the blood vessels,
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increasing the fat cell content, locally increasing weight, and slowing down the drainage of

lymphomas. Ozone Gold Anti-cellulite gel reacts with the oil chains via beta-oxidation and

removes them from the body. The gel increases the oxygen-carrying capacity of the red

blood cells and microcirculation and may help with creating elastin and collagen in the

lower layer of the skin. The combination of ozonized olive oil and essential oils as the most

important skin regeneration ingredients keeps the skin tightened and toned. In addition, it

works to reduce the fluids trapped inside the skin through microcirculation.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Ozonized Olive Oil, Citrus Aurantium Dulcis Peel Oil, Rosmarinus Officinalis

Leaf Oil, Mentha Piperita Oil, Melissa Officinalis Leaf Oil, Carthamus Tinctorius Seed Oil,

Prunus Amygdalus Amara Kernel Oil, Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice

How to use:How to use: It is suitable for everyday use. It is most effective if it applied by massaging the

afflicted part of the skin. It is recommended to wrap the afflicted part of the skin with foil

after application. The anti-cellulite gel cannot work properly without a balanced and varied

diet.

7. INTIMATE 7. INTIMATE CARE SPRAYCARE SPRAY (RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)(RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)

Just like any other part of the body, the female genitalia also needs and can benefit from

proper daily cleansing and hydrating. Without proper care, it can easily be thrown out of

balance. Most intimate care products these days contain harmful ingredients with high pH

levels (pH over 9) and can cause discomfort, dryness, and even irritations. Ozone Gold

intimate care spray helps to stay hydrated, fresh feeling and clean. Its natural composition

helps to give a clean and subtle fragrance. The gentle spray contains antioxidants found in

aloe leaf to help cleanse the intimate pars. Ozone Gold spray is specifically formulated four

most delicate parts. Applying it will help to feel fresh, clean, and empowered because no

part of the body is taboo.

8. MASSAGE GEL (RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)8. MASSAGE GEL (RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)
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All Ozone Gold face care treatments enriched with medical ozone that speeds up the blood circulation through

disinfection of the skin surface

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

The massage gel is ideal for deep tissue massage. In addition to ozonized olive oil, the

massage gel contains other high-quality oils made from rosemary, St. John's wort, pepper,

mint, eucalyptus, and ginger, which contribute to the revitalization of the skin and muscles.

Ozone Gold massage gel is great for prolonged and relaxing deep tissue massages. It

leaves the skin clear with a soft after-feel. 

IngredientsIngredients: Ozonized Olive Oil, Thymus Vulgaris Oil, Rosmarinus Officinalis Leaf Oil,

Hypericum Perforatum Oil, Mentha Piperita Oil, Eugenia Caryophyllus Flower Oil, Nigella

Sativa Seed Oil, Cinnamomum Camphora, Bark Oil, Eucalyptus Globulus Leaf Oil, Prunus

Amygdalus Dulcis Oil, Zingiber Officinale Root Oil.

How to use: How to use: The gel is suitable for deep tissue massages, but it can be used for a quick

massage to reduce daily stress. The massage gel should be applied on the part of the skin

that needs to be massaged. If possible, wrap the massage area in stretch foil for two hours.

9. OZONE OIL 40mg (RRP excl. VAT - 24,36€)9. OZONE OIL 40mg (RRP excl. VAT - 24,36€)
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Extra virgin Olive Oil with low acidityExtra virgin Olive Oil with low acidity

Bio certified Olive OilBio certified Olive Oil

Ozone generated on-site from pure O2Ozone generated on-site from pure O2

ISO Certified production facilityISO Certified production facility

No animal testingNo animal testing

Ozone Gold enriches cold pressed extra virgin olive oil with the purest ozone created on

site and poured in our Ozone oil. Ozone oil 40mg uses extra virgin cold pressed Olive

Oil from a selected region and type of olives. Ozone generation is done from pure O2 by

means of cold plasma, which makes it the purest ozone possible.

Ozone Gold’s proprietary ozonization process does not use heat, which means that the

olive oil keeps its purity, and the ozone bonds more efficiently assuring high quality

ozonized olive oil. This process allows us to maintain the ozone in the olive oil for up 8

years without losing its potency. Hundred percent extra virgin cold-pressed olive oil and

the purest ozone that can be produced are poured into Ozone Gold creams and oils. No

preservatives, no GMOs, no stabilizers only the purest ingredients used. Olive oil contains

fatty acids and phenolic compounds that make it a perfect ingredient for cooking, cosmetic

and pharmaceutical use. Novel use of extra virgin olive oil is to enrich it with ozone. This

process creates a unique viscus oil that has the combined benefits of extra virgin olive oil

and ozone. In the past 50 years, ozone has been studied and put under scrutiny. The

studies have shown that ozone is a strong anti-oxidant and disinfectant and has already

seen use in medicine and the medical field.

Ingredients: Ingredients: 100% ozonized cold-pressed olive oil.
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Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

How to use: How to use: It is convenient for everyday use, recommended twice a day. Ozone Gold

ozonized olive oil should be applied directly to the affected skin area.

10. OZONE OIL 80mg (RRP excl. VAT - 25,50€)10. OZONE OIL 80mg (RRP excl. VAT - 25,50€)

Extra virgin Olive Oil with low acidity

Bio certified Olive Oil

Ozone generated on-site from pure O2

ISO Certified production facility

No animal testing
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Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Ozone Gold enriches cold pressed extra virgin olive oil with the purest ozone created on

site and poured in our Ozone oil. Ozone oil 80mg uses extra virgin cold pressed Olive

Oil from a selected region and type of olives. Ozone generation is done from pure O2 by

means of cold plasma, which makes it the purest ozone possible.

Ozone Gold’s proprietary ozonization process does not use heat, which means that the

olive oil keeps its purity, and the ozone bonds more efficiently assuring high-quality

ozonized olive oil. This process allows us to maintain the ozone in the olive oil for up 8

years without losing its potency. Hundred percent extra virgin cold-pressed olive oil and

the purest ozone that can be produced are poured into Ozone Gold creams and oils. No

preservatives, no GMOs, no stabilizers only the purest ingredients used. Olive oil contains

fatty acids and phenolic compounds that make it a perfect ingredient for cooking, cosmetic

and pharmaceutical use. Novel use of extra virgin olive oil is to enrich it with ozone. This

process creates a unique viscus oil that has the combined benefits of extra virgin olive oil

and ozone. In the past 50 years, ozone has been studied and put under scrutiny. The

studies have shown that ozone is a strong anti-oxidant and disinfectant and has already

seen use in medicine and the medical field.

Ingredients: Ingredients: 100% ozonized cold-pressed olive oil.
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How to useHow to use: It is convenient for everyday use, recommended twice a day. Ozone Gold

ozonized olive oil should be applied directly to the affected skin area.

11. OZONE FACTOR CAPSULES (RRP excl. VAT - 32,70€)11. OZONE FACTOR CAPSULES (RRP excl. VAT - 32,70€)

Extra virgin Olive Oil with low acidityExtra virgin Olive Oil with low acidity

Bio certified Olive OilBio certified Olive Oil

Ozone generated on-site from pure O2Ozone generated on-site from pure O2

ISO Certified production facilityISO Certified production facility

No animal testingNo animal testing

Ozone Gold enriches cold-pressed extra virgin olive oil with the purest ozone created on-

site and filled in the brand's golden capsules OZONE FACTOR. Ozone Factor uses extra

virgin cold-pressed Olive Oil from a select region and type of olive. The ozone we use is

generated from pure O2 by means of cold plasma, which makes it the purest ozone

possible. Ozone Gold’s proprietary ozonization process does not use heat, which means

that the olive oil retains its purity, and the ozone bonds more efficiently assuring high-

quality ozonized olive oil. This process allows us to maintain the ozone in the olive oil for

up 8 years without losing its potency. Hundred percent extra virgin cold-pressed olive oil

and the purest ozone that can be produced are poured into the capsules. No

preservatives, no GMOs, no stabilizers only the purest ingredients used. Olive oil contains

fatty acids and phenolic compounds that make it a perfect ingredient for cooking,

cosmetic, and pharmaceutical use. The new and innovative use of extra virgin olive oil is to

enrich it with ozone. This process creates a unique viscus oil that has the combined

benefits of extra virgin olive oil and ozone. One might ask why we chose ozone; the

answer to this question is simple. “The human body needs oxygen to live; ozone-enriched

olive oil provides additional oxygen through the process of transporting and breaking

down the ozone molecules in the duodenum.” In the past 50 years, ozone has been

studied and put under scrutiny. The studies have shown that ozone is a strong anti-oxidant

and disinfectant and has already seen use in medicine and the medical field.
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Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Ingredients: Ingredients: 100% Ozonized cold-pressed olive oil.

Warnings: Warnings: Not recommended for children under 10 years of age. Not suitable for use in

patients with Hyperthyroidism. (Thyroid Glands Overactivity). Not suitable for use by Favism

patients (Lack of GL-6-F Dehydrogenase Enzyme) Which is accompanied by an enzyme

deficiency in the red blood corpuscle. Not appropriate for patients with later stages of

anemia and blood-related disorders. (Haemophilia, coagulopathies). It is not suitable for

chronic and recurrent pancreatitis patients. It is not suitable for patients with active

bleeding or who had bleeding over a period of 15 days (such as stomach bleeding,

cerebral hemorrhage). It is not suitable for people who have an ozone allergy (It is a very

rare condition, and it is more affected with odor sensitivity). Keep out of reach of children.

Keep away from direct sunlight. Keep in a cold and dry place.

How to use: How to use: Take one capsule with plenty of water in the evening or in the morning.

HAIR CARE OZONE GOLDHAIR CARE OZONE GOLD

12. OZONE SHAMPOO12. OZONE SHAMPOO
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Features of all hair care line:Features of all hair care line:

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Bio certified Olive Oil.Bio certified Olive Oil. When designing and making the cream we use high-quality

ingredients. This includes the key ingredient Ozonized Olive Oil. This ingredient is made

from a select region and type of olives, which are carefully chosen and certified.

No SLS – SLES –SALT – PARABEN.No SLS – SLES –SALT – PARABEN. Ozone Gold Shampoo with ozonized olive oil does

not contain SLS, SLES, SALT, PARABENS.

Ozonized olive oil and Argan formulaOzonized olive oil and Argan formula.A new professional formula of Ozonized olive oil

and Argan that nourishes the hair and scalp.

No animal testing. No animal testing. All products are not tested on animals. We do not condone animal

cruelty.

The right shampoo for the hair is key for healthy hair. Ozone Gold shampoo combines

ozonized olive oil and argan to help hair and scalp health. Ozone gold contains

antibacterial and antifungal ingredients that help to clean the scalp and hair and improve

their health. Transform the hair with Ozone Gold's newest formula of ozonized olive oil,

argan and keratin. Featuring a strong blend of nutrients, Ozone Gold Shampoo helps keep

moisture on the hair. Say goodbye to dry locks and split ends. Do not just wash the hair -
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nourish it with a special ozone formula.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua, Cocamidopropyl Betaine, Aqua, Sodium Lauroyl Methyl Isethionate,

Cocamide Dea, Sodium Chloride, Glycerin, Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil, Hydrolyzed Keratin,

Peg-7 Glyceryl Cocoate, Nigella Sativa Seed Oil, Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Extract, Melaleuca

Alternifolia Leaf Oil, Ozonized Olive Oil, Peg-12 Dimethicone, Citric Acid, Benzyl, Alcohol,

Methylchloroisothiazolinone, Methylisothiazolinone

How to use: How to use: It is convenient for everyday use.

13. ANTI HAIR LOSS SERUM (RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)13. ANTI HAIR LOSS SERUM (RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)

The Anti-Hair Loss Serum improves the hair and scalp condition, leaving hair strengthened

and nourished, in turn reducing further loss of hair. Ozone Gold is a natural complex

designated to reduce hair loss and stimulate hair growth. This active complex of

ingredients has a dual-action upon hair: prevents the degradation in the hair follicle and

provides the necessary energy for healthy hair growth.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Aqua, Dissodium Edta, Panthenol, Polysorbate-20, Pisum Sativum Sprout

Extract, Aqua, Sodium Benzoate, Phenoxyethanol, Phenoxyethanol And Ethylhexylglycerin,

Codium Carboxymethyl Beta Glucan, Aloe, Barbadensis Leaf Juice, Betula Alba Leaf

Extract, Chamomilla Recutita Flower Extract, Panicum Miliaceum Seed Extract, Equisetum

Arvense Extract, Salvia Officinalis, Leaf Extract, Urtica Dioica Leaf Extract, Camelia Sinensis

Leaf Extract, Arctium Lappa Root Extract, Lawsonia Inermis Extract, Humulus Lupulus

Extract, Calcium, Pantothenate, Niacin, Biotin, Serenoa Serrulata Fruit Extract, Aqua,

Propylene Glycol, Parfume, Citric Acid

How to use: How to use: Shake the product before use. Apply 5 drops to dry hair twice a day, in the

morning and evening. Apply the serum to the length of the hair, especially on the affected

area. A bottle of 50 ml contains 30 applications, a 15-day regimen. Do not wash the hair for

at least 3 to 4 hours after application.

14. OZONE HAIR CARE GEL (RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)14. OZONE HAIR CARE GEL (RRP excl. VAT - 26,88€)

Ozone gold hair care gel has a special formula designed for scalp nourishment which
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helps the hair stay healthy. The essential oils naturally help the scalp fight fungi and

bacteria by nourishing and the ozonized olive oil stimulates microcirculation. The

microcirculation improvements helped by the ozonized olive oil, stimulate hair follicle

growth and in turn slowing the anagen stage of the hair. The formula of Ozone Gold hair

care gel has a natural soothing effect on the scalp that can help reduce scalp problems

and irritations.

Ozone Gold hair care line with Ozonized olive oil and natural essential oil formula rejuvenates and regenerates

the hair and scalp

Photo Credit by Ozone Gold

Ingredients:Ingredients: Ozonized Olive Oil, Allium Sativum Oil, Turpentine, Ricinus Communis Seed

Oil, Prunus Amygdalus Dulcis Oil, Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice

How to use:How to use: Applied twice a week by massaging the affected areas. Do not wash the hair

for 10-15 minutes after application. Thereafter, it is recommended to wash the hair with the

Ozone Gold Shampoo.

15. HAIR CARE SERUM ARGAN, KERATIN & PIE GRASS (RRP excl. VAT - 23,52€)15. HAIR CARE SERUM ARGAN, KERATIN & PIE GRASS (RRP excl. VAT - 23,52€)

Ozone Gold Hair Care Serum hydrates and nourishes to transform dry, lifeless hair into soft
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and lustrous. Infused with ozonized olive oil argan and keratin, the treatment leaves hair

that is healthy, soft, lightweight, and shiny. For best results, use the serum in combination

with Ozone Gold Shampoo. Ideal for daily use, its aroma lingers to leave hair fragrant and

soft to the touch.

Ingredients:Ingredients: Cyclopentasiloxane, Dimethiconol, Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil, Hydrolyzed

Keratin, Parfum, Ozonized Olive Oil

How to use: How to use: Apply by massaging the length of the hair. Recommended use of the serum 3-

4 times a week, but can be applied as needed.
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: OZONE GOLD GERMANY GMBH

Contact person:Contact person: Angela Dimitrova

E-mail:E-mail: angela.dimitrova@ozone-gold.de

Website:Website: ozone-gold.de

Phone:Phone: +49 4046643332 | +49 1522232875…

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Ozone Gold Official Webpage

Ozone Gold Instagram Germany

OZONE GOLD BROCHURE EN

click here
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Bold&Goodly begins with a discovery that mingles love to the body.

Bold&Goodly founder, started to search for a product that actually works

on her acne-prone/oily skin while her intent is to find a natural or organic

product that is free of synthetics and also helps anti-aging, and thus the

story began. The brand lives by its values, that is candid, reliable,

cruelty-free, eco-friendly, creative and cares about the customers and

their happiness more than anything. All B&G products are curated from

the most natural and organic ingredients. All mysteries and aromas of

these ingredients are gifted to the body with healing effects. As a brand,

B&G vision is to produce real, functional products that really work, and

to make its customers happy in terms of the packaging, design and

formula. The brand follows the latest innovations and trends in the

cosmetics sector, as well as the ecological updates in the world. As a

result, each collection is highly effective in treating the problematic skin,

protecting the skin against external factors and helping the skin ageing

whilst all the products are free of any harmful ingredients.

SECRET DOSSIER ON BOLD&GOODLY
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THE STORYTHE STORY

The story of Bold&Goodly was born from the desire to develop natural, organic and pure

cosmetics that satisfy the need of the customer with a product line that is free of synthetic

and harmful ingredients. Three years ago, Müge, Bold&Goodly founder, started to search

for a product that actually works on her acne-prone/oily skin while her intent is to find a

natural or organic product that is free of synthetics and also helps anti-aging, and thus the

story began. As she could not exactly find what she needed, she aspired to create a new,

sustainable and exceptional brand that produces high quality, organic skincare products

that actually works.

While Bold&Goodly aim is to create effective products, the founder always tries to focus on

the details, such as the feeling of the formula and the packaging which always makes any

product remarkable.  Inspired by the passion for the environment and nature as

well, B&G is aimed to use only clean, useful and active ingredients while producing

its products. The company's purpose is to create the most natural, organic, vegan and

cruelty-free products that actually work wonders with your skin with healing effects. The

founder believes that happiness lies in self-care, purifying a body and mind from stress. As

a promise to the brand name, B&G is trying its best to create pure and courageous

products that are outstanding in every way. For this purpose, the core pillars that drive the

brand to do business are:

Green Formula. B&G uses only natural and organic ingredients in its formulas that are

efficient and eco-friendly. The brand formulas are brought from the environment and

they are free of harmful ingredients and synthetics. Sustainable. All of the packaging is

recyclable and the company follows ecological and sustainable solutions for all its

products.

Certified Organic. B&G Radiant Series is certified with Cosmos Organic Certification.

The organic ingredients in this series are certified by Ecocert to ensure that their origin

is also organic and made by renewable and sustainable resources.

Values. B&G lives by its values, a brand that is candied, reliable, cruelty-free, eco-

friendly, creative and cares about the customers and their happiness more than

anything.

Vegan and cruelty-free. B&G products are free from animal derivatives and are not

tested on animals. The brand protects and serves for the environment and the next

generations by our best behavior. 
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Women-owned business. B&G company is a proudly women-owned business that is

built from scratch as entrepreneurship. It loves to share the success story to inspire

others to success in.

Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

PRODUCT LINEPRODUCT LINE

In order to meet values and standards, B&G's Radiant skincare line is certified with 

 certification. This lightweight and organic formula leave skin with such a soft feel.

Cosmos

Organic
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Nevertheless, B&G products actually work on acne-prone/oily skin. Moreover, they provide

anti-aging effect to the skin.

Radiant Lifting Cream – 50ml (Recommended Retail Price (RRP) - €30, Ex-works PriceRadiant Lifting Cream – 50ml (Recommended Retail Price (RRP) - €30, Ex-works Price

(EXW) - €13,50)(EXW) - €13,50) is developed for the radiance and moisture reflected from the skin to the

soul. Lavender and grapefruit are fortified with palmarosa and ylang-ylang extracts that

blend perfectly. It is striking in its uniqueness, as it combines the action of sun protection

as well as anti-aging effects. The product deeply nourishes your skin by supporting the

collagen structure, anti-wrinkle process and sun protection with SPF 15. It pampers your

soul with a perfect texture. Radiant Lifting Cream, produced with the international

certificate of Cosmos Organic, provides the balance of moisture, which is one of the

leading formulations of youthfulness where the skin becomes bright and vivid.

Radiant Smoothing Eye Cream – 30mlRadiant Smoothing Eye Cream – 30ml (RRP - €22, EXW - €9,90) (RRP - €22, EXW - €9,90) which spreads the youth

of the eye contour to many years, helps to eliminate the daily fatigue and under-eye bags

around the eyes while removing the appearance of the capillaries that have emerged on

the surface. It provides long-term youth by deeply supporting collagen structure. It is

produced with the international Cosmos Organic certificate and enriched by the

combination of black currant, chamomile, daily, palmarosa and cypress oils which help to

balance skin tone and sebum ratio around the eyes and give freshness and brightness to

the eye area.

Radiant Soothing Tonic – 125ml (RRP - €11, EXW - €4,95) Radiant Soothing Tonic – 125ml (RRP - €11, EXW - €4,95) is synthesized from different

climates and geographies with geranium, lavender, palmarosa and may chang oil extracts

and an assertive and organic product with the international Cosmos organic certificate.

Developed in accordance with all skin types and catching perfection with its antiseptic

feature, the product has gained original quality with the freshness it brings to the skin

before and after makeup. It tightens pores, radiates skin, reduces skin fatigue and stress.

Radiant Purifying Cleanser – 250ml (RRP - €14, EXW - €6,30) Radiant Purifying Cleanser – 250ml (RRP - €14, EXW - €6,30) a brand-new product that

calms the face, taking on the colors of the soul. Traditional lavender and tea tree are

added to the magic of ylang-ylang oil and the final touch is completed with juniper essence.

Radiant Purifying Cleanser, produced with the international Cosmos Organic certificate,

gently removes makeup from your skin and moisturizes it during the cleaning phase; it

prevents the formation of acne. It is developed in accordance with all skin types, the
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product gives a silky touch to the skin after cleansing, purifying the skin from daily stress.

Exfoliating Peeling Gel Aloe Vera & Walnut Shell – 100ml (RRP - €15.50, EXW -Exfoliating Peeling Gel Aloe Vera & Walnut Shell – 100ml (RRP - €15.50, EXW -

€6,98) €6,98) cleanses the pores deeply, purifies and revitalizes your skin. It cleans by gently

peeling the skin with the walnut shell powder in it. It moisturizes your skin with the aloe

vera, sweet almond and sesame oils it contains. It gives freshness and vitality with

rosemary, lemon and orange oils. It works against acne and blackhead formation with tea

tree and lavender oils.

Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

Purifying Clay Mask with Green Clay & Peppermint Oil – 100ml (RRP - €16,50, EXW -€7,43)Purifying Clay Mask with Green Clay & Peppermint Oil – 100ml (RRP - €16,50, EXW -€7,43)

cleanses, purifies and refreshes the skin deeply. It helps to absorb excess oil and reduce
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discolouration. It balances the sebum ratio in the skin and makes the skin smoother.

Purifying Clay Mask, which provides a refreshing effect with mint oil, helps to maintain the

moisture balance of your skin with aloe vera, sweet almond and sesame oils. It gives

freshness and vitality with rosemary, lemon, eucalyptus oils.

Photo credit by Bold&Goodly
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Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

Botanical Facial Steam – 16gr (RRP - €7,50, EXW - €3,38)Botanical Facial Steam – 16gr (RRP - €7,50, EXW - €3,38)  is specifically prepared for the

steam bath, opens the pores, calms and moisturizes your skin allowing your skin to receive

the benefits of the herbal and botanical blend that B&G product has including calendula,

dandelion, rose petals and buds, jasmine and hibiscus.

Bold&Goodly Natural Bath Bombs - 85gr (RRP - €6, EXW - €2,70)Bold&Goodly Natural Bath Bombs - 85gr (RRP - €6, EXW - €2,70)
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Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

The base of B&G bath bombs is rock salt with olive oil, shea butter and essential oils to

melt into the skin and make it softer. As rock salt cleanses the toxins from the pores, the

magnesium inside increases the blood circulation, relieves the muscles and reduce the

blood pressure also causing to reduce stress.

Completely natural, handmade, does not contain additives, they are free from SLS,

parabens, or any other harmful ingredients.

Bold&Goodly Natural Soaps - 95gr (RRP - €6.50, EXW - €2,93, special collection/baby RRPBold&Goodly Natural Soaps - 95gr (RRP - €6.50, EXW - €2,93, special collection/baby RRP

- €7, EXW - €3,15).- €7, EXW - €3,15).
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Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

All B&G soaps are handmade from high-quality olive oil from Aegean Region in Turkey

with natural content, they are cruelty-free, eco-friendly and vegan. As the base of the

soaps are made from natural ingredients, they do not irritate the skin or dry out. Every soap

is unique with its ingredients, scent and healing effects and they can be used on face, body

and hair.

The minimum order quantity (MOQ) and the details are discussed upon request.
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Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Bold & Goodly collection is presented to you with its carbon footprint philosophy in local

values and packaging selection. B&G products are in pure amber packaging suitable with

brand core values, being candid and natural. The amber packaging also helps to sustain

the shelf life of the organic products at the most possible. Whether the brand uses glass or

plastic packaging, all of them are recyclable with great respect to the environment and the

world in which it obtains inspiration and material.
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Natural Soaps Special Collection

Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Bold&Goodly is sold online in its own  and throughout Turkey. It

actively gives customers to try products and gets customers reviews and collects the

opinions of real buyers. In addition, the brand actively maintains positions on social

networks including .

To the attention of buyers, the brand also offers various sets in different designs for a

bathroom in eco-friendly packaging.

MEDIAMEDIA

online store

Instagram
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Both B&G glass and plastic packaging is recyclable with great respect to the environment

Photo credit by Bold&Goodly
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The B&G kids' set, presented in a natural wood box, includes baby soap, baby bath salt and a natural sea sponge

Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

Photo credit by Bold&Goodly

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images by the  

You can download the price list by the 

link

link
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You can download the presentation by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS QUESTIONS     

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Bold and Goodly

Contact person:Contact person: Müge Aydin

E-mail:E-mail: info@boldandgoodly.com

Website:Website: boldandgoodly.com

Phone:Phone: +90 535 694 06 66

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Turkey

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Bold&Goodly Webpage

Bold&Goodly Instagram Page

Bold&Goodly Product Information_Spinoff

Bold&Goodly Presentation

Spinoff

Bold&Goodly

Images

B&G products safety data

sheet

B&G Cosmos Organic

Certificate

click here
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Unrefined Riches is a cosmetic for all skin types and tones that was

founded in September 2018 by Adelaide Wolters, German-based

entrepreneur with Ghanaian roots. Having skin problems since her

childhood, she was eager to create such a product that will solve her

own problems and fulfill the needs of different skin types. After

many years of trials and errors, she suddenly found a perfect

combination of ingredients and created bestselling enriched shea cream

which fights against pigment spots and impurities. Today, the

founder is working on new products. With one product after

another, Unrefined Riches offers everyone unlimited and effective care,

regardless of ethnicity and the resulting external characteristics. The

company mission is to enable people with different skin types,

complexions and hair structures to feel comfortable in their skin and to

be able to care for it with effective ingredients without any restrictions.

UNREFINED RICHES COSMETICS FOR
ALL SKIN TYPES AND TONES
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

"...And, of course, I could have chosen to make only products for the darker skin types.

However, I knew the feeling of being excluded and did not want to follow in the footsteps

of those who had done so long enough. I wanted to show that it is possible to cover the

needs of all skin types and colors."

Adelaide Wolters, Founder and CEO

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

Adelaide Wolters, the Founder Unrefined Riches was born in Hamburg with Ghanaian

roots. On September 1st, 2018, she finally dared to take the step into the cosmetics

industry as an entrepreneur, and for a very good reason. As a child, she suffered from an

allergy to the sun, extremely dry skin and an inherited form of hyperpigmentation

(melasma). In addition, teenagers had highly impure skin and even more pigment spots.

Her dermatologists were stumped. After many prescribed ointments and creams, they

thought that with her dark skin type she should get used to her pigment spots and

melasma. While trying to hide her skin problems, the next disillusionment followed in the

drugstore. Not only there were no single skin care products for her skin type, and there

was also no make-up for her skin tone as well. Her confidence level was 0! This is

when she recognized this big gap in the cosmetics industry. 
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After she turned 17th, she became intensively involved with skin care cosmetics, effective

ingredients and effective routines. After many trials and errors, after four years

she suddenly found a routine that seemed to help her skin, which was littered with pigment

spots and impurities. This did not go unnoticed by her family, friends and acquaintances

and they too began to take an interest in developed enriched shea cream. In short, they

tried it, and after a few weeks they noticed an improvement in their skin condition and

she knew by then that she had created something out of her suffering that could possibly

help other people.

She quickly realized that she wanted to start a cosmetics brand. Not the easiest task

she had chosen, of course. Especially not as the sole boss and employee of the company.

She was aware of that. But for Adelaide, there was only the option to keep complaining

about the cosmetics industry or to go out and change something. And of course, she could

have decided to produce only products for the darker skin types. However, she knew the

feeling of being excluded and did not want to follow in the footsteps of those who had

done so long enough. She wanted to show that it is possible to cover the needs of all skin

types and tones. From the very beginning, her goal was to give everyone (man or

woman) with different skin types, tones and hair textures the opportunity to feel

comfortable in their skin and to be able to care for it effectively and without restrictions

with the right care products. Contrary to the apparent norm of the German cosmetics

industry, she therefore consciously includes the needs of dark skin types, as well as curly

and kinky hair types in the product development.

Since the launch of the first two products in February 2019, the Founder has received a lot

of positive feedback and great before-and-after pictures of customers with whose skin

type and tone she cannot always identify, but very much with their feeling of wanting to

feel comfortable in their skin as a woman (or even a man). Meanwhile, she is working on

new products and Unrefined Riches will grow with the product line in the future for all skin

types, as well as curly and kinky hair types.

THE COMPANYTHE COMPANY

Unrefined Riches was founded in September 2018. It's the first German-based cosmetics

brand in the DACH region that includes all skin types, but also complexions and hair
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texture in their product development.  The company's mission is to enable people with

different skin types, complexions and hair structures to feel comfortable in their skin and to

be able to care for it with effective ingredients without any restrictions. Contrary to the

standards of the cosmetics and beauty industry, they therefore deliberately include the

needs of dark skin types, as well as curly and kinky hair types in product development. In a

relatively short period of time, the brand has already started selling well in the

DACH region and has already been consecrated in such media featured in Vogue, GQ,

Instyle, Condé Nast Traveller.

BLACK SOAP deeply cleanses the skin, removes make-up and excess sebum and reduces skin impurities

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

SHE[A] RAW enriched cream for all skin types and tonesSHE[A] RAW enriched cream for all skin types and tones

Retail Price 50 ml - €25,99 EUR, 100 ml - €45,99 EURRetail Price 50 ml - €25,99 EUR, 100 ml - €45,99 EUR

Description: Description: The effective SHE[A] RAW contains the precious shea butter from Ghana.
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Paired with powerful oils such as argan oil, jojoba oil, black cumin oil and vitamin E, the

skin barrier is strengthened and the natural regeneration process stimulated, resulting in a

healthier and more even complexion. Thanks to the anti-inflammatory properties of the oils,

skin impurities can be reduced. 

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

Application: Application: After cleansing the face, massage a pea size into the moist facial skin. If using

a serum or toner, allow the skin care products to be half absorbed and then use the shea

cream. SHE[A] RAW can also be used for body and hair care.

Ingredients:Ingredients: Butyrospermum Parkii Butter (shea butter)*, Cocos Nucifera Oil (coconut oil)*,

Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil (argan oil)*, Simmondsia Chinensis Seed Oil (jojoba oil)*,

Polyglyceryl-3 Caprate, Perfume ¹, Tocopherol (vitamin E), Nigella Sativa Seed Oil (black

cumin oil)*, Vanilla Planifolia Fruit Extract (vanilla extract), Glycine Soya Oil (Soya oil),

Helianthus Annuus Seed Oil (Sunflower oil), Benzyl Salicylate¹, Geraniol ¹, Limonene ¹ ,

Linalool ¹ *ingredients from certified organic agriculture (ingredients from organic farming) |

¹ from natural essential oils (from natural essential oils).

BLACK SOAPBLACK SOAP
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BLACK SOAP consists only of natural ingredients like sea salt, shea butter, vegetable ashes and glycerine

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

Retail price - Retail price - €9,99€9,99

Description: Description: BLACK SOAP consists of sea salt and vegetable ashes that deeply cleanse

your skin, remove make-up and excess sebum and reduce skin impurities. Rich shea butter

and glycerine nourish and moisturise your skin afterwards. BLACK SOAP is suitable for all

skin colours and skin types except sensitive skin. BLACK SOAP can also be used as body

and hair soap.

Application: Application: Moisten your face with lukewarm water and then massage BLACK SOAP into

the skin for one minute. Finally, wash your face with lukewarm water. A rich cream (e.g.

SHE[A] RAW) is then recommended. For optimal facial cleansing, it is recommended the

additional use of our UR Facial Cleansing Brush.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Potassium shea butterate (shea butter), glycerine, Maris Sal (sea salt), Carbo

medicinalis vegetabilis (plant ash)

SHEA SOAPSHEA SOAP
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SHEA SOAP perfectly solves such concerns as: acne & blemishes, oiliness, dark circles, dryness, dullness &

uneven texture

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

Retail price - €14,99Retail price - €14,99

Description:Description: Individual SHEA SOAP nourishes the skin thanks to shea butter and coconut

oil, while grape seed oil and castor oil calm the skin. Enriched with mulberry root extract

and cockatoo plum extract, it is full of antioxidants, gives an even complexion and makes

the skin glow. The deep cleansing red clay removes excess sebum and leaves the skin

pleasantly clean.

All ingredients together give SHEA SOAP its creamy foam, which leaves the skin feeling

silky soft.

Application:Application: Use SHEA SOAP for face and body cleansing. The company recommends

using SHE[A] RAW as a moisturizer to pamper your skin with rich and nutrient-rich

ingredients.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Butyrospermum Parkii Butter, Aqua, Cocos Nucifera Oil, Ricinus Communis

Seed Oil, Sodium hydroxide, Vitis Vinifera Seed Oil, Glycerin, Morus Alba Root Extract,
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Terminalia Ferdinandiana Fruit Extract, Illite Red Clay, Phenoxyethanol

SHEA DUOSHEA DUO

Retail price 50 ml - €43,99Retail price 50 ml - €43,99

SHEA SOAP & SHE[A] RAW - The perfect DUO for the perfect SHEA GLOW!

Product description:Product description: Our individual SHEA SOAP nourishes the skin thanks to shea butter

and coconut oil, while grape seed oil and castor oil calm the skin.

Enriched with mulberry root extract and cockatoo plum extract, it is full of antioxidants,

gives an even complexion and makes the skin glow.

The deep cleansing red clay removes excess sebum and leaves the skin pleasantly clean.

All ingredients together give SHEA SOAP its creamy foam, which leaves the skin feeling

silky soft.

The effective SHE[A] RAW contains the precious shea butter from Ghana. Paired with

powerful oils such as argan oil, jojoba oil, black cumin oil and vitamin E, the skin barrier is

strengthened and the natural regeneration process stimulated, resulting in a healthier and

more even complexion. Thanks to the anti-inflammatory properties of the oils, skin

impurities can be reduced.

SHE[A] RAW Ingredients: SHE[A] RAW Ingredients: Butyrospermum Parkii Butter (shea butter)*, Cocos Nucifera Oil

(coconut oil)*, Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil (argan oil)*, Simmondsia Chinensis Seed Oil

(jojoba oil)*, Polyglyceryl-3 Caprate, Perfume ¹, Tocopherol (vitamin E), Nigella Sativa Seed

Oil (black cumin oil)*, Vanilla Planifolia Fruit Extract (vanilla extract), Glycine Soya Oil (Soya

oil), Helianthus Annuus Seed Oil (Sunflower oil), Benzyl Salicylate¹, Geraniol ¹, Limonene ¹ ,

Linalool ¹ *ingredients from certified organic agriculture (ingredients from organic farming) |

¹ from natural essential oils (from natural essential oils)

SHEA SOAP Ingredients: SHEA SOAP Ingredients: Butyrospermum Parkii Butter (shea butter), Aqua (water), Cocos

Nucifera Oil (coconut oil), Ricinus Communis Seed Oil (castor oil), Sodium hydroxide, Vitis

Vinifera Seed Oil (grape seed oil), Glycerin, Morus Alba Root Extract (mulberry root extract),

Terminalia Ferdinandiana Fruit Extract (cockatoo plum extract), Illite Red Clay (red clay),

Phenoxyethanol
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SHE[A] RAW & SHEA SOAP are suitable for all skin types and tones

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

GLOW DUOGLOW DUO

Retail price - 50 ml - €34,99 EUR, 100 ml - €54,99 EUR    Retail price - 50 ml - €34,99 EUR, 100 ml - €54,99 EUR    

BLACK SOAP & SHE[A] RAW are combined into perfect DUO for the perfect GLOW!

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

UR FACIAL CLEANSING BRUSHUR FACIAL CLEANSING BRUSH

Normal price - €42,95; Special price - €30,00Normal price - €42,95; Special price - €30,00
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Facial Cleansing Brush with a unique static design perfectly complements facial cleansing procedures for more

effective results

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

Description: Description: The waterproof UR Facial Cleansing Brush optimizes your daily cleansing

routine with the help of three cleansing zones made of real medical silicone nubs and

innovative Sonic Vibration, while cleaning your face quickly, gently and pore-deep.

Unrefined Riches' face brush is suitable for all skin types.

Application: Application: Moisten your face with water. Then apply your cleansing soap or cleansing gel

to your face. Then moisten your UR Facial Cleansing Brush. Set a vibration level that is

comfortable for you and apply the brush to your face with circular movements.

SALESSALES

Unrefined Riches is getting bigger and bigger and now the products are also available in

stores. The products are sold nationwide as well as in Switzerland. The addresses can be

found on the official website of the company by the .link
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PACKAGINGPACKAGING

The peculiarity of the packaging of the cream jar is that it is made of a glass jar and is

therefore stable. With a modern new label, gold pieces hold up better for customers to

aesthetically update them. It is possible to use jars different way, say to plant something in

a jar, make a candle out of it, or simply send back 5 empty jars, and the company will give

SHEA [A] RAW back in return.

MEDIAMEDIA

Unrefined Riches offers everyone unlimited and effective care, regardless of ethnicity and the resulting external

characteristics

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

Unrefined Riches was featured in such top media as Vogue, GQ, Instyle, Condé Nast

Traveller etc.

"Founded in 2018, Unrefined Riches is a German cosmetic brand created with all skin types

and complexions in mind Aiming to normalise diversity, they set out to help everyone take

care of their skin and hair effectively and without restrictions. They make sure to include

the needs of darker skin types, as well as curly and kinky hair." Vogue.co.uk
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"The cosmetics brand, founded in 2018, manufactures cosmetic products for women/men

with a wide variety of skin types, tones and hair structures. All products are vegan and free

of animal testing. The mission? To give different types of women/men the opportunity to

feel good in their skin and to care for it with the treasures of nature in an unrestricted and

effective way". 

"Why are skin care products mainly for light skin tones? Due to a lack of availability within

the cosmetics industry, Adelaide Wolters decided to start her own cosmetics company -

and not to leave anyone out. Because stereotypes have no place in the present time and

we think that anyone who is thinking about starting their own business can copy Adelaide's

way of thinking. What challenges she has met along the way and what each of us can do

better she tells us in an interview." 

Instyle.de

Gruene-startups.de
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Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Unrefined Riches

Contact person:Contact person: Adelaide Wolters Gründerin, CEO & Founder

E-mail:E-mail: info@unrefinedriches.com

Website:Website: unrefinedriches.com

Phone:Phone: +49 179 26 95 705

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Skincare

click here
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Botanetics was founded in 2015 and is based near Traunstein in South

of Bavaria in Germany. This cosmetic series was born out of longing, in

an age in which “luxury” care series are mass-produced in factories and

sold in the sober aisles of supermarkets and department stores, where

advertising is made with so many promises, which nobody really

believes. Botanetics promises its customers something completely new.

All products are produced fresh and hand made in a small factory in

Odenwald, which is very unique. Feeling comfortable in your own body

and using the best skin care is the company's moto. Once you have

experienced it, you will not want anything else. All exquisite recipes

bring real pleasure for the ultimate, luxurious skin care experience. All

Botanetics products are carefully and painstakingly handcrafted

applying only the finest exotic and nutrient-rich ingredients from

sustainable cultivation. Every single crucible is lovingly made in

Germany and filled by hand in small quantities to ensure maximum

freshness and effectiveness. The company is eager to develop

internationally and stands for fresh botanical cosmetics.

SECRET DOSSIER ON BOTANETICS
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

The cosmetic line was created by Annette Schattenberger over several years of thorough

work. Even in her youth, she had a deep desire for skin care that really cares and does not

contain any unnecessary fillers or even harmful substances. "No matter which cosmetics I

looked at it either contained too many unnecessary substances such as petroleum

products, silicones, PEGs or it did not contain enough caring substances".

In 2016 the first product 24/7 Face Cream was launched. The same year, Annette got very

sick and although she was fighting hard to continue her business which she started with

love, she passed away at the end of 2017. Her last wish was to continue with the cosmetics

business and launch all further developed products. At the end of 2017, Alexander

Schattenberger, her husband, took over the company and initiated the process of getting

further products in the market and continued to drive all related sales and product-related

activities to make Botanetics a successful brand.

THE STORYTHE STORY

"Organic cosmetics were too nourishing and simply too much for the skin and conventional

cosmetics simply had too many fillers that the skin doesn't need." We all have a passion for

something. This is our passion! Annette started at an early age and has gotten better and

better over the years.

That was the point at which Annette took a close look at ingredients and cosmetics

production. She developed her own care products, which were constantly being perfected.

For example, the Face Cream 24/7 Deluxe was created over many years of development

work. Her plan was to develop great natural cosmetics for her own use and she used the

24/7 already by herself for quiet a while.

In 2015 she decided to establish her own company – Botanetics. The first product was the

24/7 Face cream, which she just needed to modifly slightly. E.g. she developed her own

perfume based on strawberry and coconut flavors with only 2 allergenic components. A

typical perfume has 30+ allergenic components. Further products like serums, other face

and body creams, etc. were developed on the paper after the successful launch of the 24/7
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Deluxe Face cream in 2016.

Annette Schattenberger, the Founder of Botanetics, was led by a deep desire to create botanical cosmetics for

skin that really cares and does not contain any unnecessary fillers or harmful substances

Photo Credit by Botanetics

In 2017 Alexander took over the company and ensured that the new products were

carefully fine-tuned and prepared for the market approval including dermatological tests,

packaging, etc. They are ready now and will be launched end of 2020. The company

sees it as the mission to use the best ingredients and never to save on quality. In no single

BOTANETICS product, you will discover an ingredient, that makes no sense. The

founders have been using these care products themselves for many years and are

constantly working on the further development of the care series with passion and

dedication. For them, it is their duty to fellow human beings to simply offer the best for

their skin because what is put on the skin goes unfiltered into the body. Botanetics

philosophy is to develop fresh made and natural products for the skin, which are plant-

based and affordable for all customers.
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Annette and Alexander Schattenberger, the co-Founders of Botanetics

Photo Credit by Botanetics

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

"BOTANETCS“ stands for „Botanical Cosmetics“ - the finest active ingredient cosmetics in

the market!

WHAT MAKES THIS  NATURAL COSMETICS SOMETHING SPECIAL?WHAT MAKES THIS  NATURAL COSMETICS SOMETHING SPECIAL?

It is not a single substance, it is the whole product with various ingredients, that makes the

effect:

COLD PRESSED SPECIAL AND EXOTIC OILSCOLD PRESSED SPECIAL AND EXOTIC OILS
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Photo Credit by Botanetics

There are many excellent oils, but they are almost never used in conventional cosmetics.

Why? Often oils such as kukui nut oil or broccoli seed oil and avellana oil are too

expensive for mass products. Some cold-pressed oils have a very high vitamin E content.

These are of no interest in mass production as they usually only have a shelf life of 6

months.

BOTANETICS would like you to benefit from the variety and possibilities of these

ingredients. It doesn't need silicones, that give you the impression of even, smooth skin

and thereby clog the pores and dry out the skin. There are much better substances from

nature.

Cold-pressed natural oils contain an abundance of vitamins, antioxidants, secondary plant

substances -depending on the oil composition, these are used in BOTANETICS products in

such a way that they create a synergy and maximally strengthen the skin in their mode of

action. They work against premature aging of the skin, protect against environmental

influences, protect against transdermal water loss, and often also have a healing,

regenerating and smoothing effect.

Phytosterols in special oils and butters are bioavailable, because they are similar to the

lipid structure of the skin. They help to build up the connective tissue and give the skin
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what it needs.

Botanetics philosophy is to develop fresh made and plant-based natural products for the skin care affordable for

all customers

Photo Credit by Botanetics

NATURAL BASED EMULSIFIERNATURAL BASED EMULSIFIER

The company also values naturalness with the emulsifiers. Inexpensive chemical

emulsifiers dry out the skin and in the long run remove the valuable fats from the skin and

then ultimately accumulate in the skin. Botanetics emulsifiers are made on a natural basis.

They are neither aggressive nor drying out. They do not accumulate on the skin and are

well tolerated.

PRESERVATION MUST BE - BUT NATURALLY!PRESERVATION MUST BE - BUT NATURALLY!

Every product that contains water or aqueous solutions (day cream) must be preserved.

BOTANETICS uses only a very mild preservative on a natural basis. Thus all cosmetics

don't last 36 months, but it doesn't even need to. The founders are convinced that organic

ingredients lose their effectiveness over time. That is why all products of Botanetics are

freshly made and should be used within 3 months, once opened. The company's products
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have a shelf life of 12+ months when unopened.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTSACTIVE INGREDIENTS

All active ingredients are highly potent and are put together intelligently. This means that

with every product the skin will be protected and strengthened. Premature aging is slowed

down and the skin looks healthier in the long term.

The main aim is to use as much nature as possible and to supplement with high-tech active

ingredients where natural cosmetics have their limits. Liposomally encapsulated active

ingredients penetrate deeper into the skin layers where they are needed. Encapsulated

vitamin C remains active longer to strengthen the connective tissue and stimulate collagen

synthesis. The idea is to support skin function and Botanetics does that quite well!

BRAND USPBRAND USP

There are many USPs the founders see in their products. First, the company uses Ultra

Violett Glass (Miron Glass) for all the products. This is a very special and expensive glass,

which is environmentally friendly and protects the ingredients much better than normal

glass because it protects against the light. The product also comes with a much better

bioenergy level.

Secondly, the company uses only high-quality ingredients. The recipes are unique with the

combination of all ingredients. It uses only plant-based emulsifiers for the conservation of

Botanetics products. In some products, the company uses a special perfume, which

founders have developed themselves to reduce allergic reactions. This perfume only has

2-3 allergic substances and normal perfume has more than 30+ allergic substances.

The next is that the company produces all products fresh and hand made in a professional

factory in Bavaria. Every single product is unique and not off the shelf. Therefore,

Botanetics does not store its products for a long time frame before it sells as typical

cosmetic companies do. All the products are nevertheless durable 12+ month from

production and 3+ month after opening the product. Typical cosmetic products are durable

many years, because of the strong chemical conservation of the products.
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Photo Credit by Botanetics

Last but not least, typical natural cosmetic products use essential oils, which have many

allergic reactions. Botanetics just uses special oils, which are not essential and have less

allergic reactions. This is key to avoid skin reaction to natural cosmetic products. The

behaviour of the products are proven by a dermatological test with excellent results.

Botanetics carefully selects every single ingredient (natural resources, hand-picked):

Vegan;

Organic;

Sustainable;

Bio-dynamic;

Bio-effective;

Not tested on animals;

Parabens Free;

Silicones Free;

Petroleum Free;

Refined oils Free;

Sulfates Free;

Pesticides Free.

THE PRODUCTS & PRICESTHE PRODUCTS & PRICES
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Fresh Natural Botanical Cosmetics

Photo Credit by Botanetics

Botanetics is using very special and expensive oils and ingredients in their products. It

carefully selects each individual ingredient. Typical natural cosmetic products use essential

oils, which lead to allergic reactions in the face and body. In its recipes, Botanetics uses

only oils and ingredients with minor allergic reactions. It is very important to

avoid negative customer's reaction to natural cosmetic products. So the team performed

for all products a dermatological test with outstanding results even for customers with very

sensitive skin.

Depending on the product, the company tries to make them adapted for various

applications. The 24/7 Deluxe face cream can be used for 24 hours and 7 days a week

both for the face and for the eyes. This soft detox product can be used as a face mask or

just for cleaning the face. Botanetics is focused on face products. Therefore, the

company offers different face creams, detox face masks, face cleaning products and

different serums. Botanetics has also developed a unique product for the whole body that

can be applied after a shower to care about the whole skin of the body.

Currently, Botanetics best seller is 24/7 Deluxe Face Cream which is in the series
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production. It is planned to launch the following products at end of 2020 beginning 2021.

The products are already finalized and ready, but the packaging still needs to be fine-

tuned. The details about the new product portfolio will follow asap.

The products are ready to be launched are:

Light Face Gel-cream "Nanice"';

Special Hyaluron Serum with apple stem cells called "Moxy";

Superfood Serum with the best Superfood ingredients called "Cica";

Soft Detox for face cleaning and face mask called "Soul by Annette";

Body Butter fort he whole Body called "Body skin balance Velvety".

24/7 DELUXE ANTI-AGING FACE CREAM 2424/7 DELUXE ANTI-AGING FACE CREAM 24

HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR FACE, EYES,HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR FACE, EYES,

NECKNECK

Vegan Anti-Aging care for hair, face, body and nails - 50 ml, RRP 58,74€Vegan Anti-Aging care for hair, face, body and nails - 50 ml, RRP 58,74€

Hydrating protective anti-aging cream. 24h day and night cream, 50ml, for 7 days a

week. Suitable for all skin types. The face cream for day and night. Silky smooth texture

that does not lie on the surface or is sticky and leads to velvety skin. It moisturizes, protects

and supplies the skin with all the substances it needs. Each individual ingredient is

coordinated with one another and serves only one purpose - to care for and protect

the skin. Apply to cleansed skin morning and evening. Also an excellent cleavage and neck

cream and suitable for the eye area.

Active Ingredients:Active Ingredients:

Special oils with high quality;

Highly concentrated antioxidants.

Effects:Effects:
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Photo Credit by Botanetics

Anti-Aging effect for the skin;

Provides a lot of moisture;

Reduces wrinkles and smoothes the skin;

Restores elasticity and flexibility of the skin;

Slight sun protection;

Anti-inflammatory effect.

Results:Results:

Ensures the perfect glow effect;

High amount of natural antioxidants like e.g Edelweiss extract result in soft and velvety

skin; 

Effective for sensitive skin and customers with skin problems such as neurodermatitis,

psoriasis, etc.

Avoid allergic reactions on the skin.

Application:Application:

The product is served in a 50ml Miron Glass crucible. After opening the product is used for

roughly 3+ months.
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Ingredients – 24/7 Deluxe face cream:Ingredients – 24/7 Deluxe face cream:

Eco-friendly Miron Glass is used for all products which protect ingredients from light and has a much better level

of bioenergy

Photo Credit by Botanetics

Ingredients: Aqua (Water), Cetearyl Acohol, Dimethyl Sulphone, Silica, Sorbitan Stearate,

Glycerin, Vitis Vinifera (Grape), Seed Oil, Simmondsia Chinensis (Jojoba) Seed Oil, Methyl

Glucose Sesquistearate, Aleurites Moluccana Nut Oil, Butyrospermum Parkii (Shea) Butter,

Theobroma Grandiflorum Seed Butter, Gevuina Avellana Seed Oil, Prunus Amygdalus

Dulcis (Sweet Almond) Oil, Parfum, Commiphora Mukul (Guggul) Resin Exctract,

Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride, Sodium Levulinate, GnaphaliumLeontopodium Flower Extract,

Sodium Anisate, Glyceryl Caprylate, Lactic Acid, Leuconostoc/Radish Root Ferment Filtrate,

Benzyl Salicylate, Linalool.

Individual raw materials and their effects:Individual raw materials and their effects:

Methyl Sulfonyl Methane, MSMMethyl Sulfonyl Methane, MSM

Dimethyl sulfone is a solvent that is used to adjust viscosity. Dimethyl sulfone is used as a

dietary supplement for people, usually under the name methyl sulfonyl methane (MSM). It
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is supposed to compensate for a lack of sulfur in the organism and helps very well with

inflammation.

MSM and the skin - that fits. Why? Because MSM is an all-round talent for the skin, as it

stimulates the keratin and collagen synthesis. The proteins are an essential part of

the connective tissue. If the body has more sulfur available, the body can produce more

keratin and collagen. The result is then reflected in the daily moisturizing care of the skin

as well as in the fight against skin impurities and anti-aging.

GRAPE SEED OILGRAPE SEED OIL

Grapeseed oil is very good because of its favorable fatty acid composition (approx. 88%

unsaturated Fatty acids) and is used as food and as a basic component for cosmetics.

Because of its polyphenol content (including the very effective procyanidin, also known as

OPC, oligomeric proanthocyanidins, and resveratrol) and tocopherols (VIT E), grape seed

oil is considered an oil with exceptional antioxidant and cell membrane protective

properties. Due to its lecitihin content, grapeseed oil is very well absorbed and acts as a

"guide rail" for skin-caring ingredients, especially fat-soluble vitamins such as VIT E.

Emulsions based on grapeseed oil lie lightly on the skin and prove themselves in

formulations for oily and combination skin. The high content of linoleic acid preserves the

flexibility of the bilayer in the stratum corneum, works against cornification and preserves

the flow of sebum.

JOJOBA OILJOJOBA OIL

Jojoba oil is one of the most important base oils for body care. It is particularly suitable for

skin care with oily skin, as it is absorbed well and does not feel oily. Excess sebum

production is also regulated by the oil. Flaky and oily skin can also benefit from using

jojoba oil.

KUKUINUS OILKUKUINUS OIL

The kukui nut oil is made by solvent extraction or by hot or cold pressing obtained from the

seeds of the kukui nut tree. The oil consists of <90% unsaturated fatty acids, above all

linoleic (43.6%) and α-linolenic acid (33.2%). In medicine, it is used to treat atopic
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dermatitis, neurodermatitis, psoriasis, acne, eczema and transepidermal water loss. It is

mainly used in cosmetics for its skin-tightening and moisture-regulating properties. The

kukui nut oil is quickly absorbed on the skin and does not leave a greasy film. It also has a

natural sun protection factor of 10.

SHEA BUTTERSHEA BUTTER

Butyrospermum Parkii butter (shea butter) is obtained from the fruits of the shea tree

(Butyrospernum parkii, Sapotaceae). It protects against sunburn and will therefore often

used in sun protection or aftersun products. It supports wound healing and soothes

irritated skin. Shea butter is stable and allows active ingredients to be released quickly and

is used as the basis for suppositories and ointments. Traditionally, shea butter is used in

ointments to treat inflammation, rash in children, dermatitis, sunburn, ulcers and

rheumatism.

Native shea butter (also called shea butter, beurre de karité) has high levels of cosmetically

valuable ingredients, e.g. B. phytosterols, wax esters, tocopherols, antioxidant catechins

and gallic acid and skin-friendly fatty acids. Their high proportion of unsaponifiable

substances should be emphasized, especially the phytosterols mentioned (including

campesterol, and the content of allantoin, an anti-inflammatory, cell-regenerating and

wound-healing substance that helps reduce skin irritation. Stearins made from shea butter

are used as cocoa butter equivalents.

CUPUACU BUTTERCUPUACU BUTTER

Theobroma Grandiflorum Seed Butter is the fat obtained from the seeds of the Cupuacu,

Theobroma grandiflorum, Sterculiaceae. Due to the high phytosterol content when used

externally, the skin's lipid production is regulated. In addition, there is also a UV protection

function, the cupuacu butter serves as a natural emulsifier for creams and lotions, it also

has a high water absorption capacity and has a certain antibacterial effect.
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24/7 Deluxe face cream contain the best natural ingredients that provide best aging properties

Photo Credit by Botanetics

Due to the balanced ratio between saturated and unsaturated fatty acids, which are

responsible for the low melting point and rapid melting on the skin, as well as the high

content of phytosterols (2%) and vitamin E, the cupuacu butter is an ideal moisturizer for

the skin and its components and part of sunscreens.

AVELLANA SEED OILAVELLANA SEED OIL

Oil made from the fruits of the Chilean hazelnut. The oil can be obtained from the seeds by

pressing or enzymatic extraction. Main ingredients: palmitoleic acid (22.7 - 24.2%), oleic

acid (29.3 - 39.4%), rich in tocotrienol, therefore the oil has high oxidative stability and is

suitable as a good source of vitamin E in diets.

Since the oil absorbs short-wave UV light, it is well suited for cosmetic applications. Due to

the high proportion of unsaturated fatty acids, it is easily absorbed by the skin. It serves to

strengthen collagen and elastic fibers in the skin, has a tightening effect on the connective

tissue and is used against wrinkles due to its content of mink oil, which is otherwise only

contained in animal oils. Of all oils, it is the closest to human skin fat.
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ALMOND OILALMOND OIL

Sweet almond oil, in addition to being used in cosmetics, is also used as a drug for eye

drops, as well as salad oil. Almond oil is a vegetable oil made from high-quality long-chain

fatty acids with a high level of lipid replenishment. Almond oil, which has been tried and

tested in cosmetics for centuries, seems to take a backseat in the context of the variety of

exotic oils available today. Its high tolerance, however, offers gentle care for sensitive skin

conditions in particular and helps to bring them back into balance and to reduce skin

roughness and lack of moisture.

Even if it lacks polyunsaturated fatty acids, it has one of the highest values of all oils

available to us in this regard with over 90% mono- and di-unsaturated fatty acids. In

addition, thanks to its subtle fragrance, it offers a good basis for aromatic cosmetics based

on essential oils. Its content of tocopherols is in the middle range, but the tocopherol

fraction consists mainly of the metabolically and cosmetically active α-tocopherol, which

has an antioxidant and skin-protecting effect and optimizes the absorption behavior.

EDELWEISS EXTRACTEDELWEISS EXTRACT

Gnaphalium Lentopodium Flower Extract is the extract of the flowers of the edelweiss

(Leontopodium alpinum L., Asteraceae). A monograph on edelweiss extract lists numerous

cosmetic and pharmaceutical properties, such as UV protection: "high levels of flavonoids

and phenolic acids were found as active ingredients". Leontopodium Alpinum Extracts

have anti-inflammatory, soothing, decongestant and UV-protective properties. The extracts

also contain active ingredients that are considered free radical scavengers and have

strong anti-oxidative properties to protect the skin.

NATURAL Q10 (GUGGUL TREE)NATURAL Q10 (GUGGUL TREE)

Also called the guggul. Guggul is the resin of the Mukul myrrh and is obtained by cutting

the stem. In traditional Chinese medicine, the resin is used against skin diseases, tooth

decay, indigestion, diabetes, runny nose, pain and other complaints. The effect of this

natural Q10 is about 10 times better than that of synthetic Q10. Q10, an endogenous

coenzyme, is a key component in the regeneration of the skin. In the aging process, the

self-production of Q10 decreases and leads to reduced cell activity. Nutrients are absorbed
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less quickly by the cell and pollutants are released into the tissue fluid more slowly. It can

be said that the skin is generally more susceptible to harmful environmental influences,

which means that signs of aging are more easily visible. By adding Q10, the natural

biological process in the skin is reactivated. Q10 protects against oxidative stress, UV

damage and premature skin aging. It can sustainably support cell activity and give the skin

more energy and freshness.

Pricing – 24/7 Deluxe face creamPricing – 24/7 Deluxe face cream

RRP: 58,74€ excluding tax / 69,90€ including 19% tax. Currently, until the end of 2020

there is 16% tax. RRP: 68,14€ including 16% tax.
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One of the ingredients of 24/7 Deluxe anti-aging face cream is Edelweiss extract that is natural antioxidant results

in soft and velvety skin

Photo Credit by Botanetics

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Botanetics products are served in high-quality packaging and design, which is a major

aspect of the luxurious care line. All products are filled in Miron Violet Glass crucibles or

bottles. The Ultra Violett Glass ensures effective light protection and provides bioenergetic

conservation. In this case, cosmetic products are revitalized and have longer durability.

The company uses Ultraviolett Glass also for environmental protection.

Botanetics crucibles for the face creams have a white packaging with a golden colored
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print. The company uses the same packaging for the Bodybutter and the Cleaning

products and Masks. Botanetics Serums come in black packaging with golden print.

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

Luxury and lean design

Photo Credit by Botanetics

For gifts, Botanetics offers special packaging for its luxury products. So it is possible to

approach the company for this request if needed.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The products of Botanetics are currently sold worldwide. The company also plans to sell its

personal care products in the near future to selected 5* Hotels. Besides that,

Botanetics products are offered via Spinoff Group and another e-commerce Platform. They

are also available through their own webshop at botanetics.de
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Photo Credit by Botanetics

AWARDSAWARDS

Botanetics did not participate in fairs or trade shows so far, as the company wanted to

finalize the product portfolio first. It is planned for the nearest future. Please, find all social

media sources of Botanetics below.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images by the  

You can download the price list by the 

You can download a presentation 24/7 cream by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

link

link

link 
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files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS   QUESTIONS   

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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BIOPEPTIX is a unique series of innovative cosmetic products

developed by Israeli company Aviv Cosmetics. The line contains active

ingredients, based on the latest research findings in dermatology such

as biopeptides, growth factors and anti-glycation agents. At the same

time, BIOPEPTIX includes plant extracts, fruit acids in therapeutic

concentration and natural fruit puree. Combination of scientific research

and natural ingredients made this line a real breakthrough in

cosmetology, offering patients the best of the two worlds. The brand

has already gained fame at a local market among professional beauty

salons and spas and is also represented in European countries and is

preparing for global distribution.

SECRET DOSSIER ON BIOPEPTIX BY
AVIV COSMETICS
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 was founded in 2007 by Dr. Dov Luxman in Tel-Aviv, Israel. The
name BIOPEPTIX symbolizes the ingredients in these skincare products –
biopeptides – short-chain proteins, which bind to skin cell receptors and
stimulate regeneration and protection of the skin, weakened and lost by the
skin in the result of damage, caused by ecological factors and premature
ageing. Today, Israel is considered to be the medical capital of the world, as
medicine and aesthetics in this country stepped so far that no one can
compete with it. Israeli cosmetics can be discussed for hours - it is natural and
high-tech, and contains unique ingredients of the Dead Sea. If you still have
not paid attention to beauty products from Israel, then it is time to correct this
mistake and discover BIOPEPTIX.

source - www.missbagira.ru

This unique skincare line was created with the combination of the most effective formulas

under the careful supervision of Dr. Luxman, a practising physician for 30 years.

“To me it seems patently clear that the field of professional cosmetics comes close to and

even overlaps areas of aesthetic medicine, i.e. dermatology and plastic surgery. Products

and treatments alike should be based on scientific evidence. Fresh findings should be

made public for the benefit of all those engaged in the field and subject to systematic

BIOPEPTIX
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review. This way, the field of professional cosmetics will earn the acclaim it truly deserves!

When I conceived the BIOPEPTIX product line, what I had in mind was to combine the best

in cosmetic tradition with cutting-edge cosmetic technology suited to the third millennium”,

says Dr. Luxman. 

Evidence-based skincare - is the motto of BIOPEPTIX. All the formulations were created on

the basis of active agents with proved efficacy in the sphere of regeneration of the skin

balance and treatment of the skin disorders. The production of BIOPEPTIX is completely

eco-friendly and the products are not tested on animals. 

source - www.estet-portal.com

Why do we age?Why do we age?

The human body is aging for several internal and external reasons. Among them are a

genetic predisposition, hormonal changes, photo-aging due to exposure to sunlight,

nutrient deficiency, the effect of toxins (tobacco, alcohol, etc.). However, in the center of

the mechanism of aging, there are two chemical reactions - oxidation and glycation.

Glycation - is a chemical reaction that occurs as a result of fixing the free sugars to protein

molecules. It affects the whole body. At the last stage of this chemical reaction, appear end

products of glycosylation - Advanced Glycation Endproducts (A.G.E). They are a major
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cause of skin aging, because the effects of glycation are most susceptible to elastin and

collagen - fibrillar proteins of the dermis. Over time, they become tougher and tougher

because of all the greater fixation of sugar molecules to proteins. And the result: laxity,

wrinkles, pigmentation and redness worsening, violation of skin scarring. All these signs of

aging are directly or indirectly caused by the process of glycosylation, which occurs in our

body continuously, and with age only increases.

Unfortunately, our body has no defence system against glycation. It can only be slowed

down by choosing a healthy lifestyle, avoiding excessive exposure to sun, doing physical

exercises, quitting smoking and alcohol, balanced nutrition, avoiding too fried and sugary

foods. But for the fight with glycation and its consequences (A.G.E.), you can use external

tools.

source - www.meg21.com

All BIOPEPTIX products contain anti-glycation agents, considered to be the latest findings

in the anti-ageing sphere. One of these agents is aminoguanidine - a powerful activator of

cell division. It stimulates the division of cells of the basal layer of the skin, accelerates

regeneration and stimulates collagen synthesis. The division of the basal cells is the first

phase of the renewal of the epidermis. Newly formed cells displace cells of the upper layer
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of the skin and subsequently renew the epidermis completely.  

Oxidation of cells is also one of the basic processes of skin aging. On the one hand, life is

impossible without oxygen, and each cell needs it in order to produce energy and saturate

proteins. On the other hand, it causes depletion of oxygen, destruction and disintegration,

and as a result, aging and death of cells.  Environment, pollution, solar radiation and

cigarette smoke generate free radicals, which can have various degrees of damaging

effects. The proteins (collagen, elastine), cell membrane lipids and DNA can be damaged

by free radicals, which cause premature aging and even cancer. In recent years, numerous

anti-aging medical research focused on the study of oxidation and free radicals, trying to

slow down these processes.

source - www.antiwrinklecreme.org

BIOPEPTIX line is enriched with powerful antioxidants (lycopene, bioflavonoid, resveratrol,

vitamins), anti-bacterial compounds (proanthocyanins), healing and toning agents (allantoin,

squalane and Centella Asiatica), as well as excellent moisturizers (hyaluronic acid,

glycosaminoglycans).

The ingredients’ great efficacy is further boosted through the use of the latest innovation in
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conduction means – the . Fullerenes - are molecular compounds made, as

diamonds, only of carbon atoms, which are arranged at the vertices of regular hexagons

and pentagons, which constitute the surface of a sphere. A spatial structure enveloping the

active compounds that helps them penetrate the skin deeply with an efficiency that is tens

of times greater than that of liposome-mediated penetration. For this breakthrough, the

fullerene discoverers received a Nobel Prize in 1997. 

Fullerene (source - www.lookfordiagnosis.com)

Fullerenes are the most powerful antioxidants among known to date, and their mechanism

of action is fundamentally different from that of all other antioxidants. They act even in

microdoses, maintaining efficiency for a long time. Fullerenes reduce the concentration of

free radicals, normalize cellular metabolism, increase the ability of cells to regenerate, thus

preserving youth. By efficacy, fullerenes exceed the most famous of antioxidants, vitamin

C, for 125 times! If other antioxidants are consumed during the reaction, the fullerene

facilitates mutual destruction of free radicals and at the same time it is not consumed at

all. Instead of attacking neighboring molecules, free radicals can react with each other and

form harmless compounds. But the meeting of two free radicals are not so likely at their

low concentrations. Fullerenes have an ability to collect them on their surfaces, thus

providing their meeting. Combined, they destroy each other, and wherein the fullerene

does not change. That is why the fullerene acts as effectively as the majority of other

antioxidants, and that is why it has a long-lasting effect.

fullerenes
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Currently, another phenomenon is receiving increasing attention in the creation of

pharmaceutical and cosmetic preparations - . Most natural substances are

produced in more than one form. These forms differ from each other not only in structure

and shape but in its activity and effectiveness as well. Most compounds have two

asymmetrical forms designated as left (L for Levo) or right (D for Dextro). Incorporation of

organic compounds in cosmetic products requires careful selection of these ingredients.

Ingredients that are either (L) or (D) may not absorb into skin at the same rate and may

have lower effectiveness. BIOPEPTIX cosmeceuticals utilize the ingredients in their correct

left (L) or right (D) form in all cosmetic formulations to assure optimal absorption and

effectiveness.

Two enantiomers of a generic amino acid that is chiral (source - www.en.wikipedia.org)

The advantage of BIOPEPTIX treatments is a two-stage peeling of the skin with natural fruit

acids, allowing to reach the maximum anti-ageing effect by a so-called "controlled

trauma", based on the concept "peel and heal". Biopeptix injures the skin to stimulate

natural renewal processes.

Patients with mature skin will discover the advantage of  and .

chirality

Pome-Peel Pump-Skin Peel
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Pome Peel contains natural pomegranate puree. Glycolic and Lactic acids gently exfoliate

the skin, increase moisture level and reduce irritation and dryness. Pomegranate puree is

rich in antioxidant polyphenols and contains a high concentration of anti-inflammatory, anti-

bacterial and anti-viral compounds. Pome-peel provides visible regeneration and

rejuvenation of the skin. Pump-Skin Peel is a fruit-acid/enzyme formula based on organic

pumpkin fruit specially developed as an exfoliation accelerator with outstanding keratolytic

properties. Pumpkin Puree, Wine and Enzymes are used as an exfoliation accelerator, a

powerful antioxidant and a mild retinoic acid substitute. Pump-Skin Peel activates

receptors responsible for activating cell-turnover. It is a perfect exfoliator for mature skin

and environmentally-stressed skin.

source - www.biopeptix.com

 with L-Lactic acid and plant-derived enzymes will provide exfoliation and

toning to the dry skin.  and  were created specifically for

patients with oily and acnetic skin, prone to infections and inflammations. The 4-Berry Peel

is a 100% natural red cherry puree blended with chiral AHA’s of L-Lactic Acid, L-Tartaric

Blue Enzyme Peel

Sali Zyme Peel 4-Berry Peel
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Acid, L-Malic Acid, BHA Salicylic Acid and enzymes. Highly active ingredients exert their

anti-bacterial, anti-inflammatory, soothing and regenerative effects to calm the skin and

improve it's appearance and structure. Sali-Zyme Peel is a professional strength chemical

peeling based on Salicylic acid and plant-derived exfoliating enzymes. Salicylic acid is a

highly effective keratolytic compound and Bromelain/Papain is an enzymatic complex that

enhances exfoliation and moisturizes the skin. Sali-Zyme Peel protects the skin from the

harmful environmental influence and has an anti-inflammatory effect.

 is a superb formula for smoothing, firming, toning and mildly exfoliating the

sensitive skin. It contains D-Cranberry Complex – highly beneficial for its antioxidant and

its gentle anti-bacterial properties. Cranberry Peel boosts the healing process within the

skin. Subtropical Peel from Effect Plus line provides the especially strong rejuvenating

effect. Refreshing All-Around Mint Peel will suit all types of skin. Deep peeling is enhanced

by a Pre-Peel toner, which reduces PH level of the skin and allows for maximum effect. 

Apart from effective peelings, patients are offered a wide range of creams, masks,

cleansers, scrubs and serums.  serum will provide an instant firming effect. Its

powerful formula, based on botox-like ingredient Syn-Ake, acts like snake venom and

reduces wrinkles.  mask is a unique formula created for the protection of the skin

from free radicals and solar radiation. It contains a wide range of powerful anti-oxidants

and neutralizes toxins.  eye serum reduces puffiness and dark circles in the

eye area. And  eye cream with a powerful peptide formula with reduce

wrinkles and restore collagen. 

Currently, BIOPEPTIX offers its customers 52 products for each skin type and 8 effective

treatments:

Acne & scars treatment – for oily skin;

Anti-aging treatment - for mature skin;

Instant lifting treatment – for mature skin;

Rosacea treatment;

Sensitive skin treatment;

Bio-rejuvenation treatment – for mature and photo-aged skin;

Uplift protocol – for sagging skin;

Extra moisture treatment – for dry skin.

Cranberry Peel

Pro-Lift

Spin Trap

Clear&Fresh

Multi-Peptide
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BIOPEPTIX products are not sold in retail chains or online stores. These products can be

purchased only from official trained representatives or beauty institutions. Interested

beauticians are invited to visit BIOPEPTIX training center in Tel-Aviv to derive the most of

this unique brand and treatments. The Brand is currently presented in the domestic Israeli

market, Portugal, Spain, Ukraine and Russia and is currently open for international

expansion.

source - www.biopeptix.com

TERMS OF WORK WITH SPINOFFTERMS OF WORK WITH SPINOFF

Spinoff Syndicate has signed Agency Agreement with BIOPEPTIX to exclusively present

the brand on all global markets to professional distributors.

IMPORTANT! Price lists are not for publication on the Internet and for inner use only.

Biopeptix products can only be sold through professional beauticians, not online.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALSADDITIONAL MATERIALS

General information about the products is available on the official Biopeptix , theweb page
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Russian version by .

You will find a video demonstrating the full protocol of treatment by the .

You can find the promotional video on the official .

You can download all the pictures by the 

You can download Biopeptix presentation by the 

You can download the distribution prices for all products by the 

You can download Biopeptix CPNP European Certification Codes by the 

You can download graphic files for labels by the 

You can download the merchandise catalogue by the  

You can download the audio of the conference call with advice and the best practices from

an official distributor from Portugal and Spain Dr. Mariline Hortigueira by the  and the

protocol by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

OPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE MEMBERSOPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find the series of questions/comments form Syndicate members

and answers from the brand's owner by the . Feel free to leave your comments and ask

questions Aviv Cosmetics about the BIOPEPTIX products by the . Please do not share

this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link

Biopeptix Facebook page

link

link

link

link

link 

link

link

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Aviv-Cosmetics LTD.

Contact person:Contact person: Orli Borger

E-mail:E-mail: sales@avivcosmetics.com

Website:Website: biopeptix.com/

Phone:Phone: +972 3 624 33 16

Patent status:Patent status: Yes

On market since:On market since: 2007

Regions:Regions: United States, Israel

Industries:Industries: Skincare

BIOPEPTIX OFFICIAL

Wikipedia Chirality

Wikipedia

Fullerene

Estet Portal

BIOPEPTIX OFFICIAL RU

BIOPEPTIX OFFICIAL VIDEO Protocol no

sound

BIOPEPTIX VIDEO

BIOPEPTIX VIDEO TREATMENT

Biopeptix Catalogue with full product line EN

Biopeptix Presentation

PDF

BIOPEPTIX - CPNP European Cerification

Biopeptix promotional video

download

BIOPEPTIX merchandise catalogue and price list (Jan 2020)

Graphic philes for the labels EN

Biopeptix Export Price List 02-

2021

רגרוב ילרוא   La'Isha on Biopeptix article

Hebrew

click here
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Herbal Dynamics Beauty® harnesses the synergy of nature and science

to deliver tangible results and real benefits. Making natural, creative and

effective personal care products accessible remains the brand's guiding

principle. Its diverse, rapidly growing line pairs exciting botanicals like

prickly pear, green tea, mango and rose alongside advanced nourishing

ingredients like hyaluronic acid, peptides, and vitamins. Colorful

formulas and enjoyable scents emanate from simple, streamlined

packaging to place the focus squarely on the benefits and good things

within. With HDB customer choses natural ingredients, science-based

wellness and gentle but effective products designed to help look and

feel better every day.

SECRET DOSSIER ON HERBAL
DYNAMICS BEAUTY
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THE BRAND  THE BRAND  

Herbal Dynamics Beauty® was founded in 2017 in Scottsdale, Arizona with 5 key products

and has been expanding rapidly online and into many retail stores and boutiques ever

since. The CEO, Moe Kittaneh, has always been passionate about wellness and recognizes

the importance of healthy ingredients both inside and out. Moe is the co-founder of Herbal

Dynamics Beauty® as well as the co-founder of Amerisleep and other ventures in the tech

space, like his newest innovation video technology, OCLU. As a lifelong entrepreneur, Moe

seeks the challenge of starting new businesses and the reward of watching brands

flourish.

The collection is a realization of Moe’s desire to make accessible, creative natural skincare

products that are both effective and enjoyable to use. His core vision for the brand focuses

on simplicity, transparency and education while creating products that offer true value to

the people that use them. This philosophy alongside a strong social-focused approach has

made Herbal Dynamics Beauty® one of the fastest-growing independent beauty brands in

the US.

HDB develops a genuine connection with customers, emphasizing and maintaining a

highly engaged, grassroots e-commerce and social media following. The brand's target

audience is women and men between the ages of 18-65 who embrace a healthy lifestyle

and natural living. HDB is a “masstige” brand that wants to reach as many people as

possible to show them that combining the best in skincare science and nature can produce

amazing benefits. The company believes that everyone should have access to healthy

products.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

Vivid Revival® Mango & Green Tea Firming Eye MaskVivid Revival® Mango & Green Tea Firming Eye Mask

Reduce the appearance of dark circles and puffiness with green tea and caffeine, like

apple and mango extracts soothe and soften. Nourishing mango butter and phospholipids

hydrate the delicate eye area for a youthful and fresh appearance.
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Mango Butter, Apple Extract, Phospholipids, Caffeine

• SMOOTHING  • BRIGHTENING  • REFRESHING  • HYDRATING

Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €19,99, EXW €10Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €19,99, EXW €10

Youth Refresh® Prickly Pear Antioxidant Daily MoisturizerYouth Refresh® Prickly Pear Antioxidant Daily Moisturizer

Hydrate and balance skin with rare prickly pear seed oil and hyaluronic acid. Vitamin C and

resurrection plant promote youthful, even skin tone as a wealth of plant extracts enhance

natural radiance and hydrate for supple skin. Extracts of watermelon and seaweed

replenish and soften skin while working to protect from environmental stressors.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Vitamin C, Prickly Pear, Hyaluronic Acid, Resurrection Plant, Watermelon,

Oarweed

• HYDRATING  • ANTI-AGING  • SOOTHING  • BALANCING 

Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99, EXW €12,50Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99, EXW €12,50
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Youth Refresh® Hyaluronic Acid & Oat Overnight Recovery MaskYouth Refresh® Hyaluronic Acid & Oat Overnight Recovery Mask

Recover from the weekend or refresh any night of the week with this nourishing mask.

Hyaluronic acid and tremella mushroom help to hydrate skin as oat extract, rose oil,

broccoli and aloe support skin's defences against environmental stressors.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Tremella Mushroom, Oat Extract, Broccoli Extract, Aloe

• SOOTHING  • DETOXIFYING • PROTECTIVE  • MOISTURIZING 

Size: 30ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €29,99, EXW €15Size: 30ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €29,99, EXW €15

LipSoothe™ Acai & Mango Sugar Lip ScrubLipSoothe™ Acai & Mango Sugar Lip Scrub

Nourishing shea, cocoa and mango butters pair with exotic oils to soften as sugar provides

gentle exfoliation, leaving lips plump, smooth and soft. Potent antioxidants from acai oil

give delicate skin a more youthful appearance, as vitamin E and aloe soothe.

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Acai Oil, Mango Butter, Cocoa Butter, Pistachio Oil, Macadamia Oil,

Vitamin E
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

• EXFOLIATING • SOFTENING • SMOOTHING • ANTI-AGING

Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €19,99, EXW €10Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €19,99, EXW €10

LipSoothe™ Volumizing & Smoothing Rapid Lip MaskLipSoothe™ Volumizing & Smoothing Rapid Lip Mask

Get instantly fuller-looking lips with this velvety conditioning mask. Extract of the kiss-me-

quick flower is paired with xylitol, a natural moisture magnet, for a plumping boost.

Antioxidant-rich apple extract and an anti-wrinkle peptide promote softer, younger-looking

lips.

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Apple Extract, Kiss-Me-Quick, Peptides, Xylitol

• SMOOTHING • PLUMPING • HYDRATING • ANTI-AGING
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Hydrate and plump lips with the LipSoothe™ Volumizing & Smoothing Lip Mask

Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €19,99, EXW €10Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €19,99, EXW €10

Clean & Calm® Cooling Cucumber Eye CreamClean & Calm® Cooling Cucumber Eye Cream

Deeply hydrate, soothe and brighten the appearance of dark circles. This concentrated

blend of anti-aging actives targets visible fine lines, wrinkles and puffiness, leaving tired

eyes feeling fresh and revived.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Cucumber Extract, Hyaluronic Acid, Squalane, Peptide Complex

• DE-PUFFING • BRIGHTENING • HYDRATING • SMOOTHING 

Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99, EXW €12,50Size: 15ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99, EXW €12,50

RevitAge® White Truffle & Probiotic Neck Firming TreatmentRevitAge® White Truffle & Probiotic Neck Firming Treatment

Over 30 powerhouse botanicals deliver intense hydration and antioxidant benefits,

promoting the look of youthful firmness in delicate neck and décolletage areas. Probiotics

promote radiance and help protect the skin’s moisture barrier. White truffle provides a

plethora of vitamins and amino acids that nourish skin with hydration, while squalane gives
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skin a smoother appearance.

RevitAge® White Truffle & Probiotic Neck Firming Treatment has over 30 powerhouse botanicals that provide

intense hydration to the skin of the neck and decollete

Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: White Truffle, Probiotic Complex, Squalane, Blackcurrant, Green Tea

• FIRMING • SMOOTHING • HYDRATING • BRIGHTENING

Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €29,99, EXW €15Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €29,99, EXW €15

Clean & Calm® Cucumber & Blue Lotus Micellar WaterClean & Calm® Cucumber & Blue Lotus Micellar Water

Gently and effectively cleanse skin of oils, makeup and other impurities with this one-step,

complexion-brightening micellar solution featuring white water lily and blue lotus extracts.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Blue Lotus Extract, Water Lily, Cucumber Extract, Vitamin B5

• BALANCING • PURIFYING • SOOTHING

Size: 118ml                                          Suggested Retail Price: €14,99, EXW €7,50Size: 118ml                                          Suggested Retail Price: €14,99, EXW €7,50
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RevitAge® Precious Rose Concentrated Face BalmRevitAge® Precious Rose Concentrated Face Balm

A bouquet of extracts from black rose, damask rose, cabbage rose, French rose and alpine

rose stem cells pair with delicate rose oil to deliver potent antioxidant benefits. Indian

gentian extract promotes a smoother appearance, reducing the look of wrinkles over time.

Shea butter and ultra-light safflower oil provide deep hydration.

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Rose Extracts, Rose Oils, Indian Gentian, Shea Butter

• PLUMPING • HYDRATING • SMOOTHING • ANTI-AGING

Size: 30ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99, EXW €12,50Size: 30ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99, EXW €12,50

RevitAge® Diamond & Pearl Firming Gel MaskRevitAge® Diamond & Pearl Firming Gel Mask

Enhance radiance and instantly reduce signs of aging with this luxurious, glow-inducing

mask. Unique peptide and diamond complex works to resurface and smooth the

appearance of texture in the skin while skin-loving hydrators nourish and revitalize dull

complexions. Enriched with amino acids, this treatment gives a supple, firm look for the

ultimate youthful boost.
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RevitAge® Diamond & Pearl Firming Gel Mask with diamond powder brightens and evens skin tone, hydrates and

plumps to soften fine lines, fights inflammation and redness

Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Acacia Seyal Extract, Roselle Flower, Hyaluronic Acid, Diamond Powder,

Amino Acids

• ANTI-AGING • SOOTHING • BRIGHTENING • FIRMING

Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €29,99, EXW €15Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €29,99, EXW €15

HydraSoft™ Chamomile & Macadamia Gentle Body WashHydraSoft™ Chamomile & Macadamia Gentle Body Wash

Gently cleanse while softening with luxurious macadamia, sunflower and almond oils.

Chamomile oil and vitamin E soothe, while vitamin C and rice protein promote radiant,

smooth skin.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Macadamia Oil, Chamomile Oil, Rice Protein, Vitamins C & E
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

• SOFTENING • CLEANSING • MOISTURIZING     

Size: 177ml                                          Suggested Retail Price: €14,Size: 177ml                                          Suggested Retail Price: €14,99, EXW €7,50

HydraSoft™ Shea & Squalane Rich Body ButterHydraSoft™ Shea & Squalane Rich Body Butter

This decadent blend of soft butters combines with pistachio and macadamia oils for fast-

absorbing, non-greasy moisture that leaves skin silky. Squalane and amino acids reinforce

skin’s natural barrier and reduce signs of aging.

Key Ingredients:Key Ingredients: Mango Butter, Shea Butter, Mowrah Butter, Pistachio Oil, Aloe

• HYDRATING • SMOOTHING • FIRMING • SKIN BARRIER-ENHANCING

Size: 116ml                                          Suggested Retail Price: €24,99, EXW €12,50Size: 116ml                                          Suggested Retail Price: €24,99, EXW €12,50

HydraSoft™ Mango & Macadamia Intense Body BalmHydraSoft™ Mango & Macadamia Intense Body Balm
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Nutrient-rich macadamia, olive and avocado oils pair with shea, mango, cocoa, and

mowrah butters for comforting hydration in a luxurious melting balm. Peptides and

antioxidants promote smoother, brighter-looking skin over time. Ideal for all-over firming

and hydration.

Key Ingredients: Key Ingredients: Shea Butter, Pistachio Oil, Goji Extract, Peptides, Macadamia Oil

• FIRMING • PROTECTIVE • SOOTHING • ANTI-AGING

Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99, EXW €12,50Size: 58ml                                            Suggested Retail Price: €24,99, EXW €12,50
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

All products added to the dossier are EU registered and can be found in the CPNP portal.

The company can ship from either the US or the EU currently.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The name “Herbal Dynamics Beauty” represents the fusion of botanicals with advanced

actives to reveal beautiful skin. The herbal aspect of the brand recognizes the value of

nature’s inherent benefits through vitamins, antioxidants, fatty acids, proteins and more.

The word “dynamics” refers to change and growth, which is what the brand strives toward

creating products that produce positive results for all.

The design is modern and clean, simple and streamlined. HBD likes to point out key

ingredients that make the products unique and effective, backed by evidence and

supported by education throughout our message to customers. Each product’s name is

meant to clearly convey its purpose so the customers can hone in on their concerns to find

the best solutions for them. Though function is key, the sensory experience is also a

priority, the brand likes to display inviting textures, colors and natural scents.
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Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

The packaging used for all products is functional and easy to use, carefully chosen to

preserve the quality of the formulas and deliver convenience along with an indie beauty

aesthetic.  The formulas are contained in durable, recyclable plastic jars and bottles that fit

snugly inside their boxes. The boxes that hold them are made from the high-quality board

with an aqueous coating, making them resistant to dirt and smudges as well as the usual

wear and tear. They feature vibrant splashes of botanical key ingredients along with our

signature HDB logo and branding.

MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 

Launched in 2017 in Scottsdale, Arizona, HDB has continued to grow rapidly. Our high-

performance products are favored across social media platforms and notably a fan favorite

when it comes to bright, exciting colors and clean ingredients. Herbal Dynamics Beauty®

has become a name that skincare and beauty lovers have come to know. To enhance

brand visibility and sales, there have been continuous marketing and promotional activities

both in the USA and internationally. Beyond the digital online advertisements, some of the

brand activations have included:

Print advertisements in leading lifestyle magazines;

Digital wellness and lifestyle blog articles;
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Interactive posts on Instagram and other social media;

Product sampling at trade shows and through social media;

Inclusion in subscription beauty boxes;

Influencer marketing and social media marketing.

The brand is currently sold in Australia, the Middle East, Germany, the UK and the USA and

is planning to expand into Canada, China, France and worldwide.

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

Think Dirty: 2019 Dirty Thinkers’ Choice Awards. 

HDB has been featured in: , , , ,

, , , , , 

, ,  & Many More!

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images by the  

You can download the price list by the 

Huda Beauty The Spa Insider Beauty News NYC New Beauty

Total Beauty Well + Good Harpers Bazaar Daily Mail OK Magazine Germany Wellness

Magazine InStyle Belleza

link

link
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https://hudabeauty.com/us/en_US/blog/8-buzzy-ingredients-that-will-fix-every-skin-issue-64596.html
https://spaandbeautytoday.com/articles/the-best-chocolate-beauty-products
https://www.beautynewsnyc.com/city-pulse/black-friday-specials-from-a-to-z/
https://www.newbeauty.com/best-body-butters/
https://www.totalbeauty.com/content/slideshows/broccoli-skin-care-products-190430/page2?cid=nav_advice_featured_position2
https://www.wellandgood.com/best-fruit-for-skin-care/
https://www.harpersbazaar.com/beauty/skin-care/a27115470/rosehip-oil-benefits-uses/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-6823879/Beauty-expert-reveals-uses-mens-SHAVING-FOAM-remove-makeup.html
https://www.ok-magazin.de/lifestyle/redaktionslieblinge-love-pieces-von-okmagde-59214.html
https://wellness-magazin.at/highlights/fridays-five-wild-auf-schoene-haut/
https://www.instyle.de/lifestyle/horoskop-sternzeichen-haut-pflege-haut-probleme
https://www.trendencias.com/belleza/dias-mayor-frio-sumamos-balsamo-facial-a-nuestra-rutina-siete-opciones-que-nuestra-piel-seca-agradecera
https://app.box.com/shared/static/vw6pegtiu0ainv3aay6v0l7233hbp38b.zip
https://app.box.com/shared/static/2nz79ko6wnm7zm082rrwiocylka8jen5.pdf


HDB Essentials™ help to reduce signs of aging by boosting elasticity, hydrating and brightening, providing natural

balance

Photo Credit by Herbal Dynamics Beauty

You can download the presentation by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONSQUESTIONS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

link
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dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link

link

TESTIMONIALS OF KEY OPINION LEADERS:

"let see if it works now"

Alexander Miller (Co-Founder at SPINOFF.COM)
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http://www.linkedin.com/in/alexander-miller-a8858a4b


Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Herbal Dynamics Beauty

Contact person:Contact person: Ashley Stovall

E-mail:E-mail: sales@herbaldynamicsbeauty.com

Website:Website: herbaldynamicsbeauty.com

Phone:Phone: +1 855-455-6225

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Herbal Dynamics Beauty webpage

@herbaldybamicsbeauty

Herbal Dynamics Beauty Facebook

Herbal Dynamics Beauty YouTube

HDB - Welcome

HDB Presentation -

EU

HDB Order Form -

Spinoff

click here
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https://www.instagram.com/herbaldynamicsbeauty/
https://www.facebook.com/HerbalDynamicsBeauty/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLxbOXXSHG8OoW8KYy1hEmg
https://app.box.com/shared/static/zhtd2wbieyw7g8s8wltysn9iacygjtng.pdf
https://app.box.com/shared/static/qpdyomyjtb36l5v0xlxrnnvtqndku7cr.pdf
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https://spinoff.com/herbaldynamicspro+


Unrefined Riches is a cosmetic for all skin types and tones that was

founded in September 2018 by Adelaide Wolters, German-based

entrepreneur with Ghanaian roots. Having skin problems since her

childhood, she was eager to create such a product that will solve her

own problems and fulfill the needs of different skin types. After

many years of trials and errors, she suddenly found a perfect

combination of ingredients and created bestselling enriched shea cream

which fights against pigment spots and impurities. Today, the

founder is working on new products. With one product after

another, Unrefined Riches offers everyone unlimited and effective care,

regardless of ethnicity and the resulting external characteristics. The

company mission is to enable people with different skin types,

complexions and hair structures to feel comfortable in their skin and to

be able to care for it with effective ingredients without any restrictions.

SECRET DOSSIER ON UNREFINED
RICHES COSMETICS
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

"...And, of course, I could have chosen to make only products for the darker skin types.

However, I knew the feeling of being excluded and did not want to follow in the footsteps

of those who had done so long enough. I wanted to show that it is possible to cover the

needs of all skin types and colors."

Adelaide Wolters, Founder and CEO

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

Adelaide Wolters, the Founder Unrefined Riches was born in Hamburg with Ghanaian

roots. On September 1st, 2018, she finally dared to take the step into the cosmetics

industry as an entrepreneur, and for a very good reason. As a child, she suffered from an

allergy to the sun, extremely dry skin and an inherited form of hyperpigmentation

(melasma). In addition, teenagers had highly impure skin and even more pigment spots.

Her dermatologists were stumped. After many prescribed ointments and creams, they

thought that with her dark skin type she should get used to her pigment spots and

melasma. While trying to hide her skin problems, the next disillusionment followed in the

drugstore. Not only there were no single skin care products for her skin type, and there

was also no make-up for her skin tone as well. Her confidence level was 0! This is

when she recognized this big gap in the cosmetics industry. 
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After she turned 17th, she became intensively involved with skin care cosmetics, effective

ingredients and effective routines. After many trials and errors, after four years

she suddenly found a routine that seemed to help her skin, which was littered with pigment

spots and impurities. This did not go unnoticed by her family, friends and acquaintances

and they too began to take an interest in developed enriched shea cream. In short, they

tried it, and after a few weeks they noticed an improvement in their skin condition and

she knew by then that she had created something out of her suffering that could possibly

help other people.

She quickly realized that she wanted to start a cosmetics brand. Not the easiest task

she had chosen, of course. Especially not as the sole boss and employee of the company.

She was aware of that. But for Adelaide, there was only the option to keep complaining

about the cosmetics industry or to go out and change something. And of course, she could

have decided to produce only products for the darker skin types. However, she knew the

feeling of being excluded and did not want to follow in the footsteps of those who had

done so long enough. She wanted to show that it is possible to cover the needs of all skin

types and tones. From the very beginning, her goal was to give everyone (man or

woman) with different skin types, tones and hair textures the opportunity to feel

comfortable in their skin and to be able to care for it effectively and without restrictions

with the right care products. Contrary to the apparent norm of the German cosmetics

industry, she therefore consciously includes the needs of dark skin types, as well as curly

and kinky hair types in the product development.

Since the launch of the first two products in February 2019, the Founder has received a lot

of positive feedback and great before-and-after pictures of customers with whose skin

type and tone she cannot always identify, but very much with their feeling of wanting to

feel comfortable in their skin as a woman (or even a man). Meanwhile, she is working on

new products and Unrefined Riches will grow with the product line in the future for all skin

types, as well as curly and kinky hair types.

THE COMPANYTHE COMPANY

Unrefined Riches was founded in September 2018. It's the first German-based cosmetics

brand in the DACH region that includes all skin types, but also complexions and hair
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texture in their product development.  The company's mission is to enable people with

different skin types, complexions and hair structures to feel comfortable in their skin and to

be able to care for it with effective ingredients without any restrictions. Contrary to the

standards of the cosmetics and beauty industry, they therefore deliberately include the

needs of dark skin types, as well as curly and kinky hair types in product development. In a

relatively short period of time, the brand has already started selling well in the

DACH region and has already been consecrated in such media featured in Vogue, GQ,

Instyle, Condé Nast Traveller.

BLACK SOAP deeply cleanses the skin, removes make-up and excess sebum and reduces skin impurities

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

SHE[A] RAW enriched cream for all skin types and tonesSHE[A] RAW enriched cream for all skin types and tones

Retail Price 50 ml - €25,99 EUR, 100 ml - €45,99 EURRetail Price 50 ml - €25,99 EUR, 100 ml - €45,99 EUR

Description: Description: The effective SHE[A] RAW contains the precious shea butter from Ghana.
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Paired with powerful oils such as argan oil, jojoba oil, black cumin oil and vitamin E, the

skin barrier is strengthened and the natural regeneration process stimulated, resulting in a

healthier and more even complexion. Thanks to the anti-inflammatory properties of the oils,

skin impurities can be reduced. 

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

Application: Application: After cleansing the face, massage a pea size into the moist facial skin. If using

a serum or toner, allow the skin care products to be half absorbed and then use the shea

cream. SHE[A] RAW can also be used for body and hair care.

Ingredients:Ingredients: Butyrospermum Parkii Butter (shea butter)*, Cocos Nucifera Oil (coconut oil)*,

Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil (argan oil)*, Simmondsia Chinensis Seed Oil (jojoba oil)*,

Polyglyceryl-3 Caprate, Perfume ¹, Tocopherol (vitamin E), Nigella Sativa Seed Oil (black

cumin oil)*, Vanilla Planifolia Fruit Extract (vanilla extract), Glycine Soya Oil (Soya oil),

Helianthus Annuus Seed Oil (Sunflower oil), Benzyl Salicylate¹, Geraniol ¹, Limonene ¹ ,

Linalool ¹ *ingredients from certified organic agriculture (ingredients from organic farming) |

¹ from natural essential oils (from natural essential oils).

BLACK SOAPBLACK SOAP
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BLACK SOAP consists only of natural ingredients like sea salt, shea butter, vegetable ashes and glycerine

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

Retail price - Retail price - €9,99€9,99

Description: Description: BLACK SOAP consists of sea salt and vegetable ashes that deeply cleanse

your skin, remove make-up and excess sebum and reduce skin impurities. Rich shea butter

and glycerine nourish and moisturise your skin afterwards. BLACK SOAP is suitable for all

skin colours and skin types except sensitive skin. BLACK SOAP can also be used as body

and hair soap.

Application: Application: Moisten your face with lukewarm water and then massage BLACK SOAP into

the skin for one minute. Finally, wash your face with lukewarm water. A rich cream (e.g.

SHE[A] RAW) is then recommended. For optimal facial cleansing, it is recommended the

additional use of our UR Facial Cleansing Brush.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Potassium shea butterate (shea butter), glycerine, Maris Sal (sea salt), Carbo

medicinalis vegetabilis (plant ash)

SHEA SOAPSHEA SOAP
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SHEA SOAP perfectly solves such concerns as: acne & blemishes, oiliness, dark circles, dryness, dullness &

uneven texture

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

Retail price - €14,99Retail price - €14,99

Description:Description: Individual SHEA SOAP nourishes the skin thanks to shea butter and coconut

oil, while grape seed oil and castor oil calm the skin. Enriched with mulberry root extract

and cockatoo plum extract, it is full of antioxidants, gives an even complexion and makes

the skin glow. The deep cleansing red clay removes excess sebum and leaves the skin

pleasantly clean.

All ingredients together give SHEA SOAP its creamy foam, which leaves the skin feeling

silky soft.

Application:Application: Use SHEA SOAP for face and body cleansing. The company recommends

using SHE[A] RAW as a moisturizer to pamper your skin with rich and nutrient-rich

ingredients.

Ingredients: Ingredients: Butyrospermum Parkii Butter, Aqua, Cocos Nucifera Oil, Ricinus Communis

Seed Oil, Sodium hydroxide, Vitis Vinifera Seed Oil, Glycerin, Morus Alba Root Extract,
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Terminalia Ferdinandiana Fruit Extract, Illite Red Clay, Phenoxyethanol

SHEA DUOSHEA DUO

Retail price 50 ml - €43,99Retail price 50 ml - €43,99

SHEA SOAP & SHE[A] RAW - The perfect DUO for the perfect SHEA GLOW!

Product description:Product description: Our individual SHEA SOAP nourishes the skin thanks to shea butter

and coconut oil, while grape seed oil and castor oil calm the skin.

Enriched with mulberry root extract and cockatoo plum extract, it is full of antioxidants,

gives an even complexion and makes the skin glow.

The deep cleansing red clay removes excess sebum and leaves the skin pleasantly clean.

All ingredients together give SHEA SOAP its creamy foam, which leaves the skin feeling

silky soft.

The effective SHE[A] RAW contains the precious shea butter from Ghana. Paired with

powerful oils such as argan oil, jojoba oil, black cumin oil and vitamin E, the skin barrier is

strengthened and the natural regeneration process stimulated, resulting in a healthier and

more even complexion. Thanks to the anti-inflammatory properties of the oils, skin

impurities can be reduced.

SHE[A] RAW Ingredients: SHE[A] RAW Ingredients: Butyrospermum Parkii Butter (shea butter)*, Cocos Nucifera Oil

(coconut oil)*, Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil (argan oil)*, Simmondsia Chinensis Seed Oil

(jojoba oil)*, Polyglyceryl-3 Caprate, Perfume ¹, Tocopherol (vitamin E), Nigella Sativa Seed

Oil (black cumin oil)*, Vanilla Planifolia Fruit Extract (vanilla extract), Glycine Soya Oil (Soya

oil), Helianthus Annuus Seed Oil (Sunflower oil), Benzyl Salicylate¹, Geraniol ¹, Limonene ¹ ,

Linalool ¹ *ingredients from certified organic agriculture (ingredients from organic farming) |

¹ from natural essential oils (from natural essential oils)

SHEA SOAP Ingredients: SHEA SOAP Ingredients: Butyrospermum Parkii Butter (shea butter), Aqua (water), Cocos

Nucifera Oil (coconut oil), Ricinus Communis Seed Oil (castor oil), Sodium hydroxide, Vitis

Vinifera Seed Oil (grape seed oil), Glycerin, Morus Alba Root Extract (mulberry root extract),

Terminalia Ferdinandiana Fruit Extract (cockatoo plum extract), Illite Red Clay (red clay),

Phenoxyethanol
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SHE[A] RAW & SHEA SOAP are suitable for all skin types and tones

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

GLOW DUOGLOW DUO

Retail price - 50 ml - €34,99 EUR, 100 ml - €54,99 EUR    Retail price - 50 ml - €34,99 EUR, 100 ml - €54,99 EUR    

BLACK SOAP & SHE[A] RAW are combined into perfect DUO for the perfect GLOW!

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

UR FACIAL CLEANSING BRUSHUR FACIAL CLEANSING BRUSH

Normal price - €42,95; Special price - €30,00Normal price - €42,95; Special price - €30,00
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Facial Cleansing Brush with a unique static design perfectly complements facial cleansing procedures for more

effective results

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

Description: Description: The waterproof UR Facial Cleansing Brush optimizes your daily cleansing

routine with the help of three cleansing zones made of real medical silicone nubs and

innovative Sonic Vibration, while cleaning your face quickly, gently and pore-deep.

Unrefined Riches' face brush is suitable for all skin types.

Application: Application: Moisten your face with water. Then apply your cleansing soap or cleansing gel

to your face. Then moisten your UR Facial Cleansing Brush. Set a vibration level that is

comfortable for you and apply the brush to your face with circular movements.

SALESSALES

Unrefined Riches is getting bigger and bigger and now the products are also available in

stores. The products are sold nationwide as well as in Switzerland. The addresses can be

found on the official website of the company by the .link
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PACKAGINGPACKAGING

The peculiarity of the packaging of the cream jar is that it is made of a glass jar and is

therefore stable. With a modern new label, gold pieces hold up better for customers to

aesthetically update them. It is possible to use jars in different way, say to plant something

in a jar, make a candle out of it, or simply send back 5 empty jars, and the company will

give SHEA [A] RAW back in return.

MEDIAMEDIA

Unrefined Riches offers everyone unlimited and effective care, regardless of ethnicity and the resulting external

characteristics

Photo Credit by Unrefined Riches

Unrefined Riches was featured in such top media as Vogue, GQ, Instyle, Condé Nast

Traveller etc.

"Founded in 2018, Unrefined Riches is a German cosmetic brand created with all skin types

and complexions in mind Aiming to normalise diversity, they set out to help everyone take

care of their skin and hair effectively and without restrictions. They make sure to include

the needs of darker skin types, as well as curly and kinky hair." Vogue.co.uk
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"The cosmetics brand, founded in 2018, manufactures cosmetic products for women/men

with a wide variety of skin types, tones and hair structures. All products are vegan and free

of animal testing. The mission? To give different types of women/men the opportunity to

feel good in their skin and to care for it with the treasures of nature in an unrestricted and

effective way". 

"Why are skin care products mainly for light skin tones? Due to a lack of availability within

the cosmetics industry, Adelaide Wolters decided to start her own cosmetics company -

and not to leave anyone out. Because stereotypes have no place in the present time and

we think that anyone who is thinking about starting their own business can copy Adelaide's

way of thinking. What challenges she has met along the way and what each of us can do

better she tells us in an interview." 

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images by the  

You can download the price list by the 

You can download a presentation by the link 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS   QUESTIONS   

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the link. Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the link. Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

Instyle.de

Gruene-startups.de

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Unrefined Riches

Contact person:Contact person: Adelaide Wolters Gründerin, CEO & Founder

E-mail:E-mail: info@unrefinedriches.com

Website:Website: unrefinedriches.com

Phone:Phone: +49 179 26 95 705

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Unrefined Riches

Pricelist 2020_2021 DE

EN

click here
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Altearah is a French manufacturer of 'emotive cosmetics ' that creates a

number of signature Parfum de Soin, body products and face range

treatments based on organic and 100% natural essential oils and active

ingredients. It applies the unique concept of colours and

emotions spanning the rainbow and beyond. The multi-sensory

experience provides immediate well-being in the spa and at home to

overcome the emotional disconnections or difficulties. Altearah whole-

heartedly believes in the importance of responsible and environmentally

conscious living. All Altearah products are certified natural, organic and

respectful of man and the environment thanks to several quality

certifications: Ecocert, One Voice, Sud de France and Slow Cosmetics. A

full range of Altearah products is perfect for all skin types for

professional use and resale.

ALTEARAH BIO EMOTIVE ORGANIC
COSMETICS
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Since 2000, Altearah has been creating and manufacturing a range of organic cosmetics

made from 100% natural and organic essential oils. The company is located in Bellegarde

in the South of France, in the heart of the Camargue. It has its own laboratory and offices in

a Provencal farmhouse, in between vineyards and lavender fields. Altearah whole-

heartedly believes in the importance of responsible and environmentally conscious living.

All Altearah products are certified natural, organic and respectful of man and the

environment thanks to several quality certifications: Ecocert, One Voice, Sud de France

and Slow Cosmetics.

The company is guided by the concept that offers a multi-sensory experience for

immediate well-being in the spa and at home thanks to a full range of retail products.

Over 20 years of know-how and experience in the development of aromatherapy and

chromotherapy products makes the company competitive against new inexperienced indie

brands.

«At Altearah we consider our clients to be our partners and together we place the well-

being of our final clients as the focus of all our work. You must see it every day that the

only way forward is to forge a special bond between your client and you. Within your

institutes and spas, you are the one who provides a home away from home, a place that is

comforting, nurturing and sustaining. Loyalty can only be created if we provide the

products and services that can bring them back through your doors and which better way

than to give an efficacious treatment using products that are ethically produced, unique

and result-oriented. Altearah gives you an opportunity to work on your client’s emotions

and provide them with a different solution adapted to that particular day. By providing

treatments based on their emotional disconnections or difficulties, you will differentiate

yourself from traditional massages and treatments. The extent to which you can work with

your client's emotions will astound you and them - they will become your loyal customers

and bring their families and friends to you as well».

Shahida SiddiqueShahida Siddique

President of AltearahPresident of Altearah
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Shahida Siddique, President of Altearah

Photo Credit by Altearah

THE EMOTIVE CONCEPTTHE EMOTIVE CONCEPT

Altearah offers a wide range of signature products based on "One Colour, One Emotion"

concept. For the Parfums de Soin, body products and a face range the client can

instinctively choose the colour that he or she would like to experience at the moment. This

colour corresponds to the client’s need for the moment and will be echoed by the

composition of essential oils and active ingredients which compose the products. The
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colour can also accompany the client in retail products to prolong the benefits of the

treatment.

There are 5 essential colour schemes for Altearah products:

Emerald OXYGEN. Main component:  Pine. Its action: Breath, to find oxygen.

Royal Purple ENERGY. Main component: Cedar. Its action: Re-discover vital energy.

White PURE. Main component: Tea Tree. Its action: Purify and regenerate body and

mind.

Orange CREATIVITY. Main component: Orange. Its action: Re-connect with the body.

Turquoise SERENITY. Main component: Ylang-Ylang. Its action: Protects from stress,

reassures.

There is also some evolution in the color scheme, which contains nine additional colors

that are also distributed in accordance with the client's special mood, goals and

expectations from the procedure to promote well-being. These two additional blocks

represent Happiness and Play. In the happiness block, there are five colors such as green,

red, indigo, gold, blue and in the Play, there are four colors i.e. yellow, pink, purple and

silver.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

WELL BEING RANGE - THE PARFUMS DE SOINWELL BEING RANGE - THE PARFUMS DE SOIN

Altearah Bio has simplified the use of aromatherapy by formulating 14 ready-to-use

essential oil compositions. 14 colours, 14 promises of well-being to meet all expectations

for individuals and professionals. The human sense of smell informs about the environment

in a reliable and nuanced way: it can tell about surroundings and even signal imminent

danger. The scent is an information channel directly related to emotional memory. When a

person passes by a kitchen or meets someone new an odor can play a significant role, it

can instantaneously transport to old memories such as grandmother’s apple pie or remind

of a loved one.

Altearah Bio Parfum de Soin are designed of natural ingredients such as wheat alcohol and

organic essential oils for well-being to breathe and apply at spas as well as at home. A
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wide range of highly active products is certified organic for body and mind. For intense and

powerful action and to respond to specific issues there. In treatment rooms, the Ritual

begins and ends each treatment, like a beneficial parenthesis. At home, the spays may be

used 3 to 5 times a day or as soon as the need arises for immediate action. Also, the

company offers olfactive rituals as customer welcome at the reception, as a wellness ritual

at conferences or at seminars.

Altearah evolution in the color scheme could be distributed in accordance with the client's special mood, goals

and expectations from the procedure to promote well-being

Photo Credit by Altearah

A RANGE OF ORGANIC COSMETICS PRODUCTSA RANGE OF ORGANIC COSMETICS PRODUCTS
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Altearah's unique olfactory ritual

Photo Credit by Altearah

Altearah Bio Emotive Cosmetics has a wide range of facial skincare products such as

serums,  face creams, eye solutions, makeup removers, cleaning, face sprays, masks and

scrubs. Expert in colour care, Altearah Bio Emotive Cosmetics reinvents the skincare

treatments into an intelligent organic cosmetics, ultra-efficient and sensory, to enhance the

skin every day. Each colour inspires a treatment, a step of beauty and well-being. Deep

sensory, tenfold action, colour gives life to concentrate of high-performance active

ingredients, a unique texture and fragrance. There are 6 colours White, Indigo, Purple,

Turquoise, Silver, Polychrome for 6 key benefits: PURITY, CLARITY, ENERGY, SERENITY,

REPAIR, SUBLIME.

FACEFACE

FACE SERUMS (Bottle 15ml) 

All serums are real boosters. The perfect ally of the Sublime Face Cream.

Royal Purple Serum - Energy.

Turquoise - Serenity.

Silver Serum – Repair. 

SUBLIME NEUROACTIVE FACE CREAM (Airless Bottle 30ml)

Neuroactive ingredients adapt to the skin to meet all of the needs.
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Day and night cream for all skin types.

Its NeuroActive ingredients teach the skin to function by itself.

Turquoise - Serenity booster serum is a perfect ally of the Sublime Face Cream

Photo Credit by Altearah

SUBLIME EYE SOLUTION (Airless Bottle 15ml)

Visibly reduces dark circles, puffiness, wrinkles and redensifies fine areas around the

eye.

Neuroactive ingredients adapt to the skin to meet all of the needs.

MAKEUP REMOVER OIL (Bottle 125ml) 

Removes all types of makeup, brightens the complexion and prevents pigmentation.

Its rinsed formula removes makeup, even waterproof.

PURE CLEANSING FACE WASH (Bottle 150ml)

Feel the purity, radiance and energy of healthy and vitalized skin.

Regulates the sebaceous glands, brightens the complexion and acts on pigmentation.
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CLARITY REFRESHING FACE SPRAY (Bottle 150ml) 

Instant feeling of calmness, depth and freshness.

Plumps the skin and provides hydration throughout the day.

RADIANCE MASK & SCRUB (Tube 40 & 150ml) 

The 2-in-1 product for all skin types: perfect complexion and tightened pores in 10

minutes.

Ideal for fast action during treatments.

SUBLIME MASK (Professional Range - 10 sachets)

Alginate mask with antioxidant, soothing and anti-aging action.

A peel-off mask for immediate results.

BODYBODY

HUILE DE SOIN & NUTRITIVE OILS

Resale format: 100ml, 14 Colours + Nutritive.

Huile de SoinHuile de Soin is a real Oleotherapy treatment. Can be used as a massage oil,

moisturizing oil or to take care of the skin after sun exposure. Ideal for sensitive and dry

skin and for all the family men, women, future mothers and children.

Huile NutriveHuile Nutrive is a blend of 6 oils. Without perfume and without allergens, it is perfect for

children, pregnant women and people with sensitive skin. It is also the perfect ally for

hair, nails, beard and rehydrates skin after sun exposure.

COLOUR MASSAGE OILS & NUTRITIVE MASSAGE OILS

Professional Range: 250ml, 14 Colours + Nutritive.
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The skincare oil composition of sesame, apricot kernel and essential oils re-hydrates and leaves a satin film on

the skin

Photo Credit by Altearah

Composition: Sesame oil, Apricot kernel oil, Sunflower oil, essential oils. Complete

massages or wraps with this size of professional Massage Oil.

BATH

CONCENTRATE (Roll-on Resale format: 5ml - Professional Range: 15ml, 14 Colours)

Composition: Perilla oil, essential oils.

For application on localized areas of the body to accentuate the effects of massage. 

Thanks to the high concentration of essential oils, a solution for deep and recurring

issues.

SCRUB (Jar Resale format: 400g. Professional Range: 1100g, 5 Essential Colours)

Composition: Himalayan salt, Sesame oil, essential oils.

An exfoliating treatment, nutritious and energetic for the skin. Can be used as a

detoxifying wrap and even without a shower.
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Silver is the colour that Readjust, Gather, Restructure. It accompanies you to Repair oneself after a shock, stress,

whether physical or mental

Photo Credit by Altearah

BATH SALT (Tub Resale format: 900g, Professional Range: 3.5kg, 5 Essential Colours,

Gold, Silver)

Composition: Himalayan salt, essential oils

For an olfactive journey and guaranteed relaxation. Hand bath - Foot bath -

Balneotherapy.

All retail products can be purchased through Altearah's own online  .

The RRP for Europe in the online store for some best sellers is the following:The RRP for Europe in the online store for some best sellers is the following:

NeuroActive SUBLIME Face Cream - €49;

Silver Facial Serum for Repair - €39;

 Facial Cleansing Foam - €22;

NeuroActive Eye Contour 15ml - €36;

Radiance Mask & Scrub 150ml -  €49;

Refreshing Face Mist Indigo - €24.

e-Boutique
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Photo Credit by Altearah

ALTEARAH FOR PROFESSIONAL CAREALTEARAH FOR PROFESSIONAL CARE

For aesthetics professionals, Altearah offers a unique wellness approach, tailor-made

treatments thanks to the massage creations and colour methodology. 

A range for Treatment roomsA range for Treatment rooms

In addition to the range of natural and organic products intended for the general public,

Altearah offers treatment room formats specifically adapted to all healthcare professionals,

institutes, spas, wellness centres etc. The range consists of massage oils in a pump bottle,

scrubs 1, 1kg, bath salts 3.5kg, all skin care testers, 100 ml oils and Parfum de Soin

testers, and samples.

A range of accessoriesA range of accessories

Altearah offers a choice of tools and accessories dedicated to caring as well as tools to

raise customer awareness of the concept of colours: brochures, ingredient cards, colour

test (colour chart), counter displays, posters, kakemonos, stickers, wall decorations.
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Photo Credit by Altearah

Tools specific to the practice of careTools specific to the practice of care

Bath sheets, protective sheets for massage tables, towels, hand towels, pareos,

reflexology tools to be integrated into protocols.

ALTEARAH TRAININGALTEARAH TRAINING

Altearah's training is structured in two parts: a theoretical part and a practical part. It gives

the possibility to discover the applications of each colour, the use of products in treatments

and at home, and advice for the customers to extend the benefits of an Altearah treatment.

Participating in Altearah's training courses is also the perfect time to meet other likeminded

professionals and the Altearah team, and come up with ideas of how to integrate the brand

into aesthetician's business and with own customers to take full advantage of its potential.

The trainings are all provided by certified trainers and take place at Altearah's

headquarters in Bellegarde (Gard): the ideal place to enjoy nature in the Camargue, meet
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the whole team, and learn about the story of Altearah, and in Paris. The company also

provides offsite trainings.

BUSINESS WITH ALTEARAHBUSINESS WITH ALTEARAH

Altearah Bio offers a unique and differentiating concept for professionals. The brand puts

its expertise at the service of wellness professionals, spas, beauty institutes, in a spirit of

partnership and support. The USP of the brand comes out of:

An extraordinary sensory and emotional care experience;

A concept of colorful emotions;

A simple and fun approach to essential oils and their benefits;

A holistic approach to body and mind;

Personalised support for each client;

Comprehensive care protocols based on 15 years of expertise;

A treatment room range for care and a general public range for the sales area;

Quality products certified organic by Ecocert and manufactured in the south of France.

PROFESSIONAL AND STRUCTURING SUPPORTPROFESSIONAL AND STRUCTURING SUPPORT

There is simple and structured progressive commercial offer divided into 3 levels:

MODULE 1 / The 5 essential colours. To nourish, balance and strengthen the 5 essential

needs;

MODULE 2 / The 14 colours. To go beyond, to enrich and evolve through harmonization;

MODULE 3 / Deepening of the 14 colours and colour diagnosis. Altearah's expertise to

develop, explore and develop its full potential.
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Altearah offers treatment room formats specifically adapted to all healthcare professionals, institutes, spas,

wellness centres etc. 

Photo Credit by Altearah

Innovative training courses are created and run by professional teams to support the

partners, distributors. Also, the Altearah Bio brand offers several levels of training from

initiation to expertise, the modules are divided into skill areas (colours, care techniques,

customer expectations, personalization of care). Various tools are available to

professionals, from merchandising to sales support tools and more specific care needs.

GLOBAL PRESENCEGLOBAL PRESENCE

Currently, Altearah is represented in many countries in Europe (e.g. Belgium, Switzerland,

Italy and France) and outside of Europe in the United Aram Emirates, Australia, Canada, the

USA. The company applies different ways of working with markets. It is sold through

distributors and resellers, through spa and beauty institutes. Altearah uses its unique

protocols and rituals to improve facial and body skin and emotional well-being in world

spas such as  and , France; 

- Porec, Croatia;  in Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; 

 - Soldeu, Andorra.

Royal Spa Evian Bains de Sulzbad Valamar Isabella Island Resort

Dalouk Wellness Spa Sport Hotel

Hermitage
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The company provides support and training to new partners and distributors

Photo Credit by Altearah

The company is ready for gradual market expansion and is open to cooperation with

distributors from new markets. It is flexible enough for the markets, but it always takes time

to synchronize with a new distributor. The company is ready to provide any help and

assistance, as well as adjust to the specific requirements of a specific market for good

relationships and sales.

TESTIMONIALSTESTIMONIALS

"I have been working with Altearah Bio for over 15 years. I use the products in all of my

treatments, whether it’s facial, massage or therapeutic. Altearah products give incredible

results every time. I travel all over the world as a guest practitioner in high end resorts,

people always find the Colour Test fascinating. It helps me create precise tailor-made

treatments, and gives results adapted to each person. I highly recommend these

exceptional quality organic products, which I use on myself every day!" 

, Beauty Expert and Facialist, Dubai, UAE

KATRINA

VALENTE
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The brand's USP is in it's customised Emotive Concept that is directed at client's well-being

Photo Credit by Altearah

"With the Altearah range, I love the concept of detecting customer needs by choosing

colours. This innovative approach and these excellent organic products bring an

undeniable pleasure to use for our customers. I was drawn to the Altearah products for

their colours, fragrances and organic certification. I have noticed that customers are

intrigued by the history of colours and their impact on the emotional state. They particularly

like Orange scrubs and products for their scent and effect." KRISTIJAN & JELENA MARE

MARE ORGANIC SPA, Croatia

PRESS REVIEWPRESS REVIEW

Media publications could be downloaded by the link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Altearah

Contact person:Contact person: Sara Depagneux

E-mail:E-mail: sara@altearah.com

Website:Website: altearah.com

Phone:Phone: +33 466 04 07 07

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2000

Regions:Regions: France

Industries:Industries: Skincare, Wellness

Altearah Official Webpage

Altearah Facebook

Altearah Instagram

Altearah Company Presentation - 23 06

2020

BD - Altearah Product catalogue - EN - 25 02

20.pdf

REVUE DE PRESSE ALTEARAH

2020.pdf

click here
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The dream was to develop a skincare product that would only consist of

ingredients respecting the skin’s needs, protecting and caring for

it. After years of applied testing, the dream became a reality and Dr.

E.Voss Professional Care was born. Dr. Eckart Voss and the team

are fortifying this by striving to offer very good customer care and

consultation a logical complement to high-end professional products.

Today, after years of success since 2011, Dr. E. Voss offers reliable

skincare products which customers can trust because they see that they

really work right in their mirror!

SECRET DOSSIER ON DR. E.VOSS
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THE FOUNDERSTHE FOUNDERS

Dr. Voss has been involved with cosmetics already for 40 years as the head of

development at international companies and the most recently as a management

consultant. In 2011 he founded the brand "Dr. E. Voss Professional Care" together with his

wife Britta Schüler-Voss.

Dr. Eckart Voss the Founder

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

The Milestones of Dr. Eckart Voss that has led to the establishment of the brand:The Milestones of Dr. Eckart Voss that has led to the establishment of the brand:

20 years at Bayer as Head of Consumer Products Research (Satina, Delial, Quenty,

Baygon, Autan, Natreen);

Focus: Light and skin;

6 years as head of development at a US group in the Netherlands;

5 years as development manager Maxim (discount brands, Aldi, Lidl, DM, Rossmann,

Plus, etc.);

2007: Foundation of the Bel Etage cosmetic studio - in Leverkusen, together with Britta

Schüler-Voss;

Goal: Developing ideal cosmetics yourself;
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2009: Foundation EVBC GmbH;

2011: Foundation Dr. E. Voss Line;

2012: Sale of first Dr. E. Voss cosmetic products.

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

The brand applies a unique Dual Lift® SystemDual Lift® System that is a result of 40 years of research and

development. The Dual Lift® Dual Lift® System is a skincare technique that assumes optimal results

by separating the function of the products in order to specifically address the different skin

layers (dermis & epidermis). This separation ensures efficient delivery of deeply

penetrating active repair substances to the dermis on the one hand, and of protective

repair creams remaining in upper epidermal skin layers, on the other hand. Both

approaches are incredibly straightforward and also extremely effective because each skin

layer gets exactly what it needs according to their specific function.

Repair of deeper skin layers with HYA 4HYA 4 gelsgels with hyaluron and protection and care of the

upper skin layer with LIA (light-induced ageing) LIA (light-induced ageing) creams. The concept is ideal for our skin’s
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biology. The products are without preservatives, emulsifiers, paraffin, silicones and

ethoxylates and thus often correspond to the desire for skin-harmonic treatment. However,

the company does not work with homoeopathic doses, but on the contrary with high active

ingredient concentrations and a multi-path strategy, in which a single product uses several

ways to target the problem, in order to increase the overall success. Naturally not tested

on animals and free of microplastics. In all products, Dr. E.Voss uses both effective

ingredients of natural origin, not animal-based, thus the range can be called „Vegan“

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

ALL UNISEXALL UNISEX

HYA 4 GELS (SERUM)HYA 4 GELS (SERUM)

The gels are active products which are aimed at the following targets:  wrinkles, capillary

damage (spider veins, rosacea, dark circles around the eyes), acne, desensitization, and

eyelash extension. All gels are emulsifier-free active ingredient carriers and are based on 4

types of hyaluron, which cover the entire range from short- to long-chain hyaluron.

Through the 4 hyaluron fractions, the contained active agents are transported deep into

the skin, as especially the short-chained hya‘s have a distinctive vehicle (transport)
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function.

Hya 4 Deep Lift Q10 - against wrinklesHya 4 Deep Lift Q10 - against wrinkles

HYA 4 & 2 collagen boosters of the signal peptide type, 2 of the carbohydrate type, as well

as an additional signal peptide especially for the stimulation of elastin synthesis aim at the

build-up of the supporting fibres. Because without their support and structuring, even the

best hyaluronan skeleton has no chance. 2 signal peptides of the „Botox“ type are used

for rapid wrinkle-smoothing via muscle relaxation. A very special success has now been

achieved by adding a special edelweiss extract produced using sustainable stem cell

technology. Especially hanging wrinkles in the neck area respond excellently to this. As

before with Q10 in high concentration in a deeply penetrating liposome preparation to

stimulate the skin metabolism in the mitochondria.

Hya 4 Revicell - call activating / against wrinklesHya 4 Revicell - call activating / against wrinkles

Revicell targets the cell ballast accumulated over time and helps to eliminate it. Freshness

and vitality are regained. The active ingredient TTP-2 is 20 times more effective than the

„red wine substance“ resveratrol and ensures that elasticity and firmness increase. Thus

the Matrixyl collagen booster, which is also present, can work even more efficiently. In Dr.

E.Voss proven 4x hyaluron gel and together with the collagen activator madecassoside

and a highly efficient deep-acting radical scavenger, this formula is our top product

alongside Hya 4 Deep Lift Q10. Target group: Mature skin >50 years. Below that (35-50

years) rather take Hya 4 Deep Lift Q10, or both alternately, as the mechanisms complement

each other.

Hya 4 Pure - pure moistureHya 4 Pure - pure moisture

Intensive moisturizing treatment for skin over 20 years old, through all skin layers.

Furthermore, short-chain hyaluronic acids in particular are known to activate numerous

metabolic processes in the skin, to have radical scavengers as well as procollagen-forming

and thus skin tightening properties.

Hya 4 Quattrox - mimic wrinkle relaxationHya 4 Quattrox - mimic wrinkle relaxation
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This is a quadruple combination of the latest Botox analog signal peptides. You already

know two of them from Dr. E.Voss Deep Lift Q10Deep Lift Q10. The two new active ingredients

strengthen and supplement the effect via an additional mechanism. This formula therefore

contains four hyalurones and four Botox analogue signal peptides, i.e. 4+4, hence the

name Quattrox.

Hya 4 Aknex - against blemishes / pimplesHya 4 Aknex - against blemishes / pimples

More is not possible: this preservative-free hyaluron gel tackles the problem from all sides

simultaneously: The alpha-dehydrogenase inhibitor oleanolic acid improves the hormonal

skin balance together with three bioflavonoids, NDGA reduces excessive keratinocyte

production.

Sebustatically, high-dose vitamin B3 (niacinamide) has an additional anti-inflammatory

effect.  Similarly, provitamin B5 (panthenol), the madecassoside (pure, from tiger grass), as

well as a very effective calming agent from oats have a similar effect. Dead keratinocytes,

which block the follicle exit and are thus responsible for inflammatory pimples, are

„digested“ by a modern high-tech protease enzyme. In this way, Dr. E.Voss targets all

causes of acne simultaneously and add up the potentials of each individual principle.

Hya 4 Capimed - capillary strengtheningHya 4 Capimed - capillary strengthening

The aim is to improve the sealing and regeneration of brittle capillaries that have „sacked

out“ and are therefore visible, resulting in undesirable red coloration. An extract from a

laurel bush (Tambourissa T.) contains 2 rutin derivatives whose effect on rosacea and

couperose has been tested. Madecassoside also helps by its anti-inflammatory effect.

Hya 4 Bright Eyes 360 - against wrinkles, rings and bags under the eyesHya 4 Bright Eyes 360 - against wrinkles, rings and bags under the eyes

An intensive all-round care for the eye. A mixture of signal peptides and plant extracts,

which show sensational results in the alleviation of drooping eyelids. Against bags under

the eyes and dark circles, 3 more active ingredients are contained, a combination that is

hard to beat.

Hya 4 Botolip 3D - boost your lipsHya 4 Botolip 3D - boost your lips
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Everything the lips need! Today‘s Botolip feels, tastes and works better! It contains Dr.

E.Voss two „Botox“- analogue active ingredients in high concentration, but in addition,

there are two lipo-boosters, substances that stimulate natural fat production. A full cream-

gel, with 4 times hyaluron plus high LMS concentration. So goodbye to pleated wrinkles!

And of course suitable for customers with preservative intolerance.

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

Hya 4 Long Lashes - lash-eyebrow growth enhancerHya 4 Long Lashes - lash-eyebrow growth enhancer

Dr. E.Voss has combined 3 modern high tech signal peptides, all leaders in eyelash growth

+ eyebrow growth, with biotin, niacinamide (Vit. B3), liposomal Q10 and a strong dose of
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caffeine to an incomparable formula.         

Hya 4 White Plus - skin lighteningHya 4 White Plus - skin lightening

The natural skin pigmentation takes place in several steps. In accordance with Dr. E. Voss‘s

„multi-way strategy“, HYA 4 White Plus has six brightening ingredients that not only

interrupt this reaction chain at several points but also eliminate existing pigments and

pigment precursors. Hya 4 White Plus is optimally adjusted for combination with LIA C 6®

Sensi Care LPF 30 and you should get visible skin whitening results in just a few weeks.

Hya 4 Lipofill - lipofilling cream gel for the faceHya 4 Lipofill - lipofilling cream gel for the face 

In addition to collagen, it also stimulates lipid synthesis of the subcutaneous tissue and

thus replenishes wrinkles of customers with lean / skinny facial contours. New with 2 lipid

boosters for double success.

Supreme Glow Elixir

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

ELIXIRSELIXIRS
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Pure Glow Elixir (NEW in 2020) - a luxurious moisturizing elixir for radiant skinPure Glow Elixir (NEW in 2020) - a luxurious moisturizing elixir for radiant skin

Bring your skin to radiance with this luxurious elixir, both internally and externally! With low-

molecular hyaluronic acid and 24K Gold. Hyaluron is mainly responsible for the elasticity of

our skin. Together with collagen and elastin, it creates the plump cushion structure of

youthful skin. Gold is the best known infrared reflector, providing additional protection

against IR induced radicals and giving your skin a radiant glow!

Supreme Glow Elixir (NEW in 2020) - a luxurious high-performance elixir against wrinklesSupreme Glow Elixir (NEW in 2020) - a luxurious high-performance elixir against wrinkles

To bring the aging process to a more youthful and radiant level, Dr. E.Voss has developed

this luxurious hyaluronic serum. It combines the synergies of 13 potent active ingredients to

quickly and visibly reduce wrinkles.

Hyaluronic acid: is mainly responsible for the elasticity of our skin. Together with collagen

and elastin, it creates the firm cushion structure of youthful skin. 4 x signal peptides with

Botox effect: Relaxes the wrinkle muscles and makes expression lines less prominent. The

effect increasingly takes effect after one to two weeks. 3 x collagen booster: Of the type

signal peptide, beta-glutane and a plant extract. All three stimulate the synthesis of

collagen in different ways. Elastinbooster Idealift: This signal peptide stimulates the skin‘s

own elastin synthesis. Stem cell-produced extract from the edelweiss plant. Demonstrably

strengthens the connective tissue. Signal peptide Progeline™: clears away age-related cell

deposits and thereby improves the visible signs of sagging associated with skin elasticity

loss. Troxerutin: A plant-based radical scavenger, more potent than vitamin C. Gold: Gold is

the best known infrared reflector, providing additional protection against IR-induced

radicals and giving your skin a radiant glow!

LIALIA CC 6 CREAMS 6 CREAMS

All creams are activation and protection products, which are aimed at the following main

areas:

Prevent wrinkles through LIA protection (LIA=light-induced ageing)

Transform the horny layer into a strong protective shield through LMS and light filters

Reduce wrinkles with collagen booster 
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All creams are emulsifier-free and based on LMS (Lamellar Matrix System). LMS is the ideal

basis for the basic prophylaxis & improvement of dry skin and wrinkles, because LMS is

dermotropic, i.e. similar to the skin‘s structure, and is immediately recognised and

incorporated by the lipid layers of the skin. With emulsifiers this is different: the skin‘s own

lipids can be washed out by emulsifiers.

Dual Lift® System allows both functions such as repair and protection to be maximized separately without

compromises. Dr.E Voss peelings deeply penetrate the skin and the LIA (light-induced ageing) creams take care

of upper skin layers

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

All day care products (day cream, fluid cream, eye cream, body lotion, etc.) are equipped

with the patented LIA system with high UVA protection and low UVB protection, which

ensures that skin aging is reduced by more than 50% from now on.

LIA C 6 24 K Gold Daycream - for dry and sensible skin  NEW in 2020LIA C 6 24 K Gold Daycream - for dry and sensible skin  NEW in 2020

This Dr. E. Voss LIA C6 Daycream contains all the elements of a strong anti-wrinkle cream

to reduce existing deficits and largely prevent future aging processes. LIA (Light InducedLIA (Light Induced

AgingAging): Light has by far the greatest influence on skin aging (60-70%). Thanks to a highly

developed system of UV filters and radical scavengers, the LIA C6 series can almost
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completely block this light-induced aging. Thanks to a special technique, these filters

always remain in the horny layer and do not penetrate. LMS (Lamellar Matrix

System): emulsifier-free lamellar cream matrix (LMS), due to its similarity to the natural skin

lipids, ensures a causal elimination of skin dryness and at the same time causes an even

release of the contained modern signal peptides for wrinkle smoothing. Suitable for

persons with sensitivity to preservatives and perfume components. Gold: In addition to the

LIA triple filter, this cream contains 24 K Gold, the best-infrared reflector. At the same time,

it gives your skin a radiant shine.

LIA C 6 Fluidcream - for normal and combination skin     LIA C 6 Fluidcream - for normal and combination skin     

LIA protection;

LMS cream base;

Anti Age active ingredients;

More fluid consistency also ideal for neck and décolleté.

LIA C 6 Daycream Elegance - for normal and dry skinLIA C 6 Daycream Elegance - for normal and dry skin

LIA protection;

LMS cream base;

Anti Age active ingredients.

LIA C 6 Daycream - for dry skinLIA C 6 Daycream - for dry skin

LIA protection;

LMS cream base; 

Anti Age active ingredients.

LIA C 6 Daycream Sensitive - for dry and sensible skinLIA C 6 Daycream Sensitive - for dry and sensible skin

LIA protection;

LMS cream base;  

Anti Age active ingredients; 

Fragrance-free.

LIA C 6 Daycream Rich - for very dry skinLIA C 6 Daycream Rich - for very dry skin
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LIA protection;

LMS cream base;

Anti Age active ingredients.

LIA C 6 Nightcream Elegance - Nightcare for normal skinLIA C 6 Nightcream Elegance - Nightcare for normal skin

Radical scavenger

LMS cream base

Anti-age active ingredients + modern vitamin A analogue, an extract from sea fennel

(aroleat samphira), for stimulating nocturnal skin repair processes.

LIA C 6  Nightcream - Nightcare for dry skinLIA C 6  Nightcream - Nightcare for dry skin

radical scavenger 

LMS cream base 

anti-age active ingredients + modern vitamin A analogue, an extract from sea fennel

(aroleat samphira), for stimulating nocturnal skin repair processes.

LIA C 6 Nachtcreme Sensitive - Nightcare for sensible and dry skinLIA C 6 Nachtcreme Sensitive - Nightcare for sensible and dry skin

radical scavenger

LMS cream base

anti-age active ingredients + modern vitamin A analogue, an extract from sea fennel

(aroleat samphira), for stimulating nocturnal skin repair processes.

Fragrance free.

LIA C 6 Eyecream   LIA C 6 Eyecream    

LIA protection

LMS cream base - active ingredients for the eye area.

Fragrance-free.

With „Eyeseryl®“ against dark circles and puffiness as well as an active ingredient that

shows sensational results in the reduction of drooping eyelids/slipping eyelids.

Apply in the morning, preferably after Hya 4 Deep Lift Q10, gently massage in around the

eye area. Cares for you all day long.
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LIA C 6 Daycream Young -  for young and normal       LIA C 6 Daycream Young -  for young and normal           

LIA protection

LMS cream base

very light cream.

LIA C 6 24 Hour Cream - for normal skin   LIA C 6 24 Hour Cream - for normal skin   

LIA protection

LMS cream base 

Very light cream.

The evening application already builds up a protective depot, which is intensified in the

morning.

LIA C 6 24 Hour Cream Sensitive - for young and sensible skinLIA C 6 24 Hour Cream Sensitive - for young and sensible skin

LIA protection 

LMS cream base 

Very light cream.

Fragrance free.

The evening application already builds up a protective depot, which is intensified in the

morning.

LIA C 6 Sensi Care SPF 30LIA C 6 Sensi Care SPF 30

Emulsifier and perfume-free LMS - sun protection cream with the highest protection class!

For consciously strong sun exposure even in southern latitudes and for sensitive skin

against sunburn and light-induced skin aging. Also ideal for babies and children. Absorbs

quickly, does not grease. Application: Spread SENSI-CARE LIGHT PROTECTION CREAM

SPF 30 evenly on the skin before sun exposure. The SPF 30 indicates that your self-

protection time is now extended by a factor of 30 if applied abundantly and evenly and

reapplied repeatedly after washing and drying. Nevertheless, avoid the intensive midday

sun and never expose infants and babies to direct sunlight. Apply in good time before

exposure to the sun. SPF 30, UVA-PF 14.4 (93%).
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LIA C 6 Bodylotion - for normal skinLIA C 6 Bodylotion - for normal skin

LIA protection

LMS cream base 

A light formula against the less dry parts of the skin, for the whole body.

LIA C 6 HandcreamLIA C 6 Handcream

LIA protection

LMS cream base

Strong protection against age spots.

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

Apply generously and repeatedly on the outside of the hand. Repeat after washing and

especially if expose to light is expected.

Vitamin Bodycream – NEW in 2020Vitamin Bodycream – NEW in 2020

In contrast to the face, the body is less exposed to daily light-induced skin aging (LIA). That

is why Dr.E.Voss has dispensed the UV filters in this product and focused on moisturizing
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and care effects. The emulsifier-free Vitamin Bodycream by Dr.E.Voss impresses with its

quadruple active ingredient complex and wonderfully creamy texture.  Bio-Hyaluron

tightens the skin and substitutes the natural age-related loss of hyaluronic acid. LMS

optimizes the skin's protective barrier and thus creates a lasting moisture reservoir. This is

the basic prerequisite for all other elements of the horny layer to function optimally. Super

radical scavenger HDBM quenches aggressive "external attacks" before they could

become dangerous, for example, to the sensitive ceramide structures of the epidermis. A

high concentration of the "skin vitamin" niacinamide (vitamin B3) stimulates collagen

synthesis, has an anti-inflammatory effect, strengthens the natural skin barrier, and

optimizes sebum production. It has a positive effect on impure skin and even on capillary

damage!

Skin Soothing - For very dry skin with Hyaderm N and LIA C 6 Soothing CreamSkin Soothing - For very dry skin with Hyaderm N and LIA C 6 Soothing Cream

When a young epidermal cell migrates up from the germinal layer to the horny layer during

28 days, the skin cell is gutted and drained: the bulging round living cell turns into a dry flat

and dead horny cell, which is then rejected. This process is called differentiation. The

exterior of the cell also changes in the process: while the young cells in the lower part of

the epidermis are bulging and close together like honeycombs, the horny cells are

surrounded by a thick lipid mantle, which makes the horny layer an almost impenetrable

protective shield against the outside world.

In chronically dry skin, the differentiation process is disturbed and the protective layer is

poorly formed. For example with atopics, neurodermatitis and psoriatics. There are cracks

and leaks, the skin dries out and bacteria and harmful substances can penetrate from the

outside. Dry skin stretches, itches, hurts, burns, and can lead to open wounds.

MeasuresMeasures

Most Dr.E.Voss products have a long term perspective of efficacy. For issues that have to

be addressed immediately, Dr. E.Voss has designed a special Hyaderm-Gel precisely for

this purpose: 8 different active ingredients in high concentrations in a hyaluron gel matrix

do the following...

SymptomsSymptoms
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Itch: Important to avoid re-scratching wounds. Dr. E.Voss uses several substances, mostly

based on plant extracts, which reduce itching.

Support repair processes of the skin:Support repair processes of the skin: these are almost always associated with the

rebuilding of collagen. Here, too, several paths are taken in parallel.

ConclusionConclusion

By applying the Hyaderm gel, the healing process is promoted and can proceed

undisturbed. Both products are suitable for consumers with preservative intolerances.

Hya 4 Hyaderm N - Skinsoothing cream gelHya 4 Hyaderm N - Skinsoothing cream gel

HYADERM N not only reduces the irritation of most unpleasant skin reactions such as

redness, burning, itching, but also accelerates the restoration of soothed and flawless skin.

Apply the gel liberally, possibly again after a few minutes. The symptoms of the above

reactions will now subside quickly. Attention: Symptomatic applications do not treat the

causes! Ideally, the treated area is then shielded with LIA C6 cream. The formula is free of

dyes and emulsifiers. Suitable in case of intolerance to preservatives. 

LIA C 6 Soothing Cream - for very dry skinLIA C 6 Soothing Cream - for very dry skin

Dr. E.Voss top care for very demanding dry skin. We have combined LIA protection with a

very extensive LMS base. Perfume-free. Highest level of protection and repair! Combine

with Hyaderm N. This is also the optimal combination for people with neurodermatitis and

atopic dermatitis.

CLEANSING PRODUCTSCLEANSING PRODUCTS    

The best mild and highly efficient care can lose part of its effect through incorrect cleaning.

That is why Dr. E.Voss only has selected articles in all assortment that are matched to the

HYA / LIA products.

Soft Peel (Fruitacid basis) - against a thickened horny layerSoft Peel (Fruitacid basis) - against a thickened horny layer
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Highly effective, yet mild fruit acid peeling for regular home use with skin-soothing plant

extracts, witch hazel and allantoin.

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

Micro Foam Cleanser - gentle cleansing foamMicro Foam Cleanser - gentle cleansing foam

The special foam pump turns the mild cleaning fluid into an extremely delicate cleaning

foam. With aloe vera and panthenol.

Gentle Cleansing Milk -  powerful cleaning, also removes waterproof make-upGentle Cleansing Milk -  powerful cleaning, also removes waterproof make-up

This cleansing milk is powerful and also thoroughly removes grease and oily residues such

as lipstick and waterproof mascara. Nevertheless, due to witch hazel, allantoin, provitamin
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B5 and almond oil, it is mild, gentle and fully compatible with Dr. E.Voss emulsifier-free care

products.

Gentle Cleansing Milk Sensitive - powerful cleaning, also removes waterproof make-up  Gentle Cleansing Milk Sensitive - powerful cleaning, also removes waterproof make-up      

Have a look at the „Gentle Cleansing Milk“ description. Same formula, except for this

version being fragrance-free.

Facial Tonic - refreshing facial waterFacial Tonic - refreshing facial water

The skin is refreshed and prepared by aloe, and vitamin B5 for the absorption of the active

ingredients, thus improving the success of the treatment.

Facial Tonic Sensitive - refreshing facial water 

Have a look at the „Facial Tonic“ description. Same formula, except for this version being

fragrance-free.

MASKSMASKS

Dr. E.Voss carries a wide assortment of different facial masks for the professional studio

and at home. A variety of algae powder masks, LMS cream masks, and different carrier

masks (silk, hydrogel, collagen, bio cellulose)

Natural Silk Mask - against wrinkles and skin soothing (Silk Tissue Mask)Natural Silk Mask - against wrinkles and skin soothing (Silk Tissue Mask)

The silk mask is soaked with a mixture of wrinkle-reducing and skin-soothing active

ingredients. A signal peptide and hyaluronic acid for wrinkle reduction. An extract of oats

and centella asiatica to soothe the skin. Treat yourself to an extra kick of radical protection

and lifting power with this special cloth mask!  Dr. E.Voss recommends regular use in

combination with your matching HYA 4 gel and LIA C 6 cream.

Lifting Eye Mask -skin tightening eye mask with hyaluron and natural algae-mineralLifting Eye Mask -skin tightening eye mask with hyaluron and natural algae-mineral

complexcomplex
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Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

This eye mask with hyaluronic acid and algae-mineral complex provides an immediate

lifting effect in the eye area. Small wrinkles and lines are smoothed and the skin is

intensively moisturized.  - Revitalizes the eye area - Smoothes wrinkles and lines (plumping

effect) - Supplies the skin with valuable natural nutrients. Dermatologically and

ophthalmologically tested.

Dermotropic Repair Mask - moisturizing and structure enhancing  cream mask (LMS CreamDermotropic Repair Mask - moisturizing and structure enhancing  cream mask (LMS Cream

Mask)Mask)

This is the first mask on an emulsifier-free basis, which combats the cause of dry skin and

improves the lipid structure of the skin. Due to the perfume and preservative-free

formulation, this mask is also suitable for very sensitive skins. Can also be used very well

for the neck and décolleté.

Cool Clay Mineral Mask - pore refining & cooling cream mask (LMS Cream Mask)Cool Clay Mineral Mask - pore refining & cooling cream mask (LMS Cream Mask)

This cream mask is especially good for stressed mixed skins. It supplies the skin with

minerals and improves the lipid structure thanks to an emulsifier-free base. A menthol
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derivative noticeably refreshes and refines the pores. Perfume- and preservative-free,

therefore also suitable for very sensitive skins.

Moisture Glow Mask - innovative formula for glowing skin (Hydrogel Mask)Moisture Glow Mask - innovative formula for glowing skin (Hydrogel Mask)

Moisture Glow Mask helps to protect the skin from the bad environmental influences and

to strengthen its barrier function! With a cocktail of highly efficient active ingredients.

Hyaluronic acid: is a biological component of our dermis and, together with collagen and

elastin, ensures plump smooth skin. Sea buckthorn oil: the combination of vitamin E and

provitamin A contained in it binds free radicals and protects dry skin against bad

environmental influences. The oil supports the regeneration of the skin and also provides

more moisture. Citystem™: An award-winning active ingredient! This natural ingredient

offers a new approach to the effects of pollution on the skin with visible proven results: The

complexion appears refreshed and cleansed. Maritime Collagen: along with hyaluronic

acid and elastin, is the main component of the dermis and keeps the skin firm and elastic.

Ginseng: is rich in vitamin B1, B2, B12 and oligo-elements. These support the resistance of

the skin. Vitamin C: is a classic radical scavenger and protects the skin from negative

environmental influences.

Moisture Glow Eye Masks (Hydrogel Mask) NEW in 2020Moisture Glow Eye Masks (Hydrogel Mask) NEW in 2020

Fatigue, skin aging, nutrition and stress are often reflected in your eye area. In order to

regain radiance, Dr. E.Voss has developed a hydrogel eye mask that provides intensive

moisture and counteracts skin aging with a peptide complex. Hyaluronic acid lifts and as a

special kick natural gold-coloured pigments make your eye area sparkle.

Collagen Lip Masks (Collagen Masks) NEW in 2020 Collagen Lip Masks (Collagen Masks) NEW in 2020 

Indulge your delicate lips regularly with this Dr. E. Voss Professional Care Mask to get well-

nourished and smooth lips. In addition to the moisturizing effect, this mask stimulates the

blood circulation of the lips, which provides a seductive pink-red color. Hyaluronic Acid:

Hyaluronic acid is a biological component of our dermis and together with collagen and

elastin, ensures that your skin is perfectly smooth. It is known for its moisturizing and lifting

effect. Maritime collagen: In addition to hyaluronic acid and elastin, collagen is the main

constituent of the dermis and keeps the skin firm and elastic. NMF 24 (Natural Moisturizing
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Factor): This moisturizing complex combines several synergistic components to best

replicate the skin's natural moisture factor over a period of 24 hours. Honey Extract: Honey

has been known since antiquity for its moisturizing and nourishing properties. It improves

the suppleness, firmness and velvety of the skin. Peppermint oil: Peppermint oil has a

calming and gently cooling effect. Provitamin B5: Provitamin B5 stabilizes the skin barrier,

reduces the loss of water and thus helps to improve skin softness and elasticity.

NEW Hydrogel eye mask with arginine, serine and hyaluronic acid

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

Vitamin Water Mask – Bio Cellulose Mask NEW in 2020Vitamin Water Mask – Bio Cellulose Mask NEW in 2020

Well cared for and moisturized skin looks fresher and friendlier. This 5-fold formula refills

your skin's water reserves and provides additional lifting. The 3D membrane of the Bio -

Cellulose Mask adapts to your skin pores and supports water absorption, for the icing on
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the cake of your skin care routine! Niacinamide / Vitamin B3: Vitamin B3 is a multifunctional

skin vitamin. It has collagen stimulating and anti-inflammatory properties. It strengthens the

natural skin barrier and makes the skin more resistant. It also balances the skin's own

sebum production. Panthenol / Vitamin B5: Vitamin B5, also known as panthenol, is a

classic in skin care cosmetics. It soothes the skin and provides long-lasting moisture.

Hyaluronic acid: Hyaluronic acid is a biological component of our dermis and, together with

collagen and elastin, provides for plump and smooth skin. It is known for its moisturizing

and lifting effect.  Maritime Collagen: Collagen is, next to hyaluronic acid and elastin, the

main component of the dermis and keeps the skin firm and elastic. Allantoin: This

moisturizing factor soothes and protects the skin. Allantoin also moisturizes and keeps the

skin supple.

PEELING AND FUNCTIONAL SPECIALSPEELING AND FUNCTIONAL SPECIALS

Dr. E.Voss offers a range of higher % Fruit Acids for professional Use – 10 and 20%. Thicker

Collagen Masks with three different formulas as well (Anti Age, Soothing, and against

Blemishes “Clear Up”.) As well as 5 different Algae Masks for professional Use (Anti Age,

Cooling, against Couperose “Sensitive”, against Blemishes “Tea Tree”, and a Wellness and

Anti Age Version “Lavender”. The following are also available for sale to the end client.

Hya 4 Bio Clear -  leave on EnzympeelingHya 4 Bio Clear -  leave on Enzympeeling

This enzyme peeling leaves the skin soft, refined and radiant, because it gently dissolves

the old horny cells. The active ingredient is a peptide bound to a long polymer that

remains on the skin. There it dissolves old skin cells overnight. It can, but does not have to

be washed off.
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The Dr. E. Voss Soft peel is a skin-refining peeling based on fruit acid. It is a mild home peeling that does its job

powerfully. The peeling provides a softer feel to the skin and removes dead skin cells

Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

Coconut Peeling - skinfriendly abrasive creampeelingCoconut Peeling - skinfriendly abrasive creampeeling

The first peeling on an emulsifier-free basis, which has an abrasive effect due to coconut

shell particles and gently removes dry skin flakes. The perfume- and preservative-free

formula makes this peeling also suitable for very sensitive skins. Works great on the whole

body and also cares for it!

Clear Face - roll on serum for blemish-free skinClear Face - roll on serum for blemish-free skin

11 active ingredients against all aspects of skin impurity at the same time: oleanolic acid

and 3 bioflavonoids for a favourable hormonal balance in the area around the hair follicle,

vitamin B3 together with NDGH for sebum reduction, a special enzyme against

hyperkeratosis and madecassosides (pure from tiger grass) against inflammation. A radical

scavenger protects against environmental influences and a menthol derivative cools and

clarifies the skin. All in all a very strong formulation, embedded in biohyaluron.
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Fresh Eyes - roll on serum for sparkling  eyesFresh Eyes - roll on serum for sparkling  eyes

A total of 8 active ingredients against all problems around the eye: 2 signal peptides as

well as a modern Centella Asiatica extract to reduce the appearance of puffiness and dark

circles under the eyes. An extract from the silk tree for sensational lifting results and a high

concentration of vitamin B3 to improve the skin barrier. All embedded in Biohyaluron. The

radical scavenger troxerutin has a capillary-strengthening effect and a menthol derivative

provides immediate and long-lasting cooling and freshness.

TOPPEEL SYSTEM PEELING -  a totally natural alternative way of peeling: unique andTOPPEEL SYSTEM PEELING -  a totally natural alternative way of peeling: unique and

exclusive to Dr. E.Voss brand exclusive to Dr. E.Voss brand 

A wide range of problem-solving: from Acne treatment support to removal of unsightly

warts and age spots. The before- and after-effects are incredible!

Treatment objectives:   Treatment objectives:     

pigmentation disorders (age spots, age warts, sun damage)       

large pored, seborrhoic, impure skin          

wrinkles

Mechanism: Mechanism: Toppeel‘s active ingredient is CSS, which differs fundamentally from

conventional peelings in that it is not water-soluble and therefore cannot be washed off the

skin. This results in significantly improved properties. Targeted and very clean separation

of the upper horny layer. Like mowing the lawn instead of scarifying, layer by layer removal

of the horny cells. As a result, there are no clusters that are not removed in some cases, as

with other acid peelings, but the skin is completely smooth after the treatment. The reason

for this is that the active ingredient specifically dissolves the natural connection between

the corneocytes and does not attack the epidermis unselectively as in acid peeling.

CSS is, therefore, a very clean, natural and above all safety measure that achieves the

following goals:

renewal of the upper corneal layer
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stimulation of the natural skin renewal rhythm to younger renewal rates

stratum corneum is strengthened, is more flexible and less prone to wrinkles

antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, antifungal

Due to its lipophilicity, CSS penetrates especially well into hair follicles (acne!) and into

deeper skin layers, therefore strongly comedolytic, pore-refining, pH is skin neutral,

therefore does not require neutralization. Dr. E.Voss has observed that CSS removes age

spots, age warts and many other skin irregularities in an unproblematic way in addition to

the above-mentioned goals.

Depending on the skin problem, a cabin treatment/or cure is recommended. Further home

care will be explained to you and noted on a care plan. Available in three intensities –

Toppeel Home Use 2%, Toppeel Cream 5% and Toppeel Serum 10%. Extra Information

required.

Skin Refining Beauty Products – with pigmentationSkin Refining Beauty Products – with pigmentation

LIA C 6 Daycream ColorCorrection - in three shades      

A skin refining LIA day cream. In three different shades for the natural correction of small

skin blemishes. In addition to the proven advantages of the day cream (LIA protection, LMS

base and anti-age active ingredients), this CC cream conjures up an absolutely perfect

skin.

Pure Mineral PowderPure Mineral Powder

For those who like it matt, there is a colourless transparent powder to match the LIA CC

Cream and the concealer. Especially fine it creates a silky skin surface. Incl. powder

sponge. On the basis of the finest silica.

Natural Concealer Cream - in three shadesNatural Concealer Cream - in three shades
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Photo Credit by Dr. E.Voss

A concentrated concealer cream to conceal dark circles under the eyes, redness,

impurities and other skin blemishes. Available in three different shades for precise

correction. Based on shea butter, mango butter and pure coconut oil.

Beauty OilBeauty Oil

For silky smooth skin and that extra luxury on the face. This non-occlusive facial oil

combines the properties of three precious oils (meadowfoam seed, argan and black cumin

oil). Has a moisture-retaining and cell-stimulating effect.

Natural Lip BalmNatural Lip Balm

A powerfully nourishing balm based on shea and mango butter with an extra charge of

LMS. For long-lasting soft and well cared for lips.
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INNOVATIONSINNOVATIONS

Dr. E.Voss is always actively improving existing formulas to fit the state-of-the-art while

preserving Dr. E.Voss' philosophy of clean inci and skin biological compositions. Every year

Dr. E.Voss adds new products to the range. Coming up is a big innovation concerning the

Microbiome of the skin!

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN

It is minimalistic and with a medical feel. Only two main shades of black and red, in

combination with white. For the more playful attention seekers, Dr. E.Voss also dared to

use more colors, always matching its spectrum.  However, it is planned a larger re-

branding of the main packaging system in early 2021! It will be a beautifully orchestrated

re-branding campaign – visually true to the original concept of minimalistic and medical –

with luxurious textures, originality while minimalizing the ecological footprint.

In general: Dr. E. Voss can provide a complete product handbook, sales brochures about
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products and the Dual Lift System. Posters, Flyers, etc. The company produces short

product application Tipps and share a Google Drive with Social Media Images. Every

Innovation is previously announced to B2B Partners and samples are distributed free of

charge. Dr. E.Voss also offers seminars on every topic involving the products – theoretical,

as well as practical.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images by the 

You can download the price list by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS   QUESTIONS   

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the link. Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the link. Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link 

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: EVBC GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Francesca Schülern & Marketing

E-mail:E-mail: info@dr-evoss.com

Website:Website: drvoss.de

Phone:Phone: +49 (0) 2234 9282660

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2011

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Dr.E.Voss Webpage

Dr.E.Voss Facebook page

Dr.E.Voss Facebook page

Prices Dr E.Voss 2020

Spinoff

click here
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ONIQUE SKINCARE brand was created by an experienced fast-moving

consumer goods and brand building company focused on beauty care.

For almost 15 years, the company has been developing successful

global beauty brands. Based on years of experience, the company has

recently created an amazing global innovation in the beauty market

called ONIQUE. It is striking in its uniqueness, as it combines the action

of day and night, anti-aging, anti-wrinkle cream, as well as smoothing,

anti-wrinkle and anti-aging serum and much more - all in one

product. What at first sounds contradictory, however, illustrates exactly

what is unique about the ONIQUE philosophy. The performance of an

entire face care range is concentrated in one product. The unique

composition of many high-performance active ingredients in the

ONIQUE Multi-Active Face Complex enables all care needs to be

covered with a single product. Where many products are otherwise

necessary to meet this multitude of needs, one product is sufficient at

ONIQUE.

ONIQUE ALL IN ONE PERSONAL CARE
SOLUTION
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THE STORYTHE STORY

ONIQUE SKINCARE is a brand of Rwstratcon, an experienced fast-moving consumer goods

and brand building company focused on beauty care. The company is 15 years active in

the global beauty market (in 2018 renamed from Swiss Mountain Cosmetics). It has

developed the luxury skincare brand  Switzerland and lead it to

international successful brand before selling it in 2018. The company is owned and steered

by Dr. Rainer Schmidt.

With its many years of experience in the world of beauty, cosmetics and science, the

ONIQUE team has aimed to create a completely new type of facial care that exactly meets

the needs of modern women and corresponds to the latest scientific findings. ONIQUE

Skincare - The worldwide innovative philosophy of ONIQUE is already reflected in the

brand name: ONIQUE Skincare - The word symbiosis of ONE and UNIQUE expresses that

it is a concentration on a unique product.

What is special What is special on ONIQUE FACE Cream Serum?on ONIQUE FACE Cream Serum?

The aim was to make the life of consumers easier without having to sacrifice performance

and quality. The many decisions as to which cream or which facial serum are now being

NIANCE
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bought or when and in what order should be applied should not apply. The goal was - and

with the development of ONIQUE it was also successful - to develop a product in which the

services of all of the aforementioned products can be found. That makes life easier every

day.

You wonder how this is possible?You wonder how this is possible?

It is no longer needed to stand in front of the shelves and make tedious decisions about

what to buy. It is no need to think twice which product has to be applied in which order

during morning/evening hygienic routine. A product that is always just right because it

does everything at the same time. This is the ONIQUE Face Cream Serum. It makes life

more carefree and also much easier. Even when travelling, it is exactly the right companion

that covers all needs, be it after dry airplane air or on-site at the travel destination.

The performance of an entire face care series in one product!The performance of an entire face care series in one product!

PRODUCT & PRICEPRODUCT & PRICE

The Face Cream Serum combines the care of a cream with the power of a serum. Highly

effective and yet uncomplicated for the most beautiful skin. It is the unique beauty care for

a perfect complexion. The Face Cream Serum is suitable for all skin types and all ages. It

gives a new radiance and ensures smooth and fine skin. Finally, there is a product that
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gives the skin everything for its well-being wish, pampers the skin with refreshing purity,

soothing care, immediate effects and long-term protection against premature aging. The

fascinating fragrance radiates timeless elegance, invigorating freshness and delicate

suppleness. The Face Cream Serum is the perfect everyday care. Of course, ONIQUE does

not use any ingredients that could be harmful to the skin. The product is free from

parabens, silicones, mineral oils, chemical preservatives, PEGs, irradiated ingredients and

without animal testing.

The texture is unique: a combination of cream and serum. On the one hand, highly

concentrated power ingredients work in-depth, on the other hand, the skin is cared for and

protected and all of this with a soothing lightness. The ONIQUE Face Cream Serum

combines and complements the positive properties of a cream (nourishing) and a serum

(highly effective) in one product. This makes daily maintenance easier, saving time and

resources thanks to less packaging material, since one care product, not many different

ones, to cover all care needs. The Face Cream Serum is quickly absorbed and is the

perfect foundation for your make-up. 

There are following benefits of the Face Cream Serum:

Anti-aging, reduces wrinkles, tightens;

Moisturizing, building up moisture depots;

Nourishing;

Skin smoothing, silky skin feeling;

Pore-refining, skin-refining;
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Anti irritation;

Instant effects;

Flawless complexion, clear skin;

Mattifying;

Regenerating and cell renewing;

Protects against environmental influences.

Photo Credit by ONIQUE

ONIQUE Multi Active Face ComplexONIQUE Multi Active Face Complex

The unique ONIQUE Multi-Active Face Complex was specially developed for the ONIQUE

Face Cream Serum. This consists of a unique and special composition of many specially

coordinated high-performance active ingredients. This multi-active face complex with its

high concentration of active ingredients enables all care needs to be covered in just one

care product.

The common philosophy that underlies the individual active ingredients in the Multi-Active

Face Complex is that they all have their source in nature, but are refined to high-end active

ingredients with the help of the most modern biotechnological processes. However, each

active ingredient has its specific performance focus, which in turn complement and build

on one another in order to be able to cover an extremely diverse and broad spectrum of

action in its entirety in the ONIQUE Multi-Active Face Complex.
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The recommended Retail Price can be found at the official online shop page of the

company by the following .

The ONIQUE Face Cream Serum combines and complements the positive properties of a cream (nourishing) and

a serum (highly effective) in one product

Photo Credit by ONIQUE

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The product is distinguished by a unique exquisite minimalist design in one pastel color

palette, pleasant packaging, convenient in the size and application. The innovative

dispenser tube of the ONIQUE Face Cream Serum combines simple and practical handling

and dosage. In contrast to a crucible, the dispenser tube provides maximum protection of

the contents against contamination. In addition, the dispenser tube is very light and

therefore also suitable for on the go.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Communication.Communication. Mainly online via relevant Influencer and blogger. Youtube, Instagram,

Pinterest.

link
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Distribution. Distribution. Mainly via online stores.

Photo Credit by ONIQUE

Packaging. Packaging. Stand up tube with dispenser: modern, stylish, puristic, good quality, easy to

use, easy to transport.

Made in Germany. Made in Germany. Development of own formula and high-end production under GMP

conditions in Germany. Best quality. High reliability. Good service.

Marketing of ONIQUE Skincare follows the actual consumer trends:Marketing of ONIQUE Skincare follows the actual consumer trends:

Easy shopping (online). Easy shopping (online). The global trend towards easy shopping and home delivery.

Value for money products. Value for money products. The trend towards reasonable price and fair quality/price

relation.

Simplified live. Simplified live. People want to make life easier, are avoiding complex decision problems

between many product variants within one brand.

Megatrend Wellness/Beauty. Megatrend Wellness/Beauty. Good looking, staying young and beautiful is a global

trend.

Distributors advantages are:Distributors advantages are:
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Worldwide totally new philosophy (one product fits all);

An innovative type of product (Creme-Serum);

Modern packaging (stand up dispenser tube);

High margin per piece;

Need to buy only one product, not a whole range;

Low binding capital in stock;

Attractive value for money product.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Rwstratcon GmbH & Co. KG.

Contact person:Contact person: Britta Bommes

E-mail:E-mail: info@onique-skincare.com

Website:Website: onique-skincare.com

Phone:Phone: +49 2204 9797799

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Skincare

ONIQUE Official

click here
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dieNikolai is the youngest member of Nikolaihof Wachau, Austria's

oldest winery, with almost 2.000 years of history. In 2015 the youngest

son of the owner family, Martin Saahs, decided to process the unused

bio-dynamic resources, from the own wine gardens to the worlds first

Demeter-certified grape cosmetics. The idea was to create the worlds

cleanest and most sustainable cosmetic line. Therefore nearly

all ingredients for dieNikolai are coming from the own, bio-dynamic

vineyards. All products are based on the precious grape seed oil, which

is especially known for its high proportion of antioxidants. Mixed with

bio-dynamic resources from their own vineyards, such as saffron, linden

flowers, elder, etc. dieNikolai offers individual face care routines for

different skin types. Packed in recycling materials, dieNikolai ensures a

wholistic sustainable approach with the smallest possible footprint.

DIENIKOLAI - WORLD'S ONLY
DEMETER-CERTIFIED GRAPE

COSMETICS
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

As the youngest son of the Saahs family, Martin was born and raised with the

anthroposophical approach of  in all parts of life. Ever since he has been

working closely with the family and his brother, the wine-maker, to represent the winery

and its approach internationally. After several international work experiences in China,

India, Spain and the USA he decided to come back to  and process the unused

precious Demeter-certified resources. Together with his school friend and former L’Oréal

Marketing Manager , he founded the “by Nikolaihof GmbH” in 2015

and created the cosmetic brand “dieNikolai”. Backed by Günters cosmetic experience and

Martins bio-dynamic know-how, they started to find partners to develop and produce high-

quality face care by the strict standards of Demeter. Today Martin and Günter are closely

working together at dieNikolai, Martin mainly focusing on resources, production, supply-

chain, and Günter on marketing & sales.

Martin Saahs, co-Founder of by Nikolaihof GmbH

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

DEMETERDEMETER

Rudolf Steiner

Nikolaihof

Günter Stöffelbauer
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 is the oldest and strictest organic certification worldwide. It certifies bio-dynamic

agriculture, who follow the anthroposophical approach of Rudolf Steiner and complements

the organic principles with spiritual aspects as the moon calendar. Due to its strict

standards, there are less than 10 Demeter certified cosmetic brands in the world.

THE STORYTHE STORY

Hello, I am dieNikolai!Hello, I am dieNikolai!

I am the youngest member of Austria's oldest winery, Nikolaihof Wachau. Built by the

Romans, almost 2.000 years ago, Nikolaihof is located in UNESCO World Heritage 

and we have been making high-quality products with our natural resources for centuries.

For almost 50 years, Nikolaihof has followed the anthroposophic philosophy of Rudolf

Steiner, as one of the first wineries worldwide. Certified by Demeter, we meet the world’s

strictest standards in biodynamic and we are proud to count ourselves among the pioneers

when it comes to quality and sustainability.

The Wachau cultural landscape featuring a harmonious interrelation between water, natural areas, wine terraces,

forests linked by the freely flowing Danube

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

For my organic grape skincare, the resources from our own vineyards are carefully

Demeter

Wachau
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processed by hand. All my products are based on the precious grape seed oil, which is

especially known for its high proportion of antioxidative Vitamin E. Combined with other

home-grown ingredients, such as saffron, linden flowers and elder, I created highly

concentrated face care products for different skin types.

All products completely palm oil-free, mineral oil-free and formulated without any synthetic

preservatives. Therefore the ingredient list is short and the cosmetics are suitable for

sensitive skin. Sustainable packed in recyclable glass jars and CO2-neutral boxes, you

make sure that

neither your body nor the environment gets contaminated with chemicals.

dieNikolai - Organic grape cosmetics from AustriadieNikolai - Organic grape cosmetics from Austria

• Worlds only Demeter-certified grape cosmetics;

• Nearly all resources come from own vineyards;

• 100% Organic - no ingredients from conventional resources;

• Palmoilfree, mineraloilfree, no synthetical preservatives;

• Short list of ingredients & suitable for sensitive skin;

• Sustainable & luxury packaging with glass and recycling materials.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

As one of less than 10 Demeter-certified cosmetic brands in the world, I chose to combine

the highest organic standard with the luxury and elegance of perfumery products.

Therefore I focus on pure and highly concentrated face care and offer daily routines for

different skin types. By using only a few different ingredients and avoiding all synthetical

additives, I created products with incredible short ingredient lists and a much higher

concentration of active ingredients. Even for conservation I avoid any synthetical

preservatives and use pure alcohol, distilled from our wine, in a minimum portion. By using

min. 90% bio-dynamic and max. 10% organic certified ingredients, my products are 100%

organic, without any ingredients from conventional agriculture.

Pure & highly concentratedPure & highly concentrated
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Vegan Moisturizing Fluid is a light calming fluid with saffron perfectly fits for oily and mixed skin

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

• 100% organic: No ingredients from conventional resources;

• Less is more: Few different active ingredients but higher percentage;

• No synthetical preservatives;

• Palmoilfree, mineraloilfree, siliconefree;

• Suitable for sensitive skin.

GRAPE SEED OILGRAPE SEED OIL

All products are based on our precious grape seed oil which is known for its healthy

effects on the body internally and also externally used as cosmetics. Here are the main

properties of grape seed oil and extract:

• Best known for a high proportion of antioxidative Vitamin E;

• Light, moisturizing oil, suitable for all skin types;

• Moisturizes and helps skins flexibility;

• Correcting benefits: Supports cell renewal process;

• “Taxi-Effect”: Takes other ingredients with it into skin.
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SKINCARE ROUTINESKINCARE ROUTINE

To make sure the highest efficiency and effects of the products, I suggest a 3-step face

care routine in the morning and evening.

1. Cleansing: Cleansing Gel / Milk & Facial Tonic.

2. Serum: Facial Serum & Eye Serum.

3. Face care: Skin type compatible moisturizer.

4. Once Weekly: Exfoliation & Mask.

STEP 1 CLEANSERSSTEP 1 CLEANSERS

All products are packed in a glass and cardboard box.

Facial Tonic contains soothing linden flower extract & strengthening grape seed extract and is great for

moisturizing the skin before serums

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

1. Cleaning Gel 200ml. Facial Cleanser for all skin types1. Cleaning Gel 200ml. Facial Cleanser for all skin types

• Gentle foaming & refreshing cleaning gel, used with water
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• Removes make-up, sebum and pollution effectively

• Basic Cleanser suitable for all skin types

• Does not dry out or irritate skin

• Can replace shaving gel

2. Cleansing Milk 200ml. Facial cleanser for dry skin2. Cleansing Milk 200ml. Facial cleanser for dry skin

• Rich cleansing milk, applied with a cotton pad

• Removes make-up, sebum, pollution and non-waterproof eye make-up effectively

• Nourishes skin while cleansing with grape seed oil

• Often complimented with facial tonic

3. Facial Tonic 200ml. Cleansing complementary & facial mist3. Facial Tonic 200ml. Cleansing complementary & facial mist

• Soothing linden flower extract & strengthening grape seed extract

• Used with a cotton pad to remove cleansing leftovers

• Spray directly on face to use as moisturizing mist before serum

4. Facial Peeling 50g. Powder for facial exfoliation & detox mask4. Facial Peeling 50g. Powder for facial exfoliation & detox mask

• Only 3 actives: Grape seed flour, healing earth, wine stone

• Mix powder with cleaning gel/milk to create your individual facial exfoliation product

• Mix the powder with Facial Tonic or Serum to create detox mask

• Exfoliate once weekly to remove dead skin cells & enhance skin radiance

SPEP 2 SERUMSSPEP 2 SERUMS

All products are packed in а glass and cardboard box

1. Grapeseed Oil Intensive Serum 30ml. Correcting complementary1. Grapeseed Oil Intensive Serum 30ml. Correcting complementary

• Pure: Only 4 different ingredients

• Concentration: 40% grape seed oil, 44% grape seed extract

• Broadband antioxidant, suitable for all skin types

• Moisturizes and makes skin soft
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• Corrects skin damages as pigmentation and wrinkles

• Helps face care to penetrate the skin

• No essential oils & free from allergens

2. Eye Serum 15ml. Correcting complementary2. Eye Serum 15ml. Correcting complementary

• Light Serum with antioxidative false flax oil & grapeseed oil

• Moisturizes with “tears of grapes” and hamamelis extract

• Fights signs of raging with antioxidative grape seed oil and false flax oil

• No essential oils & free from allergens

All products including serums are based on precious grape seed oil, which is known for its healthy effects on the

body internally and externally. The Intensive Serum contains 40% of grape seed oil, 44% of grape seed extract

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

FACE CAREFACE CARE

All products are packed in a glass and cardboard box

1. Grapeseed Oil Darling 50ml. Rich cream for demanding, dry skin1. Grapeseed Oil Darling 50ml. Rich cream for demanding, dry skin
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• Intensive face care with 42% of vegetable oils

• Moisturizes intensively and retains skins moisture with beeswax

• Instant-Effect: Apricot oil for healthy-looking, radiant skin tone

• Penetrates fast without making skin greasy

• Gentle fresh fragrance from lemon balm essential oil

2. Radiance Fluid 30ml. Intensive care in light texture for normal to dry skin2. Radiance Fluid 30ml. Intensive care in light texture for normal to dry skin

• Moisturizes intensively with 35% vegetable oils

• Light, elegant texture to apply easily

• Instant-Effect: Apricot oil for healthy-looking, radiant skin tone

• Gentle fresh fragrance from lemon balm essential oil

3. Moisturizing Fluid 30ml. Light moisturizer for mixed and oily skin3. Moisturizing Fluid 30ml. Light moisturizer for mixed and oily skin

• Moisturizes with 25% vegetable oils

• Light, elegant texture to apply easily

• Soothes irritation with linden flower- and saffron-extract

• Also loved by men as face care and after-shave balm

• Gentle fresh fragrance from lemon balm essential oil

SPECIAL CARESPECIAL CARE

Special care products are designed as problem-solvers for skin in problematic conditions.

They are inspired by Ayurvedic medicine and have been formulated with cream and ghee.

All products are packed in a glass and cardboard box

1. Grapeseed Oil Intensive Care 50ml. Rich cream for very dry, mature skin1. Grapeseed Oil Intensive Care 50ml. Rich cream for very dry, mature skin

• Intensive face care with 42% oils

• Nourishes intensively with ghee

• Moisturizes and retains skins moisture with beeswax

• Penetrates fast without making skin greasy

• Gentle fresh fragrance from lemon balm essential oil

• Can be used complementary as face mask or temporary regimen
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Photo Credit by dieNikolaiPhoto Credit by dieNikolai

2. Nourishing Wonder-Balm 50ml. Rich cream for irritated & damaged skin2. Nourishing Wonder-Balm 50ml. Rich cream for irritated & damaged skin

• Nourishes gently with ghee and cream

• Supports skins natural regeneration process

• Soothes with lindenflower and saffron extract

• Designed for sensitive and irritated skin

• Can be used as a natural healing cream from head to toe

3. Mattifying Moisturizer 50ml. Cream for mixed and oily skin3. Mattifying Moisturizer 50ml. Cream for mixed and oily skin

• Moisturizes gently with cream

• Mattifies shiny skin intensively

• Helps skin to gain back its natural oil balance

• Soothes with linden flower and saffron extract

• Designed for sensitive and irritated skin

HAND&LIP CAREHAND&LIP CARE

1. Hand care 30ml aluminium tube. 3 SKUs with different formulas & fragrances1. Hand care 30ml aluminium tube. 3 SKUs with different formulas & fragrances
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To make it easy for beauty advisers and users to navigate the brand follows a color code: blue = mixed skin, pink

= dry skin, gold = complementary products

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

• Sommelier HC: Nourishes with ghee, no fragrance

• Vineyard HC: Mattifies with cream, a fragrance with essential oils of lemon verbena &

honey extract

• Rosemary HC: Nourishes with vegetable oils, a fragrance with essential oils of rosemary

and rose

2. Lip care 6ml opal glass jars. 2 SKUs with a different fragrance. 100% organic - no2. Lip care 6ml opal glass jars. 2 SKUs with a different fragrance. 100% organic - no

emulsifiers or preservativesemulsifiers or preservatives

• Lemon balm kiss: Fresh fragrance with lemon balm

• Rosemary kiss: Herbal fragrance with rosemary

SHOWER & HAIRSHOWER & HAIR

All products are packed in 100% recycled PET bottles

1. Riesling Shower Gel & Shampoo 200ml.1. Riesling Shower Gel & Shampoo 200ml.
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• Refreshing, gentle foaming shower gel & shampoo with Riesling wine and grape skin

extract

• Moisturizes with grape seed oil and sunflower seed oil

• 100% bio-degradable & less then 10 ingredients

2. Elder Shower Gel & Shampoo 200ml.2. Elder Shower Gel & Shampoo 200ml.

• Strengthening, gentle foaming shower gel & shampoo with elderflowers & elder

berries

• Moisturizes with grape seed oil and sunflower seed oil

• 100% bio-degradable

3. Linden flower Shower Milk & Conditioner 200ml.3. Linden flower Shower Milk & Conditioner 200ml.

• Rich shower bath for dry skin.

• Nourishes skin while showering with grape seed oil and sunflower seed oil

• Recommended once weekly as a conditioner for very dry hair

• 100% bio-degradable

BRAND USPBRAND USP

The brand delivers “the real organic deal” to those, who are looking for certified

sustainable, non-cheating, organic cosmetics and want to reduce their personal ecological

footprint in the bathroom. Backed by 50 years experience in bio-dynamic agriculture,

dieNikolai guarantees sustainable high-quality cosmetic products from the seed to the

finished packed product. Built on the belief that skincare is a very personal and also

sensory issue, dieNikolai communicates with its users as an actual person. This personal

approach builds customer relationships and communicates the values of the family

business.

• The only Demeter-certified grape cosmetics in the world;

• 100% organic ingredients - no conventional resources;

• All active ingredients come from own vineyards;

• No synthetical preservatives and fragrances;

• Palmoilfree, mineraloilfree, siliconefree.
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With over 50 years experience in bio-dynamic agriculture, dieNikolai guarantees sustainable high-quality

cosmetic products from the seed to the finished packed product

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

dieNikolai is communicating as a real person to engage users personally and represent the

family company values. Coming from a 2.000-year-old vineyard, producing most resources

by ourselves, the brand is closely connected to Nikolaihof Wachau and its history. Users

and Partners are welcome to visit the historic vineyard and dive into Demeter-agriculture

and bio-dynamic wine, food and cosmetics. The elegant cosmetic textures come in luxury

glass bottles and jars, packed in extravagant recycling boxes to meet perfumery standards.

To make it easy for beauty advisers and users to navigate the brand follows a color code:

blue = mixed skin, pink = dry skin, gold = complementary products.

TARGET GROUPTARGET GROUP

The main audience for dieNikolai is women, 40+ years who look for honest, organic

skincare. However, many younger users, men and especially people with bad skin

condition have discovered products for their routine.
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MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

dieNikolai is currently available in 8 countries (AT, DE, CZ, SK, IT, CH, HK, US) being

distributed in traditional retail channels as 150 organic- & beauty shops, health shops,

pharmacies and online. The brand is offered to retailers as a full package rather than

individual products. To connect with users dieNikolai offers intensive Facebook and

Instagram content with photos and videos, at the moment mainly in the German language.

FUTURE PLANSFUTURE PLANS

While focusing on face care as a key market, the brand develops new products every 6-12

months to complement the 20-SKUs. Starting with shower baths in fall 2019, the objective

is to offer all needed bathroom products from head to toe in Demeter-quality from the own

vineyards.

Recommended Retail Prices dieNikolia for Europe:Recommended Retail Prices dieNikolia for Europe:

Facial Cleansing

Cleansing Gel 100ml Refreshing gel for all skin types € 24,00;

Cleansing Milk 100ml Smooth cleansing for dry skin € 24,00;

Facial Tonic 100ml Cleansing complementary / refresher € 22,00;

Facial Peeling 100ml Peeling powder to mix with cleanser € 19,00.

Face Care

Grape Seed Intensive Serum 30ml Complementary antioxidant & booster for daycare €

55,00;

Grape Seed Oil Darling 50ml Intensive care with 40% vegetable oils € 69,00;

Vegan Moisturizing Fluid 30ml Light calming fluid with saffron, for oily and mixed skin €

49,00;

Vegan Radiance Fluid 30ml Rich care in light fluid form for dry skin. € 49,00;

Eye-Serum 15ml Light, antioxidative care € 45,00.

Special Care
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Grape Seed Intensive Care 50ml For very dry skin, with ghee € 69,00;

Nourishing Wonder-Balm 50ml For irritated, damaged skin, with cram and ghee € 61,00;

Mattifying Moisturizer 50ml For shiny skin, with cream € 61,00.

Shower & Hair

Riesling Shower Gel 200ml Fresh shower gel with Riesling wine € 17,90;

Elder Shower Gel 200ml Gentle shower gel with elder berries € 17,90;

Lindenflower Shower Milk 200ml Rich shower milk for dry skin € 17,90.

Hand care

Sommelier Handcream 30ml w/o fragrances for wine lovers € 11,90;

Vineyard Handcream 30ml Gentle scent of lemon verbena € 11,90;

WWF Rosemary Handcream 30ml Sustainable care for nature lovers € 11,90.

Lip care

Rosemary-Kiss 6ml 100% organic lip care with rosemary € 9,90;

Lemon balm-Kiss 6ml 100% organic lip care with lemon balm € 9,90.

MEDIAMEDIA

dieNikolai Brand Movie

Nikolaihof Winery Movie

dieNikolai Facebook page 

dieNikolai Instagram page
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dieNikolai is the youngest member of Nikolaihof Wachau, Austria's

oldest winery, with almost 2.000 years of history. In 2015 the youngest

son of the owner family, Martin Saahs, decided to process the unused

bio-dynamic resources, from the own wine gardens to the worlds first

Demeter-certified grape cosmetics. The idea was to create the worlds

cleanest and most sustainable cosmetic line. Therefore nearly

all ingredients for dieNikolai are coming from the own, bio-dynamic

vineyards. All products are based on the precious grape seed oil, which

is especially known for its high proportion of antioxidants. Mixed with

bio-dynamic resources from their own vineyards, such as saffron, linden

flowers, elder, etc. dieNikolai offers individual face care routines for

different skin types. All products are completely palm oil-free, mineral

oil-free and free from synthetical preservatives. Packed in recycling

materials, dieNikolai ensures a wholistic sustainable approach with the

smallest possible footprint.

SECRET DOSSIER ON DIENIKOLAI BY
NIKOLAIHOF GMBH
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

As the youngest son of the Saahs family, Martin was born and raised with the

anthroposophical approach of  in all parts of life. Ever since he has been

working closely with the family and his brother, the wine-maker, to represent the winery

and its approach internationally. After several international work experiences in China,

India, Spain and the USA he decided to come back to  and process the unused

precious Demeter-certified resources. Together with his school friend and former L’Oréal

Marketing Manager , he founded the “by Nikolaihof GmbH” in 2015

and created the cosmetic brand “dieNikolai”. Backed by Günters cosmetic experience and

Martins bio-dynamic know-how, they started to find partners to develop and produce high-

quality face care by the strict standards of Demeter. Today Martin and Günter are closely

working together at dieNikolai, Martin mainly focusing on resources, production, supply-

chain, and Günter on marketing & sales.

Martin Saahs, co-Founder of by Nikolaihof GmbH

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

DEMETERDEMETER

Rudolf Steiner

Nikolaihof

Günter Stöffelbauer
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 is the oldest and strictest organic certification worldwide. It certifies bio-dynamic

agriculture, who follow the anthroposophical approach of Rudolf Steiner and complements

the organic principles with spiritual aspects as the moon calendar. Due to its strict

standards, there are less than 10 Demeter certified cosmetic brands in the world.

THE STORYTHE STORY

Hello, I am dieNikolai!Hello, I am dieNikolai!

I am the youngest member of Austria's oldest winery, Nikolaihof Wachau. Built by the

Romans, almost 2.000 years ago, Nikolaihof is located in UNESCO World Heritage 

and we have been making high-quality products with our natural resources for centuries.

For almost 50 years, Nikolaihof has followed the anthroposophic philosophy of Rudolf

Steiner, as one of the first wineries worldwide. Certified by Demeter, we meet the world’s

strictest standards in biodynamic and we are proud to count ourselves among the pioneers

when it comes to quality and sustainability.

The Wachau cultural landscape featuring a harmonious interrelation between water, natural areas, wine terraces,

forests linked by the freely flowing Danube

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

For my organic grape skincare, the resources from our own vineyards are carefully

Demeter

Wachau
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processed by hand. All my products are based on the precious grape seed oil, which is

especially known for its high proportion of antioxidative Vitamin E. Combined with other

home-grown ingredients, such as saffron, linden flowers and elder, I created highly

concentrated face care products for different skin types.

All products completely palm oil-free, mineral oil-free and formulated without any synthetic

preservatives. Therefore the ingredient list is short and the cosmetics are suitable for

sensitive skin. Sustainable packed in recyclable glass jars and CO2-neutral boxes, you

make sure that

neither your body nor the environment gets contaminated with chemicals.

dieNikolai - Organic grape cosmetics from AustriadieNikolai - Organic grape cosmetics from Austria

• Worlds only Demeter-certified grape cosmetics;

• Nearly all resources come from own vineyards;

• 100% Organic - no ingredients from conventional resources;

• Palmoilfree, mineraloilfree, no synthetical preservatives;

• Short list of ingredients & suitable for sensitive skin;

• Sustainable & luxury packaging with glass and recycling materials.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

As one of less than 10 Demeter-certified cosmetic brands in the world, I chose to combine

the highest organic standard with the luxury and elegance of perfumery products.

Therefore I focus on pure and highly concentrated face care and offer daily routines for

different skin types. By using only a few different ingredients and avoiding all synthetical

additives, I created products with incredible short ingredient lists and a much higher

concentration of active ingredients. Even for conservation I avoid any synthetical

preservatives and use pure alcohol, distilled from our wine, in a minimum portion. By using

min. 90% bio-dynamic and max. 10% organic certified ingredients, my products are 100%

organic, without any ingredients from conventional agriculture.

Pure & highly concentratedPure & highly concentrated
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Vegan Moisturizing Fluid is a light calming fluid with saffron perfectly fits for oily and mixed skin

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

• 100% organic: No ingredients from conventional resources;

• Less is more: Few different active ingredients but higher percentage;

• No synthetical preservatives;

• Palmoilfree, mineraloilfree, siliconefree;

• Suitable for sensitive skin.

GRAPE SEED OILGRAPE SEED OIL

All products are based on our precious grape seed oil which is known for its healthy

effects on the body internally and also externally used as cosmetics. Here are the main

properties of grape seed oil and extract:

• Best known for a high proportion of antioxidative Vitamin E;

• Light, moisturizing oil, suitable for all skin types;

• Moisturizes and helps skins flexibility;

• Correcting benefits: Supports cell renewal process;

• “Taxi-Effect”: Takes other ingredients with it into skin.
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SKINCARE ROUTINESKINCARE ROUTINE

To make sure the highest efficiency and effects of the products, I suggest a 3-step face

care routine in the morning and evening.

1. Cleansing: Cleansing Gel / Milk & Facial Tonic.

2. Serum: Facial Serum & Eye Serum.

3. Face care: Skin type compatible moisturizer.

4. Once Weekly: Exfoliation & Mask.

STEP 1 CLEANSERSSTEP 1 CLEANSERS

All products are packed in a glass and cardboard box.

Facial Tonic contains soothing linden flower extract & strengthening grape seed extract and is great for

moisturizing the skin before serums

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

1. Cleaning Gel 200ml. Facial Cleanser for all skin types1. Cleaning Gel 200ml. Facial Cleanser for all skin types

• Gentle foaming & refreshing cleaning gel, used with water
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• Removes make-up, sebum and pollution effectively

• Basic Cleanser suitable for all skin types

• Does not dry out or irritate skin

• Can replace shaving gel

2. Cleansing Milk 200ml. Facial cleanser for dry skin2. Cleansing Milk 200ml. Facial cleanser for dry skin

• Rich cleansing milk, applied with a cotton pad

• Removes make-up, sebum, pollution and non-waterproof eye make-up effectively

• Nourishes skin while cleansing with grape seed oil

• Often complimented with facial tonic

3. Facial Tonic 200ml. Cleansing complementary & facial mist3. Facial Tonic 200ml. Cleansing complementary & facial mist

• Soothing linden flower extract & strengthening grape seed extract

• Used with a cotton pad to remove cleansing leftovers

• Spray directly on face to use as moisturizing mist before serum

4. Facial Peeling 50g. Powder for facial exfoliation & detox mask4. Facial Peeling 50g. Powder for facial exfoliation & detox mask

• Only 3 actives: Grape seed flour, healing earth, wine stone

• Mix powder with cleaning gel/milk to create your individual facial exfoliation product

• Mix the powder with Facial Tonic or Serum to create detox mask

• Exfoliate once weekly to remove dead skin cells & enhance skin radiance

SPEP 2 SERUMSSPEP 2 SERUMS

All products are packed in а glass and cardboard box

1. Grapeseed Oil Intensive Serum 30ml. Correcting complementary1. Grapeseed Oil Intensive Serum 30ml. Correcting complementary

• Pure: Only 4 different ingredients

• Concentration: 40% grape seed oil, 44% grape seed extract

• Broadband antioxidant, suitable for all skin types

• Moisturizes and makes skin soft
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• Corrects skin damages as pigmentation and wrinkles

• Helps face care to penetrate the skin

• No essential oils & free from allergens

2. Eye Serum 15ml. Correcting complementary2. Eye Serum 15ml. Correcting complementary

• Light Serum with antioxidative false flax oil & grapeseed oil

• Moisturizes with “tears of grapes” and hamamelis extract

• Fights signs of raging with antioxidative grape seed oil and false flax oil

• No essential oils & free from allergens

All products including serums are based on precious grape seed oil, which is known for its healthy effects on the

body internally and externally. The Intensive Serum contains 40% of grape seed oil, 44% of grape seed extract

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

FACE CAREFACE CARE

All products are packed in a glass and cardboard box

1. Grapeseed Oil Darling 50ml. Rich cream for demanding, dry skin1. Grapeseed Oil Darling 50ml. Rich cream for demanding, dry skin
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• Intensive face care with 42% of vegetable oils

• Moisturizes intensively and retains skins moisture with beeswax

• Instant-Effect: Apricot oil for healthy-looking, radiant skin tone

• Penetrates fast without making skin greasy

• Gentle fresh fragrance from lemon balm essential oil

2. Radiance Fluid 30ml. Intensive care in light texture for normal to dry skin2. Radiance Fluid 30ml. Intensive care in light texture for normal to dry skin

• Moisturizes intensively with 35% vegetable oils

• Light, elegant texture to apply easily

• Instant-Effect: Apricot oil for healthy-looking, radiant skin tone

• Gentle fresh fragrance from lemon balm essential oil

3. Moisturizing Fluid 30ml. Light moisturizer for mixed and oily skin3. Moisturizing Fluid 30ml. Light moisturizer for mixed and oily skin

• Moisturizes with 25% vegetable oils

• Light, elegant texture to apply easily

• Soothes irritation with linden flower- and saffron-extract

• Also loved by men as face care and after-shave balm

• Gentle fresh fragrance from lemon balm essential oil

SPECIAL CARESPECIAL CARE

Special care products are designed as problem-solvers for skin in problematic conditions.

They are inspired by Ayurvedic medicine and have been formulated with cream and ghee.

All products are packed in a glass and cardboard box

1. Grapeseed Oil Intensive Care 50ml. Rich cream for very dry, mature skin1. Grapeseed Oil Intensive Care 50ml. Rich cream for very dry, mature skin

• Intensive face care with 42% oils

• Nourishes intensively with ghee

• Moisturizes and retains skins moisture with beeswax

• Penetrates fast without making skin greasy

• Gentle fresh fragrance from lemon balm essential oil

• Can be used complementary as face mask or temporary regimen
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Photo Credit by dieNikolaiPhoto Credit by dieNikolai

2. Nourishing Wonder-Balm 50ml. Rich cream for irritated & damaged skin2. Nourishing Wonder-Balm 50ml. Rich cream for irritated & damaged skin

• Nourishes gently with ghee and cream

• Supports skins natural regeneration process

• Soothes with lindenflower and saffron extract

• Designed for sensitive and irritated skin

• Can be used as a natural healing cream from head to toe

3. Mattifying Moisturizer 50ml. Cream for mixed and oily skin3. Mattifying Moisturizer 50ml. Cream for mixed and oily skin

• Moisturizes gently with cream

• Mattifies shiny skin intensively

• Helps skin to gain back its natural oil balance

• Soothes with linden flower and saffron extract

• Designed for sensitive and irritated skin

HAND&LIP CAREHAND&LIP CARE

1. Hand care 30ml aluminium tube. 3 SKUs with different formulas & fragrances1. Hand care 30ml aluminium tube. 3 SKUs with different formulas & fragrances
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To make it easy for beauty advisers and users to navigate the brand follows a color code: blue = mixed skin, pink

= dry skin, gold = complementary products

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

• Sommelier HC: Nourishes with ghee, no fragrance

• Vineyard HC: Mattifies with cream, a fragrance with essential oils of lemon verbena &

honey extract

• Rosemary HC: Nourishes with vegetable oils, a fragrance with essential oils of rosemary

and rose

2. Lip care 6ml opal glass jars. 2 SKUs with a different fragrance. 100% organic - no2. Lip care 6ml opal glass jars. 2 SKUs with a different fragrance. 100% organic - no

emulsifiers or preservativesemulsifiers or preservatives

• Lemon balm kiss: Fresh fragrance with lemon balm

• Rosemary kiss: Herbal fragrance with rosemary

SHOWER & HAIRSHOWER & HAIR

All products are packed in 100% recycled PET bottles

1. Riesling Shower Gel & Shampoo 200ml.1. Riesling Shower Gel & Shampoo 200ml.
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• Refreshing, gentle foaming shower gel & shampoo with Riesling wine and grape skin

extract

• Moisturizes with grape seed oil and sunflower seed oil

• 100% bio-degradable & less then 10 ingredients

2. Elder Shower Gel & Shampoo 200ml.2. Elder Shower Gel & Shampoo 200ml.

• Strengthening, gentle foaming shower gel & shampoo with elderflowers & elder

berries

• Moisturizes with grape seed oil and sunflower seed oil

• 100% bio-degradable

3. Linden flower Shower Milk & Conditioner 200ml.3. Linden flower Shower Milk & Conditioner 200ml.

• Rich shower bath for dry skin.

• Nourishes skin while showering with grape seed oil and sunflower seed oil

• Recommended once weekly as a conditioner for very dry hair

• 100% bio-degradable

BRAND USPBRAND USP

The brand delivers “the real organic deal” to those, who are looking for certified

sustainable, non-cheating, organic cosmetics and want to reduce their personal ecological

footprint in the bathroom. Backed by 50 years experience in bio-dynamic agriculture,

dieNikolai guarantees sustainable high-quality cosmetic products from the seed to the

finished packed product. Built on the belief that skincare is a very personal and also

sensory issue, dieNikolai communicates with its users as an actual person. This personal

approach builds customer relationships and communicates the values of the family

business.

• The only Demeter-certified grape cosmetics in the world;

• 100% organic ingredients - no conventional resources;

• All active ingredients come from own vineyards;

• No synthetical preservatives and fragrances;

• Palmoilfree, mineraloilfree, siliconefree.
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With over 50 years experience in bio-dynamic agriculture, dieNikolai guarantees sustainable high-quality

cosmetic products from the seed to the finished packed product

Photo Credit by dieNikolai

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

dieNikolai is communicating as a real person to engage users personally and represent the

family company values. Coming from a 2.000-year-old vineyard, producing most resources

by ourselves, the brand is closely connected to Nikolaihof Wachau and its history. Users

and Partners are welcome to visit the historic vineyard and dive into Demeter-agriculture

and bio-dynamic wine, food and cosmetics. The elegant cosmetic textures come in luxury

glass bottles and jars, packed in extravagant recycling boxes to meet perfumery standards.

To make it easy for beauty advisers and users to navigate the brand follows a color code:

blue = mixed skin, pink = dry skin, gold = complementary products.

TARGET GROUPTARGET GROUP

The main audience for dieNikolai is women, 40+ years who look for honest, organic

skincare. However, many younger users, men and especially people with bad skin

condition have discovered products for their routine.
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MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

dieNikolai is currently available in 8 countries (AT, DE, CZ, SK, IT, CH, HK, US) being

distributed in traditional retail channels as 150 organic- & beauty shops, health shops,

pharmacies and online. The brand is offered to retailers as a full package rather than

individual products. To connect with users dieNikolai offers intensive Facebook and

Instagram content with photos and videos, at the moment mainly in the German language.

FUTURE PLANSFUTURE PLANS

While focusing on face care as a key market, the brand develops new products every 6-12

months to complement the 20-SKUs. Starting with shower baths in fall 2019, the objective

is to offer all needed bathroom products from head to toe in Demeter-quality from the own

vineyards.

Recommended Retail Prices dieNikolia for Europe:Recommended Retail Prices dieNikolia for Europe:

Facial Cleansing

Cleansing Gel 100ml Refreshing gel for all skin types € 24,00;

Cleansing Milk 100ml Smooth cleansing for dry skin € 24,00;

Facial Tonic 100ml Cleansing complementary / refresher € 22,00;

Facial Peeling 100ml Peeling powder to mix with cleanser € 19,00.

Face Care

Grape Seed Intensive Serum 30ml Complementary antioxidant & booster for daycare €

55,00;

Grape Seed Oil Darling 50ml Intensive care with 40% vegetable oils € 69,00;

Vegan Moisturizing Fluid 30ml Light calming fluid with saffron, for oily and mixed skin €

49,00;

Vegan Radiance Fluid 30ml Rich care in light fluid form for dry skin. € 49,00;

Eye-Serum 15ml Light, antioxidative care € 45,00.

Special Care
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Grape Seed Intensive Care 50ml For very dry skin, with ghee € 69,00;

Nourishing Wonder-Balm 50ml For irritated, damaged skin, with cram and ghee € 61,00;

Mattifying Moisturizer 50ml For shiny skin, with cream € 61,00.

Shower & Hair

Riesling Shower Gel 200ml Fresh shower gel with Riesling wine € 17,90;

Elder Shower Gel 200ml Gentle shower gel with elder berries € 17,90;

Lindenflower Shower Milk 200ml Rich shower milk for dry skin € 17,90.

Hand care

Sommelier Handcream 30ml w/o fragrances for wine lovers € 11,90;

Vineyard Handcream 30ml Gentle scent of lemon verbena € 11,90;

WWF Rosemary Handcream 30ml Sustainable care for nature lovers € 11,90.

Lip care

Rosemary-Kiss 6ml 100% organic lip care with rosemary € 9,90;

Lemon balm-Kiss 6ml 100% organic lip care with lemon balm € 9,90.

MEDIAMEDIA

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download all product images by the 

dieNikolai Brand Movie

Nikolaihof Winery Movie

dieNikolai Facebook page 

dieNikolai Instagram page

link
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You can download the leaflet dieNikolai by the 

You can download the product range and price list by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments form Syndicate members and

answers from dieNikolai by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your

question. Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not

share this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link

link
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Elysius Naturkosmetik is a manufacturer of The Elysius Aloe Vera Gel.

Elysius has opened a new era of exceptional cosmetics combining

externally luxury, elegance and grace with ecological purity of Aloe

natural extract. It is a perfect combination of miracle plant properties

with a high-quality glass bottle and stylish packaging. The Aloe Vera Gel

contains 99,3% of real Aloe vera leaf juice ecologically grown in the

Canary Islands, with more than 200 active ingredients, without any

powder extract. Based on the anti-bactericidal properties of this

unique plant, Aloe Vera Gel provides skin cleansing and regeneration,

fights with acne and other skin problems. It perfectly cares the skin

during sunbathing or can be applied as healing after sunburns. The

scientists have proven that Aloe vera leaf juice has anti-ageing

properties and fights with wrinkles, crow's feet, and baggy eyes,

removing swelling caused by an excess of water between the layers of

the skin. It could be also used to resume hair growth.

SECRET DOSSIER ON ELYSIUS
NATURKOSMETIK
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THE IDEA OF PRODUCT CREATIONTHE IDEA OF PRODUCT CREATION

Elysius Naturkosmetik everyday work is to provide the best and purest quality Aloe Vera

Gel in the market and combine it with a premium glass bottle and packing design. The

company offers its customers the power of nature and with such concept, it is able to show

the possibilities of nature application.  plant has more than 200 active ingredients

which can be used for Face, Hair, Hands and Body application. The leaves and stem of

Aloe contain allantoin, natural antioxidants in the form of the vitamins B complex, C and E

vitamins, as well as beta-carotene, which in the body turns into vitamin A. The healing

properties of Aloe, according to the preserved written sources, have been known already

more than three thousand years ago. Nature is a gift for all the humanity and the

Elysius' vision is to show all mankind its power and usability.

The Elysius Naturkosmetik Team

Photo Credit by Elysius

PRODUCT USPPRODUCT USP

With 2884ppm aloeverosis/acemannan the highest quality Aloe Vera is growing on the

Canary Islands. That’s why only these plants are used for Elysius premium Aloe Vera

Aloe vera
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Gel.

The plantations are ecologically grown and bio certified with the EU organic directive

ES-ECO-014-IC.

The real leaf filet juice without the green leaf skin is used for gel production; the

company does not use Aloe Vera powder extract, which is strongly denatured.

A premium glass bottle is used to protect Elysius gel.

With each Aloe Vera product, the company provides an application booklet to show the

customer how to apply and use the power of nature.

For every first order, the company provides a free Premium LED Counter-Top Display.

99,3% bio Aloe Vera Gel is used for face, hair and body multi-application.

Aloe Vera Gel is a perfect combination of miracle plant & high-quality glass bottle garnished in gold

Photo Credit by Elysius

THE STORY. BEHIND THE SCENESTHE STORY. BEHIND THE SCENES

"It all started with our mother giving us, siblings, after getting injured while playing

together, first aid with her Aloe vera plant at home. When we were children, we got in

touch with the beauty and the elemental power of nature. We believe that all people are

connected to nature, as well we draw power and strength from nature. Everyone, who

once rested under a tree knows that. We are all part of nature and with this conviction, we

created this product."
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Rudolf Pusch, the Founder of Elysius Naturkosmetik

Aloe vera Plantations in the Canary Islands where goats are instead of pesticides

Photo Credit by Elysius

The Elysius Aloe Vera Gel contains organically grown Aloe vera plants (ES-ECO-014-IC Bio

Guideline) and is grown without synthetic fertilizers, pesticides and fungicides. Instead, the

manufacturer relies on goats to kill the weeds. 

The plants grow under ideal environmental conditions. The sunny weather in the south of

the Canary Islands, the ideal height above sea level and irrigation with the groundwater of

the island ensure the best conditions and an ideal foundation for the product. Elysius only

use plants from 4 to 10 years old, because at this age the Aloe vera plant has the highest

concentration of active ingredients.

The manufacturer processes and stabilizes Aloe vera using gentle processes without

generating heat. No physicochemical treatments are carried out. As a result, the active

ingredients and the benefits of Aloe vera leaf gel are retained. Almost all Aloe products on

the market do contain an aloe vera powder extract, which you can recognize by the

additive “Aqua” (water) in the ingredients. Elysius refrains from using aloe vera powder

extracts because studies show that they can have up to 90% less aloeverosis.
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Aloe Vera Gel contains 99,3% of real Aloe vera leaf juice ecologically grown in the Canary Islands

Photo Credit by Elysius

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

 is the main product of the brand. 

Aloe Vera is known as the most effective and most variable product of nature.

It's one of the most interesting and fascinating plants with variable areas of application.

This is what we communicate and show with great feedback and most satisfaction of

our customers.

Elysius Aloe Vera Gel 99,3 % is packed into 195 ml Glass Bottle and Carton Tube. It's RRP

for Germany incl. VAT is 29,95€. The MOQ is 12 pcs. and includes free LED hologram

display for the first order. Order steps are 12units/ 24units/ 36units/ 48units etc.

The free "application book" that is included in the packing features: 

99,3% Bio Aloe Vera Gel
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With more than 200 active ingredients Aloe Ver Gel can be used for Face, Hair, Hands and Body care

Photo Credit by Elysius

Over 20 DIY recipes and application tips for at home;

Tips for all areas of application (hair, face, hands and body);

Free encore;

Available locally printed in every packing;

Nature-based preparation;
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All information compact and simple.

Elysius Premium free LED 3D Hologram Display

Photo Credit by Elysius

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Premium nature cosmetics - that’s what we live and what we are working for every

day. Nature is much more than a walking tour outside. Nature is power, health and beauty

all together. And we created a product that brings this in an elegant way to the customers

home. For more brand and product information, please look at the company's official

 and .webpage Instagram page
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The Elysius Aloe Vera Gel is now available locally in the Globus Dutenhofe in Germany. It shows the old

packaging. The new one is round as shown in the product pictures at the site

Photo Credit by Elysius

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The brand is committed to supporting any new market with promotions and marketing

activities, mutually agreed between the parties. It may include in-social media promotions,

advertising or marketing material. The manufacturer can also translate the booklet and

display into the language of the new market.

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

After a short time on the market, Elysius Naturkosmetik could wind many clients like

Pharmacies, Cosmetic Saloons, Bio Markets and natural hair stylists. Besides that, the

company has won several organic awards, including the selection of young innovative

companies made in Germany and attended the biggest Nature Cosmetics Fair in Europe

Biofach and got to the official website of the exhibition into the news

section called .

VIVANESS 2020 

"Five Questions to Rudolf Pusch from Elysius Natural Cosmetics"
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Photo Credit by Elysius

Currently, the company is rapidly growing internationally and had cooperation requests

from “ ”, “ ” and other big media platforms in Germany aiming

its target group.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

BUNTE.de Welt der Wunder
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Photo Credit by Elysius

You can download all product images by the 

You can download Datasheet and Pricelist by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments form Syndicate members and

answers from Elysius by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your

question. Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not

share this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link

link
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Elysius Naturkosmetik is a manufacturer of The Elysius Aloe Vera Gel.

Elysius has opened a new era of exceptional cosmetics combining

externally luxury, elegance and grace with ecological purity of Aloe

natural extract. It is a perfect combination of miracle plant properties

with a high-quality glass bottle and stylish packaging. The Aloe Vera Gel

contains 99,3% of real Aloe vera leaf juice ecologically grown in the

Canary Islands, with more than 200 active ingredients, without any

powder extract. Based on the anti-bactericidal properties of this

unique plant, Aloe Vera Gel provides skin cleansing and regeneration,

fights with acne and other skin problems. It perfectly cares the skin

during sunbathing or can be applied as healing after sunburns. The

scientists have proven that Aloe vera leaf juice has anti-ageing

properties and fights with wrinkles, crow's feet, and baggy eyes,

removing swelling caused by an excess of water between the layers of

the skin. It could be also used to resume hair growth.

ELYSIUS PREMIUM NATURAL ALOE
VERA GEL
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THE IDEA OF PRODUCT CREATIONTHE IDEA OF PRODUCT CREATION

Elysius Naturkosmetik everyday work is to provide the best and purest quality Aloe Vera

Gel in the market and combine it with a premium glass bottle and packing design. The

company offers its customers the power of nature and with such concept, it is able to show

the possibilities of nature application.  plant has more than 200 active ingredients

which can be used for Face, Hair, Hands and Body application. The leaves and stem of

Aloe contain allantoin, natural antioxidants in the form of the vitamins B complex, C and E

vitamins, as well as beta-carotene, which in the body turns into vitamin A. The healing

properties of Aloe, according to the preserved written sources, have been known already

more than three thousand years ago. Nature is a gift for all the humanity and the

Elysius' vision is to show all mankind its power and usability.

The Elysius Naturkosmetik Team

Photo Credit by Elysius

PRODUCT USPPRODUCT USP

With 2884ppm aloeverosis/acemannan the highest quality Aloe Vera is growing on the

Canary Islands. That’s why only these plants are used for Elysius premium Aloe Vera

Aloe vera
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Gel.

The plantations are ecologically grown and bio certified with the EU organic directive

ES-ECO-014-IC.

The real leaf filet juice without the green leaf skin is used for gel production; the

company does not use Aloe Vera powder extract, which is strongly denatured.

A premium glass bottle is used to protect Elysius gel.

With each Aloe Vera product, the company provides an application booklet to show the

customer how to apply and use the power of nature.

For every first order, the company provides a free Premium LED Counter-Top Display.

99,3% bio Aloe Vera Gel is used for face, hair and body multi-application.

Aloe Vera Gel is a perfect combination of miracle plant & high-quality glass bottle garnished in gold

Photo Credit by Elysius

THE STORY. BEHIND THE SCENESTHE STORY. BEHIND THE SCENES

"It all started with our mother giving us, siblings, after getting injured while playing

together, first aid with her Aloe vera plant at home. When we were children, we got in

touch with the beauty and the elemental power of nature. We believe that all people are

connected to nature, as well we draw power and strength from nature. Everyone, who

once rested under a tree knows that. We are all part of nature and with this conviction, we

created this product."
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Rudolf Pusch, the Founder of Elysius Naturkosmetik

Aloe vera Plantations in the Canary Islands where goats are instead of pesticides

Photo Credit by Elysius

The Elysius Aloe Vera Gel contains organically grown Aloe vera plants (ES-ECO-014-IC Bio

Guideline) and is grown without synthetic fertilizers, pesticides and fungicides. Instead, the

manufacturer relies on goats to kill the weeds. 

The plants grow under ideal environmental conditions. The sunny weather in the south of

the Canary Islands, the ideal height above sea level and irrigation with the groundwater of

the island ensure the best conditions and an ideal foundation for the product. Elysius only

use plants from 4 to 10 years old, because at this age the Aloe vera plant has the highest

concentration of active ingredients.

The manufacturer processes and stabilizes Aloe vera using gentle processes without

generating heat. No physicochemical treatments are carried out. As a result, the active

ingredients and the benefits of Aloe vera leaf gel are retained. Almost all Aloe products on

the market do contain an aloe vera powder extract, which you can recognize by the

additive “Aqua” (water) in the ingredients. Elysius refrains from using aloe vera powder

extracts because studies show that they can have up to 90% less aloeverosis.
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Aloe Vera Gel contains 99,3% of real Aloe vera leaf juice ecologically grown in the Canary Islands

Photo Credit by Elysius

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

 is the main product of the brand. 

Aloe Vera is known as the most effective and most variable product of nature.

It's one of the most interesting and fascinating plants with variable areas of application.

This is what we communicate and show with great feedback and most satisfaction of

our customers.

Elysius Aloe Vera Gel 99,3 % is packed into 195 ml Glass Bottle and Carton Tube. It's RRP

for Germany incl. VAT is 29,95€. The MOQ is 12 pcs. and includes free LED hologram

display for the first order. Order steps are 12units/ 24units/ 36units/ 48units etc.

The free "application book" that is included in the packing features: 

99,3% Bio Aloe Vera Gel
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With more than 200 active ingredients Aloe Ver Gel can be used for Face, Hair, Hands and Body care

Photo Credit by Elysius

Over 20 DIY recipes and application tips for at home;

Tips for all areas of application (hair, face, hands and body);

Free encore;

Available locally printed in every packing;

Nature-based preparation;
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All information compact and simple.

Elysius Premium free LED 3D Hologram Display

Photo Credit by Elysius

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Premium nature cosmetics - that’s what we live and what we are working for every

day. Nature is much more than a walking tour outside. Nature is power, health and beauty

all together. And we created a product that brings this in an elegant way to the customers

home. For more brand and product information, please look at the company's official

 and .webpage Instagram page
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The Elysius Aloe Vera Gel is now available locally in the Globus Dutenhofe in Germany. It shows the old

packaging. The new one is round as shown in the product pictures at the site

Photo Credit by Elysius

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The brand is committed to supporting any new market with promotions and marketing

activities, mutually agreed between the parties. It may include in-social media promotions,

advertising or marketing material. The manufacturer can also translate the booklet and

display into the language of the new market.

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

After a short time on the market, Elysius Naturkosmetik could wind many clients like

Pharmacies, Cosmetic Saloons, Bio Markets and natural hair stylists. Besides that, the

company has won several organic awards, including the selection of young innovative

companies made in Germany and attended the biggest Nature Cosmetics Fair in Europe

Biofach and got to the official website of the exhibition into the news

section called .

VIVANESS 2020 

"Five Questions to Rudolf Pusch from Elysius Natural Cosmetics"
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Photo Credit by Elysius

Currently, the company is rapidly growing internationally and had cooperation requests

from “ ”, “ ” and other big media platforms in Germany aiming

its target group.

BUNTE.de Welt der Wunder
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Photo Credit by Elysius
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Founded by research scientist and environmentalist Dr. Svetla Nikolova,

Armina is a family-owned business specialising in pure, functional, highly

effective and gentle natural skin care as well as essential oils and

hydrolates for aromatherapy and culinary uses. Thoroughly honest and

transparent from the field to the bottle, no short-cuts and no

concessions are made in terms of quality. Armina has consciously

decided against using inferior and harmful ingredients hidden behind

fancy names and designer packaging. All products are organically

certified, 100% free of preservatives, fillers, foaming, stabilising and

flavouring agents. All recipes rely on the synergy of active natural, plant-

sourced ingredients only.

ARMINA ORGANIC FLORAL COSMETIC
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STORYSTORY

The brand Armina is a new generation business model for people with a green heart,

forward-looking mind and high standards when it comes to their appearance, health and

well-being. After years spent in research of polymers naturally occurring in plants, Dr.

Svetla Nikolova realized that time was ripe for a new challenge into which she could put

not only the rigorous scientific mind but her heart as well. Finding a way to apply her

knowledge for the improvement of humans’ and nature’s health felt as a logical step

forward in the course of her academic work and publications.

Together with her husband, Dr. Ginev, descendant of a family who had cultivated precious

Rosa Damascena for generations, they created ARMINA. The brand provided an

opportunity to invest their combined experience and expertise in a business contributing to

preserving Bulgarian medicinal and aromatic plants. From the very beginning, the essence

of the brand was focused on retrieving long lost traditional knowledge while applying up-

to-date, evidence-based science. This opened new horizons allowing for sustainable

farming practices and sustainable production methods.

The founders’ extensive knowledge in chemistry is instrumental not only in the

development of pure, highly effective products but also in being able to monitor the entire

production process from the quality of the ingredients to the final product. Not least,

curiosity and inquisitive thinking, inherent to the scientific mind, have remained the intrinsic

drive behind Armina. Starting with essential oils, blends and flower waters, the product

range has been gradually expanded to include formulations for minimalist functional skin

care based on a wide variety of entirely natural active substances. Currently, Armina is on

the brink of launching a highly innovative pre- and probiotic skin care series.

PRODUCTS AND PRICESPRODUCTS AND PRICES

Armina’s product range includes a wide variety of organic certified essential oils and

blends, carrier oils, flower waters (hydrolates), rose elixir for health and culinary purposes,

functional cosmetics and sanitizers. Both the essential oils and the flower waters are

obtained by direct steam distillation, all carrier oils are extra virgin cold pressed. A special

formulation of fully botanical origin has been developed to help cleanse and disinfect

hands and surfaces at times of infectious spread without irritating skin and lungs. The
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functional cosmetics range, based on an innovative formulation involving pre- and

probiotics as active ingredients, will be coming soon.

Armina is a family-owned business, lead by Dr. Nikolova and Dr. Ginev, contributing to preserving Bulgarian

medicinal and aromatic plants with the aim of health and well-being

Photo Credit by Armina

Most of the ingredients and raw materials used in Armina’s products are grown locally. The

rose oil comes from the Rose Valley; the lavender grows in the fields of ancient Thrace; the

sweet almonds in Orpheus’ mystical Rhodope Mountains. For the sourcing of some

species like argan or citrus trees which are not native to Bulgaria but have too valuable

properties to do without, Armina cooperates with trusted, small-scale producers from Italy,

Portugal, Morocco and India.

Armina’s organic certified flower waters are 100% pure plant hydrolates, obtained by direct

steam distillation of fresh petals, leaves or blooms. Containing high amounts of essential oil

and other biologically active substances, they retain the very essence of the plant when it

was still alive and growing. Delicately flavoured and soothing, Armina’s flower waters are

incredibly versatile finding applications as varied as facial tonic, body moisturizer, make-up

remover, nutritional hair spray, beauty care, treatment for inflamed skin and eyes, or insect

repellent. The high quality of the flower waters allows for a long expiry date without the
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necessity of using additional chemical preservatives. Thus, they are also safe for use for

children, pregnant women, older people and even pets. Armina’s flower waters are also

food-grade which makes them a perfect addition to many a delicious dessert and drink.

Armina' s organic and pure rose elixir is made of the best roses, gently handpicked at Bulgarian Rose Valley

Photo Credit by Armina

To make the exquisite Organic Rose Elixir, the blossoms of Rosa Damascena are harvested

by hand as they are unfolding in the early hours of down. The elixir contains nothing less

than rose oil and nothing more than organic Stevia extract. No additives, no artificial

flavour, no preservatives. Added to a glass of water, it improves digestion and helps detox

the body from within. Poured over tea, champagne, fruit salads or desserts for subtle

flavour, the Rose Elexir awakens the senses with a burst of spring, inspires and energizes.

The Organic Rose Elexir is portioned and packed in 10 ml in sachets making it easily

portable. The sachets are grouped in a designed display.    

Armina’s organic certified essential oils are 100% pure, unadulterated without added

synthetic substances. The range currently includes more than 40 different aromatic plants.

The essential oils can be used separately or individually combined for vaporization,
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massage, skin and hair care, hot and cold compresses for various physical conditions, bath,

sauna and many other holistic aromatherapeutic treatments. Some of the essential oils

enrich with their exquisite flavour creative culinary adventures. The essential oils can also

be blended with carrier oils such as sweet almonds, apricot kernel, hazelnut or argan oil.

Armina’s flower waters are incredibly versatile finding applications as varied as beauty care treatments

Photo Credit by Armina

The essential oils are packaged glass of 5ml and 10ml, arranged in designed displays of

various sizes.

The ready-to-use sanitizers are ideal for hygienic disinfection offering a biological, highly

functional alternative to conventional disinfectants. The purely plant-based solution

contains organic tea tree, eucalyptus and lemon oil as well as organic lavender water.

Their antiseptic and antiviral properties enhance the effectiveness of ethyl alcohol. Both

sanitizers are free from chlorine ingredients and synthetic compounds.
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Organic Rose water in Sachet can be added to a glass of spring water, teas, champaign, cocktails, dairy desserts

or fruit salads giving an amazing rose flavor

Photo Credit by Armina

The surface sanitizer cleanses surfaces in the office, at home, outside and while travelling.

The hand sanitizer cleans and refreshes the hands without water and soap. Apart from

disinfecting, the sanitizer moisturizes the hands with organic certified food-grade glycerin

and organic oils, leaving the skin smooth and supple. 

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN
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Essential oils of Armina could be used both for aromatherapy and culinary

Photo Credit by Armina

For its unique design, Armina relies on the craft of local artists who love the brand and live

the values embodying its philosophy.

Rose, Lavender, Melissa, and all the other flowers gracefully dancing on Armina’s labels

and promotional material have been created by Pavla Otova, a painter, enthusiastic foodie

and nature lover. For the artful drawings, Pavla was inspired by Hans Christian Andersen’s

fairy tale “Little Ida’s Flowers”.  

As for the packaging, Armina is constantly on the qui vive for sustainable, recyclable

materials. The labels are directly sealed on the bottle to avoid waste disposal through

wrapping in additional packaging. The cardboard boxes the products are shipped in

throughout the world are made by persons with disabilities from a public run cooperative

thus providing them with an opportunity to make a decent living.   
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Armina's natural surface sanitizing spray with organic certified tea tree, eucalyptus and lemon oil

Photo Credit by Armina

MARKETING AND SALESMARKETING AND SALES

Armina has been internationally expanding for several years, currently with a presence on

European and South-East Asian markets. The brand is poised for further global expansion.

It could be distributed via organic and natural product outlets, beauty stores, pharmacies,

herbal shops and chemists with herbalist section, online sales platforms, and other

marketing channels. Armina welcomes prospective distributors ready to embrace the

philosophy of the brand and to adhere to the strict quality standards of the company.

The brand has reasonable chances of success as it aligns with current trends in beauty

care, wellness and health towards a growing demand for authentic brands, sustainable

sourcing, transparency and traceability in terms of ingredients and processing, highly

functional beauty care, social responsibility and eco-conscious packaging as well as the

focus on a minimalist less-is-more philosophy. 

Armina’s distributors enjoy the privilege of buying directly from a trusted producer and

obtaining proven, high quality organic certified products. They are supported by training,

information material and labels in the language of their target market.                       
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Armina

Armina Facebook page

Armina You Tube Channel

click here
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DHYVANA means high-end innovative organic cosmetics, carefully

formulated and designed for the most demanding consumers. The

vision of DHYVANA is to bring together the latest innovations and

trends in cosmetics to create the most advanced skincare in the market.

The result is a collection of products that are highly effective in reducing

skin ageing and in protecting the skin. Brand's moto is "Everything your

skin wantswants, and only what it really needsneeds". 

DHYVANA PREMIUM ORGANIC
COSMETICS
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THE STORYTHE STORY

CLEAN COSMETICSCLEAN COSMETICS

In its lab, DHYVANA has 20+ years’ experience in producing natural certified cosmetics for

customers around the world. In 2015, the brand DHYVANA was launched, to serve the

most demanding customers with its clean approach to formulation, creating more natural,

more effective and more tolerant products. DHYVANA is aimed at a growing market

segment of New Generation Consumers, who want to take care of themselves and want to

take care of the world.

Photo credit by DHYVANA

They demand an intricate combination of functionality, sustainability and healthiness. At

DHYVANA this perfect balance in a formulation is achieved by combining at least 99% of

active ingredients in each product, using strictly natural ingredients and eliminating any

unwanted additives or allergens. Moreover, to meet even the highest standards or

environmentally and world-conscious consumers around the world, DHYVANA provides a

broader guarantee: DHYVANA has international COSMOS certification of natural quality for

all formulations, under Ecocert and under BDIH international standards.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

UNIQUE RITUALUNIQUE RITUAL

The most effective anti-ageing ritual in the market. COSMOS ORGANIC certified

formulations with less than 1% water and more than 99% of active ingredients with
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nourishing, firming, moisturizing, purifying and balancing properties. The perfect everyday

care for every woman fits all skin types of all ages. Unbeatable.

Photo credit by DHYVANA

PAPAYA GINGER REFRESHING WASH - RRP 26,50 €PAPAYA GINGER REFRESHING WASH - RRP 26,50 €

Delicate facewash that removes toxins and makeup for a deep clean, long-lasting purified

skin. With pampering ingredients and free of SLS, SLEs, or other synthetic detergents,

sulfates or soda. Best for delicate, damaged and/or congested skin.

Eliminates pollution and makeup;

Purifies pores without excess drying;

Prevents toxins accumulation.

HONEY LEMON FACIAL SCRUB - RRP 28,00 €HONEY LEMON FACIAL SCRUB - RRP 28,00 €

Mild, organic scrub which delicately removes impurities and stimulates cell renewal. With

pampering ingredients and free of acid peeling. Best for delicate, damaged, uneven skin.
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Delicate facewash that removes toxins and makeup for a deep clean, long-lasting purified skin

Photo credit by DHYVANA

Removes dead cells, toxins and spots;

Renews skin tissue and restores a natural glow;

Reduces enlarged pores, skin thickening, wrinkles and acne marks.

ORANGE BLOSSOM TONIC WITH VITAMIN C - 32,50 €ORANGE BLOSSOM TONIC WITH VITAMIN C - 32,50 €

Nourishing, energizing and balancing tonic for all skin types, for an antioxidant, blood flow

boost and an overall skin enhancement. Best for damaged, dull skin in need of an energy

boost.

Antioxidant with vitamin C;

Eliminates expression lines and visibly unifies the texture of the skin;

Unifies tone and reduces excess pigmentation;

Stimulates blood flow and skin glow;

Regulates pH and balances the lipid mantle.

AVOCADO AND VINE REGENERATING DRY OIL - 72,00 €AVOCADO AND VINE REGENERATING DRY OIL - 72,00 €
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Nourishing, energyzing and balancing tonic for all skin types

Photo credit by DHYVANA

Antiaging serum. This combination of exclusive oils reduces wrinkles, sagging and bags,

and

strengthens and re-densifies the dermis. Ideal for day and night use, for healthy,

rejuvenated skin. Best for delicate, saggy and aged skin.

Eliminates deep wrinkles, with repairing fatty acids of Avocado and Vine, Nutritive Oils

and Vitamin E

Eliminates bags and decongests dark circles, improving circulation, drainage and good

lymphatic functioning

Reduces sagging and improves collagen and elastin.

MULTIACTIVE MOISTURIZER WITH BOTANICAL EXTRACTS - 64,50 €MULTIACTIVE MOISTURIZER WITH BOTANICAL EXTRACTS - 64,50 €

24-hour moisture and nourishing cream, which reduces wrinkles, improves skin health

and strengthens its natural protection from aging. Ideal for day and night use, for healthy,

protected skin. Best for delicate, damaged and aged skin.
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Antiaging serum with exclusive oils reduces wrinkles, sagging and bags, strengthens and re-densifies the dermisAntiaging serum with exclusive oils reduces wrinkles, sagging and bags, strengthens and re-densifies the dermis

Photo credit by DHYVANAPhoto credit by DHYVANA

24-hour, long-lasting hydration and nutrition;

Vasoprotective, venotonic and anti-inflammatory properties:  reduces redness, veins,

red dots and protects against external aggressions ;

Improves the health of the stratum corneum, its firmness and increases its protection

against aging.

BEAUTY BOOSTERSBEAUTY BOOSTERS
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24-hour moisturizing and nourishing cream with pure botanical extracts is perfect for aged skin

Photo credit by DHYVANA

The latest innovation in natural science.The latest innovation in natural science. Hyaluronic Acid + Prebiotic Ferments + Seaweed

Capsules. VEGAN and COSMOS NATURAL Certified by Ecocert. These Beauty Boosters

provide the perfect accessory with 7-ampoule intense treatment with the most innovative

and effective ingredients. Best for sensitive, damaged skin.

INTENSE OVERNIGHT REPAIR -INTENSE OVERNIGHT REPAIR - 15.95 €  13.95 €13.95 €
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The latest innovation in natural science are DHYVANA's vegan natural boosters with Hyaluronic acid, prebiotic

ferments and seaweed capsules for efficient skincare treatment

Photo credit by DHYVANA

Ultra-concentrated Hyaluronic Acid ampoules with Reishi Mushroom Prebiotic Ferment and

Seaweed Capsules (of Cocoa, Grape, Chlorella and Brown Seaweed)

Reduces wrinkles;

Repairs scared tissue;

Protects and improves the health of the immune system;

Antioxidant & Oxygenating.

ANTI-POLLUTION URBAN SHIELD - ANTI-POLLUTION URBAN SHIELD - 15.95 € 13.95 € 13.95 €

Ultra-concentrated Hyaluronic Acid ampoules with Pichia Prebiotic Ferment, Dragon's

Blood, Centella Asiatica and Medicinal Plants. Best for congested, pollution exposed skin.

Reduces wrinkles;

Antioxidant & Oxygenating;

Protects from heavy metals;

Reduces pollution on skin.
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Photo credit by DHYVANA

EXPRESS MIRACLE LIFTING - EXPRESS MIRACLE LIFTING - 15.95 €  13.95 €13.95 €

Ultra-concentrated Hyaluronic Acid ampoules with Pichia Prebiotic Ferment, Ziziphus,

Maral Root, Centella Asiatica, Goji and Kigelia. Best for saggy, loose

skin

Reduces wrinkles;

Firms skin & redefines facial oval;

Boosts synthesis of collagen and elastin;

Improves intercellular connections.

RADIANT COMPLEXION - RADIANT COMPLEXION - 15.95 €  13.95 €13.95 €

Ultra-concentrated Hyaluronic Acid ampoules with Mango, Liquorish, Rice, Vitamin C and

Lactic Acid. Best for uneven, spotted skin.

Reduces wrinkles;

Antioxidant & Oxygenating;

Whitens and eliminates dark spots;
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Unifies tone & illuminates.

Sun protection moisturizes and prevents skin aging

Photo credit by DHYVANA

MINERAL SUNSCREENMINERAL SUNSCREEN

100% mineral, nano-free sunscreen. 100% mineral, nano-free sunscreen. VEGAN and COSMOS NATURAL certified

formulations with safe ingredients for your skin and for the environment.  These physical,

non-chemical pampering sunblock, provide broad-spectrum protection from UVA and UVB

as well all visible light spectrum.

SOOTHING REPAIR TREATMENT - 15.00 €SOOTHING REPAIR TREATMENT - 15.00 €
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Organic certified formula with Aloe Vera, Musk Rose Oil and Therapeutic Extracts.

Moisturizes, reduces irritation, repairs damaged skin and prevents further degradation of

collagen and other tissues. Best for irritated, sensitive and reactive (atopic, dermatitis,

rosacea) skin. Ideal after prolonged sun exposure.

Tulsi and Milk Thistle reduce inflammation and itching, leaving a feeling of prolonged

comfort;

Green Seaweed repairs damaged skin, prevents aging and provides daily protective

care.

SPF30 AGE-DEFENSE SUNSCREEN - 18.50 €SPF30 AGE-DEFENSE SUNSCREEN - 18.50 €

100% mineral tinted sunscreen, with antioxidant Raspberry Oil, high in Retinol (vitamin A).

FREE OF chemical filters, nanoparticles. And other toxic materials such as PEGs, EDTAs.

 Lightweight, everyday use. Non-greasy texture.

Moisturizes and prevents skin aging (antioxidant);

Provides a translucent touch of color, for a natural, healthy glow look;

Broad-spectrum sunblock: UVA+UVB+IR.

SPF50 AGE-DEFENSE SUNSCREEN - 21.50 €SPF50 AGE-DEFENSE SUNSCREEN - 21.50 €

100% mineral sunscreen, with antioxidants and protective Sage, Rosemary and Thyme

Extracts. FREE OF chemical filters, nanoparticles. And other toxic materials such as PEGs,

EDTAs. For intense Sun

exposure, lightweight. Non-greasy texture.

Moisturizes and prevents skin aging (anti-inflammation);

Broad-spectrum sunblock: UVA+UVB+IR.

SPF50 PLUS ULTRA-HIGH ATOPIC SKIN SUNSCREEN - 24.50 €SPF50 PLUS ULTRA-HIGH ATOPIC SKIN SUNSCREEN - 24.50 €

100% mineral sunscreen, with soothing properties (Aloe, Coconut, Almonds and Calendula)

FREE OF chemical filters, nanoparticles. And other toxic materials such as PEGs, EDTAs.

Highest

protection for babies from 0 months.
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 Moisturizes and prevents skin damage;

Broad-spectrum sun block: UVA+UVB+IR.

Photo credit by DHYVANA

SENSITIVE SKINSENSITIVE SKIN

100% allergen-free products for extra sensitive skin. 100% allergen-free products for extra sensitive skin. VEGAN and COSMOS ORGANIC

certified formulations for all skin types, including infants and atopic skin. Healthy skin starts

with a healthy microbiome. These daily-use formulations help restore and protect this

protective natural barrier against external aggressions.

HAIR & BODY DERMOWASH - 18.50 €HAIR & BODY DERMOWASH - 18.50 €
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Extra soft foamy wash. Cleanses and pampers children and babies from 0 months. With

Oats and Calendula Extracts and Jojoba and Coconut Oils. FREE OF perfume, mineral oils,

paraffin, silicones, dyes, aggressive detergents, and other synthetic ingredients. Best for

infants', delicate and atopic skin.

Double effect: cleans and protects;

SYNDET formula: without synthetic detergents and soaps;

Protects skin pH, biochemical balance and the cutaneous microbiota;

 Contributes to the development of strong and healthy skin, free of irritation.

DERMOHYDRATING LOTION - 19.50 €DERMOHYDRATING LOTION - 19.50 €

Extra soft nourishing lotion, ideal for children and babies from 0 months. With Parkii Shea

Butter, Nourishing Organic Oils and Vitamin E. FREE OF perfume, mineral oils, paraffin,

silicones, dyes, and other synthetic ingredients. Best for infants', delicate and atopic skin.

Triple effect: hydrates, nourishes and protects;

Protects skin pH, biochemical balance and the cutaneous microbiota;

Contributes to the development of strong and healthy skin, free of irritation.

PROTECTIVE COLD CREAM - 17.50 €PROTECTIVE COLD CREAM - 17.50 €

Protective cold cream with Tamanu Oil, Parkii Shea Butter and 15% of Zinc Oxide. FREE OF

perfume, mineral oils, paraffin, silicones, and other synthetic ingredients. Best for infants',

delicate and atopic skin.

Triple effect: soothes, repairs and protects;

Protects skin pH, biochemical balance, and the cutaneous microbiota;

Contributes to the development of strong and healthy skin, free of irritation.

SPF50 PLUS ULTRA-HIGH ATOPIC SKIN SUNSCREEN - 24.50 €SPF50 PLUS ULTRA-HIGH ATOPIC SKIN SUNSCREEN - 24.50 €

100% mineral sunscreen, with soothing properties (Aloe, Coconut, Almonds and

Calendula). FREE OF chemical filters, nanoparticles. And other toxic materials such as

PEGs, EDTAs. Highest protection for babies from 0 months.
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Moisturizes and prevents skin damage;

Broad-spectrum sunblock: UVA+UVB+IR.

COMBINATION OF COLORS REMINDS THE DELICACY OF PORCELAIN AND SATINCOMBINATION OF COLORS REMINDS THE DELICACY OF PORCELAIN AND SATIN

PHOTO CREDIT BY DHYVANAPHOTO CREDIT BY DHYVANA

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

BEAUTIFUL, SLIM, COLORFUL DESIGNSBEAUTIFUL, SLIM, COLORFUL DESIGNS

DHYVANA has an elegant, distinctive look, with high-quality primary and secondary

packaging, with 100% recyclable materials including recycled cardboard packaging and

glass. The brand stands out in the shops and is appreciated by fashion and design lovers

alike, thanks to beautiful, clean designs and a delightful combination of colors that remind

the delicacy of porcelain and satin.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

5-STAR RATING5-STAR RATING

SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE 
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Photos shared by IG users

SOCIAL MEDIA COLLABORATIONSSOCIAL MEDIA COLLABORATIONS

DHYVANA IN THE MEDIADHYVANA IN THE MEDIA

Farma Natur, MooiRoom etc.
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Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Dhyvana

Contact person:Contact person: Aurora Luengo

E-mail:E-mail: export@dhyvana.com

Website:Website: dhyvana.com

Phone:Phone: +34 622 282 213

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2015

Regions:Regions: Spain

Industries:Industries: Skincare

click here
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ananné is a Swiss premium natural skincare brand founded in 2009 by

Prof. Dr. med. Urs Pohlman and a team of multidisciplinary experts. They

were researching the latest scientific findings with regards to the skin

and its functions and finally found the perfect combination of nature and

science. Today ananné is a highly concentrated plant-based premium

skin and body-care with active ingredients derived from nature. It is

characterized by innovative product development, the latest know-how

in the fields of medicine, herbal medicine and dermatology. The raw

materials are purely plant-based, free of synthetic substances and

artificial preservatives. ananné skincare is the union of purity, nature,

high quality & science with the proven result.

SECRET DOSSIER ON ANANNÉ
PREMIUM NATURAL SKIN CARE
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

Professor, Medical Doctor Urs Pohlman, the founder of ananné is a doctor and

neuroscientist who studied the effects of the senses on the brain and consciousness. As a

researcher and medicine developer, he was particularly interested in phytomedicine

substances and therapies, as well as the physiology of the skin. He brought this

experience into cosmetic research and combined it with the aim of creating a new

generation of cosmetics. A cosmetic with a novel, natural raw materials of special quality,

which specifically meet the needs of the skin.

Prof. Dr. med. Urs Pohlman, the Founder of ananne ́
Photo credit by ananne ́

THE STORYTHE STORY

Prof. Pohlman, the doctor in neuroimmunology, spent many years of dedicated research at

 Switzerland about externally caused skin disorder. He decided to

share his scientific research results in the field of medicine & cosmetology by creating

highly efficient and purely natural formulations for all ages and skin types, in particular for

extremely sensitive skin. ananné derives from Greek and means “regeneration”. The name

Basel University Hospital
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expresses the conviction of what scientifically oriented skincare should deliver: address

and promote the skin’s regenerative capacity with the best active ingredients and

medically validated formulas.

The result of Prof. Pohlman's research is a plant-based skincare brand composed on a

concept in which the products perfectly complement each other. Skin is a fascinating

organ that wants to be listened to and understood. That is why ananné is committed to

natural skincare that not only promises but visibly and tangibly works for everyone. Perfect

care is not a utopian vision but can be part of our everyday reality. Caring for and looking

after our body so that we feel healthy and enjoy a natural sense of well-being. ananné is

resolutely focused on plant-based active ingredients that naturally work in harmony with

the skin’s biology. The certified and vegan products are noticeably absorbed by the skin,

have a subtle scent and deliver excellent results. All product line is reliably developed,

tested and manufactured in Switzerland by a dedicated and experienced team.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

ananné offers clearly thought-out system care. In the development of the recipes, careful

attention was paid to the combination effects and interactions of the individual ingredients.

The products are based on the absorption capacity of the skin. The skin is

comprehensively cared for with just a few products for optimal regeneration. These

harmoniously coordinated products allow for optimal skin care. The products complement

each other ideally and can be used in many different ways.

ananné is a сlean beauty that works because it combines:

Highly concentrated Swiss skin care with plant-based active ingredients;

100% nutrient-preserving processing;

Much better absorption compared to synthetic active ingredients;

Medically researched and scientifically endorsed;

High tolerance - minimal allergies.

All the active ingredients that ananné uses for the production of skin care are medically

researched and scientifically endorsed. More than 70 active ingredients are collected from

five continents exclusively from sustainable sources. The rare, luxurious ingredients are
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carefully processed to effectively promote skin’s regenerative potential. They are very

gently extracted by the patented CO2 cold extraction technology, so that not to be

lost. Exclusively, plant-based raw materials are harvested from the wild, certified organic

farming or fair trade. All-natural products have better absorption compared to those with

synthetic active ingredients.

ananné certiciations

Photo credit by ananne ́

The ananné product range always of high tolerance even for most sensitive skin types. The

company produces a comprehensive line of personal care products such as cleansers,

products for daily routine, specific face treatments, essences and oils, products for body

and hair care.

Cleansers:Cleansers:

1. LAVANTICUM 150ml. Nourishing Cleanser & Mask1. LAVANTICUM 150ml. Nourishing Cleanser & Mask

Cares for the skin even during cleansing;

Deep cleansing;

Boosts the circulation & stimulates cell metabolism;

Removes oil - and water-soluble substances;

Even removes waterproof make-up and mascara;

Free from essential oils;

ideal as a soothing shaving cream for men;

Does not alter or dry out the protective acid mantle.
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2. PURGATIUM 150ml. Purifying Gel-Cleanser2. PURGATIUM 150ml. Purifying Gel-Cleanser

Exclusively plant-based ingredients are harvested from the wild certified organic farming or fair trade worldwide

Photo credit by ananne ́

Deep cleansing;

Boosts the circulation & stimulates cell metabolism;

Removes oil- and water-soluble substances;

beneficial for eliminating surface oil and acne-causing bacteria;

work to clear away impurities.

3. TONICUM 150ml. Pore Toning Mist3. TONICUM 150ml. Pore Toning Mist

Refreshing and revitalising with pure ginger water;

Tightens and improves skin elasticity;

Calms skin & improves the absorption of the following treatment;

Refines pores.

Daily Routine:Daily Routine:

1. EQUILIBRIUM light 50ml. 24h Beautifying Cream1. EQUILIBRIUM light 50ml. 24h Beautifying Cream
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Highly effective & protective day and night care;

Intensively and sustainably supports the skin's moisture balance;

Vitamins A, E and coenzyme Q10 refine pores, reduce wrinkles and revitalize;

Promotes the skin's natural balancing function, thereby relieving irritation and redness.

2. EQUILIBRIUM rich 50ml. 24h Beautifying Cream2. EQUILIBRIUM rich 50ml. 24h Beautifying Cream

Highly effective & protective day and night care;

Soothing and nourishing;

Vitamins A, E and coenzyme Q10 refine pores, reduce wrinkles and revitalize;

Promotes the skin's natural balancing function, thereby relieving irritation and redness;

Optimally supports the skin's regeneration process;

Nourishes skin & harmonizes the moisture balance.

3. OCULISSIMUM 15ml. Firming Eye Balm3. OCULISSIMUM 15ml. Firming Eye Balm

Highly effective eye care;

The eye contour area is strengthened;

Line and wrinkle formation is reduced;

Harmonizes the moisture balance;

Combats puffiness and dark circles;

Suitable for contact lens wearers.                           

4.CURA OCULI 15ml. Nourishing Eye Cream4.CURA OCULI 15ml. Nourishing Eye Cream

Highly effective eye care;

The eye contour area is strengthened;

Nourishes & harmonizes the moisture balance;

Excellent as lip area;

Suitable for contact lens wearers.                             

Face Treatment:Face Treatment:

1. PURGATIO 50ml. Detox Mask1. PURGATIO 50ml. Detox Mask

A rich & powerful cocktail of nutrients and active ingredients;

Encourages skin to cleanse itself;
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Detoxifies;

Sebum production is regulated and balanced;

Pore-refining;

Clarifying.                                       

2. REGENERATIO 50ml. Overnight Repair Mask2. REGENERATIO 50ml. Overnight Repair Mask

A rich & powerful cocktail of nutrients and active ingredients;

Smoothes lines and wrinkles;

Activates cell regeneration & cell protection;

Creates a fine, even complexion;

Ideal for dry skin & skin stressors such as changes in climate, temperature variations

and flights;

Can also be used as an intensive day and night cream.

3. EXFOLIANT 75ml. Detox Exfoliator3. EXFOLIANT 75ml. Detox Exfoliator

Peeling & mask in one with vitalizing ingredients (application time: 5-10 min);

Cleans and purifies with ultra-fine bamboo crystals (100% biodegradable);

Stimulates the skin's circulation & boosts cell metabolism and cell regeneration.

Essences & Oil Serums:Essences & Oil Serums:

1. SOLACIUM 30ml. Fine-molecular Repair Serum1. SOLACIUM 30ml. Fine-molecular Repair Serum

Fine-molecular and silky oil serum rapidly absorbed;

Invigorates & gives a smooth complexion with fine pores;

Supports the skin natural regeneration process;

Delivers the active ingredients to the heart of skin;

Moisturises and leaves behind a soothing, natural skin feeling;

Reduces underlying blemishes and inflammation;

Diminishes pigmentation marks and age spots;

Helps to quickly relieve irritation, minor injuries or wounds;

Ideal after-sun product, also in the case of minor sunburns.

2. NUTRICIUM 30ml. Glow Lifting Serum2. NUTRICIUM 30ml. Glow Lifting Serum
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Fine anti-ageing serum;

Promotes in-depth skin regeneration;

Invigorates and tightens;

Reduces pigmentation and wrinkles;

Creates a smoother, more radiant complexion.

Body Care:Body Care:

1. LAVATIO 200ml. Revitalizing Shower Gel 1. LAVATIO 200ml. Revitalizing Shower Gel 

Invigorating & moisturizing;

Provides skin with valuable nutrients and vitamins;

Improves elasticity.

2. SERICUM 200ml. Firming Body Lotion2. SERICUM 200ml. Firming Body Lotion

Regenerating Body lotion;

Provides skin with important nutrients;

Strengthens and regenerates the connective tissue.

3. OLEUM QUIETIS 150ml. Treatment Oil3. OLEUM QUIETIS 150ml. Treatment Oil
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ananné products for gentle body care

Photo credit by ananne ́

Calming;

With skin-friendly plant-based active ingredients (borage seeds, evening primrose,

jojoba and wild rose seeds);

Diminishes pigmentation marks and age spots.

4. AMABILIS 60ml. / 25ml. Organic Hand Cream4. AMABILIS 60ml. / 25ml. Organic Hand Cream

Promotes skin regeneration;

Helps to slow down the skin ageing process;

Lastingly soothes & moisturizes.

Hair Care:Hair Care:

1. CLARITAS 200ml. Healthy Shine Shampoo1. CLARITAS 200ml. Healthy Shine Shampoo

Revitalizing shampoo;

Strengthens the hair root;

Gives a healthy shine.
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2. AMICIO 200ml. Rejuvenating Conditioner & Mask2. AMICIO 200ml. Rejuvenating Conditioner & Mask

Intensive conditioner;

Repairs hair, reduces split ends;

Gives excellent wet compatibility;

Can be used as an ultra-intensive, repairing hair treatment;

Can be used as a leave-in conditioner;

Can be used as a styling gel.

ananné SPAananné SPA

For spa treatments, ananné offers a set of products, tools and techniques that were

specially developed for Face & Body. Such perfect combination works like ananné ritual.

Face Treatments.Face Treatments. Face treatment starts with deep cleansing using ananné Cleanser. The

next stage is peeling with Exfoliant. After professional cleaning analysis, the treatments are

made according to the condition of the skin and its type. The special activating face brush-

massage treatment is applied together with workout massage for the face, neck and

decollete incorporated with ananné serum. Then the mask is applied to consolidate the

result. The set of spa treatments for face include:

Glow Lifting „Beauty Kick“ (25 min);

Detox & Relax Ritual (50 min);

Natural Healing (50 min);

Five Continent Ritual (80 min).

Body Treatments. Body Treatments.  ananné body ritual starts with luxurious EXFOLIANT. Gentle Scrub

combined with special ananné technique brush massage. Deeply relaxing and soothing

massage with an effective mix of precious oils by applying the “ananné technique” to

body,  head and foot and as a final chord of this procedure, the nourishing Body Lotion

SERICUM is applied. The set of spa treatments for the body include:
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ananné products for hair treatment

Photo credit by ananne ́

Deep Detox Icelandic algae brush massage by ananné (25 min);

Power Slimming Seven Oil Massage by ananné (80 min);

Premium Slimming Full Body Ritual (105 min).

BRAND USPBRAND USP
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A unique ananne ́ spa lines are tailored exclusively for 5Star+ Hotel Resort using special ingredients that

emphasize the uniqueness of a particular hotel concept

Photo credit by ananne ́

ananné is a highly concentrated plant-based premium skin and body-care with active

ingredients. ananné has the main advantage - its sustainable, smart and premium

packaging and the compact assortment. The products are fruitfully and few steps easy

process of application. ananné is also very loved by people with hyper sensible skin as the

products are very clean and very compatible. This is a huge market to introduce ananné as

more and more people have sensitive skin and looking for a result-driven “clean” cosmetic.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

The ananné face products are filled in glass airless dispensers. The cleansers, body & hair

products are packed in a PET dispenser (these are recyclable). The packaging in matt

white with rose gold reflects the high quality and purity. The airless dispenser highlights

the safety of the product and the scientific approach. The design stands out with elegance

and purism.
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ananné uses only high-quality POS materials

Photo credit by ananne ́

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

ananné is currently sold at the Swiss, German and Austrian market offline through retailers,

pharmacies, hotels and day spas. Also, it is available through its own . ananné

supports the clients and customers with various product presentations, participates in

beauty expos and different skincare and healthcare events held locally and worldwide to

promote the brand. ananné is present in social media with own  and 

page.

RE-LAUNCHING A NEW LINERE-LAUNCHING A NEW LINE

ananné has celebrated the launch of the brand in a new look at the end of

September 2020 at the beautiful  in Zurich. Thanks to 70

invited guests and a wonderful program with musical accompaniment by the Swiss singer

Lea Lu, the evening was a success. Founder and developer of premium active vegan

cosmetics, Prof. Dr. med. Urs Pohlman, in his charming manner and cheerfulness,

explained his personal motives for the development of the brand. The team introduced the

products to the numerous guests at their booth and were able to inspire everyone. All

guests received unique gift bags with ananné  Swiss natural cosmetics. More detailed

webshop

Facebook Instagram

Hotel Signau House & Garden
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information and a photo gallery of the event dated September 23, 2020 can be found

.

Photo credit by ananne ́

FUTURE PLANSFUTURE PLANS

After successfully launched in its local Swiss market, which tends to be one of the most

difficult to launch a new brand, ananné is ready to go globally having know-how

technological platform, strong management team, customers reference and approval on

board.

PRICESPRICES

Ex-works/Recommended retail prices for some anannéananné products in Europe without VAT in

EUR (as per June 2020):

Cleansers:Cleansers:

LAVANTICUM Nourishing Cleanser & Mask 150 ml - 22,8/42;

PURGATIUM Purifying Cleanser  150 ml - 19,6/36;

here
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TONICUM Pore Toning Mist 150 ml - 19,6/36.

Daily Routine:Daily Routine:

EQUILIBRIUM 24h Beautifying Cream light 50 ml - 74,1/139;

EQUILIBRIUM 24h Beautifying Cream rich  50 ml - 74,10/139;

OCULISSIUMUM Firming Eye Balm 15 ml - 63,2/116;

CURA OCULI Nourishing Eye Cream 15 ml - 66,4/123.

Face TreatmentFace Treatment

PURGATIO Detox Mask 50 ml - 46,8/86;

REGENERATIO Overnight Repair Mask 50 ml - 81,7/150;

EXFOLIANT Detox Exfoliator 50 ml - 21,8/40.

Body Care:Body Care:

CLARITAS Healthy Shine Shampoo 200 ml - 13,6/25;

AMICIO Rejuvenating Conditioner 200 ml - 15,2/28;

LAVATIO Revitalizing Shower Gel  200 ml - 13,6/25

SERICUM Firming Body Lotion 200ml - 19,6/36.

AWARDSAWARDS

SPA Diamant 2016: Nominated for "Best Green Innovation".

2015: Nominated for "Best Green Spa Treatment".

2014: Awarded as the best brand in the category "Green Anti-Aging".

2013: Nominated for "Best Green Spa Treatment".

2012: Nominated for "Best Green Spa Treatment". MEINS Beauty Award

2014: Awarded as the best brand in the category "Anti-Aging". Prix de Beauté

2013: Nominated for the "Best Anti-Aging Serum" (Solacium).

2011: Awarded for the "Best Natural Cosmetic Product" (Oculissimum Eye

Balm) European Health and Spa Award

2012: Awarded for the best product innovation in cosmetics.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 
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You can download ananné brand presentation by the 

You can download ananné brand presentation by the 

You can download ananné price list for retail line by the 

You can download ananné price list for SPA line by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from Syndicate members and

ananné answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question.

Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this

file since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: ananne ́ AG

Contact person:Contact person: Juliana Schäfer, KAD

E-mail:E-mail: office@ananne.com

Website:Website: ananne.com

Phone:Phone: +41 (0)44 251 92 88

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Switzerland

Industries:Industries: Skincare

ananné webpage

ananné brand presentation EN

Pricing_retail_EUR_May2020 for

Distributors

Pricing_SPA_EUR_June2020 for

Distributors

ananné product catalogue EN

click here
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NIANCE – is a premium anti-ageing skincare line from Switzerland, developed and

marketed by Swiss Mountain Cosmetics GmBh. As a genuine Swiss brand, NIANCE

provides highly effective skincare solutions, excellent purification and rejuvenation of the

skin. Owing to the latest research findings in dermatology and rare plants from the Swiss

Alps, scientists in NIANCE laboratories managed to create a multi-anti-aging skincare line,

capable to rejuvenate the skin on all its 3 levels. 

The story of  began in 2007, when Dr. Rainer Schmidt, founder of Swiss Mountain

Cosmetics GmbH., had an idea to create unique cosmetics which would combine powerful

active agents, high Alpine plants and unforgettable treatments in the Swiss atmosphere.

Short life trends or products with only one active agent – both had little appeal to the

researchers at NIANCE. The skin demands effective care on every level. And so they have

developed a unique concept never before seen anywhere else in the world – NIANCE

Multi-Anti-Aging. The specially selected blend of active ingredients acts simultaneously not

only on 1, but on the 3 layers of the skin: epidermis, dermis and subcutis.

PREMIUM SKINCARE LINE FROM
SWITZERLAND

NIANCE
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Dr. Rainer Schmidt, CEO and founder of NIANCE with Miss Austria 2009 Tatjana Botinic

www.niance.ch

Aging is an inhibition of metabolic processes in skin cells, which ensure normal functioning

of cells at a young age. Aging takes place primarily at the intracellular level, and external

symptoms are just a consequence. Effective rejuvenation is the intradermal skin

regeneration, i.e. activation of metabolic processes in the skin cells. The long-term

rejuvenation axiom is that the aging process should be treated at the level of the dermis

(inside), and not on the level of the epidermis (only externally). NIANCE rejuvenates the

skin not only on the tissue level, but also on the cellular and subcellular levels, acting on all

the mechanisms of skin aging. This means full restoration of the skin, which is achieved

through carefully selected active ingredients, each of which performs a variety of important

functions.
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NIANCE performs effective rejuvenation on 3 levels of the skin

www.aad.org

For example, complex of minerals protects against free radicals, enforces collagen

production and renews skin cells. Vitamin cocktail improves blood circulation and cell

regeneration. Powerful peptide complex improves oxygen supply, strengthens collagen

and smoothens the skin surface. Watermelon extract from Kalahari desert strengthens

skin’s own protective system. Bristle oat extract provides intensive moisture supply.

Saccharide complex builds up a moisture reservoir. Yeast cell plasma stimulates hyaluronic

acid synthesis.

The core of NIANCE formulas is the Swiss Glacier Complex. It is a blend of extracts of

Edelweiss, plants, vitamins, minerals and glacier water from pristine areas of the Swiss

Alps. The plants, used in the Swiss Glacier Complex, are organically cultivated in an

ecologically certified cultivation in the Alps and grow at altitudes between 1.000 and 1.500

metres. The crops are regularly controlled by inspectors from the independent 

organization. The whole cultivation is certified by . Alpine glacier water has

excellent revitalizing, anti-oxidative and anti-ageing properties.

BIO.SUISSE

ECOCERT
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NIANCE uses crystal clear glacier water from the Swiss Alps

oasisblueenterprises.com

Cultivation of Edelweiss is a special ritual. Organic extract is obtained from the blossoms or

the whole plant of the Alpine Edelweiss (Leontopodium Alpinum), which is manually picked

up in the Swiss mountains. Edelweiss refers to one of the few protected plant species in

Switzerland. The flower is highly valued by tourists and botanists, many of which even lost

their lives in an attempt to find a rarity among the high peaks of the Alps. It is a symbol of

protection, purity and immortality. Extract of Edelweiss is in all aspects essential for the

skin. It is a powerful anti-oxidant, which provides a protective, soothing and anti-

inflammatory effect.

Extract of Edelweiss has a twice more powerful anti-oxidative effect, than the best known

anti-oxidant agent – vitamin C! No wonder: in order to survive in extreme conditions, highly

radioactive environment and low temperatures, Edelweiss developed a variety of

protective mechanisms. It inhibits also activity of the hyaluronidase – a ferment, that

degrades hyaluronic acid in the skin. Extract of Edelweiss a cytoprotective effect,

protecting skin cells from damages. Certain phytochemical components of Edelweiss are

capable to prevent other degenerative processes, which cause the skin to age. Finally

Edelweiss has antiseptic, antifungal and antibacterial properties. Phytosterols, amino acids

and polysaccharides, derived from Edelweiss, have additional moisturizing properties,

nourish and strengthen the skin.
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Edelweiss flower on the peak of the Alps

www.pinterest.com

NIANCE treatments provide immediate lifting and long-lasting effect. The products do not

contain harmful ingredients, PEGs, allergens, GMOs, paraffines and are not tested on

animals. The brand offers 9 products of WOMEN line, 4 products of MEN line and a special

bodycare series.

The NIANCE line for women consists of a range of high-performance tailored products for

normal to high-maintenance skin. There are also three ultimate concentrated premium

products for extremely high-needs skin which add maximum anti-aging boost.
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NIANCE Women line

www.niance.ch

This antі-agіng clеаnsing lotion gentlу and thorоughlу remоves dirt partісles, othеr

products’ residues and ехcess grеаse from the skіn. Vаluable substanсеs frоm the hyssор

рlants соntain antі-охіdants and clеаn, саlm and protесt the skіn. The speсіаl saссharide

соmplex stіmulates the сеlls to іncrease mоіsture absorрtion and рromotes the buіld-up of

moіsture deposіts in the skіn. Рlasma, obtаіned bу fermentіng yеаst also іmproves the

oxуgen suррly to thе skіn сеlls and іncreases cell activity.

Thіs antі-agіng tonіс usеs сеntral actіve іngredients of NІANCE Clеаnsing Mіlk RЕLAX and

іs a perfесt соmplement. It does not contаіn alcohоl. Swіss glacіеr wаter gіves the skіn an

іntensive suррly of ехtra mоіsture, охуgen and revіtalizes the skіn.

This anti-aging eye cream targets fine lines, dark circles and unpleasant puffiness using

high-performance combіnation of actіve іngredients. An іnnovative раtented рерtide works

іnto the dерths of the skіn’s structure, where іt stіmulates the bоdy’s own соllagen

productіоn and stimulates the skіn cells’ collagen synthesіs. Soуа, rice and yeast

Cleansing Milk RELAX

Facial Tonic REFRESH

Eye Care SHINE
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ingredients improve microcirculation, combat free radicals and strengthen the binding

tissue.

NIANCE anti-aging treatment in designer SPA at Grand Tirolia Resort Kitzbuhel, Austria

www.niance.ch

An anti-aging day cream, that reduces wrinkles, protects the skin against dry air, UV light,

ozone and environmental factors, strengthens it from within and makes it look visibly

younger. The tripeptide stimulates collagen generation of skin cells. The extract of micro-

algae stimulates collagen production and creates a protective layer, which prevents

oxidative stress in the skin. Extract of black oats has a vitalizing effect and binds the

moisture introduced into the skin.

An anti-aging cream that pampers the skin in the sleep, provides intensive care and makes

the skin regenerate from the inside out. The special milk serum nourishes skin cells and

accelerates the renewal process. This cream is a perfect additive to Day Care PERFECT,

Day Care PERFECT

Night Care REGENERATE
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performing the same regenerative and protective functions at night.

An anti-aging mask, which moisturizes and regenerates the skin. With the same powerful

ingredients – saccharide complex, extract of black oats and micro-algae – this mask

targets skin dryness and stimulates collagen production.

NIANCE Premium line

niance.ch

This range offers three super powerful anti-aging products – Premium Glacier Facial

Serum, Premium Glacier Facial Cream and Premium Glacier Eye Serum. Besides the above

mentioned active ingredients, this range was boosted by a synthetic reproduction of the

poison of the . This ingredient has a botox similar effect and is completely

safe. Applied on the skin, it relaxes muscular tension, which leads to reduction of wrinkles

Hydrating Mask INTENSIFY

NIANCE Premium Line

Temple Viper
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and fine lines. NIANCE Premium Line is a multi-level wrinkle reduction.

NIANCE Men range was developed specially for masculine skin. It is a dynamic

combination of glacier power and biotech, which brings masculine skincare on the brand

new level. NIANCE Men introduces anti-aging power which has long been the exclusive

domain of women’s products.

NIANCE Men line

niance.ch

This anti-aging moisturizing balm for men, which targets environmental stress and provides

visibly younger skin. A specially prepared extract made from watermelons from the

Kalakhari Desert increases the skin’s own protective system.

This anti-aging cleansing peeling charges masculine skin with energy, frees it from looking

matt and radiates it with freshness. It contains natural rock crystal minerals for gentle

massaging. Extract from the Imperatoria plant provides a soothing effect on the sensitive

Anti-Age Balm BALANCE

Cleansing Peeling ENEREGIZE
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skin.

This anti-aging eye gel for men targets wrinkles, dark circles and under-eye puffiness.

Blend of micro-algae extract, yeast cell plasma and innovative peptides provide visible

rejuvenation and freshness of the pre-orbital area.

This anti-aging premium serum for men was developed with a high concentration of

NIANCE active ingredients, including synthetic Temple Viper toxin. The salt lake micro-

algae extract stimulates energy centers of the skin cells. Another ingredient, caffeine,

stimulates cell circulation and prevents bulges.

NIANCE treatment for men

www.niance.ch

The range of products has a silky composition and a gentle fragrance. Premium packaging

carefully protects quality of the products and serves as a decoration in any SPA. All

Eye Gel ACTIVATE

Premium Glacier Facial Serum
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NIANCE line is very compact and developed for users’ convenience. The products are

easy to apply and quickly absorbed by the skin. NIANCE offers glass jars packed in elegant

carton boxes with golden carving for retailers and professional size products for SPAs and

aesthetics centers.

FACTS & FIGURESFACTS & FIGURES

users admitted pleasant fragrance - 90%;

users admitted easy application - 100%;

users admitted quick absorption - 90%;

users admitted pleasant feeling on the skin - 90%;

users admitted deep moisturization - 80%;

users admitted reduction of wrinkles - 80%;

users admitted smooth and firm skin - 100%.

NIANCE is the story of the brand with a special USP and unique positioning. Customers do

not have to decide between nature or highest effectiveness. They get both natural

compatibility and deep penetrating anti-aging effects.
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NIANCE cabin materials

www.niance.ch

Each NIANCE treatment is celebrated as a ritual and understood to be an integrated

concept. Specially developed relaxation and massage techniques with natural Alpine

crystal rocks together with an incomparable skincare line merge into a truly unique

wellness experience. Apart for effective rejuvenating  skincare treatments, customers are

offered several inseparable elements:

breathing exercise, instructed by a trained beautician, relaxes guests and prepares

them for the treatment;

a glass of clear mineral water, which comes from an artesian mineral spring in central

Switzerland, will refresh the guest and help to balance the body’s mineral nutrients

concentration with its balanced mineralization;

special massage technique with Alpine rock crystals, which are given to guests as a

souvenir after the treatment;

Swiss Mountain Elixir vitalizes and harmonizes the guest‘s inner being.
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NIANCE bodycare

www.niance.ch

To complement the exclusive luxury face care products, in 2015 NIANCE launched

innovative bodycare products. State-of-the-art active agents, combined with ingredients

included in the face care line, provide maximum results: anti-aging, slimming, firming and

anti-cellulite. These luxury anti-aging products are the ultimate booster for the lipid

metabolism. NIANCE has developed the s-called "serpentine stone" massage concept

specifically for cabin treatments which enhances the highly effective body care series.

Even the most demanding guests will be impressed by this integrated pampering program,

which has an immediate and visible effect. After just one treatment, guests will already

notice that their skin is fresher and firmer, and their silhouette has a new look. Deep tissue

is loosened, micro-circulation is stimulated and the contours are tightened.
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NIANCE designer interior

niance.ch

For the most gorgeous and demanding SPAs of the world NIANCE designers create

customized interior of the treatment rooms. Offered in black and white colors with golden

décor and leather coating this interior will surround guests with a genuine Swiss luxury.

Due to the particular cross-selling of NIANCE women and men products and treatments

new guests for the SPA will be attracted. Low consumption of the products provides

significant financial leverage for beauticians.
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NIANCE in best high-end luxury retail

www.niance.ch

Swiss Mountain Cosmetics is a unique company, which managed to create not just a one-

of-a-kind skincare brand, but also complemented it with premium cabin use, marketing and

decoration materials. Beauticians are offered a wide range of treatment attributes –

elegant Chinese bowls, natural brushes, applicators, trays, NIANCE branded clothing,

cotton towels, compresses and even water glasses. Dried rare Edelweiss flowers deliver

part of the Alps to the treatment room. The company offers its partners professional

product, treatment and sales training.
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NIANCE branded cabin materials

www.niance.ch

NIANCE is the most successful skincare brand in European 5* SPAs. Being a niche brand,

NIANCE is distributed only to premium SPAs and high-end outlets. It is available in SPAs of

the most luxurious hotels of Europe:

Park Hotel Vitznau in Switzerland;

Grand Tirolia Resort in Kitzbuhel, Austria;

Brenner’s Park Hotel&SPA in Baden Baden, Germany;

Bayerischer Hof in Munich, Germany;

Fairmont in Kiev, Ukraine;

Kempinski Marbella in Marbella, Spain;

Villa Belrose in St. Tropez, France.
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NIANCE high-end locations

www.niance.ch

The company developed own price and assortment policy:

attractive margins;

NIANCE "never pays money to convince a potential customer";

Success can only be achieved with partners, who believe in the brand;

no big initial orders;

fast logistic service;

small reordering is possible;

trade with a very small capital binding.

NIANCE appears often on the pages of the selected fashion and lifestyle magazines, such

as Vogue, Cosmopolitan and ELLE. The brand takes part in the sponsorship of the leading

sporting and fashion events of Europe. In 2007 at TOP Application Awards NIANCE won

the prize for the best packaging among 700 applicants! In 2009 out of more than 100

applicants of all top brands, NIANCE won the prize for the best anti-aging product at SPA

Diamond. The NIANCE luxury treatment concept has been nominated in the category

"treatment concepts" at the Gala Spa Award 2009.
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NIANCE in media

www.niance.ch

FEEDBACKS IN MEDIA:FEEDBACKS IN MEDIA:

"NIANCE scientists managed to ideally balance active agents, and even application of just

one product provides immediate effect on all the three layers of the skin. Owing to an

accurate selection of ingredients, these products allow to achieve instant lifting and long-

lasting effect. Women line was created particularly for systematic care of normal and

vulnerable skin. Highly effective premium line is a perfect choice for mature skin, which

needs special care," 

"The skin is an unbelievably complex organ which relies on a variety of nutrient elements.

Deficits weaken the cells and can dramatically accelerate the aging of the skin.

Simultaneously, the skin loses collagen over time, which makes lines and laughter lines

form more quickly. The complexion loses tautness and elasticity and is susceptible to

internal and external stresses. Now there is a need for a high-performance skincare

treatment which feeds all the vital nutrients into the skin and specifically builds it up from

deep within: NIANCE Premium Glacier Facial Serum with Swiss Glacier Complex!," 

VOGUE.UA

FROW
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Swiss Mountain Cosmetics GmbH.

Contact person:Contact person: Dr. Rainer Schmidt

E-mail:E-mail: r.schmidt@swiss-mountain-cosmetics.ch

Website:Website: http://www.niance.ch/en/

Phone:Phone: +492202247529

Patent status:Patent status: Yes
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Regions:Regions: Switzerland

Industries:Industries: Skincare
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SCHAU AUF DI is hand-stirred organic skin care founded by Michael

Friedl and Christopher Robl in 2017 in the heart of the Austrian

Waldviertel Region. The idea behind SCHAU AUF DI skin care was to

develop skin care products inspired by nature, full of 100% natural

ingredients, organic and to ensure the highest quality. Currently, the

company produces only small batches by hand in their

own manufactory. All SCHAU AUF DI products reflect values that

surround us in nature. The brand is currently presented in Austrian

cosmetic salons, online and offline retail chains and organic shops such

as Naturkosmetik Josefstadt, Ecco Verde, Sonnentor etc.

SECRET DOSSIER ON SCHAU AUF DI
HAND-STIRRED ORGANIC SKINCARE
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THE STORYTHE STORY

For generations, both founders' families developed and passed on formulations for

creams, balms and lotions. Based on these traditional formulations and methods combined

with professional know-how the founders of SCHAU AUF DI evolved modern 100% organic

high-quality skin care products. Professional know-how is based on longtime experiences

in the own beauty studio and lots of client´s feedback. In the company's manufactory in

Zwettl the main steps of the procedure are manual so all-natural ingredients cautiously

proceed to ensure the highest quality in the end product. Quality is the highest command

for the brand owners. To guarantee this quality, the company currently produces all

products in small batches and only hand-stirred in order to give the client the possibility

to FEEL THE DIFFERENCE!

Further, the founders launched a skincare line for babies and kids called SCHAU AUF MI,

since the extra sensitive skin of babies, toddlers and kids needs special treatment, free

from perfume and essential oils, odorless and naturally gentle. The company is aimed at

constant development and improvement. Also, from the very beginning, both founders had

a goal to reduce plastic in the packaging and now they are happy to say that they did a

very good job. All of the shower baths, soaps and body oils are available in glass bottles

with an option to just order refill bottles.

THE FOUNDERSTHE FOUNDERS

Michael Friedl and Christopher Robl were both born and grew up in the heart of the

Austrian Waldviertel region. SCHAU AUF DI is the result of ideas, dreams and long talks of

life long friends.

Michael is the mind behind creating and developing 100% organic products. For

generations, his family developed balms and creams with herbs from their own garden and

nature they were surrounded by combined with bee wax or lard. It didn´t take long to pique

his curiosity and since then Michael started experimenting with herbs and their impact

on skin and well-being. Now he is spending all time possible in his own manufacturing

rooms mixing products or developing new ones. 
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The Founders Michael Friedl and Christopher Robl

Photo Credit by SCHAU AUF DI

Christopher is in charge of all the marketing and key account. The best hand-stirred

organic skin care needs creative input to be seen between all the other cosmetic brands.

Developing the label of the products, deciding on the packaging and making SCHAU AUF

DI known in local shops offline as well as on the internet and internationally is a part of his

field of activity.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

All of the products are organically certified, sustainable and hand-stirred in Austria

because the founders love what they do. The company's goal is to develop products of

exceptional quality. Of course, all the products are cruelty-free, free of palm oil and

parabens. It also is important to underline that SCHAU AUF DI skin care is free of

microplastics and silicones.  
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SCHAU AUF DI skin care products are personally developed by Micheal. In his

own manufactory in Zwettl, Lower Austria, Michael mixes all the creams, balms, soaps,

shower baths and lotions manually and then bottles them up, labels them and personally

sends them to all the clients. So all of the clients will always know who created and filled up

their skin care. This makes SCHAU AUF DI a very personal, highest quality and 100%

organic skin care product.

All product range varies and can be split up in unisex skin care, products for women called

„SCHAU AUF DI Feel the Goddess“ and products for men called „SCHAU AUF DI For

men“. For kids, the brand created „SCHAU AUF MI“, free of essential oils and free from

perfume. Very pure products for the sensitive skin of the youngest. All shower baths, soaps

and body oils are available in glass bottles, also with the option to just order refill bottles.

Unisex skin careUnisex skin care

Cleansing Milk -  Gentle, deep pore cleansing: This delicate rose hydrolat with sunflower

oil and almond oil is the essential cleansing product for daily face routine. With a lovely
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rose scent to delight during the cleansing process. Ingredients: Rose hydrolat, sunflower

oil, water, almond oil, rapeseed-based emulsifier, vitamin E, various natural acids (e.g.

jasmine, rose, etc.).

Photo Credit by SCHAU AUF DI

Face Cream Balance Organic – You are as young as you feel: is a gentle moisturizing

cream, provides long-lasting care and gives stressed skin a real break. Helps to prevent

and fight redness and irritation. Ingredients: Lavender hydrolat, water, sunflower oil,

safflower oil, almond oil, rape-based emulsifier, glycerin, natural acids, vitamin E, gelling

agents, essential palmarosa oil, essential cedarwood oil, essential lemongrass oil.

Face Cream Hazelnut – nourish your skin with nature´s most precious treasures: Rose

hydrolat, hazelnut oil, sunflower oil and shea butter lend this face cream a light, long-

lasting consistency. Hazelnut oil helps the skin to stay firm and smoothes over fine lines.

Ingredients: Rose hydrolat, water, sunflower oil, hazelnut oil, shea butter, rapeseed-based

emulsifier, glycerin, vitamin E, xanthan gum, various natural acids (e.g. jasmine, rose, etc.),

essential rosewood oil.

Roll-on spot treatment – for clear and flawless skin: Pure manuka hydrolat acts as a potent

disinfectant and helps combat pimples and impurities. Redness and small inflammations
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are gently alleviated without irritating the skin. Ingredients: Manuka hydrolat.

Hazelnut face oil – gentle oil for smooth, soft skin: Hazelnut oil, almond oil, and sunflower

oil come together in this delicate face care oil. Perfect and extra gentle around the eye

area or to smooth over fine laugh lines. Ingredients: Sunflower oil, almond oil, hazelnut oil,

vitamin E, essential orange oil.

Blackcurrant face oil – sensible skin needs some extra love: Brazil nut oil and currant oil

nourish hypersensitive, irritated and dry skin. In combination with hemp oil, these

ingredients lend this nurturing oil a regenerating and cell-renewing effect. Ingredients:

Sunflower oil, hemp oil, Brazil nut oil, currant seed oil, vitamin E, essential mandarin oil.

Facial Toner Rose – refreshing, cleansing, balancing – our multi-talent: The naturally pure

Damascena Rose hydrolat revitalizes, balances, and harmonizes demanding skin.

Especially popular as a refreshing spray on the go. Ingredients: Rose hydrolat.

Facial Toner Lavender – when your skin needs that extra TLC: Pure lavender hydrolat free

of artificial additives and alcohol. Perfect for cleansing oily skin that is prone to impurities

and enlarged pores. Helps to reduce redness and itching. Sprayed on the chest and body,

it calms the mind and eases sleeping troubles and colds. Ingredients: Lavender hydrolat.

Lip Balm – soft lips make for happy days: Beeswax, almond oil, sunflower oil, and rapeseed

oil make lips smooth and protect them from cracking and dryness. Also helps prevent

chafed noses during the cold season. Ingredients: Sunflower oil, rapeseed oil, beeswax,

almond oil, vitamin E, essential lavender oil, essential mandarin oil.

Lip Balm (oil) – soft lips steal the sweetest kisses: The lip care oil can be applied in a flash

thanks to  roll-easy applicator. It gives the lips a gorgeous silky shine. For smooth, kissable

lips with a naturally subtle fragrance. Free from essential oils. Ingredients: Almond oil, aloe

vera oil, jojoba oil, sea buckthorn pulp oil, vitamin E.

Lavender Skin Balm – nourish and protect, come rain or shine: This balm with beeswax,

almond oil, rapeseed oil, sunflower oil, and lavender oil helps regenerate dry, sensitive,

flaky or cracked skin. Ingredients: Sunflower oil, rapeseed oil, beeswax, almond oil, vitamin

E, essential lavender oil, essential mandarin oil.
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Shower Bath summer rain – for that sweet summer rain feeling: Wonderfully refreshing,

luxuriously creamy cleanser. Lather it up and enjoy. Help maintain the skin's moisture

balance with the finest calendula oil. The extra-moisturizing effect is perfect for very dry

skin. Ingredients: Rose hydrolat, water, coconut surfactant, sunflower oil, sugar surfactant,

almond oil, glycerin, essential grapefruit oil, xanthan gum, citric acid, essential orange oil,

essential bergamot oil.

Foot Balm – your feet carry you everywhere: (suitable for diabetics): Hemp oil, safflower oil,

and sunflower oil leave the skin supple without leaving a greasy residue. The scent of

bergamot essential oil gives the feet and legs a pleasant kick after a long day. Ingredients:

Rose hydrolat water, sunflower oil, hazelnut oil, shea butter, rapeseed-based emulsifier,

glycerin, vitamin E, xanthan gum, various natural acids (e.g. jasmine, rose, etc.), essential

rosewood oil.

Hand Balm – lend your hands a nourishing hand: The almond oil is particularly nourishing,

gentle and soft. It makes the skin on the hands supple without leaving a greasy film. The

perfect little helper for dry, cracked and brittle hands and nails. Ingredients: Lavender

hydrolat, water, sunflower oil, safflower oil, almond oil, rape-based emulsifier, glycerin,

vitamin E, xanthan gum, various natural acids (e.g. jasmine, rose, rowan), essential

tangerine oil essential lavender oil, essential palmarosa oil.

Bodylotion, forest & meadow – your body will love you for it: Naturally firming frankincense

oil meets deeply penetrating thistle oil and shea butter. Essential care for the whole body.

You will love its silky texture. Ingredients: Water, rose hydrolat, sunflower oil, safflower oil,

rape-based emulsifier, shea butter, glycerin, vitamin E, xanthan gum, essential incense oil,

essential rosewood oil.

For Women “Feel the Goddess”For Women “Feel the Goddess”

Body oil “Feel the Goddess” – take a break and feel the goddess in you: Body oil for the

perfect skincare routine. With light aloe vera oil, almond oil, and sunflower oil. This

feminine blend of essential oils wraps the body in a unique fragrance of serenity and

freshness. Especially popular in combination with the matching shower bath. Ingredients:

Sunflower oil, almond oil, aloe vera oil, essential palmarosa oil, essential cedarwood oil,
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vitamin E, essential neroli oil, essential lemongrass oil, essential rosewood oil.

Photo Credit by SCHAU AUF DI

Shower Bath “Feel the Goddess” – relax and treat yourself: The feminine shower bath

"Feel the Goddess", with its unique scent of serenity and freshness, noticeably nourishes

the skin and prepares it for the next steps in a skincare routine. Perfect in combination with

the matching body oil. Ingredients: Water, coconut surfactant, sunflower oil, rose hydrolat,

sugar surfactant, calendula oil, glycerin, essential palmarosa oil, essential cedarwood oil,

essential neroli oil, natural acids, essential lemongrass oil, essential rosewood oil, citric

acid.

Shower Soap Coral – we care about our wonderful planet: Coral shower soap is

particularly beneficial to the skin, thanks to its special ingredients - Babussu oil, coconut oil,

olive oil, almond oil and a mixture of fine essential oils gently cleanse the skin for a

pleasant fragrance and wonderfully soft skin. Naturally vegan and in plastic-free packaging.

Ingredients: Babussu oil, olive oil, rapeseed oil, coconut oil, almond oil, essential

cedarwood oil, essential palmarosa oil, essential lemongrass oil, essential lavender oil.

For Babies/Kids/MamasFor Babies/Kids/Mamas
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Body oil “Sweet Baby Bump” – not just for mamas-to-be: Helps to prevent stretch marks

and to tighten the skin tissue. Gently massage the body oil into the skin. The baby will love

the gentle touch and feeling of safety and love even while still tucked away in mama's

belly. Also perfect for after birth to give the skin some extra firming love. Ingredients:

Sunflower oil, almond oil, jojoba oil, wheat germ oil, essential grapefruit oil, vitamin E,

essential neroli oil, essential lavender oil.

Baby Oil – the most wonderful time for you and your baby: Nourishes and pampers baby's

skin. Suitable for baby massages and gentle cleansing. Ideal for daily use on sensitive

baby skin, even on the most delicate nappy area. Due to its pleasant texture, it is quickly

absorbed and gives a baby a feeling of safety. Free from perfume and essential oils, it is

odorless and naturally gentle. Ingredients: Sunflower oil, almond oil, calendula oil, jojoba

oil, vitamin E.

Magic Balm – so our kiddos grow up natural and healthy: Completely free from perfume

and essential oils, this balm cares for the sensitive skin of children. This blend with

calendula oil and beeswax has a healing and anti-inflammatory effect. The balm works its

magic on little aches and pains, protects the nappy area and soothes sun-kissed skin. Also

works well as a chest balm for colds or as a cold protection face and hand cream in winter.

Ingredients: Sunflower oil, calendula oil, almond oil, beeswax, vitamin E.

Shower Bath Kids – mountains of foam and gentle cleansing? YES, please!: Foamy in the

bathtub and nourishing in the shower. Calendula oil and almond oil gently cleanse little

one’s sensitive skin. Free from fragrances and essential oils, the perfect nourishing care for

the kids. Also perfect for the fine hair of up to three-year-olds. Naturally cleanses and

nourishes. Ingredients: Water, coco surfactant, sunflower oil, rose hydrolat, sugar

surfactant, calendula oil, glycerin, natural acids, citric acid.
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For MenFor Men – organic skin care, regional, hand-stirred, fair, laid-back, sustainable, no

microplastic, no silicones, lots of Waldviertel, lots of knowhow – FEEL THE DIFFERENCE

Shower Soap Petrol – that´s why we say #noplastic: The subtle scent and delightful foam

of SCHAU AUF DI Petrol shower soap will have you hooked from the first application.

Naturally vegan and in plastic-free packaging. Ingredients: Babussu oil, olive oil, rapeseed

oil, coconut oil, almond oil, essential cedarwood oil, essential lavender oil, essential pine

needle oil, essential lemongrass oil, essential patchouli oil.

Face Cream – “For Men”: This face cream for men helps ease the stress to which facial

skin is exposed on a daily basis. With organic oils and precious plant water, it provides a

welcome kick for men's skin. Ingredients: Lavender hydrolat, water, sunflower oil safflower

oil, almond oil, rapeseed-based emulsifier, glycerin, various natural acids, essential pine

needle oil, vitamin E, essential cedarwood oil, gelling agent, essential lemongrass oil,

patchouli oil.

Body Oil – “For Men”: Simply massage this delicately scented body oil into the skin after

showering. It is absorbed quickly and leaves the skin soft and smooth. Ingredients:

Sunflower oil, almond oil, vitamin E, essential cedarwood oil, essential lavender oil,

essential pine needle oil, essential lemongrass oil, essential patchouli oil.
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Shower Bath – “For Men”: This wonderfully fragrant, gently caring shower bath for men

makes for a perfect start to the day. Organic calendula oil nourishes the skin in the shower.

Ingredients: Water, coconut surfactant, sunflower oil, rose hydrolat, sugar surfactant,

marigold oil, glycerin, essential cedarwood oil, natural acids, xanthan (gel former), citric

acid, essential lavender oil, pine needle oil, essential lemongrass oil, patchouli oil.

Two very new products are made from  - hand soap and pimple pencil. Manuka is

a local tea tree in New Zealand which is used in Maori tradition medicinal herb. It has a

positive impact on irritated, hypersensitive skin. Manuka hydrolat has a regenerating

impact on sensitive skin and alleviates redness and small inflammations.

Last but not least the newest products are an organic hand sanitizer and „bye-bye

mosquito“ spray - of course as well as all of SCHAU AUF DI other products: organic and

hand-stirred in own manufactory in Austria.

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN

It has been a long way of creative progression. Since the very beginning, lots has changed

and the brand founders are happy to have finally found the perfect branding and design. It

was their aim to have a design that is attractive to everyone. To make it easier to find

the way through the product range the company, first of all, decided to have a colour

scheme. The colours in the labels differ depending on the ingredients in the product.

Green for hemp, orange to brown for hazelnut, purple for lavender, violet for blackcurrant.

As further on decided to differ between products for women, men and kids the brand also

differed again in the colour. Pink for all the „Feel the Goddess“ products, blue for „For the

Men“ products and orange for the kids.

The branding SCHAU AUF DI stands for „care for yourself and do something good for your

body and mind“ while SCHAU AUF MI the kids brand stands for „look after me, care for me

and my skin“.

MARKETING AND SALES MARKETING AND SALES 

manuka
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The brand is currently presented in Austrian cosmetic salons, online and offline retail

chains and organic shops such as , ,  etc.

For more details, visit the partner's . The Founders are ready to speak with potential

distributors to expand products to new markets. 

Recommended retail prices for some SCHAU AUF DI products in Austria:Recommended retail prices for some SCHAU AUF DI products in Austria:

Manuka hand soap 250 ml - € 14,90;

Shower soap Coral 80 g - € 8,99;

Kids shower gel 200 - 14,90;

Face cream for men 50 ml - € 29,90;

Body oil - For men 100 ml - € 24,90;

Shower Gel - Feel the Goddess 200 ml - € 14,90;

Facial Rose Toner 100 ml - € 22,90;

Lip Balm 7 ml - 9,90. 

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download the brand presentation in PDF by the 

Naturkosmetik Josefstadt Ecco Verde Sonnentor

page

link
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You can download the price list for retail in PDF by the 

You can download the press releases by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from Syndicate members and

brand answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question.

Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this

file since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Friedl & Robl Manufaktur GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Christopher Robl, Michael Friedl

E-mail:E-mail: office@schauaufdi.net

Website:Website: schauaufdi.net

Phone:Phone: 43 676 6711 822

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: Austria

Industries:Industries: Skincare

SCHAU AUF DI WEBPAGE

SCHAU AUF DI Pricelist PDF

Presentation Schauaufdi Austrian Organic_2020_english

pdf

.dot article

Maxima article

Miss article

SCHAU AUF DI in Press

click here
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Derma Lotana is a new, unique skin care retail brand from world-

recognized beauty therapy professionals, Anna Lotan. The Derma

Lotana product range emerged as a result of extensive experience in

addressing skin care problems, with a focus on meeting the needs of

sensitive skin. To ensure excellent skin tolerance, all Derma Lotana

formulations have been dermatologically tested for sensitive skin and

have also been found to be hypoallergenic. The Derma Lotana modular

approach allows us to select the optimized minimum building blocks for

individual skin needs with a focus on maintaining healthy skin.

SECRET DOSSIER ON DERMA LOTANA
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Ms. Anna Lotan (1922-2019) was a recognized pioneer of the Israeli professional skin care

industry, extensively researching the fields of cosmetology, cosmetic chemistry and

biology. She is the owner of patents for unique cosmetic concepts and the developer of

world-famous methods of treating problematic skin conditions such as acne, seborrhoea,

and rosacea. She was also a highly respected teacher who trained generations of leading

aestheticians. In the sixties, Anna Lotan invented the concept of Cold Hydration, leaving

behind the steam machine as the accepted method of skin hydration, minimizing the

spread of inflammation on impure skin and adopting a just on time approach to preparing

the skin for effective deep pore cleansing.

The company was founded with the objective of developing functional formulations that

would equip licensed aestheticians with the tools required to achieve tangible results.

Anna Lotan products are designed not only to improve the appearance of the skin but also

relieve specific skin discomforts. Its formulas are created to work in harmony with the skin’s

metabolism, with a sensitivity to the needs of individual skin types and respect for the

skin’s principal function as the body’s protective barrier. The company’s expertise lies in

understanding the chemistry of combining natural active ingredients with the right

functional carrier. In addition, a modular approach has been adopted to vary treatment

intensity according to individual skin tolerance.

PRODUCTS AND PRICESPRODUCTS AND PRICES
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Derma Lotana’s product range includes a selection of formulations that address the needs

of sensitive skin. They are based on sustainable ingredients and are environmentally

friendly and cruelty-free. The focus of all products is on maintaining skin health and

nurturing its appearance.  Out of respect for individual skin sensitivities, customers are

provided with a trial size product together with their retail purchase, giving them

confidence in their selection. The products can be easily assembled into treatment sets

compatible for a specific skin condition. Product brochures outline the functional benefits

of the components of each set, recommending relevant individual care protocols. The

range includes facial cleansers, serums, masks, scrubs, tonics, night creams, day time

protection with SPF, balms and eye care gels. This unique product line serves the individual

skin care needs of sensitive combination, oily/problem and normal to dry skin.

The Derma Lotana line is produced at the  in Israel. Ensuring consistently

high product quality, the plant is equipped with state of the art manufacturing capabilities

and comprehensive filling capabilities of thousands of units per hour. Product development

and manufacturing focus on advanced emulsion-based formulas (creams) for a wide variety

of skin types. Product quality and safety are the company's first priorities.

GENTLE CLEANSING MOUSSE FOR SENSITIVE SKINGENTLE CLEANSING MOUSSE FOR SENSITIVE SKIN

In spite of being soft as a feather, it effectively improves the hygiene of the skin.

This velvety face and body cleansing foam has been especially formulated for sensitive

"reactive" skin types - for those who tend to "flush" in response to various environmental

Or Akiva plant
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triggers. The foam is excellent for the very young (3 months old and up) as well as for

fragile adult skin suffering from Rosacea.

Photo Credit by Derma Lotana

The sulfate-free, vegetable-based cleansing components produced from corn, olive and

coconut prevent a sensation of dryness after rinse off. Papyrus root extract, rich in

moisturizing minerals and softening starch promotes the calming effect of the mousse.

A targeted molecule, combining the amino acid glycine with undecylenic acid, supports the

skin’s hygienic condition while serving as part of the delicate preservative system of the

foam.

The mechanical foam pump is environmentally friendly, free from any gas propellants!

When using this airy foam the skin is exposed to a much lower detergent concentration

than any liquid soap and is easily washed off the skin leaving it calm and clean.

DEAD SEA MINERAL SCRUB FOR OILY/PROBLEM SKINDEAD SEA MINERAL SCRUB FOR OILY/PROBLEM SKIN

The intensity of this modular scrub may be adapted to any individual skin sensitivity

A concentrated cleansing paste, rich in mineral crystals.  This paste is ideal for deep

cleansing sebaceous residue in oily skin pores (blackheads), using a slow, gentle massage.

Unlike other natural scrubs based on ground nut shells or fruit kernels, the abrasive

particles in this scrub dissolve easily in water, allowing the user to terminate the abrasive

action at will. To obtain maximum benefit from a minimal amount of the scrub, gradually
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add water until completely rinsed off.  The concentrated mineral lotion that forms during

rinsing activates the metabolism to also rid the skin of waste from within.

Best used in the evening, before retiring.  Apply a little on both cheeks. Spread with gentle

massage motions to other facial areas.

For Sensitive Skin: Massage with the gradual addition of water until completely rinsed off.

Non-sensitive skin can be massaged without the addition of water for about a minute, then

washed off.

Photo Credit by Derma Lotana

PURIFYING MUD MASK FOR OILY/PROBLEM SKINPURIFYING MUD MASK FOR OILY/PROBLEM SKIN

A fast-drying treatment mask designed to purify the skin and improve its appearance upon

removal!

The mask formulation is based on clay powders (including the mineral rich black mud from

the Dead Sea). Due to their excellent adhesion clays are known for their effective oil

absorbency, which assists in cleansing waste from the pores of oily/problem skin.

Targeted components of the mask are focused on improving surface hygienic conditions.

These include Propolis and traditional tree resin extracts (Myrrh, Frankincense, and

Lenticus gum), known for generations for their purifying properties.
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The astringent effect of the silica rich Polygonum extract exerts a smoothing effect on the

skin’s surface which is felt once the mask is rinsed off. A balanced addition of Jojoba seed

wax prevents an over-drying sensation, leaving clean, smooth skin with an elegant matte

appearance after removal of the mask.

MILD FACIAL FOAMING GEL FOR SENSITIVE SKINMILD FACIAL FOAMING GEL FOR SENSITIVE SKIN

'Comfortably relaxing' best describes the feeling while using this liquid soap ... as well as

after rinsing it off!

A gentle, sulfate-free formula effectively removes makeup, dirt and oily residue while

leaving the skin clean, soft and feeling fresh. Lathers into a mild foam, specially designed

for daily cleansing of sensitive skin. The sustainable formula is based on vegetable

cleansing ingredients derived from corn and coconut oil. The carefully chosen ingredients,

including red Seaweed, Chamomile, and Eyebright flower extracts, contribute to a

sensation of comfort during use, especially around the eyes. Directions: Lather a small

amount of the gel with the gradual addition of water to clean a face and neck. Rinse off.

EXFOLIATING PEEL FOR ALL SKIN TYPESEXFOLIATING PEEL FOR ALL SKIN TYPES

Dead cell removal from the skin’s surface refreshes the skin’s appearance and enhances

its renewal. 

A mild, biomimetic oil gel designed to remove dead cells and encourage the renewal of

the skin’s surface. Gentle yet thorough exfoliation is obtained without any acids (AHA) or

abrasive particles, instead, relying on intense hydration of the upper epidermal layers, and

lightly massaging the skin. Once the cells absorb the moisture and become plump and soft

they spontaneously fall off with a soothing fingertip massage. Leaves the skin feeling

perfectly smooth and revitalized! Directions: Apply generously on both cheeks and spread

to remaining facial areas with gentle massage movements. Within two minutes the gel will

take on an oily texture. Massage for as long as necessary to smooth the skin and remove

scales and dead cells. When finished rinse with water and wipe with a soft cloth.

INTENSIVE HYDRATION CREAM FOR SENSITIVE NORMAL TO DRY SKININTENSIVE HYDRATION CREAM FOR SENSITIVE NORMAL TO DRY SKIN
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Dry dehydrated skin texture can be improved by quenching it with moisture to obtain a

smoother appearance while enhancing the skin’s sensation of comfort.

Photo Credit by Derma Lotana

A rich hydrating cream that quenches the skin with moisture upon application. Premium

polysaccharides such as Sodium Hyaluronate and 3 Xylitol derivatives have been

integrated into the formula to boost the moisture retention capacity of the skin. Quality

phytosterols, Jojoba seed oil, Shea butter and Squalene slow down moisture loss by

strengthening the epidermal lipid barrier, increasing skin elasticity and softness. A Peptide

sequence (Matrixyl 3000) improves skin appearance by minimizing the visibility of fine

lines and gradually improving skin firmness. Directions: Spread morning and evening

overall facial areas and neck (especially those areas prone to redness). Recommended for

use after cleansing.

INTENSIVE HYDRATING SERUM FOR ALL SKIN TYPESINTENSIVE HYDRATING SERUM FOR ALL SKIN TYPES

What a pleasure it is to use this silky soft hydrating serum and enjoy its vital replenishing

components!

A skin-pampering hydration serum is excellent for use under any makeup foundation or

any day or night cream. The formula is enriched with premium moisturizing components

(freeze-dried Aloe Vera extract and hyaluronic acid) that enhance the moisture retention

capacity of the skin. Film-forming components such as Panthenol and silk amino acid,

protect the skin and reduce trans-epidermal water loss, leaving a pleasant, smooth

sensation on the skin. Premium seed oils, such as Jojoba and Olive supported by an oily
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fruit extract of Siberian Sea buckthorn known for their rich vitamin content, replenish the

lipid barrier of the skin. Vitamins E and A act as antioxidants to protect the skin from free

radical damage. Directions: Apply by itself, or under your day or night cream. Excellent

when used under makeup, providing a smooth and glossy appearance to your skin.

Photo Credit by Derma Lotana

BB CREAM SPF 30BB CREAM SPF 30

You will learn very fast that you can trust this triple benefit formula for coverage,

protection, and wrinkle-relaxing effect.

This concentrated formula gives optimal daycare with broad-spectrum protection for

normal to dry skin, minimizing solar radiation damage which can lead to premature ageing

and hyperpigmentation. When fully absorbed, the semi-translucent texture of this BB

cream will adapt to your skin tone, giving it a more natural appearance. The cumulative

effect of using the cream daily increases skin firmness and contributes to a gradual

brightening of hyperpigmented areas. Applied in the morning, it still looks great at the end

of a busy day, concealing discoloration and uneven skin tone. It is available in two tones:

Natural (3041) and Beige (3042). Directions: Using sparingly, carefully spread the cream

with fingertip massage to form an even layer on face, under eye area or wherever required

until a smooth, even coverage is obtained.

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN

Originally created for the purpose of sales in pharmacy chains, the brand packaging has a
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discreet and classic format. The brand is constantly in development. Planning to enter the

global market, management takes into account the development of new marketing

strategies and changes in design and branding.

Photo Credit by Derma LotanaPhoto Credit by Derma Lotana

Ltd., a manufacturer of Derma Lotana, is a pioneer in professional skin care

with a presence in more than 48 countries worldwide. With more than three decades of

experience in educating aestheticians, they offer specific treatment protocols for various

skin conditions on the basis of original and innovative products developed in house. A vast

range of formulations includes active treatment products for use in the salon, as well as

supplementary retail products carefully selected for home care of each customer on the

basis of a “face to face” diagnosis. All formulations are developed in house at the

company’s laboratories, which also provide R&D services to other companies both in Israel

and abroad. Many of the products are designed and clinically tested for sensitive or

allergic skin before being marketed to the public. The products and services offered by

Anna Lotan are drawn from these primary sources: skin physiology resulting in biomimetic

formulations and natural active ingredients derived from herbs and minerals.

Company strategy is to emphasize the functionality of the carrier of each formulation.

Because the active ingredients available for cosmetic products need to be safe and

without side effects, they are often of limited activity. Anna Lotan makes the most of the

composition of the carrier in order to obtain results suitable for safe use on a daily basis,

relying on the customer’s senses to accept or reject their choice of product. For this

reason, most Derma Lotana products are mild formulations and provide a sensation of

comfort for the user. Anna Lotan follows socially responsible business practices, uses

Anna Lotan 
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natural, renewable resources and supports both environmental and social programs which

empower people to improve their lives. While the Anna Lotan brand is distributed

exclusively to professional aestheticians worldwide, other brands are distributed via

pharmacies, health food stores, and other marketing channels. 

Photo Credit by Derma Lotana

PRICESPRICES

Derma Lotana Derma Lotana distributor prices (FOB Israeli Port)/recommended retail prices (without VAT)

in EUR from left to right:

Facial Purifying Foam Wash 150,00ml - 4,93/19,72;

TopiCalm Serum 50,00ml - 5,08/20,32;

Moisturizing skin balancer 75,00 ml - 5,01/20,04;

Soothing Aloe Vera Gel Mask 125,00 ml- 3,23/12,92;

Mineral Scrub 100,00 ml - 4,24/16,96;

Moisturizing Toner 200,00 ml - 4,85/19,40;

Intensive Hydrating Rich Cream 75,00 ml - 5,47/21,88;

Eye Contour Gel 30,00 ml - 3,77/15,08;

Gentle Exfoliating Massage Balm 30,00 ml - 5,31/21,24

BB Cream SPF30 Beige 30,00 ml - 7,55/30,2;

Mineral Hand Cream 100,00 ml - 2,54/10,16.

These prices can be adjusted in accordance with the needs of each individual market after

in-depth analysis.
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MARKETING AND SALESMARKETING AND SALES

Derma Lotana is ready for international expansion. In general, the retail brand is open

worldwide except for the following countries: Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Russia, Belgium,

France and the Netherlands. The brand could be distributed via pharmacies, beauty stores,

natural product outlets, online sales platforms, and other marketing channels. Derma

Lotana welcomes any collaboration with capable distributors who will fully understand all

the principles of the brand and proudly carry the reputation of the best of the best skin care

products developed over the years, especially in those countries where the company’s

products are not yet available.

MEDIAMEDIA

Please find the publication in Bulgarian magazine Healthy Woman by the 

ADDITIONAL MATERIALSADDITIONAL MATERIALS

You can download the images by the 

You can download the price list for Distributors 2020 by the 

You can download Derma Lotana Catalogue by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only. Feel free to download them with one click.

OPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSOPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of an interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the

text of the dossier. You can find the series of questions/comments from Syndicate

members and answers from the brand's owner by the . Feel free

to leave your comments and ask questions Derma Lotana by the . Please do not share

this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: ANNA LOTAN LTD

Contact person:Contact person: Liora Chitron, Product Development

E-mail:E-mail: info@derma-lotana.com

Website:Website: dermalotana.com

Phone:Phone: + 972 4 629 5000

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Israel

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Derma Lotana

Anna Lotan

Derma Lotana Catalogue

Publication in Bulgarian magazine Healthy Woman

DL images

Derma Lotana EUR Price List for Distributors_02_ 2020

click here
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BeOnMe is an Italian cosmetic brand born in 2016 in the heart of the

Alps, surrounded by the energizing beauty of the Dolomites Mountains.

Its organic cosmetics, made in Italy and certified by Ecocert®, are

designed for true nature lovers who appreciate the efficacy of pure

ingredients, are sensitive to environmental issues and aware of the

importance of living a sustainable lifestyle. Developed to support a

healthy beauty routine, all products boast vegan and eco-sustainable

ingredients, selected for their effectiveness and free from synthetic

components. Three skincare lines, Beauty, Sport and Tattoo, give life to

a colorful, smart and performance-oriented cosmetic range addressing

the unique nature of all young skin types. The collection, in fact,

responds to the needs of Millennials and Gen Zers, two young

generations that embrace the concept of conscious consumerism,

appreciate targeted formulations and a good quality-price ratio.

SECRET DOSSIER ON BEONME
SKINCARE FOR NATURE LOVERS
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THE STORYTHE STORY

BeOnMe was born from the desire to develop pure, natural, organic cosmetics, and to

satisfy the needs of a super-sensitive and reactive skin that couldn’t tolerate anything but

natural ingredients free of synthetic components and allergens. It all began when, a few

years ago, Yvonne, BeOnMe inspirer and founder, started to self-produce her cosmetics to

cope with severe dermatitis that no specialist nor product seemed to be able to relieve.

It took years of accurate study, application, patience and a stronger and stronger passion:

and what it had begun as a small DIY cosmetic range for private use finally became a

refined organic skincare collection, extremely effective, functional and clean. Together

with Massimo, her life partner and co-founder, supported by his entrepreneurial career and

a solid partnership with an extremely cutting-edge, Italian niche cosmetic laboratory, they

gave life to the registered brand.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

From the beginning, BeOnMe and its three skincare lines heartily match the founders’

passions (beauty, sport, tattoo), values, ethics and green philosophy:

"BeOnMe cosmetics are dedicated to those who love nature, taking care of themselves
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and sharing their best life experiences. By choosing to use and produce only natural,

organic and sustainable cosmetics, we don't expect to save the world, but to do our part

alongside all those who have chosen this path and all those who make their best every day

to live with a healthy, ethical, and responsible lifestyle."

Yvonne and Massimo

Indeed, the brand name BeOnMe (be-on-me!) and its tagline, skincare for nature lovers, are

a promise to those who act responsibly trying to reduce the impact of their daily actions on

natural ecosystems. From such high ideals derive concrete choices, six pillars that drive

both the products’ development and the business approach: 

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

BeOnMe embraces Nature’s vitality and freshness with a smart collection of organic and

performance-oriented cosmetics, developed with clean formulas and translated in versatile

and comfy textures.

        HIGHLIGHTS        HIGHLIGHTS

        Innovative formulasInnovative formulas

Nature’s beauty and creativity are captured in advanced and effective formulations:

packed with organic ingredients, precious botanical extracts and biotechnological

complexes, they offer a cocktail of potent phytoactives to infuse the skin with purity and

balance.

        Unique ingredientsUnique ingredients
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These are the six main pillars that drive BeOnMe.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

Enzymatic hydrolats, prebiotics, natural surfactants, marine unicellular algae, rare and

precious organic oil-mixes and flower blends, like the fragrant aromatic Butterfly Bush

flowers. This is the result of never-ending research for ingredient innovation and of a close

partnership with a cutting-edge, niche cosmetic laboratory.

         Pure mountain waterPure mountain water

The formulations contain mountain spring water coming from the majestic Alps: light,

extremely pure, pH neutral and microbiologically controlled, very well tolerated by the skin.
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          Pro skincare linesPro skincare lines

Tattoo and Sport, two unique lines of high-tech and multi-benefit products engineered to

ensure superior performance. They were developed, respectively with a team of tattoo

artists, and with feedback from pro athlete testers.

          SKINCARE LINES          SKINCARE LINES

          Beauty line (Face – Body – Hair)Beauty line (Face – Body – Hair)

A cosmetic line for young skin to bring out its natural radiance! It supports all skin types,

from the impure, combination and sensitive to the ones showing the first signs of aging. It

also takes care of hair and body with precious botanical extracts and biotechnological

actives. 

          Face care lineFace care line

Micellar cleansing water

Cleansing mousse

Cleansing scrub gel

Purifying face tonic

Hydrating face mask

Nourishing face mask

Purifying face mask

Face serum

Face serum impure skin

Face serum for man

Face cream sensitive skin

Face cream combination skin

Spot treatment

          Body care line includes:Body care line includes:
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BeOnMe cosmetics are rich in organic ingredients, precious botanical extracts and biotechnological complexes.

They offer a cocktail of potent phytoactives to infuse the skin with purity and balance.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

Shower gel

Body cream

Hand cream

          Haircare line includes:Haircare line includes:
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BeOnMe skincare lines, Beauty, Sport and Tattoo, give life to a colorful, smart and performance-oriented

cosmetic collection.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

Pre-shampoo nourishing treatment

Purifying shampoo

Sensitive shampoo

Hair oil

          Sport LineSport Line

High-performance formulations created to make the body feel free to unleash all its energy

and dynamic vitality. The line includes:

Anti-friction cream

Massage gel

Refreshing gel

          Tattoo LineTattoo Line

Organic cosmetics designed to address the unique nature of all skin types and enhance

the vibrant uniqueness of each tattoo. The line includes:
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After piercing saline solution

After tattoo

Tattoo pro

Sun protection

Also, there are Gift Sets available. To discover the entire collection please visit

.

The company has developed special convenient sustainable packaging and Gift Sets for every taste that can

make even the most ordinary holiday unforgettable.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

          BEST SELLERS          BEST SELLERS

          Cleansing Scrub GelCleansing Scrub Gel

It brightens and smoothes the skin. The different sized granules help get a deeper

cleansing. Based on aloe, it contains all-natural hydrated silica granules, apple-cider

vinegar, Malva Sylvestris extract, and also nettle, with its healthy cocktail of proteins,

vitamins, tannins, and flavonoids.

          Purifying Face MaskPurifying Face Mask

beonmelab.com
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Innovative, soft lipogel texture: it doesn’t dry, doesn’t pull, doesn’t irritate. It dissolves like

magic when it comes in contact with water. It evens the complexion and mattifies the skin.

It contains a special mix of seaweeds extracts (Fucus Spiralis, Tetraselmis Chuii) and sage

hydrosol. 

           Face Serum Impure SkinFace Serum Impure Skin

A light serum that absorbs rapidly, lends a matt, hydrated finish to impure and combination

skin as it soothes, restricts dilated pores, reduces imperfections and rebalances oily skin,

without drying it. Based on aloe, it contains a refreshing sorbet of lavender, lime, and bitter-

orange blossom hydrosols.

          Spot TreatmentSpot Treatment

Shock treatment against pimples and imperfections. Gel texture: it doesn’t drip and, thanks

to its practical applicator, it’s easy to apply. It contains aloe, thyme extracts, tea tree oil, and

is enriched with gluconolactone.

          Purifying ShampooPurifying Shampoo

Specific for oily hair and dandruff. A waterfall of chamomile, lavender, mint, lemon and

natural surfactants to deeply cleanse and purify scalp and hair. It lends a pleasant

sensation of freshness.

           Massage GelMassage Gel

Fast-absorbing gel designed for sports massage, before and after physical activity. It offers

a pleasant relief to traumatized skin areas, helps to soothe swellings and to promote tissue

oxygenation. With calendula extract, jojoba, thyme, rosemary and tea-tree oils.

           After TattooAfter Tattoo
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Photo Credit by BeOnMe

With its generous blend of organic oils (sweet almond, castor, sunflower, shea butter, and

tocopherol), it soothes and moisturizes the skin after the execution of a tattoo, helping to

preserve its vibrant colors.

                    Recommended Retail Prices for best-sellers:Recommended Retail Prices for best-sellers:

Cleansing Scrub Gel 75 ml/ 2.54 fl.oz. - € 12.50;

Purifying Face Mask 50 ml/ 1.69 fl.oz. - € 13.50;

Face Serum Impure Skin 30 ml /0.51 fl.oz.  - € 12.00;

Spot Treatment 15 ml/ 1.01 fl.oz. -  € 8.00;

Purifying Shampoo 200 ml/ 6.76 fl.oz. -  € 9.50;

Massage Gel 150 ml/ 5.07 fl.oz. -  € 14.50;

After Tattoo 50 ml /1.69 fl.oz. - € 11.50.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

           NATURETASTIC!           NATURETASTIC!

Beauty is in everything natural! BeOnMe celebrates the most varied types of nature’s
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beauty and the wonderful diversity of every human creature, with a contemporary and

exuberant brand personality that breaks down the sober aesthetic codes of the traditional

eco-skincare, while opening to a more joyful and colorful concept of nature. An indie brand

with a playful and fun approach to skincare, capable of resonating with a young audience

that wants to feel emotionally involved.

          PACKAGING          PACKAGING

The packaging is white, minimal, modern, characterized by a colorful label. The label is

removable and may be playfully reused on other surfaces. The products don't have

secondary packaging.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

          MAKEUP REMOVER CLOTH          MAKEUP REMOVER CLOTH

BeOnMe custom washcloth made of 100% terry cotton made in Italy is completely

recyclable. It is safe and very absorbent, ideal for removing masks and treatments, for

cleansing face and neck, for drying face and hands. Thanks to the texture of its terry cloth it
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is perfect to carry out a gentle cleansing of the face. A functional skincare accessory and

ally for removing makeup, clean and dry the skin, make treatments and cold face packs.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

         COMMUNICATE TO CONNECT         COMMUNICATE TO CONNECT

BeOnMe consistently researches and invests in all the newest communication trends to

keep evolving and taking new challenges to connect people, develop a dialogic

relationship with users and partners, sharing knowledge, values and an energizing vision

of inclusive beauty.

          This is why BeOnMe:          This is why BeOnMe:

Constantly informs people about the correct and conscious use of organic cosmetics,

and inspires to live beauty in a positive way, promoting a direct one-to-one interaction

and a daily social media customer care.

Actively supports distributors & resellers in their social and digital communication

strategies, helping them better interact with the new generations. 

Promotes synergies between people & partners through the development of BeOnMe

online and offline community.

          MARKETING FOR REAL PEOPLE          MARKETING FOR REAL PEOPLE

BeOnMe goal is to answer the audience’s and commercial partner’s concrete needs,

providing useful and selected marketing tools, like product guides, how-to-use cards and

videos, graphic skincare routines and online training courses.

BeOnMe also highly encourages real people to be the best testimonials, as well as

promote user-generated contents that can be shared on social media and with partners. A

word-of-mouth potential maximized by targeted buzz marketing strategies.

           DIGITAL FOCUS           DIGITAL FOCUS

BeOnMe commercial strategy harnesses the power of digital marketing and involves

constant investments and updates to ensure BeOnMe remains competitive in the Internet
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marketplace. BeOnMe digital plan includes:

BeOnMe is constantly investing in digital marketing to remain competitive in the Internet Marketplace.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

           Search Engine Optimization           Search Engine Optimization

BeOnMe invests in growing the presence online as well as maximize organic search traffic

to ensure its cosmetics are well represented on the Internet and naturally rank for desired,

relevant keyword searches.

           Paid Search           Paid Search

BeOnMe invests in paid search advertising, such as Google AdWords and Bing Ads, stay

up to speed on all the latest developments, and work with the best tools to ensure

all campaigns are getting the highest Return On Investment.

           Social Media           Social Media

BeOnMe manages content calendars, craft posts that are both useful and entertaining and

track engagement and follower growth to make sure BeOnMe is offering significant
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contents to its audience.

From BeOnMe Instagram feed: pre make-up skincare routine for Carnival

         Influencers Marketing         Influencers Marketing

The company also partners with a reliable network of influencers through affiliate

programs. BeOnMe partners with such influencers as @damntee | @alicecarbotti |

@metamorphosia_fx @merisiel_irum | @wayofyaw | @basic_gaia @martinapiccu |

@fabianabarra | @tessagelisio | @klea.277. Finally, BeOnMe invests in dynamic and

engaging Instagram and Facebook advertising. Next steps also include investing in TikTok.

          Direct E-mail Marketing          Direct E-mail Marketing

A key tool to increase brand awareness, draw attention, establish and improve

relationships with the audience while tracking feedback and monitoring the product

success.

          BEONME TOUCHPOINTS          BEONME TOUCHPOINTS

Organic perfumeries

Herbalists

Personal care stores

Perfumeries

Drugstores

Beauty chains

E-commerce platforms (proud to be on flaconi.de; eccoverde.com; douglas.de;

lovelula.com; biggreensmile.com)

International exhibitions e.g. Cosmoprof (Italy), Vivaness (Germany), Sana (Italy), Up by

Wabel (France) and more

          INTERNATIONAL VISION          INTERNATIONAL VISION

Today BeOnMe cosmetics are available in Italy, all over Europe, in Canada, Taiwan, soon

in Greater China and the USA. The brand is registered in 27 EU countries and also in the

UK, Australia, Philippines, India, New Zeland, Serbia, and Singapore. After the first years
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full of successes, the company plans a further exponential growth on international markets

supported by a targeted expansion strategy, adequate investment capacity, and

organizational development plans.

Photo Credit by BeOnMe

          MEDIA          MEDIA

BeOnMe believes in the added value of collecting independent reviews and of partnering

with beauty experts, journalists, influencers, micro-bloggers, and vloggers. Among many

others, BeOnMe has been featured in the following

          Magazines          Magazines

bio-magazine.it

dilei.it

ilgiornaledellabellezza.it

Bio&Consumi Green Lifestyle

          Blogs          Blogs
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blog.cliomakeup.com

ecocentrinca.it

verdebioblog.it

         BEONME SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILES         BEONME SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILES

          Instagram          Instagram

Italian language  | German language  English language

 Spanish language 

          Facebook          Facebook

Italian language  | German language  English language

 Spanish language 

          Pinterest          Pinterest

          Tit Tok          Tit Tok

ADDITIONAL MATERIALSADDITIONAL MATERIALS  

You can download the presentation by the 

You can download the digital version of the dossier by the 

You can download the product range and price list by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

@beonme @beonme_de

@beonme_eng @beonme_esp

@beonmebeauty @beonme_de

@beonme_eng @beonme_esp

BeOnMe skincare

beonme_skincare

link

link

link
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QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from Syndicate members and

BeOnMe answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your

question. Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not

share this file since it is for internal use only.
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Founded by research scientist and environmentalist Dr. Svetla Nikolova,

Armina is a family-owned business specialising in pure, functional, highly

effective and gentle natural skin care as well as essential oils and

hydrolates for aromatherapy and culinary uses. Thoroughly honest and

transparent from the field to the bottle, no short-cuts and no

concessions are made in terms of quality. Armina has consciously

decided against using inferior and harmful ingredients hidden behind

fancy names and designer packaging. All products are organically

certified, 100% free of preservatives, fillers, foaming, stabilising and

flavouring agents. All recipes rely on the synergy of active natural, plant-

sourced ingredients only.

SECRET DOSSIER ARMINA ORGANIC
FLORAL COSMETIC
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STORYSTORY

The brand Armina is a new generation business model for people with a green heart,

forward-looking mind and high standards when it comes to their appearance, health and

well-being. After years spent in research of polymers naturally occurring in plants, Dr.

Svetla Nikolova realized that time was ripe for a new challenge into which she could put

not only the rigorous scientific mind but her heart as well. Finding a way to apply her

knowledge for the improvement of humans’ and nature’s health felt as a logical step

forward in the course of her academic work and publications.

Together with her husband, Dr. Ginev, descendant of a family who had cultivated precious

Rosa Damascena for generations, they created ARMINA. The brand provided an

opportunity to invest their combined experience and expertise in a business contributing to

preserving Bulgarian medicinal and aromatic plants. From the very beginning, the essence

of the brand was focused on retrieving long lost traditional knowledge while applying up-

to-date, evidence-based science. This opened new horizons allowing for sustainable

farming practices and sustainable production methods.

The founders’ extensive knowledge in chemistry is instrumental not only in the

development of pure, highly effective products but also in being able to monitor the entire

production process from the quality of the ingredients to the final product. Not least,

curiosity and inquisitive thinking, inherent to the scientific mind, have remained the intrinsic

drive behind Armina. Starting with essential oils, blends and flower waters, the product

range has been gradually expanded to include formulations for minimalist functional skin

care based on a wide variety of entirely natural active substances. Currently, Armina is on

the brink of launching a highly innovative pre- and probiotic skin care series.

PRODUCTS AND PRICESPRODUCTS AND PRICES

Armina’s product range includes a wide variety of organic certified essential oils and

blends, carrier oils, flower waters (hydrolates), rose elixir for health and culinary purposes,

functional cosmetics and sanitizers. Both the essential oils and the flower waters are

obtained by direct steam distillation, all carrier oils are extra virgin cold pressed. A special

formulation of fully botanical origin has been developed to help cleanse and disinfect

hands and surfaces at times of infectious spread without irritating skin and lungs. The
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functional cosmetics range, based on an innovative formulation involving pre- and

probiotics as active ingredients, will be coming soon.

Armina is a family-owned business, lead by Dr. Nikolova and Dr. Ginev, contributing to preserving Bulgarian

medicinal and aromatic plants with the aim of health and well-being

Photo Credit by Armina

Most of the ingredients and raw materials used in Armina’s products are grown locally. The

rose oil comes from the Rose Valley; the lavender grows in the fields of ancient Thrace; the

sweet almonds in Orpheus’ mystical Rhodope Mountains. For the sourcing of some

species like argan or citrus trees which are not native to Bulgaria but have too valuable

properties to do without, Armina cooperates with trusted, small-scale producers from Italy,

Portugal, Morocco and India.

Armina’s organic certified flower waters are 100% pure plant hydrolates, obtained by direct

steam distillation of fresh petals, leaves or blooms. Containing high amounts of essential oil

and other biologically active substances, they retain the very essence of the plant when it

was still alive and growing. Delicately flavoured and soothing, Armina’s flower waters are

incredibly versatile finding applications as varied as facial tonic, body moisturizer, make-up

remover, nutritional hair spray, beauty care, treatment for inflamed skin and eyes, or insect

repellent. The high quality of the flower waters allows for a long expiry date without the
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necessity of using additional chemical preservatives. Thus, they are also safe for use for

children, pregnant women, older people and even pets. Armina’s flower waters are also

food-grade which makes them a perfect addition to many a delicious dessert and drink.

Armina' s organic and pure rose elixir is made of the best roses, gently handpicked at Bulgarian Rose Valley

Photo Credit by Armina

To make the exquisite Organic Rose Elixir, the blossoms of Rosa Damascena are harvested

by hand as they are unfolding in the early hours of down. The elixir contains nothing less

than rose oil and nothing more than organic Stevia extract. No additives, no artificial

flavour, no preservatives. Added to a glass of water, it improves digestion and helps detox

the body from within. Poured over tea, champagne, fruit salads or desserts for subtle

flavour, the Rose Elexir awakens the senses with a burst of spring, inspires and energizes.

The Organic Rose Elexir is portioned and packed in 10 ml in sachets making it easily

portable. The sachets are grouped in a designed display.    

Armina’s organic certified essential oils are 100% pure, unadulterated without added

synthetic substances. The range currently includes more than 40 different aromatic plants.

The essential oils can be used separately or individually combined for vaporization,
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massage, skin and hair care, hot and cold compresses for various physical conditions, bath,

sauna and many other holistic aromatherapeutic treatments. Some of the essential oils

enrich with their exquisite flavour creative culinary adventures. The essential oils can also

be blended with carrier oils such as sweet almonds, apricot kernel, hazelnut or argan oil.

Armina’s flower waters are incredibly versatile finding applications as varied as beauty care treatments

Photo Credit by Armina

The essential oils are packaged glass of 5ml and 10ml, arranged in designed displays of

various sizes.

The ready-to-use sanitizers are ideal for hygienic disinfection offering a biological, highly

functional alternative to conventional disinfectants. The purely plant-based solution

contains organic tea tree, eucalyptus and lemon oil as well as organic lavender water.

Their antiseptic and antiviral properties enhance the effectiveness of ethyl alcohol. Both

sanitizers are free from chlorine ingredients and synthetic compounds.
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Organic Rose water in Sachet can be added to a glass of spring water, teas, champaign, cocktails, dairy desserts

or fruit salads giving an amazing rose flavor

Photo Credit by Armina

The surface sanitizer cleanses surfaces in the office, at home, outside and while travelling.

The hand sanitizer cleans and refreshes the hands without water and soap. Apart from

disinfecting, the sanitizer moisturizes the hands with organic certified food-grade glycerin

and organic oils, leaving the skin smooth and supple. 

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN
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Essential oils of Armina could be used both for aromatherapy and culinary

Photo Credit by Armina

For its unique design, Armina relies on the craft of local artists who love the brand and live

the values embodying its philosophy.

Rose, Lavender, Melissa, and all the other flowers gracefully dancing on Armina’s labels

and promotional material have been created by Pavla Otova, a painter, enthusiastic foodie

and nature lover. For the artful drawings, Pavla was inspired by Hans Christian Andersen’s

fairy tale “Little Ida’s Flowers”.  

As for the packaging, Armina is constantly on the qui vive for sustainable, recyclable

materials. The labels are directly sealed on the bottle to avoid waste disposal through

wrapping in additional packaging. The cardboard boxes the products are shipped in

throughout the world are made by persons with disabilities from a public run cooperative

thus providing them with an opportunity to make a decent living.   
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Armina's natural surface sanitizing spray with organic certified tea tree, eucalyptus and lemon oil

Photo Credit by Armina

MARKETING AND SALESMARKETING AND SALES

Armina has been internationally expanding for several years, currently with a presence on

European and South-East Asian markets. The brand is poised for further global expansion.

It could be distributed via organic and natural product outlets, beauty stores, pharmacies,

herbal shops and chemists with herbalist section, online sales platforms, and other

marketing channels. Armina welcomes prospective distributors ready to embrace the

philosophy of the brand and to adhere to the strict quality standards of the company.

The brand has reasonable chances of success as it aligns with current trends in beauty

care, wellness and health towards a growing demand for authentic brands, sustainable

sourcing, transparency and traceability in terms of ingredients and processing, highly

functional beauty care, social responsibility and eco-conscious packaging as well as the

focus on a minimalist less-is-more philosophy. 

Armina’s distributors enjoy the privilege of buying directly from a trusted producer and

obtaining proven, high quality organic certified products. They are supported by training,

information material and labels in the language of their target market.  
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ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download Armina products hydrosols 250 ml Eng by the 

You can download the price list by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from Syndicate members

and answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question.

Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this

file since it is for internal use only.            
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NATURA SIBERICA is the first certified organic brand created from wild-

harvested herbs and exclusive natural ingredients sourced from the

unspoiled, powerful Siberian Nature. The production is equipped with

the modern machinery, owing to which the products preserve and

increase the healing properties of unique herbs of Siberia and the Far

East. All the manufacturing process is performed under the control of

the Institute of Aesthetic Certification ICEA. Ground-breaking

formulations and innovative textures charge the skin and hair with the

energy of wild nature. The established international brand with no

analogue is being sold in up to 70 countries, including European Union,

Australia, Japan, Taiwan, Russia, CIS and Argentina.

NATURA SIBERICA COSMETICS OF
WILD HERBS AND FLOWERS
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Natura Siberica is a Russian manufacturer of organic cosmetic products established in

2007 and based in Khakassia, Russia. In 2013 the company started соnstruсtіоn of its first

organic farm whіch received a certificate of the EU bіo-stаndаrd EU 834/0, for cultivаtion of

rare plаnts of Siberia. The construction was done in collaboration with the representatives

of the local inhabitants, who know better than anyone the uniqueness of their land аnd

help to pick up manually wild herbs and plants for the Nаturа Sіbеrіса cosmetic products. 

Natura Siberica organic farm

Natura Siberica Official Sources

Today the company owns 5 certified organic farms, where it grows indigenous Siberian

plants located in:

Khakassia (West Siberia);

Kamchatka peninsula (Far East region);

Sakhalin Island (Far East region);

Kunashir Island;

Saarema Island (Estonia).

Success and popularity of Natura Siberica is explained by a great number of naturopaths in

the world. The basic ingredient of all the products is cedar oil. It is the most unique and

irreplaceable of all the natural oils. It exceeds the concentration of the necessary for the

skin vitamin E several times, then, for example, palm or olive oil. Cedar oil contains more
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vitamin F (unsaturated fat acids) than its most well-known source – fish fat. This vitamin is

extremely important for our skin. It is a so-to-say building material for our cells. It is well-

known that a slow renewal process leads to thin and dry skin. Without cell regeneration,

skin loses density and elasticity, which leads to wrinkles and sagginess.

 

Сedar oil

Natura Siberica Official Sources

Siberia is a unique herbal sanctuary in Russia, the wild nature of which remains unchanged

for centuries. Live energy of Siberian herbs since ancient times was used by local citizens

for creation of magical healing elixirs, which preserved youth and beauty of the skin.

Sіberian nаturе's mоdеrn hіstоry bеgаn іn thе 1940s, whеn Russіаn bоtаnіsts Lаzаrеv and

Brеkhrаm іnvеstigаtеd over 4,000 plаnts and hеrbs and finaІІy identifіеd twelve

vеrу speсіаІ of them as . In order to survive in severe Siberian climate, the

herbs developed rare essential oils, nutritive components and antioxidants. They possess

unique qualities, that help to increase the tonus of the skin, and if used frequently, to slow

the ageing process. Today Natura Siberica produces cosmetics, which unites the strength

of Siberian plants and the latest technological findings in cosmetology.

adaptogens
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Natura Siberica meets the European standard of organic cosmetic products, which is

proved by numеrоus prеstіgіоus cеrtіfіcаtеs - ІCЕА, ЕСОСЕRT, СОSМОS SТАNDАRD,

ВDІН. It is not a simple herbal skincare line – it is the first Russian certified organic

cosmetics and it really works!

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

Natura Siberica line includes skincare, body care, hair care, make-up, spa products and

even a line for newborns with low average price tags from 1$ to 10$ and perfect packaging.

Natura Siberica is the correct choice, as high quality is appreciated nowadays more than

"advertised" expensive brands in shining jars.

Natura Siberica Absolut line with Beluga caviar

Natura Siberica Official Sources

Here are the main product lines:

Natura Siberica Fresh SPA - a unique professional natural line with a wide range of

products for long-lasting rejuvenation of the skin, anti-cellulite body care, hair growth

stimulation and detoxification;

Natura Siberica Facial care - effective rejuvenating and detoxifying skin care;
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Natura Siberica Men - a line with the rarest essential oils and wildest herbs for

masculine skin;

Little Siberica - a special line for children's and newborn's tender skin;

Natura Siberica Haircare - all the power of nature in non-sulfate high-quality

shampoos and hair conditioners;

Natura Siberica Mouth Care - a line of natural tubes of toothpaste from Siberian herbs;

Natura Siberica Bodycare - natural products for effective daily body care;

Natura Siberica Aroma Exclusive Line - produced in glass jars especially for Natura

Siberica stores;

Natura Siberica Gift Sets – these are different combinations of products that can be

used as gift sets;

Natura Siberica Make-up - organic ECOCERT certified decorative cosmetics.

Natura Siberica in Estonia

Natura Siberica Official Sources

Organic certified  from Natura Siberica vary by skin type and skin

needs. There is a wide range of treats for all skin types. The line for sensitive skin based

on Rhodiola Rosea, packed with such regenerating ingredients as Rosavin, Rosarin and

Rosin, effectively protects the skin from environmental impacts, making it supple and soft.

multi-step face care
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The base for face rejuvenation is Snow Cladonia, a unique Siberian herb which stays green

even at - 50C, confirmed to be one of the most efficient rejuvenating means. The range of

treats for oily and combination skin, based on Sophora Japonica, which contains up to 30%

of vitamin P, keeps skin fresh all day long and prevents oily gloss. The range of treats for

dry skin based on the rare Siberian Plant Aralia Mandshurica, gives dry skin softness and

elasticity.

New certified  based on HYDROLATE, a concentrated cocktail of

vitamins and minerals received from plants by distillation. Complete haircare expertise for

all hair types and conditions.

Natura Siberica's experts carefully studied and brought together the ancient recipes of the

northern Nenec, Selkup, and Khanty people, and have used them to prepare a unique

natural line . 

The Northern Collection. Super Siberica Professional. Little Siberica. Siberian Collection for Men.

Natura Siberica Official Sources

The award-winning Siberian  contains all the wild herbs and rare oils for

effective men’s skin and hair care. All the formulas were developed in accordance with

specific needs of men’s skin and hair. Wide range of face care products including face

hair care products

The Northern Collection

cosmetics for men
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creams, face shaving clays, face scrubs. Choice of hair treatment and multi-functional body

care.

Natura Siberica experts have created a new and even more effective range 

 where powerful, iconic Siberian plants are combines with innovative

technologies. This new line is based on hydrolate (herbal distillate) of unique and powerful

Siberian plants. The hydrolate is a concentrated cocktail of vitamins and minerals received

from plants by distillation. Haircare products, based on hydrolates, are much more

effective than the ones based on water because they retain a maximum of bioactive

components from the plant. SUPER SIBERICA hair care products aim at intensive hydration

and restoration of the hair structure, ensuring wonderful gloss and fill them pleasant aroma.

Andrey Trubnikov, the founder

Natura Siberica Official Sources

BRAND&DESIGNBRAND&DESIGN

By that time when all has just started, domestic cosmetics producers in Russia had a great

issue i.e. absolutely unattractive packages which stood unnoticed on the shelves.

Mr.Trubnikov chose the design for Natura Siberica packaging very scrupulously, he

Super Siberica

Professional
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liked to repeat that a product with a nice package can be sold at a higher price. He

worked mainly with English and French designers while creating the logo and brand

packaging. Russians admired the theme of wild herbs and old recipes, so the company

actively uses this concept as a marketing tool. The design capitalized on the brand’s

unique proposition giving the products local and international appeal. Here when the moto

of the brand "Cosmetics of Wild Herbs and Flowers" came out. 

Natura Siberica Official Sources

Each Natura Siberica collection captures with its diversity and ethnic peculiarities. The

brand pays special attention to the design of both packaging and brand positioning at the

world level, with the unique store concepts, the international exhibition stands etc. that

also surprise with their uniqueness and back to the roots. The design of all Natura Siberica

products and packaging combines the love for the ancestral culture, Siberian nature with

its wild herbs, flowers, berries and modern trends and marketing techniques.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The idea of Natura Siberica first sparkled in Mr. Trubnikov’s, the Founder's mind in 2008,

when organic cosmetics was actually not popular in Russia and market perspectives were

not clear. The shampoos, creams and shower gels became a real hit. They were of
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premium quality and more affordable than foreign brands. Though Natura Siberica’s price

was a little bit higher than the price of Russian mass-market brands, its quality was

definitely higher and it was cheaper than the foreign analogues.

Today, the company proposes to the customers the price range from low tier mass market

to entry-level perfumery with no analogue product in the world. In 2010 Mr. Trubnikov, the

Founder, started to launch new lines. He has opened first Organic Shop, the analogue of

the British the Body Shop, in 2012 Organic People, and a few years later Natura

Kamchatka. The production extended from several lines to 5 certified organic farms, over

200 mono-brand stores nationwide and globally. Соnsumеrs

аppreсіаtе Nаturа Sіbеrіса prоduсts for its sustainability, effectiveness and affordability.

Judging by the growing number of followers Natura Siberica is on the right way and

already has its loyal international customers. The established international brand is sold at

67+ countries, including the European Union, Australia, Japan, Taiwan, Russia, CIS and

Argentina.
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Natura Siberica Stand at VIVANESS 2020

Natura Siberica Official Sources

Natura Siberica takes an active part in international exhibitions. Only in 2019-2020, the

company took part in the largest exhibitions of natural environmentally friendly cosmetics

and food products. Natural & Organic Products Europe 2019 in London, Great Britain

brought one of the main environmental prizes Best New Men Grooming Product received a

unique shaving clay and The Mammoth 2-in-1 mask. Also, the company for the eighth time

participated in the largest international exhibition of perfumes and cosmetics 

 2019 (Italy) and presented hits and new products of natural cosmetics from

Siberia. In February 2020 it has also participated in one of the largest European organic

fair  2020 held in Nuremberg, Germany.

Cosmoprof

Bologna

Biofach Vivaness
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Natura Siberica boutique at Monoprix, Paris

Natura Siberica Official Sources

Strong domestic presence led to rapid foreign market expansion. Nowadays, this brand is

on the shelves of Monoprix in Paris, France, which chain includes approx. 300 stores all

over France. Natura Siberica was added to the assortment of the chain in autumn 2015. At

the same time, the line was taken by the English chain of the stores with organic

products Whole Foods, the largest organic retailer in the world in Great Britain, and the

famous Harrods, one of the largest and the most expensive department stores in London,

the UK. In Estonia, the company has developed a brand for the local market called Natura

Estonica.

Natura Siberica sells products through mono-brand stores and large
supermarket chains. 15% of the turnover is reached through the export. Today
there are mono-brand stores in Montenegro (Podgorica), Montenegro (Budva),
Serbia (Belgrade), Bosnia and Herzegovina (Banja Luka) and Spain
(Barcelona). The mono-brand net profit almost equal to expenses for its
launch, which proves Natura Siberica to be a perfect business. All in all one
Natura Siberica mono-brand store requires an investment of approx. 
$200,000.
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One of the mono-brand stores of Natura Siberica based on the main concert

Natura Siberica Official Sources

ADDITIONAL BRANDSADDITIONAL BRANDS

Exclusive position at the World's Most Famous Stores

Photo Credit by Natura Siberica

At present, the company produces over 1500 SKU under 9 brand names featuring Natura

Siberica, Planeta Organica, Organic Shop, Dr.Konopka’s, Natura Estonica, Rezepte der

Oma Gertrude, Organic People, Recipes of Babushka Agafia. Our range of goods
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comprises skincare, personal care, hair care, SPA treatments, baby care and even natural

laundry detergents and cleaners.

AWARDSAWARDS

Nаturа Sіberіcа owns a big number of іnternаtіonаl аwаrds most of which could be found

at the , some of them are:

Веst grееn cоsmetіcs, Cоsmоprоf BоІоgnа, Itаly;

Веst оrgаnіс prоduсts fоr mоthеrs аnd bаbіеs, Lоndоn, UK, NаturаІ & Orgаnіс prоducts

Еurоpе;

Веst Prоduсt ассоrdіng to Аllure Russіа;

Winnеr in the cаtegory "Best fасе саre prоduct" awarded by Bеаuty Challеnger Awards

at the exhibition Веyond Веаuty, Pаrіs;

Little Siberica is the winner of Live Organic Awards;

British PURE BEAUTY AWARDS 2018;

Natural & Organic Awards Europe 2019.

MEDIAMEDIA

Nature Siberica is featured in some of the most prestigious publications around the globe.

More could be found at the official .

"There are a lot of natural cosmetic brands in the world, but you won’t find such a brand,

every product of which is worth making a TV program", says Andrey Trubnikov, CEO

Natura Siberica", 

webpage

media page

Expert
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Regular features & reviews in some of the most prestigious publications around the globe

Photo Credit by Natura Siberica
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Pervoe Reshenie LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Export Department

E-mail:E-mail: info@1reshenie.ru

Website:Website: naturasiberica.ru

Phone:Phone: +7 499 500 40 00

Patent status:Patent status: Yes

On market since:On market since: 2007

Regions:Regions: Russia

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Natura

Siberica

Natura Siberica Official You Tube

Channel

ABOUT NATURA SIBERICA_ENG

GROUP OF BRANDS_ENG

Eurobiolab

Presentation

Organic Shop Brand

Planeta Organica Brand

click here
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Le BAP® is an Innovative Skin Care made in "Petite France" in

Strasbourg, France with a 500-year tradition of natural healing and body

care. Its unique cosmetic products are based on traditional

phytotherapeutic "savoir-faire" and Hi-tech innovations, achieving

revolutionary results on most skin care concerns like wrinkles, radiance,

impurities, acne, large pores, skin tightening and pigmentation.

Synergizing technologies, like the French Microdermabrasion instrument

“Le FANTASTICK® - Diamondstick®” with cosmeceuticals that are

inspired by aesthetic medicine for B2B and B2C clients, is one of the

outstanding expertise of Le BAP® - Bain Aux Plantes laboratory. It was

created to help women take care of their face, hands, décolleté and

neck, despite the daily routine, having a professional salon at home.

Moreover, it increases up to 15 times the penetration of active

substances such as creams and serums.

SECRET DOSSIER ON LE BAP®
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THE BRAND THE BRAND 

In the 15th century,  in Strasbourg (France) emerged as the center for an

outstanding therapeutic tradition that relied on natural healing, herbs, and spa treatments

known for harnessing the rich flora and fauna of the Rhine valley, nestled between the

Black Forest and the Vosges. These centuries-old natural healing plant-based therapies

have been practised and perfected in the area known as “Le Bain Aux Plantes” that is

translated into English as 'bath in plants'. Today, Le BAP® - Bain Aux Plantes institute and

brand, founded in 1976 and located in this very location, draws on this tradition. 

Le BAP® - Bain Aux Plantes specialized in testing, developing, and applying this synergy of

ancient knowledge and cutting-edge innovation to bring you the best skin care products

for health and beauty. Since 1976 the products have been created and tested in

cooperation with leading dermatological laboratories and universities, combining natural,

soothing treatments with remarkable results.

Le BAP® - PerfectSkin High-Tech Pro is a multi-tech device with 6 associated technologies

Photo credit by Le BAP®

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

Its unique cosmetic products are based on scientific processes on how to extract,

preserve, and utilize highly active substances in the body and skin care therapies.

La Petite France
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Cosmetic products can be used both for retail and for professional use while delivering

treatments, many of them were developed to be associated with the latest technologies

used in aesthetical treatments, both for face and body. Le BAP® - Bain Aux Plantes has

developed dermatological system PerfectSkin High-Tech Pro, composed of a multi-tech

machine with 6 associated technologies for face and body), product line for cabin use,

products for retail and the diamond microdermabrasion system Le Fantastick® -

Diamondstick®.

FANTASTICK® increases up to 15 times the penetration of active substances such as creams and serums

Photo credit by Le BAP®

Diamondstick® is a medical сrystal stick with an abrasive part made with natural white

diamonds for soft microdermabrasion after which the skin becomes smooth like babies'. It

helps to take away dead and dry skin, stimulate the production of collagen and elastin that

affects the depth of wrinkles, balance pigmentation and improve the appearance of

problematic skin with acne.
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Usually, in addition to the face, small areas of the body also need special care. Having

examined the tedious daily life of women, Le BAP® found that it is very difficult for them to

visit beauty salons quite often. Lack of time, commitment to family, etc., makes it almost

impossible to go out and take care of themselves. Therefore, having a tremendous desire

to help modern women and men carry out personal care LeBAP® has created the series for

home use and Diamondstick® for microdermabrasion. This is a small device that allows

women to take care of their skin while staying at home. Alone it performs a large number

of functions: cleaning, peeling and exfoliating. It can be used both on the face and other

small areas of the body, such as hands, décolleté and neck. The visible result appears right

after the first treatment and last in time after several procedures of using the stick. As a

result, there is a deeply cleansed skin. However, for optimum performance, be sure to

follow the instructions in the user manual. It should be noted that this device does not

contain adhesives or additives. Therefore, you can count on completely natural, but

professional treatment, and healthy skin.

“Le Fantastick® - Diamondstick® Kit for home use includes the Diamondstick® itself

and Cleansing Gel Fruit Fresh Clean 150 ml. The FF Clean 3 in 1 Gel is designed for make-

up removing, gentle cleaning and soft peeling. 

HOW TO USE: First, apply the generous amount of FF Clean Gel at the clean moisturised

skin before the stick itself. Then the stick is applied very gently by the parallel rising

movements started from the neckline and help yourself with the second hand to avoid

wrinkles, it is possible to repeat the movements second time in the area of nose, chin

and forehead. Then just rinse with water and apply moisturizer or nutrition. It can be Aloe

Vera Gel 99% for young and acne skin or Phytolift Visage Creamask for any other type of

skin. The sérums could be applied under the Phytolift creamask. 

Le BAP® Aloe Vera Gel 99 % is a unique multifunctional gel that could be used separately

as well as after The-Diamondstick procedure to nourish the skin. It not only takes care of

young skin but also perfectly improves the outer look of acne. This gel with Vera

extract hydrates, heals and revitalizes the skin. Aloe Vera Gel 99 % is made only by cold

extraction to keep all-natural active ingredients. It can be used in day cream or in a mask

without rinse.
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Le BAP® product range

Photo credit by Le BAP®

Results of Le FANTASTICK® - Diamondstick®:

Increased penetration of serums and creams up to 15 times compared to the normal

topic application;

Reduces wrinkles and fine lines, smoothens the skin;

Balances pigmentation, reducing spots, brightens skin and unifies coloration;

Against acne, impurities, pig pores, blackheads;

Stimulates production of new collagen and elastin, skin regeneration;

Reduces ingrown hair after shaving/epilation for men and women;

When used before micropigmentation, permanent makeup decreases the number of

corrections, if needed at all;

Also brightens small body parts, e.g. intimate zones, elbow, etc ;

Perfect for hand/feet (soft part) rejuvenation (Nail Salons);

Suits for all types of skin and colors.

The abrasive part of the Le Fantastick® has a lifetime guarantee*, one B2B Diamondstick®

can be used for all clients after disinfection. The prime cost of treatments is extremely low
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(between 0,20€ and 2€max) for treatments invoiced to the final client up to 99€.

Photo credit by Le BAP®

Principle active substances used in cosmetics:Principle active substances used in cosmetics:

Hyaluronic acid – non-animal origin, matrix cross-polymer, 4 different sizes of molecules

for immediate up to long-term effects. The concentration and efficiency in our products

is very high compared to other professional brands;

Marin collagen eco-cert;

Vitamin C encapsulated in vitamin E to make it penetrable (lipid form) (Laa

biologiquement pure);

Phyto-proteins eco-cert;

Alkaline Phyto complex “lipolyse” which cuts the links between fat cells (similar to

injected soap derivates eg “Aqualyx®”, and associated with a drainage Phyto complex

to evacuate the metabolites.

Recommended prices for EU retail best-sellers excluding VAT:Recommended prices for EU retail best-sellers excluding VAT:

Kit “Le Fantastick® - Diamondstick®” – 71,20€;

Phytolift visage creamask – 27,92€;

Cream Nouvelle Skin cream riche – 55,2€;

Cream Méso4 Filler – 47,2€;

Serum Hyauron Pure 15% - 47,2€;

Serum Perfect Eye Pro-lift - 55,2€;
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Serum Vita-Vital C – 39,2€;

Serum Nouvelle Skin – 47,2€;

Phytolift body creamask – 39,2€;

Liporeducteur Fat Burn Actif serum– 35,84€.

All Le BAP® products are ideally intended for those interested in enhancing and prolonging the results of their

aesthetic treatments

Photo credit by Le BAP

OTHER PRODUCTSOTHER PRODUCTS

LASERSTICK PRO – an association of light therapy and microdermabrasion. Special

protocols have been created to get the best of both technologies.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Le BAP® - Bain Aux Plantes products reflect medical purity and a touch of nature’s green

phyto therapy. Latest design development will add silver-based luxury and trapezoidal

„vase-form” to showcase the natural origin of this exceptional brand.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Participation in national and international professional tradeshows, thematic exhibitions,

communication through professional networks. 
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The brand is already has a global presence in more than 20 countries all over the world.

All products could be purchased through the official web store by the .

Cosmetic products developed to be associated with the latest technologies can be used both for retail and

professionally for spas, beauty and nail salons

Photo credit by Le BAP®

AWARDS/ MEDIAAWARDS/ MEDIA

Le BAP® was awarded the Prize for Innovation H. Pierantoni in 2018 for 

 in Paris during International Beauty Congress.

REFERENCESREFERENCES

There is a big amount of references and feedbacks on Le BAP® products in social media.

For example, by the next  there is a Publication at VisageParfait, french media source

about the health of the skin. Here are some feedbacks on Instagram.

The laboratory is producing now probably the most sold product for the next months:

Hygiene gel for hands 2 in1 (please download the brochure below in Files section). Corona

virus loses its activity only with gel applied on 100% of the surface, which has more than

65% of alcohol. Since 100% surface application isn't always given in practice, Le BAP®

developed and tested one with min. 75%. In order to avoid the world getting dry, old and

worn-out looking hands from continuous disinfection, the company integrated some skin

link

Perfect Skin High-

Tech Pro system

link
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hydrating and treating agents to prevent premature aging skin.

Le BAP® design reflects medical purity and a touch of nature’s green phytotherapy

Photo credit by Le BAP®

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 
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1. Le Fantastick Mobile Miami. 2. Le Fantastick Mobile Paris. 3. Display Le Fantastick at one of the expos

Photo credit by Le BAP®

You can download all Le BAP® product images by the 

You can download Le BAP® product leaflet by the 

You can download Le BAP® Hygiene Gel leaflet by the 

link

link

link
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Le BAP® in social media

Photo credit by Le BAP®

You can download pricelist of Le BAP® for distributors by the 

You can download Le BAP® Hygiene Gel Pricelist by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

OPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSOPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments form Syndicate members and

answers from the Le BAP® by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your

question. Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not

share this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Le BAP® - Bain Aux Plantes Aesthetic Labor…

Contact person:Contact person: Katia Kirilenko, Responsable Développeme…

E-mail:E-mail: pro@le-bap.com

Website:Website: le-bap.com

Phone:Phone: +33 6 59 53 39 44

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 1976

Regions:Regions: France

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Le BAP®

webpage

Le BAP® Facebook

page

2018 Paris Innovation Award Le BAP®-PerfectSkin High-Tech

Pro

Le BAP® Prize for Innovation H. Pierantoni in 2018 for Perfect Skin High-Tech Pro system in

Paris

Pricelist Ex-work Le BAP® - SPINOFF

MAR2020

Hygiene Gel Leaflet

Hygiene Gel Price List

click here
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Curativa Bay is an amazing skincare line that uses mineral-rich

ingredients to create affordable, top-quality products. These

formulations are designed not only to treat skin conditions but also

improve skin health. Curativa Bay skincare line was founded in 2017 on a

simple principle of making spa-quality products using only hand-

selected organic and wild natural ingredients, sourced in the forest and

ocean of the US Pacific Northwest. These ingredients are formulated by

Jennifer Bell, Esthetician Skin Care Professional / Spa Owner, and Dr.

Alfred Granite, Ph.D. Microbiology. Proprietary Hypochlorous Skin Spray,

the highlight of the brand, was clinically tested to improve skin

health. The unique formula is based on 100 + year old Breakthrough

Technology Hypochlorous Acid (HOCL) that in recent years been made

stable maintaining its safe and organic status. Curativa's HOCL Mist not

only makes the skin feel very soft but speeds up the body's healing

process, helping heal cuts, abrasions, burns, and bruises very quickly.

SECRET DOSSIER ON CURATIVA BAY
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

For those who are familiar with the Tampa Bay area, we grew up in Passé-une-Grille, the

southernmost tip of St. Pete Beach Florida. We were a rugged bunch, fishing and diving in

the Gulf of Mexico. We loved the Gulf of Mexico spending long days in our treasured

environment. Most of us had our first boat before we could drive. We had our share of

torched, peeling and damaged skin that followed us later in life. We soon learned the

consequences of not caring for our skin.

Curativa Bay had humble beginnings starting out in a little old place on a quiet bay

developing formulations from nature and the sea that produced results and improved skin

health. We were a creative group educated in homeopathic skincare, Esthetics and a Ph.D.

Microbiologist, Dr. Alfred Granite. He spent 20 years conducting experiments and testing

diverse formulations for skin and pharmaceutical applications. The amazing cosmetic

solution works in conjunction with the skin's natural defenses to protect against

environmental damage. There is just nothing comparable amongst the whole spectrum of

natural products that can bring so many benefits to the skin.

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

THE  BRAND'S USP - THE  BRAND'S USP - A World-Changing DiscoveryA World-Changing Discovery
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One day, Dr. Granite, now our CTO, completed months of testing and research on a very

promising technology, Stabilized Organic Hypochlorous Acid. He concluded this substance

not only improved skin health but was very effective on acne, blemishes, rosacea,

sunburn and more. It was very effective on eye afflictions such as blepharitis, dry eye,

styes and found recent scientific studies showing that it kills the HPV virus on contact. 

This substance had been studied and used since its discovery about 120 years ago for

medical applications. During World War I, it was used to accelerate healing and to prevent

infection on injured soldiers and was credited with saving thousands of lives and awarded

the Nobel Prize. After the process of stabilization, providing up to a 2-year shelf

life,  soon became our Flagship product used by

thousands, providing a 5-star rating everywhere sold, even at . Customers loved it

and supported us. It was a truly humbling experience.

Our skincare line, made from all Natural and Organic ingredients, has a loyal following in

the US and increasingly used in exclusive Spas and by Dermatologists and Cosmetic

Surgeons. Our products have earned a 100% 5-star rating. Using our HOCL as a base to

produce healthy skin and a results-driven skincare line to follow is a winning

combination. With the help of some of the most caring and intelligent people you will ever

meet, we have created, the best skincare line in existence using only natural and organic

ingredients and when used with our Organic Hypochlorous Skin Spray as a base, no one

brand can't even come close to Curativa Bay.

THE PRODUCTS THE PRODUCTS 

Innovative Natural Science drives Curativa's manufacturing process. We have developed

products that enhance and improve most skincare concerns such as aging, health,

acne/blemishes, dryness, peeling, redness, wrinkles and more.  We are also developing a

Vegan skincare line that contain no animal products or byproducts, such as beeswax,

creating beauty in abundance. 

No Animal Testing;

FDA Registered;

In-House Quality Control Systems;

Kosher Certified Materials;

Curativa Bay (HOCL) Skin Spray

Amazon
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Vegan Formulas; 

Sustainable Raw Materials;

Sustainable Practices;

Recycled packaging, shipping, and marketing materials;

Biodegradable Products.

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

Advanced Hypochlorous Skin SprayAdvanced Hypochlorous Skin Spray

Hypochlorous acid (HOCl) is the most important substance naturally made by the human

body that can be produced at a commercial scale– pure and stable— and made available

for routine use in cosmetic care. There is just nothing comparable amongst the whole

spectrum of natural products that can bring so many benefits to skincare.

The scientific evidence supporting these effects is plentiful and is published in the most

rigorous and prestigious biomedical and chemistry journals. Newly discovered features of

HOCl have come about from the value of making it pure, homogeneous and more

comparable to the way it’s naturally made and delivered to the sites of need in the body.
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Made by human white blood cells and others that reside in skin and brain tissues, HOCl

serves as the body’s ‘first responder’ to irritation and injury—correcting blemishes Acne,

hurrying the healing of all kinds of wounds, and maintaining health and wellness of skin at

all stages of life. Short-lived when applied topically, it quickly triggers cascades of local

events that all contribute to restoring skin to its optimal condition, and overcoming the

commonplace damage experienced by your body’s largest organ—skin—as it deals with

daily insults from the environment, physical, chemical and infectious.

Regular use of Curativa Bay HOCL offers an array of benefits that extend from enhancing

skin tone and inhibiting the toll of skin ageing changes, to relief from skin anomalies and

discomfort wherever there has been irritation or injury, with proven cleansing, soothing and

calming effects at points of need. Redness and damaging changes from routine exposure

to influences that can harm skin appearance and feel are intercepted and reversed. These

outcomes are especially helpful after dermatological procedures, as an adjunct to

recovery. Advanced skincare options are opened up with the adoption of daily topical pure

HOCl for routine application, no matter your age or sex—good things will come about, and

will be noticed and enjoyed. It's 100% Natural and Organic.

Curativa Bay's Hypochlorous Skin Spray has been used as a preventive measure by

cleansing hands, face, and all surfaces. Thus the brand has recently increased in sales up

to 5000 pieces per week because of spray’s effect based only on its pure quality and

research on Hypochlorous by customers (according to ). Please find the

additional materials and studies on the Hypochlorous Skin Spray disinfecting action at

Files at the bottom of the page.

Retinol Moisturizer - 97% Naturally Derived and 71% OrganicRetinol Moisturizer - 97% Naturally Derived and 71% Organic

A powerful cocktail of antioxidants combined with Vitamin A to diminish the appearance of

fine lines, wrinkles, and premature aging due to sun exposure. This results-oriented

formulation replenishes and protects the skin’s moisture barrier while protecting skin

against the abuse of the elements. A perfect solution for those individuals that are new to

retinol regimes.

Directions for use. Directions for use. Take a small amount on the fingers and apply over the face and

massage until fully absorbed.

Instagram Page
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Seaborne MoisturizerSeaborne Moisturizer

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

A key component of our Marine Complex face care protocol is this super hydrating creme.

Phyto-chemicals and 90+ ocean minerals, structured water and polysacharides combine

with the finest of proven hydrating ingredients of shea butter and jojoba oil to provide

super hydration and moisturization for your skin. Light and fresh for all skin types, this

deeply penetrating and absorbing lotion is the perfect accompaniment for our Seaborn

Facial Cleanser and Hypochlorous Skin Spray. Seaborn Marine Moisturizer will rapidly

restore firmness and elasticity to tired and overworked skin. Suitable for all skin types.

The key ingredients are:

Organic Aloe Vera, Kosher Vegetable Glycerin, Organic Safflower Oil;

Plant-Based Hyaluronic Acid, Ocean Mineral Complex, Organic Blue Green Algae;

Irish Moss, Organic Yarrow, Shea Butter, Organic Jojoba Oil.

Age Defied CleanserAge Defied Cleanser
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Retinol Moisturizer is a result-oriented powerful cocktail of antioxidants combined with Vitamin A to diminish the

appearance of fine lines, wrinkles, and premature aging due to sun exposure

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

All skin types will love this product! A foaming exfoliating cleanser with Glycolic Acid,

Salicylic Acid, Hibiscus Petals, and Jojoba Beads gently slough off dead skin cells and

reduce the look of pores. This formulation has been shown to help speed cellular turnover,

smooth complexions and refine skin tone, color, and texture. Tightens and brightens

without stripping essential oils from the skin. Gentle enough for daily use.

Directions for use.Directions for use. Apply a small amount to fingers, lather with warm water, gently wash

face/neck/decollete to cleanse of all oils, dirt, and makeup. For best results use morning

and night. It is recommended that prior to exposure to the sun, users cover areas where

AHAs have been applied with sunscreen. Contact of the product with the skin must be of

limited frequency and duration.

Seaborne CleanserSeaborne Cleanser
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Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

Pamper your skin with ocean derived ingredients – long known for their benefits to

achieve and maintain healthy and youthful skin. Saturated with a proprietary seaweed and

mineral complex, this cleanser is packed with vitamin, minerals, trace elements and

polysaccharides for a balanced and dewy complexion. When used with our Hypochlorous

protocol, age spots disappear, wrinkles minimize and skin glows. Combined with other

nourishing and skin enriching botanicals including, tea tree oil, burdock root, and red

clover, this is one of our favorite daily regiments!

Directions for use. Directions for use. To be used daily, morning and night. Dispense a small amount into

hands, later with warm water, wash in small rotating circles over the entire face, neck and

decollete. Rinse with warm water. Use after application of Marine Complex Masque and

follow with a spritzing of Marine Complex Toner.

Simply Clear CleanserSimply Clear Cleanser

Give your overworked skin some love with this effective, but gentle, cleanser. This

powerful cleanser blends the anti-flammatory benefits of cayenne with the antiseptic

benefits of clove and the astringent benefits of willow bark. Perfect for all oily and blemish

prone skin types, this face wash is designed to eliminate oils and dirt on skin, cornerstone

to promote a cleaner, clearer complexion.
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Curativa's Cleansers. Skincare that focuses on results and healthy skin

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

Directions for use. Directions for use. Apply a small amount to fingers, lather with warm water, gently wash

face/neck/decollete to cleanse of all oils, dirt, and makeup. For best results use morning

and night. It can be used in a foaming bottle or with a pump.

Essential C Hyaluronic Acid - 98% Naturally Derived and 72% OrganicEssential C Hyaluronic Acid - 98% Naturally Derived and 72% Organic

The perfect elixir for aging, sun-damaged skin. This Vitamin C serum is a concentrated

delivery system for the highest form of active, bio-available Vitamin C. The vitamin C in our

formulation is Stay C 50, a stabilized (phosphorylated) sodium salt of L-ascorbic acid. The

esterification of ascorbic acid protects vitamin C from destruction by oxidation. The result

is a stable, highly effective Vitamin C – combined with the superior moisturizing power of

botanically derived hyaluronic acid and natural jojoba oil, the tightening and moisture

retention power of Witch Hazel, along with the collagen production boosting properties of

the amino acid Arginine. This serum works wonders to repair the effects of sun damage,

lighten sun and age spots, smooth and brighten for more beautiful skin. You will love this

serum!
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Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

Directions for use. Directions for use. Serums are delivery systems for ingredients. Wash and pat skin dry. If

you are going to use a toner, apply the toner before the serum. Apply a small amount to

entire face, neck and decollete. Allow drying. It can be used daily; can be used under

makeup. Follow with any of our moisturizers.

Natural Rose SerumNatural Rose Serum

It’s a comprehensive anti-aging serum that gets rid of redness ASAP. Panthenol and

niacinamide work together to banish redness and dark spots. They lend a helping hand to

those with acne, and they help the skin retain valuable moisture. CoQ10 and rose balance

and protect against free radicals, while MSM rebuilds and maintains the skin from the

inside out.

Hyaluronic acid hydrates and plumps for long-lasting cellular hydration. While soothing and

cooling aloe and cucumber help keep things irritation-free. Organic aloe also contributes to

advanced collagen production and skin repair. The results are clear, blemish and dark-

spot-free skin. Formulated with our 100% natural and carbomer-free base, the aroma is a

nice cucumber-rose, and the color a slightly opaque, mild orange-pink.

Directions for use.Directions for use. Apply to clean skin morning and/or night. It can be worn under makeup.
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Natural Firming Eye CremeNatural Firming Eye Creme

The eyes have it all with this revolutionary product – a highly advanced formulation

combines the cutting-edge peptides of Matrixyl 3000 and Tripeptide-5 plus ocean-based

retinol and fruit-based Glycolic Acid to a firm, rejuvenate, repair and soothe fragile skin

around the eye. This, combined with dozens of botanicals, pure plant oils, and organic

vitamins and minerals will leave your eye area soft and hydrated with the look of fine lines

and wrinkles minimized.

Directions for use.Directions for use. After cleansing, lightly pat small amount around the eye area, allow

absorbing.

Natural Cranberry Blueberry ScrubNatural Cranberry Blueberry Scrub

Blueberries and cranberries load the skin with anti-oxidant power and Vitamin C for free-

radical scavenging. Pomegranate, rhubarb, and dandelion lend their youthening

bioflavonoids to this blend. Jojoba beads, olive, and hibiscus decongest the pores and

exfoliate the skin to receive the oxygen enhancing vitamins and minerals found in the

detoxifying berries and herbs that make up this gentle scrub.

Directions for use.Directions for use. Use a small dollop in a circular fashion on the face and/or body for

gentle exfoliation. It can use with fingertips or with a cloth. Rinse off with warm water.
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Whether stay at home or away on vacation the skin routine is always important. Curativa Bay highly recommends

Curativa Bay Natural Essential-C Hyaluronic Acid Serum into everyday routine

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

Natural Cranberry Blueberry MasqueNatural Cranberry Blueberry Masque

The first thing noticed is the amazing natural scent of wild berries. This berry-filled

formulation will hyper-oxygenate your skin cells with its antioxidant load of berries.

Blueberries bring to your skin an arsenal of anti-aging benefits. Cranberries add to the

blend with active bioflavonoids as well as much needed vitamins. A gentle exfoliation

utilizing fresh fruit pulp, and deeper cell renewal and collagen production with Glycolic

acid. This decadent and restorative treatment is a must-have for every face.

Directions for use. Apply generously to face and neck area creating a thick coating. Mask

does have glycolic so it may tingle on some clients but that is normal. Leave on for 15-30

minutes; can be applied under steam. Use a damp cloth or warm water to remove. Follow

with one of our foaming face washes, toner, serum and moisturizer for full treatment. Mask

does have natural fibers so it great to leave on then use circular motions to slough off dead

skin and exfoliate.
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Curativa Cranberry Blueberry Masque is a real smoothie for a face with the amazing natural scent of wild berries.

This berry-filled formulation will hyper-oxygenate skin cells with antioxidants, exfoliate, and ensure a deeper cell

renewal

Photo Credit by Curativa Bay

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

Curativa Bay is offered for sale in over 100 stores in the US and Canada through Palko

Distributing and 11 Independent Distributors. We are also sold online through our ,

, , , , , and . The Esthetician line

is a membership and produces custom made products for Spas and Independent brands

throughout the US and Canada. Curativa Bay Inc. is a relatively young company with great

ambitions and technologically strong products that actively develop locally and have

already earned the love of many customers in the United States. Now the company is

ready to enter new markets to earn the hearts of customers around the world.

website

Amazon Ebay Beautybridge.com Etsy.com Facebook Instagram
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PRICESPRICES

Some Curativa Bay Curativa Bay products recommended retail prices for the US are:

Age Defied Cleanser - $39,99;

Seaborne Cleanser -$37,99;

Simply Clear Cleanser -$39,99;

Seaborne Moist -$38,95;

Natural Retinol Moist -$39,95;

Firming Eye Crème - $38,95;

Essential C Serum - $38,95;

Rose Serum - $43,99;

Blueberry Masque -$45,00;

Blueberry Scrub -$39,99;

Hypochlorous Spray - $32,99.

MEDIAMEDIA
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Prices are provided by Curativa Bay as of January 2020 for comparative analysis of the potential distributors at

their markets

"Curativa Bay (www.curativabay.com) is a boutique Veteran Owned skin care manufacturer

located in Clearwater Florida providing innovative natural and organic skin care solutions

with an emphasis on Organic Hypochlorous Acid Skin Mist." 

"Newly discovered features of HOCl have come about from the value of making it pure,

homogeneous and more comparable to the way it’s naturally made and delivered to the

sites of need in the body. Benefits to the body: Regular use of Curativa Bay Hypochlorous

Spray offers an array of benefits that extend from enhancing skin tone, and inhibiting the

toll of skin ageing changes, to relief from discomfort wherever there has been irritation or

injury, with proven cleansing, soothing and calming effects at points of need."

REFERENCES REFERENCES 

PRNewswire

EINPresswire.com
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ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download all the product photos by the 

You can download the presentation of Curativa Bay by the 

You can download 2020 Curativa Bay price sheet for distributors by the 

You can download the Presentation on Hypochlorous Skin Spray disinfecting action by the

You can download the studies of Dr.Granite on Hypochlorous Skin Spray action against

Covid by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

OPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSOPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

link

link

link

link

link
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solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments form Syndicate members and

answers from the Curativa Bay CEO by the . Maybe among them, you will find the

answer to your question. Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the .

Please do not share this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Curativa Bay Inc.

Contact person:Contact person: William Maher, CEO

E-mail:E-mail: info@curativabay.com

Website:Website: curativabay.com

Phone:Phone: +1 727-742-6636

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Skincare

Curativa Bay Webpage

Curativ Bay Facebook Page

Curativa Bay Presentation

ppt

Curativa Bay Product Photos

2020 Curativa Bay price sheet for

distributors.pdf

Presentation Hypochlorous Skin Spray disinfecting action

Studies Dr.Granite_Hypochlorous Skin Spray Against Covid

click here
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SUN/TAN



Saltee is a brand, a culture, and a mindset defined by transformative

travel. Every product in the luxury suncare range is evocatively scented,

with fragrances to awaken cherished holiday memories and spark

dreams of the next exotic adventure. All Saltee products are carefully

formulated in the UK through rigorous research and are designed to

protect while minimising their environmental impact. That’s why all

Saltee products are vegan-friendly, cruelty-free, responsibly sourced,

and recyclable.  The products really stand out in the SPF category and

now have a loyal UK following and Saltee is now looking to bring the

range to new EU markets.

SALTEE LUXURY SPF PROTECTION
SKINCARE
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THE FOUNDERSTHE FOUNDERS

The Saltee Founders, Sam and Patrick, wanted to create suncare products which they

couldn’t find – light, nourishing SPFs which feel amazing to apply, but also look after ones

skin. Saltee is on a mission to create the best SPF range in the World!

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

Saltee is a brand, a culture, and a mindset defined by transformative travel. Saltee is a

luxury suncare brand borne from a shared passion for life-changing holiday experiences.

These experiences are called transformative travel, for their ability to make people see the

world and themselves in a different light. A moment of transformative travel can be as

sensational as a yacht adventure during which one may discover the azure waters of a

barely visited Aegean islet. It can also be as subtle as sipping mint tea with the locals,

under a sun-bleached canopy in Old Town Marrakech. Human culture is defined by the

spirit of sunny exploration, the essence of exotic adventuring, and the willingness to

surrender to the perspective-altering moments every holiday experience can offer - when

one embrace the Saltee mindset. 

As a brand, Saltee stands for the open-minded, the inquisitive, and the culturally curious,

for those holiday makers who long for the crisp, cool tang of salty ocean breeze, white

sands underfoot, and the radiant glow of sun-kissed skin. For those travellers who dream

of balmy nights spent wandering cobbled paths, with the sweet scent of jasmine lingering

in the air. The people live for those waking Saltee holiday moments.

Such transformative travel journey starts with Saltee. Saltee’s purpose is to encourage

transformative travel by creating a light, easily re-applied SPF range that makes the perfect

companion on any sunny adventure. The crisp, cool tang of the salty ocean breeze and the

warm glow of sun-kissed skin, as one explore undiscovered coves…new ideas, hidden

gems, and unknown friends await. The journey starts with Saltee, just imagine where it will

end.

SALTEE FOUNDATIONSALTEE FOUNDATION
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Photo Credit by Saltee

Many brands take steps to do less harm in the world, but Saltee believes that doing less

harm is no longer enough. From the outset, the brand has been committed to minimising

the environmental impact and promoting responsible travel - but now, Saltee is taking

things one step further.

The Saltee Foundation is a charitable trust created to promote cultural awareness and

foster a better understanding of communities and environments outside own. The

Foundation represents our commitment not only to do less harm but to ensure Saltee’s

presence in the world is an active force for good.
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The Saltee Foundation’s first projects will reflect one of the primary goals to improve lives

and bring people together, by helping young people from disadvantaged backgrounds to

travel, study, and experience different cultures. Saltee will be used as a platform to

promote works in these fields, in a bid to increase public awareness and shape

government policy on key issues relating to the environment, migration, and international

relations. Each year, a minimum of 10% of Saltee’s profits will be invested in the Saltee

Foundation, inviting like-minded partners to make similar investment commitments.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

SPF RANGESPF RANGE

Daily Protection Formula 50ml, SPF 50, RRP £32.00Daily Protection Formula 50ml, SPF 50, RRP £32.00

Saltee knows only too well the need for multi-tasking products which have become a daily

necessity rather than a holiday only purchase. The SPF50 Face Daily Protection Formula

being one of them. A skin and suncare hybrid that offers UVA, UVB and infra-red radiation

protection as well as being a lightweight daily moisturiser.

Venuceane (sourced from the ocean) counters photo damage and is anti-ageing. UV

and IR radiation protection combating the sun’s harmful rays

Avocado oil is packed with Vitamin E to revitalise and replenish the skin

Nordic pine bark helps combat and prevent hyper-pigmentation giving a fresh faced

glowing look

Neroli Oil helps rejuvenate and boost the natural regeneration of skin cells

Panthenol works to attract and retain moisture whilst reducing redness for an even skin

tone

Sea & Sun Formula 50ml, SPF 50, RRP £32.00Sea & Sun Formula 50ml, SPF 50, RRP £32.00

SPF50 Face Sea & Sun Formula is ultra-high, naturally derived UVA and UVB protection for

the face. Its super light formula absorbs in seconds which makes it perfect for those warm

summer days and it helps to combat hyper-pigmentation.  Get an extra dose of hydration

from Cucumber extract which cools and soothes the skin leaving the skin protected,
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hydrated and nourished.

Face Daily Protection 50 SPF

Photo Credit by Saltee

Venuceane (sourced from the ocean) counters photo damage and is anti-ageing. UV

and IR radiation protection combating the sun’s harmful rays

Cucumber extract for skin hydration – the skin will drink it in

Nordic pine bark helps combat and prevent hyper-pigmentation giving one a fresh

faced Scandi-sheen

Birch water is packed full with healthy amino acids to hydrate and protect the skin

City Serum SPF +, SPF50, RRP £38.00City Serum SPF +, SPF50, RRP £38.00

An indulgent SPF 50 serum for daily life unlike any other on the market. The lightest ever

SPF 50. A delight to apply with a stunning natural light fragrance with a delicate texture

and scent. Perfect as a base under makeup or worn on its own for a sheer fresh-faced

radiance, City Serum SPF+ absorbs immediately yet provides SPF 50 UVA and UVB
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protection. 

Photo Credit by Saltee

Black Ginger Extract: counteracts photo-damage and provides pro-ageing benefits. Will

boost the regeneration of skin cells

Venuceane sourced from the depths of the Caribbean Ocean to hydrate the skin and

provide natural photo-adaptive protection

Nordic Pine Bark: combats and prevents hyper-pigmentation caused by sun damage;

gives a fresh-faced glowing look

Panthenol: super moisturising with the intensity to improve skin hydration, elasticity and

smooths the appearance of fine lines
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Active Sun Lotion 150ml, SPF 30, £35.00Active Sun Lotion 150ml, SPF 30, £35.00

An active lifestyle requires SPF30 Body Active Sun Lotion.  Whether one at home or away

protect and nourish your skin with our ultra-high UVA and UVB sun care.  Natural essential

oils work to soothe and calm tired aching muscles, perfect for any day outside.  Includes

MelinOil that stimulates your skin’s natural sun defences and prevents photo ageing and

helps achieve beautiful glowing skin.

City Serum for daily careful face protection is the lightest ever SPF 50

Photo Credit by Saltee
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Melinoil stimulates the skin’s natural sun defences and prevents photo-ageing whilst

boosting the natural glow for an all-year-round sun-kissed look

Jojoba and grapeseed oils soothes tired, aching muscles – what ever’s worked one into

a sweat, take a breath and relax

Nordic pine bark helps combat and prevent hyper-pigmentation giving a fresh Scandi-

sheen look

Rice Extract leaves the skin feeling super soft and moisturised

Birch water works to purify and hydrate the skin

Sea & Sun Lotion 150ml, SPF 30, RRP £35.00Sea & Sun Lotion 150ml, SPF 30, RRP £35.00

Sun exposure requires an extra dose of moisture. Saltee’s hydrating SPF30 Body Sea &

Sun Lotion is formulated with ultra-high UVA and UVB protection and is specially blended

with a unique tan accelerator ingredient, MelinOil, that works to boost the natural glow. 

Extra Coconut Oil and Aloe will leave the skin feeling healthy, smooth and quenched.

Packaged beautifully in Saltee’s easy-to-use pump style bottle, it wouldn’t be a beach day

without it.

Melinoil stimulates the skin’s natural sun defences and prevents photo-ageing whilst

boosting the natural glow for an all-year-round sun-kissed look

Coconut oil is nature’s tropical hydrator! It works to nourish and moisturise all day long

Nordic pine bark helps combat and prevent hyper-pigmentation giving one a fresh

glowing look

Gota Kola works to repair and protect damaged skin – brightens and rejuvenates

Aloe helps to soothe and cool the skin – a much needed refreshing boost after a day in

the sun

HOLIDAY ESSENTIALSHOLIDAY ESSENTIALS

Hydrating Mist 75ml, Refreshing Face Mist RRP £20.00Hydrating Mist 75ml, Refreshing Face Mist RRP £20.00

Saltee Hydrating Mist is a refreshing and cooling treat for the face that soothes and

rejuvenates the skin. Hyaluronic Acid works to provide intense moisture and Vitamin C will

help brighten and rejuvenate. Protects against everyday environmental factors and keeps

the skin looking and feeling beautiful. Perfect to use alongside your Saltee suncare. Hand

luggage-worthy and the perfect quick spritz to refresh on-the-go.
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Body. Active Series

Photo Credit by Saltee

Hyaluronic Acid helps to bind water to collagen, resulting in plumper, dewier, and more

hydrated

Vitamin C is a powerful anti-ageing antioxidant that protects from free radicals leaving

the skin bright, fresh and youthful

Red Algae protects the skin from environmental factors – great for those dreamy city

escapes

Aloe helps to soothe and cool the skin – a much needed refreshing boost
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Body. Sea and Sun Series

Photo Credit by Saltee

Tan Enhance Formula 200ml, Prolong Glow, RRP £26.00Tan Enhance Formula 200ml, Prolong Glow, RRP £26.00
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Saltee Hydrating Mist

Photo Credit by Saltee

Tan Enhance Formula is a soothing and calming body and face after-sun formula that works

to prolong a healthy glow. Delicately scented, Shea butter provides powerful hydration

whilst MelinOil makes it perfect for those post-sunny days at home or away. Achieve a

long-lasting tan and beautiful, healthy bronzed skin.

MelinOil stimulates the skin’s natural sun defences and prevents photo-ageing whilst

boosting the natural glow for an all-year-round sun-kissed look

Shea Butter super hydrating and perfect to calm and soothe the skin after a day in the

sun

Pomegranate Extract Gives the skin that extra sun-kissed glow by stimulating outer layer
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cells

Saltee Tan Enhance

Photo Credit by Saltee

Saltee hands 30ml, Sanitising Hand Gel, RRP £9.50Saltee hands 30ml, Sanitising Hand Gel, RRP £9.50

Now one can take Saltee hands with him/her wherever one goes.  The NEW compact size

is the perfect addition to the everyday essentials.  Infused with 70% alcohol it combats

99.9% of bacteria and viruses to ensure refreshing protection that feels luxurious.

 Delicately scented with Neroli oil which also works to hydrate, nourish, calm and soothe

the senses.
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Neroli Oil acts as a natural anti-bacterial ingredient, calming and soothing the skin

Natural Essential Oils work together to provide intense moisture and nourishment

Aloe helps to soothes and refresh the skin – a much needed midday boost

Infused with 70% alcohol to combat bacteria and viruses

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Saltee’s products are packaged in modern packaging formats with eye-catching colours.

They were made to really stand out in the SPF Category.

MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 

Since launching in April 2018 Saltee has had significant success in the UK establishing its

place as a modern and premium sun care brand. Saltee has its own e-commerce site and

stock with top retailers in London such as  and . We also

work within hotel groups in retail outlets and as in-room gifts. Saltee is constantly working

to increase brand awareness and has been contributing to the brand image since its

launch. We are keen to find partners to work with closely in Europe.

The brand's main channels of marketing are:

Emails to database 80k+ and growing loyal client base;

Instagram and Facebook content creation;

Paid advertising in social media channels;

Contract with Public Relation Agency;

Print visuals in magazines;

Sharing product samples and testers via retail sellers and events;

Influencer marketing.

Harrods Sarah Chapman Clinic
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Hands Careful Protection

Photo Credit by Saltee

MEDIA/AWARDSMEDIA/AWARDS
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Featured in VOGUE, RED MAGAZINE, GRAZIA, FINANCIAL TIMES HOW TO SPEND IT,

SUNDAY TELEGRAPH STYLISH MAGAZINE, HIPANDHEALTHY.COM

Latest Awards:

TAN ENHANCETAN ENHANCE

HYDRATING MISTHYDRATING MIST

SALTEE HANDSSALTEE HANDS

Beauty Bible Awards 2022 - Bronze Joint Award – Tan Extender Category

Beauty Bible Awards 2022 – Bronze Joint Award – Facial Mist/Toner Category

Beauty Bible Awards 2022 – Gold Joint Award – Hand Sanitiser Category
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TESTIMIONIALSTESTIMIONIALS

“Saltee….a beautiful, velvety milk without ocean-polluting oxybenzone but with a natural

tan accelerator. It feels like heaven, but smells so deliciously like your cancelled summer

holiday that it may induce tears.” - Sali Hughes, Guardian Beauty Editor

“Saltee melts into the skin in seconds, the neat pump design means no spillage, it’s sweat-

proff, there is zero grease and there is no chalky residue or streaks. And impressively, the

packaging is made from recycled materials.” Sarah Jossel – The Sunday Times Style

Beauty Editor.

“Saltee is a wonderful new-generation British Sunscreen. It leaves the skin feeling

moisturized, glowing, and is a wonderful base for makeup.” Edwina Chambers – You

Magazine Beauty Editor
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Saltee

Contact person:Contact person: Eleanor Allum

E-mail:E-mail: eleanor@saltee.co.uk

Website:Website: saltee.co.uk

Phone:Phone: +44 7515 548774

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: United Kingdom

Industries:Industries: Sun/Tan

Saltee Website

Saltee Instagram

Saltee Facebook

click here
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Saltee is a brand, a culture, and a mindset defined by transformative

travel. Every product in the luxury suncare range is evocatively scented,

with fragrances to awaken cherished holiday memories and spark

dreams of the next exotic adventure. All Saltee products are carefully

formulated in the UK through rigorous research and are designed to

protect while minimising their environmental impact. That’s why all

Saltee products are vegan-friendly, cruelty-free, responsibly sourced,

and recyclable.  The products really stand out in the SPF category and

now have a loyal UK following and Saltee is now looking to bring the

range to new EU markets.

SECRET DOSSIER ON SALTEE LUXURY
SPF PROTECTION SKINCARE
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THE FOUNDERSTHE FOUNDERS

The Saltee Founders, Sam and Patrick, wanted to create suncare products which they

couldn’t find – light, nourishing SPFs which feel amazing to apply, but also look after ones

skin. Saltee is on a mission to create the best SPF range in the World!

THE BRANDTHE BRAND

Saltee is a brand, a culture, and a mindset defined by transformative travel. Saltee is a

luxury suncare brand borne from a shared passion for life-changing holiday experiences.

These experiences are called transformative travel, for their ability to make people see the

world and themselves in a different light. A moment of transformative travel can be as

sensational as a yacht adventure during which one may discover the azure waters of a

barely visited Aegean islet. It can also be as subtle as sipping mint tea with the locals,

under a sun-bleached canopy in Old Town Marrakech. Human culture is defined by the

spirit of sunny exploration, the essence of exotic adventuring, and the willingness to

surrender to the perspective-altering moments every holiday experience can offer - when

one embrace the Saltee mindset. 

As a brand, Saltee stands for the open-minded, the inquisitive, and the culturally curious,

for those holiday makers who long for the crisp, cool tang of salty ocean breeze, white

sands underfoot, and the radiant glow of sun-kissed skin. For those travellers who dream

of balmy nights spent wandering cobbled paths, with the sweet scent of jasmine lingering

in the air. The people live for those waking Saltee holiday moments.

Such transformative travel journey starts with Saltee. Saltee’s purpose is to encourage

transformative travel by creating a light, easily re-applied SPF range that makes the perfect

companion on any sunny adventure. The crisp, cool tang of the salty ocean breeze and the

warm glow of sun-kissed skin, as one explore undiscovered coves…new ideas, hidden

gems, and unknown friends await. The journey starts with Saltee, just imagine where it will

end.

SALTEE FOUNDATIONSALTEE FOUNDATION
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Photo Credit by Saltee

Many brands take steps to do less harm in the world, but Saltee believes that doing less

harm is no longer enough. From the outset, the brand has been committed to minimising

the environmental impact and promoting responsible travel - but now, Saltee is taking

things one step further.

The Saltee Foundation is a charitable trust created to promote cultural awareness and

foster a better understanding of communities and environments outside own. The

Foundation represents our commitment not only to do less harm but to ensure Saltee’s

presence in the world is an active force for good.
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The Saltee Foundation’s first projects will reflect one of the primary goals to improve lives

and bring people together, by helping young people from disadvantaged backgrounds to

travel, study, and experience different cultures. Saltee will be used as a platform to

promote works in these fields, in a bid to increase public awareness and shape

government policy on key issues relating to the environment, migration, and international

relations. Each year, a minimum of 10% of Saltee’s profits will be invested in the Saltee

Foundation, inviting like-minded partners to make similar investment commitments.

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

SPF RANGESPF RANGE

Daily Protection Formula 50ml, SPF 50, RRP (Recommended Retail Price) €38; EXW (Ex-Daily Protection Formula 50ml, SPF 50, RRP (Recommended Retail Price) €38; EXW (Ex-

works price) €19works price) €19

Saltee knows only too well the need for multi-tasking products which have become a daily

necessity rather than a holiday only purchase. The SPF50 Face Daily Protection Formula

being one of them. A skin and suncare hybrid that offers UVA, UVB and infra-red radiation

protection as well as being a lightweight daily moisturiser.

Venuceane (sourced from the ocean) counters photo damage and is anti-ageing. UV

and IR radiation protection combating the sun’s harmful rays

Avocado oil is packed with Vitamin E to revitalise and replenish the skin

Nordic pine bark helps combat and prevent hyper-pigmentation giving a fresh faced

glowing look

Neroli Oil helps rejuvenate and boost the natural regeneration of skin cells

Panthenol works to attract and retain moisture whilst reducing redness for an even skin

tone

Sea & Sun Formula 50ml, SPF 50, RRP €38; EXW €19Sea & Sun Formula 50ml, SPF 50, RRP €38; EXW €19

SPF50 Face Sea & Sun Formula is ultra-high, naturally derived UVA and UVB protection for

the face. Its super light formula absorbs in seconds which makes it perfect for those warm

summer days and it helps to combat hyper-pigmentation.  Get an extra dose of hydration
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from Cucumber extract which cools and soothes the skin leaving the skin protected,

hydrated and nourished.

Face Daily Protection 50 SPF

Photo Credit by Saltee

Venuceane (sourced from the ocean) counters photo damage and is anti-ageing. UV

and IR radiation protection combating the sun’s harmful rays

Cucumber extract for skin hydration – the skin will drink it in

Nordic pine bark helps combat and prevent hyper-pigmentation giving one a fresh

faced Scandi-sheen

Birch water is packed full with healthy amino acids to hydrate and protect the skin

City Serum SPF +, SPF50, RRP €45.50; EXW €22.75City Serum SPF +, SPF50, RRP €45.50; EXW €22.75

An indulgent SPF 50 serum for daily life unlike any other on the market. The lightest ever

SPF 50. A delight to apply with a stunning natural light fragrance with a delicate texture

and scent. Perfect as a base under makeup or worn on its own for a sheer fresh-faced
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radiance, City Serum SPF+ absorbs immediately yet provides SPF 50 UVA and UVB

protection. 

Black Ginger Extract: counteracts photo-damage and provides pro-ageing benefits. Will

boost the regeneration of skin cells

Venuceane sourced from the depths of the Caribbean Ocean to hydrate the skin and

provide natural photo-adaptive protection

Nordic Pine Bark: combats and prevents hyper-pigmentation caused by sun damage;

gives a fresh-faced glowing look

Panthenol: super moisturising with the intensity to improve skin hydration, elasticity and

smooths the appearance of fine lines

Photo Credit by Saltee
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Active Sun Lotion 150ml, SPF 30, RRP €42; EXW €21Active Sun Lotion 150ml, SPF 30, RRP €42; EXW €21

An active lifestyle requires SPF30 Body Active Sun Lotion.  Whether one at home or away

protect and nourish your skin with our ultra-high UVA and UVB sun care.  Natural essential

oils work to soothe and calm tired aching muscles, perfect for any day outside.  Includes

MelinOil that stimulates your skin’s natural sun defences and prevents photo ageing and

helps achieve beautiful glowing skin.

City Serum for daily careful face protection is the lightest ever SPF 50

Photo Credit by Saltee
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Melinoil stimulates the skin’s natural sun defences and prevents photo-ageing whilst

boosting the natural glow for an all-year-round sun-kissed look

Jojoba and grapeseed oils soothes tired, aching muscles – what ever’s worked one into

a sweat, take a breath and relax

Nordic pine bark helps combat and prevent hyper-pigmentation giving a fresh Scandi-

sheen look

Rice Extract leaves the skin feeling super soft and moisturised

Birch water works to purify and hydrate the skin

Sea & Sun Lotion 150ml, SPF 30, RRP €42; EXW €21Sea & Sun Lotion 150ml, SPF 30, RRP €42; EXW €21

Sun exposure requires an extra dose of moisture. Saltee’s hydrating SPF30 Body Sea &

Sun Lotion is formulated with ultra-high UVA and UVB protection and is specially blended

with a unique tan accelerator ingredient, MelinOil, that works to boost the natural glow. 

Extra Coconut Oil and Aloe will leave the skin feeling healthy, smooth and quenched.

Packaged beautifully in Saltee’s easy-to-use pump style bottle, it wouldn’t be a beach day

without it.

Melinoil stimulates the skin’s natural sun defences and prevents photo-ageing whilst

boosting the natural glow for an all-year-round sun-kissed look

Coconut oil is nature’s tropical hydrator! It works to nourish and moisturise all day long

Nordic pine bark helps combat and prevent hyper-pigmentation giving one a fresh

glowing look

Gota Kola works to repair and protect damaged skin – brightens and rejuvenates

Aloe helps to soothe and cool the skin – a much needed refreshing boost after a day in

the sun

HOLIDAY ESSENTIALSHOLIDAY ESSENTIALS

Hydrating Mist 75ml, Refreshing Face Mist RRP €24.00; EXW €12Hydrating Mist 75ml, Refreshing Face Mist RRP €24.00; EXW €12

Saltee Hydrating Mist is a refreshing and cooling treat for the face that soothes and

rejuvenates the skin. Hyaluronic Acid works to provide intense moisture and Vitamin C will

help brighten and rejuvenate. Protects against everyday environmental factors and keeps

the skin looking and feeling beautiful. Perfect to use alongside your Saltee suncare. Hand

luggage-worthy and the perfect quick spritz to refresh on-the-go.
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Body. Active Series

Photo Credit by Saltee

Hyaluronic Acid helps to bind water to collagen, resulting in plumper, dewier, and more

hydrated

Vitamin C is a powerful anti-ageing antioxidant that protects from free radicals leaving

the skin bright, fresh and youthful

Red Algae protects the skin from environmental factors – great for those dreamy city

escapes

Aloe helps to soothe and cool the skin – a much needed refreshing boost
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Body. Sea and Sun Series

Photo Credit by Saltee

Tan Enhance Formula 200ml, Prolong Glow, RRP €31; EXW €15.50Tan Enhance Formula 200ml, Prolong Glow, RRP €31; EXW €15.50
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Saltee Hydrating Mist

Photo Credit by Saltee

Tan Enhance Formula is a soothing and calming body and face after-sun formula that works

to prolong a healthy glow. Delicately scented, Shea butter provides powerful hydration

whilst MelinOil makes it perfect for those post-sunny days at home or away. Achieve a

long-lasting tan and beautiful, healthy bronzed skin.

MelinOil stimulates the skin’s natural sun defences and prevents photo-ageing whilst

boosting the natural glow for an all-year-round sun-kissed look

Shea Butter super hydrating and perfect to calm and soothe the skin after a day in the

sun

Pomegranate Extract Gives the skin that extra sun-kissed glow by stimulating outer layer
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cells

Saltee Tan Enhance

Photo Credit by Saltee

Saltee hands 30ml, Sanitising Hand Gel, RRP €11.50; EXW €5.75Saltee hands 30ml, Sanitising Hand Gel, RRP €11.50; EXW €5.75

Now one can take Saltee hands with him/her wherever one goes.  The NEW compact size

is the perfect addition to the everyday essentials.  Infused with 70% alcohol it combats

99.9% of bacteria and viruses to ensure refreshing protection that feels luxurious.

 Delicately scented with Neroli oil which also works to hydrate, nourish, calm and soothe

the senses.
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Neroli Oil acts as a natural anti-bacterial ingredient, calming and soothing the skin

Natural Essential Oils work together to provide intense moisture and nourishment

Aloe helps to soothes and refresh the skin – a much needed midday boost

Infused with 70% alcohol to combat bacteria and viruses

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Saltee’s products are packaged in modern packaging formats with eye-catching colours.

They were made to really stand out in the SPF Category.

MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 

Since launching in April 2018 Saltee has had significant success in the UK establishing its

place as a modern and premium sun care brand. Saltee has its own e-commerce site and

stock with top retailers in London such as  and . We also

work within hotel groups in retail outlets and as in-room gifts. Saltee is constantly working

to increase brand awareness and has been contributing to the brand image since its

launch. We are keen to find partners to work with closely in Europe.

The brand's main channels of marketing are:

Emails to database 80k+ and growing loyal client base;

Instagram and Facebook content creation;

Paid advertising in social media channels;

Contract with Public Relation Agency;

Print visuals in magazines;

Sharing product samples and testers via retail sellers and events;

Influencer marketing.

Harrods Sarah Chapman Clinic
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Hands Careful Protection

Photo Credit by Saltee

MEDIA/AWARDSMEDIA/AWARDS
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Photo Credit by Saltee

Featured in VOGUE, RED MAGAZINE, GRAZIA, FINANCIAL TIMES HOW TO SPEND IT,

SUNDAY TELEGRAPH STYLISH MAGAZINE, HIPANDHEALTHY.COM

Latest Awards:

TAN ENHANCETAN ENHANCE

HYDRATING MISTHYDRATING MIST

SALTEE HANDSSALTEE HANDS

Beauty Bible Awards 2022 - Bronze Joint Award – Tan Extender Category

Beauty Bible Awards 2022 – Bronze Joint Award – Facial Mist/Toner Category

Beauty Bible Awards 2022 – Gold Joint Award – Hand Sanitiser Category
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TESTIMIONIALSTESTIMIONIALS

“Saltee….a beautiful, velvety milk without ocean-polluting oxybenzone but with a natural

tan accelerator. It feels like heaven, but smells so deliciously like your cancelled summer

holiday that it may induce tears.” - Sali Hughes, Guardian Beauty Editor

“Saltee melts into the skin in seconds, the neat pump design means no spillage, it’s sweat-

proff, there is zero grease and there is no chalky residue or streaks. And impressively, the

packaging is made from recycled materials.” Sarah Jossel – The Sunday Times Style

Beauty Editor.

“Saltee is a wonderful new-generation British Sunscreen. It leaves the skin feeling

moisturized, glowing, and is a wonderful base for makeup.” Edwina Chambers – You

Magazine Beauty Editor

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download logistics and prices by the 

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONSQUESTIONS

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the link. Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the link. Please, do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Saltee

Contact person:Contact person: Eleanor Allum

E-mail:E-mail: eleanor@saltee.co.uk

Website:Website: saltee.co.uk

Phone:Phone: +44 7515 548774

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: United Kingdom

Industries:Industries: Sun/Tan

Saltee Website

Saltee Instagram

Saltee Facebook

Price list Berrichi April

2022

COSMOS Cerificate Berrichi

click here
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SUPPLEMENTS



Diamonds® is a new unique product of Austrian consumer health and

well-being micronutrient company Biogena. Biogena is an Austrian

family business with headquarters in Salzburg, Vienna and Freilassing.

Biogena develops, produces, and markets high-quality dietary

supplements based on the pure substance principle and Austrian

science. The Diamonds® premium supplement contains 44 exclusive

high-end ingredients, the quality of which can no longer be surpassed,

were perfectly combined in perfect rich coordination. The new

preparation combines the latest scientific findings with the good feeling

of leading everyone to their full potential. It helps to support the person

on 5 levels - health, energy, focus, balance and glow - together they

result in their own individual brilliance and radiance. Biogena

Diamonds® helps to release it and make self shine.

BIOGENA DIAMONDS IS THE HIGH-
END PREMIUM SUPPLEMENT
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THE STORY THE STORY 

Biogena is an Austrian family business with headquarters in Salzburg, Vienna

and Freilassing. Biogena develops, produces, and markets high-quality dietary

supplements based on the pure substance principle and Austrian science. Biogena is the

high-end premium consumer health brand with the uncompromising mission of helping

as many people as possible worldwide achieve greater health and well-being. Unique

premium preparations, targeted diagnostics, and knowledge offerings are the pillars of the

Biogena Group‘s high-quality health portfolio. The unique Biogena manufacturing standard

is characterised by radical quality born from a passionate belief in the pure substance

principle that uses only the finest ingredients, guaranteed to be free from artificial

colourings, preservatives and technical additives. Additionally, each individual batch is

quality controlled by the accredited and independent LEFO institute. 

Photo Credit by Biogena

OWN EXPERTS AND SUPPLY CHAINOWN EXPERTS AND SUPPLY CHAIN

INFRASTRUCTUREINFRASTRUCTURE

The Biogena Group, which was founded by Albert Schmidbauer, covers the entire value
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chain with its own experts and infrastructure. From product development and quality

assurance to production, from software development to logistics robots, and from graphics

to customer service and accounting. Thanks to Digital Business Excellence, the Biogena

Group is well-positioned for the future and can thus ensure excellent quality along

the entire value chain.

Photo Credit by Biogena

STRONG MANAGEMENTSTRONG MANAGEMENT

In cooperation with the owner and chairman of the supervisory board, 

, and the more than 380 employees, the management board helps to

realise the vision of the Biogena group of companies. The team of Julia Ganglbauer and

Stefan Klinglmair together with the owner and CEO Dr. Albert Schmidbauer stands for

implementation strength, reliability, and innovative spirit and are supported by their

consistent commitment to the company values: trust, responsibility, appreciation,

performance, and courage. 

KNOWLEDGE AND RESEARCHKNOWLEDGE AND RESEARCH

Dr.

Albert Schmidbauer
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Biogena's scientifically-supported product formulations are based on the work of the

Biogena science team. Nutritionists, pharmacists, biologists, and physicians work side by

side with over 10.000 Biogena partner doctors and practitioners, manufacturers of raw

materials, diagnostic experts, and universities to implement the latest scientific findings and

create useful new compounds. The Biogena science team focuses on developing

new products and concepts, compiling and disseminating scientific data, ensuring quality

and seeking out new ingredients.

Dr. Albert Schmidbauer, the owner and chairman of the supervisory board Biogena

Photo Credit by Biogena

BETTER PRODUCT QUALITY. ASSURED.BETTER PRODUCT QUALITY. ASSURED.

Since 2006, the German laboratory LEFO-Institut GmbH carries out independent quality

testing on both the raw materials and every batch of Biogena products. Their experts verify

and warranty that all Biogena preparations comply with food quality laws and regulations

from A for analysis to Z for zero defects. The tests themselves go above and beyond the

legal food safety requirements. These independent experts evaluate a wide range of

parameters including impurities, pesticides and heavy metals. Bottom line: none of them

stand a chance. The Managing Directors of Biogena, the laboratory, and the shareholders

continue to personally vouch for this fact. 
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SHARING KNOWLEDGESHARING KNOWLEDGE

Biogena aims to create, share, and increase knowledge and “infect” others with Biogena's

enthusiasm for health. Therefore offers webinars, podcasts, and events for various target

groups. There is definitely something for everyone. For example, certified in training to

become a certified Mikronährstoff Coach® (Micronutrient Coach) with . 

Photo Credit by Biogena

ADVICE FROM MICRONUTRIENT EXPERTSADVICE FROM MICRONUTRIENT EXPERTS  

With Biogena certified micronutrient advisors in branded Biogena stores, it is possible to

Biogena Academy
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learn about Biogena’s innovations in a comfortable, open setting, a place where all may

ask the most pressing health questions and where Biogena micronutrient advisors

only want one thing: Good Health for You.

Biogena branded store interior modern and same time close to nature

Photo Credit by Biogena

BIOGENA COMMITMENT BIOGENA COMMITMENT 

Biogena value-oriented company management includes modern working environments,

work-life compatibility, a strong customer orientation with the highest quality standards and

excellent service, a fundamental commitment to the environment, social responsibility,

and fair operating and business practices.

THE PRODUCTS THE PRODUCTS 

Developed and designed for people with the most exquisite taste, who are fascinated by

the endless wealth of opportunities for bringing spiritual, emotional and physical health into

perfect harmony. Biogena Diamonds® is a formulation like no other; the diamond standard

of high-end supplements, a masterful composition that could only be dreamed of up until

now.
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Photo Credit by Biogena

44 EXCLUSIVE HIGH-END INGREDIENTS44 EXCLUSIVE HIGH-END INGREDIENTS

With Biogena Diamonds®, Biogena turns science into an art: 44 vitamins, minerals, trace

elements and plant extracts working together in perfect harmony, combined in the ultimate

symbiosis. State of the art and utterly uncompromising. Clinically tested brand raw

ingredients ensure the highest quality. Biogena Diamonds® embodies the purity

of diamonds in its principle of pure substances and helps to support the person on 5 levels:

Health Health with vitamin C, D, selenium and zinc to support a functioning immune system.

Vitamins D and K help to keep the bones healthy. The Biogena Brilliance Blend® provides

one with a brilliant dose of vitamins, minerals and trace elements.

Focus Focus with pantothenic acid as a contribution to mental performance as well as iodine and

iron to support normal cognitive functions. The Biogena Phytogena-Komplex® goes all out

with the haute couture mix of secondary plant extracts and SIRT super ingredients. 

Energy Energy with the B vitamins riboflavin, niacin and vitamin B6  for one's energy metabolism.

Power nutrients such as folate and magnesium reduce tiredness and fatigue. The

consummate intelligence of nature taken from plant extract jewels combines together with
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60 mg Kaneka Ubiquinol™ CoQ10 active. 

Photo Credit by Biogena

Balance Balance with B group vitamins such as thiamin, niacin, vitamins B6 and B12 as well as

magnesium, as an aid to the stable functioning of the nervous system and psyche. The

gold standard ingredient – an impressive 100 mg of the unique, patented pine bark

prestige extract Pycnogenol®, was tested in more than 160 clinical studies.

Glow Glow with zinc and biotin. The two support the maintenance of healthy skin and hair. The

Biogena Carotinogena-Komplex® glows with the shining stars lutein, zeaxanthin and beta-

carotene.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Apart from the impeccable quality standards, Biogena also boasts environmentally friendly

packaging in the form of the Biogena eco-bottles. A high level of tolerability and optimum

bioavailability is the result of seamless, state-of-the-art research and development by the

greatest scientific team in the sector.
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The store design is based on a consistent self-service concept as well as the creation of

encounter spaces that support the proactive but non-intrusive exchange of information.

Key features here are an open design as well as the use of sustainable and natural

materials and elements.

44 exclusive high-end ingredients Biogena Diamonds® premium supplement helps to release

individual brilliance, radiance and self shine

Photo Credit by Biogena

PRODUCTION AND INFRASTRUCTUREPRODUCTION AND INFRASTRUCTURE

When the Biogena Good Health World is completed in summer 2021, we will have a state-

of-the-art production facility for science-based micronutrient products, including
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demonstration production and a world of experience for good health. In the Good Health

World, the production capacity can be increased from the current 150 million to 1.5 billion

capsules per year. Production will still be based on the pure substance principle as well as

the highest internationally relevant quality standards such as ISO 22000:2018, GMP for

foodstuffs, HACCP, organic production, and halal. The logistics for the corporate group is

handled centrally in the company’s own logistics centre (plus extension and robots) in

Natternbach in Upper Austria. On approx. 2,000m2 of modern facilities, more than

221,000 packages are shipped to 40 countries every year. At present, all packages are still

packed and prepared for dispatch completely by hand. The introduction of a piece-

picking robot is being planned. This technical support will enable us to enlarge the logistics

team, thus allowing for faster and more extensive processing and creating new jobs.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

BIOGENA PLACESBIOGENA PLACES

Biogena's service quality encounters can be experienced in 17 Biogena stores. The

Biogena places are open and close to nature, places to linger, places where there is time

and space for attentive and cordial consultation. It is possible to ask the certified

micronutrient consultants important health-related questions. They will advise about the

amazing world of micronutrients and have only one goal: 'Good Health for You'.

Diamonds® the RRP is €169,90RRP is €169,90 (90 caps - 3 caps/day). It’s sold in Austria and Germany in

its own Biogena Stores as well as online in other countries: United Kingdom, Netherlands,

Lithuania, Israel, Switzerland. It’s in registration for GCC, Russia, Thailand. Other countries

are open.

Biogena produces a big range of other health supplements more information on which

could be found on the official :

International Topseller and Outstanding Products:International Topseller and Outstanding Products:

webpage Biogena
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Photo Credit by Biogena

Biogena Diamonds® - Diamonds® premium supplement contains 44 exclusive high-end

ingredients;

Biogena Venus & Mars - High-End Fertility Products for HIM and HER (coming by the

End of the Year).

Anti Aging Products:Anti Aging Products:

MiraSkin® Gold - The beauty formula: Selected vitamins, structure-supporting nutrients &

valuable plant extracts;

Spermidin CellImmun® - Top Preparation for Cell waste Removement;

SIRT-Formula® - Developed with the anti-ageing specialist in Germany Prof. Dr. Bernd

Kleine-Gunk;

Pycnogenol® 100 Gold;

Coenzym Q10 active Gold;

Ubiquinol CoQ10 100 vegan Gold.

Topsellers:Topsellers:
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QuattroFerrin® (Study by link) – The Iron Revolution;

Siebensalz® Magnesium;

DigestioZym® 200;

Neurosagena® B-Complex Active Gold;

Osteo Calbon Komplex Gold;

Vitamin D 2000 Duo Gold;

Fit@work® Premium Gold (Study by link).
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Biogena GmbH&Co KG

Contact person:Contact person: Loidl Margit

E-mail:E-mail: m.loidl@biogena.com

Website:Website: biogena.com

Phone:Phone: +43 662 23 11 11

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2006

Regions:Regions: Austria

Industries:Industries: Supplements

Biogena webpage

click here
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Invest in yourself and experience the change. This is the motto

of itsme.now the top quality nutritional supplements develop by the

German-based company Die NEMs GmbH. Nutritional supplements are a

matter of trust - that's why quality is the company's top priority. Best raw

materials, highest bioavailability and certified production, exclusively in

Germany, are the basis for a claim to premium quality. The company

offers to its customers a well thought-out concept with the highest

quality products for health, well-being, weight loss and beauty. They can

rely on competence and commitment and check themselves really good

products that gain more and more trust of clients countrywide as well as

worldwide.

HIGHEST QUALITY SUPPLEMENTS FOR
HEALTH, WELL-BEING, WEIGHT LOSS

AND BEAUTY
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FOUNDERSFOUNDERS

Mara Kaiser-Kleespies and Marion Siegle are behind the German nutritional supplement

brand itsme.now. The two power women are convinced that everyone can actively take

their life into their own hands and grow with the demands of everyday life, school and

work, regardless of age, figure or appearance. There is always a little more than one

thinks can do. It just needed to be willing to change some things in life. The setting. The

habits. The schedule. Sometimes just a little more awareness of one thing or another is

enough to achieve greater well-being, balance and productivity. Of course, the topic of

nutrition should be at the top of the list. But what gives us humans energy and should be

the most efficient fuel is most often neglected. This is where the nutritional supplement

concept from itsme.now can provide perfect support by helping to optimize inner strength

and physical performance. Well thought-out and high-quality products complement the diet

in a targeted manner and can be perfectly harmonized with daily challenges. The two

founders place special emphasis on the trust of their customers and the premium quality of

their supplements, which are produced exclusively in Germany.  

MARA KAISER-KLEESPIESMARA KAISER-KLEESPIES

Born in Göppingen, studies in Munich. Already stood on Mount Kilimanjaro as well as at

the finish line of the Munich Marathon. In other words: She knows her inner pig personally.

She has already experienced several times what one is capable of when mental power and

an optimally supplied body work perfectly together. Experiences that were too good not to

share. That's why she has made it her mission to support others in this process and is now

contributing all her experience to the development of itsme.now.

MARION SIEGLEMARION SIEGLE

Grew up in Bielefeld, studied in Paderborn. Loves skiing, red wine, humor and her family.

Her daily mission: to balance job, pleasure and health. A constant multitasking challenge

from which she derives real quality of life that can't be topped. That's what drives her. Now

also helping others with itsme.now is the job she always wanted. Above all, to show that

personal goals are not lost sight of in everyday life and that you can realize every day how

much more value a life according to your own ideas is.
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The Founders of the brand itsme.now company Die NEMs GmbH.

Photo Credit by Die NEMs GmbH

BRANDBRAND

The brand's goal is one's well-beingThe brand's goal is one's well-being
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Photo Credit by Die NEMs GmbH

itsme.now is a brand of Die NEMs GmbH. It is a distribution company with an extensive

portfolio of high-quality nutritional supplements. What sets the team apart is the care with

which it develops, produces, fills and ships the products to its customers in Germany. All of

the products, whether natural vitamins, valuable mineral supplements, weight loss shakes

or superfood drinks are vegan, pure, gluten-free and certified.

The company's versatile team consists of experts from the fields of nutrition, nutritional

supplements, physiotherapy and alternative medicine. Together they develop products

with know-how, a lot of passion and above all out of personal conviction, which has been

successfully established on the German market for over 15 years.
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They want to help their customers achieve a balance between the demands of everyday

life and the needs of the body. This includes a balanced diet, regular exercise and

sufficient sleep. But this balance is often not possible in everyday life. Here it makes sense

to strengthen the body with high-quality nutritional supplements in a planned and targeted

manner.

The company can proudly say: itsme.now is a clear, self-confident lifestyle brand for

contemporary nutritional supplements in the premium segment. It offers every customer a

holistic, well-rounded product experience of health, well-being and beauty. After all, once

people have become aware of the value of their own health, they want to do something

about it. Of course, they can't change everything at once. But what counts is the beginning

- and that can always be: for example, now. This is exactly the philosophy of itsme.now.

STORYSTORY

Sometimes it takes a nudge to know if you're going the right way. Marion Siegle helped

one of her two cats get going. The male cat, just a few months old, suddenly couldn't walk,

his back legs constantly buckling. "We ran from clinic to clinic, from vet to vet, paid a bunch

of money. But no one could help." A doctor finally advised Siegle and her husband to get

carnitine and coenzyme Q10 and sprinkle them in the animal's food. "It didn't take a week,"

Siegle swears, "and the cat was moving again, becoming more and more agile, and after

ten days the matter was eaten." For Siegle, this is an indication that dietary supplements

can work, "because the cat doesn't know about the placebo effect."

She herself also overcame temporary sleeping problems with the help of amino acids and

co. and is happy about firmer connective tissue. However, she had hardly dealt with this

topic before. "The topic of nutritional supplements was more Mara's thing. She's always

read a lot about it and is super knowledgeable." Siegle, on the other hand, is "the type who

has to try something out and experience it for herself. And I felt that it changed many

things in my body for the better."
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Photo Credit by Die NEMs GmbH

Kleespies' interest and Siegle's experience had consequences: They founded the

company Die NEMs GmbH and created the brand "itsme.now." The two friends have

known each other since the 1990s. Both worked for the same Munich-based company for a

good 20 years - Kleespies in e-commerce, Siegle in the press department. Colleagues

quickly became good friends and business partners.

Now, the idea of selling nutritional supplements is not necessarily new. The industry is

huge, and the competitive pressure great. In fact, some friends and acquaintances shook

their heads. "Quite brave. How can you quit your secure jobs and get involved in a

business like this,' many asked us," Siegle says. But the two friends were convinced that
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with their products, which were developed by experts and manufactured in Germany, they

could "not only keep up with the market," but even stand out thanks to their high-quality

standards and good price-performance ratio. Because a versatile team around the two

founders consisting of specialists in the fields of nutrition, nutritional supplements,

physiotherapy and naturopathy develops with know-how, a lot of passion and above all out

of personal conviction products that perfectly complement the diet with all important

nutrient concentrates.

The fact that some nutritionists and physicians doubt the necessity of food supplements in

Western civilization, where every kind of food can be bought, does not bother the two

friends. Theoretically, this is true, says Kleespies, "if you were to shove a home-grown

carrot straight from the field into your mouth unprocessed."  But even then, constant use

and overuse of the same agricultural land over a period of centuries has resulted in foods

that are extremely poor in nutrients. The loss of vitamin A in apples, for example, has

decreased by over 40% since the 1970s! Brand's highly cultivated vegetables contain only

a fraction of vitamins and nutrients. Siegle also points out the necessary need for protein,

which many people today want to cover only to a small extent through meat products.

This is where her amino acid product, which is "100 percent vegan," comes in. The two

entrepreneurs are convinced of the quality of their products in the stylish, black-metallic

cans anyway: They are constantly checked by certified laboratories, says Kleespies, "after

all, these are products that we give to our children and take ourselves. Something else is

important to her: "Our products can be combined with each other in any way, without

overdosing any ingredient, for example zinc." The company completely avoids

preservatives, artificial sweeteners and flavors, gluten, lactose, wheat, soy, milk

ingredients, egg and the controversial magnesium stearates.

The start-up company's driving force is its aminolife system. Siegle explains how it works.

"We actually have something there that no one else has! The basis is L-Amino Basix. It

contains all 8 L-amino acids that the body cannot produce itself, but urgently needs every

day to form vital proteins (albumin). Thus, an optimal protein supply is guaranteed and all

nutrients reach the cells better and faster. This basis combined with other valuable

vitamins, minerals and trace elements then makes the whole thing really efficient and really

gets the body going!"
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REPRESENTATIVE PRODUCTS & PRICESREPRESENTATIVE PRODUCTS & PRICES

L-AMINO BASIX  => RRP 26,90 € (CONTENT 180L-AMINO BASIX  => RRP 26,90 € (CONTENT 180

PELLETS)PELLETS)

A true multi-talent - Basis for protein formationA true multi-talent - Basis for protein formation

Photo Credit by Die NEMs GmbH

the perfect amino acid profile for strength, performance and regeneration

the ideal supply of all 8 essential amino acids

supports muscle building and fat reduction, reduces cravings
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you can take it as a cure or permanently

suitable for vegans and vegetarian

The vegan L-Amino Basix consists of eight essential amino acids, which the body itself

cannot produce but are urgently needed to form proteins. Proteins are many bodily

functions and ensure that all nutrients reach your cells better and faster. If you combine L-

Amino Basix with other itsme.now products you get a boost effect that makes you fitter,

leaner and more balanced. For more info on all products, visit the official webpage of the

company 

BEAUTY COMPLEX => RRP 26,90 € (CONTENT 120BEAUTY COMPLEX => RRP 26,90 € (CONTENT 120

CAPSUELS)CAPSUELS)

Beauty from within - Awaken the goddess in youBeauty from within - Awaken the goddess in you

supports a firm skin texture

with vegan hyaluron

vital hair and strong nails

protects the cells from oxidative stress

suitable for vegans and vegetarians

The balanced formula of purely plant-based raw materials moisturizes your skin, giving it

more tone and a more youthful appearance. With golden millet, which has a high content

of silicon (silica) and with the B vitamins vitamin B5, vitamin B6, vitamin B7 (biotin) is

considered a beauty and healing food, as well as zinc (zinc contributes to the maintenance

of normal nails) and copper (copper contributes to normal hair pigmentation).

HAPPY SLIM SHAKE => RRP 17,90 € (CONTENT 420 GHAPPY SLIM SHAKE => RRP 17,90 € (CONTENT 420 G

POWDER / 14 SERVINGS)POWDER / 14 SERVINGS)

For a good shape – shake your bodyFor a good shape – shake your body

VEGAN protein shake for weight loss with pleasure

Protein booster that keeps you full for a long time - with only 230 kcal per meal

vegetable protein source from rice and pea proteins

itsme-now.de
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high-quality substitute meal or sweet snack for in between meals

different flavors

The well-balanced meal substitute contains everything ones body needs. This ultimate diet

shake helps you reach or maintain your desired weight in a sensible way. In addition to

sports, sufficient sleep and a healthy diet, the Happy Slim Shake is a tasty and effective

companion that makes your life „lighter“. With 22.5 g of protein per meal, you provide your

body with a boost of the highest quality vegan protein gained from rice and pea proteins.

Photo Credit by Die NEMs GmbH

LEBER VITAL COMPLEX => RRP 24,90 € (CONTENT 90LEBER VITAL COMPLEX => RRP 24,90 € (CONTENT 90
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CAPSUELS)CAPSUELS)

Detox cleaning from inside - Detox your body and gain new energyDetox cleaning from inside - Detox your body and gain new energy

supports, activates and protects the liver function

promotes detoxification of the liver

contributes to a normal fat metabolism

contributes to a balanced digestion

with the super antioxidant alpha lipoic acid

Photo Credit by Die NEMs GmbH

The liver is the metabolic center and the central detoxification organ. It regulates over 500
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vital tasks in the body. Among the most important are fat metabolism, digestion and energy

balance. The such valuable and unique formula keeps one's liver healthy and powerful - it

has cleansing, stimulating, regenerating and stabilizing effects.

OPC NATUR PREMIUM => RRP 26,90 € (CONTENT 180OPC NATUR PREMIUM => RRP 26,90 € (CONTENT 180

CAPSUELS)CAPSUELS)

Grape seed extract - the concentrated power of natureGrape seed extract - the concentrated power of nature

very high OPC content of 440 mg per daily dose

made from premium quality French grapes

optimum bioavailability

pure vegan and natural

the perfect combination to Vitamin C Natur

OPC (oligomeric proanthocyanides) is an excellent antioxidant that protects your cells from

free radicals and oxidative stress. The vital substances of grape seeds can also have a

positive influence on the skin, the cardiovascular system, or the fat metabolism. If you

combine OPC with Vitamin C Natur you increase the positive effect of the grape seed

extract.

GREEN MORNING => RRP 27,90 € (CONTENT 450 GGREEN MORNING => RRP 27,90 € (CONTENT 450 G

POWDER / 22 SERVINGS)POWDER / 22 SERVINGS)

The green superfood drink - natural energy for your dayThe green superfood drink - natural energy for your day

100% vegan plant power

perfect coffee substitute

rich in micronutrients

satisfy hunger quickly due to high protein content

fruity delicious & quickly prepared

The concentrated green power combo is the high-quality energy dispenser for body, mind

and soul. The superfood drink kicks your metabolism and makes you perky - in the

morning or in between: with barley grass, hemp seeds, maca, moringa, green tea extract,
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spirulina, reishi - the king of mushrooms and fenugreek.

IMMUN COMPLEX => RRP 19,90 € (CONTENT 120IMMUN COMPLEX => RRP 19,90 € (CONTENT 120

CAPSUELS)CAPSUELS)

Immune tuning - strong natural protective shieldImmune tuning - strong natural protective shield

exquisite combination of zinc, selenium and chromium

source of supply for a strong immune system

vegan and with an ideal bioavailability

tested quality with satisfaction guarantee

small, easy-to-swallow capsules

Essential micronutrients like zinc, selenium and chromium assume an outstanding function

in the processes of the immune system and are involved in over 5000 metabolic

processes. Zinc, for example, is needed for cell division and reproduction. Selenium

contributes to the normal functioning of the thyroid gland, is important for hair and nails,

and protects the cells from oxidative damage. Chromium controls the carbohydrate

metabolism and influences cholesterol level, protein metabolism and cell division.

KURKUMA SUPREME => RRP 19,90 € (CONTENT 60KURKUMA SUPREME => RRP 19,90 € (CONTENT 60

CAPSUELS)CAPSUELS)

The golden turmeric root - namasté, a wonderful gift of natureThe golden turmeric root - namasté, a wonderful gift of nature

helps neutralize free radicals

boosts the immune system

suppresses appetite

gastrointestinal health

anti-inflammatory

Turmeric is THE superfood and it is impossible to imagine Ayurvedic medicine without it. It

has a lot of valuable healing potential and provides in the form of curcumin and many other

vital substances and delievers real added value for beauty and health. Purest turmeric

extract with its premium partner fenugreek and manganese guarantees the most effective
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absorption of curcumin in the body.

BRAIN POWER => RRP 27,90 € (CONTENT 90BRAIN POWER => RRP 27,90 € (CONTENT 90

CAPSUELS)CAPSUELS)

Strong brain tuning - focus & memoryStrong brain tuning - focus & memory

high-dose nutrient combination

for mental performance

focus and memory

reduction of fatigue

vegan and bioactive

No matter what situation you have to manage, mental strength is always required. The

high-quality plant compounds we carefully composed such as Bacopa monnieri (herb of

grace), vitamins and amino acids help you to perfectly exploit your potential - at work, in

everyday life or in sports.
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MAGNESIUM INTENSE => RRP 17,90 € (CONTENT 180MAGNESIUM INTENSE => RRP 17,90 € (CONTENT 180

CAPSUELS)CAPSUELS)

The power mineral - the cell’s power plantThe power mineral - the cell’s power plant
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Photo Credit by Die NEMs GmbH

supports muscle and energy metabolism

high dosage of 600 mg per daily intake

particularly high bioavailability

suitable for vegetarians and vegans

tested quality with a satisfaction guarantee

Magnesium is one of the most important minerals in ones body. Whenever energy and

muscles are involved, the metabolism needs the right kind of power. That is why

magnesium deposits should be specifically enriched on a regular basis. This product

contains magnesium oxide, which is particularly bioavailable, i.e. it can be very well

absorbed and utilized by human organisms.
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BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Brand message: Brand message: it's time to take care of you. When, if not now?

The brand helps each one become the best version of themselves - be special, not perfect.

Goals: Goals: 

Health satisfaction: New life awareness - self-determined

Inspirations and solutions to increase the quality of life for body and soul through targeted

nutritional supplementation.

Self-confident -Self-confident - I feel good in my body

Self-responsibleSelf-responsible - I am ready to do something for it myself

Self-optimizedSelf-optimized - I am getting closer and closer to my goal

The responsibility for my health, my well-being and for my performance lies with myself. I

choose to live well, to be my best ME and focus on strengthening my resources. 

Reason whyReason why

itsme.now products appeal to everyone, because the focus is on the "I"

The noble packaging appeals to me

Quality Made in Germany creates trust

Natural raw materials

Free from: Lactose, soy, gluten, artificial sweeteners etc.

Consumer insight / reactionConsumer insight / reaction

itsme.now is cool, modern and inspires me.

itsme.now seems credible & competent to me, so I trust them.

itsme.now has an extensive assortment, here I get a real desire to store.

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The lifestyle brand its me.now belongs to Die NEMs GmbH. This was founded in 2018 and
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is based in Geretsried, south of Munich. Die NEMs GmbH is a distribution company (B2B

and B2C) with an extensive product portfolio of high-quality nutritional supplements that

stand for quality Made in Germany. The team consists of experts in the field of nutrition &

dietary supplements as well as physiotherapists & alternative practitioners. It develops

products with a lot of know-how and passion, which have been very successfully

established in the German market for over 15 years. In the B2B sector, it specializes in

private label. Here, individual label designs are developed for all products in the range at

the customer's request, but also customized formulations for completely new products - all

info on www.die-nems.de.

In the B2C sector, the brand itsme.now was created and launched in early 2019. It will be

sold in its own online store, via Amazon, at Flaconi and soon at Douglas.

The main marketing channels are:
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Photo Credit by Die NEMs GmbH

Marketing activities in social media such as Facebook and Instagram

Google Ads

Google Shopping

Cooperations with micro-influencers and product testers

A PR agency supports us in the cooperation with journalists (PR publications, press

appointments, trade fairs)
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Die NEMs GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Marion Siegle

E-mail:E-mail: info@die-nems.de

Website:Website: itsme-now.de

Phone:Phone: +49081719976646

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Supplements

Website itsme.now

Instagram itsme.now

Facebook itsme.now

click here
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Ancient Nutraceuticals was founded with the prime focus of extracting

natural nutrients hidden in nature, some of which are rare to be found

and transforming them into highly nutritious supplements utilizing

modern methods that meet the high standards. With the vision of

becoming the premier innovative nutraceutical company in the world,

Ancient Nutraceuticals ascertains to utilize innovative approaches and

latest technology to identify and revive lost Ayurvedic and traditional

medical remedies and herbal goodness with the objective of elevating

the well-being of mankind. 

ANCIENT PREMIUM & ORGANIC
AYURVEDIC NUTRACEUTICALS
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Ancient Nutraceuticals is a sister company of E-Silk Route Ventures Ltd., having the same

owners. All people in common, care about their well-being and aging. Having that in mind,

Ancient Nutraceuticals embarked on a journey to discover and bring together traditional

herbal remedies with the utilization of contemporary technology to engineer life-enriching

supplements to suit the habitual lifestyle and try to prevent many diseases as well as

somehow to impact on aging process.

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

In the course of this journey, the company was able to discover the miracles of ayurvedic

and traditional medicine. It discovered that the salient reason for many health problems is

the consumption of non-organic & artificial products. After years of innumerable research,

Ancient Nutraceuticals found formulas and modern methods of extraction and processing

in producing ancient remedies from organically and naturally grown Sri Lankan spices and

herbs. The results were just mesmerizing. Due to the premium quality and organicness of

all branded products, results were imminent and side effects were non-existent.

Today, as a renowned company for producing 100% organic ayurvedic capsules, Ancient

Nutraceuticals is delighted to offer its customers very own Organic Ancient nutraceuticals
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Capsules that can boost their well-being & habitual lifestyle.

Organic Tumeric with Black Pepper by Ancient Nutraceuticals has significant medical properties due to Curcumin

that may treat over 600 diseases

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

PRODUCTS & PRICES PRODUCTS & PRICES 

All products come in capsules which are contained in small bottles of 30 and 60 capsules.

The company has a prodigious product portfolio where it purveys varieties of ayurvedic

capsules: Ashwagandha / Beli / Cinnamon/ Garcinia / Ginger / Guduchi / Gumar /

Heenbovitiya / Love in Puff / Margosa / Moringa / Sarsaparilla / Triphala / Turmeric / Green

Coffee Bean / Papaya Leaf Powder / Activated Carbon / Ganoderma and Spirulina. Due to

popular demand, Ashwagandha Capsules have become one of our best-selling

products. Since the company conducts more experiments on a constant basis, there are

many new products in the Pipeline to be introduced as well. It offers these organic

capsules for competitive prices. Use 2 Capsules from the Ancient Nutraceuticals

Organic Bottle a Day and rejuvenate and live the healthiest life you could live.

Recomended Retail Prices of these organic capsules would be as listed below (30

capsules/60 capsules):
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Ancient Nutraceuticals ayurvedic capsules could help to rejuvenate and live the healthiest life

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

Ashwagandha Capsules $11.07/$17.89; 

Beli Capsules $15.39/$26.33;

Cinnamon Capsules $11.23/$16.88;

Garcinia Capsules $11.29/$17.89;

Ginger Capsules $11.18/$16.20;

Guduchi Capsules $10.64//$15.53;

Gurmar Capsules $17.28/$31.39;

Heenbovitiya Capsules $11.88/$17.89;

Love in a Puff Capsules $11.23/$16.20;

Margosa Capsules $11.18/16.20;

Moringa Capsules $11.18/$16.20;

Sarsaparilla Capsules $11.88/$17.89;

Triphala Capsules $11.88/$18.56;

Turmeric Capsules $10.64/$14.18;

Green Coffee Bean Capsules $11.88/$16.20;

Papaya Leaf Capsules $11.18/$16.20;

Activated Carbon Capsules $12,69/$19.58;

Ganoderma Capsules $19.17/$31.39;

Spirulina Capsules $16.63/$27.68.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN
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The customers predominantly identify the products through the conspicuous design &

shape which come in the form of a small white bottle covered by a unique label which has

a green leaf next to the title “Ancient Nutraceuticals” on the top.

Heenbovitiya is a rare nature wild plant from Sri Lanka that is used for years to treat cirrhosis and fight with cancer

cells

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

ADDITIONAL BRANDSADDITIONAL BRANDS

Travelling through the Strategic trade routes connecting the West & East, Silk Route

Brands bring their customers the best products from around the world as well as endemic

only to Sri Lanka. It has a variety of Brands which cater to different product segments.

Apart from Ancient Nutraceuticals, E-Silk Route Ventures Pvt. Ltd has other brands in

which they have been purveying the products of those brands for nearly 6

years. Additional Brands of E-Silk Route Ventures Pvt. Ltd and under the Umbrella Brand,

Silk Route Brands.

Silk Route CocoesSilk Route Cocoes

Cocoes defines all varieties of coconut products that are catered to the needs of global

customers. Since ancient times, coconuts have been a part of Asian culture because of the

health, nutrition and cosmetology related benefits they offer. The range of products
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sourced from the best coconut plantations in Sri Lanka / Indonesia / Vietnam / Philippines,

processed and packaged in such a way to preserve those benefits from the point of

cultivation until the point of delivery. The product range includes:

Silk Route Brands bring their customers the best products from around the world as well as endemic only to Sri

Lanka.

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

Organic Virgin Coconut Oil; 

Organic Coconut Milk; 

Organic Coconut Cream; 

Organic Coconut Chips; 

Organic Coconut Treacle;

Organic Coconut Sugar.  

Silk Route FlavorsSilk Route Flavors

Through Flavors, Silk Route Brands bring its customers the most premium quality Organic

Certified Spices sourced directly from small-scale farmers in Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka is a haven

for rare plants and herbs which have been traditionally used to spice and flavor day to day

dishes for centuries. The Brand embodies that concept and brings those ancient culinary

secrets in a convenient and ready to use manner. The product range includes:
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Organic Black Pepper Whole;

Organic Black Pepper Powder; 

Organic Chili Powder;

Organic Cloves Whole; 

Organic Cinnamon Sticks;

Organic Cinnamon Powder;

Organic Cocoa Nibs;

Organic Cocoa Powder;

Organic Garcinia Powder; 

Organic Ginger Powder; 

Organic Gotu Kola Powder; 

Organic Lemongrass Powder; 

Organic Nutmeg Nutmeg Powder; 

Organic Mace Organic White Pepper Whole; 

Organic Turmeric Powder Organic Vanilla Beans.

The company has a variety of Brands which cater to different product segments mainly made of local spices,

fruits, veggies and herbs

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

Silk Route ZestSilk Route Zest

World-Renowned premium quality Ceylon tea to the world! Zest offers premium tea for the
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retail market across the globe. From the late 1860s for over 150 years, Sri Lanka has

perfected the art of growing, plucking and processing premium quality tea. Grown in the

fertile soil of the picturesque hill country and other geographies of Sri Lanka under

optimum temperatures, rainfall and humidity conditions, Ceylon Tea comes with the

highest certification and accreditation while offering unparalleled taste and quality that is

ready to be brewed. The teas include:

Green Tea Sencha;

Green Tea - Mango; 

Green Tea - Passion Fruit 

Green Tea - Pineapple; 

Black Tea - BOPF; 

Black Tea - Cinnamon; 

Black Tea - Earl Grey; 

Herbal Tea - Turmeric; 

Herbal Tea - Detox Honeybush Chai; 

Herbal Tea - Digest Tea;

Herbal Tea - Ayurveda Blend.

Superfoods by SilkSuperfoods by Silk

Superfoods by Silk was introduced with the sole objective of offering to customers a

variety of premium Quality Nutrition dense Foods. The term ‘superfoods’ is used to

describe plant-based foods that are considered to be nutritionally dense containing greater

doses of vitamins and minerals. They offer a variety of benefits to living a longer, healthier

life. Silk Route Superfoods are procured from Organic Farms and processed using the best

practices to seal in these beneficial properties so they may be delivered to complete in

Nutritional value. Currently, the main Superfoods that company offers are Young Jackfruit,

Kithul Treacle and Kithul Sap.

PuravanaPuravana

Puravana is a part of Ancient Nutraceuticals where it offers similar varieties of food

supplements & capsules made by ancient herbs equivalent to Ancient Nutraceuticals,

especially for the Sri Lankan Market.
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MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 

Sales & Marketing department of Ancient Nutraceuticals is primarily concerned in: 

Promotion of products primarily for export purposes through the Business-To-Business

(B2B) platforms that we currently use such as Alibaba / Ekowarehouse &

Go4WorldBusiness.

Sales of our Capsules through E-Commerce retailers such as Amazon (USA / UK / AU),

eBay (Worldwide) and Lazada (Singapore).

Targeting of importers & private label customers for Nutraceuticals through regional

segmentation using internet technologies such as SEO / SEM / SMM / Google Adwords

etc.

Promotion of private labelling, contracting manufacturing services to brands, importers

in other countries & small scale businesses who sell products via online retailers.

Promotion of co-created products with social media influencers. 

Targeting new business ventures while focusing on customizing capsules using

differentiated mixtures.

As one of M&S activities E-Silk Route Ventures Pvt. Ltd constantly launches new brands locally and participates in

international exhibitions

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

MEDIA/AWARDSMEDIA/AWARDS
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The company being Awarded Bronze in the Spice & Spice Based Products Sector at the

26th Annual NCE export awards, for the year 2018. Also, it became one of the four

companies in Sri Lanka to receive the Certificate Of Conformity (COC) offered by the

National Chamber of Exporters of Sri Lanka, on ethical and sustainable trading practises.

The company has participated in many international exhibitions such as Anuga 2019,

Cologne, Germany; Naturally Good Expo 2019, Sydney, Australia; Biofach Vivaness 2020

in Nuremberg, Germany. 

FUTURE PLANS & PARTNERSHIPSFUTURE PLANS & PARTNERSHIPS

As the company is catering to consumers in the US, Europe, Australia, Singapore and other

markets through major online E-Commerce platforms such as Amazon, eBay, Lazada.

The awareness for its brands and products have been growing steadily. However,

since currently the company leverage and use mostly E-Commerce platforms, the brands

have the potential to reach a larger market through standard on-shelf retail product

distributors and agents. Since the company utilizes a variety of mediums to continuously

promote and position the brands through extensive marketing campaigns, it enables to

“pull” consumers towards all brands and to induce the purchasing of the branded

products. Therefore, obtaining the partners for a specific geographical location would

enable the company to successfully “push” the products to the consumers through on-

shelf and standard retail channels within that geographics.
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1. Certificate Of Conformity by the National Chamber of Exporters of Sri Lanka. 2. Bronze at 26th Annual NCE

Export Awards 2018. 3. Biofach 2020 Germany. 4. Naturally Good Expo 2019 Australia

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

WHITE LABELING & SOURCINGWHITE LABELING & SOURCING

As a company which believes in value addition, it is committed to providing its customers

with the opportunity of doing customized procuring and private labelling on behalf of them.

E-Silk Route Ventures Ltd. specializes in providing the customers with the Total Original

Brand Manufacturing (OBM) / Private Labelling service. It can source, process and pack as

per the Size, Quantity and other Variables of the Customer, provided the relevant MOQs

are met. The company does private labelling in small quantities (for selected items and

packages). It can specifically look into sourcing other products fro Sri Lanka upon request.

It could either look into producing/processing the Product(s) via one of its Facilities; or if

not, it could find, assess, purchase and export produce of another Facility which

manufactures products of interest.
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Ancient Nutraceuticals Ltd.

Contact person:Contact person: Sahan Clive Bakmiwewa

E-mail:E-mail: info@ancientnutra.com

Website:Website: ancientnutra.com

Phone:Phone: +94 764 41 03 86

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Sri Lanka

Industries:Industries: Supplements

Ancient Nutraceuticals

E-Silk Route Ventures

Ltd.

Acient Nutraceuticals

Presentation

click here
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Diamonds® is a new unique product of Austrian consumer health and

well-being micronutrient company Biogena. Biogena is an Austrian

family business with headquarters in Salzburg, Vienna and Freilassing.

Biogena develops, produces, and markets high-quality dietary

supplements based on the pure substance principle and Austrian

science. The Diamonds® premium supplement contains 44 exclusive

high-end ingredients, the quality of which can no longer be surpassed,

were perfectly combined in perfect rich coordination. The new

preparation combines the latest scientific findings with the good feeling

of leading everyone to their full potential. It helps to support the person

on 5 levels - health, energy, focus, balance and glow - together they

result in their own individual brilliance and radiance. Biogena

Diamonds® helps to release it and make self shine.

SECRET DOSSIER ON BIOGENA
DIAMONDS
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THE STORY THE STORY 

Biogena is an Austrian family business with headquarters in Salzburg, Vienna

and Freilassing. Biogena develops, produces, and markets high-quality dietary

supplements based on the pure substance principle and Austrian science. Biogena is the

high-end premium consumer health brand with the uncompromising mission of helping

as many people as possible worldwide achieve greater health and well-being. Unique

premium preparations, targeted diagnostics, and knowledge offerings are the pillars of the

Biogena Group‘s high-quality health portfolio. The unique Biogena manufacturing standard

is characterised by radical quality born from a passionate belief in the pure substance

principle that uses only the finest ingredients, guaranteed to be free from artificial

colourings, preservatives and technical additives. Additionally, each individual batch is

quality controlled by the accredited and independent LEFO institute. 

Photo Credit by Biogena

OWN EXPERTS AND SUPPLY CHAINOWN EXPERTS AND SUPPLY CHAIN

INFRASTRUCTUREINFRASTRUCTURE

The Biogena Group, which was founded by Albert Schmidbauer, covers the entire value
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chain with its own experts and infrastructure. From product development and quality

assurance to production, from software development to logistics robots, and from graphics

to customer service and accounting. Thanks to the Digital Business Excellence, the

Biogena Group is well-positioned for the future and can thus ensure excellent quality along

the entire value chain.

Photo Credit by Biogena

STRONG MANAGEMENTSTRONG MANAGEMENT

In cooperation with owner and chairman of the supervisory board, ,

and the more than 380 employees, the management board helps to realise the vision of

the Biogena group of companies. The team of Julia Ganglbauer and Stefan Klinglmair

together with the owner and CEO Dr. Albert Schmidbauer stands for implementation

strength, reliability, and innovative spirit and are supported by their consistent commitment

to the company values: trust, responsibility, appreciation, performance, and courage. 

KNOWLEDGE AND RESEARCHKNOWLEDGE AND RESEARCH

Biogena's scientifically-supported product formulations are based on the work of the

Dr. Albert Schmidbauer
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Biogena science team. Nutritionists, pharmacists, biologists, and physicians work side by

side with over 10.000 Biogena partner doctors and practitioners, manufacturers of raw

materials, diagnostic experts, and universities to implement the latest scientific findings and

create useful new compounds. The Biogena science team focuses on developing

new products and concepts, compiling and disseminating scientific data, ensuring quality

and seeking out new ingredients.

Dr. Albert Schmidbauer, the owner and chairman of the supervisory board Biogena

Photo Credit by Biogena

BETTER PRODUCT QUALITY. ASSURED.BETTER PRODUCT QUALITY. ASSURED.

Since 2006, the German laboratory LEFO-Institut GmbH carries out independent quality

testing on both the raw materials and every batch of Biogena products. Their experts verify

and warranty that all Biogena preparations comply with food quality laws and regulations

from A for analysis to Z for zero defects. The tests themselves go above and beyond the

legal food safety requirements. These independent experts evaluate a wide range of

parameters including impurities, pesticides and heavy metals. Bottom line: none of them

stand a chance. The Managing Directors of Biogena, the laboratory, and the shareholders

continue to personally vouch for this fact. 
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SHARING KNOWLEDGESHARING KNOWLEDGE

Biogena aims to create, share, and increase knowledge and “infect” others with Biogena's

enthusiasm for health. Therefore offers webinars, podcasts, and events for various target

groups. There is definitely something for everyone. For example, certified in training to

become a certified Mikronährstoff Coach® (Micronutrient Coach) with . 

Photo Credit by Biogena

ADVICE FROM MICRONUTRIENT EXPERTSADVICE FROM MICRONUTRIENT EXPERTS  

With Biogena certified micronutrient advisors in branded Biogena stores, it is possible to

Biogena Academy
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learn about Biogena’s innovations in a comfortable, open setting, a place where all may

ask the most pressing health questions and where Biogena micronutrient advisors

only want one thing: Good Health for You.

Biogena branded store interior modern and same time close to nature

Photo Credit by Biogena

BIOGENA COMMITMENT BIOGENA COMMITMENT 

Biogena value-oriented company management includes modern working environments,

work-life compatibility, a strong customer orientation with the highest quality standards and

excellent service, a fundamental commitment to the environment, social responsibility,

and fair operating and business practices.

THE PRODUCTS THE PRODUCTS 

Developed and designed for people with the most exquisite taste, who are fascinated by

the endless wealth of opportunities for bringing spiritual, emotional and physical health into

perfect harmony. Biogena Diamonds® is a formulation like no other; the diamond standard

of high-end supplements, a masterful composition that could only be dreamed of up until

now.
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44 EXCLUSIVE HIGH-END INGREDIENTS44 EXCLUSIVE HIGH-END INGREDIENTS

Photo Credit by Biogena

With Biogena Diamonds®, Biogena turns science into an art: 44 vitamins, minerals, trace

elements and plant extracts working together in perfect harmony, combined in the ultimate

symbiosis. State of the art and utterly uncompromising. Clinically tested brand raw

ingredients ensure the highest quality. Biogena Diamonds® embodies the purity

of diamonds in its principle of pure substances and helps to support the person on 5 levels:

HealthHealth    with vitamin C, D, selenium and zinc to support a functioning immune system.

Vitamins D and K help to keep the bones healthy. The Biogena Brilliance Blend® provides

one with a brilliant dose of vitamins, minerals and trace elements.

FocusFocus    with pantothenic acid as a contribution to mental performance as well as iodine and

iron to support normal cognitive functions. The Biogena Phytogena-Komplex® goes all out

with the haute couture mix of secondary plant extracts and SIRT super ingredients. 

EnergyEnergy    with the B vitamins riboflavin, niacin and vitamin B6  for one's energy metabolism.

Power nutrients such as folate and magnesium reduce tiredness and fatigue. The

consummate intelligence of nature taken from plant extract jewels combines together with
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60 mg Kaneka Ubiquinol™ CoQ10 active. 

BalanceBalance    with B group vitamins such as thiamin, niacin, vitamins B6 and B12 as well as

magnesium, as an aid to the stable functioning of the nervous system and psyche. The

gold standard ingredient – an impressive 100 mg of the unique, patented pine bark

prestige extract Pycnogenol®, was tested in more than 160 clinical studies.

Photo Credit by Biogena

GlowGlow    with zinc and biotin. The two support the maintenance of healthy skin and hair. The

Biogena Carotinogena-Komplex® glows with the shining stars lutein, zeaxanthin and beta-

carotene.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN

Apart from the impeccable quality standards, Biogena also boasts environmentally friendly

packaging in the form of the Biogena eco-bottles. A high level of tolerability and optimum

bioavailability is the result of seamless, state-of-the-art research and development by the

greatest scientific team in the sector.
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PRODUCTION AND INFRASTRUCTUREPRODUCTION AND INFRASTRUCTURE

When the Biogena Good Health World is completed in summer 2021, we will have a state-

of-the-art production facility for science-based micronutrient products, including

demonstration production and a world of experience for good health. In the Good Health

World, the production capacity can be increased from the current 150 million to 1.5 billion

capsules per year. Production will still be based on the pure substance principle as well as

the highest internationally relevant quality standards such as ISO 22000:2018, GMP for

foodstuffs, HACCP, organic production, and halal. The logistics for the corporate group is

handled centrally in the company’s own logistics centre (plus extension and robots) in

Natternbach in Upper Austria. On approx. 2,000m2 of modern facilities, more than

221,000 packages are shipped to 40 countries every year. At present, all packages are still

packed and prepared for dispatch completely by hand. The introduction of a piece-

picking robot is being planned. This technical support will enable us to enlarge the logistics

team, thus allowing for faster and more extensive processing and creating new jobs.
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44 exclusive high-end ingredients Biogena Diamonds® premium supplement helps to release

individual brilliance, radiance and self shine

Photo Credit by Biogena
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Photo Credit by Biogena

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

BIOGENA PLACESBIOGENA PLACES

Biogena‘s service quality encounters can be experienced in 17 Biogena stores. The

Biogena places are open and close to nature, places to linger, places where there is time

and space for attentive and cordial consultation. It is possible to ask the certified

micronutrient consultants important health-related questions. They will advise about the

amazing world of micronutrients and have only one goal: 'Good Health for You'.

Diamonds® the RRP is €169,90RRP is €169,90 (90 caps - 3 caps/day). It’s sold in Austria and Germany in

its own Biogena Stores as well as online in other countries: United Kingdom, Netherlands,

Lithuania, Israel, Switzerland. It’s in registration for GCC, Russia, Thailand. Other countries

are open.

Biogena produces a big range of other health supplements more information on which

could be found on the official :webpage Biogena
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Photo Credit by Biogena

International Topseller and Outstanding Products:International Topseller and Outstanding Products:

Biogena Diamonds® - Diamonds® premium supplement contains 44 exclusive high-end

ingredients;

Biogena Venus & Mars - High-End Fertility Products for HIM and HER (coming by the

End of the Year).

Anti Aging Products:Anti Aging Products:

MiraSkin® Gold - The beauty formula: Selected vitamins, structure-supporting nutrients &

valuable plant extracts;

Spermidin CellImmun® - Top Preparation for Cell waste Removement;

SIRT-Formula® - Developed with THE Anti Aging Specialist in Germany Prof. Dr. Bernd

Kleine-Gunk;

Pycnogenol® 100 Gold;

Coenzym Q10 active Gold;

Ubiquinol CoQ10 100 vegan Gold.

Topsellers:Topsellers:
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QuattroFerrin® (Study by link) – The Iron Revolution;

Siebensalz® Magnesium;

DigestioZym® 200;

Neurosagena® B-Complex Active Gold;

Osteo Calbon Komplex Gold;

Vitamin D 2000 Duo Gold;

Fit@work® Premium Gold (Study by link).

Photo Credit by Biogena

ADDITIONAL MATERIALSADDITIONAL MATERIALS

Biogena Company Fact Box - Biogena Company Fact Box - #1 brand trusted by doctors in Austria#1 brand trusted by doctors in Austria

Owner:Owner: Dr. Albert Schmidbauer

Founded in:Founded in: 2006

Employees: Employees: 420

Partners:Partners: more than 13,000 doctors and therapists
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Customers:Customers: more than 570,000 from 50 countries 

Of which Club Members:Of which Club Members: more than 290,000

Company locations:Company locations: Salzburg, Vienna and Freilassing

Stores:Stores: Berlin, Hamburg, Frankfurt, Munich, Augsburg, Freilassing, 2 x Salzburg, 3 x Vienna,

2 x Linz, Klagenfurt, Villach, Graz, Natternbach, Dubai (Maison Dentaire)

Upcoming: Upcoming: London, Abu Dhabi, 2 x Moscow, New York City

Micronutrient range:Micronutrient range: more than 260 quality products with „Austrian Science“ inside

Production capacity of the Biogena Good Health World: Production capacity of the Biogena Good Health World: 1.5 billion capsules p.a.

Group turnover:Group turnover: 63 million euros
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Biogena GmbH&Co KG

Contact person:Contact person: Loidl Margit

E-mail:E-mail: m.loidl@biogena.com

Website:Website: biogena.com

Phone:Phone: +43 662 23 11 11

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2006

Regions:Regions: Austria

Industries:Industries: Supplements

Biogena webpage

2250_en_DIAMONDS-90KAPSELN-Biogena

2103_Biogena_Diamonds_Vetrieb_99x210_Ansicht-EN

2106_Biogena_Expose_A4_WEB.pdf

Diamonds_TI_ENG.pdf

click here
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Made from a combination of the planet’s finest ingredients, SANBERA

dietary supplements are a conveniently complete, well-balanced, and

solely vegan preventative remedy for soulful and vibrant living. Created

following the strictest regulations, they are the purest form of necessary

health support for HER and HIM available in the global market

today. The products complement two-phase intake, ensuring a body the

right health support at the ideal time for maximum well-being, vitality

and longevity. The brand elegantly unites the unique, high quality,

natural, and Swiss-made attributes of SANBERA with the sophisticated

and inspiring presentation of the brand and products, sustainable and

emotional customer loyalty, while proving SANBERA’S pioneering role in

the luxury nutritional supplement segment.

SECRET DOSSIER ON SANBERA
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STORYSTORY

Deep in Swiss hearts, the SANBERA founder and team knew that the potential for a better

dietary supplement existed – and it was up to them to create it. Inspired by their passion

for perfectionism and ultimate wellness, they collaborated with the best nutritional experts

to produce the world’s first all-encompassing superior dietary supplements of outstanding

quality for HER and HIM. The result is SANBERA, an owner-managed boutique company

providing the world with the first of its kind supplement, made from the planet’s best

ingredients. SANBERA dietary supplements are a timeless and necessary innovation for a

healthy mind and body because SANBERA believes that optimal health is not just a goal. It

is a personal commitment.

SANBERASANBERA

Because of soil depletion, crops grown decades ago were richer in vitamins and minerals

than the varieties most of us get today (Scientific American). The secret to perfect health is

a combination of diet and supplementation – and not just any supplementation; the body

requires a carefully balanced mixture of vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants at certain

times of the day to perform at its peak. SANBERA has perfected this essential combination

with the highest quality natural ingredients – a global first in the market of dietary

supplements. The company supplements for HER and HIM consist of a two-phase intake,

guaranteeing that body receives the right health support in perfect timing for ultimate

wellness, vibrancy, and longevity. With SANBERA now customers can take control of what

they put into their body.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

Just as men and women have different nutritional needs, SANBERA has developed

dedicated dietary supplements for HIM and HER. Just as humans have various nutritional

requirements during the day, SANBERA has developed exclusive dietary supplements for

DAY and NIGHT time.
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Photo credit by SANBERA

The Perfect Combination:The Perfect Combination:

Essential DAY-TO-DAYEssential DAY-TO-DAY taken during the day, supplement is the ideal addition to a

balanced daily food regiment. It consists of essential nutrients and natural antioxidants for

the ultimate in health and vitality.
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Photo credit by SANBERA

Reload TIME TO TIMEReload TIME TO TIME taken in the evening, contains a beneficial blend of natural

antioxidants and vitamins to help the body replenish and renew as you rest.

ESSENTIAL DAY-TO-DAY (WOMEN 37G)ESSENTIAL DAY-TO-DAY (WOMEN 37G)

The premium DAILY dietary supplement for HER, Essential Women, contains black

elderberry extract and 100% natural vitamin C from acerola along with other natural

antioxidants, essential vitamins, and minerals to supplement a daily nutritional intake and

promote health and vitality.

ESSENTIAL DAY-TO-DAY (MEN 44G)ESSENTIAL DAY-TO-DAY (MEN 44G)

The premium DAILY dietary supplement for HIM, Essential Men, contains guarana extract
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(100% natural caffeine), acerola extract (100% natural vitamin C), and other natural

antioxidants, essential vitamins, and minerals to supplement a daily nutritional intake and

promoting health and vitality.

RELOAD TIME TO TIME (WOMEN 45G)RELOAD TIME TO TIME (WOMEN 45G)

The small NIGHTLY “luxury” dietary supplement for HER, Reload Women, is a powerful

formula consisting of natural antioxidants and B vitamins. It contains cranberry fruit powder,

caffeine-free green tea extract, acerola extract with 100% natural vitamin C, and bilberry

extract, along with all the vitamins of the vitamin B complex to restore vital nutrients that

are used up by the body during the day.

RELOAD TIME TO TIME (MEN 31G)RELOAD TIME TO TIME (MEN 31G)

The small NIGHTLY “luxury” dietary supplement for HIM, Reload Men, is a powerful formula

consisting of natural antioxidants and B vitamins. It contains 100% natural vitamin C from

acerola extract, red grape extract, and caffeine-free green tea extract, along with all the

vitamins of the vitamin B complex to restore vital nutrients that are used up by the body

during the day.

The Direction of Use:The Direction of Use:

Take three tablets per day (Essential) and before to sleep (Reload) with water. Do not

exceed the stated daily dose. Dietary supplements are not a substitute for a balanced,

varied diet and healthy lifestyle. SANBERA helps to complete a diet.

BRAND USPBRAND USP

With a passion for care, essential vital substances, and gently produced fruit and plant

extracts, SANBERA creates high-quality dietary supplements, carefully developed and

manufactured in Switzerland. Through careful staging and marketing of the SANBERA

brand and products across all communication channels and the successful cooperation of

areas outside the usual sales channels, the company's vision is to effectively establish a

market segment in Switzerland and globally: the luxury segment of dietary supplements.
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SANBERA is the established number one in this niche market and continues to inspire with

its promise of quality. SANBERA reinvents itself, optimizes and perfects existing processes

and products, and continues to grow and open new international sales markets while

continuing to provide many inspiring ideas within the luxury dietary supplements segment.

Photo credit by SANBERA

At Sanbera, manufacturer proudly supports ecological agriculture. It goes without saying

that in addition to the quality of SANBERA natural ingredients, their origin and cultivation

methods are of great importance to the company. That is why SANBERA nutritional

supplements are made from organically grown fruits and plants. 

SANBERA products are designed to pamper the human body with natural, vital, soothing,
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and high-quality organic plant and fruit extracts. Free of animal ingredients, added sugar,

or sugar substitutes, SANBERA's range of beneficial nutritional supplements are carefully

selected, developed, and manufactured in Switzerland as a premium, balanced and

efficient solution for enhanced and vibrant longevity.

Today many nutritional supplements are produced with the help of animal ingredients for

cost purposes. At SANBERA, all products – and all suppliers – are purely herbal and 100%

free of animal ingredients and animal testing. The nutritional supplements have been

awarded the Vegan Flower and meet the high requirements of the  for all

ingredients and production processes.

No artificial flavorings

No artificial preservatives

No artificial colors

Not tested on animals

Vegan

No genetically modified substances

Gluten-Free

No sugar added

Lactose-Free

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN

The branding elegantly unites the unique, high quality, natural, and Swiss-made attributes

of SANBERA with the sophisticated and inspiring presentation of the brand and products,

sustainable and emotional customer loyalty, while proving SANBERA’S pioneering role in

the luxury nutritional supplement segment.

SANBERA is committed to upholding the image of excellence through the following:

Vegan Society
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Photo credit by SANBERA

NATURAL:NATURAL: All SANBERA nutritional supplements contain exclusively natural Vitamin C from

the Acerola Cherry and are rich in other natural antioxidants from valuable fruits and plants.

SUSTAINABLE: SUSTAINABLE: Company attaches great importance to sustainability in the sourcing of

all SANBERA ingredients.

PURELY VEGAN:PURELY VEGAN: All SANBERA products are 100% free from animal substances, free from

animal testing, and contain no genetically modified ingredients.

SOCIAL COMMITMENT: SOCIAL COMMITMENT: SANBERA uses sales proceeds to support foundations such as the

Zewo-certified Biovision Foundation in its courageous efforts in Africa.

USERS/TARGET GROUPUSERS/TARGET GROUP

Both women and men are the audiences for SANBERA. They are mostly 30 to 55 whose

household incomes reach CHF120k; with a high purchasing power. They have a positive

attitude to life. They are luxury lovers with a desire to maintain or improve their health and

vitality. They may exercise hard or go to the gym 3-5 times a week.
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SANBERA has developed dedicated dietary supplements for HIM and HER

Photo credit by SANBERA

MARKETING AND SALESMARKETING AND SALES

SANBERA is currently available online at ,  and .

Customers can shop both Essentials and Reloads at , too. In Switzerland,

all SANBERA products are being actively distributed in beauty shops, health shops, spas,

and gyms.

PLANSPLANS

Sanbera Marionnaud Dermanence

Ocean Clinique
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Photo credit by SANBERA

To launch the new line, the company is expanding its production capacity. While focusing

on product development, enhancing value-added services such as SANBERA Consulting

Support is a priority. Penetrating other industries and geographical expansion are two

other areas the company is focused on, according to SANBERA's business roadmap.

MEDIAMEDIA  

Official Page

Instagram Page 
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ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download images by the  

You can download the price list by the 

You can download a presentation by the  

Please, remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS  QUESTIONS  

Since members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a solution in

the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text of the

dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments from members and brand

answers by the . Maybe among them, you will find the answer to your question. Feel

free to leave your comments and ask questions by the . Please do not share this file

since it is for internal use only.

Facebook Page

Linked In

link

link

link

link

link
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https://app.box.com/shared/static/6zilezeg3c9vwvjah18ogxli4cjv9p0v.pdf
https://app.box.com/shared/static/jwcfnbjnoy5fqhbnw7g8f5604smjyntr.pdf
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vxx2obn3kumJGkm5sosKMtPocyW5pEC8B_ogdm0_v9Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScHK4lz1CW6Gsr42b_IoHA5xGv_t_pWcY-CerC5JJvzFtQcxA/viewform


Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Sanbera

Contact person:Contact person: Tina Erni, Founder & CEO

E-mail:E-mail: info@sanbera.com

Website:Website: sanbera.com

Phone:Phone: + 41 44 201 71 71

Patent status:Patent status: N/A

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Switzerland

Industries:Industries: Supplements

Sanbera

Web

Sanbera_onepage_price_en

Sanbera presentation 2020

Sanbera STUDY- SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF DAILY MULTIVITAMIN INTAKE ON

BIOMARKERS

click here
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Made from a combination of the planet’s finest ingredients, SANBERA

dietary supplements are a conveniently complete, well-balanced, and

solely vegan preventative remedy for soulful and vibrant living. Created

following the strictest regulations, they are the purest form of necessary

health support for HER and HIM available in the global market

today. The products complement two-phase intake, ensuring a body the

right health support at the ideal time for maximum well-being, vitality

and longevity. The brand elegantly unites the unique, high quality,

natural, and Swiss-made attributes of SANBERA with the sophisticated

and inspiring presentation of the brand and products, sustainable and

emotional customer loyalty, while proving SANBERA’S pioneering role in

the luxury nutritional supplement segment.

SANBERA – THE PUREST, SOLELY
VEGAN, COMPLETE DIETARY

SUPPLEMENT
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STORYSTORY

Deep in Swiss hearts, the SANBERA founder and team knew that the potential for a better

dietary supplement existed – and it was up to them to create it. Inspired by their passion

for perfectionism and ultimate wellness, they collaborated with the best nutritional experts

to produce the world’s first all-encompassing superior dietary supplements of outstanding

quality for HER and HIM. The result is SANBERA, an owner-managed boutique company

providing the world with the first of its kind supplement, made from the planet’s best

ingredients. SANBERA dietary supplements are a timeless and necessary innovation for a

healthy mind and body because SANBERA believes that optimal health is not just a goal. It

is a personal commitment.

SANBERASANBERA

Because of soil depletion, crops grown decades ago were richer in vitamins and minerals

than the varieties most of us get today (Scientific American). The secret to perfect health is

a combination of diet and supplementation – and not just any supplementation; the body

requires a carefully balanced mixture of vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants at certain

times of the day to perform at its peak. SANBERA has perfected this essential combination

with the highest quality natural ingredients – a global first in the market of dietary

supplements. The company supplements for HER and HIM consist of a two-phase intake,

guaranteeing that body receives the right health support in perfect timing for ultimate

wellness, vibrancy, and longevity. With SANBERA now customers can take control of what

they put into their body.

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

Just as men and women have different nutritional needs, SANBERA has developed

dedicated dietary supplements for HIM and HER. Just as humans have various nutritional

requirements during the day, SANBERA has developed exclusive dietary supplements for

DAY and NIGHT time.
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Photo credit by SANBERA

The Perfect Combination:The Perfect Combination:

Essential DAY-TO-DAYEssential DAY-TO-DAY taken during the day, supplement is the ideal addition to a

balanced daily food regiment. It consists of essential nutrients and natural antioxidants for

the ultimate in health and vitality.
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Photo credit by SANBERA

Reload TIME TO TIMEReload TIME TO TIME taken in the evening, contains a beneficial blend of natural

antioxidants and vitamins to help the body replenish and renew as you rest.

ESSENTIAL DAY-TO-DAY (WOMEN 37G)ESSENTIAL DAY-TO-DAY (WOMEN 37G)

The premium DAILY dietary supplement for HER, Essential Women, contains black

elderberry extract and 100% natural vitamin C from acerola along with other natural

antioxidants, essential vitamins, and minerals to supplement a daily nutritional intake and

promote health and vitality.

ESSENTIAL DAY-TO-DAY (MEN 44G)ESSENTIAL DAY-TO-DAY (MEN 44G)

The premium DAILY dietary supplement for HIM, Essential Men, contains guarana extract
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(100% natural caffeine), acerola extract (100% natural vitamin C), and other natural

antioxidants, essential vitamins, and minerals to supplement a daily nutritional intake and

promoting health and vitality.

RELOAD TIME TO TIME (WOMEN 45G)RELOAD TIME TO TIME (WOMEN 45G)

The small NIGHTLY “luxury” dietary supplement for HER, Reload Women, is a powerful

formula consisting of natural antioxidants and B vitamins. It contains cranberry fruit powder,

caffeine-free green tea extract, acerola extract with 100% natural vitamin C, and bilberry

extract, along with all the vitamins of the vitamin B complex to restore vital nutrients that

are used up by the body during the day.

RELOAD TIME TO TIME (MEN 31G)RELOAD TIME TO TIME (MEN 31G)

The small NIGHTLY “luxury” dietary supplement for HIM, Reload Men, is a powerful formula

consisting of natural antioxidants and B vitamins. It contains 100% natural vitamin C from

acerola extract, red grape extract, and caffeine-free green tea extract, along with all the

vitamins of the vitamin B complex to restore vital nutrients that are used up by the body

during the day.

The Direction of Use:The Direction of Use:

Take three tablets per day (Essential) and before to sleep (Reload) with water. Do not

exceed the stated daily dose. Dietary supplements are not a substitute for a balanced,

varied diet and healthy lifestyle. SANBERA helps to complete a diet.

BRAND USPBRAND USP

With a passion for care, essential vital substances, and gently produced fruit and plant

extracts, SANBERA creates high-quality dietary supplements, carefully developed and

manufactured in Switzerland. Through careful staging and marketing of the SANBERA

brand and products across all communication channels and the successful cooperation of

areas outside the usual sales channels, the company's vision is to effectively establish a

market segment in Switzerland and globally: the luxury segment of dietary supplements.
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SANBERA is the established number one in this niche market and continues to inspire with

its promise of quality. SANBERA reinvents itself, optimizes and perfects existing processes

and products, and continues to grow and open new international sales markets while

continuing to provide many inspiring ideas within the luxury dietary supplements segment.

Photo credit by SANBERA

At Sanbera, manufacturer proudly supports ecological agriculture. It goes without saying

that in addition to the quality of SANBERA natural ingredients, their origin and cultivation

methods are of great importance to the company. That is why SANBERA nutritional

supplements are made from organically grown fruits and plants. 

SANBERA products are designed to pamper the human body with natural, vital, soothing,
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and high-quality organic plant and fruit extracts. Free of animal ingredients, added sugar,

or sugar substitutes, SANBERA's range of beneficial nutritional supplements are carefully

selected, developed, and manufactured in Switzerland as a premium, balanced and

efficient solution for enhanced and vibrant longevity.

Today many nutritional supplements are produced with the help of animal ingredients for

cost purposes. At SANBERA, all products – and all suppliers – are purely herbal and 100%

free of animal ingredients and animal testing. The nutritional supplements have been

awarded the Vegan Flower and meet the high requirements of the  for all

ingredients and production processes.

No artificial flavorings

No artificial preservatives

No artificial colors

Not tested on animals

Vegan

No genetically modified substances

Gluten-Free

No sugar added

Lactose-Free

BRANDING AND DESIGNBRANDING AND DESIGN

The branding elegantly unites the unique, high quality, natural, and Swiss-made attributes

of SANBERA with the sophisticated and inspiring presentation of the brand and products,

sustainable and emotional customer loyalty, while proving SANBERA’S pioneering role in

the luxury nutritional supplement segment.

SANBERA is committed to upholding the image of excellence through the following:

Vegan Society
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Photo credit by SANBERA

NATURAL:NATURAL: All SANBERA nutritional supplements contain exclusively natural Vitamin C from

the Acerola Cherry and are rich in other natural antioxidants from valuable fruits and plants.

SUSTAINABLE: SUSTAINABLE: Company attaches great importance to sustainability in the sourcing of

all SANBERA ingredients.

PURELY VEGAN:PURELY VEGAN: All SANBERA products are 100% free from animal substances, free from

animal testing, and contain no genetically modified ingredients.

SOCIAL COMMITMENT: SOCIAL COMMITMENT: SANBERA uses sales proceeds to support foundations such as the

Zewo-certified Biovision Foundation in its courageous efforts in Africa.

USERS/TARGET GROUPUSERS/TARGET GROUP

Both women and men are the audiences for SANBERA. They are mostly 30 to 55 whose

household incomes reach CHF120k; with a high purchasing power. They have a positive

attitude to life. They are luxury lovers with a desire to maintain or improve their health and

vitality. They may exercise hard or go to the gym 3-5 times a week.
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SANBERA has developed dedicated dietary supplements for HIM and HER

Photo credit by SANBERA

MARKETING AND SALESMARKETING AND SALES

SANBERA is currently available online at ,  and .

Customers can shop both Essentials and Reloads at , too. In Switzerland,

all SANBERA products are being actively distributed in beauty shops, health shops, spas,

and gyms.

PLANSPLANS

Sanbera Marionnaud Dermanence

Ocean Clinique
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Photo credit by SANBERA

To launch the new line, the company is expanding the production capacity. While focusing

on product development, enhancing value-added services such as SANBERA Consulting

Support is a priority. Penetrating other industries and geographical expansion are two

other areas the company is focused on, according to SANBERA's business roadmap.

MEDIAMEDIA  

Official Page

Instagram Page 
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Facebook Page

Linked In
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Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Sanbera

Contact person:Contact person: Tina Erni, Founder & CEO

E-mail:E-mail: info@sanbera.com

Website:Website: sanbera.com

Phone:Phone: + 41 44 201 71 71

Patent status:Patent status: N/A

On market since:On market since: 2019

Regions:Regions: Switzerland

Industries:Industries: Supplements

click here
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After many years of research, Dr. Markus Dworak, Sleep Researcher &

Founder of smartsleep ® has developed an innovative nutrient complex

that optimises and accelerates the natural recovery processes during

sleep. smartsleep ® is a German-based company that produces novel

nutrient cocktails with vitamins and microelements for the rejuvenation

of skin, hair, nails and the whole body. In order to develop on a global

scale, smartsleep ® has successfully gained investor's support who

believed in the product. For a relatively short time, the brand of healthy

dietary nighttime supplements has established itself perfectly in the

German market, has entered the well-known B&M stores nationwide, as

well as the largest online retailers. It is constantly growing in sales. In

terms of international expansion, the company's healthy nutrient

products are already sold in 12 countries and are open to other markets.

smartsleep ® does not stop there and more and more new products are

being developed. The company plans to expand its portfolio without

compromising on quality and using only ingredients of natural origin and

100% recyclable packaging material.

SMARTSLEEP WORLD'S LEADING
BRAND IN SLEEP OPTIMIZATION
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THE IDEA THE IDEA 

To be precise in 2004 smartsleep founder Dr. Markus Dworak was looking for an exciting

topic for his doctoral thesis after graduating from university. The neuroscience interested

Markus for a long time and his professor suggested him to do research on the topic

"SLEEP". After the initial thought that this could become very tiring, he became so

fascinated by the topic that he spent years researching it. For example about why we have

to sleep every day and which factors are important for our recovery during sleep. Markus

reached his research peak as a scholarship holder at the renowned Harvard University in

the USA and with the award of the Young Investigator Award of the German Society for

Sleep Research and Sleep Medicine.

Despite his research successes, nothing changed the fact that Markus himself, through his

job, family and many hobbies, always missed out on sleep. So he set out to find a solution

to the fatigue and lack of recovery - and developed the novel idea of a nutrient cocktail

especially for the night.

Photo credit by smartsleep ®

No one can hold an idea in their hands. Therefore Markus went straight to work to create a

perfect, consumer-friendly product. Together with the design & brand experts Daniel

Matthieu and Burk J. Ulrich, Markus tinkered with a perfect product, the optimal packaging

and a strong brand, which should offer people worldwide an innovative solution for the

night. In 2015, Daniel, Burk and Markus finally founded Smart Sleep GmbH, laying the

foundation for a well-rested and successful future.
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On 18.09.2018 the time had come. The founder appeared before the "Lion's Den" jury and

convinced all five investors of his merits. The biggest deal in broadcasting history so far

went to smartsleep! The company have used this to improve further - because the best

confession is when the customers are satisfied with the products. That is the highest claim

and motivation for the company.

The Founders

Photo credit by smartsleep ®

THE FOUNDERSTHE FOUNDERS

Dr. Markus Dworak is a passionate sleep researcher and the developer of smartsleep ®. In

his academic career, he worked for more than 15 years in sleep research among others at

Harvard Medical School USA and the German Sport University Cologne, as well as in drug

development at Novartis AG. He won the award of the German Society for Sleep Research

and Sleep Medicine and was the author of numerous scientific publications. Today he is

the CEO of Smart Sleep Ltd.
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Burk J Ulrich, co-founder of smartsleep. Burk has a great track record in branding and

product design. He is the owner of the design agency  in Hamburg and creates

product design and branding campaigns for many international clients and their renowned

brands.

Daniel Matthieu, co-founder of smartsleep and with a strong background in marketing and

sales in the healthcare sector. Daniel is responsible for B2B sales and key customer

accounts as well as business partnerships in 12 countries.

Photo credit by smartsleep ®

THE PROBLEMTHE PROBLEM

VISID
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"OVER 50% OF THE GERMAN POPULATION SLEEPS ONLY 6 HOURS OR LESS PER

NIGHT."

SOURCE: TK SLEEP STUDY, 2017

THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

smartsleep® ORIGINALsmartsleep® ORIGINAL

It  is an innovative nutrient complex from the field of sleep research, which was developed

especially for the night to reduce fatigue and tiredness during the day (riboflavin). The

combination of selected vitamins, amino acids and minerals supplies your body at a crucial

time and also contributes to healthy metabolism and the reduction of tiredness and fatigue.

Photo credit by smartsleep ®

What's in it? 

smartsleep® - chewable tablets (2 pcs.) Some components of smartsleep® cannot be

stored in liquids as they would lose their effect. Therefore, we have developed special

chewable tablets that allow easy and tasty absorption of the creatine & ash; in the fresh
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taste of citrus-lemongrass!

smartsleep® - Drinking ampoule (25ml). The second part of the smartsleep®-formulation

consists of a liquid nutrient mix that you can take in one sip. The liquid is slightly thicker

than water and also tastes citrus lemongrass.

Photo credit by smartsleep ®

smartsleep® IMMUNEsmartsleep® IMMUNE

It is the first IMMUNE nutrient complex specially developed for sleep that supports and

builds up the immune system during the night. Every day the immune system does

amazing things - it protects a person from bacteria, viruses and other pathogens. In order

to keep us healthy and efficient and to defy the many external influences, numerous
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defence cells are active inside us around the clock. Especially at night, when a person

comes to rest, the number of natural defense cells in the body increases and the immune

system works at full speed to prepare the body for the next day.

The smartsleep® IMMUNE formula consists of a liquid nutrient mix with a delicious citrus-

ginger taste that you can take in one sip.

smartsleep® IMMUNE provides you with essential nutrients during sleep and supports your

organism in strengthening your defences. The nutrient complex of amino acids, vitamins

and minerals contributes to a healthy functioning of the immune system and protects your

cells from oxidative stress, i.e. the destruction by aggressive substances. Especially at

night, smartsleep® IMMUNE helps to maintain your health and performance and supports

the body's defences in a natural way.

The monthly pack of 28 innovative immune nutrient complex for the night smartsleep®

IMMUNE supports your immune system when it is working at full speed and provides you

with numerous vitamins, amino acids and trace elements during the night. Among other

things, vitamins A, B6 and C, as well as zinc, selenium and manganese support your

immune system, cell division and DNA synthesis and protect your cells from oxidative

stress - for a vital awakening in the morning.

smartsleep® BEAUTYsmartsleep® BEAUTY

It is the first BEAUTY nutrient complex specially developed for the night that supports the

regeneration of skin, hair and nails. From sleep research.

APPROVED BY DERMATOLOGISTS APPROVED BY DERMATOLOGISTS 

smartsleep ® BEAUTY was tested in an independent scientific dermatological study. After

only 6 weeks of daily use, measurable results in skin elasticity (up to +22%) and skin

moisture (up to +72%) could already be seen.

smartsleep ® BEAUTY NIGHT ELIXIR smartsleep ® BEAUTY NIGHT ELIXIR 

Beauty Night Elixir is a luxury high-quality beauty drink that is especially developed for
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the famous beauty sleep. It consists of selected high quality ingredients.

Photo credit by smartsleep ®

Every day, our skin, hair and nails take over numerous important functions of the body and

provide reliable protection against heat, light, infections and injuries. External influences

such as UV radiation or make-up place additional stress on the skin. In addition to their

importance for physical health, hair, skin and nails also determine our external appearance.

The health and beauty of our body are therefore directly related. During the night, when

we rest, skin, hair, nails and connective tissue regenerate and need important nutrients for

optimal recovery and a healthy appearance the next day.
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Photo credit by smartsleep ®

smartsleep ® SLEEP+ CAPSULE smartsleep ® SLEEP+ CAPSULE 

Sleep+ capsules are an innovative sleeping product with only 5 selected ingredients To fall

asleep faster and have a relaxed and deep sleep during the night. The capsules

contain Melatonin 1 mg and Ashwaganda. Melatonin is an effective supplement that can

help fall asleep, especially for those who have insomnia or jet lag. It has

other health benefits as well. Ashwagandha contains chemicals that might help calm

the brain, reduce swelling (inflammation), lower blood pressure, and alter the immune

system.
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Photo credit by smartsleep ®

smartsleep ® RELAX & SLEEPsmartsleep ® RELAX & SLEEP

smartsleep ® RELAX SLEEP capsules consist of selected natural ingredients that promote

relaxation and make it easier to fall asleep. 
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Photo credit by smartsleep ®

NEW LAUNCHES 2021NEW LAUNCHES 2021

smartsleep ® SLEEP SPRAYsmartsleep ® SLEEP SPRAY

New SLEEP SPRAY with high quality Melatonin and passion flower extract helps to fall

asleep faster. With a fresh mint taste and also easy to dose and apply it is a new favorite

product in the portfolio.

SMART RECOVERY PILLOWSMART RECOVERY PILLOW

The SMART RECOVERY PILLOW is a specially developed pillow that, in combination with

various fragrances, takes sleep to a new level Made of high quality memory foam in its

special design, the SMART RECOVERY PILLOW allows restful and regenerative sleep in

different sleeping positions.

PRODUCTS USPPRODUCTS USP

This distinguishes smartsleep® products:
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✓ only high-quality ingredients;

✓ production takes place under strictly controlled conditions;

✓ products are free of side effects & doping;

✓ work together with numerous experts to continuously create innovative products.

PHOTO CREDIT BY SMARTSLEEP ®PHOTO CREDIT BY SMARTSLEEP ®

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES

The products are sold online in on , in pharmacies and famous retail chains i.e.

, also offline nationwide and internationally in over 12 countries. The stockist list

could be found by the . The brand uses various types of advertising and promotion,

starting with media publishing, collaboration with celebrities, influencers, athletes, big

boards etc.

 INTERNATIONALISATION INTERNATIONALISATION

2017- 2019: Focus on DACH region & establishment in the retail sector;

Since 2019: Internationalisation  (EU, China, Russia, Korea);

International development of the smartsleep® brand with focus on quality and

innovation; 

Cooperation with country-specific KOLs to transport brand values in the target country.

BUSINESS MODELBUSINESS MODEL

web store

Amazon.de

link
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Smart Sleep sells its products through the following distribution channels and

already achieved an annual turnover of € 3.8 million in FY 2018. The steady growth is

driven by the DACH region and the Chinese market.

TARGET GROUPS TARGET GROUPS 

Business people;

Shift Workers;

Travellers;

Students;

Athletes;

People with less sleep;

People with non-restorative sleep.

KNOW-HOW KNOW-HOW 

Many years of experience in international sleep research and production of innovative

food supplements and brand development.

INNOVATION INNOVATION 

Continuous development of the product portfolio in the area of dietary supplements &

food 

PATENTS PATENTS 

The key ingredient creatine has been protected by an EU patent (EP3056096) for use in

improving sleep recovery.

TRADEMARK RIGHTSTRADEMARK RIGHTS

smartsleep ® is a protected trademark in many countries incl. Europe, China, Switzerland ,

Russia , Australia , IR, USA. 

DESIGN PROTECTION DESIGN PROTECTION 
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The smartsleep ® Original ampoule was registered as a design (Design No: 402018203109

0001).

MEDIA & AWARDSMEDIA & AWARDS

The brand smartsleep ® could be found in various editions and media. See all of them by

the 

In 2019 smartsleep ®  received positive reviews of Independent Evaluation on 200

testers by and became the winner of the  in

Business to Consumer - category Drugstore Products.

Photo credit by smartsleep ®

link

MyTest German Innovation Award 2020
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https://www.en.smartsleep.com/pages/presse
https://www.mytest.de/giga/smartsleep
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Smart Sleep GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Dr. Markus Dworak CEO

E-mail:E-mail: info@smartsleep.de

Website:Website: smartsleep.com

Phone:Phone: +49 211-95074410

Patent status:Patent status: n/a

On market since:On market since: 2015

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Supplements

smartsleep® webpage

smartsleep® Instagram page

smartsleep® Facebook page

click here
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Shilajit or moomiyo, that can produce energy within cells is a traditional

ayurvedic product that gets extracted from the solidity of animal and

plant material over millions of years in the Himalayan regions of Tibet

and in India. Herbal remedy known as Shilajit is considered the best

carrier of nutrition and energy for the body. Now, it is found in most of

the countries and has been used in many products because of its

healing properties. Natural Shilajit is rich in many nutrients and contains

minerals, humic acid, loads of vitamins and fulvic acid, which are

considered key components that act as good cleansers since they

remove harmful metals from the human body. The founder of the

Natural Shilajit Brand Andrey Konovalov is the first who introduced and

expanded the authentic Altai Shilajit as a dietary supplement to the US

market and looks forward to the global market expansion. 

NATURAL SHILAJIT - PUREST BODY
CLEANER AND ENERGIZER
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Shilajit, also called mineral pitch, is the result of a long process of breaking down plant

matter and minerals. It is a sticky, black, tar-like substance that comes from rocks in high

mountain ranges. Shilajit sourced in India and Tibet, has been used in traditional Ayurvedic

medicine for centuries, and the compounds in it appear to be beneficial for many

conditions i.e. brain function, heart health, aging, help fight off viruses, anemia, chronic

fatigue syndrome, altitude sickness, obesity, male fertility and even certain types of cancer

cells. Shilajit is available as a powder or as a supplement that can be dissolved in milk or

water. The recommended dose of Shilajit is 300 to 500 milligrams per day. However, it is

important that a person speaks with a doctor before taking any natural supplements.

Research suggests that Shilajit is safe for long-term use as a dietary supplement. However,

there are some potential side effects of using Shilajit. Shilajit may lower blood pressure,

which can be dangerous for people on high blood pressure medications. People with

active heart disease or with a history of hypotension should be careful and more likely to

avoid taking Shilajit to prevent a drop in blood pressure.

Pure shilajit contains minerals, humic acid, loads of vitamins and fulvic acid, which are considered key

components that act as good cleansers since they remove harmful metals from the human body

source - naturalshilajit.com

Shilajit is popularly referred to as the “Destroyer of Weaknesses”. This resin has a wide

array of therapeutic benefits and is used all around the world as a panacea for almost
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every health problem. It is very rich in many nutrients such as humic acid and fulvic acid as

well as many other micronutrients. Fulvic acid, is an integral carrier molecule of bioactive

substances in several transport systems, while Humic acid helps improve physical and

mental health. In recent years, scientists have found small amounts of Dibenzo Alpha

Pyrones (DBPs) in Shilajit. DBP is an important biomolecule that helps restore and maintain

the normal functioning of the mitochondria (the cell’s powerhouse), thus boosts energy

(ATP) production. Shilajit resin is also rich in trace elements such as calcium, iron, zinc,

copper, manganese and magnesium which also contribute significantly to your healthy

lifestyle.

Traditional Shilajit was taken with hot organic milk or with some ghee to deliver stamina

and energy to the body. The producers of the product recommend to dissolve it with a hot

tea, coffee or warm milk and also non-chlorinated water. The Shilajit also dissolves under

the tongue just after swallowing it. 

All of Natural Shilajit products are 100% organic, natural and wild-crafted. The company

works directly with long-time trusted supplier in the Altai Mountains, so can be extra

confident in the product's authenticity. Each new batch goes through vigorous testing to

ensure the product's purity before being processed & packed at an FDA-certified facility. 

Today, the main income brings online retail. The manufacturer sells 700 jars of Natual

Shilajit per month through bloggers and affiliate programs. The price for Natural Shilajit

Resin 7g jar is $35, for 15g is $49 that now goes as Bestseller for $36,75. In addition to the

Natural Shilajit, the company also offers honey sticks called NutriHoney which are a

mixture of Natural Shilajit Resin and Raw Honey sealed in dose sticks. Since 2016, Natural

Shilajit has been sold on  and is in the top 5 in search results on request for

Shilajit. Taking into account the income from cooperation with farmers, the revenue of the

company today equals $50,000-60,000 per month, while net profit is $35,000-40,000.

Healthy Nutrition Group LLC plans to begin the expansion of the Altai dietary supplement

to other countries and find new niches. The company is pinning great hopes on the

cosmetics market, which global volume in 2018 was $12.6 billion.

Amazon
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Customers can buy the product from websites that offer Shilajit for sale at a reasonable price

source - naturalshilajit.com
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: HEALTHY NUTRITION GROUP LLC

Contact person:Contact person: Andrey Konovalov

E-mail:E-mail: support@naturalshilajit.com

Website:Website: naturalshilajit.com

Phone:Phone: +1 (800) 649-7067

Patent status:Patent status: +

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Supplements

Natural Shilajit

Original Video

click here
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Exclusive interview for SPINOFF.COM with Dr. Matthias Weiler, AZ

Zahncreme Gmbh, Founder and CEO, about the – aesthetic taste spray,

which is a revolutionary new product to curb your sweet tooth. Dr. Dr.

Weiler – THE AESTHETIC TASTE - sprayWeiler – THE AESTHETIC TASTE - spray works by a completely natural

way. Flavors have been proven to curb cravings for sugar, by tricking

senses into thinking, that the craving has been satisfied. Most of us

consume too much sugar as it is hidden in many foods and highly

concentrated in soft drinks and sweets. Sugar is the only substance that

people consume, which has no nutritional value but a lot of calories.

Excessive sugar consumption is nowadays recognized as the main

health problem worldwide, leading to overweight.

SECRET DOSSIER OF AZ ZAHNCREME
GMBH COMPANY
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Dr. Weiler the – THE AESTHETIC TASTE - spray was invented to support people´s health

and lifestyle. The spray consists of 100% natural, purely herbal ingredients and food

flavors. It contains no sugar or sugar substitutes. Moreover, it is vegan, gluten-free, no fat,

no salt and by its recapture also HALAL.

Dear Dr. Weiler, we are so grateful for your generosity this day in spending time speakingDear Dr. Weiler, we are so grateful for your generosity this day in spending time speaking

with us and sharing your insights about aromatic toothpaste and spray. with us and sharing your insights about aromatic toothpaste and spray. 

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: Thank you very much. I appreciate your interest very much and it is a pleasure

to introduce our company. I hope all the information, I can provide are not too much, but

about the science we work about, I could easily speak some hours.

SOC: Our audience and we would like to learn more about a vast experience of academicSOC: Our audience and we would like to learn more about a vast experience of academic

endeavors and professional background.endeavors and professional background. 

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler:  I studied dental medicine at the Universities of Erlangen and Berlin in Germany.

Following that, I worked at the University Hospitals in Munich and Regensburg,

departments of maxillo-facial surgery. I had a fellowship at the well-known clinic for plastic

surgery of Professor Pitanguy in Rio de JaneiroProfessor Pitanguy in Rio de Janeiro and was leading oral surgeon for a dental

clinic in Milan, Italy. In 1991In 1991 I founded my own clinic and later a hospital for patients from

abroad. So my past project over the last 20 years20 years was to create a well-known dental clinic

and dental hospital for German people but also patients from abroad. We build up the

hospital for international patients and I was proud to establish the hospital as we got more

and more patients especially from Russia. In the end, 24 people24 people worked at the hospital. I

sold the clinic and hospital to create my company by working on most modern flavor

science. For the last 4 years For the last 4 years, I worked very concentrated on this science, an astonishing

area, which becomes more and more recognized for new applications.

SOC: Considering your tremendous experience, we would like to know whether you hadSOC: Considering your tremendous experience, we would like to know whether you had

other projects? Could you please share the story of their creation and success.other projects? Could you please share the story of their creation and success.

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: Yes, we had. We developed a first flavor toothpaste 4 years ago4 years ago. But we got

aware, that this was a one-trick pony for our company. Therefore, we developed for this

toothpaste in 2017 four different flavors and optimized the recapturesfour different flavors and optimized the recaptures. Furthermore, we

developed last year our really unique new product – THE AESTHETIC TASTE - mouthTHE AESTHETIC TASTE - mouth
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sprayspray. Probably, it sounds to be very simple to develop such a product, but it`s not. First,

you have to look, if there could be existing and running patents for such a product. You

have to work for the recapture by the principle 'try and fail' until you reach your goal. Next

question is whether people like the flavor, yes or not. You have to prove the effect of user

studies, as we did by two final studies of 130 users final. So some long-lasting steps. But all

this work has been done.

SOC: It is so interesting to know more about the process of your technology creation.SOC: It is so interesting to know more about the process of your technology creation.

Please tell on which stage of commercialization your technology currently is? Was yourPlease tell on which stage of commercialization your technology currently is? Was your

project funded by any state financing or grants? Has it already received any honours orproject funded by any state financing or grants? Has it already received any honours or

awards?awards?

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: Our aromatic toothpaste with four different flavors is ready to be produced.

Necessary laboratory tests went perfectly. We have interest from different countries and

are working concentrated to launch our toothpaste later this year.

All products will be produced in Germany because distributors want the quality "Made inMade in

Germany"Germany".

At the moment we are fully concentrated working on our second product, we call it - THE

AESTHETIC TASTE - spray. In my whole opinion it can become a blockbuster product and

it is our currently most important project. Worldwide about 2,5 billion people are

overweight and the number is increasing tremendously. Excessive sugar consumption is

recognized next to be the main cause of overweight as for unclear skin, dental problems

and many medical problems. We are offering a completely natural and such an easy way to

help people.

Our spray can be used anytime and anywhere if the craving for sweeties or soft drinks

occurs, so any person can immediately curb a 'sweet tooth' , live healthier and avoid

significantly calories.

Therefore, the people can now decide what they prefer the most, namely, have two to five

hubs of Dr. Weiler spray or a sugar bomb like a soft drink. Moreover, sugar is the only

excessive consumed substance which has no nutritional value. Our AESTHETIC TASTE

spray works in a completely natural way. It is sweet but it contains no sugar or sugar
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substitutes! Dr. Weiler - THE AESTHETIC TASTE - spray works by this sweet taste and our

flavour effect. 

THE AESTHETIC TASTE spray was finally launched worldwide May 5th, 2019

photo provided by AZ Zahncreme GmbH

Certain flavours have been known to curb sugar craving by tricking the brain into believing

it’s satisfying. That`s the way we worked on developed our spray over 4 years.

We doubled this flavor effect by the sweet taste, but for sure without sugar or any artificial

sweeteners.

Another big advantage is, that the spray is food, so registration is regularly not necessary.

Moreover, the spray is vegan, gluten-free, lactose-free, contains no sugar, no artificialMoreover, the spray is vegan, gluten-free, lactose-free, contains no sugar, no artificial
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sweeteners, no fat or salt.sweeteners, no fat or salt. A really and absolutely unique recepture.

The food industry tells people that sugary products as for example soft drinks or candies

make happy and are a regular food. That`s not true. Soft drinks as sweeties should be a

pleasure, not more. A famous Professor from the University of California calls this 'the

hacking of the human mind by the food industry'. That`s very true. Sugar is nowadays

called by scientists a drug, acting by biochemical brain signals like Alcohol, Nicotine or

other drugs leading to addiction. So should a drug be used on a regular basis? Incredible.

Some mathematics for you.Some mathematics for you.

If you use the spray on a daily basis for example 3 times and each time 3-5 hubs, the

caloric impact is about 15 Kcal. This is just zero if you be aware, that a normal person has a

daily 2000 kcal diet. But avoiding for example 3 cans of a soft drink on a daily basis means

a less of 450 kcal or 110-gram pure sugar. Sugar is immediately stored in our body as fat

and 9 Kcal of sugar means 1 gram fat. So, in summary, avoiding three canes of Cola daily

means per month 1, 5-2-kilogram weight loss and a much healthier lifestyle. So in summary,

what is our product? It is a complete food with natural ingredients, but is it a cosmetic

product too? Yes, it is, as less sugar means a clear and shiny skin.

Is it a body care product? Yes, it is, as less sugar consumption makes you feel better and

fitter.

Is it a health style product? Yes, it is as it curbs your sweet tooth immediately and supports

your weight management.

Other diet plans are expensive and time-intensive by cooking, often does not work and

over 90 percent of those people 90 percent of those people suffer from the famous jo-jo effect, meaning that they gain

weight again immediately after stopping the diet. Devasting.

We created an elegant design and packaging We created an elegant design and packaging to show the uniqueness of our product. We

developed 2 different designs. Number one in white and golden especially for women. The

second one in black and silver as a unisex design.

Moreover, we right now developed a special flavor for children and youth by asking 30
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children, which taste would be appreciated most. For sure this product will get a unique

design too.

So we are now proud to announce THE AESTHETIC TASTE spray was finally launched

worldwide May 5th, 2019.

Concerning your question about the state of financing. No, we went forward until now

without questioning for any state financing and the biggest award for me is the opinion of

one of the biggest market players worldwide. The management of this company called our

spray 'the probably most innovative one for the next decade'. The award by spinoff for 100The award by spinoff for 100

top products is a further step forward to increase awareness of our unique technology andtop products is a further step forward to increase awareness of our unique technology and

productproduct. 

SOC: In the formation of every scientific spinoff, one of the most important keys to successSOC: In the formation of every scientific spinoff, one of the most important keys to success

is the team. For many potential investors, the management team is the most importantis the team. For many potential investors, the management team is the most important

element in deciding whether to invest in it or not. Could you please share someelement in deciding whether to invest in it or not. Could you please share some

information about the team members who supported you and the project? What are theinformation about the team members who supported you and the project? What are the

key additions to the team needed in the short term?key additions to the team needed in the short term?

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler: We are working on a simple principle 'Keep it small, keep it simple, save money

and be fast'. Next to me, the core person in Nuremberg is Mrs. Susa RegenauerMrs. Susa Regenauer. She is

responsible for our unique designs and develops my new products. She studied design at

the University of Munich, comes from a designer family and both brothers are the leading

designers of world-known companies. Our new office is at a shipping company named

Bavaria shipping in Nuremberg. Therefore, the communication about transport is such

easy and the input is great. We agreed in August to work with an experienced team of

managers from abroad to cooperate and by this cooperation, I now can delegate and

concentrate on my main issues. To summarize your questions. We keep the running costs

at the moment as low as any possible. In the short term, we do not need any additions to

our team, but in the future, I will concentrate on further R&D and represent the company.

SOC: It is not a secret that the development of new technology and its subsequentSOC: It is not a secret that the development of new technology and its subsequent

commercialization presupposes some problem and addresses unmet needs. Respectively,commercialization presupposes some problem and addresses unmet needs. Respectively,

what problem did you intend to solve by creating your technology? What results did youwhat problem did you intend to solve by creating your technology? What results did you

plan to achieve?plan to achieve?
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Dr. Weiler – aesthetic taste – is not a trend, it´s a revolutionary

photo provided by AZ Zahncreme GmbH

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler:  This is simple to answer. We want to reach with our worldwide unique productWe want to reach with our worldwide unique product

the market of all peoplethe market of all people, which are looking for an easy way to live healthier, feel better and

fitter and manage their weight not by any pills, food supplements, but by avoiding

unhealthy behavior by such an easy way as they can use our spray anytime and anywhere.

Again. Our product is a cosmetic one, as less sugar consumption means clearer skin, it is a

body care product as it supports weight-management significantly and it is for sure a

health product. It is really for everybody. Our goal is that this unique lifestyle productOur goal is that this unique lifestyle product

becomes part of millions of handbags and pocketsbecomes part of millions of handbags and pockets. By this, we have a unique advantage

Our AESTHETIC TASTE spray will be the only body care product leaving at home and

being recognized in the public.

Steve Jobs mentionedSteve Jobs mentioned as he was asked how to create a successful, worldwide well-known

company 'If you want to create a company, don't look for money, look to bring a product to

the market, which will change people`s lives in a positive way'. He was absolutely right.

SOC: The problem which you targeted to solve was actual before.  Probably someone hasSOC: The problem which you targeted to solve was actual before.  Probably someone has

already tried to solve it. Is it right? Understanding the unique selling points from thealready tried to solve it. Is it right? Understanding the unique selling points from the

investor's side could make the technology № 1 for them. What are the unique selling pointsinvestor's side could make the technology № 1 for them. What are the unique selling points

of your technology and fundamental difference from other technologies that tried to solveof your technology and fundamental difference from other technologies that tried to solve

this problem before you?this problem before you?

Dr. Weiler:  We are in a great situation that no other product with our special effect is onDr. Weiler:  We are in a great situation that no other product with our special effect is on
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the marketthe market. In my holy opinion and by our research there are expired patents, which

noticed similar effects by similar products decades before, but our spray is now patent

pending on the recapture and a special effect. More information about this patent

application is confidential. In the n the UKUK a sticking plaster was launched several years ago, a sticking plaster was launched several years ago,

which should work with the same effectwhich should work with the same effect. The people shall smell at this plaster every time

the desire for sweets or soft drinks occurs. In my opinion, a good but not perfect

procedure. Flavors work the best way with a very intensive and short impact. The longer

you smell a flavor, the weaker it becomes. Moreover, we smell ortho and retronasal,

meaning that we smell with the nose but also by the mouth. The tongue can only

distinguish five flavors - bitter, spicy, salty, sweet, and umami – that is hearty. The olfactory

mucosa in the nasal cavities, however, knows more than 10,000 flavors, according to

millions of possible combinations. Therefore, as a summary, the use of a mouth spray

works perfectly.

SOC:  In order to understand the peculiarities of this particular spinoff our investors alwaysSOC:  In order to understand the peculiarities of this particular spinoff our investors always

ask what is the investment structure of the company? Do you still own the controlling stakeask what is the investment structure of the company? Do you still own the controlling stake

in your spinoff?in your spinoff? 

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: The Company is completely owned by me.

SOC:  We always need to paint a clear picture to the potential investors of the marketSOC:  We always need to paint a clear picture to the potential investors of the market

opportunity of the spinoff that is meaningfully large and growing. Why in your opinion youropportunity of the spinoff that is meaningfully large and growing. Why in your opinion your

company might have a high growth potential? Could you tell us all current industries andcompany might have a high growth potential? Could you tell us all current industries and

fields of your technology/product application and where do you think it could befields of your technology/product application and where do you think it could be

successfully applied in the future?successfully applied in the future?

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: We are targeting a market of some billion possible buyers. We created a 'must-

have' product and a product which could even be recommended by doctors to support

people’s health. But again. It is pure food, not a pill, not a food supplement or anything

else.

SOC: The potential investors will be curious whether you already have the first clients andSOC: The potential investors will be curious whether you already have the first clients and

signed contracts? What was the feedback from your partner's markers and customers?signed contracts? What was the feedback from your partner's markers and customers?

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: Yes we signed, but we must keep this confidently at the moment.
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For sure the distributors got samples by us and used it for several weeks. The comments

were overwhelming. But, the most important feedback comes by the users. We forwarded

two weeks ago 20 samples to women and I got immediately about 150 messages by other

women ‘where and how can I buy the spray’. This is what I call '´the product leaves at

home``, is part of handbags and people see it and ask about it. The best possible

marketing and advertisement.

SOC: We both know that for you and the investor it is crucial to reach positive cash flow asSOC: We both know that for you and the investor it is crucial to reach positive cash flow as

soon as possible. Certainly, the market scaling cannot be achieved without propersoon as possible. Certainly, the market scaling cannot be achieved without proper

distributors network and clients. Please tell us about your criteria distributors network and clients. Please tell us about your criteria ofof partners selection and partners selection and

which markets are open for spinoff activity.which markets are open for spinoff activity.

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler: We have signed the first contract and in discussions with proper distributors and

by first deliveries, we will reach positive cash flowwe will reach positive cash flow. Also, we got aware, that we are on the

radar of two multi-billion dollar companies. I think this is a very positive sign. By your

question about which markets are open for selection. That information should be a part of

serious inquiries and discussions.

SOC: It is very important to understand your particular vision about the unique features ofSOC: It is very important to understand your particular vision about the unique features of

your company. Why do you consider the major market players might be interested inyour company. Why do you consider the major market players might be interested in

investing investing inin the promotion of your technology/product on the addressable market? the promotion of your technology/product on the addressable market?

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler: That`s for sure a big issue. If you are a startup or small company and want to

establish your products, the big market sellers comment: 'We will not invest but how many

millions you will spend on advertising and marketing?' So you can forget about that. We

decided to go another way and win every woman or man who uses our AESTHETIC TASTE

spray as influencer and `marketing director`. Women are much more interested in new

products than men do. Women buy new products, women try new products and women

speak about new products if they are satisfied. We are confident about this procedure,

even if it lasts some longer. We prepared a study with 50 people50 people, 85 percent of those

overweight women, and the results beat our expectations. 90 percent were more as90 percent were more as

satisfied, overweighed ones lost in medium 2,2 Kilogram in one month by avoiding sugarsatisfied, overweighed ones lost in medium 2,2 Kilogram in one month by avoiding sugar,

a natural way and not by the influence of any food supplement, pill or anything like that. In

addition, the most important point for us was the everyday question: When and where willWhen and where will
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it be available?it be available?  We had this month a discussion with a government person, the country

must keep confidential, to share our new children flavor taste spray in the schools.

The aesthetic taste with the aesthetic design

photo provided by AZ Zahncreme GmbH

I am sure it is only a matter of time until the big boys will recognize our product and the

incredible market.

SOC: Now we would like to refer to the next very crucial and we would even say essentialSOC: Now we would like to refer to the next very crucial and we would even say essential

aspect for spinoff companies’ as the strategy of R&D, production, distribution aspect for spinoff companies’ as the strategy of R&D, production, distribution andand

marketing processes. Do you have your own unique strategy? Which of these processesmarketing processes. Do you have your own unique strategy? Which of these processes

do you consider your spinoff is strong at? do you consider your spinoff is strong at? 

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: All aspects of R&D, laboratory tests packaging, production and delivery have

been solved. If we succeed the way of mouth to mouth recommendation and information

about us will spread around, we are sure, that large distributors, supermarket chains, and

others will contact us. Our product is a one for food supplement distributors, for cosmetic

chains for supermarkets and even pharmacies. But we have a clear concept. Our product

shall become a must-have, so we have to decide very clearly which selling points are the
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right ones. Patience often succeeds. Our awareness will get stronger as our product will

leave at home and get to the public. As I mentioned, it will become a part of many

handbags and pockets worldwide. Can you imagine a woman's question to her friend?

What are you using there? And you really don't want a cake or Cola? You really lost

weight? Can I try it? Mouth to mouth propaganda is still the best way and social media can

fasten it up.

SOC: As a rule, the majority of spinoffs outgrow into exits. How do you determine theSOC: As a rule, the majority of spinoffs outgrow into exits. How do you determine the

market for your product/technology and estimate its volume and dynamics? What is yourmarket for your product/technology and estimate its volume and dynamics? What is your

potential share potential share onon the market? How do you think, what market cap your company plans to the market? How do you think, what market cap your company plans to

reach reach at the peak of its development and why? How long might this process take?at the peak of its development and why? How long might this process take?

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: I may answer you with some questions. How much money do women spend on

cosmetics? I am not sure, but if I look at our bathroom, I am surprised and get sometimes

depressive. How much money do people spend on soft drinks or sweeties? How much

money should people spend on dental treatments, caused only by sugar? So let’s just face

some possibilities. Using Dr. Weiler AESTHETIС TASTE spray on a regular basis means one

spray per month. We calculated this by three-time use every day. So 12 sprays per year.

We have, just an example, about 2.5 billion overweight people worldwide2.5 billion overweight people worldwide. Reaching only 1

million people will lead to 12 million sprays.10 million users means 120 million sprays per

year. I hope we will see in the future the luxury problem to find more production

companies. It is in a price range everyone can buy and it can become a 'must-have'. Let

me compare it with the product of a famous soft drink producer, too. 10 soft drinks are one

Dr. Weiler's AESTHETIC TASTE spray. Our earnings, income and value can become really

substantial. How long might this process last? A good question. This for sure depends on

our decision to take an investor on board or not. By substantial marketing and

advertisement investments, we can hit the market very quickly. Our positive campaign will

make people curious.

SOC: For spinoff SOC: For spinoff companies,companies, their intellectual property is a key to success. The investors their intellectual property is a key to success. The investors

pay particular attention to it. What key intellectual property does your company havepay particular attention to it. What key intellectual property does your company have

(patents, patents pending, copyrights, trade secrets, trademarks, domain names)?(patents, patents pending, copyrights, trade secrets, trademarks, domain names)?

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: Patents are always a big issue. Pharmaceutical companies go first step for

patent applications, develop the product over years by necessary clinical studies, spend
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hundreds of million dollars and don't know if the patent can be saved and the product gets

at the end results leading to approval and launch. So a lot of time has gone from the patent

application to the launch and a lot of time has been lost. Our product is now patentOur product is now patent

pending in Germanypending in Germany and by the priority year, meaning 12 months from the application date,

we can go for international patent applications. We will do so for the most important

markets like Europe, China, India, USA, and othersEurope, China, India, USA, and others. The name Dr. Weiler is registered as anThe name Dr. Weiler is registered as an

international trademarkinternational trademark.

SOC: For both of us, as well as for thousands of successful SOC: For both of us, as well as for thousands of successful spinofа foundersspinofа founders, it's not a, it's not a

secret that a new technological breakthrough may become obsolete very fast.secret that a new technological breakthrough may become obsolete very fast.

Respectively, patent validity period becomes shorter. It is interesting to know theRespectively, patent validity period becomes shorter. It is interesting to know the

perspectives and protection plan of your technological advancement and leadership in aperspectives and protection plan of your technological advancement and leadership in a

medium- and long-term prospectivesmedium- and long-term prospectives

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler: We got the first comment from the German patent officethe first comment from the German patent office, informing us that the

product – technology – receptor is patent applicable. Meanwhile, we got aware of two

other advantages of our spray. These advantages will be part of a new patent application.

SOC: The investors will want to get a clear picture of how many rounds of investmentsSOC: The investors will want to get a clear picture of how many rounds of investments

have you completed? Are you seeking for the investments at the moment? What is thehave you completed? Are you seeking for the investments at the moment? What is the

volume and time limits? What milestones will the financing get you to? What did you plan tovolume and time limits? What milestones will the financing get you to? What did you plan to

use the invested funds for?use the invested funds for?

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler:  We have been able to work by our capital and without investment by a third

party. This was not necessary until now. But we are open to any discussion. We want to hit

the market fast and significantly for example by our franchise concept. So the invested

funds are necessary for advertisement and marketing.

SOC: Could you please describe your ideal investor? What aspects are important for you,SOC: Could you please describe your ideal investor? What aspects are important for you,

for instance, is it experience, country, the amount of own private capital or maybe somefor instance, is it experience, country, the amount of own private capital or maybe some

personal qualities? Will existing investors participate in the round?personal qualities? Will existing investors participate in the round?
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Get fitter, feel better

photo provided by AZ Zahncreme GmbH

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler: Our most welcome investor works in a serious and trustful way. He supports us,He supports us,

gives me input, works to spread information about us aroundgives me input, works to spread information about us around. A monthly update of

numbers should be enough. We prefer to deal with an experienced, wealthy andWe prefer to deal with an experienced, wealthy and

successful investor, who in a best-case already has a mature distribution network andsuccessful investor, who in a best-case already has a mature distribution network and

contacts with influencers and other distributorscontacts with influencers and other distributors. Moreover, extremely important for me is

enthusiasm by this potential investor about our product and the goal we go for. A

worldwide unique and well-known product with an extremely positive image.

SOC: And the last question, could you specify the most convenient way you would like toSOC: And the last question, could you specify the most convenient way you would like to

receive inquiries from potential investors? Should it be by e-mail or personal phone call?receive inquiries from potential investors? Should it be by e-mail or personal phone call?

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: Please forward any inquiries by email m.weiler@dr-weiler.com.  To go forward, I

prefer personal meetings face to face. By this, I am old school. Thank you for the possibility

to share our vision of people´s wellbeing worldwide.

DR. WEILER AROMATIC TOOTHPASTEDR. WEILER AROMATIC TOOTHPASTE
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Based on the same technology as the Dr. Weiler THE AESTHETIC TASTE spray, Dr.Weiler

AROMATIC TOOTHPASTE is the world's first toothpaste that reduces the desire for sweets

and soft drinks by the power of natural flavors with several more advantages. First and

foremost with its unique technology, toothpaste fights against the main cause for caries,

periodontitis and overweight. Dr. Weiler AROMATIC TOOTHPASTE utilizes Aminflourid, the

worldwide best available Flourid to protect teeth and gum, beating normally used Flourids.

Also, it is softly and effectively whitening teeth. The toothpaste is allergic free since it

contains no Menthol, Mint or Peppermint and no Paraben, the ingredients that mostly

cause the possible allergic reactions. The toothpaste contains no Etheric oils compare to

almost all kinds of toothpaste present on the market. It is better to avoid etheric oils in case

of natural or homoeopathic treatments by doctors. The toothpaste has high quality since it

is 100% made in Germany.100% made in Germany.

THE PROBLEMTHE PROBLEM

Together with overweight and diabetes diseases, sugar is the main cause of dental

damage. The tooth decay and periodontitis is caused by bacteria in the mouth using sugar

from foods and drinks to produce acids that dissolve and damage the teeth. Sugar is

essential for bacterias and damage of enamel as dental hold apparatus. Tooth erosion

occurs when acid attacks the teeth to dissolve the outer surface of tooth enamel. Regular

loss of enamel can lead to cavities and exposure of the inner layers of the tooth that may

become sensitive and painful. Regular and ‘diet' soft drinks, sports drinks, energy drinks,

fruit juices, fruit drinks and cordials have high acid levels that can cause tooth erosion.

Sugar-sweetened beverages have high levels of sugar and drinking and significantly

contribute to teeth damaging e.g. Coca Cola soft drink contains 12 spoons of sugar,

moreover, 20% of year one and two children consume soft drinks, and 30 % of teenagers

consume at least 3 soft drinks a day. Prevention of enamel loss is very important for the

long term health of your teeth. Each acid attack lasts for around 20 minutes. Every time you

take a sip of the drink, the acid damage begins all over again. See CNN talking about this

problem by the . This destruction problem can be completely avoided by regular tooth

brushing and no or low sugar consumption. Dr. Weiler AROMATIC TOOTHPASTE solves

these two problems at once. The toothpaste lasts for one month by daily 3 times use.

Selling recommended price to the consumer is 12 euro, while Dr. Weiler THE AESTHETIC

TASTE spray recommended retail price is 29,95 euro.

link
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The toothpaste is available in four unique flavours:The toothpaste is available in four unique flavours:

pomegranate and cinnamon;

mango and lime;

orange and passion fruit;

mint.

There is also Dr. Weiler's toothpaste for kids until 6 years with sort taste.

THE AROMATIC TOOTHPASTE by Dr.WeilerTHE AROMATIC TOOTHPASTE by Dr.Weiler

photo provided by AZ Zahncreme GmbHphoto provided by AZ Zahncreme GmbH

TERMS OF WORK WITH SPINOFFTERMS OF WORK WITH SPINOFF

Spinoff Syndicate has signed "Sales for Equity" Agreement with German manufacturer AZ

Zahncreme GmbH for SPRAY product, according to which for €5 Mln annual purchasing

volume members will overtake 9% of Equity accordingly. Retailers and Distributors
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contributing to Success of Independent Retail Brands should get a fair piece of Exits

Cakes. So for this Brand, you (who will work with this brand) will become co-owners of the

company (for sure on paper) and for sure will participate in dividends and exits payout.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALSADDITIONAL MATERIALS

You can download Spray media kit Photo+Video by the 

You can download all the pictures by the 

You can download Toothpaste presentation by the 

You can download Aesthetic Spray presentation by the 

You can find the website in Сhinese by the 

You can download the Aesthetic spray flyer by the 

You can download Aesthetic Spray the leaflet ( 8 languages ) by the 

You can download an announcement letter that AESTHETIC TASTE spray is sold from

March 2019 in DOUGLAS Germany by the .

The product is also sold online at ,  and .

The Toothpaste is running from October 2019 in China at the TV shop of Chinese

Television Show owned by Alibaba called . 

To clear some issues please find attached the confirmation by Chamber of commerce.

Find the  about food by German custom, as the official German side, to clear

VAT. Short explanation: Food can be sold in Germany by a reduced 7 % VAT. Normally is

19 %. Custom confirmed the reduced VAT.

AESTHETIC TASTE spray data:

link

link

link

link

link

link

link

link

InStyle Elle Shop Cosmopolitan Shop

UgoShop

declaration
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size and weight for a bottle with packaging, high: 10,6 cm, width 3,2 – 3,2 cm;

an outer case (carton) 21 -13- 9 cm.

Food supplement means by the international  – worldwide standard: A food supplement is

a preparation that is intended to supply a nutrient that is missing from a diet. If you have a

balanced diet, you should not need a food supplement to provide any additional nutrients.

A food supplement is a preparation that is intended to supply a nutrient that is missing from

a diet. This belongs not to our product, please see The copy of confirmation by the German

Chamber of Commerce that the product is allowed for sales in Europe by the 

Dr. Weiler just reported that recently came a request for a spray from a German

government since AESTHETIC TASTE spray over the glycerin forms a protective layer over

the oral mucosa, viruses stick and cannot penetrate the mucous membranes. The only

other product in the German market with glycerin effect to protect from Corona Virus is

. It contains the natural ingredients glycerin and trypsin, which lie like a

protective film on the mucous membranes in the throat. Glycerin encapsulates the viruses

and binds them where they settle. The natural trypsin deactivates the virus by breaking

down the proteins on the virus surface that are necessary for infection. As a result, the

spray can help protect against cold viruses during the infection phase and prevent the

multiplication of the pathogens in the infection phase. ViruProtect is also free of sugar and

preservatives.

MASS MEDIAMASS MEDIA

The publication of Dr. Weiler AESTHETIС TASTE spray could be found in the German

edition of .

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

OPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSOPEN QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find the series of questions/comments form Syndicate members

link

ViruProtect

Elle
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and answers from the brand's owner by the . Feel free to leave your comments and ask

questions Dr.Weiler about the spray and the toothpaste by the . Please do not share

this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Company name:Company name: AZ Zahncreme GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Dr. Matthias Weiler

E-mail:E-mail: 7S6pAOMXmN

Website:Website: dr-weiler.com

Phone:Phone: +491718160608

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2014

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Supplements

AZ Zahncreme

GmbH
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Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

DR. WEILER THE AESTHETIC TASTE GENERAL PRESENTATION

DR. WEILER THE AESTHETIC TASTE Press release

DR. WEILER AESTHETIC TASTE Flyer

Official deсlaration letter on Dr.Weiler AESTHETIC

TASTE

The copy of confirmation by German Chamber of Commerce for sales in Europe

The declaration by German custom as the official German side to clear VAT

DR.WEILER AROMATIC TOOTHPASTE ppt presentation

DR. WEILER AESTHETIC TASTE pdf presentation

Announcement letter that AESTHETIC TASTE spray from March 2019 in

DOUGLAS

Dr.Weiler' s Official Instagram Page

Spray Mediakit Photo+Video

Spray security data

sheet.pdf

certificate of composition - analysis certificate point

6.pdf

certificate of analysis point

11.pdf

GMP Certifikate 2019

en.pdf

free sales-registration.pdf

click here
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https://app.box.com/shared/static/uc6j8osorwzz14scvdyczsu7sede3pml.pdf
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https://app.box.com/shared/static/yqhiyryrrvawombfq78kqvv4fzo5l751.pdf
https://app.box.com/shared/static/zcv6ddn1fp1spl0s7foqz6x6gro1dgv7.pdf
https://app.box.com/shared/static/989xqmjaxbdp9rcxv2rm3mpbpy5sxmw4.pdf
https://spinoff.com/spraypro+


Ancient Nutraceuticals was founded with the prime focus of extracting

natural nutrients hidden in nature, some of which are rare to be found

and transforming them into highly nutritious supplements utilizing

modern methods that meet the high standards. With the vision of

becoming the premier innovative nutraceutical company in the world,

Ancient Nutraceuticals ascertains to utilize innovative approaches and

latest technology to identify and revive lost Ayurvedic and traditional

medical remedies and herbal goodness with the objective of elevating

the well-being of mankind. 

SECRET DOSSIER ON ANCIENT
PREMIUM & ORGANIC AYURVEDIC

NUTRACEUTICALS
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THE STORYTHE STORY

Ancient Nutraceuticals is a sister company of E-Silk Route Ventures Ltd., having the same

owners. All people in common, care about their well-being and aging. Having that in mind,

Ancient Nutraceuticals embarked on a journey to discover and bring together traditional

herbal remedies with the utilization of contemporary technology to engineer life-enriching

supplements to suit the habitual lifestyle and try to prevent many diseases as well as

somehow to impact on aging process.

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

In the course of this journey, the company was able to discover the miracles of ayurvedic

and traditional medicine. It discovered that the salient reason for many health problems is

the consumption of non-organic & artificial products. After years of innumerable research,

Ancient Nutraceuticals found formulas and modern methods of extraction and processing

in producing ancient remedies from organically and naturally grown Sri Lankan spices and

herbs. The results were just mesmerizing. Due to the premium quality and organicness of

all branded products, results were imminent and side effects were non-existent.

Today, as a renowned company for producing 100% organic ayurvedic capsules, Ancient

Nutraceuticals is delighted to offer its customers very own Organic Ancient nutraceuticals
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Capsules that can boost their well-being & habitual lifestyle.

Organic Tumeric with Black Pepper by Ancient Nutraceuticals has significant medical properties due to Curcumin

that may treat over 600 diseases

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

PRODUCTS & PRICES PRODUCTS & PRICES 

All products come in capsules which are contained in small bottles of 30 and 60 capsules.

The company has a prodigious product portfolio where it purveys varieties of ayurvedic

capsules: Ashwagandha / Beli / Cinnamon/ Garcinia / Ginger / Guduchi / Gumar /

Heenbovitiya / Love in Puff / Margosa / Moringa / Sarsaparilla / Triphala / Turmeric / Green

Coffee Bean / Papaya Leaf Powder / Activated Carbon / Ganoderma and Spirulina. Due to

popular demand, Ashwagandha Capsules have become one of our best-selling

products. Since the company conducts more experiments on a constant basis, there are

many new products in the Pipeline to be introduced as well. It offers these organic

capsules for competitive prices. Use 2 Capsules from the Ancient Nutraceuticals

Organic Bottle a Day and rejuvenate and live the healthiest life you could live.

Recomended Retail Prices of these organic capsules would be as listed below (30

capsules/60 capsules):
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Ancient Nutraceuticals ayurvedic capsules could help to rejuvenate and live the healthiest life

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

Ashwagandha Capsules $11.07/$17.89; 

Beli Capsules $15.39/$26.33;

Cinnamon Capsules $11.23/$16.88;

Garcinia Capsules $11.29/$17.89;

Ginger Capsules $11.18/$16.20;

Guduchi Capsules $10.64//$15.53;

Gurmar Capsules $17.28/$31.39;

Heenbovitiya Capsules $11.88/$17.89;

Love in a Puff Capsules $11.23/$16.20;

Margosa Capsules $11.18/16.20;

Moringa Capsules $11.18/$16.20;

Sarsaparilla Capsules $11.88/$17.89;

Triphala Capsules $11.88/$18.56;

Turmeric Capsules $10.64/$14.18;

Green Coffee Bean Capsules $11.88/$16.20;

Papaya Leaf Capsules $11.18/$16.20;

Activated Carbon Capsules $12,69/$19.58;

Ganoderma Capsules $19.17/$31.39;

Spirulina Capsules $16.63/$27.68.

BRANDING & DESIGNBRANDING & DESIGN
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The customers predominantly identify the products through the conspicuous design &

shape which come in the form of a small white bottle covered by a unique label which has

a green leaf next to the title “Ancient Nutraceuticals” on the top.

Heenbovitiya is a rare nature wild plant from Sri Lanka that is used for years to treat cirrhosis and fight with cancer

cells

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

ADDITIONAL BRANDSADDITIONAL BRANDS

Travelling through the Strategic trade routes connecting the West & East, Silk Route

Brands bring their customers the best products from around the world as well as endemic

only to Sri Lanka. It has a variety of Brands which cater to different product segments.

Apart from Ancient Nutraceuticals, E-Silk Route Ventures Pvt. Ltd has other brands in

which they have been purveying the products of those brands for nearly 6

years. Additional Brands of E-Silk Route Ventures Pvt. Ltd and under the Umbrella Brand,

Silk Route Brands.

Silk Route CocoesSilk Route Cocoes

Cocoes defines all varieties of coconut products that are catered to the needs of global

customers. Since ancient times, coconuts have been a part of Asian culture because of the

health, nutrition and cosmetology related benefits they offer. The range of products
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sourced from the best coconut plantations in Sri Lanka / Indonesia / Vietnam / Philippines,

processed and packaged in such a way to preserve those benefits from the point of

cultivation until the point of delivery. The product range includes:

Silk Route Brands bring their customers the best products from around the world as well as endemic only to Sri

Lanka.

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

Organic Virgin Coconut Oil; 

Organic Coconut Milk; 

Organic Coconut Cream; 

Organic Coconut Chips; 

Organic Coconut Treacle;

Organic Coconut Sugar.  

Silk Route FlavorsSilk Route Flavors

Through Flavors, Silk Route Brands bring its customers the most premium quality Organic

Certified Spices sourced directly from small-scale farmers in Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka is a haven

for rare plants and herbs which have been traditionally used to spice and flavor day to day

dishes for centuries. The Brand embodies that concept and brings those ancient culinary

secrets in a convenient and ready to use manner. The product range includes:
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Organic Black Pepper Whole;

Organic Black Pepper Powder; 

Organic Chili Powder;

Organic Cloves Whole; 

Organic Cinnamon Sticks;

Organic Cinnamon Powder;

Organic Cocoa Nibs;

Organic Cocoa Powder;

Organic Garcinia Powder; 

Organic Ginger Powder; 

Organic Gotu Kola Powder; 

Organic Lemongrass Powder; 

Organic Nutmeg Nutmeg Powder; 

Organic Mace Organic White Pepper Whole; 

Organic Turmeric Powder Organic Vanilla Beans.

The company has a variety of Brands which cater to different product segments mainly made of local spices,

fruits, veggies and herbs

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

Silk Route ZestSilk Route Zest

World-Renowned premium quality Ceylon tea to the world! Zest offers premium tea for the
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retail market across the globe. From the late 1860s for over 150 years, Sri Lanka has

perfected the art of growing, plucking and processing premium quality tea. Grown in the

fertile soil of the picturesque hill country and other geographies of Sri Lanka under

optimum temperatures, rainfall and humidity conditions, Ceylon Tea comes with the

highest certification and accreditation while offering unparalleled taste and quality that is

ready to be brewed. The teas include:

Green Tea Sencha;

Green Tea - Mango; 

Green Tea - Passion Fruit 

Green Tea - Pineapple; 

Black Tea - BOPF; 

Black Tea - Cinnamon; 

Black Tea - Earl Grey; 

Herbal Tea - Turmeric; 

Herbal Tea - Detox Honeybush Chai; 

Herbal Tea - Digest Tea;

Herbal Tea - Ayurveda Blend.

Superfoods by SilkSuperfoods by Silk

Superfoods by Silk was introduced with the sole objective of offering to customers a

variety of premium Quality Nutrition dense Foods. The term ‘superfoods’ is used to

describe plant-based foods that are considered to be nutritionally dense containing greater

doses of vitamins and minerals. They offer a variety of benefits to living a longer, healthier

life. Silk Route Superfoods are procured from Organic Farms and processed using the best

practices to seal in these beneficial properties so they may be delivered to complete in

Nutritional value. Currently, the main Superfoods that company offers are Young Jackfruit,

Kithul Treacle and Kithul Sap.

PuravanaPuravana

Puravana is a part of Ancient Nutraceuticals where it offers similar varieties of food

supplements & capsules made by ancient herbs equivalent to Ancient Nutraceuticals,

especially for the Sri Lankan Market.
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MARKETING & SALES MARKETING & SALES 

Sales & Marketing department of Ancient Nutraceuticals is primarily concerned in: 

Promotion of products primarily for export purposes through the Business-To-Business

(B2B) platforms that we currently use such as Alibaba / Ekowarehouse &

Go4WorldBusiness.

Sales of our Capsules through E-Commerce retailers such as Amazon (USA / UK / AU),

eBay (Worldwide) and Lazada (Singapore).

Targeting of importers & private label customers for Nutraceuticals through regional

segmentation using internet technologies such as SEO / SEM / SMM / Google Adwords

etc.

Promotion of private labelling, contracting manufacturing services to brands, importers

in other countries & small scale businesses who sell products via online retailers.

Promotion of co-created products with social media influencers. 

Targeting new business ventures while focusing on customizing capsules using

differentiated mixtures.

As one of M&S activities E-Silk Route Ventures Pvt. Ltd constantly launches new brands locally and participates in

international exhibitions

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

MEDIA/AWARDSMEDIA/AWARDS
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The company being Awarded Bronze in the Spice & Spice Based Products Sector at the

26th Annual NCE export awards, for the year 2018. Also, it became one of the four

companies in Sri Lanka to receive the Certificate Of Conformity (COC) offered by the

National Chamber of Exporters of Sri Lanka, on ethical and sustainable trading practises.

The company has participated in many international exhibitions such as Anuga 2019,

Cologne, Germany; Naturally Good Expo 2019, Sydney, Australia; Biofach Vivaness 2020

in Nuremberg, Germany. 

FUTURE PLANS & PARTNERSHIPSFUTURE PLANS & PARTNERSHIPS

As the company is catering to consumers in the US, Europe, Australia, Singapore and other

markets through major online E-Commerce platforms such as Amazon, eBay, Lazada.

The awareness for its brands and products have been growing steadily. However,

since currently the company leverage and use mostly E-Commerce platforms, the brands

have the potential to reach a larger market through standard on-shelf retail product

distributors and agents. Since the company utilizes a variety of mediums to continuously

promote and position the brands through extensive marketing campaigns, it enables to

“pull” consumers towards all brands and to induce the purchasing of the branded

products. Therefore, obtaining the partners for a specific geographical location would

enable the company to successfully “push” the products to the consumers through on-

shelf and standard retail channels within that geographics.
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1. Certificate Of Conformity by the National Chamber of Exporters of Sri Lanka. 2. Bronze at 26th Annual NCE

Export Awards 2018. 3. Biofach 2020 Germany. 4. Naturally Good Expo 2019 Australia

Photo Credit by Ancient Nutraceuticals

WHITE LABELING & SOURCINGWHITE LABELING & SOURCING

As a company which believes in value addition, it is committed to providing its customers

with the opportunity of doing customized procuring and private labelling on behalf of them.

E-Silk Route Ventures Ltd. specializes in providing the customers with the Total Original

Brand Manufacturing (OBM) / Private Labelling service. It can source, process and pack as

per the Size, Quantity and other Variables of the Customer, provided the relevant MOQs

are met. The company does private labelling in small quantities (for selected items and

packages). It can specifically look into sourcing other products fro Sri Lanka upon request.

It could either look into producing/processing the Product(s) via one of its Facilities; or if

not, it could find, assess, purchase and export produce of another Facility which

manufactures products of interest.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

You can download all product images by the link
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You can download Ancient Presentation by the 

You can download the catalogue for Herbal Supplements by the 

You can download the product range and price list by the 

Please remember that at the very bottom of this dossier you will find a large number of

files for internal use only.

QUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERSQUESTIONS FROM THE SYNDICATE MEMBERS

Since Syndicate members often have a lot of additional questions to the brand, we found a

solution in the form of interactive feedbacks in Google Sheet not to integrate into the text

of the dossier. You can find a series of questions/comments form Syndicate members and

answers from Ancient Nutraceuticals by the . Maybe among them, you will find the

answer to your question. Feel free to leave your comments and ask questions by the .

Please do not share this file since it is for internal use only.

link

link

link

link

link
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Ancient Nutraceuticals Ltd.

Contact person:Contact person: Sahan Clive Bakmiwewa

E-mail:E-mail: info@ancientnutra.com

Website:Website: ancientnutra.com

Phone:Phone: +94 764 41 03 86

Patent status:Patent status: -

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Sri Lanka

Industries:Industries: Supplements

Ancient Nutraceuticals

E-Silk Route Ventures

Ltd.

Acient Nutraceuticals

Presentation

GUIDE_OTHER_HERBAL_SUPPLEMENTS

Ancient Price List

click here
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Exclusive interview for SPINOFF.COM with Dr. Matthias Weiler, AZ

Zahncreme Gmbh, Founder and CEO, about the – aesthetic taste spray,

which is a revolutionary new product to curb your sweet tooth. Dr.

Weiler – THE AESTHETIC TASTE - spray works by a completely natural

way. Flavors have been proven to curb cravings for sugar, by tricking

senses into thinking, that the craving has been satisfied. Most of us

consume too much sugar as it is hidden in many foods and highly

concentrated in soft drinks and sweets. Sugar is the only substance that

people consume, which has no nutritional value but a lot of calories.

Excessive sugar consumption is nowadays recognized as the main

health problem worldwide, leading to overweight.

DR.WEILER AESTHETIC TASTE SPRAY
THAT CURBS SWEET TOOTH
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Dr. Weiler the – THE AESTHETIC TASTE - spray was invented to support people´s health

and lifestyle. The spray consists of 100% natural, purely herbal ingredients and food

flavors. It contains no sugar or sugar substitutes. Moreover, it is vegan, gluten-free, no fat,

no salt and by its recapture also HALAL.

Dear Dr. Weiler, we are so grateful for your generosity this day in spending time speakingDear Dr. Weiler, we are so grateful for your generosity this day in spending time speaking

with us and sharing your insights about aromatic toothpaste and spray. with us and sharing your insights about aromatic toothpaste and spray. 

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: Thank you very much. I appreciate your interest very much and it is a pleasure

to introduce our company. I hope all the information, I can provide are not too much, but

about the science we work about, I could easily speak some hours.

SOC: Our audience and we would like to learn more about a vast experience of academicSOC: Our audience and we would like to learn more about a vast experience of academic

endeavors and professional background.endeavors and professional background. 

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler:  I studied dental medicine at the Universities of Erlangen and Berlin in Germany.

Following that, I worked at the University Hospitals in Munich and Regensburg,

departments of maxillo-facial surgery. I had a fellowship at the well-known clinic for plastic

surgery of Professor Pitanguy in Rio de JaneiroProfessor Pitanguy in Rio de Janeiro and was leading oral surgeon for a dental

clinic in Milan, Italy. In 1991In 1991 I founded my own clinic and later a hospital for patients from

abroad. So my past project over the last 20 years20 years was to create a well-known dental clinic

and dental hospital for German people but also patients from abroad. We build up the

hospital for international patients and I was proud to establish the hospital as we got more

and more patients especially from Russia. In the end, 24 people24 people worked at the hospital. I

sold the clinic and hospital to create my company by working on most modern flavor

science. For the last 4 years For the last 4 years, I worked very concentrated on this science, an astonishing

area, which becomes more and more recognized for new applications.

SOC: Considering your tremendous experience, we would like to know whether you hadSOC: Considering your tremendous experience, we would like to know whether you had

other projects? Could you please share the story of their creation and success.other projects? Could you please share the story of their creation and success.

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: Yes, we had. We developed a first flavor toothpaste 4 years ago4 years ago. But we got

aware, that this was a one-trick pony for our company. Therefore, we developed for this

toothpaste in 2017 four different flavors and optimized the recapturesfour different flavors and optimized the recaptures. Furthermore, we

developed last year our really unique new product – THE AESTHETIC TASTE - mouthTHE AESTHETIC TASTE - mouth
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sprayspray. Probably, it sounds to be very simple to develop such a product, but it`s not. First,

you have to look, if there could be existing and running patents for such a product. You

have to work for the recapture by the principle 'try and fail' until you reach your goal. Next

question is whether people like the flavor, yes or not. You have to prove the effect of user

studies, as we did by two final studies of 130 users final. So some long-lasting steps. But all

this work has been done.

SOC: It is so interesting to know more about the process of your technology creation.SOC: It is so interesting to know more about the process of your technology creation.

Please tell on which stage of commercialization your technology currently is? Was yourPlease tell on which stage of commercialization your technology currently is? Was your

project funded by any state financing or grants? Has it already received any honours orproject funded by any state financing or grants? Has it already received any honours or

awards?awards?

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: Our aromatic toothpaste with four different flavors is ready to be produced.

Necessary laboratory tests went perfectly. We have interest from different countries and

are working concentrated to launch our toothpaste later this year.

All products will be produced in Germany because distributors want the quality "Made inMade in

Germany"Germany".

At the moment we are fully concentrated working on our second product, we call it - THE

AESTHETIC TASTE - spray. In my whole opinion it can become a blockbuster product and

it is our currently most important project. Worldwide about 2,5 billion people are

overweight and the number is increasing tremendously. Excessive sugar consumption is

recognized next to be the main cause of overweight as for unclear skin, dental problems

and many medical problems. We are offering a completely natural and such an easy way to

help people.

Our spray can be used anytime and anywhere if the craving for sweeties or soft drinks

occurs, so any person can immediately curb a 'sweet tooth' , live healthier and avoid

significantly calories.

Therefore, the people can now decide what they prefer the most, namely, have two to five

hubs of Dr. Weiler spray or a sugar bomb like a soft drink. Moreover, sugar is the only

excessive consumed substance which has no nutritional value. Our AESTHETIC TASTE

spray works in a completely natural way. It is sweet but it contains no sugar or sugar
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substitutes! Dr. Weiler - THE AESTHETIC TASTE - spray works by this sweet taste and our

flavour effect. 

THE AESTHETIC TASTE spray was finally launched worldwide May 5th, 2019

photo provided by AZ Zahncreme GmbH

Certain flavours have been known to curb sugar craving by tricking the brain into believing

it’s satisfying. That`s the way we worked on developed our spray over 4 years.

We doubled this flavor effect by the sweet taste, but for sure without sugar or any artificial

sweeteners.

Another big advantage is, that the spray is food, so registration is regularly not necessary.

Moreover, the spray is vegan, gluten-free, lactose-free, contains no sugar, no artificialMoreover, the spray is vegan, gluten-free, lactose-free, contains no sugar, no artificial
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sweeteners, no fat or salt.sweeteners, no fat or salt. A really and absolutely unique recepture.

The food industry tells people that sugary products as for example soft drinks or candies

make happy and are a regular food. That`s not true. Soft drinks as sweeties should be a

pleasure, not more. A famous Professor from the University of California calls this 'the

hacking of the human mind by the food industry'. That`s very true. Sugar is nowadays

called by scientists a drug, acting by biochemical brain signals like Alcohol, Nicotine or

other drugs leading to addiction. So should a drug be used on a regular basis? Incredible.

Some mathematics for you.Some mathematics for you.

If you use the spray on a daily basis for example 3 times and each time 3-5 hubs, the

caloric impact is about 15 Kcal. This is just zero if you be aware, that a normal person has a

daily 2000 kcal diet. But avoiding for example 3 cans of a soft drink on a daily basis means

a less of 450 kcal or 110-gram pure sugar. Sugar is immediately stored in our body as fat

and 9 Kcal of sugar means 1 gram fat. So, in summary, avoiding three canes of Cola daily

means per month 1, 5-2-kilogram weight loss and a much healthier lifestyle. So in summary,

what is our product? It is a complete food with natural ingredients, but is it a cosmetic

product too? Yes, it is, as less sugar means a clear and shiny skin.

Is it a body care product? Yes, it is, as less sugar consumption makes you feel better and

fitter.

Is it a health style product? Yes, it is as it curbs your sweet tooth immediately and supports

your weight management.

Other diet plans are expensive and time-intensive by cooking, often does not work and

over 90 percent of those people 90 percent of those people suffer from the famous jo-jo effect, meaning that they gain

weight again immediately after stopping the diet. Devasting.

We created an elegant design and packaging We created an elegant design and packaging to show the uniqueness of our product. We

developed 2 different designs. Number one in white and golden especially for women. The

second one in black and silver as a unisex design.

Moreover, we right now developed a special flavor for children and youth by asking 30
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children, which taste would be appreciated most. For sure this product will get a unique

design too.

So we are now proud to announce THE AESTHETIC TASTE spray was finally launched

worldwide May 5th, 2019.

Concerning your question about the state of financing. No, we went forward until now

without questioning for any state financing and the biggest award for me is the opinion of

one of the biggest market players worldwide. The management of this company called our

spray 'the probably most innovative one for the next decade'. The award by spinoff for 100The award by spinoff for 100

top products is a further step forward to increase awareness of our unique technology andtop products is a further step forward to increase awareness of our unique technology and

productproduct. 

SOC: In the formation of every scientific spinoff, one of the most important keys to successSOC: In the formation of every scientific spinoff, one of the most important keys to success

is the team. For many potential investors, the management team is the most importantis the team. For many potential investors, the management team is the most important

element in deciding whether to invest in it or not. Could you please share someelement in deciding whether to invest in it or not. Could you please share some

information about the team members who supported you and the project? What are theinformation about the team members who supported you and the project? What are the

key additions to the team needed in the short term?key additions to the team needed in the short term?

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler: We are working on a simple principle 'Keep it small, keep it simple, save money

and be fast'. Next to me, the core person in Nuremberg is Mrs. Susa RegenauerMrs. Susa Regenauer. She is

responsible for our unique designs and develops my new products. She studied design at

the University of Munich, comes from a designer family and both brothers are the leading

designers of world-known companies. Our new office is at a shipping company named

Bavaria shipping in Nuremberg. Therefore, the communication about transport is such

easy and the input is great. We agreed in August to work with an experienced team of

managers from abroad to cooperate and by this cooperation, I now can delegate and

concentrate on my main issues. To summarize your questions. We keep the running costs

at the moment as low as any possible. In the short term, we do not need any additions to

our team, but in the future, I will concentrate on further R&D and represent the company.

SOC: It is not a secret that the development of new technology and its subsequentSOC: It is not a secret that the development of new technology and its subsequent

commercialization presupposes some problem and addresses unmet needs. Respectively,commercialization presupposes some problem and addresses unmet needs. Respectively,

what problem did you intend to solve by creating your technology? What results did youwhat problem did you intend to solve by creating your technology? What results did you

plan to achieve?plan to achieve?
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Dr. Weiler – aesthetic taste – is not a trend, it´s a revolutionary

photo provided by AZ Zahncreme GmbH

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler:  This is simple to answer. We want to reach with our worldwide unique productWe want to reach with our worldwide unique product

the market of all peoplethe market of all people, which are looking for an easy way to live healthier, feel better and

fitter and manage their weight not by any pills, food supplements, but by avoiding

unhealthy behavior by such an easy way as they can use our spray anytime and anywhere.

Again. Our product is a cosmetic one, as less sugar consumption means clearer skin, it is a

body care product as it supports weight-management significantly and it is for sure a

health product. It is really for everybody. Our goal is that this unique lifestyle productOur goal is that this unique lifestyle product

becomes part of millions of handbags and pocketsbecomes part of millions of handbags and pockets. By this, we have a unique advantage

Our AESTHETIC TASTE spray will be the only body care product leaving at home and

being recognized in the public.

Steve Jobs mentionedSteve Jobs mentioned as he was asked how to create a successful, worldwide well-known

company 'If you want to create a company, don't look for money, look to bring a product to

the market, which will change people`s lives in a positive way'. He was absolutely right.

SOC: The problem which you targeted to solve was actual before.  Probably someone hasSOC: The problem which you targeted to solve was actual before.  Probably someone has

already tried to solve it. Is it right? Understanding the unique selling points from thealready tried to solve it. Is it right? Understanding the unique selling points from the

investor's side could make the technology № 1 for them. What are the unique selling pointsinvestor's side could make the technology № 1 for them. What are the unique selling points

of your technology and fundamental difference from other technologies that tried to solveof your technology and fundamental difference from other technologies that tried to solve

this problem before you?this problem before you?

Dr. Weiler:  We are in a great situation that no other product with our special effect is onDr. Weiler:  We are in a great situation that no other product with our special effect is on
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the marketthe market. In my holy opinion and by our research there are expired patents, which

noticed similar effects by similar products decades before, but our spray is now patent

pending on the recapture and a special effect. More information about this patent

application is confidential. In the n the UKUK a sticking plaster was launched several years ago, a sticking plaster was launched several years ago,

which should work with the same effectwhich should work with the same effect. The people shall smell at this plaster every time

the desire for sweets or soft drinks occurs. In my opinion, a good but not perfect

procedure. Flavors work the best way with a very intensive and short impact. The longer

you smell a flavor, the weaker it becomes. Moreover, we smell ortho and retronasal,

meaning that we smell with the nose but also by the mouth. The tongue can only

distinguish five flavors - bitter, spicy, salty, sweet, and umami – that is hearty. The olfactory

mucosa in the nasal cavities, however, knows more than 10,000 flavors, according to

millions of possible combinations. Therefore, as a summary, the use of a mouth spray

works perfectly.

SOC:  In order to understand the peculiarities of this particular spinoff our investors alwaysSOC:  In order to understand the peculiarities of this particular spinoff our investors always

ask what is the investment structure of the company? Do you still own the controlling stakeask what is the investment structure of the company? Do you still own the controlling stake

in your spinoff?in your spinoff? 

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: The Company is completely owned by me.

SOC:  We always need to paint a clear picture to the potential investors of the marketSOC:  We always need to paint a clear picture to the potential investors of the market

opportunity of the spinoff that is meaningfully large and growing. Why in your opinion youropportunity of the spinoff that is meaningfully large and growing. Why in your opinion your

company might have a high growth potential? Could you tell us all current industries andcompany might have a high growth potential? Could you tell us all current industries and

fields of your technology/product application and where do you think it could befields of your technology/product application and where do you think it could be

successfully applied in the future?successfully applied in the future?

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: We are targeting a market of some billion possible buyers. We created a 'must-

have' product and a product which could even be recommended by doctors to support

people’s health. But again. It is pure food, not a pill, not a food supplement or anything

else.

SOC: The potential investors will be curious whether you already have the first clients andSOC: The potential investors will be curious whether you already have the first clients and

signed contracts? What was the feedback from your partner's markers and customers?signed contracts? What was the feedback from your partner's markers and customers?

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: Yes we signed, but we must keep this confidently at the moment.
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For sure the distributors got samples by us and used it for several weeks. The comments

were overwhelming. But, the most important feedback comes by the users. We forwarded

two weeks ago 20 samples to women and I got immediately about 150 messages by other

women ‘where and how can I buy the spray’. This is what I call '´the product leaves at

home``, is part of handbags and people see it and ask about it. The best possible

marketing and advertisement.

SOC: We both know that for you and the investor it is crucial to reach positive cash flow asSOC: We both know that for you and the investor it is crucial to reach positive cash flow as

soon as possible. Certainly, the market scaling cannot be achieved without propersoon as possible. Certainly, the market scaling cannot be achieved without proper

distributors network and clients. Please tell us about your criteria distributors network and clients. Please tell us about your criteria ofof partners selection and partners selection and

which markets are open for spinoff activity.which markets are open for spinoff activity.

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler: We have signed the first contract and in discussions with proper distributors and

by first deliveries, we will reach positive cash flowwe will reach positive cash flow. Also, we got aware, that we are on the

radar of two multi-billion dollar companies. I think this is a very positive sign. By your

question about which markets are open for selection. That information should be a part of

serious inquiries and discussions.

SOC: It is very important to understand your particular vision about the unique features ofSOC: It is very important to understand your particular vision about the unique features of

your company. Why do you consider the major market players might be interested inyour company. Why do you consider the major market players might be interested in

investing investing inin the promotion of your technology/product on the addressable market? the promotion of your technology/product on the addressable market?

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler: That`s for sure a big issue. If you are a startup or small company and want to

establish your products, the big market sellers comment: 'We will not invest but how many

millions you will spend on advertising and marketing?' So you can forget about that. We

decided to go another way and win every woman or man who uses our AESTHETIC TASTE

spray as influencer and `marketing director`. Women are much more interested in new

products than men do. Women buy new products, women try new products and women

speak about new products if they are satisfied. We are confident about this procedure,

even if it lasts some longer. We prepared a study with 50 people50 people, 85 percent of those

overweight women, and the results beat our expectations. 90 percent were more as90 percent were more as

satisfied, overweighed ones lost in medium 2,2 Kilogram in one month by avoiding sugarsatisfied, overweighed ones lost in medium 2,2 Kilogram in one month by avoiding sugar,

a natural way and not by the influence of any food supplement, pill or anything like that. In

addition, the most important point for us was the everyday question: When and where willWhen and where will
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it be available?it be available?  We had this month a discussion with a government person, the country

must keep confidential, to share our new children flavor taste spray in the schools.

The aesthetic taste with the aesthetic design

photo provided by AZ Zahncreme GmbH

I am sure it is only a matter of time until the big boys will recognize our product and the

incredible market.

SOC: Now we would like to refer to the next very crucial and we would even say essentialSOC: Now we would like to refer to the next very crucial and we would even say essential

aspect for spinoff companies’ as the strategy of R&D, production, distribution aspect for spinoff companies’ as the strategy of R&D, production, distribution andand

marketing processes. Do you have your own unique strategy? Which of these processesmarketing processes. Do you have your own unique strategy? Which of these processes

do you consider your spinoff is strong at? do you consider your spinoff is strong at? 

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: All aspects of R&D, laboratory tests packaging, production and delivery have

been solved. If we succeed the way of mouth to mouth recommendation and information

about us will spread around, we are sure, that large distributors, supermarket chains, and

others will contact us. Our product is a one for food supplement distributors, for cosmetic

chains for supermarkets and even pharmacies. But we have a clear concept. Our product

shall become a must-have, so we have to decide very clearly which selling points are the
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right ones. Patience often succeeds. Our awareness will get stronger as our product will

leave at home and get to the public. As I mentioned, it will become a part of many

handbags and pockets worldwide. Can you imagine a woman's question to her friend?

What are you using there? And you really don't want a cake or Cola? You really lost

weight? Can I try it? Mouth to mouth propaganda is still the best way and social media can

fasten it up.

SOC: As a rule, the majority of spinoffs outgrow into exits. How do you determine theSOC: As a rule, the majority of spinoffs outgrow into exits. How do you determine the

market for your product/technology and estimate its volume and dynamics? What is yourmarket for your product/technology and estimate its volume and dynamics? What is your

potential share potential share onon the market? How do you think, what market cap your company plans to the market? How do you think, what market cap your company plans to

reach reach at the peak of its development and why? How long might this process take?at the peak of its development and why? How long might this process take?

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: I may answer you with some questions. How much money do women spend on

cosmetics? I am not sure, but if I look at our bathroom, I am surprised and get sometimes

depressive. How much money do people spend on soft drinks or sweeties? How much

money should people spend on dental treatments, caused only by sugar? So let’s just face

some possibilities. Using Dr. Weiler AESTHETIС TASTE spray on a regular basis means one

spray per month. We calculated this by three-time use every day. So 12 sprays per year.

We have, just an example, about 2.5 billion overweight people worldwide2.5 billion overweight people worldwide. Reaching only 1

million people will lead to 12 million sprays.10 million users means 120 million sprays per

year. I hope we will see in the future the luxury problem to find more production

companies. It is in a price range everyone can buy and it can become a 'must-have'. Let

me compare it with the product of a famous soft drink producer, too. 10 soft drinks are one

Dr. Weiler's AESTHETIC TASTE spray. Our earnings, income and value can become really

substantial. How long might this process last? A good question. This for sure depends on

our decision to take an investor on board or not. By substantial marketing and

advertisement investments, we can hit the market very quickly. Our positive campaign will

make people curious.

SOC: For spinoff SOC: For spinoff companies,companies, their intellectual property is a key to success. The investors their intellectual property is a key to success. The investors

pay particular attention to it. What key intellectual property does your company havepay particular attention to it. What key intellectual property does your company have

(patents, patents pending, copyrights, trade secrets, trademarks, domain names)?(patents, patents pending, copyrights, trade secrets, trademarks, domain names)?

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: Patents are always a big issue. Pharmaceutical companies go first step for

patent applications, develop the product over years by necessary clinical studies, spend
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hundreds of million dollars and don't know if the patent can be saved and the product gets

at the end results leading to approval and launch. So a lot of time has gone from the patent

application to the launch and a lot of time has been lost. Our product is now patentOur product is now patent

pending in Germanypending in Germany and by the priority year, meaning 12 months from the application date,

we can go for international patent applications. We will do so for the most important

markets like Europe, China, India, USA, and othersEurope, China, India, USA, and others. The name Dr. Weiler is registered as anThe name Dr. Weiler is registered as an

international trademarkinternational trademark.

SOC: For both of us, as well as for thousands of successful SOC: For both of us, as well as for thousands of successful spinofа foundersspinofа founders, it's not a, it's not a

secret that a new technological breakthrough may become obsolete very fast.secret that a new technological breakthrough may become obsolete very fast.

Respectively, patent validity period becomes shorter. It is interesting to know theRespectively, patent validity period becomes shorter. It is interesting to know the

perspectives and protection plan of your technological advancement and leadership in aperspectives and protection plan of your technological advancement and leadership in a

medium- and long-term prospectivesmedium- and long-term prospectives

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler: We got the first comment from the German patent officethe first comment from the German patent office, informing us that the

product – technology – receptor is patent applicable. Meanwhile, we got aware of two

other advantages of our spray. These advantages will be part of a new patent application.

SOC: The investors will want to get a clear picture of how many rounds of investmentsSOC: The investors will want to get a clear picture of how many rounds of investments

have you completed? Are you seeking for the investments at the moment? What is thehave you completed? Are you seeking for the investments at the moment? What is the

volume and time limits? What milestones will the financing get you to? What did you plan tovolume and time limits? What milestones will the financing get you to? What did you plan to

use the invested funds for?use the invested funds for?

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler:  We have been able to work by our capital and without investment by a third

party. This was not necessary until now. But we are open to any discussion. We want to hit

the market fast and significantly for example by our franchise concept. So the invested

funds are necessary for advertisement and marketing.

SOC: Could you please describe your ideal investor? What aspects are important for you,SOC: Could you please describe your ideal investor? What aspects are important for you,

for instance, is it experience, country, the amount of own private capital or maybe somefor instance, is it experience, country, the amount of own private capital or maybe some

personal qualities? Will existing investors participate in the round?personal qualities? Will existing investors participate in the round?
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Get fitter, feel better

photo provided by AZ Zahncreme GmbH

Dr. Weiler:Dr. Weiler: Our most welcome investor works in a serious and trustful way. He supports us,He supports us,

gives me input, works to spread information about us aroundgives me input, works to spread information about us around. A monthly update of

numbers should be enough. We prefer to deal with an experienced, wealthy andWe prefer to deal with an experienced, wealthy and

successful investor, who in a best case already has a mature distribution network andsuccessful investor, who in a best case already has a mature distribution network and

contacts with influencers and other distributorscontacts with influencers and other distributors. Moreover, extremely important for me is

enthusiasm by this potential investor about our product and the goal we go for. A

worldwide unique and well-known product with an extremely positive image.

SOC: And the last question, could you specify the most convenient way you would like toSOC: And the last question, could you specify the most convenient way you would like to

receive inquiries from potential investors? Should it be by e-mail or personal phone call?receive inquiries from potential investors? Should it be by e-mail or personal phone call?

Dr. Weiler: Dr. Weiler: Please forward any inquiries by email m.weiler@dr-weiler.com.  To go forward, I

prefer personal meetings face to face. By this, I am old school. Thank you for the possibility

to share our vision of people´s wellbeing worldwide.

We would like to express gratitude for the time you have dedicated to this interview.We would like to express gratitude for the time you have dedicated to this interview.
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SPINOFF.COM will be pleased to support your project and to share the interview on yourSPINOFF.COM will be pleased to support your project and to share the interview on your

aromatic toothpaste and spray with all potential partners and investorsaromatic toothpaste and spray with all potential partners and investors
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: AZ Zahncreme GmbH

Contact person:Contact person: Dr. Matthias Weiler

E-mail:E-mail: m.weiler@dr-weiler.com

Website:Website: http://www.dr-weiler.com

Phone:Phone: 0049 1718160608

Patent status:Patent status: patent pending

On market since:On market since: 2014

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Supplements

AZ Zahncreme

GmbH

Dr. WEILER - the aesthetic taste -

spray

DR. WEILER –THE AESTHETIC TASTE (Press release)

click here
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WELLNESS



FUSION GENOMICS is a Vancouver-based company that is advancing

molecular diagnostics by developing identification tests for pathogens

using proprietary technologies in combination with Next Generation

Sequencing. Its ONETest™ products, in combination with the

FUSIONCloud™ data analysis platform, enable rapid identification of the

genetic signatures of human pathogens and cancers accurately and

economically. Furthermore, FUSION’s ONETest™ platform is currently

being tested at various key opinion leaders in Canada and the European

Union.

FUSION GENOMICS: A NEW ERA IN
PATHOGEN SEQUENCING
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The company's mission is to provide global and local healthcare providers with the tools

they need to perform both population surveillance and individual diagnosis of pathogens to

prevent unnecessary deaths and halt the growing problem of disease drug resistance.

To do this, FUSION GENOMICS is developing highly sensitive and massively multiplex highly sensitive and massively multiplex

DNA/RNA sequencing-based diagnosticsDNA/RNA sequencing-based diagnostics that combine its proprietary QUANTUMProbes™QUANTUMProbes™

technologytechnology with Next Generation Sequencing and its ever-expanding FUSIONCloud™ to

bring results directly to the desktop or mobile devices. The use of FUSION GENOMICS’

reliably rapid, highly sensitive and cost-effective ONETest™ products will advance the field

of molecular diagnostics beyond the limitations and shortcomings of molecular assays

currently in use.

Disruptive DNA/RNA Capture Technology

source - fusiongenomics.com

ONETest™ platform offers a complete 12 hours “Benchtop to Desktop” solution for next-

generation sequencing based diagnostic testing of infectious diseases. It comprises the

patent pending and proprietary UNIPrep™, QUANTUMProbes™ and the FUSIONCloud™ with

1000X the sensitivity over PCR and up to 9000X target enrichment over metagenome

sequencing. The ONETest™ is able to identify any pathogen.The ONETest™ is able to identify any pathogen. Importantly, this platform has

been validated with institutes and organizations around the world.

The AI eDNA ONETest proves the company's claims on high limit-of-detection, sensitivity

and specificity by being the only test to date that can detect and genotype avian influenzacan detect and genotype avian influenza

from wetland sediments in wild bird habitatsfrom wetland sediments in wild bird habitats. Its upcoming Hepatitis C tests is similarly

designed to give much improved clinically actionable data in a single test and FUSION

GENOMICS has a pipeline of other tests such as HPV, MDR/XDR Tuberculosis (lat.HPV, MDR/XDR Tuberculosis (lat.

Phthisis), blood screening multiplex, sepsis, etcPhthisis), blood screening multiplex, sepsis, etc.

In addition, the company's vision is of a world where humans are healthier because
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diseases are identified faster and treated/cured sooner through the use of assays that

employ advanced sequencing technologies.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: FUSION GENOMICS

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: info@fusiongenomics.com

Website:Website: http://www.fusiongenomics.com/

Phone:Phone: +1.604.428.7701

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2013

Regions:Regions: Canada

Industries:Industries: Wellness

FUSION GENOMICS

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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Joylux, a Seattle-based company, creates innovative health solutions

targeting the enormous, but underserved female intimate care market.

Joylux provides customers with LED-focused medical devices that are

transforming women's pelvic floor health. Available exclusively in

international markets outside of the U.S., vSculpt is the world's first

home-use vaginal rejuvenation device using light-energy, gentle heat

and sonic technology to treat the vaginal tissue and pelvic floor muscles.

vSculpt is cleared as a Class II OTC Medical Device for the treatment of

incontinence, vaginal dryness and pelvic pain in Canada, Europe,

Australia and other parts of the world.

JOYLUX: EMPOWERING WOMEN TO
LIVE THEIR BEST LIVES
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According to the , sexual health is a state of physical, mental and social well-being in

relation to sexuality. It requires a positive and respectful approach to sexuality and sexual

relationships, as well as the possibility of having pleasurable and safe sexual experiences,

free of coercion, discrimination and violence. Despite all these facts, women’s sexual

health and wellbeing have been neglected too long. Moreover, even today, the issues of

female sexual health are taboo in some cultures, social, religious and economic strata.

Therefore, women started to develop innovative products and create new business models

for this market. Colette Courtion, which is known for pioneering transformational beauty

products and medical devices, founded Joylux that offers an at-home pelvic-floor toning

and vaginal rejuvenation device for women affected by pelvic-floor issues. Joylux, Inc. was

formerly known as ISIS Labs, Inc. The company was incorporated in 2013 and is based in

Seattle, Washington.

Joylux' first product  is available in two models: vSculptvSculpt and  and vSculptvSculpt PRO PRO. vSculpt is

sold online and through select retailers in the U.K. and Canada. It is a simple and effectiveIt is a simple and effective

solution to tone, tighten, and rejuvenate the vaginal tissue and muscles of the pelvicsolution to tone, tighten, and rejuvenate the vaginal tissue and muscles of the pelvic

floor.floor. Furthermore, the device is fast since it requires less than 10 minutes per day to be

used; effective (9 out of 10 women experience results); safe (non-surgical, noninvasive, and

hormone-free); and easy to use (apply in the comfort and privacy of home).

vSculpt PRO, featuring additional LED power, a 12-minute treatment time, and 10

therapeutic vibration modes, allows achieving maximum results faster. It is available

exclusively in professional offices through the company's network of distributors in the

U.K., Canada, Switzerland, Germany, Australia, Chile, and South Africa. 

Another company's technology is represented by  and  - the world’s first andthe world’s first and

only home-use solutions using red-light to help improve intimate wellnessonly home-use solutions using red-light to help improve intimate wellness. OB/GYN-

designed, Joylux' patented combination of red-lights, gentle heat, and sonic technology

will help to improve intimate wellness, including increased sensation and hydration. vFit or

vFit PLUS are also available exclusively through doctors. In addition, the company has

raised $7 million in Series A round $7 million in Series A round, led by .

WHO

vSculpt

vFit vFit PLUS

Keiretsu Capital
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Joylux for woman's health

source - foundersfightcancer.charity
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Joylux Inc.

Contact person:Contact person: Heather Dazell

E-mail:E-mail: heather@joyluxinc.com; info@joyluxinc.com

Website:Website: https://www.joyluxinc.com/

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2013

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Wellness

Joylux

vSculpt

vFit

WHO

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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WelleCo wellness brand was founded by supermodel Elle Macpherson

and formulator Dr Simone Laubscher, PhD. The company provides the

plant-based supplements with herbal extracts, vitamins and minerals,

and probiotics for whole-body wellness. The ingestible elixirs nourish

the body from the inside out. WelleCo SUPER ELIXIR Alkalizing Greens

is the hero product and is one-and-done super greens powder

formulated with over 40+ naturally sourced ingredients such as turmeric,

maitake and shiitake mushrooms, omega 3, pro and prebiotics, kelp,

horsetail extract and dandelion. Daily consumption of WelleCo

supplements helps to support overall gut health, enhances energy,

provides immune support, healthy skin, and stronger hair and nails. The

offering has grown from brand’s signature Super Eixir and pure plant-

based Protein supplements to good clean kid’s snacks, a veggie wash

that removes pesticides and Sleep Welle Valerian tea.

WELLECO SUPER ELIXIR COMPLEX
FORMULA FOR SIMPLE ROUTINE
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THE FOUNDERTHE FOUNDER

Eleanor Nancy Macpherson known as  is an Australian born model,

television host, actress and businesswoman. She has graced dozens of magazine, from the

 issue, where she appeared a record five times, to 

(Australia, British, Italia, Russia) and worked with many brands such as

Revlon, Biotherm, Louis Vuitton, Ralph Lauren, Victoria’s Secret to Omega Watches and

was an UNICEF UK Ambassador for Baby Friendly Initiative in 2005. In addition to all of

this, Elle launched a , “Your Personal Best – The Body Workout” in 1995, and

later . She is an executive producer of NBC's Fashion Star and

was the host for the first season. Being known under the nickname “The Body” and with

such an entrepreneurial spirit, she also founded the  with Naomi

Campbell and Claudia Schiffer. Her latest venture , a wellness brand of natural

supplements brings her personal approach to health & wellness and active lifestyle to the

masses.

THE STORYTHE STORY

It all started when  shared the benefits of her alkalising green

powder with Elle, who found the neutralising, acidity balancing results so life-changing that

she wanted to share them with the world. The ex-model was in her late 40s when

she noticed that lacks in energy and inspiration. She wasn’t getting a good night’s sleep

and just felt sluggish. This is when she understood that something in her lifestyle needed

to be changed. She sought advice from her nutritionist, Dr. Laubscher, who put her on an

alkaline diet. Immediately, she discovered the profound benefit of good nutrition and

eating alkaline. In addition to adhering to an alkaline lifestyle, she practised Traditional

Ayurveda medicine. Focusing on greens, Dr. Laubscher looked at the average imbalances

and thought about specific ingredients she could include to support gut health and

balance the body’s 11 systems. This is how the WelleCo green and clean brand appeared. It

currently offers a full range of bio-live, organic plant-based supplements that provide the

body with the nutrients, pure plant greens and proteins, calming tea to help people live a

blissfully balanced life. Recognising the importance of easily absorbable supplements,

WelleCo acts in the same way as natural wholefoods.

Elle Macpherson

Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Vogue

workout video

 Elle Macpherson Intimates

Fashion Cafe

WelleCo

Dr. Simone Laubscher
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The bikini session 1995, with her slim body which helped Elle, WelleCo founder and famous model to earn fame

and nickname 'The body'

pinterest.com

PRODUCTS & PRICESPRODUCTS & PRICES

SUPER ELIXIR Greens. THE SUPER ELIXIR™ is a bestseller and a daily health supplement

formulated using a combination of 45 naturally derived ingredients, including wholefoods,

herbal extracts, vitamins, minerals and probiotics. Created by Dr Simone Laubscher PhD, it
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helps support overall gut health, provides immune support, enhances energy, and helps

support the appearance of healthy skin, and stronger hair and nails. The price is $80 for

300g package, $135 for a 300g caddy, $195 for 3X300g packages. It is available in two

flavors Lemon and Ginger or Pineapple and Lime. There is also a starter set of The Super

Elixir 300g, pH test kit and a Hydrator Bottle at $90.

NOURISHING PROTEIN is a plant-based health supplement formulated using a

combination of organic pea and brown rice proteins, as well as herbal extracts, vitamins,

minerals, pre- and probiotics. Created to help support muscle recovery and energy levels,

it is a great source of plant-based protein. The price for the proteins is $90 for a kilo pack,

$70 for a 300g caddy, $35 for 300g package. Two flavours of Vanilla and Chocolate are

available.

WelleCo Super Kids’ NOURISHING PLANT PROTEIN Chocolate. The all-in-one expert

formulated plant-based treat for healthy kids-on-the-go. It is a specially created protein for

kids that is vital for brain development, organ function, muscle repair and a healthy immune

system, making it crucial for growth and development during childhood. According to the

web store, it is currently unavailable and will appear soon.

SLEEP WELLE Calming Tea is formulated with skullcap, hops and valerian root, that when

combined, has calming effects, promotes a sense of well-being, and eases stress. This tea

is good to dring before going to bed as it has a special blend of natural ingredients to

overcome anxiety and have a good night sleep. The 50 bags refill goes at $37 and caddy -

$69.

SUPER BOOSTERS are the pencil-shaped tonics with different effect. Together with overall

health these plant-based formulas each specifically aimed at improving certain body

functions i.e. at supporting the natural cleansing and detoxifying processes of the liver,

balancing of hormones and enhancing energy and libido, collagen formation and skin

firmness, maintaining immune defence, joint health, bone strength, calcium absorption etc.

All-natural blends have fresh tastes of fruits and berries and come at a price of $55 each. 

WelleCo has also a skincare line which consists of Japanese Green Tea Salt Scrub - $38,

Organic Rose Geranium Crème - $45 and Organic Cacao Lip Balm - $27.
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THE SUPER ELIXIR helps to tackle a hangover as it provides a natural energy lift from organic wholefoods. Having

fun with staying healthy with 2 tsp of THE SUPER ELIXIR by WelleCo

Facebook WelleCo Official

MARKETING & SALESMARKETING & SALES
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Bone Strength & Joint Health Super Booster includes active ingredients to support skeletal, joint and cartilage

health

Facebook WelleCo Official

The branded products can be purchased all over the world online as well as offline in the

United States, Canada, Australia, Asia, New Zealand, and also in many countries of the

world, a complete list of which can be found by the . It is also sold in

 and .

Following marketing principles of successful brands, various collaborations with famous

personalities for WelleCo is also very important. For example, in collaboration with 

creative director of  Companies, Elle created a limited edition of lux

link

Goop Sephora

Aerin

Lauder, Estée Lauder
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caddy of her all-plant daily multivitamin. Aerin represents American beauty at its best -

timeless and elegant. Her style and personality are an inspiration to many. The intention

was to create elegant and purposeful gift. The unique, handcrafted, gold ceramic jar filled

with 600g (three months’ worth) of the premium alkalizing greens came in Lauders’

signature gold and shargreen style.

MEDIAMEDIA

“[WelleCo SLEEP WELLE Calming Tea] Reduced Anxiety and Sleeping Like A Baby. I'm not

going to lie, the tea bags do NOT smell good! But, once you add hot water a

transformation takes place and the tea tastes really good. After just a few days of having a

cuppa in the evening, I found my anxiety levels had reduced and I was no longer waking

up several times in the night. Great result!” 

"Taken as a shot or in a smoothie, this supplement easily fits into your daily routine

however busy and hectic life gets. So time to wave goodbye to synthetic tablets and

potions and embrace this daily ritual to a one-way road to general wellness and optimum

vitality. Beauty comes from within after all." 

"Welleco is the super elixir that will help combat the stresses of our busy days and the

toxins of the modern world. Developed by Elle Macpherson and Dr Laubscher, PHD

Nutritional Doctor, these powders are here to make your life healthier through adding them

to your daily juice or smoothie for an extra boost to your health. The first Elixir was

the Alkalising Green which helps boost your immunity and so much more. Now the

collection of elixirs has expanded, so take a look and find which one is best for you." 

Jo.M Review

Vogue UK

Yoga

Rebel
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Collaboration with fashion icon Aerin Lauder resulted in the creation of a gold ceramic gift 600g jar of premium

alkalizing greens

malendyer.com
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: WelleCo

Contact person:Contact person: Elle Macpherson

E-mail:E-mail: wholesale@welleco.com

Website:Website: www.welleco.com

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Australia

Industries:Industries: Wellness

WelleCo

WelleCo Facebook Official

WelleCo YouTube Official

Cult Beauty

click here
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MEDTECH



Innovative vital sign monitoring was developed by Cosinuss GmbH. This

is an advanced technology company building body sensors, algorithms,

and data for people who are pushing their bodies. The first

development, earconnect™ , is a cosinuss° in-house technology that

enables to continuously capture heart rate, heart rate variability, core

body temperature and arterial oxygen saturation of the blood (lat.

Sanguis) conveniently and accurately from within the ear canal. Based

on this technology, Cosinuss offers sensors and apps for sports, health

care, and worker safety. Cosinuss° was founded in September 2011 by

 Dr. Johannes and Greta Kreuzer. Since then, new shareholders have

joined the team and contribute their specific knowledge to the company.

Cosinuss° has filed several international patent applications on the

earconnect technology.

COSINUSS° IN-EAR MOBILE
MONITORING OF VITAL SIGNS
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THE COMPANYTHE COMPANY

Cosinuss GmbH is a certified medical technology company based in Munich that

specializes in mobile real-time monitoring of vital parameters. Vital parameters are

measures for the vital functions of the human body, such as breathing, cardiovascular

function and heat balance. For this purpose, the highly motivated team develops

proprietary in-ear sensors, gateway solutions, algorithms and a Health platform.

More than twelve years of research and development form a solid foundation for the

company. Numerous patents and medically certified products make cosinuss° a pioneer in

the field of mobile monitoring. The main field of application for monitoring solutions is

digital healthcare. The company follows the vision to fill the white gaps of vital signs

monitoring in healthcare.

The VisionThe Vision

cosinuss° transforms the ear into the central interface to everyone’s health in a world of

connected and mobile health. The healthcare industry is facing a major transformation and

we will be a part of it. The company is convinced that sensors for mobile and continuous

measurement of vital parameters can significantly improve and expand primary care. And

not only this: they can also significantly improve the diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation

of patients in preventive healthcare. cosinuss° technology can be at the heart of a better,

patient-centric healthcare system.

The GoalThe Goal

The company's goal is to give healthcare providers the tools they need to deliver the best

possible care to their patients. cosinuss° wants to provide technology that is designed to

be used throughout the entire hospital stay, starting from rescue situations, transport to the

hospital, and even at home after leaving the hospital. Such cutting-edge technology

provides physicians with real-time access to important information about a patient’s health,

allowing them to make informed decisions and provide the best possible care. So the goal

is to improve the lives of patients and make the healthcare industry more efficient and

effective, and we are committed to doing just that.
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cosinuss° offers sensors and apps for sports, health care, and worker safety

source - cosinuss.com

USPUSP

cosinuss° technology has very obvious USPs compared to traditional with invasive,

stationary and expensive devices. The main USP's are:

Monitoring with one medical in-ear sensor is easy to use, mobile and cost-efficient. The

cosinuss° technology is a convenient way to monitor multiple vital signs at once;

The Collection of Multiple Vital Signs Data is synchronized to one device and one

patient. All data can be read and referenced with one glance;

Smart Analysis of the data in combination with context information is the foundation for

further usage.

The main advantages are:The main advantages are:

Maximum freedom: innovative heart rate monitoring in an ear and free breathing and

free movement without a chest strap;

Fully compatible: connects via Bluetooth and ANT+ with all sports watches or

smartphones;

Highest precision: measures physical data precisely thanks to patented earconnectTM
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technology.

cosinuss° advantages compare to other classic methods

source - cosinuss.com

THE TEAMTHE TEAM

Innovating continuously while having a lot of fun. cosinuss° is a team of highly motivated

electrical engineers, data analysts, designers and marketers who firmly believe in the

enormous potential of cosinuss° technology and see the meaningfulness of our work. This

drives us to provide our customers with access to this valuable technology.

, CEO

An experienced medical engineer, father and guitar fanatic on a mission to use his God-

given gifts to help others by creating meaningful things.

, the CEO

An entrepreneur by heart, mother and perfectionist. Greta loves to create new things and

manage innovations on- and offline.

Dr. Johannes Kreuzer

Greta Kreuzer
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THE PRODUCTSTHE PRODUCTS

The cosinuss° One mini sensor is a real best-selling power pack. The award-winning and

ergonomic design, inspired by the hearing aid technology, allows to adjust the sensor

perfectly to the ear and wear it permanently. The first sports wearable for an ear. The long

battery life and short charging time are perfect for long endurance training sessions. The

Plug&Play application allows concentrating on nothing but training. One receives constant

free updates for cosinuss °One app as usual via the app store of the smartphone‘s

operating system. One may get a notification from his/her app store when a new update of

the app is available. No need to buy a new one. The cosinuss° One App shows the

measurement accuracy of the position of the sensor in an ear. A person can always control

the quality of measuring even during a training session. The App visualizes training data.

They are open source so that anyone can export them at any time into training plans or

develop their own applications.

The products could be divided into such groups as:

In-ear sensors;

Gateway solutions;

cosinuss° Health Platform;

Data analytics.

In-ear sensors, minicomputers, software and algorithms for vital data acquisition and

processing of:

Core body temperature;

Heart rate;

Blood oxygen saturation;

Breathing rate;

Remote Vital Signs Monitoring System.

COSINUSS° TECHNOLOGYCOSINUSS° TECHNOLOGY

The cosinuss° One technology is an In-Ear Wearable that monitors heart rate precisely.

Additionally, it measures heart rate variability and body temperature. Blood Oxygen level
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will be coming soon. This technology is the smallest and lightest heart rate monitor

worldwide. It weighs only 6 grams and has an overall size of about 4 x 4 centimeters. For

the first time, the optical heart rate measurement has become as precise as the electrical

one. With the cosinuss° One person is part of the most innovative athletes with a new body

consciousness. Precise physical data from training and competition support to improve

performance efficiently.

The Measurement with invasive, stationary and expensive devices is immobile and

restricting and too many devices are needed to monitor multiple vital signs simultaneously.

The Measurement with one in-ear wearable is non-invasive, mobile and cost-efficient. The

cosinuss° technology is a convenient way to monitor multiple vital signs at once.

VITAL SIGNSVITAL SIGNS

Vital signs are measured variables that reflect the basic functions of the human body. They

allow numerous conclusions to be drawn about our health. For this reason, vital signs are

measured and evaluated in medicine to check vital functions. Vital signs include respiratory

rate, blood pressure, body temperature, pulse rate and oxygen saturation.

Blood pressureBlood pressure

Blood pressure is the pressure (force per area) of the blood in the blood vessels. It is

directly related to cardiac output and vascular resistance. It is highest in the aorta and

continues to decrease as blood flows through the circulatory system through arteries,

capillaries and veins until it returns to the heart. In a healthy body, blood pressure

regulates itself. Elevated blood pressure has negative effects on health and life

expectancy that are often not subjectively perceived. Therefore, blood pressure should be

measured from time to time. Blood pressure is usually expressed in mmHg (millimeters of

mercury).

Body temperatureBody temperature

Body temperature is essential for maintaining all vital functions and metabolic processes.

In humans, as warm blooded species, the body temperature is largely constant. However,

various external and internal influences can reduce or increase it. Measuring body
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temperature therefore provides important information about a person’s health.

Pulse ratePulse rate

In medicine, the term pulse rate refers to the number of pulses generated by the heart’s

activity in the blood vessels during a specific unit of time (usually one minute). As a rule,

the pulse rate coincides with the heart rate. Various factors, such as exercise, stress or

certain diseases, can influence the pulse rate in the short or long term.

Oxygen saturationOxygen saturation

Oxygen saturation (sO2) refers to the percentage amount of oxygen in the blood. Among

other things, it provides information about the functional capacity of the lungs and the

effectiveness of oxygen transport in the blood. Oxygen saturation can be determined

either outside the body via pulse oximetry or invasively with the aid of a blood gas analysis.

Respiration rateRespiration rate

Respiration rate is the number of breaths per unit of time (usually per minute). It affects

heart rate, blood pressure and oxygen saturation. The respiratory rate, like all vital signs,

depends on individual variations and external influences. It is an important parameter for

assessing the state of health.

Remote Vital Signs Monitoring SystemRemote Vital Signs Monitoring System

cosinuss° offers a complete vital signs monitoring system from continuous data acquisition

through data transmission to data access and data analysis. The system can be accessed

at any point via standardized or customizable interfaces. In this way, individual

components or the entire monitoring solution can be integrated into the existing

infrastructure of third-party systems.

The cosinuss° monitoring technology can be divided into four different areas. Each area

has a specific product range with customized solutions that adapt to a wide range of

applications:
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Data acquisition with in-ear sensors;

Data transmission with small computers;

Data access via powerful servers;

Data analysis with algorithms for complex evaluations.

SOURCE - COSINUSS.COMSOURCE - COSINUSS.COM

THE PRODUCT PORTFOLIOTHE PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

c-med° alphac-med° alpha

Integrate quality-rated vital signs streamed from one single in-ear device.

Quality rated vital signs;

Continuous data stream;

Ease of integration;

Update possibility;

Small & lightweight;

CE class IIa.

The c-med° alpha is a class IIa medical measuring device that generates continuous data

streams of three important vital signs:

Core Body Temperature;

Heart Rate;

Blood Oxygen Saturation (SpO2).

The c-med° alpha is a wearable sensor fusion of two frequently used medical measuring

devices: Thermometer + Pulse oximeter.
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degree° degree° 

The medical product degree° only shall be used to measure continuously and in a non-

invasive way the body temperature in the human auditory ear canal. As a reusable and

wearable device, it is intended for home use on children and adult people innovating the

way of tracking  and taking the temperature.

The c-med° alpha wearable sensor by cosinuss°

source - cosinuss.com

live temperature readings;

always ready to use;

easy to operate;

no hidden costs;

free updates.

cosinuss° Onecosinuss° One 

The cosinuss° One is a professional fitness tracker monitoring multiple vital signs with

stunning accuracy.
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Heart rate;

Body temperature;

3-D Acceleration.

Inside this small and light ear plug the patented earconnect technology is taking vital sign

monitoring to the next level. You can use the cosinuss° One with all devices featuring

Bluetooth.

degree° – the medical thermometer for the next generation

source - cosinuss.com

cosinuss° Twocosinuss° Two

It is an in-ear wearable sensor incorporating a red/infrared photoplethysmography (PPG)

sensor element, a contact temperature sensor and an accelerometer.

It seamlessly monitors the following vital signs and additional parameters:

Core Body Temperature;

Heart Rate;

Blood Oxygen Saturation;
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Interbeat (R-R) Interval;

Perfusion Index;

Signal Quality;

Movements.

°Temp°Temp

For better temperature monitoring. Only temperature, nothing else.

The cosinuss° One is a professional fitness tracker monitoring multiple vital signs with stunning accuracy

source - cosinuss.com

Run time: +2 days

Accuracy: ± 0.1 °C

DEVELOPMENTS & FUTURE PLANSDEVELOPMENTS & FUTURE PLANS

First demonstration in Remote Patient MonitoringFirst demonstration in Remote Patient Monitoring
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The cosinuss° Two

source - cosinuss.com

The Telecovid study from cosinuss° was a pioneering study that highlighted the

importance of remote patient monitoring in the fight against Covid-19. This study marks the

first use case where our monitoring technology was used to provide critical vital signs to

healthcare workers.

The Telecovid study demonstrated the ability of remote patient monitoring to provide real-

time, accurate data on vital signs, including body temperature, heart rate, and blood

oxygen levels. By using this technology, healthcare workers were able to remotely access

critical vital signs of patients, reducing the need for hospitalization and reducing the risk of

exposure to the virus. This resulted in improved patient outcomes and a reduction in the

spread of the virus in healthcare facilities.

Second Demonstration in Mountain & Alpine RescueSecond Demonstration in Mountain & Alpine Rescue
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°Temp

source - cosinuss.com

The vital signs of patients in rescue situations are critical to their survival and recovery.

Despite advancements in medical technology, there are still significant gaps in the

monitoring of these vital signs, particularly in the case of centralized patients. This is where

cosinuss° comes in, filling the white gaps of vital signs monitoring in rescue.

Several studies and testings in simulated as well as real environments were conducted to

demonstrate the ability of cosinuss° technology to fill white gaps of vital signs monitoring in

the roughest rescue situations. With great success! The cosinuss° technology is a game-

changer for rescue teams, providing a reliable and effective way to monitor vital signs even

in the most challenging of situations.

Future Demonstration in Emergency RoomsFuture Demonstration in Emergency Rooms

We are committed to taking the next steps and demonstrating how cosinuss° technology

can fill white gaps in emergency rooms. The monitoring technology is able to provide

healthcare personnel with a reliable way to monitor the vital signs of all patients at the

same time on a continuous basis. By doing so, it immensely relieves the personnel and
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helps them focus on providing the best possible care to the patients who are most in need.

During Covid-19 pandemic cosinuss° kept inventing more useful signs to monitor the body

source - cosinuss.com

EXPOSEXPOS

From April 25th to 27th, 2023 at DMEA in Berlin, Germany cosinuss° was showcasing

innovative remote patient monitoring technologies as well as solutions for emergency

departments and ambulance services at our booth in Hall 2.2, Booth A-107. 

MEDIAMEDIA
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source - cosinuss.com

For more information on press please follow the link 

For all news and updates please follow the link

AWARDSAWARDS

cosinuss.com/en/press

 cosinuss.com/en/blog
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cosinuss° at recent expo 2023 DMEA in Berlin, Germany

source - cosinuss.com

source - cosinuss.com
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Cosinuss Gmb…

Contact person:Contact person: Greta Kreuzer

E-mail:E-mail: g.kreuzer@cosinuss.com

Website:Website: cosinuss.com

Phone:Phone: +49 (0)89 740 418 32

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2011

Regions:Regions: Germany

Industries:Industries: Medtech

cosinuss

ResearchGate publication

click here
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Kybella is a less invasive, non-surgical option for the treatment
of submental fullness invented by Kythera Biopharmaceuticals
Inc. (Canada), a biopharmaceutical company focused on
discovering, developing and commercializing innovative drugs
and medical devices targeting large, global market
opportunities.

NON-SURGICAL CHIN CORRECTION
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www.ultiskin.com

Chin fullness is a concern for a lot of people, as it affects the appearance and adds age

significantly. Submental fat appears as a result of ageing or a genetic predisposition, and

mostly it is not reduced by diets or physical exercises. According to specialists, a lot of

patients complain on melancholy, caused by excessive chin fullness and would like to

receive a non-invasive corrective treatment of the fat tissue. Up to now, a set of treatments

included a limited choice of surgical manipulations, held under anesthesia, such as

liposuction.  is a first solution for patients, which care about their appearance and

prefer non-invasive treatments.

Kybella is supplied in sterile disposable 2 ml ampoules. The treatments are repeated at an

interval of not less than 4 weeks, until the desired effect is reached to a maximum of 6

treatment sessions. However, usually the result is seen before all the 6 treatments were

applied. The majority of the patients are satisfied after 2-4 treatments. Clinical studies

demonstrated the longevity of the effect up to 4 years. Unlike other injectables, Kybella

must not be retreated as it destroys fat cells completely. Patients with the help of

specialists can estimate the effect and decided whether they should apply one more

treatment. 

Among the main advantages of Kybella:

Kybella іs a nonіnvаsіve, іn-offiсе prосеdure thаt tаkеs fіve mіnutеs;

drug іs injесtеd іn grіd оf tіny dоts whеrе mаx amоunt оf fаt undеr chіn іs;

Kybella
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pаtіеnts hеаІ іn 2-3 dауs аnd саn wаІk оut wіthоut wеаring a bаndаge;

drug dеstrоуs mеmbrаnes of fаt сеІІs, саusіng thеm to реrmаnentІу disарреаr;

sіdе effесts inсІude shоrt-tеrm swеІІіng, bruіsіng аnd numbnеss.

www.spa35.com

Dr. Weinkle, a dermatologist, who had been working with Kybella since 2007,
remarked that many patients had chin fullness, even if they were not
overweight. To inject the medication, Dr. Weinkle marked the chin with dots in
the areas of maximum fat allocation and subsequently injected Kybella in
them. Weinkle reported that the treatment took not more than 5 minutes and
patients recover in two to three days - and don't even need to wear a
bandage.

Тhе drug іs a formuІаtіоn of dеохусhoІіс асіd, a 'naturаІІу оссurrіng mоІеcuІe'
that hеІрs оur bodіеs brеаk dоwn thе fаt we recеіve frоm fооd, ассоrding
tо manufасturer КУТНERA BіорharmaсеuticаІs.

Dr. Dеrеk Jоnеs, whо рrеsеntеd Kybella to thе FDА, sаіd thе drug destrоуs
thе membrаnеs аnd thеіr remаіns are naturаІІу аbsаrbеd bасk іntо the bоdу,
whіІе thе сеІІs аre destrоуеd permanentІу. Аs wіth anу drug, thеrе аre sіde
effесts. Thеу іnсІude short-Іаsting swеІІіng, bruіsing аnd numbness that was
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found to be 'mild to moderate', according to dermatologist Adam M. Rotunda.
Rotunda noted in the trials that the intensitу of the sіde effесts dесrеаsed with
еасh additionаІ trеаtment sеssіоn, hе tоІd DermatоІоgy Тіmes. АІthough
thе drug rеасhes its mахimum dеsіred effесt if the раtient undergоеs
sіх trеаtments sрасеd a mоnth араrt, Rоtunda sаіd he dоеs not beІіеve 'mоst
pаtients' wіІІ require thаt many. Rotundа sаіd Kybella wіІІ tаke chіn соntour
correctіоn of the nеw Іеvel.

www.genesis-medspa.com

"Wе'vе bееn ассustomed to addrеssіng patіеnt аеsthetіc соncerns primarily
frоm thе chіn uр", hе tоІd DermatоІоgу Тіmes. Howеvеr, thе nесk іs сritісаІ іn
frаmіng thе Іоwеr hаІf оf thе fасе аnd crеаtіng оur profiІе. Сhаnges іn
thе nесk аs wе аge оr gаіn wеіght саn hаve рrofоund еffеct on our sеІf-
estееm.

Kybella is аррroved bу the U.S. Fооd and Drug Admіnіstrаtіоn (FDA).

КУТНЕRA is engаged in а globаІ clinісаІ deveІорment рrogram for Kybella. A
New Drug Submіssіon wаs provided to HеаІth Саnada in Аugust 2014 and a
Marketіng Аuthorіzatіоn АррІісаtion (МАА) wаs submіtted іn Осtober 2014 in
SwitzerІаnd. AdditionаІІу, a New Drug Submission was submіtted to the
Тherapeutіс Gооds Admіnіstratіоn (ТGA) in AustrаІа іn Fеbruary 2015.
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The cІіnісаІ devеІорment prоgrаm for Kybella іnсІudes 20 рhase 1-to-3
trеаtment studіеs, 18 оf whісh dіrеctІу іnvestіgated or suрроrted the SМF
іndісаtіоn аnd 2 оf whісh іnvеstіgаted trеаtment of Ііроmas.

Destruction of fat cells

www.kythera.com

Throughout the Kybella clinical program, including the 2 identical, adequate
and well-controlled Phase 3 studies conducted in the US and Canada, efficacy
endpoints were rigorously collected and analyzed using appropriate, pre-
specified statistical methods. Across studies, the efficacy results repeatedly
demonstrated the superiority of Kybella relative to placebo in the reduction of
SMF and other relevant outcomes. Consistent improvement in the appearance
of moderate to severe convexity or fullness associated with SMF is observed
from the perspective of the clinician, the patient, and objective measurements
using MRI and calipers, and these observable improvements have a positive
impact on the patient. A course of a double chin treatment’s cost is $2,000.
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On October 1, 2015, Allergan plc (NYSE: AGN), a leading global pharmaceutical
company announced that it has successfully completed the acquisition of
Kythera Biopharmaceuticals, Inc.Allergan acquired Kythera in an all-cash
transaction valued at approximately $2.1 billion. In 2010, KYTHERA Іісensed
the соmmerсіаІ rіghts to Kybella оutsіde оf thе U.S. аnd Саnadа to Bауеr
Соnsumеr Саre AG.

www.hallandwrye.com

"We are very pleased to acquire all rights to Kybella outside the U.S. and
Canada, giving us full global rights to develop and соmmercіаІіze
KybеІІа," sаіd Kеіth Leonard, KYТНЕRA’s рresіdent and СЕО. "Wе аррrесіаte
Bауеr’s іnvestmеnt in the KуbеІІа globаІ devеІорment рrоgrаm оvеr thе раst
fоur уеаrs. Durіng thаt tіme wе strengthеnеd оur finanсіаІ роsіtіоn аnd
аssembІеd a sеnіоr ехесutive tеаm wіth globаІ аеsthetіс devеІорment аnd
соmmerсіаІіzation еxpertіse. І аm соnfident іn оur abіІіty to maximіzе the
Іоng-tеrm globаІ vаІue of Kybella. WhіІе оur prіmаrу fосus remaіns fіІіng оur
U.S. New Drug АррІісаtion in the sесоnd quarter of 2014, we аІso рІаn to
makе muІtірІе ex-U.S. reguІаtory submissіоns in thе nеxt 12 months".

Under the new agreement, KYTHERA Holdings Ltd., a whоІІу-owned Bermuda
subsіdіary of KYTHERA Bіорharmaceuticals, Inc., acquіred rights to develop
and commerсіаІіze Kybella outside the U.S. and Саnada. Bayer wіІІ recеіve
$33 miІІion in KYTHERA соmmon stосk, plus a $51 mіІІіon nоte, pауаble no
Іаter thаn 2024. Вауеr іs аІso eІіgibІе to rесеive сеrtain Іоng-tеrm sаІеs
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mіІеstone pауments оn annuаІ sаІеs outside of thе U.S. and Саnada. Fоr the
раst sіх уеars, Kybella has been the focus of a gІоbal сІіnical develорment
рrogram thаt has enrоІІеd more than 2,500 patients worldwide, of which more
than 1,600 have been treated with Kybella. In addition, positive and consistent
results from multiple Phase III trials were reported in the U.S. and Europe.
Kybella became a first-in-class submental contouring injectable drug.

www.hallandwrye.com
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Source links:Source links:

Files:Files:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Kythera Biopharmaceuticals Inc.

Contact person:Contact person: Erica Bazerkanian

E-mail:E-mail: info@kythera.com

Website:Website: http://kythera.com/

Phone:Phone: +1 800 272-5525

Patent status:Patent status: yes

On market since:On market since: 2015

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Medtech

Allergan

Kythera

Web MD

Fusion

FDA DATA

click here
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iFeel Labs award-winning apps guide you to discover the benefits of a

specialized technique to optimize breathing by playing fun games.

The mobile apps include popular games (like Candy Crush) which have

been converted to even more engaging biosense games. The apps

precisely guide your inhale and exhale to maximize the proven benefits

of Heart Rate Variability (HRV) breathing. You only progress in the game

when you are breathing properly and healthily. With iFeel Labs optimal

breathing solution, a healthier future is already here.

IFEEL RESEARCH-BASED BIOSENSE
GAMING FOR IMPROVED BREATHING
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iFeel's Asthma clinical trial preliminary results with  show: 1)

improvement of 32%32% in Asthma control; 2) reduction of 28%28% in rescue medication intake; 3)

improvement in the quality of patients' life. The above findings indicate a significate costsignificate cost

savingssavings for patient and payer/insurer which combined pay an additional €1773 yearly when

Asthma is uncontrolled.

With its focus on asthma, iFeel Labs takes a revolutionary approach to one of the biggest

global health problems today. It combines medical insight with computational expertise.

Most importantly it manages the actual cause of asthma, maladaptation to stress, rather

than just masking symptoms. With over 300 million asthma sufferers worldwide, iFeel Labs

has the potential to make a major impact on one of the most common debilitating chronic

diseases today thru respiratory digital therapy. By combining popular games on mobile

devices and an ISO/FDA/CE approved oximeter to optimize the way asthma patient breath

while they are having fun. Creating a playful tool for a chronic disease that is closelyCreating a playful tool for a chronic disease that is closely

related to the feeling of anxietyrelated to the feeling of anxiety. 

Clinically proven digital therapy

source - ifeellabs.com

iFeel Labs is the only dedicated optimal breathing system which uses an  and CE

approved pulse oximeter and popular mobile games. Using a biosense solution based on

our wearable device and mobile apps, iFeel Labs guides you to discover the benefits of adiscover the benefits of a

proven breathing technique to improve your lung function.proven breathing technique to improve your lung function. iFeel Labs optimal breathing

Apollo Hospital Group

FDA
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solution has attracted pulmonary doctors and pharmaceutical companies, who

acknowledge the proven clinical efficacy of breathing physiotherapy.

Asthma attack (Bronchospasm) is a sudden constriction of the muscles in the walls of the

bronchioles. iFeel Labs games guide you to decrease sympathetic response and relaxdecrease sympathetic response and relax

your breathing muscles through HRV breathingyour breathing muscles through HRV breathing.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: iFeel Labs

Contact person:Contact person: Elad Fein

E-mail:E-mail: eladfein@gmail.com

Website:Website: http://www.ifeellabs.com/

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: n.a.

On market since:On market since: 2016

Regions:Regions: Israel

Industries:Industries: Medtech

iFeel Labs

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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Owlet Baby Care is a health technology company. The company’s

flagship product is the Smart Sock Baby Monitor, which uses pulse

oximetry technology to track such biomarkers as a baby’s heart rate and

oxygen levels during sleep. Owlet’s mission is to empower parents with

the right information at the right time. The Smart Sock comfortably

wraps around baby’s foot to track heart rate, oxygen levels and sleep.

The base station glows green to let know everything is okay but notifies

with lights and sounds if heart rate or oxygen levels leave preset zones.

Parents can see live readings using Owlet’s app but can also use

trended sleep data and historical heart and oxygen information using

the Connected Care app to improve their baby’s overall wellness.

OWLET CAN TRACK BABY'S HEART
RATE AND OXYGEN LEVELS
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The  is worn comfortably on a baby’s foot. Pulse oximetry – a technology

found in most hospitals – is used to track the baby while sleeping. The Smart Sock sends

notifications via a Bluetooth low energy (BLE) base station, to the parents’ smartphone,

making it easy to check if their baby is sleeping soundly. If a baby’s heart rate or oxygen

levels deviate outside of pre-set levels, parents are notified via an alarm. According to

Owlet CEO and co-founder, Kurt WorkmanOwlet CEO and co-founder, Kurt Workman, who is the father of two young children, the first

year of life poses the highest sleep-related risks to infants and the greatest stress for

parents. The company clinically-proven technology delivers key information to parents,

when and where they need it. The Owlet Smart Sock helps provide peace of The Owlet Smart Sock helps provide peace of mind,mind, and a and a

better night’s sleep for allbetter night’s sleep for all. Since launching in 2015, Owlet has taken the US market by

storm, selling more than 150,000 Smart Sock products in just 24 months. Australia is the

first market outside of the US to officially get the Smart Sock.

The Smart Sock Baby Monitor uses pulse oximetry technology to track such biomarkers as a baby’s heart rate

and oxygen levels during sleep

source -owletcare.com

Owlet takes clinically-proven technology and makes it appropriate for, and accessible in,

the home. The Smart Sock is wireless, wearable and comfortable. It’s designed with

parents in mind, and is made easy to use. Eighty-three percent of parents report that their

own sleep is improved using the Smart Sock. To provide a greater level of information and

historical data analysis, parents can also download the additional Owlet Connected Care

app. The new app also provides insights for parents to better understand their baby’sThe new app also provides insights for parents to better understand their baby’s

sleep patternssleep patterns. In addition, parents can choose to share the data with the family

Owlet Smart Sock
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paediatrician to proactively address infant health issues and make more informed

decisions. Owlet Baby Care announced the closing of a $24 million Series B investment$24 million Series B investment.

The round was led by , with participation from existing investors,

including , , and Enfield VenturesEnfield Ventures, and the addition

.

Trilogy Equity Partners

Eclipse Ventures Broadway Angels

Pelion Venture Partners
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Owlet

Contact person:Contact person: Kurt Workman

E-mail:E-mail: kurt@owletcare.com

Website:Website: www.owletcare.com

Phone:Phone: +1 844 334-3717

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: +

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Medtech

Owlet

click here
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Simple to use, the non-invasive wearable device is worn on the wrist like

a regular watch has been developed at CardiacSense. But behind the

watch face lies a revolutionary combination of traditional ECG

monitoring and state-of-the-art PPG technology. The continuous

monitoring works to detect heart arrhythmias which may lead to stroke

or cardiac arrest, in time for such an event to be prevented. The

CardiacSense watch is currently in the advanced stages of FDA and CE

certification. The CardiacSense watch is the most up-to-date, clinically-

proven solution in cardiac monitoring. Reliable as it is innovative, it is the

revolutionary way to ensure constant monitoring of your patient’s

cardiac system and blood pressure, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, for

as long as they need it.

THE CARDIACSENSE: RELIABLE
CARDIAC AND BLOOD PRESSURE

MONITORING
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In the event that the wearable device detects a heart arrhythmia (such as A-Fib or cardiac

arrest) or threshold-crossing blood pressure values, it issues an alert, enabling the timely

provision of the necessary medical intervention. The device has been developed by

leading electrophysiologists and hemodynamics physicians, teamed with optics and

electronics experts. Whilst backed by traditional ECG verification, what makes

 different is that it uses PPG technology to carry out long-term, continuous

monitoring of the cardiac system’s activity. All this technology and know-how is presentedAll this technology and know-how is presented

in a beautifully designed wristwatchin a beautifully designed wristwatch, making it a non-invasive and easy-to-use solution that making it a non-invasive and easy-to-use solution that

encourages patient complianceencourages patient compliance.

The main features of the CardiacSense Watch

source - cardiacsense.com

The watch interacts with the mobile application to send a simple, easy-to-read report to the

physician, enabling the physician to see processed and raw data in real time. The

CardiacSense watch gives you peace of mind. Should a heart arrhythmia (such as atrial

fibrillation or cardiac arrest) or adverse blood pressure event occur,  you - and if you

choose, your loved ones and physician - will be alerted in time for you to get the required

medical intervention.

CardiacSense
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The CardiacSense team brings together vast experience in e-healthThe CardiacSense team brings together vast experience in e-health, remote patient

monitoring and digital health, and a strong IP portfolio that includes developments in

optics, mechanics and signal processing. Together, the experts have incorporated

proprietary optics and a unique algorithm in a single, high-performance, technologically

advanced solution. The innovative, multidisciplinary team is made up of leading physicians,

electrophysiologists, optics and electronics specialists. 

The CardiacSense Watch

source - cardiacsense.com

This PPG-based wrist-watch sensor reliably detects cardiac arrestThis PPG-based wrist-watch sensor reliably detects cardiac arrest. VF and adenosine-

induced ventricular asystole were recognized by the PPG monitor as 'asystole' that could

trigger alarms to prompt the chain of survival culminating in AED use.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: CardiacSense

Contact person:Contact person: Eldad Shemesh

E-mail:E-mail: info@cardiacsense.com

Website:Website: https://www.cardiacsense.com/

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: n.a.

On market since:On market since: 2018

Regions:Regions: Israel

Industries:Industries: Medtech

CardiacSense

click here
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Medopad is a London-based company, that would like to create a world

where people can live longer. Medopad' technology takes a modular

approach which means it covers a wide variety of disease areas to

deliver better and more personalized care by transforming the way

patients and data interact with clinicians. Medopad' Artificial Intelligence

division uses data collected through their platform to generate

predictive insights which will be able to detect life-threatening medical

conditions. The company partners closely with the world's largest

healthcare systems, pharma companies, research institutes, insurers and

technology companies like Apple and Tencent to solve some of the

biggest problems in rare, chronic and complex disease monitoring.

MEDOPAD PROVIDES BETTER
HEALTHCARE USING AI
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Since early days in 2011, Medopad has expanded across every facet of digital health,

transforming how healthcare providers, doctors, and patients connect with each other in

the process. Their remote patient monitoring applications, mobile technology, advanced

data analytics, and digital biomarkers unite to deliver a highly personalized, efficient care

experience. Medopad' solutions are used by various prestigious organizations such as

NHS trusts, , , national healthcare providers, global pharmaceutical

organizations, insurance providers, governments, charities, sporting clubs and brands, and

countless others.

The developed technology empowers at-risk patients to better manage their health.

Successfully managing cardiovascular diseasesSuccessfully managing cardiovascular diseases requires at-risk patients to be closely

monitored 24/7. Medopad enables patients to better manage their own condition while

keeping their clinical team informed. The app allows tracking various symptoms such astracking various symptoms such as

chest pain, shortness of breath and many morechest pain, shortness of breath and many more. I also can be integrated with wearables for

constant heart rate monitoring.

Symptom tracking. Blood glucose visibility through data input or connected devices

source - mobihealthnews.com

The system has medication reminders and can provide a better correlation of symptoms

against medication adherence. The technology can be applied to cancer (lat. Carcinoma)

patients in the way of delivering a clearer picture of patient progressdelivering a clearer picture of patient progress.

HCA Bayer
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Metabolic diseases demand a careful blend of proactive treatment, dietary control, patient

support, and lifestyle management. Therefore, Medopad can also deliver world-class care

outside of the hospital with a direct link to their doctor and highly personalized solutions. In

addition, Medopad has raised $28 million in Series A round$28 million in Series A round.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Medopad

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: contact@medopad.com

Website:Website: Medopad provides better healthcare using A…

Phone:Phone: -

Patent status:Patent status: patented

On market since:On market since: 2011

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Medtech

Medopad

ORIGINAL VIDEO

click here
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Verana Health exists to improve patient lives by accelerating healthcare

innovation through data insights. The team has a deep understanding of

the barriers to innovation through decades of experience working with

and within life science and healthcare data companies. They are

committed to building innovative technologies that turn real-world

clinical data into real-world insights that enable our life science partners

to make intelligent decisions. The Verana platform combines state-of-

the-art analytics with longitudinal EHR data from the American Academy

of Ophthalmology’s IRIS Registry®, the nation’s first comprehensive eye

disease clinical registry and the largest specialty-based clinical registry

in all of medicine.

VERANA HEALTH: DIGITAL AND
DEVICE COMBINATION FOR

OPHTHALMOLOGY
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Verana sheds light on the patient experience across the continuum of ophthalmic care to

equip clinical and commercial teams with real-world insights to advance innovationequip clinical and commercial teams with real-world insights to advance innovation.

Clinical Trial InsightsClinical Trial Insights:

Though drug and device innovation is rapidly evolving in response to the proliferation of

patient health data, randomized, controlled trials are the gold standard when introducing

new therapies to market. At Verana, the team uses information from the largest clinical

ophthalmic dataset in the world, combined with advanced analytic tools developed by a

team with demonstrated specialty expertise, to accelerate clinical trialsaccelerate clinical trials.

Verana Health Raises $30 Million Series C Led by GV to Accelerate Innovation in Healthcare

source - veranahealth.com

Market InsightsMarket Insights:

Reach beyond the limitations of traditional sales and marketing data sources to drive

commercial success. Verana enables commercial teams to maintain their competitive edge

with real-world clinical data insights that shed light on national and regional market

dynamics. Leverage intelligence on market share, patient demographics, and treatment

patterns to inform sales and marketing decisions.

Post-Market Clinical InsightsPost-Market Clinical Insights:

Regulatory agencies increasingly rely on real-world data to drive post-market

reimbursement decisions and assess long-term efficacy, safety, and side effect profiles for

drugs and devices. The The VeranaVerana data and technology platform enables life science data and technology platform enables life science

companies to address post-market clinical needscompanies to address post-market clinical needs, from adverse events reporting to utilizing

real-world evidence for label expansion, observational studies, and beyond.
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Miki Kapoor, Newly Appointed President and Chief Executive Officer of Verana Health

source - veranahealth.com

Verana Health began developing its specialty data platform in 2017, when it was selected

by the  as its exclusive partner for all commercial

applications of the  Launched in 2014, the IRIS Registry features more than 5050

millionmillion unique patients in its database, representing 211 million211 million patient visits and billions of

data points.

American Academy of Ophthalmology

IRIS Registry.
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Source links:Source links:

Direct link:Direct link:

Company name:Company name: Verana Health, Inc

Contact person:Contact person: -

E-mail:E-mail: info@veranahealth.com

Website:Website: https://www.veranahealth.com/

Phone:Phone: +1 650 223 5560

Patent status:Patent status: Patented

On market since:On market since: 2017

Regions:Regions: United States

Industries:Industries: Medtech

Verana Health, Inc

click here
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